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Comments from Reviewers

“Todd H. Rider’s Forgotten Creators is a monumental treatise about and an exciting intellectual journey
through the contributions of scientists and technologists in Germany and other Central European countries
and German-speaking areas to universal progress. It is thoroughly researched, meticulously documented,
and presented in an easy-to-perceive way. The pre-war and pre-Nazi German system of science support has
lessons that would be difficult to emulate but worthy to ponder about even today. The long-range tragic
consequences in science caused by National Socialism are well demonstrated as are the benefits in the West
and in the East from the exodus of Jewish scientists before and the importation of others from Germany
following World War II. The book is a virtually bottomless well for mining reliable information in the history
of science and technology. The ‘forgotten creators’ are no longer forgotten. Todd is to be congratulated for
his accomplishment and thanked for sharing it so generously with the international community.”

István Hargittai, Professor Emeritus of Chemistry, Budapest University of Technology and Economics,
author of Buried Glory, Candid Science, Drive and Curiosity, Great Minds,
Judging Edward Teller, Martians of Science, and The Road to Stockholm.

“Todd H. Rider’s Forgotten Creators is an encyclopedic consideration of Germany’s central place in the
advancement of science and technology between 1800 and 1945. Drawing upon a wide range of sources,
Rider has summarized that effort in a survey that will impress the reader just as much for the breadth of
German intellectual achievement as for the influence that achievement has had upon the modern world.”

George W. Cully, retired Director, Office of History at Air University, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama

“The scope and ambition of Forgotten Creators is really incredible. It is a work of great scholarship, an
effective narrative with many historical quotes by scientists and their contemporaries that make it a very
engaging read. It is richly illustrated with so many photos of researchers, where they worked, maps, patents,
etc. I think this book will be of great value to historians of science and public policy institutions. I also
think that as the center of economic and scientific innovation seems to be shifting from West to East, many
forward-thinking people in Asia will be reading this book closely as they consider their own path ahead.”

Brian Dempsey, President, Massachusetts Association of Biology Teachers

“The current fragmentation of scientific disciplines up to the point of marginalization raises the question
whether examples from history do exist to overcome this situation. Todd Rider attempts an answer, posing
the counter question: ‘Which lessons can be learned from the most productive German-speaking inventors
of the nineteenth and early twentieth century?’ His intention is not only to start a discussion on the chances
to successfully transfer former educational conditions to the present scientific system but also to remember
the inventors. Forgotten Creators, published online, is an impressive compilation of German achievements,
covering the natural sciences, mathematics, and engineering until WWII.”

Gernot Eilers, German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, and Nuclear Safety

“Todd H. Rider reminds us with Forgotten Creators that many key technologies like jet flight, helicopters,
rocket propelled gliders, guided missiles, night vision, special alloys and welding methods, or simply synthetic
rubber or polymer products that are common today were actually developed in the first half of the twentieth
century in Central Europe under the control of Germany. These technologies belonged among the most
valuable treasures the Allies won in the Second World War and triggered a strategic arms race among the
newly emerging superpowers in the subsequent decades of the Cold War (which some say had started already
in 1945 in St. Georgen/Gusen, Austria). An indispensable new reference book for all who are interested in
the history of technology and the twentieth century.”

Rudolf A. Haunschmied, Gusen Memorial Committee, author of St. Georgen—Gusen—Mauthausen
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“The book Forgotten Creators is a really impressive book, as Todd H. Rider tries to mention all relevant
German-speaking scientists and engineers and their scientific fields up to 1945 in this mammoth project. In
this form, nobody has dared to do this before. The author deserves my full respect for this. I am pleased
that we were able to support him in his research.”

Thomas Köhler, Peenemünde Historical-Technical Museum historian and head of the archive, author of
Vernichtender Fortschritt: Serienfertigung und Kriegseinsatz der Peenemünder “Vergeltungswaffen”

“Forgotten Creators shows us some aspects of the German culture in form and content: it reflects the spirit
of the German soul in the best of the senses, focused on the recent history of science mainly in Germany and
the U.S. The style reminds me of some of the biggest creations of German culture: ambitious, brave, sublime,
erudite, extensive, rigorous in the analyses and exhorting in the discourses. Great! It grasps the sociological
problems of science nowadays, and it offers lucid pessimistic views and wise observations of the facts. There
are two different leitmotivs: 1) the modern decline of our scientific and technical advances; 2) the highest
importance of German science in the most important contributions of the twentieth century scientific and
technological advances. Hence, the author posits interesting hypotheses that relate the decline of science
and the recent history of Germany and its influence in the world. Risk-taking interpretations that are worth
reading and thinking about.”

Mart́ın López-Corredoira, Instituto de Astrof́ısica de Canarias, author of The Twilight of the Scientific Age

“In the book Forgotten Creators, Todd H. Rider presents interesting perspectives that contribute to rethinking
the story of the German nuclear project, as well as the role that heavy water had in it. The book also confirms
the importance of the military actions carried out against heavy water production at Vemork.”

Gunhild Lur̊as, Heavy Water Exhibition Curator, Norwegian Industrial Workers Museum, Vemork

“Encyclopedia. This was the very first word coming to my mind when reading Todd H. Rider’s book. In one
publication the reader is given the opportunity to review official documents as well as getting familiar with
stories told by people who were involved in the development of modern technology. The book serves as a
compendium of knowledge for all who are passionate about any kind of research and inventions, not only
about the ones which saw the light during the Second World War and the German national socialism era.
There is no doubt that many of German speaking scientists presented in the book have strongly contributed
to the colossal technological progress and the development of new disciplines of science. However, when you
read the book, I would encourage you not to focus on these magnificent discoveries only. Names like Wernher
von Braun, Hubertus Strughold, and Otto Ambros trigger a negative connotation to many as their activities
during the period of Nazi Germany are still not completely transparent. Read, think about it, and draw your
own conclusions.”

Marek Michalski, author of Labor Camp Treblinka I,
researcher for the Treblinka Museum and Gross-Rosen Museum

“With his work, based on very comprehensive, thoroughly researched sources, Todd Rider has presented
an astonishing study of the history of German science, especially in the first half of the twentieth century,
which also reveals many connections that have been unjustly forgotten or little noticed. This also applies to
numerous persons whose achievements are hardly known.”

Günter Nagel, author of Wissenschaft für den Krieg, Himmlers Waffenforscher,
Atomversuche in Deutschland, and Das geheime deutsche Uranprojekt 1939–1945

“A very valuable part of the book is devoted to the development of nuclear weapons in Germany during
WWII, 1939–1945. While the histories of both the US/British Manhattan Project and the Soviet atomic
project have been to a large extent declassified, little is actually known about the German work. Rider has
done historians a favor by marshalling all of the evidence he could find in US, German, and Russian archives
regarding the German atomic project. The inescapable conclusion is that the Germans were much farther
advanced in nuclear weapons development than is generally thought.”

Lee Pondrom, Professor Emeritus of Physics, University of Wisconsin-Madison,
author of The Soviet Atomic Project: How the Soviet Union Obtained the Atomic Bomb
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“Todd Rider’s book Forgotten Creators, the creation of which I was able to observe and support for more
than two years, is extraordinary in every respect. The sheer size of the book shows how important the role
of German-speaking scientists was in the development of new technological advances. But it also shows the
author’s will to present as complete an account of this history as possible. He has succeeded in doing so. The
work therefore serves both as an introductory book and as a reference book. It is highly recommended.”

Georg Ribienski, Documentation Center Manager, Jonastalverein historical society, Thuringia

“Forgotten Creators by Todd Rider is an extraordinary work of detailed research and new insights into the
technological advances contributed by German-speaking scientists. His lengthy and in-depth study of history
often overlooked or not even seen in more cursory reviews is a refreshing read. His attempt to create the
fullest account possible has resulted in a fine reference book that also serves to introduce new research for
the reader. Rider’s contention, right up front in the Executive Summary—that inventions and discoveries
had their highest concentration of revolutionary innovations from scientists and engineers from the German-
speaking central European research world in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries—demands the
reader’s attention. He then fills an enormous amount of over 3,900 pages with supporting details. Amazing
subject matter and new revolutionary insights dug up through meticulous research make Forgotten Creators
a ‘must read’ for serious historians and curious researchers alike.”

D. Ray Smith, Oak Ridge Historian, retired Y-12 Historian, author, and newspaper columnist

“Todd Rider’s extensively researched and amazingly detailed book opens a new world for everybody inter-
ested in the history of science. Never before has anyone dug as deeply into the sources as Todd has, such that
he even discovered interesting details about our father, then a young officer, and revealed some new aspects
about him to us, his children. We are very grateful for Todd’s interest, dedication, and thorough research.”

Andrea (Stoelzel) Edwards and Bernhard Stoelzel,
the children of former Peenemünde staff member Heinz Stoelzel

“This truly voluminous study provides an in-depth overview of techno-scientific achievements and innovations
which originated from the German-speaking world. It is a rich and fascinating history of the transnational
circulation of knowledge over a period of no less than two centuries.”

Helmuth Trischler, Head of Research, Deutsches Museum, Munich,
author of Luft- und Raumfahrtforschung in Deutschland 1900–1970

and Building Europe on Expertise: Innovators, Organizers, Networkers

“A most important and deserving book. Todd Rider’s research on the German rocket and nuclear programs
in World War II is especially impressive because of the number and depth of the sources cited and the
meticulousness of their evaluation. Really pioneering work has been done here!”

Matthias Uhl, Deutsches Historisches Institut, Moscow, author of
Stalins V-2: Der Technologietransfer der deutschen Fernlenkwaffentechnik and

Die Organisation des Terrors: Der Dienstkalender Heinrich Himmlers 1943–1945

“Todd Rider’s compendium traces the phenomenal and explosive contribution of the Central European
scientific culture of the first half of the twentieth century to the modern world. The multinational renaissance
was ended by the Second World War, but the participants became scientific refugees in the victorious states,
driving technology around the world during the Cold War. A unique and valuable resource!”

Mark Wade, author of Encyclopedia Astronautica, www.astronautix.com

“Todd Rider has produced a meticulously researched and cogently argued tour de force on the men and the
circumstances that drove the modern German Renaissance in science and technology. Brought out of the
long shadow of the Third Reich, the story of this Golden Age of human enquiry is convincingly shown to
have as much relevance to our present times as it did then. A remarkable achievement.”

Stephen Walton, Senior Curator, U.K. Imperial War Museum
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Executive Summary

Wo ich schaffe, bin ich wahr. Where I create, I am true.

Rainer Maria Rilke. 8 August 1903. Letter to Lou Andreas-Salomé.

Chapter 1: Why We Should Remember What Was Forgotten. As shown in this chapter,
the world does not appear to be producing truly revolutionary scientific innovations at the same
rate it once did (certainly if measured in terms of revolutionary innovations per researcher or per
amount of funding). Instead the academic research sector seems increasingly fixated on maximizing
its rate of publishing papers regardless of their quality, redundancy, or relevance; the corporate
research sector appears more and more focused on very low-risk, immediately marketable products;
and the government research sector seems increasingly incapacitated by bureaucracy and budget
cuts. Rather than trying to create solutions for these modern systemic problems from scratch, one
may study what conditions facilitated the successes of innovators in other times and places.

Inventions and discoveries have been made throughout the world and throughout history, yet the
highest concentration of revolutionary innovations appears to have come from scientists and engi-
neers who were trained in the predominantly German-speaking central European research world in
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Unfortunately, the history of those innovations has
been significantly obscured by World Wars I and II, the Cold War, language barriers, and cultural
stereotypes, leaving the modern world less aware of the details and less able to fully reproduce the
research conditions that led to so many revolutionary achievements. Therefore the objectives of
this book are to:

• Elucidate the major creators and creations produced by that German-speaking world in var-
ious fields of science and engineering (Chapters 2–9).

• Determine the systemic factors that promoted so much revolutionary innovation in that par-
ticular place and time (Chapter 10).

• Evaluate the previous successes and failures of transferring that scientific knowledge and those
systemic methods to other research systems (Chapter 11).

• Propose methods by which modern governments, organizations, and/or individuals could
better emulate the success of the earlier German-speaking research world (Chapter 12).

A variety of study scopes and methods would be possible and enlightening, but this book focuses
on revolutionary innovators who were educated in that earlier German-speaking world1 between
approximately 1800 and 1945, as well as their subsequent careers (in some cases to the dawn of the
twenty-first century). As explained in detail in this chapter, this study is not intended to support
nationalist bragging rights, the Third Reich, or any notion that research conditions in the German-
speaking world were ever perfect. At best this book can only give a concise overview of a vast
field encompassing the actions of thousands of scientists and engineers across many countries over
a period of two centuries, as well as investigations into that time period by countless subsequent
scholars.

1Defined herein as German, Austrian, and Swiss researchers; eastern European and other researchers who trained
in the German-speaking world; and scientists and engineers in the closely coupled Dutch research system.
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The German-speaking world produced astonishing numbers of revolutionary innovators and inno-
vations in a wide range of fields, as enumerated in eight chapters:

Chapter 2: Creators and Creations in Biology and Medicine
Advances from genetics to antibiotics

Chapter 3: Creators and Creations in Chemistry and Materials Science
Breakthroughs from color film to synthetic rubber

Chapter 4: Creators and Creations in Earth and Space Science
Discoveries about the universe from continental drift to stellar distances

Chapter 5: Creators and Creations in Physics and Mathematics
Revolutionary ideas from relativity to quantum mechanics

Chapter 6: Creators and Creations in Electrical and Electromagnetic Engineering
Inventions from semiconductors to computers

Chapter 7: Creators and Creations in Mechanical Engineering
Systems from automobiles to submarines

Chapter 8: Creators and Creations in Nuclear Science and Engineering
Reactions and applications from fission to fusion

Chapter 9: Creators and Creations in Aerospace Engineering
Vehicles from jet planes to moon rockets

Chapter 10: Creating the Creators. Based on evidence presented in this chapter, a number of
specific factors within the German-speaking world promoted revolutionary innovation:

1. Science was socially glorified, from children’s activities and amateur science clubs to presti-
gious jobs and government-lauded scientific heroes.

2. A century-long steady exponential increase in funding gave scientists, employers, and sponsors
much more freedom to pursue higher-risk and/or longer-term research.

3. Many Ph.D. students were encouraged to propose their own research topics and to pursue
them independently.

4. Scientists received their final degrees nearly a decade earlier in life, and independent research
funding up to two decades earlier, than modern scientists do.

5. Scientists who made major contributions to multiple disciplines, and fraternization among
scientists from different disciplines, were much more common than in the modern world.

6. Instead of peer review, an autocratic yet farsighted scientific management culture of “enlight-
ened despots” granted stable jobs and funding to the most promising creators and creations.

7. Both scientists and sponsors used a systems analysis approach to focus on the most important
problems and the most effective innovations to address those problems.

8. The lack of natural resources spurred the creation of a wide range of innovative alternatives.
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9. International rivalry (both economic and military) was a powerful driving force for innovation.

10. German-speaking companies were less afraid of losing their own innovations to each other
than of being outstripped by foreign countries, giving them a strong motivation to innovate.

Chapter 11: Immortalizing the Creations and Forgetting the Creators. As documented
in this chapter, the modern world eagerly adopted the creations of the earlier German-speaking
world, yet ultimately largely forgot both the creators and the systemic approaches that had made
such creations possible. Over the course of waves that occurred before, during, and after the Third
Reich, all of the creations, most of the creators, and some of the systemic approaches were trans-
ferred from the German-speaking world to the United States and other countries in a German
scientific diaspora. Those countries spent many decades fully perfecting and mass-producing the
innovations that had been created by the earlier German-speaking world, resulting in our modern
world of jet aircraft, electronics, and pharmaceuticals. Most of the creators who had already died or
who remained in German-speaking areas were largely forgotten by the non-German-speaking world,
which often mistakenly attributed their creations to whichever non-German-speaking individuals
or organizations had acquired their technical information. Most of the creators who emigrated out
of German-speaking areas led well-funded but quiet lives perfecting their creations and were also
ultimately forgotten. Especially during the 1940s–1960s, the United States and other countries prac-
ticed some of the general approaches that had made the earlier German-speaking world successful,
thereby cultivating new innovators and innovations of their own.

By the 1970s, most of the German-speaking creators had retired or died, their creations had been
refined to the point of diminishing incremental returns, and global research systems had abandoned
most of the German-like practices they had adopted, significantly reducing their efficiency at pro-
ducing entirely new innovators and innovations. The Cold War as a strong motivating force for
innovation had also relaxed around 1970, and any truly revolutionary new innovators (or innova-
tions) that were produced by the global research system found it increasingly difficult to obtain
proper support as time went by. From the 1990s onward, with the Cold War over and officials both
public and private haggling over every research dollar while spending heavily or even wastefully
in other areas, the academic, corporate, and government research sectors each became increasingly
dysfunctional in their own ways.

Chapter 12: Learning from the Creators. Based on the successes of the earlier German-
speaking world, this final chapter offers lessons that could be applied at any scale from the national
level down to an individual’s career. At a nationwide or statewide level, the following policies
could improve the ability of the modern scientific system to produce revolutionary innovators and
innovations:

1. The social and financial status of science research should be elevated greatly. Better quality
and greater variety of educational science experiment kits for children should be produced and
more widely advertised and used. Student science competitions (especially ones like science
fairs that emulate real scientific research) should be given much greater emphasis, and the
winners of those competitions should be very publicly praised and rewarded. The salaries and
working conditions of science and other teachers should be improved in order to attract very
talented people to those positions and to recognize and reward the most effective teachers. Im-
portant scientific discoveries and inventions, as well as the people responsible for them, should
be given much more coverage in television news programs, movies, newspapers, magazines,
and popular internet sites.
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2. If the amount of funding and permanent job positions better matched the number of gradu-
ating students and career researchers (by increasing funding wherever possible, or otherwise
by limiting the number of students going into research), scientists would be able to spend
much more of their time and energy doing productive research, and much less of their time
and energy pursuing elusive funding and positions. It would also be much more acceptable
to sponsors, institutions, and the scientists themselves for researchers to pursue longer-term
work without an immediately demonstrable payoff, as well as more innovative higher-risk
work that would be less guaranteed to yield results than very incremental, low-risk work.

3. Science students should be trained from an early age to be very creative and very self-reliant
researchers. Students should be strongly encouraged to select their own research topics and
methods. Research advisors should provide as much advice and assistance as is necessary (but
only what is necessary) to ensure that their students are pursuing productive research topics
using suitable methods. Research advisors should not use students as unpaid or low-wage
labor to benefit the advisors’ own research grants or lists of publications.

4. The average age at which scientists receive their final degree and obtain independent research
funding should be reduced back toward their early to mid-twenties. That would greatly in-
crease the number of productive working years during which those scientists have the greatest
creativity, the most energy, and the fewest non-research obligations.

5. The system should train and reward at least some percentage of multidisciplinary scientists
who can make major contributions in multiple fields, apply knowledge and methods from one
field to another, and use their broader view to guide fields away from less productive areas
and toward more productive ones. All scientists should be strongly encouraged to make their
research comprehensible to people outside their field, and to interact with scientists in other
fields in a variety of environments, in order to cross-pollinate ideas among different fields.

6. While there is certainly a place for methodical peer review, entrusting virtually all funding and
hiring decisions to peer review risks overlooking those creative new scientists and ideas that
are so revolutionary that they cannot easily and immediately get broad consensus from the
scientific status quo. The modern research system should set aside some percentage of research
funding to be allocated by “enlightened despots” who are good at identifying potentially
revolutionary innovators and innovations. Such enlightened despots should have the clear
authority to grant financial and political support to any people or projects they deem worthy,
and to grant that support for many years without having to demonstrate that there is an
immediate payoff, or even that all funded research will eventually pay off. Wherever possible,
any remaining peer review should be done by reviewers unaware of the researchers’ names
and affiliations, so that they can more fairly evaluate the actual research in question.

7. By using systems analysis, key decision makers in government, industry, and academia could
help focus more resources on the most important problems and potential solutions. If individ-
ual scientists were taught to practice systems analysis, they could use that method to guide
their careers and their research projects in more promising directions, and to ensure that no
potentially useful regions of the conceptual “phase space” had been overlooked.

8. In the face of dwindling natural resources and the rising long-term costs of climate change,
pollution, and waste, government-funded programs and government regulations for indus-
trial programs should prioritize the development of very innovative methods of reducing the
consumption of natural resources and minimizing the creation of waste products.
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9. Peaceful economic rivalry and regional pride could constructively motivate nations or states
to accelerate their research programs. Regional high-tech centers could promote interactions
among programs they contain, and rival high-tech centers could compete for the best scien-
tists, projects, research funding, and economic income from resulting inventions and products.

10. Companies should view very innovative, longer-term research and development (R&D) as a
worthwhile investment in staying ahead of competitors, not a financial liability whose resulting
products could be copied by competitors that did not fund their own R&D. Improved tax,
patent, regulatory, or other government incentives could make it much more lucrative for the
first company that develops any given major innovation, and/or less lucrative for copycats.

In addition to the above lessons for national or state research systems, Chapter 12 also offers
additional lessons for individual companies, organizations, and laboratories; for individual scientists
and engineers; and for scholars who study past, present, and potential future innovation systems.

The appendices focus on some potentially quite advanced creations of the German-speaking world
during World War II that are currently much less well understood by modern historians, and whose
complexities necessitate a considerably longer treatment than could be given in Chapters 2–9:

Appendix A presents archival documents that suggest that Germany had the largest and
most advanced biotechnology programs in the world at that time, was developing neural
interfaces to control prosthetic limbs and weapons systems, possessed a significant offensive
program in biological warfare, and discovered advanced V-series nerve agents during the war.

Appendix B gives an overview of evidence that transistors and other microelectronics in-
novations may have originated in the German-speaking world, and that information on those
technologies may have been transferred to and exploited by Allied countries after the war.

Appendix C presents documents that appear to show that the German-speaking world
developed and tested a variety of directed-energy technologies, including particle beams, elec-
tromagnetic pulse weapons, major steps toward lasers, focused sound waves for applications
ranging from ultrasound imaging to acoustic weapons, and electromagnetic railguns.

Appendix D provides considerable evidence that Germany may have developed and even
successfully tested fission bombs during the war (which would have made it the first country
in world history to possess nuclear weapons), and that it may have even had a megaton-level
hydrogen bomb in an advanced stage of development when the war ended.

Appendix E presents archival documents that appear to show that wartime Germany made
considerable progress toward developing the aerospace technologies that have formed the
“nuclear triad” for most of the postwar decades: intercontinental jet bombers, intercontinental
ballistic missiles, and submarine-launched missiles.

Although the evidence in the appendices does not constitute conclusive proof, it should prompt
further archival research to clarify the true extent of those wartime programs.

The Bibliography of over 400 pages covers relevant books, articles, government reports, and
archival documents.

To maximize the audience, longevity, and impact of this book, it is available for free
on the internet. Hopefully it will spur discussion, learning, and further work in the
important areas that it covers. Suggestions for improvements are very welcome.
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Chapter 1

Why We Should Remember What
Was Forgotten

Heiße Magister, heiße Doktor gar
Und ziehe schon an die zehen Jahr
Herauf, herab und quer und krumm
Meine Schüler an der Nase herum—
Und sehe, daß wir nichts wissen können!
Das will mir schier das Herz verbrennen.
Zwar bin ich gescheiter als all die Laffen,
Doktoren, Magister, Schreiber und Pfaffen;
Mich plagen keine Skrupel noch Zweifel,
Fürchte mich weder vor Hölle noch Teufel—
Dafür ist mir auch alle Freud entrissen,
Bilde mir nicht ein, was Rechts zu wissen,
Bilde mir nicht ein, ich könnte was lehren,
Die Menschen zu bessern und zu bekehren.

I’m called a Master, even Doctor too
And now I’ve nearly ten years through
Pulled my students by their noses to and fro
And up and down, across, about
And see there’s nothing we can know!
That all but burns my heart right out.
True, I am more clever than all the vain creatures,
The doctors and masters, writers and preachers;
No doubts plague me, nor scruples as well.
I’m not afraid of devil or hell.
To offset that, all joy is rent from me.
I do not imagine I know aught that’s right;
I do not imagine I could teach what might
Convert and improve humanity.

Johann von Goethe. 1808. Faust Part One. Nacht, Faust.
English verse translation adapted from George Madison Priest.
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Science and engineering have changed the world in countless ways. While some scientific discoveries
and engineering inventions may be harmful or dangerous if misused, on the whole they appear
to have improved our lives. Very few people who are alive now would voluntarily choose to give
up indoor plumbing, electric lights, rapid transportation, and modern medicine. Based on such
historical precedents, we have good reason to hope that science and engineering could make our
lives even better in the future. Thus it is in the best interests of everyone, even those who are not
scientists and engineers, for the scientific research and development system to function as well as
possible.

The ultimate goal of this book is to help improve our understanding of the past, the present, and the
potential future of scientific research and development, and through that improved understanding,
to enhance the effectiveness of the research and development system in bringing new discoveries
and inventions to our lives and those of our children and grandchildren. This chapter explains more
about the motivation, background, and approach of this study.

1.1 Scientific Innovation in the Modern World

Upon superficial inspection, the modern scientific research and development system seems to be
operating very successfully [AAAS2 2018; NSF 2018; Nelson 1993; OECD 2018]:

• Each year, over 750,000 bachelor’s degrees in science and engineering fields are awarded in
the United States, and over 4 million worldwide, as shown in Fig. 1.1(a).

• Likewise, each year over 40,000 science and engineering doctoral degrees are awarded in the
United States, and over 200,000 worldwide, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1(b).

• Some of those degree recipients go into other work, but many join the pool of people who are
currently doing scientific research, which is over 1.3 million researchers in the United States
and growing, and over 7 million researchers worldwide and growing, as graphed in Fig. 1.2(a).

• Each year, those researchers receive an estimated total (both public and private funding) of
$500 billion in the United States and over $1.7 trillion worldwide for research and development
(R&D), as shown in Fig. 1.2(b).

• With that funding, each year they produce over 2 million new journal articles worldwide, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.3(a).

• Also with that funding, each year they produce over 3.3 million new patent applications
worldwide, as graphed in Fig. 1.3(b).

• Along the way, modern researchers have produced recent popular products such as smart-
phones, a wide variety of internet sites for social networking and sales, computer-generated
visual effects, new computer games, 3D printers, and pharmaceuticals ranging from Viagra
to opioids.
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Figure 1.1: Number of (a) bachelor’s degrees and (b) doctoral degrees awarded in science and
engineering fields in various countries each year; note that many countries (such as India) are not
included in the graphs [https://www.nsf.gov/statistics/2018/nsb20181/figures].
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Figure 1.2: Research system sizes as measured by (a) estimated number of researchers in various
countries, and (b) total R&D spending of various countries in purchasing power parity (PPP)
dollars [https://www.nsf.gov/statistics/2018/nsb20181/figures]. (In the upper graph, the apparent
2008–2009 drop in researchers in China is just an artifact of a change in how Chinese researchers
were counted before vs. after that time; by either method of counting, the number of Chinese
researchers steadily increased throughout the time period of the graph.)
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Figure 1.3: Annual production of (a) science and engineering articles by various countries, and (b)
total patent applications filed worldwide [https://www.nsf.gov/statistics/2018/nsb20181/figures;
https://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo pub 941 2019.pdf].
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Yet upon closer examination, the modern research system actually appears to have serious problems,
as illustrated by several different lines of evidence:

1. Problems from everyday experience

2. Problems from published analyses

3. Problems with modern academic research

4. Problems with modern corporate research

5. Problems with modern government research

These five lines of evidence are considered in the following sections.

1.1.1 Problems from Everyday Experience

At least in the developed world, most of the technologies encountered in people’s daily lives have
not changed much over the last half century. We still travel around in very similar automobiles
and jet planes, spend too much time in front of color video screens (even if they are nicer now
and come in more sizes), and struggle to cure cancer. Only a few visible technologies have changed
significantly over the last 50 years: virtually everyone has a phone in their pocket instead of on their
desk, and anyone can use a computer instead of just workers in large offices. In contrast, there were
large numbers of completely transformative technological changes over any 50-year span during
the nineteenth century and for most of the twentieth century: electric lighting and appliances,
indoor plumbing and air-conditioning, trains and automobiles, vaccines and antibiotics, jets and
helicopters, transistors and lasers, nuclear power and weapons, submarines on the ocean floor and
astronauts on the moon. By the standards of everyday experience, in absolute terms the rate of
modern scientific innovation seems much lower now than it had been decades ago, despite the
record-breaking amounts of funding, people, and papers involved in the modern system. Certainly
the rate of revolutionary innovation per dollar or per person working in the system appears to be
far lower now than in the past.

The longtime science journalist Michael Hanlon summed up this apparent decline [Hanlon 2014]:

Yet there once was an age when speculation matched reality. It spluttered to a halt more
than 40 years ago. Most of what has happened since has been merely incremental im-
provements upon what came before. That true age of innovation—I’ll call it the Golden
Quarter—ran from approximately 1945 to 1971. Just about everything that defines the
modern world either came about, or had its seeds sown, during this time. The Pill. Elec-
tronics. Computers and the birth of the internet. Nuclear power. Television. Antibiotics.
Space travel... The Green Revolution in agriculture... Mass aviation... Cheap, reliable
and safe automobiles. High-speed trains. We put a man on the Moon, sent a probe to
Mars, beat smallpox and discovered the double-spiral key of life. The Golden Quarter
was a unique period of less than a single human generation, a time when innovation
appeared to be running on a mix of dragster fuel and dilithium crystals.
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Today, progress is defined almost entirely by consumer-driven, often banal improvements
in information technology. The US economist Tyler Cowen, in his essay The Great
Stagnation (2011), argues that, in the US at least, a technological plateau has been
reached. Sure, our phones are great, but that’s not the same as being able to fly across
the Atlantic in eight hours or eliminating smallpox. As the US technologist Peter Thiel
once put it: “We wanted flying cars, we got 140 characters.”

But it could have been so much better. If the pace of change had continued, we could
be living in a world where Alzheimer’s was treatable, where clean nuclear power had
ended the threat of climate change, where the brilliance of genetics was used to bring
the benefits of cheap and healthy food to the bottom billion, and where cancer really
was on the back foot. Forget colonies on the Moon; if the Golden Quarter had become
the Golden Century, the battery in your magic smartphone might even last more than
a day.

As illustrated by additional data in the next section, Hanlon’s diagnosis of an innovation decline
appears to be correct. However, like most people in the modern world, he incorrectly perceived
most modern innovations as having come from the United States during the first few decades after
World War II. As this book shows, the specific innovations that he cited, and the highly creative
scientists and engineers who produced them, can actually be traced to a different time and place.

1.1.2 Problems from Published Analyses

Using more detailed analyses, a number of researchers have studied the rate of production of major
scientific and technological innovations and published their conclusions that the rate has indeed
been declining over the last several decades. A few examples are shown in Fig. 1.4.

Stanford researchers Nicholas Bloom, Charles I. Jones, John Van Reenen, and Michael Webb re-
leased a detailed study in 2017 [Bloom et al. 2017]. They found that between 1930 and 2000, the
number of researchers in the United States increased by a factor of 23, whereas the U.S. economic
growth rate due to research innovation fell by a factor of approximately 1.78, so the productive
innovation rate per researcher fell by a factor of 41. (See Fig. 1.4 top.) In other words, according
to this study, the average researcher in 1930 produced 41 times more innovation than the average
researcher in 2000. The same study found similar declines in innovation productivity as measured
in specific fields such as medicine, electronics, and agriculture.

U.S. Navy physicist Jonathan Huebner published an earlier analysis of the number of revolutionary
innovations per person per year [Huebner 2005]. (See Fig. 1.4 middle.) Although his data sources
and methods of analysis were significantly different than those of Bloom et al., Huebner also found
a steep decline in the number of innovations per person per year over the last several decades.

Molecular geneticist Jan Vijg analyzed the historical innovation rate too [Vijg 2011]. (See Fig. 1.4
bottom.) Whereas Bloom et al. and Huebner presented their results as declines in the number
of innovations per person per year, Vijg simply plotted the total number of innovations per year
(not also per person). According to Vijg, that total innovation rate has fallen markedly for several
decades, even though the population has greatly increased during that time. Thus Vijg’s statement
about innovation decline is even stronger than those by Bloom et al. and Huebner.
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Figure 1.4: Examples of independent analyses indicating a modern decline in number of new scien-
tific innovations per person per year [Bloom et al. 2017; Huebner 2005; Vijg 2011].
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These three analyses showing a significant decline in the number of revolutionary innovations per
person per year, or even the total number of revolutionary innovations per year, are not isolated
studies or outlier results. Other analysts warning of the recent innovation decline include:

• Ashish Arora, Sharon Belenzon, and Andrea Patacconi, economists [Arora et al. 2015, 2019]

• Robert Atkinson, an economist [Atkinson 2014a, 2014b; Foote and Atkinson 2019]

• Donald Braben, a retired British Petroleum research manager [Braben 1994, 2004, 2008, 2014]

• Bill Buxton, a Bloomberg Businessweek writer [Buxton 2008]

• Nicholas Carr, a Wall Street Journal writer and book author [Carr 2012, 2015]

• Patrick Collison and Michael Nielsen, Silicon Valley venture capitalists [Collison and Nielsen
2018]

• Tyler Cowen, an economist [Cowen 2011]

• Steve Denning, a Forbes writer [Denning 2013]

• Elizabeth Dzeng, a scholar at Cambridge University [Dzeng 2014]

• Judy Estrin, a veteran Silicon Valley entrepreneur [Estrin 2008; NYT 2008-09-01, p. C4]

• Justin Fox, a former Harvard Business Review editorial director [Fox 2012]

• Robert Gordon, an economist [Gordon 2000, 2012, 2016]

• Lynn Gref, a retired NASA and Defense Department manager [Gref 2010]

• Jonathan Gruber and Simon Johnson, MIT economists [Gruber and Johnson 2019]

• John Horgan, a science journalist [Horgan 2015]

• Greg Ip, chief economics commentator for the Wall Street Journal [Ip 2016]

• Walter Isaacson, historian of science [Isaacson 2019]

• Leslie Kwoh, a Wall Street Journal writer [Kwoh 2012]

• Mart́ın López-Corredoira, an astrophysicist [López-Corredoira 2013]

• Michael Mandel, a Bloomberg Businessweek writer [Mandel 2009]

• Chris Matthews, a Fortune magazine writer [Matthews 2015]

• Derek de Solla Price, an historian of science [Price 1986]

• Simon Ramo, a retired TRW cofounder [Ramo 1980a, 1983, 1988]
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• Richard Rosenbloom, a Harvard Business School professor [Rosenbloom and Spencer 1996]

• Daniel Sarewitz, an Arizona State University science policy professor [Sarewitz 2016]

• William Spencer, a former Sematech CEO [Rosenbloom and Spencer 1996]

• Neal Stephenson, a science fiction author [Stephenson 2011]

• Peter Thiel, a venture capitalist [Thiel 2011, 2016]

• A high-ranking panel from the American Academy of Arts & Sciences [AAAS1 2014]

• A high-ranking panel from MIT [MIT 2015]

• A high-ranking panel from the U.S. National Academy of Sciences [NAS 2007, 2010]
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1.1.3 Problems with Modern Academic Research

While universities have produced innovators, discoveries, and inventions for centuries, many ob-
servers have reported widespread problems with the modern academic system.1 Examples include:

(a) Professors at many universities are generally evaluated primarily or exclusively for research,
so they tend to neglect teaching. Professors who are deemed to invest too much effort in teach-
ing may even be denied tenure or otherwise punished, while other professors often delegate
teaching to poorly paid adjunct professors or graduate students.

(b) The modern academic system seems to be extremely focused on publishing as many papers as
possible, even if they are highly repetitive of previous papers by the same researchers, do little
to actually advance their field, and often are of dubious quality (or even plagiarized or faked
entirely2). Researchers openly talk about maximizing the number of “minimum publishable
units.” Academics are so judged by their continuous high production rate of papers that they
cannot really afford to get negative results. For that reason, they tend to pursue experiments
(1) with a readily predictable and immediate payoff, (2) with insufficient optimization for
repeatability, (3) with very little risk or innovation, and (4) preferably without focusing on
truly practical applications that would take much longer to perfect. Likewise, academics
usually cannot afford the time to publish any negative results if they do happen to get them
(which would be very helpful to warn others of dead ends or misconceptions). The result
appears to be an exponentially increasing deluge of repetitious, minimally innovative, or even
spurious papers.

(c) Although it is considered to be by far the most important product of the system, this output
of papers seems to end up largely unread and unutilized because (1) the number of papers is so
incomprehensibly vast, (2) the papers are inaccessible to most of the world due to exorbitant
online journal paywalls or the cost or obscurity of the printed volumes in which they appear,
and (3) most academic researchers are too busy frantically writing their own papers to spend
much time reading, trying to replicate, or applying other researchers’ papers.

(d) Instead of multidisciplinary cross-pollination or even proper perspective within a given field,
modern academia seems to demand extreme microspecialization. To compound the problem,
researchers in each subfield appear to continually develop more and more unnecessarily spe-
cialized vocabulary, and this “tower of Babel” effect makes it much more difficult for (1)
students to learn a given field, (2) researchers in different fields to communicate or spread
ideas, (3) the public to understand and appreciate the work, and (4) the work to have any
impact in the real world beyond the virtually inaccessible specialized literature.

1E.g., Aitkenhead 2013; Alberts et al. 2014; Armstrong 1997; Begley 2009; Belluz et al. 2016a, 2016b; Blumenstyk
2014; Brenner 2014; Brezis 2007; Carey 2015; Carr 2009; Dzeng 2014; Economist 2010; Farrow 2019; Feighery 2013;
Frey 2003; Garner 2006; Gee 2017; Gillies 2008; Godlee et al. 1998; Horrobin 1990; Ietto-Gillies 2008; Junod 2013;
Kennefick 2009; Lin 2014; López-Corredoira 2013; Maddox 1995; Mahoney 1997; Merton 1968; O’Shaughnessy 2012;
Peters and Ceci 1982; Racker 1989; Rothwell and Martyn 2000; Sandal 2011a, 2011b, 2016; Scott 2012; Taschner
2007; Tarver 2007; Ziman 1995.

2E.g., Schneider 2016, 2017, 2020.
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(e) Universities now seem to be bottomless pits for tuition, research grants, donations, university-
hosted conference fees, and other funding, with tuition rising far faster than inflation for
many decades, university faculty and staff endlessly pursuing wealthy donors and sponsor
grants full-time, untapped university endowments mounting ever higher, and an explosion
of administrators, extravagant campus architectural projects, ever more expensive athletic
programs and facilities, and other costs with at best a tenuous connection to actual research
and education.

(f) For decades there has been an exponential multiplication of professors and postdocs who want
to be professors. Although this process began as a way to build up an academic system from
minimal roots, in the modern environment in which the number of positions for professors
has been relatively constant for years, it now functions for all practical purposes as a pyramid
or Ponzi scheme that primarily benefits those who got in earlier. Those entering the system
more recently tend to work very long hours to make the whole system function, are paid quite
poorly, and have very dim career prospects.

Many observers (such as those cited) have reported these problems, but the most colorful summation
was provided by Mark Tarver, a former professor at the University of Leeds [Tarver 2007]:

Teaching was not the only criterion of assessment. Research was another and, from
the point of view of getting promotion, more important. Teaching being increasingly
dreadful, research was both an escape ladder away from the coal face and a means of
securing a raise. The mandarins in charge of education decreed that research was to be
assessed, and that meant counting things. Quite what things and how wasn’t too clear,
but the general answer was that the more you wrote, the better you were. So lecturers
began scribbling with the frenetic intensity of battery hens on overtime, producing paper
after paper, challenging increasingly harassed librarians to find the space for them. New
journals and conferences blossomed and conference hopping became a means to self-
promotion. Little matter if your effort was read only by you and your mates. It was
there and it counted.

Today this ideology is totally dominant all over the world, including North America.
You can routinely find lecturers with more than a hundred published papers and you
marvel at these paradigms of human creativity. These are people, you think, who are
fit to challenge Mozart who wrote a hundred pieces or more of music. And then you get
puzzled that, in this modern world, there should be so many Mozarts—almost one for
every department.

The more prosaic truth emerges when you scan the titles of these epics. First, the author
rarely appears alone, sharing space with two or three others. Often the collaborators
are Ph.D. students who are routinely doing most of the spade work on some low grant
in the hope of climbing the greasy pole. Dividing the number of titles by the author’s
actual contribution probably reduces those hundred papers to twenty-five. Then looking
at the titles themselves, you’ll see that many of the titles bear a striking resemblance
to each other. “Adaptive Mesh Analysis” reads one and “An Adaptive Algorithm for
Mesh Analysis” reads another. Dividing the total remaining by the average number of
repetitions halves the list again. Mozart disappears before your very eyes.
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But the last criterion is often the hardest. Is the paper important? Is it something
people will look back on and say “That was a landmark.” Applying this last test requires
historical hindsight—not an easy thing. But when it is applied, very often the list of one
hundred papers disappears altogether. Placed under the heat of forensic investigation
the list finally evaporates and what you are left with is the empty set.

And this, really, is not a great surprise, because landmark papers in any discipline are
few and far between. Mozarts are rare and to be valued, but the counterfeit academic
Mozarts are common and a contributory cause to global warming and deforestation.

Because of all of the above problems, and because it is now more efficient and far cheaper for
students to do much of their academic coursework online, utilizing the best recorded lectures and
curriculum materials, it is currently unclear how universities should or will change in the coming
decades.

1.1.4 Problems with Modern Corporate Research

Decades ago, corporate research programs made sizeable investments in very innovative, longer-
term research and development projects, ultimately leading to products ranging from revolution-
ary microelectronics to whole new classes of pharmaceuticals. Unfortunately, corporate research
(even including start-up companies and venture capitalists) now appears to be hobbled by several
widespread problems, such as:3

(a) With top management and investors seemingly focused only on tomorrow’s stock prices and
next year’s products, companies are generally only interested in developing very near-term,
very low-risk (non-innovative) products.

(b) There appears to be a strong financial incentive for companies to take whatever amount of
innovation does exist in their R&D pipeline and spread that innovation out for as many
years as possible over a long succession of slightly improved products, in order to ensure
planned obsolescence of each product and profitable sales of the next version of the product.
There seems to be a strong disincentive to release as much innovation as possible as quickly
as possible, which would spur the need for much more extensive and accelerated innovative
research programs to refill the pipeline with future products.

(c) Research and development for any period of time is apparently viewed as an immediate
financial loss for the company, not an investment in the company’s future, and scaled back or
entirely replaced with the hope of finding some other company’s research that can be bought
out or simply imitated. It is presumably much more lucrative to wait for someone else to
invest in developing an innovative product, then just copy that product and try to capture
as much of the market share as possible.

3E.g., Arora 2015; Buxton 2008; Denning 2013, 2014; Hsueh 2015; Kwoh 2012; Lyons 2016, 2018; Matthews 2015;
Mittra 2009; O’Neill 2012; Pearlstein 2018; Ramo 1980a, 1983, 1988; Rosenbloom and Spencer 1996; Slywotzky 2009;
Terkel 2011; NYT 2011-05-02, 2015-05-20, 2016-06-30.
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(d) Companies tend to be very unstable, with an endless series of mergers, acquisitions, or internal
reorganizations that can completely redirect any research and development priorities on an
almost annual basis.

(e) Profits for top management and investors seem to grow ever larger while rewards and working
conditions for the actual research and development employees have stagnated at low levels or
even worsened in recent years. Upper management tends to view the workers as disposable,
interchangeable cogs in the machine that can be frequently and easily replaced, not skilled
experts whose abilities should be cultivated, allowed to reach their maximum potential, and
rewarded with and for longtime service.

Simon Ramo, cofounder of TRW, saw these problems arise in the 1970s [Ramo 1980a, pp. 55–56]:

New technology is by its nature speculative. Risk taking is part of the task of man-
agement in the private sector but in periods of diminishing rewards smaller risks will
be favored. This means priority will go to sticking to existing technology and making
only small changes in techniques of manufacture and in the products themselves. Man-
agers of R&D in American corporations are now reporting a heavy shift in emphasis to
short-term programs either to produce safe, non-speculative, incremental improvements
or else to learn how to comply with new government environmental and safety regula-
tions. Basic research has been disappearing from private U.S. industry. Another factor
is that principal executives, while not disinterested in long-term investments that may
enhance the company’s position after they have retired, have a natural desire to see
results while they are still in the driver’s seat. They are increasingly less motivated to
make risky, long-term investments as their concern grows about U.S. economic-political
stability over the lengthening period required to see a speculative investment through
to successful completion. [...]

After World War II there was a burgeoning in the United States of new technological
industries: computers, agricultural technology, instant copiers, telecommunications, jet
transport, semiconductors, nuclear reactors, spacecraft, fast foods, new chemicals and
pharmaceuticals, and many more. Some of these product areas are now approaching
maturity. We need new ideas and enterprises as well as continued enhancement and
expansion of the fields in which we have a strong position.

The problems succinctly diagnosed by Ramo in 1980 have only worsened in the several decades
since then, as shown by the references about corporate research cited above.

As with Michael Hanlon (see p. 30), most or all of the innovations that Ramo attributed to the
United States during the first few decades after World War II can actually be traced to a different
time and place, as this book shows.
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1.1.5 Problems with Modern Government Research

Although government-run or government-funded laboratories played major roles in developing revo-
lutionary innovations (nuclear technology, radar, space flight, guidance systems, etc.) many decades
ago, they now seem to be mired in a number of problems.4 In general the problems include:

(a) Each lab appears to be strongly focused on some core technology that was very innovative
roughly three-quarters of a century ago when the lab was founded, but that is now very
mature and for which government funding is steadily declining.

(b) Because of their previously reliable government funding and potentially dangerous core tech-
nologies, government labs tended to develop very risk-averse management cultures in which
it is generally much safer politically to do nothing than to support any progress or change.

(c) Any new work at government labs seems to be highly constrained by a wide variety of internal
and external regulations that have greatly increased in number and severity over the last 75
or so years.

(d) As funding for government labs has declined in recent years, not only have their research
staff sizes decreased, but the surviving staff members have had to devote larger and larger
fractions of their time to pursuing outside resources instead of actually conducting research.
In many cases, the staff members spend much of their time writing proposals to try to obtain
funding from outside sponsors. In other cases, the surviving staff are no longer allowed to
conduct their own research, but rather must spend their time selecting and managing outside
contractors to do the research.

(e) In cases where government labs have attempted to reform their structures and their areas of
research, those reforms often mimic some of the worst practices of modern industry, for exam-
ple either by focusing on very short-term, non-innovative, low-risk work or else by investing
in a rapid succession of poorly thought-out “get rich quick” schemes.

(f) For all of the preceding reasons, government labs often have great difficulty attracting and
retaining talented scientific professionals, and may instead accumulate mediocre personnel
to fill out available positions, with some of those mediocre personnel ultimately rising to
management positions at all levels as managerial openings become available over time.

4E.g., Alvarez 2014; GAO 2016; Gref 2010; Harris and Benincasa 2014; King 2011; Kramer 2016; Lucibella and
Levine 2010; Mann 2011; McCurdy 1993; Nesbit 2016; Odenwald 1995; Sisk 2015; Steinbock 2015; Trento and Trento
1987; Trigaux 2015; Young 2015a, 2015b; NYT 2011-01-23, 2011-09-11.
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Howard McCurdy, professor of public affairs at American University, summarized these problems
in his detailed analysis of NASA’s management history [McCurdy 1993, pp. 1–2]:

The people who ran the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) when
the agency was young developed methods of doing business that allowed them to carry
out extraordinarily difficult tasks. NASA civil servants discovered ways to circumvent
bureaucratic restrictions and avoid failure when it threatened to occur. They adopted
an organizational philosophy suited to the scientific and technological missions they
were asked to perform. NASA acquired a reputation as a high-performance government
organization.

As NASA grew older, it changed. Beliefs about how the agency should be run persisted,
but no longer did those beliefs elicit the behavior that characterized the early years.
NASA grew more bureaucratic. It became more concerned with maintaining its survival.
In the eyes of some people, its performance declined. The onset of maturity changed
NASA. The agency that embarked upon the 1990s was a different one than the NASA
that sent astronauts to the Moon. The NASA story helps reveal forces that work to
mollify the capabilities of high-performance organizations in the public sector. Unlike
business firms, whose fundamental outlooks tend to persist over long periods of time,
NASA’s organizational culture blossomed and lost strength within just thirty years. The
NASA experience suggests that high-performance cultures within the public sector are
inherently unstable, given the conditions with which they must deal.

Thus government-run or government-funded laboratories fell into increasing dysfunction over the
course of several decades, just as the academic and corporate research sectors did.
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1.2 Scientific Innovation in the Earlier German-Speaking World

Trying to imagine completely new methods of improving the innovation system would be rather
challenging (though not impossible), and any new methods might have inadequacies or even major
adverse consequences that would not be discovered until they were tested in practice. As a more
tractable alternative, studying the conditions that facilitated the major successes of earlier scientists
and engineers in history can offer road-tested insights into how to maximize the productivity of
modern researchers. Although inventions and discoveries have been made throughout the world and
throughout history, high concentrations of major innovations within a given place and time should
indicate especially conducive conditions for cultivating innovators and innovations.

1.2.1 Motivation for Studying the Earlier German-Speaking World

One of the highest concentrations (and arguably the highest concentration) of revolutionary dis-
coveries and inventions came from scientists and engineers who were trained in the predominantly
German-speaking central European research world in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
For the purposes of this study, that world is defined as containing German, Austrian, and Swiss
researchers, eastern European and other researchers who were educated and/or worked in the
German-speaking world, and scientists and engineers in the closely coupled Dutch research sys-
tem. (Some historians of science have previously classified the Dutch system as part of the greater
German-speaking scientific world [e.g., Laurie Brown et al. 1995, p. 17].) Figure 1.5 presents a map
of Europe in 1914 to help visualize the relevant geographical areas.

This book focuses on scientists and engineers who received some or all of their training in that
world between approximately 1800, when the German-speaking scientific world first began to take
recognizable form, and 1945, when that world was essentially destroyed and then subsequently
slowly rebuilt. For completeness, this book also includes all the accomplishments of those who were
educated before 1945 but continued to make significant contributions after 1945.

As shown in Table 1.1, of the 99 people who received Nobel Prizes in Physics, Chemistry, and
Physiology or Medicine through 1932, or prior to the Third Reich and all the problems it caused,
half (49) were trained in the German-speaking research world. The other Nobel laureates were
divided among a number of other research systems, including the United Kingdom, the United
States, France, Sweden, Italy, etc., so the German-speaking world had by far the largest share.

Table 1.1: Prior to the Third Reich (1901–1932), 99 scientists won Nobel Prizes in Physics, Chem-
istry, and Physiology or Medicine. Of those scientists, 49 were trained in the German-speaking
world. That figure includes 38 native German speakers (German, Austro-Hungarian, or
Swiss), 7 Dutch scientists, and 4 others who were educated in the German world. Marie
Curie won two Nobel Prizes in the table, and prizes were not awarded in years with dashes.
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Year Physics Nobel Chemistry Nobel Physiology/Med. Nobel

1901 Wilhelm Röntgen Jacobus van ’t Hoff Emil von Behring

1902 Hendrik Lorentz Emil Fischer Ronald Ross
Pieter Zeeman

1903 Henri Becquerel Svante Arrhenius Niels Finsen
Pierre Curie
Marie Curie

1904 Lord Rayleigh William Ramsay Ivan Pavlov

1905 Philipp Lenard Adolf von Baeyer Robert Koch

1906 J. J. Thomson Henri Moissan Camillo Golgi
Ramón y Cajal

1907 Albert Michelson Eduard Buchner Alphonse Laveran

1908 Gabriel Lippmann Ernest Rutherford Élie Metchnikoff
Paul Ehrlich

1909 Guglielmo Marconi Wilhelm Ostwald Theodor Kocher
Karl Braun

1910 Johannes van der Waals Otto Wallach Albrecht Kossel

1911 Wilhelm Wien Marie Curie Allvar Gullstrand

1912 Gustaf Dalén Victor Grignard Alexis Carrel
Paul Sabatier

1913 Heike Kamerlingh Onnes Alfred Werner Charles Richet

1914 Max von Laue Theodore Richards Róbert Bárány

1915 William Henry Bragg Richard Willstätter —
William Lawrence Bragg

1916 — — —

1917 Charles Barkla — —

1918 Max Planck Fritz Haber —

1919 Johannes Stark — Jules Bordet

1920 Charles Guillaume Walther Nernst August Krogh

1921 Albert Einstein Frederick Soddy —

1922 Niels Bohr Francis Aston A. V. Hill
Otto Meyerhof

1923 Robert Millikan Fritz Pregl Frederick Banting
John Macleod

1924 Manne Siegbahn — Willem Einthoven

1925 James Franck Richard Zsigmondy —
Gustav Hertz

1926 Jean Perrin Theodor Svedberg Johannes Fibiger

1927 Arthur Compton Heinrich Wieland Julius Wagner-Jauregg
Charles Wilson

1928 Owen Richardson Adolf Windaus Charles Nicolle

1929 Louis de Broglie Arthur Harden Christiaan Eijkman
Hans von Euler-Chelpin Frederick Hopkins

1930 C. V. Raman Hans Fischer Karl Landsteiner

1931 — Carl Bosch Otto Warburg
Friedrich Bergius

1932 Werner Heisenberg Irving Langmuir Charles Sherrington
Edgar Douglas Adrian
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Figure 1.5: Europe in 1914.
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Highly innovative scientists and engineers who were educated in that German-speaking world prior
to 1945 (creators, as they are called throughout this book) produced a huge number of revolu-
tionary discoveries and inventions (creations) that have shaped the modern world:

• Biomedical advances from genetics to antibiotics

• Chemical breakthroughs from color film to synthetic rubber

• Discoveries about the universe from continental drift to stellar distances

• Revolutionary physics from relativity to quantum mechanics

• Electrical inventions from semiconductors to computers

• Mechanical systems from automobiles to submarines

• Nuclear reactions and applications from fission to fusion

• Aerospace vehicles from jet planes to moon rockets

Almost all of the inventions cited by Hanlon (p. 30) and Ramo (p. 38) as examples of post-1945
U.S. innovation actually originated from pre-1945 German-speaking creators.

A wide range of scientific experts from outside the early German-speaking research world and after
its downfall have testified about its scientific success. For example, Sir Brian Pippard from the
Cavendish Laboratory of the University of Cambridge wrote [Laurie Brown et al. 1995, p. 7]:

It cannot be doubted that in physics, as in nearly every branch of scholarship, Ger-
many at this time [early twentieth century5] led the world. The universities and their
researchers were highly esteemed by their own people, their learned journals were ea-
gerly followed everywhere, and there was an abundance of local societies to meet the
needs of amateurs.

John Cornwell, another British scholar from the University of Cambridge, similarly observed [Corn-
well 2003, p. 7]:

By the end of the first decade of the twentieth century, Germany had become the
international Mecca of science. Researchers, basic and applied, flocked to German uni-
versities from all over the world; learned German to read the leading science journals
and to participate in conferences and seminars.

As an example of an American perspective, David Hounshell, a Carnegie Mellon University professor
and historian of science, wrote [Rosenbloom and Spencer 1996, pp. 19–20]:

5Wherever I insert my own editorial comments into quoted text, I put my comments in square brackets and in
blue to make them clearly distinguishable.
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During the last third of the nineteenth century and the first decade and a half of the
twentieth century, a preponderance of U.S. physicists and chemists earned graduate
degrees in Germany. These scientists not only observed a different system of gradu-
ate education in German universities but also witnessed the evolution of a nationwide
system of scientific research and industrial-academic relations that had begun after
German unification in 1871. By the beginning of World War I, Germany possessed the
world’s most complex and advanced research system, comprised of university research
programs, government- and industry-sponsored research institutes, and industrial R&D
programs. These components were linked by research scientists committed to advancing
science and, as necessary to this goal, technology and industry.

Despite the deleterious impact of two World Wars and the intervening economic Depression on
the German-speaking world, U.S. Army Air Force General Curtis LeMay was so impressed by the
scientific innovations the United States found in German-speaking areas in 1945 that he wrote
[LeMay 1946, p. 17]:

At Wright Field, O[hio]., German scientists are now assisting American scientists in
translating great masses of captured German scientific documents. These documents
reveal, as the materiel at Freeman Field indicates, the extent to which German science
had out-distanced American science in basic and applied scientific research and in air-
craft development. It has been estimated that the Germans were 10 to 15 years ahead
of us in fundamental research.

L. B. Kilgore from the U.S. Technical Industrial Intelligence Division (TIID) confirmed the very
high level of the German-language scientific achievements found by the United States after the
wars; in fact, he admitted that their quantity and quality were almost beyond description [L. B.
Kilgore, Proposal for a Compendium of German War Time Technology, Draft No. 2, 10 January
1947, NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To and From Robert
Reiss]:

The accumulation of the technical industrial information, which has resulted from the
detailed investigations of the German industry for the past two years by this office, has
reached such enormous proportions that it has become difficult to inform the public of
the possible benefits available to it. This accumulation of information not only represents
the greatest transfer of mass intelligence ever made from one country to another, but it
also represents one of the most valuable acquisitions ever made by this country.

A 1946 U.S. Senate report on the establishment of the National Science Foundation noted that
even the major scientific accomplishments of the United States during World War II were directly
derived from earlier German-speaking creators [NSF 1946, p. 6]:

It should be somewhat humiliating to us to realize that the revolutionary sulfa drugs
had their beginning in German research laboratories; that atom splitting was discovered
in Berlin; that the basic pioneer work that has led to radio and radar and the enormous
American electronic industries was that of a German professor. Penicillin came from
England [where it was purified by Ernst Chain, a German refugee]; DDT from Germany
and Switzerland.
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Although the Soviet Union was much less vocal with its praise of the German-speaking scientific
world, its actions spoke volumes. Beginning in 1945, the Soviet Union removed thousands of sci-
entists and many hundreds of whole laboratories and factories from German-speaking territory,
and historians have shown that the subsequent Soviet nuclear, aircraft, rocket, electronics, and
other development programs owed a huge debt to the German-speaking scientists and scientific
information.6

Unfortunately, the history of the German-speaking creators and their transformative creations has
been greatly obscured by a combination of factors including:

• World War I and its aftermath

• World War II and its aftermath

• The Cold War and its secrecy requirements

• Language barriers

• Pervasive and long-standing cultural stereotypes of German-speaking scientists in the rest of
the world (villainous as in James Bond and Indiana Jones stories, insane as in Frankenstein
films and other mad scientist stories, and/or foolish and ridiculous as in Hogan’s Heroes and
Dr. Strangelove)

The creators who invented so much of the modern world have been largely forgotten (especially by
non-German speakers), leaving the modern world less aware of key details in its history and less
able to fully reproduce the research conditions that led to so many revolutionary achievements.

6E.g., Albrecht et al. 1992; von Ardenne 1990, 1997; Barkleit 2008; Barwich and Barwich 1970; Fengler 2014;
Fengler and Sachse 2012; Graham 1993; Heinemann-Gruder 1992; Holloway 1994; Karlsch and Laufer 2002; Kozyrev
2005; Kruglov 2002; Jürgen Michels 1997; Mick 2000; Nagel 2016; Naimark 1995; Oleynikov 2000; Pondrom 2018;
Przybilski 1999, 2002a, 2002b; Riabev 2002a; Riehl and Seitz 1993; Siddiqi 2009; Sokolov 1955; Uhl 2001; Zeman and
Karlsch 2008; News Chronicle 1945-10-15 p. 1; NYT 1945-10-15 p. 4, 1945-10-31 p. 6, 1946-01-29 p. 1, 1946-11-28 p.
16, 1946-12-06 p. 17, 1947-02-24 p. 1, 1948-05-26 p. 3, 1948-12-28 p. 10b; Spokane Daily Chronicle 1948-03-16 p. 6;
Sydney Morning Herald 1946-04-20 p. 2; Times 1945-05-15, 1945-05-18.
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1.2.2 Scope and Outline of this Book

Due to the length of this book, all of the sections and appendices are designed to be as
self-contained as possible (even though that necessitates some degree of overlap and
redundancy among some sections). Please use this outline or the Table of Contents to
find whatever section interests you the most, and jump straight to that without any
shame.

Motivated by the reasons explained earlier in this chapter, this book presents an overview and
analysis of the historical German-speaking scientific world. The revolutionary creators and creations
that world produced are divided into eight very broad fields over the next eight chapters:

Chapter 2: Biology and medicine

Chapter 3: Chemistry and materials science

Chapter 4: Earth and space science

Chapter 5: Physics and mathematics

Chapter 6: Electrical and electromagnetic engineering

Chapter 7: Mechanical engineering

Chapter 8: Nuclear science and engineering

Chapter 9: Aerospace engineering

Before delving into those specific fields, it would be useful to lay out the general approach of
Chapters 2–9:

• The main objective of these chapters is to illustrate both the vast number and the profound
modern impact of creators and creations arising from the earlier German-speaking world.

• In order to make such a broad overview accessible within a finite number of pages and a
limited amount of readers’ time and attention, the presentation in these chapters is primarily
visual using figures, with accompanying pages of relatively brief text to put the figures in their
proper context and to refer interested readers to sources of much more detailed information.

• The sections throughout Chapters 2–9 are based on information from general sources7 as
well as additional information from more specialized references on individual science and
engineering fields as listed in the Bibliography.

• Within each of the eight fields covered by Chapters 2–9, creators and creations are grouped
into specific topics to facilitate an overview of the details. There is considerable overlap for
some of the fields, topics, creators, and creations, and it would easily be possible to categorize
the same material in many other ways.

7Especially ACLS 2000; Albrecht et al. 1992; Ash and Söllner 1996; Bar-Zohar 1967; Bower 1987; Bunch and
Hellemans 2004; Challoner 2009; Cornwell 2003; Crim 2018; EB 1911, 2010; Gillispie 1970–1990; Gimbel 1990a; Glatt
1994; Hall 2019; István Hargittai 2006, 2011; Linda Hunt 1991; Impey et al. 2008; Jacobsen 2014; Koertge 2007;
Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Lusar 1956, 1971; Medawar and Pyke 2000; Mick 2000; Murray 2003; Nachmansohn
1979; NDB 1953–2020; Neufeld 2012; Nouzille and Huwart 1999; O’Reagan 2014, 2019; Porter 1994; Charles Walker
1946; Peter Watson 2010; Weitensfelder 2009.
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• German-derived creations for some topics are less studied and less well understood by modern
historians than those for other topics. For a handful of especially important yet historically
murky topics, evidence for German-language innovations in those areas is briefly mentioned
in these chapters, then presented in much more detail in Appendices A–E.

• In order to give some context for the major German-speaking creators, each section also
briefly mentions some major creators in that field who were outside the German-speaking
world, how relevant information was imported into the German-speaking world from other
innovation systems, and how the German-speaking creators’ inventions and discoveries were
exported to the rest of the world. A common theme for many of the sections is that non-
German-speaking (especially French and British) scientists initially dominated a given field
up to the mid-nineteenth century or so, German-speaking scientists adopted that work as
a starting point and entered the field sometime during the nineteenth century, and by 1945
German-speaking scientists had contributed most of the major new innovations in that field
and were far ahead of their competitors (in many cases by a decade or more).

• The coverage of fields, innovators, and innovations in Chapters 2–9 is reasonably thorough but
certainly not exhaustive. Hopefully those that have been included here are at least sufficient
to elucidate both the impact of the German-speaking creators and the systemic principles
underlying their successes.

Chapter 10 investigates why the earlier German-speaking scientific world was able to produce
so many revolutionary creators and creations even though it had far fewer researchers than the
modern scientific world, far less funding, and a long string of dire political challenges. Its success
is even more remarkable when one considers the fact that over the course of a century or so, the
German-speaking scientific world went from being far behind to being far ahead of its competitors
in so many different fields. Systemic innovation-promoting factors that are examined include the
social status of science and scientists, the growth rate of research funding, some characteristics
of the education system, the popularity of interdisciplinary scientific work, the style of scientific
management, the employment of systems analysis, incentives due to natural resource constraints,
and incentives due to economic and military rivalries with other countries.

Chapter 11 considers how the global community adopted so many creations from the earlier
German-speaking world while forgetting so many of their creators. In different waves that occurred
before, during, and after the Third Reich, many thousands of German-speaking scientists, hundreds
of thousands of tons of documents on their innovations, and complete inventions and even the
factories to produce them were transferred to the United States, the Soviet Union, the United
Kingdom, France, and other countries. Along with those creators and creations, some innovation-
promoting systemic approaches were also transferred from the earlier German-speaking world to
other countries, where they facilitated further scientific innovation during the Cold War. Chapter
11 explores which general approaches were adopted, and how they were ultimately abandoned.

Chapter 12 focuses on what the modern scientific research system can learn from the earlier
German-speaking world. Based on the perspective accumulated in Chapters 1–11, Chapter 12 offers
suggestions for:

• State or national innovation systems that would like to increase their production of revolu-
tionary research
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• Individual companies, organizations, or laboratories that would like to pursue more innovative
research

• Individuals who are now trying to pursue careers in innovative research in the existing state
of the global system

• Scholars who would like to further study the past, present, and potential future of revolution-
ary scientific innovators and innovations

The appendices focus on some potentially quite advanced creations of the German-speaking world
during World War II that are currently much less well understood by modern historians, and whose
complexities necessitate a considerably longer treatment than could be given in Chapters 2–9:

Appendix A presents archival documents that suggest that Germany had the largest
and most advanced biotechnology programs in the world at that time, was developing
neural interfaces to control prosthetic limbs and weapons systems, possessed a significant
offensive program in biological warfare, and discovered advanced V-series nerve agents
during the war.

Appendix B gives an overview of evidence that transistors and other microelectronics
innovations may have originated in the German-speaking world, and that information
on those technologies may have been transferred to and exploited by Allied countries
after the war.

Appendix C presents documents that appear to show that the German-speaking world
developed and tested a variety of directed-energy technologies, including particle beams,
electromagnetic pulse weapons, major steps toward lasers, focused sound waves for
applications ranging from ultrasound imaging to acoustic weapons, and electromagnetic
railguns.

Appendix D provides considerable evidence that Germany may have developed and
even successfully tested fission bombs during the war (which would have made it the
first country in world history to do so), and that it may have even had a megaton-level
hydrogen bomb in an advanced stage of development when the war ended.

Appendix E presents archival documents that appear to show that wartime Germany
made considerable progress toward developing the aerospace technologies that have
formed the “nuclear triad” for most of the postwar decades: intercontinental jet bombers,
intercontinental ballistic missiles, and submarine-launched missiles.

Although the evidence in the appendices does not constitute conclusive proof, it should prompt
further archival research to clarify the true extent of those wartime programs.

The primary motivation for this study is one of practical modern self-interest, to identify factors
that might improve present and future scientific productivity. However, there is also an underlying
historical obligation. The names of Marco Polo, Christopher Columbus, Neil Armstrong and Buzz
Aldrin, and other pioneers are remembered by the modern world. The German-speaking scientists
and engineers who played such vital roles in creating our modern world deserve to be remembered
as well.
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1.2.3 Disclaimers

Before proceeding, it would be prudent to note several disclaimers, caveats, and assumptions, many
of which are graphically illustrated in Fig. 1.6:

1. It should be emphasized that this study does not argue that the modern research system has
produced no revolutionary innovations. Rather, this study proceeds based on the assumption
(derived from the analyses of other scholars such as those cited in Section 1.1) that compared
to earlier times, the modern system appears to have produced fewer revolutionary innovations
per year, or at least fewer revolutionary innovations per year per person in the system, or
fewer innovations per year per amount of money spent on the system.

(a) One should certainly consider the possibility that the apparent decline in the innovation
rate is only an artifact of how revolutionary innovation is defined. One should also
bear in mind the possibility that it may appear that there has been a recent decline
in innovation simply because there are large numbers of current innovations whose true
impact can only be correctly viewed and judged in hindsight, many decades from now.
Nonetheless, it seems unlikely that the recent innovation decline is merely an artifact of
our perception. Whereas once the world changed dramatically every few years, due to
discoveries that were made only a few years before their impact was felt, now the world
appears to have been largely free of similarly revolutionary changes for half a century,
with only a few exceptions.

(b) Similarly, this study does not argue that non-revolutionary R&D is not important. Typ-
ically it takes far fewer people, far less time, and far less money to first come up with
a revolutionary innovation than it does to then take that existing innovation and fully
develop it all the way to a mature product. Therefore one would expect an optimally
efficient research and development system to devote only a relatively small fraction of its
people and funding to creating revolutionary new innovations, and most of its resources
to perfecting previously created innovations. However, relative to previous periods that
produced and perfected many revolutionary innovations, the modern system seems to
be (i) devoting a smaller fraction of its resources to creating new innovations, and/or
(ii) constructively advancing a smaller fraction of such innovations all the way through
to later-stage development.

2. Having concluded that the modern innovation rate has declined, this study proceeds on the
assumption that it is possible that the modern innovation rate can be increased. One cannot
discount the possibility that we are simply nearing the physical limits of innovation. Perhaps
most things that can be invented or discovered, within the constraints of human resources
and interests, have already been invented or discovered. In that case, the innovation decline
is due to the well of possibilities gradually running dry. On the other hand, on many previous
occasions humanity has believed that it had reached the limits of innovation, and on each
occasion it was mistaken (for example, during the Roman Empire; before each succeeding
wave of the Industrial Revolution; once classical physics was mature but before quantum
and relativistic physics were discovered; the state of medicine prior to the development of
anesthetics, antiseptics, and antibiotics; etc.). Therefore, we should adopt the assumption
that we are not now at an actual physical limit for innovation, and at least try to increase
the innovation rate to see if any physical limits are encountered.
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1. There has been a decline in 
the number of revolutionary 

scientific innovations per year, 
or at least the number of 
innovations/person/year 

or innovations/$/year. 

3. The modern innovation 
rate should be increased. 

4. We should study proven 
ways to promote innovation. 

5. We should study past 
innovation systems. 

6. The earlier German- 
speaking world was 
the most innovative. 

7. We can identify methods 
that promoted innovation in 
the German-speaking world. 

8. We can apply 
those methods in 

the modern world. 

Perhaps the apparent decline 
is only an artifact of how 

innovation is defined, or the 
fact that current innovations 

can only be judged decades later. 

The world might be more 
stable without innovation. 

People may be happy 
enough without innovation. 

We could consider new, 
unproven methods as well. 

We could study other present 
innovation systems. 

There is a lack of 
interest, money, or 

power to apply them. 

Arguments Objections Answers 

Previous beliefs about limits 
of innovation were incorrect, 

so we should at least try 
to increase innovation now. 

People should also 
consider new methods. 

People should also study 
present innovation systems. 

I state my assumptions and 
let readers judge the evidence. 
At a minimum, the German- 
speaking world was one of the 
most innovative systems, and 
thus worthy of study. Other 

systems should be studied too. 

This book will be free online 
with recommendations for: 
•  Nations or states. 
•  Individual labs or companies. 
•  Individual scientists. 
•  Scholars of innovation. 

On the whole, past innovations 
have improved our lives, and 
new innovations should too. 

2. The modern innovation 
rate can be increased. 

We may be nearing the 
physical limits of innovation. 

Earlier innovations were 
rapidly and readily apparent. 

There is 50 years of 
evidence for the modern 

innovation decline. 

Perhaps I have simply: 
•  Overemphasized German- 
   speaking contributions. 
•  Defined the German- 
   speaking world too broadly. 

The German-speaking world 
trained innovators for >100 

years before the Third Reich, 
and their contributions remain 

75 years after it crumbled. I 
list those methods that could 

and should be applied now, and 
adapt methods as necessary. 

Perhaps the German-speaking 
world’s high rate of  

innovation was inextricably 
tied to ethical flaws. 
Some of its methods 

should never be applied. 
Some cannot be applied now. 

Some would need to be adapted. 

Figure 1.6: Flowchart of the key arguments underlying this book, some possible objections, and
answers to those objections.
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3. Moreover, this study operates on the assumption that the modern innovation rate should
be increased. Someone may object that the world might be more stable without innovation,
or that people are currently happy enough without further innovation, and those objections
do have some merit. Yet on the whole, past innovations have improved our lives. How many
people would prefer to forsake modern technology and medicine and live as people did in the
year 1900, or 1800, or 1200? Thus this study proceeds with the belief that at least on balance,
new innovations will also improve people’s lives and are morally and socially desirable.

4. Rather than trying to reinvent the wheel, this study focuses on studying already proven ways
to promote innovation. It does not consider new, unproven methods to promote innovation,
although other scholars certainly should propose and evaluate new methods as well.

5. Among those proven ways to promote innovation, this study specifically considers past inno-
vation systems. With mountains of historical documentation and many decades of hindsight,
it is more straightforward to fully evaluate past innovation systems and their ultimate im-
pact than to properly evaluate present innovation systems around the world. Nevertheless,
other scholars should be and are evaluating various current innovation systems worldwide,
and there is much to learn from those studies.

6. Out of all past innovation systems, I wanted to focus on the most productive one, whatever
that was. I eventually came to the conclusion that the German-speaking world was the most
innovative, based on the number and the importance of the creators and creations summarized
in Chapters 2–9 and the appendices, as well as considerable reading about other historical
innovation systems. Readers are entirely welcome to disagree with my conclusion, but hope-
fully my presentation shows that the German-speaking world was at the very least one of
the most innovative systems, and thus imminently worthy of detailed study.

(a) Some readers may feel that I have overemphasized the contributions of the German-
speaking world relative to those of other historical innovation systems. It is not at all my
intent to belittle the scientific contributions of other places or times, which have been
made by innovators ranging from Archimedes to Louis Pasteur to Rosalind Franklin.
Ideally it would be desirable to analyze factors that have promoted innovation in all
places and times, but in order to keep the scope manageable, I had to pick one innovation
system, and I chose the German-speaking world of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Nevertheless, I highly recommend that readers of this book seek out or even
conduct their own studies of scientific innovations from other places and times. Such
other studies may even find some of the same contributing factors as this study, or they
may identify additional useful systemic methods for promoting innovation.

(b) Other readers may object that I have inflated the accomplishments of the German-
speaking world by defining that world too broadly. Admittedly, the topic I have chosen,
revolutionary scientific innovations in the German-speaking world of the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, has very fuzzy boundaries. One should certainly recognize that
this topic could be defined in many other possible ways, with the boundaries of the topic
set at other limits. I have chosen to define the boundaries very broadly in order to analyze
as much data as possible. Another advantage of defining the boundaries so broadly in
this study is that if some readers prefer to set different limits for the boundaries, it would
be much easier for them to simply exclude some of the data I provide in order to shrink
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the boundaries than it would be for them to collect the large amounts of new data that
would be required to expand the boundaries. The three major categories of boundaries
used in defining the scope of this study are:

i. Spatial boundaries. Depending on personal preferences and definitions, the German-
speaking world could be defined to include the Netherlands and parts of eastern
Europe, as other scholars have done previously and I have done here, or those could
be excluded. Even within that German-speaking world, there could be important
differences in innovation systems in different regions, as that world was hardly homo-
geneous. Moreover, people, ideas, and methods flowed back and forth across national
borders, and thus the German-speaking scientific world was never truly independent
of the scientific communities in other regions. To deal with these difficulties, I have
tried to define and analyze the system as a scientist would analyze a physical sys-
tem: choosing a well-defined if somewhat arbitrary boundary around that system,
studying what happens within that system, and keeping track of what flows into
and out of that system across the boundary.

ii. Temporal boundaries. The German-speaking scientific world had a very long and
very slow rise, with no clear beginning point. It was definitely booming by the time
of German unification in 1871. In order to capture most of the rise, this book consid-
ers scientists and discoveries well before that date, back to around 1800, but other
beginning dates could equally well be chosen. Likewise, the end date of the German-
speaking world to be studied could easily be defined in different ways. When the
Third Reich began in 1933, roughly 25% of scientists (mostly of Jewish background)
left the German-speaking world, and conditions greatly changed for those who re-
mained in it. By 1945, that world had been destroyed by a combination of the Third
Reich’s behavior, the Allied military campaign, and Allied removals of scientists
and scientific material from the German-speaking world. The slow reconstitution
of scientific systems in West and East Germany (and later in reunified Germany)
and in Austria after 1945 is beyond the scope of this book, although the book does
track the post-1945 worldwide contributions of scientists who had been educated
primarily or entirely in the German-speaking world before 1945. Finally, of course,
it must be recognized that national borders, governments, and population ethnic
compositions changed repeatedly over the time period covered in this book.

iii. Intellectual boundaries. There are no clear-cut definitions for, and no obvious bound-
ary between, truly revolutionary and more evolutionary (progress by incremental
improvements) scientific work. I have tried to focus on the more revolutionary and
innovative inventions and discoveries, as generally recognized in the sources listed in
the Bibliography. The result cannot help but be somewhat arbitrary and definitely
incomplete, yet I hope that it will serve as a representative selection to facilitate
the overarching analysis in this book. In order to keep the scope manageable, I
have excluded the social sciences—psychology, linguistics, philosophy, economics,
and others—from this book; that is simply my personal choice, and there would
undoubtedly be much to learn from other researchers who do address those areas.
Also largely excluded are scientific failures and mediocrity in the areas covered by
this book, simply because there is so little available literature and data on them
compared to what exists for the much more visible successes. (I do not know how
to readily rectify this deficiency, but I do at least want to acknowledge it.)
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(c) This study is not intended to make an argument for nationalist or ethnic bragging
rights. The scientific research world in question spanned several nations, and even several
very different types of government within a single nation’s history. The scientists had a
wide variety of ancestral backgrounds. The key to their success appears to lie in their
intellectual approach, not their nationality or ethnicity.

(d) This study does not mean to imply that there is anything unique or magical about
the German language—speaking German does not make scientists smarter. “German-
speaking” is used throughout this book as the most convenient phrase to describe a
geographical region in central Europe, centered on the German-speaking countries of
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, but also spilling over to surrounding areas to which
they were most closely coupled during the time period in question (especially the Nether-
lands and parts of Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Hungary). “German-speaking” is also
employed throughout this book to describe scientists and engineers who received part
or all of their training in that region, regardless of whether German was their primary
language, or even the language in which most of their education and research were con-
ducted. Thus “German-speaking” is used to denote a population of scientists who were
molded by the research world in this central region of Europe, in order to facilitate
the study of those scientists and of common factors in their training that may have
contributed to their ultimate success.

(e) Similarly, the label “scientists” is used throughout this book as shorthand to denote
people who contributed to scientific discoveries or technological inventions, even though
those people included not only degreed scientists but also engineers, mathematicians,
medical doctors, veterinarians, technicians, military personnel, and individuals with only
incomplete or no formal scientific education who made important contributions.

(f) As a final note on definitions, “forgotten” is employed in this book’s title to encapsulate
the apparent overall trend regarding general worldwide awareness of these scientists. Of
course I realize that some of these scientists (such as Albert Einstein, Edward Teller,
and Wernher von Braun) became household names, that modern scientists will recognize
many more names in some of these fields, and that huge numbers of books, articles,
and encyclopedia entries have been written about various German-speaking scientists
(as cited in the Bibliography). Nevertheless, I believe that most readers will find it as
surprisingly enlightening as I have (i) to learn about many of the creators and creations
that are included in this book, (ii) to realize that this limited portion of geography
and time could produce revolutionary creators and creations with such overwhelming
numbers and importance, and (iii) to consider what innovation-promoting approaches
our modern world may be able to learn from that history.

(g) It is certainly not my intent to claim that all major innovations have come from German-
speaking scientists, or even that all elements and steps in any given innovation have come
from German-speaking scientists. Yet I believe the examples cited in this book show
that the number of major innovative contributions by German-speaking scientists in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries was astoundingly large, and that those contributions
have had a remarkably profound and long-lasting impact on our modern world. As
already mentioned, even if the German-speaking world was only one of the top innovation
systems and not the greatest one, then it warrants a detailed analysis to see what we
can learn from it.
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7. This study assumes that we can identify useful methods that promoted innovation in the
earlier German-speaking world.

(a) This study is at best a concise overview of a vast field encompassing the actions of thou-
sands of scientists and engineers across many countries over a period of two centuries
(including the post-1945 careers many of them had), as well as investigations of those
innovators and their innovations by countless subsequent scholars. For much more infor-
mation on people and projects that can only be briefly mentioned here, please consult
the cited references and even their references. Due to space limits, this book cannot
include all scientific fields or all creations and creators within each field. Nonetheless,
hopefully the sizable numbers of fields, creations, and creators that have been included
are sufficient to elucidate both the impact of the German-speaking creators and the sys-
temic principles underlying their successes. Much more work on these topics could and
should be conducted, however.

(b) I do not mean to imply that the earlier German-speaking world was entirely different
or unique; some of its innovation-promoting factors may also have been successfully
implemented at other times and places, or may already be a part of the modern research
system.

(c) For those innovation-promoting factors that are different, one must recognize the larger
differences that existed between the earlier German-speaking world and the modern
world. A strategy that facilitated innovation in the older German-speaking world may
need to be suitably adapted to operate successfully in the modern world. Other factors
that promoted innovation in the earlier German-speaking world may not be possible
or even desirable to implement now. Nonetheless, I hope that enough strategies can be
identified and adapted to be beneficial.

(d) Some people may only be familiar with research programs that were conducted during
the Third Reich, or might wonder if perhaps the German-speaking world’s high rate of
innovation was inextricably tied to ethical flaws. In no way is this study an argument
that the Third Reich had inherently superior scientific research approaches. This study
focuses on innovators who were trained in the scientific world that existed for more
than a century prior to the Third Reich, and many of them lived their entire productive
careers before the Third Reich. For those creators whose productive careers extended
beyond 1933, their careers and the scientific research world itself were greatly impacted
or destroyed by the Third Reich.8 The key is the earlier research world, which had a
long and illustrious history prior to the Third Reich, and which produced creators and
creations whose impact is still felt at least three-quarters of a century after the Third
Reich crumbled.

8The Third Reich drove out, fired, imprisoned, and/or killed a large fraction of the creators. Most of the remaining
creators were mistreated and misused, even if some of their creations did receive lavish funding. The Third Reich also
caused huge numbers of its students (many of whom would have become future scientists) and some of its existing
scientists to die fighting in the war, made the schools and universities highly ideological and dysfunctional, and made
scientists focus their energies solely on developing military projects without also refilling the research pipeline by
training the next generation of creators and making new discoveries in fundamental science. Even if the Third Reich
had won the war, the German-speaking scientific world that had been so carefully cultivated by earlier generations
would have been destroyed.
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(e) This study does not claim that research conditions in the earlier German-speaking world
were ever perfect, even before the Third Reich came along. Throughout the time period
and geographical areas in question, there were plenty of examples of interpersonal con-
flicts, discrimination, bureaucratic obstruction, overlooked innovators, insufficient job
opportunities and funding, and other problems. Nonetheless, despite these pervasive
and persistent human problems, the amount of revolutionary innovation per scientist in
the earlier German-speaking world seems to compare quite favorably with that in the
modern world.

(f) Both to keep the scope and length manageable and also to concentrate on topics that
have not been well addressed previously, this study is focused only on the factual ques-
tions of what innovations were created, what innovators created them, and what factors
facilitated the development of those innovators and innovations. This study cannot even
begin to address the large number of related ethical questions—whether certain innova-
tions should have been created, how they should have been used, how innovators were
treated by or behaved during the Third Reich, how Allied countries treated the German-
speaking world after World Wars I and II, etc. There is a vast body of existing literature
on such moral questions, and I highly recommend that all readers seek out those books
and study them.9

8. The ultimate objective of this study is to make these methods of improving innovation avail-
able to the modern world. Yet I recognize that there may be a lack of interest, funding, or
power to apply them. Accordingly, I have tried to do everything possible to ensure that this
book will ultimately find a receptive audience at some time, place, and level.

(a) I have divided the concluding recommendations into those that would require support
from entire nations or states, those that could be implemented by individual organiza-
tions or laboratories, those that could be useful for individual scientists, and those that
should be considered by scholars of innovation systems.

(b) In order to maximize the potential audience, longevity, and impact of this study, I de-
cided to make the document freely available on the internet instead of publishing it
as a printed book, which might be expensive and difficult to obtain and might rapidly
go out of print, as so many of the cited references have. An online resource also has
the advantage that it can be periodically updated with corrections or additional in-
formation. In choosing this path, I am following the model of other researchers who
have made large amounts of technical information freely available online, for exam-
ple Carey Sublette’s website (http://nuclearweaponarchive.org), Mark Wade’s website
(http://www.astronautix.com), and the website of the Stichting Centrum voor Duitse
Verbindingen en aanverwante Technologieën (http://www.cdvandt.org).

9E.g., Bar-Zohar 1967; Beyerchen 1977; Borkin 1978; Bower 1987; Campbell and Harsch 2013; Cornwell 2003;
Crim 2018; Deichmann 1996; Joseph Fisher 2017; Friedrich et al. 2017; Geissler 1998a, 1998b, 1999; Gellermann 1986;
Georg 2012; Gimbel 1986, 1990a, 1990b, 1990c; Gröhler 1989; Hansen 1993; István Hargittai 2006; Harris Paxman
2002; Haunschmied et al. 2007; Hayes 2001; Heim et al. 2009; Hentschel and Hentschel 1996; Linda Hunt 1991;
Jacobsen 2014; Jeffreys 2008; Karlsch and Laufer 2002; Kater 1989; Klee 2001; Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Leff 2019;
Le Maner and Sellier 2001; Lichtblau 2014; Macrakis 1993; Medawar and Pyke 2000; Mick 2000; Nachmansohn 1979;
Nash 2013; Michael Neufeld 1995, 2002, 2003, 2007; Plumpe 1990; Posner and Ware 2000; Pringle 2006; Renneberg
and Walker 1993; Sasuly 1947; Schambach 2011; Sellier 2003; Simpson 1988; Spitz 2005; Stoltzenberg 1994, 2005;
Szöllösi-Janze 2001, 2015; Tucker 2006; Wachsmann 2015; Bernd Wagner 2000; Jens-Christian Wagner 2011, 2015.
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(c) For the same reasons, I decided to write this document in English, which currently is
arguably the most widely accessible international language. I would be happy to offer
advice or assistance with translating the contents into other languages if that would be
of interest.

9. Here are a few final points:

(a) I have deliberately left a blank space where images of some creators or cre-
ations should go. Those are people or projects that I felt were important enough that
they should definitely be shown in this book, yet I have not yet been able to locate a
suitable image that I have permission to use, despite my searches in Europe and in the
United States. If readers have any relevant images and could send them to me, I would
be very grateful and will include them in future editions of this book. Even where a
suitable photo cannot be located, I believe that leaving a blank space pays tribute both
to the scientific importance of that creator or creation and to how that historical fact
has been very nearly forgotten.

(b) Similarly, some first names, nationalities, or dates of birth and death are indicated as
unknown if I have not been able to find them. Relevant information from readers would
be very welcome.

(c) Throughout the book, I have made a deliberate choice to quote experts and source
documents on various topics as much as possible, rather than asking readers to accept my
own account of innovators, innovations, events, and their importance. While the resulting
text may not flow as smoothly as a unified narration, I hope that the presentation benefits
far more from the objectivity and the persuasive amount of data that are afforded by
this approach.

(d) Lengthy or tangential sets of evidence have been placed in the appendices to avoid
interrupting the flow of the discussion in the main chapters of the book.

i. In order not to obscure the book’s arguments by simply referring readers to numerous
documents that may be difficult to obtain, relevant excerpts from a large number of
key sources are presented in the appendices.

ii. To make the contents computer-searchable for readers and internet search engines,
most documents have been retyped (with annotations as appropriate) instead of
being reproduced as photographs.

iii. Where I have retyped documents, I have tried to preserve the formatting of the
original documents (underlining, etc.) as much as possible.

iv. To avoid variant spellings that would not come up in a computer text search, I
have silently corrected some obvious typographical errors in some of the quoted
source documents. U.S. and U.K. documents that were typed during and shortly
after World War II were often careless in their spellings of the German names of
people and places.
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v. In order to avoid increasing the length of this already enormous book by a factor of
several fold, I have abridged portions of the documents that seemed less relevant,
as denoted by [...] in the quoted text.

vi. Where I wanted to add emphasis to passages in quoted documents to draw the
attention of readers, I have displayed those passages in red. Even passages not in
red are relevant too, though, which is why I have taken the time to type them up
and include them as well.

vii. To add my own commentary regarding quoted documents yet clearly distinguish my
commentary from the text of the source documents, [my commentary appears in
blue text inside square brackets].

viii. Key sources not in English are presented in both their original language and a
parallel English translation.

ix. Citations direct interested readers to the original sources of these documents in case
readers would like to verify their authenticity and read them in full.

x. Each source quote has been placed in the most relevant section, but it may be
germane to other sections as well, as indicated by cross-references.

(e) The Bibliography is organized into a number of broad categories, instead of being one
long list with everything mixed together. (See the Table of Contents for an overview of
the organization of the Bibliography.) Hopefully any difficulties in figuring out in which
category a citation may be found are greatly outweighed by the convenience to those
who are interested in easily perusing all references on a given topic.

(f) Even though there is a tremendous amount of available literature in this field, many
lifetimes could be spent pursuing answers to all of the important questions that remain.
Those answers may lie in personal collections or official archives anywhere around the
world, if new investigators are willing to take up the quest.

(g) Because the body of information on German-speaking innovators is both so large and
so incomplete, this book cannot help but be incomplete and imperfect. For readers
who find that specific assumptions, definitions, information, arguments, or
conclusions I have given are incorrect or incomplete, I would welcome any
suggestions for improvements to future editions.

(h) At the very least, hopefully this book will spur discussion, learning, and further work in
the important areas that it covers.



Chapter 2

Creators and Creations in Biology
and Medicine

O dieses ist das Tier, das es nicht giebt.
Sie wußtens nicht und habens jeden Falls
—sein Wandeln, seine Haltung, seinen Hals,
bis in des stillen Blickes Licht—geliebt.

Zwar war es nicht.
. Doch weil sie’s liebten, ward
ein reines Tier. Sie ließen immer Raum.
Und in dem Raume, klar und ausgespart,
erhob es leicht sein Haupt und brauchte kaum

zu sein. Sie nährten es mit keinem Korn,
nur immer mit der Möglichkeit, es sei.
Und die gab solche Stärke an das Tier,

daß es aus sich ein Stirnhorn trieb.
. Ein Horn.
Zu einer Jungfrau kam es weiß herbei—
und war im Silber-Spiegel und in ihr.

Oh this is the animal that never was.
They didn’t know that and dared nonetheless
to love its transformations, its bearing, its gait,
till in the tranquil gaze of light, it lived.

Really it never was.
. Yet as they loved it, it
became a pure creature. They always left room.
And in that space, empty and set aside,
it lightly raised its head and scarcely needed

to be. They nourished it with no corn,
only and always with the possibility of being.
And that gave such strength to the creature,

that it grew a horn on its forehead.
. One horn.
It came to a young woman, all white—
and was in the silver mirror and in her.

Rainer Maria Rilke. 1923.
Die Sonette an Orpheus [Sonnets to Orpheus]

Part II, 4. Leipzig: IM Insel.

This chapter gives an overview of some innovations in biology and medicine that have played major
roles in the modern world and that were discovered or invented by scientists, doctors, and engineers
who were trained in the predominantly German-speaking central European research world in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. As may be seen from the examples cited in this chapter,
the large number, profound impact, and lasting nature of those contributions are quite striking.
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Over the course of the nineteenth century, intellectual leadership in biology and medical research
began to pass from primarily French and British scientists to largely German-speaking scientists.
France was weakened by nearly a century of continual political upheaval that followed the French
Revolution. As extraordinarily farsighted and productive as Louis Pasteur and those gathered
around him were, it is difficult to identify a widespread culture of comparable biologists in France by
the late nineteenth century. Since previous centuries, at any given time the United Kingdom main-
tained a relatively small number of scientists who made enormously important biology and medical
contributions; such British biologists still existed in the late nineteenth century (e.g., Charles Dar-
win, Alfred Russel Wallace, and Joseph Lister), yet their modest numbers became overwhelmed
by the large numbers of talented German-speaking biologists. By the mid- to late-nineteenth cen-
tury, German-speaking creators were also producing microscopes with the greatest clarity at high
magnifications (Section 6.7), and that gave a further advantage to German-speaking biologists and
doctors.

As covered in this chapter, creators from the German-speaking world made major contributions
to cellular and molecular biology, microbiology and immunology, neuroscience, cardiovascular
medicine, vitamins and hormones, developmental biology and embryology, aerospace medicine and
other aspects of physiology, and botany.1 German-speaking creators also made numerous contri-
butions to other biomedicine-related areas listed in Chapters 3 (chemistry), 6 (optical and electron
microscopy), and 8 (nuclear medicine).

A widely held view among historians of science is that German-speaking scientists lagged sig-
nificantly behind other parts of the world in the field of biotechnology [Szöllösi-Janze 2001, pp.
112–114]. As will be shown in this chapter and in Appendix A, German-speaking scientists ap-
pear to have actually led the world in developing much of the the knowledge, tools, methods, and
applications of biotechnology: culture of prokaryotic (bacteria) and eukaryotic (yeast, animal, and
plant) cells for laboratory and industrial applications, DNA extraction and study, immunoassays,
enzymes, etc.

1In addition to specific references that are cited in different areas throughout this chapter, this chapter makes
use of general biographical and project information from: ACLS 2000; Albrecht et al. 1992; Ash and Söllner 1996;
Bar-Zohar 1967; Bower 1987; Bunch and Hellemans 2004; Challoner 2009; Cornwell 2003; Crim 2018; EB 1911, 2010;
Gillispie 1970–1990; Gimbel 1990a; Glatt 1994; Hall 2019; István Hargittai 2006, 2011; Linda Hunt 1991; Impey et
al. 2008; Jacobsen 2014; Koertge 2007; Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Lusar 1956, 1971; Medawar and Pyke 2000; Mick
2000; Murray 2003; Nachmansohn 1979; NDB 1953–2020; Neufeld 2012; Nouzille and Huwart 1999; O’Reagan 2014,
2019; Porter 1994; Charles Walker 1946; Peter Watson 2010; Weitensfelder 2009.

For general overviews of large portions of the history of biology and medicine in the German-speaking world,
see: Deichmann 1996; Gedeon 2006; Harris 1999; Jahn 2004; Junker 2004; Kohler 2008; Lagerkvist 1998, 2003, 2005;
Magner 2002; von Schwerin 2013; Simmons 2002.

I have deliberately left a blank space where images of some creators or creations should go.
Those are people or projects that I felt were important enough that they should definitely be shown in this book,
yet I have not yet been able to locate a suitable image that I have permission to use, despite my searches in Europe
and in the United States. If readers have any relevant images and could send them to me, I would be very grateful
and will include them in future editions of this book. Even where a suitable photo cannot be located, I believe that
leaving a blank space pays tribute both to the scientific importance of that creator or creation and to how that
historical fact has been very nearly forgotten.
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Even American and British officials overseeing the transfer of science and technology from Germany
to the United States after World War II were shocked by the quantity and quality of biology-
related innovations and recorded some of them for history. For example, in September 1945, R. P.
Linstead and T. J. Betts, the British and American chairs of the Combined Intelligence Objectives
Subcommittee, listed a number of important German innovations for pharmaceuticals [AFHRA
A5186 electronic version pp. 904–1026, Ch. 4, p. 57]:

In the field of new pharmaceuticals a wide range of new products were discovered
by CIOS investigators. In the majority of instances, German testing methods were
inadequate to provide conclusive proof of their efficacy. The following pharmaceuticals
were of special interest.

1. A method of producing inactive insulin by emincing fresh glands in alcohol. This
process results in much higher yields than those obtained by conventional methods.

2. Improved analgesics and hypnotics.

3. The use of DDD (German designation, ME-1700) as an insecticide. Germans claims
that this product is more effective than DDT are currently being investigated. If
these claims are substantiated, the product would prove of great value since it can
be produced more cheaply than DDT, and is less toxic to warm blooded animals.

4. The development of peristone or synthetic blood plasma.

5. A new sulpha compound which had been synthesized, but not tested clinically.

The Germans were discovered to be using automatic machinery for filling and sealing
ampules. The advantages of this machinery are many: it eliminates the imperfect ster-
ilization, low output, inaccurate dosage, loss through spilling and high operating cost
which is characteristic of hand methods.

In a lengthy magazine article published in the United States in 1946, journalist Charles Lester
Walker gave a much longer list of examples he had learned from U.S. government personnel over-
seeing the technology transfer [Charles Walker 1946]:

In matters of food, medicine, and branches of the military art the finds of the search
teams were no less impressive. And in aeronautics and guided missiles they proved to
be downright alarming. One of the food secrets the Nazis had discovered was a way to
sterilize fruit juices without heat. The juice was filtered, then cooled, then carbonated
and stored under eight atmospheres of carbon-dioxide pressure. Later the carbon-dioxide
was removed, the juice passed through another filter—which, this time, germ-proofed
it—and then was bottled. Some thing, perhaps, for American canners to think about.

Milk pasteurization by ultra-violet light has always failed in other countries, but the
Germans had found how to do it by using light tubes of great length, and simultaneously
how to enrich the milk with vitamin D.

At a plant in Kiel, British searchers of the Joint Intelligence Objectives Committee
found that cheese was being made—“good quality Hollander and Tilitser”—by a new
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method at unheard-of speed. “Eighty minutes from the renneting to the hooping of the
curd,” report the investigators. The cheese industry around the world had never been
able to equal that.

Butter (in a creamery near Hamburg) was being produced by something long wished for
by American butter makers: a continuous butter making machine. An invention of dairy
equipment manufacturers in Stuttgart, it took up less space than American churns and
turned out fifteen hundred pounds an hour. The machine was promptly shipped to this
country to be tested by the American Butter Institute.

Among other food innovations was a German way of making yeast in almost limitless
quantities. The waste sulfite liquor from the beechwood used to manufacture cellulose
was treated with an organism known to bacteriologists as candida arborea at temper-
atures higher than ever used in yeast manufacture before. The finished product served
as both animal and human food. Its caloric value is four times that of lean meat, and
it contains twice as much protein.

The Germans also had developed new methods of preserving food by plastics and new,
advanced refrigeration techniques. Refrigeration and air-conditioning on German U-
boats had become so efficient that the submarines could travel from Germany to the
Pacific, operate there for two months, and then return to Germany without having to
take on fresh water for the crew. A secret plastics mixture (among its ingredients were
polyvinyl acetate, chalk, and talc) was used to coat bread and cheese. A loaf fresh from
the oven was dipped, dried, redipped, then heated half an hour at 285 degrees. It would
be unspoiled and good to eat eight months later.

“As for medical secrets in this collection,” one Army-surgeon has remarked, “some of
them will save American medicine years of research; some of them are revolutionary[...]”

German medical researchers had discovered a way to produce synthetic blood plasma.
Called capain, it was made on a commercial scale and equalled natural plasma, in re-
sults. Another discovery was periston, a substitute for the blood liquid. An oxidation
production of adrenalin (adrenichrome) was produced in quantity successfully only by
the Nazis and was used with good results in combating high blood pressure (of which
750,000 persons die annually in the United States). Today we have the secret of manu-
facture and considerable supply.
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2.1 Cellular and Molecular Biology

Scientists from the greater German-speaking world were responsible for many of the major dis-
coveries and innovations in cellular and molecular biology.2 For convenience, in this section the
creators and creations in cellular and molecular biology are divided into five (somewhat arbitrary
and overlapping) categories:

A. Cell biology

B. DNA and genetics

C. Cancer

D. Proteins and enzymes

E. Mitochondria, respiration, and metabolism

The impressive history of cell biology in the German-speaking world is very well documented.
One could also make a strong case that scientists from the German-speaking world essentially
founded the whole field of molecular biology, dealing with the structures, natural functions, and
artificial manipulation of important biological molecules such as DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), RNA
(ribonucleic acid), and proteins. This section provides a brief summary; see Appendix A for some
relevant archival documents.

A. Cell Biology

As shown in Figs. 2.1–2.6, the majority of important pioneers of cell biology were from the German-
speaking world. One should certainly not overlook the importance of some British microscopists
such as Robert Hooke (English, 1635–1703) and Robert Brown (Scottish, 1773–1858), as well as
some French microscopists such as Henri Dutrochet (1776–1847) and François-Vincent Raspail
(1794–1878) [Harris 1999]. Nonetheless, over the course of the nineteenth century, those relatively
small numbers of British and French microscopists were overwhelmed by the rapidly rising output
of German-speaking biologists, as well as the improved tools for microscopy that were also coming
out of the German-speaking world (Section 6.7).

Although this book focuses on scientific history from around 1800 onward, it would be impossible not
to mention Antonie van Leeuwenhoek (Dutch, 1632–1723), who created the first known microscope
and used it to observe numerous types of single-celled and multicellular organisms [Dobell 1960].
See p. 946 for more information.

2For good overviews of portions of the history of cellular and molecular biology in the German-speaking world,
see especially: Deichmann 1996; Dominguez-Lacasa 2005; Gausemeier 2005; Gedeon 2006; Harris 1999; Holmes 1993;
Höxtermann and Sucker 1989; Jahn 2004; Junker 2004; Kohler 2008; Krebs 1981; 2005; Magner 2002; Perutz 1989,
1998; von Schwerin 2013; Simmons 2002 Stoff 2012.
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Johann Purkinje (Austrian/Czech, 1787–1869, Fig. 2.1) was arguably the founder of histology, the
microscopic study of cells from different tissues in the body. He used the improved microscopes that
were becoming available during the nineteenth century to study features of cells, especially those
from the central and peripheral nervous systems. Purkinje (and independently, Wilhelm His Sr., p.
324) invented the first practical microtome for making extremely thin slices from animal organs or
plants, and used that method to more easily visualize tissue structures under the microscope. He
also developed the use of balsam tree sap to seal microscope slides and preserve them indefinitely.

Building on the work of Purkinje, Johannes Peter Müller (German states, 1801–1858, Fig. 2.1)
expanded the field of histology, studying both the macroscopic and the microscopic features of
tissues from a wide variety of animal and human samples. In addition to his own research, he had
an enormous scientific impact through the students whom he trained; he was the doctoral advisor for
future luminaries such as Hermann von Helmholtz, Jakob Henle, Robert Remak, Theodor Schwann,
and Rudolf Virchow.

Franz Meyen (Prussian, 1804–1840, Fig. 2.1), a botanist and microscopist, published a series of plant
physiology books 1830s in which he wrote that plants were divided into many similar cells, and
that new cells arose from the division of existing cells. Both of those discoveries were foundational
to the field of cell biology.

Matthias Schleiden (German 1804–1881, Fig. 2.2) studied a variety of plants and plant tissues under
the microscope and was another of the first scientists to recognize that larger organisms are divided
into many similar cells. He studied the cell nucleus, cell division, and other aspects of cells.

Rudolph Wagner (German states, 1805–1864, Fig. 2.2) conducted microscopic research on the
central and peripheral nervous systems, egg cells, and other tissues.

Jakob Henle (German, 1809–1885, Fig. 2.2) studied with Johannes Müller before having his own
successful career studying and cataloging the macroscopic and microscopic features of tissues from
a wide variety of organs.

Theodor Schwann (German, 1810–1882, Fig. 2.2) showed that animal tissues were composed of
cells with nuclei and other features, just as Meyen and Schleiden had shown for plants. He studied
a wide range of tissues under the microscope and classified cells by their features and apparent
functions.

Gabriel Gustav Valentin (German, 1810–1883, Fig. 2.3) worked with Purkinje and then moved to
Switzerland, where he continued to study the histology of many different organs.

Rudolf von Kölliker (Swiss, 1817–1905, Fig. 2.3) catalogued important characteristics and structures
of cells from skeletal or striated muscle, smooth muscle, skin, both, blood vessels, the central and
peripheral nervous systems, and other tissues. He also investigated tissues in a wide variety of
animals and embryos.

Joseph von Gerlach (German, 1820–1896, Fig. 2.3) was one of the main developers of modern
microscope stains, which stain different substances different colors and make it much easier to see
cellular features that would otherwise be essentially transparent structures within a transparent
fluid. He was also one of the originators of photomicrography, so that microscopic structures could
be shown by actual photographs instead of hand-drawn sketches.
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Rudolf Virchow (German, 1821–1902, Fig. 2.4) greatly elaborated on the earlier work by Schwann
and others, publishing voluminous writings on the microscopic features of various cells and tissues,
as well as their roles in the origins of numerous diseases such as cancer and arthritis.

Max Schultze (German, 1825–1874, Fig. 2.5) studied cellular structures and developed methods of
classifying different types of cells.

Karl Wilhelm von Kupffer (Baltic German, 1829–1902, Fig. 2.5) conducted wide-ranging work in
histology, studying cells from the central nervous system, kidneys, pancreas, spleen, blood vessels,
and other tissues, as well as from embryos.

By studying plant cells under the microscope, Wilhelm Pfeffer (German, 1845–1920, Fig. 2.5)
discovered the importance of osmotic pressure, and he developed methods to measure it.

Paul Mayer (German, 1848–1923, Fig. 2.5) further improved and systematized the microscope
staining methods that had been introduced by Joseph von Gerlach and others.

A number of German-speaking scientists helped to develop methods of isolating cells from larger
organisms and using “tissue culture” methods to keep those cells alive and even get them to
reproduce under laboratory conditions (Fig. 2.6).3

Wilhelm Roux (German, 1850–1924) conducted the first animal cell tissue culture experiments in
1885, removing medullary plate cells from a chicken embryo and keeping them alive in culture for
13 days.

Paul Grawitz (German, 1850–1932) experimented with tissue culture of additional animal cell types
in the 1890s.

Gottlieb Haberlandt (Austrian, 1854–1945) developed plant cell tissue culture and also discovered
totipotency, the ability of some “stem” cells to give rise to any type of specialized cell in an organism,
in 1902. He was the father of Ludwig Haberlandt, who developed oral contraceptives (p. 311).

Paul Alfred Weiss (Austrian, 1898–1989) moved to the United States in 1930 and helped to develop
improved methods for animal tissue culture there.

At the Friedrich Loeffler Institute, Friedrich Hecke (German?, 18??–19??), successfully demon-
strated the first practical cultivation of viruses in tissue culture: foot-and-mouth disease virus
(1930) and hog cholera virus (1932). Growing viruses in tissue culture is an immensely powerful
technique that is now widely utilized to to conduct preliminary tests of the properties of viruses
and potential treatments for viruses much more rapidly and cheaply than can be done in animals.
Tissue culture of viruses also became an important and widespread method of preparing “safe”
versions of viruses to make vaccines that will protect humans or animals against the real version of
the virus.

Other German-speaking scientists who contributed to cell biology are listed in other sections in
this chapter, if their work was especially applicable to DNA, neuroscience, embryology, botany, or
other areas.

3Ross Harrison (American, 1870–1959) began testing animal cell tissue culture methods in the United States
in 1907, and is much better known in the English-speaking world than the earlier German-speaking tissue culture
pioneers.
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Figure 2.1: Johann Purkinje, Johannes Müller, and Franz Meyen pioneered the study of cell biology.
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Figure 2.2: Other creators who made major contributions to cell biology included Matthias Schlei-
den, Rudolph Wagner, Jakob Henle, and Theodor Schwann.
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Figure 2.3: Other creators who made major contributions to cell biology included Gabriel Gustav
Valentin, Rudolf von Kölliker, and Joseph von Gerlach.
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Figure 2.4: Rudolf Virchow was another pioneer of cell biology.
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Figure 2.5: Other creators who made major contributions to cell biology included Max Schultze,
Karl Wilhelm von Kupffer, Paul Mayer, and Wilhelm Pfeffer.
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Figure 2.6: Wilhelm Roux, Paul Grawitz, Paul Alfred Weiss, and Friedrich Hecke helped to de-
velop tissue culture methods for growing animal cells in the laboratory, while Gottlieb Haberlandt
developed plant cell tissue culture.
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B. DNA and genetics

As shown in Fig. 2.7, DNA is divided into several chromosomes in the nucleus of a cell. DNA forms
a double-stranded helix, in which each strand is composed of a sequence of four possible bases or
nucleotides: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymine (T). Each A on one strand is
electrostatically attracted to a T on the other strand, and each C is attracted to a G. The bases of
a strand are connected via a chain of alternating sugar and phosphate groups. RNA is very similar
but uses a uracil (U) base instead of T.

German-speaking scientists essentially founded and dominated the field of DNA and genetics until
World War II (with the exception of a few foreign scientific competitors, chiefly the American
Thomas Hunt Morgan and his students).4 See Figs. 2.8–2.18.

Franz Andreas Bauer (Austrian, 1758–1840) studied plants under the microscope and painted what
he saw. He was the first or one of the first scientists to observe and depict the nuclei of cells (before
the Scottish scientist Robert Brown, who is usually given credit in English-language science history
books).

Franz Unger (Austrian, 1800–1870) worked in the fields of paleontology, plant physiology, and
microscopy. He proposed that elements inside plant cells carry hereditary traits, and those ideas later
influenced Gregor Mendel. He also suggested that the descendants of species could gradually evolve
into other species over generations—before Charles Darwin, who garnered much more attention.

Hugo von Mohl (German, 1805–1872) also studied plant cells under the microscope. He was re-
sponsible for naming the contents of the cell as the “protoplasm.” He was also the first or one of
the first scientists to observe mitosis, or the division of one cell and its nucleus into two cells, each
with their own nucleus.

Robert Remak (Prussian, 1815–1865) observed and confirmed the process of mitosis for cell division,
and was also one of the founders of the field of developmental biology and embryology.

Carl Wilhelm von Nägeli (Swiss, 1817–1891) studied the division of nuclei in cellular mitosis, and
the fusion of nuclei in plant pollination.

Harald Bagge (German, 1817–1895) noted that in mitosis, the division of the nucleus occurs before
the division of the cell.

Franz Leydig (1821–1908) also studied the process of mitosis for various cell types.

As is now well known, Gregor Mendel (Austrian, 1822–1884) discovered the rules of genetics using
plants he grew at his monastery, and meticulously documented his discoveries and explanations in
a lengthy book. It is less well known that Mendel also conducted research in several other fields,
including astronomy and meteorology. See Fig. 2.8. Oxford University’s Biographical Dictionary of
Scientists summarized Mendel’s research on genetics [Porter 1994, p. 475]:

4 Bateson 1909; Bielka 2002; Brandt 2004; Corcos and Monaghan 1993; Deichmann 1996; Dostál 2016; Edelson
1999; Ernst Fischer 1988; Gamow 1953, 1967, 1970; Gausemeier 2015; Harwood 1987, 1993; Henig 2000; Jahn 2004;
Junker 2004; Knippers 2017; Kohler 1994; Lagerkvist 1998; Magner 2002; Mawer 2006; Mayr 1984; Müller-Wille and
Brandt 2016; Müller-Wille and Rheinberger 2012; Olby 1994; Pasternak 2004; von Schwerin 2004; Segrè 2011; Sloan
and Fogel 2011; Stubbe 1965; Timoféeff-Ressovsky 1935.
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Mendel began the experiments that led to his discovery of the basic laws of heredity in
1856. Much of his work was performed on the edible pea (Pisum sp.), which he grew in
the monastery garden. He carefully self-pollinated and wrapped (to prevent accidental
pollination by insects) each individual plant, collected the seeds produced by the plants,
and studied the offspring of these seeds. [...] Mendel also studied other characteristics in
pea plants, such as flower colour, seed shape and flower position, finding that, as with
height, simple laws governed the inheritance of these traits. From his findings Mendel
concluded that each parent plant contributes a factor that determines a particular trait
and that the pairs of factors in the offspring do not give rise to an amalgamation of
traits. These conclusions, in turn, led him to formulate his famous law of segregation
and law of independent assortment of characters, which are now recognized as two of
the fundamental laws of heredity.

Mendel reported his findings to the Brünn Society for the Study of Natural Science in
1865 and in the following year he published Experiments with Plant Hybrids, a paper
that summarized his results.

Wilhelm Hofmeister (German, 1824–1877) was the first or one of the first scientists to identify and
study individual chromosomes within the nuclei of plant cells.

August Weismann (German, 1834–1914) proposed methods by which cellular material could be
inherited from one generation to the next and could lead to the evolution of species. He studied cell
division and was the first to distinguish between mitosis (cell division that leads to two identical
cells with the same numbers of chromosomes as the original cell) and meiosis (cell division that
creates sperm and egg cells with half the numbers of chromosomes as the original cell).

Wilhelm von Waldeyer-Hartz (German, 1836–1921) studied and gave the name “chromosomes” to
the individual components of the nucleus.

Johannes Friedrich Miescher (Swiss, 1844–1895) purified DNA (which he called nuclein) from cel-
lular nuclei and suggested that the DNA could be involved in heredity. See Fig. 2.9. Historian of
science Lois Magner explained Miescher’s research [Magner 2002, pp. 422–423]:

After receiving his M.D. degree (1868), Miescher began his remarkable studies of the
physiological chemistry of pus cells [white blood cells], which were obtained by washing
out used bandages from the surgical clinic. Given the high rate of postsurgical infection
found in European hospitals at the time, a plethora of pus cells was always available.
Attempting to purify pus cell nuclei, Miescher subjected his preparations to an acid
extract of pig gastric mucosa (a crude preparation of the protein-digesting enzyme called
pepsin). After this treatment, Miescher obtained an organic acid that had a remarkably
high phosphorus content. The solubility properties of this substance, and its resistance
to pepsin, suggested that it was a previously unknown cell constituent. Although this
novel material was not well characterized, it was given the name nuclein. Later Miescher
demonstrated that nuclein could also be isolated from salmon sperm. [...]

[H]e did suggest that if some substance in the sperm were the specific cause of fertil-
ization, it would have to be nuclein. [...] Privately, Miescher speculated on the possible
role of nuclein in the transmission of heritable traits.
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Walther Flemming (German, 1843–1905) was the one who dubbed the usual process of cell division
“mitosis.” He conducted extensive studies of the structure and behavior of chromosomes in various
cell types, as shown in Fig. 2.10.

Eduard Strasburger (Polish/German, 1844–1912) studied the chromosome distribution in mitotic
and meiotic cell division, and coined the words “nucleoplasm” and “cytoplasm” for the contents of
the nucleus and the rest of the cell.

Hugo de Vries (Dutch, 1848–1935) rediscovered the rules of genetics after Mendel, and attributed the
inherited traits to microscopic particles he called “pangenes,” which was later shorted to “genes.”
He dubbed changes in genes “mutations,” and explained the importance of mutations for evolution.
He was also the first scientist to propose that homologous recombination or crossing over occurs
between two chromosomes of the same type during meosis.

Oskar Hertwig (German, 1849–1922) studied and reported details of the processes of mitosis and
meiosis, and stated that DNA (nuclein) was the material that carried hereditary traits.

Wilhelm Roux (1850–1924) studied the role of chromosomes in fertilization and cell division.

Richard Altmann (German, 1852–1900) built on Miescher’s work to purify DNA (nuclei), confirming
that the substance was acidic and naming it “nucleic acid” in 1889.

Carl Rabl (Austrian, 1853–1917) tracked individual chromosomes through the stages of cell division.

Albrecht Kossel (German, 1853–1927), shown in Fig. 2.11, determined the chemical composition
of nuclei acids purified from cells. He showed that nuclei acids contain five different bases: ade-
nine, cytosine, guanine, thymine, and uracil (including both DNA and RNA). Kossel found that
those bases were connected via linkages of sugars and phosphates. He also isolated and stud-
ied proteins that bind to nucleic acids in the nucleus, which were determined to be histones
and other accessory proteins. For these discoveries, he won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine in 1910. Professor the Count K.A.H. Mörner, Rector of the Royal Caroline Institute,
explained the revolutionary importance of Kossel’s research on both nucleic acids and proteins
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1910/ceremony-speech/]:

The cells of the organism exhibit on the one hand certain special characteristics ac-
cording to the organs to which they belong and on the other hand general, shared
characteristics as well. It has long been known, and is easy to demonstrate, that the
main mass of their organic substance consists of materials belonging to the group of pro-
tein bodies. They are however dissimilar in different cases. The development of protein
chemistry in general, and of the specialized knowledge of the protein bodies occurring
in cells and of the combined forms in which they appear, is therefore an important
link in the chain of knowledge of cell chemistry and consequently also a factor of great
importance in research on cellular life and functions.

[...] Professor Kossel has since then enlarged the knowledge by the discovery of new,
related substances, and in particular he has, by means of extensive work using new
methods which he himself elaborated, carried the knowledge of the quantitative rela-
tionships of these substances in the protein molecule further than is the case for the
other protein breakdown products.
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There are several kinds of proteins. One group which is included here are the so-called
protamines obtained from the milt of fish. Kossel has made a detailed study of these.
For these a relatively simple structure has been discovered inasmuch as the number
of dissimilar atom groups in them is not very great. They therefore present simpler
relationships than proteins in general, and consist mainly of substances belonging to
the group which I have just called basic breakdown products of protein. For certain
protamines Kossel, thanks to his methods of determination, has in fact been able to es-
tablish the quantitative relationships of the building blocks making up these protamines,
a goal which we seem to be far from attaining where the other proteins are concerned.
[...]

One protein group, first observed by Kossel, consists of the so-called histones. They
stand between the protamines and what is termed ordinary protein. This group, again,
is important because of its occurrence as a component of certain cells, and has also been
studied in detail by Kossel.

Professor Kossel has made an extensive and important study of the problem of the
protein compounds in cells. As we have already mentioned, the proteins are very complex
bodies. Within the cells the relationships are further complicated by the fact that the
proteins there are combined in varying degrees with other substances such as those
grouped under the name of “nucleic acids”. These, too, are far from simple in structure.
They form phosphorus-containing organic substances which, together with a form of
phosphoric acid, usually contain purine bodies, pyrimidine bodies and a form of sugar
or related substance. Professor Kossel has devoted a great part of his activity to these
problems. It is not practicable to give an account of the details without taking up too
much time, and they must therefore be passed over on this occasion. I will restrict myself
to remarking that these nucleic acids by their presence in the cells and their relation
to the protein bodies found there, certainly possess a great biological significance; and
furthermore I should like to emphasize that it is to Kossel and his pupils especially that
we owe our present advanced knowledge of these problems.

Wilhelm Weinberg (German, 1862–1937) rediscovered and extended Mendel’s work on rules of
genetic inheritance. He discovered and publicly announced the principle of genetic equilibrium that
was later rediscovered by the British mathematician G. H. Hardy. English-language science books
have tended to credit Hardy and not Weinberg’s earlier work, or at most to call it the Hardy-
Weinberg principle.

Theodor Boveri (German, 1862–1915) had an enormously productive and underrated scientific
career. He discovered and named the centrosome the guides chromosomes apart when a nucleus
divides. He also demonstrated that proper embryonic development requires the presence of the nor-
mal number of chromosomes for a species structure. He made many important discoveries regarding
the role of mutations to the chromosomes in causing cancer.

Karl Correns (German, 1864–1933) was another scientist who rediscovered and extended Mendel’s
work on rules of genetic inheritance. He also found that plant cells inherit their properties not only
from genes in the nucleus, but also from genes in chloroplasts and mitochondria.

Phoebus Levene (Baltic Jewish, lived 1869–1940) worked with Albrecht Kossel and Hermann Emil
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Fischer. He continued and extended Kossel’s research on the chemical composition and structure
of DNA and RNA.

Erich Tschermak von Seysenegg (Austrian, 1871–1962) also rediscovered and extended Mendel’s
work on rules of genetic inheritance.

Hans Winkler (German, 1877–1945) described the total inheritance of a cell by combining the
words gene and chromosome to create a new word, “genome” 1920. He also introduced the new
word “heteroploid” to describe an abnormal number of chromosomes.

Richard Goldschmidt (German, 1878–1958) made many contributions in the fields of genetics,
evolution, and developmental biology.

In 1940, Alfred Kühn (German, 1885–1968) and Adolf Butenandt (German, 1903–1995) analyzed
mutations in insects and concluded that individual genes produced individual proteins [Deichmann
1996, p. xvi].

Charlotte Auerbach (German, 1899–1994) pioneered the study of the chemical mutagenesis of DNA.
Among other discoveries, she found that mustard gas could cause mutations and therefore could
be carcinogenic in addition to its dangerous corrosive effects on organisms.

Curt Stern (German, 1902–1981) demonstrated homologous recombination or crossing over in fruit
flies and spent much of his career focusing on human genetics and its implications for medicine.

George Gamow (Russian but educated and worked in Germany, lived 1904–1968) made several
insightful proposals and worked with other scientists to determine the genetic code, the rules for
what sequences of DNA or RNA nucleotides tell cells to produce what sequences of amino acids in
proteins [Segrè 2011].

Erwin Chargaff (Austrian, 1905–2002) made many experimental measurements of the chemical
composition of DNA and discovered guanine-cytosine (G-C) and adenine-thymine (A-T) base-
pairing, which was critical for working out the correct structure of double-stranded DNA.

In a revolutionary 1935 paper (Fig. 2.12), Max Delbrück (German, 1906–1981), Nikolai Timoféeff-
Ressovsky (Russian but worked in Germany 1925–1945, lived 1900–1981), and Karl Günter Zimmer
(German, 1911–1988) at the Kaiser Wilhelm Society in Berlin described and demonstrated the
structure of chromosomal DNA, methods and consequences of inducing point mutations in DNA,
and forced genetic recombination of different pieces of DNA [Ernst Fischer 1988; Segrè 2011; Sloan
and Fogel 2011; Timoféeff-Ressovsky, Zimmer, and Delbrück 1935]. The methods and objectives
that Timoféeff-Ressovsky, Zimmer, and Delbrück stated at the beginning of their paper essentially
defined the new field of molecular biology [Sloan and Fogel 2011, p. 222]:

In the following paper, we attempt to construct a general picture of the nature of
the gene and of mutation, on the basis of experimental investigations of the mutation
processes in Drosophila and a physical analysis of the results of those experiments.
Compared to previous hypotheses about the nature of the gene and of gene mutation,
we believe we have taken a step forward, in that our ideas are constructed only from
the experimental results of mutation research, and therefore from an area of research
that concerns events directly involving the genes themselves. [...]
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Thus, we hope to arrive at a theory of the mutation process and gene structure that
will be experimentally well-founded and that will have experimentally verifiable impli-
cations. Of course, we are far from regarding our ideas as conclusive; rather, we see
their value lying in the extending of earlier approaches through the use of the concepts
of physics.

This paper represents a collaboration between genetics and physics.

As shown in Fig. 2.13, in 1940 (under wartime conditions and 13 years before the discovery by
Rosalind Franklin, Francis Crick, and James Watson), Hans Friedrich-Freksa (German, 1906–1973)
proposed a double-stranded self-complementary model of DNA structure and replication [Friedrich-
Freksa 1940].

By 1942, despite even more severe wartime hindrances, Gerhard Schramm (German, 1910–1969)
identified the genome of the tobacco mosaic virus as RNA, showed that its protein subunits are
identical, and mutated the RNA to create mutant proteins.5 See Fig. 2.14.

Werner Arber (Swiss, 1929–) harnessed natural DNA restriction enzymes to cut and splice DNA,
for which he won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1978. Professor Peter Reichard
of the Karolinska Medico-Chirurgical Institute explained the importance of Arber’s discoveries
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1978/ceremony-speech/]:

We can compare the DNA of a single human cell with a book containing all the infor-
mation for the development and function of the cell. [...]

Restriction enzymes are the tools which make it possible to open the sealed book. Werner
Arber discovered these enzymes in the early 1960s when he analyzed an apparently
obscure phenomenon in bacteria, discovered 10 years earlier by Bertani and Weigle,
called host-controlled modification. In a series of simple but elegant experiments Arber
showed that this phenomenon was caused by a change in DNA and apparently served
to protect the host from foreign genes. Foreign DNA is degraded, and Arber postulated
that bacteria contain restriction enzymes with the capacity to recognize and bind to
recurring structural elements of DNA. At these locations the DNA-helix is severed: the
pages of the book are separated. [...]

The application of restriction enzymes has revolutionized the genetics of higher organ-
isms and completely changed our ideas of the organisation of their genes. In contrast to
the DNA of bacteria, the DNA of higher organisms is not a contiguous structure coding
for one protein. Instead, genes contain “quiet” regions alternating with regions contain-
ing the genetic code. Restriction enzymes have also been used for genetic engineering.
With their aid we can selectively remove parts of the genetic material and transplant
genes into a foreign background. In this way genes from higher organisms have been
transferred to bacteria, and in certain cases such bacteria can be used to produce human
hormones. In the near future we can expect many products of medical importance to
be synthesized.

5Schramm 1941; Schramm 1943; Schramm and Dannenberg 1944; Schramm and Müller 1940; Schramm and Müller
1942; Schramm and Rebensburg 1942.
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Figure 2.7: DNA is divided into several chromosomes in the nucleus of a cell. DNA forms a double-
stranded helix, in which each strand is composed of a sequence of four possible bases or nucleotides
(A, C, G, and T). Each A on one strand is electrostatically attracted to a T on the other strand,
and each C is attracted to a G. RNA is very similar but uses a U base instead of T.
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Figure 2.8: Gregor Mendel discovered the rules of genetics using plants he grew at his monastery.
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Figure 2.9: Johannes Friedrich Miescher purified and studied DNA from cell nuclei in 1869.
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Figure 2.10: Walther Flemming made detailed observations of chromosomes during mitotic cell
division in 1882.
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Figure 2.11: Albrecht Kossel identified A, C, G, T, and U bases in DNA and RNA; identified amino
acids in proteins; and won the 1910 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine.
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Figure 2.12: In 1935, Max Delbrück, Nikolai Timoféeff-Ressovsky, and Karl Günter Zimmer pub-
lished a detailed and advanced paper on chromosomes and gene structures, as well as methods and
effects of mutating or recombining them [Timoféeff-Ressovsky, Zimmer, and Delbrück 1935].
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Figure 2.13: In 1940, Hans Friedrich-Freksa proposed that the structure of DNA is double-stranded
with electrostatic attraction between complementary sequences on the strands [Friedrich-Freksa
1940].
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Figure 2.14: Gerhard Schramm identified the genome of the tobacco mosaic virus as RNA, showed
that its protein subunits are identical, and mutated the RNA to create mutant proteins [Schramm
and Rebensburg 1942; Schramm 1943].
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Figure 2.15: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about DNA included
Richard Altmann, Werner Arber, Charlotte Auerbach, Harald Bagge, Franz Andreas Bauer, and
Theodor Boveri.
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Figure 2.16: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about DNA included
Erwin Chargaff, Karl Correns, Hugo de Vries, George Gamow, Richard Goldschmidt, and Oscar
Hertwig.
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Figure 2.17: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about DNA included
Alfred Kühn, Phoebus Levene, Hugo von Mohl, Carl Wilhelm von Nägeli, Robert Remak, and Erich
Tschermak von Seysenegg..
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Figure 2.18: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about DNA included
Eduard Strasburger, Franz Unger, Wilhelm von Waldeyer-Hartz, Wilhelm Weinberg, August Weis-
mann, and Hans Winkler.
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C. Cancer

German-speaking scientists dominated the early field of cancer research and cancer prevention
(Figs. 2.19–2.25).6 For example, historian of science Robert Proctor gave an overview of some of
the remarkably early and remarkably numerous cancer-related discoveries in the German-speaking
world [Proctor 1999, pp. 17–19, 281–283]:

German cancer research—and medical research more generally—was the most advanced
in the world by the time of the Machtergreifung (1933). German scientists were the first
to discover skin cancers caused by coal tar distillates, and the first to show that uranium
mining could cause lung cancer (both in the 1870s). Germans were the first to identify a
bladder cancer hazard of aniline dye manufacture (in 1895),14 a lung cancer hazard from
chromate manufacture (1911),15 and a skin cancer hazard of sunlight exposure (1894).16

German physicians were the first to diagnose an X-ray-induced cancer (in 1902) and
the first to prove, by animal experimentation, that X-rays could cause leukemia (1906).
They were even the first to suggest that domestic indoor radon might prove to be a
health hazard, in 1907.17

There are many other examples one can name18—and in the interest of completeness
(and at the risk of tedium), I shall continue. Johannes Müller in the 1830s pioneered
the microscopic analysis of malignancies, identifying tumors as composed of cells, and
Rudolf Virchow in Berlin in the 1860s developed the theory of cancer as caused by
local “irritations.”19 Germans were pioneers of cancer transplant research,20 and early
in the development of the theory of dose-response latency (Latenzzeit).21 Germans were
among the first to propose a major role for hormones in carcinogenesis22 and were
early on aware of what is sometimes today called the “xenoestrogen hypothesis”—the
idea that powerful petrochemical carcinogens such as methylcholanthrene may work by
mimicking the body’s natural hormones.23 It was a Munich pathologist (Max Borst)
who first classified tumors according to their histogenesis, the method used today by
the World Health Organization to classify cancers.24

The list goes on: Germans were the first to utilize tissue stains as chemotherapeutic
agents (in 1922),25 and were the first to inject thorotrast (thorium dioxide) into patients
to improve the contrast in X-ray photographic plates (1928).26 German geneticists were
the first to show that colon cancer could be inherited as a dominant trait, and it was
a German zoologist—Theodor H. Boveri—who first proposed that chromosomal abnor-
malities might be responsible for the onset of malignancies (1902).27 Germany was the
site of the first international congress of cancer research (Heidelberg and Frankfurt, in
1906)28 and the first country to establish a permanent journal devoted exclusively to
cancer research.29 Germany pioneered the optical diagnosis of cancer, being home to
the development of not just X-rays and the colposcope but also the rectal endoscope—a
candlelit version of which was introduced in Frankfurt in 1807.30 German was arguably,
at least for a time, the language of international cancer research[...] Germans were also
apparently the first to suggest that secondhand tobacco smoke might be a cause of lung
cancer—in 1928.32

6 Deichmann 1996; Eckart 2000; Höxtermann and Sucker 1989; Jahn 2004; Junker 2004; Koesling and Schülke
2010; Kohler 2008; Magner 2002; Possehl 1989; Proctor 1999; Raviña and Kubinyi 2011; Schnalke and Atzl 2010;
Schneider 1972; Simmons 2002; Sneader 2005; Wagner and Mauerberger 2012; Weatherall 1991.
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German scientists in the mid-1930s elaborated on this scientific base. The Reich Anti-
cancer Committee (Reichsausschuss für Krebsbekämpfung) established in 1931 was en-
larged, and an ambitious new journal, the Monatsschrift für Krebsbekämpfung (Monthly
journal for the struggle against cancer), published by the notoriously antisemitic J.
F. Lehmann publishing house, was launched in 1933 to coordinate the anticancer ef-
fort. More than a thousand medical doctoral theses explored cancer in one form or
another in the twelve years of Nazi rule; only diseases of the blood attracted more
attention. Cancer registries were established, including the first German registries to
record cancer morbidity (incidence) and not just mortality (deaths). Efforts were made
to strengthen prevention-oriented public health measures, including occupational safe-
guards, laws against the adulteration of food and drugs, bans on smoking, and programs
to reduce the use of cancer-causing cosmetics, to name only a few.7

7Proctor’s endnotes referred to the following cancer researchers:

14. Ludwig Rehn (German, 1849–1930).

15. E. Pfeil (German?, 18??–19??).

16. Paul Gerson Unna (German, 1850–1929).

17. Albert Frieben (German?, 18??–19??), Kurt Ziegler (German?, 18??–19??), Heinrich W. Schmidt (Ger-
man?, 18??–19??), Ekkehard Schmid (German?, 18??–19??), and Nikolaus von Jagić (German/Austrian, 1875–1956).

18. Richard von Volkmann (German, 1830–1889) and Martha Schmidtmann (German 1892–1981).

19. Johannes Peter Müller (German states, 1801–1858) and Rudolf Virchow (German, 1821–1902).

20. Arthur Hanau (Swiss, 18??–19??).

21. Kurt Rostoski (German?, 18??–19??), Erich Saupe (German?, 1893–19??), and Christian Georg Schmorl
(German, 1861–1932); Otto Teutschlaender (German?, 18??–19??).

22. Jens Paulsen (German, 18??–19??).

23. Karl Heinrich Bauer (German, 1890–1978) and Adolf Butenandt (German, 1903–1995).

24. Max Borst (German, 1869–1946).

25. Rudolf Roosen (German?, 18??–19??).

26. Theodor Blühbaum (German?, 18??–19??), Karl Frik (German, 1878–1944), and Helmut Kalkbrenner
(German?, 18??–19??).

27. Otto Jüngling (German, 1884–1944) and Theodor Boveri (German, 1862–1915). As shown in Fig. 2.19,
Boveri conducted extensive studies of cell division (mitosis), chromosome structure, and chromosome abnormalities.
In 1902 he realized that cancer can be caused by pro-mitotic (cell-division-inducing) mutations from radiation,
chemicals, or viruses.

28. George Meyer (German?, 18??–19??).

29. Zeitschrift für Krebsforschung.

30. Leopold Schönbauer (Austrian, 1888–1963) and Erna Schmidt-Überreiter (German?, 18??–19??).

32. Ernst Schönherr (German?, 18??–19??).
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Several other prominent German-speaking cancer researchers should also be mentioned here.

Johannes Fibiger (Danish but studied under Robert Koch and Emil von Behring, lived 1867–1928)
conducted important clinical trials on diagnostics and therapeutics for diptheria. He won the Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1926 for experiments showing that infectious pathogenic organ-
isms can induce cancer. Although his specific conclusions regarding those pathogens (he focused
on helminths) were later found to be incorrect, his experiments spurred a great deal of cancer
research by other scientists, and his general conclusions have ultimately proven correct, especially
with regard to the role of viruses in causing certain types of cancer. Professor W. Wernstedt, Dean
of the Royal Caroline Institute, described Fibiger’s research
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1926/ceremony-speech/]:

But Fibiger’s discovery had a still greater significance. The possibility of experimentally
producing cancer gave to the particular research into this illness an invaluable and badly
needed method, lacking until this time, allowing the elucidation of some of the obscure
points in the problem of cancer. Fibiger’s discovery also gave remarkable impetus to
research. Whereas research had, in many respects, entered upon a period of stagnation,
Fibiger’s discovery marked the beginning of a new era, of a new epoch in the history of
cancer, to which the fruitful research made by him gave fresh vigour. From his discoveries
we have continued to march forward and have gained valuable ideas as to the nature of
this illness.

Arnold Graffi (Austrian/German, 1910–2006) discovered some of the mechanisms by which chemical
and viruses can cause cancer, and helped to develop chemotherapeutic methods to target cancer
cells for destruction.

Paul Grawitz (German, 1850–1932) studied various types of cancers, and renal cell carcinoma is
named Grawitz’s tumor after him.

Rudolf Krönlein (Swiss, 1847–1910) pioneered many types of surgical operations, including surgeries
to remove certain kinds of tumors.

Hans Sachs (German, 1877–1945) studied interactions between the immune system and cancer.

Otto Heinrich Warburg (German, 1883–1970) discovered important metabolic changes that distin-
guish cancer cells from normal cells.

German-speaking creators (Friedrich Ellinger, Franz Greiter, Rudolf Schulze, etc.) also developed
sunscreen lotion, which reduces the incidence of skin cancer (p. 541).
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Figure 2.19: Theodor Boveri realized in 1902 that cancer can be caused by pro-mitotic (cell-division-
inducing) mutations from radiation, chemicals, or viruses.
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Figure 2.20: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about cancer included
Karl Heinrich Bauer, Theodor Blühbaum, Max Borst, Adolf Butenandt, Johannes Fibiger, and
Albert Frieben.
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Figure 2.21: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about cancer included
Karl Frik, Arnold Graffi, Paul Grawitz, Arthur Hanau, Nikolaus von Jagić, and Otto Jüngling.
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Figure 2.22: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about cancer included
Helmut Kalkbrenner, Rudolf Krönlein, George Meyer, Johannes Peter Müller, Jens Paulsen, and
E. Pfeil.
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Figure 2.23: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about cancer included
Ludwig Rehn, Rudolf Roosen, Kurt Rostoski, Hans Sachs, Erich Saupe, and Ekkehard Schmid.
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Figure 2.24: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about cancer included
Heinrich W. Schmidt, Erna Schmidt-Überreiter, Martha Schmidtmann, Christian Georg Schmorl,
Leopold Schönbauer, and Ernst Schönherr.
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Figure 2.25: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about cancer included
Otto Teutschlaender, Paul Gerson Unna, Rudolf Virchow, Richard von Volkmann, Otto Heinrich
Warburg, and Kurt Ziegler.
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D. Proteins and enzymes

Figs. 2.26–2.27 show the 20 standard amino acids and how those are joined together to make
proteins. Many proteins are enzymes, essentially tiny biological machines that are specialized to do
a particular task. As presented in Figs. 2.28–2.30, German-speaking scientists made many critical
contributions to our knowledge about proteins and enzymes.8

Wilhelm Kühne (German, 1837–1900) was one of the first scientists to study proteins in detail. He
discovered trypsin, a digestive enzyme that degrades other proteins, and in fact coined the word
“enzyme.” He also studied proteins in muscle.

Hermann Emil Fischer (German, 1852–1919) studied enzymes involved in the synthesis of sugars
and purine molecules, and made many other contributions to organic chemistry. He won the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry in 1902 (p. 418). One of his students, Max Bergmann, built upon Fischer’s work
on proteins and enzymes by developing methods to analyze and synthesize proteins.

Albrecht Kossel (German, 1853–1927) found that proteins were composed of individual amino acids.
He also determined the chemical composition of DNA and RNA. For his discoveries regarding
proteins and nuclei acids, he won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1910 (p. 74). In a
1911 lecture, Kossel demonstrated his remarkably early and detailed knowledge of protein structure
[Olby 1994, p. 77]:

[W]e must remember that the proteins are composed of Bausteine [building blocks, i.e.
amino acids] united in very different ways[...] The number of Bausteine which can take
part in the formation of the proteins is about as large as the number of letters in the
alphabet. When we consider that through the combination of letters an infinitely large
number of thoughts may be expressed, we can understand how vast a number of the
properties of the organism may be recorded in the small space which is occupied by the
protein molecules. [...] We may also comprehend how great and important the task is
to determine the structure of the proteins and why the biochemist has devoted himself
with so much industry to their analysis.

Eduard Buchner (German, 1860–1917) discovered cell-free enzymes for fermentation, for which he
won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1907. Professor the Count K. A. H. Mörner, President of
the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, praised the revolutionary nature of Buchner’s discoveries
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1907/ceremony-speech/]:

Under these circumstances it can easily be understood that a great sensation was cre-
ated when E. Buchner, after many years’ work, succeeded in showing that alcoholic
fermentation could be produced from the juices expressed from yeast cells, free from
live cells. He demonstrated incontrovertibly that this fermentation was due to a ferment
produced by the yeast cells, from which it can be separated. Fermentation is not a direct
expression of life by yeast cells; the cells can be killed and destroyed, while the ferment
remains.

8 Deichmann 1996; Dominguez-Lacasa 2005; Gausemeier 2005; Gedeon 2006; Harris 1999; Holmes 1993;
Höxtermann and Sucker 1989; Jahn 2004; Junker 2004; Kohler 2008; Krebs 1981; 2005; Magner 2002; Perutz 1989,
1998; von Schwerin 2013; Simmons 2002 Stoff 2012.
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By Buchner’s work, the fermentation mentioned and various other processes analogous
to it have been freed from the shackles which previously held them and which prevented
any progress in research. Now, no special difficulty is encountered in obtaining from yeast
cells and various other cells an ample amount of powerfully active cell substance which is
free from live cells. Numerous clarifying investigations into its properties have also been
made, partly by Buchner himself and partly by others. Hitherto inaccessible territories
have now been brought into the field of chemical research, and vast new prospects have
now been opened up to chemical science.

Richard Willstätter (German, 1872–1942) is best known for his discoveries regarding the molecular
structures of chlorophyll, for which he won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1915 (p. 349). However,
he subsequently went on to conduct extensive investigations of the nature and properties of enzymes.

Hans von Euler-Chelpin (German, 1873–1964) made many discoveries regarding enzymes and won
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1929. Professor H.G. Söderbaum, Chairman of the Nobel Com-
mittee for Chemistry, explained von Euler-Chelpin’s work
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1929/ceremony-speech/]:

In the same measure as research in this department has made new conquests, a clearer
and clearer insight has been gained into the importance of this discovery. In particular
the work of von Euler and his pupils during the last few years greatly contributed to
the unravelling of the mechanism of phosphorization.

The primary function of phosphoric acid in fermentation consists, according to von
Euler, in the fact that in cooperation with an enzyme it gives rise to glucose monophos-
phate, identical with the monophosphate discovered by Harden and Robison. This phos-
phate afterwards undergoes a mutation in the presence of co-zymase, inasmuch as a
glucose diphosphate and an active glucose are formed, after which the latter yields the
necessary material for the subsequent stages of the fermentation.

This demonstration of the part of mutase played by the co-zymase, or in other words
of the identity of co-zymase and co-mutase, is of fundamental importance, for it has
fully revealed the central position in the process of fermentation of the complementary
enzyme in question.

The researches of von Euler and his pupils have further led to the concentration of the
co-zymase and to a far more exact study of its properties than had been previously
possible. They have been able to determine approximately its molecular weight, which
has been found to be about 490; and they have also been able to draw certain definite
conclusions concerning its chemical nature, which make it highly probable that we have
here what the chemists call a pentosenucleoside. The production of a co-zymase with
a high activity has also shown in a brilliant manner the character of that enzyme as a
specific activator.

As shown in Fig. 2.30, Leonor Michaelis (German, 1875–1949) and Maud Menten (Canadian,
worked in Germany, 1879–1960) studied the chemical reaction rates of enzymes. Their experimental
and theoretical methods of analyzing enzyme-catalyzed reaction rates (Michaelis-Menten kinetics,
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Michaelis-Menten graphs, the Michaelis-Menten equation, etc.) are still widely used in biology and
chemistry.

Otto Röhm (German, 1876–1939) pioneered the industrial use of enzymes for applications such as
leather production (1906), washing detergents (1914), pharmaceuticals (1920), and juice processing
(1934). In many ways, he could be regarded as the founder of the entire field of biotechnology
(see Appendix A for more examples). Röhm also invented transparent polymethylacrylic plastic
(plexiglass) in 1928 (p. 497). With the businessman Otto Haas (German, 1872–1960), he founded
the company of Röhm and Haas to capitalize on his inventions. Haas moved to Philadelphia to
found a branch of the company there, thereby bringing knowledge of Röhm’s methods to the
United States.

Building upon the earlier work of Eduard Buchner, Carl Neuberg (German, 1877–1956) meticulously
worked out many of the key enzymatic steps and mechanisms involved in fermentation and other
biochemical pathways.

Max Bergmann (German, 1886–1944) received his Ph.D. under Hermann Emil Fischer in 1911.
Bergmann spent his entire career pioneering methods of determining the amino acid sequences of
natural proteins and of artificially synthesizing proteins with specific amino acid sequences. Such
methods have been widely used ever since to analyze and synthesize proteins in laboratories. In
1933, Bergmann moved to the United States, where he attracted new students to harness and
extend his research.

Kurt Felix (German, 1888–1960) conducted important research on proteins at the University of
Munich from the 1920s onward.

Max Perutz (Austrian, 1914–2002) developed and demonstrated methods of determining detailed
three-dimensional protein structures [Medawar and Pyke 2000; Perutz 1989, 1998]. He won the 1962
Nobel Prize in Chemistry for working out the structure of the hemoglobin protein (p. 271).

Edmond Fischer (Swiss, 1920–) made important discoveries regarding protein phosphorylation and
dephosphorylation, the methods by which cells regulate the activity of proteins by attaching or
removing charged phosphate groups on the proteins. Along with Edwin Krebs, he won the No-
bel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1992 for that work. Professor Hans Jörnvall of the No-
bel Assembly of the Karolinska Institute explained the scientific importance of these discoveries
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1992/ceremony-speech/]:

And now phosphorylation: one or several small phosphate groups are coupled to a
protein, changing its properties. If the parallel with our human workers is pursued
further, one could perhaps compare phosphorylation with ballet shoes. Despite their
small size they have dramatic effects on their wearer! The shape of the foot is altered and
after that, work is like a dance. Edmond Fischer and Edwin Krebs, this year’s Laureates,
described this principle in the fifties. They showed how muscles liberate an energy-rich
form of sugar from its storage form by phosphorylation of a protein. After that, science
gradually gained insight into the fact that this constitutes a general principle manifested
in all cellular activities. Today, a considerable part of world bioscience involves protein
phosphorylation.
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Why this regulation via coupling of small groups? One advantage is that the process is
reversible, i.e. the shoes can be taken off and put on, a process which can be repeated
again and again. Thus, proteins can be regulated in both directions. Another is that
the reactions can be carried out in successive steps, creating a cascade that amplifies
the end effect. Much like the hydraulic amplification in a brake: a gentle touch of the
pedal can stop even a heavy car. In the world of proteins, Krebs and his collaborators
paved the way for this knowledge by studying also the preceding protein in the chain of
phosphorylations, while Fischer concentrated his efforts along other lines and, as recently
as some years ago, reported the purification of a special type of phosphate-removing
protein.

Yet another advantage is that the regulation can be affected by different signals. The
system that Fischer and Krebs first studied can be activated either by means of a stress
hormone released when we become frightened and our muscles prepare us for escape, or
by an act of will when we wish to run for other reasons. Phosphate groups are in these
two cases attached in response to separate signals, much as they are in all other cellular
response systems. What relevance does this have to medicine? The easiest answer is that
we all know of the consequences in society from imbalances in economic chain reactions!
We are now in a position to start perceiving how illnesses, including common diseases
like hypertension and tumors, are accompanied by imbalances in phosphorylations.

Günter Blobel (German, 1936–2018) discovered that many proteins contain a “postal address code”
that tells cells where to send the protein so it can do its job. For that discovery, he won the Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1999. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences summarized his
work [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1999/blobel/facts/]:

Proteins, molecules composed of chains of amino acids, play a crucial role in life pro-
cesses in our cells. Proteins are continuously being transported through membranes or
walls that both separate the cell from its surroundings and separate the inner parts
of the cell, the organelles. In 1975 Günter Blobel showed that in certain cases amino
acids in a protein serve as an address label that determines where a protein is to be
delivered. Amino acid sequences determine whether a protein is to be passed through
the membrane out of the cell or into an organelle or is to be built in the membrane.
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Figure 2.26: Proteins are composed of 20 standard amino acids arranged in different sequences.
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Figure 2.27: Most proteins must fold up in a specific way to do their particular job. The structure
of a protein is described at different levels: primary (amino acid sequence), secondary (folding of
small regions into β-sheet or α-helix structures, tertiary (folded structure of the complete amino
acid sequence), and quaternary (assembly of separate monomeric subunits of amino acid sequences
to form a complete multimeric protein).
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Figure 2.28: Some creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about proteins and en-
zymes included Max Bergmann, Günter Blobel, Eduard Buchner, Hans von Euler-Chelpin, Edmond
Fischer, and Hermann Emil Fischer.
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Figure 2.29: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about proteins and
enzymes included Albrecht Kossel, Wilhelm Kühne, Carl Neuberg, Max Perutz, Otto Röhm, and
Richard Willstätter.
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Figure 2.30: Leonor Michaelis and Maud Menten studied the chemical reaction rates of enzymes.
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E. Mitochondria, cellular respiration, and metabolism

The creators discussed in this section worked on various aspects of the interrelated topics of mito-
chondria, cellular respiration, and other associated metabolic reactions:

• As illustrated in Figs. 2.31–2.32, mitochondria are the “power plants” within animal cells,
plant cells, and fungi. In a process called cellular respiration, mitochondria carry out a series of
chemical reactions to combine sugar and oxygen molecules to produce energy, carbon dioxide,
and water.

• As shown in Fig. 2.33, the breaking down of sugars into half-sugars and smaller molecules
(glycolysis), or the building up of sugars from smaller molecules (gluconeogenesis), involve
many chemical steps, each carried out by a different enzyme.

• The Krebs or citric acid cycle within mitochondria converts half-sugars (containing carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen atoms) into hydrogens and carbon dioxide molecules. Each step is
carried out by a different enzyme, as listed in Fig. 2.34.

German-speaking scientists played leading roles in discovering and understanding mitochondria,
cellular respiration, and related metabolic reactions (Figs. 2.35–2.38).9

Justus von Liebig (German, 1803–1873) was the first or one of the first scientists to propose the
biochemical concept of cellular respiration.

Rudolf von Kölliker (Swiss, 1817–1905) studied cells under the microscope and discovered mito-
chondria sometime before 1888.

Completely independently, Richard Altmann (German, 1852–1900) studied cells under the micro-
scope and discovered mitochondria sometime before 1890.

Gustav Embden (German, 1874–1933), Otto Fritz Meyerhof (German, 1884–1951), and Jakub
Parnas (Austrian/Polish, 1884–1949) discovered and explained what is now called the Embden-
Meyerhof-Parnas pathway for glycolysis (Fig. 2.33). They also conducted related research on muscle
metabolism, liver biochemistry, and fermentation. For these discoveries, Meyerhof won the Nobel
Prize in Physiology and Medicine in 1922. Professor J.E. Johansson, Chairman of the Nobel Com-
mittee for Physiology or Medicine, explained some of Meyerhof’s research
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1922/ceremony-speech/]:

It is at this stage in the development of the question that Meyerhof’s contribution
comes in. In his investigations concerning the respiration of the tissues (1918) he came
to devote his attention to the things that take place in the surviving muscle, and in
this connection also to the objections that had been raised against the conclusions of
Fletcher and Hopkins and their interpretation of the “lactic acid maximum” of the mus-
cle. He showed that these objections do not really affect the result of the recently cited

9 Deichmann 1996; Dominguez-Lacasa 2005; Gausemeier 2005; Gedeon 2006; Harris 1999; Holmes 1993;
Höxtermann and Sucker 1989; Jahn 2004; Junker 2004; Kohler 2008; Krebs 1981; 2005; Magner 2002; Perutz 1989,
1998; von Schwerin 2013; Simmons 2002 Stoff 2012.
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calculations of Hill. Most important of all, however, was his parallel determination of the
lactic acid metabolism and the oxygen consumption during the recovery of the muscle,
which yielded the result that the oxygen consumption does not correspond to more than
1/3–1/4 of the simultaneous lactic acid metabolism. Evidently the greater part of the
lactic acid disappears in some other way than through combustion. In another parallel
determination—the development of heat and the oxygen consumption—the develop-
ment of heat exhibited a deficit in comparison with what could be calculated from the
simultaneously observed oxygen consumption. From this the conclusion may be drawn
that the combustion of lactic acid in the muscle is combined with some other process,
an endothermic one, in the course of which part of the heat developed in the combustion
is used up. Meyerhof also made a parallel determination of the carbohydrates and lactic
acid in the resting and in the working muscle, also in the recovery period after fatigue;
he found: when lactic acid is stored in the muscle, an equivalent quantity of carbo-
hydrates, chiefly glycogen, disappears, while when lactic acid disappears, the quantity
of carbohydrates in the muscle is increased by an amount equivalent to the difference
between the total amount of lactic acid that has disappeared and the quantity oxidized
corresponding to the oxygen consumption.

Hence the processes which we have to take into account in the muscles are: (1) the
formation of lactic acid from carbohydrates; (2) the combustion of lactic acid to car-
bonic acid and water; and (3) the reversion of lactic acid to carbohydrates. But these
processes are not confined to the uninjured muscle. Meyerhof has also traced them in
finely chopped muscle substance kept moist in a suitable liquid, and in that case found
them take place 10–29 times more rapidly than in the well-known muscle preparation.
In such a dilution it is also possible to study the effect of different factors such as the
concentration of hydrogen ions, the presence of phosphates, etc.; and in particular it
has been possible to make clear to what extent the various processes are connected with
one another or can be varied in relation to one another. A matter of extremely great
interest is the establishment of the fact that the combustion of lactic acid in the muscle
cannot take place without a simultaneous formation of lactic acid from carbohydrates,
and that the combustion of lactic acid is connected with the formation of carbohydrates
in such a way that out of four molecules of lactic acid one is oxidized, while the three
others are reverted to carbohydrates. lt is not inconceivable that the reversion does not
always extend so far as to produce carbohydrates; but the ideal course of the process
may be regarded as precisely defined by Meyerhof, and it has been represented by him
in the form of a scheme of chemical reaction. In this scheme, too, can well be fitted the
lactacidogen discovered by Embden as a connecting link between glycogen and lactic
acid.

Otto Heinrich Warburg (German, 1883–1970) studied many different aspects of cellular respiration
during his long career, including the heme-based cytochrome reactions that harness energy taken
from the Krebs cycle. He won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1931 for some of
his discoveries regarding the biochemical reactions in respiration. Professor E. Hammarsten of the
Nobel Committee for Physiology or Medicine announced the award
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1931/ceremony-speech/]:

It had been known, since the days of Davy and Berzelius, that many metals possess
the power of initiating or accelerating various reactions, including combustion. Starting
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from the possibility that had indeed been envisaged earlier, Warburg assumed that
intracellular combustion might also be regarded as being due to catalysis by metals,
i.e. that it might be initiated by some metallic compound. Definite proof that he was
on the track of this well-hidden secret of Nature was obtained by the use of exact
measurements of combustion in living cells or, as Warburg calls it, cell respiration.
The quantitatively measured variations in the process of combustion under different
conditions threw light on the nature of the respiratory ferment. Its tendency to enter
into compounds with substances which combine with iron showed that it is itself an iron
compound, and that its effects are due to iron. The correspondence between the effects
of light on cellular combustion inhibited by carbon monoxide and on carbon-monoxide
compounds of certain pigments closely related to blood pigments led, with the aid of a
detailed mathematical analysis to the conclusion that the respiratory ferment is a red
pigment containing iron, and that it is closely related to our own blood pigment. This
was the first demonstration of an effective catalyst, a ferment, in the living organism,
and this identification is the more important because it throws light on a process of
general significance in the maintenance of life.

Professor Warburg. From the start, your research has been focussed on problems of
central importance. Your bold ideas, but above all, your keen intelligence and rare
perfection in the art of exact measurement have won for you exceptional successes, and
for the science of biology some of its most valuable material.

I take the liberty of mentioning those two of your discoveries, which seem to be of the
greatest value.

The medical world expects great things from your experiments on cancer and other
tumours, experiments which seem already to be sufficiently far advanced to be able to
furnish an explanation for at least one cause of the destructive and unlimited growth of
these tumours.

Your discovery about the nature and effect of the ferment of respiration, which the
Caroline Institute is rewarding this year with Alfred Nobel’s Prize for Physiology or
Medicine, has added a link of brilliant achievement to the chain that binds for all
time[...]

Albert Szent-Györgyi (Hungarian, 1893–1986) discovered several key components and reactions
within the larger Krebs cycle.

The married researchers Carl Cori (Austrian/Czech, 1896–1984) and Gerty Cori (Austrian/Czech,
1896–1957) discovered how the process of glycolysis could be reversed, gluconeogenesis. The coupled
processes of glycolysis in muscle and gluconeogenesis in the liver are now called the Cori cycle.
For their discoveries, Carl and Gerty Cori won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in
1947. Professor H. Theorell of the Royal Caroline Institute explained the importance of their work
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1947/ceremony-speech/]:

After a great deal of preliminary work during the years 1932–1936, Professor Cori and his
wife showed that if ground-up muscle was washed with water, the washed residue could
still promote the disappearance of free phosphoric acid, which, as could be expected,
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was due to its being bound to sugar. But the washing had effected a change; the sugar
phosphoric acid then formed exhibited certain singular properties. The Cori’s were soon
able to prove by means of crystallization and determination of the constitution of the
new compound that the characteristic properties of this phosphoric acid ester, the so-
called Cori ester were due to the fact that phosphoric acid was linked to the first carbon
atom of the sugar instead of to its sixth. A layman would probably think that such a
detail could only be of interest for hairsplitting specialists; but the grain of mustard
seed may grow up into a great tree, if it is sown in suitable soil. From this apparently
insignificant startingpoint the Cori’s and their co-workers, in a long series of masterly
studies, have thrown clear light on the previously unknown interplay between glucose,
phosphoric acid and glycogen. The reason why the Cori ester is found only in washed
muscle is that with the washing water an enzyme is removed, i.e. a protein substance
with a special catalytic effect, which moves phosphoric acid from one end of the sugar
molecule, the 1-position to the opposite, the previously known 6-position.

An enzyme crystallized by the Cori’s and Green, phosphorylase, plays a chief part in
the mechanism. It is met with in many different tissues and can be prepared from, e.g.,
muscle, liver or yeast. If the phosphorylase is allowed to act on glycogen in the pres-
ence of phosphoric acid, the whole glycogen molecule is split up, with the simultaneous
appearance of glucose molecules bound to phosphoric acid. This substance is indeed
the Cori ester. The same process may, however, also proceed in the opposite direction,
so that glycogen is formed from the Cori ester. The direction of the reaction is deter-
mined by the relative amounts of the components. For glycogen synthesis to start, a
small amount of glycogen must be present as a nucleus upon which to build. Thus, if
under extreme conditions it should happen that all the glycogen were broken down,
the individual in question would lose for all time the capacity to form glycogen. Such
a thing cannot happen, however, thanks to an ingenious protective mechanism discov-
ered by the Cori’s. When the glycogen supply threatens to come to an end, an enzyme
intervenes, which for the time being inactivates the glycogen-splitting phosphorylase
and thus preserves the last traces of the glycogen. Nature’s wealth of invention is truly
amazing!

For a chemist, synthesis is the definite proof of how a substance is built up. Professor
and Doctor Cori have accomplished the astounding feat of synthesizing glycogen in a
test tube with the help of a number of enzymes which they have prepared in a pure
state and whose mode of action they have revealed. This synthesis would be impossible
by methods of organic chemistry alone, since the six carbon atoms of the various glucose
molecules might conceivably be bound to one another in a chaotic mass of combinations.
The Cori enzymes made this synthesis possible, because the enzymes favour certain
modes of linkage. In spite of this, the difficulties were formidable; the first isolated
phosphorylases formed unbranched compounds resembling starch, and only with the
help of further enzymes were the branched chains characteristic of glycogen obtained.

Blood and tissues contain free glucose. The chemical changes in metabolism are always
initiated by its being coupled to phosphoric acid, which is transferred from a nitrogenous
phosphoric acid compound usually called ATP. The reaction is promoted by the enzyme
hexokinase. Two years ago a great sensation was aroused in the scientific world when the
Cori’s, together with Price, Colowick and Slein, announced that this hexokinase reaction
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was promoted by insulin but checked by another hormone in extracts from the anterior
lobe of the pituitary gland, the hypophysis. The experiments have been confirmed and
extended this year. This discovery is of fundamental significance. We have long known
that the secreting organs—the pituitary gland, the thyroid gland, the accessory thyroid
glands, the suprarenal glands, the pancreas, the sex-glands, and a number of others—
exercise a decisive influence on our vital functions. But the perpetual question, which we
meet already in Luther’s catechism: “How does it take place?” has remained unanswered
until the discovery—published by Cori’s Institute—that hormones intervene chemically
in the hexokinase reaction. A wide new field of physiology was thereby linked up with
the domain of chemistry. In the near future it will be possible to express a further part
of the mystical “vital force” in chemical formulae.

Karl Lohmann (German, 1898–1978) discovered adenosine triphosphate (ATP) in 1929. Mitochon-
dria convert the energy stored in sugar molecules to energy stored in ATP molecules. ATP is then
used as an energy source to power a wide variety of enzymes and other processes inside cells.

Fritz Lipmann (German, 1899–1986) discovered coenzyme A, which plays a critical role both in the
Krebs cycle and in the synthesis and consumption of fats. For this accomplishment, he won the
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1953. Professor E. Hammarsten of the Royal Caroline
Institute noted [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1953/ceremony-speech/]:

[...] Lipmann announced his discovery of coenzyme A. Now suddenly everything fitted
perfectly—the last notch of a combination lock fell into its place.

Coenzyme A is a compound with a rather small molecule, which, when united with the
enzyme-protein, acquires the property of binding acetic acid. Acetic acid is normally
quite unreactive but when bound in this way it becomes labile and reactive and rep-
resents the previously mystical 2-carbon compound which combines with a 4-carbon
compound to form citric acid. A new way for the transmission of energy in the cell was
demonstrated by this discovery.

Recently the acetyl phosphate made a come-back, when Lipmann with his usual keen
insight showed that it is used as the active 2-carbon compound in certain bacteria. Far
from feeling triumphant Lipmann wrote in his otherwise very serious scientific paper
that he was quite happy about this finding.

That Lipmann’s discovery has an even wider scope became clear when he and others
found that other acids than acetic acid are activated by coenzyme A bound to other
enzyme proteins.

Hans Adolf Krebs (1900–1981) combined the results of his own experimental investigations with
those from earlier researchers to work out the complete Krebs cycle, or citric acid cycle. He won
the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1953, and Professor E. Hammarsten of the Royal
Caroline Institute praised the scientific insight of Krebs
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1953/ceremony-speech/]:

It was Krebs who discovered how these individual reactions are linked to each other in
a cyclic process. He brought us a clear understanding of the essential principle of how
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the released energy is used for the building up processes which take place within the
cell.

This energy is liberated by the oxidation of a 2-carbon compound to carbonic acid and
water. This 2-carbon compound is derived from the foodstuffs and is introduced into
the Krebs cycle. The nature of this compound and the mechanism of its incorporation
were discovered by Fritz Lipmann. But for the moment let us not be concerned with
this discovery since at that time it had not yet been made. In the beginning Krebs was
quite alone with his idea, and when he first presented it, it was criticized by many. But
soon he found an even greater number of supporters who were joined by his previous
critics. Krebs’ idea was that the mysterious 2-carbon compound is added on to a known
substance with 4 carbon atoms yielding a 6-carbon compound. The 2-carbon compound,
bound in this way, is then degraded stepwise to carbonic acid, water, and energy. When
this degradation is completed, the 4-carbon compound is again free to react with another
2-carbon molecule, which starts a new period in the oxidation cycle. Krebs could show
that the 6-carbon compound formed at the onset of this cycle is citric acid which contains
three carboxyl groups. The cycle is therefore also called the tricarboxylic acid cycle. [...]

Out of the chaos of isolated reactions Krebs succeeded in extracting the basic system
for the essential pathway of oxidation process within the cell. His penetrating intuition
was so clear and true and his grasp of the problem so keen from the start that none of
his original ideas had to be revised.

Hans Kornberg (German, 1928–) received his Ph.D. under Hans Krebs. Together, Kornberg and
Krebs discovered the glyoxylate cycle, an alternate version of the Krebs cycle that occurs in some
microorganisms and plants.
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Figure 2.31: Mitochondria are the “power plants” within animal cells, plant cells, and fungi.
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Figure 2.32: In cellular respiration, mitochondria carry out a series of chemical reactions to combine
sugar and oxygen molecules to produce energy, carbon dioxide, and water.
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Figure 2.33: Breaking down sugars into smaller molecules (glycolysis), or building up sugars from
smaller molecules (gluconeogenesis), involve many chemical steps, each carried out by a different
enzyme.
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Figure 2.34: The Krebs or citric acid cycle within mitochondria converts half-sugars (containing
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms) into hydrogens and carbon dioxide molecules. Each step is
carried out by a different enzyme.
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Figure 2.35: Gerty Cori and Carl Cori made significant contributions to knowledge about mito-
chondria and cellular respiration.
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Figure 2.36: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about mitochondria
and cellular respiration included Richard Altmann, Gustav Embden, Rudolf Albert von Kölliker,
Hans Kornberg, and Hans Krebs.
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Figure 2.37: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about mitochondria
and cellular respiration included Justus von Liebig, Fritz Lipmann, Karl Lohmann, Otto Meyerhof,
Jakub Parnas, and Albert Szent-Györgi.
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Figure 2.38: Otto Warburg made significant contributions to knowledge about mitochondria and
cellular respiration.
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2.2 Microbiology and Immunology

Microbiology covers different categories of microorganisms, most of which include important patho-
genic and nonpathogenic examples. German-speaking scientists made large numbers of important
discoveries for all categories of microorganisms, as well as in the immunology:

A. Bacteria are individual prokaryotic (simple) cells that can reproduce themselves, but often
like to live on the nutrients available inside a host organism (such as a person).

B. Viruses are rogue genes (generally packaged with other components) that need to hijack a
cell to reproduce.

C. Prions are rogue proteins that need to hijack a cell to reproduce.

D. Fungi are small eukaryotic (complex) cells, surrounded by cell walls but otherwise not
unlike eukaryotic animal cells.

E. Protozoa are simple animals composed of a single eukaryotic cell.

F. Helminths are multi-celled eukaryotic worms that start off like microorganisms but may
grow to significant size.

G. Immunology, a closely related topic, is how the cells and proteins that make up the body’s
immune system fight infections by pathogenic microorganisms.

As a supplement to the material in this section, Appendix A gives information on offensive biological
weapons research that may have been conducted in the Germany during World War II (as opposed
to merely defensive work, aimed at protecting against biological weapons).10 According to official
histories, Germany did not pursue biological weapons during World War II. However, Appendix A
presents evidence that suggests that Germany may have actually made major advances in biological
warfare research and development during this time, and that German-speaking scientists may have
subsequently transferred those methods and materials to postwar biological warfare programs in
the United States, the Soviet Union, and other countries. While bioweapon development may not
be viewed as an honorable field of research (harnessing microbiological knowledge to cause diseases
instead of to cure them), the revolutionary nature of the actual science is noteworthy, and the
long-term impact on Cold War military programs, modern concerns about bioterrorism, and even
research on clinical pathogens and therapeutics has been profound. Many details remain murky
and further historical investigation is definitely needed.

10See for example: Barenblatt 2004; Blome 1941; Michael Carroll 2004; Deichmann 1996; Geißler 1998a, 1998b;
Gold 1997; Haagen 1941; Hansen 1993; Kater 1989; Keremidis 2013; Klee 2001; Leitenberg and Zilinskas 2012; Posner
and Ware 2000; Regis 1999; Reinhardt 2013; Vivien Spitz 2005; Tokyo War Crimes Trial 1950; U.S. Army 1956.
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A. Bacteria

Bacteriology is the study of bacteria and the infections they can cause. The upper part of Fig.
2.39 shows the structure of a typical bacterium or prokaryotic cell. It is in the range of 0.5-5 µm
(microns or millionths of a meter) long, near the limit of what can be readily seen with an optical
microscope and roughly 10 times smaller than human and other eukaryotic (complex) cells; that is
why microbiology in the German-speaking world was greatly aided by improvements in microscopes
that also occurred in the German-speaking world (Section 6.7).

Prokaryotic cells are surrounded by a plasma membrane (like eukaryotic cells), but for extra protec-
tion against harsh environmental conditions or attack by a host’s immune system, they add a sturdy
cell wall and then for some bacteria also a capsule of polysaccharide slime. Different categories of
bacteria have different types of cell walls, as illustrated in Figs. 2.39 (bottom) and 2.40.

While there were certainly contributions from scientists elsewhere (most notably Louis Pasteur
(French, 1822–1895), who was personally responsible for a long list of revolutionary discoveries),
scientists in the greater German-speaking world arguably played the greatest role in the develop-
ment of bacteriology.11

Antonie van Leeuwenhoek (Dutch, 1632–1723) created the first known microscope and used it to
observe a variety of microscopic organisms. In 1762, Marcus Antonius von Plenciz (Austrian, 1705–
1786) published a book, Opera medico-physica, in which he persuasively argued that many diseases
were caused by microorganisms, and he even divided those diseases into different categories by
how the organisms were apparently spread. Friedrich Henle (Bavarian, 1809–1885) also publicly
advocated for the germ theory of disease in 1840; one of his students was Robert Koch, who went
on to make countless contributions to bacteriology.

11 Allen 2014; Barlow and Barlow 1971; Thomas Brock 1999; Drews 2010; Gerber 1966; Goschler 2009; Gradmann
2009; Hinz-Wessels 2008; Hulverscheidt and Laukötter 2009; Hüntelmann 2008, 2011; Lagerkvist 2003; Schlegel 2004;
Semmelweis 1981; Stichnothe-Botschafter 2013; Weiss 2005.
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Figure 2.39: Typical prokaryotic or bacterial cell, showing the overall structure (top), and the layers
of the cell wall for different categories of bacteria (bottom).
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Figure 2.40: Bacteria may be classified by both their cell wall type and their shape: cocci or spherical
bacteria, bacilli or rod-shaped bacteria, and spirochetes or spiral-shaped bacteria. Bacteria may also
be connected in different ways: individual bacteria, joined pairs [diplo-], chains [strepto-] of bacteria,
and clumps [staphylo-] of bacteria.
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In 1847, Ignaz Semmelweis (Austrian, 1818–1865, Fig. 2.41) went further than these earlier scientists
by introducing and demonstrating the importance of antiseptics (especially a dilute solution of
calcium hypochlorite or bleach) in preventing the spread of disease-causing organisms, such as a
Streptococcus strain that was causing puerperal fever or “childbed fever” in Vienna hospitals at
the time. Semmelweis demonstrated that his antiseptic methods greatly reduced infection rates at
the hospitals where he worked, yet he struggled the rest of his life to persuade hospitals elsewhere
of the importance of antiseptics. Two decades later, in 1867, Joseph Lister (British, 1827–1912)
published similar results and achieved far more more success and fame in promoting antiseptics,
specifically phenol or “carbolic acid” as he called it. Ironically, phenol soon fell out of favor as an
antiseptic due to its toxicity, whereas Semmelweis’s preferred solution of dilute hypochlorite bleach
is still widely used to disinfect surfaces and linens in hospitals.

With newly improved microscopes (Section 6.7), it became much easier to see organisms as small as
bacteria. However, a remaining problem was that most bacteria are essentially clear, and surrounded
by essentially clear liquid or other sample material. Therefore, scientists in the German-speaking
world developed methods that stained bacteria different colors than the surrounding sample mate-
rial, making it much easier to visualize their shapes and identify them under the microscope. Sci-
entists who developed important early microscope staining techniques for bacteria included Karl
Weigert (German, 1845–1904), Paul Ehrlich (German, 1854–1915), and Robert Koch (German,
1843–1910), as shown in Fig. 2.42.

In 1872, Ferdinand Cohn (German, 1828–1898, Fig. 2.43) created the modern classification system
for bacterial shapes (spheres or cocci, rods or bacilli, spirals or spirochetes, etc.).

Based on the earlier stains, Hans Christian Gram (Danish but worked and made his discovery in
Germany, 1853–1938, Fig. 2.42) developed the “Gram staining” method in Berlin in 1884 while
working with Carl Friedländer (German, 1847–1887, Fig. 2.47). Gram staining is still widely used
to distinguish between bacteria with two different types of cell walls, “Gram-positive” bacteria
that turn purple with this technique and “Gram-negative” bacteria that turn red. The ability to
distinguish between Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, and among bacteria with different
shapes, was and remains a powerful method to identify bacteria under the microscope (Fig. 2.40).
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Figure 2.41: Ignaz Semmelweis discovered the importance of antiseptics in preventing the spread
of pathogens, such as a Streptococcus strain that caused “childbed fever.”
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Figure 2.42: Creators who developed methods of staining bacteria to identify them under the
microscope included Karl Weigert, Paul Ehrlich, Robert Koch, and Hans Christian Gram. Gram
staining is still widely used to distinguish between bacteria with two different types of cell walls,
“Gram positive” bacteria that turn purple and “Gram negative” bacteria that turn red.
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Figure 2.43: Ferdinand Cohn established the modern categories for bacteria shapes.
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As soon as German-speaking scientists developed improved microscopes and staining techniques for
bacteria, those and other German-speaking scientists immediately began to use those methods to
identify the bacteria responsible for different diseases. In fact, German-speaking scientists identified
almost all of the bacteria that were responsible for major bacterial infections at that time:

• Theodor Escherich (German/Austrian, 1857–1911, Fig. 2.44) discovered the common intesti-
nal bacteria Escherichia coli (E. coli) in 1885. Some strains of E. coli produce toxins and
cause food-borne disease outbreaks. Nonpathogenic E. coli are now widely used as genetically
engineered “workhorses” in biotechnology.

• Albert Fraenkel (German, 1848–1916, Fig. 2.44) discovered Streptococcus pneumoniae, the
cause of bacteria pneumonia, in 1884.

• Alexandre Yersin (Swiss, 1863–1943, Fig. 2.44) discovered Yersinia pestis bacteria, the cause
of bubonic, pneumonic, and septicemic plague, in 1894.

• Robert Koch (Fig. 2.45) discovered Bacillus anthracis, the cause of anthrax, in 1877; Staphy-
lococcus strains, the cause of staph skin infections, in 1878; Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the
cause of tuberculosis, in 1882; and Vibrio cholerae, the cause of cholera, in 1883. Koch received
the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1905.

Professor the Count K. A. H. Mörner, Rector of the Royal Caroline Institute, went into detail
about Koch’s achievements [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1905/ceremony-speech/]:

In 1876 Koch entered the field of bacteriological research with an investigation of
anthrax, and two years later he produced his classical investigations into diseases
from wound infections. With the views set out there and the way he formulated the
questions, he had a fundamental effect on the further development of bacteriology,
and the ideas he expressed there recur as a leading motive in his subsequent research
and form the foundation of modern bacteriology, as they do of the axioms of hygiene
which are derived from it.

He stressed that, if bacteria caused a disease, then they must always be demonstra-
ble in it, and they should develop in a way such that this would account for the
pathological process.

He further stressed that the capacity to produce disease could not be a general
property of bacteria or one common to them all. On the contrary it should be
expected in this respect to find specific properties distinguishing individual bacteria.
Even if they resemble other bacteria in their form, etc. they must still be different
from one another by virtue of this biological property: in other words, every disease
must have its special bacterium, and to combat the disease, it would be necessary
to look for clues in the biology of the bacterium. Koch therefore not only set himself
the task of examining the problem of whether diseases were caused by bacteria, but
also endeavoured to discover the special micro-organisms of the particular diseases
and to get to know more about them: this was a problem which, in the circumstances
then prevailing, seemed to offer very little hope of being solved. In the way Koch
solved this problem he was just as much, if not more, of a pioneer, then he already
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was in the abovementioned precision which he had given to the formulation of the
problem.

To start with, developing a general methodology is as valuable as finding the correct
technique for every special case. Koch’s genius has blazed new trails in this respect
and has given present-day research its form. To give a detailed description of this
is beyond the scope of this account. I only want to mention that he had moreover
already given a significant development to techniques in staining and microscopic
investigation as well as in the field of experiment in his earliest work. Shortly after
this he produced the important method, which is still generally the usual one, of
spreading the material under investigation in a solid nutrient medium to allow each
individual among the micro-organisms present to develop into a fixed colony, from
which it is possible, in further research, to go on to obtain what is known as a pure
culture.

Shortly after the publication of his investigations into diseases from wound infec-
tions Koch was appointed to the new Institution, the “Gesundheitsamt” (Depart-
ment of Health), in Berlin. There he started work on some of the most important
human diseases, namely, tuberculosis, diphtheria and typhus. He worked on the
former one himself. The two latter investigations he left to his first two pupils
and assistants, Loeffler and Gaffky. For all three diseases the specific bacteria were
discovered and studied in detail.

To give an account of the work which Koch carried out, or accomplished through
his pupils, and also to mention the work which derives more indirectly from Koch,
would nearly be the same as describing the development of bacteriology over the
last few decades. I will content myself with naming some of the most important dis-
coveries and items of research which, in addition to those already named, are more
directly linked with Koch’s name. At the head of the German Cholera Commission
Koch investigated the parasitic aetiology of cholera in Egypt and India, and discov-
ered the cholera bacillus and the conditions necessary for its life. Experience thus
gained found practical application in the development of measures taken to prevent
and combat this devastating disease. In addition Koch made important investiga-
tions concerning plague in humans, malaria, tropical dysentery, and the Egyptian
eye disease (trachoma) among others, and now finally concerning typhus recurrens
in tropical Africa. He has also carried out work of exceptional importance, concern-
ing a host of destructive tropical cattle diseases, such as rinderpest, Surra disease,
Texas fever, and finally concerning coast fever in cattle and the trypanosome disease
carried by the tsetse fly.

Through the perfection he gave to methods of culturing and identifying micro-
organisms, he has been able to carry out his work with regard to disinfectants and
methods of disinfection so important for practical hygiene, and advice concerning
the early detection and combating of certain epidemic diseases such as cholera,
typhus and malaria.
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• Arthur Nicolaier (German, 1862–1942) discovered Clostridium tetani, the cause of tetanus,
in 1884. Émile van Ermengem (Belgian but closely coupled to the German research world,
1851–1932) discovered the closely related Clostridium botulinum, the cause of botulism, in
1896. See Fig. 2.46.

• Carl Friedländer and T. A. Edwin Klebs (German, 1834–1913) discovered Klebsiella pneumo-
niae, a cause of bacterial pneumonia, in 1882. See Fig. 2.47.

• T. A. Edwin Klebs and Friedrich Löffler (German, 1852–1915) discovered Corynebacterium
diptheriae, the cause of diptheria, in 1883. See Fig. 2.47.

• Albert Neisser (German, 1855–1916) discovered Neisseria gonorrhoeae, the cause of gon-
orrhea, in 1879. Anton Weichselbaum (Austrian, 1845–1920) discovered the closely related
Neisseria meningitidis, the cause of bacterial meningitis, in 1887. See Fig. 2.48.

• Erich Hoffmann (German, 1868–1959) and Fritz Schaudinn (German, 1871–1906) discovered
Treponema pallidum, the cause of syphilis, in 1903. See Fig. 2.48.

• Salmonella species cause various illnesses (Fig. 2.49). Karl Joseph Eberth (German, 1835–
1926) discovered Salmonella typhi, the cause of typhoid fever, in 1880; Georg Gaffky (Ger-
man, 1850–1918) confirmed that finding in 1884. August Gaertner (1848–1934) discovered
Salmonella enteritidis, the cause of salmonellosis, in 1888. Hugo Schottmüller (German, 1867–
1936) discovered Salmonella paratyphi, the cause of paratyphoid fever, in 1900.
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Figure 2.44: Theodor Escherisch discovered Escherischia coli (E. coli) bacteria, Albert Fraenkel
discovered Streptococcus pneumoniae, and Alexandre Yersin discovered Yersinia pestis.
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Figure 2.45: Robert Koch discovered Bacillus anthracis, Staphylococcus, Mycobacterium tuberculo-
sis, and Vibrio cholera bacteria.
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Figure 2.46: Arthur Nicolaier discovered Clostridium tetani and Émile van Ermengem discovered
the closely related Clostridium botulinum.
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Figure 2.47: Carl Friedländer and T. A. Edwin Klebs discovered Klebsiella pneumoniae. Klebs and
Friedrich Löffler discovered Corynebacterium diptheriae.
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Figure 2.48: Albert Neisser discovered Neisseria gonorrhoeae and Anton Weichselbaum discovered
the closely related Neisseria meningitidis bacteria. Erich Hoffmann and Fritz Schaudinn discovered
Treponema pallidum.
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Figure 2.49: Karl Eberth and Georg Gaffky discovered Salmonella typhi, August Gaertner discov-
ered Salmonella enteritidis, and Hugo Schottmüller discovered Salmonella paratyphi bacteria.
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German-speaking scientists also developed methods to cultivate bacteria and other microorganisms,
as shown in Figs. 2.50–2.51:

• While working in Robert Koch’s laboratory, Julius Petri (German, 1852–1921) invented Petri
dishes. Spouses Fanny Hesse (born of German parents in the United States, lived in Germany,
1850–1934) and Walther Hesse (German, 1846–1911) developed agar nutrient gel to fill those
dishes [Brock 1999; Schlegel 2004]. Agar-filled Petri dishes are now virtually ubiquitous in
biology laboratories for culturing microorganisms.

• Chaim Azriel Weizmann (1874–1952) used bacterial fermentation to produce acetone in 1910.

• Ernst Chain (German, 1906–1979, working in the United Kingdom) and Leo Szilard (Hun-
garian, 1898–1964, working in the United States) developed bioreactors for the continuous
liquid culture of microorganisms, and such bioreactors are now used for a wide variety of
industrial-scale production of microorganisms and products derived from them [Ronald Clark
1985; István Hargittai 2006; Lanouette and Silard 1992; Weart and Szilard 1978].

• See Appendix A for additional examples.

Julius Wagner-Jauregg (Austrian, 1857–1940) showed that some bacterial infections could be suc-
cessfully treated by infecting the patient with malaria parasites to induce a high fever, then later
curing the malaria with quinine. This method was called pyrotherapy (Fig. 2.52). He won the Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1927, although his method became obsolete with the develop-
ment of antibiotics in the following years. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences noted
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1927/wagner-jauregg/facts/]:

General paralysis is a stage in syphilis when the brain and psyche are attacked and the
patient ends up in a lethargic and paralytic state that can end in death. As far back
as antiquity, people noted that mental illnesses could be ameliorated by fevers. In 1917
Julius Wagner-Jauregg exposed patients to malaria-infected blood and could in this way
cure or alleviate general paralysis. The malaria was of a type that was comparatively
innocuous, and consequently the patient’s health could be improved.

Scientists from the German-speaking world played leading roles in developing antibiotics to treat
or prevent bacterial infections.12 The process of discovering and developing suitable antibiotic
molecules was challenging because they needed to be effective at killing bacterial cells yet not kill
human cells, and they also had to be produced and purified with sufficiently quantity and quality.
Some of the major scientists are shown in Figs. 2.53–2.54:

• Paul Ehrlich (German, 1854–1915) discovered Salvarsan in 1910 and successfully used it to
treat syphilis, caused by the sexually transmitted bacterium Treponema pallidum [Hüntelmann
2011]. He won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1908 for his earlier work on im-
munology (see p. 178).

12 Bud 2006; Ronald Clark 1985; Domagk 1935; Gradmann and Simon 2010; Grundmann 2004; Hager 2006;
Hüntelmann 2011; Jahn 2004; Junker 2004; Koesling and Schülke 2010; Kohler 2008; Lax 2004; Magner 2002; Possehl
1989; Raviña and Kubinyi 2011; Schneider 1972; von Schwerin 2013; Sneader 2005; Weatherall 1991.
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• Gerhard Domagk (German, 1895–1964) discovered and demonstrated sulfa antibiotics, the
first broad-spectrum antibiotics, in 1932 [Domagk 1935; Grundmann 2004; Hager 2006]. In
1939, he won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for that work.

Even by the standard of other Nobel Prize awards, Professor N. Svartz, member of the Royal
Caroline Institute, gave extremely high praise for Domagk’s discoveries
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1939/ceremony-speech/]:

During the investigations conducted by Domagk and his co-workers 4-sulphonamide-
2’, 4’-diaminoazobenzene hydrochloride, among other substances, was tested. This
preparation was subsequently named Prontosil. The earliest published experiments
with Prontosil were begun in December 1932. The lethal dose, for mice, of a certain
strain of haemolytic streptococci, which had been isolated from a patient suffering
from blood poisoning, had previously been determined. A number of mice were in-
jected with 10 times the lethal dose of this bacterial strain, and approximately half
of them were given a specific quantity of Prontosil 1 1/2 hours after being infected.

On 24th December, 1932, it was found that in an experiment begun on 20th De-
cember, 1932, all the controls had died, whereas all the mice which had been given
Prontosil were alive and well. This was the basis of the discovery which was destined
to bring undreamed-of advances in chemotherapy. [...]

In addition, brilliant results have been obtained with certain infections not due
to streptococci, namely gonorrhoea and epidemic meningitis, and, as already men-
tioned, an effect has also been shown with staphylococcal infections.

This preparation, which is so effective against various coccal infections, has also been
used with success in the case of certain infections due to bacilli, e.g. cold infections.
Sulphonamide is therefore now the best known remedy against infections of the
urinary passages due to colon bacilli. Preparations of this group are also effective
against undulant fever as well as, to a lesser extent, other bacillary infections which
will not be enumerated here. [...]

Professor Gerhard Domagk was awarded the 1939 Nobel Prize for Physiology or
Medicine for the discovery of the antibacterial effects of Protonsil. Protonsil was
the first of the so-called sulpha preparations, which have proved to represent one
of the greatest therapeutic advances in the history of medicine.

• Ernst Chain (German, 1906–1979) purified penicillin, another broad-spectrum antibiotic, in
1940, making it available for human use. He won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in
1945 for that work [Ronald Clark 1985; Lax 2004]. Alexander Fleming (Scottish, 1881–1955)
shared in that Nobel Prize; he is famous for having earlier discovered penicillin-producing
fungal cells, but he had been unable to purify the penicillin or to scale up its production—
both problems were solved by Chain. Howard Florey (Australian, 1898–1968) also shared in
the Prize; he appears to have focused largely on testing penicillin in animals and humans,
leaving most of the actual production and purification of penicillin to Chain. The Royal
Caroline Institute noted [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1945/chain/facts/]:
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After Alexander Fleming’s 1928 discovery that a certain mold produced a substance
called penicillin that inhibited the growth of bacteria, it was not a major leap to
think that penicillin could be used as a pharmaceutical. However, the substance
proved to be unstable and difficult to produce in pure form. Ernst Boris Chain,
Howard Florey, and their colleagues succeeded in systematically producing a pure
form of penicillin at the beginning of the 1940s and in investigating its properties
in more detail. Additional efforts led to a pharmaceutical that could be produced
in larger quantities.

• Richard Kuhn (Austrian, 1900–1967) produced and tested synthetic antibiotics during World
War II, identifying a promising antibiotic (dubbed “3065”) and paving the way for later indus-
trial parallel synthesis, screening, and structure-activity relationship testing to identify and
optimize new drug molecules [CIOS ER 1, 75, 159]. Kuhn won the Nobel Prize in chemistry
in 1938 for unrelated research on vitamins (p. 295).
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Figure 2.50: Julius Petri invented Petri dishes, and Fanny and Walther Hesse created nutrient agar
to culture microorganisms on solid surfaces.
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Figure 2.51: Chaim Azriel Weizmann used bacterial fermentation to produce acetone. Ernst Chain
and Leo Szilard developed bioreactors for continuous liquid culture of microorganisms.
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Figure 2.52: Julius Wagner-Jauregg successfully treated bacterial infections by infecting the patient
with malaria parasites to induce a high fever (pyrotherapy), then later curing the malaria with
quinine. He won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1927.
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Figure 2.53: Development of antibiotics: Paul Ehrlich (1854–1915) discovered Salvarsan in 1910,
and Gerhard Domagk (1895–1964) discovered sulfa antibiotics in 1932.
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Figure 2.54: Further development of antibiotics: Ernst Chain (1906–1979) purified penicillin in 1940,
and Richard Kuhn (1900–1967) produced and tested synthetic antibiotics during World War II.
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B. Viruses

As shown in Fig. 2.55, viruses usually consist of just a few genes, packaged into a capsid made
of proteins. The majority of viruses use RNA to encode their genome, although some viruses use
DNA just as cells do. Some viruses wrap themselves in a protective envelope membrane to try to
hide from their host’s immune system, and some do not.

Viruses can range in size from smaller than 20 nm (for parvoviruses) to larger than 350 nm (for
smallpox), with ∼50 nm as a typical average size. That means that virtually all viruses are too small
to be seen with even the best possible light microscope, and therefore early virology researchers
had to content themselves by proving that samples contained something that was infectious but too
small to see. It also means that when German-speaking scientists invented electron microscopes,
which could see things as small as viruses, that was a major step forward for virology.

Figure 2.56 shows how a typical virus replicates. Viruses do not have the machinery to replicate
themselves, so they must invade a suitable host cell (human, animal, plant, or even bacterial cell,
depending on the particular type of virus) and force the infected host cell to produce more copies
of the virus. The small number of viral genes tell the host cell what to do and block the host cell
from fighting off the infection. Most RNA viruses replicate outside the cellular nucleus as shown in
the figure, and most DNA viruses replicate inside the nucleus.

German-speaking scientists made a large number of important discoveries in the early history of
virology.13 As with bacteriology, the most notable contributions to virology outside the German-
speaking world came from Louis Pasteur, whose development of the rabies vaccine was a scientific
tour de force that was probably decades ahead of its time.

Peter Plett (German states, 1766–1823) developed and successfully demonstrated a cowpox-based
vaccine for smallpox virus in the 1780s, and reported his results in 1790. Edward Jenner (English,
1749–1823) rediscovered the same thing several years later, and published his first results in 1798.
Yet Jenner became famous as the discoverer of smallpox vaccine, and Plett has been virtually
forgotten [Plett 2006].

Advances in knowledge about the actual nature of viruses required specific viruses that could be
tested in a variety of ways under laboratory conditions, and that were important enough to justify
the expense of doing so. The German-speaking world identified and began unlocking the mysteries
of two such model viruses roughly in parallel: tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), which infects tobacco
plants (considered a valuable crop), and foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV), which infects cattle,
pigs, sheep, goats, and deer.

13 Brandis 1957; Eberle 2015; Fast and Riebe 2011; Haagen 1941; Hinz-Wessels and Thiel 2010; Horzinek 1997;
Loeffler and Frosch 1897, 1898; Loeffler 1919; Mettenleiter 2005, 2017; Müssemeier 1957; Riebe and Möhlmann 2012;
Rott 1999; Rott and Siddell 1998; Wirtz 1998.
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                          Genome 
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Figure 2.55: General structures of typical non-enveloped and enveloped viruses.
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Figure 2.56: Replication of a typical RNA virus. Most RNA viruses replicate outside the cell nucleus,
and most DNA viruses replicate inside the cell nucleus (using the nucleus’s own enzymes).
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As shown in Fig. 2.57, scientists who studied tobacco mosaic virus included:

• Adolf Eduard Mayer (German, 1843–1942) discovered the tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), a
virus that infects tobacco plants, in 1886. He found that the pathogen was too small to be
seen with a microscope (unlike bacteria) and was uncertain about its exact nature.

• In a series of experiments in the 1890s, Martinus Beijerinck (Dutch, 1851–1931) demon-
strated that TMV was not a bacterium–it was much smaller, could not be cultured in nutrient
medium, and only replicated in tobacco plants. He coined the term “virus” to describe this
type of pathogen.

• Gerhard Schramm (1910–1969) conducted a series of remarkably advanced experiments in
the late 1930s and early 1940s to investigate the molecular composition and functions of
TMV. He demonstrated TMV’s nucleic acid components could be separated from its protein
components, and that the nucleic acid (RNA) by itself was infectious in plants and therefore
carried genetic information. He also showed that he could make individual mutations in the
nucleic acid, leading to corresponding changes in the proteins and viruses that were produced
in infected plants—thus nucleic acids contained genes that encoded protein sequences. He also
showed that the proteins forming the viral structure around the nucleic acid were all identical,
suggesting how they assembled into symmetrical geometric structures. His experiments might
have gone even further if he had not been hampered by shortages and restrictions in wartime
Germany.14

• Heinz Fränkel-Conrat (German, 1910–1999) independently replicated and extended many of
Schramm’s experiments on the molecular biology of TMV in the United States after the war.

14Schramm 1941; Schramm 1943; Schramm and Dannenberg 1944; Schramm and Müller 1940; Schramm and Müller
1942; Schramm and Rebensburg 1942.
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Figure 2.57: Scientists who studied tobacco mosaic virus included Adolf Eduard Mayer, Martinus
Beijerinck, Gerhard Schramm, and Heinz Fränkel-Conrat.
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Scientists who studied foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) included:15

• Friedrich Löffler (German, 1852–1915, Fig. 2.58) and Paul Frosch (German, 1860–1928, Fig.
2.58), who had both worked with Robert Koch, discovered foot-and-mouth disease virus
(FMDV) in 1897, demonstrating that the pathogen was not a bacterium. Löffler went on to
help create what became known as the Friedrich Löffler Institute on Riems island on the
Baltic coast of Germany, where experiments on FMDV and other animal viruses could be
conducted in isolation.

• Carl Hecker (German?, 1868–1910, Fig. 2.58) immediately developed the first FMDV animal
models (smaller animals that could be infected with the virus and therefore used to test
potential treatments) and anti-FMDV immune serum during the period 1897–1899.

• Otto Waldmann (German, 1885–1955, Fig. 2.59) was the head of the FLI during the period
1919–1948. In addition to his administrative duties, he was very active scientifically. Working
with Julius Pape (German?, 18??–19??), he developed a guinea pig model of FMDV in 1920.
Together with Gottfried Pyl (19??–19??) and Carl Köbe (19??–19??), he developed a highly
effective FMDV vaccine in 1938.

• Some other especially noteworthy scientists working on FMDV at FLI were Erich Traub (Ger-
man, 1906–1985, Fig. 2.59), who was Waldmann’s deputy for several years before becoming
a consultant to U.S. animal labs after the war, and Friedrich Hecke (German?, 18??–19??),
who developed a remarkably early and advanced tissue culture model of FMDV infection in
1930. In 1943, FLI scientists also developed a complement-binding immunoassay that could
distinguish between different FMDV strains within less than one day.

German discoveries regarding FMDV were transferred to and utilized by the rest of the world. See
for example FIAT 900, The Waldmann Vaccine (Against Aphthous Stomatitis).

15 Eberle 2015; Fast and Riebe 2011; Hinz-Wessels and Thiel 2010; Horzinek 1997; Loeffler and Frosch 1897, 1898;
Loeffler 1919; Mettenleiter 2005, 2017; Müssemeier 1957; Riebe and Möhlmann 2012; Rott 1999; Rott and Siddell
1998; Wirtz 1998.
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Figure 2.58: Scientists who studied foot-and-mouth disease virus included Friedrich Löffler, Paul
Frosch, and Carl Hecker.
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Figure 2.59: Scientists who studied foot-and-mouth disease virus included Otto Waldmann and
Erich Traub.
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Figure 2.60 shows an electron microscope image of poliovirus, the cause of polio. Poliovirus was
discovered in 1908 by Karl Landsteiner (Austrian, 1868–1943) and Erwin Popper (Austrian, 1879–
1955). Marguerite Vogt (German, 1913–2007) developed methods to grow poliovirus and polyoma
virus in tissue culture, and also pursued cancer research.

As shown in Fig. 2.61, some other German-speaking scientists who made important early contri-
butions to virology included:

• Max Delbrück (German, 1906–1981) did important early work on bacteriophages, viruses that
infect bacteria. He won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1969. Professor Sven
Gad of the Royal Caroline Institute emphasized the importance of the discoveries of Delbrück
and his coworkers [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1969/ceremony-speech/]:

The honour in the first place goes to Delbrück who transformed bacteriophage
research from vague empiricism to an exact science. He analyzed and defined the
conditions for precise measurement of the biological effects. Together with Luria
he elaborated the quantitative methods and established the statistical criteria for
evaluation which made the subsequent penetrating studies possible. [...]

The research proceeded along the lines Delbrück had set for a little more than ten
years. During this period the bacteriophage life cycle was mapped out in detail.
The various phases of the replication process were dissected and studied separately.
[...]

Their discoveries have also had great importance for the geneticists. It is mainly
through studies of bacteriophages that the mechanisms of the genetic regulation of
the vital processes have been revealed.

Last but not least, bacteriophage research has given us the better insight in the
nature of viruses which is necessary for the understanding and combat of virus
diseases of higher beings. A long time has passed since the discoveries were made.
However, their general biological and medical importance was only gradually rec-
ognized and only in later years has the wide range of their applicability become
fully evident.

• Eugen Haagen (German, 1898–1972) was an expert on a wide variety of viral infections and
wrote a handbook on viruses, Viruskrankheiten des Menschen, that became a standard for
many years.

• Emil Pfeiffer (German, 1846–1921) was the first scientist to study what later came to be named
the Epstein-Barr virus—decades before Michael Epstein and Yvonne Barr. The disease caused
by the virus, infectious mononucleosis, is sometimes called Pfeiffer’s disease.

• Helmut Ruska (German, 1908–1973) developed electron microscopy methods of viewing viruses,
since viruses are too small to be seen by ordinary light microscopes.16

16 von Ardenne and Pyl 1940; Gelderblom and Krüger 2014; Gentile and Gelderblom 2014; Krüger 2000; Pfankuch
and Ruska 1947; Helmut Ruska 1939; Helmut Ruska and Poppe 1947; Simmons 2002, pp. 270–274.
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Figure 2.60: Poliovirus was discovered by Karl Landsteiner and Erwin Popper, and cultured in cells
by Marguerite Vogt.
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Figure 2.61: Some other German-speaking scientists who made important early contributions to
virology included Max Delbrück, Eugen Haagen, Emil Pfeiffer, and Helmut Ruska.
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C. Prions

Prions are just rogue proteins and not real live microorganisms, but they can spread from one
animal or human host to another and kill their hosts, so they are usually classified as part of
microbiology. The normal, healthy form and the pathogenic form of a prion protein (PrP) have
the same amino acid sequence as each other, but they are folded up differently, as shown in Fig.
2.62 (top). Figure 2.62 (bottom) illustrates how pathogenic prions can recruit initially healthy PrP
proteins to convert them into more prions. Pathogenic prions, shown in red, tend to accumulate
to form large clumps, called fibrils or plaques. Some pathogenic prions can break off from the
clumps and bind to healthy prion proteins (green) normally found in the host animal or person.
The pathogenic prions refold the initially healthy prion proteins into the pathogenic shape, thus
gaining more converts for their cause and multiplying exponentially. If even a small number of
pathogenic prions are introduced into a healthy animal or human host (for example, if the new host
consumes prion-containing meat from a previous infected host), over time they can convert most
of the host’s prions into the pathogenic form. Because of their unique folded structure, pathogenic
prions are able to survive everything from cooking of meat to lying on the ground exposed to the
elements for years.

The best-known prions are formed from a protein commonly found in neurons, so when they become
pathogenic, they slowly make brain tissue look like Swiss cheese, killing brain cells and leaving only
holes where the cells used to be, as shown in Fig. 2.63 (top). Such prion infections are called bovine
spongiform encephalopathy or mad cow disease in cattle, chronic wasting disease in deer and elk,
scrapie in sheep and goats, and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease or Kuru in humans, although they can
be transmitted from one species to another.

Prion infections were discovered and studied by (Fig. 2.63):

• Hans Gerhard Creutzfeldt (German, 1885–1964), who along with Jakob identified human
cases of the disease in 1920.

• Alfons Maria Jakob (German, 1884–1931), who along with Creutzfeldt diagnosed human cases
of the disease in 1920.

• Friedrich Meggendorfer (German, 1880–1953), who identified an inherited familial form of
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease in 1930.
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Figure 2.62: The mechanism of pathogenic prion formation, showing (above) how a healthy PrP
protein can be refolded to be a pathogenic PrP protein, and (below) how pathogenic prions can
recruit initially healthy PrP proteins to convert them into more prions.
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Figure 2.63: Hans Gerhard Creutzfeldt, Alfons Maria Jakob, and Friedrich Meggendorfer discovered
prion infections, which tend to kill brain cells and leave lots of holes in brain tissue.
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D. Fungi

As shown in Fig. 2.64, fungal cells look very similar to plant cells, but are smaller and without
chloroplasts. Animal, plant, and fungal cell membranes contain different types of sterols. Plant
and fungal cells both have cell walls, but of different composition. There are many nonpathogenic
species of fungi that live in the environment, but also some pathogenic ones that can infect humans,
animals, or plants.

Scientists from the German-speaking world made many important discoveries regarding fungal
infections; Fig. 2.65 shows some examples.

Johann Schönlein (German states, 1793–1864) discovered human infections by the pathogenic fun-
gus Trichophyton. Trichophyton and similar fungal species cause fungal skin (tinea) infections,
including nail infections, scalp infections, athlete’s foot, jock itch, and ringworm on the body. They
secrete a keritinase enzyme that breaks down the keratin structural protein in skin, nails, and hair,
then live off the resulting nutrients.

Abraham Buschke (German, 1868–1943) and Otto Busse (German, 1867–1922) discovered infections
by Cryptococcus. Cryptococcus species take the form of yeast both inside and outside humans; like
some bacteria, they are coated with a protective polysaccharide layer. If inhaled, they cause a mild
lung infection and then head for the central nervous system, where they can cause a potentially
fatal fungal mengingoencephalitis.

Heinrich Anton de Bary (German, 1831–1888) discovered fungal infections in plants.
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Figure 2.64: Fungal cells look very similar to plant cells, but smaller and without chloroplasts.
Animal, plant, and fungal cell membranes contain different types of sterols. Plant and fungal cells
both have cell walls, but of different composition.
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Figure 2.65: Johann Schönlein discovered human infections by the pathogenic fungus Trichophyton,
and Abraham Buschke and Otto Busse discovered infections by Cryptococcus. Heinrich Anton de
Bary discovered fungal infections in plants.
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E. Protozoa

Protozoa or protists are single-celled animals, so they are eukaryotic cells that are relatively similar
to human cells (Fig. 2.66). Pathogenic protozoa can take up residence in humans and cause disease
either from inside or from outside our cells, whereas non-pathogenic protozoa just live harmlessly
in the environment. Most protozoa can form spore-like cysts that are ∼10-20 µm wide and can lie
dormant during harsh conditions in the environment, then in better conditions can hatch and grow
to their mature forms, which are usually ∼20-400 µm long. Most pathogenic protozoa are trans-
mitted from person to person either by insect bites (e.g., Plasmodium or malaria), Trypanosoma,
etc.) or by ingesting contaminated water (e.g., amoeba species, Giardia, etc.).

Whereas German-speaking scientists made most of the major discoveries in all other categories
of pathogenic microorganisms (bacteria, viruses, prions, fungi, and helminths), they made fewer
important discoveries regarding pathogenic protozoa.

Many the major discoveries regarding pathogenic protozoa were made by French, British, and
American doctors, presumably because those countries had large populations of citizens or subjects
living in tropical or semi-tropical regions that are especially conducive to the growth of pathogenic
protozoa and the insects that carry them. Historically, German-speaking countries had far less
presence in such regions.

Nonetheless, Otto Bütschli (German, 1848–1920), shown in Fig. 2.67, did develop a method of
categorizing protozoa that has been widely used ever since.

Perhaps most importantly, Hans Andersag (born in Italy but educated and worked in Germany,
1902–1955) developed chloroquine and related treatments for malaria in 1934, as shown in Fig. 2.68.
Information on chloroquine and other antimalarial drugs was transferred to the United States and
other countries during and after World War II [e.g., Pou et al. 2012; BIOS 1387]. Chloroquine-based
drugs have been used worldwide ever since.
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Figure 2.66: Protozoa or protists can be classified by their method of locomotion: ciliates use many
hair-like cilia, flagellates use one or more whip-like flagella, sarcodines use pseudopods that can
easily be reshaped, and sporozoans have no visible means of locomotion and simply follow the
movement of the fluid they are in.
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Figure 2.67: Otto Bütschli developed a system to classify protozoa or protists.
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Figure 2.68: Hans Andersag developed chloroquine and related treatments for malaria in 1934.
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F. Helminths

Helminths are worms. Most helminths are non-pathogenic and live in the environment. However,
certain pathogenic types of helminths can invade the body of an animal or human, usually when
the helminth is a microscopic egg or larva, then slowly grow to considerable size inside their new
host. As shown in Fig. 2.69, helminths may be divided into three broad categories based on their
shapes and structures: nematodes (roundworms), trematodes (flatworms or flukes), and cestodes
(segmented tape worms). Different types of helminths attach themselves inside different organs
(usually the gastrointestinal tract, but sometimes elsewhere), siphon nutrients from their host, and
produce fertilized eggs that are excreted in the host’s waste to infect other animals or people.

German-speaking scientists made important discoveries regarding helminth infections (Fig. 2.70).

Rudolf Virchow (1821–1902) discovered Trichinella nematodes, a serious problem in undercooked
meat that is consumed by humans or domesticated animals.

Hans Vogel (1900–1980) discovered both Opisthorchis liver flukes and Echinococcus tapeworms.
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Figure 2.69: Helminths include: nematodes or roundworms; trematodes, flatworms, or flukes; and
cestodes or segmented tapeworms.
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Figure 2.70: Rudolf Virchow discovered Trichinella nematodes, and Hans Vogel discovered
Opisthorchis liver flukes and Echinococcus tapeworms.
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G. Immunology

The immune system has many different ways to recognize and attack pathogenic organisms or
anything else that does not appear to be normal component of the host. Some of the major types
of immune system responses to pathogen infections are shown in Fig. 2.71 and include:

• T lymphocytes peer inside other cells to see if they have been infected by pathogens. If so,
the T lymphocytes or T cells kill those cells and hopefully also the pathogens inside them.
T cells can even activate the apoptosis pathway to persuade infected cells to kill themselves
if the infected cells don’t feel guilty enough to do the deed on their own. The most effective
pathogens are those that can hide inside cells without being detected until it is too late to
stop their evil scheme.

• B lymphocytes try to find and clobber pathogens outside our cells. B lymphocytes or B cells
make antibodies, proteins that can be tailored to bind to specific pathogens but not anything
else. Different B cells have different antibodies on their surface. If the antibodies on the surface
of a B cell detect and bind to a specific invading pathogen, that B cell will start replicating
and cranking out lots of those same antibodies to attack the pathogens. Sneaky pathogens
try to avoid that response by hiding inside our cells or inside other protective enclosures,
and/or by frequently changing their outer appearance so a given set of antibodies will no
longer recognize them.

• Other immune system cells such as natural killer (NK) cells and macrophages destroy cells
that fail to show proper identification, since they assume that those may be pathogen cells,
host cells that are infected but trying to hide it, host cells that are becoming cancer cells, or
other cells that are up to no good.

• Complement proteins act both by themselves and in conjunction with antibodies to bind to
the surface of a pathogen and interfere with its operation.

Creators from the German-speaking world made huge contributions to the field of immunology, the
study of how the immune system works and how it can e harnessed 17 Historically, immunology has
been divided into cellular immunity (how cells respond to pathogens) and humoral immunity (how
proteins such as antibodies and complement respond to pathogens). There is actually not a clear
distinction between cellular and humoral immunity—B cells produce and release antibody proteins,
antibodies and complement proteins can guide immune cells to pathogens, and there are other close
interactions between cellular and humoral immunity. Nonetheless, because the distinction between
cellular and humoral immunity was important during the history of the development of immunology,
those terms will be used here.

17 Michael Carroll 2004; Deichmann 1996; Dominguez-Lacasa 2005; Gausemeier 2005; Gedeon 2006; Gradmann and
Simon 2010; Jahn 2004; Junker 2004; Koesling and Schülke 2010; Kohler 2008; Magner 2002; Raviña and Kubinyi 2011;
Possehl 1989; Schnalke and Atzl 2010; Schneider 1972; von Schwerin 2013; Simmons 2002; Sneader 2005; Weatherall
1991.
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Figure 2.71: Immune system responses against infections by pathogenic microorganisms include
highly pathogen-specific responses by T cells (which attack infected host cells) and B cells (which
produce antibody proteins), as well as nonspecific responses by other cells and proteins that attack
anything unfamiliar.
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Figure 2.72 shows examples of creators who played major roles in deciphering cellular immunity.

Rudolf Virchow (German, 1821–1902) arguably made the first contributions to cellular immunity
with his discoveries regarding the structure and reproduction of cells, cellular pathologies such as
cancer, and cellular responses to pathologies. He strongly supported the work of later researchers
such as Élie Metchnikoff on cellular immunity.

Carl Friedrich Wilhelm Claus (1835–1899) discovered and named phagocytes, cells that eat pathogens
or other unwanted substances in the body.

Élie Metchnikoff (Russian but educated in Germany, 1845–1916) studied the structure and behavior
of phagocytes or macrophage cells. For that research, he won the 1908 Nobel Prize in Physiology
or Medicine. Professor the Count K. A. H. Mörner, Rector of the Royal Caroline Institute, noted
the importance of his work [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1908/ceremony-speech/]:

Elie Metchnikoff was the first to take up consciously and purposefully, by means of
experiments, the study of the question so fundamental to the question of immunity; by
what means does the organism vanquish the disease-bearing microbes attacking the or-
ganism in which they have succeeded in establishing themselves and developing? At first
his experiments were restricted to the lower animals. This was the case in his important
work concerning a kind of infection in certain microscopic aquatic animals, the so-called
water fleas. If the guiding principles behind these investigations were not known they
could appear to be remote from any medical interest. They were, however, the first links
in a chain of investigations leading to phenomena of immunity, also in mammals and in
humans. These investigations opened the way for Metchnikoff’s theory of phagocytosis.
According to this theory, the microorganisms are destroyed by the activity of cells in
the organism. Certain kinds of cells in the bodies of humans and animals, namely, are
supposed to have, in addition to other functions, the task of catching and destroying
disease-producing microbes which have succeeded in penetrating the organism, and also
of rendering certain bacterial poisons harmless.

I cannot here give a report on the comprehensive work and valuable observations which
go to make up this theory of phagocytosis. But an important aspect of this research is
that it makes a special study of certain types of cells, and that first of all the importance
of the cells for the phenomena of immunity is emphasized. One can safely predict that
even if other features are of more immediate importance in this doctrine, nevertheless
the abundant actual observations which have been made with regard to the importance
of the cells to the problem of immunity will always remain of great and permanent value.
In the doctrine of immunity, as in other provinces of biology, the activity of the cells,
which are considered as being the focus of organic life, remains a factor of the highest
importance. The research of recent years into the question of immunity has thrown the
importance of Metchnikoff’s work into strong relief. As a recognition of Metchnikoff’s
accomplishment in initiating modern research into the question of immunity, the direc-
tion and development of which, particularly in its early stages, he profoundly influenced,
the Caroline Institute wishes to honour him with this year’s Nobel Prize.

Completely independently of Metchnikoff and at approximately the same time, Johann Muellendorf
(German, 18??–19??) also studied macrophages and cellular immunity.
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Niels Jerne (Dutch/Danish, 1911–1994) won the 1984 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for his
work on both cellular and humoral immunity. Professor Hans Wigzell of the Karolinska Institute
explained his discoveries [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1984/ceremony-speech/]:

Niels Jerne is the great theoretician in modern immunology. He entered the immunolog-
ical arena comparatively late in his life and was 44 years old when in 1955 he published
his first important theory of the construction of the immune system. Jerne proposed
that the well-known capacity of the immune defence to recognize myriades of foreign
molecules was something predetermined, already existing in the body when the very
first contact with a foreign structure was made. What then happened was merely a
selection amongst the naturally occurring antibody population resulting in an increase
in production of exactly those antibodies which happened to have a good fit for the
structure. Jerne’s theory stood in great contrast to prevailing theories at that time, but
it was rapidly confirmed and extended. We now know that Darwin’s laws about natural
selection indeed apply to the cells of the immune system: Those cells which happen to
have received the property to produce a wanted antibody type will upon vaccination be
rewarded with regard to proliferative capacity and survival.

Jerne took another known feature of the immune defence as the starting point for his
next important theory, in 1971. The immune system always expresses a very strong
defence of the private and unique features of the tissues within one individual. This
behaviour creates great problems whenever attempts are made to transplant tissue from
one individual to another. Jerne assumed that the molecules in the tissues that cause
these reactions, the so-called transplantation antigens, must have their normal functions
within the body of the individual. He proposed that one function of these molecules could
be to serve as a specific driving force for the cells of the immune system, thus creating
a large number of cells from which cells especially suitable to defend the tissues of the
host would become selected. Special organs, such as the thymus, were assumed to serve
as a combination of greenhouse and university for these cells. In this theory Jerne did
predict to a great extent how the specificity of the cellmediated immunity is generated.

In the third great theory, in 1974, Niels Jerne introduced us to the mirror halls of im-
munology. The immune system is visualized somewhat like a gigantic computer where
constant communication and regulation takes place in between the different components,
the cells. The number of cells in such a network system in an adult human being exceeds
1012 (one million millions); and the system has through its capacity to produce billions
of different forms of antibodies an enormous inbuilt richness with regard to structural
variations. Jerne proposed that this should allow the creation of multiple complemen-
tary situations where certain antibodies would have select capacity to combine with
their mirror images. Some antibodies would according to the theory then even mimic
foreign molecules against which other antibodies would normally be produced during
immunization. Jerne postulated that pairs of antibodies and their mirror images would
spontaneously be produced during the development of the immune system, thus creating
the possibilities for communication networks and regulatory equlibria. During immu-
nization the foreign molecules would enter the mirror halls of immunology where the
different pairs of antibodies and cells would perform their interdependent piruettes and
separate the partners chasing away the mirror images. This change in equilibrium would
then serve as a driving force, resulting in immunity. It is now well documented that net-
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work forces of the fascinating type that Jerne predicted do indeed exist inbuilt in our
own immune systems. The theory also predicted the almost mind-boggling possibility
that antibodies of the mirror image-type could replace the foreign material completely
when inducing immunity. This is now a proven reality. Thus, it is for instance possible
to induce a long lasting immunity against hepatitis virus by immunization with mirror
image antibodies to the antibodies against hepatitis virus without ever using the virus
in the vaccination.

In conclusion, Niels Jerne has via his visionary theories enabled modern immunology
to make major leaps of progress. Several concepts in immunology now considered as
self-evident have their roots in some of his pioneering thoughts.

Rolf Zinkernagel (Swiss, 1944–) made important discoveries regarding T cells, for which he won
the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1996 (along with Peter Doherty). The Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences summarized this work
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1996/zinkernagel/facts/]:

When the body’s cells are attacked by viruses, the immune system begins killing the in-
fected cells. By studying mice, Rolf Zinkernagel and Peter Doherty proved in 1973 how
the immune system recognizes virus-ridden cells. A kind of white blood cell, T-cells, kills
the virus-ridden cells, but only if they recognize both the foreign substances, viruses,
and certain substances from the body’s own cells. The discovery has provided an impor-
tant basis for vaccines and medicines for infectious diseases, but also for inflammatory
diseases and cancer.
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Figure 2.72: Creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about cellular immune
responses included Rudolf Virchow, Carl Claus, Johann Muellendorf, Élie Metchnikoff, Niels Jerne,
and Rolf Zinkernagel.
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Figure 2.73–2.74 shows examples of creators who played major roles in discovering and elucidating
humoral immunity.

Joseph Fodor (Hungarian, 18??–19??) discovered the first indications of complement protein activity
in 1886.

Hans Buchner (German, 1850–1902) demonstrated and studied complement proteins in 1891. He
was the older brother of Eduard Buchner (p. 100).

Paul Ehrlich (German, 1854–1915) made important discoveries regarding the humoral immune
system and how it could be harnessed. He won the 1908 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for
that work. Professor the Count K. A. H. Mörner, Rector of the Royal Caroline Institute, praised
Ehrlich’s discoveries [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1908/ceremony-speech/]:

It has been shown that protection against disease can be of two kinds. It can consist in
the ability to destroy microbes or to inhibit their further development. This is a bacteria-
destroying immunity. But there is also a protection of another kind, one which acts
against the bacteria products. The damage which the disease-producing microorganisms
cause, namely, is conditioned by the poisons which these organisms produce and which
are distributed by the body fluids. A certain kind of immunity occurs against this danger
as well, namely the so-called poison immunity. The best known example of this is the
use of anti-diphtheria serum, when, through serum injection, substances are introduced
into the organism which act as antitoxins against the diphtheria poison. It has been
discovered that poisons which are produced by bacteria have the property, as have many
other substances also, of causing the production of elements in the organism which have
an antagonistic effect especially and exclusively directed against the substance which
caused the production of the elements. This we call the formation of antibodies. After
immunity has been achieved, such antibodies are found in the humors of the organism.
Furthermore, it has been possible to show that these antibodies are of great importance,
not only as regards protection against disease-producing microorganisms themselves,
but also, above all, as regards protection against the toxic products of these organisms.
[...]

A man who has been responsible for important scientific progress as organizer and
leader in this field deserves to be mentioned among the first of those who have dedicated
themselves to a study of immunity, is the research scientist Paul Ehrlich, already famous
for his other biological work, and the Professorial Staff of the Caroline Institute wishes
to honour him too with this year’s Nobel Prize for his work in the sphere of immunity.

Emil von Behring (German, 1854–1917) demonstrated that therapeutic antibodies could be pro-
duced by one individual and administered to another individual to combat a particular pathogen.
For that work, he won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1901. Professor the Count K.
A. H. Mörner, Rector of the Royal Caroline Institute, explained the importance of von Behring’s
research [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1901/ceremony-speech/]:

In general, the disease-causing bacteria produce poisons which in their turn give rise to
a toxic condition in the individual in which they develop. And it is precisely because of
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these poisons that the bacteria are so dangerous. Nevertheless, it has been shown that
the poisons, under certain conditions, will lead the organism to produce substances
which render them harmless and which prevent the development of the bacteria. When
such a condition of “immunity” has been built up, the individual can become insensitive
to the bacteria in question and resistant to the poisons. [...]

Blood fluid—or blood serum—from an individual who has been immunized with poisons
from a certain bacterium, can, namely, when introduced into the organs of another
individual, confer resistance upon him against the bacterium in question. Upon this
fact modern serum therapy is based.

Up until now, serum therapy has had particularly splendid triumphs in the case of
diphtheria, but its significance is not limited to this disease but extends much further.
The field which is opened up for research by the development of serum therapy has
therefore—for the present—no discernible limits. Much ground has been gained already
and we are justified in expecting a great deal of important progress.

The pioneer in this new area of medical research, Professor Emil von Behring, has been
chosen by the Professorial Staff of the Caroline Institute as the recipient of this year’s
Nobel Prize for Medicine.

Richard Pfeiffer (German, 1858–1945) made many important discoveries in microbiology and im-
munology during his long career. He developed both therapeutic antibodies and vaccines for several
bacterial infections, including cholera and typhoid.

Julius Morgenroth (German, 1871–1924) worked closely with Paul Ehrlich and also conducted his
own research on immunology and therapeutics for infections.

Fritz Breinl (German?, 1888–1936) and Felix Haurowitz (Czech, 1896–1987) conducted experiments
on antibody formation and developed theoretical models of the process.

To complete the story even though this is a little later than the primary time period for this
book, Georges Köhler (German, 1946–1995) developed the hybridoma method for producing large
amounts of identical (monoclonal) antibodies for diagnostic or therapeutic applications (along with
César Milstein). For that innovation, he won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1984. Pro-
fessor Hans Wigzell of the Karolinska Institute noted [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1984/
ceremony-speech/]:

At the same time the young researcher Georges Köhler struggled in Basel in Switzerland
to study normal antibody-producing cells in tissue culture. His research was in part
frustrating as he could only get very few cells to survive for short periods of time.
Köhler knew of the important studies of Milstein, and it seemed logical to see if normal
antibody-forming cells could be fused with tumor cells to produce long-lived hybrid cell
lines. If this was indeed possible the experiments of Milstein would indicate that they
should then continue to produce their antibodies. At the same time the normally evil
feature of tumor cells, the capacity to proliferate for ever, would now be turned into a
very beneficial feature. Köhler went to Milstein’s laboratory and together they wrestled
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with the problems and managed to solve them in a hectic two year period, 1975–1976.
By that time they had succeeded to develop a technique allowing them at will to fish up
exactly those rare antibody-producing cells that they wanted from a sea of cells. These
cells were fused with tumor cells creating hybrid cells with eternal life and capacity
to produce the very same antibody in high quantity. Köhler and Milstein called these
hybrid cells hybridomas, and as all cells in a given hybridoma come from one single
hybrid cell, the antibodies made are monoclonal.

Köhler’s, and Milstein’s development of the hybridoma technique for production of
monoclonal antibodies have in less than a decade revolutionized the use of antibodies
in health care and research. Rare antibodies with a tailor-made-like fit for a given
structure can now be made in large quantities. The hybridoma cells can be stored in
tissue banks and the very same monoclonal antibody can be used all over the world
with a guarantee for eternal supply. The precision in diagnosis is greatly improved, and
entirely new possibilities for therapy have been opened up via the hybridoma technique.
Rare molecules present in trace amounts in complex solution can now be purified in an
efficient manner using monoclonal antibodies. In all, it is therefore correct to describe
the hybridoma technique discovered by Georges Köhler and César Milstein as one of
the major methodological advances in medicine during this century.
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Figure 2.73: Creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about humoral (protein)
immune responses included Joseph Fodor, Hans Buchner, Paul Ehrlich, and Emil von Behring.
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Figure 2.74: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about humoral (pro-
tein) immune responses included Richard Pfeiffer, Julius Morgenroth, Fritz Breinl, and Felix Hau-
rowitz.
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As illustrated in Fig. 2.75, immunoassays use antibodies (produced by B cells) that bind to specific
pathogens but nothing else. Each antibody is a Y-shaped protein, with an identical pathogen binding
site at the top of each prong of the Y. If the corresponding pathogen is not present in a sample,
nothing happens, but if it is, antibodies and pathogens bind to each other and create a detectable
clump. Immunoassays are now used for a wide variety of medical diagnostics and biotechnology
applications.

Creators from the German-speaking world, shown in Fig. 2.75, developed immunoassays to test for
the presence of specific pathogens in vitro (in test tubes):

• Max von Gruber (Austrian, 1853–1927) discovered the agglutination reaction, in which anti-
bodies and pathogens clump together, in 1896.

• Rudolf Kraus (Austrian, 1868–1932) used the agglutination reaction to create an antibody
assay for specific bacterial precipitins in 1897.

• August von Wasserman (German, 1866–1925) used similar methods to create a complement
fixation test for syphilis bacteria in 1906.

• Similar in vitro immunoassays were rapidly developed for a wide variety of other pathogens
or other targets for detection.

As shown in Fig. 2.76, creators from the German-speaking world also developed immunoassays to
test for the presence of specific pathogens in vivo (directly in the body of a patient):

• Clemens von Pirquet (Austrian, 1874–1929) developed the skin test for tuberculosis in 1906,
and it has been widely used ever since.

• Béla Schick (Hungarian, educated and worked in Austria, 1877–1967) developed a skin test
for diphtheria susceptibility in 1910. The method became known as the Schick skin test and
was used worldwide.

• Similar in vivo immunoassays were quickly developed for a wide variety of other pathogens
or allergic reactions.

Vaccines are another way to artificially harness the immune system. Vaccines teach the immune
system what specific pathogens to keep watch for, like showing a “wanted” poster to the police
(Fig. 2.71). A good vaccine looks like a certain pathogen to the immune system, yet does not do
any pathogenic mischief itself. Most vaccines use killed versions of the target pathogen, artificially
weakened versions of the target pathogen, or individual pieces of the target pathogen.

As already noted, German-speaking creators produced many of the first vaccines. (Louis Pasteur
in Paris played an enormous role too of course.) Peter Plett developed and demonstrated the first
cowpox-based vaccine for smallpox (p. 148). Otto Waldmann, Gottfried Pyl, and Carl Köbe created
a vaccine for foot-and-mouth disease virus (p. 153). Poliovirus was discovered by Karl Landsteiner
and Erwin Popper, and cultured in cells by Marguerite Vogt, which were essential steps to creating
vaccines for polio (p. 157). Many other examples could be cited as well.

German-speaking creators also developed methods to make vaccines more effective, as shown in
Fig. 2.77. Jules Freund (Hungarian, educated and worked in Austria and Germany, 1890–1960)
introduced chemical adjuvants (additives) to make vaccines more potent. In 1957, Jean Lindemann
(Swiss, 1924–2015) discovered (along with Alick Isaacs) interferon, a natural hormone that can
provoke a strong immune system response.
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Figure 2.75: Max von Gruber, Rudolf Kraus, and August von Wasserman harnessed components
of the immune system to create in vitro (in the lab) immunoassays for specific pathogens.
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Figure 2.76: Clemens von Pirquet and Béla Schick harnessed components of the immune system to
create in vivo (in the body) immunoassays for specific pathogens.
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Figure 2.77: Jules Freund developed adjuvants (additives) to make vaccines more potent. Jean
Lindemann discovered that interferon could provoke a strong immune system response.
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2.3 Neuroscience

German-speaking scientists largely dominated the early history of neuroscience, the study of how
the brain, senses, nerves, and muscles work.18 Neuroscience is a very large and diverse field; for
convenience, it is divided into several (overlapping) subfields in this section:

A. Brain regions H. Psychology and psychotherapy

B. Neurons I. Analgesics and anesthetics

C. Neurotransmitters J. Vision

D. Animal behavior K. Hearing and balance

E. Circadian rhythms L. Touch

F. Electroencephalography (EEG) M. Taste

G. Neuropathology and neuropsychiatry N. Smell

A. Brain regions

Apart from the French physician Pierre Paul Broca (1824–1880), most of the scientists who worked
to decipher which regions of the brain perform which functions came from the greater German-
speaking world (Figs. 2.78–2.81).

Franz Joseph Gall (German states, 1758–1828) and Johann Spurzheim (German states, 1776–1832)
were two of the first scientists to systematically investigate the localization of brain functions.

Friederich Goltz (German, 1834–1902) used surgical methods to study the functions of regions of
the cerebral cortex in dogs’ brains.

Gustav Fritsch (German, 1838–1927) and Eduard Hitzig (German, 1838–1907) used electrical stim-
ulation to investigate the functions of different areas of dogs’ brains.

Hermann Munk (German, 1839–1912) studied the functions of different parts of the brains in dogs
and monkeys.

Carl Wernicke (German, 1848–1905) identified the region of the human brain that is involved in
comprehending language, now known as Wernicke’s area.

Constantin von Monakow (Russian, studied and worked in Switzerland, 1853–1930) spent his career
studying neuroanatomy and neural functions.

Jacques Loeb (German, 1859–1924) applied electrical stimulation to localized areas of dogs’ brains
and conducted experiments in other areas of biology. He moved to the United States and became
a champion of improving science research there.

Korbinian Brodmann (German, 1868–1918) identified 52 distinct regions of the cerebral cortex,
which are now called Brodmann areas. Brodmann studied the macroscopic and microscopic features
of each area, as well as its functions.

18 Bielka 2002; Deichmann 1996; Dominguez-Lacasa 2005; Finger 1994; Gausemeier 2005; Gedeon 2006; Jahn 2004;
Junker 2004; Koesling and Schülke 2010; Kohler 2008; Magner 2002; Pasternak 2004; Possehl 1989; Raviña and
Kubinyi 2011; Schnalke and Atzl 2010; Schneider 1972; von Schwerin 2013; Simmons 2002; Smith 1997; Sneader 2005;
Weatherall 1991.
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The spouses Oskar Vogt (German, 1870–1959) and Cécile Vogt-Mugnier (French but worked in
Germany, 1875–1962) were pioneers in neuroanatomy and electrical stimulation of the brain. They
were assisted by Max Borcherdt (German?, 18??–19??) and Louise Bosse (German?, 18??–19??),
among others.

Walter Rudolf Hess (Swiss, 1881–1973) was another pioneer in using electrodes for mapping the
locations and functions of brain regions. For that work, he won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine in 1949. Professor H. Olivecrona of the Royal Caroline Institute explained Hess’s research
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1949/ceremony-speech/]:

Although we have long been aware of the function of the midbrain as a higher center
of the autonomous nervous system, we have only now, through the research of Walter
Rudolf Hess, had the localization of these functions mapped out in detail. Through the
use of a refined and accurate technique he has succeeded in applying stimulation to or
causing the destruction of very small areas, and thus he has been able to study the effect
of the stimulus, as well as of the disappearance of a function. For his experiments he
has used cats into which, under anesthesia, a thin metal wire has been introduced. The
wire has been electrically insulated along its entire length except at the very end, which
has been placed in the center of the brain area which is being studied. When the animal
has regained consciousness and has recovered entirely from the effect of narcosis, it is
possible to stimulate the area of the midbrain where the end of the needle is situated by
conducting a weak electric current through the metal wire. There were various effects,
depending upon the location of the needle-end, each effect always connected to one
definite center of stimulation. By electrical stimulation of certain strictly limited parts
of the midbrain it was possible to reproduce spontaneous autonomous functions. By
stimulating one definite part, the animal was caused to curl up and go into a sleep
from which it could be awakened just as easily as from natural sleep. Stimulation of
other areas gave rise to defensive reactions which would normally occur if the cat were
threatened by a dog: the hairs on the back stood up on end, the tail was ruffled, the
cat spat and, if the stimulus was not discontinued, it attacked. Other localizations of
the stimulus caused evacuation of the intestines or the bladder, accompanied by the
characteristic body postures. From other areas, blood circulation and respiration could
be influenced. It was common to all these experiments with stimuli that they released
complex functions, not limited to the reactions characteristic of the autonomic nervous
system, such as evacuation of the intestines, secretion of saliva, changes of the pupils,
and the like, but were accompanied by reactions of the skeletal muscles necessary and
appropriate to the autonomic function, such as characteristic body postures, attempts at
escape or attack, and so forth. It was apparent from these facts that in the midbrain we
have higher centers of autonomic functions which coordinate these with reactions of the
skeletal musculature adapted to the individual functions. An ingenious method made
possible the exact determination of the anatomic localization after the discontinuance
of the experiment, and thus the anatomic substrata of complex autonomic functions
could be mapped out. Through his research Hess has brilliantly answered a number of
difficult questions regarding the localization of body functions in the brain.

Johannes Dusser de Barenne (Dutch, 1885–1940) injected strychnine into different regions of the
cerebral cortex in order to determine their functions.
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Figure 2.78: Creators from the German-speaking world made significant contributions to knowledge
about the regional organization of the brain.
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Figure 2.79: Creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about the regional organi-
zation of the brain included Korbinian Brodmann, Johannes Dusser de Barenne, Gustav Fritsch,
Franz Joseph Gall, Friederich Goltz, and Walter Hess.
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Figure 2.80: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about the regional or-
ganization of the brain included Eduard Hitzig, Jacques Loeb, Constantin von Monakow, Hermann
Munk, Johann Spurzheim, and Carl Wernicke.
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Figure 2.81: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about the regional
organization of the brain included Cécile Vogt-Mugnier, Oskar Vogt, Max Borcherdt, Louise Bosse,
and Max Lewandowsky.
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B. Neurons

The brain is composed of cells, and the predominant types of brain cells are called neurons, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.82. (There are also glial cells, which assist and care for the neurons, and also
appear to play direct roles in thinking that are still not well understood.) Thought impulses or
signals travel within a given neuron as an electrical signal, called an action potential. Signals are
usually sent from one neuron to other neurons as chemical molecules or neurotransmitters that are
released by one neuron and detected by its immediate neighbors.

Other than the extraordinarily farsighted and far-reaching work of the Spanish scientist Santiago
Ramón y Cajal (1852–1934) and the staining methods of the Italian histologist Camillo Golgi
(1843–1926), most of the early research on individual neurons occurred in the German-speaking
world.

Johann Purkinje (Austrian/Czech, 1787–1869) discovered what are now called Purkinje cells in
the cerebelllum. He also discovered what are now called Purkinje fibers that conducted electrical
impulses in the heart.

Rudolf Wagner (German states, 1805–1864) studied neurons, neuroanatomy, and electric eels.

Rudolf von Kölliker (Swiss, 1817–1905) employed staining methods to study neuron pathways in
the inner brain and the spinal cord.

Leopold Auerbach (German, 1828–1897) discovered what is now called Auerbach’s plexus, a bundle
of neurons linked to the gastrointestinal tract.

Heinrich Wilhelm von Waldeyer-Hartz (German, 1836–1921) conducted research on neurons and
in fact coined the word “neuron” to describe individual brain cells.

Heinrich Lissauer (German, 1861–1891) discovered what is now called Lissauer’s tract, neural fibers
in the posterolateral tract of the spinal cord.

Ludwig Guttmann (German, 1899–1980) pioneered the treatment of spinal injuries.

Emil du Bois-Reymond (German, 1818–1896) discovered the action potential (the propagation of
an electrical signal in a neuron) in 1843.

Hermann von Helmholtz (German, 1821–1894) measured the conduction velocity of action poten-
tials in 1850.

In 1902, Julius Bernstein (German, 1839–1917) realized that the action potential involved calcium
ions passing through the cellular membrane.

In 1949, Bernhard Katz (German, 1911–2003) also considered the effect of other types of ions on
the action potential.

Bert Sakmann (German, 1942–) and Erwin Neher (German, 1944–) invented and used the patch
clamp technique to measure the electrical current from individual ion channels in neurons and other
cell types (Fig. 2.85). For that work, they won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1991.
Professor Sten Grillner of the Karolinska Institute explained their discoveries
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1991/ceremony-speech/]:
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Ions are transported through ion channels, which can be specific to one type of ion like
sodium or potassium. Every single ion channel consists of one protein molecule or a
molecular complex, which forms the walls of a thin channel, connecting the interior of
the cell with its exterior. The ion channel has such a small diameter that it corresponds
to the width of only one single ion, and it is thus incredibly small. The ion channel is
opened or closed as its molecule changes shape. When, for example, the ion channel
molecule for sodium is opened, sodium ions in a long row will pass through the minute
ion channel into the cell, because there are more sodium ions outside the cell than on the
inside. Since ions are electrically charged, an electric current will also pass through the
open ion channel. This year’s Laureates, Erwin Neher and Bert Sakmann, succeeded in
making a conclusive demonstration that ion channels exist, by developing a technique
by which the miniscule currents, flowing through a single ion channel molecule, could be
measured. These are currents of a thousandth of a billionth of an ampère. The technique
is nevertheless, in principle very simple. A thin glass-tube filled with fluid is used as a
recording electrode. The tip of the tube is pulled out to a width of only some thousandth
of a millimeter. When it is brought in very close contact with the cell membrane, they
form as it were, a chemical unity with each other. The ion channels, which are present
in the cell membrane under the pipette opening, will then form the only connection
between the interior of the cell and its outside. When one of the channels is opened a
very small current will flow, which can be measured through the ingenious technique
of Neher and Sakmann. We can thus measure exactly when a single ion channel is
opened or closed, that is when a single molecule changes its shape. This is a totally
unique level of resolution. This technique was combined with the new methods for
biochemical microsurgery on single molecules, through which different parts of the ion
channel molecules can be modified or exchanged. Through this procedure, it has been
possible to elucidate the function of the different parts of the molecule, for instance,
what makes an ion channel select only one type of ion, or be sensitive to a particular
type of chemical transmitter. This technique has in one single blow changed our ability
to study the different ion channels, which influence the life of every little cell. Thousands
of laboratories throughout the entire world now use this technique to understand the
roles ion channels may play in different tissues in animals or plants. Ion channels are,
for instance, engaged when the cells in the pancreas secrete insulin, when the heart is
contracting, or when we think or remember something. A number of diseases are either
influenced or caused by a modified ion channel function. Many drugs act directly on the
specific type of ion channel, which is of importance in a particular disease. Examples
include anxiety, cardiovascular disease, epilepsy, and diabetes. Our life as a unique
individual actually starts with an activation of the ion channels in the egg cell by the
sperm at the instant of conception. This prevents other competing sperms from gaining
access to the egg cell.
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Figure 2.82: Structure of a typical neuron. Signals are transmitted as electrical signals (action
potentials) within each neuron and chemical signals (neurotransmitters) between neurons.
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Figure 2.83: Scientists from the German-speaking world who made significant contributions to
knowledge about neurons included Johann Purkinje, Rudolf von Kölliker, Leopold Auerbach, Hein-
rich von Waldeyer-Hartz, Heinrich Lissauer, and Ludwig Guttmann.
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Figure 2.84: Scientists from the German-speaking world who made significant contributions to
knowledge about electrical action potential signals within neurons included Emil du Bois-Reymond,
Hermann von Helmholtz, Julius Bernstein, and Bernard Katz.
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Figure 2.85: Bert Sakmann and Erwin Neher developed the patch clamp technique to measure the
electrical current from individual ion channels in neurons and other cell types.
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C. Neurotransmitters

As shown in Fig. 2.86, chemical molecules or neurotransmitters carry signals across the synapse
(gap) between the end (axon) of one neuron and the beginning (dendrite) of the next neuron.
Different types of neurons produce and respond to different types of neurotransmitters, such as
acetylcholine, dopamine, histamine, and norepinephrine.

Scientists from the German-speaking world made many significant contributions to knowledge about
neurotransmitters (Figs. 2.87–2.88).

Hermann Blaschko (German, 1900–1993) worked out the synthetic pathway for dopamine, nore-
pinephrine, and epinephrine in 1939 (independently of Peter Holtz).

Daniel Bovet (Swiss, 1907–1992) discovered antihistamines, drugs that block histamine-mediated
signals and that have been widely used since then to control allergic reactions. He won the Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1957. Professor B. Uvnäs of the Royal Caroline Institute noted
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1957/ceremony-speech/]:

Daniel Bovet concentrated his research on the problem of pharmacologically blocking the
amines mentioned above, and he succeeded in producing substances which specifically
inhibited their effects.

As early as 1937, Bovet and Staub succeeded in producing the first antihistamine, thy-
moxidiethylamine, capable of preventing anaphylactic shock in animals which, unneu-
tralized, was fatal. This first histamine antagonist was, it is true, too toxic to be used
clinically, but virtually every antihistamine that is used throughout the world today to
oppose symptoms of allergy is derived from it. [...]

For a number of years, Bovet and his co-workers studied in animals the relationships
between chemical structure and biological effect, as could be observed in the alkaloids
of curare and ergot. Proceeding by systematic variations and successive simplifications
of chemical structure, work which involved the elaboration of new methods of biological
testing and the production of hundreds of new synthetic chemical compounds, they suc-
ceeded, by degrees, in obtaining simple chemical compounds which proved themselves,
from the point of view of specificity and the absence of undesirable side-effects, much
more useful than naturally occurring substances.

The interest which the appearance of products capable of paralysing muscle presents
in practical medicine is bound to the evolution of modern surgery, which has made
it possible to perform more and more complicated surgical procedures. Operations of
this type often require complete muscular relaxation. Anaesthesia must therefore be
deep and long, and for this reason it carries risks which can be more dangerous than
the surgery itself. We owe to Bovet’s research the general muscle relaxants which we
use today. We can, in this way, use a light level of anaesthetic and reduce the hazards
to which the patient is subjected. Sympatholytic compounds have not yet found any
application in general medicine. The future will tell whether the hopes placed in them
will be fulfilled and whether they will be of value in the treatment of hypertension and
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other vascular conditions for which we think a reduction in nervous control would be
desirable.

Apart from the importance of Bovet’s work in experimental neuropharmacology, his
observations have exerted a very stimulating influence in one rapidly growing branch of
pharmacology: I speak of psychopharmacology. Biological amines are the transmitters
of nerve impulses in the different tracts of the brain, just as they are the chemical agents
which link nerve fibres to peripheral organs. In other words, it should be possible to
find drugs which specifically affect brain function.

Edith Bülbring (German, 1903–1990) studied the effects of acetylcholine, epinephrine, and serotonin
on muscles.

Wilhelm Feldberg (German, 1900–1993) conducted experiments involving histamine, acetylcholine,
and other neurotransmitters.

Peter Holtz (German, 1902–1970) worked out the synthetic pathway for dopamine, norepinephrine,
and epinephrine in 1939 (independently of Hermann Blaschko).

Bernhard Katz (German, 1911–2003) studied how acetylcholine is released from neurons at synapses.
For his discoveries, he won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1970. Professor Börje Uvnäs
of the Nobel Committee for Physiology or Medicine explained Katz’s research
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1970/ceremony-speech/]:

Bernhard Katz was specially interested in the electrical events which occur when im-
pulses in motor nerves induce muscle activity by acting at motor end-plates. These
special structures in the muscle with condenser-like properties are charged by the nerve
impulses and their discharge in turn activates the muscle. Through the discovery of
the existence of “miniature end-plate potentials” Katz demonstrated that the messen-
ger substance between the motor nerve and the muscle end-plate, acetylcholine, was
released from the nerve terminals in small quanta, small packages if you like.

Max Lewandowsky (German, 1876–1916) studied epinephrine and other neurotransmitters, and
named the “blood-brain barrier” that only allows certain substances in the bloodstream to enter
the brain.

Otto Loewi (German, 1873–1961) discovered the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. For that accom-
plishment, he won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1936. Professor G. Liljestrand of
the Royal Caroline Institute praised Loewi’s research
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1936/ceremony-speech/]:

While the idea that nerve stimulation could be brought about by the release of certain
substances was not entirely new, it is nevertheless thanks to Loewi that the idea was
brought from the realm of unproven hypotheses on to the firm ground of certain experi-
ence. He first used a heart with its nerve trunk, removed from a frog or toad, connecting
up the heart chamber with a small glass container in which was a small quantity of a
suitable nutrient fluid. If the nerve trunk was stimulated by electrical means, the num-
ber and strength of heart beats altered according to circumstances there are, namely,
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in the nerve trunk fibres from both the sympathetic and the parasympathetic systems.
If after such stimulation Loewi transferred the fluid which had been pumped in and out
of the heart into another similarly prepared heart, he found that the fluid itself had
taken on properties capable of producing changes in the activity of the organ corre-
sponding to those which had earlier been produced by the nerve stimulation. Through
this very simple but ingenious experiment it was proved that the nerve stimulus can
release substances having the action characteristic for the nerve stimulation and further
observations left no doubt whatever that the nerve stimulus itself was passed on to the
organ by chemical means.

Painstaking work now began with the object of determining the nature of the sub-
stances concerned—it was soon apparent that different substances were involved in the
stimulation of the two different kinds of nerves. This task would appear hopeless con-
sidering the incredibly small quantities in which the substances are released. Chemical
methods alone were of no avail. But Loewi carried out instead a model analysis, using
those activities which were obtained in the living organism under changing conditions.
With the sympathicus substance he was able to prove in this way that, in a series of
important points such as destruction through oxidation and under the effects of certain
kinds of irradiation, as well as in regard to its action, it corresponded absolutely with
adrenaline. As regards the parasympathetic substance, the task was more difficult on
account of its rapid breaking down in the presence of blood and tissue—this supports
the contention made previously that the parasympathetic nerves act locally whereas
the action of the sympathetic nerves is more widespread. Loewi and Navratil discov-
ered that the breaking down could be prevented by the addition of the vegetable base
physostigmine and this made it possible to work out a method which later made the
detection of the substance very much easier. After considerable work, Loewi was able
to determine the nature of this substance too, and to prove that the parasympathetic
substance was identical with acetylcholine.

David Nachmansohn (German, 1899–1983) focused on acetylcholine, especially at junctions between
neurons and muscles.

Marthe Vogt (German, 1903–2003) was appointed head of the chemical division of the Kaiser
Wilhelm Institute for Brain Research when she was only 28 years old; she later fled the Third Reich
and continued her work in the United Kingdom. During her long career, she studied epinephrine,
acetylcholine, and other neurotransmitters.
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Figure 2.86: Chemical molecules or neurotransmitters carry signals across the synapse (gap) between
the end (axon) of one neuron and the beginning (dendrite) of the next neuron. Different types
of neurons produce and respond to different types of neurotransmitters, such as acetylcholine,
dopamine, histamine, and norepinephrine.
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Figure 2.87: Scientists from the German-speaking world who made significant contributions to
knowledge about neurotransmitters included Hermann Blaschko, Daniel Bovet, Edith Bülbring,
Wilhelm Feldberg, Bernard Katz, and Max Lewandowsky.
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Figure 2.88: Other scientists from the German-speaking world who made significant contributions to
knowledge about neurotransmitters included Otto Loewi, David Nachmansohn, and Marthe Vogt.
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D. Animal behavior

Several scientists from the German-speaking world made especially noteworthy contributions to
knowledge about animal behavior (Fig. 2.89):

• Ernst Mayr (German, 1904–2005) spent decades studying bird behavior and bird evolution,
as well as the more general principles of evolution.

• Karl von Frisch (Austrian, 1886–1982) studied the behavior of bees, for which he won the
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1973.

• Konrad Lorenz (Austrian, 1903–1989) monitored and analyzed the behavior of birds. For
that work, he won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1973. Lorenz worked with
Tinbergen for part of his research.

• Nikolaas Tinbergen (Dutch, 1907–1988) observed and tested the behavior of a wide variety
of animals, including birds, fish, and bees. For his discoveries, he won the Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine in 1973. Tinbergen worked with Lorenz for part of his research.

Professor Börje Cronholm of the Karolinska Institute explained the importance of the work of von
Frisch, Tinbergen, and Lorenz [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1973/ceremony-speech/]:

For more than sixty years: Karl von Frisch has devoted himself to studies of the very
complicated behavior of honeybees. Above all, he has elucidated what has rightly been
called ‘the language of bees’. When a bee has found flowers containing nectar, it performs
a special dance when returning to the hive. The dance informs the bees in the hive of
the existence of food, often also about the direction where the flowers will be found and
about the distance to them. The foraging bee is able to indicate the direction of the
food source in relation to the sun by means of analyzing polarized, ultraviolet light from
the sky, light that is invisible to us. The honeybees do not learn, either to dance or to
understand the message of the dance. Both the dancing and the appropriate reactions
to it are genetically programmed behavior patterns.

Konrad Lorenz has studied among many other things the fixed action patterns of various
birds. His experiments with inexperienced animals, e.g. young birds from an incubator,
are of great importance in this context. In these young birds he observed behavior
patterns that could not reasonably have been learnt but were to be interpreted as being
genetically programmed. He also found that experiences of young animals during a
critical period could be decisive for their future development. Newborn ducks and geese
follow the first moving object that they catch sight of, and later on they will follow
those particular objects only. Normally, they will follow their mother, but they may be
seduced to follow almost any moving object or creature. This phenomenon has been
called ‘imprinting’.

While Konrad Lorenz has above all been a systematic observer of animal behavior,
Nikolaas Tinbergen has to a large extent tested various hypotheses by means of com-
prehensive, careful, and quite often ingenious experiments. Among other things, he has
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used dummies to measure the strength of different key stimuli as regards their ability
to elicit corresponding fixed action patterns. He made the important observation that
‘supranormal’ stimuli eliciting more intense behavior than those of natural conditions,
may be produced by exaggerating certain characteristics.

The discoveries made by this year’s Nobel prize laureates were based on studies of in-
sects, fishes and birds and might thus seem to be of only minor importance for human
physiology or medicine. However, their discoveries have been a prerequisite for the com-
prehensive research that is now pursued also on mammals. Studies are devoted to the
existence of genetically programmed behavior patterns, their organization, maturation
and their elicitation by key stimuli. There are also studies concerning the importance
of specific experiences during critical periods for the normal development of the indi-
vidual. Research into the behavior of monkeys have demonstrated that serious and to a
large extent lasting behavior disturbances may be the result when a baby grows up in
isolation without contact with its mother and siblings or with adequate substitutes. An-
other important research field concerns the effects of abnormal psychosocial situations
on the individual. They may lead not only to abnormal behavior but also to serious
somatic illness such as arterial hypertension and myocardial infarction. One important
conclusion is that the psychosocial situation of an individual cannot be too adverse to
its biological equipment without serious consequences. This holds true for all species,
also for that which in shameless vanity has baptized itself ‘Homo sapiens’.

E. Circadian rhythms

Scientists from the German-speaking world discovered and studied circadian rhythms, neural clocks
that tell an organism what time of day to be awake, even in the absence of a visible day and night
(Fig. 2.90):

• Jürgen Aschoff (German, 1913–1998) studied circadian rhythms in a wide variety of species,
including humans.

• Ingeborg Beling (German, 1904–1988) discovered circadian rhythms in bees.

• Erwin Bünning (German, 1906–1990), working with Hans Kalmus, discovered circadian rhythms
in fruit flies in 1935.

• Auguste Forel (Swiss, 1848–1931) discovered circadian rhythms in ants.

• Franz Halberg (Romanian/Austrian, 1919–2013) coined the term “circadian” in 1959 and
studied circadian rhythms in multiple species.

• Hans Kalmus (Austrian, 1906–1988), working with Erwin Bünning, discovered circadian
rhythms in fruit flies in 1935.

• Oskar Wahl (German?, 19??–19??) discovered circadian rhythms in bees.
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Figure 2.89: Scientists from the German-speaking world who made significant contributions to
knowledge about animal behavior included Ernst Mayr, Karl von Frisch, Nikolaas Tinbergen, and
Konrad Lorenz.
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Figure 2.90: Scientists from the German-speaking world who made significant contributions to
knowledge about circadian rhythms included Jürgen Aschoff, Ingeborg Beling, Erwin Bünning,
Auguste Forel, Franz Halberg, Hans Kalmus, and Oskar Wahl.
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F. Electroencephalography (EEG)

As shown in Figs. 2.91–2.92, scientists from the greater German-speaking world developed elec-
troencephalography (EEG):

• Hans Berger (German, 1873–1941) invented electroencephalography.

• Napoleon Cybulski (Polish, 1854–1919) and Adolf Beck (Polish/Austrian, 1863–1942) also
carried out early experiments in electroencephalography.

• Hans Helmut Kornhuber (1928–2009) and Lüder Deecke (1938–) discovered the Bereitschaftspo-
tential (readiness potential) using electroencephalography.

G. Neuropathology and neuropsychiatry

Creators from the German-speaking world made numerous and profound contributions to neu-
ropathology and neuropsychiatry (Figs. 2.93–2.94).

Nikolaus Friedreich (German, 1825–1882) identified Friedreich’s ataxia, an inherited neurodegener-
ative disease, in 1863.

Franz Nissl (German, 1860–1919) developed the Nissl staining method for labeling neurons on
microscope slides in order to identify neuropathologies.

Alzheimer’s disease, which kills neurons and leaves protein plaques in the cerebral cortex (Fig.
2.94), was first identified in 1901 by observations of a patient with an early-onset form of the
disease: Auguste Deter (German, 1850–1906). Alois Alzheimer (German, 1864–1915, after whom
the disease is named) and Emil Kraepelin (German, 1856–1926) studied Deter while she was alive
and discovered the protein plaques in her brain after she died.

Edward Flatau (Polish, worked in Germany, 1868–1932) studied meningitis, migraines, and other
types of neuropathologies.

Franz Josef Kallmann (German, 1897–1965) studied the effects of heredity vs. environment in the
pathogenesis of neural diseases.

Hans Asperger (Austrian, 1906–1980) identified and extensively studied Asperger’s syndrome and
autism beginning in the early 1940s.

Richard Lindenberg (German, 1911–1992) was an expert on neuropathology, came to the United
States as part of Operation Paperclip, and was called upon to examine the bullet wound in John
F. Kennedy’s head after his assassination.
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Figure 2.91: Scientists from the German-speaking world who helped to develop electroencephalog-
raphy (EEG) included Hans Berger, Napoleon Cybulski, and Adolf Beck.
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Figure 2.92: Hans Helmut Kornhuber and Lüder Deecke discovered the Bereitschaftspotential
(readiness potential) using electroencephalography.
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Figure 2.93: Creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about neuropathology and
neuropsychiatry included Hans Asperger, Edward Flatau, Nikolaus Friedreich, Franz Josef Kall-
mann, Richard Lindenberg, and Franz Nissl.
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Figure 2.94: Alzheimer’s disease was discovered by Alois Alzheimer and Emil Kraepelin.
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H. Psychology and psychotherapy

Although this book does not attempt to properly cover the social sciences such as psychology (due
to length constraints), it is impossible to resist mentioning at least a few of the most important
German-speaking developers of psychology and psychotherapy (Figs. 2.95–2.96):

• Wilhelm Wundt (German, 1832–1920) is generally regarded as the founder of experimental
psychology. He examined patients and conducted experiments in a wide variety of areas, in-
cluding learning, reaction times, and sensory perception. He trained many younger experimen-
tal psychologists in his laboratory (Fig. 2.95). He also wrote a highly influential three-volume
survey of physiological psychology and a ten-volume work on cultural psychology.

• Ludwig Wilhelm Stern (German, 1871–1938) devised the intelligence quotient (IQ) and also
made major contributions to developmental child psychology, differential psychology, forensic
psychology, and other areas.

• Josef Breuer (Austrian, 1842–1925) developed psychotherapy or the “talking cure” in the
1880s while working with his most famous patient, whom he referred to as “Anna O.” (actually
Bertha Pappenheim, Austrian, 1859–1936).

• Sigmund Freud (Austrian, 1856–1939) first collaborated with and was later estranged from
Joseph Breuer. He adopted the idea of psychotherapy from Breuer and greatly extended and
popularized it.

• Carl Jung (Swiss, 1875–1961) initially collaborated with and later quarreled with Freud. He
pursued psychotherapy but also developed his own ideas about the collective unconscious,
biologically innate or culturally inspired ideas and feelings that are generally unspoken yet
shared by many people within a group.
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Figure 2.95: Creators who helped to develop psychology and psychotherapy included Wilhelm
Wundt and Ludwig Wilhelm Stern.
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Figure 2.96: Creators who helped to develop psychology and psychotherapy included Josef Breuer,
Sigmund Freud (with his famous sofa for patients, also shown), and Carl Jung.
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I. Analgesics and anesthetics

German-speaking scientists developed a wide range of neural-related drugs and treatments, in-
cluding opioids, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, local and general anesthetics, barbiturates,
benzodiazepines, psychoactive drugs, and electroconvulsive therapy.19

While the use of natural opium goes back thousands of years, opioid drug molecules were developed
by German-speaking scientists in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Figs. 2.97–2.98):

• Friedrich Sertürner (German states, 1783–1841) purified and identified morphine in 1804.

• Max Bockmühl (German, 1882–1949) and Gustav Ehrhart (German, 1894–1971) created
methadone and over 300 other synthetic opioids.

• Heinrich Dreser (German, 1860–1924) and Felix Hoffmann (German, 1868–1946) synthesized
and demonstrated heroin and codeine.

Many major non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) also came from German-speaking
scientists (Figs. 2.98–2.100):

• Ludwig Knorr (German, 1859–1921) created an aspirin-like non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drug called phenazone in 1887.

• Friedrich Carl Duisberg (German, 1861–1935), the head of research at the Friedrich Bayer
company, initiated and managed the search for fever-reducing drugs, leading to the discovery
and production of aspirin in 1897.

• Arthur Eichengrün (German, 1867–1949) was in charge of the chemical synthesis group that
produced aspirin, as well as a silver protein stain/antibiotic and other novel drugs.

• Felix Hoffmann (German, 1868–1946) worked with Eichengrün to synthesize aspirin and other
drug molecules.

• Heinrich Dreser (German, 1860–1924) was in charge of the pharmacology testing group that
demonstrated the efficacy of aspirin, codeine, and other drugs.

• Charles Frédéric Gerhardt (German states, 1816–1856) synthesized acetanilide (later known
as Antifebrin) in 1843. It was derived from aniline dyes and was the first example of the class
of drugs that ultimately included paracetamol (acetaminophen).

• In 1886, Adolf Kußmaul (German, 1822–1902), Arnold Cahn (German?, 18??–??), and Paul
Hepp (German?, 18??–??) demonstrated the efficacy of acetanilide (Antifebrin) in humans.

• Joseph von Mering (German, 1849–1908) synthesized and demonstrated paracetamol (ac-
etaminophen) and the closely related phenacetin (acetophenetidin) sometime prior to 1887.

• Harmon Northrop Morse (American but educated in Germany, 1848–1920) also synthesized
paracetamol or acetaminophen but apparently did not pursue it further.

19 Gedeon 2006; Jahn 2004; Jeffreys 2004; Junker 2004; Koesling and Schülke 2010; Kohler 2008; Magner 2002;
Ohler 2017; Possehl 1989; Raviña and Kubinyi 2011; Schnalke and Atzl 2010; Schneider 1972; von Schwerin 2013;
Sneader 2005; Verg 1988; Weatherall 1991.
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German-speaking creators played important roles in the development of local and general anesthet-
ics (Figs. 2.101):

• Carl Koller (Austrian, 1857–1944) tested cocaine and other substances as anesthetics for eye
surgery.

• Alfred Einhorn (German, 1856–1917) developed Procaine/Novocain in 1905.

• Heinrich Braun (German, 1862–1934) also helped to develop Procaine/Novocain, as well as
other local and general anesthetics.

Creators who developed barbiturates such as barbital/Veronal and phenobarbital/Luminal included
(Fig. 2.102):

• Adolf von Baeyer (German, 1835–1917).

• Max Guthzeit (German, 1847–1915).

• Max Conrad (German, 1848–1920).

• Joseph von Mering (German, 1849–1908).

• Franz Joseph Emil Fischer (German, 1877–1947).

• Alfred Dilthey (German, 1877–1915).

In the 1950s, Leo Sternbach (Austrian, 1908–2005) developed benzodiazepine tranquilizers such as
chlordiazepoxide/Librium, diazepam/Valium, flunitrazepam/Rohypnol, and many others. See Fig.
2.103.

The German-speaking world was important in the development of psychoactive drugs (Fig. 2.104):

• Albert Hofmann (Swiss, 1906–2008) created lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD).

• Lazăr Edeleanu (Romanian but worked in Germany, 1861–1941) produced amphetamine/
methamphetamine (Pervitin).

Creators who developed electrostimulation and electroconvulsive therapy included (Fig. 2.105):

• Gustav Fritsch (German, 1838–1927).

• Eduard Hitzig (German, 1838–1907).

• Jacques Loeb (German, 1859–1924).

• Oskar Vogt (German, 1870–1959) and Cécile Vogt-Mugnier (French but worked in Germany,
1875–1962).

• Walter Hess (Swiss, 1881–1973).

• Ladislas Meduna (Hungarian, 1896–1964).

• Ugo Cerletti (Italian but studied in Germany, 1877–1963).

• Friedrich Meggendorfer (German, 1880–1953).
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Figure 2.97: Scientists from the German-speaking world who helped to develop opioid drugs included
Friedrich Sertürner, Max Bockmühl, and Gustav Ehrhart.
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Figure 2.98: Scientists from the German-speaking world who helped to develop nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) included Heinrich Dreser, Felix Hoffmann, Arthur Eichengrün,
Friedrich Carl Duisberg, and Ludwig Knorr. Dreser and Hoffmann also helped to develop opioid
drugs.
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Figure 2.99: Heinrich Dreser (second from right) and others in Bayer laboratory (1897).
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Figure 2.100: Paracetamol (acetaminophen) and the closely related drugs acetanilide (Antifebrin)
and phenacetin (acetophenetidin) were first synthesized and tested by Charles Gerhardt, Adolf
Kußmaul, Arnold Cahn, Paul Hepp, Joseph von Mering, and Harmon Morse.
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Figure 2.101: Scientists from the German-speaking world who helped to develop anesthetics such
as procaine/novocain included Carl Koller, Alfred Einhorn, and Heinrich Braun.
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Figure 2.102: Creators who developed barbiturates such as barbital/Veronal and phenobarbi-
tal/Luminal included Adolf von Baeyer, Max Guthzeit, Max Conrad, Joseph von Mering, Franz
Joseph Emil Fischer, and Alfred Dilthey.
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Figure 2.103: In the 1950s, Leo Sternbach developed benzodiazepine tranquilizers such as chlor-
diazepoxide/Librium, diazepam/Valium, flunitrazepam/Rohypnol, and many others.
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Figure 2.104: Scientists from the German-speaking world who helped to develop psychoactive drugs
included Albert Hofmann and Lazăr Edeleanu.
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Figure 2.105: Scientists who helped to develop electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) included Ladislas
Meduna, Ugo Cerletti, and Friedrich Meggendorfer.
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J. Vision

Figures 2.106–2.107 show the anatomy of the eye and the retina at the back of the eye. The retina
contains three different types of cone cells to detect colored light (red, green, and blue), and also
rod cells that are more sensitive but cannot distinguish colors (only black and white, but they are
important for vision in dim light).

A large number of scientists from the German-speaking world made important discoveries regarding
vision (Figs. 2.108–2.114).

In 1583, Felix Platter (Swiss, 1536–1614) conducted experiments on image formation with the lens
of the eye.

In 1604, Johannes Kepler (Weil der Stadt, 1571–1630) provided the theoretical explanation for
image formation on the retina by the lens of the eye.

In 1619, Chrisoph Scheiner (German states, 1575–1650) carried out detailed experiments demon-
strating image formation on the retina by the lens of the eye.

In 1674, Antonie van Leeuwenhoek (Dutch, 1632–1723) conducted the first examination of struc-
tures in the eye with a microscope.

In his 1747 Primae lineae physiologiae [Primer of Physiology], Albrecht von Haller (Swiss, 1708–
1777) proposed a general theoretical framework for how the eyes and brain process visual signals.

Johann Gottfried Zinn (German states, 1727–1759) published the first book on the detailed anatomy
of the human eye, Descriptio anatomica oculi humani [Anatomical Description of the Human Eye],
in 1765.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (German states, 1749–1832) carried out considerable experimental
and theoretical work on the human perception of colors.

In 1791, Samuel Thomas von Sömmerring (German states, 1755–1830) discovered the macula lutea
and the fovea in the retina.

Franz Joseph Gall (German states, 1758–1828) and Johann Spurzheim (German states, 1776–1832)
described the connections from the eye to parts of the brain—the lateral geniculate nucleus and
the superior colliculus in the midbrain—in 1809.

Karl Friedrich Burdach (German states, 1776–1847) studied the visual connections to the lateral
geniculate nucleus and the superior colliculus in more detail in 1822.

Jakob Henle (German, 1809–1885) and Theodor Meynert (German/Austrian, 1833–1892) later
confirmed the discoveries of Gall, Spurzheim, and Burdach regarding the connections to the lateral
geniculate nucleus and the superior colliculus.

In the 1820s, Johann Purkinje (Austrian/Czech, 1787–1869) conducted a wide variety of experi-
ments on vision and on factors that influence it.

In 1828, Gottfried Treviranus (German states, 1776–1837) discovered the rod photoreceptor cells
in the retina.

Alfred Wilhelm Volkmann (German, 1801–1877) studied the neural connections of the visual sys-
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tem.

August Seebeck (German states, 1805–1849) conducted detailed studies of color blindness in 1837.

Johannes Peter Müller (German states, 1801–1858) gave a written description of the microscopic
structure of the retina in 1838.

In 1839, Friedrich Heinrich Bidder (Baltic German, 1810–1894) realized that the retina is “back-
wards,” with light having to pass through several layers of other cells to reach the photoreceptor
cells.

In 1840, Heinrich Müller (German states, 1820–1864) identified the different layers of cells within
the retina.

In 1851, Hermann von Helmholtz (German, 1821–1894) invented the ophthalmoscope to exam-
ine the inside of the eye; ophthalmoscopes have been widely used ever since. Von Helmholtz also
conducted numerous experiments on color vision, depth perception, and motion perception. His
Handbuch der Physiologischen Optik [Handbook of Physiological Optics] (1867) remained an impor-
tant reference work for nearly a century.

In 1852, Rudolf Albert von Kölliker (Swiss, 1817–1905) discovered cone photoreceptor cells in the
retina. Heinrich Müller confirmed that discovery in 1856.

In the 1850s, Albrecht von Gräfe (Prussian, 1828–1870) conducted detailed tests of the visual fields
and described visual defects due to damage in certain parts of the brain.

In 1865, Hermann Rudolph Aubert (German, 1826–1892) published a book explaining that visual
acuity and color discrimination are greatest at the center of the retina and decrease toward the
edges of the retina.

In 1866, Max Schultze (German, 1825–1874) realized that cones provide color vision and rods
provide black-and-white night vision.

Franz Christian Boll (German, 1849–1879) discovered rhodopsin, the light-detecting molecule in
photoreceptor cells, in 1876.

In 1877, Wilhelm Kühne (German, 1837–1900) and Carl Anton Ewald (German, 1845–1915) con-
firmed the presence of rhodopsin in human photoreceptor cells.

Beginning in 1874, Paul Flechsig (German, 1847–1929) studied the visual processing areas of the
brain.

Hermann Munk (German, 1839–1912) discovered the visual area of the occipital cortex at the back
of the brain in 1878.

Hermann Wilbrand (German, 1851–1935) confirmed the location of the visual area in the occipital
cortex in 1881.

August Leopold von Reuss (Austrian, 1841–1924) developed and extensively used tests for color
blindness, and also measured the curvature of the cornea.

In the 1870s, Karl Ewald Hering (German, 1834–1918) proposed detailed theoretical explanations
of color vision.
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In 1881, Franciscus Donders (Dutch, 1818–1889) also presented a detailed explanation of color
vision.

Ludwig Mauthner (Austrian, 1840–1894) made numerous contributions to knowledge about the
eye, eye surgery, and the visual areas of the brain.

Constantin von Monakow (Russian, studied and worked in Switzerland, 1853–1930) conducted
experimental studies of the visual areas of the brain.

In 1884, Jacques Loeb (German, 1859–1924) applied electrical stimulation to localized areas of
dogs’ brains to study the visual cortex.

In 1890, Adolf Beck (Polish/Austrian, 1863–1942) placed electrodes in rabbits’ and dogs’ brains to
measure the electrical signals that were stimulated in the occipital lobe by bright lights.

Arthur König (German, 1856–1901) measured the light absorption characteristics of rhodopsin
molecules in 1894.

Mieczyls law Minkowski (Polish/Swiss, 1884–1972) studied in detail the connections from the eyes
to the lateral geniculate nucleus in the brain.

In the 1920s, Erwin Schrödinger (Austrian, 1887–1961) made detailed theoretical studies of color
vision, including the quantum physics of the molecular detection of light of different wavelengths.

Creators who made important advances in eye surgery included (Fig. 2.115):

• Georg Beer (Austrian, 1763–1821) pioneered cataract surgery.

• Albrecht von Gräfe (Prussian, 1828–1870) developed treatments for glaucoma and cataracts.

• Carl Koller (Austrian, 1857–1944) also worked on glaucoma and cataract therapies.

• Gerhard Meyer-Schwickerath (German, 1920–1992) invented photocoagulation to treat retinal
detachment.

Eye charts to measure visual acuity were developed by (Fig. 2.116):

• Heinrich Küchler (German, 1811–1873), who created the first eye charts using symbols.

• Eduard Jäger von Jaxtthal (Austrian, 1818–1884), who developed improved eye charts and
also discovered diabetic retinopathy.

• Herman Snellen (Dutch, 1834–1908), who further improved and finalized eye charts.

Scientists from the greater German-speaking world also developed modern corrective lenses for
vision (Fig. 2.117):

• Franciscus Donders (Dutch, 1818–1889) made the first eyeglass lenses for astigmatism in 1860.

• Adolf Gaston Eugen Fick (German, 1852–1937) invented glass contact lenses in 1888.

• Heinrich Wöhlk (German, 1913–1991) created plastic contact lenses in 1940.

• Otto Wichterle (Moravian, 1913–1998) and Drahoslav Ĺım (Czech, 1925–2003) developed soft
contact lenses in the 1950s.
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Figure 2.106: The anatomy of the eye.
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Figure 2.107: In the eye, the retina contains three different types of cone cells to detect colored
light (red, green, and blue), and also rod cells that are more sensitive but cannot distinguish colors
(only black and white).
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Figure 2.108: Creators who made important discoveries regarding vision included Hermann Rudolph
Aubert, Adolf Beck, Friedrich Heinrich Bidder, Franz Christian Boll, Karl Friedrich Burdach, and
Franciscus Donders.
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Figure 2.109: Other creators who made important discoveries regarding vision included Carl Anton
Ewald, Paul Flechsig, Franz Joseph Gall, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Albrecht von Gräfe, and
Albrecht von Haller.
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Figure 2.110: Other creators who made important discoveries regarding vision included Hermann
von Helmholtz, Jakob Henle, Karl Ewald Hering, Johannes Kepler, Rudolf Albert von Kölliker, and
Arthur König.
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Figure 2.111: Other creators who made important discoveries regarding vision included Wil-
helm Kühne, Antonie van Leeuwenhoek, Jacques Loeb, Ludwig Mauthner, Theodor Meynert, and
Mieczyls law Minkowski.
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Figure 2.112: Other creators who made important discoveries regarding vision included Constantin
von Monakow, Heinrich Müller, Johannes Peter Müller, Hermann Munk, Felix Platter, and Johann
Purkinje.
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Figure 2.113: Other creators who made important discoveries regarding vision included August
Leopold von Reuss, Chrisopher Scheiner, Erwin Schrödinger, Max Schultze, August Seebeck, and
Samuel Thomas von Sömmerring.
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Figure 2.114: Other creators who made important discoveries regarding vision included Johann
Spurzheim, Gottfried Treviranus, Alfred Wilhelm Volkmann, Hermann Wilbrand, and Johann Got-
tfried Zinn.
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Figure 2.115: Scientists from the German-speaking world who made important advances in eye
surgery included Georg Beer, Albrecht von Gräfe, Carl Koller, and Gerhard Meyer-Schwickerath.
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Figure 2.116: Heinrich Küchler, Eduard Jäger von Jaxtthal, and Herman Snellen developed eye
charts for measuring visual acuity.
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Figure 2.117: Scientists from the German-speaking world who helped to develop corrective lenses
for vision included Franciscus Donders, Adolf Gaston Eugen Fick, Heinrich Wöhlk, Otto Wichterle,
and Drahoslav Ĺım.
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K. Hearing and balance

As shown in Fig. 2.118, different structures in the ear provide both the sense of hearing and the
sense of balance.

Hearing

Much of the earliest scientific work on ear anatomy was conducted by Italian physicians from the
Renaissance and thereafter (perhaps because this area was at the intersection of Renaissance Italy’s
keen interests in both music and anatomy). However, later scientific work on hearing shifted steadily
to the German-speaking world. Creators from the German-speaking world who made important
contributions to knowledge about the sense of hearing are shown in Figs. 2.119–2.123.

In 1605, Kaspar Bauhin (Swiss, 1560–1624) proposed that varying cavity sizes within the ear could
act as selective resonators to allow different parts of the ear to detect different frequencies of sound
waves. That hypothesis later proved to be correct for the cochlea.

Théophile Bonet (Swiss, 1620–1689) conducted or reviewed over 3000 autopsies and reported that
hearing loss could be caused by damage to small ossicles, by brain tumors, and by other factors
affecting the ear and auditory parts of the brain.

Johannes Bohn (German states, 1640–1718) and Günther Christoph Schelhammer (German states,
1649–1716) separately and correctly realized that sound waves must be transferred from the air to
other media in the ear in order to be detected.

Albrecht von Haller (Swiss, 1708–1777) proposed that varying cavity sizes within the cochlea in
particular could act as selective resonators to allow different parts of the cochlea to detect different
frequencies. He also traced the path of nerves from the ear to regions of the brain.

Rudolf Albert von Kölliker (Swiss, 1817–1905) traced nerve connections between the ear and the
brain.

Heinrich Adolf Rinne (German states, 1819–1868) studied the processes by which complex sounds
are detected by the ear, transmitted through nerves, and reconstructed in the brain.

Friedrich Eduard Rudolf Voltolini (German, 1819–1889) studied the responses of hair cells to sound
waves of different frequencies and different amplitudes.

Hermann von Helmholtz (German, 1821–1894) conducted experimental and theoretical work to
demonstrate in detail how varying cavity sizes within the cochlea could act as selective resonators
to allow different parts of the cochlea to detect different frequencies.

In 1851, Ernst Heinrich Weber (German, 1795–1878) correctly analyzed, synthesized, and reported
all the available information to date on how sound waves were transmitted through air, the ear
drum, the ossicles, and the fluid in the cochlea in order to be detected.

Also in 1851, Ernst Reissner (Baltic German, 1824–1878) discovered the membrane in the cochlea
that is now called Reissner’s membrane. In addition, he studied the development of the ear in
animal embryos.

In 1858, Max Schultze (German, 1825–1874) traced the auditory nerve fibers to hair cell regions of
the cochlea.
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Otto Friedrich Karl Deiters (German states, 1834–1863), Paul Flechsig (German, 1847–1929), Con-
stantin von Monakow (Russian, studied and worked in Switzerland, 1853–1930), Hans Held (Ger-
man, 1866–1942), and Stjepan Poljak/Stephen Polyak (Austrian/Croatian, 1889–1955) worked in-
dividually to trace in detail the nerve connections between the ear and the brain.

Christian Andreas Victor Hensen (German, 1835–1924) discovered what is now called Hensen’s
duct or canal in the ear. He also measured vibrations in the membrane of the cochlea.

In 1864, Adam Politzer (Austrian, 1835–1920) made automated chart recordings of vibrations in
the ossicles induced by sound waves.

Ernst Mach (Austrian, 1838–1916) studied several aspects of the ear, hearing, and sound waves,
including conducting experiments on how the brain can focus on particular sounds or voices out of
many simultaneous ones.

Hermann Munk (German, 1839–1912) conducted experiments on the regions of the brain that
analyze signals from the ears. Adolf Beck (Polish/Austrian, 1863–1942) placed electrodes in dogs’
brains to measure the electrical signals that were stimulated by sounds that the dogs heard.

Carl Hasse (German, 1841–1922), Ernst Julius Richard Ewald (German, 1855–1921), and Max
Friedrich Meyer (German, 1873–1967) separately conducted experiments to study how the mem-
brane and hair cells of the cochlea detect different frequencies and amplitudes of sound waves.

Beginning in 1890, J. Habermann (German?, 18??–19??) conducted human autopsies to identify
the mechanisms by which loud sounds cause hearing damage. In 1907, Karl Wittmaack (German,
1876–1972) used guinea pigs to confirm the mechanisms of hearing damage by loud sounds.

Georg von Békésy (Hungarian, 1899–1972) used strobe photography to study cochlear function in
great detail. For that work, he won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1961. Professor
C.G. Bernhard of the Royal Caroline Institute explained von Békésy’s research
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1961/ceremony-speech/]:

Von Békésy has provided us with the knowledge of the physical events at all strategi-
cally important points in the transmission system of the ear. This does not mean that
the properties of the oscillating systems of the ear have not been an object of study
and theoretical considerations by scientists before von Békésy. The field of physiolog-
ical acoustics has a noble ancestry, in which the theories of von Helmholtz hold an
authoritative position.

Von Békésy’s distinction is, however, to have recorded the events in this fragile biological
miniature system. Authorities in this field evaluate the elaborate technique which he
developed for this purpose as being worthy of a genius. By microdissection he reaches
anatomical structures difficult of access, uses advanced teletechnique for stimulation and
recording, and employs high magnification stroboscopic microscopy for making apparent
complex membrane movements, the amplitudes of which are measured in thousandths
of the millimeter.

Among von Békésy’s important contributions to our knowledge of sound transmission
in the middle ear should be mentioned the elucidation of the vibration patterns of the
eardrum and of the interplay of the ossicle movements. His technical and theoretical
mastery has reached its peak in those investigations which led to the fundamental
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discoveries concerning the dynamics of the inner ear. Experimental and clinical data had
confirmed von Helmholtz’s assumption that the frequency of the sound waves determines
the location along the basilar membrane at which stimulation occurs. The physical
characteristics of the pattern of the membrane vibrations and the conditions for its
appearance had, however, previously only been the object of theoretical considerations.
Von Békésy succeeded in unveiling the features of the vibration pattern. He found that
movements of the stirrup footplate evoke a wave complex in the basilar membrane,
which travels from the stiffer basal part to the more flexible part in the apex of the
cochlea. The crest of the largest wave first increases, thereafter quickly decreases. The
position of the maximal amplitude was found to be dependent on the frequency of the
stimulating sound waves in such a way that the highest crest of the travelling wave
appears near the apex of the cochlea at low-frequency tones and near its base at high
frequencies. The conditions for the appearance of these specific vibration patterns were
determined in model experiments.

Von Békésy then turned to the question of how the hair cells are stimulated. With a
thin needle, the point of which touched the basilar membrane, different parts of the
membrane could be set in vibrations in various directions. The point of the needle
simultaneously served as an electrode for recording the electrical potentials from the
receptor cells. It was found that a local pressure on the basilar membrane is transformed
into strong shearing forces which act on the hair cells in various degrees.

Thus, von Békésy has given us a clear picture of how the cochlea functions mechanically
and his discoveries serve as a basis for our conception of the cochlea as a frequency
analyzer.

We have now reached the last strategic point of the system, that is to say the point at
which the mechanical energy is transformed into the physicochemical processes which
result in nerve impulses. As in the case of other sense organs, the knowledge about the
electrical processes in the inner ear constitutes the foundation for further research. Von
Békésy has discovered, on the one hand, the so-called endocochlear potential indicating
the existence of a large potential difference over the receptor membrane at rest and,
on the other hand, slow potential shifts taking place upon stimulation of the hair cells.
These discoveries contribute most significantly to the analysis of the relation between
the mechanical and the electrical phenomena in the receptors which are involved in the
transformation of sound into nerve impulses.

The work of von Békésy has greatly influenced the development of audiology and its
clinical application. Thus, the development of refined diagnostic methods has made
possible great advances in the treatment of diseases of the ear.

Karl Eberhard Zwicker (German, 1924–1990) investigated how the brain analyzes sounds, and he
also conducted further studies of cochlear function.

German-speaking scientists also invented electric hearing aids, as shown in Fig. 2.124. Werner von
Siemens invented the first (non-portable) hearing aid in 1878. At the Siemens company, Louis Weber
invented the first compact portable hearing aid in 1911. The development of microelectronics by
German-speaking scientists (Appendix B) ultimately allowed hearing aids to be reduced in size to
fit entirely within the ear.
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Figure 2.118: Different structures in the ear provide both the sense of hearing and the sense of
balance.
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Figure 2.119: Creators who made important contributions to knowledge about the sense of hearing
included Kaspar Bauhin, Adolf Beck, Georg von Békésy, Johannes Bohn, Théophile Bonet, and
Otto Deiters.
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Figure 2.120: Creators who made important contributions to knowledge about the sense of hearing
included Ernst Ewald, Paul Flechsig, J. Habermann, Albrecht von Haller, Carl Hasse, and Hans
Held.
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Figure 2.121: Creators who made important contributions to knowledge about the sense of hearing
included Hermann von Helmholtz, Christian Andreas Victor Hensen, Rudolf Albert von Kölliker,
Ernst Mach, Max Friedrich Meyer, and Constantin von Monakow.
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Figure 2.122: Creators who made important contributions to knowledge about the sense of hearing
included Hermann Munk, Adam Politzer, Stjepan Poljak, Ernst Reissner, Heinrich Adolf Rinne,
and Günther Christoph Schelhammer.
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Figure 2.123: Creators who made important contributions to knowledge about the sense of hearing
included Max Schultze, Friedrich Eduard Rudolf Voltolini, Ernst Heinrich Weber, Karl Wittmaack,
and Karl Eberhard Zwicker.
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Figure 2.124: Werner von Siemens invented the first (non-portable) hearing aid in 1878. At the
Siemens company, Louis Weber invented the first compact portable hearing aid in 1911.
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Balance

As shown in Fig. 2.125, major discoveries regarding the sense of balance or vestibular system were
entirely dominated by creators from the German-speaking world.

In 1870, Friedrich Goltz (German, 1834–1902) discovered that the semicircular canals in the inner
ear sense balance and position and transmit that information to the brain.

In 1873, Ernst Mach (Austrian, 1838–1916) and Josef Breuer (Austrian, 1842–1925), working in-
dependently of each other, both determined how fluid motion in the semicircular canals detects
balance and position.

Ernst Julius Richard Ewald (German, 1855–1921) conducted experiments on the semicircular canals
of pigeons to study the details of their fluid flow and detection.

Róbert Bárány (Austro-Hungarian, 1876–1936) measured the effects of temperature on fluid flow
and thus sensation in the semicircular canals of human patients. For that research, he won the
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1914. Professor G. Holmgren of the Caroline Institute
praised Bárány’s research as well as the earlier discoveries of Breuer and Ewald
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1914/press-release/]:

Later, a number of physiologists, especially Breuer and Ewald, studied the physiology
of the inner ear and increased our knowledge of it in a high degree. Otologists also
made daily observations in this field without, however, appreciating their significance
and adapting them to the service of otology.

After Bárány, in May 1905, had communicated his observations on caloric nystagmus to
the Austrian Otological Society, there followed during the next ten years a tremendous,
almost revolutionary development of otology, in which Bárány’s work was both the
foundation and the central theme; many other research workers also contributed, in
particular the younger generation of otologists in Vienna (Alexander, Neumann, Ruttin
and others).

The starting-point of the work appeared, at first, to be quite simple. For a long time
otologists had been aware that the syringing of a patient’s ears often caused dizziness—
some doctors had even observed nystagmus. But it was not known by what agency this
came about or which organ released the phenomenon. Bárány made a systematic study
of the question and found that syringing of the ear regularly produced nystagmus of a
certain type. This nystagmus was connected with a feeling of giddiness. The explanation
came to him quite by chance. A patient whose ears he was syringing said to him one
day that he experienced a strong sensation of vertigo when the syringing water was too
cold. Bárány then used very warm fluid in the syringe and the patient again complained
of severe vertigo. Bárány noted the appearance of nystagmus here too, but its direction
was the exact opposite to the one previously observed. The explanation was now clear.
The decisive factor was the temperature of the syringing fluid and it was soon also clear
that the phenomenon, the so-called caloric reaction, proceeded from the semi-circular
canals, in which the endolymph increases in specific gravity with cooling, showing a
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tendency to sink, whereas with warming the specific gravity decreases and the fluid
shows a tendency to rise. The flux, or tendency to flux, which then appears in the
endolymph of the semi-circular canals produces the reaction. [...]

Bárány also studied systematically the other vestibular reactions. He provided an ex-
planation for the vestibular phenomena occurring after rotation which was in sharp
contrast to what had been thought before and established the clinical and physiological
importance of the so-called rotatory reaction. By means of the so-called fistula test he
made the “pneumatic hammer” of the physiologist Ewald available for clinical use and
he gave the galvanic reaction the secondary place which it now occupies.

He also studied the remaining phenomena of the vestibular syndrome, both the sub-
jective and the objective ones, and systematized them. Here he was chiefly concerned
with developing the question of the so-called vestibular reaction movements. First of all
he established that vestibular disturbances of equilibrium, which were already known,
occur in a regular manner, in a certain relationship to the existing nystagmus, so that
change of position, or tendency to change of position, always occurs in the same plane
but in an opposite direction to the existing nystagmus. From this follows the interesting
and clinically extraordinarily important fact that existing vestibular imbalance changes
direction with an alteration in the head position. These imbalances, which may stem
from the muscular apparatus of the trunk, correspond with other analogous phenom-
ena in all the other muscles which are directed by the will. With an appropriate series
of experiments it can be shown how each extremity, or part of an extremity, deviates
from a certain position, or tends to deviate, in the same plane but in an opposite di-
rection to the nystagmus caused, or already present. This previously quite unknown
phenomenon has become, through Bárány’s so-called pointing test, an integral part of
the examination methods of ear and nerve specialists.

Attempts to explain the phenomena drew Bárány in a new and promising direction lead-
ing to important investigations into the function of the cerebellum. Bárány thinks that
constant impulses are going out from the cortex of the cerebellum to all the muscles
controlled by the will which are thus held in a constant, and under normal circum-
stances, uniform state of tension (tonus). This tonus is influenced by the stimulation
of the vestibular apparatus in the regular manner already indicated. If one applies the
simple test (Bárány’s so-called pointing test) of raising the outstretched arm from a
downward position upwards opposite a suitably situated, fixed object, e.g. a graduated
disc (Boivie), it will be found that with repeated attempts every normal individual
reaches approximately the same spot each time with either open or closed eyes. If the
same test is repeated after stimulation of the vestibular apparatus, i.e. after syringing an
ear with cold or warm water, the subject will point wrongly with closed eyes and always
in the same way, that is to say, in the same plane in which the nystagmus occurs, but
in an opposite direction. The reaction will be the same, mutatis mutandis, if the arm
is moved in the horizontal plane or if the test is made with the leg, forearm, lower leg,
trunk, head, etc. Bárány has illustrated this in an excellent manner. Let us imagine a
horse walking and being led by two stretched reins. The horse can be led out of its direct
path either by a stronger pull on one rein or by a loosening of the other. In Bárány’s
pointing test the cortex of the cerebrum represents the active force—the horse—while
the cerebellar cortex supplies the tonus; one must assume that it has a centre for the
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tonus which is directed against the sagittal axis of the body, i.e. “inwards” and also a
centre for the tonus away from this axis, i.e. “outwards”. When the arm is directed into
the horizontal plane one must assume that, as regards tonus, it is being influenced by
one centre for tonus in an upward direction and one for tonus in a downward direction.
Consequently one must assume for each joint in the body the presence of four of such
tonus centres in the cerebellar cortex, one for each of four possible movement directions.
By close study of cases of isolated damage to the cerebellar cortex and by suitable de-
velopment and adaptation of the Trendelenburg method, by which the cortical centre
can be temporarily paralysed by freezing, Bárány also succeeded in establishing the
presence and position of some of these centres and thereby inaugurating a kind of top-
ical cerebellar diagnostics of a very promising nature. Although by its very nature this
study presents great difficulties, the solution of which requires considerable time, many
of the points raised have already been confirmed from different sources, while others
must be left open.

After the outbreak of war Bárány’s efforts were partly directed into other channels which
must be touched upon lightly here although they are not directly within the framework
of the work for which the Nobel Prize has been awarded. As a doctor in Przemysl he
soon became aware that the usual methods of treating infected cranial wounds gave
very unsatisfactory results. In almost all cases where projectiles had penetrated into
the brain taking with them infected particles of skin and clothing, infection occurred
which sooner or later led to death. Bárány assumed that the so-called open methods of
treating wounds generally current at the time were directly favorable to this infection
and attempted in suitable cases, after careful cleansing of the cavity, to close the wound
with a primary suture, thereby preventing continuing infection from outside. With this
method of treatment, which, although Bárány was unaware of it, was also beginning to
be used in Germany and, particularly, in France, he obtained immediately a considerable
and obvious improvement in his results and when Bárány came back in the middle of the
war from a prisoner-of-war camp in Russia he applied himself exclusively to introducing
the new method to the surgeons of his own country. At first he met with definite and
tough resistance, but, when the experience of other countries became known and when
Austrian surgeons had tried the method themselves, when also Bárány’s great work
on this theme was completed and published, opinion changed and he was able to add
another great triumph to those previously achieved.

During the long period which he spent as a prisoner of war without any kind of literature,
laboratory facilities or other scientific aids, Bárány was unable to proceed with this great
work or with research into the vestibular mechanism. His speculative mind resorted then
to the question of consciousness and its anatomical-physiological explanation to which
he afterwards related a great part of his work, the first results of which have already
been published.
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Figure 2.125: Creators who made important contributions to knowledge about the sense of balance
included Friedrich Goltz, Ernst Mach, Josef Breuer, Ernst Ewald, and Róbert Bárány.
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L. Touch

As illustrated in Fig. 2.126, the sense of touch, or somatosensory system, employs a variety of
sensory receptor cells that detect pressure, pain, heat, cold, and other stimuli. Most aspects of the
somatosensory system were discovered and studied by scientists from the German-speaking world
(Figs. 2.126–2.128).

In 1719, Abraham Vater (German states, 1684–1751) identified vibration- and pressure-sensitive
corpuscles in the skin, later called Vater-Pacini corpuscles (after Filippo Pacini, who rediscovered
them over a century later with much greater fame).

Ernst Heinrich Weber (German, 1795–1878) conducted many experiments on touch and wrote a
book on touch in 1834. He developed the two-point method of determining the minimum detectable
distance between touched points on different regions the body, measured the sensitivity to changes
in touch pressure, and demonstrated how temperature detection interacted with other aspects of
the sense of touch.

Johannes Peter Müller (German states, 1801–1858) realized that different types of nerve endings
sensed different aspects of touch (pressure, heat, cold, pain, etc.), and wrote about that in his 1840
Handbuch der Physiologie [Handbook of Physiology].

Rudolf Wagner (German states, 1806–1864) analyzed the sense of touch in his 1844 Handwörterbuch
der Physiologie [Dictionary of Physiology]. Along with Georg Meissner, in 1852 he also discovered
Meissner’s corpuscles, which detect light touch.

Hermann von Helmholtz (German, 1821–1894) measured the speed of conduction of nerve impulses
related to various aspects of the sense of touch.

Moritz Schiff (German, 1823–1896) conducted experiments that differentiated between the detection
of touch/pressure and pain, and also studied how those signals were transmitted through the spinal
cord.

In 1852, Georg Meissner (German, 1829–1905) as well as Rudolf Wagner discovered Meissner’s
corpuscles, mechanoreceptors that sense light touch.

Wilhelm Wundt (German, 1832–1920) studied differences in the detection and transmission of touch
sensations vs. pain.

In 1859, Wilhelm Krause (German, 1833–1910) discovered Krause’s corpuscles or Krause end bulbs,
which sense mechanical stimuli in mucous membranes and joints.

In 1875, Friedrich Sigmund Merkel (German, 1845–1919) discovered Merkel discs or Merkel cells,
another type of mechanoreceptors that sense light touch.

Maximilian von Frey (Austrian, 1852–1932) conducted experiments to correlate different receptors
with different types of touch stimuli.
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Alfred Goldscheider (German, 1858–1935) determined specific locations on the skin that had re-
ceptors for heat, cold, touch, and pain.

Friedrich Kiesow (German, 1858–1940) identified regions that were sensitive to touch but not to
pain.

Otfrid Foerster (German, 1873–1941) published a highly detailed map of dermatomes (regions of
the skin connected to the same sensory neuron) in 1933, based on decades of experiments. He also
mapped the sensory-motor regions of the cerebral cortex.
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Figure 2.126: The sense of touch, or somatosensory system, employs a variety of sensory receptor
cells that detect pressure, pain, temperature, and other stimuli. Creators who made important
contributions to knowledge about the sense of touch included Otfrid Foerster, Maximilian von
Frey, and Alfred Goldscheider.
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Figure 2.127: Other creators who made important contributions to knowledge about the sense
of touch included Hermann von Helmholtz, Friedrich Kiesow, Wilhelm Krause, Georg Meissner,
Friedrich Sigmund Merkel, and Johannes Peter Müller.
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Figure 2.128: Other creators who made important contributions to knowledge about the sense of
touch included Moritz Schiff, Abraham Vater, Rudolf Wagner, Ernst Heinrich Weber, and Wilhelm
Wundt.
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M. Taste

Scientists from the German-speaking world made important contributions to knowledge about the
sense of taste or gustation (Figs. 2.129–2.131).

In his 1747 Primae lineae physiologiae [Primer of Physiology], Albrecht von Haller (Swiss, 1708–
1777) classified detectable tastes into categories and proposed that they were detected by specialized
structures in the tongue.

In 1752, Johann Sulzer (Swiss, 1720–1779) discovered that electricity from a primitive battery with
zinc and copper electrodes could induce sensations of taste in the tongue.

Ernst Heinrich Weber (German, 1795–1878) demonstrated that temperature affects the sensitivity
of the tongue to different tastes.

Johannes Peter Müller (German states, 1801–1858) discovered that different fundamental tastes
can interact with each other in complex flavors.

Gabriel Valentin (German, 1810–1883) assembled and analyzed information on the sense of taste
in his 1844 Lehrbuch der Physiologie des Menschen [Textbook of Human Physiology] and his 1846
Grundriss der Physiologie des Menschen [Outline of Human Physiology] .

Maximilian Ritter von Vintschgau (Austrian, 1832–1913) refined the earlier lists of tastes to the
primary tastes of sour, sweet, salty, and bitter in 1880.

Wilhelm Wundt (German, 1832–1920) also classified the primary tastes in 1880.

In 1867, Gustav Schwalbe (German, 1844–1916) discovered taste buds in the tongues of humans
and other mammals.

Ludimar Hermann (German, 1838–1914) studied the development of taste buds in dogs in 1884.

Napoleon Cybulski (Polish, 1854–1919) and Adolf Beck (Polish/Austrian, 1863–1942) demonstrated
that different receptors in the tongue respond to different primary tastes.

Fedor Krause (German, 1857–1937) traced the nerves carrying signals from the taste buds to the
brain.

In 1894, Friedrich Kiesow (German, 1858–1940) showed that the sensory reaction times of the
tongue were different for the different primary tastes.

Hans Henning (German, 1885–1946) studied the fundamental tastes and their interactions.

Walter Börnstein (German, 1890–19??) discovered how the brain analyzes taste signals in 1928,
and synthesized all of the accumulated data and theories on taste in 1940.
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Figure 2.129: Creators who made important contributions to knowledge about the sense of taste
included Adolf Beck, Walter Börnstein, and Napoleon Cybulski.
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Figure 2.130: Other creators who made important contributions to knowledge about the sense of
taste included Albrecht von Haller, Hans Henning, Ludimar Hermann, Friedrich Kiesow, Fedor
Krause, and Johannes Peter Müller.
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Figure 2.131: Other creators who made important contributions to knowledge about the sense
of taste included Gustav Schwalbe, Johann Sulzer, Gabriel Valentin, Maximilian Ritter von
Vintschgau, Ernst Heinrich Weber, and Wilhelm Wundt.
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N. Smell

Scientists from the German-speaking world made important contributions to knowledge about the
sense of smell or olfaction (Figs. 2.132–2.133).

Albrecht von Haller (Swiss, 1708–1777) wrote one of the earliest scientific discussions of olfaction in
his 1747 Primae lineae physiologiae [Primer of Physiology] and 1757–1766 eight-volume Elementa
physiologieae [Elements of Physiology].

Johannes Peter Müller (German states, 1801–1858) analyzed the scientific basis of olfaction in his
1838 Handbuch der Physiologie des Menschen [Handbook of Human Physiology].

Rudolf Wagner (German states, 1806–1864) also analyzed the scientific basis of olfaction in his 1844
Handwörterbuch der Physiologie [Dictionary of Physiology].

In 1847, Ernst Heinrich Weber (German, 1795–1878) discovered that olfaction was much more
sensitive to odorant molecules dispersed in air than in water, giving important clues about the
mechanism by which any olfactory receptors must operate.

Conrad Eckhard (German, 1822–1905) discovered olfactory receptor cells in the nasal epithelium
of frogs in 1855.

Max Schultze (German, 1825–1874) discovered olfactory receptor cells in the nasal epithelium of
humans and other mammals in 1856.

Maximilian Ritter von Vintschgau (Austrian, 1832–1913) conducted experiments to study the dif-
ferences between the senses of olfaction and taste.

In 1895, Hendrik Zwaardemaker (Dutch, 1857–1930) developed a system for classifying detectable
odors into categories.

In 1916, Hans Henning (German, 1885–1946) developed an alternative system for classifying de-
tectable odors into categories.

As shown in Fig. 2.134, G. Krum (German?, 18??–19??) invented facial tissues or “paper handker-
chiefs” in 1894, 30 years before the first Kleenex tissues in the United States.
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Figure 2.132: Creators who made important contributions to knowledge about the sense of smell
or olfaction included Conrad Eckhard, Albrecht von Haller, and Hans Henning.
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Figure 2.133: Other creators who made important contributions to knowledge about the sense of
smell or olfaction included Johannes Peter Müller, Max Schultze, Maximilian Ritter von Vintschgau,
Rudolf Wagner, Ernst Heinrich Weber, and Hendrik Zwaardemaker.
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Figure 2.134: G. Krum invented facial tissues or “paper handkerchiefs” in 1894.
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2.4 Cardiovascular Medicine

Scientists from the German-speaking world made many of the major discoveries and inventions in
cardiovascular medicine, including hemoglobin properties, blood pressure measurement, the heart-
lung machine, blood types and transfusions, cardiovascular disease, cardiovascular diagnostics, car-
diovascular therapeutics, and synthetic blood plasma.20

As shown in Figs. 2.135–2.137, many scientists were involved in working out how the hemoglobin
in red blood cells transports oxygen.

In 1840, Friedrich Ludwig Hünefeld (German, 1799–1882) discovered hemoglobin and demonstrated
that it could carry oxygen.

In 1842, Julius Robert von Mayer (German, 1814–1878) proposed that oxidative chemical reactions
provided the energy for cells throughout the body, suggesting that was the purpose of transporting
oxygen through the bloodstream.

In 1851, Otto Funke (German, 1828–1879) purified hemoglobin from red blood cells and converted
it into a crystalline form to measure its properties. He also investigated blood cells in the spleen.

Felix Hoppe-Seyler (German, 1825–1895) used and greatly extended Friedrich Ludwig Hünefeld’s
techniques to measure the binding of hemoglobin to oxygen.

Julius Lothar Meyer (German, 1830–1895) studied how carbon monoxide can displace oxygen from
hemoglobin, leading to carbon monoxide poisoning.

Hans Fischer (German, 1881–1945) discovered how to chemical synthesize heme (or haemin), the
iron-binding porphyrin molecule that combines with proteins to form hemoglobin. For that work,
he won the 1930 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Professor H. G. Söderbaum, Chairman of the Nobel
Committee for Chemistry, described Fischer’s accomplishments
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1930/ceremony-speech/]:

This is the road which Professor Hans Fischer of Munich travelled, to reach his desti-
nation with perseverance and determination; not only did he determine completely the
constitution of haemin and all its decomposition products: he also prepared the blood
pigments from their simplest constituents by synthesis, a scientific achievement which
would scarcely have been considered possible even a generation ago. By this synthe-
sis he crowned his researches which both in extent and in the unbelievable difficulties
associated with them deserve to be called a gigantic labour.

20 Boettcher et al. 2003; Gedeon 2006; Jahn 2004; Junker 2004; Koesling and Schülke 2010; Kohler 2008; Magner
2002; Possehl 1989; Raviña and Kubinyi 2011; Schnalke and Atzl 2010; Schneider 1972; von Schwerin 2013; Simmons
2002; Sneader 2005; Weatherall 1991; Zimmer 2003.
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Moreover, these researches were not wholly restricted to blood pigments. Closely related
pigments occur in Nature and not only in the blood. These include the pigments in the
bile, of which bilirubin is the best characterized to date. Its constitution, too, has been
determined by Fischer who established the connection between this bile pigment and
the blood pigment. Further, it was discovered that the pigment in the pinions of certain
birds is the copper salt of a porphyrin, whereas the pigment which forms the dark spots
on the eggs of a large number of wild birds, the so-called ooporphyrin, has been found
to be blood pigment without iron. Even if I add that Fischer has demonstrated the
occurrence of haemin in yeast, all this is overshadowed by the fact that, chemically
speaking, the pigment of green plants, i.e. chlorophyll, is closely related with the red
blood pigment, and even derives, as Fischer has shown, from exactly the same parent
substance, as regards the porphyrins. [...]

Felix Haurowitz (Czech, 1896–1987) also made a number of structural studies and discoveries about
hemoglobin and its various forms during the late 1920s and 1930s in Prague, before that research
was ended by the war.

Rudolf Lemberg (German, 1896–1975) fled the Third Reich and conducted similar studies of
hemoglobin in Australia in the 1930s–1950s.

Hermann Lehmann (German, 1910–1985), another refugee from the Third Reich, settled in the
United Kingdom and studied hemoglobin and red blood cell abnormalities such as sickle cell anemia
in the 1940s–1960s.

Max Perutz (Austrian, 1914–2002) worked out the structure of the hemoglobin protein, for which he
won the 1962 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences briefly summarized
his research [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1962/perutz/facts/]:

When X-rays pass through a crystalline structure, the patterns formed can be captured
as photographic images, which are then used to determine the crystal’s structure. During
the 1930s, this method was used to map increasingly large and complex molecules. Max
Perutz began to map the structure of hemoglobin, for example—the protein that allows
blood to transport energy-giving oxygen to the body’s muscles. His study, completed in
1959, was later followed by further studies of the hemoglobin molecule and its function.
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Figure 2.135: Red blood cells contain hemoglobin protein, which in turn contains heme molecules
that can carry oxygen.
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Figure 2.136: Scientists from the German-speaking world who made important contributions to
knowledge about hemoglobin included Hans Fischer, Otto Funke, Felix Haurowitz, Felix Hoppe-
Seyler, Friedrich Ludwig Hünefeld, and Hermann Lehmann.
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Figure 2.137: Other scientists from the German-speaking world who made important contributions
to knowledge about hemoglobin included Rudolf Lemberg, Julius von Mayer, Julius Lothar Meyer,
and Max Perutz.
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As shown in Fig. 2.138, scientists from the German-speaking world created instruments for mea-
suring blood pressure:

• In 1854, Karl von Vierordt (German, 1818–1884) developed and demonstrated an instrument
called a sphygmograph (somewhat like a graphing seismometer) for blood pressure measure-
ment.

• Building on the work of von Vierordt, in 1881 Samuel Siegfried von Basch (Austrian, 1837–
1905) developed the more practical sphygmomanometer for blood pressure measurement.

• Beginning in 1901, Heinrich Jacob von Recklinghausen (German, 1867–1942) refined von
Basch’s sphygmomanometer to create the modern instrument for blood pressure measure-
ment.

Maximilian von Frey (Austrian, 1852–1932) and Max von Gruber (Austrian, 1853–1927) invented
and demonstrated the heart-lung machine in 1885; see Fig. 2.139.

Scientists from the German-speaking world made blood transfusions safe and practical (Figs. 2.140–
2.141):

• Karl Landsteiner (Austrian, 1868–1943) identified blood types in 1900 and helped conduct
the first matched transfusion in 1907. He won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in
1930. Professor G. Hedrén, Chairman of the Nobel Committee for Physiology or Medicine,
said [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1930/ceremony-speech/]:

Thirty years ago, in 1900, in the course of his serological studies Landsteiner ob-
served that when, under normal physiological conditions, blood serum of a human
was added to normal blood of another human the red corpuscles in some cases
coalesced into larger or smaller clusters. This observation of Landsteiner was the
starting-point of his discovery of the human blood groups. In the following year, i.e.
1901, Landsteiner published his discovery that in man, blood types could be clas-
sified into three groups according to their different agglutinating properties. These
agglutinating properties were identified more closely by two specific blood-cell struc-
tures, which can occur either singly or simultaneously in the same individual. A
year later von Decastello and Sturli showed that there was yet another blood group.
The number of blood groups in man is therefore four.

Landsteiner’s discovery of the blood groups was immediately confirmed but it was
a long time before anyone began to realize the great importance of the discovery.
The first incentive to pay greater attention to this discovery was provided by von
Dungern and Hirszfeld when in 1910 they published their investigations into the
hereditary transmission of blood groups.

• Emil von Dungern (German, 1867–1961) and Ludwik Hirszfeld (Polish, studied and worked
in Germany then Switzerland, 1884–1954) discovered the heritability of ABO blood types.

• Jan Janský (Czech, 1873–1921) also studied blood types.

• Alfred Beck (German, 1889–1973) developed efficient equipment for blood transfusions.
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Figure 2.138: Karl von Vierordt, Samuel Siegfried von Basch, and Heinrich von Recklinghausen
developed instruments for measuring blood pressure.
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Figure 2.139: Maximilian von Frey and Max von Gruber invented and demonstrated the heart-lung
machine in 1885.
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Figure 2.140: Creators from the German-speaking world developed efficient equipment for blood
transfusions and determined compatible blood groups for transfusions.
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Figure 2.141: Creators who determined compatible blood groups for transfusions and developed
efficient equipment for transfusions included Alfred Beck, Emil von Dungern, Ludwik Hirszfeld,
Jan Janský, and Karl Landsteiner.
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German-speaking scientists also made important contributions to knowledge about cardiovascular
disease (Fig. 2.142):

• Ludwig Aschoff (German, 1866–1942) identified and studied many pathophysiological con-
ditions of the heart. His son Jürgen Aschoff conducted research on circadian rhythms (p.
208).

• Rudolph Schoenheimer (German, 1898–1941) discovered the link between cholesterol and
atherosclerosis.

• Konrad Bloch (German, 1912–2000) and Feodor Lynen (German, 1911–1979) won the No-
bel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1964 for their work on cholesterol and fatty acid
metabolism, which also had many implications for cardiovascular disease; see p. 312.

Creators from the greater German-speaking world developed cardiovascular diagnostics (Fig. 2.143):

• In 1893, Wilhelm His Jr. (Swiss, 1863–1934) discovered what is now called the “bundle of
His,” tissue that conducts and coordinates electrical impulses telling the heart muscle to beat.

• In 1903, Willem Einthoven (Dutch, 1860–1927) invented the first practical electrocardio-
gram (ECG or EKG) for recording electrical signals from the heart. He received the Nobel
Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1924 for that work. Professor J.E. Johansson, Chair-
man of the Nobel Committee for Physiology or Medicine, explained Einthoven’s invention
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1924/ceremony-speech/]:

Einthoven’s name is linked partly with the design of a physical instrument, the
string galvanometer, partly with the so-called electrocardiogram, a record of the
electrical potential fluctuations at the surface of the body, which accompany the
heart beat. The heart beat, like the piston movement of a steam engine, is a cyclic
process. Behind this process lies, in the first place, a similarly cyclic process in the
heart muscle.

• Carl Hellmuth Hertz (German, 1920–1990), the son of Gustav Hertz (p. 693) and great nephew
of Heinrich Hertz (p. 657), developed the echocardiogram, which uses ultrasonic waves and
acoustic signal recording and imaging methods to analyze heart function. He also developed
inkjet printing.
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Figure 2.142: Scientists from the German-speaking world who made important contributions to
knowledge about cardiovascular disease included Ludwig Aschoff, Konrad Bloch, Feodor Lynen,
and Rudolph Schoenheimer.
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Figure 2.143: Willem Einthoven developed the electrocardiogram, and Carl Hellmuth Hertz devel-
oped the echocardiogram.
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Scientists from the greater German-speaking world also developed important cardiovascular ther-
apeutics (Fig. 2.144):

• Werner Forßmann (German, 1904–1979) invented the cardiac catheter, for which he won the
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1956. Professor G. Liljestrand, Secretary of the
Nobel Committee for Physiology or Medicine, praised his work
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1956/ceremony-speech/]:

As far as man is concerned, these methods were for a long time only partly appli-
cable. Thus, it was possible to record the pressure in the peripheral arteries—and
this is what is usually meant when we speak of the blood pressure—as well as in
the superficial veins. These values reflect to some extent the conditions in the left
ventricle and the right atrium. But measurements of the right ventricular pressure,
which is of essential importance for the work of the right side of the heart, was
impracticable. Similarly, it was possible, for determination of the oxygen content,
to take samples of the arterial blood, but not of the mixed venous blood in the right
side of the heart, which gives the average value for the body as a whole. It was, in
fact, necessary to resort to indirect methods. These have yielded valuable results,
although they have somewhat undeservedly—as is often the case—been overshad-
owed by the subsequent conquests. One of the factors limiting the applicability of
these indirect methods was, however, that they required the active cooperation of
the experimental subject or patient, and this was at times associated with difficul-
ties or was altogether unfeasible.

As late as 1928, there were good reasons for the statement in a textbook that in
man, one was “naturally” confined to the use of the indirect methods. Consequently,
it was highly surprising when, already in the following year, Werner Forssmann at
the surgical clinic in Eberswalde was able to show—by making, with the intrepidity
of youth, by no means harmless experiments on himself—that a narrow catheter
could be advanced from a cubital vein into the right atrium itself, a distance of
almost two-thirds of a metre. Obviously, this constituted a remarkable advance.

• Willem Kolff (Dutch, 1911–2009) invented the renal dialysis machine.

• Arthur Stoll (Swiss, 1887–1971) developed several heart medications, including cardiac gly-
cosides, alkaloids, and soluble calcium salts.

• German-speaking scientists developed early blood pressure medications such as adrenochrome
(p. 286) and PETN (p. 451).

As shown in Figs. 2.145–2.147, at least two synthetic blood plasma substitutes, periston (polyvinyl
pyrrolidone) and capain, were developed and successfully tested in the early 1940s [Brinkman et
al. 1945; Hüsselmann 1952; Schoen 1949; NYT 1945-09-21 p. 5, 1947-05-25 p. 42, 1951-02-08 p.
35, 1951-05-20 p. E9]. This work appears to have been decades ahead of its time, since perfecting
synthetic blood substitutes for battlefield use is still a subject of great military and medical interest.
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Periston was developed and tested by Walter Reppe (German, 1892–1969, see p. 422), Hellmut
Weese (German, 1897–1954), and G. Hecht (German?, 18??–19??). The New York Times reported
the history and successes of periston [NYT 1951-05-20]:

Confronted in 1939 with a serious shortage of blood, the German Government encour-
aged Drs. G. Hecht and H. Weese, among others, to develop a blood plasma substitute.
Hecht and Weese rejected gum solutions and sought instead a colloid which would not
slip easily through the membranes of the kidneys, as salt solutions do, and which would
readily absorb water. The quest ended with a product which was christened “Periston”
and which is chemically called polyvinyl pyrrolidon.

This polyvinyl pyrrolidon is an artificial compound synthesized from acetylene, ammonia
and formaldehyde. The molecule so obtained is coupled with others, a process called
polymerization, which means coupling of small molecules to form big ones. Rubber is
a polymer, and so is many a synthetic fiber. Since polymers are big molecules, they
are not easily lost by slipping through membranes of the kidneys and out of the blood
stream.

Periston or PVP, as it was also known, was used successfully during the recent war in
the treatment of 500,000 German battlefront casualties. Since the war the preparation
has been widely used in Germany in surgical clinics because there is still a shortage of
blood for transfusions.

After World War II, innovations in cardiovascular medicine were transferred from the German-
speaking world to other countries. For examples see Fig. 2.145 and FIAT 779, Work on Physiology
of the Circulatory System and on Electrophysiology.
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Figure 2.144: Werner Forßmann invented the cardiac catheter, Willem Kolff created the renal
dialysis machine, Arthur Stoll introduced heart medication, and ??? developed blood pressure
medication.
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Figure 2.145: The German-speaking world developed a variety of medicines and medical products
that were transferred to other countries after World War II, as shown for example by this document
[NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 58, Folder TIID Discards].
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Figure 2.146: German-speaking scientists developed and successfully used periston as a synthetic
blood plasma substitute.
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Figure 2.147: German-speaking scientists developed and successfully used capain as a synthetic
blood plasma substitute.
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2.5 Vitamins and Hormones

German-speaking scientists made many major discoveries and innovations regarding vitamins and
hormones. Vitamins are essential biochemical molecules that the human body needs yet cannot
make for itself (at least in sufficient quantities), so they must be acquired from foods or other
sources. Hormones are biochemical molecules that cells in the body use to send various signals to
each other. There are a number of biochemical connections between vitamin molecules and hormone
molecules, so there is considerable overlap in the two subjects, and some scientists did research that
was relevant to both subjects.

Vitamins may be divided into those that are hydrophobic (do not like to be in water) and therefore
fat-soluble, and those that are hydrophilic (like to be in water) and therefore water-soluble.

Fat-soluble vitamins can accumulate in body fat and are difficult to dissolve in water and eliminate
in urine. Thus they can last a long time in the body, but they can also have toxic effects if they
are consumed in excess. As shown in Fig. 2.148, some major fat-soluble vitamins include:

• Vitamin A (retinol) can be derived from certain plants such as carrots, sweet potato, pumpkin,
spinach, kale, etc., or fats from animals that have previously ingested such plants. Retinol
and its related forms are essential components of light-detecting rhodopsin molecules in the
eye and of some DNA-regulating transcription factors in cell nuclei. Too little vitamin A can
cause blindness and sterility; too much can cause liver damage or birth defects.

• Vitamin D (cholecalciferol) can be made from cholesterol in human skin exposed to enough
sunlight; otherwise it can be derived from certain mushrooms, alfalfa, or animals that have
previously ingested such foods. Vitamin D acts on the intestine and bones to maintain suffi-
cient levels of calcium and phosphorus. Insufficient vitamin D can cause bone demineralization
and deformation (rickets). Excessive vitamin D can cause nausea or kidney stones.

• Vitamin E (tocopherol) is found in vegetable oils, which are used to make many foods. It acts
as an antioxidant to prevent oxidative damage to cells, so its absence can increase oxidative
damage, especially in red blood cells that carry lots of oxygen and neurons that use lots of
oxygen. Too much vitamin E can interfere with proper blood clotting.

• Vitamin K (phylloquinone) can be derived from leafy green vegetables such as spinach, collard
greens, broccoli, and Brussels sprouts. Vitamin K is also made by the bacteria that naturally
live inside the gastrointestinal tract. Vitamin K is used as a coenzyme to modify a number
of human proteins, most of which play key roles in blood clotting. Too little vitamin K can
hinder blood clotting, and too much can potentially harm red blood cells.
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Figure 2.148: Some major fat-soluble vitamins include vitamins A (retinol), D (cholecalciferol), E
(tocopherol), and K (phylloquinone).
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Water-soluble vitamins are not stored in body fat and are readily eliminated in urine. As a result,
one can quickly become deficient in these vitamins if they are not consumed regularly, yet it is
difficult to overdose on them. Water-soluble vitamins are especially important for the synthesis of
biomolecules such as amino acids and nucleotides, and for metabolism to produce energy by breaking
down fats and sugars. Thus the effects of water-soluble vitamin deficiencies are most pronounced
in rapidly dividing cells that need lots of biomolecular synthesis and energetic metabolism (e.g.,
blood-cell-producing bone marrow, mucous membrane and skin cells, and developing embryos), and
in neurons in the central or peripheral nervous system that are damaged if their steady energetic
metabolism is interrupted. As shown in Fig. 2.149, some major water-soluble vitamins include:

• Vitamin B1 (thiamine) can be derived from whole grains, legumes, nuts, or fungi, or from
products (e.g., liver, eggs) from animals that have consumed those foods. It is a precursor
for thiamine pyrophosphate, which prepares sugars for the energy-producing citric acid cycle.
Thiamine deficiency can damage the central nervous system, a condition called beriberi.

• Vitamin B2 (riboflavin) is found in leafy vegetables, legumes, and products (milk, eggs, liver)
from animals that have consumed those foods. Cells use it to produce two major electron and
proton transport proteins.

• Vitamin B3 (niacin) can be derived from grains, cereal, nuts, milk, and meat. It is an essential
precursor of two other electron and proton transport proteins.

• Vitamin B5 (pantothenic acid) is found in a very wide variety of plant- and animal-derived
foods and is a component of coenzyme A, which carries several molecules through metabolic
pathways.

• Vitamin B6 (pyridoxine) is also found in a wide variety of plant- and animal-derived foods,
and is a precursor of pyridoxal 5’-phosphate, a cofactor for a number of metabolic reactions.

• Vitamin B7 or H (biotin) is found in a very wide variety of plant- and animal-derived foods and
is also produced by bacteria in the human intestine, so biotin deficiency is virtually unheard
of. Biotin is an important cofactor or component of several different carboxylase enzymes.

• Vitamin B9 or M (folic acid or folate) is most plentiful in leafy green vegetables. It is a
precursor of tetrahydrofolate, a coenzyme essential for amino acid and nucleotide synthesis.

• Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) is abundant in most fruits. It is an essential cofactor for a number of
enzymes, including those involved in collagen synthesis, and may play a role as an antioxidant
to prevent cellular damage from free oxygen radicals.

Because there are such profound human health implications from having too little or too much of
a given vitamin, the discoveries of individual vitamins and their properties were major milestones
in biology and medicine, and many of those discoveries were recognized with Nobel Prizes. Figures
2.150–2.151 show some scientists who made important discoveries about vitamins.21

21 Jahn 2004; Junker 2004; Kohler 2008; Magner 2002; von Schwerin 2013; Sneader 2005; Stoff 2012; Weatherall
1991.
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Figure 2.149: Some major water-soluble vitamins include vitamins B1 (thiamine), B2 (riboflavin),
B3 (niacin), B5 (pantothenic acid), B6 (pyridoxine), B7 or H (biotin), B9 or M (folic acid), and C
(ascorbic acid).
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Figure 2.150: Some scientists from the German-speaking world who made major discoveries about
vitamins included Christiaan Eijkman, Albert Eschenmoser, Casimir Funk, Paul Karrer, and
Richard Kuhn.
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Figure 2.151: Some scientists from the German-speaking world who made major discoveries about
vitamins also included Feodor Lynen, Tadeusz Reichstein, Albert Szent-Györgyi, and Adolf Win-
daus.
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Christiaan Eijkman (Dutch, 1858–1930) discovered vitamin B1 and its importance for preventing
beriberi. For that discovery, he won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1929. Profes-
sor G. Liljestrand, member of the Royal Caroline Institute described Eijkman’s discovery and its
implications [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1929/ceremony-speech/]:

It was the analysis of the nature of the food used in cases of polyneuritis in hens that
led Eijkman to his discovery. As a rule, analysis and synthesis complete each other,
and indeed the employment of both these avenues of approach has been of decisive
importance also for the development of the science of vitamins. [...]

Many years have passed, since Eijkman found the antineuritic principle in food, but
the great importance of this work has been appreciated but slowly. Today, however, the
outstanding significance of the discovery is universally acknowledged not only for our
understanding and our attempt to combat beriberi, but also because it has indicated a
way of investigating and controlling many other deficiency diseases.

Albert Eschenmoser (Swiss, 1925–) artificially synthesized vitamin B12, the vitamin with the most
complex molecular structure. Eschenmoser also developed methods of synthesizing artificial nucleic
acids that differ from natural DNA and RNA.

Casimir (Kazimierz) Funk (Polish, educated in Switzerland and worked in Germany before moving
to United States, 1884–1967) first coined the word “vitamin” (or “vital amine”) and helped to
identify the molecular structures and/or dietary effects of vitamins B1, B2, B3, C, and D, and also
did important early work on steroid hormones. Despite his many important discoveries regarding
vitamins, he never won a Nobel Prize.

Paul Karrer (Swiss, 1889–1971) conducted research that helped to identify vitamins A, B2, C, and
E. He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1937. Professor W. Palmær, Chairman of the Nobel
Committee for Chemistry, stated [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1937/ceremony-
speech/]:

The Royal Academy of Sciences has decided also to award to Professor Paul Karrer in
Zurich one half of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry this year in recognition of his researches
concerning carotenoids and flavins, and the vitamins A and B2. [...]

Karrer has thus succeeded in elucidating completely the nature of two of the vitamins,
hitherto considered as so mysterious, and one of them is now produced artificially. A
characteristic of this scientist is his open eye to the great and important problems as
well as to their kernels, and the independent way in which he attacks the problems and
pursues his new departures with the aid of his own methods.

Richard Kuhn (Austrian, 1900–1967) made major discoveries regarding the chemical structures and
synthesis of vitamins A, B2, and B6, for which he won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1938. He also
conducted a wide variety of other innovative biochemical work during his career. The Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences described Kuhn’s discoveries [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/
1938/kuhn/facts/]:

Kuhn investigated theoretical problems of organic chemistry (stereochemistry of aliphatic
and aromatic compounds; syntheses of polyenes and cumulenes; constitution and colour;
the acidity of hydrocarbons), as well as extensive fields in biochemistry (carotenoids;
flavins; vitamins and enzymes).
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For a period of twenty years Kuhn investigated compounds containing double bonds
which proved to be of great interest in connection with the study of the chemical nature
of the carotenoids. He discovered eight new types of these and was able to analyse their
constitution. He also carried out important work on vitamin B2 and the antidermatitis
vitamin B6. For his work in this important field Kuhn was awarded the Nobel Prize for
Chemistry in 1938.

Feodor Lynen (German, 1911–1979) made important discoveries regarding vitamin B7, cholesterol,
and fatty acid metabolism. He won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1964. His work
regarding cholesterol and hormones is discussed on p. 312.

Tadeusz Reichstein (Polish, educated and worked in Switzerland, 1897–1996) discovered a method
to synthesize vitamin C that is now called the Reichstein process and is still widely used. He won
the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1950 for his research on cortisone (p. 312).

Albert Szent-Györgyi (Hungarian, 1893–1986) was the first to purify vitamin C, and he also made
important discoveries regarding other vitamins, muscle metabolism, and the Krebs cycle. He won
the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1937. Professor E. Hammarsten, member of the Royal
Caroline Institute, described the importance of Szent-Györgyi’s work on vitamin C and other
vitamins [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1937/ceremony-speech/]:

The magnificent series of Szent-Györgyi’s discoveries commenced in 1933. They were
carried out and pursued at Szeged with extraordinary rapidity and precision. His clear
vision for essentials induced him, in spite of his isolation of ascorbic acid and of his
identification of it with the so-termed vitamin C—a feat that was justly hailed with
enthusiasm—to hand over to others for the time being the tempting pursuit of the
further development of that discovery, and to devote the whole of his energy to the
problem of combustion, notwithstanding the difficulties it presented. [...]

It is of especially great importance that at least two vitamins—C and B2, and possibly
B1, and P—are in cooperation in the oxidation chain and are catalysts, illustrating the
way in which these vitamins act in the organism.

Adolf Windaus (German, 1876–1959) made important discoveries regarding the structures and
synthesis of vitamin D and cholesterol, for which he won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1928.
Professor H. G. Söderbaum, Secretary of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, described Win-
daus’s discoveries [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1928/ceremony-speech/]:

Another sterol which Windaus has studied in detail, is ergosterol, which occurs partly
in ergot and partly in yeast. The research carried out in recent years, in which Windaus
himself has also played a leading part, has revealed the very important fact that, on being
irradiated with ultraviolet light, this ergosterol assumes exactly the same properties as
the antirachitic vitamin, “vitamin D”, i.e. it will cure rachitis (rickets). For example, it
has been found that 5 mg of irradiated ergosterol has the same action in this respect as
1 litre of good cod-liver oil. It can be considered proved, therefore, that ergosterol, or
possibly a sterol, the physiological effects of which correspond completely with those of
ergosterol, constitutes the antirachitic provitamin, i.e. the mother substance of vitamin
D. [...]
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For there is no doubt that your work on sterols, vegetable cardiac poisons and other
closely related substances merits in the same high degree such an award as the work
which we have just recognized.

One major category of hormones are steroid hormones, for which several examples are shown
in Fig. 2.152. Steroid hormones are all derived from cholesterol. Different steroid hormones are
produced by certain organs, pass through the bloodstream, and enter target cells elsewhere in the
body to deliver their signals. The best-known steroid hormones are the male hormone testosterone,
produced by the testes, and female hormones progesterone and estradiol (estrogen), produced by
the ovaries. However, the large family of steroid hormones also includes non-sexual hormones, such
as cortisone, an anti-inflammatory hormone produced by the adrenal gland in response to stress,
and aldosterone, produced by the adrenal gland to control blood pressure.

Both the natural science and the practical applications of steroid hormones were developed in
the German-speaking world.22 Figures 2.153–2.162 show some of the key individuals who were in-
volved. The discoveries regarding these hormones had revolutionary, immediate, and long-lasting
implications, making possible the creation of everything from pregnancy tests and hormonal con-
traceptives to menopause treatments and anabolic steroids to therapeutics for high blood pressure,
high cholesterol, and inflammation.

Arnold Adolph Berthold (German states, 1803–1861) demonstrated the existence of sexual hor-
mones by removing the testes from roosters and then successfully re-implanting them in other
regions of some of the birds, showing that the testes produced substances that passed through the
blood to affect sexual characteristics.

Austrian gynecologists Rudolf Chrobak (1843–1910) and Emil Knauer (1867–1935) built upon that
work, as reported by Professor of pharmacology Walter Sneader [Sneader 2005, p. 173]:

During the period of enthusiasm for organotherapy at the end of the nineteenth century,
the Viennese gynaecologist Rudolf Chrobak gave tablets prepared from cows’ ovaries to
his patients in an attempt to overcome the undesirable effects that ensued after surgical
removal of their ovaries. Chrobak then asked his assistant, Emil Knauer, to investigate
the effects of transplantation of ovarian tissue in animals. He began by extirpating the
ovaries of rabbits and showing that this led to involution of the uterus and cessation of
the oestrus cycles. However, when he reimplanted the ovaries elsewhere in the animals,
normal ovarian function was restored. His work inspired others to administer desiccated
ovaries or extracts of these to patients in the hope of relieving menopausal disorders.

In 1912, Eugen Steinach (Austrian, 1861–1944) went further than the same-sex experiments of
Berthold and Knauer. He demonstrated that transplanting the testes from male to female guinea
pigs caused the female guinea pigs to develop male characteristics.

22 Butenandt 1931; Dominguez-Lacasa 2005; Gausemeier 2005; Jahn 2004; Junker 2004; Karlson 1990; Koesling
and Schülke 2010; Kohler 2008; Magner 2002; Marks 2010; Possehl 1989; Raviña and Kubinyi 2011; Schieder and
Trunk 2004; Schneider 1972; von Schwerin 2013; Sneader 2005; Stoff 2012; Taschwer 2016; Weatherall 1991.
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Figure 2.152: Steroid hormones are derived from cholesterol and include hormones such as testos-
terone, progesterone, estradiol (estrogen), cortisone, and aldosterone.
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Figure 2.153: German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to knowledge about
steroid hormones included Arnold Berthold, Rudolf Chrobak, Emil Knauer, Eugen Steinach, Hein-
rich Wieland, and Konrad Bloch.
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Figure 2.154: Other German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to knowledge
about steroid hormones included Selman Ascheim and Bernhard Zondek.
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Figure 2.155: Adolf Butenandt (1903-1995) led a research group that collaborated with Schering to
purify, study, and synthesize steroid hormones.
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Figure 2.156: The steroid hormone R&D group run by Butenandt and Schering included Hans
Dannenbaum, Max Dohrn, Günther Hanisch, Fritz Hildebrandt, Walter Hohlweg, and Hans-Herloff
Inhoffen.
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Figure 2.157: The steroid hormone R&D group run by Butenandt and Schering also included Carl
Kaufmann, Helmut Kudszus, Johannes Schultze, Erwin Schwenk, and Kurt Tscherning.
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Figure 2.158: The steroid hormone R&D group run by Butenandt and Schering purified steroid
hormones from animals and then developed methods to chemically synthesize them.
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Figure 2.159: The steroid hormone R&D group at ETH Zurich and CIBA was run by Leopold
Ruz̆ic̆ka and also included Max Hartmann, Karl Miescher, Ernst Tschopp, and Albert Wettstein.
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Figure 2.160: The steroid hormone R&D group at the University of Vienna was run by Karl Slotta
and also included Erich Fels and Heinrich Ruschig.
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Figure 2.161: The steroid hormone R&D group at the University of Amsterdam and Organon was
run by Ernst Laqueur and also included K̊aroly Gyula David, Elisabeth Dingemanse, John (Johann)
Freud, Bernard Josephy, and Otto Mühlbock.
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Figure 2.162: Ludwig Haberlandt proposed hormonal birth control in 1921, demonstrated it in
animals in 1930, and helped to develop oral contraceptives for human use. Carl Djerassi (shown
with a student) commercialized a version of Haberlandt’s oral contraceptive in North America in
the 1950s.
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Heinrich Wieland (German, 1877–1957) won the 1927 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his research
on the biochemical synthesis of bile acids, which are chemically related to cholesterol and therefore
shed knowledge on this whole family of molecules. Professor H. G. Söderbaum, Secretary of the
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences summarized the methods and the importance of Wieland’s
research [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1927/ceremony-speech/]:

Wieland succeeded in producing from bile a saturated acid which can be regarded as the
mother substance or parent acid of the bile acids, and which he studied and characterized
in detail. When Windaus then produced this same parent acid, cholanic acid, from
cholesterol by means of a complicated and very ingenious series of experiments, this
indicated very clearly the close relationship between cholesterol and the bile acids. It
should be pointed out in this connection that Wieland’s investigations into bile acids
themselves gave a deeper insight of the mechanism of the action of the bile in the
resorption of food in the intestines. [...]

Professor Wieland. The decision of the Royal Academy of Sciences to award you the
Nobel Prize in Chemistry for your work on bile acids and related substances, is only a
just recognition of the solution of a problem which is without doubt one of the most
difficult which organic chemistry has had to tackle.

The complex composition of the compounds investigated, the large number of atoms
contained in the molecules of these compounds, the fact that the material was often
very difficult to produce, even in small quantities, these were obstacles which could only
be overcome with such striking success through a remarkable skill in experimentation
and a rare capacity for finding new ways and means.

In 1927, the German gynecologists Selman Ascheim (1878–1965) and Bernhard Zondek (1891–
1966) developed the first pregnancy test by measuring hormone changes in urine with the onset of
pregnancy [Sneader 2005, p. 174].

During the 1930s, four different groups working in parallel within the German-speaking world
almost simultaneously purified, identified, and chemically synthesized the various male and female
sexual hormones:

1. In Germany, Adolf Butenandt (German, 1903–1995) purified and identified several natural sex
hormones in the 1930s [Butenandt 1931; Karlson 1990; Schieder and Trunk 2004]. He won the 1939
Nobel Prize in Chemistry for that work. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences emphasized the
significance of the research of Butenandt and his collaborators [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/
chemistry/1939/butenandt/facts/]:

Hormones are substances that transfer signals between the body’s cells and organs and
regulate bodily functions. In the 1930s Adolf Butenandt contributed to the mapping of
several hormones that specifically apply to men and women, respectively. After deter-
mining the composition of the female sex hormone estrogen, he was able to determine
the structure for this hormone and a related hormone, estriol. He was also able to pro-
duce a male sex hormone in pure form for the first time and to determine its chemical
composition. It was named androsterone.
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Butenandt worked at several universities and then became head of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute
for Biochemistry. During that time, he worked with a team of other hormone experts in his aca-
demic laboratories, including Hans Dannenbaum (German?, 18??–19??), Günther Hanisch (Ger-
man?, 18??–19??), Helmut Kudszus (German?, 18??–19??), and Kurt Tscherning (German?, 18??–
19??). Butenandt also worked closely with the Schering pharmaceutical company to commercialize
production of both naturally derived and chemically synthesized hormones for a variety of purposes
(Figs. 2.155–2.158). Some especially noteworthy scientists at Schering included:

• Max Dohrn (German, 1874–1943, chemist) who worked on everything from sex hormones to
insulin to sulfonamide antibiotics.

• Fritz Hildebrandt (German, 1887–1961, pharmacologist).

• Walter Hohlweg (Austrian, 1902–1992, endocrinologist) and Hans-Herloff Inhoffen (German,
1906–1992, Schering chemist), who developed an orally effective form of estrogen. Inhoffen
also chemically synthesized vitamins A and D.

• Carl Kaufmann (German, 1900–1980, gynecologist), who worked on female sexual hormones
and their relevance for treating menstrual disorders and cancers.

• Johannes Schultze (German?, ??–??, chemist), an expert on the chemical synthesis of steroid
hormones.

• Erwin Schwenk (Austrian, 1887–1976, chemist), who moved to Schering’s U.S. branch and
set up similar work there.

2. In Switzerland, Leopold Ruz̆ic̆ka (Austro-Hungarian, studied in Germany and worked in Switzer-
land, 1887–1976) chemically synthesizing sex hormones in the 1930s. For that work, he also won the
1939 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences summarized the results of
Ruz̆ic̆ka and his collaborators [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1939/ruzicka/facts/]:

Terpenes are a large and varied group of substances that range from rubber and the
solvent turpentine to the cholesterol in our blood. Leopold Ruzicka studied fragrances
in perfumes and became interested in how they were related to other substances. In the
mid-1920s he came to the conclusion that the substances were composed of the same
building block, terpene isoprene. By manipulating cholesterol molecules, Leopold Ruz-
icka succeeded in producing the male sex hormone androsterone and later demonstrated
that testosterone also could be produced from cholesterol.

Just as Butenandt collaborated with the German pharmaceutical company Schering, Ruz̆ic̆ka col-
laborated with the Swiss pharmaceutical company CIBA (Chemische Industrie Basel) [Ratmoko
2010]. Chemists at Ciba who were especially important for steroid hormone synthesis included Max
Hartmann (Swiss, 1884–1952), Karl Miescher (Swiss, 1892–1974), Ernst Tschopp (Swiss?, ??–19??),
and Albert Wettstein (Swiss, 1907–1974). See Fig. 2.159.

3. At the University of Vienna, the chemist Karl Slotta (German, 1895–1987) led a group that also
included gynecologist Erich Fels (German, 1897–1981) and chemist Heinrich Ruschig (German,
1906–1994); see Fig. 2.160. They were also at the forefront of discovering, synthesizing, and testing
various steroid hormones.
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4. At the University of Amsterdam and the collaborating Organon pharmaceutical company, physi-
cian Ernst Laqueur (German, 1880–1947) led a group that also included K̊aroly Gyula David
(Hungarian, 1905–1945), Elisabeth Dingemanse (Dutch, 1886–1952), John (Johann) Freud (Hun-
garian, ??–??), Bernard Josephy (German, 18??–19??), and Otto Mühlbock (German, 1906–1979)
[Oudshoorn 1991], as shown in Fig. 2.161. They published numerous papers and patented a variety
of hormonal compounds neck-and-neck with the German, Swiss, and Austrian groups.

Based on the latest discoveries about female sexual hormones, Ludwig Haberlandt (Austrian, 1885–
1932) proposed hormonal birth control in 1921, successfully demonstrated it in animals during the
1920s, and tried to initiate human trials beginning in 1930 (Fig. 2.162). Although Haberlandt’s
hormonal contraceptive was never officially approved for that purpose in humans, it appears to
have unofficially achieved considerable use from the 1930s onward. Historian Lara Marks recounted
Haberlandt’s struggles and achievements [Marks 2010, pp. 47–48]:

[H]e had successfully conducted a series of animal experiments by 1927, proving the con-
traceptive value of ovarian and placental extracts. By the late 1920s he was negotiating
with the German-based pharmaceutical firms E. Merck and I. G. Farben to produce a
progesterone-based hormonal contraceptive. Neither of these companies, however, were
willing to take on the project. Despite the increasing use of contraception among couples
in these years, research into contraception remained highly taboo. Haberlandt himself
was denied promotion in his own academic institution because of the hostility of the
Catholic lobby to his contraceptive work. Despite these difficulties, in 1928 Haberlandt
secured an agreement to develop his hormonal contraceptive with Gedeon Richter, a
Hungarian company producing hormones, based in Budapest. By 1930 the company
had commercially registered a compound called Infecundin. Haberlandt faced problems
getting the product tested on humans because he was not a clinician. Although he ap-
proached a number of physicians to try out the drug as a hormonal contraceptive in
women, no one was willing to support it.

Though Haberlandt himself died prematurely in 1932, his product was tested at a
women’s hospital in Innsbruck in 1934. The results of this research were never pub-
lished. The drug, however, had its commercial registration renewed in 1940 and 1950.
Infecundin, or a similar substance called Profecundin, is also rumoured to have been
promoted in Germany during 1942. [...I]n 1966 Gedeon Richter, by then a state-owned
company, promoted Infecundin as the first Hungarian contraceptive pill.

Carl Djerassi (Austrian/Bulgarian, 1923–2015), having trained in the German-speaking world, stud-
ied the details of Haberlandt’s work, and worked with other German-speaking pioneers from the
early days of hormone research, helped to commercialize hormonal birth control in Mexico and the
United States in the 1950s. Lara Marks described direct links between Djerassi and the earlier work
by Haberlandt and other German-speaking hormone researchers [Marks 2010, pp. 67–68]:

[...] Emerik Somlo [...] had started off his career in Mexico in 1928 as a representative for
the Hungarian company Gedeon Richter, which at that time was negotiating its agree-
ment with Haberlandt in Europe to produce an oral contraceptive. In Mexico Somlo had
established a lucrative trade for Gedeon Richter due to the almost total absence of other
drug houses. He soon realized he could push the business even further with the estab-
lishment of a laboratory within Mexico. Refused funding by Gedeon Richter to finance
such a project, Somlo collaborated with a young German Jewish chemist, Frederico
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Lehmann, to set up the laboratory and their own company, Laboratorios Hormona, in
1933. Much of the production of this firm was built up through the expertise of refugee
European scientists recruited to the company in the 1930s. Feeling the ravages of fas-
cism, these scientists brought with them many of the advances in hormone knowledge
and production in Europe in the interwar period. [...]

In 1945 Somlo hired a Hungarian Jewish chemist, George Rosenkrantz [at Somlo and
Lehman’s new company Syntex...] Trained in technical sciences and chemical engineering
at the Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule (Technical School of the Confederation) in
Zurich in the 1930s, Rosenkrantz had worked alongside leading experts in the chemical
synthesis of male hormones. His supervisor, Leopold Ruzicka, for instance, had received
the Nobel Prize in 1939 as a result of his work on male hormones with Adolf Butenandt,
one of the discoverers of oestrone. [...]

In 1948, Rosenkrantz was joined in these efforts by a young American (born in Vienna),
the Jewish Carl Djerassi. Recruite together with a number of other scientists, some of
whom had trained with Rosenkrantz in Zurich, Djerassi had a strong background in
steroidal chemistry. After leaving Europe in 1938, he had obtained a doctorate from the
University of Wisconsin in 1945. His graduate work had focused on the chemical con-
version of the male hormone, testosterone, into the female hormone, oestrogen. Djerassi
subsequently worked for the American subsidiary of the Swiss company CIBA, which
held the patent for cholesterol, whence he joined Syntex. Employed by Syntex as part
of its drive to fulfill its industrial potential and expand its range of steroidal intermedi-
aries, Djerassi not only brought with him industrial expertise and a knowledge of steroid
chemistry, but also a desire to establish an academic and scientific reputation.

Marks also noted [Marks 2010, p. 11]:

In a recent paper Djerassi calls himself ‘The mother of the pill’. Such mythology partly
stems from the fact that much of the early history of the oral contraceptive was written
by the scientists and medical experts involved in its initial development, who had an
interest in promoting themselves as its inventors.

Tadeusz Reichstein (Polish, educated and worked in Switzerland, 1897–1996) won the Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine in 1950 for identifying cortisone. Professor G. Liljestrand of the Royal Car-
oline Institute announced [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1950/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Tadeus Reichstein. To you and your co-workers we owe the first isolation of
four active hormones from the adrenal cortex, the first synthesis of one of them, the
proof of the steroid nature of said hormones, and numerous details on the structure
and properties of these important bodies. In this way the wearisome road to synthe-
sis was smoothed, and new medicaments created. Your discoveries in this field are of
fundamental importance.

Konrad Bloch (German, 1912–2000) and Feodor Lynen (German, 1911–1979) won the Nobel Prize
in Physiology or Medicine in 1964 for their work on cholesterol and fatty acid metabolism, which
also had many implications for the biochemistry of hormones. Professor S. Bergström of the Nobel
Committee for Physiology or Medicine explained some of their research
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1964/ceremony-speech/]:
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At an early stage Bloch made another discovery of fundamental importance in showing
that cholesterol is the precursor of bile acids and of one of the female sex hormones.
These discoveries opened up a new field of research that has engaged a great number of
scientists in different disciplines. We know now that all substances of steroid nature in
our body are formed from cholesterol.

Mainly through the basic biochemical work of this year’s prizewinners do we know today
in detail how cholesterol and fatty acids are synthesized and metabolized in the body.
These processes comprise series of reactions with a great number of individual steps.
For instance, the formation of cholesterol from acetic acid is a process involving some
thirty different steps. Derangements of this complicated mechanism of formation and
metabolism of lipids are in many cases responsible for the genesis of some of our most
important diseases, especially in the cardiovascular field. A detailed knowledge of the
mechanisms of lipid metabolism is necessary to deal with these medical problems in a
rational manner.

The importance of the work of Bloch and Lynen lies in the fact that we now know the
reactions which have to be studied in relation to inherited and other factors. We can
now predict that we, through further research in this field in the near future, can expect
to be able to do individual specific therapy against the diseases that in the developed
countries are the most common cause of death.

Scientists from the German-speaking world also made major discoveries about other hormones.23

Some important scientists who studied thyroid hormone production are shown in Fig. 2.163.

Theodor Billroth (Prussian/Austrian, 1829–1894) pioneered a wide variety of surgical techniques in
the neck, including the thyroid, and the abdomen. Even the American Council of Learned Societies
deemed his work especially noteworthy, well over a century later [ACLS 2000, p. 99]:

Billroth, the son of a clergyman, took a doctorate in medicine at Berlin (1952) and
directed the surgical clinic at Zurich (1860–67) and the University of Vienna (to 1894).
[...] His Die allgemeine chirurgische Pathologie und Chirurgie in fünfzig Vorlesungen
(1863) is a classic surgical textbook. He helped introduce antisepsis on the Continent,
and was the first to resect the esophagus (1872), to perform total laryngectomy (1873),
and to resect a cancerous pylorus (1881). His methods of resection, although modified,
remained in use for many years. Plastic surgery, especially of the face, was another of
his specialties. His pupils spread his teaching all over the Continent.

One of Billroth’s students, Emil Theodor Kocher (Swiss, 1841–1917), greatly expanded on his
initial work and elucidated the principles of thyroid disease and successful treatment. For these
achievements, Kocher won the 1909 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine. Professor the Count K.
A. H. Mörner, Rector of the Royal Caroline Institute emphasized the importance of Kocher’s work
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1909/ceremony-speech/]:

Not only the thyroid, but also various other glands such as the adrenals and the pancreas
play a characteristic part in the processes within the organism by elaborating a secretion

23 Bliss 2007; Jahn 2004; Junker 2004; Koesling and Schülke 2010; Kohler 2008; Magner 2002; Possehl 1989; Raviña
and Kubinyi 2011; Schneider 1972; von Schwerin 2013; Simmons 2002; Sneader 2005; Stoff 2012; Weatherall 1991.
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peculiar to each gland, which is not excreted, but is diffused throughout the organism
and is of the greatest importance to it. [...]

However, it is not only the treatment of the goitre which has been the subject of Kocher’s
research on the goitre. He has also carried out extensive investigations into the causes
of the endemic occurrence of goitre in certain regions and into the cretinism connected
with disturbances in thyroid function.

In the thyroid, as already indicated, other diseases can occur in addition to those which
arise with the ordinary goitre. To these as well Kocher has devoted successful work,
as a result of which it has been possible to define with more and more certainty the
method of treatment best suited to each case; in addition, on the basis of Kocher’s work
a broader, deeper knowledge of the pathology of the thyroid has been achieved.

Eugen Baumann (German, 1846–1896) demonstrated that thyroxine was the hormone produced by
the thyroid gland.

As shown in Fig. 2.164, scientists from the greater German-speaking world made major discoveries
about the hormone adrenaline or epinephrine:

• In 1895, Napoleon Cybulski (Polish, 1854–1919) and his student W ladys law Szymonowicz
(Polish, 1869–1939) first isolated and identified adrenaline.

• Otto von Fürth (Austrian, 1867–1938) independently purified adrenaline in 1898.

• In 1899, Max Lewandowsky (German, 1876–1916) showed that injecting adrenaline extract
into animals immediately elicited strong responses from nerves and muscles.

• Friedrich Stolz (German, 1860–1936) first used chemical methods to synthesize adrenaline in
1904.

• Ernst Joseph Friedmann (German, 1877–1956) worked out the molecular structure of adrenaline
in 1906.
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Figure 2.163: German-speaking scientists who made major discoveries about thyroid hormone pro-
duction included Theodor Billroth, Emil Theodor Kocher, and Eugen Baumann.
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Figure 2.164: German-speaking scientists who made major discoveries about adrenaline or
epinephrine included Napoleon Cybulski, W ladys law Szymonowicz, Otto von Fürth, Friedrich Stolz,
Ernst Joseph Friedmann, and Max Lewandowsky.
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Another important hormone is insulin. Glucose, a simple form of sugar, is circulated through the
blood to feed cells in the body, but too much glucose can actually damage cells, a condition called
diabetes. Part of the pancreas monitors the level of glucose in the blood and, when necessary, sends
out insulin to tell other organs to lower the amount of glucose. Thus the discovery of insulin had
enormous implications both for understanding the cause and for successfully treating diabetes.

As shown in Figs. 2.165–2.166, German-speaking scientists made most of the key discoveries re-
garding the role of the insulin in controlling and preventing diabetes.24

In 1869, Paul Langerhans (German, 1847–1888) discovered the clumps of cells in the pancreas that
produce insulin, which are now called the islets of Langerhans.

Joseph von Mering (German, 1849–1908) and Oskar Minkowski (Baltic German, studied and worked
in Germany, 1858–1931) demonstrated in 1889 that removing the pancreas of a dog caused diabetes,
and therefore that a product of the pancreas was essential for controlling and preventing diabetes.
(Josef von Mering also helped to discover barbiturates; see p. 224).

Georg Ludwig Zülzer (German, 1870–1949), with Max Dohrn (German, 1874–1943) and Anton
Marxer (German, 1880–19??) at Schering, conducted the first experiments demonstrating that in-
sulin could be purified from calf pancreas (in an extract called Acomatol) and used to treat diabetic
symptoms, beginning in rabbits in 1903 and humans in 1906 [Mellinghoff 1971, 1972]. Their first
insulin preparations demonstrably worked to control the symptoms of diabetes in humans, but they
also produced inflammatory reactions due to the presence of impurities from animal pancreas re-
maining in the preparations. Zülzer and his colleagues continued to improve their insulin production
process to eliminate any remaining impurities and likely would have achieved a marketable final
product, but unfortunately their experiments were terminated in 1914 when medical personnel and
facilities were conscripted into caring for soldiers wounded in World War I. With the many years of
war, followed immediately by years of great economic depression, Zülzer was unable to renew his
experiments.

Erich Leschke (German, 1887–1933) also developed and demonstrated injectable forms of insulin
purified from animal pancreases.

By closely following Zülzer’s published papers and patents on the insulin purification process,
Frederick Banting (Canadian, 1891–1941) and John Macleod (Scottish, 1876–1935) replicated his
work and used his methods to eliminate any remaining impurities in insulin in 1922; they received
the 1923 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine. If World War I had not intervened, it seems
plausible that that honor would have gone to Zülzer. In any event, without all of the discoveries
from Langerhans, von Mering, Minkowski, Zülzer, and other scientists in the German-speaking
world, the use of insulin to treat diabetes would have begun far later than it did.

To avoid the necessity of purifying natural insulin from animals, Helmut Zahn (German, 1916–2004)
at Aachen University began working on methods of artificially synthesizing insulin in the 1950s.
He successfully produced and demonstrated the first synthetic insulin in 1963. (The University of
Pittsburgh also produced synthetic insulin somewhat later.) That synthetic insulin was also the
first application of an artificially created protein, a major milestone in biotechnology. All of the
insulin used worldwide is now produced by biotechnological processes.

24 Bliss 2007, pp. 25–31; Mellinghoff 1971, 1972; von Schwerin et al. 2013, pp. 151–155; Sneader 2005, pp. 164–166.
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Figure 2.165: Creators who made key discoveries regarding the role of insulin in controlling diabetes
included Paul Langerhans, Joseph von Mering, and Oskar Minkowski.
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Figure 2.166: Other creators who made key discoveries regarding the role of insulin in controlling
diabetes included Georg Ludwig Zülzer, Max Dohrn, Anton Marxer, Erich Leschke, and Helmut
Zahn.
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2.6 Developmental Biology and Embryology

Developmental biology is the study of how a fertilized egg cell multiplies and becomes the many
highly specialized and highly organized cells of a whole organism (Figs. 2.167–2.168). Scientists
from the greater German-speaking world virtually monopolized the field of developmental biology
and embryology for more than a century.25 In awarding the 1935 Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine to Hans Spemann, Professor G. Häggquist of the Royal Caroline Institute emphasized
how completely it was German-speaking scientists who had created and who continued to dominate
the field of developmental biology [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1935/ceremony-speech/]:

Developmental mechanics seeks to establish the inner causal connection between the
developmental processes. Wilhelm Roux founded this branch of science at the end of
the 80’s of the last century. Although Roux himself, Driesch, and many others have
enriched our knowledge with interesting facts, it was really Spemann and his school
who first established developmental mechanics as a current branch of science which has
revealed laws and relationships which encompass the entire biological world. [...]

An egg cell of this kind is a little ball of living matter with a diameter of 1–1.5 mm.
Normally after fertilization it develops by continued segmentation until it changes into
a small hollow sphere whose wall consists of small cells. Subsequently this hollow sphere
invaginates rather as if you were to take a burst rubber ball and squeeze it together
in the hand; only the difference is that the walls grow together so that the orifice
of the now double-walled sphere will be small and cleftshaped. After that, a further
layer of cells grows between the two walls of the sphere. These three layers are called
ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm from outside inwards respectively. The orifice is
called the blastopore. Then in front of this blastopore there arise from the ectoderm the
primordia of the brain and spinal cord. Beneath the primordial brain an invagination of
the ectoderm against the entoderm is formed, later to become the mouth. The mesoderm
will form the skeleton (in the first place the dorsal strip, then the notochord) and
muscles. The endoderm forms gut. [...]

Herr Geheimrat [Spemann]. You are a student of Theodor Boveri, and occupy the Chair
once held by Professor August Weismann. These are two names of vast reputation
evoking feelings of gratitude and admiration in anyone engaged in biological research.
They are, however, also names imposing on the student and successor responsibilities for
carrying on a great tradition. You, Herr Geheimrat, have been successful in upholding
this proud scientific tradition. You have, with new tools, continued where Weismann and
Boveri had to stop, and have paved new ways in biology. August Weismann managed,
although ignorant of Mendel’s observations, to outline the significance of the nucleus
as bearer of heredity; Boveri laid, together with Oscar Hertwig, the foundation of our
knowledge of the fertilization phenomena; and you, Herr Geheimrat, have discovered
secret forces regulating the early development of the fertilized egg. You have also created
a school of scientists from whom Science can expect further valuable contributions. As
a result of this you have occupied a place in the first rank of great cultural personalities
in which your country is so rich.

25 Deichmann 1996; Gausemeier 2005; Gilbert and Barresi 2016; Jahn 2004; Junker 2004; Kohler 2002, 2006; Magner
2002; Mayr 1984; Miller 1988; Richards 2004, 2009; Schnalke and Atzl 2010; Simmons 2002; Smith 1997; Taschwer
2016.
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Figure 2.167: Most animals have similar early stages of development. A fertilized egg divides to
become a hollow ball of cells called a blastula. The cells of the blastula further multiply and rear-
range themselves to form a gastrula with three germ layers (ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm).
The cells of those three layers multiply and differentiate to form different types of tissues.
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Figure 2.168: The embryos of many species have similar anatomical features (tails, limb buds, etc.),
even though some of them may lose those features before they are born.
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Figures 2.169–2.173 show some of the most important scientists in developmental biology. Their
research methods and results were so complex, and there was so much overlap in their careers and
their discoveries, that these creators are simply mentioned in alphabetical order here. For much
more detail on all of these scientists and their research, please see the cited references.

Karl Ernst von Baer (Baltic German, 1792–1876) discovered the early blastula stage of development,
studied the germ layers (ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm) of the following gastrula stage in a
variety of vertebrates, and discovered the notochord (the early developmental stage of the spinal
column).

Carl Bergmann (German states, 1814–1865) studied comparative anatomy and formulated what is
now called “Bergmann’s rule”—the observation that species generally tend to be larger in colder
climates and smaller in warmer climates.

Theodor Boveri (German, 1862–1915) showed that chromosomes carry the inherited traits of an
organism, and that proper embyonic development requires the normal number of chromosomes for
an organism.

Hans Driesch (German, 1867–1941) demonstrated that embryonic cells in the early blastula stage
are totipotent and can become any part of the resulting animal, or completely separate animals if
they are split apart and allowed to resume development. In a sense, Driesch’s successful experiments
splitting apart the cells of one developing embryo to create many identical embryos were the earliest
demonstration of cloning.

Karl Gegenbaur (German, 1826–1903) was one of the pioneers of comparative anatomy and devel-
opmental morphology, and published highly influential textbooks showing the evolutionary rela-
tionships among structures in different species.

Salome Gluecksohn-Waelsch (German, 1907–2007) was the founder of developmental genetics, the
study of how specific genes influence the development of an embryo and the differentiation of
initially totipotent cells into highly specialized cell types committed to different fates.

Ernst Haeckel (German, 1834–1919) was a student of Karl Gegenbaur, and also conducted extensive
studies in comparative embryology among a variety of species.

Curt Herbst (German, 1866–1946) demonstrated the importance of ion concentrations for differen-
tiation and development in embryos.

Oscar Hertwig (German, 1849–1922) stated in 1885 that nucleic acid (DNA) is responsible for
inherited characteristics, meticulously documented cellular events during fertilization, and made
other contributions to developmental biology. He was the older brother of Richard Hertwig.

Richard Hertwig (German, 1850–1937) was the younger brother of Oscar Hertwig, and he also
elucidated the process of fertilization and conducted other studies in developmental biology.
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Wilhelm His Sr. (Swiss, 1831–1904) documented the development of the central and peripheral
nervous system, described endothelial tissue layers, and (along with Johann Purkinje, p. 64) was
one of the inventors of the microtome, which has become a widely used instrument for preparing
thin slices of animal or plant tissues for microscope slides. He was the father of Wilhelm His Jr. (p.
280).

Johannes Holtfreter (German, 1901–1992) conducted a long series of experiments demonstrating
how organizer or inducer regions of an embryo produce chemical gradients that control the body
plan or location and layout of organs.

Johann Friedrich Wilhelm Krause (German, 1833–1910) made a variety of contributions to devel-
opmental biology and human anatomy, including studies of the peripheral nervous system.

Hilde Mangold (German, 1898–1924) made discoveries that led to a Nobel Prize (for her supervisor
Hans Spemann in 1935), although unfortunately she did not live to share in that award. Develop-
mental biologists Scott Gilbert and Michael Barresi briefly recounted her story [Gilbert and Barresi
2016, p. 347]:

The most spectacular transplantation experiments were published by Spemann and his
doctoral student Hilde Mangold in 1924. They showed that, of all the tissues in the
early gastrula, only one has its fate autonomously determined. This self-determining
tissue is the dorsal lip of the blastopore—the tissue derived from the gray crescent
cytoplasm opposite the point of sperm entry. When this tissue was transplanted into
the presumptive belly skin region of another gastrula, it not only continued to be dorsal
blastopore lip but also initiated gastrulation and embryogenesis in the surrounding
tissue! [...]

Hilde Proescholdt Mangold died in a tragic accident in 1924, when her kitchen’s gasoline
heater exploded. She has 26 years old, and her paper was just about to be published.
Hers is one of the very few doctoral theses in biology that have directly resulted in the
awarding of a Nobel Prize.

Otto Mangold (German, 1891–1962), the husband of Hilde Mangold, also made important contri-
butions to developmental biology, especially with regard to the differentiation of initially totipotent
embryonic cells into highly specialized, committed cell types.

Johann Friedrich Meckel (Prussian Saxony, 1781–1833) was one of the first scientists to make
a systematic study of birth defects and abnormalities that occur during the development of an
embryo.

Heinz (or Heinrich) Christian Pander (Baltic German, 1794–1865) discovered and studied the three
germ layers (ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm) in chick embryos.

Martin Heinrich Rathke (German states, 1793–1860) carefully studied the developmental biology
of a wide variety of vertebrate and invertebrate species, and was the first to identify many features
in their development.
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Karl Bogislaus Reichert (German, 1811–1883) investigated and reported on the development of a
number of different structures in vertebrate embryos.

Robert Remak (Prussian, 1815–1865) studied and described in detail the three germ layers (ecto-
derm, mesoderm, and endoderm) of the gastrula.

Wilhelm Roux (German, 1850–1924) conducted experiments on the development of the skeletal
and cardiovascular systems in vertebrate embryos.

Hans Spemann (German, 1869–1941) worked with Hilde Mangold and others on a wide variety of
topics in developmental biology. For experiments that Hilde Mangold carried out, Spemann won
the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1935.

Walther (or Walter) Vogt (German, 1888–1941) was the first to use a vital (nontoxic) dye for fate
mapping of cells in developing embryos, in order to determine which types of cells arise from a
certain earlier cell that was injected with the tracking dye.

Heinrich Wilhelm von Waldeyer-Hartz (German, 1836–1921) discovered the developmental stages
for many structures in the head, including teeth, tonsils, and hair.

Else Wehmeier (German?, 19??–??) conducted important experiments demonstrating the action of
organizer or inducer regions in an embryo.

August Weismann (German, 1834–1914) studied reproduction and development in sea urchins as
a very simple animal model, and made many important contributions regarding chromosomes and
heredity.

Paul Alfred Weiss (Austrian, 1898–1989) studied cellular differentiation and tissue regeneration in
cultured cells and in whole amphibians.

Caspar Friedrich Wolff (Brandenburg, 1733–1794) founded the fields of animal and plant develop-
mental biology. He studied plant, chick, human, and other embryos and made important discoveries
regarding early developmental stages, developmental abnormalities, and the development of organ
systems such as the gastrointestinal tract.

Although it was somewhat later than the primary time period on which this book focuses, Christiane
Nüsslein-Volhard (German, 1942–) and Eric Wieschaus (American but worked in Germany, 1947–)
studied the genetic control of embryonic development. For that work, they won the Nobel Prize
in Physiology or Medicine in 1995. Professor Björn Vennström of the Nobel Committee at the
Karolinska Institute explained their discoveries
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1995/ceremony-speech/]:

Insect larvae have segments; recall the larva of a butterfly! Each segment has its own
developmental program. Think about the wasp, with its head, the central section, and
the striped posterior (“tail”) region: every part develops from a specific segment in the
larva. Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard and Eric Wieschaus decided to find all the genes
that cause the larva to develop exactly 14 segments, since the segments determine the
body plan. Their chances of success were unclear. Nobody had done anything similar
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before, and a hopelessly large number of genes could be involved. They began their
work, using a simple but ingenious experimental approach. After having tested more
than half of the approximately 20000 genes of the fly, they found three groups of genes
that govern segmentation. The first group of genes provides a basis for segmentation
along the body axis. The next group of genes governs the development of every second
segment, whereas the third group refines the structure of the individual segments.

Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard and Eric Wieschaus had opened a Pandora’s box filled with
a seemingly unmanageable jumble of genes, and transformed their hope for success into
a reality. They showed that it really was possible to identify and classify genes that
govern early embryogenesis in a rational way. The genes they found were surprisingly
few: only 15. This success has paved the way for other developmental biologists to make
pioneering discoveries.

Scientists from the German-speaking world also pioneered techniques to aid childbirth and neonatal
babies.

Although caesarean sections had been occasionally performed since ancient times, mothers usually
did not survive the procedure. In 1881, Ferdinand Adolf Kehrer (German, 1837–1914) first used
a horizontal incision low on the abdomen that greatly reduced bleeding and maternal mortality.
In 1882, Max Sänger (German, 1853–1903) demonstrated that the uterus could be sutured after
a caesarean section to preserve the mother’s ability to have future children. Hermann Johannes
Pfannenstiel (German, 1862–1909) made further improvements to the surgical methods of caesarean
sections in 1900. Of course, caesarean sections were aided by antiseptics (p. 128), anesthetics (p.
223), and later antibiotics (pp. 146–147), all of which were also developed in the German-speaking
world.

In 1835, Johann Georg von Ruehl (Baltic German, 1769–1846) invented and used the first neona-
tal incubators for premature babies. Such incubators became known as Ruehl’s cradle and spread
throughout Europe over the following decades. Michael Cohn, later known as Martin Couney (Ger-
man, 1870–1950), moved to the United States and improved, mass-produced, and popularized
incubators.
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Figure 2.169: Creators who made important contributions to developmental biology and embryology
included Karl Ernst von Baer, Carl Bergmann, Theodor Boveri, Hans Driesch, Karl Gegenbaur,
and Salome Gluecksohn-Waelsch.
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Figure 2.170: Creators who made important contributions to developmental biology and embryology
also included Ernst Haeckel, Curt Herbst, Oscar Hertwig, Richard Hertwig, Wilhelm His Sr., and
Johannes Holtfreter.
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Figure 2.171: Creators who made important contributions to developmental biology and embryology
also included Johann Friedrich Wilhelm Krause, Hilde Mangold, Otto Mangold, Johann Friedrich
Meckel, Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard, and Heinz Christian Pander.
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Figure 2.172: Creators who made important contributions to developmental biology and embryology
also included Martin Heinrich Rathke, Karl Bogislaus Reichert, Robert Remak, Wilhelm Roux,
Hans Spemann, and Walther Vogt.
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Figure 2.173: Creators who made important contributions to developmental biology and embryology
also included Heinrich Wilhelm von Waldeyer-Hartz, Else Wehmeier, August Weismann, Paul Alfred
Weiss, Eric Wieschaus, and Caspar Friedrich Wolff.
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Figure 2.174: Beginning in 1881, Ferdinand Adolf Kehrer, Max Sänger, and Hermann Johannes
Pfannenstiel developed the modern surgical methods of safe caesarean sections.
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Figure 2.175: Johann Georg von Ruehl invented and demonstrated neonatal incubators in 1835.
Michael Cohn, also known as Martin Couney, later improved, mass-produced, and popularized
incubators.
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2.7 Aerospace Medicine, Prostheses, and Other Physiology

In addition to those areas already discussed in this chapter, scientists from the greater German-
speaking world also made many important contributions to aerospace medicine, prostheses, and
other aspects of human anatomy and physiology.26

A. Aerospace medicine

As shown in Figs. 2.176–2.177, a number of German-speaking scientists made important early
discoveries regarding high-altitude or aerospace medicine:

• Arthur Berson (German, 1859–1942), a balloonist and meteorologist, also conducted impor-
tant research on the physiological effects of high altitudes. He used both high-altitude balloons
and ground-based low-pressure chambers for that work, and he collaborated with Hermann
von Schrötter, Reinhard Süring, and Nathan Zuntz.

• Arnold Durig (Austrian, 1872–1961) was a physician who conducted experiments on himself
at high altitudes on mountains. He was a student of Nathan Zuntz.

• Adolf Löwy (German, 1862–1937), a physician, conducted experiments both on high moun-
tains and in ground-based low-pressure chambers. He collaborated with Nathan Zuntz.

• Hermann von Schrötter (Austrian, 1870–1928) was a physician who designed a pressurized
balloon cabin for very high altitudes. He studied physiological effects in balloons, on moun-
tains, in ground-based pressure chambers, and in deep-sea divers. At various times he worked
with Arthur Berson, Arnold Durig, Adolf Löwy, Reinhard Süring, and Nathan Zuntz.

• Reinhard Süring (German, 1866–1950) was a meteorologist who also studied the physiological
effects of high altitudes using balloons and ground-based pressure chambers. He worked with
Arthur Berson, Hermann von Schrötter, and Nathan Zuntz.

• Nathan Zuntz (German, 1847–1920), as physiologist, was essentially the founder of both high-
altitude medicine and sports medicine. Over his long career he trained and/or collaborated
with Arthur Berson, Arnold Durig, Adolf Löwy, Hermann von Schrötter, and Reinhard Süring.

26 Campbell and Harsch 2013; Deichmann 1996; Gedeon 2006; Kater 1989; Klee 2001; Posner and Ware 2000;
Schnalke and Atzl 2010; Simmons 2002; Vivien Spitz 2005; Strughold 1950.
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Figure 2.176: German-speaking scientists who made important early discoveries in aerospace
medicine included Arthur Berson, Arnold Durig, and Adolf Loewy.
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Figure 2.177: Other German-speaking scientists who made important early discoveries in aerospace
medicine included Hermann von Schrötter, Reinhard Süring, and Nathan Zuntz.
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During World War II, Germany had a very large group of aerospace medicine researchers working
on problems related to high-altitude aircraft, jets, rocket planes, ejection seats, and even piloted
missiles and rockets. Those experts were rapidly scooped up by Allied countries at the end of
the war, forming the basis for modern aerospace medicine in those countries. A large fraction of
German aerospace medicine experts went to the United States, where they founded programs at
the U.S. Air Force School of Aviation Medicine and the U.S. Naval Medical Research Institute
(Figs. 2.178–2.179). Their expertise was invaluable for postwar military aviation, as well as for the
later manned space program. Especially prominent members of this group of U.S.-based German
aerospace medical experts included:

• Theodor Benzinger (German, 1905–1999) worked directly with the first U.S. astronauts but
is now perhaps best remembered for inventing the ear thermometer.

• Konrad Büttner (German, 1903–1970) specialized in environmental conditions from the lower
atmosphere to the upper atmosphere to radiation in space. He worked closely with Theodor
Benzinger, Hubertus Strughold, and other German-speaking scientists to apply that expertise
to aerospace medicine.

• Fritz Haber (German, 1912–1998, not to be confused with the earlier chemist of the same
name) was the brother of Heinz Haber. Both during and after World War II, he worked on
aerospace projects and aerospace medicine. He and his brother proposed simulating zero-
gravity conditions for short periods of time by sending astronaut trainees on parabolic flights
in aircraft.

• Heinz Haber (German, 1913–1990) was the brother of Fritz Haber. He was a physicist and
pilot, and worked on everything from nuclear power to aerospace projects, including parabolic
flights for zero-gravity training.

• Hubertus Strughold (German, 1898–1986) was the leader of the German aerospace medicine
experts both during and after the war.
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Figure 2.178: The Mercury 7 astronauts with Theodor Benzinger at the U.S. Naval Medical Research
Institute.
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Figure 2.179: Fritz Haber, Konrad Buettner, Hubertus Strughold, and Heinz Haber at the U.S.
School of Aviation Medicine.
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B. Prostheses

Due to the combination of strong support for scientific innovation and the large numbers of people
with war injuries, the German-speaking world led the development of prosthetic limbs.

In 1808, Albrecht Ludwig Berblinger (German states, 1770–1829, Fig. 2.180) developed the first
prosthetic legs with movable joints, which made the legs much more practical to use. (Berblinger
also made early attempts at developing manned gliders.)

Jakob Riedinger (German, 1861–1917, Fig. 2.181) developed a prosthetic arm with movable joints,
the “Würzburg working arm.” He also established national programs to treat and to assist the
disabled.

During World War I, Ferdinand Sauerbruch (German, 1875–1951, Fig. 2.181) invented the first
prosthetic arms that could be controlled by residual arm stump muscles, a design that became
known as the “Sauerbruch arm.” In 1904, Sauerbruch also invented a pressurized chamber (the
“Sauerbruch chamber”) for much more safely opening the thorax of a patient to conduct operations
on the heart or lungs.

Georg Schlesinger (German, 1874–1949, Fig. 2.181) worked with Jakob Riedinger and Ferdinand
Sauerbruch to design and build improved prosthetic arms and legs during and after World War I.
Schlesinger also spent much of his career improving the standardization, testing, and calibration of
machine tools.

During and after World War II, Ulrich Henschke (German, 1914–1980) and Hans Mauch (Ger-
man, 1906–1984) developed the Swing-aNd-Stance (S-N-S) hydraulically controlled prosthetic leg,
which has been used worldwide for decades since then. They also worked on prosthetic arms, vi-
sion systems for the blind, methods of interfacing electronics to human nervous system, aviation
medicine, and aviation controls and simulators. In addition, Henschke developed brachytherapy
methods for treating cancer. See Fig. 2.182 and Section A.2. Mauch also played a key role in the
early development of jet engines and jet aircraft (p. 1237).
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Figure 2.180: Albrecht Ludwig Berblinger developed the first prosthetic legs with movable joints.
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Figure 2.181: Ferdinand Sauerbruch invented the first prosthetic arms controlled by residual arm
stump muscles.
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Figure 2.182: Ulrich Henschke and Hans Mauch developed the Swing-aNd-Stance (S-N-S) leg and
other prostheses. Lower right: An amputee (left) and Henschke (right) demonstrating the leg while
walking down stairs.
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C. Miscellaneous anatomy, physiology, and zoology

Scientists from the greater German-speaking world also made many important contributions re-
garding other aspects of anatomy, physiology, and zoology. Examples shown in Figs. 2.183–2.185
include:

• Theodor Billroth (German/Austrian, 1829–1894) established and taught many of the key
principles of modern gastrointestinal surgery (Fig. 2.183).

• Ernst von Brücke (German, 1819–1892) studied the anatomy and physiology of everything
from chameleons’ color changes to human language.

• Karl Friedrich Burdach (German states, 1776–1847) studied the anatomy and physiology of
the brain and other organs, and popularized the term “biology” for the study of organisms.

• Julius Cohnheim (German, 1839–1884) made important discoveries in immunology, inflam-
mation, neuromuscular junctions, histology, and other areas.

• Johann Friedrich Dieffenbach (German states, 1792–1847) greatly advanced reconstructive
and plastic surgery.

• Gustav Gärtner (Austrian, 1855–1937) did important work in renal physiology, blood pressure
measurement, nutrition, and other areas.

• Leopold Gmelin (German states, 1788–1853) conducted research on digestive physiology, bio-
chemistry, cellular pigments, and other topics.

• Willi Hennig (German, 1913–1976) performed extensive work in comparative zoology and
founded the field of phylogenetic systematics or cladistics.

• Rudolf Albert von Kölliker (Swiss, 1817–1905) made discoveries in comparative zoology, em-
bryology, histology, and the anatomy and physiology of a variety of human organs.

• Adolph Kussmaul (German, 1822–1902) was the first physician to describe dyslexia (1877),
and also did important work on other disorders and diagnostic methods.

• Carl Ludwig (German, 1816–1895) wrote a textbook on human physiology (1852–1856) and
worked in many areas of physiology, including blood pressure, renal physiology, and anesthesia.

• Johannes Peter Müller (German states, 1801–1858) made several important discoveries in
physiology and other fields of biology, and published his Handbuch der Physiologie des Men-
schen (Handbook of Human Physiology) during the period 1833–1840.

• Friedrich Tiedemann (German states, 1781–1861) studied neuroanatomy, osteology, cancer,
evolution, and other topics.
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Figure 2.183: Theodor Billroth pioneered abdominal surgery.
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Figure 2.184: Other German-speaking scientists who made significant contributions to knowledge
about anatomy and physiology included Ernst von Brücke, Karl Friedrich Burdach, Julius Cohn-
heim, Johann Friedrich Dieffenbach, Gustav Gärtner, and Leopold Gmelin.
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Figure 2.185: Other German-speaking scientists who made significant contributions to knowledge
about anatomy and physiology included Willi Hennig, Rudolf Albert von Kölliker, Adolph Kuss-
maul, Carl Ludwig, Johannes Peter Müller, and Friedrich Tiedemann.
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2.8 Botany

Scientists from the greater German-speaking world made many important discoveries regarding
plant biology, especially how chlorophyll facilities the process of photosynthesis, as well as other
properties of plants.27

A. Photosynthesis

As shown in Fig. 2.186, plant cells are similar to animal cells, but they are surrounded by a cell wall
and also possess chloroplasts. The chloroplasts contain chlorophyll, specialized porphyrin molecules
that absorb light energy, which is then converted into stored chemical energy in the chloroplasts
in a process called photosynthesis. The structure of chlorophyll and the chemical steps involved
in photosynthesis are quite complex, and a number of scientists were involved in elucidating their
details (Figs. 2.187–2.189). Due to the overlapping and scientifically complex nature of their work,
these creators are simply listed alphabetically below.

Hans Fischer (German, 1881–1945) won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1930 for his discov-
eries regarding the structure and synthesis of chlorophyll (as well as heme from hemoglobin–
see p. 270). In awarding Fischer the Nobel Prize, Professor H.G. Söderbaum, Chairman of the
Nobel Committee for Chemistry of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, praised his work
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1930/ceremony-speech/]:

[...] Even if I add that Fischer has demonstrated the occurrence of haemin in yeast, all
this is overshadowed by the fact that, chemically speaking, the pigment of green plants,
i.e. chlorophyll, is closely related with the red blood pigment, and even derives, as
Fischer has shown, from exactly the same parent substance, as regards the porphyrins.

This shows that Nature in spite of her extravagant diversity was sufficiently economical
to use exactly the same building material when constructing these two substances which
are so greatly different in appearance and occurrence.

Having completed his work on the blood pigments and their components by the haemin
synthesis, Fischer turned with undiminished energy to research into chlorophyll. In this
field, where a scientist has previously gained a Nobel Prize, but where much work
remained to be done, conditions are even more complicated and the difficulties as a
consequence are even greater than in the other field. Nevertheless, Fischer obtained
results which are so important that the Academy has considered it fitting to include
them in the award.

James Franck (German, 1882–1964) was a quantum and nuclear physicist who spent his whole
career studying various ways that light can interact with matter; he won the Nobel Prize in Physics
in 1925 for part of that work, as discussed on p. 693. As just one aspect of that general inter-
est, Franck conducted important experimental and theoretical analyses of the physics underlying
photosynthetic interactions between light and chlorophyll molecules.

27 Deichmann 1996; Jahn 2004; Junker 2004; Magner 2002; Miller 1988; Richards 2004; Taschwer 2016.
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Like Hans Fischer but much earlier, Felix Hoppe-Seyler (German, 1825–1895) also purified and
analyzed both hemoglobin and chlorophyll, and his studies became the foundation for the later
work by Fischer and others.

Jan Ingenhousz (Dutch, worked in Austria, lived 1730–1799) demonstrated that plant leaves produce
oxygen when in the light and carbon dioxide when in the dark, and that part of a plant’s mass
must come from the air.

Hans Kornberg (German, 1928– ) studied photosynthetic pathways in bacteria and related those
to photosynthetic molecules and reactions in plants.

Max Rudolf Lemberg (German, 1896–1975) spent his career investigating the structure and function
of porphyrins, including those for chlorophyll, hemoglobin, and several cytochromes.

Hilde Levi (German, 1909–2003), a quantum and nuclear physicist, worked with James Franck to
purify chlorophyll molecules and analyze the light absorption and emission spectra of chlorophyll.

Julius von Mayer (German, 1814–1878) clearly articulated and was an important early advocate
of the general principle of photosynthesis, that plants convert absorbed light energy into stored
chemical energy.

Helmut Metzner (German, 1925–1999) made highly accurate measurements of photosynthetic re-
actions that refined our understanding of the detailed processes involved.

Julius von Sachs (German, 1832–1897) demonstrated that photosynthesis in leaves produces starch
molecules.

Nicolas-Théodore de Saussure (Swiss, 1767–1845) made careful experimental measurements demon-
strating that photosynthetic reactions require both water and carbon dioxide as input materials.

Cornelius Bernardus van Niel (Dutch, 1897–1985) pioneered the study of photosynthetic pathways
in bacteria, and his work was later continued by Hans Kornberg.

Otto Heinrich Warburg (German, 1883–1970) investigated the catalytic mechanism and quantum
efficiency involved in photosynthesis. He should not be confused with his distant older cousin Otto
Warburg (1859–1938). He won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1931 for his related work
on cellular respiration [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1931/ceremony-speech/].

Richard Willstätter (German, 1872–1942) identified different types of chlorophyll and other plant
pigment molecules and determined their empirical formulas, for which he won the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry in 1915. At the award ceremony, Professor O. Hammarsten, Chairman of the Nobel
Committee for Chemistry of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, described the importance of
Willstätter’s work [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1915/press-release/]:

The difficulties, however, which confront research scientists in this field have been so
great that until very recently they have prevented a successful study of the problem
of chlorophyll. Willstätter is the first, jointly with several of his students, to have been
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successful in overcoming these difficulties by working out new and very valuable methods
and by extensive investigations carried out with masterly experimental skill. By the
new and important discoveries resulting from these investigations he has been able to
elucidate in all its essential parts the question of the chemical nature of chlorophyll. [...]

The most important part of Willstätter’s investigations is, nevertheless, that relating to
the detection of the chemical structure of chlorophyll. He has shown that chlorophyll is
an ester, which on saponification with alkali can be split up into a previously unknown
alcohol called “phytol”, which represents about one third of the molecule, and a colour
component called “chlorophyllin”, containing magnesium, which forms the remaining
part. He has more closely investigated these two components both individually and
for their transformation and decomposition products. Furthermore, he has found that
this splitting-up of chlorophyll into the two mentioned main components can also take
place as a result of the action of an enzyme occurring in the leaves, which he has called
“chlorophyllase”, and hence he has been able to elucidate the nature of the crystallized
chlorophyll. [...]

A very important section of Willstätter’s work on the chemical structure of chlorophyll
is represented by his investigations into the colour components, the “chlorophyllin”, and
other “phyllins” and derivatives formed from it. These investigations are of particular
interest with regard to the question of the relationship between blood pigment and
chlorophyll. [...]

He has also prepared in a pure state and studied exhaustively the yellow pigments, the
so-called carotenoids, which occur together with chlorophyll in the leaves of plants. By
means of the results obtained regarding both these yellow pigments and the chlorophylls
he has paved the way for new biological researches into the part played by the different
leaf pigments in the assimilation of carbonic acid.

Robert Huber (German, 1937–), Johann Deisenhofer (German, 1943–), and Hartmut Michel (Ger-
man, 1948–) studied photosynthesis in bacteria, which was apparently the precursor to photosyn-
thesis in plant chloroplasts. For this research, they won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1988.
Professor Bo G. Malmström of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences explained the importance
of their innovations [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1988/ceremony-speech/]:

For a long time it has been impossible to prepare membrane-bound proteins in a form
allowing the determination of the detailed structure in three dimensions. [...] But the
situation had actually drastically changed in 1982, when Hartmut Michel thanks to sys-
tematic experiments succeeded in preparing highly ordered crystals of a photosynthetic
reaction center from a bacterium. With these crystals he could in the period 1982–1985,
in collaboration with Johann Deisenhofer and Robert Huber, determine the structure
of the reaction center in atomic detail.

The structural determination awarded has led to a giant leap in our understanding of
fundamental reactions in photosynthesis, the most important chemical reaction in the
biosphere of our earth. But it has also consequences far outside the field of photosyn-
thesis research. Not only photosynthesis and respiration are associated with membrane-
bound proteins but also many other central biological functions, e. g. the transport of
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nutrients into cells, hormone action or nerve impulses. Proteins participating in these
processes must span biological membranes, and the structure of the reaction center has
delineated the structural principles for such proteins. Michel’s methodological contri-
bution has, in addition, the consequence that there is now hope that we can determine
detailed structures also for many other membrane proteins. Not least important is the
fact that the reaction center structure has given theoretical chemists an indispensable
tool in their efforts to understand how biologic electron transfer over very large dis-
tances on a molecular scale can occur as rapidly as in one billionth (American English,
trillionth) of a second. In a longer perspective it is possible that such research can lead
to important energy technology in the form of artificial photosynthesis.
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Figure 2.186: Plant cells are similar to animal cells, but they are surrounded by a cell wall and
also possess chloroplasts. The chloroplasts contain chlorophyll, specialized porphyrin molecules that
absorb light energy, which is then converted into stored chemical energy in the chloroplasts.
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Figure 2.187: Some creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about photosynthesis
included Johann Deisenhofer, Hans Fischer, James Franck, Felix Hoppe-Seyler, Robert Huber, and
Jan Ingenhousz.
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Figure 2.188: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about photosynthesis
included Hans Kornberg, Max Rudolf Lemberg, Hilde Levi, Julius von Mayer, Helmut Metzner, and
Hartmut Michel.
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Figure 2.189: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about photosynthesis
included Julius von Sachs, Nicolas-Théodore de Saussure, Cornelius Bernardus van Niel, Otto
Warburg, and Richard Willstätter.
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B. Other botany

Scientists from the greater German-speaking world also made many important discoveries regarding
other properties of plants, as shown in Figs. 2.189–2.190.

Franz Andreas Bauer (Austrian, 1758–1840) discovered plant cell structures under the microscope
and produced thousands of highly detailed color paintings and drawings of the microscopic and
macroscopic features of a huge variety of plants.

Martinus Beijerinck (Dutch, 1851–1931) discovered nitrogen fixation, the process by which bacteria
living in root nodules of plants convert atmospheric nitrogen gas into ammonia that plants can
absorb and utilize.

Ferdinand Cohn (German, 1828–1898) investigated algae and plants under the microscope, recog-
nized that algae are simple single-celled plants, and conducted experiments on plant physiology.

Heinrich Anton de Bary (Germany, 1831–1888) identified and studied plant pathogens such as the
fungi that cause potato (late) blight and stem (wheat) rust, showed that lichens are a symbiosis of
algae and fungi, and studied other aspects of algae and plant physiology.

Augustin de Candolle (Swiss, 1778–1841) developed and published a hugely detailed system of
classifying plants and proposing their potential evolutionary relationships. He also demonstrated
intrinsic circadian rhythms in plants kept under conditions of constant light.

Wilhelm Hofmeister (German, 1824–1877) discovered the alternation of generations in plants, was
one of the first scientists to observe and record plant chromosomes under the microscope, greatly
advanced the study of plant embryology, and proposed a theory for the evolution of plant species.
His botanical discoveries were so numerous and so revolutionary that he deserves far more fame
than he has generally received [Kaplan and Cooke 1996].

Gregor Mendel (Austrian, 1822–1884) discovered the rules of genetics using plants he grew at his
monastery (p. 79). He also studied asexual reproduction in hawkweed and identified several new
species of plants.

Hugo von Mohl (German, 1805–1872) observed the structure of plant cells under the microscope
and recorded cell division in algae in 1835. He also spent decades observing and cataloging the
microscopic and macroscopic structures of a wide range of plants.

Wilhelm Pfeffer (German, 1845–1920) made important discoveries regarding growth, movement,
and metabolism in plants.

Eduard Strasburger (Polish, studied and worked in Germany, 1844–1912) studied the embryology
of gymnosperms and angiosperms, monitored plant chromosomes in cell division, and made other
contributions to plant physiology and cell biology.

Gottfried Reinhold Treviranus (Bremen, 1776–1837) proposed a theory of plant evolution and
studied the relationships among plant species. He was the older brother of Ludolph Treviranus.
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Ludolph Christian Treviranus (Bremen, 1779–1864) made a wide variety of contributions to plant
taxonomy, embryology, and physiology. He was the younger brother of Gottfried Treviranus.

Otto Warburg (German, 1859–1938) was an important expert on tropical agriculture. He should
not be confused with his distant younger cousin Otto Heinrich Warburg (1883–1970).

Fritz von Wettstein (Austrian, 1895–1945) made a number of important discoveries regarding
chloroplast genetics and plant chromosomes. He was the son of Richard Wettstein von Wester-
sheim.

Richard Wettstein von Westersheim (Austrian, 1863–1931) developed and published an extremely
detailed system of classifying plants, and was the father of Fritz von Wettstein.
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Figure 2.190: Some creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about botany included
Franz Andreas Bauer, Martinus Beijerinck, Ferdinand Cohn, Anton de Bary, Augustin de Candolle,
and Wilhelm Hofmeister.
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Figure 2.191: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about botany in-
cluded Gregor Mendel, Hugo von Mohl, Wilhelm Pfeffer, Eduard Strasburger, Gottfried Treviranus,
and Ludolph Treviranus.
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Figure 2.192: Other creators who made significant contributions to knowledge about botany in-
cluded Fritz von Wettstein and Richard Wettstein von Westersheim.



Chapter 3

Creators and Creations in Chemistry
and Materials Science

Alle Arnzneien sind auf der Erde, aber es
fehlen die Menschen, die sie pflücken würden.
Sie sind zur Ernte gereift, aber die Schnit-
ter sind nicht gekommen. Wenn einmal die
Schnitter der rechten Arznei da sein werden,
dann werden wir ohne Hinderung durch leere
Sophistik die Aussätzigen reinigen und die
Blinden sehend machen. Denn diese Kraft
liegt in der Erde und sie wächst überall. [...]

Die Natur ist so sorgfältig und genau in
ihren Dingen, daß man sie ohne große Kunst
nicht verwenden kann; denn sie bringt nichts
an den Tag, was an sich vollendet wäre.
Alles hat der Mensch zu vollenden. Diese
Vollendung heißt: Alchemie... Und der ist ein
Alchemist, der alles, was in der Natur den
Menschen zum Nutzen wächst, zu seinem von
ihr bestimmten Ende führt. [...] Deswegen
soll mehr Fleiß darauf verwendet werden, um
mehr daraus zu gestalten! [...]

All the remedies are on earth, but we lack the
men to gather them. They are ready to be
harvested, but the reapers have not come. But
one day the reapers of the right remedies shall
come, and undeterred by empty sophistry we
will cleanse the lepers and make the blind see.
For this power is concealed in the earth, and
it grows everywhere. [...]

Nature is so careful and exact in her cre-
ations that they cannot be used without great
skill; for she does not produce anything that
is perfect in itself. Man must bring everything
to perfection. This work of bringing things to
their perfection is called alchemy... And he is
an alchemist who carries what nature grows
for the use of man to its destined end. [...]
For this reason more diligence should be spent
on alchemy, in order to obtain still greater
results! [...]

361
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Gott hat Eisen geschaffen, aber nicht das,
was daraus gemacht werden soll... Das Weitere
hat Er dem Feuer anbefohlen und dem Vul-
canus, der des Feuers Herr ist... Daraus folgt,
daß das Eisen zuerst von seinen Schlacken
gereinigt und dann zu dem geschmiedet wer-
den muß, was aus ihm entsehen soll. Das
nennt sich Alchemie, das ist der Schmelzer—
der Schmied—, der Vulcanus heißt. Was das
Feuer tut, ist Alchemie—auch im Ofen, oder
auch im Küchenherd.

God created iron but not that which is to be
made of it... He enjoined fire, and Vulcan, who
is the lord of fire, to do the rest... From this
it follows that iron must be cleansed of its
dross before it can be forged. This process is
alchemy; its founder is the smith Vulcan. What
is accomplished by fire is alchemy—whether in
the furnace or in the kitchen stove.

Paracelsus. ca. 1536. In Jolande Jacobi, ed. 2002. Paracelsus: Lebendiges Erbe.
St. Goar: Reichl. pp. 96–97. English translation adapted from Norbert Guterman.

As with biology, during the nineteenth century, intellectual leadership in chemistry and materials
science passed from scientists in other countries (primarily France, the United Kingdom, and Swe-
den) to German-speaking scientists. As covered in this chapter, creators from the predominantly
German-speaking central European research world then made enormous contributions to inorganic
chemistry, organic chemistry, chemical explosives, chemical warfare agents and pesticides, polymers,
ceramics, metallurgy, and other aspects of chemistry and materials science.1 German-speaking cre-
ators also made numerous contributions to other chemistry-related areas such as biochemistry
(Chapter 2), earth science (Chapter 4), physical chemistry (Chapter 5), and nuclear chemistry
(Chapter 8).

1In addition to specific references that are cited in different areas throughout this chapter, this chapter makes
use of general biographical and project information from: ACLS 2000; Albrecht et al. 1992; Ash and Söllner 1996;
Bar-Zohar 1967; Bower 1987; Bunch and Hellemans 2004; Challoner 2009; Cornwell 2003; Crim 2018; EB 1911, 2010;
Gillispie 1970–1990; Gimbel 1990a; Glatt 1994; Hall 2019; István Hargittai 2006, 2011; Linda Hunt 1991; Impey et
al. 2008; Jacobsen 2014; Koertge 2007; Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Lusar 1956, 1971; Medawar and Pyke 2000; Mick
2000; Murray 2003; Nachmansohn 1979; NDB 1953–2020; Neufeld 2012; Nouzille and Huwart 1999; O’Reagan 2014,
2019; Porter 1994; Charles Walker 1946; Peter Watson 2010; Weitensfelder 2009.

For coverage of major portions of the history of chemistry and materials science in the German-speaking
world, see: Abelshauser et al. 2004; Brock 1993; Bugge 1955; Coffey 2008; Deichmann 2001; Drummer and Zwilling
2007; Engels et al. 1989; Farber 1961; Haber 1958, 1971; Ihde 1984; Johnson 1990; Kahlert 2002; Lesch 2000; Maier
2015; Marsch 1994a; Neufeldt 2003; Partington 1935, 1957, 1964; Peppas 2013; Rosner 2004; Sasuly 1947; Scerri
2006; Schwenk 2000; Soukup 2007; Teltschik 1992; Ungewitter 1938; Weeks and Leicester 1968; Welsch 1981; Werner
2017.

I have deliberately left a blank space where images of some creators or creations should go.
Those are people or projects that I felt were important enough that they should definitely be shown in this book,
yet I have not yet been able to locate a suitable image that I have permission to use, despite my searches in Europe
and in the United States. If readers have any relevant images and could send them to me, I would be very grateful
and will include them in future editions of this book. Even where a suitable photo cannot be located, I believe that
leaving a blank space pays tribute both to the scientific importance of that creator or creation and to how that
historical fact has been very nearly forgotten.
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3.1 Inorganic Chemistry

German-speaking scientists made a huge number of important discoveries in inorganic chemistry,
including identifying large numbers of the elements, creating the periodic table of the elements,
and making a wide variety of other chemical innovations.2

Discoveries of elements

Once chemists realized in the eighteenth century that chemicals were composed of distinctive ele-
ments, there was an international race to purify, characterize, and name as many elements as possi-
ble. Several important scientists in that race were in Sweden, France, and the United Kingdom, but
arguably the largest plurality of element discoveries came from scientists in the German-speaking
world. The major German-speaking discoveries are summarized below. Note that some elements
are listed more than once, if they were independently discovered by different scientists, or first
discovered earlier but then characterized in much more detail later.

Carl Wilhelm Scheele (Pomerania, 1742–1786), shown in Fig. 3.1, was the earliest and most success-
ful German-speaking discover of elements. He discovered at least ten elements: hydrogen (1771),
nitrogen (1771), oxygen (1771), fluorine (1771), phosphorus (1774), chlorine (1774), manganese
(1774), molybdenum (1778), barium (1774), and tungsten (1781).

As illustrated in Fig. 3.2, Martin Klaproth (German states, 1743–1817) discovered six elements:
titanium (1795), strontium (1791), zirconium (1789), tellurium (1798), cerium (1803), and uranium
(1789).

Friedrich Wöhler (German, 1800–1882) discovered five elements: beryllium (1828), aluminum (1827),
silicon (182?), titanium (182?), and yttrium (1828); see Fig. 3.3. He was also the first to synthesize
important molecules such as urea and calcium carbide.

Robert Bunsen (German, 1811–1899) and Gustav Kirchhoff (German, 1824–1887), shown together
in Fig. 3.4, discovered cesium in 1860 and rubidium in 1861. Bunsen also created the carbon-zinc
battery; with Peter Desaga (German, 1812–1879) he created the Bunsen burner.

As shown in Fig. 3.5, Jean de Marignac (Swiss, 1817–1894) measured atomic weights with greater
precision than others had previously and also discovered three elements: samarium (1880), gadolin-
ium (1880), and ytterbium (1878).

Berta Karlik (Austrian, 1904–1990) and Traude Bernert (Austrian, 1915–1998) discovered short-
lived astatine in natural ore samples in 1942; see Fig. 3.5.

Carl Auer von Welsbach (Austrian, 1858–1929), shown in Fig. 3.6, was phenomenally successful
on fronts in science, engineering, and business. He discovered four elements: praseodymium (1885),
neodymium (1885), ytterbium (1905), and lutetium (1905). He also invented the gaslight mantle,
osmium wire, the metal filament incandescent lamp, and the flint metal lighter. Based on those
inventions and discoveries, he founded Auergesellschaft, Treibacher Industrie, and Osram.

2Brock 1993; Bugge 1955; Coffey 2008; Engels et al. 1989; Farber 1961; Ihde 1984; Johnson 1990; Kahlert 2002;
Maier 2015; Neufeldt 2003; Partington 1935, 1957, 1964; Scerri 2006; Weeks and Leicester 1968; Werner 2017.
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As illustrated in Fig. 3.7, Otto Berg (German, 1873–1939), Walter Noddack (German, 1893–1960),
and Ida Tacke Noddack (German, 1896–1978) discovered rhenium and technetium in 1925. In 1934,
Ida Tacke Noddack also correctly predicted how to produce neptunium and plutonium, which do
not exist naturally (p. 1133).

Other German-speaking discoverers of elements are shown in Figs. 3.8–3.11:

• Hennig Brand (German states, 1630–1692, Fig. 3.8) discovered phosphorus in 1669.

• Clemens Winkler (German, 1838–1904, Fig. 3.8) discovered germanium in 1886.

• Albertus Magnus (German states, 1193–1280, Fig. 3.8) discovered arsenic in 1250.

• Carl Jacob Löwig (German, 1803–1890, Fig. 3.8) discovered bromine in 1825.

• Karl Ernst Claus (Baltic German, 1796–1864, Fig. 3.8) discovered ruthenium in 1844.

• Friedrich Stromeyer (German states, 1776–1835) and Karl Hermann (German states, 1765–
1846) discovered cadmium in 1817; see Fig. 3.9.

• Ferdinand Reich (German, 1799–1882) and Hieronymous Theodor Richter (German, 1824–
1898) discovered indium in 1863; see Fig. 3.9.

• Franz-Joseph Müller von Reichenstein (Austrian, 1740–1825) discovered tellurium in 1782;
see Fig. 3.10.

• Jacques-Louis Soret (Swiss, 1827–1890) and Marc Delafontaine (Swiss, 1838–1911) discovered
holmium in 1878; see Fig. 3.10.

• Dirk Coster (Dutch, 1889–1950) and George de Hevesy (Hungarian, 1885–1966) discovered
hafnium in 1922; see Fig. 3.10.

• Georgius Agricola (German states, 1494–1555, Fig. 3.10) discovered bismuth around 1540.

• Friedrich Ernst Dorn (German, 1848–1916, Fig. 3.11) discovered radon in 1900.

• Gerhard Carl Schmidt (German, 1865–1949, Fig. 3.11) discovered the radioactivity of thorium
in 1898; Marie Curie later confirmed that result.

• Kasimir Fajans (Polish, 1887–1975) and Oswald Helmuth Göhring (German, 1889–1915) dis-
covered the first isotope of protactinium in 1913; see Fig. 3.11.

• Otto Hahn (German, 1879–1968) and Lise Meitner (Austrian, 1878–1968) discovered a longer-
lived protactinium isotope in 1917; see Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.1: Carl Wilhelm Scheele discovered ten elements during the period 1771–1781.
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Figure 3.2: Martin Klaproth discovered six elements (including uranium) during the period 1789–
1803.
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Figure 3.3: Friedrich Wöhler discovered five elements, and was also the first to synthesize important
molecules such as urea and calcium carbide.
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Figure 3.4: Robert Bunsen and Gustav Kirchhoff discovered cesium in 1860 and rubidium in 1861.
Bunsen also created the carbon-zinc battery; with Peter Desaga he created the Bunsen burner.
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Figure 3.5: Jean de Marignac measured atomic weights with greater precision and discovered samar-
ium, gadolinium, and ytterbium 1878–1880. Berta Karlik and Traude Bernert discovered short-lived
astatine in natural ore samples in 1942.
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Figure 3.6: Carl Auer von Welsbach discovered four elements; invented the gaslight mantle, os-
mium wire, the metal filament incandescent lamp, and the flint metal lighter; and founded Auerge-
sellschaft, Treibacher Industrie, and Osram.
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Figure 3.7: Otto Berg, Walter Noddack, and Ida Tacke Noddack discovered rhenium and technetium
in 1925. In 1934, Ida Tacke Noddack also correctly predicted how to produce neptunium and
plutonium, which do not exist naturally.
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Figure 3.8: Hennig Brand discovered phosphorus in 1669. Clemens Winkler discovered germanium
in 1886. Albertus Magnus discovered arsenic in 1250. Carl Jacob Löwig discovered bromine in 1825.
Karl Ernst Claus discovered ruthenium in 1844.
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Figure 3.9: Friedrich Stromeyer and Karl Hermann discovered cadmium in 1817. Ferdinand Reich
and Hieronymous Theodor Richter discovered indium in 1863.
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Figure 3.10: Franz-Joseph Müller von Reichenstein discovered tellurium in 1782. Jacques-Louis
Soret and Marc Delafontaine discovered holmium in 1878. Dirk Coster and George de Hevesy
discovered hafnium in 1922. Georgius Agricola discovered bismuth around 1540.
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Figure 3.11: Friedrich Dorn discovered radon in 1900. Gerhard Schmidt discovered the radioactivity
of thorium in 1898. Kasimir Fajans and Oswald Göhring discovered the first isotope of protactinium
in 1913. Otto Hahn and Lise Meitner discovered a longer-lived protactinium isotope in 1917.
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Creation of the periodic table of the elements

Johann Wolfgang Döbereiner (German states, 1780–1849), shown in Fig. 3.12, was the first to
realize that elements could be grouped by similar chemical properties. Among elements that were
known then in 1829, he found three examples of each type, later dubbed triads. He also discovered
platinum catalysts and used those to invent an improved lamp, which became widely used as the
world’s first fluid-filled instant lighter.

As illustrated in Fig. 3.13, Leopold Gmellin (German states, 1788–1853) expanded Döbereiner’s
triads into a connected table of known elements in 1843. Some other pioneers of periodic properties
of the elements included Max Joseph von Pettenkofer (German, 1818–1901, who also made im-
portant contributions to urban hygiene), Peter Kremers (German?, 18??–19??), and Ernst Lenssen
(German?, 1837–1870?).

Julius Lothar Meyer (German, 1830–1895) produced the first truly scientific periodic table of the
elements in 1862 and published it in his 1864 chemistry textbook, as shown in Fig. 3.14. Meyer’s
1864 textbook discussed in detail how the known elements fit into a periodic table that explained
all of the measured masses, densities, and valences of the elements (Fig. 3.15). It also predicted
new elements that would fill in gaps in the periodic table. Meyer presented data demonstrating the
periodic properties of atomic volumes, with peaks corresponding to the beginning of each row of
the periodic table. In 1868 he updated his periodic table with additional elements that had been
newly discovered (Fig. 3.16).

Dmitri Mendeleev (Russian, 1834–1907) left Russia to study chemistry with Robert Bunsen and
Gustav Kirchhoff in Heidelberg in 1860–1861, visited Switzerland, and then returned to Russia.
During his chemistry studies in Germany and Switzerland, Mendeleev almost certainly would have
been exposed to the early periodic tables of Döbereiner, Gmellin, and others, although of course
there is no way to verify students’ discussions from the nineteenth century from the available written
records. Morever, it is quite likely that Mendeleev would have heard about the early work of Julius
Lothar Meyer, who also studied with Robert Bunsen and Gustav Kirchhoff in Heidelberg around
the same time that Mendeleev was there. Meyer’s 1864 chemistry textbook that presented and
explained the periodic table was widely circulated in Europe, and copies would presumably have
been available in Russia after Mendeleev returned home.

After returning to Russia, Mendeleev did not even begin to develop his version of the periodic table
until 1869 (nine years after his immersion in the academic world of German chemistry, and five
years after the publication of Meyer’s detailed textbook on the periodic table), and did not finalize
it until 1879 [Scerri 2006, pp. 105, 112]. Rather than offering any credible explanation about how
his version of the periodic table grew out of his earlier studies in Germany, Switzerland, and Russia,
Mendeleev claimed that the entire periodic table simply came to him in a dream, that he had never
heard of any earlier versions of the periodic table, and that it was entirely his idea. While Mendeleev
is widely called the originator of the period table nowadays, the evidence clearly demonstrates that
Döbereiner’s and Gmellin’s work preceded Mendeleev’s by decades, and that Julius Lothar Meyer
produced highly detailed versions of the periodic table backed by large amounts of experimental
evidence and accurate predictions years before Mendeleev, even including details that Mendeleev’s
later table did not.
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Figure 3.12: Johann Wolfgang Döbereiner was the first to realize that elements could be grouped
by similar chemical properties. Among elements that were then known in 1829, he found three
examples of each type, later dubbed triads. He also discovered platinum catalysts and invented an
improved lamp.
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Figure 3.13: Leopold Gmelin expanded Döbereiner’s triads into a connected table of known elements
in 1843. Some other pioneers of periodic properties of the elements included Max Joseph von
Pettenkofer, Peter Kremers, and Ernst Lenssen.
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Figure 3.14: Julius Lothar Meyer produced the first scientific periodic table of the elements in 1862
and published it in his 1864 chemistry textbook.
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Figure 3.15: Lothar Meyer’s 1864 chemistry textbook showed in detail how the known elements
fit into a periodic table that explained all of the measured masses, densities, and valences of the
elements. It also predicted new elements that would fill in gaps in the periodic table.
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Figure 3.16: Lothar Meyer presented data demonstrating the periodic properties of atomic volumes,
with peaks corresponding to the beginning of each row of the periodic table. In 1868 he updated
his periodic table with newly discovered elements.
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Other important contributions to inorganic chemistry

As illustrated in Fig. 3.17, Otto Schott (German, 1851–1935) founded the Schott glassworks in
Jena and created a number of special-purpose types of glass, including optical glass (1873, for
Zeiss microscopes to achieve the maximum diffraction-limited resolution), lithium glass (1879),
and borosilicate glass (1887). Borosilicate glass is resistant to thermal stress (when exposed to
temperature changes, it expands and contracts less than normal glass, and therefore is much less
likely to shatter when heated or cooled), so it is still widely used to make glassware containers for
cooking and laboratory work.

Fritz Haber (German, 1868–1934) invented and Carl Bosch (German, 1874–1940) scaled up the
Haber-Bosch process for chemically synthesizing ammonia on an industrial scale for fertilizers and
explosives (rather than having to rely on limited natural sources, such as harvesting bat guano from
caves) [Hager 2008; Stoltzenberg 1994, 2005; Szöllösi-Janze 2015]. See Fig. 3.18. Haber won the 1918
Nobel Prize in Chemistry for this work. Å. G. Ekstrand, President of the Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences, praised Haber’s accomplishment [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1918/ceremony-
speech/]:

Geheimrat Professor Haber. This country’s Academy of Sciences has awarded you the
1918 Nobel Prize for Chemistry in recognition of your great services in the solution of
the problem of directly combining atmospheric nitrogen with hydrogen. A solution to
this problem has been repeatedly attempted before, but you were the first to provide
the industrial solution and thus to create an exceedingly important means of improving
the standards of agriculture and the well-being of mankind. We congratulate you on
this triumph in the service of your country and the whole of humanity.

In 1962, Rudolf Hoppe (German, 1922–2014) created the first chemical compounds containing noble
gases, which had previously been believed to be chemically inert. See Fig. 3.19.

As shown in Figs. 3.20–3.23, many other German-speaking scientists made important contributions
to inorganic chemistry:

Richard Abegg (German, 1869–1910, Fig. 3.20) pioneered valence theory (including what is now
know as Abegg’s rule) and also measured the effects of solutes on freezing point depression, osmotic
pressure, and other properties.

Wilhelm Biltz (German, 1877–1943, Fig. 3.20) made careful measurements of many inorganic molec-
ular weights and vapor pressures.

Otto Linné Erdmann (German states, 1804–1869, Fig. 3.20) conducted experiments with nickel and
indigo and also measured a number of atomic weights.

Otto Robert Fricke (German, 1895–1950, Fig. 3.20) was especially known for his work with oxide
hydrates.

Wilhelm Hampe (German?, 18??–19??, Fig. 3.20) studied the properties of metal-halogen com-
pounds.
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Siegfried Herzog (German, 1918–2011, Fig. 3.20) conducted research on a variety of compounds
containing metals or transition metals.

Kurt Issleib (German, 1919–1994, Fig. 3.21) created and studied a wide range of phosphorus com-
pounds, including phosphorus-containing drug molecules.

Wilhelm Klemm (German, 1896–1985, Fig. 3.21) made important discoveries in many areas of
inorganic chemistry, including intermetallic compounds, rare earths, transition elements, oxides,
fluorides, and magnetochemistry. As a student, teacher, or collaborator, he worked with many
other major inorganic chemists, such as Wilhelm Biltz, Rudolf Hoppe, Eduard Zintl, and others.

Wilhelm Manchot (German, 1869–1945, Fig. 3.21) was especially known for his work on a variety of
carbon monoxide reactions, but he also conducted research on silicides and other areas of inorganic
chemistry.

Eilhard Mitscherlich (German states, 1794–1863, Fig. 3.21) discovered isomorphism in crystals,
experimented with several acids and salts, studied catalysis, and measured the vapor pressures of
many volatile compounds.

Paul Pfeiffer (German, 1875–1951, Fig. 3.21) conducted research on ionic compounds and crystals.
He discovered salen ligands (complex molecular structures) as well as the Pfeiffer effect of molecules
on optical rotation of polarized light.

Carl Friedrich Rammelsberg (German, 1813–1899, Fig. 3.21) studied phosphoric acid and made a
large number of important discoveries in chemical mineralogy that were relevant to both geology
and industrial mining.

Günther Rienäcker (German, 1904–1989, Fig. 3.22) focused especially on heterogeneous catalysts,
their mechanisms, and their applications.

Otto Ruff (German, 1871–1939, Fig. 3.22) was noted for his work in fluorine chemistry, high-
temperature chemistry, and several other areas of inorganic chemistry.

Robert Schwarz (German, 1887–1963, Fig. 3.22) conducted important research on the chemistry of
silicon, germanium, halogens, and peroxides.

Arthur Simon (German, 1893–1962, Fig. 3.22) harnessed Raman spectroscopy to determine molec-
ular structures. He also developed an electric furnace and a cryostat for chemical experiments.

Georg Ernst Stahl (German states, 1659–1734, Fig. 3.22) conducted some of the first detailed
chemical studies of reduction-oxidation reactions and fermentation reactions.

Alfred Stock (German, 1876–1946, Fig. 3.22) studied a number of areas of inorganic chemistry,
including boron hydrides, silicon hydrides, beryllium, and mercury toxicity. He created the Stock
system (e.g., “iron(II) chloride” for FeCl2) for naming binary chemical compounds that is still in
use today.
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Erich Thilo (German, 1898–1977, Fig. 3.23) created and studied novel inorganic polymers composed
of silicates, as opposed to more conventional carbon-based polymers.

Hans von Wartenberg (German, 1880–1960, Fig. 3.23) developed techniques and compiled a large
amount of important data regarding high-temperature chemistry. He also did important work in
silicon chemistry.

Alfred Werner (Swiss, 1866–1919, Fig. 3.23) won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1913 for his discov-
eries regarding the coordination chemistry of bonding and stereochemistry in inorganic molecules.
T. Nordström, President of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, explained the importance of
Werner’s work [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1913/ceremony-speech/]:

The number of atoms or groups of atoms which can be linked in a first sphere with
the elementary atom functioning as centre, or which in other words can be coordinated
into complex radicals under direct linkage with an atom, Werner calls the coordination
number. This is a dearly defined numerical concept which is superior to other numerical
concepts designed to characterize affinity saturation in that it is to some extent inde-
pendent of the nature and valence of the interconnected elementary atoms, in so far as
it has the same value for the great majority of elements. Only two such numerical values
have been demonstrated as yet, i.e. four for some elements, and six for the others.

By this approach of which only some principal characteristics can be mentioned here,
Werner explains the structure and origin of complex inorganic compounds. By widening
and deepening the concept of valence which incorporates his view he has succeeded in
bringing atomistic and molecular compounds together under a common point of view.
He has drawn a large number of diverse compounds into the range of his comprehensive
expert mental work and has thereby been able to establish a uniform system for large
groups of inorganic compounds. Werner’s approach has also exerted significant influence
on research in organic chemistry.

Werner’s theory has been supported in an extremely important and valuable manner by
the stereochemical researches which he carried out as a sideline, mostly in connection
with his work on the constitution of chemical compounds.

By virtue of his theory of the asymmetrical carbon atom, van’t Hoff became the real
founder of the stereochemistry of organic compounds, and it is Werner’s indisputable
merit to have introduced this approach to inorganic chemistry as well. Even in his earlier
investigations into certain metal ammonias he was able to show that numerous cases
of isomerism in complex cobalt and platinum compounds could only be satisfactorily
explained by steric approach. For complex radicals of a certain type he put forward a
steric theory—the octahedron theory—which predicted that certain of these compounds
must occur in two stereoisomeric forms, a prediction which has been confirmed by
experiment. By far the greatest interest in this field attaches also to the discovery he
made in the last few years, that certain cobalt, chromium, iron, and radium compounds
with an asymmetrical metal atom in the complex radical can be divided into two forms
which behave like mirror images and show differences of the same kind as those in organic
mirror-image isomers, i.e. they are optical antipodes of each other. This discovery is a
splendid support for Werner’s theory. It has been called the most important discovery
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in chemistry in recent times, and his stereochemical work makes him the founder of
inorganic stereochemistry.

As to Werner’s research work as a whole we can with good reason agree with the
remark of an eminent research worker, that Werner’s theoretical and experimental work
in inorganic chemistry has opened up new paths of chemical research and is of positively
revolutionary significance. It is substantially his researches which have during the last
few decades set the trend of development in inorganic chemistry and have newly inspired
this branch of science which had been somewhat neglected during the last quarter of the
19th century, by giving it new impulses which have borne fruit in numerous different
special studies by various research workers.

Lothar Wöhler (German, 1870–1952, Fig. 3.23) spent his career studying oxidative reactions for
explosives, catalysts, and other applications.

Eduard Zintl (German, 1898–1941, Fig. 3.23) made important discoveries regarding intermetallic
compounds; his name remains associated with Zintl phases and Zintl ions.
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Figure 3.17: Otto Schott created optical glass, lithium glass, borosilicate glass. Borosilicate glass
is resistant to thermal stress and widely used for glassware containers for cooking and laboratory
work.
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Figure 3.18: Fritz Haber invented and Carl Bosch scaled up the Haber-Bosch process for producing
ammonia for fertilizers and explosives.
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Figure 3.19: In 1962, Rudolf Hoppe created the first chemical compounds containing noble gases,
which had previously been believed to be chemically inert.
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Figure 3.20: Other creators who made important contributions to inorganic chemistry included
Richard Abegg, Wilhelm Blitz, Otto Linné Erdmann, Robert Fricke, Wilhelm Hampe, and Siegfried
Herzog.
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Figure 3.21: Other creators who made important contributions to inorganic chemistry included Kurt
Issleib, Wilhelm Klemm, Wilhelm Manchot, Eilhard Mitscherlich, Paul Pfeiffer, and Carl Friedrich
Rammelsberg.
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Figure 3.22: Other creators who made important contributions to inorganic chemistry included
Günther Rienäcker, Otto Ruff, Robert Schwarz, Arthur Simon, Georg Ernst Stahl, and Alfred
Stock.
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Figure 3.23: Other creators who made important contributions to inorganic chemistry included
Erich Thilo, Hans von Wartenberg, Alfred Werner, Lothar Wöhler, and Eduard Zintl.
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3.2 Organic Chemistry

German-speaking scientists dominated the development of organic chemistry, or the chemistry of
molecules that contain significant numbers of carbon atoms.3 Organic chemistry is especially impor-
tant since carbon-rich molecules include everything from biological molecules to pharmaceuticals
to synthetic polymers and dyes.

Ulrich Wengenroth, a scientific historian at the Deutsches Museum in Munich, summarized the
importance of the German-speaking world for organic chemistry (and vice versa) [Landes et al.
2010, pp. 290–291]:

The showcase of German science-based industry was undoubtedly organic chemistry.
From the 1880s until well after World War II German companies held a commanding
position in most products based on carbon hydrates, especially when it came to high-
value products like pharmaceuticals. The success story began with synthetic dyestuffs
in the 1880s. Although the first synthetic dyestuffs were created in France and England,
the latter in a laboratory set up by a student of the German chemist Liebig, it was
German firms, supported by academic chemists from universities and engineers from
polytechnics, that turned synthetic dyestuffs into an industry with a highly methodical
and scientific approach.

Serendipity had it that hydrocarbons are at the root of three major product families:
dyestuffs, synthetic materials, and pharmaceuticals. In looking for one, chemists would
inevitably find the others. They just had to find out what the properties of the respective
stuff were they had hit upon. This was done by massive testing on a hitherto unprece-
dented scale by hundreds of professionals in the laboratories of the big three (Hoechst,
Bayer, BASF) of the German chemical industry. In the words of Carl Duisberg, head
of Bayer, there was “nowhere any trace of a flash of genius” in the labs, just academic
toil and screening. Eventually his company found more than 10,000 synthetic dyestuffs
before the eve of World War I, 2,000 of which were marketed. At the same time they had
hit on dyestuffs that wouldn’t dye but could cure ills. Many twentieth-century drugs
are “failed dyes,” Valium being just the most profitable among them. Next to drugs a
host of synthetic materials was found “on the way” and gave rise to ever more scrutiny
when laboratories were testing newly synthesized chemicals.

Charts of tar-based products show a wide spectrum from explosives to anesthesia, Bake-
lite, and a number of synthetic dyestuffs and their intermediates. It took the German
chemical industry’s competitors decades and the scrapping of all property rights in the
wake of the wars slowly to erode the position it had built by the turn of the century.

3Abelshauser et al. 2004; Brock 1993; Bugge 1955; Coffey 2008; Deichmann 2001; Drummer and Zwilling 2007;
Engels et al. 1989; Farber 1961; Haber 1958, 1971; Ihde 1984; Johnson 1990; Kahlert 2002; Lesch 2000; Maier 2015;
Marsch 1994a; Neufeldt 2003; Partington 1935, 1957, 1964; Peppas 2013; Rosner 2004; Sasuly 1947; Schwenk 2000;
Soukup 2007; Teltschik 1992; Ungewitter 1938; Welsch 1981.
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Friedrich Wöhler (German, 1800–1882), shown in Fig. 3.24, synthesized urea, discovered compound
radicals, and made other discoveries that helped to found the field of organic chemistry.

Justus von Liebig (German, 1803–1873) collaborated with Wöhler for part of his career, for example
in discovering compound radicals. As illustrated in Fig. 3.25, he taught large number of students
in his laboratory, creating generations of later chemists.

August Kekulé (German, 1829–1896) figured out the chemical bonds and structure of benzene
(1865) and other organic molecules; see Fig. 3.26.

Friedrich Beilstein (German, 1838–1906, Fig. 3.27) created the encyclopedic Beilstein’s Handbook
of Organic Chemistry in 1881 and continued to update its collection of organic molecules and
information during his lifetime. Other chemists have continued to update and maintain Beilstein’s
Handbook to this day.

Ernst Beckmann (German, 1853–1923) developed the Beckmann rearrangement (1886), shown in
Fig. 3.27, which later proved extremely useful for making Nylon and several important drugs. He
also invented the Beckmann freezing-point apparatus and thermometer.

As illustrated in Fig. 3.28, Carl Schotten (German, 1853–1910) and Eugen Baumann (German,
1846–1896) developed Schotten-Baumann reactions (1883), which are used to synthesize a wide
variety of useful organic molecules.

Friedrich Bergius (German, 1884–1949) created and Carl Bosch (German, 1874–1940) scaled up
the Bergius process for producing synthetic fuels under high pressures (1913), for which they both
won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1931. See Fig. 3.29. Professor W. Palmær, Member of the Nobel
Committee for Chemistry, announced the award
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1931/ceremony-speech/]:

You, Professor Bosch, were the first to enrich the chemical industry with this powerful
tool, for the production of ammonia from the elements. Between the presentation of
the scientific bases of this synthesis and its industrial exploitation lay a mighty chasm,
which you bridged, inter alia, by the brilliant invention and construction of the high-
pressure apparatus. By doing so, you made it possible for nitrogen to be made available
to mankind in inexhaustible quantities, in a form suitable for agriculture, and even at
lower prices than hitherto. Furthermore, you developed high-pressure methods for the
production of other important substances. By virtue of this, the Academy wishes to
thank you and congratulate you, and requests you to receive the distinction from the
hands of His Majesty the King.

General Director Bergius. You undertook to tackle a problem which, in its importance
for humanity, can be compared with the solution of the nitrogen question. You have
shown how, by the injection of hydrogen under pressure, pit coal, brown coal, and
other carbon-bearing materials can be processed to liquid fuels which are considered
indispensable in modern life for the propulsion of ships and vehicles. You have thereby
obviated the danger which threatened of exhaustion of petroleum deposits, an event
which must have happened sooner or later. In your work, you arrived at the high-
pressure method quite independently. On the basis of your work, a powerful industry
has already been formed.

Similarly, in 1925 Franz Fischer (German, 1877–1947) and Hans Tropsch (Austrian, 1889–1935)
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created the Fischer-Tropsch process for synthesis of fuels and other hydrocarbons, as shown in Fig.
3.30.

Synthetic fuels played a huge role in the German-speaking world due to limited fuel sources.4. Due
to limited worldwide resources and concerns about global warming and pollution, such synthetic
fuels or similar approaches may have a renewed importance in the future.

Otto Diels (German, 1876–1954) and Kurt Alder (German, 1902–1958) developed Diels-Alder re-
actions (1928), which are very useful for producing polymers and other complex organic molecules.
They both won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1950. See Fig. 3.31. Professor A. Fredga of the
Nobel Committee for Chemistry explained the importance of their work
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1950/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Diels, Professor Alder. More than two decades have passed since the day when
you sent in the first paper on “Syntheses in the Hydroaromatic Series” to the Editor of
the Annals. Much has happened since then—in Science, as well as in the world.

The reciprocal addition of the unsaturated compounds was at that time still somewhat
mysterious. The chemistry of the high polymer compounds belonged for the most part
to the future. You found it necessary to stress that the new substances which you ob-
tained so easily were not molecular compounds but were really new molecules, stable
and firmly bonded. New simple bonds had come into being of the old, well-known kind.
This identification has paved the way to a right understanding of the polymerization
phenomena of the unsaturated compounds, and through it you have very greatly ad-
vanced the development of high polymer chemistry and technics.

In this treatise you have even indicated how highly promising the consequences of the
low molecular compounds were for the future of chemistry. In the past years the synthesis
of dienes has, to be sure, achieved more than you could either foresee or predict when
you wrote your paper. But the general trend, the prophetic leading ideas are already to
be found in it.

You mention there the possibilities for discussion of several theoretically interesting
questions concerning the forces of attraction in polycyclic systems. You also mention
the practical consequences. The possibility of the synthetic production of complicated
natural substances or of compounds similar to them is, in your view, immediately in
prospect. Finally you indicate the possibility that this astonishingly rapid and smoothly
running reaction could also play a significant part in the processes of Nature.

Since 1928 the synthesis of dienes has been developed in various directions by numerous
workers, and its significance has become more and more obvious. You have yourselves,
partly together, partly independently, worked with great success in the field you have
opened up. The external circumstances were not always of the best for reasons which
we all know. We have been told that you, Professor Diels, were in the past years unable
to do any experimental work. And yet your thoughts played keenly upon scientific
problems and we hope that you will soon have the opportunity of approaching the
problems experimentally as well. You, Professor Alder, in spite of limited facilities for

4E.g., Becker 1981; Kastens et al. 1952; Krammer 1978, 1981; Lampe 1977; Albert Miller 1945; Schroeder 1945;
Sheldon 1945; Vieter 1980.
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work, are again fully active. During the past year you have, by your splendid work on
the steric and energetic conditions in the polycyclic systems, successfully maintained
your position as the leading research worker in this field.

As illustrated in Fig. 3.32, Otto Unverdorben (German, 1806–1873), Friedlieb Ferdinand Runge
(German, 1795–1867), Carl Fritzsche (German, 1808–1871), and August Wilhelm von Hofmann
(German, 1818–1892) synthesized aniline, which can be chemically modified to produce a wide
variety of colored dyes, explosives, and drugs.

Heinrich Caro (German, 1834–1910), Carl Gräbe (German, 1841–1927), and Carl Theodore Lieber-
mann (German, 1842–1914), shown in Fig. 3.33, synthesized alizarin red dye in 1868.

Adolf von Baeyer (German, 1835–1917), Karl Heumann (German, 1850–1894), Johannes Pfleger
(German, 1867–1957), and Rudolf Knietsch (German, 1854–1906) synthesized indigo dye. Adolf
von Baeyer won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1905. See Fig. 3.34. Professor A. Lindstedt,
President of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, explained the importance of von Baeyer’s
work [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1905/ceremony-speech/]:

Among the living research workers who have contributed directly or indirectly to the
unique development of the tar-dyestuff industry the place of honour goes to the Professor
at Munich University, Adolf von Baeyer, for his researches into the composition of indigo
as well as into the triphenyl methane dyestuffs.

Indigo, the gorgeous pigment of the indigo plant, has been considered the most impor-
tant of all organic pigments on account of its beauty and colour fastness, and the annual
tribute which the West used to pay India for it amounted to a very considerable sum.
To reproduce the pigment by synthetic methods and make it more easily obtainable was
therefore an exceptionally inviting task for chemical research.

The complex and unique composition of indigo, however, made this also one of the
hardest of tasks. Here there could be no question of one of those casual discoveries,
which by happy accident seem to achieve half the work. Years of work were required
for even von Baeyer’s acumen and experimental skill to achieve the necessary insight
into the pigment’s chemical composition and to be able to manufacture it from simpler
constituents. Even after the purely scientific part of the work had been completed it
still took a number of years to make the results obtained from research applicable to
technology. [...]

Simultaneously with his analyses within the indigo group, analyses moreover which
exerted a far-reaching influence upon the development of organic chemistry and directed
research into new channels, von Baeyer was active with no less success in another sphere
of the chemistry of organic dyestuffs. The stimulus was given by his discovery of a
new group of beautifully coloured compounds, the so-called phthaleins, of which only
the eosin pigments, highly important to industry, and the rhodamin dyes derived from
them, may have particular mention here. In a series of masterly experiments von Baeyer
demonstrated several years ago the chemical nature of the phthaleins and showed that,
just like the already known rosaniline dyes, they may be classified as derivatives of
the hydrocarbon triphenylmethane. In recent years—more exactly, from 1900 on—von
Baeyer has resumed his work on triphenylmethane, and from this a new conception
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of the chemical composition of pigments and in general of the connection between the
optical properties of organic substances and their interior atomic structure has been to
a high degree prepared.

The dyestuffs studied by von Baeyer belong to the main category of organic substances
usually classified under the name of aromatic compounds, which differ decisively from
the other organic substances—the so-called aliphatic or fatty acid series—both in their
properties and in their behaviour in reaction. In fact this difference has been considered
so great that it has caused the division of the whole of organic chemistry into two
separate halves: the chemistry of aliphatic, and of aromatic substances. Nevertheless,
one of the main tasks of scientific research is to try to bridge the gulfs dividing different
sciences, or different branches of the same science. In this respect, too, von Baeyer has
carried out notable work in his research, remarkable alike from the experimental as well
as from the theoretical point of view, on the so-called hydroaromatic compounds. With
these compounds, he has found the transitional form between the two main series just
mentioned and by application of the new conception and the new method to the terpenes
and the species of camphor occurring in nature and also important for technology, he
has opened up fields for synthetic work which were previously inaccessible.

Peter Griess (German, 1829–1888), Otto Nikolaus Witt (German/Swiss, 1853–1915), and Paul
Friedländer (German, 1857–1923), depicted in Fig. 3.35, were some of the many other German-
speaking scientists who developed thousands of other artificial dyes.

Karl Reimer (German, 1845–1883), Wilhelm Haarmann (German, 1847–1931), and Ferdinand Tie-
mann (German, 1848–1899) found the molecular structure of natural vanillin flavor and developed
methods of artificially synthesizing it in 1874, as illustrated in Fig. 3.36.

Adolph Strecker (German, 1822–1871), Friedrich Gustav Carl Emil Erlenmeyer, Jr. (German, 1864–
1921), Fritz Arndt (German, 1885–1969), and Bernd Eistert (German, 1902–1978) developed meth-
ods to artificially synthesize amino acids, the building blocks of proteins. See Fig. 3.37.

As shown in Fig. 3.38, Friedrich Reinitzer (Austrian, 1857–1927), Otto Lehmann (German, 1855–
1922), and Daniel Vorländer (German, 1867–1941) discovered and developed liquid crystals. Liquid
crystals can respond to changing temperatures, voltages, pressure, or other conditions by changing
their optical properties. One application of liquid crystals is to create materials that change colors
over a custom-designed range of temperatures. Electrically controlled liquid crystals are now widely
used in electronic display panels from watches to television screens.

After being developed in the German-speaking world, liquid crystal technology was seized and
adopted by the United Kingdom and the United States after World War II. For example, liquid
crystals and some of their applications were described in BIOS 1688, Radiological Activities in
Germany, p. 12:

6. Thermo-Colour Methods

Berthold attempted to apply Thermo-Colour materials, developed by Dr. Penzig of
I.G. Farben in 1939, to non-destructive methods of testing. With these materials it
is possible to detect small changes of temperature of the order of a few degrees in
temperature ranges up to 360oC. It was Berthold’s intention to apply the method to
inspect the fit or surface contact of cast inserts, duplex bearings, etc.
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Figure 3.24: Friedrich Wöhler synthesized urea, discovered compound radicals, and made other
discoveries that helped to found the field of organic chemistry.
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Figure 3.25: Justus von Liebig collaborated with Wöhler for part of his career, for example in
discovering compound radicals. He taught large number of students in his laboratory, creating
generations of later chemists.
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Figure 3.26: August Kekulé figured out the chemical bonds and structure of benzene (1865) and
other organic molecules.
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Figure 3.27: Friedrich Beilstein created the encyclopedic Beilstein’s Handbook of Organic Chemistry.
Ernst Beckmann developed the Beckmann rearrangement (1886), which later proved extremely
useful for making Nylon and several drugs. He also invented the Beckmann freezing-point apparatus
and thermometer.
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Figure 3.28: Carl Schotten and Eugen Baumann developed Schotten-Baumann reactions (1883),
which are used to synthesize a wide variety of useful organic molecules.
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Figure 3.29: Friedrich Bergius created and Carl Bosch scaled up the Bergius process for producing
synthetic fuels (1913), for which they both won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1931.
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Figure 3.30: Franz Fischer and Hans Tropsch created the Fischer-Tropsch process for hydrocarbon
synthesis in 1925.
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Figure 3.31: Otto Diels and Kurt Alder developed Diels-Alder reactions (1928), which are very
useful for producing polymers and other complex organic molecules. They both won the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry in 1950.
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Figure 3.32: Otto Unverdorben, Friedlieb Ferdinand Runge, Carl Fritzsche, and August Wilhelm
von Hofmann synthesized aniline, which can be chemically modified to produce a wide variety of
colored dyes, explosives, and drugs.
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Figure 3.33: Heinrich Caro, Carl Gräbe, and Carl Theodore Liebermann synthesized alizarin red
dye in 1868.
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Figure 3.34: Adolf von Baeyer, Karl Heumann, Johannes Pfleger, and Rudolf Knietsch synthesized
indigo dye. Adolf von Baeyer won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1905.
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Figure 3.35: Peter Griess, Otto Nikolaus Witt, and Paul Friedländer developed other artificial dyes.
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Figure 3.36: Karl Reimer, Wilhelm Haarmann, and Ferdinand Tiemann found the molecular struc-
ture of natural vanillin flavor and developed methods of artificially synthesizing it in 1874.
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Figure 3.37: Adolph Strecker, Friedrich Gustav Carl Emil Erlenmeyer, Jr., Fritz Arndt, and Bernd
Eistert developed methods to artificially synthesize amino acids, the building blocks of proteins.
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Figure 3.38: Friedrich Reinitzer, Otto Lehmann, and Daniel Vorländer discovered and developed
liquid crystals, which are now widely used in electronic display panels from watches to television
screens.
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German-speaking scientists made many important contributions to organometallic chemistry.

Ludwig Mond (German, 1839–1909, Fig. 3.39) discovered metal carbonyls such as nickel tetracar-
bonyl (1890) and used his discovery to make a fortune purifying nickel in the United Kingdom.

Johann (John) Ulric Nef (Swiss, 1862–1915, Fig. 3.39) received his Ph.D. under Adolf von Baeyer at
the University of Munich, then spent his career in the United States. He studied carbene molecules,
discovered Nef synthesis and the Nef reaction, and applied those methods to organic compounds
containing metal ions.

Wilhelm Schlenk (German, 1879–1943, Fig. 3.39) discovered organolithium compounds and studied
organomagnesium compounds. He remains known for the Schlenk equilibrum, the Schlenk flask,
and the Schlenk line.

Franz Hein (German, 1892–1976, Fig. 3.39) focused on organometallic chemistry for his whole
career, studying organic compounds containing bismuth, chromium, magnesium, and other metal
ions.

Walter Otto Hieber (German, 1895–1976, Fig. 3.39) made a variety of important discoveries in
organometallic chemistry, including organic molecules containing iron, manganese, osmium, rhe-
nium, and other metals. His name remains attached to the Hieber base reaction. He was the
doctoral adviser of Ernst Otto Fischer and Erwin Weiss (see below).

Karl Ziegler (German, 1898–1973, Fig. 3.40) won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1963 for his work
on organometallic chemistry and its application to polymer production. Professor A. Fredga of the
Nobel Committee for Chemistry praised Ziegler’s innovations in that area
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1963/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Ziegler has found entirely new methods of polymerization. Studying organometal-
lic compounds, he discovered that organoaluminium compounds, which are easy to pre-
pare, are particularly suitable for work on the industrial scale. Peculiar electrical forces
operate around an aluminium-carbon bond in a hydrocarbon chain: reactive molecules
are drawn in and sandwiched between the carbon atom and the aluminium atom, thus
increasing the length of the chain. All this happens much more quietly than in free-
radical reactions. When the chain is long enough, we detach the aluminium and thus
stop the further growth of the molecule. The combination of aluminium compounds
with other metallic compounds gives Ziegler catalysts. These can be used to control
polymerizations and to obtain molecular chains of the required length. However, many
systematic experiments—and indeed some accidental findings—were necessary to reach
this stage. Ziegler catalysts, now widely used, have simplified and rationalized polymer-
ization processes, and have given us new and better synthetic materials.

Similarly, Ernst Otto Fischer (German, 1918–2007, Fig. 3.40) won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry
in 1973 for his research on organometallic chemistry (along with Geoffrey Wilkinson). Fischer
studied ferrocene, created cobaltocene in 1953, and synthesized bis(benzene) chromium together
with his student Walter Hafner in 1955. Professor Ingvar Lindqvist of the Royal Academy of Sciences
explained Fischer’s discoveries [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1973/ceremony-speech/]:
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It seems to be appropriate to put forward these views when speaking of this year’s Nobel
laureates in chemistry, professors Fischer and Wilkinson. The facts were available for
all the chemists of the world to see, but the right interpretation was lacking. Once
the correct hypothesis was arrived at by fantasy or intuition, it readily lent itself to
simple processes of logical deduction. I am of course referring to the way in which
they together with the former Nobel laureate Woodward reached the conclusion that
certain compounds could not be understood without the introduction of a new concept,
namely that of the sandwich compound. This expression applies to the structure of these
compounds, which can be thought of as a metal atom—the filling—sandwiched between
two flat molecules. Now the science of chemistry involves, of course, more than flashes
of visionary inspiration, and both Fischer and Wilkinson did not hesitate to confirm
and develop the concept of the sandwich compound by an intensive experimental effort.
This they did by the successful synthesis of a large number of compounds which were
analogous to the initially discovered ferrocene (named by Woodward in analogy with
benzene), but with other metals than iron, and with other flat molecules than the
cyclopentadienyl group found in ferrocene. Amongst other things, Fischer managed to
surprise chemists by preparing a sandwich of chromium between two benzene molecules.
The culinary exploits were pursued further with the progress to open sandwiches, having
a flat molecule on one side of the metal atom, and with only small molecules such as
carbonyl, methyl or ethyl groups on the other side. [...]

It is a fact that every discovery within the realm of fundamental chemical research has
potential applications. The very circumstance of the stability of sandwich compounds
has led to involved theoretical discussions, which have also played their part in important
advances in theoretical and applied research on catalysis.

Walter Hafner (German, 1927–2004, Fig. 3.40) received his Ph.D. under Ernst Otto Fischer. He
and Fischer synthesized bis(benzene) chromium in 1955.

Erwin Weiss (German, 1926–2019, Fig. 3.40) did his Ph.D. studies under Walter Hieber and an-
alyzed the structure of bis(benzene) chromium soon after it was synthesized by Ernst Otto Fis-
cher and Walter Hafner. He spent the rest of his career investigating organic molecules containing
lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium, caesium, magnesium, copper, and other metal ions.
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Figure 3.39: Some creators who made important contributions to organometallic chemistry included
Ludwig Mond, Johann (John) Ulric Nef, Wilhelm Schlenk, Franz Hein, and Walter Otto Hieber.
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Figure 3.40: Other creators who made important contributions to organometallic chemistry included
Karl Ziegler, Ernst Otto Fischer, Walter Hafner, and Erwin Weiss.
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Other German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to organic chemistry included:

Karl von Auwers (German, 1863–1939, Fig. 3.41) received his Ph.D. under August Wilhelm von
Hofmann and in turn was the doctoral adviser of Georg Wittig and Karl Ziegler. He is best remem-
bered for developing Auwers synthesis in 1908.

Eugen Bamberger (German, 1857–1932, Fig. 3.41) also received his Ph.D. under August Wilhelm
von Hofmann. He discovered the Bamberger rearrangement in 1894.

Ernst Bergmann (1903–1975, Fig. 3.42) received his Ph.D. under Wilhelm Schlenk at the University
of Berlin in 1927 and conducted important research in organic and fluorine chemistry. Soon after
the founding of the modern nation of Israel, he became the head scientist of the Israeli program to
develop nuclear weapons. (This is another example of German-speaking scientists being responsible
for developing nuclear weapons in several different countries.)

Julius von Braun (Polish/German, 1875–1939, Fig. 3.42) was a doctoral student of Otto Wallach and
made several discoveries such as the von Braun reaction and the Rosenmund-von Braun reaction.

Julius Bredt (German, 1855–1937, Fig. 3.42) determined the structure of camphor and is also known
for Bredt’s rule and the Bredt distributor.

Hans Theodor Bucherer (German, 1869–1949, Fig. 3.42) received his Ph.D. under Johannes Wis-
licenus and went on to discover the Bucherer reaction, Bucherer carbazole synthesis, and the
Bucherer-Bergs reaction.

George Büchi (German, 1921–1998, Fig. 3.42) is especially remembered for his studies of photo-
chemical organic reactions.

Ernst Büchner (1850–1924, Fig. 3.42) spent his career working in organic chemistry and developed
the Büchner flask and the Büchner funnel, both of which are now widely used for filtration in
chemistry and biology experiments.

Robert Bunsen (German, 1811–1899, Fig. 3.43) conducted research in organic chemistry in addition
to his well-known work in inorganic chemistry. He worked with organic arsenides, discovered an
antidote for arsenic poisoning (iron oxide hydrate) and studied organic photochemistry.

Rainer Ludwig Claisen (German, 1851–1930, Fig. 3.44) developed many important experimental
methods that have been widely used in organic chemistry ever since, including Claisen condensation,
the Claisen reaction, the Claisen rearrangement, the Claisen flask, etc.

Rudolf Criegee (German, 1902–1975, Fig. 3.43) studied the oxidation of organic molecules and the
properties of cyclic reactions. He discovered the Criegee rearrangement and the Criegee intermedi-
ate.

Theodor Curtius (German, 1857–1928, Fig. 3.43) discovered the Curtius rearrangement and several
novel molecules, including hydrazine, an extremely important rocket fuel.

Walter Dieckmann (German, 1869–1925, Fig. 3.44) is most famous for developing Dieckmann con-
densation, a step that ever since then has been widely utilized in the synthesis of organic molecules.

André Dreiding (Swiss, 1919–2013, Fig. 3.43) developed Dreiding stereomodel kits for physically
building and showing organic molecular structures.
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Richard August Carl Emil Erlenmeyer (German, 1825–1909, Fig. 3.43) had a long career working
in many different areas of organic chemistry and biochemistry, but he is best remembered for the
Erlenmeyer flask and the Erlenmeyer rule.

Hermann von Fehling (1812–1885, Fig. 3.43) is famous for developing Fehling’s solution for detecting
sugars, which has since been widely used everywhere from public school classrooms to hospital
laboratories.

Hermann Emil Fischer (German, 1852–1919, Fig. 3.45) is remembered for many innovations such
as Fischer esterification and Fischer projection. He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1902 for
his work on the synthesis of sugars and purines. Professor Hj. Théel, President of the Swedish Royal
Academy of Sciences, praised his research [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1902/ceremony-
speech/]:

With surprisingly acute judgement and with brilliant discernment in choosing his ways
and means Fischer not only reproduced synthetically natural grape- and fruit-sugars,
but also some thirty other sugars and an abundance of closely related compounds.
Whereas of the naturally occurring, simple sugars only those with 5-6 carbon atoms
have been found, Fischer synthesized a continuous series containing from 2 to 9 carbon
atoms. Furthermore, by his elegant method of making glucosides artificially, he has also
added to the achievements of organic synthesis this group which is so extraordinarily
important for vegetable physiology. [...]

Even since 1776 when Scheele found uric acid in urinary calculus, several substances
closely related to it such as xanthine, adenine and guanine, etc. have been detected in
animal secretions. The same group additionally includes theobromine, theophylline and
caffeine which occur in the vegetable kingdom and constitute the stimulants in our staple
beverages cocoa, coffee and tea. With the keen perception of the excellent scientist and
a masterly technique Professor Fischer brought order and clarity to this field as well.
He demonstrated that all those substances are derivatives of the same parent substance,
purine, which he had discovered. He successfully prepared them from one another and
from simpler constituents in such a way that here, too, the synthesized chain goes back
to inorganic carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, and besides these he prepared a large number
of new, closely related substances so that the purine derivatives studied by Fischer must
now number about 150. The intrinsic composition of each has been fully determined.

Wilhelm Rudolph Fittig (German, 1835–1910, Fig. 3.45) worked in several areas of organic chem-
istry during his career and discovered several new molecules and new types of organic reactions. His
name is most closely associated with the Fittig reaction for the synthesis of alkylbenzene molecules.

Hermann Frasch (1851–1914, Fig. 3.45) spent most of his career using organic chemistry to improve
processes in oil refining.

Karl Fries (German, 1875–1962, Fig. 3.45) received his Ph.D. under Theodor Zincke and is best
known for discovering the Fries rearrangement of phenolic ester molecules.

Ludwig Gattermann (1860–1920, Fig. 3.45) wrote a widely used textbook of experimental methods
in organic synthesis, also discovered new methods such as the Gattermann reaction.

Carl Glaser (German, 1841–1935, Fig. 3.45) developed Glaser coupling, which was later used to
synthesize indigo dye and other important organic molecules.
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Irma Goldberg (Russian but educated in Switzerland and worked in Switzerland and Germany,
1871–<1939, Fig. 3.46) worked with and married Fritz Ullmann. She developed several synthetic
dye molecules and is remembered for the Goldberg amidation reaction.

Fritz Haber (German, 1868–1934, Fig. 3.46) studied carbon-carbon and carbon-hydrogen bond
strength and other topics in organic chemistry, in addition to his better known work on ammonia
synthesis in inorganic chemistry.

Arthur Hantzsch (German, 1857–1935, Fig. 3.46) developed Hantzsch pyridine synthesis and Hantzsch
pyrrole synthesis.

Kurt Hoesch (German, 1882–1932, Fig. 3.46) focused on the synthesis of phenylketone molecules
and developed the Hoesch reaction for that purpose.

Erich Hückel (German, 1896–1980, Fig. 3.46) is famous for the Hückel molecular orbital theory, as
well as his contributions to physical chemistry such as the Debye-Hückel theory for electrolysis.

Rolf Huisgen (German, 1920–, Fig. 3.46) studied the reaction mechanisms involved in each step of
synthesizing organic molecules, and personally developed the Huisgen reaction.

Claire Hunsdiecker (German, 1903–1995, Fig. 3.47) and Heinz Hunsdiecker (German, 1904–1981,
Fig. 3.47) received their Ph.D.s in chemistry, married, and spent their lives conducting research in
organic chemistry. They are best known for the Hunsdiecker reaction.

Oskar Georg Friedrich Jacobsen (German, 1840–1889, Fig. 3.47) studied the distillation and com-
ponents of coal tar, discovered the Jacobsen rearrangement, and pioneered the field of marine
chemistry.

Karl Kastner (1783–1857, Fig. 3.47) helped establish the academic field of chemistry and taught
Justus von Liebig.

Heinrich Kiliani (German, 1855–1945, Fig. 3.47) studied digitalis and carbohydrate chemistry, and
developed (along with Emil Fischer) the Kiliani-Fischer synthesis of sugar molecules.

Emil Knoevenagel (German, 1865–1921, Fig. 3.47) focused on experimental methods of synthesizing
organic molecules and is remembered for the Knoevenagel condensation reaction.

Ludwig Knorr (German, 1859–1921, Fig. 3.48) developed processes such as Knorr quinoline syn-
thesis and Knorr pyrrole synthesis, and synthesized phenazone, an aspirin-like drug molecule (p.
217).

Hermann Kolbe (German, 1818–1884, Fig. 3.48) helped to formalize the field of organic chemistry
and coined the term “synthesis.” His name is associated with Kolbe electrolysis, Kolbe nitrile
synthesis, and the Kolbe-Schmitt reaction.

Wilhelm Körner (1839–1925, Fig. 3.48) studied many aromatic compounds as well as biochemical
molecules from plants.

Albert Ladenburg (1842–1911, Fig. 3.48) purified scopolamine (which is now used to treat nausea)
and synthesized other alkaloid drug molecules.

Carl Mannich (German, 1877–1947, Fig. 3.48) worked in several different areas of organic chemistry,
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including keto bases and alcohol bases, and remains best known for the Mannich reaction.

Hans Meerwein (German, 1879–1965, Fig. 3.48) developed or determined the mechanisms of several
key organic synthesis reactions, leading to his name being associated with methods such as Meer-
wein arylation, Meerwein’s salt, Meerwein-Ponndorf-Verley reduction, and the Wagner-Meerwein
rearrangement.

Jakob Meisenheimer (German, 1876–1934, Fig. 3.49) sytnehsized and determined the structures of
a number of organic molecules, most notably the class of molecules that are now known as the
Meisenheimer complex.

Julius Lothar Meyer (German, 1830–1895, Fig. 3.49) made his greatest contribution to chemistry
by developing the periodic table of the elements (p. 379), but he also did important work in organic
chemistry, such as studying the structure of benzene.

Karl Meyer (German, 1899–1990, Fig. 3.49) did important research on polysaccharide molecules
such as hyaluronan, a component of many human cells and some bacteria.

Kurt Hans Meyer (German, 1883–1952, Fig. 3.49) received his Ph.D. under Arthur Hantzsch and
studied a variety of organic reactions over the course of his career.

Viktor Meyer (German, 1848–1897, Fig. 3.49) worked in both organic and inorganic chemistry.
Among other accomplishments, he discovered thiophene and developed the Viktor Meyer apparatus
for measuring vapor densities.

Eilhard Mitscherlich (German, 1794–1863, Fig. 3.49) did important research in the fields of crys-
tallography, inorganic chemistry, and organic chemistry. In organic chemistry, he is best known for
his experiments on benzene derivatives.

Costin D. Nenitzescu (Romanian, educated in Switzerland and Germany, 1902–1970, Fig. 3.50)
studied under Hans Fischer and sent on to a long career synthesizing and identifying organic
molecules. Nenitzescu synthesis is named for him.

George Olah (Oláh György, Hungarian, 1927–2017, Fig. 3.50) won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry
in 1994 for his work on carbocations. Professor Salo Gronowitz of the Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences explained his discoveries [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1994/ceremony-speech/]:

Because it was not possible to detect carbocations with spectroscopic methods, different
scientists interpreted their experiments differently, and a scientific feud took place in
organic chemistry during the 1960s and 1970s.

Through a series of brilliant experiments Professor George Olah solved the problem. He
created methods to prepare long-lived carbocations in high concentrations, which made
it possible to study their structure, stability and reactions with spectroscopic methods.
He achieved this by using special solvents, which did not react with the cations. He
observed that in these solvents at low temperatures, carbocations could be prepared
with the aid of superacids, acids eighteen powers of ten stronger than concentrated
sulfuric acid. Through Olah’s pioneering work he and the scientists who followed in
his footsteps could obtain detailed knowledge about the structure and reactivity of
carbocations. Olah’s discovery resulted in a complete revolution for scientific studies of
carbocations, and his contributions occupy a prominent place in all modern textbooks
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of organic chemistry.

Olah found that there are two groups of carbocations, the trivalent ones called carbe-
nium ions, in which the positive carbon atom is surrounded by three atoms, and those
in which the positive carbon is surrounded by five atoms, called carbonium ions. The
disputed existence of these penta-coordinated carbocations was the reason for the sci-
entific feud. By providing convincing proof that penta-coordinated carbocations exist,
Olah demolished the dogma that carbon in organic compounds could at most be tetra-
coordinated, or bind a maximum of four atoms. This had been one of the cornerstones
of structural organic chemistry since the days of Kekulé in the 1860s.

Olah found that the superacids were so strong that they could donate a proton to sim-
ple saturated hydrocarbons, and that these penta-coordinated carbonium ions could
undergo further reactions. This fact has contributed to a better understanding of the
most important reactions in petrochemistry. His discoveries have led to the development
of methods for the isomerization of straight chain alkanes, which have low octane num-
bers when used in combustion engines, to produce branched alkanes with high octane
numbers. Furthermore, these branched alkanes are important as starting materials in
industrial syntheses. Olah has also shown that with the aid of superacids it is possible
to prepare larger hydrocarbons with methane as the building block. With superacid
catalysis it is also possible to crack heavy oils and liquefy coal under surprisingly mild
conditions.

Wilhelm Ostwald (1853–1932, Fig. 3.50) made a number of important contributions in organic
chemistry, catalytic chemistry, and physical chemistry. He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in
1909 (p. 704).

Hans von Pechmann (German, 1850–1902, Fig. 3.50) synthesized or discovered several new organic
molecules and is remembered for Pechmann condensation and Pechmann pyrazole synthesis.

Fritz Pregl (Austrian, 1869–1930, Fig. 3.50) developed important methods for quantitative organic
microanalysis that have been widely used ever since. For that work, he won the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry in 1923. Professor O. Hammarsten, Chairman of the Nobel Committee for Chemistry,
announced the award [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1923/ceremony-speech/]:

The improvement consists of the fact that Pregl converted previously used methods
for quantitative analysis of relatively large quantities of substances to micro-analytical
methods. This has made it possible to carry out these analyses of such small quantities
of substances, the analysis of which would previously have been impossible, with exactly
the same accuracy, but with great savings in time, labour, and expense. [...]

Pregl’s micro-analysis can be equally well applied in all fields of organic chemistry. It has
already proved itself in a great number of cases, and has stood the test in this country as
well. It opens promising prospects for research in the future, particularly in the vast field
of biochemistry. There is every reason to hope that micro-analysis will make possible
fruitful study of a great number of substances which so far, in some respects at least,
have been practically inaccessible to exact chemical investigation. Such substances, for
instance, include enzymes, vitamins and hormones, the extremely great significance of
which for the vital processes is well known.
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Vladimir Prelog (Austro-Hungarian, 1906–1998, Fig. 3.50) made many important discoveries re-
garding the stereochemistry of organic molecules and the shapes of enzymes, for which he won
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1975. Professor Arne Fredga of the Royal Academy of Sciences
explained his research [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1975/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Prelog has worked in many fields of stereochemistry, and often the problems
have been connected with the geometrical shapes of the molecules and their influence
on the course of the reactions. [...]

Professor Prelog has also made important contributions to enzyme chemistry. He has
studied enzymatic reactions on small molecules and in particular oxidation or reduction
processes. The experiments may be more or less successful depending on how the en-
zyme and the other molecule fit together geometrically. By systematic experiments with
various small molecules of well-defined shapes, it was possible to construct a “map” of
the active part of the enzyme molecule. The results have recently been confirmed in a
special case by Swedish scientists using x-ray methods.

Professor Prelog has also with ingenuity and penetration discussed and analysed the
fundamental concepts of stereochemistry, not least the conditions for chirality in large
and complicated molecules.

Robert Pschorr (German, 1868–1930, Fig. 3.51) worked on the synthesis of complex organic molecules
and is best known for Pschorr cyclization.

Rudolf Pummerer (Austrian, 1882–1973, Fig. 3.51) focused on the chemistry of sulfoxides and free
radicals, and remains known for the Pummerer rearrangement.

Sergey Reformatsky (Russian but educated in Germany, 1860–1934, Fig. 3.51) studied organic
synthesis and metal catalysts, and is remembered for the Reformatsky reaction.

Karl Reichenbach (German states, 1788–1869, Fig. 3.51) discovered many useful organic molecules,
including phenol and paraffin.

Walter Reppe (German, 1892–1969, Fig. 3.51) was an enormously influential figure in applied
organic chemistry, both in Germany and in other countries (through postwar reports on his chemical
methods). His work focused on turning Germany’s large natural supply of coal into acetylene, and
then converting the acetylene into a vast variety of useful chemical molecules, a process that became
known as Reppe chemistry.

Karl Wilhelm Rosenmund (German, 1884–1965, Fig. 3.51) received his Ph.D. under Otto Diels. His
name is associated with Rosenmund reduction and the Rosenmund-von Braun reaction.

Otto Ruff (German, 1871–1939, Fig. 3.52) conducted important work in high-temperature chem-
istry, the chemistry of sugars, polymers, and other areas of organic chemistry. He is best known for
Ruff degradation.

Traugott Sandmeyer (Swiss, 1854–1922, Fig. 3.52) was an expert at synthesizing complex organic
molecules. He is still remembered for the Sandmeyer reaction and Sandmeyer synthesis.

Rudolf Schmitt (German, 1830–1898, Fig. 3.52), along with his Ph.D. advisor Adolph Kolbe, dis-
covered the Kolbe-Schmitt reaction. He also conducted research on salicylic acid and other areas
of organic chemistry.
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Hermann Staudinger (German, 1881–1965, Fig. 3.52) made an enormous number of contributions
in the fields of organic chemistry, polymers, and colloids. He discovered ketene molecules and the
Staudinger reaction, and won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1953. Professor A. Fredga, member
of the Nobel Committee for Chemistry, praised his work
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1953/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Staudinger. More than thirty years ago you expressed the view that a chemical
molecule can attain an almost arbitrary size and that such macromolecules are of great
importance in our world. Your view was based on logical reasoning. You drew attention
to the fact that what are termed high polymers are formed when for some reason or
another an anticipated ring closure fails to occur. You thus submitted an argument
which an organic chemist cannot ignore. Moreover, in extensive and painstaking series
of studies you have provided experimental proof.

Johann Stobbe (German, 1860–1938, Fig. 3.44) is best known for developing Stobbe condensation,
a step that ever since then has been widely utilized in the synthesis of organic molecules.

Johannes Thiele (German, 1865–1918, Fig. 3.52) synthesized several organic molecular structures
and is still known for the Thiele tube.

Bernhard Tollens (German, 1841–1918, Fig. 3.52) determined the structures of several sugar molecules
and developed the Tollens reagent.

Alfred Treibs (German, 1899–1983, Fig. 3.53) founded organic geochemistry. He discovered por-
phyrin molecules in petroleum, proving that petroleum originated from ancient plants and animals.

Fritz Ullmann (German, 1865–1939, Fig. 3.53) worked with and married Irma Goldberg. He de-
veloped several synthetic dye molecules and is remembered for the Ullmann reaction and Ullmann
condensation. He also edited the Enzyklopädie der Technischen Chemie, which has been updated
by others since then and is still in use today.

Jacobus Hendricus van ’t Hoff (Dutch, 1852–1911, Fig. 3.53) made many important discoveries in
the stereochemistry of organic molecules as well as in physical chemistry. He won the Nobel Prize
in Chemistry in 1901. C.T. Odhner, President of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, described
his research [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1901/ceremony-speech/]:

As a result of his investigations in the fields of atomic and molecular theory van ’t Hoff
has made the most important discoveries in theoretical chemistry since Dalton’s time.

With regard to atomic theory van ’t Hoff, following an idea put forward by Pasteur, ad-
vanced the hypothesis that the elementary atoms have attachment points geometrically
oriented in space—a hypothesis which in so far as carbon compounds are concerned led
to the theory of the asymmetry of carbon atoms and to the founding of stereochemistry.

Still more revolutionary were van ’t Hoff’s discoveries in the field of molecular theory.
van ’t Hoff’s investigations showed that the law, which has been named after the Italian
Avogadro, according to which the number of gas molecules in a given volume is the same
for all gases at the same pressure and temperature, embraces not only substances in the
gaseous phase but also those in solution, provided that their pressure, known as osmotic
pressure, is taken into account in the same way as the gas pressure in the case of gases.
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He proved that gas pressure and osmotic pressure are identical, and thereby that the
molecules themselves in the gaseous phase and in solutions are also identical. As a result
of this the concept of the molecule in chemistry was found to be definite and universally
valid to a degree hitherto undreamed-of. He also discovered how to express the state
of chemical equilibrium in reactions and the electromotive force which a reaction can
produce; he explained how the transition occurs between the various modifications of
the elements, between hydrates of differing water contents, how double salts are formed,
etc.

By applying these simple principles, which were originally borrowed from mechanics
and thermodynamics, van ’t Hoff became one of the founders of chemical dynamics.

Jacob Volhard (1834–1910, Fig. 3.53) and his student Hugo Erdmann discovered the Volhard-
Erdmann cyclization reaction. Volhard also trained several other students who went on to make
great discoveries, most notably Hermann Staudinger.

Otto Wallach (German, 1847–1931, Fig. 3.53) focused on organic molecules that are alicyclic,
or both aliphatic and cyclic. His name is associated with the Wallach rearrangement, Wallach
degradation, and Wallach’s rule. He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1910, and Professor O.
Montelius, President of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, praised his research
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1910/ceremony-speech/]:

Through this pioneering work Wallach opened up a new field for research, which could
be investigated further with good hope of success. And it is true that this field was
immediately tackled by a great number of research scientists in various countries. Or-
ganic chemistry, during the decade that followed, was characterized by the study of the
so-called alicyclic compounds, among which the terpenes and the closely related types
of camphor with their derivatives played the most important part. Wallach himself, by
overcoming considerable difficulties with admirable success and though perseverance,
made continuous progress in the field opened up by himself. An extraordinarily large
number of compounds were prepared by him and he also determined their structure.
Apart from the terpenes proper, he also investigated and scientifically characterized
various previously known or newly discovered natural products, such as alcohols, ke-
tones, sesquiterpenes and polyterpenes belonging to the terpene series, which in part
are also of great significance in biological and technical respects. For this reason the
alicyclic series has, since the middle of the eighties, assumed such size and importance
as to make it the equal of the other three main series within organic chemistry. Wallach
contributed more towards this than any other research scientist.

Wallach’s research activity did not only decisively influence theoretic chemistry, but also
chemical industry, namely that branch of the industry which processes essential oils.

Conrad Willgerodt (German, 1841–1930, Fig. 3.53) studied the chemistry of ketones, discovered
iodosobenzene, and is still remembered for the Willgerodt reaction.

Johannes Wislicenus (German, 1835–1902, Fig. 3.54) made a number of important discoveries
regarding the stereochemistry of organic molecules.

Georg Wittig (German, 1897–1987, Fig. 3.54) is famous for the Wittig reaction and the Wittig re-
arrangement. He developed a new method to produce alkenes, or hydrocarbon molecules containing
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double bonds, for which he won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1979. Professor Bengt Lindberg
of the Royal Academy of Sciences explained the importance of Wittig’s work
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1979/ceremony-speech/]:

Georg Wittig has provided many significant contributions in organic chemistry. The
most important of these is the discovery of the synthetic method which bears his name,
the Wittig reaction. In this, phosphorus ylides, a type of compound which he discovered,
are allowed to react with carbonyl compounds. An exchange of groups takes place and
the result is a compound in which two carbon atoms have been joined by a double bond.
Since many natural products with biological activity contain such bonds, this elegant
method has found wide-spread use, for example in the industrial synthesis of vitamin
A.

Alfred Wohl (German, 1863–1933, Fig. 3.54) worked in sugar chemistry, developed novel catalysts,
and is remembered for Wohl degradation, the Wohl-Aue reaction, and the Wohl-Ziegler reaction.

Ludwig Wolff (German, 1857–1919, Fig. 3.54) received his Ph.D. under Rudolph Fittig and con-
ducted important research in organic chemistry; his name is now associated with the Wolff rear-
rangement and the Wolff reduction.

Charles Adolphe Wurtz (Franco-German, studied in Germany, 1817–1884, Fig. 3.54) discovered the
Aldol reaction, what is now called the Wurtz reaction, ethylamine, and ethylene glycol.

Ernst Carl Theodor Zincke (German, 1843–1928, Fig. 3.54) received his Ph.D. under Friedrich
Wöhler, and in turn was the doctoral advisor of Otto Hahn. He made many organic chemistry
discoveries for which he is remembered, such as Zincke reaction, Zincke nitration, Zincke-Suhl
reaction.

Many chemical innovations were transferred from the German-speaking world to other countries
before World War II, in the form of published papers, foreign students who visited the German-
speaking world, and chemists who left the German-speaking world (to seek careers elsewhere and/or
to flee the rising tide antisemitism and National Socialism). All remaining chemical innovations, of
which there were still a very large number, were seized by Allied countries at the end of World War
II.

In September 1945, R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts, the British and American chairs of the Combined
Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee, gave an incomplete yet still impressive list of important
German innovations in synthetic chemistry that had been found by U.S. and U.K. investigators
[AFHRA A5186 electronic version pp. 904–1026, Ch. 4, pp. 54–56]:

The German war time economy was based on its abundant supplies of coal and therefore
coke; water gas; on calcium carbide from coke and lime, leading to acetylene; on nitrogen
and hydrogen, leading to ammonia; and on salt, leading to chlorine and caustic soda.
From these basic products the entire German chemical industry was erected by the
following catalytic processes:

1. Hydrogenation of coal, tar, and oils, and their subsequent conversion into motor
fuels, and diesel oils with its long line of by-products such as lubricants, lower
aliphatic hydrocarbons and olefines and compounds containing oxygen, like phenol
and its homologues.
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2. The variety of processes of catalytic conversion of CO and H2 in different propor-
tions leading to methanol, ethanol and their homologues up to long chain fatty
alcohols.

(a) The synthesis of isobutanol and its conversion to isobutylene and isooctane.

(b) The production of hydrocarbons according to the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis
leading to aliphatics and olefines from low to very high chain length. Further
conversion of the olefines so obtained by addition of CO and H2 of the type of
the oxo reactions or with CO and water according to the fatty acid synthesis
of Reppe.

3. The reactions of acetylene and ethylene and their many derivatives leading to
solvents, plastics, rubber and synthetic fibres.

4. The latest types of aliphatic reactions of acetylene and olefine with CO.

Of particular significance is the manufacture of synthetic rubber (BUNA) by the Reppe
process, which uses only 1/3 of the quantity of carbide and acetylene required in the
conventional process. The discovery of the “Koresine” tacking process is regarded as
being of primary importance. The application of this process to the synthetic rubber
industry in the U.S. resulted in increased production, and did much to eliminate the
threat of a cut in tire production during the critical phase of combat operations.

The development of plastics covered a very large number of polymer products, among
which the polyisocyanates and polyurethanes (Demodurs), the superpolyamides of the
Igamid and Perlon types (German nylon) consisting of dibasic acids, diamides, the
polyethylenes (Lupolenes), the vinylchloride polymers (Igelites), the vinylacetate poly-
mers (Nowiliths), as well as their derivatives, represent outstanding achievements.

Similarly, Linstead and Betts listed a number of important German innovations for synthetic fuels
and oils that had been found by U.S. and U.K. investigators [AFHRA A5186 electronic version pp.
904–1026, Ch. 4, pp. 59–60]:

The two principal features of the German synthetic fuels and lubricants industry con-
sisted of the hydrogenation of coal, coal tar, and coal tar products; and the Fischer-
Tropsch process for the production of fuel from water gas.

The acquisition of a vast amount of specific German data has been one of the significant
accomplishments resulting from exploitation of intelligence in this field. Should the U.S.
or Great Britain be faced with another national emergency, adequate supplies of fuels
and lubricants will be much more assured as the result of this information.

The DHD process for obtaining aviation fuels by hydrogenation and conversion to aro-
matics is a development hitherto unknown in this detail.

The Germans were discovered to have adopted new methods which permitted the suc-
cessful hydrogenation of brown coal from Rhineland reserves. They had also perfected
a novel process for producing water gas from brown coal.
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Interrogation of German authorities and examination of documents and plants revealed
that the Fischer-Tropsch process could not be expected to yield more than 15 to 20%
of fuel and oil requirements of the German economy. However, the Fischer-Tropsch
process has a certain advantage of yielding crude chemicals which possess a considerable
potential for further refining.

The Germans have recently developed a new iron catalyst which could be used to
supplant catalysts of conventional cobalt type.

The following additional discoveries resulting from investigation of the German fuel and
oil industry are worthy of mention:

1. New high grade aviation lubricants obtained by polymerization of ethylene.

2. New methods of testing fuels and lubricants.

3. Fairly complete specifications for German fuels and lubricating oils.

4. Details of German shale oil distillations and the refining of these distillates.

Many laboratory improvements were encountered which had not been applied to indus-
trial use, but which will prove of value in U.S. and British development work.
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Figure 3.41: Karl von Auwers developed Auwers synthesis in 1908, and Eugen Bamberger discovered
the Bamberger rearrangement in 1894.
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Figure 3.42: Other creators who made important contributions to organic chemistry included Ernst
Bergmann, Julius von Braun, Julius Bredt, Hans Theodor Bucherer, George Büchi, and Ernst
Büchner.
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Figure 3.43: Other creators who made important contributions to organic chemistry included Robert
Bunsen, Rudolf Criegee, Theodor Curtius, André Dreiding, Richard August Carl Emil Erlenmeyer,
and Hermann von Fehling.
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Figure 3.44: Rainer Ludwig Claisen, Walter Dieckmann, and Johann Stobbe developed condensation
reactions that have been widely used to synthesize organic molecules ever since.
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Figure 3.45: Other creators who made important contributions to organic chemistry included Her-
mann Emil Fischer, Wilhelm Rudolph Fittig, Hermann Frasch, Karl Fries, Ludwig Gattermann,
and Carl Glaser.
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Figure 3.46: Other creators who made important contributions to organic chemistry included Irma
Goldberg, Fritz Haber, Arthur Hantzsch, Kurt Hoesch, Erich Hückel, and Rolf Huisgen.
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Figure 3.47: Other creators who made important contributions to organic chemistry included Cläre
Hunsdiecker, Heinz Hunsdiecker, Oskar Georg Friedrich Jacobsen, Karl Kastner, and Heinrich Kil-
iani, and Emil Knoevenagel.
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Figure 3.48: Other creators who made important contributions to organic chemistry included Lud-
wig Knorr, Hermann Kolbe, Wilhelm Körner, Albert Ladenburg, Carl Mannich, and Hans Meer-
wein.
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Figure 3.49: Other creators who made important contributions to organic chemistry included Jakob
Meisenheimer, Julius Lothar Meyer, Karl Meyer, Kurt Hans Meyer, Viktor Meyer, and Eilhard
Mitscherlich.
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Figure 3.50: Other creators who made important contributions to organic chemistry included Costin
D. Nenitzescu, George Olah, Wilhelm Ostwald, Hans von Pechmann, Fritz Pregl, and Vladimir
Prelog.
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Figure 3.51: Other creators who made important contributions to organic chemistry included Robert
Pschorr, Rudolf Pummerer, Sergey Reformatsky, Karl Reichenbach, Walter Reppe, and Karl Wil-
helm Rosenmund.
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Figure 3.52: Other creators who made important contributions to organic chemistry included Otto
Ruff, Traugott Sandmeyer, Rudolf Schmitt, Hermann Staudinger, Johannes Thiele, and Bernhard
Tollens.
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Figure 3.53: Other creators who made important contributions to organic chemistry included Alfred
Treibs, Fritz Ullmann, Jacobus Hendricus van’t Hoff, Jacob Volhard, Otto Wallach, and Conrad
Willgerodt.
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Figure 3.54: Other creators who made important contributions to organic chemistry included Jo-
hannes Wislicenus, Georg Wittig, Alfred Wohl, Ludwig Wolff, Adolphe Wurtz, and Ernst Carl
Theodor Zincke.
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3.3 Explosives

German-speaking scientists were responsible for most of the major innovations in modern explo-
sives.5

As illustrated in Fig. 3.55, Christian Schönbein (German states, 1799–1868), Rudolf Christian
Böttger (German, 1806–1881), Friedrich Julius Otto (German, 1809–1870), and Wilhelm Lenk von
Wolfsberg (Austrian, 1809–1894) developed nitrocellulose or guncotton explosive.

Johann F. E. Schultze (German?, 18??–19??), Max Duttenhofer (German, 1843–1903), and Fred-
erick Volkmann (German?, 18??–19??) developed smokeless powder, shown in Fig. 3.56. Smokeless
powder is essentially an improved nitrocellulose material in flake or powder form, and has been
widely used as propellant for small solid rockets.

Johann Rudolf Glauber (German states, 1604–1670) discovered picric acid around 1648, and Her-
mann Sprengel (German states, 1834–1906) produced large quantities of picric acid as an explosive
in 1871 (Fig. 3.57). Sprengel also produced safety explosives (binary explosives that can be safely
stored as separate components, then mixed shortly before use) and other explosive-related products.

As shown in Fig. 3.58, Julius Wilbrand (German, 1839–1906) first synthesized trinitrotoluene (TNT)
in 1863, Paul Hepp (German, 18??–19??) improved the synthesis in 1880, and Karl Häussermann
(German?, 1853–1918) used TNT as an explosive in 1889. Science historian Peter Krehl described
their contributions [Krehl 2009, p. 404]:

1891: Karl Häussermann, a German chemist, discovers the explosive properties of trini-
trotoluene [...], later known as TNT. The substance was first crudely synthesized by
the German chemist Julius Wilbrand [...]; pure TNT was first prepared by the German
chemist Paul Hepp in 1880. Häussermann, who undertook the manufacture of TNT on
an industrial scale, was also the first to suggest its military use: pressed into shells, it
can withstand the shock developed by the propellant when a shell is fired from a gun
barrel. In 1902, TNT was adopted for use by the German army.

Wilhelm Michler (German, 1846–1889), Carl Meyer (German, 18??–19??), Karel Hendrik Mertens
(Dutch, 18??–19??), and Pieter van Romburgh (Dutch, 1855–1945) developed tetryl explosive be-
ginning in 1877. See Fig. 3.59.

As illustrated in Fig. 3.60, Georg Friedrich Henning (German, 1863–1945) synthesized hexogen
in 1898, and Edmund von Herz (German?, 18??–19??) patented hexogen as an explosive in 1919.
Hexogen later became much more widely known as “Research Department Explosive” or RDX in
the United Kingdom and United States.

5For dedicated coverage of this topic, see especially: George Brown 1998; Field 2017; Krehl 2009; Walters and
Zukas 1989.
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Figure 3.61 shows that nitroglycerin and dynamite were also closely connected to the German-
speaking research world. Ascanio Sobrero (Italian but studied under Justus Liebig, 1812–1888)
developed nitroglycerin explosive in 1847. Nitroglycerin is extremely powerful but quite sensitive
to physical shock. In 1867, Alfred Nobel (Swedish but worked in Germany, 1833–1996) developed
dynamite, which is clay soaked with nitroglycerin, in order to make the nitroglycerin less sensitive
to shock and therefore much easier to transport and use.

Bernhard Tollens (German, 1841–1918) and Peter Wigand (German, 18??–19??), shown in Fig. 3.62,
developed pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) explosive in 1891. The general public nowadays is
more familiar with Semtex plastic explosive, which is a mixture of PETN and RDX with a small
amount of plasticizer and binder. PETN is also used as a blood pressure medication.

Figure 3.63 presents examples of German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to
the mathematical theory of explosions. Walther Nernst (German, 1864–1941) and Max Bodenstein
(German, 1871–1942) worked out the theory of explosive chain reactions; Nernst won the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry in 1920 (p. 705). Heinrich Mache (Austrian, 1876–1954) and Ludwig Flamm
(Austrian, 1885–1964) developed the theory of explosive gas mixtures.
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Figure 3.55: Christian Schönbein, Rudolf Christian Böttger, Friedrich Julius Otto, and Wilhelm
Lenk von Wolfsberg developed nitrocellulose or guncotton explosive.
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Figure 3.56: Johann F. E. Schultze, Max Duttenhofer, and Frederick Volkmann developed smokeless
powder.
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Figure 3.57: Johann Rudolf Glauber discovered picric acid ca. 1648, and Hermann Sprengel pro-
duced large quantities of picric acid as an explosive in 1871.
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Figure 3.58: Julius Wilbrand synthesized trinitrotoluene (TNT) in 1863, Paul Hepp improved the
synthesis in 1880, and Karl Häussermann used TNT as an explosive in 1889.
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Figure 3.59: Wilhelm Michler, Carl Meyer, Karel Hendrik Mertens, and Pieter van Romburgh
developed tetryl explosive beginning in 1877.
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Figure 3.60: Georg Friedrich Henning synthesized hexogen (RDX) in 1898, and Edmund von Herz
patented RDX as explosive (1919).
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Figure 3.61: Ascanio Sobrero developed nitroglycerin explosive in 1847. Alfred Nobel developed
dynamite (clay soaked with nitroglycerin) in 1867.
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Figure 3.62: Bernhard Tollens and Peter Wigand developed pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN)
explosive in 1891. Semtex plastic explosive is a mixture of PETN, RDX, and polymers. PETN is
also used as a blood pressure medication.
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Figure 3.63: Walther Nernst and Max Bodenstein worked out the theory of explosive chain reactions.
Heinrich Mache and Ludwig Flamm developed the theory of explosive gas mixtures.
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German-speaking scientists also invented and developed fuel-air explosives [von Haken 1933; Karlsch
2007b; Stevens 2007, pp. 103–111; CIOS ER 201]. The earliest known description of a fuel-air explo-
sive bomb is a patent application filed on 6 April 1933 by Kurd von Haken (German?, 18??–19??),
DE680483, Fliegerbombe für Kohlenstaubexplosionen [Airborne Bombs for Coal Dust Explosions]
(Fig. 3.64):

In der Zeichnung ist der
Fliegerbombenkörper in Abb. 1 schematisch
im Schnitt dargestellt. Abb. 2 betrifft ein
offenes Fallschirmchen mit dem Zeitzünder.
In Abb. 3 ist die Zeitwirkung der Explosion
einer Gruppe solcher Bomben auf ein
Druckwellenempfangsgerät auf der Seite in
einiger Entfernung dargestellt. Es bedeutet
4 die Bombe mit Kohlenstaub, gegebenen-
falls mit flockig in diesem verteilten Feuer-
werkpulversätzen, 5 ein etwa barometrisch
einstellbares Gerät zum Auslösen des
Fallschirmes, 6 die durch irgendein an sich
bekanntes Mittel von mehreren Flugzeu-
gen aus für alle Bomben gleichzeitig
einzustellende Zündvorrichtung, die zu
den einzelnen Zündern 7 führt, die mit
etwa mittels einer Taschenlampenbatterie
8 auszulösende Zeitzünderchen 9 versehen
sind. Die Zeitzünderchen 9 sind von den
von ihnen zu zündenden Zündsätzen für
den Kohlenstaub 10 umgeben, an die ein
sie zerstäubender Sprengstoffkörper 11 sich
anschließt. 12 ist das Fallschirmchen für
diese Zeitzünder, die in zusammengelegtern
Zustande in besonderen Kammern 13 der
leicht zu zerteilenden Bombe angeordnet
sind. 14 ist der Initialsprengkörper zum
Zerstäuben der ganzen Bombe. 15 ist
ein Fallschirm, gegebenenfalls mit pro-
pellerförmig angeordneten Öffnungen 16
versehen, damit die Bombe in Drehung
gerät und so in begrenztem Maße durch die
Schwingungen der Fallschirme gehemmt
wird. 12’ ist das Fallschirmchen mit dem
Zeitzünder in geöffnetem Zustande.

In the drawing, the aerial bomb is shown
schematically in section in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 con-
cerns an open parachute with the time fuse.
Figure 3 shows the time effect of the explo-
sion of a group of such bombs on a pres-
sure wave receiving device on the side at
some distance. 4 means the bomb with pul-
verized coal dust, possibly with a flare in
the distributed fireworks powder etching, 5
an approximately barometrically adjustable
device for triggering the parachute, 6 which,
by means of a means known per se from
a plurality of airplanes, which are provided
with timers 7 to be triggered by means of
a torch battery 8, for example. The timers
9 are of the ignitions to be lit by them. For
the carbon dust 10, to which an explosive
body, which atomizes them, follows. 12 is
the parachute for these time igniters, which
are arranged in a combined state in partic-
ular chambers 13 of the easy-to-split bomb.
14 is the atomic bubble for atomizing the
whole bomb. 15 is a parachute, provided
if necessary with propeller-shaped openings
16, so that the bomb is turned and thus lim-
ited to a certain degree by the vibrations of
the parachutes. 12’ is the parachute with the
time fuse in the opened state.
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Beim etwa gleichzeitigen Abwurf einer
Reihe von Bomben öffnen sich nicht alle
Bombenfallschirme gleichzeitig, so daß die
Bomben in verschiedener Höhe und in
verschiedener Zeit über einer mehr oder
weniger großen Zielfläche, z.B. 1 qkm,
verteilt sind, im Gesamtgewicht von etwa 10
t. Bei der Primärzerstäubungdurch Zünden
der Sprengkörper 14 bilden sich um die
Bomben eine Reihe Staubwolken, die in
langsamem Falle weiter sinken. Die kleinen
Fallschirmchen mit den kleinen Zeitzündern
öffnen sich gleichzeitig oder früher durch
Auslösung einex Hilfsvorrichtung 17 vom
Manometer aus und verteilen sich in gle-
ichmäßigem Falle in diesen Staubwolken, so
daß sie auch annähernd gleichzeitig zur Ex-
plosion kommen. Auf dem Zeitmeßgerät ze-
ichnen sich dann, je nach der Entfernung
der Bomben 1, 2, 3 und der Zündkörperchen
1 bis 10, drei Wellen a, b, c für die
Zerstäubung und etwa fünf kleine Wellen,
von der Explosion der Zündkörperchen
herrührend, ab. Um die detonierenden
Zündkörperchen herum wirkt sich progres-
siv steigernd eine große Druckwelle 18 aus,
die im Zusammenhang mit der Großluftbe-
wegung mit Überschallgeschwindigkeit auf
große Entfernung zur Wirkung gelangt.

When a series of bombs are dropped at the
same time, not all of the bombshells open at
the same time, so that the bombs are at dif-
ferent heights and at different times over a
more or less large target area, for example,
1 square kilometer, with a total weight of
approximately 10 t. In primary sputtering
by igniting the explosive bodies 14, a se-
ries of dust clouds form around the bombs,
which sink further in a slow case. The little
parachutes with the small time fuses open
at the same time or earlier by triggering an
auxiliary device from the manometer and
distributing themselves in this case evenly
in the dust clouds, so that they also al-
most explode at the same time. According
to the distance of the bombs 1, 2, 3 and
the ignition body 1 to 10, three waves a, b,
c for the atomization and about five small
waves, which originate from the explosion of
the ignition cores, are then distinguished on
the time-measuring device. Around the det-
onating detonators, a large pressure wave 18
acts progressively increasing, which in con-
junction with the shock wave arrives at a
great distance with a supersonic velocity.
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Figure 3.64: Kurd von Haken filed a patent application on fuel-air explosives in 1933.
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Using von Haken’s patent, Mario Zippermayr (Austrian, 1899–1979) led a team that developed and
tested fuel-air explosives 1942–1945, as shown in Fig. 3.65 [CIOS ER 201, NavTecMisEu 548-45].
Historian Rainer Karlsch explained the development program [Karlsch 2007b]:

During the war a group of scientists under the direction of the Austrian physicist Mario
Zippermayr made use of the patent belonging to Kurd von Haken. They improved the
concept of the coal dust bomb. [...]

Zippermayr’s activities for the Air Force and the establishment of his research institute
probably did not begin until 1942. The swift progress of the group is therefore even
more astounding. Zippermayr was not, however, the scientific “brain” of the group, but
rather its loyal Nazi manager.

According to reports by the US Forces Austria Counter-Intelligence Corps, his group
had 35 individuals employed in locations in Vienna and in Lofer, Tyrol. The most
important research project was the development of a highly explosive warhead with
which the anti-aircraft missiles ‘Enzian’ (Gentian) and ‘Schmetterling’ (Butterfly) were
to be fitted.

The project work was accelerated in the second half of 1944, after the landing of the
Allies at Normandy and the assassination attempt on Hitler. At that point the SS took
over the most modern weapons development projects, and tried to bring these weapons
to a usable stage of development. Among the many exotic ideas there were also some
technically very demanding projects such as the development of nerve gases, missiles
and nuclear explosives.

Himmler’s organization also had an influence on the project of SS officer Mario Zipper-
mayr, and in this case the cooperation between researchers and the SS was probably
especially close. The researchers were on a promising path, as Zippermayr reported
in October 1944 in a report for the Reichsforschungsrat (Research Advisory Council)
labeled “Geheime Kommandosache” (Secret Commando Matter). He referred to exper-
iments that took place in the spring of 1943 with 60 kilograms of a mixture of coal dust
and liquid oxygen in the vicinity of the air base Zwölfaxing near Vienna. The explosions
broke windows up to 1.5 kilometers away. As far as 3.5 kilometers away, windows and
doors that had been pulled to were pushed open by the explosions.

The project was given the code name “Witches Cauldron” [Hexenkessel]. Contributors
to the project were scientists from Dynamit Nobel Corporation, Rheinmetall-Borsig,
the Ballistic Institute in Gatow, as well as specialists from the brown coal industry and
from the Zippermayr group. Probably there was at least one more SS research group
that conducted similar experiments in Silesia and in other locations.

According to information that reached British intelligence early in 1945, a test north of
Berlin achieved a destructive radius of approximately 600 meters. The heat and pressure
wave ignited trees in the target area and knocked them over. The air force could have
made good use of such a weapon. The plan was to target these at aircraft formations
via anti-aircraft missiles. As far as we know, these missiles were never used, however.
But the new bomb could have been used against large surface target areas. This was
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a very real danger. According to American secret service reports, the German military
possessed at war’s end 5-ton “liquid air bombs,” as the thermobaric bombs were called
then. In the National Archive in Washington, there is a document naming a plant in
Nordhausen, in the Harz region, where the V-2 missiles were produced, as the location
for the production of even larger “oxygen bombs” (yet another name for these same
bombs). An actual use of the bombs never occurred.

Even as late as the capitulation, the victors possessed only vague secret service informa-
tion about the super bomb. Nevertheless, there was an interest in the immediate study
and development of this technology, of course under conditions of utmost secrecy. For
this reason, Zippermayr was repeatedly questioned by the Chemical Warfare Service,
beginning on 3 August 1945. During a later interrogation in 1949, he told the Americans
that with his bomb—whether with pulverized coal dust or with gas or other liquids—he
could achieve the area destruction of a small atomic bomb. Furthermore, the production
of such a bomb would be much cheaper.

In contrast to other prominent German weapons industry researchers, there was re-
luctance to transport the SS man Zippermayr to the United States. However, several
of his colleagues were offered the opportunity to continue their research in America in
the context of “Operation Paperclip.” Apparently the Soviets also benefited from the
knowledge produced by the Zippermayr group. According to an American report, Hein-
rich Mache, a professor at the Technical University in Vienna, was forced to conduct
experiments with coal dust explosives in October 1945 under Soviet supervision.

The terrible fruits of the Zippermayr group did not just remain in the arsenals. They
were used as “enhanced blast weapons” in the Vietnam War and in 1969 in Soviet-
Chinese border conflicts at the Ussuri River. This name comes from the fact that the
temperatures achieved by these bombs were not extreme. This changed in the late
1980s when the reaction temperature was raised substantially through added metallic
particles, primarily aluminum, but also through other metals, as well as through oxygen.
The principle of the thermobaric bomb, however, remained the same and is one example
for the fact that it was not just in the case of missiles and jet planes that the victors
in the Second World War made use of the knowledge of the defeated powers. That the
technology behind the “father of all bombs” is old hat should not obscure the fact that
this is a weapon of mass destruction that should be forbidden.

Note that the use of powdered aluminum in explosives to enhance the temperature and blast (as
described above) was also developed in wartime Germany; see pp. 3373–3376 [BIOS 27; BIOS 100;
BIOS 1261]. Thus the “thermobaric” and “enhanced blast weapons” built by the United States
and other countries after the war were entirely derived from technologies that had previously
been designed and demonstrated in Germany and Austria, based on information and materials
obtained from German-speaking scientists, as well as the direct assistance of many of those scientists
themselves (such as Mario Zippermayr, likely others on his team, and Heinrich Mache, who is
mentioned above and shown in Fig. 3.63).
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Figure 3.65: Mario Zippermayr led a team that developed and tested fuel-air explosives 1942–1945.
[Conference of CWS Officials with Ing. Mario Zippermayr. 18 March 1949. Regraded Unclassified
(7/13/99) by USAINSCOM FOI/PA. Fort Meade, Department of the Army. Courtesy of Henry
Stevens.]
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Similarly, German-speaking scientists led the development of shaped (or hollow) explosive charges,
as illustrated by the examples of patents shown in Fig. 3.66. German-speaking scientists who were
responsible for the development of shaped explosive charges included [Kennedy 1990]:

• Franz von Baader (German states, 1765–1841, Fig. 3.67) designed and utilized shaped charges
for mining.

• Gustav Bloem (German?, 18??–19??, Fig. 3.67) invented metal-lined shaped charges as det-
onator caps.

• Carl Julius Cranz (German, 1858–1945, Fig. 3.67) worked on many aspects of ballistics and
supported Franz Rudolf Thomanek and others in developing militarily useful shaped charges.

• Rolf Engel (German, 1912–1993, Fig. 3.67) was an expert on rockets, explosives, shaped
charges, and implosion designs. He worked on secretive military projects for the German
military during World War II and for the French military after the war.

• Ernst Richard Escales (German, 1863–1924, Fig. 3.67) published handbooks and journals
about a wide variety of explosives and explosive techniques, including shaped charges.

• Max von Förster (German, 1845–1905, Fig. 3.67) designed, tested, and published descriptions
of shaped explosive charges.

• Hellmuth von Huttern (German?, 19??–19??, Fig. 3.68) worked with Franz Rudolf Thomanek
in developing the first prototypes for military shaped charge weapons.

• Heinrich Langweiler (German?, 19??–19??, Fig. 3.68) led the team that developed the Faust-
patrone and Panzerfaust anti-tank weapons [BIOS 99; BIOS 100].

• Hans Mohaupt (Swiss, 1915–2001, Fig. 3.68) brought the concept of shaped explosive charges
to the United States, leading to the design of the bazooka.

• Egon Neuman (German?, 18??–19??, Fig. 3.68) developed sophisticated shaped charge explo-
sives in 1910 and helped to publicize the general concept [George Brown 1998, p. 166; Walters
and Zukas 1989, pp. 12–13].

• Hubert Schardin (German, 1902–1965, Fig. 3.68) worked for the Luftwaffe as an expert on
the design and experimental measurement of shaped explosive charges and implosion bombs
[Krehl 2009, pp. 1160–1162; Nagel 2012a, p. 149 ff.].

• Erich Schumann (German, 1898–1985, Fig. 3.68) ran a Heereswaffenamt (Army Ordnance Of-
fice) program to design and conduct experimental measurements of shaped explosive charges
and implosion bombs [Karlsch 2005; Nagel 2012a].

• Alfred Stettbacher (Swiss, 1888–1961, Fig. 3.69) designed and tested shaped charges.

• Franz Rudolf Thomanek (Austrian, 1913–1990, Fig. 3.69) began designing and developing
hollow-charge antitank weapons in 1932 and worked on them until 1945.
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• Walter Trinks (German, 1910–1995, Fig. 3.69) worked closely with Erich Schumann as part of
the Heereswaffenamt (Army Ordnance Office) program to design and conduct experimental
measurements of shaped explosive charges and implosion bombs [Karlsch 2005; Nagel 2012a].

The chemist Simon Field [Field 2017, pp. 131–132, 136] emphasized the contributions of these
scientists:

In 1792 the twenty-six-year-old German Catholic philospher, theologist, and mining
engineer Franz Xaver von Baader came up with a way of saving gunpowder in mines. The
idea was to make a conical of mushroom-shaped hollow in the front of the gunpowder
charge. His reasoning was not recorded, and it is not clear what effect it had, if any, but
it was used in Norway and later in the mines of the Harz Mountains in Germany[...]

Things were a little different ninety-one years later, in 1883. The chief company engineer
of the nitrocellulose factor of Wolff and Co. in Walsrode, Germany, was a man named
Max von Förster. Von Förster tested a hypothesis “to give the detonating gases of gun-
cotton a certain direction aiming toward the target” through a series of experiments
with hollowed-out charges. “Estimated on the whole, it appears that the effect of the
hollow cartridge of the same size and less weight is superior to the full one of more
weight.” [...]

In 1883 Gustav Bloem patented a metal detonator cap with a hollow in it, to get a
“concentration of the effect of the explosion in an axial direction.” This was the first
lined cavity shaped charge.

[...] Dr. Franz Rudolph Thomanek, on February 4, 1938, discovered the importance of
the metal lining. [...] Between then and 1943, Thomanek experimented with different
hollow shapes and different liner thicknesses, including tapering the thickness.

In Zurich in 1937 a Swiss engineer, Dr. Henry Hans Mohaupt, also came up with a
metal-lined hollow cavity shaped charge, and tried to get the British government to pay
him for the expense of developing it. [...]

Mohaupt brought his idea to the United States on October 18, 1940. First developed as
a rifle grenade, the idea morphed into a rocket-propelled munition with a shaped charge
armor-piercing warhead that became known as the “bazooka” [...]
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Figure 3.66: German-speaking scientists led the development of shaped explosive charges, as illus-
trated by these examples of patents from Hans Mohaupt and Franz Rudolf Thomanek.
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Figure 3.67: German-speaking scientists who were responsible for the development of shaped ex-
plosive charges included Franz von Baader, Gustav Bloem, Carl Julius Cranz, Rolf Engel, Ernst
Richard Escales, and Max von Förster.
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Figure 3.68: Other German-speaking scientists who were responsible for the development of shaped
explosive charges included Hellmuth von Huttern, Heinrich Langweiler, Hans Mohaupt, Egon Neu-
man, Hubert Schardin, and Erich Schumann.
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Figure 3.69: Other German-speaking scientists who were responsible for the development of shaped
explosive charges included Alfred Stettbacher, Franz Rudolf Thomanek, and Walter Trinks.
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3.4 Chemical Warfare Agents and Pesticides

German-speaking scientists dominated the development of chemical warfare agents and pesticides.6

Figure 3.70 shows the chemical structures of some major chemical warfare agents and pesticides.

Several compounds became famous or infamous after their use in World War I (Fig. 3.70). The
cyanide-containing Prussian blue pigment was developed in the German-speaking world around
1700. Hydrogen cyanide gas derived from the Prussian blue pigment was called Prussic acid. It was
deployed to some extent on WWI battlefields, but was also used as an insecticide; in WWII it was
called Zyklon B and used in the gas chambers of the Holocaust, but even long after the wars, it
was still used for criminal executions in the United States.

Chlorine gas, two chlorine atoms bonded together, was used on WWI battlefields, and is caustic
to lungs, eyes, and other sensitive tissues with which it comes into contact. Phosgene gas coupled
the two chlorine atoms to a carbon atom and an oxygen atom, making it more readily absorbed
by tissues and hence even more toxic. In mustard agent, the two chlorine atoms were linked to a
hydrocarbon chain. This hydrocarbon chain gave mustard agent an oily feel, made it persist on
surfaces for long periods of time instead of rapidly dispersing like a gas, and made it penetrate
through skin so that it could attack even people wearing gas masks.

The U.S. chemical weapons expert Jonathan Tucker described how Fritz Haber (German, 1868–
1934) and other German scientists developed the first generation of chemical warfare agents [Tucker
2006, pp. 10–12, 18–19]:

Because Germany possessed the world’s most advanced chemical industry, it enjoyed an
inherent advantage in this type of warfare. [...]

The individual who became responsible for developing chemical weapons for the German
War Office was Professor Fritz Haber, a brilliant young chemist and ardent Prussian
nationalist who directed the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physical Chemistry in Berlin.
[...]

In late 1914, Haber had the idea of loading artillery shells with chlorine, which the
German chemical industry produced in large quantities for the production of dyestuffs.
When a shortage of artillery shells ruled out this method of delivery, he proposed instead
that chlorine be released directly from pressurized gas cylinders, allowing the wind to
carry the poisonous cloud over the enemy’s trenches. [...]

In mid-January [1915], Haber ordered the chemist Otto Hahn and several other col-
leagues to help prepare the chlorine attack. [...] The German chemists helped to organize
a special unit for gas warfare called Pioneer Regiment 36. [...]

In December 1915, the Germans fired shells containing phosgene, a gas used in the dye
industry that was eighteen times more toxic than chlorine. [...]

6Friedrich et al. 2017; Gellermann 1986; Gröhler 1989; Hager 2008; Harris and Paxman 2002; Hein Hofmann 2008;
Pfingsten 2003; Stoltzenberg 1994, 2005; Szöllösi-Janze 2015; Tucker 2006; Zecha 2000.
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In an effort to circumvent the Allied use of protective masks and respirators, Haber
and his colleagues developed a new chemical warfare agent that attacked the skin as
well as the lungs. Called “mustard” because of its sharp, garlicky odor, it was an oily
liquid that was readily absorbed through the skin, giving rise after several hours to
severe chemical burns and blisters. In July 1917, once again at Ypres, the Germans
began firing mustard-filled shells containing an explosive burster charge that shattered
the liquid agent into a fine mist that was colorless or light yellow. Like phosgene, the
effects of mustard were insidious: symptoms developed only after a delay of three to
twenty-four hours (with a mean of ten to twelve hours), so that troops often did not
realize that they had been exposed to the agent until it was too late.

[...] Mustard soon became the most dreaded of chemical weapons and was dubbed “the
king of the war gases.” Not only was it highly persistent, clinging to clothing and
equipment and contaminating the battlefield for days or even weeks, but its ability to
penetrate the skin forced troops to augment their respirators with cumbersome oilskin
capes, goggles, and leather or rubber garments. This protective gear could be worn only
for short periods, however, because it caused heat stress and seriously impaired fighting
efficiency.

Fritz Haber won the 1918 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for unrelated work to chemically synthesize
ammonia on an industrial scale (p. 382).

The German-speaking world also produced the most important early insecticides, which had a
worldwide impact and became the prototypes for improved insecticides. Dichloro-diphenyl-trichloro-
methylmethane (DDT, Fig. 3.70), with five chlorines coupled to two benzene rings, was first pro-
duced in 1874 by Othmar Zeidler (Austrian, 1850–1911). Paul Hermann Müller (Swiss, 1899–1965)
discovered DDT’s insecticidal properties in 1939. DDT was rapidly transferred from the German-
speaking world to many other countries [Brooks 1974, pp. 7–17] and was widely used to curtail
insect-borne diseases in the 1940s–1960s. Müller won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in
1948 for DDT, drawing the praise of Professor G. Fischer, member of the Staff of Professors of the
Royal Caroline Institute [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/medicine/1948/ceremony-speech/]:

The story of DDT illustrates the often wondrous ways of science when a major discovery
has been made. A scientist, working with flies and Colorado beetles discovers a substance
that proves itself effective in the battle against the most serious diseases in the world.
Many there are who will say he was lucky, and so he was. Without a reasonable slice
of luck hardly any discoveries whatever would be made. But the results are not simply
based on luck. The discovery of DDT was made in the course of industrious and certainly
sometimes monotonous labour; the real scientist is he who possesses the capacity to
understand, interpret and evaluate the meaning of what at first sight may seem to be
an unimportant discovery.

Dr. Paul Müller. I have tried to give a brief survey of the historical development of
DDT. Your discovery of the strong contact insecticidal action of dichloro-diphenyl-
trichloromethylmethane is of the greatest importance in the field of medicine. Thanks
to you, preventive medicine is now able to fight many diseases carried by insects on a
way totally different from that employed heretofore. Your discovery furthermore has,
throughout the world, stimulated successful research into newer insecticides.
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Figure 3.70: Chemical warfare agents and pesticides, including chemical agents used during World
War I, some important early insecticides, nerve agents produced during World War II, and related
nerve agents produced after World War II.
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DDT was phased out starting in the 1960s due to concerns about environmental side effects, as
most famously articulated in Rachel Carson’s 1962 book, Silent Spring. However, it was replaced
by other insecticides that came from the German-speaking world.

Scientists in the German-speaking world developed a number of chemical derivatives of DDT that
appeared (and in some cases still appear) to be safer. One was dichlorodiphenyldichloroethane
(DDD), also known a ME-1700. Others were difluorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DFDT, also known
as Lauseto) and monofluorodiphenyltrichloroethane (MFDT), which as of 2019 were still being
considered as attractive and relatively safe insecticides [Zhu et al. 2019].

Hermann Staudinger (German, 1881–1965) and Leopold Ruz̆ic̆ka (Austro-Hungarian, studied in
Germany and worked in Switzerland, 1887–1976) identified pyrethroid insecticide molecules in 1924,
and pyrethroid insecticides have been widely used from the 1960s onward as a safer replacement
for DDT. Staudinger won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1953 for his work on polymers (p. 423),
and Ruz̆ic̆ka won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1939 for his work on hormones (p. 310).

Other early insecticides had an even more profound impact. Organophosphate compounds, contain-
ing both a phosphorus atom and several carbons, were developed as insecticides by Paul Gerhard
Schrader (German, 1903–1990). Parathion (Fig. 3.70) was one of the earliest and best-known ex-
amples, and numerous variations such as malathion were subsequently produced and used to the
present day. Yet because some of the early organophosphate insecticides had some toxicity to hu-
mans as well as insects, they proved to be the key to developing more modern chemical warfare
agents, rapidly acting nerve agents.

Scientists in the Third Reich produced and tested a wide variety of organophosphate nerve agents,
and created several especially potent ones (which were given postwar codenames beginning with
G for German): tabun (GA), sarin (GB), soman (GD), ethylsarin (GE), cyclosarin (GF), and
isopentylsarin (GH). (The code name GC was not used, to avoid confusion with the U.S. code
name for phosgene, CG [Tucker 2006, p. 105]. GG was likely skipped because of the double letters.)
See Fig. 3.70. Schrader created all of the agents just listed, except for soman which was developed
by Richard Kuhn (Austrian, 1900–1967). After their initial discovery and testing, the agents were
mass-produced by I.G. Farben at several industrial plants led by the chemist Otto Ambros (German,
1901–1990). These G-series nerve agents were exclusively possessed by the Third Reich and were
stockpiled (p. 473) but never used, presumably due to fear that Allied nations would retaliate with
much cruder but still effective first-generation chemical weapons such as mustard gas.

Jonathan Tucker described the sophistication of nerve agent research, development, and production
during the Third Reich [Tucker 2006, pp. 42, 45, 47–48, 50–51]:

Code-named “Hochwerk,” it would eventually cover an area 1.5 kilometers long by 700
meters wide. [...]

Because of shortages of key equipment and manpower, it took two years and an ex-
penditure of 120 million reichsmarks to complete the Hochwerk plant at Dyhernfurth,
which the Anorgana company headed by Ambros began to operate in the spring of 1942.
The sprawling production complex included buildings for manufacturing basic chemical
ingredients, intermediates, and final products; numerous warehouses and storage tanks;
a bombproof bunker that could hold 1,000 tons of bulk agent; filling lines for loading
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Tabun into artillery shells and aerial bombs; a well-equipped medical clinic with a staff
of trained physicians; and barracks for the plant workers. To reduce exposure to air
raids, the main production facility was built partially underground and camouflaged
with trees planted on the roof.

Because of Tabun’s extreme toxicity, the design of the Hochwerk facility included spe-
cial features to protect the plant workers against exposure. Each kettle was housed in
an enclosed operating chamber formed of two spaced glass walls. Between the glass
walls, a ventilation system produced greater than atmospheric pressure, so that the
flow of air was always toward the reaction kettle. Inside the operating chamber, the
air above the kettle was continuously changed by means of a separate ventilating duct,
creating negative pressure. This pressure differential meant that the air contaminated
with Tabun fumes was retained inside the operating chamber. All pipes used to transfer
solutions containing Tabun were double-walled, and their outer surfaces were sprayed
frequently with a weak solution of ammonia and water to neutralize minor leaks. After
each production run, the kettles were decontaminated with steam and ammonia.

No technicians were allowed to enter the operating chambers while the production of
Tabun was under way. Instead, the operators opened and closed valves with long-handled
mechanical levers that penetrated the double glass walls through rubber-sealed gaskets.
[...]

Although the standard Germany Army gas mask protected against breathing contami-
nate air, Tabun could also be absorbed through the skin. For this reason, all mechanics
who entered the sealed production chambers to perform repairs and maintenance wore
not only a respirator but a protective suit, cap, boots, and gloves, encapsulating the
entire body. The suit consisted of two layers of rubber separated by a layer of cloth,
making it cumbersome and unbearably hot in summer. Despite these precautions, about
a dozen fatal accidents occurred during the two and a half years of Tabun production,
most of them affecting mechanics performing overhauls of the plant. In one incident,
seven pipe fitters were struck in the face by a pressurized stream of liquid Tabun that
forced itself between their respirators and rubberized suits. [...]

All seven victims were given intramuscular injections of atropine and a new drug called
Sympotal, but five did not respond to the antidotes and died. [...]

Dyhernfurth had its own munition-loading facility, which was built underground and
equipped with ventilation shafts. Steel artillery shells and bomb casings were manufac-
tured in a separate building and place on conveyor belts that transported them to the
filling plant. Liquid Tabun pumped from underground storage tanks was loaded into
empty 105 mm and 150 mm artillery shells, 250-kilogram aerial bombs, and artillery
rockets. [...] To compensate for Tabun’s lack of volatility, the bombs contained a central
“burster” tube filled with a high explosive that, detonated on impact with the ground,
would shatter the liquid agent into a mist of tiny droplets, poisoning enemy soldiers
through inhalation and skin contact.

Once an aerial bomb had been loaded with Tabun, the filling port was closed with a
plug that incorporated a tightening pin. Using a wrench, a technician applied seating
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pressure to the pin, causing it to shear off and leave the plug in a sealed position, flush
with the surface of the weapon. The sealing plug and adjacent surface were then coated
with a slow-drying pink lacquer that would turn a deep carmine if Tabun lead through
the plug. Near the base of the bomb or shell, workers painted three green rings around
the munition to indicate its contents, along with stenciled numbers providing the date
of manufacture and a code letter indicating the ratio of Tabun to chlorobenzene. [...]

The forced laborers were assigned the most menial, backbreaking, and dangerous tasks
at the Tabun plant, including construction, maintenance, and loading munitions with
the liquid agent. On the filling line, they wore protective clothing similar to a deep-sea
diving suit, with a helmetlike mask covering the entire head and a hose providing a
supply of fresh air. [...]

While Gerhard Schrader synthesized tabun, sarin, and hundreds of other possible nerve agents
and pesticides, Jonathan Tucker described the role that Richard Kuhn also played in the program
[Tucker 2006, pp. 54, 62–63]:

In early 1943, Colonel Schmidt of the Army Ordnance Office asked Professor Richard
Kuhn, the director of the Institute of Chemistry at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for
Medical Research in Heidelberg, to analyze the effects of nerve agents on the central
and peripheral nervous systems. [...]

Based on these insights, Kuhn’s research team developed a standardized assay that
measured the ability of nerve agents to inhibit purified cholinesterase enzymes in the
test tube. Over the next two years, they used this assay to screen a variety of candidate
nerve agents, some of their own invention and others synthesized by the German Army
chemists at Spandau Citadel. [...]

[D]uring the spring of 1944, Richard Kuhn, working at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in
Heidelberg, made a striking discovery. He was continuing his research for the German
Army by screening a wide variety of organophosphorus compounds—some of which he
had synthesized himself—for the ability to inhibit cholinesterase. Because of the Nazi
obsession with secrecy, his research was “compartmented”: he was not put into contact
with other scientists in the nerve agent field and was completely unaware of Schrader’s
work.

When Kuhn replaced the isopropyl alcohol used to make Sarin with a more complex alco-
hol known as pinacolyl, the resulting substance (which he called Compound 25075) had
a camphorlike odor and was roughly twice as potent as Sarin in inhibiting cholinesterase.
The War Office code-named this new compound “Soman,” and Kuhn synthesized small
amounts in the laboratory.

Toxicological testing of Soman in animals by Dr. Gross at IG Elberfeld revealed that the
new agent was twice as toxic as Sarin by inhalation, readily penetrated into the skin, and
passed rapidly from the bloodstream into the brain, enhancing its lethal effects. Even
more striking, Soman inactivated cholinesterase irreversibly within two minutes, severely
limiting the effectiveness of atropine as an antidote. Over the next several months, Kuhn
and his colleagues tested about fifty analogues of Sarin and Soman for their ability to
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inhibit cholinesterase in his test-tube system. The most promising compounds were then
tested on dogs and apes. [...]

The G-series nerve agents and information on how to produce them was removed from Germany
at the end of the war (Fig. 3.71), and G-series agents have been mass-produced by a wide range
of nations ever since. For example, the postwar U.S./U.K. chemical warfare program was directly
copied from the wartime German program, making extensive use of German scientists, information,
and materials [Tucker 2006, p. 116]:

In addition to Schieber, EUCOM hired about thirty German chemical warfare experts,
some of whom were later transferred to Edgewood Arsenal to continue their work on
American soil. [...] Several of the German chemical weapons specialists recruited by
Porton Down later moved to the United States, where they were granted U.S. citizenship
and prominent positions.

Similarly, the postwar Soviet chemical warfare program was also directly copied from the wartime
German program [Tucker 2006, pp. 106–107, 145]:

In September 1946, with the aid of captured German scientists, Soviet engineers and
pipe fitters had systematically dismantled the Tabun and Sarin plants at Dyhernfurth,
which the Red Army had seized as war booty, and shipped the production equipment
to Stalingrad. [...]

To assist in rebuilding the nerve agent production lines, the Soviets brought to Stalin-
grad about a dozen German chemists and process engineers from Dyhernfurth who had
been captured by the Red Army. The most senior of the German scientists were Dr. von
Bock, the former production manager. Soon after his arrival, he was ordered to write a
detailed technical report on Tabun production and was questioned at length about the
metal corrosion problems associated with the manufacture of Sarin.

The Sarin plant at Stalingrad started out as a copy of the one at Dyhernfurth, but for
reasons of national pride [Zaharovich] Soborovsky and [Boris] Libman tried to improve
on the German production process. In so doing, they ran into serious technical problems
that resulted in lengthy delays. [...] Although the development had begun in 1948, it was
not until 1959—more than a decade later—that Chemical Works No. 91 was churning
out large amounts of Sarin with a satisfactory level of purity and stability.

A significant innovation in nerve agents first became known after the war. Although G-series agents
were relatively small molecules that dispersed fairly rapidly, if they were coupled to an oily hydro-
carbon chain, they could persist on surfaces for long periods of time and also readily penetrate
through human skin. These improved nerve agents became known as the V-series (for venomous);
VX was the favorite in the United States and United Kingdom, and the similarly acting VR was the
favorite in the Soviet Union (Fig. 3.70). Officially, the invention of this category of nerve agents was
credited to postwar researchers not from the German-speaking world. In 1952, Ranajit Ghosh and
J. F. Newman at the UK Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) Plant Protection Laboratory produced
a potent V-series agent, Amiton, that had been intended as an insecticide. Almost simultaneously,
Lars-Erik Tammelin of the Swedish Institute of Chemical Defense produced similar compounds
that came to be known as Tammelin esters.
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In fact, V-series agents appear to have been invented, produced, and tested in Germany during
the war. As shown in Appendix A, in 1945 Gerhard Schrader gave U.K. and U.S. officials detailed
information on many hundreds of nerve agents that he had developed and tested [BIOS 714].
Schrader’s report included a wide variety of V-series agents, composed of G-series agents coupled
to an oily hydrocarbon chain. Furthermore, many of Schrader’s agents possessed the same molecular
features as VX and VR, such as using a nitrogen atom to attach two branches of hydrocarbons to the
toxic part of the molecule. After the war, Schrader, Ernst Schegk, and Hanshelmut Schlör of Bayer in
Leverkusen (part of I.G. Farben during the war) filed patents on linking an oily hydrocarbon chain to
a toxic organophosphate toxin, although postwar restrictions both delayed public acknowledgement
of that work and compelled them to focus on insecticide applications instead of chemical warfare
applications. In the United States (and likely in other countries as well), German experts such as
Friedrich Wilhelm Hoffmann were employed to mass produce V-series agents.

It is quite possible that Richard Kuhn or others also developed V-series agents in Germany during
the war. Much more archival research is needed to clarify the history of the development and
dissemination of knowledge about V-series agents.

German-speaking scientists also discovered and developed other categories of chemical weapons.
For example, R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts, the British and American chairs of the Combined
Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee, described a highly corrosive German chemical weapon in a
September 1945 report, [AFHRA A5186 electronic version pp. 904–1026, Ch. 4, p. 54]:

A new method was discovered for the manufacture of chlorine trifluoride. The value of
this compound is said to lie in its powerful oxidizing properties which causes organic
materials to burst into flame immediately on contact. It also has a quality of liberating
fluorine which attacks glass and rapidly obscures vision in planes or military vehicles.

German chemical agents with incendiary, freezing, neuropharmacological, and other properties were
also reported.

Figures 3.72–3.83 show some of the German-speaking scientists who were involved in developing
and testing chemical warfare agents and pesticides.
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Figure 3.71: Stockpiled German nerve gas warheads found by U.S. forces in 1945.
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Figure 3.72: Examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing chemical
warfare agents and pesticides.
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Figure 3.73: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing chem-
ical warfare agents and pesticides.
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Figure 3.74: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing chem-
ical warfare agents and pesticides.
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Figure 3.75: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing chem-
ical warfare agents and pesticides.
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Figure 3.76: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing chem-
ical warfare agents and pesticides.
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Figure 3.77: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing chem-
ical warfare agents and pesticides.
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Figure 3.78: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing chem-
ical warfare agents and pesticides.
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Figure 3.79: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing chem-
ical warfare agents and pesticides.
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Figure 3.80: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing chem-
ical warfare agents and pesticides.
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Figure 3.81: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing chem-
ical warfare agents and pesticides.
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Figure 3.82: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing chem-
ical warfare agents and pesticides.
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Figure 3.83: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing chem-
ical warfare agents and pesticides.
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3.5 Materials Science

Materials science covers the creation of solid chemical compounds that make useful materials for
various applications and products. For simplicity, this field can be divided into polymers, ceramics,
and metals, and German-speaking scientists played major roles in all of these areas.

Polymers

German-speaking scientists led most of the development of polymers, including plastics and syn-
thetic rubbers, which are now ubiquitous in consumer products.7

As shown in Fig. 3.84, polystyrene was first created in 1839 by Johann Eduard Simon (German
states, 1789–1856), and developed further in 1845 by August Wilhelm von Hofmann (1818–1892)
and John Blyth (Scottish but studied in Germany, 1814–1871). In 1929, Hermann Mark (Aus-
trian, 1895–1992) and Carl Wulff (German?, 18??–19??) greatly improved the process of produc-
ing polystyrene. In the 1940s, Fritz Stastny (Austrian, 1908–1985) created expanded or porous
polystyrene (Styrofoam). Polystyrene is used to make a wide variety of consumer products, and
Styrofoam is used to make thermally insulated containers and protective packaging (Fig. 3.85).

Cellulose acetate was first created in 1865 by Paul Schützenberger (Franco-German, 1829–1897),
and produced in larger quantities in 1903 by Arthur Eichengrün (German, 1867–1949) and Theodore
Becker (German?, 18??–19??). The brothers Camille Dreyfus (Swiss, 1878–1956) and Henri Dreyfus
(Swiss, 1882–1944) developed cellulose acetate yarn in 1913. Cellulose acetate has been used for
photographic film, eyeglass frames, yarn, clothing, and other products, as illustrated in Fig. 3.86.

Eugen Baumann (German, 1846–1896) discovered photopolymerization and created polyvinyl chlo-
ride in 1872 (Fig. 3.87). Friedrich (Fritz) Klatte (German, 1880–1934) developed an improved
method of producing polyvinyl chloride in 1913. Polyvinyl chloride is widely used for making water
drain pipes and pipe fittings.

Phenol formaldehyde (phenolic) resin was first created in 1891 by Adolf von Baeyer (German,
1835–1917) and Werner Kleeberg (German?, 18??–19??), and developed further in 1902 by Adolf
Luft (German?, 18??–19??). Adolf von Baeyer won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1905 (p. 396).
In 1907 Leo Baekeland (Belgian but studied under August Kekulé, 1863–1944) began producing
and commercializing phenolic resin under the trade name of Bakelite; phenolic resin was also sold
under other trade names. Phenolic resin was used to make early plastic products such as telephone
cases. See Fig. 3.88.

In 1897, Wilhelm Krische (German, 1859–19??) and Friedrich Adolph Spitteler (German, 1846–
1940) created a natural plastic (later dubbed Galalith) by purifying and crosslinking casein milk
protein, as shown in Fig. 3.89. Galalith was also used to make a number of early plastic products.

7Dietrich Braun 2017; Feichtinger 2017; Kline 1946; Herman Mark 1993; Morris 2005; Schwedt 2013; Seymour
2013; Strom and Rasmussen 2012; Tuttle 1981.
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Figure 3.84: Polystyrene was first created in 1839 by Eduard Simon, and developed further by
August Wilhelm von Hofmann, John Blyth, Hermann Mark, Carl Wulff, and Fritz Stastny.
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Figure 3.85: Polystyrene is used to make a wide variety of consumer products. Expanded or porous
polystyrene (Styrofoam) is used to make thermally insulated containers and protective packaging.
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Figure 3.86: Cellulose acetate was first created in 1865 by Paul Schützenberger, and developed
further by Arthur Eichengrün, Theodore Becker, Camille Dreyfus, and Henri Dreyfus. Cellulose
acetate has been used for photographic film, eyeglass frames, yarn, clothing, and other products.
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Figure 3.87: Eugen Baumann discovered photopolymerization and created polyvinyl chloride in
1872. Friedrich (Fritz) Klatte developed an improved method of producing polyvinyl chloride in
1913. Polyvinyl chloride is widely used for making water drain pipes and pipe fittings.
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Figure 3.88: Phenol formaldehyde (phenolic) resin was first created in 1891 by Adolf von Baeyer
and Werner Kleeberg, and developed further by Adolf Luft and Leo Baekeland. Phenolic resin was
commercialized as Bakelite and other trade names and used to make early plastic products such as
telephone cases.
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Figure 3.89: Wilhelm Krische and Adolph Spitteler created a natural plastic (later dubbed Galalith)
from casein milk protein in 1897.
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Polyethylene was first created in 1898 by Hans von Pechmann (German, 1850–1902). In 1900,
Eugen Bamberger (German, 1857–1932) and Friedrich Tschirner (German?, 18??–19??) determined
the chemical structure of polyethylene. Karl Ziegler (German, 1898–1973) developed an improved
method of producing polyethylene in 1952, and won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1963 (p. 413).
Polyethylene has been widely used to make plastic bags (Fig. 3.90), due to its flexibility and the
low cost of Ziegler’s production process.

Polycarbonate was first created in 1898 by Alfred Einhorn (German, 1856–1917). In 1953, Hermann
Schnell (German, 1916–1999) developed an improved method of producing polycarbonate. Because
polycarbonate is very rugged, it is used to make products such as compact discs, water bottles, cell
phone cases, and safety glasses. See Fig. 3.91.

Friedrich (Fritz) Klatte (German, 1880–1934), shown in Fig. 3.92, created polyvinyl acetate (white
glue) in 1912.

Otto Röhm (German, 1876–1939) and Walter Hermann Bauer (German, 1893–1968) created poly-
methylacrylic (plexiglass) in 1928. Plexiglass pieces from a circa 1942 German aircraft windshield
are shown in Fig. 3.93.

Other German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to rubber included (Fig. 3.94):

• Carl Harries (German, 1866–1923) studied the polymer structure of rubber.

• Fritz Hofmann (German, 1866–1956) produced synthetic rubbers.

• Kurt Gottlob (Austrian, 1881–1925) developed emulsion polymerization and improved vul-
canization.

• Kurt Meyer (German, 1883–1952) studied the structure of cellulose and the effect of entropy
on rubber elasticity.

• Herman(n) Mark (Austrian, 1895–1992) studied the structure of cellulose.

• Eugen(e) Guth (Hungarian, 1905–1990) developed a mathematical model using entropy to
calculate the elasticity of rubber.

As shown in Fig. 3.95, Eduard Tschunkur (German, 1874–1946) and Walter Bock (German, 1895–
1948) created styrene-butadiene synthetic rubber (Buna S) in 1929. It is now used to make most
tires.

Similarly, Eduard Tschunkur, Helmut Kleiner (German, 1902–1987), and Erich Konrad (German,
1894–1975) created created acrylonitrile butadiene synthetic rubber (Buna N) in 1930. It is now
used for products such as latex-free nitrile rubber gloves (Fig. 3.96).

Polyacrylonitrile (Orlon) was first created in 1930 by Hans Fikentscher (German, 1896–1983) and
Claus Heuck (German?, 18??–19??), and produced as fibers by Herbert Rhein (German?, 1899–
1955) in 1938. See Fig. 3.97.
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Figure 3.90: Polyethylene was first created in 1898 by Hans von Pechmann, and developed further
by Eugen Bamberger, Friedrich Tschirner, and Karl Ziegler. Polyethylene has been widely used to
make plastic bags.
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Figure 3.91: Polycarbonate was first created in 1898 by Alfred Einhorn, and developed further
by Hermann Schnell. Because polycarbonate is very rugged, it is used to make products such as
compact discs, water bottles, cell phone cases, and safety glasses.
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Figure 3.92: Friedrich (Fritz) Klatte created polyvinyl acetate (white glue) in 1912.
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Figure 3.93: Otto Röhm and Walter Hermann Bauer created polymethylacrylic (plexiglass) in 1928.
Plexiglass pieces from German aircraft windshield (ca. 1942).
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Figure 3.94: Other German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to rubber in-
cluded: Carl Harries, Fritz Hofmann, Kurt Gottlob, Kurt Meyer, Herman(n) Mark, and Eugen(e)
Guth.
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Figure 3.95: Eduard Tschunkur and Walter Bock created styrene-butadiene synthetic rubber (Buna
S) in 1929; it is now used to make most tires.
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Figure 3.96: Eduard Tschunkur, Helmut Kleiner, and Erich Konrad created created acrylonitrile
butadiene synthetic rubber (Buna N) in 1930; it is now used for products such as latex-free nitrile
rubber gloves.
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Figure 3.97: Polyacrylonitrile (Orlon) was first created in 1930 by Hans Fikentscher and Claus
Heuck, and produced as fibers by Herbert Rhein in 1938.
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As illustrated in Fig. 3.98, Otto Bayer (German, 1902–1982) created polyurethane in 1937. Poly-
urethane is now used for sprayable thermal insulation, surface coatings [BIOS 629], memory foam,
Spandex, and other products.

Paul Schlack (German, 1897–1987) created polyamide (Nylon or Perlon) in 193?. Wallace Carothers
(American, 1896–1937) independently produced Nylon around the same time in the United States
but became much better known than Schlack. Nylon is widely used now to make thread, rope, and
solid objects (Fig. 3.99).

Karl Rehn (German, 19??–19??) and Karl Ziegler (German, 1898–1973), shown in Fig. 3.100, pro-
duced polypropylene in 1954. Ziegler won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1963 (p. 413). Polypropy-
lene is widely used for products that must not crack even after repeated bending and stress, such
as plastic hinges and centrifuge tubes.

Other German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to polymers included (Fig.
3.101):

• Wilhelm Rudolph Fittig (German, 1835–1910) studied the chemistry of polymers.

• Bernhard Tollens (German, 1841–1918) developed urea-formaldehyde resin polymers.

• Oscar Troplowitz (German, 1863–1918) created adhesive bandages and adhesive tape in 1901.

• Hermann Staudinger (German, 1881–1965) studied polymer structures. He won the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry in 1953 (p. 423).

• Werner Kuhn (Swiss, 1899–1963) was especially noted for his work on the physical chemistry
of polymers.

• Victor Garten (German?, 18??–19??) developed electrically conducting polymers in Australia
after World War II, possibly based on wartime German work. The 2000 Nobel Prize in Chem-
istry was awarded to Alan Heeger, Alan MacDiarmid, and Hedeki Shiakawa for rediscovering
electrically conducting polymers much later.

Polymer production also makes extensive use of the Diels-Alder reaction, which was developed by
Otto Diels (German, 1876–1954) and Kurt Alder (German, 1902–1958). They both won the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry in 1950. See pp. 395 and 405.

After World War II, vast amounts of information on polymers were transferred from the German-
speaking world to Allied countries: scientists, reports on interrogations of scientists, patents, BIOS/
CIOS/FIAT reports, samples, hardware, and even complete factories. Thus it was the innovations of
German-speaking creators that dominated the field of polymers from the first inventions of polymers
in the nineteenth century to the boom in commercial polymer production and applications in the
latter half of the twentieth century.
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Figure 3.98: Otto Bayer created polyurethane in 1937. Polyurethane is now used for sprayable
thermal insulation, surface coatings, memory foam, Spandex, and other products.
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Figure 3.99: Paul Schlack created polyamide (Nylon) in 193?. Nylon is widely used now to make
thread, rope, and solid objects.
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Figure 3.100: Karl Rehn and Karl Ziegler produced polypropylene in 1954. Ziegler won the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry 1963. Polypropylene is widely used for products that must not crack even after
repeated bending and stress, such as plastic hinges and centrifuge tubes.
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Figure 3.101: Other German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to polymers in-
cluded Wilhelm Rudolph Fittig, Bernhard Tollens, Oscar Troplowitz, Hermann Staudinger, Werner
Kuhn, and Victor Garten.
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Figure 3.102: The Assistant Director of the Development Section at the U.S. Du Pont company
wrote that because of all of the information on polymers that his company acquired from Germany
and Austria after the war, “a considerable number of man years have been saved in synthetic fiber
research” at his company [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 61, Folder Booster Letters].
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Ceramics and crystallography

German-speaking scientists played major roles in ceramics and crystallography. Some examples
include:

Johann Hessel (German, 1796–1872) was one of the pioneers of classifying crystal shapes and
describing them mathematically. He also studied the composition of feldspar and other minerals.

Ralph Kronig (German, 1904–1995) developed detailed theoretical models of the behavior of X-rays
and electrons in crystal lattices.

Max von Laue (German, 1879–1960) pioneered the use of X-rays to analyze the atomic arrangements
in crystals and ceramic materials. He focused primarily on theoretical methods of analyzing the
results, and the experiments were implemented by Walter Friedrich (German, 1883–1968) and Paul
Knipping (German, 1883–1935). Max von Laue won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1914 for this work.
Professor G. Granqvist, Chairman of the Nobel Committee for Physics, explained the importance of
the methods and discoveries of von Laue’s group [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1914/press-
release/]:

This was the situation when von Laue placed a research medium of the highest import
at the disposal of science by virtue of his epoch-making discovery of the interference of
X-rays and, at the same time, proved that X-rays, as is the case with light rays, consist
of progressive transversal waves.

Previous research had indicated, as is mentioned in the foregoing, that it was highly
probable that, if X-rays are wave motions of the same type as light rays, then their
wavelengths would have to be of an order of 10−9 cm. In order to obtain clear interference
phenomena of the same type as those which are caused when light rays pass a grating
it was necessary for the distance between the grating slits to be of an order of 10−8

cm. But this is approximately the distance between the molecules of a solid body and
it was in this manner that von Laue arrived at the idea of employing, as a diffraction
grating, a solid body with regularly-arranged molecules, e.g. a crystal. As early as 1850
Bravais had introduced into crystallography the assumption that the atoms composing
the various crystals are arranged in regular groups, so-called three-dimensional lattices
or space-lattices, whose constants could be calculated with the aid of crystallographic
data.

However, the theoretical basis of a space-lattice was unknown and thus it was first
necessary for von Laue to develop this theory if else the investigation were to have a
value. This he did mainly according to the same approximations as those conventional
to the science of optics as applied to normal one-dimensional lattices.

Von Laue left the execution of the experimental work in the hands of W. Friedrich and
P. Knipping. The apparatus which they employed consisted of a lead box into which
they admitted a thin bundle of X-rays which they directed so as to fall upon a precisely
oriented crystal. Sensitized film was positioned both behind and at the sides of the
crystal. Already the preparatory tests showed that the intensity maxima which had
been anticipated by von Laue became evident in the form of blackened spots on the film
positioned behind the crystal. [...]
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As a result of von Laue’s discovery of the diffraction of X-rays in crystals proof was thus
established that these light waves are of very small wavelengths. However, this discovery
also resulted in the most important discoveries in the field of crystallography. It is now
possible to determine the position of atoms in crystals and much important knowledge
has been gained in this connection. We can anticipate further discoveries of equal note
in the future. It is thus rendered likely that experimental research into the influence of
temperature upon diffraction will provide the solution to the question of a zero-point
energy, or will at least be of some assistance in arriving at a solution to this problem,
as the temperature factor assumes a different value according to whether a zero-point
energy exists or not. However, the direct results of this discovery of diffraction are of no
less importance: it is now possible to subject the X-ray spectra to direct examination,
their line spectra can even be photographed, and science has thus been enriched by a
method of research whose full implications can not yet be fully appreciated.

Herman(n) Mark (Austrian, 1895–1992) primarily focused on polymer research, yet he carried out
some important work with X-ray crystallography as well.

Eilhard Mitscherlich (German states, 1794–1863) made several important contributions to crys-
tallography. He is especially remembered for his discovery of crystallographic isomorphism, or the
ability of the same chemical composition to form crystals of somewhat different shapes depending
on the alignment of the component atoms.

Friedrich Mohs (German states, 1773–1839) studied many aspects of crystallography. He is espe-
cially famous for introducing his mineral hardness scale in 1812. The Mohs scale ranks minerals
from softer (starting with 1 for talc) to harder (ending with 10 for diamond) based on which mineral
receives scratches when two dissimilar minerals are rubbed together. It is still widely used today.

Paul Niggli (Swiss, 1888–1953) was another important pioneer of X-ray crystallography, and further
developed the mathematical methods of describing crystal structures.

Arthur Schoenflies (German, 1853–1928) applied advanced mathematical methods such as group
theory to the analysis of crystal structures. Schoenflies notation is still widely utilized in crystal-
lography and solid state physics.

Gustav Tschermak von Seysenegg (Austrian, 1836–1927) studied the crystallographic structures
and chemical compositions of a wide variety of minerals and even meteorites.

Christian Samuel Weiss (German states, 1780–1856) was one of the pioneers of classifying crystal
shapes and describing them mathematically.

A large amount of information on ceramic materials, crystallography, and solid state physics was
transferred out of the German-speaking world after World War II [e.g., FIAT 617].
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Figure 3.103: German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to ceramics and crys-
tallography included Walter Friedrich, Johann Hessel, Paul Knipping, Ralph Kronig, Max von Laue,
and Herman(n) Mark.
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Figure 3.104: Other German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to ceramics
and crystallography included Eilhard Mitscherlich, Friedrich Mohs, Paul Niggli, Arthur Schoenflies,
Gustav Tschermak von Seysenegg, and Christian Samuel Weiss.
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Metals

A common view is that by 1945, metallurgy was less advanced in the German-speaking world than
elsewhere, due to the scarcity of metal deposits in German-speaking areas and the international
blockade of metal imports during the wars. In fact, many German-speaking scientists made major
contributions to metallurgy [Maier 2007]. Some examples include:

Kurt Anderko (German, 19??–19??) titanium, Paperclip

Carl Josef Bayer (1847–1904) extracting aluminum from bauxite

Carl Berg (German, 1851–1906)

August Borsig (1804–1854)

Walter Dawihl (1904–19??)

Max Hansen (1901–1978) titanium

William Kroll (Luxembourg but educated and worked in Germany, 1889–1973) titanium

Alfred Krupp (1812–1887)

Friedrich Krupp (1787–1826)

Reinhard Mannesman (1856–1922)

Hugo Stinnes (1870–1924)

Fritz Thyssen (1873–1951)

Carl Auer von Welsbach (Austrian, 1858–1929) gaslight mantle (1885), osmium wire (1890), metal
filament lamp (1898), and flint metal lighter (1903).

Alfred Wilm (1869–1937) Duralumin aluminum alloy
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Figure 3.105: German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to metallurgy included
Kurt Anderko, Carl Josef Bayer, Carl Berg, August Borsig, Walter Dawihl, and Max Hansen.
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Figure 3.106: Other German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to metallurgy
included William Kroll, Alfred Krupp, Friedrich Krupp, Reinhard Mannesman, Hugo Stinnes, and
Fritz Thyssen.
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Figure 3.107: Other German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to metallurgy
included Carl Auer von Welsbach and Alfred Wilm.
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Despite the wartime shortages, by 1945 metallurgy was so advanced in the German-speaking world
that Allied countries seized large quantities of information and scientists, and even complete fac-
tories, to improve the state of metallurgy in their own countries. For example, in September 1945,
R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts, the British and American chairs of the Combined Intelligence Ob-
jectives Subcommittee, listed a number of important German innovations in metallurgy [AFHRA
A5186 electronic version pp. 904–1026, Ch. 4, pp. 52–53]:

In the field of ferrous and nonferrous metallurgy the following discoveries are worth
recording:

1. A new flux for welding magnesium.

2. A hard magnesium coating obtained by anodizing aluminum oxide which had many
industrial and armament applications.

3. Refinements in the process of continuous casting. This casting was done into a
tank of water rather than an open pit. The method employed a small mould which
resulted in many economies of production.

4. The use of chemicals in the grain refining process in heating magnesium for cast-
ing. This process, used in the production of high quality magnesium, permitted
achievement of equal quality by using a temperature 100oC below that employed
in the conventional process.

5. The electric smelting furnace developed by Siemens and Halske. This resulted
in the production of pig iron with little coke, a process with distinct advantages
when coke supplies are limited and cheap hydro-electric power abundant. A further
advantage is the reduction of the sulphur content in pig iron.

6. Improved hard cemented carbide for use in cutting tools.

7. German development and use of drawn steel cartridge cases. Steel cartridge cases
were designed for a wide range of calibers ranging from small arms to large ar-
tillery pieces. Steel cartridge cases have the obvious advantages of saving critical
materials.

As a more focused example, BIOS 925, Tungsten Carbide Research in Germany, p. 3, discussed
German innovations in metal hardening that Allied countries wanted to copy (see also BIOS 1076):

This report contains the results of a detailed interrogation of Dr. [Walter] Dawihl who
was head of Osram’s Research Department. By agreement with Krupps this Laboratory
carried out all hard metal research on behalf of the Widia organisation and as such was
the most important Hard Metal Research Laboratory in Germany.

The report gives a general survey of the Research Programme of the Laboratory during
the war years and traverses the latest theories on the fundamental metallurgy of hard
metal as developed by Dr. Dawihl.
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It describes his experiments to relate the practical performance of hard metal with
metallurgy and discusses the effect of crystal formation and shape on the physical prop-
erties.

A technique of coating steel with a thin hard metal skin is described and the composition
of the metal is given.

Descriptions of the processes of making boron carbide and titanium boride are given
and a very brief resume of the work done on sintered iron and steel.

Part III deals with the practical application of Laboratory Research to commercial
practice and gives brief descriptions of methods of manufacture, specifications and a
detailed costing of each operation.

Appendix I is probably the most valuable portion of the report as it contains a list of
Reports issued by the laboratory, copies of which are in our hands. They are listed by
H.E.C. numbers, title and number of pages and diagrams.

Appendix II is a description of making tungsten carbide in an electric arc furnace of
novel design by D.E.W., Krefeld.

Appendix III is a drawing of a continuous rotary tube furnace for carburising.

American metallurgists Charles R. Simcoe and Frances Richards provided a glimpse of how German-
speaking scientists and methods were utilized to create advanced metal alloys in the postwar United
States [Simcoe and Richards 2018 pp. 145, 147–148]:

Titanium was on its way to becoming the aerospace metal that its promoters had hoped
it would be. Then an earthquake shook both the aerospace industry and titanium.
The Secretary of Defense, Charles Wilson, formerly of General Motors Corporation,
announced a decision to base the defense of the country on missiles rather than on
manned aircraft. The accompanying reductions and cancellations of contracts rocked
the industry. [...] The reduction in aircraft and engine production caused a near-total
collapse of the titanium market. This most promising of metals for the postwar era,
which had received an estimated $200 million in government support, was in serious
danger of extinction by the very DOD that had brought it into being. [...]

The changes in the titanium industry had changed the career paths of many of the indi-
viduals selected as founders. William Kroll returned to Europe to enjoy his retirement
years in Brussels. Max Hansen left ARF to accept a high-level post in the metals indus-
try in Germany. In 1958, Hansen and Kurt Anderko, another German who worked with
Hansen at ARF and who had returned to Germany with him, published a monumental
second edition of the “Constitution of Binary Alloys.” [...]

By the late 1950s and early 1960s, the major research and development support for ti-
tanium by the government had ceased. The founders, as well as the younger researchers,
were forced to find other areas of research or move on to other employment. [...]
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One significant development in the 1960s was the building of the SR-71 Blackbird
military reconnaissance plane with a speed capability of Mach 3. The SR-71 was an
all-titanium aircraft manufactured with Ti-6Al-4V and a new alloy, Ti-13V-11Cr-3Al.
Another early 1960s attraction was the interest in a supersonic transport plane. It would
have been an all-titanium aircraft that was planned to compete with the European-made
Concorde. It was planned to fly at nearly Mach 3 and would have used large amounts
of titanium per plane for a planned 200-plane fleet. The program was cancelled by
Congress in 1971.

Thus German-speaking scientists were apparently responsible for the titanium alloys that made
the SR-71 Blackbird spy plane possible, and that would have made possible a fleet of Mach-3
passenger aircraft. Unfortunately the United States lost interest in such technologies, and those
German-speaking scientists retired or found employment in other areas.
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Figure 3.108: Advanced methods in metallurgy were developed in the German-speaking world and
transferred to other countries after World War II [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Press
Releases].
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3.6 Other Creations in Chemistry

[I am still adding material to this section and reorganizing it. Please pardon the
construction in progress.]

German-speaking scientists also made many other important discoveries and inventions in chem-
istry.

Chromatography

Chromatography is a technique for separating molecules of different sizes that are initially mixed
together, based on the fact that they will diffuse at different rates through wet paper, capillary
tubes, or other solid, liquid, or gaseous materials.

As shown in Fig. 3.109, Friedlieb Ferdinand Runge (German, 1795–1867) developed chemical spot
tests on filter paper in 1855.

By extending that initial technique, Christian Schönbein (German states, 1799–1868) and Friedrich
Goppelsröder (Swiss, 1837–1919) developed chromatography in filter paper and in capillary tubes
in 1861.

Raphael Eduard Liesegang (German, 1869–1947) and Richard Willstätter (German, 1872–1942)
developed improved methods for chromatography (Fig. 3.110).

Erika Cremer (German, 1900–1996) pioneered gas chromatography (Fig. D.18).

Colloids

As opposed to solutions of tiny particles or suspensions of large particles that eventually settle
out, colloids have medium-sized particles that can remain suspended indefinitely in a medium, such
as the fat particles in milk (Fig. 3.111). Some German-speaking scientists who made important
contributions to the understanding and application of colloids included:

• Georg Bredig (German, 1868–1944, Fig. 3.111) developed colloidal solutions of metals as
catalysts.

• Herbert Freundlich (German, 1880–1941, Fig. 3.111) studied colloidal stability and coagula-
tion.

• Franz Kolb (German, 18??–19??, Fig. 3.111) worked with colloids and invented plasticine
modeling clay in 1890.

• Robert Havemann (German, 1910–1982, Fig. 3.112) conducted research on colloids.

• Carl Wilhelm Wolfgang Ostwald (German, 1883–1943, Fig. 3.112) also did important work
on colloids.

• Hermann Staudinger (German, 1881–1965, Fig. 3.112) studied colloids, macromolecules, and
polymers. He found that many substances that had been regarded as colloidal clumps of small
molecules were actually composed of macromolecules or polymers. For his discoveries, he won
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1953 (p. 423).
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• Richard Zsigmondy (Austrian, 1865–1929, Fig. 3.112) made a number of important discoveries
regarding colloids, and also developed synthetic food products. He won the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry 1925 for his work on colloids. Professor H.G. Söderbaum, Secretary of the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences, stated [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1925/ceremony-
speech/]:

Zsigmondy’s work has quite simply been pioneering as regards the explanation of
the mechanism of the coagulation phenomenon and also as regards the study of the
structure of gels. [...]

The brief review given here of some of the most important work of Zsigmondy is
necessarily highly incomplete, if not to say fragmentary, but should surely suffice
to show how it pioneered the way and opened up new regions in a field of research
which had so far been difficult of access, a field which must be recognized as having
the very greatest importance for human knowledge. Let us only remember in this
connection that all manifestations of organic life are finally bound to the colloidal
media of the protoplasm.

This by way of motivation for the decision of the Academy of Sciences to award the
Chemistry Nobel Prize for 1925 to Dr. Richard Zsigmondy, Professor of Chemistry
at the University of Göttingen, for proving the heterogeneous nature of colloidal
solutions and for the methods used which have laid the foundation of modern colloid
chemistry.

Food substitutes and other synthetic products

In 1935, Ferdinand Münz (Austrian, 1888–1969) created the synthetic preservative ethylenedi-
aminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), which works by chelating (trapping) metal ions that are needed by
degradative enzymes and bacteria. See Fig. 3.113.

As shown in Fig. 3.114, Constantin Fahlberg (Russian but studied and worked in Germany, 1850–
1910) discovered the artificial sweetener saccharin.

coffarom (synthetic coffee)

synthetic pepper

salad oil without oil (uses colloids)

butter substitutes

FIAT synthetic spices

WWI and WWII synthetic food/other products

Rudolph Planck (German?, 18??–19??): Flash-freezing food preservation

BIOS 306. [Synthetic caffeine]

FIAT 885, Manufacture of Synthetic Caffeine.

BIOS 770, Further Developments in Dairying in Germany. [Milk pasteurization by UV]
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BIOS 805, Aspects of the Synthetic Fatty Acid and Synthetic Fat Industries in Germany. [Synthetic
fats for both soap and cooking fat.]

FIAT 107, Cold-Ray Pasteurization of Milk. [Synthetic human milk]

FIAT 213, Summary of Field Investigations. Fats, Oils and Oilseeds. [Synthetic fats]

FIAT 244, German Food Processing and Manufacturing Targets. [Decaf coffee and coffee substitutes,
egg powder]

FIAT 257, Summary Report of Food and Agriculture Targets. [Food dehydration, UV sterilization]

FIAT 407, Fats, Oils and Oilseeds. [Synthetic coffee]

FIAT 491, General Report on Protein Targets.

BIOS 1782, Further Aspects of the Manufacture of Egg and Albumen Substitutes. [milk casein
converted into egg albumen substitute]

FIAT 50, Observations on the German Fruit Juice Industry.

BIOS 1404, Additional Pharmaceutical and Fine Chemical Targets. [caffeine and opioid synthesis]

BIOS 1417, Food Preservation with Special Reference to Its Domestic Application. [food substitutes,
Allied investigators went into Switzerland]

BIOS 1481, Albumen Substitutes from Fish: Further Report on Deutschen Eiweiss Gesellschaft.

BIOS 1513, The Manufacture of “Millei” Egg Substitutes.

BIOS 1576, Manufacture of Saccharin and Its Intermediates at I.G. Farben Factories.

[Clarke 1946; Gemmill 1946; Gill and Mustroph 2014; Kertesz 1946; Priesner 2014; Vaupel 2010]

Fireproofing and Firefighting

BIOS 704, Mechanical Foam Liquid and Equipment.

6. Conclusions and Recommendations.

(a) Substantial war time improvements were made in German foam fire fighting equip-
ment.

(b) Some German foam liquids are reported to be a blend of protein and synthetic mate-
rials. Protein foams were recognized as possessing the best fire extinguishing properties.
Blending was necessary because of a shortage of protein materials.

(c) The new standard German foam nozzle should be studied and tested.

(d) The foam proportioner shown in Figure 2, has a very practical use in fire fighting.
Development of a similar device for shipboard use is recommended.

(e) Where adequate fire main pressure is not available to operate standard Navy foam
fire fighting equipment, compressed air or carbon dioxide gas can be used to boost the
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pressure of water obtained from bilge pumps. Study and investigation of this principle
for use on small Naval Craft is recommended.

Superglue

BIOS 719, Interview with Professor Otto Bayer, Formerly Member of the Directorate and Head of
the Scientific Laboratories of the I.G. Farbenindustrie, Leverkusen. [isocyanates]

BIOS 1691, Bonding of Rubber to Metal.

BIOS 1699, Bonding of Rubber to Aluminium and Aluminium Alloys, and Bonding of Rubber to
Metal by Means of Desmodur R. Interrogation of Dr. Asbrandt. [polyisocyanate glue]

Photography

In 1725, Johann Heinrich Schulze (German states, 1687–1744) discovered that light causes some
silver solutions to become darker, and he used that process to form temporary images.

Carl Wilhelm Scheele (German states, 1742–1786) developed chemical fixer for silver solutions also
discovered the need for working with light-sensitive silver solutions in red light until they were
fixed.

No later than 1839, brothers Friedrich Wilhelm Enzmann (German states, 1802–1866) and Carl
Heinrich Enzmann (German states, 18??–18??) produced some of the earliest cameras and photo-
graphic film.

German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to color photography included Adolf
Miethe (German, 1862–1927, photo flash and color photography), Hermann Wilhelm Vogel (Ger-
man, 1834–1898), Raphael Eduard Liesegang (German, 1869–1947), and Joseph Weiss (Austrian,
1905–1972). See Fig. 3.115.

Ottomar Anschütz (1846–1907): Fast camera shutter

Artur Fischer (1919–2016): Synchronized photo flash

FIAT 678, Status of Exploitation of Photography and Optics in Germany.

FIAT 891, Duxochrome Photo Color Prints.

Synthetic detergents

BIOS 1222, Mersol and Hostapon Processes, I.G. Farbenindustrie, Höchst. p. 1:

During the war the I.G. Farbenindustrie manufactured large quantities of Mersol type
products from a hydrogenated Fischer Tropsch cut, Mepasin. Large scale manufacture
of this product was carried out at Leuna and Wolfen, but the development work was
done at Höchst under Professor Orthner. Höchst laboratories also developed two further
processes for detergents (Hostapon) of the same type from Mepasin.

See also enzymes for detergents (p. 1686).

Synthetic motor oils

BIOS 1611, Major Developments in Synthetic Lubricants and Additives in Germany.
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Sunscreen lotion

Friedrich Ellinger (18??–19??), Franz Greiter (Austrian, 18??–19??), Rudolf Schulze (German,
1906–1974), Josef Maria Eder (Austrian, 1855–1944), and Leopold Freund (Austrian, 1868–1943)
developed compounds for sunscreen lotion, as illustrated in Fig. 3.117.

Electrochemistry, batteries, and fuel cells

Karl Kordesch (1922–2011): Improved batteries, fuel cells.

Christian Schönbein (1799–1868): Fuel cells (1838)

FIAT 800, Nickel Cadmium Storage Batteries in Germany.

FIAT 670, Survey of a New Storage Battery. [Mercury batteries]

Friedrich Kohlrausch (German, 1840–1910).

Other aspects of physical chemistry

Peter Debye (1884–1966) won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1936 (p. 705).

Manfred Eigen (1927–2019) developed methods of measuring very fast chemical reactions. He won
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1967. Professor H.A. Ölander of the Nobel Committee for Chemistry
announced the award [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1967/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Dr. Manfred Eigen. Although chemists had long been talking of instantaneous
reactions, they had no way of determining the actual reaction rates. There were many
very important reactions of this type, such as the neutralization of acids with alkalis.
Thanks to you, chemists now have a whole range of methods that can be used to follow
these rapid processes, so that this large gap in our chemical knowledge has now been
filled.

Richard Ernst (Swiss, 1933–). He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1991. Professor Sture Forsén
of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences announced the award
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1991/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Ernst,

You have played a leading role in several of the most significant methodological de-
velopments that have taken place in the field of NMR spectroscopy over the past two
decades; developments that have had a lasting impact on the way modern chemistry is
conducted. You have, in an admirable way, combined excellent experimental know-how
with extraordinary theoretical insight. In recognition of your services to chemistry, and
to natural science as a whole, the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences has decided to
confer upon you this year’s Nobel Prize for Chemistry.

Fritz Haber (1868–1934) made several important contributions to physical chemistry, as well as to
other fields of chemistry [Hager 2008; Stoltzenberg 1994; Szöllösi-Janze 2015]. He won the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry in 1918 (p. 382).

Wilhelm Heinrich Heintz (1817–1880): molecular structures.
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Gerhard Herzberg (1904–1999) Molecular spectroscopy/structures; free radicals. He won the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry in 1971. Professor Stig Claesson of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences said
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1971/ceremony-speech/]:

This year’s Nobel Prize winner in Chemistry, Dr. Gerhard Herzberg, is generally con-
sidered to be the world’s foremost molecular spectroscopist and his large institute in
Ottawa is the indisputed center for such research. It is quite exceptional, in the field of
science, that a single individual, however distinguished, in this way can be the leader of
a whole area of research of general importance. A noted English chemist has also said
that the only institutions that have previously played such a role were the Cavendish
laboratory in Cambridge and Bohr’s institute in Copenhagen.

Herzberg began as a physicist and his first contributions to molecular spectroscopy were
published at the end of the 1920’s. In such investigations one measures how molecules
absorb light-energy—also outside the visible region—i.e. in the ultraviolet and infrared.
Since light-energy is packaged as quanta, these measurements can provide accurate
information about energy contents in molecules. From this information their size, shape
and other properties can be derived. Such calculations must be based on the description
of matter given by quantum mechanics. The development of this subject during the
1920’s and 30’s is regarded as one of the most exciting periods in the history of physical
science. Herzberg’s elegant experimental investigations combined with his theoretical
insight into their interpretation contributed to the progress of quantum mechanics while
being decisive for the rapid development of molecular spectroscopy.

One may now ask why Herzberg—originally a physicist and even famous as an astrophysicist—
finally was awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry.

The explanation is that around 1950 molecular spectroscopy had progressed so far
that one could begin to study even complicated systems of great chemical interest.
This is brilliantly demonstrated by Herzberg’s pioneering investigations of free radicals.
Knowledge of their properties is of fundamental importance to our understanding of
how chemical reactions proceed.

For a chemical reaction to occur the original molecules must in some way break up into
fragments which rearrange to form the new molecules. These fragments, or intermedi-
ates, are called free radicals.

Free radicals are very difficult to study due to their short life-times—measured in mil-
lionth’s of a second. Herzberg therefore had ample opportunity to repeatedly demon-
strate his exceptional experimental skill when the necessary spectroscopic technique was
worked out.

Herzberg has so far performed extensive precision determinations of the properties
of over thirty free radicals among which are to be found the radicals methyl and
methylene—well known from organic chemistry. Among his exciting discoveries may
be mentioned that radicals drastically change their shape with increasing energy. For
example, methylene is linear in its ground state but bent in states of higher energy.
Many of the most important results were only achieved after several years’ work and
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some of the most exciting as late as at the end of the 1960’s. One can therefore note
that this year’s prize is truly an award for contributions of great current interest.

Germain Hess (1802–1850).

Jaroslav Heyrovský (Austrian/Czech, 1890–1967) developed polarographic and electroanalytic meth-
ods of analyzing chemical samples. He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1959. The Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences explained his work [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1959/ceremony-
speech/]:

Chemical and electrical phenomena are often associated, as in the case of redox reac-
tions, when electrons are emitted and absorbed. In 1922 Jaroslav Heyrovský discovered
a method for analyzing the occurrence and content of various substances in solutions us-
ing electrical measurements. The solution is analyzed with two electrodes, one of which
is a dropping mercury electrode. At a voltage specific for different substances, redox re-
actions cause the current to rapidly increase to a level dependent on the concentration
of the substance.

Roald Hoffmann (born Roald Safran, Polish, 1937–). He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1981.
The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences summarized his work
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1981/ceremony-speech/]:

In chemical reactions, molecules composed of atoms meet and form new compounds.
Electrons orbiting around the atoms’ nuclei play an important role here. After Kenichi
Fukui proved that the properties of the electron orbits that most weakly bound to the
atom are critical in chemical reactions, Roald Hoffmann went on to further develop
these theories from the mid-1960s. Independently of one another, Roald Hoffmann and
Kenichi Fukui both demonstrated how the symmetrical properties of electron orbitals
explain the course of chemical reactions.

Erich Hückel (1896–1980): molecular structures, etc.

Walter Kohn (Austrian, 1923–2016). He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1998. Professor Björn
Roos of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences explained his work
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1998/ceremony-speech/]:

In two landmark articles from 1964 and 1965, Walter Kohn showed an alternative way
in which quantum mechanical equations can be approximated. He showed that there
is a one-to-one correspondence between the energy of a quantum mechanical system
and its electron density, which is a function of three positional coordinates only and is,
therefore, much easier to handle than the complicated wave function, which depend on
the positions of all electrons. He also developed a method which made it possible to
construct a set of equations, which could be used to determine the energy and electron
density. This approach, called density functional theory, has developed during the last
ten years into a versatile computational tool with many applications in chemistry. Due
to its simplicity, it can be applied to larger molecules than the wave function based
methods. Density functional theory has made it possible to study the mechanisms of
chemical reactions in enzymes, for example when water is transformed into oxygen in
photosynthesis.
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Werner Kuhn (1899–1963).

Irving Langmuir (American but studied in Germany, 1881–1957) did important work on surface
chemistry. He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1932. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
described Langmuir’s discoveries [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1932/langmuir/facts/]:

Chemical reactions often take place more easily next to surfaces where substances in
different phases, such as solids and gases, come in contact. In studies of incandescent
light bulbs with rarefied hydrogen gas, Irving Langmuir discovered that a layer of hy-
drogen atoms only one atom thick formed on the inside of the incandescent light bulb.
Further studies of oil films and other materials led him in 1917 to a theory postulating
that surfaces resemble a chessboard on which every square can be occupied by only one
atom or molecule. As a result, atoms or molecules that wind up next to each other can
more easily react with one another.

Johann Josef Loschmidt (1821–1895).

Julius von Mayer (1814–1878).

Karl Friedrich Mohr (1806–1879).

Walther Nernst (1864–1941). He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1920 (p. 705).

Wilhelm Ostwald (1853–1932) won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1909 (p. 704).

John Polanyi (German/Hungarian, 1929–). He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1986. The
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences summarized his work
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1986/ceremony-speech/]:

Chemical reactions in which molecules comprised of atoms collide and form new com-
pounds represent one of nature’s fundamental processes. At the end of the 1950s John
Polanyi began developing methods to carefully study the dynamics of chemical reac-
tions. During chemical reactions, the newly formed molecules are sometimes infused with
energy that then is emitted in the form of infrared light. By measuring this very weak
radiation, the quantum mechanical energy state of the molecules can be determined and
the reaction mapped.

Michael Polanyi (1891–1976).

Jacobus van ’t Hoff (Dutch, 1852–1911) won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1901 (p. 423).

Kurt Wüthrich (Swiss, 1938–). He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2002. Professor Astrid
Gräslund of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences emphasized the importance of his innovations
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/2002/ceremony-speech/]:

Using nuclear magnetic resonance, or NMR, a method that Kurt Wüthrich has fur-
ther refined, it is now possible to determine the three-dimensional structure of protein
molecules in a water solution. NMR is one of the chemist’s best methods for examining
molecules, and it has been used extensively for small molecules since the mid-20th cen-
tury. But large molecules like proteins involve special problems. One of the fine points
of NMR is that it enables us to see individual signals, for example, from each hydrogen
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nucleus in a molecule. But because a protein can contain thousands of hydrogen nuclei,
how do you know which signal belongs to which nucleus?

Wüthrich devised a way of systematically determining how each signal fits together
with its special hydrogen nucleus. In the bargain, he was also able to determine a large
number of pairwise distances between hydrogen nuclei. This enabled him to calculate
a three-dimensional structure for the protein molecule. It is something like drawing a
picture of a house if you know a large number of distances in the house. So thanks to
Wüthrich’s discovery, we can now use NMR to examine and depict proteins in their
natural environment, surrounded by water like in a cell.

See also Sections 5.4 and 5.5.

Other

BIOS 1007, Instrumentation and Control in the German Chemical Industry. [Magnetic oxygen
recorder, CO2 recorder, etc.]

BIOS 1321, Control Instruments in the German Chemical Industry. [Chemical control in produc-
tion, IR chemical analyzer]

FIAT 914, The Manufacture of Bromylated Barbiturates. [developed in Germany]

BIOS 518, Textile Auxiliary Products of I.G. Farbenindustrie: Application, Testing and Miscella-
neous Information. [Fire proofing of fabrics]

FIAT 708, A Survey of the Use of Infra-Red Spectra in Chemical Analysis in Germany.

BIOS 563, The German Radio Component Industry, p. 18 [condensers, amplifiers, photo-electric
cells, rectifiers, novel batteries, etc.]

[Alfred Schmid, Swiss]

2.3 Fibre glass Developments

A synthetic material composed of fibreglass coated with an artificial resin had been
developed, and was used to coat articles made of a low-density homogeneous wood with
a coating 0.02 mm thick. This resulted in an article of light weight but having great
strength. It was claimed that both tensioned and compressional forces could be dealt
with. Dr. Schmid envisaged the aircraft of the future as being made from glass coated
homogeneous wood for light weight combined with great strength. He also claimed that
repairs to the skin, if damaged, could be done simply by the application of more of the
fibre-glass material.

Gottfried Plumpe, a historian of science who wrote one of the most comprehensive studies of I.G.
Farben’s research programs [Plumpe 1990], summarized his findings [Caron 1995, pp. 163–173]:

Research laboratories at IG Farben in 1926: 25 laboratories, 3699 employees, 958 chemists,
12.9 (million? Deutschmarks?) cost

Cooperation with external researchers and research institutes traditionally played an im-
portant role in developing the innovative potential of the company. It is no exaggeration
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to say that there was a close network of cooperation between chemical companies and
universities, and that this formed the basis for the development of the German chemical
industry. Outstanding examples from the years prior to the merger include the synthesis
of indigo and ammonia, the development of the first medicines and chemotherapy. Fa-
mous names from this period include Adolf von Baeyer, Fritz Haber, Wilhelm Filehne,
Paul Ehrlich and Hermann Staudinger.

The basic research carried out by external institutes was essential for industrial R&D.
The universities also ensured a supply of qualified personnel both for the research lab-
oratories and for the production plants. A close and trusting relationship between the
company and universities was thus an integral part of IG Farben’s research strategy. The
importance accorded to this is reflected by the fact that the Board of Management itself
rook charge of maintaining these contacts. The founding fathers of IG, men like Carl
Duisberg, Carl Bosch and Arthur von Weinberg, regarded themselves at least partially
as scientists and undertook this task personally. In 1931, when the Central Committee
was set up, it was agreed unanimously that one of its nine members should have special
responsibility for these research contacts.

IG Farben has often been accused of having no uniform R&D strategy, unlike the Anglo-
American corporations. I do not believe that this is true. IG management most definitely
did have a basic objective—we need only think of its declared aim of becoming a di-
versified company capable of synthesizing all organic products. Given the size of the
company and above all the diversity of its activities this objective could never manifest
itself in the form of a single “grand design”. The most important factor behind the
company’s R&D policy was the fact that all members of the management team shared
the basic conviction that R&D was essential for the company’s future and that there
was general agreement on the basic aims.

In the relatively prosperous years following the merger, when the company was earning
high profits, this meant that almost every project received authorization and financial
support. Costs expanded accordingly, with research expenses reaching ten per cent of
sales in the 1920s, the highest level in the company’s short history.

[...] About a third of all university graduates working for IG were employed in research.
In 1929/30 there were about 1,100 scientists on the payroll. By 1932 the number had
fallen by about 100, partly through redundancies and partly through natural wastage.
During the 1930s the number of researchers gradually rose again, reaching a high point of
1,300 in 1940. During the war it fell back to 1,000. This decline becomes more significant
if we compare it with the development of the total workforce. In 1929 research scientists
represented just one per cent of the workforce. This rose to 1.5 per cent during the
Depression because considerably more labourers and clerical staff lost their jobs than
researchers. By 1939 researchers only represented 0.8 per cent of the workforce and by
1944 this had dropped to 0.5 per cent. [...]

It is never as easy to quantify the results of R&D and their economic impact as it is to
describe organizational structures. It is a well-known fact that the number of patents
is only a very rough indicator because it says nothing about the importance of the
processes and products they refer to. Nevertheless, the figures give some indication of
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activity. IG Farben obtained an extremely large number of patents, roughly correspond-
ing to its spending on R&D.

The number of patent applications rose in the 1920s, dropped during the Depression and
then increased again through the 1930s. Between 1928 and 1930 IG Farben submitted
more than 2,000 patent applications a year in Germany and almost 10,000 worldwide.
In the thirties IG Farben had more patents than any other company in the world. At
the start of 1939 it held over 5,000 patents in Germany and about 34,000 in other
major countries throughout the world, including 5,300 in the USA, about 4,000 in the
UK, 3,700 in France, 2,300 in Italy and nearly 900 in Japan. The majority—a good
third of the German patents—concerned dyestuffs, while 13 per cent were for organic
intermediates and solvents, about 10 per cent each were for inorganic products and
medicines, eight per cent for photographic products and fibres and about six per cent
for the hydrogenation of mineral oil.

A few details of the innovations made by IG Farben should give a clearer idea of what
all this meant. In the 1920s by far the largest project was the synthesis of mineral oil,
which was brought to a successful conclusion in 1932. The basic principle comprised
catalytic hydrogenation of solid carbon from lignite or hard coal, yielding aviation and
motor fuel, lubricants and hydrogenation gas. The high energy requirement meant that
these processes were less economical than those based on petrochemical feedstocks, and
they were only used in Germany during the Nazi period. However, the R&D work in this
field provided a wealth of material that was of wider use to the petrochemical industry
and is still important today.

The second most important project was the synthesis of rubber, a project which the
companies had worked on prior to the merger and which was taken up again in 1926.
The project was largely abandoned during the Depression, but in 1935 came the break-
through with the development of styrene butadiene rubber. A modified form of this
synthetic rubber is the most important commodity rubber produced today. IG Farben
was also a pioneer in the development of plastics. Its achievements include polystyrene
(1929), the development of polyvinylchloride (PVC) into a usable engineering plastic
(1931) and the discovery of polyurethane in 1937. IG also developed a polyamide-based
synthetic fibre (Perlon) at around the same time as Du Pont (1935) and in 1941 it
produced the first polyacrylonitrile fibre.

Until the discovery of penicillin, IG was also a world leader in the field of chemotherapy.
Milestones in this field include the development of antimalarial drugs based on quinolone
derivatives, for example, Plasmochin (1924), Atebrin (1930) and, above all, the first anti-
bacterial sulphonamide (1935). A pioneering innovation in the field of crop protection,
phosphoric acid ester (mid-1930s), also belongs to the IG era.

The development of organic intermediates was extremely important for many areas
of the chemical industry from dyestuffs through pharmaceuticals and crop protection
agents to films and plastics. The products developed are too numerous to be listed here,
but it is no exaggeration to say that the success of IG was largely due to its dominant
position in this field and that the organic intermediates were the foundation stone for
the development of modern chemical technology. In order to give a complete picture of
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the breadth of research in the IG Farben, its work on inorganic and metal chemistry and
its pioneering role in the development of colour photography should also be mentioned.

Since there are no precise data on the contribution made by new products to the com-
pany’s sales and earnings, it is not easy to quantify their importance, and above alI their
economic impact. However, I feel that the company’s steady diversification is evidence
of the importance of research in its development. Even when the merger was agreed in
1926 the name “Farbenindustrie” (dyestuffs industry) was hardly appropriate for the
company as a whole. Nitrogen fertilizers were already generating a larger proportion of
sales than dyestuffs, and the establishment of new commercial activities based on suc-
cessful innovations accelerated this trend, making IG Farben one of the most diversified
chemical companies by the 1940s.

As with biology, the 1946 magazine article by Charles Lester Walker provides useful contempo-
rary insights into chemistry and materials-related creations from German-speaking world [Charles
Walker 1946]:

Mica was another thing. None is mined in Germany, so during the war our Signal Corps
was mystified. Where was Germany getting it?

One day certain piece of mica was handed to one of our experts in the U.S. Bureau of
Mines for analysis and opinion. “Natural mica,” he reported, “and no impurities.”

But the mica was synthetic. The Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Silicate Research had
discovered how to make it and—something which had always eluded scientists—in large
sheets.

We know now, thanks to FIAT teams, that ingredients of natural mica were melted in
crucibles of carbon capable of taking 2,350 degrees of heat, and then—this was the real
secret—cooled in a special way. Complete absence of vibration was the first essential.
Then two forces directly perpendicular to each other were applied. One, vertically, was
a controlled gradient of temperature in the cooling. At right angles to this, horizontally,
was introduced a magnetic field. This forced the formation of the crystals in large
laminated sheets on that plane.

“You see this . . .” the head of Communications Unit, TIIB, said to me. It was metal,
and looked like a complicated doll’s house with the roof off. “It is the chassis or frame,
for a radio. To make the same thing, Americans would machine cut, hollow, shape,
fit—a dozen different processes. This is done on a press in one operation. It is called the
‘cold extrusion’ process. We do it with some soft, splattery metals. But by this process
the Germans do it with cold steel!

Thousands of parts now made as castings or drop forgings or from malleable iron can
now be made this way. The production speed increase is a little matter of one thousand
per cent.”

This one war secret alone, many American steel men believe, will revolutionize dozens
of our metal fabrication industries.

In textiles the war secrets collection has produced so many revelations, that American
textile men are a little dizzy. There is a German rayon-weaving machine, discovered
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a year ago by the American ‘Knitting Machine’ Team, which increases production in
relation to floor space by one hundred and fifty percent. Their “Links-Links” loom
produces a ladderless, runproof hosiery. New German needle-making machinery, it is
thought, will revolutionize that business in both the United Kingdom and the United
States. There is a German method for pulling the wool from sheepskins without injury
to hide or fiber, by use of an enzyme. Formerly the “puller”—a trade secret—was made
from animal pancreas from American packing horses. During the war the Nazis made it
from a mold called aspergil paraciticus, which they seeded in bran. It results not only
in better wool, but in ten per cent greater yield.

Another discovery was a way to put a crimp in viscose rayon fibers which gives them
the appearance, warmth, wear resistance, and reaction-to-dyes of wool. The secret here,
our investigators found, was the addition to the cellulose of twenty-five per cent fish
protein.

But of all the industrial secrets, perhaps, the biggest windfall came from the laboratories
and plants of the great German cartel, I. G. Farbenindustrie. Never before, it is claimed,
was there such a store-house of secret information. It covers liquid and solid fuels,
metallurgy, synthetic rubber, textiles, chemicals, plastics. drugs, dyes. One American
dye authority declares:

It includes the production know-how and the secret formulas for over fifty thousand dyes.
Many of them are faster and better than ours. Many are colors we were never able to
make. The American dye industry will be advanced at least ten years.
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Figure 3.109: Friedlieb Ferdinand Runge developed chemical spot tests on filter paper in 1855.
Christian Friedrich Schönbein and Friedrich Goppelsröder developed chromatography in filter paper
and in capillary tubes in 1861.
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Figure 3.110: Raphael Eduard Liesegang and Richard Willstätter developed improved methods for
chromatography.
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Figure 3.111: Colloids have medium-sized particles that can remain suspended indefinitely in a
medium, such as the fat particles in milk. Some German-speaking scientists who made important
contributions to the understanding and application of colloids included Georg Bredig, Herbert
Freundlich, and Franz Kolb.
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Figure 3.112: Other German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to the under-
standing and application of colloids included Robert Havemann, Carl Wolfgang Ostwald, Hermann
Staudinger, and Richard Zsigmondy.
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Figure 3.113: In 1935, Ferdinand Münz created the synthetic preservative ethylenediaminete-
traacetic acid (EDTA), which works by chelating (trapping) metal ions that are needed by degrada-
tive enzymes and bacteria.
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Figure 3.114: Constantin Fahlberg discovered the artificial sweetener saccharin.
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Figure 3.115: German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to color photography
included Adolf Miethe, Hermann Wilhelm Vogel, Raphael Eduard Liesegang, and Joseph Weiss.
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Figure 3.116: Advanced technology to produce and process color film was developed in the German-
speaking world and transferred to other countries after World War II [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75,
Box 58, Folder TIID Discards].
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Figure 3.117: Friedrich Ellinger, Franz Greiter, Rudolf Schulze, Josef Maria Eder, and Leopold
Freund developed compounds for sunscreen lotion.
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Figure 3.118: Christian Schönbein designed the first fuel cells in 1838.
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Figure 3.119: I.G. Farben headquarters in Frankfurt am Main (1930–1945) and production of bu-
tadiene or buna synthetic rubber.
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Chapter 4

Creators and Creations in Earth and
Space Science

Daher ist die Aufgabe nicht sowohl zu sehen was
noch keiner gesehen hat, als bei Dem was Jeder
sieht, zu denken was noch Keiner gedacht hat.

Therefore the problem is not so much, to see
what no one has yet seen, but rather to think
concerning that which everyone sees, what no
one has yet thought.

Arthur Schopenhauer. 1851.
Parerga und Paralipomena: Kleine Philosophische Schriften.

Vol. 2, Section 76, p. 93. Berlin: A. W. Hayn.

This chapter gives an overview of some earth and space science innovations that have played
major roles in the modern world and that were discovered or developed by scientists and engineers
who were trained in the predominantly German-speaking central European research world in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.1 Creators from the German-speaking world made major

1In addition to specific references that are cited in different areas throughout this chapter, this chapter makes
use of general biographical and project information from: ACLS 2000; Albrecht et al. 1992; Ash and Söllner 1996;
Bar-Zohar 1967; Bower 1987; Bunch and Hellemans 2004; Challoner 2009; Cornwell 2003; Crim 2018; EB 1911, 2010;
Gillispie 1970–1990; Gimbel 1990a; Glatt 1994; Hall 2019; István Hargittai 2006, 2011; Linda Hunt 1991; Impey et
al. 2008; Jacobsen 2014; Koertge 2007; Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Lusar 1956, 1971; Medawar and Pyke 2000; Mick
2000; Murray 2003; Nachmansohn 1979; NDB 1953–2020; Neufeld 2012; Nouzille and Huwart 1999; O’Reagan 2014,
2019; Porter 1994; Charles Walker 1946; Peter Watson 2010; Weitensfelder 2009.

For coverage of major portions of the history of earth and space science in the German-speaking world, see:
von Boguslawski and Krümmel 1884–1887; Bowler 1993; Brückner and Penck 1909; Chambers 2002; Chladni 1794;
Galle and Wattenberg 1963; Geiger 1950; Greene 2015; von Hann 1887; von Hann and Süring 1926; Haurwitz 1941;
Hesse 1924, 1937; Hoskin 2011; Javanović-Kruspel 2015; Köppen 1955; Lemonick 2008; Lüdecke 2015; Mohs 1825;
North 1995; Nothdurft and Smith 2002; Probst 2015; Schön 2004; Schwarzschild 1958; Spiess 1985; Wegener 1966;
Wellnhofer 2008; Wulf 2015.
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contributions to geophysical and space science fields, including geological science, paleontology,
ocean and hydrological science, atmospheric science, planetary science, and astrophysics.

4.1 Geological Science

German-speaking scientists made a long string of discoveries in geological science. In fact, outside
observers were impressed and even envious of how seriously the whole German-speaking world took
the field of geology. For example, in BIOS 948, German Academic Geology, visiting British scientists
wrote after World War II:

Geology was a subject formerly taught in German schools but was removed from the
curriculum under the Hitler regime. It is, we understand, to be replaced and it is clear
that teachers should receive sound geological training up to the necessary level at their
Universities. [...]

Strong representations have been made for a number of years that Geology should be
a part of the normal science curriculum in British schools. In this respect, the team
regard the proposed German curriculum as on a considerably wider basis than the
existing British practice. [...]

In preWar times, German geologists found employment in considerable numbers outside
Germany[...]

We were impressed with the high status of German mining and miners. There is a deep-
routed tradition derived from the thousand years of their honourable history that has
given the German miners a sense of self-esteem and a realisation of their high place in
the community.

Abraham Gottlob Werner (German states, 1749–1817, Fig. 4.1) developed stratigraphy, the scien-
tific analysis of rock layers of increasing age with increasing depth. He also taught a large number
of students, many of whom became highly influential geologists. Encyclopaedia Britannica called
him the “father of German geology” [EB 1911].

I have deliberately left a blank space where images of some creators or creations should go.
Those are people or projects that I felt were important enough that they should definitely be shown in this book,
yet I have not yet been able to locate a suitable image that I have permission to use, despite my searches in Europe
and in the United States. If readers have any relevant images and could send them to me, I would be very grateful
and will include them in future editions of this book. Even where a suitable photo cannot be located, I believe that
leaving a blank space pays tribute both to the scientific importance of that creator or creation and to how that
historical fact has been very nearly forgotten.
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Eduard Suess (Austrian, 1831–1914) discovered and correctly interpreted evidence for the Paleozoic
southern supercontinent Gondwana and the adjacent Tethys Ocean (1861); see Fig. 4.2. Suess
also proposed methods of measuring changes in ancient sea levels vs. time and was one of the
first scientists to discuss the ecology of biospheres. Oxford University’s Biographical Dictionary of
Scientists summarized some of Suess’s research accomplishments [Porter 1994, p. 651]:

The outcome of these interests was The Face of the Earth 1885–1909, a massive work
devoted to analysing the physical agencies contributing to the Earth’s geographical
evolution. Suess offered an encyclopedic view of crustal movement, of the structure and
grouping of mountain chains, of sunken continents, and of the history of the oceans. He
also made significant contributions to rewriting the structural geology of each continent.

In many respects, Suess cleared the path for the new views associated with the theory
of continental drift in the twentieth century. In view of geological similarities between
parts of the southern continents, Suess suggested that there had once been a great
supercontinent, made up of the present southern continents; this he named Gondwana-
land, after a region of India. Wegener’s work was later to establish the soundness and
penetration of such speculations.

Alfred Wegener (German, 1880–1930) marshalled detailed evidence for his theory of continental
drift (1912–1930) and also made major contributions to the understanding of polar air circulation.
Wegener, shown in Fig. 4.3, was the son-in-law of Wladimir Köppen (p. 592). Wegener died while on
an expedition to Greenland to gather more evidence for his theories. His ideas regarding continental
drift became widely accepted and celebrated after his death [Greene 2015; Wegener 1966]. The
Encyclopedia Britannica described Wegener’s research [EB 2010]:

German meteorologist and geophysicist who formulated the first complete statement of
the continental drift hypothesis. [...]

In about 1910 he began toying with the idea that in the Late Paleozoic era (about
250 million years ago) all the present-day continents had formed a single large mass,
or supercontinent, which had subsequently broken apart. Wegener called this ancient
continent Pangaea. [...]

Wegener first presented his theory in lectures in 1912 and published it in full in 1915
in his most important work, Die Entstehung der Kontinente und Ozeane (The Origin
of Continents and Oceans). He searched the scientific literature for geological and pale-
ontological evidence that would buttress his theory, and he was able to point to many
closely related fossil organisms and similar rock strata that occurred on widely separated
continents, particularly those found in both the Americas and in Africa.
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Figure 4.1: Abraham Gottlob Werner developed stratigraphy, the scientific analysis of rock layers
of increasing age with increasing depth, and is regarded as the “father of German geology.”
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Figure 4.2: Eduard Suess discovered and correctly interpreted evidence for the Paleozoic southern
supercontinent Gondwana (1861).
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Figure 4.3: Alfred Wegener marshalled detailed evidence for his theory of continental drift (1910–
1930) and also made major contributions to the understanding of polar air circulation.
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Emil Wiechert (German, 1861–1928) established the detailed study of the structure of the Earth
and the behavior of different types of seismic waves passing through parts of the Earth; see Fig. 4.4.
Specifically, he invented an improved seismograph, calculated how seismic waves propagate through
the Earth, demonstrated evidence for layers within the Earth, and proposed that the Earth’s core
was made of iron. Wiechert was also one of several German-speaking scientists who discovered and
analyzed the electron before the more famous work of J. J. Thomson (p. 664).

Wiechert was the first professor of geophysics in Germany and founded the world’s first Institute
of Geophysics at Göttingen University in 1898. In 1922, he also initiated the foundation of the
German Geophysical Society (initially called the Deutsche Seismologische Gesellschaft). Wiechert
attracted, taught, and collaborated with many younger scientists who made fundamental discoveries
in geophysics, such as:

• Gustav Angenheister (German, 1878–1945, Fig. 4.5) studied surface waves from earthquakes,
was the director of an observatory in Samoa for several years, and in 1928 became the successor
of Wiechert as head of the Institute of Geophysics at Göttingen University.

• Ludwig Carl Geiger (Swiss, 1882–1966, Fig. 4.5) made many contributions to seismology,
most notably by developing a method to determine the epicenter of an earthquake.

• Beno Gutenberg (German, 1889–1960) was one of Wiechert’s greatest students at the Göttingen
Institute of Geophysics, and he continued to conduct geophysics research after he obtained
his doctorate in 1911. Gutenberg built upon all of the Institute’s work up to that time by de-
veloping a system of quantifying earthquake energy, and also by making major contributions
to the knowledge of the Earth’s interior structure and convective circulation in the Earth’s
mantle (Fig. 4.6). Due to rising antisemitism in Germany, in 1930 Gutenberg moved to the
California Institute of Technology and founded the Seismological Laboratory there. In the
United States, the name of one of Gutenberg’s American students, Charles Richter, became
associated with the earthquake energy scale that had been developed by Gutenberg and that
was based on decades of German seismological work at Göttingen. As a result, Richter’s name
has been immortalized with the “Richter scale,” and the work of Gutenberg and all of his
predecessors back to Emil Wiechert has been largely forgotten by the general public.

• Gustav Herglotz (German, 1881–1953, Fig. 4.5) worked with Emil Wiechert to develop equa-
tions for the velocities and travel times of seismic waves in the Earth (the Wiechert-Herglotz
method). He also made many important contributions to applied mathematics and relativistic
physics.

• Ludger Mintrop (German, 1880–1956, Fig. 4.5) invented seismic methods of exploring for
oil and minerals, using his own specially designed vibrometers and seismographs. His work
revolutionized oil drilling and minerals mining industries worldwide. During World War I, he
developed seismic methods to locate the position of enemy artillery guns.

• Wilhelm Schlüter (German?, 1875–1902, Fig. 4.5) invented the clinograph for measuring
changes in the angle of inclination of a slope. He used his new instrument to demonstrate
that long waves from earthquakes are not linear oscillations that vibrate in one direction, but
rather elliptical oscillations that vibrate around an elliptical pattern in two dimensions.
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• Karl Bernhard Zoeppritz (German, 1881–1908, Fig. 4.5) developed the Zoeppritz equations
for calculating the propagation and reflection of S and P seismic waves. He probably would
have gone on to make many more important discoveries in geophysics, but unfortunately he
died from an infection when he was only 26 years old.

Loránd Eötvös (Hungarian, 1848–1919) and Felix Vening Meinesz (Dutch, 1887–1966) developed
increasingly sensitive gravitational gradiometers for mapping the mass distribution of underlying
geological structures; see Fig. 4.7.

Alexander von Humboldt (Prussian, 1769–1859, Fig. 4.8) pioneered geomagnetic mapping, making
and recording measurements of the Earth’s magnetic field in his travels around the world [Wulf
2015]. He discovered that the strength of the magnetic field increases as one travels from the equator
toward the poles. He also coined the term “physical geography,” which later became known as
geophysics.

Carl Friedrich Gauss (German states, 1777–1855) and Wilhelm Weber (German, 1804–1891), shown
in Fig. 4.8, greatly improved geomagnetic mapping. They invented more accurate instruments for
measuring the strength and direction of the magnetic field, established a society to make magnetic
measurements around the world, and developed mathematical methods (potential theory) for ana-
lyzing the results to locate magnetic sources and to distinguish magnetic sources inside the Earth
from those outside the Earth.

Julius Bartels (German, 1899–1964) and Gerhard Fanselau (German, 1904–1982) also made detailed
studies of the Earth’s magnetic field (Fig. 4.9).

Building upon those earlier German work on geomagnetism, during the period 1941–1947, Walther
Elsasser (German, 1904–1991) developed the dynamo model that explains how the Earth’s magnetic
field is generated by the Earth’s core. See Fig. 4.9.

As illustrated in Fig. 4.10, Victor Goldschmidt (Swiss, 1888–1947) founded the field of geochemistry,
and Walter Hermann Bucher (German, 1888–1965) made major contributions to structural geology
and paleontology.
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Figure 4.4: Emil Wiechert established the detailed study of the structure of the Earth and the
behavior of different types of seismic waves passing through parts of the Earth.
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Figure 4.5: Some other creators who made major contributions to knowledge of the structure of the
Earth and the behavior of different types of seismic waves included Gustav Angenheister, Ludwig
Carl Geiger, Gustav Herglotz, Ludger Mintrop, Wilhelm Schlüter, and Karl Bernhard Zoeppritz.
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Figure 4.6: Beno Gutenberg developed a system of quantifying earthquake energy and also made
major contributions to the knowledge of the Earth’s interior structure and convective circulation
in the Earth’s mantle (1914–1960).
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Figure 4.7: Loránd Eötvös and Felix Vening Meinesz developed increasingly sensitive gravitational
gradiometers for measuring the mass of underlying geological structures.
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Figure 4.8: Alexander von Humboldt, Carl Friedrich Gauss, and Wilhelm Weber developed geo-
magnetic mapping.
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Figure 4.9: Julius Bartels and Gerhard Fanselau made detailed studies of the Earth’s magnetic
field, and Walther Elsasser developed the dynamo model that explains how the Earth’s magnetic
field is generated (1941–1947).
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Figure 4.10: Victor Goldschmidt founded the field of geochemistry, and Walter Hermann Bucher
made major contributions to structural geology and paleontology.
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German-speaking creators also developed the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection
system for map coordinates, which is now used worldwide for the Global Positioning System (GPS)
[Buchroithner and Pfahlbusch 2016]. Official histories have claimed that the UTM system was
developed by the United States after World War II, but cartographers Manfred Buchroithner and
René Pfahlbusch discovered evidence that the UTM system was developed in Germany before and
during World War II, and seized by the United States at the end of the war:

Recent discoveries of Wehrmacht Maps in the Military Archive of the Federal Archive of
Germany in Freiburg im Breisgau raised the motivation for further investigations into
the history of the internationally employed Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) pro-
jection which actually represents a prerequisite for the global use of Global Positioning
System (GPS)—and thus of any type of navigation—instruments. In contrast to the
frequently stated opinion that this map projection was first operationally used by U.S.
Americans it turned out that presumably the first operational maps with indication of
the orthogonal UTM grid were produced by German Wehrmacht officers prior to the
post World War (WW) II triumph of this projection. Based on the authors’ recent dis-
coveries this article reveals some hitherto hardly known facts concerning the history of
cartography of the 1940s. [...]

With the complete military occupation of Germany through the Allied Forces in spring
1945 the largest part of the German geodetic documents and records stored in the
Thuringian temporary evasion quarters of the “Reichsamt für Landesaufnahme” (RfL,
Reich Office for Surveying) and the “Kriegskartenhauptamt” (Main Office for Military
Maps) fell into the hands of the American troops. The U.S. Army Map Service (AMS)
immediately examined these “German Materials, as they came to be called” (Cloud
2002, 264, cum lit.) and recognized its value. Since Thuringia was by negotiation pro-
vided as part of the Soviet Occupation Zone, all the material and the expert staff was
evacuated to Bamberg in the American Occupation Zone. Directly after the war (Bam-
berg Conference in June 1945), with cooperation of staff members of the former RfL, a
new geodetic “armaments program” for Europe began. Leading members of the map-
ping activities of the Deutsches Reich, last not least of the Reconnaissance Unit “Dora”
and the “Forschungsstaffel zur besonderen Verwendung” (Research Squadron for Spe-
cial Deployment) were, during the first months and years after the war, interrogated by
the Americans.

In his memoirs, Wolfgang Pillewizer (1911–1999), first member of the Reconnaissance
Unit “Dora” and then of the “Forschungsstaffel zur besonderen Verwendung” (cf. Stams
2012) and as chair holder of cartography predecessor of the first author of this article,
describes in considerable detail the interrogations of himself and also other members of
the Reconnaissance Unit “Dora” and the “Research Squadron for Special Deployment”
by OSS, the Office of Strategic Services, the then military secret service (Pillewizer
1986). In his book and later during oral communications with the prime author in the
1990s, he also mentioned that one task of the “Forschungsstaffel” was the mapping of
possible “extension areas” of the Deutsches Reich, and that immediately after the war
OSS chased him and subsequently kept him detained in Kransberg Castle, Germany,
over 16 months for interrogations about his cartographic activities in Eastern Europe
and outside Europe (cf. also Häusler 2007b; Buchroithner, Koch, and Stams 2012).
There, not only thematic but also geometric questions of the cartographic work were
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subject of the questioning. [...]

Early German research and development results were adopted by the Soviet Union
in the 1930s and later by the USA and gained worldwide recognition—last not least
through the introduction of the UTM system by the NATO member states in 1951.
The end of the Cold War and the release of the military satellite navigation system of
NATO for civilian purposes led to its final breakthrough. This implies that today almost
all industrialized countries use for their authoritative map series a geodetic coordinate
system which has its origin, for the most essential part, in Germany. In the twenty-first
century, in a world of ubiquitous application of GPS at a global scale, UTM Projection
became simply a conditio sine qua non for everyday life.
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4.2 Paleontology

German-speaking scientists made many valuable contributions to paleontology [Bowler 1993; Ja-
vanović-Kruspel 2015].

Friedrich von Alberti (German, 1795–1878), shown in Fig. 4.11, identified and characterized Triassic
rock strata and their fossils, the preceding Permian-Triassic extinction, and the following Triassic-
Jurassic extinction (1834). He also greatly improved salt mining and salt processing by introducing
a process of steam heating.

Christian Leopold von Buch (German states, 1774–1853, Fig. 4.12) characterized Jurassic rock
strata and their fossils, and also explained igneous rock formation. He created the first geological
map of Germany in 1826.

As shown in Fig. 4.13, Karl Häberlein (German?, 18??–19??), Hermann von Meyer (German states,
1801–1869), and Wilhelm Dames (German, 1843–1898) discovered and analyzed Archaeopteryx
specimens, which are important transitional fossils for bird evolution (1861–1884) [Chambers 2002;
Wellnhofer 2008]. Hermann von Meyer also discovered Plateosaurus, an important step in the
evolution of sauropod dinosaurs, and Wilhelm Dames also studied whale evolution.

The American Council of Learned Societies described some of von Meyer’s importance in the field
[ACLS 2000, p. 602]:

His main scientific area of interest was the fossil vertebrates, and his chief work was
Fauna der Vorwelt (4 vols., 1845). He considered all types of vertebrates and was one
of the most distinguished scientists in the field; his descriptions were characterized by
great accuracy and clarity of expression.

Ernst Stromer (German, 1871–1952, Fig. 4.14) led an important expedition to Egypt to excavate
Cretaceous deposits, and he spent much of the rest of his career analyzing his finds in Germany.
Through this material, Stromer discovered Spinosaurus and several other Cretaceous dinosaurs
and non-dinosaur species. Unfortunately almost all of his fossil collection was destroyed when its
Munich museum was bombed by the Allies in 1944 [Nothdurft and Smith 2002; Probst 2015].

Louis Agassiz (Swiss, 1807–1873, Fig. 4.15) studied in Germany and worked in Switzerland before
eventually moving to the United States, where he helped to build up the field of paleontology from
his post at Harvard. He found and analyzed a wide variety of fossils over the course of his career.

Heinrich Ernst Beyrich (German, 1815–1896, Fig. 4.15) discovered many Cenozoic fossils and named
the Oligocene epoch of the Cenozoic era.

Johann Blumenbach (German states, 1752–1840, Fig. 4.15) developed the foundations of the field
of anthropology, studying the lifestyles and skeletons of humans worldwide.

Johanna “Tilly” Edinger (German, 1897–1967, Fig. 4.15) founded the field of paleoneurology, the
study of brain structure and brain evolution from endocasts preserved inside some fossils skulls.
Oxford University’s Biographical Dictionary of Scientists emphasized the importance of Edinger’s
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research [Porter 1994, p. 201]:

Edinger was a leading figure in the field of twentieth-century vertebrate palaeontology
and laid the foundations for the study of palaeoneurology. In her two great works Die
fossilen Gehirne (Fossil Brains) (1929) and The Evolution of the Horse Brain (1948)
she demonstrated that the evolution of the brain could be studied directly from fossil
cranial casts.

Hanns Bruno Geinitz (German, 1814–1900, Fig. 4.15) collected and analyzed samples from Europe,
Asia, and North America, and discovered a wide variety of Paleozoic and Mesozoic fossils.

Friedrich von Hüne (German, 1875–1969, Fig. 4.15) discovered fossils of many new species of di-
nosaurs, other reptiles, and amphibians, and worked to reclassify previously discovered fossil species
in a much more systematic fashion. Edwin Colbert, a curator of paleontology at the American Mu-
seum of Natural History, praised von Hüne’s accomplishments [Colbert 1984, pp. 108–109]:

Von Huene was wholeheartedly interested in the dinosaurs; during his lifetime he became
one of the great authorities on these reptiles. [...]

He has spent many decades in the study of fossil reptiles, with a singleness of pur-
pose and a degree of industry that are truly amazing. The volume of his publications
through the years is prodigious, and his contributions to our knowledge of fossil rep-
tiles are numerous and significant. They include papers on reptilian relationships and
classification, descriptions of dinosaurs from all over the world, investigations of vari-
ous Mesozoic marine reptiles, especially ichthyosaurs, and other technical studies too
numerous to mention. [...]

He has been noted for his activity in the field, traveling all over the world to study and
collect fossil reptiles—not only in his native Germany but also in other parts of Europe,
in North America, in Brazil, in Argentina, in Africa, and in Asia.
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Figure 4.11: Friedrich von Alberti identified and characterized Triassic rock strata and their fossils,
the preceding Permian-Triassic extinction, and the following Triassic-Jurassic extinction (1834).
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Figure 4.12: Christian Leopold von Buch characterized Jurassic rock strata and their fossils, and
also explained igneous rock formation.
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Figure 4.13: Karl Häberlein, Hermann von Meyer, and Wilhelm Dames discovered and analyzed
Archaeopteryx specimens, which are important transitional fossils for bird evolution, during the
period 1861–1884.
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Figure 4.14: Ernst Stromer discovered Spinosaurus and other Cretaceous dinosaurs.
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Figure 4.15: Other creators who made important discoveries in paleontology included Louis Agassiz,
Heinrich Ernst Beyrich, Johann Blumenbach, Johanna “Tilly” Edinger, Hanns Bruno Geinitz, and
Friedrich von Hüne.
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Many important discoveries in human evolution were made by scientists from the greater German-
speaking world:

• Marie Eugène Dubois (Dutch, 1858–1940) discovered the first fossils of Homo erectus (dubbed
“Java Man”) in 1891; see Fig. 4.16. Homo erectus was a widespread and tremendously impor-
tant ancestor of modern Homo sapiens. Franz Weidenreich (German, 1873–1948) and Ralph
von Königswald (German, 1902–1982) discovered and analyzed additional Homo erectus fos-
sils.

• As shown in Fig. 4.17, in 1907 Otto Schoetensack (German, 1850–1912) and Daniel Hartmann
(German?, 18??–19??) discovered the first fossils of Homo heidelbergensis, which was either
an ancestor or a close cousin of modern humans.

• Johann Fuhlrott (German, 1803–1877) and Hermann Schaaffhausen (German, 1816–1893)
discovered the first fossils of Homo neanderthalensis in 1856. Homo neanderthalensis or Ne-
anderthals were a sophisticated species of humans that existed in parallel with Homo sapiens
for thousands of years, then disappeared for reasons that are still unclear; see Fig. 4.18.

• Hugo Obermaier (German, 1877–1946) made important discoveries regarding the migrations,
tools, and cave paintings of humans during the Ice Ages, as illustrated in Fig. 4.19.

As shown in Fig. 4.20, several creators made major contributions to the field of biogeography, or
the worldwide distributions of modern species:

• Alexander von Humboldt (Prussian, 1769–1859) collected and compared plant samples from
around the world, as illustrated in Fig. 4.20. He published many books on his discoveries and
thereby helped to establish the field of biogeography. He also made important measurements
of geomagnetism in his travels around the world [Wulf 2015].

• Christian Ehrenberg (German, 1795–1876) collected specimens and studied the comparative
anatomy of samples from Europe, the Middle East, and around the world.

• Richard Hesse (German, 1868–1944) published Tiergeographie auf Ökologischer Grundlage in
1924. Together with its 1937 revised English edition, Ecological Animal Geography, that book
had an enormous impact in advancing the field of biogeography [Hesse 1924, 1937].
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Figure 4.16: Marie Eugène Dubois, Franz Weidenreich, and Ralph von Königswald discovered and
analyzed Homo erectus fossils.
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Figure 4.17: Otto Schoetensack and Daniel Hartmann discovered Homo heidelbergensis in 1907.
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Figure 4.18: Johann Fuhlrott and Hermann Schaaffhausen discovered Homo neanderthalensis in
1856.
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Figure 4.19: Hugo Obermaier made important discoveries regarding the migrations and the tools
of humans during the Ice Ages.
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Figure 4.20: Creators who made major contributions to the field of biogeography, or the world-
wide distributions of modern species, included Alexander von Humboldt, Christian Ehrenberg, and
Richard Hesse.
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4.3 Ocean and Hydrological Science

German-speaking scientists made major contributions to ocean and hydrological sciences.2

Heinrich Georg von Boguslawski (German, 1827–1884, Fig. 4.21) coauthored the Handbuch der
Ozeanographie [Handbook of Oceanography] with Otto Krümmel. It appeared in 1884–1887 in two
large volumes covering all major aspects of ocean spatial distribution, physical properties, chemistry,
circulation, etc., and became the standard reference work on the subject for many decades, including
later updates.

Carl Chun (German, 1852–1914, Fig. 4.21) led expeditions in the Valdivia (Fig. 4.23) and made
important discoveries regarding deep sea life, marine invertebrates, and subarctic seas.

Carl Wilhelm Correns (German, 1893–1980, Fig. 4.21) was the world’s leading expert in marine
sediments [BIOS 1368]. He collected sediments on marine expeditions in the 1920s, and used new
methods such as X-ray diffraction to analyze them in his laboratory in the 1930s. He was the son
of the biologist Karl Correns (p. 87). The American Council of Learned Societies described some
of his accomplishments [ACLS 2000, pp. 209–210]:

A pioneer in modern sedimentary petrology, he found that clays are not amorphous
substances but mixtures of well-defined crystalline minerals such as kaolinite, halloysite,
montmorillonite, and mica materials. With samples from the bottom of the South At-
lantic, he developed methods for dividing sediments into grain size classes that could
be investigated by optical microscopy, X-ray diffraction, and chemical analysis.

Albert Defant (Austrian, 1884–1974, Fig. 4.21) founded the field of physical oceanography and was
an expert on the physics of the ocean, the atmosphere, and the interactions between the two. He
was one of the main scientists on the Meteor oceanographic research ship.

Günter Dietrich (German, 1911–1972, Fig. 4.21) helped to refine the comprehensive understanding
of ocean tides, currents, and circulation.

Felix Anton Dohrn (German, 1840–1909, Fig. 4.21) established the model of marine biological
research stations, especially with a station on the Gulf of Naples (Stazione Zoologica, initiated in
1871). The American Council of Learned Societies described the importance of his work [ACLS
2000, p. 256–257]:

Primary contribution was the establishment of the Zoological Station in Naples: not
only the first laboratory set up specifically for marine studies, but also the first insti-
tute formally organized for the sole pursuit of research. The station was conceived by
Dohrn in 1870, and the doors opened in February 1874. [...M]any important pioneer-
ing experimental investigations were carried out. Especially significant were studies in
comparative physiology and experimental embryology, which became the foundations
of whole new sciences.

Ernst Ehrenbaum (German, 1861–1942, Fig. 4.22) made major contributions to systematic ichthy-
ology as well as the study of marine invertebrates.

2von Boguslawski and Krümmel 1884–1887; Bowler 1993; Spiess 1985.
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Vagn Walfrid Ekman (1874–1954, Fig. 4.22) was Swedish but worked closely with German expe-
ditions, providing oceanographic measuring instruments and conducting theoretical calculations to
compare with the measured data. Many oceanographic properties are named after him: the Ekman
layer, Ekman number, Ekman pumping, Ekman spiral, Ekman transport, etc.

Otto Krümmel (German, 1854–1912, Fig. 4.22) coauthored the Handbuch der Ozeanographie [Hand-
book of Oceanography] with Heinrich Georg von Boguslawski, completing the first edition after von
Boguslawski’s death and then updating it later. One of Krümmel’s greatest contributions was in
the study of ocean currents and circulation patterns (Fig. 4.24).

Alfred Merz (Austrian, 1880–1925, Fig. 4.22) was a pioneer of oceanography and was the first chief
scientist for the Meteor research ship (Fig. 4.24).

Friedrich (Fritz) Spiess (German, 1881–1959, Fig. 4.22) championed the funding and execution of
oceanographic research, and he planned and commanded the expeditions of the Meteor research
ship.

Georg Wüst (German, 1890–1977, Fig. 4.22) studied ocean circulation and was one of the main
scientists on the Meteor research ship.

German-speaking scientists discovered Antarctica and played a major role in its exploration [Lüdecke
2015; Schön 2004]:

• Fabian Gottlieb von Bellingshausen (Baltic German, 1778–1852) led an expedition that dis-
covered Antarctica in 1820. He proceeded to circumnavigate Antarctica and to make contact
with its coastline at several points along the way; Fig. 4.25 illustrates the route of his expe-
dition. Bellingshausen Island and Bellingshausen Sea near Antarctica are named after him.

• Erich von Drygalski (German, 1865–1949, Fig. 4.26) led groups that explored Greenland
during 1891–1893 and Antarctica during 1901–1903. In Antarctica, his expedition discovered
and named Kaiser Wilhelm II Land and the Gaussberg volcano, and was the first to use a
balloon for Antarctic exploration and photography. Drygalski Island in Antarctica is named
after him.

• Wilhelm Filchner (German, 1877–1957, Fig. 4.26) headed an Antarctic expedition during
1911–1912 that discovered the Luitpold Coast and mapped part of Antarctica. The Filchner-
Ronne Ice Shelf in the Antarctic is named for him (and the much later U.S. Ronne expedition
from 1947–1948).

• Alfred Ritscher (German, 1879–1963, Fig. 4.26) led a major Antarctic expedition during 1938–
1939 that mapped a large part of Queen Maud Land. Ritscher Peak and Ritscher Upland in
Antarctica are named after him.

As illustrated in Fig. 4.27, Eduard Brückner (German, 1862–1927) and Albrecht Penck (German,
1858–1945) amassed and correctly interpreted a huge amount of evidence for the Ice Ages, especially
from the Alps, from 1901 onward. In 1909, they published their results as the landmark three-volume
work, Die Alpen im Eiszeitalter [The Alps in the Ice Age].
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Figure 4.21: Some important creators in oceanography included Heinrich Georg von Boguslawski,
Carl Chun, Carl Wilhelm Correns, Albert Defant, Günter Dietrich, and Felix Anton Dohrn.
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Figure 4.22: Other important creators in oceanography included Ernst Ehrenbaum, Vagn Ekman,
Otto Krümmel, Alfred Merz, Friedrich (Fritz) Spiess, and Georg Wüst.
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Figure 4.23: Examples of important German oceanographic research ships included the Valdivia
and the Meteor.
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Figure 4.24: Map of Atlantic ocean currents by Otto Krümmel from 1883.
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Figure 4.25: Fabian Gottlieb von Bellingshausen discovered Antarctica in 1820.
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Figure 4.26: Erich von Drygalski led important scientific expeditions to both Greenland and Antarc-
tica. Wilhelm Filchner and Alfred Ritscher led major expeditions to Antarctica.
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Figure 4.27: Eduard Brückner and Albrecht Penck collected and correctly interpreted evidence for
the Ice Ages (1901–1909).
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4.4 Atmospheric Science

As shown by the examples in Figs. 4.28–4.34, many German-speaking creators made major discov-
eries in atmospheric science.3

Richard Assmann (German, 1845–1918, Fig. 4.28) published the first weather map for Germany in
1880, invented the Assmann aspiration psychrometer around 1890, and discovered the stratosphere
in 1902. He was a strong and effective advocate for meteorology research and education.

Arthur Berson (German, 1859–1942, Fig. 4.28) made measurements of atmospheric conditions and
human physiology at high altitudes, and led expeditions to study weather conditions in the Arctic,
South America, Africa, and other regions.

Wilhelm von Bezold (German, 1837–1907, Fig. 4.28) made important discoveries regarding atmo-
spheric thermodynamics and thunderstorms, as well as optical illusions (the Bezold effect and the
Bezold–Brücke shift).

C. H. D. Buys Ballot (Dutch, 1817–1890, Fig. 4.28) studied the direction of air flow in weather
systems (now known as the Buys Ballot law) and the effect of the rotation of the sun on Earth’s
atmospheric temperatures (now known as the Buys Ballot table). Even the American Council of
Learned Societies deemed his work especially noteworthy, over a century after his death [ACLS
2000, p. 158]:

[H]is chief accomplishment was to help shape the new field of meteorology by empha-
sizing and himself collecting data from the widest possible network of simultaneous
observations.

Paul Crutzen (Dutch, worked in Germany, 1933–, Fig. 4.28) was instrumental in analyzing and
predicting damage to the ozone layer by pollution, climate change effects caused by burning fossil
fuels, and the possibility of a nuclear winter created by dust from numerous explosions. He won the
Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1995 for his work on the ozone layer. Professor Ingmar Grenthe of the
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences noted [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1995/ceremony-
speech/]:

In 1970 Paul Crutzen demonstrated that nitrogen oxides, formed during combustion
processes, could affect the rate of ozone depletion in the stratosphere. He suggested
that dinitrogen monoxide, popularly known as “laughing gas” and formed through mi-
crobiological processes in the ground, could have the same effect. He has also studied the
formation of ozone in the lower atmosphere. Ozone is one ingredient of “smog,” which
is formed by the influence of solar radiation on air pollutants, especially exhaust gases
from motor vehicles and other combustion systems. Whereas stratospheric ozone is a
prerequisite for life, tropospheric ozone is strongly toxic and harmful to most organisms,
even in small quantities.

3Bowler 1993; von Hann 1887; von Hann and Süring 1926; Haurwitz 1941.
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Julius von Hann (Austrian, 1839–1921, Fig. 4.28) was arguably the founder of systemic global me-
teorology. Figures 4.32–4.32 show a few pages from his Atlas der Meteorologie (1887) giving average
isotherms, isobars, winds, and rainfall worldwide. Julius von Hann and Reinhard Süring wrote the
Lehrbuch der Meteorologie, which became the standard textbook for generations of meteorology
students. The American Council of Learned Societies noted [ACLS 2000, p. 394]:

Hann was one of the most prominent meteorologists of his day. His importance rested less
on the creation of new theoretical concepts than on his efforts to coordinate empirical
and theoretical results into a coherent structure. [...] He was a driving force in the
establishment of mountain observatories, where he studied upper-air data from many
different aspects. He produced the first comprehensive climatologies of both the tropics
and the polar regions.

Bernhard Haurwitz (German, 1905–1986, Fig. 4.29) received his Ph.D. in meteorology and geo-
physics from the University of Leipzig in 1927, worked there after graduating, and then moved to
the United States in late 1932 ahead of rising antisemitism in Germany. He helped to bring German
methods of meteorology to the United States. Haurwitz taught at MIT and New York University
and wrote Dynamic Meteorology, which became the standard reference on the subject.

Hugo Hergesell (German, 1859–1938, Fig. 4.29) organized the regular collection of temperature,
humidity, and pressure data by balloons at different altitudes in order to improve weather forecasts.

Karl Jelinek (Austrian, 1822–1876, Fig. 4.29) studied both meteorology and geomagnetism, com-
bining measurements with new types of instruments and sophisticated mathematical analysis to
obtain important new results.

Joseph Kölzer (German, 1883–1970, Fig. 4.29) established the field of military meteorology before
World War I and continued to develop that area until after World War II. He also studied the
propagation of sound waves in different layers of the atmosphere.

As shown in Fig. 4.33, Wladimir Köppen (German, 1846–1940) developed a detailed system of
climate classification (how wet/dry and how hot/cold a region tends to be) that is still in use, with
subsequent improvements by Rudolf Geiger (German, 1894–1981) [Geiger 1950; Köppen 1955].
Wladimir Köppen was the father-in-law of Alfred Wegener (p. 550), and Rudolf Geiger was the
brother of Hans Geiger (p. 1122). The Encyclopedia Britannica described the importance of Köppen
and his work [EB 2010]:

German meteorologist and climatologist best known for his delineation and mapping
of the climatic regions of the world. He played a major role in the advancement of
climatology and meteorology for more than 70 years. His achievements, practical and
theoretical, profoundly influenced the development of atmospheric science. [...]

A climax in geographical climatology was reached in 1900 when Köppen introduced his
mathematical system of climatic classification. Each of five major climate types was
assigned a mathematical value according to temperature and rainfall. Since then, many
of the systems introduced by other scholars have been based on Köppen’s work. [...]
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In 1927 he undertook, with Rudolph Geiger, the editorship of a five-volume Handbuch
der Klimatologie (“Handbook of Climatology”), which was nearly completed when he
died. [...]

Köppen was one of the last scholars of an era when an erudite man could attain com-
petence in, and make significant contributions to, many branches of natural science.

As illustrated in Fig. 4.34, Auguste Piccard (Swiss, 1884–1962) and Paul Kipfer (Swiss, 1905–1980)
studied the upper atmosphere and cosmic rays using their own specially designed high-altitude
balloon with a pressurized crew compartment.

Reinhard Süring (German, 1866–1950, Fig. 4.29) made important discoveries regarding clouds,
atmospheric radiation, the upper atmosphere, and high-altitude physiology. He and Julius von
Hann wrote the Lehrbuch der Meteorologie, which became the standard textbook for generations
of meteorology students.
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Figure 4.28: Some creators who made major discoveries in atmospheric science included Richard
Assmann, Arthur Berson, Wilhelm von Bezold, C. H. D. Buys-Ballot, Paul Crutzen, and Julius von
Hann.
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Figure 4.29: Other creators who made major discoveries in atmospheric science included Bernhard
Haurwitz, Hugo Hergesell, Karl Jelinek, Joseph Kölzer, and Reinhard Süring.
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Figure 4.30: A page from Julius von Hann’s Atlas der Meteorologie (1887) showing average isotherms
worldwide in January.
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Figure 4.31: A page from Julius von Hann’s Atlas der Meteorologie (1887) showing average isobars
and winds worldwide in January.
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Figure 4.32: A page from Julius von Hann’s Atlas der Meteorologie (1887) showing average annual
rainfall worldwide.
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Figure 4.33: Wladimir Köppen and Rudolf Geiger developed a detailed system of climate classifi-
cation that is still in use.
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Figure 4.34: Auguste Piccard and Paul Kipfer also used balloons to study the upper atmosphere
and cosmic rays.
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4.5 Planetary Science

German-speaking scientists made a large number of important discoveries in planetary science
regarding the planets, moons, asteroids, and comets of our solar system [North 1995].

Although the German-speaking research world became more established after 1800 or so, one cannot
cover planetary science without mentioning three very important creators from before that time:

• Nicolaus Copernicus (Prussian, 1473–1543, Fig. 4.35), who proposed that the planets orbit
around the sun and conducted other research in physics and math.

• Tycho Brahe (Danish but educated and worked in the German-speaking world, 1546–1601,
Fig. 4.36), who made detailed astronomical observations that were used by Johannes Kepler
to calculate planetary orbits.

• Johannes Kepler (Weil der Stadt, 1571–1630, Fig. 4.37), who worked out the physics of plan-
etary orbits and also did other work in physics and math.

As shown in Fig. 4.38, Ernst Chladni (German states, 1756–1827) discovered and published (in
1794) detailed evidence that meteorites come from space [Chladni 1794].

Creators who made important early detailed maps of the Moon and Mars included (Fig. 4.39):

• Johann Hieronymus Schröter (German states, 1745–1816) created a Moon map in 1791 and
a Mars map in 1800.

• Wilhelm Beer (Prussian, 1797–1850) and Johann Heinrich von Mädler (German, 1794–1874)
produced a highly detailed Moon map in 1834–1837 (Fig. 4.40) and the best Mars map then
available in 1830–1840 (Fig. 4.41).

• Johann Friedrich Julius Schmidt (German, 1825–1884) created a Moon map even more de-
tailed than that of Beer and Mädler during the period 1858–1874.

German-speaking creators discovered many major asteroids, including the four largest asteroids in
the main asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter (Figs. 4.42–4.43):

• Franz Xaver von Zach (Hungarian, 1754–1832) organized astronomical searches for asteroids
and was one of the astronomers (along with Heinrich Olbers, Carl Friedrich Gauss, and
Giuseppe Piazzi) to spot the largest asteroid, Ceres, in 1801.

• Heinrich Olbers (German states, 1758–1840) was one of the astronomers who spotted Ceres
in 1801. He also discovered the very large asteroids Pallas in 1802 and Vesta in 1807. He
discovered Olbers’ comet in 1815, and proposed Olbers’ paradox (why is the night sky dark
if there are an infinite number of stars in every direction, if you look far enough?) in 1823.
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• Carl Friedrich Gauss (German states, 1777–1855) developed revolutionary new methods for
calculating orbits that led to the discovery and tracking of Ceres in 1801. He also calculated
other asteroid orbits and developed methods of accounting for the perturbations of asteroid
orbits by planets.

• Karl Ludwig Harding (German states, 1765–1834) discovered the very large asteroid Juno in
1804. He also discovered several comets, created an important star catalog, and studied the
behavior of variable stars.

• Maximilian Wolf (German, 1863–1932) was an important pioneer of astrophotography, and
used that technique to discover hundreds of asteroids.

Johann Encke (German states, 1791–1865) and Theodor von Oppolzer (Austrian, 1841–1886),
shown in Fig. 4.44, each carefully worked out the detailed orbits of many planets, asteroids, and
comets.

Friedrich Wilhelm Herschel (Hanover, 1738–1822, Fig. 4.45) discovered the planet Uranus in 1781,
as well as two of its moons: Oberon (1787) and Titania (1787). He also discovered two additional
moons of Saturn (Enceladus and Mimas, both in 1789) and studied the behavior of sunspots. His
sister Caroline Herschel (Hanover, 1750–1848) composed a very important early star catalog [Hoskin
2011; Lemonick 2008].

Some other creators who made major discoveries about the outer solar system included (Fig. 4.46):

• Johann Bode (German states, 1747–1826) worked out the orbit of Uranus in 1782 following
Friedrich Wilhelm Herschel’s discovery.

• Johann Galle (German, 1812–1910) discovered the planet Neptune in 1846 [Galle and Wat-
tenberg 1963].

• Gerard Kuiper (Dutch, 1905–1973) discovered the methane atmosphere of Saturn’s moon
Titan (1944), carbon dioxide in the atmosphere of Mars (1947), Uranus’s moon Miranda
(1948), Neptune’s moon Nereid (1949), and evidence for the Kuiper belt of comets orbiting
beyond Neptune (1951).
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Figure 4.35: Nicolaus Copernicus recognized the sun, not the Earth, as the center of the solar
system.
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Figure 4.36: Tycho Brahe made detailed astronomical observations that were used by Johannes
Kepler to calculate planetary orbits.
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Figure 4.37: Johannes Kepler calculated the elliptical orbits of planets in the solar system.
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Figure 4.38: Ernst Chladni discovered and published detailed evidence that meteorites come from
space (1794).
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Figure 4.39: Creators who made important early detailed maps of the Moon and Mars included
Johann Hieronymus Schröter, Wilhelm Beer and Johann von Mädler, and Johann Friedrich Julius
Schmidt.
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Figure 4.40: The Moon map (1834–1837) produced by Wilhelm Beer and Johann von Mädler.
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Figure 4.41: The Mars map (1830–1840) produced by Wilhelm Beer and Johann von Mädler.
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Figure 4.42: Creators who discovered many major asteroids included Franz Xaver von Zach, Heinrich
Olbers, Carl Friedrich Gauss, Karl Ludwig Harding, and Maximilian Wolf.
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Figure 4.43: Asteroids of the inner solar system.
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Figure 4.44: Johann Encke and Theodor von Oppolzer carefully worked out the detailed orbits of
many planets, asteroids, and comets.
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Figure 4.45: Friedrich Wilhelm Herschel discovered the planet Uranus, two of its moons, and two
additional moons of Saturn. His sister Caroline Herschel composed a very important early star
catalog.
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Figure 4.46: Some other creators who made major discoveries about Uranus, Neptune, and the
outer solar system included Johann Bode, Johann Galle, and Gerard Kuiper.
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4.6 Astrophysics

German-speaking scientists played a dominant role in the development of astrophysics, from the
physics of stars to the history of the universe.

Cosmic rays are high-energy radiation that is emitted by the sun or other objects further out
in space and that strikes the Earth’s atmosphere, which mostly shields the Earth’s surface from
the rays [L’Annunziata 2016; North 1995]. Some creators who discovered and studied cosmic rays
included (Fig. 4.47):

• Theodor Wulf (German, 1868–1946) created electroscopes for measuring radiation (Fig. 4.48)
and demonstrated that they detected more radiation from the Eiffel Tower than on the ground,
suggesting that radiation was coming from space.

• Victor Franz Hess (Austrian, 1883–1964) carried some of Theodor Wulf’s electroscopes up in
his 1912 balloon flight to measure cosmic rays, and showed that the measured cosmic ray radi-
ation increases with altitude (Fig. 4.48). Hess won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1936 for this
work. Professor H. Pleijel, Chairman of the Nobel Committee for Physics of the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences, praised Hess’s discovery [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/
1936/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Hess. By virtue of your purposeful researches into the effects of radioactive
radiation carried out with exceptional experimental skill you discovered the surpris-
ing presence of radiation coming from the depths of space, i.e. cosmic radiation. As
you have proved, this new radiation possesses a penetrating power and an intensity
of previously unknown magnitude; it has become a powerful tool of research in
physics, and has already given us important new results with respect to matter and
its composition. The presence of this cosmic radiation has offered us new, important
problems on the formation and destruction of matter, problems which open up new
fields for research. We congratulate you on your fine achievements.

• Werner Kolhörster (German, 1887–1946) conducted more thorough balloon experiments in
1913–1914 and obtained more accurate data on cosmic ray radiation vs. altitude (Fig. 4.48).

• Erich Regener (German, 1881–1955) developed improved radiation detectors and related in-
struments and launched them first in balloons and later in rockets.

• Eduard Gottfried Steinke (German, 1899–1963) measured cosmic rays of different energies.

• Georg Pfotzer (German, 1909–1981) was a student of Erich Regener and collaborated with
him in his experiments.

• Auguste Piccard (Swiss, 1884–1962) and Paul Kipfer (Swiss, 1905–1980) measured cosmic ray
intensities up to the highest altitudes then possible in a balloon (Fig. 4.34).
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Figure 4.47: Some creators who discovered and studied cosmic rays included Theodor Wulf, Victor
Hess, Werner Kolhörster, Erich Regener, Eduard Steinke, and Georg Pfotzer.
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Figure 4.48: Theodor Wulf created electroscopes for measuring radiation, and Victor Hess carried
them up in his 1912 balloon flight to measure cosmic rays. The graphs show Victor Hess’s 1912
data on the measured cosmic ray radiation vs. altitude, and Werner Kolhörster’s more accurate
1913–1914 data.
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As illustrated in Fig. 4.49, stars such as the sun create such intense heat and pressure in the central
core that they convert hydrogen into helium plus lots of energy, via both proton-proton fusion
reactions and carbon-catalyzed fusion reactions.

Some creators who made major discoveries in stellar physics included (Figs. 4.50–4.51)4:

• Walter Baade (German, 1893–1960) identified and studied different types of stars.

• Hans Bethe (German, 1906–2005) worked out the major fusion reactions in stars, for which
he won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1967 (p. 1138).

• Ludwig Biermann (German, 1907–1986) studied the solar wind of charged particles streaming
outward from the sun.

• Robert Emden (Swiss, 1862–1940) developed the Emden equation describing the spatial vari-
ation of pressure inside a star.

• Joseph von Fraunhofer (German states, 1787–1826) performed spectral analyses of the sun.

• Fritz Houtermans (German, 1903–1966) first worked out some of the fusion reactions and
reaction rates in stars.

• Rudolph Minkowski (German, 1895–1976) used astrophotography to study supernovae.

• J. Robert Oppenheimer (1904–1967) calculated the conditions involved in stellar collapse at
the end of a star’s life. Oppenheimer was born in the United States but had a German father
and second-generation German-American mother, was raised speaking German, repeatedly
visited family in Germany during his childhood, and received his Ph.D. in Germany under
Max Born at Göttingen.

• Samuel Heinrich Schwabe (German, 1789–1875) studied sunspots.

• Martin Schwarzschild (German, 1912–1997) made major contributions to our understanding
of stellar structure and evolution.

• Hermann Carl Vogel (German, 1841–1907) performed spectral analyses of stars.

• Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker (German, 1912–2007) worked out the major fusion reactions
in stars.

For more information on fusion reactions, see Section 8.5.

4Bethe 1991, 1997; Bird and Sherwin 2005; Brown and Lee 2006; Davis 1968; L’Annunziata 2016; North 1995;
Schwarzschild 1958; Schweber 2012.
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Figure 4.49: Stars such as the sun create such intense heat and pressure in the central core that
they convert hydrogen into helium plus lots of energy, via both proton-proton fusion reactions and
carbon-catalyzed fusion reactions.
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Figure 4.50: Some creators who made major discoveries in stellar physics included Walter Baade,
Hans Bethe, Ludwig Biermann, Robert Emden, Joseph von Fraunhofer, and Fritz Houtermans.
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Figure 4.51: Other creators who made major discoveries in stellar physics included Rudolph
Minkowski, J. Robert Oppenheimer, Samuel Heinrich Schwabe, Martin Schwarzschild, Hermann
Carl Vogel, and Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker.
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Friedrich Bessel (German states, 1784–1846) developed the parallax method of measuring distances
to stars (see Fig. 4.52), as well as Bessel mathematical functions. Based on geodetic observations,
he approximated the figure of the Earth, and in 1841 he established the Bessel ellipsoid, which
was used as an important geodetic reference system for over a century. His theory of observational
errors was also highly influential in the physical sciences.

The multigenerational Baltic German Struve family of astronomers included (Fig. 4.53):

• Friedrich Georg Wilhelm von Struve (1793–1864) measured the distances to many stars using
Bessel’s parallax method, and also produced a catalog of binary stars (pairs of stars orbiting
each other).

• Otto Wilhelm von Struve (1819–1905) made many important astronomical observations, in-
cluding precession measurements for the solar system.

• Karl Hermann Struve (1854–1920) made detailed measurements of the positions of many
moons and stars, and also devised the mathematical Struve function in 1882.

• Gustav Wilhelm Ludwig Struve (1858–1920) measured accurate positions of stars and the
rotation rate of our Milky Way galaxy.

• Otto Struve (1897–1963) studied interstellar matter and stellar physics.

Creators such as Friedrich Argelander (German, 1799–1875), Eduard Schönfeld (German, 1828–
1891), Adalbert Krüger (German, 1832–1896), and Robert Trümpler (Swiss, 1886–1956) composed
important catalogs of stars that are visible from Earth; see Fig. 4.54. Figure 4.55 shows examples
of star catalogs by Argelander from 1843, and by Argelander, Schönfeld, and Krüger from 1859.

Bart Bok (Dutch, 1906–1983, Fig. 4.56) pioneered the study of interstellar matter and the structure
of our Milky Way galaxy.

Several creators discovered and analyzed dark matter, a mysterious, invisible substance that only
interacts with other things via gravity and that surrounds normal matter such as galaxies (Fig.
4.57):

• Jacobus Kapteyn (Dutch, 1851–1922) developed astrophotography, measured galactic rotation
rates, and used that data to deduce the existence of dark matter.

• Fritz Zwicky (Swiss, 1898–1974) conducted experimental observations and theoretical analyses
of dark matter and stellar physics, and also helped to develop jets and rockets in the United
States [John Johnson, Jr., 2019; Stöckli and Müller 2008].

• Jan Oort (Dutch, 1900–1992) studied dark matter and the structure of the Milky Way galaxy,
and also proposed the existence of the Oort cloud of comets in the outer reaches of our solar
system.
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Albert Einstein (German, 1879–1955) predicted the possibilities of both dark energy (which he
called the cosmological constant) and the expansion of the universe in 1917 [Pais 1982]. As shown
in Fig. 4.58, dark energy currently appears to make up approximately 68% of the universe and acts
as an antigravitational force to push the universe apart. Approximately 27% of the universe seems
to be dark matter, and only about 5% of the universe is atoms or other ordinary matter.

For more information on relativity and cosmology, see Section 5.3.
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Figure 4.52: Friedrich Bessel developed the parallax method of measuring distances to stars, as well
as Bessel mathematical functions.
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Figure 4.53: The multigenerational Struve family of astronomers included Friedrich Georg Wilhelm
von Struve, Otto Wilhelm von Struve, Karl Hermann Struve, Gustav Wilhelm Ludwig Struve, and
Otto Struve.
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Figure 4.54: Creators such as Friedrich Argelander, Eduard Schönfeld, Adalbert Krüger, and Robert
Trümpler composed important catalogues of stars that are visible from Earth.
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Figure 4.55: Star catalogs by Friedrich Argelander (1843), and by Argelander, Eduard Schönfeld,
and Adalbert Krüger (1859).
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Figure 4.56: Bart Bok pioneered the study of interstellar matter and the structure of our Milky
Way galaxy.
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Figure 4.57: Jacobus Kapteyn, Fritz Zwicky, and Jan Oort discovered and analyzed dark matter,
a mysterious, invisible substance that only interacts with other things via gravity and surrounds
normal matter such as galaxies.
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Figure 4.58: Albert Einstein predicted dark energy and the expansion of the universe in 1917.
Dark energy currently appears to make up approximately 68% of the universe and acts as an
antigravitational force to push the universe apart.
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Chapter 5

Creators and Creations in Physics
and Mathematics

Nicht die Wahrheit, in deren Besitz irgendein
Mensch ist oder zu sein vermeinet, sondern die
aufrichtige Mühe, die er angewandt hat, hin-
ter die Wahrheit zu kommen, macht den Wert
des Menschen. Denn nicht durch den Besitz,
sondern durch die Nachforschung der Wahrheit
erweitern sich seine Kräfte, worin allein seine
immer wachsende Vollkommenheit bestehet.

The true value of a man is not determined by
his possession, supposed or real, of Truth, but
rather by his sincere exertion to get to the
Truth. It is not possession of the Truth, but
rather the pursuit of Truth by which he ex-
tends his powers and in which his ever-growing
perfectibility is to be found.

Gotthold Lessing. 1777. Über die Wahrheit [About the Truth].

This chapter gives an overview of some physics and applied mathematics innovations that have
played major roles in the modern world and that were invented or discovered by scientists and
engineers who were trained in the predominantly German-speaking central European research world
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
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By the mid- to late-nineteenth century, intellectual leadership in applied mathematics and physics
research had passed from primarily French and British scientists to German-speaking scientists.
Prior to that time, many giants of mathematical physics came out of the French intellectual tradi-
tion: Pierre-Simon Laplace (1749–1827), Joseph Fourier (1768–1830), André-Marie Ampère (1775–
1836), Claude-Louis Navier (1785–1836), Sadi Carnot (1796–1832), and others, but their numbers
declined after that time, perhaps due to the nearly a century of continual political upheaval that fol-
lowed the French Revolution. Several scientists from the United Kingdom made major physics con-
tributions both before this point in time [e.g., Michael Faraday (1791–1867), James Clerk Maxwell
(1831–1879), etc.] and after it [e.g., William Henry Bragg (1862–1942), William Lawrence Bragg
(1890–1971), Ernest Rutherford (1871–1937), Paul Dirac (1902–1984), etc.], but their relatively
small numbers were soon dwarfed by the large numbers of talented German-speaking physicists.

As covered in this chapter, creators from the German-speaking world made major contributions
to applied mathematics and classical mechanics, electromagnetism, special and general relativity,
statistical and thermal physics, non-relativistic quantum physics, and relativistic quantum physics.1

Scientists from the German-speaking world also made numerous contributions to other physics-
related areas listed in Chapters 6 (applied electromagnetic technologies), 8 (nuclear physics), and
9 (applied physics in aerodynamics and spaceflight).

5.1 Applied Mathematics and Classical Mechanics

Beginning in the nineteenth century, applied mathematics and classical mechanics were dominated
by a long list of creators from the German speaking world, as shown by the examples in this section.
Today, physicists still use Bessel functions, Christoffel symbols, Jacobians, Kronecker delta func-
tions, Noether’s theorem, Riemannian geometry, and other contributions made by those scientists
and mathematicians. Even children learn about Möbius strips and Klein bottles, and university
students still learn from the two-volume mathematical textbook of Courant and Hilbert.

1In addition to specific references that are cited in different areas throughout this chapter, this chapter makes
use of general biographical and project information from: ACLS 2000; Albrecht et al. 1992; Ash and Söllner 1996;
Bar-Zohar 1967; Bower 1987; Bunch and Hellemans 2004; Challoner 2009; Cornwell 2003; Crim 2018; EB 1911, 2010;
Gillispie 1970–1990; Gimbel 1990a; Glatt 1994; Hall 2019; István Hargittai 2006, 2011; Linda Hunt 1991; Impey et
al. 2008; Jacobsen 2014; Koertge 2007; Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Lusar 1956, 1971; Medawar and Pyke 2000; Mick
2000; Murray 2003; Nachmansohn 1979; NDB 1953–2020; Neufeld 2012; Nouzille and Huwart 1999; O’Reagan 2014,
2019; Porter 1994; Charles Walker 1946; Peter Watson 2010; Weitensfelder 2009.

For general overviews of large portions of the history of physics in the German-speaking world, see: Laurie
Brown et al. 1995; István Hargittai 2002, 2006, 2011; Jungnickel and McCormmach 1986, 2017; von Meÿenn 1997;
Teichmann 2008; Weber 1988.

I have deliberately left a blank space where images of some creators or creations should go.
Those are people or projects that I felt were important enough that they should definitely be shown in this book,
yet I have not yet been able to locate a suitable image that I have permission to use, despite my searches in Europe
and in the United States. If readers have any relevant images and could send them to me, I would be very grateful
and will include them in future editions of this book. Even where a suitable photo cannot be located, I believe that
leaving a blank space pays tribute both to the scientific importance of that creator or creation and to how that
historical fact has been very nearly forgotten.
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Although the German-speaking mathematics and physics research world became more established
after 1800, there were some very important earlier creators in applied math and physics:

• Nicolaus Copernicus (Prussian, 1473–1543, Fig. 4.35), who proposed that the planets orbit
around the sun and conducted other research in physics and math.

• Tycho Brahe (Danish but educated and worked in the German-speaking world, 1546–1601,
Fig. 4.36), who made detailed astronomical observations that were used by Johannes Kepler
to calculate planetary orbits.

• Johannes Kepler (Weil der Stadt, 1571–1630, Fig. 4.37), who worked out the physics of plan-
etary orbits and also did other work in physics and math.

• Otto von Guericke (German states, 1602–1686) developed the physics of water and air pres-
sure, and also studied the electrostatic force and other forces. He used those discoveries to
create several ingenuous inventions (p. 1097).

• Christiaan Huygens (Dutch, 1629–1695, Fig. 5.1), who derived mathematical formulae de-
scribing centripetal force, pendulums, optics, and other important aspects of mathematics
and classical mechanics [Andriesse 2005].

• Gottfried Leibniz (Saxony, 1646–1716, Fig. 5.1), who developed differential and integral calcu-
lus and made numerous other contributions to mathematics and classical mechanics (including
the conservation of energy and the idea that time and space could be relative instead of abso-
lute). Leibniz also developed binary mathematics and built calculating machines (p. 877). He
designed other hardware from mining equipment to prototype submarines and proposed very
prescient theories regarding everything from biological evolution to the interior structure of
the earth [Antognazza 2009].

• Leonhard Euler (Swiss, 1707–1783, Fig. 5.1), who made extensive contributions to calculus,
complex number theory, mechanical stress and strain calculations, optics, logic, and other
topics [Calinger 2015].

From around 1800 onward, the number and importance of people in the greater German-speaking
world who made major contributions to mathematics and classical mechanics steadily increased
until they dominated these fields.2 In fact, the number of contributors was so great that this
section will only briefly list some of the more notable ones (shown in Figs. 5.2–5.17) and their
accomplishments in alphabetical order.

2For good overviews of this area, see especially: Grattan-Guinness 1998; Jungnickel and McCormmach 1986, 2017.
On the end of this era, see Segal 2003. For a much more extensive list, with excellent details about each mathematician,
see: http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Countries/index.html
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Figure 5.1: Early creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classical
mechanics included Christiaan Huygens, Gottfried Leibniz, and Leonhard Euler.
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Emil Artin (Austrian, 1898–1962) made major contributions in algebraic number theory, class field
theory, and other areas of mathematics, and is also remembered for his Artin’s conjectures on
certain mathematical problems.

Stefan Banach (Polish, 1892–1945) developed the general theory of functional analysis and intro-
duced many mathematical concepts that still bear his name, such as Banach algebras, the Banach
fixed-point theorem, Banach measures, Banach space, the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, the Banach-
Mazur game, the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, the Banach-Tarski paradox, the Hahn-Banach theo-
rem, etc.

Paul Bernays (Swiss, 1888–1977) made important discoveries in axiomatic set theory, mathematical
logic, and complex analysis. He worked closely with David Hilbert, for example on what is now
known as the Hilbert-Bernays paradox.

In addition to fundamental discoveries in astronomy, Friedrich Bessel (Minden, 1784–1846) made
major contributions to applied mathematics, which he used to analyze his astronomical data. In par-
ticular, he developed what are now called Bessel functions, which are especially useful for describing
waves (such as electromagnetic waves, sound waves, or quantum waves) in cylindrical geometries
like pipes and waveguides.

János Bolyai (Hungarian, 1802–1860) helped to develop non-Euclidean geometry, or mathematics
describing dimensions that are warped, such as Albert Einstein later used in analyzing how gravity
warps the dimensions of space and time. He was the son of Wolfgang Farkas Bolyai.

Wolfgang Farkas Bolyai (Hungarian, 1775–1856) did important work on new methods of analysis in
geometry and on iterative and convergent solutions to mathematical problems. He was the father
of János Bolyai.

Bernardus Bolzano (Bohemian, 1781–1848) contributed in the areas of math analysis, analytic
proofs, and mathematical limits, and his name is remembered in theorems such as Bolzano’s theorem
and the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem.

Alexander von Brill (German, 1842–1935) worked in the area of algebraic geometry and functions,
and is perhaps best remembered for Brill-Noether theory. One of his students was Max Planck,
who went on to help found the field of quantum physics.

Luitzen Brouwer (Dutch, 1881–1966) did important work in complex analysis, measure theory, set
theory, and topology. His name is still attached to concepts such as the Brouwer fixed-point theorem
and the Phragmen-Brouwer theorem.

Karl Hermann Brunn (German, 1862–1939) conducted research in convex geometry and knot theory.
He is known for Brunnian links and the Brunn-Minkowski inequality.

Heinrich Burkhardt (German, 1861–1914) worked on Fourier analysis, real-variable analysis, and
group theory.
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Georg Cantor (born in Russia but educated and worked in Germany, 1845–1918) developed the
theory of mathematical sets and applied it to a wide range of cases, greatly influencing later
mathematicians such as John von Neumann. He also made major contributions to Fourier analysis
and the foundations of real analysis.

Constantin Carathéodory (German, 1873–1950) made major contributions to the calculus of vari-
ations, conformal representations, measure theory, and real analysis.

Elwin Christoffel (German, 1829–1900) worked in complex variable analysis, differential geometry,
number analysis, and Abelian functions and integrals. He is best remembered for creating certain
tensors or matrices that are now called Christoffel symbols, which describe warped dimensions and
were later incorporated into the theory of general relativity by Albert Einstein.

Rudolf Alfred Clebsch (German, 1833–1872) made useful discoveries in algebraic geometry and
invariant theory. His name is still remembered in Clebsch surfaces, Clebsch representations and
Clebsch potentials, and (with Paul Gordan) the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients that physicists later
found useful for describing the quantum behavior of electron clouds in atoms.

Lothar Collatz (German, 1910–1990) specialized in developing novel numerical methods for finding
approximate solutions to difficult equations. Among other creations, he is remembered for the
Collatz conjecture and the Collatz-Wielandt formula.

Richard Courant (German, 1888–1972) made a wide range of contributions to mathematics during
his long career. In modern times, he is especially remembered for developing finite element methods
to produce approximate numerical solutions of differential equations to any desired accuracy, which
became especially useful once computers were available. In collaboration with David Hilbert, he
wrote a two-volume textbook, Methods of Mathematical Physics, that is widely used in university
courses today.

Richard Dedekind (German, 1831–1916) did important work in abstract algebra, algebraic num-
ber theory, the axiomatic foundation for the natural numbers, real numbers, and other areas of
mathematics. He was the last doctoral student of Carl Friedrich Gauss.

Max Dehn (German, 1878–1952) made useful innovations in geometry, group theory, and topology,
and his name is attached to concepts such as Dehn’s algorithm, Dehn functions, and the Dehn-
Nielsen theorem.

Peter Gustav Lejeune Dirichlet (Prussian, 1805–1859) made so many vital contributions to math-
ematics, especially in the areas of number theory, Fourier series, and mathematical analysis, that
his name remains attached to well over two dozen different mathematical concepts that are still in
use. Those mathematical innovations named after him include: Dirichlet’s approximation theorem,
the Dirichlet beta function, Dirichlet boundary conditions, Dirichlet’s box principle, Dirichlet char-
acters, Dirichlet conditions, Dirichlet convolution, the Dirichlet density, Dirichlet distributions of
several types, the Dirichlet divisor problem, the Dirichlet eigenvalue, Dirichlet’s ellipsoidal function,
Dirichlet’s energy, the Dirichlet form, the Dirichlet function, Dirichlet integrals, Dirichlet kernels,
the Dirichlet L-function, the Dirichlet principle, the Dirichlet problem, Dirichlet processes of dif-
ferent types, the Dirichlet ring, Dirichlet series, Dirichlet space, the Dirichlet stability criterion,
Dirichlet tessellation or cells, Dirichlet’s test, Dirichlet’s theorem on arithmetic progressions, and
Dirichlet’s unit theorem.
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Paul du Bois Reymond (German, 1831–1889) worked in the areas of differential equations, Fourier
analysis, and real-variable analysis.

Walther von Dyck (German, 1856–1934) made many contributions to group theory and Riemann
surfaces. His name remains attached to Dyck graphs, Dyck groups, Dyck language, Dyck paths,
Dyck’s surface, Dyck tessellations, and Dyck’s theorem.

Samuel Eilenberg (Polish, 1913–1998) worked in algebraic topology and automata theory, developed
category theory, and is remembered for mathematical constructs such as the Eilenberg swindle and
the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms.

Andreas von Ettingshausen (Austrian, 1796–1878) made important contributions to combinatorial
analysis that are widely used in probability and physics, and also conducted extensive research in
electromagnetism and optics.

Alfred Enneper (German, 1830–1885) worked in several areas of mathematics and is especially
remembered for Enneper’s minimal surfaces and Enneper-Weierstrass parameterization.

Erwin Fehlberg (German, 1911–1990) developed improved numerical methods for finding approxi-
mate solutions to differential equations, most notably the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method. Fehlberg
moved to the United States after World War II and was ultimately awarded NASA’s Exceptional
Scientific Achievement Medal for his work calculating trajectories for the Apollo missions to the
moon.

William Feller (Austro-Hungarian Croatian, 1906–1970) did most of his work in probability and
statistics, but also contributed to mathematical analysis, geometry, and other areas. His name is
attached to Feller’s explosion test, Feller-Brown movement, Feller processes, and the Lindeberg-
Feller theorem.

Abraham Fränkel (German, 1891–1965) worked in axiomatic set theory; his name is still remem-
bered in the Zermelo-Fränkel axioms.

Friedrich Gottlob Frege (German, 1848–1925) focused on the field of mathematical logic; his name
is tied to the Frege-Church ontology, the Frege-Geach problem, Frege’s puzzles, the Frege-Russell
view, and Frege’s theorem.

Robert Fricke (German, 1861–1930) worked in the areas of automorphic functions and elliptic
functions. He is perhaps best remembered for Fricke involution and for his collaborative writings
with Felix Klein.

Georg Frobenius (German, 1849–1917) made many contributions to differential equations, elliptic
functions, group theory, and number theory. His name is attached to concepts such as Frobenius
manifolds, the Frobenius matrix, the Frobenius method, and the Frobenius-Stickelberger formulae.

Lazarus Immanuel Fuchs (German, 1833–1902) made important innovations in complex variable
analysis and Abelian functions and integrals. He focused especially on methods of solving differential
equations, and is remembered for Fuchs’s conditions, Fuchsian groups, Fuchs’s theorem, and the
Picard-Fuchs equation. He was the father of Maximilian Fuchs.
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Maximilian Ernst Richard Fuchs (German, 1873–1944), the son of Lazarus Fuchs, continued and
significantly extended his father’s work on differential equations.

Karl Rudolf Fueter (Swiss, 1880–1950) worked on algebraic number theory and quaternions, and is
known for the Fueter-Pólya theorem.

Carl Friedrich Gauss (German states, 1777–1855) [Dunnington 2003] made discoveries in math-
ematics and physics that were staggering in both their number and importance. Among other
accomplishments, he proved several important theorems in algebra, was the first to consider non-
Euclidean geometries, and discovered four-dimensional complex numbers (quaternions) in 1819.

Kurt Gödel (Austrian, 1906–1978) made revolutionary contributions to mathematical logic and
set theory. His name is immortalized with Gödel’s incompleteness and completeness theorems, the
Gödel metric, Gödel numbering, the Gödel ontological proof, and Gödel-Dummett logic.

Paul Gordan (German, 1837–1912) made many contributions to invariant theory as well as Abelian
functions and integrals, developed the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients with Rudolf Clebsch, and is also
known for Gordan’s lemma. He was the doctoral advisor of Emmy Noether.

Hermann Grassmann (German, 1809–1877) developed a whole field that is now known as Grass-
mann algebra; it combines algebra, geometry, and group theory in an approach that is useful for
solving a wide variety of problems.

Hermann Hankel (German, 1839–1873) worked in complex analysis and other areas of mathematics.
He is especially remembered for the Hankel contour, Hankel functions, the Hankel matrix, and the
Hankel transform.

Carl Gustav Axel Harnack (Baltic German, 1851–1888) made contributions in the areas of real-
variable analysis and also algebraic geometry and functions. He is still remembered for Harnack’s
inequality, Harnack’s principle, and Harnack’s theorem.

Friedrich Hartogs (German, 1874–1943) developed many important concepts in set theory and
complex analysis, such as the Hartogs domain, Hartogs’s extension theorem, Hartogs’s function,
Hartogs’s lemma, the Hartogs number, Hartogs’s theorem, the Hartogs-Laurent expansion, and the
Hartogs-Rosenthal theorem.

Felix Hausdorff (German, 1868–1942) made major contributions in topology, set theory, measure
theory, and functional analysis. He is known for the Hausdorff dimension, Hausdorff distance,
Hausdorff maximal principle, Hausdorff measure, Hausdorff moment problem, Hausdorff paradox,
Hausdorff space, and Hausdorff-Young inequality.

Heinrich Eduard Heine (German, 1821–1881, not to be confused with the earlier German poet
Heinrich Heine) worked in real analysis and introduced important innovations regarding spheri-
cal harmonics, Legendre functions, hypergeometric series, and other mathematical approaches. His
name remains known via the Heine-Borel theorem, the Heine-Cantor theorem, Heine-Stieltjes poly-
nomials, the Heine definition of continuity, Heine functions, Heine’s identity, and the Mehler-Heine
formula.
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David Hilbert (German, 1862–1943) made huge contributions to many areas of mathematics, in-
cluding algebraic number theory, the calculus of variations, commutative algebra, Euclidean and
non-Euclidean geometry, and invariant theory. His name remains associated with Hilbert’s axioms,
Hilbert’s basis theorem, Hilbert’s problems, Hilbert’s program, and Hilbert space. In collabora-
tion with Richard Courant, he wrote the two-volume Methods of Mathematical Physics that is still
widely used.

Heinz Hopf (German, 1894–1971) worked in topology and geometry, and is known for many con-
cepts, such as Hopf algebra, the Hopf conjecture, Hopf fibration, the Hopf invariant, the Hopf link,
the Hopf manifold, the Hopf map, Hopf surfaces, the Hopf theorem, and the Killing-Hopf theorem.

Adolf Hurwitz (German, 1859–1919) worked on complex variable analysis, elliptic functions, real-
variable analysis, and Riemann surfaces. He is known for Hurwitz’s automorphisms theorem, Hur-
witz quaternions, the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, and the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion.

Carl Gustav Jacobi (Prussian, 1804–1851) introduced important innovations in the classical me-
chanics of orbits, differential equations, elliptic functions, and number theory. His name is widely
recognized from concepts such as the Jacobian, the Jacobi ellipsoid, Jacobi’s elliptic functions,
the Jacobi identity, the Jacobi method, Jacobi operators, Jacobi polynomials, Jacobi symbols, the
Jacobi transform, and the Hamilton-Jacobi equation.

Theodor Kaluza (German, 1885–1954) produced very innovative ideas regarding non-Euclidean
geometries and extra dimensions that proved useful in some versions of relativity and unified field
theories. His son Theodor Kaluza Jr. (German, 1910–1994) was also a mathematician.

Wilhelm Killing (German, 1847–1923) made numerous important contributions to group theory.
His name is attached to many concepts, such as the Killing equation, the Killing form, the Killing-
Hopf theorem, the Killing horizon, the Killing spinor, the Killing tensor, and the Killing vector
field.

Christian Felix Klein (German, 1849–1925) made a large number of contributions to algebraic geom-
etry and functions, automorphic functions, elliptic functions, and Riemann surfaces. His mathemat-
ical discoveries found many later applications in theoretical physics. He also created the structure
now known as a Klein bottle, somewhat like a three-dimensional Möbius strip.

Sofia Kovalevskaya (Russian but educated in Germany, 1850–1891) did important work in differ-
ential equations, as well as Abelian functions and integrals. She is still known from the Cauchy-
Kowalevski theorem.

Leopold Kronecker (German, 1823–1891) made research advances in algebra, mathematical logic,
and number theory. Today is he remembered from the Kronecker delta function, Kronecker’s lemma,
Kronecker product, Kronecker symbol, Kronecker’s theorem, and Kronecker-Weber theorem.

Ernst Kummer (German, 1810–1893) worked on Bessel functions, class field theory, hypergeometric
series, and other topics. His name remains linked to Kummer extensions of fields, the Kummer
surface, and Kummer theory.
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Martin Wilhelm Kutta (German, 1867–1944) developed practical methods of extracting useful an-
swers from very complicated physics and engineering equations, especially in aerodynamics. He
collaborated with Carl Runge to create the Runge-Kutta methods of producing approximate but
sufficiently accurate numerical solutions to differential equations. He also developed complex anal-
ysis transformations for solving the equations for airflow around wings and other objects.

Daniel Christian Ludolph Lehmus (German, 1780–1863) worked in geometry and is especially re-
membered for the Steiner-Lehmus theorem.

Sophus Lie (Norwegian but studied and worked in Germany, 1842–1899) made huge contributions
to differential equations and group theory that are now widely used in theoretical physics. His name
is immortalized in concepts such as Lie algebra, Lie groups, Lie symmetries, and Lie theorems.

Carl Ferdinand von Lindemann (German, 1852–1939) worked in algebraic geometry and functions,
and became famous for proving that π is a transcendental number. He was also the doctoral advisor
for prominent mathematicians and physicists such as David Hilbert, Martin Kutta, Alfred Loewy,
Hermann Minkowski, Oskar Perron, Arthur Rosenthal, and Arnold Sommerfeld.

Rudolf Lipschitz (German, 1832–1903) made important contributions to differential equations, real-
variable analysis, and Fourier analysis. Perhaps most importantly, he independently discovered
“Clifford algebras” at approximately the same time or possibly earlier than William Clifford (En-
glish, 1845–1879), but with far less fame. He is remembered with the Lipschitz continuity condition,
Lipschitz integral condition, and Lipschitz quaternion.

Alfred Loewy (German, 1873–1935) focused on representation theory and introduced innovations
now known as Loewy decomposition, the Loewy length, Loewy rings, and Loewy series.

Gustav Ferdinand Mehler (German, 1835–1895) worked in several areas of mathematics, and is
noted for Mehler’s formula, Mehler functions, the Mehler kernel, the Mehler-Fock transform, and
the Mehler-Heine formula.

Friedrich Wilhelm Franz Meyer (German, 1856–1934) focused on algebraic geometry and functions.

Hermann Minkowski (German, 1864–1909) did important work in geometry and number theory,
and also contributed to the development of the theory of relativity. His name is still attached
to concepts such as Minkowski addition, Minkowski content, Minkowski diagrams, Minkowski’s
question mark function, Minkowski space, the Minkowski functional, the Minkowski inequality, the
Minkowski problem, Minkowski’s bound, Minkowski’s theorem in geometry of numbers, and the
Brunn-Minkowski inequality.

Richard von Mises (Austro-Hungarian, 1883–1953) developed mathematical methods of solving
equations in aerodynamics and the mechanics of materials, working with differential equations,
complex analysis, probability, and statistics.

August Möbius (Saxony, 1790–1868) worked in topology and geometry as well as astronomy. He is
particularly famous for the Möbius strip (a figure-8 formed from a strip of paper, which effectively
only has one side), but he is also known for the Möbius function, the Möbius inversion formula,
Möbius transformations, the Möbius-Kantor configuration, and the Möbius-Kantor graph.
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Carl Neumann (German, 1832–1925), the son of physicist Franz Ernst Neumann, developed math-
ematical methods for analyzing physics problems. He is especially remembered for the Neumann
boundary condition and Neumann series.

John von Neumann (Hungarian, 1903–1957) contributed a vast number of innovations to mathe-
matics, physics, engineering, computer science, and economics. Among many other contributions,
he is known for von Neumann algebra, von Neumann architecture, the von Neumann bicommutant
theorem, the von Neumann cardinal assignment, the von Neumann cellular automaton, the von Neu-
mann conjecture, the von Neumann entropy, the von Neumann equation, the von Neumann ergodic
theorem, the von Neumann extractor, von Neumann’s inequality, von Neumann interpretation, the
von Neumann measurement scheme, the von Neumann neighborhood, von Neumann ordinals, the
von Neumann paradox, the von Neumann regular ring, the von Neumann spectral theorem, von
Neumann stability analysis, the von Neumann universal constructor, the von Neumann universe,
and von Neumann-Bernays-Gödel set theory.

Emmy Noether (German, 1882–1935) made revolutionary discoveries in both mathematics and
theoretical physics. In mathematics, she worked on algebraic invariants, number fields, abstract al-
gebra, noncommutative algebras, hypercomplex numbers, group theory, and topology. She is most
famous for discovering Noether’s theorem, which explains the relationship between conservation
laws in physics (such as the conservation of energy or the conservation of momentum) and symme-
tries (ways that variables such as time and space can be shifted without altering the fundamental
laws of physics). Noether’s theorem has been employed in many areas of physics since she first
articulated it.

Max Noether (German, 1844–1921) conducted research on algebraic functions, algebraic geometry,
and Riemann surfaces. His name is attached to several theorems, and he was the father of Emmy
Noether.

Moritz Pasch (German, 1843–1930) focused on algebraic geometry and functions and the founda-
tions of geometry. He is most noted for Pasch’s axiom.

Oskar Perron (German, 1880–1975) worked on differential equations and continued fractions, and
is known for the Perron method for solving elliptic differential equations and for Perron’s paradox.

Ernst Peschl (German, 1906–1986) made important contributions to complex analysis, the solution
of partial differential equations, and differential geometry.

Michel Plancherel (Swiss, 1885–1967) worked in mathematical analysis and algebra, and is remem-
bered for the Plancherel measure, the Plancherel theorem for harmonic analysis, and the Plancherel
theorem for spherical functions.

Julius Plücker (German states, 1801–1868) contributed to geometry and also physics. In mathemat-
ics, he is known for Plücker’s conoid, Plücker coordinates, Plücker embedding, the Plücker formula,
the Plücker matrix, the Plücker relations, and the Plücker surface.
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George Pólya (Hungarian, 1887–1985) worked in many areas of mathematics, including algebra,
combinatorics, geometry, mathematical analysis, number theory, probability, and series. He is asso-
ciated with many concepts such as the Pólya-Aeppli distribution, the Pólya conjecture, the Pólya
distribution, the Pólya enumeration theorem, the Pólya inequality, the Pólya urn model, the Fueter-
Pólya theorem, and the Hilbert-Pólya conjecture.

Alfred Pringsheim (German, 1850–1941) contributed to real-variable analysis, the foundations of
real analysis, and Fourier analysis.

Bernhard Riemann (Kingdom of Hanover, 1826–1866) made enormous contributions to differential
geometry, mathematical analysis, number theory, and other fields of mathematics. In particular,
his methods of using tensors in differential geometry later proved especially useful to describe how
gravity warps space and time, as Albert Einstein found. Riemann’s name is attached to dozens of
concepts, including Riemann bilinear relations, Riemann conditions, Riemann’s differential equa-
tion, Riemann’s existence theorem, Riemann’s explicit formula, the Riemann form, the Riemann
function, Riemannian geometry, the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, the Riemann hypothesis, the Rie-
mann integral, the Riemann invariant, the Riemann matrix, Riemann’s minimal surface, the Rie-
mann operator, the Riemann series theorem, the Riemann singularity theorem, the Riemann sum,
the Riemann surface, Riemann’s theorem on removable singularities, the Riemann theta function,
the Riemann Xi function, and the Riemann zeta function.

Arthur Rosenthal (German, 1887–1959) worked in geometry, mathematical analysis, and dynamical
systems analysis. He is perhaps best known for the Hartogs-Rosenthal theorem.

Carl Runge (German, 1856–1927) made important contributions to numerical analysis and spec-
troscopy. He collaborated with Martin Wilhelm Kutta to develop the Runge-Kutta methods of
numerically solving differential equations. He is also known for Runge’s phenomenon, the behavior
of certain errors that occur when finding approximate answers for functions. Carl Runge’s son,
Wilhelm Runge, was one of the developers of radar (p. 915).

Ludwig Schlesinger (German, 1864–1933) worked in the areas of automorphic functions and differ-
ential equations. His name remain attached to the Schlesinger equations and Schlesinger transfor-
mations.

Arthur Schönflies (German, 1853–1928) made important contributions to group theory, set theory,
and topology. His name is still widely known from Schönflies notation, Schönflies displacement, and
Schönflies problems.

Friedrich Schottky (German, 1851–1935) worked on Abelian functions and integrals, complex vari-
able analysis, and elliptic functions. He is remembered for the Schottky form, the Schottky-Klein
prime form, Schottky groups, the Schottky problem, and Schottky’s theorem. He was the father of
Walter Schottky, one of the pioneers of semiconductor microelectronics (p. 811).

Issai Schur (Russian but studied and worked in Germany, 1875–1941) did innovative work in group
theory, number theory, and combinatorics. He is best remembered for Schur decomposition and
Schur’s lemma.

Karl Hermann Amandus Schwarz (German, 1843–1921) made many contributions to complex vari-
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able analysis and differential equations. His name remains well known from concepts such as the
additive Schwarz method, the Schwarz alternating method, the Schwarzian derivative, the Schwarz
lantern, the Schwarz lemma, Schwarz’s list, the Schwarz minimal surface, the Schwarz theorem,
the Schwarz integral formula, Schwarz-Christoffel mapping, the Schwarz reflection principle, the
Schwarz triangle, and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

Jakob Steiner (Swiss, 1796–1863) conducted research in geometry and other areas of mathematics.
He is remembered in names such as the Steinerian, the Steiner chain, Steiner’s conic problem, the
Steiner inellipse, the Steiner point, Steiner’s problem, the Steiner surface, the Steiner system, the
Steiner tree, the Steiner-Lehmus theorem, and the Poncelet-Steiner theorem.

Ludwig Stickelberger (Swiss, 1850–1936) made important contributions to linear algebra and num-
ber theory, such as the Stickelberger relation and the Frobenius-Stickelberger theorem.

Thomas Joannes Stieltjes (Dutch, 1856–1894) worked in mathematical analysis, continued fractions,
and number theory. His name is attached to the Riemann-Stieltjes integral.

Otto Stolz (Austrian, 1842–1905) did innovative work in complex variable analysis and the foun-
dations of real analysis.

B. L. van der Waerden (Dutch, 1903–1996) contributed to abstract algebra and algebraic geometry.
He is remembered for concepts such as van der Waerden’s conjecture, van der Waerden notation,
the van der Waerden number, the van der Waerden test, and van der Waerden’s theorem.

Heinrich Martin Weber (German, 1842–1913) did work in algebra, mathematical analysis, and
number theory. His name is associated with Weber functions, Weber’s theorem, and the Kronecker-
Weber theorem.

Karl Weierstrass (German, 1815–1897) made major advances in a wide range of areas, including
Abelian functions and integrals, complex variable analysis, elliptic functions, the foundations of real
analysis, and real-variable analysis. He is known for concepts such as the Weierstrass approximation
theorem, Weierstrass coordinates, Weierstrass’s elliptic functions, the Weierstrass equation, the
Weierstrass factorization theorem, the Weierstrass function, the Weierstrass M-test, the Weierstrass
point, the Weierstrass preparation theorem, the Weierstrass product inequality, the Weierstrass ring,
and the Weierstrass transform.

Hermann Weyl (German, 1885–1955) introduced important innovations in group theory, number
theory, and non-Euclidean geometry, as well as general relativity. His name remains attached to
countless concepts such as Weyl algebra, the Weyl basis of the gamma matrices, the Weyl chamber,
the Weyl character formula, the Weyl equation, Weyl fermions, the Weyl gauge, Weyl gravity,
Weyl notation, Weyl quantization, Weyl spinors, Weyl sums, Weyl symmetry, Weyl tensors, Weyl
transformations, the Weyl-Schouten theorem, Weyl’s criterion, and Weyl’s lemmas.

Hans Zassenhaus (German, 1912–1991) worked in abstract algebra and group theory, and helped
to develop computer algebra and number theory.

Ernst Zermelo (German, 1871–1953) made many contributions to set theory and mathematical
logic, such as Zermelo-Fränkel set theory, Zermelo’s navigation problem, the Zermelo ordinal, and
Zermelo’s theorem.
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Figure 5.2: Some creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classical
mechanics included Emil Artin, Stefan Banach, Paul Bernays, Friedrich Bessel, János Bolyai, and
Wolfgang Bolyai.
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Figure 5.3: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classi-
cal mechanics included Bernardus Bolzano, Alexander von Brill, Luitzen Brouwer, Karl Hermann
Brunn, Heinrich Burkhardt, and Georg Cantor.
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Figure 5.4: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classical
mechanics included Constantin Carathéodory, Elwin Christoffel, Rudolf Alfred Clebsch, Lothar
Collatz, Richard Courant, and Richard Dedekind.
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Figure 5.5: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classical
mechanics included Max Dehn, Peter Dirichlet, Paul du Bois Reymond, Walther von Dyck, Samuel
Eilenberg, and Alfred Enneper.
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Figure 5.6: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classical
mechanics included Andreas von Ettingshausen, Erwin Fehlberg, William Feller, Abraham Fränkel,
Friedrich Gottlob Frege, and Robert Fricke.
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Figure 5.7: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classical
mechanics included Georg Frobenius, Lazarus Immanuel Fuchs, Maximilian Richard Fuchs, Karl
Rudolf Fueter, Carl Friedrich Gauss, and Kurt Gödel.
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Figure 5.8: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classi-
cal mechanics included Paul Gordan, Hermann Grassmann, Hermann Hankel, Carl Gustav Axel
Harnack, Friedrich Hartogs, and Felix Hausdorff.
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Figure 5.9: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classical
mechanics included Heinrich Eduard Heine, David Hilbert, Heinz Hopf, Adolf Hurwitz, Carl Gustav
Jacobi, and Theodor Kaluza.
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Figure 5.10: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and clas-
sical mechanics included Theodor Kaluza, Jr., Wilhelm Killing, Christian Felix Klein, Sofia Ko-
valevskaya, Leopold Kronecker, and Ernst Kummer.
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Figure 5.11: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classical
mechanics included Martin Wilhelm Kutta, Daniel Christian Ludolph Lehmus, Sophus Lie, Carl
Ferdinand von Lindemann, Rudolf Lipschitz, and Alfred Loewy.
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Figure 5.12: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classical
mechanics included Gustav Ferdinand Mehler, Friedrich Meyer, Hermann Minkowski, Richard von
Mises, August Möbius, and Carl Neumann.
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Figure 5.13: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classical
mechanics included John von Neumann, Emmy Noether, Max Noether, Moritz Pasch, Oskar Perron,
and Ernst Ferdinand Peschl.
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Figure 5.14: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classical
mechanics included Michel Plancherel, Julius Plücker, George Pólya, Alfred Pringsheim, Bernhard
Riemann, and Arthur Rosenthal.
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Figure 5.15: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classical
mechanics included Carl Runge, Ludwig Schlesinger, Arthur Schönflies, Friedrich Schottky, Issai
Schur, and Karl Schwarz.
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Figure 5.16: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classical
mechanics included Jakob Steiner, Ludwig Stickelberger, Thomas Stieltjes, Otto Stolz, B. L. van
der Waerden, and Heinrich Martin Weber.
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Figure 5.17: Other creators who made significant contributions to applied mathematics and classical
mechanics included Karl Weierstrass, Hermann Weyl, Hans Zassenhaus, and Ernst Zermelo.
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5.2 Electromagnetism

Electromagnetic theory describes the behavior of electric fields, electric currents, magnetic fields,
and electromagnetic waves (such as light and radio waves). The German-speaking scientific world
slowly ramped up during the nineteenth century, and before then scientists had already begun
working out the laws of electromagnetism. Therefore, most of the major early electromagnetic
discoveries came from scientists outside the German-speaking world, including:

• Italian scientists (e.g., Luigi Galvani and Alessandro Volta).

• British scientists (e.g., Michael Faraday and James Clerk Maxwell).

• French scientists (e.g., André-Marie Ampère and Charles-Augustin de Coulomb).

• Hans Christian Ørsted in Denmark.

• Benjamin Franklin in the United States.

As the German-speaking scientific world became larger and more advanced over the course of
the nineteenth century, German-speaking scientists came to increasingly dominate new discoveries
in electromagnetism; see Figs. 5.18–5.23 for some examples.3 That dominance is reflected in the
modern physics terminology of Doppler shifts, Gauss’s law, Helmholtz coils, Kirchhoff’s laws, Lenz’s
law, Lorentz force, Ohm’s law, and various physics quantities measured in Gauss, Hertz, Ohms,
Siemens, Teslas, and Webers.

A. Electric currents and magnetic fields

Carl Friedrich Gauss (German states, 1777–1855) and Wilhelm Weber (German, 1804–1891) con-
ducted magnetic research together, building the first electromagnetic telegraph in 1833 and creating
maps based on geomagnetic measurements. Along the way, Gauss discovered what is now known as
Gauss’s law, which determines how magnetic fields are created and spread out [Dunnington 2003].
The cgs (centimeter-gram-second) unit of magnetic field strength is named in Gauss’s honor, and
the metric SI (Système International) unit of magnetic flux is named after Weber.

Georg Ohm (various German states, 1789–1854) studied the electrical properties of circuits and
demonstrated that the voltage V across a circuit depends on the current I through the circuit and
the electrical resistance R across the circuit, in accordance with the equation V = IR, which is now
known as Ohm’s law. (See Fig. 5.18 top.) The unit of electrical resistance is named in his honor.

Andreas von Ettingshausen (Austrian, 1796–1878) designed the first machine to use electromagnetic
induction to generate power, and also did research in optics.

Franz Ernst Neumann (German, 1798–1895) worked out laws for the induction of currents by
magnetic fields, as well as the optical behavior of crystals.

3For good overviews of this area, see especially: Jungnickel and McCormmach 1986, 2017; von Meÿenn 1997;
Sarkar et al. 2006; Teichmann 2008.
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Figure 5.18: Examples of major German-speaking contributions to electromagnetism include Ohm’s
law for the relationship among voltage, current, and resistance in an electrical circuit; Christian
Doppler’s explanation for why the frequency and wavelength of waves change when their source is
moving; and Heinrich Hertz’s demonstration of electromagnetic waves.
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Figure 5.19: Some creators who made significant contributions to electromagnetism included Chris-
tian Doppler, Paul Drude, Andreas von Ettingshausen, Joseph von Fraunhofer, Carl Friedrich
Gauss, and Heinrich Geissler.
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Figure 5.20: Other creators who made significant contributions to electromagnetism included Eugen
Goldstein, Hermann von Helmholtz, Heinrich Hertz, Johann Wilhelm Hittorf, Wilhelm Holtz, and
Gustav Kirchhoff.
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Figure 5.21: Other creators who made significant contributions to electromagnetism included Rudolf
Kohlrausch, Ernst Lecher, Philipp Lenard, Heinrich Lenz, Hendrik Lorentz, and Albert Michelson.
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Figure 5.22: Other creators who made significant contributions to electromagnetism included Franz
Ernst Neumann, Georg Ohm, Julius Plücker, Johann Christian Poggendorff, Heinrich Rühmkorff,
and Arthur Schuster.
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Figure 5.23: Other creators who made significant contributions to electromagnetism included
Werner von Siemens, Nikola Tesla, August Toepler, Wilhelm Weber, Emil Wiechert, and Wilhelm
Wien.
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Heinrich Lenz (Baltic German, 1804–1865) formulated what is now known as Lenz’s law, which
describes how a changing magnetic field induces electric currents in nearby conductors that create
new magnetic fields opposing the changing field. He also discovered that the power P consumed by
an electric circuit depends on the current I flowing through the circuit and the electrical resistance
R of the circuit, P = I2R.

Heinrich Rühmkorff (German, 1803–1877) developed improved magnetic induction coils, now called
Rühmkorff coils, and used them in a variety of applications such as high-voltage generators. He also
investigated the rotation of the plane of polarized light in magnetic media, thermoelectric effects,
and other aspects of electromagnetism.

Werner von Siemens (German, 1816–1892) began his career by creating more elaborate telegraphs
that could point to individual letters, and went on to produce a wide range of additional electrical
innovations such as generators and transformers. The unit of electrical conductivity (the inverse of
electrical resistance) is named in his honor [Bähr 2016; von Siemens 1895].

Gustav Kirchhoff (German, 1824–1887) discovered a number of physical laws that now have his
name attached to them. Kirchhoff’s various laws describe the current and voltage in electric circuits,
the emission and absorption spectra of materials as measured by spectroscopy, and the emission
and absorption of thermal radiation.

Hendrik Lorentz (Dutch, 1853–1928) made many contributions to electromagnetism and other areas
of physics, including formulating what is now called the Lorentz force, the force that electric and
magnetic fields exert on a particle with a given electric charge and velocity. He won the Nobel Prize
in Physics in 1902 (p. 691).

Johann Christian Poggendorff (German, 1796–1877), Wilhelm Holtz (German, 1836–1913), and
August Toepler (German, 1836–1912) each built very early high-voltage generators and used those
to study electrostatics. Other physicists used such high-voltage generators to power some of the
earliest cathode ray tubes for producing electron beams.

B. Electromagnetic waves

Joseph von Fraunhofer (German states, 1787–1826) made a number of important discoveries and
inventions in optics. He invented diffraction grating and studied the diffraction of light of different
wavelengths. He used a diffraction slit and prism to develop a spectroscope, which he and others
then applied to make important measurements in physics and chemistry. He also created achromatic
telescope lenses and other specialized lenses. Through all of these developments, von Fraunhofer
learned and applied a great deal of knowledge about the behavior of light waves.

Christian Doppler (Austrian, 1803–1853) discovered and explained how the wavelength and fre-
quency of waves changes depending on the velocity of the object emitting the waves, which is now
commonly known as the Doppler effect. (See Fig. 5.18 middle.)

In 1856 (several years before James Clerk Maxwell), Wilhelm Weber collaborated with Rudolf
Kohlrausch (German states, 1809–1858) to combine the laws governing electric fields with those
governing magnetic fields, and to use those to show that light is an electromagnetic wave with its
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speed c given by those equations.

Hermann von Helmholtz (German, 1821–1894) made major discoveries in a wide range of areas
in physics and biology [Cahan 2018]. In electromagnetic theory, he is best remembered for the
Helmholtz equation for electromagnetic waves, and also for Helmholtz electromagnetic coils for
producing a very uniform magnetic field within a small volume.

Heinrich Hertz (German, 1857–1894) produced, detected, and measured electromagnetic waves,
specifically radio waves, making him also the true original inventor of radio transmitters and re-
ceivers. (See Fig. 5.18 bottom.) Unfortunately Hertz died very young; otherwise he would likely
have played even more of a role (and been recognized much more) in the early development of
radio technology. The unit of frequency (1 Hertz = 1 Hz = 1 wave/second) is named in his honor.
Because Hertz died before Nobel Prizes were awarded, he was not eligible to be considered for
one. However, Professor Hj. Théel, President of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, paid
tribute to Hertz’s groundbreaking contributions in his speech for the 1902 Nobel Prize in Physics
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1902/ceremony-speech/]:

This so-called electromagnetic theory of light of Maxwell’s at first aroused compara-
tively little interest. Twenty years after its first appearance however it led to a scien-
tific discovery which demonstrated its great significance in no uncertain manner. The
German physicist Heinrich Hertz then succeeded in demonstrating that the electrical
vibrations—which are generated under certain conditions when an electrically charged
body is discharged—are propagated through the surrounding space in the form of a
wave motion, and that the wave motion spreads at the speed of light and also possesses
its properties. This gave a firm experimental basis for the electromagnetic theory of
light.

Building on the earlier work of Weber, Kohlrausch, Helmholtz, and Hertz on electromagnetic waves,
Ernst Lecher (Austrian, 1856–1926) developed a device that used parallel wires (now called Lecher
lines) to measure the wavelength of radio waves.

Nikola Tesla (Serbo-Croatian, educated in Austria, 1856–1943) showed that Hertz’s radio waves
could be used to transmit signals and even power (using what are now known as Tesla coils)
over considerable distances. Tesla also made countless other contributions to electromagnetism and
electrical engineering, especially in AC (alternating current) electricity generation, distribution, and
usage [Cheney 1981; Cheney and Uth 1999]. The SI unit of magnetic field strength is named in his
honor.

Although Albert Michelson (1852–1931) was a U.S. citizen, he was born in Prussia, was raised
by German-speaking parents, and studied in Berlin and Heidelberg. He developed methods to
measure the speed of light very accurately, and then used those methods to demonstrate that
the speed of light was the same in all directions. That result showed that light is simply elec-
tromagnetic waves in empty space and not waves in some invisible vibrating “ether” material
that fills the universe and moves in a particular direction with some velocity relative to the
earth. For these experiments, Michelson won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1907. Professor the
Count K.A.H. Mörner, President of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, announced the award
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1907/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Michelson. The Swedish Academy of Sciences has awarded you this year the
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Nobel Prize in Physics in recognition of the methods which you have discovered for
insuring exactness in measurements, and also of the investigations in spectrology which
you have carried out in connection therewith.

Your interferometer has rendered it possible to obtain a non-material standard of length,
possessed of a degree of accuracy never hitherto attained. By its means we are enabled
to ensure that the prototype of the metre has remained unaltered in length, and to
restore it with absolute infallibility, supposing it were to get lost.

Your contributions to spectrology embrace methods for the determination of the length
of waves in a more exact manner than those hitherto known.

Furthermore, you have discovered the important fact that the lines in the spectra, which
had been regarded as perfectly distinct, are really in most cases groups of lines. You
have also afforded us the means of closely investigating this phenomenon, both in its
spontaneous occurrence and when it is produced by magnetic influence, as in Zeeman’s
interesting experiments.

Astronomy has also derived great advantage, and will do so yet more in the future, from
your method of measurements.

Paul Drude (German, 1863–1906) used the latest ideas about electromagnetic waves and electrons
to create some of the first mathematical models for the electrical and optical properties of solids.

C. Electron beams (cathode rays) and proton beams (anode rays or canal rays)

Heinrich Geissler (German, 1814–1879) invented the first high-voltage, low-pressure gas-filled glass
electrical discharge tubes, which other scientists ultimately used to produce everything from electron
beams and X-rays to fluorescent lights and television picture tubes to vacuum tubes and phototubes.

In the late 1850s and 1860s, Julius Plücker (German states, 1801–1868) and Johann Wilhelm Hittorf
(German, 1824–1914) modified Geissler’s tubes to produce cathode rays, which were later found to
be electron beams, and to measure their properties.

Philipp Lenard (Austrian/German, 1862–1947) conducted a variety of novel experiments with cath-
ode rays beginning in 1888. He demonstrated that the electrons were particles, and he experimen-
tally measured many of their properties. For this work, he won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1905.
Professor A. Lindstedt, President of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, described Lenard’s
experiments [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1905/ceremony-speech/]:

The discovery of the cathode rays forms the first link in the chain of brilliant discoveries
with which the names of Röntgen, Becquerel and Curie are connected. The discovery
itself was made by Hittorf as long ago as 1869 and therefore falls in a period before that
which the Nobel Foundation is able to take into account. However, the recognition which
Lenard has earned himself by the further development of Hittorf’s discovery (which is
becoming of increasing importance) shows that he too deserves the same reward as has
already come to several of his successors for work of a similar nature. [...]
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These were the circumstances prevailing when Lenard began his work on cathode rays
in 1893. He started from a fact which had been observed by his great and prematurely
deceased teacher Heinrich Hertz: that these rays were able to pass through thin metal
plates which had been introduced into the discharge tube. At Hertz’s suggestion he
utilized this fact in an attempt to lead the rays out of the tube. He used for this a tube
which was not wholly made of glass but terminated at one place in a very thin aluminium
plate. As the cathode rays reached Lenard’s “aluminium window”, it was found that
they passed through it and continued their course in the air outside the tube. This
constituted a discovery which was to have the most far-reaching consequences, above
all for the study of the radiation phenomena themselves. It became possible to study
cathode rays under much simpler and more convenient experimental conditions than
before, and also to separate observations on conditions needed for the production of the
rays in the tube from questions concerning their propagation and other characteristics.

Lenard found first of all that the rays coming through the aluminium window possessed
the same characteristics as those previously noted in rays inside the tube, i.e. that they
cause fluorescence, can be deflected by a magnet and so on. He further proved that
cathode rays have certain chemical effects such as causing impressions on photographic
plates, ozonizing air, making gases conducting through so-called ionisation, etc. It was
also discovered that these rays pass unimpeded through empty space but that in gases
they are subject to diffusion which increases with the density of the gas; and, moreover,
that bodies in general differ in permeability, as their absorptive power bears a direct
relationship to their density. Cathode rays proved to be carriers of negative electricity
even in empty space and they could be deflected from their path by both magnetic and
electrical fields. Finally, Lenard showed that there are various types of cathode rays,
differentiated amongst other things by the fact that they are deflected by magnets, to
a greater or lesser extent. He also found that the formation of one or other type of ray
is determined by the degree of gas rarification in the discharge tube. [...]

The research by Lenard, only a very brief report of which is given here, has been
followed by a series of valuable studies by other scientists as well. Development of the
theoretical basis for the theory of electrons has gone hand in hand with the experimental
work. The study of electrons, their characteristics and their behaviour in relation to
matter has been given a sounder basis through these researches on cathode rays and
has been gradually developed into one of the foremost theories of modern physics by
Lenard himself and by other workers. This theory is in fact not only important for the
explanation of cathode rays and other closely related phenomena—the electron theory
with its concepts on the constitution of matter has become of the most fundamental
importance for the sciences of electricity and of light and for both the physicist and the
chemist.

In 1890, Arthur Schuster (German, 1851–1934) measured the charge-to-mass ratio of electrons and
showed that it was remarkably large, so electrons were particles with a very small mass compared
to atoms. Schuster was also the first physicist to propose the existence of antimatter particles that
would annihilate and produce energy if combined with particles of ordinary matter.

The geophysicist Emil Wiechert (German, 1861–1928) also demonstrated that cathode rays were
particles and measured their charge-to-mass ratio.
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One could make a strong case that the fact that electrons are particles was discovered by the
1850s–1860s qualitative demonstrations of Julius Plücker and Johann Hittorf, or by the quantitative
measurements of Lenard, Schuster, and Wiechert in the late 1880s and early 1890s. Yet traditionally
the credit for the discovery of the electron has been given to J. J. Thomson (British, 1856–1940),
who conducted very similar but much more widely publicized experiments in 1897. For that work,
Thomson received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1906.

Eugen Goldstein (German, 1850–1930) used similar tubes not only to produce and study cathode
rays or electrons, but also to produce and analyze anode rays (also called canal rays), which turned
out to be positively charged ions, or atomic nuclei. More specifically, Goldstein’s anode rays were
protons if he used hydrogen gas in his tubes. Goldstein showed that the anode rays were particles
with a positive charge and a mass much larger than that of the electron.

Wilhelm Wien (German, 1864–1928) measured the mass of the anode rays produced from hydrogen
gas in 1898 and specifically showed that they had the same mass as a hydrogen atom. For some of
his other work (thermal radiation), Wien won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1911 (p. 714).

Thus one could make a good case that the proton was discovered in 1886 by Goldstein, or at the
latest was more fully demonstrated in 1898 by Wien. Yet traditionally the credit for the discovery
of the proton has been given to Ernest Rutherford (New Zealand/British, 1871–1937) for a series
of experiments he conducted during the period 1917–1919.

The fundamental physics discoveries in electromagnetism led to a vast range of applications, which
is the field of electrical and electromagnetic engineering; see Chapter 6 for more information.
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5.3 Special and General Relativity

The theory of relativity is thus named because it deals with objects that are moving differently
relative to each other, as there is no absolute frame of reference to authoritatively declare what is
moving and what is not.

Special relativity is valid for the special case in which the objects’ relative velocities remain constant,
with no acceleration or deceleration. Following that initial assumption to its logical if surprising
conclusions, special relativity describes the weird things that happen when something travels nearly
as fast as the speed of light (relative to some other observer), including time slowing down, lengths
contracting, and not being able to travel faster than light speed no matter how hard something is
pushed (Fig. 5.24). These strange effects have all been confirmed in countless experiments. At the
fundamental level, these effects are manifestations of the facts that space and time are interrelated,
and mass and energy are interrelated.

General relativity covers the general case in which objects may be accelerating or decelerating.
The forces inside an accelerating object are indistinguishable from the forces inside a gravitational
field, so general relativity describes the weird things that happen when something gets close to
very strong gravitational fields, such as time and space being warped (Fig. 5.25). Important effects
that are correctly predicted by general relativity include the gravitational fields of stars, black
holes, and wormholes; gravitational red-shifting of light; gravitational bending of light; precession
of Mercury’s perihelion as it orbits the sun; gravitational waves; and the overall structure and
history of the universe.

Relativity is quite possibly unique in how much of the field came from a single person, Albert
Einstein (German, 1879–1955, Fig. 5.26).4 Indeed, Einstein and relativity are probably the most
famous creator and creation from the entire German-speaking world. In addition to developing spe-
cial relativity (1905) and general relativity (1915–1916), Einstein also made major contributions to
statistical and thermal physics, non-relativistic quantum physics, and relativistic quantum physics,
as covered in the next sections.

Shockingly, the Nobel Committee for Physics was unwilling to give Einstein an award for relativity
even years later, since they considered it so counterintuitive and controversial. They did give him
a Nobel Prize in 1921, but only for his work on the quantum physics of the photoelectric effect (p.
690).

Although Einstein is justifiably lauded for special relativity, at least six other scientists also made
significant contributions to the theory: Hendrik Lorentz, Woldemar Voigt, Ernst Mach, Hermann
Minkowski, Walter Kaufmann, and Alfred Bucherer.

4For good overviews of this area, see especially: Laurie Brown et al. 1995; Isaacson 2007; Jungnickel and McCor-
mmach 1986, 2017; Levenson 2003; Pais 1982; Thorne 1994.
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Figure 5.24: Special relativity correctly predicted that time slows down for objects moving very
quickly (approaching the speed of light).
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Figure 5.25: General relativity correctly predicted that gravitational fields warp both time and
space, creating several measurable effects.
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Figure 5.26: Albert Einstein proposed special relativity in papers he published in 1905, and general
relativity in a series of papers published in 1915–1916.
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Figure 5.27: Other creators who made significant contributions to special and general relativity in-
cluded Valentine Bargmann, Peter Bergmann, Hermann Bondi, Alfred Bucherer, Elwin Christoffel,
and Willem de Sitter.
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Figure 5.28: Other creators who made significant contributions to special and general relativity
included Loránd Eötvös, Ludwig Flamm, Erwin Finlay-Freundlich, George Gamow, Thomas Gold,
and Gustav Herglotz.
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Figure 5.29: Other creators who made significant contributions to special and general relativity
included David Hilbert, Leopold Infeld, Theodor Kaluza, Jacobus Kapteyn, Walter Kaufmann,
and Oskar Klein.
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Figure 5.30: Other creators who made significant contributions to special and general relativity
included Josef Lense, Hendrik Lorentz, Ernst Mach, Hermann Minkowski, Jan Oort, and Bernhard
Riemann.
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Figure 5.31: Other creators who made significant contributions to special and general relativity in-
cluded Karl Schwarzschild, Hans Thirring, Woldemar Voigt, Carl Wilhelm Wirtz, and Fritz Zwicky.
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Over the period 1892–1905, Hendrik Lorentz (Dutch, 1853–1928, 1902 Nobel Prize in Physics)
developed mathematical formulas for apparent distortions of time and space for objects moving
at nearly the speed of light. Those formulas for the distortions are now know as the Lorentz
transformations, and correctly describe special relativistic effects, as Einstein showed. Physicist
Robert Weber described Lorentz’s contributions to relativity [Weber 1988, pp. 12–13]:

In 1892 Lorentz put forward the theory of electrons which profoundly influenced the
development of theoretical physics. In 1895 he published his mathematical investigation
of the effect on the shape of a body produced by its moving with speed v through the
ether. [...] Ten years later this result was shown to follow from the theory of relativity.

One deduction from Lorentz’s electron theory of matter was that the mass of an electron
increased with its velocity. Later experiments with beta rays from radioactive elements
confirmed quantitatively his prediction, and once again Lorentz anticipated a finding of
the theory of relativity. [...]

In 1904 Lorentz made his greatest contribution to theoretical physics when he showed
that James Clerk Maxwell’s electromagnetic equations were not invariant with respect
to velocity when transformed from one reference frame to another by the hitherto univer-
sally accepted Newtonian transformation formulae. These related the time and position
coordinates of an event in one reference frame to those assigned to the same event
viewed in another frame. Lorentz devised alternative transformation formulae which
made Maxwell’s equations invariant. Einstein, refusing to believe that there could be
one set of such formulae (Newton’s) for mechanical relationships and another (Lorentz’s)
for electrical, accepted Lorentz’s transformation formulae as universally applicable. The
special or restricted theory of relativity followed from that acceptance.

Actually, Woldemar Voigt (German, 1850–1919) correctly calculated the Lorentz transformations
of space and time even earlier, in 1887, although he apparently did not fully consider their physical
meaning or effects as in special relativity. Historians of science Christa Jungnickel and Russell
McCormmach included a brief mention of Voigt’s achievement in their history of early German
physics [Jungnickel and McCormmach 1986, Vol. 2, p. 273]:

In 1915, in honor of the tenth anniversary of the theory of relativity, the editors of the
Physikalische Zeitschrift reprinted a paper of Voigt’s from 1887 on the Doppler principle.
This “very early precursor” of relativity theory contained what became known as the
Lorentz transformations, which Voigt had derived from a study of the elastic light-ether.
Physicists liked to recall this independent discovery, a curiosity that pointed up Voigt’s
remove from the developments that “modern” physics came to be identified with.

Voigt had reservations about Einstein’s relativity principle as a natural law[...]

Ernst Mach (Austrian, 1838–1916) intensively studied the physics of objects approaching or moving
faster than the speed of sound waves. (Hence the Mach number of an object is the ratio of its speed
to the speed of sound.) However, many of his results carry over to consideration of what would
happen if objects approached or moved faster than the speed of light waves. Mach’s philosophical
approach to space and time also influenced Einstein’s development of relativity, as described by
historian Volker Berghahn [Berghahn 2005, p. 161]:
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Among the first to do so was Ernst Mach in Vienna who, in light of recent develop-
ments, proposed a total separation of metaphysics from the sciences. In his book Die
Mechanik in ihrer Entwicklung (1883) he even went so far as to portray time and space
as metaphysical concepts that should be thrown overboard. Nature, he wrote, did not
know such confines. The body’s temporal and spatial position was determined only
in relation to other objects. Influenced by Mach, Einstein took the final step on this
journey[...]

After Einstein worked out the physics and effects of special relativity, in 1907 Hermann Minkowski
(German, 1864–1909) showed that those effects could be interpreted as the geometric behavior of
four dimensions in which the three spatial dimensions are real numbers and the fourth or time
dimension is an imaginary number (or equivalently, spatial dimensions are imaginary numbers and
time is a real number). Physicist Abraham Pais summarized Minkowski’s contributions [Pais 1982,
pp. 151–152]:

In 1902, Minkowski, at one time Einstein’s teacher in Zürich, had moved to the Univer-
sity of Goettingen. There, on November 5, 1907, he gave a colloquium about relativity
in which he identified Lorentz transformations with pseudorotations for which

x2
1 + x2

2 + x2
3 + x2

4 is invariant, x4 = ict

where x1, x2, x3 denote the spatial variables. [...] Soon thereafter Minkowski published
a detailed paper in which for the first time the Maxwell-Lorentz equations are presented
in their modern tensor form, the equations of point mechanics are given a similar treat-
ment, and the inadequacy of the Newtonian gravitation theory from the relativistic
point of view is discussed. Terms such as spacelike vector, timelike vector, light cone,
and world line stem from this paper.

Thus began the enormous formal simplification of special relativity. Initially, Einstein
was not impressed and regarded the transcriptions of his theory into tensor form as
‘überflüssige Gelehrsamkeit,’ (superfluous learnedness). However, in 1912 he adopted
tensor methods and in 1916 acknowledged his indebtedness to Minkowski for having
greatly facilitated the transition from special to general relativity.

Walter Kaufmann (German, 1871–1947) experimentally demonstrated that the mass of electrons
increases with their velocity, as predicted by special relativity. He actually made his first mea-
surements in 1901, before Einstein’s first paper on relativity. Immediately after Einstein published
his theory, Kaufmann made more accurate measurements of the electron mass increase in 1905.
Alfred Bucherer (German, 1863–1927) made even more precise measurements in 1908, helping to
distinguish between Einstein’s version of special relativity and competing theories of electron mass
increases.

To sum up the history of special relativity, Einstein justifiably earned the greatest credit for special
relativity, through his discoveries about the physical origins and physical implications of space and
time changing with velocity and his 1905 publications that elegantly tied all of that together. Yet
if Einstein had never existed, these ideas were percolating within the German-speaking physics
community, and it seems likely that Lorentz, Voigt, Minkowski, or others from that community
would have arrived at the complete theory of special relativity within a few years after 1905.
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While Einstein was the dominant figure in special relativity, it is even more clear that he was
the primary discoverer of general relativity. The Nobel-Prize-winning general relativity expert Kip
Thorne pointed out how extraordinarily farsighted and exceptional Einstein’s work was [Thorne
1994, p. 119]:

In fact, without Einstein the general relativistic laws of gravity might not have been
discovered until several decades later.

While’s Einstein’s theory of relativity was never recognized by the Nobel Committee for Physics, the
reaction from other scientists and from the public was overwhelming, as summarized by historians
of science Jean Medawar and David Pyke [Medawar and Pyke 2000, p. 33]:

Einstein was already famous, for his special theory of relativity produced in 1905 and
his general theory published in 1917. However, they were still theories and not everyone
was convinced. Then in 1919 an expedition, under the British physicist Sir Arthur Ed-
dington, went to tropical Africa to photograph a total eclipse of the sun. This confirmed
Einstein’s prediction, made in 1917, by showing that light was bent by gravity. Almost
universal acceptance followed and Einstein was hailed as a genius.

In London, the discovery was announced by J. J. Thomson, President of the Royal Soci-
ety, as ‘one of the greatest achievements in the history of human thought’. Introducing
the findings based on the expedition’s photographs, Thomson continued: ‘It is not the
discovery of an outlying island but of a whole continent of new ideas. It is the greatest
discovery in connection with gravity since Newton enunciated his principles.’

Einstein became world-famous not only among scientists but also to the public. He was
modest and of a tentative demeanour but that did not dampen the interest in everything
he said and did. [...] He was honoured and fêted everywhere as the embodiment of science
and the cleverest man in the world. No scientist had then, nor has since, been so admired
or so famous.

Despite Einstein’s critical role in the development of general relativity, a number of other German-
speaking physicists and mathematicians also made important contributions to the theory, before,
during, and after Einstein’s work.

Just as Ernst Mach’s ideas about space and time influenced Einstein’s development of special
relativity, Mach’s ideas about inertia and acceleration also influenced Einstein’s development of
general relativity.

Likewise, Einstein incorporated Hermann Minkowski’s ideas about the geometry of spatial and
temporal dimensions, and his tensors for describing those mathematically, into the theory of general
relativity.

Bernhard Riemann (German, 1826–1866) was the mathematician who originally developed most
of the tensors and other mathematical methods of describing warped dimensions in general that
Einstein later applied to describe warped space and time in particular.
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Shortly after Riemann’s death, Elwin Christoffel (German, 1829–1900) extended Riemann’s work
by adding some new tensors, now known as Christoffel symbols, to describe additional details of
warped dimensions. Einstein ultimately incorporated the Christoffel symbols into general relativity,
along with Riemann’s tensors.

After Einstein’s first papers on general relativity, the mathematician David Hilbert (German, 1862–
1943) immersed himself in the new theory and independently published papers on the tensor mathe-
matics of general relativity in parallel with Einstein’s further papers on the topic. Gustav Herglotz
(Austrian/German, 1881–1953) also published some independent and very early analyses of the
tensor methods Einstein was using for general relativity.

As soon as Einstein’s first equations for general relativity were available, Einstein, as well as Josef
Lense (Austrian, 1890–1985) and Hans Thirring (Austrian, 1888–1976), found that in addition to
the distortions of space and time caused by a massive object, if that object is rotating, it will also
introduce “twisting” distortions into space and time. The twisting of space and time around massive
rotating objects is called the Lense-Thirring effect or sometimes the Einstein-Lense-Thirring effect.

Loránd Eötvös (Austro-Hungarian, 1848–1919) conducted early experiments demonstrating the
equivalence between gravity and acceleration, or the equivalence between gravitational mass and
inertial mass. He also developed extremely sensitive methods of measuring gravitational gradients
or variations along the earth’s surface. The cgs unit for gravitational gradients is named in his
honor, and Einstein cited Loránd Eötvös’s experimental results when he published his theory of
general relativity.

Immediately after Einstein published his first papers on general relativity in 1915, Karl Schwarzschild
(German, 1873–1916) used those to solve the equations of general relativity for the gravitational field
of a spherical, non-rotating mass. Einstein was impressed by his solution, and it is still widely used
to describe the gravitational field of objects ranging from planets to black holes. The Schwarzschild
radius, which appears in Schwarzschild’s general mathematical solution, is the size to which a given
mass must be compressed to form a black hole. Equivalently, the Schwarzschild radius is the dis-
tance from the center of the black hole to the point of no return (also called the event horizon)
for objects near the black hole, where the gravitational field becomes so strong that not even light
can escape from falling toward the center. If Schwarzschild had not died almost immediately after
publishing his result, he might have gone on to make many more contributions to general relativity.
Physicist Abraham Pais summarized Schwarzschild’s contributions [Pais 1982, p. 255]:

[O]n January 16, 1916, Einstein read a paper before the Prussian Academy on behalf
of Karl Schwarzschild, who was in the German army at the Russian front at that time.
The paper contained the exact solution of the static isotropic gravitational field of a
mass point, the first instance of a rigorous solution of Einstein’s full gravitational field
equations. On February 24, 1916, Einstein read another paper by Schwarzschild, this one
giving the solution for a mass point in the gravitational field of an incompressible fluid
sphere. It is there that the Schwarzschild radius is introduced for the first time. On June
29, 1916, Einstein addressed the Prussian Academy to commemorate Schwarzschild,
who had died on May 11 after a short illness contracted at the Russian front. He spoke
of Schwarzschild’s great talents and contributions both as an experimentalist and a
theorist. He also spoke of Schwarzschild’s achievements as director (since 1909) of the
astrophysical observatory in Potsdam. He concluded by expressing his conviction that
Schwarzschild’s contributions would continue to play a stimulating role in science.
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Like Schwarzschild, Ludwig Flamm (Austrian, 1885–1964) also responded to Einstein’s first papers
on general relativity by considering gravitational field solutions for specific cases in 1916. In partic-
ular, Flamm considered possible solutions for what would now be regarded as wormholes, or tunnels
of warped space and time connecting two different parts of the universe. Theodor Kaluza (German,
1885–1954) also considered how to extend Einstein’s theory of general relativity to include extra
dimensions or other modifications.

The astronomer Erwin Finlay-Freundlich (German, 1885–1964) planned some of the first experi-
mental tests of general relativity, including red-shifting of light from the sun and bending of starlight
around the sun. Other scientists later carried out those tests and ultimately proved that general
relativity was correct.

Willem de Sitter (Dutch, 1872–1934) collaborated with Einstein to apply general relativity to de-
scribe various possible scenarios for the structure and history of the universe, and they both agreed
that the equations of general relativity appeared to predict an expanding (or possibly contracting)
universe. Historian Thomas Levenson wrote about the first interactions of de Sitter and Einstein
regarding the theoretical discovery that the universe could be expanding [Levenson 2003, p. 135]:

In February 1917 Willem De Sitter, professor of astronomy at the University of Leyden
in the Netherlands, responded to Einstein’s theory almost as soon as it appeared by
proposing a model of an expanding universe. Einstein looked for some flaw in De Sitter’s
work that could rule out so unsettling a notion, but he soon gave up and admitted that
there was nothing formally wrong with the idea.

In a series of 1918–1924 publications (Fig. 5.32), Carl Wilhelm Wirtz (German, 1876–1939) mea-
sured the distances and the red-shifting of light from other galaxies. The amount of red-shift or
Doppler shift indicated the galaxies’ velocities relative to the Earth. With that data, he experimen-
tally demonstrated that the universe was indeed expanding, and that the more distant galaxies were
moving away from us faster than galaxies closer to us, in agreement with de Sitter’s and Einstein’s
predictions [Wirtz 1918, 1922a, 1922b, 1924, 1936]. Wirtz’s first results in this area occurred more
than a decade before Edwin Hubble’s (American, 1889–1953) first 1929 paper that also showed
evidence of the expanding universe. For example, in October 1921 Wirtz wrote [Wirtz 1922a]:

Alle diese statistischen Erscheinungen
lagern sich über den auffälligsten und
Hauptvorgang, der sich als ein Auseinan-
dertreiben des Systems den Spiralnebel
relativ zu unserm Standpunkt beschreiben
läßt. Dann bedeutet z.B. die Abhängigkeit
von der galaktischen Breite, daß die Nebel
bei den Polen sich rascher von uns entfer-
nen als die Nebel der niedrigeren Breiten,
und die Abhängigkeit von der Größenklasse
zeigt an, daß die uns nächsten oder auch die
massenstarken Spiralnebel eine geringere
Auswärtsbewegung besitzen als die fernen
oder etwa die massenschwachen Nebel. Daß
der Zielpunkt aus den Radialbewegungen
der Spiralnebel nichts zu tun hat mit dem
Sonnenapex, ist bekannt.

All of these statistical data result from the
most remarkable and main process, which
can be described as a driving apart of the
system of the spiral galaxies relative to our
point of view. Then for example the depen-
dence on the galactic latitude means that
the galaxies at the poles move away from
us faster than the galaxies of the lower lat-
itudes, and the dependence on the distance
indicates that the spiral galaxies closest to
us or perhaps the more massive galaxies
have a smaller outward movement than the
distant or the less massive galaxies. It is
known that the target point from the ra-
dial movements of the spiral galaxies has
nothing to do with the solar apex.
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Figure 5.32: Carl Wilhelm Wirtz measured and reported the expansion of the universe in a series
of 1918–1924 publications [Wirtz 1918, 1922a, 1922b, 1924].
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Several years after Wirtz’s discovery and publications, Edwin Hubble aggressively promoted himself
in public as the discoverer of the expanding universe, and Wirtz’s accomplishments have unfortu-
nately been nearly forgotten by history [Kragh and Smith 2003; Seitter and Duerbeck 1999; van
den Bergh 2011]. Astronomer Sidney van den Bergh described the situation [van den Bergh 2011]:

In his 1922 paper Wirtz concludes that either the nearest or the most massive galaxies
have the lowest redshifts. From the more extensive observational material available in
1924 Wirtz found that the radial velocities of spiral nebulae grow quite significantly
with increasing distance. He was aware of the fact that the General Theory of Relativ-
ity predicted that redshifts should increase with increasing distance. Wirtz published
his results in the Astronomische Nachrichten, the leading German astronomy journal.
(Hubble received an A in his high-school German course [...] and he also read Ger-
man text books on corporate law [...] so he would have had no trouble reading Wirtz’s
papers.) [...]

The myth that Hubble discovered the velocity-distance relation seems to have originated
with Humason (1931) (who was at that time acting as Hubble’s observing assistant).

George Gamow (Russian but educated and worked in Germany, lived 1904–1968) built on the
earlier work of Einstein, de Sitter, Wirtz, and others regarding the history of the universe. Gamow
considered the implications that the universe has been expanding outward ever since a “Big Bang”
billions of years ago. Gamow made specific predictions about what evidence such a Big Bang would
have produced (such as the production of certain amounts of nuclei and of electromagnetic “echoes”
or background radiation) that were later discovered in experiments to be correct.

Following Einstein, de Sitter, and Wirtz, other theoretical physicists also took up the idea of an
expanding universe: Alexander Friedman (Russian but published in German, 1888–1925) in 1924,
Georges Lemâıtre (Belgian, 1894–1966) beginning in 1927, and Howard Robertson (American but
trained in Germany, 1903–1961) and Arthur Walker (British, 1909–2001) in the 1930s.

In addition to his other predictions, in 1917 Einstein also predicted the properties and physical
implications of what he called a “cosmological constant” but is now called “dark energy,” a diffuse
field throughout the universe that acts to oppose the attraction of gravity [Pais 1982]. The first
experimental evidence of dark energy was detected over 80 years later, in 1998, and much more
evidence has been discovered since then (Fig. 4.58).

Jacobus Kapteyn (Dutch, 1851–1922), Fritz Zwicky (Swiss, 1898–1974), and Jan Oort (Dutch,
1900–1992) predicted dark matter, mysterious material that adds to the gravitational attraction
of the universe but does not appear to be made out of known types of particles, decades before
its existence was proven experimentally [John Johnson, Jr., 2019; Stöckli and Müller 2008]. Large
amounts of evidence for the existence of dark matter were finally found in the 1970s and 1980s
(Fig. 4.57).

Both dark energy and dark matter have had a decisive effect on the history and current state of
our entire universe.

Hermann Bondi (Austrian, 1919–2005) and Thomas Gold (Austrian, 1920–2004) used general rel-
ativity to analyze a wide range of scenarios such as gravity waves, black holes, and the structure
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and history of the universe.

In the final decades of Einstein’s life, Valentine Bargmann (German, 1908–1989) and Peter Bergmann
(German, 1915–2002) collaborated with him on a number of possible extensions and applications
of general relativity. Leopold Infeld (Austrian, 1898–1968) also collaborated with Einstein on how
to calculate the motions of a large number of objects interacting with each other due to gravity.

For additional information on German-speaking contributions to astrophysics, see Section 4.6.
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5.4 Non-relativistic Quantum Physics

Like an Impressionist painting, matter looks clearly delineated and well behaved when seen macro-
scopically from a distance, but blurry and confusing when viewed microscopically at the level of
individual atoms. (Non-relativistic) quantum physics describes the strange behavior of very small
things. (Section 5.6 discusses relativistic quantum physics, the even stranger behavior when rela-
tivity and quantum physics are combined.)

As shown in Fig. 5.33, there are two fundamental ideas in quantum physics:

• What we normally think of as waves can act like particles; for example, electromagnetic waves
can act like discrete particles called photons.

• Conversely, at the microscopic scale, particles of matter can act like blurry waves instead of
discrete chunks of solid stuff.

Weird quantum effects of particles acting like waves (and vice versa) generally only happen with
things the size of atoms or smaller, because the interrelationship between wave and particle behav-
ior involves a very small physical constant (Planck’s constant h ≈ 6.626 × 10−34 Joule-seconds).
Nevertheless, those quantum phenomena can have profound effects on the behavior of atoms and
molecules, and therefore on any reactions (chemical or nuclear) in which they are involved, or
devices (transistors, lasers, etc.) of which they are a part.

Like relativity, quantum physics was almost entirely a product of the German-speaking world
(Figs. 5.34–5.38).5 Perhaps the most significant contributions to quantum physics from outside
the German-speaking world were those of the French physicist Louis de Broglie (1892–1987), who
proposed the mathematical relationship between particle momentum and quantum wavelength, and
the Danish physicist Niels Bohr (1885–1962), who proposed a simple quantum model of the atom
and was closely connected with the German-speaking scientific world throughout his career. In fact,
historians are generally in such agreement that quantum physics was primarily a product of the
German-speaking world that they have spent decades debating what factors may have promoted
that development [Carson et al. 2011].

Arguably the first significant work on quantum theory was by Johann Balmer (Swiss, 1825–1898). In
1885, he developed a mathematical formula that correctly described the spacing between different
wavelengths of light that could be emitted or absorbed by hydrogen atoms. Many years later,
other scientists would show that the spacings Balmer described occurred because quantum physics
only allowed certain electron orbits and energy levels in atoms, and therefore certain energies or
wavelengths of light that could be emitted or absorbed by those electrons. In 1908, Friedrich Paschen
(German, 1865–1947) also demonstrated that the spectral lines continue beyond visible wavelengths
well into the infrared spectrum [Jungnickel and McCormmach 1986].

5For good overviews of this area, see especially: Laurie Brown et al. 1995; Gamow 1966; Jones 2008; Jungnickel
and McCormmach 1986, 2017; L’Annunziata 2016; von Meÿenn 1997; Weber 1988.
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Figure 5.33: The central concept of quantum physics is that when the world is viewed at a very
small scale (typically at the size of atoms or smaller), anything can behave like either a well-defined
particle or a blurry wave, or both at the same time.
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Figure 5.34: Some creators who made significant contributions to quantum physics included Johann
Balmer, Niels Bohr (Danish but closely tied to the German scientific community), Max Born, Paul
Ehrenfest, Albert Einstein, and James Franck.
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Figure 5.35: Other creators who made significant contributions to quantum physics included George
Gamow, Walther Gerlach, Werner Heisenberg, Grete Hermann, Gustav Hertz, and Friedrich Hund.
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Figure 5.36: Other creators who made significant contributions to quantum physics included Pascual
Jordan, Hendrik Kramers, Ralph Kronig, Werner Kuhn, Alfred Landé, and Hendrik Lorentz.
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Figure 5.37: Other creators who made significant contributions to quantum physics included
Friedrich Paschen, Wolfgang Pauli, Max Planck, Fritz Reiche, Erwin Schrödinger, and Arnold
Sommerfeld.
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Figure 5.38: Other creators who made significant contributions to quantum physics included Hertha
Sponer, Johannes Stark, Otto Stern, Willy Thomas, Gregor Wentzel, and Pieter Zeeman.
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In 1900, Max Planck (German, 1858–1947) made a seminal advance in quantum physics [Brandon
Brown 2015; Planck 1950]. He showed that the spectrum of light and other electromagnetic radiation
emitted by a hot object (a “black body” that glows because of its heat) could be explained if
the electromagnetic radiation was acting not just as waves, but also as particles (later dubbed
“photons”). Planck found that the energy E of the particles was proportional to the frequency f of
the waves, where the two quantities were related by a new constant h ≈ 6.626×10−34 Joule-seconds
that came to be known as Planck’s constant (E = hf). Later scientists would realize that Planck’s
constant governed a wide variety of quantum effects. Planck won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1918
for his pioneering work. Dr. Å. G. Ekstrand, President of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences,
announced the award [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1918/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Planck. The Swedish Academy of Sciences has awarded you the Nobel Prize for
1918 in recognition of your epoch-making investigations into the quantum theory. This
theory, which was originally connected with black-body radiation, has now demonstrated
its validity for other fields and relationships of Nature, and the constant number, named
after you, is a proportionality factor which describes a common, but until now unknown,
property of matter.

Albert Einstein (German, 1879–1955) expanded on Planck’s work regarding how light behaves like
quantum particles, or photons [Isaacson 2007; Pais 1982]. Specifically, Einstein showed that the
particle nature of light could explain the photoelectric effect, in which there is a clear difference
between particles of light that do or do not have enough energy to knock electrons loose in a
substance. For helping to further establish and expand the growing field of quantum physics (but
not for his contributions to statistical physics or his development of special and general relativity!),
Einstein received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1921. Professor S. Arrhenius, Chairman of the Nobel
Committee for Physics, said [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1921/ceremony-speech/]:

There is probably no physicist living today whose name has become so widely known
as that of Albert Einstein. Most discussion centres on his theory of relativity. This
pertains essentially to epistemology and has therefore been the subject of lively debate
in philosophical circles. It will be no secret that the famous philosopher Bergson in Paris
has challenged this theory, while other philosophers have acclaimed it wholeheartedly.
The theory in question also has astrophysical implications which are being rigorously
examined at the present time.

Throughout the first decade of this century the so-called Brownian movement stimu-
lated the keenest interest. In 1905 Einstein founded a kinetic theory to account for this
movement by means of which he derived the chief properties of suspensions, i.e. liquids
with solid particles suspended in them. This theory, based on classical mechanics, helps
to explain the behaviour of what are known as colloidal solutions, a behaviour which
has been studied by Svedberg, Perrin, Zsigmondy and countless other scientists within
the context of what has grown into a large branch of science, colloid chemistry.

A third group of studies, for which in particular Einstein has received the Nobel Prize,
falls within the domain of the quantum theory founded by Planck in 1900. This theory
asserts that radiant energy consists of individual particles, termed “quanta”, approxi-
mately in the same way as matter is made up of particles, i.e. atoms. This remarkable
theory, for which Planck received the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1918, suffered from a
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variety of drawbacks and about the middle of the first decade of this century it reached
a kind of impasse. Then Einstein came forward with his work on specific heat and the
photoelectric effect. This latter had been discovered by the famous physicist Hertz in
1887. He found that an electrical spark passing between two spheres does so more readily
if its path is illuminated with the light from another electrical discharge. A more exhaus-
tive study of this interesting phenomenon was carried out by Hallwachs who showed
that under certain conditions a negatively charged body, e.g. a metal plate, illuminated
with light of a particular colour—ultraviolet has the strongest effect—loses its nega-
tive charge and ultimately assumes a positive charge. In 1899 Lenard demonstrated the
cause to be the emission of electrons at a certain velocity from the negatively charged
body. The most extraordinary aspect of this effect was that the electron emission veloc-
ity is independent of the intensity of the illuminating light, which is proportional only
to the number of electrons, whereas the velocity increases with the frequency of the
light. Lenard stressed that this phenomenon was not in good agreement with the then
prevailing concepts. [...]

Einstein’s law of the photo-electrical effect has been extremely rigorously tested by
the American Millikan and his pupils and passed the test brilliantly. Owing to these
studies by Einstein the quantum theory has been perfected to a high degree and an
extensive literature grew up in this field whereby the extraordinary value of this theory
was proved. Einstein’s law has become the basis of quantitative photo-chemistry in the
same way as Faraday’s law is the basis of electro-chemistry.

While some physicists were exploring various aspects of the wave/particle duality of light, other
physicists were investigating aspects of what ultimately proved to be the wave/particle duality of
electrons, as revealed by how the electrons orbiting in atoms emitted and absorbed light. Building
on the earlier work by Johann Balmer about the behavior of normal atoms, they studied how atoms
responded to strong magnetic or electric fields.

Pieter Zeeman (Dutch, 1865–1943) demonstrated and Hendrik Lorentz (Dutch, 1853–1928) ex-
plained how applied magnetic fields shift the energy levels of electrons orbiting in atoms, and
therefore the wavelengths of light that they absorb and emit [Jungnickel and McCormmach 1986].
For this work, they both won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1902. Professor Hj. Théel, President of
the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, explained the importance of their discovery
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1902/ceremony-speech/]:

The greatest credit for the further development of the electromagnetic theory of light
is due to Professor Lorentz, whose theoretical work on this subject has borne the rich-
est fruit. While Maxwell’s theory is free from any assumptions of an atomistic nature,
Lorentz starts from the hypothesis that in matter extremely small particles, called
electrons, are the carriers of certain specific charges. These electrons move freely in
so-called conductors and thus produce an electrical current, whereas in non-conductors
their movement is apparent through electrical resistance. Starting from this simple hy-
pothesis, Lorentz has been able not only to explain everything that the older theory
explained but, in addition, to overcome some of its greatest shortcomings.

[...] Guided by the electromagnetic theory of light, Zeeman took up Faraday’s last ex-
periment, and, after many unsuccessful attempts, finally succeeded in demonstrating
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that the radiation from a source of light changes its nature under the influence of mag-
netic forces in such a way that the different spectral lines of which it consisted were
resolved into several components. The consequences of this discovery give a magnificent
example of the importance of theory to experimental research. Not only was Professor
Lorentz, with the aid of his electron theory, able to explain satisfactorily the phenom-
ena discovered by Professor Zeeman, but certain details which had hitherto escaped
Professor Zeeman’s attention could also be foreseen, and were afterwards confirmed by
him. He showed, in fact, that the spectral lines which were split under the influence of
magnetism consisted of polarized light, or in other words that the light vibrations are
orientated in one particular way under the influence of the magnetic force, and in a way
which varies according to the direction of the beam of light in relation to this force.

For the physicist this discovery—the Zeeman effect—represents one of the most im-
portant experimental advances that recent decades have to show. For, through the
demonstration that light is affected by magnetism in accordance with the same laws as
vibrating electrically charged particles, clearly not only has the strongest support been
given to the electromagnetic theory of light, but the consequences of Zeeman’s discovery
promise to yield the most interesting contributions to our knowledge of the constitution
of spectra and of the molecular structure of matter. For these reasons the Swedish Royal
Academy of Sciences has come to the conclusion that the discovery outlined here is of
such great importance for the understanding of the connection between the forces of
Nature and for the development of physical science that its recognition by the award of
the Nobel Prize for Physics is justified. The Academy also bore in mind the great part
which Professor Lorentz has played in the following up of this discovery through his
masterly theory of electrons, which is moreover of the greatest significance as a guiding
principle in various other realms.

Alfred Landé (German, 1888–1976) later showed that the Zeeman effect was influenced by both
the spin and orbital angular momentum of electrons in atoms. A factor in the relevant equations
is still known as the Landé g-factor.

Likewise, Johannes Stark (German, 1874–1957) discovered how applied electric fields shift the
energy levels of electrons orbiting in atoms, and hence the wavelengths of light that they absorb
and emit [Jungnickel and McCormmach 1986]. The specific effects were somewhat different than
those induced by magnetic fields, so they provided important new information about the quantum
behavior of electrons in atoms. For these experiments, Stark won the Nobel Prize in Physics in
1919. Dr. Å.G. Ekstrand, President of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, announced the
award [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1919/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Stark. Our Academy of Sciences has awarded you the Nobel Prize in Physics
for 1919 in recognition of your epoch-making research into the so-called Doppler effect
in canal rays, which has given us an insight into the reality of the internal structure of
atoms and molecules. The Nobel Prize relates also to your discovery of the splitting of
spectral lines in electric fields—a discovery which is of the greatest scientific importance.

In 1914, James Franck (German, 1882–1964) and Gustav Hertz (German, 1887–1975) carried out
an important experiment that became known as the Franck-Hertz experiment [L’Annunziata 2016;
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Weber 1988]. By colliding electrons of various energies with atoms, they demonstrated that electron
orbits in atoms only have certain allowed energy levels, as had already been independently suggested
by optical experiments. Both Franck and Hertz went on to make many other important contributions
to physics, especially later in nuclear weapons programs (Franck in the United States, Hertz first in
Germany and then in the Soviet Union—see Chapter 8), but for their famous experiment together,
they won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1925. Professor C.W. Oseen, member of the Nobel Com-
mittee for Physics, praised their work [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1925/ceremony-
speech/]:

Franck and Hertz have opened up a new chapter in physics, viz., the theory of collisions
of electrons on the one hand, and of atoms, ions, molecules or groups of molecules on the
other. This should not be interpreted as meaning that Franck and Hertz were the first
to ask what happens when an electron collides with an atom or a molecule, or that they
were the originators of the general method which paved the way for their discoveries
and which consists of the study of the passage of a stream of electrons through a gas.
The pioneer in this field is Lenard. But Franck and Hertz have developed and refined
Lenard’s method so that it has become a tool for studying the structure of atoms, ions,
molecules and groups of molecules. By means of this method and not least through
the work of Franck and Hertz themselves, a great deal of material has been obtained
concerning collisions between electrons and matter of different types. Although this
material is important, even more important at the present time is the general finding
that Bohr’s hypotheses concerning the different states of the atom and the connexion
between these states and radiation, have been shown to agree completely with reality.

As already noted, the Danish physicist Niels Bohr used some of these results to propose one of the
first quantum models of how electrons orbit in the atom, and how they can emit or absorb photons
of electromagnetic energy by changing from one orbit to another. For that work, he won the No-
bel Prize in Physics in 1922 [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1922/ceremony-speech/].
Bohr interacted very closely with the greater German-speaking scientific community throughout his
long career, hosting visiting German-speaking scientists in Denmark and visiting German-speaking
scientists in their home countries and in the U.S. nuclear laboratories that employed many of them
[Jungnickel and McCormmach 1986; Rhodes 1986].

Bohr’s atomic models were expanded and extended by Arnold Sommerfeld (German, 1868–1951)
[Eckert 2013]. Sommerfeld patiently worked out the theoretical foundations for much of quantum
physics, applying it to everything from individual atoms to metallic solids. As a result, his name
is still attached to many key formulas and theories, such as the Sommerfeld model of electrons in
metals, the Sommerfeld fine structure constant, the Sommerfeld identity, the Sommerfeld approx-
imation, and many others. He was also famed as a teacher and mentor, authoring physics books
that were used worldwide and training a vast number of students in his own lab, many of whom
went on to make major discoveries themselves. Historian Michael Eckert summed up Sommerfeld’s
enormous impact [Eckert 2013, p. XI]:

Who was Arnold Sommerfeld? Along with Max Planck (1858–1947), Albert Einstein
(1879–1955), and Niels Bohr (1885–1962), he belongs among the founders of theoretical
physics, which developed into an independent discipline during his lifetime (1868–1951).
Among his best known achievements is the elaboration of the Bohr atomic theory es-
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tablished a century ago. Even among physicists of the twenty-first century, the “Bohr-
Sommerfeld Atom” and the “Sommerfeld fine-structure constant” remain current con-
cepts. Older physicists associate Sommerfeld’s name with the first “school” of modern
theoretical physics, and with the work known as the “Bible of atomic physics,” Atomic
Structure and Spectral Lines. This legendary textbook was spread throughout the world
in many editions and translations, and initiated generations of physics students into the
field of nuclear physics. Additionally, Sommerfeld’s Lectures on Theoretical Physics,
published in six volumes, and reissued long after his death in ever new editions, conveys
a sense of the charismatic teacher’s personality. At the University of Munich, where he
taught and pursued research from 1906 for over three decades, the tradition of the Som-
merfeld school continues at the “Arnold Sommerfeld Center for Theoretical Physics.”
[...] A hundred years ago, the Munich “nursery of theoretical physics” (as Sommerfeld
liked to describe his institute) was a haven for the new quantum physics. Sommer-
feld’s students included Nobel Prize winners Peter Debye (1884–1966), Max von Laue
(1879–1960), Wolfgang Pauli (1900–1958), Werner Heisenberg (1901–1976), Linus Paul-
ing (1901–1994) and Hans Bethe (1906–2005). With his 81 nominations, Sommerfeld
himself holds the sad record of having been proposed for the Nobel Prize more often
than any other physicists . . . without ever receiving the coveted distinction.

Building on the work of Sommerfeld and other early physicists, much of the overarching framework
of what became the final version of quantum theory was provided (at least in large part) by Erwin
Schrödinger (Austrian, 1887–1961) [Moore 1989] and Werner Heisenberg (German, 1901–1976)
[Cassidy 1992, 2009]. The names of these two physicists remain recognized even by the modern
general public:

• “Schrödinger’s cat” is a thought experiment involving a cat that is both alive and dead at
the same time as the result of an unobserved quantum experiment, in order to emphasize the
strangeness of the concept that smeared-out quantum waves can be in two places or in two
states at the same time.

• The “Heisenberg uncertainty principle” describes how trying to make one aspect of a quantum
wave (such as its position) less blurry inevitably causes other aspects of the wave (such as its
momentum) to become even more blurry.

In the mid-1920s, Schrödinger and Heisenberg independently derived two theories of quantum
physics that were fully equivalent to each other, yet expressed in very different mathematical terms.
Schrödinger used wave equations to calculate the smoothly varying back-and-forth wiggling motion
of matter waves in space and time. Heisenberg preferred to calculate with matrices of numbers,
where each number essentially represented how many humps a matter wave had. Ultimately both
mathematical approaches gave the same answer, although Schrödinger’s approach made it some-
what easier to solve some problems, and Heisenberg’s approach made it somewhat easier to solve
other problems.

Since the Nobel Committee for Physics had not awarded a prize in 1932, in 1933 it chose to
simultaneously award Heisenberg with the 1932 Nobel Prize and Schrödinger with the 1933 Nobel
Prize in Physics. Professor H. Pleijel, Chairman of the Nobel Committee for Physics, described how
their discoveries fit together [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1933/ceremony-speech/]:
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Since the electrons were the seat of outgoing waves, Schrödinger thought that it should
be possible to find a wave equation for the motions executed by the electrons which
would define these waves in the same way as the wave equation which determined the
propagation of light. From the solution of this wave equation one should be able to
select those oscillations which were feasible for the motions within the atoms. He was
successful, too, in determining the wave equation for a series of different motions of
the electron, and it turned out that these equations gave finite solutions only when the
energy of the system had specific discrete values, determined by Planck’s constant. In
Bohr’s theory these discrete energy values of the electron paths were only hypothet-
ical, but in Schrödinger’s, on the contrary, they appeared as completely determined
by the form of the wave equation. Schrödinger himself, and others after him, have ap-
plied his wave theory to various optical problems including the interpretation of the
phenomena accompanying the impact between light rays and electrons, investigations
into the behaviour of atoms in electric and magnetic fields, the diffraction of light rays,
etc. In every direction, values and formulae have been obtained using Schrödinger’s
theory, which have been in closer agreement with experience than the older theories
were. Schrödinger’s wave equation has provided a convenient and simple method for
handling problems to do with light spectra, and has become an indispensible tool for
the present-day physicist.

Somewhat before the appearance of Schrödinger’s theory Heisenberg brought out his
famous quantum mechanics. Heisenberg started off from quite different standpoints and
viewed his problem, from the very beginning, from so broad an angle that it took care of
systems of electrons, atoms, and molecules. According to Heisenberg one must start from
such physical quantities as permit of direct observation, and the task consists of finding
the laws which link these quantities together. The quantities first of all to be considered
are the frequencies and intensities of the lines in the spectra of atoms and molecules.
Heisenberg now considered the combination of all the oscillations of such a spectrum
as one system, for the mathematical handling of which, he set out certain symbolical
rules of calculation. It had formerly been determined already that certain kinds of
motions within the atom must be viewed as independent from one another to a certain
degree, in the same way that a specific difference is made in classical mechanics between
parallel motion and rotational motion. It should be mentioned in this connection that
in order to explain the properties of a spectrum it had been necessary to assume self-
rotation of the positive nuclei and the electrons. These different kinds of motion for
atoms and molecules produce different systems in Heisenberg’s quantum mechanics. As
the fundamental factor of Heisenberg’s theory can be put forward the rule set out by him
with reference to the relationship between the position coordinate and the velocity of
an electron, by which rule Planck’s constant is introduced into the quantum-mechanics
calculations as a determining factor.

Although Heisenberg’s and Schrödinger’s theories had different starting points and were
developed by the use of different processes of thought, they produced the same results
for problems treated by both theories.

What is often overlooked is that Heisenberg did not develop the matrix version of quantum physics
alone, but rather with other physicists. One of those was Max Born (German, 1882–1970), Heisen-
berg’s mentor at Göttingen [Greenspan 2005]. Born also made a hugely important contribution to
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Schrödinger’s wave version of quantum physics, by showing that the waves represent the probability
of where the corresponding particle could be found. Born made numerous other important contri-
butions to theoretical physics, many of which now bear his name (Born approximation, Born equa-
tion, Born series, Born-Haber cycle, Born-Infeld theory, Born-Landé equation, Born-Oppenheimer
approximation, Born-von Kármán boundary condition, etc.). Over the course of Born’s career,
he mentored many students and young scientists. In addition to Heisenberg, they included Max
Delbrück, Walter Elsasser, Enrico Fermi, Siegfried Flügge, Maria Goeppert-Mayer, Friedrich Hund,
Pascual Jordan, Lothar Nordheim, J. Robert Oppenheimer, and Victor Weisskopf. For his con-
tributions to quantum physics, Max Born won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1954. Professor I.
Waller, member of the Nobel Committee for Physics, described the importance of Born’s innova-
tions [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1954/ceremony-speech/]:

Research into the laws valid for the movement of the electrons around the nucleus in
the centre of the atom has been a central problem for physics during this century. Niels
Bohr made a start on the solution to the problem in 1913. But his theory was of a
provisional nature. Professor Max Born took an active part in striving to improve it, as
did the many followers who gathered round him in Göttingen. During the twenties of this
century, Göttingen, together with Copenhagen and Munich, was a place of pilgrimage
for researchers in the field of atomic theory. When the young Heisenberg, formerly
a pupil of Sommerfeld in Munich and of Bohr in Copenhagen, published his epoch-
making preliminary work on the exact laws for atomic phenomena in 1925, he was
Born’s assistant in Göttingen. His work was immediately continued by Born, who gave
logical mathematical form to the Heisenberg theory. Owing to this progress, Born, in
collaboration with his pupil Jordan and later with Heisenberg also, was able to expand
the latter’s original results into a comprehensive theory for atomic phenomena. This
theory was called quantum mechanics.

The following year Born got a new result of fundamental significance. Schrödinger had
just then found a new formulation for quantum mechanics. Schrödinger’s work expanded
the earlier ideas of De Broglie which imply that atomic phenomena are connected with a
wave undulation. However, Schrödinger had not solved the problem of how it is possible
to make statements about the positions and velocities of particles if one knows the wave
corresponding to the particle.

Born provided the solution to the problem. He found that the waves determine the prob-
ability of the measuring results. For this reason, according to Born, quantum mechanics
gives only a statistical description. This can be illustrated by a simple example. When
you shoot at a target it is possible in principle—according to the older conception—to
aim the shot from the start so that it is certain to hit the target in the middle. Quan-
tum mechanics teaches us to the contrary—that in principle we cannot predict where a
single shot will hit the target. But we can achieve this much, that from a large number
of shots the average point of impact will lie in the middle of the target. In contradiction
to the deterministic predictions of the older mechanics, quantum mechanics accordingly
poses laws which are of a statistical character, and as regards single phenomena will
only determine the probabilities that one or another of various possibilities will occur.
For material bodies of ordinary dimensions the uncertainty of the predictions of quan-
tum mechanics is practically of no significance. But in atomic phenomena, on the other
hand, it is fundamental. Such a radical break with older ideas could not of course prevail
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without opposition. But Born’s conception is now generally accepted by physicists, with
a few exceptions.

In addition to these achievements, which have been rewarded with the Nobel Prize,
Born has made fundamental contributions to many fields of physics. In the first place
he dedicated his interest to the theory of crystals and has been one of the great pioneers
in that field.

Pascual Jordan (German, 1902–1980) played a major role in the development of both nonrelativistic
quantum physics and relativistic quantum physics (Section 5.6) [Jones 2008]. Working directly with
Heisenberg and Born, he helped to develop the matrix version of quantum theory. He then went on
to publish a string of important papers on quantum theory, both alone and in collaboration with
various other physicists. The modern Encyclopedia Britannica still includes a brief note testifying
to his importance [EB 2010, Jordan, Pascual]:

German physicist who in the late 1920s founded (with Max Born and Werner Heisen-
berg) quantum mechanics and (with Wolfgang Pauli and Eugene Wigner) quantum
electrodynamics.

Nevertheless, other than a few similarly brief mentions or footnotes in modern books, Jordan’s
important contributions to the development of quantum physics have been largely forgotten by
history, perhaps because of his associations with the German government during World War II.
Modern historians should examine Jordan’s many scientific contributions in much more detail than
they generally have.

Paul Ehrenfest (Austrian, 1880–1933) made several important contributions to quantum theory
[Jones 2008]. His most famous discovery became known as the Ehrenfest theorem. It described
mathematically how, even though quantum waves are very blurry, averages of the waves have the
same values as classical mechanics would predict for well-defined particles.

Otto Stern (German, 1888–1969) and Walther Gerlach (German, 1889–1979) demonstrated that
the angular momentum of atoms was quantized, or could only have certain values, due to quantum
effects [L’Annunziata 2016; Weber 1988]. Their experiment was one of the earliest insights into how
quantum physics constrains the behavior of rotating things (angular momentum or spin). For this
work, which has since become known as the Stern-Gerlach experiment, Stern won the Nobel Prize
in Physics in 1943. Professor E. Hulthén, member of the Nobel Committee for Physics, described
the experiment [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1943/ceremony-speech/]:

The experiment was carried out in Frankfurt in 1920 by Otto Stern and Walter Gerlach,
and was arranged as follows: In a small electrically heated furnace, was bored a tiny hole,
through which the vapour flowed into a high vacuum so as to form thereby an extremely
thin beam of vapour. The molecules in this so-called atomic or molecular beam all fly
forwards in the same direction without any appreciable collisions with one another, and
they were registered by means of a detector, the design of which there is unfortunately
no time to describe here. On its way between the furnace and the detector the beam
is affected by a non-homogeneous magnetic field, so that the atoms—if they really
are magnetic—become unlinked in one direction or another, according to the position
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which their magnetic axles may assume in relation to the field. The classical conception
was that the thin and clear-cut beam would consequently expand into a diffuse beam,
but in actual fact the opposite proved to be the case. The two experimenters found
that the beam divided up into a number of relatively still sharply defined beams, each
corresponding to one of the just mentioned discrete positional directions of the atoms in
relation to the field. This confirmed the space-quantization hypothesis. Moreover, the
experiment rendered it possible to estimate the magnetic factors of the electron, which
proved to be in close accord with the universal magnetic unit, the so-called “Bohr’s
magneton”.

When Stern had, so to speak, become his own master, having been appointed Head of
the Physical Laboratory at Hamburg in 1923, he was able to devote all his energies to
perfecting the molecular beam method. Among many other problems investigated there
was a particular one which excited considerable interest.

It had already been realized when studying the fine structure of the spectral lines
that the actual nucleus of the atom, like the electron, possesses a rotation of its own,
a so-called “spin”. Owing to the minute size of the nuclear magnet, estimated to be a
couple of thousand times smaller than that of the electron, the spectroscopists could only
determine its size by devious ways—and that too only very approximately. The immense
interest attaching in this connection to a determination of the magnetic factors of the
hydrogen nucleus, the so-called proton, was due to the fact that the proton, together
with the recently discovered neutron, forms the basic constituent of all the elements
of matter; and if these two kinds of particles were to be regarded, like the electron, as
true elementary particles, indivisible and uncompounded, then as far as the proton is
concerned, its magnetic factor would be as many times smaller than the electron’s as
its mass is greater than the electron’s, implying that the magnetic factor of the proton
must be, in round figures, 1,850 times smaller than the electron’s. Naturally then, it
aroused great interest when, in 1933, Stern and his colleagues made this determination
according to the molecular beam method, it being found that the proton factor was
about 21⁄2 times greater than had theoretically been anticipated.

Wolfgang Pauli (Austrian, 1900–1958) explained mathematically how angular momentum or spin
works in quantum systems, constructing what are now known as Pauli spin matrices [L’Annunziata
2016; Weber 1988]. Moreover, he proved that identical particles with half-integer spin values that
are in the same atom or other quantum system do not want to do the exact same thing as each other,
which became known as the Pauli exclusion principle. For example, in an atom, each electron finds
a way to orbit or spin somewhat differently than every other electron. The same is also true among
the protons in the atomic nucleus, and likewise among the neutrons in the nucleus. Pauli won the
Nobel Prize in Physics in 1945. Professor I. Waller, member of the Nobel Committee for Physics,
praised Pauli’s discoveries [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1945/ceremony-speech/]:

At this stage of the development of atomic theory, Wolfgang Pauli made a decisive
contribution through his discovery in 1925 of a new law of Nature, the exclusion principle
or Pauli principle. [...]

The principle, first discovered for electrons, has proved to be valid for the nuclei of
hydrogen, called protons, and also for the neutrons which are formed in many nuclear
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reactions. The neutrons are particles which have no charge but have approximately the
same masses as the protons. According to present views any atomic nucleus consists of
protons and neutrons. The Pauli principle is therefore essential for the description of
the properties of atomic nuclei.

Pauli occupies a leading position in present theoretical physics. He has made many
other important contributions to different branches of his science, among them several
to nuclear physics.

Friedrich Hund (German, 1896–1997) worked out specifically how the electrons in an atom are
arranged in accordance with the Pauli exclusion principle [Laurie Brown et al. 1995]. The patterns
he found, now called Hund’s rules, are still widely used in atomic physics and chemistry.

At least two German-speaking women made important contributions to quantum physics that have
been largely overlooked by conventional histories, and there are significant parallels in their ca-
reers. Hertha Sponer (German, 1895–1968) received her Ph.D. in physics from the University of
Göttingen in 1920 and spent her career doing experimental research on quantum effects (including
molecular physics and spectroscopy), first in Germany and then in the United States. In 1946 she
married James Franck [https://www.deutsche-biographie.de/sfz123855.html]. Grete Hermann (Ger-
man, 1901–1984) received her Ph.D. in physics from the University of Göttingen in 1926 and spent
her career exploring some of the theoretical and philosophical implications of quantum physics,
including whether or not the apparent wave-like nature of matter could be explained away as clas-
sical particles simply obeying undiscovered “hidden variables” [https://arxiv.org/abs/0812.3986].
Both Sponer and Hermann left Germany during the Third Reich; Sponor did not return to live in
Germany until late in life, whereas Hermann returned soon after the war. Sponer and Hermann,
and any other women who played important roles in the development of quantum physics, deserve
much more attention than they have received.

Other aspects of quantum theory were named after their originators [Laurie Brown et al. 1995].
Gregor Wentzel (German, 1898–1978), Hendrik Kramers (Dutch, 1894–1952), and Léon Brillouin
(French, 1889–1969) independently and roughly simultaneously in 1926 proposed what is now known
as the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation for estimating the size of a quantum
matter wave under conditions that are too complicated to find exact mathematical solutions. George
Gamow (1904–1968) was Russian but studied and worked in Germany before moving to the United
States. In Göttingen in 1928, Gamow used the WKB approximation to calculate the rate at which
alpha particles can quantum-mechanically tunnel out of the nucleus, introducing a factor still known
as the Gamow factor.

Similarly, Willy Thomas (German?, ??–??), Fritz Reiche (German, 1883–1969), and Werner Kuhn
(Swiss, 1899–1963) developed the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn (TRK) sum rule for calculating transitions
rates between different energy levels in atoms or other quantum systems [Laurie Brown et al. 1995].
The WKB and TRK methods of calculating quantum effects remain widely used to this day.

Ralph Kronig (German, 1904–1995) made a number of contributions to quantum theory, including
early ideas about electron spin, the Kronig-Penney model of electron behavior in crystals, the
Kramers-Kronig relations for optical and electronic properties, and other effects [Laurie Brown et
al. 1995].
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5.5 Statistical and Thermal Physics

Statistical and thermal physics deals with the collective behavior of enormous numbers of particles,
such as those that make up solids, liquids, gases, plasmas, and even light or other electromagnetic
radiation. Heat or thermal energy is a random jittering of those particles; the higher the temper-
ature, the more the particles dance around. Even though one cannot predict the random motions
of any individual particle, the laws of statistical and thermal physics can accurately predict the
average behavior of a whole population of particles.

Because statistical and thermal physics deals with collections of microscopic particles, it overlaps
with quantum physics, which governs the behavior of particles at the microscopic scale (Section
5.4). Thus many of the same scientists and discoveries were important for both areas. Yet whereas
simple quantum physics only calculates the behavior of one or a few particles, statistical and thermal
physics employs additional mathematical methods to extend those calculations to huge numbers
of particles. Statistical and thermal physics also describes how such a collection of particles will
respond to and carry heat energy in a system such as a refrigerator, an engine, an ice crystal, or a
blast furnace.

According to quantum physics, particles can behave like spinning tops, and the allowed angular
momentum of their spinning motion comes in units of h̄ = h/(2π), where h is Planck’s constant (p.
683). Moreover, some particles have a spin value that is an integer multiple of h̄ (e.g. photons that
carry the electromagnetic force and particles that carry the nuclear force have “spin 1,” or 1h̄),
and other particles have a spin value that is a half-integer multiple of h̄ (e.g. electrons, protons,
and neutrons have “spin 1/2,” or h̄/2). According to statistical and thermal physics, these two
categories of particles behave very differently when they are around other particles of the exact
same type:

• Integer-spin particles (such as photons) are called “bosons” because they obey Bose-Einstein
statistics, which basically means that they are conformists and love to be doing the same
thing as each other, unless they have so much thermal energy that they randomly move in
many different ways. Since light and other electromagnetic radiation can be viewed as either
waves or particles (photons), the boson nature of light is especially important for “black-
body radiation,” or radiation emitted by something that is so hot that it glows. See Fig. 5.39
for information on how the energy density and spectral distribution of black-body radiation
change with the temperature.

• Half-integer-spin particles (such as electrons) are called “fermions” because they obey Fermi-
Dirac statistics, which essentially means that they are individualists, with each particle in
a system insisting on doing at least one thing differently than any other identical particle
in that system (the Pauli exclusion principle). That difference might be having a different
energy, different spin direction (e.g., up vs. down), or different magnitude or direction for
the angular momentum of the particle’s orbit. If a population of fermions has very little
thermal energy, they fill up all the lowest available energy states, like sports fans arriving in a
stadium with open seating. If a population of fermions has significant thermal energy, some of
them randomly jump up to higher energy states, leaving their formerly occupied lower energy
states empty (like sports fans who are so excited that they run up and down the levels of
the stadium). See Fig. 5.39 for more information about the characteristics of fermions such
as electrons.
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Figure 5.39: Some important discoveries in statistical and thermal physics are that the energy
density of photons (electromagnetic radiation such as light) rapidly increases with temperature T
(as T 4), and that a hot object emits a spectrum of photons with a predominant wavelength that
becomes shorter as the temperature increases.
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Figure 5.40: Other important discoveries in statistical and thermal physics are that each electron in
a system does not want to do exactly the same thing as any other electron in the system. Thus like
sports fans filling a stadium with open seating, the first electrons occupy the states with the lowest
energy levels, and succeeding electrons occupy additional states with higher and higher energies.
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As some of the names in the introduction of this section suggest, there were some important
contributions to statistical and thermal physics from outside the German-speaking world. The most
notable outside contributions came from Satyendra Bose (Indian, 1894–1974), Sadi Carnot (French,
1796–1832), Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar (Indian, 1910–1995), Paul Dirac (English, 1902–1984),
Enrico Fermi (Italian, 1901–1954), James Joule (English, 1818–1889), Lord Kelvin (Scottish, 1824–
1907), and James Clerk Maxwell (Scottish, 1831–1879). With the exception of Bose, Chandrasekhar,
Dirac, and Fermi, those outside contributions occurred before the German-speaking scientific world
had really ramped up by the late nineteenth century. After that time, a large number of German-
speaking physicists dominated the field as shown in Figs. 5.41–5.46.6

A. Thermodynamic properties

Julius von Mayer (German, 1814–1878) expressed the first law of thermodynamics, the law of
conservation of energy (including heat energy and work), in 1841. (James Joule independently
rediscovered that law, published it in 1843, and historically has received most of the publicity for
it.) He was also the first to find equations for the specific heat of an ideal gas, or the relationship
between the amount of heat energy absorbed by a substance and the corresponding temperature
rise for that substance.

In 1847, Hermann von Helmholtz (German, 1821–1894) published a more detailed treatment of the
first law of thermodynamics, Über die Erhaltung der Kraft (On the Conservation of Energy), and
also studied the thermodynamics of fluids.

In 1850, Rudolf Clausius (German, 1822–1888) was the first to clearly articulate the second law
of thermodynamics, that entropy cannot decrease, or equivalently that heat flows from regions of
higher temperature to regions of lower temperature.

Johannes van der Waals (Dutch, 1837–1923) developed detailed thermodynamic equations relating
the pressure, density, and temperature of gases and liquids. He won the Nobel Prize in Physics in
1910. Professor O. Montelius, President of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, described his
accomplishments [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1910/ceremony-speech/]:

On the basis of this law of what are known as “corresponding states” for various gases
and liquids Van der Waals was able to provide a complete description of the physi-
cal state of gases and, more important, of liquids under varying external conditions.
He showed how certain regularities can be explained which had earlier been found by
empirical means, and he devised a number of new, previously unknown laws for the
behaviour of liquids.

6For coverage of different aspects of this area, see especially: [Laurie Brown et al. 1995; [Gamow 1966; [Jones 2008;
[Jungnickel and McCormmach 1986, [2017; [L’Annunziata 2016; [von Meÿenn 1997; [Ingo Müller 2007; [Teichmann
et al. 2008; [Weber 1988.
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It appeared, however, that not all liquids conformed precisely to the simple laws for-
mulated by Van der Waals. A protracted controversy arose around these discrepancies
which were ultimately found to be attributable to the molecules in these liquids not
all being of the same character; the older Van der Waals laws apply only to liquids of
uniform composition. Van der Waals then extended his studies to mixtures of two or
more types of molecules and here too he managed to find the laws and these, of course,
are more complex than those which apply to substances composed of molecules of a
single type. Van der Waals is still occupied with working out the details of this great
investigation. [...]

Yet Van der Waals’ studies have been of the greatest importance not only for pure
research. Modern refrigeration engineering, which is nowadays such a potent factor in
our economy and industry, bases its vital methods mainly on Van der Waals’ theoretical
studies.

Josiah Gibbs (American but educated in Germany, 1839–1903) derived equations for the thermody-
namic properties of chemical mixtures, and also showed how to calculate the behavior of substances
as collections of large numbers of particles.

Ludwig Boltzmann (Austrian, 1844–1906) developed an extensive framework of statistical physics
equations for describing the thermodynamic behavior of large numbers of particles in solids, liquids,
or gases.

Wilhelm Ostwald (German, 1853–1932) also developed statistical physics methods that were appli-
cable to thermodynamic processes in both chemistry and physics. Ostwald’s work won the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry in 1909. Dr. H. Hildebrand, President of the Royal Academy of Sciences, praised
Ostwald’s work [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1909/ceremony-speech/]:

The Royal Academy of Sciences has resolved to award the former professor at Leipzig
University and Geheimrat, Wilhelm Ostwald, the Nobel Prize for Chemistry 1909 in
recognition of his work on catalysis and associated fundamental studies on chemical
equilibria and rates of reaction. [...]

The significance of this new idea is best revealed by the immensely important role—
first pointed out by Ostwald—of catalytic processes in all sectors of chemistry. Catalytic
processes are a commonplace occurrence, especially in organic synthesis. Key sections
of industry such as e.g. sulphuric acid manufacture, the basis of practically the whole
chemical industry, and the manufacture of indigo which has flourished so during the
last ten years, are based on the action of catalysts. A factor of perhaps even greater
weight, however, is the growing realization that the enzymes, so-called, which are ex-
tremely important for the chemical processes within living organisms, act as catalysts
and hence the theory of plant and animal metabolism falls essentially in the field of
catalyst chemistry. [...]

Although the Nobel Prize for Chemistry is now being awarded to Professor Ostwald
in recognition of his work on catalysis, he is a man to whom the chemical world is
indebted also in other ways. By the spoken and the written word he, perhaps more than
any other, has carried modern theories to a rapid victory and for several decennia he
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played a leading part in the field of general chemistry. In other ways too he has furthered
chemistry by his versatile activity with numerous discoveries and refinements in both
the experimental and the theoretical spheres.

Similar to Ostwald, Walther Nernst (German, 1864–1941) made important discoveries regarding
the statistical physics underlying thermodynamics, physical chemistry, electrochemistry, and the
physics of solids. He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1920. Professor Gerard de Geer, President
of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, announced the award
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1920/ceremony-speech/]:

Herr Geheimrat Nernst. The discovery of fire, which during the classic age was still
attributed to a titan, Prometheus, is both the oldest and certainly the most important
of all discoveries.

For long years chemists eagerly sought the suspected connection between the evolution
of heat and the chemical affinity during the combustion of coal and in other chemical
reactions.

Your work has now brought this connection to light.

You have used brilliant acuteness during your masterly experimental researches on spe-
cific heat and chemical equilibria.

Using the heat theorem discovered by you it has now become possible on the one hand
to calculate from the heat evolution during chemical reactions and the specific heats, the
chemical affinity and the maximum possible output of energy during chemical reactions,
and on the other hand to calculate the equilibrium in reactions not yet studied.

The Academy of Sciences has decided to hand you the Nobel Prize for Chemistry as
recognition of the exceptional merit of your work on Thermochemistry.

Peter Debye (Dutch, 1884–1966) studied and worked in Germany and Switzerland for many years.
He developed statistical models of the behavior of molecules, chemical solutions, and crystalline
solids. For his work, he was honored with the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1936. Professor A.
Westgren, Secretary of the Nobel Committee for Chemistry, congratulated him
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1936/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Debye. Your rich scientific activity has been aimed in particular to research
into the structure of matter. Your wealth of ideas, your penetration and your secure
mastery of mathematical methods have yielded great success to your endeavours, and
your results have enriched chemistry to an extraordinary degree in all kinds of ways.
By your investigations on dipole moments and also on X-ray and electron interferences
in gases you have widened and deepened our knowledge of molecular structure to such
an extent that the Royal Academy of Sciences has awarded you the Nobel Prize for
Chemistry.

Leo Szilard (Hungarian, 1898–1964) introduced several thermodynamic innovations including the
Szilard engine, new ideas about Maxwell’s demon, and the Einstein refrigerator.
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Figure 5.41: Some creators who made significant contributions to statistical and thermal physics
included Richard Becker, Ludwig Boltzmann, Rudolf Clausius, Peter Debye, Paul Ehrenfest, and
Albert Einstein.
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Figure 5.42: Other creators who made significant contributions to statistical and thermal physics
included Markus Fierz, Josiah Gibbs, Samuel Goudsmit, Hermann von Helmholtz, Friedrich Hund,
and Pascual Jordan.
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Figure 5.43: Other creators who made significant contributions to statistical and thermal physics in-
cluded Heike Kammerlingh Onnes, Gustav Kirchhoff, Ralph Kronig, Ferdinand Kurlbaum, Nicholas
Kurti, and Max von Laue.
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Figure 5.44: Other creators who made significant contributions to statistical and thermal physics
included Carl von Linde, Fritz London, Heinz London, Otto Lummer, Julius von Mayer, and Fritz
Walther Meissner.
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Figure 5.45: Other creators who made significant contributions to statistical and thermal physics
included Kurt Mendelssohn, Walther Nernst, Karol Olszewski, Wilhelm Ostwald, Friedrich Paschen,
and Wolfgang Pauli.
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Figure 5.46: Other creators who made significant contributions to statistical and thermal physics
included Raoul Pictet, Max Planck, Ernst Pringsheim, Heinrich Rubens, Franz Simon, and Arnold
Sommerfeld.
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Figure 5.47: Other creators who made significant contributions to statistical and thermal physics
included Josef Stefan, Leo Szilard, George Uhlenbeck, Johannes van der Waals, Wilhelm Wien, and
Zygmunt Wróblewski.
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B. Bosons

As mentioned in Section 5.4, experimental and theoretical investigations of black-body radiation
led directly to the development of quantum physics. Those investigations were also a critical part
of statistical and thermal physics, since black-body radiation is an example of the behavior of large
numbers of bosons (photons).

Beginning in the 1850s, Gustav Kirchhoff (German, 1824–1887) conducted the first experimental
and theoretical investigations of black-body radiation, and was also responsible for giving it that
name. Historian of science Ingo Müller described Kirchhoff’s foundational role in this area [Müller
2007, p. 199]:

Kirchhoff conceived of a black body, a hypothetical body that sends out radiation of all
frequencies and that should therefore—by Kirchhoff’s law—also absorb all radiation,
and reflect none, so that it appears black. Such black bodies came to play an important
role in radiation research, although in the early days no real good black body existed to
serve as a reliable object of study. Therefore Kirchhoff suggested an ingenious surrogate
in the form of a cavity with blackened, e.g. soot-covered interior walls, which could be
heated. Any radiation that enters the cavity by a small hole is absorbed or reflected
when it hits a wall. If reflected, the light will most likely travel to another spot of the
wall, being absorbed or reflected there, etc. In this way virtually no reflected light comes
out through the hole so that the hole itself absorbs radiation as if it were a black body.
The radiation emitted through the hole is called cavity radiation and it can be studied
at leisure for any temperature of the walls.

In 1879, Josef Stefan (Austrian, 1835–1893) experimentally demonstrated that the power of emitted
black-body radiation varies as the fourth power of the temperature, as shown at the top of Fig. 5.39.
Stefan was also the doctoral advisor for Ludwig Boltzmann, who found a theoretical derivation for
that relationship in 1884, so the relationship between power and temperature for thermal radiation
is now known as the Stefan-Boltzmann law.

In the late nineteenth century, increasingly accurate experimental measurements of the spectrum of
black-body radiation were conducted by Ferdinand Kurlbaum (German, 1857–1927), Otto Lummer
(German, 1860–1925), Ernst Pringsheim (German, 1859–1917), Heinrich Rubens (German, 1865–
1922), and Wilhelm Wien (German, 1864–1928). Those experiments essentially yielded the curves
shown at the bottom of Fig. 5.39 for how the spectrum of black-body radiation varies with changes
in the temperature of the object emitting the radiation.

Several scientists worked to develop equations to describe the measured black-body radiation spec-
trum, as well as physical explanations for the origins of those equations. Wilhelm Wien derived
an approximate equation for that spectrum in 1896, and showed that it agreed quite well with
his experiments except at very long wavelengths. Friedrich Paschen (German, 1865–1947) indepen-
dently arrived at the same equation at the same time, although primarily based on experimental
data and not theoretical reasons. Max Planck (German, 1858–1947) found the exact equation for
the black-body radiation spectrum in 1900, and showed that it resulted from light behaving like a
collection of particles, or photons.

For their discoveries regarding black-body radiation, Wien won the Nobel Prize in Physics in
1911 and Max Planck won it in 1918 [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1918/ceremony-
speech/].
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In awarding the 1911 Nobel Prize to Wien, Dr. E.W. Dahlgren, President of the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences, emphasized the long line of German-speaking scientists who had pioneered
the study of black-body radiation [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1911/ceremony-speech/]:

Ever since the beginning of the last century and, in particular, since spectrum analysis
reached an advanced stage of development as a result of the fundamental work by Bunsen
and Kirchhoff, the problem of the laws of heat radiation has occupied the attention of
physicists to an exceptionally high degree. [...]

The difficulty in investigating the laws of radiation of black bodies was, firstly, that no
completely black body exists in nature. In accordance with Kirchhoff’s definition, such
a body would reflect no light at all, nor allow light to pass. Even substances such as
soot, platinum black etc. reflect part of the incident light.

This difficulty was only removed in 1895, when Wien and Lummer stated the principles
according to which a completely black body could be constructed, and showed that the
radiation which issues from a small hole in a hollow body whose walls have the same
temperature behaves in the same manner as the radiation emitted by a completely
black body. The principle of this arrangement is based on the views of Kirchhoff and
Boltzmann and had already been applied in part by Christiansen in 1884.

With the assistance of this apparatus it now became possible to investigate black body
radiation. In this manner, Lummer, together with Pringsheim and Kurlbaum, succeeded
in substantiating the so-called Stefan-Boltzmann law which indicates the relationship
between the quantity of heat radiated by a black body and its temperature. [...]

In 1893 Wien published a theoretical paper which was destined to acquire the utmost
importance in the development of radiation theory. In this paper he presented his so-
called displacement law which provides a very simple relationship between the wave-
length having the greatest radiation energy and the temperature of the radiating black
body.

The importance of Wien’s displacement law extends in various directions. As we shall
see, it provides one of the conditions which are required for the determination of the
relationships between energy radiation, wavelength and temperature for black bodies,
and thus represents one of the most important laws in the theory of heat radiation.
Wien’s displacement law has however acquired the greatest possible importance in other
contexts as well. Lummer and Pringsheim have shown that the radiation of bodies other
than black bodies obeys the displacement law, with the sole difference that the constant
which forms part of the formula has a different value. [...]

It was only natural that Wien who had contributed so much to the advancement of ra-
diation theory should make an attempt to find an answer to the last remaining question
also, i.e. that of the distribution of energy in radiation. In 1894 he indeed deduced a
black body radiation law. This law has the virtue that, at short wavelengths, it agrees
with the above-mentioned experimental investigations by Lummer and Pringsheim. [...]

The problem now became to bridge the gap between these two laws each of which had
been shown to be valid in a specific context. It was Planck who solved this problem; as
far as we are aware, his formula provides the long sought-after connecting link between
radiation energy, wavelength and black body temperature.
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Physicist Robert Weber described the scientific contributions of Wien and Planck in more detail
[Weber 1988, pp. 43, 58–59]:

Wien’s major work dealt with the distribution of radiant energy in the spectrum and the
effect of a change in temperature on this distribution. Wien and Otto Lummer devised
the first practical black-body or cavity radiator to provide the ‘full radiation’ needed
for their experiments. [...]

Wien next investigated the problem of the distribution of energy among the wavelengths
in black-body radiation. Thermodynamical reasoning was not sufficient. Wien made
some arbitrary assumptions (within the framework of classical physics) about the role
of molecules in the emission of radiation, and arrived at the formula

Eλ =
c1

λ−5 exp(−c2/λT )
,

where Eλ is the energy at wavelength λ over a unit range of wavelength, and c1 and c2

are constants, which he determined by curve-fitting. Wien’s formula predicts intensities
a little lower than experimental values for large values of λT . The search for a better
formula led Max Planck to formulate the quantum theory of radiation. Satisfyingly,
Planck’s theory gives c1 and c2 in terms of fundamental physical constants, but oddly,
Planck’s equation differs from Wien’s in form only by the addition of a (−1) in the
denominator. In temperature measurements with an optical pyrometer, Wien’s equation
is still often used; the calculations are simpler and sufficiently accurate. [...]

Beginning in about 1896 Planck became interested in finding the correct theoretical
expression for the radiation from a black body. He applied Boltzmann’s equation from
the theory of gases (relating entropy and probability) to a set of resonators, the energy
of which, he hypothesized, occurred only in discrete multiples of ε. From Wien’s dis-
placement law he reasoned that the entropy was a function of E/ν (energy/frequency).
He was then led (1900) to the famous relation between a quantum of energy and the
frequency, and to the introduction of the constant h named after him: E = hν.

The resulting Planck radiation law, unlike Wien’s, fitted all the experimental data [...]
Einstein spotlighted attention on Planck’s work when he used the concept of quanta
in his explanation of the photoelectric effect, in 1905. Next the quantum concept was
exploited in the Rutherford-Bohr model of the atom. The fact that it took 25 years of
experimental and theoretical work to build the quantum theory is one measure of the
quality of Planck’s contribution.

In 1905, Albert Einstein (German, 1879–1955) provided detailed theoretical calculations to show
that light was also behaving like particles or photons in the photoelectric effect. For that work,
he won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1921 (p. 690). In several papers published over the span
of a couple of decades, Einstein extended his initial treatment of photons to cover a population
of any identical particles of integer spin. In 1924, Einstein also helped Satyendra Bose to publish
a paper that gave an alternative derivation of Planck’s earlier equation. As a result, populations
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of integer-spin particles became known as Bose-Einstein particles, or bosons for short.7 Historian
Walter Isaacson evaluated Einstein’s contributions [Isaacson 2007, pp. 98, 328–329]:

Einstein explored this hypothesis [in 1905] by determining whether a volume of black-
body radiation, which he was now assuming consisted of discrete quanta, might in fact
behave like a volume of gas, which he knew consisted of discrete particles. First, he
looked at the formulas that showed how the entropy of a gas changes when its volume
changes. Then he compared this to how the entropy of blackbody radiation changes
as its volume changes. He found that the entropy of the radiation “varies with volume
according to the same law as the entropy of an ideal gas.”

He did a calculation using Boltzmann’s statistical formulas for entropy. The statistical
mechanics that described a dilute gas of particles was mathematically the same as
that for blackbody radiation. This led Einstein to declare that the radiation “behaves
thermodynamically as if it consisted of mutually independent energy quanta.” It also
provided a way to calculate the energy of a “particle” of light at a particular frequency,
which turned out to be in accord with what Planck had found. [...]

Bose’s [1924] paper dealt with photons, which have no mass. Einstein extended the idea
by treating quantum particles with mass as being indistinguishable from one another
for statistical purposes in certain cases. “The quanta or molecules are not treated as
structures statistically independent of one another,” he wrote. [...]

When he applied this approach to a gas of quantum particles, Einstein discovered an
amazing property: unlike a gas of classical particles, which will remain a gas unless the
particles attract one another, a gas of quantum particles can condense into some kind
of liquid even without a force of attraction between them.

This phenomenon, now called Bose-Einstein condensation, was a brilliant and important
discovery in quantum mechanics, and Einstein deserves most of the credit for it. [...]

In 1995, Bose-Einstein condensation was finally achieved experimentally by Eric A.
Cornell, Wolfgang Ketterle, and Carl E. Wieman, who were awarded the 2001 Nobel
Prize for this work.

7In retrospect, it seems odd that of all the scientists who worked on this topic, it was Bose who was immortalized
when this category of particles was named. His 1924 paper arrived at the same result that Max Planck had nearly a
quarter century earlier, it was only published with Einstein’s input and assistance, and his other papers before and after
that time were undistinguished (especially when compared with those of other Indian physicists and mathematicians
such as Homi Bhabha, Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar, C. V. Raman, and Srinivasa Ramanujan). The mathematical
theory describing populations of photons or similar types of particles was progressively developed by Wien, Planck,
and Einstein, based on experimental data and earlier work by the other German-speaking scientists going back to
Kirchhoff. Perhaps in the aftermath of World War I, when English was the predominant language worldwide and
German speakers were isolated and viewed with hostility because of the war, it was easier for the English-speaking
world to give name credit to Bose, who was an English-speaking member of the British Empire, than to the series
of German-speaking scientists who spent nearly three-quarters of a century developing this part of physics from
beginning to end.
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C. Fermions

The greater German-speaking world also dominated in discovering the behavior of fermions such
as electrons. The largest and most important parts of this work were conducted by Wolfgang Pauli
(Austrian, 1900–1958). In 1924, he realized that each electron in a system such as an atom refused
to be in exactly the same state as any other electron in that system, a rule that became known as
the Pauli exclusion principle. In 1925, Pauli further realized that data from atomic measurements
showed that each state could actually have up to two electrons; he therefore proposed that there
was some previously unknown, binary quantum property that was different between those two
electrons, so that they would still satisfy the Pauli exclusion principle.

Pauli’s new binary-valued property of electrons turned out to be their spin angular momentum,
which could be pointed in two distinct directions (e.g., up or down). Ralph Kronig (German,
1904–1995) first proposed the concept of electron spin to Pauli in January 1925. Later in 1925,
Paul Ehrenfest (Austrian, 1880–1933) and his students George Uhlenbeck (Dutch, 1900–1988) and
Samuel Goudsmit (Dutch, 1902–1978) rediscovered the concept of spin.

Pauli went on to prove that particles with half-integer spins (such as electrons, protons, and neu-
trons) behaved as fermions and followed the Pauli exclusion principle with regard to other identical
particles in the same system. Moreover, he proved that particles with integer spins (such as photons
and mesons) behaved as bosons and actually liked being in the same state as each other when their
energies were low enough. In 1927, Pauli also developed what are now known as the Pauli spin
matrices, which mathematically describe how the spin states of particles can change (for example,
how an electron might change its spin from up to down). For his decisive contributions to this topic,
Pauli won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1945. Physicist Robert Weber [Weber 1988, pp. 125–126]
summarized Pauli’s discoveries:

In 1924 Pauli enunciated his ‘exclusion principle’ with which much of the then existing
knowledge of atomic structure fell into order: no two electrons in an atom can be in the
same quantum state. In 1925 Pauli wrote that a new quantum theory property of the
electron, which he called a ‘two-valuedness not describable classically,’ was indispensable
to an understanding of the anomalous Zeeman effect. Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck identified
this fourth quantum number with an angular momentum (spin) of the electron. The
exclusion principle could then be stated: no two electrons in an atom can have the same
set of four quantum numbers. In this form, Pauli’s principle led to an understanding of
the formation of electron shells in an atom and the periodicity of chemical properties
observed when the elements are arranged in order of increasing atomic number. [...]

Other research papers by Pauli dealt with the relation of quantum spin and the appro-
priate distribution statistics for elementary particles, paramagnetic properties of gases
and of metals (leading to the quantum mechanical theory of electrons in metals), ex-
tension of wave mechanics from one to a large number of particles, explanation of the
meson, and the nuclear binding force. To explain the beta-decay of radioactive nuclei,
Pauli in 1931 postulated the existence of a new subatomic particle; it was named the
neutrino by Fermi in 1932, and was detected in 1956.

As soon as Pauli published his 1924–1925 papers on the exclusion principle for electrons, Pascual
Jordan (German, 1902–1980) realized that that principle could be extended to describe the behavior
of very large numbers of electrons (or other particles that behaved in a similar fashion). In 1925,
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Jordan wrote an elegant paper that derived what is now known as the Fermi-Dirac distribution
for such particles, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 5.40. He submitted the paper to Max Born for
prompt publication in the widely read physics journal that Born edited, Zeitschrift für Physik.
Then something unfortunate happened, as recounted by historian Nancy Thorndike Greenspan
[Greenspan 2005, p. 135]:

Born had one disconcerting moment after returning [in 1926]—his discovery of a paper
by Pascual Jordan at the bottom of his suitcase. Just before Born’s departure [in 1925],
Jordan had given it to him for possible publication in the journal Zeitschrift für Physik,
of which Born was an editor. Born had packed it, intending to read it on the trip.
When he pulled it out and finally read it, he saw that Jordan had discovered the impor-
tant statistical laws that Enrico Fermi had just published in the Zeitschrift für Physik.
Shortly, Paul Dirac made the same discovery of what became known as the Fermi-Dirac
statistics. These laws describe the statistical distribution of identical particles of spin
1⁄2 (now called fermions). They follow Pauli’s exclusion principle: that only one such
particle can occupy an energy state at a time. These laws, as applied to electrons, aided
in the development of the field of electronics. Amid the serious problems that rocked
his future relationship with Jordan, Born always felt guilty, even “ashamed,” that he
had robbed Jordan of his due.

Sadly, it does not appear that journal editor Born made any attempt to rectify or publicly clarify
the situation even after the fact. Thus the sequence of events is: Pauli worked out the behavior of
small numbers of fermions in 1924–1925. Jordan extended Pauli’s results to cover large numbers of
fermions in 1925 and submitted his discovery for publication. After perusing Pauli’s publications,
Enrico Fermi (Italian, 1901–1954) independently rediscovered the same results as Jordan in 1926,
and Paul Dirac (English, 1902–1984) rediscovered those same results again in 1927. Yet Jordan has
been nearly forgotten by history, and the names of Fermi and Dirac will be forever linked to this
topic.8

In 1927, Friedrich Hund (German, 1896–1997) used the Pauli exclusion principle to work out the
detailed order in which electrons fill progressively higher energy states in atoms that have many
electrons. His rules are still widely used today in chemistry and physics.

Also in 1927, Arnold Sommerfeld (German, 1868–1951) used the Pauli exclusion principle to de-
scribe the behavior of electrons in metals. Sommerfeld’s theory successfully explained the contri-
butions of electrons to the electrical and thermal conductivities of metals, and it is now known as
the Sommerfeld or Drude-Sommerfeld model of free electrons. (For Paul Drude’s earlier work, see
p. 663).

Some other German-speaking scientists who made important contributions to the physics of fermions
included Richard Becker (German, 1887–1955) and Markus Fierz (Swiss, 1912–2006).

8Jordan’s virtual omission from this part of history is certainly not the fault of Fermi and Dirac. If Jordan had
not existed, Fermi and Dirac would indeed have been the first discoverers of this statistical distribution of particles.
Both Fermi and Dirac made a long string of revolutionary discoveries before and after that time. For unrelated work,
Dirac won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1933, and Fermi won it in 1938. Although Fermi came out of the Italian
system and Dirac out of the British system, both were highly individualistic geniuses whose accomplishments appear
to have been due to their self-created natures and specific circumstances far more than the particular systems in
which they lived. Both Fermi and Dirac had extensive interactions with the German-speaking scientific world during
their careers. Books have been written about both of them, but their lives should be scrutinized in even more detail
for lessons that future scientists might learn.
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D. Cryogenics

Cryogenics concerns methods of producing extremely cold temperatures, very close to absolute zero,
and also with testing the properties of materials at those low temperatures. Many scientists from
the greater German-speaking world made tremendously important contributions to cryogenics.

Carl von Linde (German, 1842–1934) greatly improved earlier attempts at ammonia refrigeration
to create a truly practical and efficient large refrigeration system. He used that to liquefy air and
various gases on an industrial scale.

Zygmunt Wróblewski (Polish, educated in Germany, 1845–1888) and Karol Olszewski (Polish, 1846–
1915) also conducted important early work on liquefying different gases and studying their prop-
erties.

Raoul Pictet (Swiss, 1846–1929) was the first to produce liquid nitrogen.

Heike Kamerlingh Onnes (Dutch, educated in Germany, 1853–1926) built upon and extended that
earlier work, reaching colder and colder temperatures. Using those extremely cold temperatures,
he was the first to liquefy helium, and he also discovered superconductivity. For his discoveries, he
won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1913. Th. Nordstrom, President of the Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences, explained the importance of his contributions
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1913/ceremony-speech/]:

It was for this research that Kamerlingh Onnes set up his famous laboratory at the
beginning of the 1880’s, and in it he designed and improved, with unusual success, the
physical apparatus needed for his experiments.

It is impossible to report briefly here on the many important results of this work. They
embrace the thermodynamic properties at low temperatures of a series of monatomic
and diatomic gases and their mixtures, and have contributed to the development of
modern thermodynamics and to an elucidation of those associated phenomena which
are so difficult to explain. They have also made very important contributions to our
knowledge of the structure of matter and of phenomena related to it. [...]

I should have to cover too much ground if I were to report here on the experimental
equipment with which Kamerlingh Onnes was at last successful in liquefying helium,
and on the enormous experimental difficulties which had to be overcome. I would only
mention here that the liquefaction of helium represented a continuation of the long series
of investigations into the properties of gases and liquids at low temperatures which
Kamerlingh Onnes has carried out in so praiseworthy a manner. These investigations
finally led to the determination of the so-called isotherms of helium and the knowledge
gained here was the first step towards the liquefaction of helium. Kamerlingh Onnes has
constructed cold baths with liquid helium which permit research to be done into the
properties of substances at temperatures which lie between 4.3o and 1.15o from absolute
zero.

The attainment of these low temperatures is of the greatest importance to physics
research, for at these temperatures both the properties of the substances and also the
course followed by physical phenomena, are generally quite different from those at our
normal and higher temperatures, and a knowledge of these changes is of fundamental
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importance in answering many of the questions of modern physics. [...]

Various principles borrowed from gas thermodynamics have been transferred to the so-
called theory of electrons, which is the guiding principle in physics in explaining all
electrical, magnetic, optical, and many heat phenomena.

The laws which have been arrived at in this way also seem to be confirmed by mea-
surements at our normal and higher temperatures. That the situation is at very low
temperatures not the same, however, has, amongst other things, been shown by Kamer-
lingh Onnes’ experiments on resistance to electrical conduction at helium temperatures
and by the determinations which Nernst and his students have carried out in relation
to specific heat at liquid temperatures.

Physicist Anthony J. Leggett indicated how advanced Onnes’s achievements were [Laurie Brown
et al. 1995, p. 913]:

If the subject which we now know as low-temperature physics can be said to have a
birthday, that day would be 10 July 1908—the date on which Heike Kamerlingh Onnes
and his team at the University of Leiden first successfully cooled the element helium
(4He) below 4.2 K and thereby liquefied it. For the next 15 years, the only place in the
world where liquid helium existed was the Leiden laboratory (now named after Onnes).

Franz Simon (German, 1893–1956) and Nicholas Kurti (Hungarian, 1908–1998) developed refriger-
ators capable of cooling down to one millionth of a degree Celsius above absolute zero.

Kurt Mendelssohn (German, 1906–1980) studied the properties of liquid helium, demonstrating
superfluidity, or flow without any viscosity or friction. He also further investigated the properties
of superconductors.

Some other German-speaking scientists who made especially important contributions to supercon-
ductivity included Fritz Walther Meissner (German, 1882–1974), Max von Laue (German, 1879–
1960), and the brothers Fritz London (German, 1900–1954) and Heinz London (German, 1907–
1970).

Many of these creators personally transferred their knowledge of advanced cryogenics out of the
German-speaking world, as described by Leggett [Laurie Brown et al. 1995, p. 920]:

By this time political events in Europe had begun to affect the course of low-temperature
physics. Following the accession to power of the Nazi government in Germany, the years
1933–34 saw the exodus of many Jewish physicists, including Kurt Mendelssohn, Franz
Simon, Nicholas Kurti and the London brothers, all of whom were attracted to Oxford
by F A Lindemann (later Lord Cherwell) at the Clarendon Laboratory, which thereby
rapidly became a major centre in experimental low-temperature physics. At the same
time superconductivity at the PTR suffered a severe blow when Meissner left for Munich
and von Laue was fired by the new Nazi-appointed head.
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5.6 Relativistic Quantum Physics or Particle Physics

Relativistic quantum field theory (often simply called field theory, for short) combines special
relativity, which describes very fast things, and (non-relativistic) quantum physics, which describes
very small things. The resulting theory correctly predicts the behavior of fundamental particles,
which are small and often move at high speeds, or are in tightly bound states where they rattle
around at high speeds. For that reason, the topic is also often called particle physics, as it describes
the behavior of particles that are collided together and new particles that are produced in large
particle accelerators. Also for the same reason, relativistic quantum theory is the best way to
describe the effects of the fundamental physical forces: electromagnetic force, the strong and weak
nuclear forces, and gravitational force (as well as real or potential interactions among those forces).

Relativistic quantum theory applied to the electromagnetic force is called quantum electrodynamics
(QED). As shown in Fig. 5.48, one may use QED to picture electrically charged particles such as
electrons interacting with photons, the particles that make up an electromagnetic field. One of
the first predictions of QED is that normal particles have antimatter versions or antiparticles,
which have the opposite charge from the normal particles, or alternately have the same charge
but travel backward in time relative to the normal particles. For example, the antimatter version
of the negatively charged electron is called a positron, since it has a positive electric charge. A
particle-antiparticle pair can be created from electromagnetic energy, or a particle-antiparticle
pair can annihilate with each other and produce electromagnetic energy. QED correctly predicts
electrostatic repulsion and attraction, particle-antiparticle annihilation, and a number of more
complicated effects.

Relativistic quantum theory applied to the weak nuclear force describes phenomena such as the
decay of neutrons (beta decay) and muons. Relativistic quantum theory applied to the strong
nuclear force is called quantum chromodynamics, and is relevant to the behavior of the quarks that
compose particles like protons, neutrons, and pions, as well as the collective interactions among
protons, neutrons, and pions that hold the atomic nucleus together.

Relativistic quantum theory applied to the gravitational force is called quantum gravity, as illus-
trated in Fig. 5.49. It must incorporate general relativity as well as special relativity, and therefore
it is far more complex than theories describing the other forces. One way to view the complexity of
quantum gravity is to realize that gravitons (particles of the gravitational field) can be produced
by anything with mass or energy, but gravitons themselves have energy and can therefore create
unlimited numbers of additional gravitons. Another way to view the complexity of quantum gravity
is to consider that calculations of particle interactions are made with reference to locations in space
and time, yet gravitational interactions warp space and time themselves. For these reasons, even
today physicists remain far from a satisfactory theory of quantum gravity (or at least experimental
evidence that one of the many proposed approaches to quantum gravity is correct).

Relativistic quantum physics and particle physics are generally viewed as subjects that were devel-
oped largely after World War II, and largely outside the German-speaking world. The best-known
luminaries in the field were mostly Americans (e.g., Richard Feynman, Murray Gell-Mann, Sheldon
Glashow, Willis Lamb, Julian Schwinger, and Steven Weinberg) plus a few British (e.g., Paul Dirac
and Freeman Dyson) and Japanese physicists (e.g., Sin-Itiro Tomonaga and Hideki Yukawa). Most
of the early giant particle accelerators used to experimentally confirm the predictions of relativistic
quantum theory were in the United States.
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Figure 5.48: Combining special relativity, quantum physics, and electromagnetism yields quan-
tum electrodynamics, which successfully predicted the existence of antimatter and numerous other
effects.
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Figure 5.49: Combining special and general relativity with quantum physics yields a theory of
quantum gravity, which still suffers from several unresolved mathematical problems.
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In fact, there were a large number of German-speaking scientists who made major early contribu-
tions to relativistic quantum theory, as shown in Figs. 5.50–5.54.9 Their research was foundational
to later work outside the German-speaking world, and in some cases they made the same discover-
ies as non-German-speaking scientists, but earlier (and sadly with far less fame). There are several
reasons why there was not even more German-speaking work on relativistic quantum theory, and
why the work that was conducted is not as well known as it should be:

• The most detailed, successful work on combining relativity with non-relativistic quantum
theory could not begin until non-relativistic quantum theory was fully developed, which did
not occur until the end of the 1920s. Very soon thereafter, the rise of Nazism caused ∼25% of
scientists (including many of those working on relativistic quantum theory) to leave German-
speaking Europe, disrupting their work and their interactions with other German-speaking
scientists and/or spreading more of the development of relativistic quantum theory to other
countries (especially the United States).

• Further development of relativistic quantum theory by scientists who remained in Germany
and Austria during the Third Reich was hindered by the Nazi party’s dislike for “Jewish
physics” theories, the wartime focus on research with military applications, the difficulties of
publishing scientific papers during the war and in the first several years after the war, and the
scarcity of particle accelerators to confirm theoretical predictions. (The Third Reich appears
to have possessed many particle accelerators by the end of the war, but they were devoted to
military applications such as nuclear physics during the war, and most were confiscated by
Allied countries after the war—see Section C.1 and pp. 2496–2516 and 2740–2746.)

• Likewise, immediate development of relativistic quantum theory by German-speaking scien-
tists who fled to Allied countries was also retarded by the wartime focus on military research
and the lack of particle accelerators not devoted to military purposes.

• Further work on relativistic quantum theory after the war in the German-speaking world was
greatly impeded by the Allied procurement of most of the scientists, scientific documents,
and scientific equipment from the German-speaking world at the end of the war. That chaotic
dismantlement of the German-speaking scientific world also obscured many of the scientific
results that it had achieved in the preceding years.

• Many of the Americans who contributed to relativistic quantum theory (Murray Gell-Mann,
Julian Schwinger, Steven Weinberg, etc.) were the children of immigrants who had fled
German-speaking areas of Europe due to the political turmoil of World War I, its aftermath,
and the rise of Nazism.

• There are few books that cover the history of relativistic quantum physics, and most of those
that do exist were generally written for American and British audiences, without devoting
sufficient attention to German-speaking contributions in this field.

9Most references that focus on relativistic quantum theory tend to provide far too little information on the
German-speaking world, while references that do consider the German-speaking world in detail generally focus much
more on non-relativistic than relativistic quantum theory. References with at least some information on this topic
include: Laurie Brown et al. 1995; Laurie Brown and Hoddeson 1983; Cassidy 1992, 2009; Gamow 1966; Greiner and
Reinhardt 1994; Jones 2008; L’Annunziata 2016; von Meÿenn 1997; Moore 1989; Schweber 1994; Weber 1988. Blum
and Rickles 2018 is wonderful but focuses primarily on quantum gravity and not other parts of relativistic quantum
theory in the German-speaking world. Historians of science should write more books in this area!
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Figure 5.50: Some creators who made significant contributions to relativistic quantum physics
included Valentine Bargmann, Richard Becker, Peter Bergmann, Hans Bethe, Felix Bloch, and
Fritz Bopp.
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Figure 5.51: Other creators who made significant contributions to relativistic quantum physics
included Max Born, Hendrik Casimir, Peter Debye, Max Delbrück, Albert Einstein, and Hans
Euler.
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Figure 5.52: Other creators who made significant contributions to relativistic quantum physics
included Markus Fierz, Herbert Fröhlich, Walter Gordon, Burkhard Heim, Werner Heisenberg, and
Walter Heitler.
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Figure 5.53: Other creators who made significant contributions to relativistic quantum physics
included Leopold Infeld, Pascual Jordan, Theodor Kaluza, Nicholas Kemmer, Oskar Klein, and
Polykarp Kusch.
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Figure 5.54: Other creators who made significant contributions to relativistic quantum physics
included J. Robert Oppenheimer, Wolfgang Pauli, Dirk Polder, Léon Rosenfeld, Erwin Schrödinger,
and Adolf Smekal.
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Figure 5.55: Other creators who made significant contributions to relativistic quantum physics
included Ernst Stückelberg, Gerard ’t Hooft, Simon van der Meer, Martinus Veltman, Felix Villars,
and Victor Weisskopf.
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Figure 5.56: Other creators who made significant contributions to relativistic quantum physics
included Gregor Wentzel, Hermann Weyl, and Eugene Wigner.
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Physicist and historian Alexander Blum made it clear that relativistic quantum theory came out of
the same German-speaking world that had just produced non-relativistic quantum theory, and that
it was founded by many of the same physicists, including Max Born, Werner Heisenberg, Pascual
Jordan, Wolfgang Pauli, and Erwin Schrödinger [Blum and Rickles 2018, pp. 49, 255]:

In the years 1925 to 1927, the old quantum theory was replaced by the newly developed
theory of quantum mechanics, which grew out of the matrix mechanics of Heisenberg,
Born, and Jordan and the wave mechanics of Schrödinger. Both of these theories were
initially formulated entirely non-relativistically. But it was clear from the outset that
contact would have to be made with the special theory of relativity for two impor-
tant reasons: On the one hand, the mechanics would have to be complemented with a
quantum electrodynamics (QED), in order to describe the emission and absorption of
radiation, as well as the particulate properties of light itself, which by this time (in the
wake of the discovery and interpretation of the Compton effect) was a generally accepted
fact. On the other hand, the mechanics itself would have to be made relativistic, as it
was known, already since the mid 1910s, that relativistic corrections to the kinematics
of the electron would have a measurable effect in the fine structure of atomic spectra.

It was Schrödinger’s wave mechanics, rather than matrix mechanics, that provided the
ideal starting point for a relativistic kinematics of matter: One needed to find a new,
relativistic matter wave equation, but at first glance there were no immediate other
conceptual difficulties, such as the problem of a non-commuting time variable in ma-
trix mechanics. Schrödinger himself had initially attempted to find a relativistic wave
equation, following de Broglie’s program of matter waves, which had been formulated
in a relativistic manner. But de Broglie had stopped short of addressing the dynamical
equations. Schrödinger in fact arrived at the Klein Gordon equation, but he dismissed
it, due to its empirical inadequacy (later understood as the absence of spin in the Klein
Gordon equation). Others were not as scrupulous, and the Klein Gordon equation was
rediscovered (and published) multiple times in the immediate aftermath of Schrödinger’s
first papers on wave mechanics. [...]

In the years 1926–1928, immediately following the creation of matrix and wave mechan-
ics, the protagonists of this development elaborated and expanded the techniques of the
new quantum mechanics, so as to apply them to field theories. This work culminated in
the theory of interacting quantum electrodynamics (QED), published in 1929 by Werner
Heisenberg and Wolfgang Pauli.

As Blum noted, Schrödinger derived the Klein-Gordon relativistic quantum wave equation for
spinless particles years before Klein and Gordon. Schrödinger also worked on quantum gravity, and
made numerous other contributions to relativistic quantum field theory [Moore 1989; Weber 1988,
pp. 99–100]. Walter Gordon (German, 1893–1939) and Oskar Klein (Swedish but closely coupled
to the German-speaking scientific world, 1894–1977) were also part of the same German-speaking
physics community.

Historian of science David Cassidy confirmed the foundational roles of German-speaking scientists
such as Heisenberg, Jordan, and Pauli in relativistic quantum field theory [Cassidy 1992, p. 276]:
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Since electromagnetic radiation is a manifestation of electric and magnetic fields, the
search began almost immediately for what is now called a relativistic quantum field the-
ory. This extremely technical and mathematical branch of quantum physics, the founda-
tions of which were laid by Heisenberg, Dirac, Pauli, Jordan, and their colleagues during
the late 1920s and early 1930s, continues to this day with much the same program and
approach. [...] The enormous high-energy accelerators, bubble chambers, and data anal-
ysis equipment that were built after World War II, employing vast teams of physicists,
technicians, and students, are technological wonders in themselves. They were stimu-
lated by the discovery of new types of nonelectromagnetic fields in the middle 1930s,
the quantum behavior of which comes into play only when particles smash into each
other at such extremely high energies that their internal workings become evident.

Large-scale experimental research was paralleled by the continuing search for a unified
field theory—a quantum field theory encompassing all four types of fields known today,
rather than just the electromagnetic field. [...] Werner Heisenberg was again a leading
member of the small band of abstract theorists who established the program and laid
the foundations of relativistic quantum field theory as it has been pursued ever since.

Physicist Silvan Schweber further described Pauli’s contributions to relativistic quantum physics
[Schweber 1994, p. 583]:

Quantum electrodynamics and quantum field theory became Pauli’s main concern after
1927. [...] Pauli and Heisenberg formulated the canonical approach to the quantization
of field systems in 1929. During the thirties many of the seminal papers in quantum
field theory were either written by Pauli, had Pauli as one of its authors, or were written
under the acknowledged guidance of Pauli. [...]

Pauli spent the war years, from 1940 to 1946, at the Institute of Advanced Study in
Princeton. Most of his efforts during that period were devoted to meson theory.

Felix Villars (Swiss, 1921–2002) collaborated with Pauli on what is now called Pauli-Villars regular-
ization, a mathematical technique of getting physically sensible results (instead of mathematically
infinite answers) from relativistic quantum calculations.

J. Robert Oppenheimer (1904–1967) was born in New York but had a German father and second-
generation German-American mother, was raised speaking German, repeatedly visited family in
Germany during his childhood, and received his Ph.D. under Max Born in Germany. He began
working in relativistic quantum theory under Born and Pauli, and continued to work in that field
in the United States.

Gregor Wentzel (German, 1898–1978) also began relativistic quantum research with Pauli and then
continued in the United States.

Some physicists from the greater German-speaking world won Nobel Prizes related to relativis-
tic quantum theory. Born, Heisenberg, Pauli, and Schrödinger won Nobel Prizes, although those
were primarily for their earlier work on non-relativistic quantum physics. Peter Debye (Dutch,
1884–1966) won a Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1936, yet he also made unrelated contributions to
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relativistic quantum theory. Hans Bethe (German, 1906–2005) also made a number of important
contributions to relativistic quantum theory, but his Nobel Prize was for unrelated work on nuclear
fusion in stars (p. 1138). Similarly, Felix Bloch (Swiss, 1905–1983) won a Nobel Prize in Physics in
1952, but that was for his research on nuclear magnetic resonance, not his research on relativistic
quantum theory (p. 1118). Eugene Wigner (Hungarian, 1902–1995) won a Nobel Prize in Physics in
1963 for his work on mathematical groups and symmetries in physics, which was highly applicable
to both nuclear physics and relativistic quantum physics (p. 1127).

Polykarp Kusch (German, 1911–1993) won a Nobel Prize in Physics in 1955 for his contributions
to quantum electrodynamics. Professor I. Wailer of the Nobel Committee for Physics explained
Kusch’s work [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1955/ceremony-speech/]:

The discovery of Kusch refers directly to an important property of the electron, namely
its magnetic moment. It had been known since long that the electron is a small magnet.
The strength of this magnet is measured by its moment. The magnitude of the moment
should be uniquely determined by the electron theory of Dirac, mentioned before. [...]

Starting from this idea Kusch made a series of very careful investigations and found in
1947 that the magnetic moment of the electron is larger than the Bohr magneton by
about one part in a thousand.

In 1936, Walter Heitler (German, 1904–1981) published the first complete textbook on quantum
electrodynamics, The Quantum Theory of Radiation, which was so farsighted and useful that it is
still in print.

Ernst Stückelberg (Swiss, 1905–1984) was one of the German-speaking scientists who made some
of the most advanced and yet some of the most historically overlooked contributions to relativistic
quantum field theory. He was the first to produce many of the major innovations and solutions in
QED for which Richard Feynman later became famous, and he also made revolutionary suggestions
regarding the nuclear strong force and other topics in relativistic quantum theory. Physicists Walter
Greiner and Joachim Reinhardt gave a very short description of his work [Greiner and Reinhardt
1994, pp. 37–38]:

Stückelberg [...] made pioneering contributions to quantum field theory. In 1942 he first
conceived the idea that positrons can be interpreted as electrons running backward
in time. The use of the causal propagator for calculating the scattering matrix was
introduced in 1949 independently by R. Feynman and S. [Stückelberg] (with his student
D. Rivier). Later S. (with A. Petermann) developed the idea of the renormalization
group.

Markus Fierz (Swiss, 1912–2006) studied under and collaborated with Pauli, scrutinized the ideas
of Stückelberg, and made a long and extremely fruitful research career of his own in quantum
electrodynamics and other areas of relativistic quantum theory. Like Stückelberg, Fierz’s many
contributions have been often overlooked by those outside the German-speaking world.

Greiner and Reinhardt also mentioned some other German-speaking scientists who made important
contributions to relativistic quantum theory. Those included: Max Delbrück (German, 1906–1981),
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who was much better known for his work on DNA and viruses (pp. 83 and 156); Hans Euler
(German, 1909–1941), who obtained his Ph.D. in physics under Werner Heisenberg in 1935 and
began a very promising career in quantum field theory that ended with his death during the war;
and Victor Weisskopf (Austrian, 1908–2002), who worked in many areas of quantum field theory
[Greiner and Reinhardt 1994, p. 381]:

Delbrück [...] published a short addendum to an experimental paper on the coherent
scattering of hard γ rays where he pointed out the possible interaction of photons with
the vacuum polarization charge induced by a nucleus. The existence of this effect was
demonstrated much later and called Delbrück scattering by H. Bethe. [...]

Euler [...] The airplane in which he served as a meteorological observer was shot down
in 1941. In his PhD thesis E. [Euler] calculated the QED process of scattering light by
light. Subsequently he worked on the theory of high-energy cosmic ray collisions.

Weisskopf [...] In 1934 W. [Weisskopf] formulated a relativistically covariant quantum
field theory of bosons (with W. Pauli) and in 1936 introduced concepts which led to
renormalization theory.

In 1923, Adolf Smekal (Austrian, 1895–1959) predicted one of the first QED effects, inelastic scat-
tering of photons. That effect was demonstrated several years later by C. V. Raman, who won a
Nobel Prize for it.

In 1947, Hendrik Casimir (Dutch, 1909–2000) and Dirk Polder (Dutch, 1919–2001) predicted the
Casimir effect, a minute but real force exerted on electrically conductive objects by particles that
quantum-mechanically appear out of nothingness and immediately disappear back into nothingness.
This effect was actually demonstrated in the 1990s.

Some other physicists who made various early contributions to relativistic quantum theory in
the German-speaking world included Richard Becker (German, 1887–1955), Fritz Bopp (German,
1909–1987), Herbert Fröhlich (German, 1905–1991), Nicholas Kemmer (Russian but educated and
worked in Germany and Switzerland, lived 1911–1998), and Léon Rosenfeld (Belgian but worked
in Germany and Switzerland, lived 1904–1974).

For completeness, some later contributions should also be mentioned. Martinus Veltman (Dutch,
1931–) and Gerard ’t Hooft (Dutch, 1946–) developed the electroweak theory that showed how the
electromagnetic force and the weak nuclear force are two different aspects of the same theory. For
that insight, they won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1999. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
summarized their research [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1999/veltman/facts/]:

According to modern physics, four fundamental forces exist in nature. Electromagnetic
interaction is one of these. The weak interaction—responsible, for example, for the beta
decay of nuclei—is another. In the 1960s, a unified theory was formulated for these
two forces: the electroweak interaction. However, certain problems still remained to be
solved. In the early 1970s, Martinus Veltman and Gerardus t’Hooft formulated and
tested a mathematical theory that further explained the electroweak interaction.
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In closely related work, Simon van der Meer (Dutch, 1925–2011) made improvements to particle
accelerators that allowed electroweak theory to be confirmed experimentally. He won the Nobel
Prize in Physics in 1984. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences noted
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1984/meer/facts/]:

According to modern physics, there are four fundamental forces in nature. The weak
interaction, responsible for e.g. the beta-decay of nuclei is one of them. According to
the theory forces are mediated by particles: the weak interaction by the so called heavy
bosons W, Z, about 100 times more massive than the proton. Simon van der Meer devel-
oped a method to accumulate a large number of energetic antiprotons in an accelerator
ring. These were used in experiment where antiprotons and protons of high energy were
brought to collide. In these experiments W and Z particles were discovered in 1983.

Many of the physicists already mentioned in this section not only wrote papers on how to combine
quantum theory with special relativity to describe quantum electrodynamics and other aspects of
quantum field theory, but they also wrote papers with early ideas for how to combine quantum
theory with general relativity in order to describe gravitational effects [Blum and Rickles 2018].

Other physicists bypassed mainstream quantum field theory and focused directly on quantum grav-
ity or other approaches for combining gravity with other fundamental forces and theories [Blum
and Rickles 2018; Pais 1982, pp. 325–354].

One of the earliest and most important physicists in this latter category was Theodor Kaluza (Ger-
man, 1885–1954). In 1919, Kaluza combined Albert Einstein’s equations of general relativity with
the equations of electromagnetism by using an extra fifth dimension in addition to the usual three
spatial dimensions and fourth time dimension. In 1926, Oskar Klein suggested ways to incorporate
some aspects of quantum theory as well, so the resulting approach remains known as Kaluza-Klein
theory.

Einstein himself was very impressed by Kaluza-Klein theory and spent the rest of his career (until
his death in 1955) working on various versions and extensions of it. In that pursuit, Einstein was
assisted at different points by Valentine Bargmann (German, 1908–1989) and Peter Bergmann
(German, 1915–2002), who in turn each also contributed some of their own original ideas to the
field.

Hermann Weyl (German, 1885–1955) and Leopold Infeld (Austrian, 1898–1968) also had some
important early ideas about how to combine general relativity with other aspects of physics.

Burkhard Heim (German, 1925–2001) is an interesting case that deserves closer scrutiny. He was
badly injured while doing research on novel explosives during the war, then spent the rest of
his career pursuing his own ideas for how to combine quantum theory and general relativity
[https://www.engon.de/protosimplex/index.htm]. Because his papers were published outside main-
stream physics journals and employed Heim’s own mathematical notation for his new approaches,
his work has never been fully and properly evaluated. German-speaking physicists with a detailed
knowledge of quantum gravity research should examine Heim’s major papers to determine how
sound his reasoning was and whether he had any physics insights that should be more widely
known and utilized.



Chapter 6

Creators and Creations in Electrical
and Electromagnetic Engineering

Nehmen Sie zum Beispiel dieses komische
Rohr, das sie in Amsterdam verkaufen. Ich
habe es genau untersucht. Eine Hülse aus
grünem Leder und zwei Linsen, eine so—er
deutet eine konkave Linse an—, eine so—
er deutet eine konvexe Linse an. Ich höre,
eine vergrößert und eine verkleinert. Jeder
vernünftige Mensch würde denken, sie gleichen
einander aus. Falsch. Man sieht alles fünfmal
so groß durch das Ding. Das ist Ihre Wis-
senschaft.

You take for example that funny tube that
they are selling in Amsterdam. I examined
it closely. A casing of green leather and two
lenses, one like that—he indicates by gesture a
concave lens—, one like that—he indicates a
convex lens. I hear that one enlarges and one
reduces. Any sensible person would think that
they would cancel each other out. Wrong. One
sees everything five times as large through the
thing. That is your science.

Bertolt Brecht. 1939. Leben des Galilei [Life of Galileo]. Scene 1. Ludovico.

This chapter gives an overview of some innovations in electrical and electromagnetic engineering
that have played major roles in the modern world and that were invented or discovered by scientists
and engineers who were trained in the predominantly German-speaking central European research
world in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
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Creators from the German-speaking world made major contributions to electrical equipment and
lighting, communications and recording technologies, microelectronics, infrared vision and target-
ing, computers and robotics, radar and sonar, optical microscopes and telescopes, and electron
microscopes.1

To supplement this chapter, Appendix B quotes key documents on transistors, printed circuits and
multi-pin connectors, integrated circuits, light emitting diodes (LEDs), etc. These revolutionary
microelectronic inventions from German-speaking research groups appear to predate the official
“invention” of those technologies at Bell Laboratories and other non-German firms by many years,
and there is significant evidence that the relevant technical information was transferred to those
firms.

There is also significant evidence for German research on a wide range of directed energy technolo-
gies (lasers, particle beams, focused sound waves, electromagnetic railguns, and other approaches)
before and especially during World War II. That German research preceded and may well have
directly led to much better-known postwar development of those technologies in other countries.
This is a fascinating but murky topic that needs further investigation; see Appendix C for more
details.

Scientists from the German-speaking world also made numerous contributions to overlapping and
related areas listed in other chapters, especially Chapter 5 (physics).

In September 1945, R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts, the British and American chairs of the Combined
Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee, listed examples of several German innovations in electronics
that would be copied by other countries [AFHRA A5186 electronic version pp. 904–1026, Ch. 4,
pp. 38–40]:

1. The “Schornsteinfeger” project of radar camouflage is of definite interest. German
scientists were discovered to have developed various types of anti-radar coverings which
would prevent radar detection. These coverings were applied and used operationally in
coating submarine “Schnorkels.” Still further applications were contemplated by Ger-
man experts engaged on this project.

1In addition to specific references that are cited in different areas throughout this chapter, this chapter makes
use of general biographical and project information from: ACLS 2000; Albrecht et al. 1992; Ash and Söllner 1996;
Bar-Zohar 1967; Bower 1987; Bunch and Hellemans 2004; Challoner 2009; Cornwell 2003; Crim 2018; EB 1911, 2010;
Gillispie 1970–1990; Gimbel 1990a; Glatt 1994; Hall 2019; István Hargittai 2006, 2011; Linda Hunt 1991; Impey et
al. 2008; Jacobsen 2014; Koertge 2007; Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Lusar 1956, 1971; Medawar and Pyke 2000; Mick
2000; Murray 2003; Nachmansohn 1979; NDB 1953–2020; Neufeld 2012; Nouzille and Huwart 1999; O’Reagan 2014,
2019; Porter 1994; Charles Walker 1946; Peter Watson 2010; Weitensfelder 2009.

For general overviews of large portions of the history of electrical and electromagnetic engineering in the
German-speaking world, see: Buchheim and Sonnemann 1990; Bunch and Hellemans 2004; Cardwell 1995; Challoner
2009; Gööck 2000; Heckl 2010, 2011; Heßler 2012; Jankowsky 2000; König 2000, 2009; König and Schneider 2007; Lud-
wig 1974; Lundgreen and Grelon 1994; Radkau 1989, 2016; Technisches Museum Wien 2011; Weitensfelder 2009, 2013.

I have deliberately left a blank space where images of some creators or creations should go.
Those are people or projects that I felt were important enough that they should definitely be shown in this book,
yet I have not yet been able to locate a suitable image that I have permission to use, despite my searches in Europe
and in the United States. If readers have any relevant images and could send them to me, I would be very grateful
and will include them in future editions of this book. Even where a suitable photo cannot be located, I believe that
leaving a blank space pays tribute both to the scientific importance of that creator or creation and to how that
historical fact has been very nearly forgotten.
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2. Enemy development of Continuous Wave Transmission Navigational Aids was found
to be well advanced. German equipment was capable of greater accuracy and greater
range than any hitherto known. Fundamental research data was obtained concerning
propagation conditions for use in CW Transmissions.

3. Infra-red development had received much attention by German experts, and their
technique was in advance of that of the Allies. Infra-red was used for night vision to
permit night driving of military vehicles, and night sighting and aiming of weapons
under conditions of total black-out. Another application was in infra-red searchlights
used for the protection of harbor entrances. An entire German combat element had been
equipped with infra-red and trained in its use for employment on the Eastern front.

4. The design of polyrod aerials had been rejected as a development project by British
and US authorities. It was discovered that the Germans had achieved successful use
of this equipment in many applications. The polyrod aerial possesses important space
saving advantages in centimetric radar work.

5. German scientists had conducted extensive ionospheric investigations. The bulk of
their research data has been obtained by Allied scientists.

6. The enemy had achieved much in the development of materials with a wide range of
electrical and magnetic properties, and of materials which become superconducting at
relatively high temperatures.

7. Investigation revealed that German radio valve design was generally less advanced
than our own. However, particular types of special valve designs have proven of interest.

8. German electron microscopes, capable of a magnification of 200,000 times, while not
more advanced than our own, yield new information of interest.

9. Examination of anti-jamming circuits used by the Germans has provided new infor-
mation.

10. Much valuable information on the use of electronic control and telemetering equip-
ment in guided missiles of all kinds has been obtained.

American experts discovered the Bosch machine and control equipment used for the
manufacture of a new type of paper capacitors (condensers). Condensers produced by
this process have important advantages over the types generally used in the US and
United Kingdom. They are designed with a self-healing feature which will overcome
repeated breakdowns resulting from over-voltage surges. One complete unit of this man-
ufacturing equipment has been obtained for evacuation to the US.

In addition to large numbers of government reports, journalists also documented that many rev-
olutionary electronic technologies were transferred out of the German-speaking world after World
War II. For example, in October 1946, Harper’s Magazine reported [Charles Walker 1946]:
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The head of the communications unit of Technical Industrial Intelligence Branch opened
his desk drawer and took out the tiniest vacuum tube I had ever seen. It was about half
thumb-size.

Notice it is heavy porcelain—not glass—and thus virtually indestructible. It is a thousand
watt—one-tenth the size of similar American tubes. Today our manufacturers know the
secret of making it. . . . And here’s something. . . .

He pulled some brown, papery-looking ribbon off a spool. It was a quarter-inch wide,
with a dull and a shiny side.

“That’s Magnetophone tape,” he said. “It’s plastic, metallized on one side with iron
oxide. In Germany that supplanted phonograph recordings. A day’s radio program can
be magnetized on one reel. You can demagnetize it, wipe it off and put a new program
on at any time. No needle; so absolutely no noise or record wear. An hour-long reel
costs fifty cents.” He showed me then what had been two of the most closely-guarded,
technical secrets of the war: the infra-red device which the Germans invented for seeing
at night, and the remarkable diminutive generator which operated it. German cars could
drive at any speed in a total blackout, seeing objects clear as day two hundred meters
ahead. Tanks with this device could spot targets two miles away. As a sniper scope it
enabled German riflemen to pick off a man in total blackness.

There was a sighting tube, and a selenium screen out front. The screen caught the
incoming infra-red light, which drove electrons from the selenium along the tube to
another screen which was electrically charged and fluorescent. A visible image appeared
on this screen. Its clearness and its accuracy for aiming purposes were phenomenal.
Inside the tube, distortion of the stream of electrons by the earth’s magnetism was even
allowed for!

The diminutive generator—five inches across—stepped up current from an ordinary
flashlight battery to 15,000 volts. It had a walnut-sized motor which spun a rotor at
10,000 rpm—so fast that originally it had destroyed all lubricants with the great amount
of ozone it produced. The Germans had developed a new grease: chlorinated paraffin
oil. The generator then ran 3,000 hours!

A canvas bag on the sniper’s back housed the device. His rifle had two triggers. He
pressed one for a few seconds to operate the generator and the scope. Then the other,
to kill his man in the dark. “That captured secret,” my guide declared, “we first used
at Okinawa—to the bewilderment of the Japs.”

We got, in addition, among these prize secrets, the technique and the machine for making
the world’s most remarkable electric condenser. Millions of condensers are essential to
the radio and radar industry. Our condensers were always made of metal foil. This one
is made of paper, coated with 1/250,000 of an inch of vaporized zinc. Forty per cent
smaller, twenty per cent cheaper than our condensers, it is also self-healing. That is,
if a breakdown occurs (like a fuse blowing out), the zinc film evaporates, the paper
immediately insulates, and the condenser is right again. It keeps on working through
multiple breakdowns—at fifty per cent higher voltage than our condensers! To most
American radio experts this is magic, double-distilled.
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6.1 Electrical Equipment and Lighting

Electrical equipment

German-speaking scientists led the discovery of electrical principles and the application of those
principles to create essential types of electrical equipment.

In 1820, Johann Schweigger (German states, 1779–1857) developed the galvanometer for measuring
electric current. See Fig. 6.1.

Using galvanometers and different electrical conductors, Georg Ohm (German states, 1789–1854,
Fig. 6.1) studied the electrical properties of simple circuits. He demonstrated that the voltage V
across a circuit depends on the current I through the circuit and the electrical resistance R across
the circuit, in accordance with the equation V = IR, which is now known as Ohm’s law.

Andreas von Ettingshausen (Austrian, 1796–1878, Fig. 6.1) designed the first machine to use elec-
tromagnetic induction to generate power.

Heinrich Lenz (Baltic German, 1804–1865, Fig. 6.1) formulated what is now known as Lenz’s
law, which describes how a changing magnetic field induces electric currents in nearby conductors
that create new magnetic fields opposing the changing field. He also discovered that the power
P consumed by an electric circuit depends on the current I flowing through the circuit and the
electrical resistance R of the circuit, P = I2R.

Heinrich Rühmkorff (German, 1803–1877) developed improved magnetic induction coils, now called
Rühmkorff coils, and used them in a variety of applications such as AC transformers and high-
voltage generators. See Fig. 6.2.

Werner von Siemens (German, 1816–1892, Fig. 6.3) began his career by creating more elaborate
telegraphs that could point to individual letters, and went on to produce a wide range of additional
electrical innovations such as electric generators, electric motors, transformers, electric elevators,
and electric trains [Bähr 2016; von Siemens 1895].

Gustav Kirchhoff (German, 1824–1887) discovered a number of physical laws that now have his
name attached to them, including laws illustrated in Fig. 6.4 that describe the current and voltage
in electric circuits.

As shown in Fig. 6.5, Johann Sigmund Schuckert (German, 1846–1895) improved electric generators
and motors, and also created some of the first lighting systems for streets and buildings in the
1870s. His company, Schuckert & Co., competed with the Siemens company to develop and sell
new electrical products. After the deaths of their respective founders, the two companies merged.

Nikola Tesla (Serbo-Croatian, educated in Austria, 1856–1943) invented a complete AC (alternating
current) electric power generation, distribution, and usage system for the Westinghouse company
in the United States [Cheney 1981; Cheney and Uth 1999]. See Fig. 6.6.

As shown in Fig. 6.7, Charles (Karl) Steinmetz (German, 1865–1923) invented a complete AC
electric power generation, distribution, and usage system for the rival General Electric company in
the United States.

Brothers Wilhelm Emil Fein (German, 1842–1898) and Carl Fein (German, 18??–19??) invented
the electric hand drill in 1895. See Fig. 6.8.
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Figure 6.1: Johann Schweigger invented the galvanometer, Georg Ohm discovered Ohm’s law, An-
dreas von Ettingshausen developed the electromagnetic induction generator, and Heinrich Emil
Lenz discovered Lenz’s law and the electric power law.
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Figure 6.2: Heinrich Rühmkorff created AC transformers, electric generators, etc.
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Figure 6.3: Werner von Siemens invented electric generators, electric elevators, electric trains, etc.
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Figure 6.4: Gustav Kirchhoff discovered laws for currents and for voltages that are still widely used
in analyzing electric circuits.
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Figure 6.5: Johann Sigmund Schuckert improved electric generators and motors, and also created
some of the first lighting systems for streets and buildings.
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Figure 6.6: Nikola Tesla invented a complete AC electric power generation, distribution, and usage
system for the Westinghouse company in the United States.
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Figure 6.7: Charles (Karl) Steinmetz invented a complete AC electric power generation, distribution,
and usage system for the rival General Electric company in the United States.
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Figure 6.8: Brothers Wilhelm Emil Fein and Carl Fein invented the electric hand drill in 1895.
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Lighting technology

German-speaking scientists pioneered all major categories of lighting technology.

Spectroscopy, the quantitative separation and measurement of different colors or wavelengths in
light, was developed and demonstrated by Joseph von Fraunhofer (Bavarian, 1787–1826), Robert
Bunsen (German, 1811–1899), and Gustav Kirchhoff (German, 1824–1887). See Figs. 3.4 and 6.9.

Friedrich Wilhelm (William) Herschel (Hanover, 1738–1822) discovered infrared light in 1800 [Her-
schel 1800]. See Fig. 6.84.

Johann Ritter (Prussian/Bavarian, 1776–1810) discovered ultraviolet light in 1801. See Fig. 6.9.

There is significant evidence that Heinrich Göbel (German, 1818–1893) invented the first functional
incandescent light bulb in 1854, 25 years before Thomas Edison’s much better known light bulb;
see Fig. 6.10.

Carl Auer von Welsbach (Austrian, 1858–1929) greatly improved incandescent light bulbs in 1898
by developing a metal filament instead of the previous carbon filament. His metal filament was much
longer lived, used less electricity, produced more light, and was sturdier than a carbon filament.
See Fig. 3.6.

Heinrich Geissler (German, 1814–1879), Julius Plücker (German states, 1801–1868), and Johann
Hittorf (German, 1824–1914) developed and tested early high-voltage gas discharge tubes that were
ultimately diversified into vacuum tubes, X-ray tubes, cathode ray tubes, neon lighting tubes, and
fluorescent lighting tubes. See Fig. 6.11.

As shown in Fig. 6.12, Leo Arons (German, 1860–1919) modified high-voltage gas discharge tubes
to create the mercury vapor lamp in 1892.

Edmund Germer (German, 1901–1987), Friedrich Meyer (German?, 18??–19??), and Hans Spanner
(German?, 18??–19??) further modified high-voltage gas discharge tubes to invent modern fluores-
cent lighting tubes in 1926. Specifically, they coated mercury vapor lamp tubes with fluorescent
chemical pigments to absorb the ultraviolet light emitted by the mercury and reemit that energy
as a range of visible light. See Fig. 6.13.

Nikolaus Riehl (German, 1901–1990, Fig. 8.39) also made contributions to fluorescent pigments for
fluorescent lighting and to the optical spectroscopy of solid materials.

Both before and after World War II, these lighting technologies were transferred from the German-
speaking world to other countries. BIOS 395, German Fluorescent Lamp Industry and Phosphor
Chemical Manufacture, pp. 3, 5, is an example of the transfer of information on improved fluorescent
light tubes to the United Kingdom and United States:

REPORT 2—DISCUSSION WITH DR. ABRAHAMOZIK, FORMERLY RESEARCH
CHEMIST OF THE WELT-POST INSTITUTE, HEIDELBERG. 14.11.1945.

[...] With Dr. Lappe, a physicist, he had been engaged on the preparation of metallic
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sulphides, selenides and tellurides by new methods employing furnacing at ultrahigh-
pressures circa 1,000 atmospheres. The object was to obtain improved efficiency of
transformation of long wave U.V. into visible radiation and secondly to produce fluores-
cent powders responsive to infra-red radiation of long wavelength corresponding with
400oC radiators.

Ultra-Violet Phosphors:

A large range of possible substances had been investigated of which the most effective
was found to be zinc sulphide containing 5% zinc selenide activated with 0.0001% Cu,
up to 1% Cu. This material was stated to be some 30% to 50% more efficient than a
simple zinc sulphide produced by the same method.

I.R. Phosphors:

To produce powders responsive to long wavelength I.R. radiation—zinc, lead, mercury,
cadmium sulphides, selenides and tellurides had been investigated. The zinc sulphide
+ 5% selenide was good and the telluride compound was probably better but less was
known about the properties.

These latter compounds were used in receiving circuits for detecting I.R. by employing
the phosphor as the dielectric of a condenser fitted in a sensitive valve receiver. Reception
of I.R. radiation was indicated by circuit changes resulting from changes in the dielectric
constant of the phosphor.

Bernhard Gudden (German, 1892–1945), Robert Pohl (German, 1884–1976), Zoltan Bay (Hun-
garian, 1900–1992), György Szigeti (Hungarian, 1905–1978), and Kurt Lehovec (Austrian/Czech,
1918–2012) developed light emitting diodes (LEDs). See pp. 836 and 840–841 and Section B.4.

German-speaking scientists conducted most of the early work toward the development of lasers,
including gas or plasma lasers (Section C.3). Semiconductor lasers or laser diodes were designed and
developed by John von Neumann (Hungarian, 1903–1957), Walter Heywang (German, 1923–2010),
and Herbert Kroemer (German, 1928–). See pp. 842–844 and Section B.4.

Ludwig Mach (Austrian, 1868–1951) and Ludwig Zehnder (Swiss, 1854–1949) developed the Mach-
Zehnder interferometer during the period 1891–1892. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer splits a col-
limated and preferably monochromatic beam of light into two beams, passes one beam through a
transparent object (or reflected off a non-transparent object), then recombines the beams. Phase
changes to the light waves caused by the object create constructive and destructive interference
and thus visible patterns that can provide useful information about the object. See Fig. 6.14. This
general process was later used as the basis for phase contrast microscopy (p. 952).

Dennis Gabor (Hungarian but educated and worked in Germany, 1900–1979, Fig. 6.15) invented
holography in 1947. In many ways, a holographic recording system can be viewed as a simple
modification of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, with photographic film placed at the final point to
record the constructive and destructive interference produced when half of the light beam encounters
an object and then the two halves of the beam are recombined. Such an image appears three-
dimensional to human eyes, unlike regular photographs. For this innovation, Gabor won the Nobel
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Prize in Physics in 1971. Professor Erik Ingelstam of the Royal Academy of Sciences described the
far-reaching applications of Gabor’s methods
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1971/ceremony-speech/]:

[...I]mportant information about the object is missing in a photographic image. This is
a problem which has been a key one for Dennis Gabor during his work on information
theory. Because the image reproduces only the effect of the intensity of the incident
wave-field, not its nature. The other characteristic quantity of the waves, phase, is
lost and thereby the three dimensional geometry. The phase depends upon from which
direction the wave is coming and how far it has travelled from the object to be imaged.

Gabor found the solution to the problem of how one can retain a wave-field with its
phase on a photographic plate. A part of the wave-field, upon which the object has not
had an effect, namely a reference wave, is allowed to fall on the plate together with
the wave-field from the object. These two fields are superimposed upon one another,
they interfere, and give the strongest illumination where they have the same phase, the
weakest where they extinguish each other by having the opposite phase. Gabor called
this plate a hologram, from the Greek holos, which means whole or complete, since
the plate contains the whole information. This information is stored in the plate in a
coded form. When the hologram is irradiated only with the reference wave, this wave
is deflected in the hologram structure, and the original object’s field is reconstructed.
The result is a three dimensional image.

Gabor originally thought of using the principle to make an electron microscope image
in two steps: first to register an object’s field with electron rays in a hologram, and
then to reconstruct this with visible light to make a three dimensional image with high
resolution. But suitable electron sources for this were not available, and also for other
technical reasons the idea could not be tested. However, through successful experiments
with light Gabor could show that the principle was correct. In three papers from 1948
to 1951 he attained an exact analysis of the method, and his equations, even today,
contain all the necessary information. [...]

The fascinated observer’s admiration when he experiences the three dimensional space
effect in a holographic image is, however, an unsufficient acknowledgement for the inven-
tor. More important are the scientific and technical uses to which his idea has led. The
position of each object’s point in space is determined to a fraction of a light wave-length,
a few ten-thousandths of a millimetre, thanks to the phase in the wave-field. With this,
the hologram has, in an unexpected way, enriched optical measurement techniques, and
particularly interferometric measurements have been made possible on many objects.
The shape of the object at different times can be stored in one and the same hologram,
through illumination of it several times. When they are reconstructed simultaneously,
the different wave-fields interfere with each other, and the image of the object is covered
with interference lines, which directly, in light wavelengths, correspond to changes of
shape between the exposures. These changes can also be, for example, vibrations in a
membrane or a musical instrument.

Also, very rapid sequences of events, even in plasma physics, are amenable to analy-
sis through hologram exposures at certain times with short light flashes from modern
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impulse lasers.

Gabor’s original thought to use different waves for both steps within holography, has
been taken up in many connections. It is especially attractive to use ultra sound waves
for exposures, so that, in the second step, a sound field is reconstructed in the shape
of an optical image. Despite significant difficulties there is work, with a certain amount
of progress, being done in this area. Such a method should be of value for medical
diagnosis, since the deflected sound field gives different information from that in X ray
radiography.

Nicolaas Bloembergen (Dutch, 1920–2017, Fig. 6.15) developed early magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) machines and invented methods of using nonlinear optics to convert laser beams of one
frequency or wavelength into beams of other frequencies or wavelengths (for example by halving or
by doubling the frequency). He won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1981 for his laser work. Professor
Ingvar Lindgren of the Royal Academy of Sciences noted
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1981/ceremony-speech/]:

Nicolaas Bloembergen has contributed to the development of laser spectroscopy in a
different way. Laser light is sometimes so intense that, when it is shone on to matter,
the response of the system could not be described by existing theories. Bloembergen and
his collaborators have formulated a more general theory to describe these effects and
founded a new field of science we now call non-linear optics. Several laser spectroscopy
methods are based upon this phenomenon, particularly such methods where two or more
beams of laser light are mixed in order to produce laser light of a different wave length.
Such methods can be applied in many fields, for instance, for studying combustion
processes. Furthermore, it has been possible in this way to generate laser light of shorter
as well as longer wave lengths, which has extended the field of application for laser
spectroscopy quite appreciably.

Theodor Wolfgang Hänsch (German, 1941–, Fig. 6.15) developed more precise laser frequency
standards, for which he won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2005 (along with John Hall). Professor
Stig Stenholm, Member of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, explained
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/2005/ceremony-speech/]:

John Hall and Theodor Hänsch have worked on ever-improved standard references for
frequency measurements. In order to compare an unknown period of light with the
reference, they have developed the frequency comb technique. This gives a sequence
of exactly separated frequencies and a method to set this measuring rod against an
unknown frequency. Thus one obtains an extremely accurate number for the unknown
period. This allows spectroscopic measurements with extremely high precision. Today
this technique is as exact as the methods developed for this purpose during earlier
decades, but it promises many times improved accuracy.

The history of physics shows that, when the accuracy of measurements is improved,
new physics may be discovered and explored. The work honored today facilitates tests
of our basic theories in physics. The character of time and space may be clarified, and
the limitations of the laws of physics may be established.
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Figure 6.9: Joseph von Fraunhofer (standing), Robert Bunsen (Fig. 3.4), and Gustav Kirchhoff
(Fig. 3.4) developed spectroscopy. Johann Ritter discovered ultraviolet light.
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Figure 6.10: There is significant evidence that Heinrich Göbel (1818–1893) invented the first func-
tional incandescent light bulb in 1854, 25 years before Thomas Edison’s light bulb.
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Figure 6.11: Heinrich Geissler, Johann Wilhelm Hittorf, and Julius Plücker created high-voltage
gas discharge (Geissler) tubes, the forerunners of vacuum tubes, X-ray tubes, cathode ray tubes,
neon lighting tubes, and fluorescent lighting tubes.
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Figure 6.12: Leo Arons invented the mercury vapor lamp in 1892.
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Figure 6.13: Edmund Germer, Friedrich Meyer, and Hans Spanner modified mercury vapor tubes
to invent modern fluorescent lighting tubes in 1926.
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Figure 6.14: Ludwig Mach and Ludwig Zehnder developed the Mach-Zehnder interferometer during
the period 1891–1892.
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Figure 6.15: Dennis Gabor invented holography, Nicolaas Bloembergen used nonlinear optics to
increase or decrease laser frequencies by multiples, and Theodor Wolfgang Hänsch developed more
precise laser frequency standards.
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6.2 Communications and Recording Technologies

German-speaking creators invented and demonstrated communications and recording technologies
that revolutionized the world. Unfortunately, the modern world often does not attribute those
inventions to their actual creators.

Telegraph

Carl Friedrich Gauss (German states, 1777–1855) and Wilhelm Weber (German, 1804–1891), shown
in Fig. 6.16, worked out the laws of magnetism and electromagnetism. Using those, they invented
and successfully demonstrated the world’s first electric (electromagnetic or electromechanical) tele-
graph in 1833, five years before Samuel Morse, whose work became much better known outside the
German-speaking world [Dunnington 2003].

Werner von Siemens (German, 1816–1892, Fig. 6.3) created more elaborate telegraphs that could
point to individual letters [Bähr 2016; von Siemens 1895].

Carl Wilhelm Siemens (German, 1823–1883), a younger brother of Werner von Siemens, designed
and produced telegraph networks.

Telephone

Johann Philipp Reis (German, 1834–1874) invented and successfully demonstrated the world’s first
microphone, speaker, and telephone in 1861 (Fig. 6.17). Reis demonstrated this working telephone
system 14 years before Alexander Graham Bell’s version, yet Reis is virtually unknown in the
non-German-speaking world and Bell is widely viewed as the inventor of the telephone.

Werner von Siemens invented an improved loudspeaker.

Radio

In 1888, Heinrich Hertz (German, 1857–1894, Fig. 6.18) produced, detected, and measured elec-
tromagnetic waves, specifically radio waves, making him also the true original inventor of radio
transmitters and receivers. Unfortunately Hertz died very young; otherwise he would likely have
played even more of a role (and been recognized much more) in the early development of radio
technology.

Beginning in 1897, Karl Ferdinand Braun (German, 1850–1918, Fig. 6.18) created radios, the semi-
conductor diode, and phased array antennas. For his work developing and improving radio tech-
nology, he won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1909. H. Hildebrand, President of the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences, said [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1909/ceremony-speech/]:

[I]t was Hertz who through his classical experiments showed that the new ideas as to
the nature of electricity and light had a real basis in fact. To be sure, it was already well
known before Hertz’s time, that a capacitor charged with electricity can under certain
circumstances discharge itself oscillatorily, that is to say, by electric currents passing to
and fro. Hertz, however, was the first to demonstrate that the effects of these currents
propagate themselves in space with the velocity of light, thereby producing a wave
motion having all the distinguishing characteristics of light. This discovery—perhaps
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the greatest in the field of physics throughout the last half-century—was made in 1888.
It forms the foundation, not only for modern science of electricity, but also for wireless
telegraphy. But it was still a great step from laboratory trials in miniature where the
electrical waves could be traced over but a small number of metres, to the transmission
of signals over great distances. [...]

The electrical oscillations sent out from the transmitting station were relatively weak
and consisted of wave-series following each other, of which the amplitude rapidly fell-so-
called “damped oscillations”. A result of this was that the waves had a very weak effect at
the receiving station, with the further result that waves from various other transmitting
stations readily interfered, thus acting disturbing at the receiving station. It is due above
all to the inspired work of Professor Ferdinand Braun that this unsatisfactory state of
affairs was overcome. Braun made a modification in the layout of the circuit for the
despatch of electrical waves so that it was possible to produce intense waves with very
little damping. It was only through this that the so-called “long-distance telegraphy”
became possible, where the oscillations from the transmitting station, as a result of
resonance, could exert the maximum possible effect upon the receiving station. The
further advantage was obtained that in the main only waves of the frequency used by
the transmitting station were effective at the receiving station. It is only through the
introduction of these improvements that the magnificent results in the use of wireless
telegraphy have been attained in recent times.

Nikola Tesla (Serbo-Croatian, educated in Austria, 1856–1943) also showed that radio waves could
be used to transmit signals and even power over considerable distances. Among other accomplish-
ments, Tesla demonstrated a radio-controlled boat in 1898 [Cheney 1981; Cheney and Uth 1999].
See Fig. 6.18.

Christian Hülsmeyer (German, 1881–1957) patented a radio remote control system in 1904. As
another application of radio waves, he also invented and demonstrated radar (p. 917).

Vacuum tube technology evolved from the work of a series of German-speaking scientists, including
Julius Plücker (German states, 1801–1868), Heinrich Geissler (German, 1814–1879), Johann Hittorf
(German, 1824–1914), Eugen Goldstein (German, 1850–1930), Arthur Wehnelt (German, 1871–
1944), and others. See Fig. 6.11. In 1906, Robert von Lieben (Austrian, 1878–1913, Fig. 6.19)
invented the triode vacuum tube, an important component in early communications equipment.

Mobile telephone systems

By combining telephone and radio technologies, German-speaking scientists invented and com-
mercialized the world’s first mobile telephone system. As shown in Fig. 6.20, such mobile phones
consisted of telephones and compact radio transmitter boxes, and were installed in German passen-
ger trains (the system was called Zugpostfunk or Zugtelefon). Transmitter/receiver towers near the
track connected the train mobile phones to the normal wired telephone network, allowing passen-
gers on trains to call (or receive calls from) people who either were not on trains or were on other
trains. Development of the system began during World War I, and the service was commercialized
and in service by January 1926. After World War II, the United States copied this mobile telephone
system and installed it in U.S. trains. Ultimately mobile telephone technology was miniaturized us-
ing microelectronics components and methods that had also been invented in the German-speaking
world (Appendix B).
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Figure 6.16: Carl Friedrich Gauss and Wilhelm Weber invented and successfully demonstrated the
world’s first electric telegraph in 1833 (five years before Samuel Morse).
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Figure 6.17: Johann Philipp Reis invented and successfully demonstrated the world’s first micro-
phone and telephone in 1860 (14 years before Alexander Graham Bell).
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Figure 6.18: Heinrich Hertz, Karl Ferdinand Braun, and Nikola Tesla invented and demonstrated
radio systems for transmitting and receiving voices, remote control signals, and power.
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Figure 6.19: Robert von Lieben invented the triode vacuum tube (1906).
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Figure 6.20: The world’s first mobile telephone system began commercial operation on German
trains in 1926.
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Optical communications systems

German-speaking scientists also developed systems for transmitting and receiving voices and data
via light signals; see p. 854.

Disc phonograph records and player

Emil(e) Berliner (German, 1851–1929) invented the disc phonograph record and player (which he
called the Gramophone) in 1886. See Fig. 6.21. He also developed improved microphones.

Magnetic tape recording

Fritz Pfleumer (Austrian, 1881–1945), Walter Weber (German, 1907–1944), and Hans-Joachim von
Braunmühl (German, 1900–1980) developed magnetic plastic tape recorders, dubbed the Mag-
netophon, with the first demonstration in 1927. See Fig. 6.22. Weber and von Braunmühl also
developed improved microphones.

German-speaking creators also developed a magnetic tape recorder that used steel tape instead
of plastic tape. In 1930, Kurt Stille (German, 1873–1957) and Ludwig Blattner (German, 1881–
1935) invented the Blattnerphone magnetic steel tape recorder, shown in Fig. 6.23. However, the
advantages of the plastic tape soon won out.

Magnetic tape recording technology was transferred to other countries after World War II. For
example, BIOS 951, The Magnetophon Sound Recording and Reproducing System, reported:

This report describes a system for the recording and reproduction of sound, making
use of the well-known magnetic principle, which has been developed in Germany both
before and during the war. During the war an improvement in performance has been
achieved and the quality of reproduction of speech and music now obtainable by means
of this system is of a high order and, it is claimed, consistently better than that achieved
with other systems.

There were a number of other postwar Allied reports on German magnetic tape recorders, such as
BIOS 1379, Plastics in German Sound Recording Systems, and FIAT 705, High Frequency Magne-
tophone Magnetic Sound Recorders. In addition to the reports, many magnetic recorders and reels
of tape were seized and later copied by Allied countries (Figs. 6.24–6.25). For example, a U.S. Army
officer, John T. “Jack” Mullin, confiscated several German Magnetophon units, shipped them to a
private address in the United States, and then presented their technology to potential customers
and investors as his own invention. Mullin became much more famous and wealthy than the actual
German and Austrian inventors, and he was part of a pattern, not an isolated case. In 1963, small
reels of magnetic audio tape were packaged and marketed as “compact cassette tapes” by Philips
Eindhoven, and that format was dominant worldwide for over three decades.

The Magnetophon is just one example of the revolutionary magnetic recording technologies for au-
dio, video, and data that were invented and perfected in Germany, then transferred to Allied coun-
tries in 1945 and used worldwide for decades [Gimbel 1990]. Gunter Guttwein (German, 1906–1978)
also developed magnetic recording and magnetic memory technologies in Germany, and brought
those to the U.S. Army’s Fort Monmouth electronics laboratory after World War II.
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Figure 6.21: Emil(e) Berliner invented the disc phonograph record and player in 1886.
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Figure 6.22: Fritz Pfleumer, Walter Weber, and Hans-Joachim von Braunmühl developed magnetic
plastic tape recorders (first demonstrated in 1927).
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Figure 6.23: Kurt Stille and Ludwig Blattner developed the Blattnerphone magnetic steel tape
recorder (1930).
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Figure 6.24: After World War II, German magnetic tape recorders, tape, and designs were taken
by the United States and directly copied by U.S. companies [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 58,
Folder Replies to Letters of April 29, 1947].
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Figure 6.25: After World War II, German magnetic tape recorders, tape, and designs were taken
by the United States and directly copied by U.S. companies [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 58,
Folder TIID Discards].
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Motion picture cameras and projectors

As shown in Fig. 6.26, the brothers Max Skladanowsky (German, 1863–1939) and Emil Skladanowsky
(German, 1866–1945) created the Bioscop motion picture camera and projector in 1892 and pre-
sented the first public films in 1895.

Methods of recording audio tracks on visual film reels were developed by Josef Benedict Engl
(German, 1893–1942), Joseph Massolle (German, 1889–1957), Hans von Ohain (German, 1911–
1998), and Hans Vogt (German, 1890–1979).

Television

In the first steps toward television development, Julius Plücker (German states, 1801–1868) discov-
ered magnetic deflection of electrons in a vacuum tube in 1857 (Fig. 6.27). Karl Ferdinand Braun
(German, 1850–1918) created cathode ray tubes and oscilloscopes in 1897. In much of the world,
cathode ray tube screens are still called Braun tubes.

Paul Nipkow (German, 1860–1940, Fig. 6.27) worked on an electromechanical television system
that used a “Nipkow disk” to guide its scanning pattern.

Other pioneers of television were August Karolus (German, 1893–1972), Max Knoll (German, 1897–
1969), and Erhard Kietz (German, 1909–1982), as shown in Fig. 6.28

Siegmund Loewe (German, 1885–1962) and Manfred von Ardenne (German, 1907–1997) developed
a complete television transmitter and receiver system in 1931, and then an improved and larger
television receiver in 1936. See Fig. 6.29.

Emil Mechau (German, 1882–1945), Walter Heimann (German, 1908–1981), and Werner Flechsig
(German, 1900–1981) developed the long-range zoom television cameras that were used to broadcast
the 1936 Berlin Olympics (Fig. 6.30).

Fritz Schröter (German, 1886–1973) at Telefunken developed interlaced TV scanning and rectan-
gular picture tubes, such as the 1937 television receiver shown in Fig. 6.31. Fritz Fischer (Swiss,
1898–1947) and Edgar Gretener (Swiss 1902–1958, also important in cryptography) developed tele-
vision projectors. Friedrich Gladenbeck (German, 1899–1987) developed high-frequency radio, re-
mote control, and television systems.

German-speaking scientists miniaturized television systems for use in smart bombs and missiles,
decades before that technology became popularized in the first U.S.-Iraq war (pp. 1276–1278).
The same technology was also employed in battlefield robotics (pp. 899–900). Figures 6.32–6.34
show a shoebox-sized Fernseh television receiver/picture tube and shoebox-sized Tonne television
camera/transmitter that were first operational in 1942.

CIOS XXXII-125, German Guided Missile Research, pp. 139–143, described the miniaturized tele-
vision systems and some of their applications:

3. Television System for Guided Missiles.

This consists of two units (camera and transmitter) in the missile, and a further two
circuits (receiver and indicator) in the controlling aircraft.
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All units measure 7” x 7” x 141⁄2”. Only the camera and indicator were designed by
Fernseh, the radio link being designed by another firm.

In the early models a 441 line interlaced picture was used, the picture frequency being
25 per second (frame frequency 50 per second). [...]

The picture quality obtained would appear to be excellent. Some photographs have been
obtained of the picture given by the 441 line interlaced equipment. These pictures were
taken using the whole equipment, including the radio link, but a large, good quality
receiving tube was used. The photographs indicate that the definition was about as
good as can be obtained with a 441 line system. [...]

The D.F.S. have been concerned with the testing and installation of the Fernseh televi-
sion in the Hs 293. [...]

On one test a range of 263 kms. was obtained with the controlling aircraft at a height
of 4,000 metres and the bomb at a height of 1,000 metres. [...]

It is understood that the Fernseh television camera using the infra-red tube was also
used in the robot tank. [...]

An interesting television camera of very compact design is being developed for Wasser-
fall. [...]

In “Nazis Had Television Eye to Guide Missile’s Path,” the New York Times reported [NYT 1949-
05-22]:

DAYTON, Ohio, May 21—German scientists during World War II developed a television
device similar to the human eye for controlling guided missiles or aircraft but never put
it to use, the Air Materiel Command at Wright Field disclosed today.

The device was built into missiles such as bombs and guided them toward a pre-set
target without outside help, it was said. It used a movable mirror which reflected the
target to a television tube. This tube transmitted electrical impulses to the missile’s
steering device, keeping the missile constantly pointed at the target.

The pilot aligned his target in the television picture in his sighting mechanism, switched
on the bomb’s steering device and released the bomb. The missile then was on its own.

The entire device was no bigger than eight inches in diameter and weighed only four
pounds. Some were as small as five inches in diameter.

In addition to such military applications, handheld compact video cameras based on this technology
were used for many decades after the war.

Walter Bruch (German, 1908–1990) operated TV cameras at the 1936 Berlin Olympics and then
developed the color PAL television system after the war. Peter Carl Goldmark (Hungarian, 1906–
1977) developed magnetic video recording (the Electronic Video Recording system, 1967), as well
as LP records and a color television system in the United States. See Fig. 6.35.
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Figure 6.26: The brothers Max and Emil Skladanowsky created the Bioscop motion picture camera
and projector in 1892 and presented the first public films in 1895.
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Figure 6.27: In the first steps toward television development, Julius Plücker discovered magnetic
deflection of electrons in a vacuum tube, Karl Ferdinand Braun created cathode ray tubes and oscil-
loscopes, and Paul Nipkow worked on an electromechanical television system that used a “Nipkow
disk” to guide its scanning pattern.
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Figure 6.28: Other pioneers of television were August Karolus, Max Knoll, and Erhard Kietz.
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Figure 6.29: Siegmund Loewe and Manfred von Ardenne developed a complete television transmitter
and receiver system in 1931 and then an improved and larger television receiver in 1936.
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Figure 6.30: Emil Mechau, Walter Heimann, and Werner Flechsig developed the long-range zoom
television cameras that were used to broadcast the 1936 Berlin Olympics.
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Figure 6.31: Fritz Schröter at Telefunken developed interlaced TV scanning and rectangular picture
tubes, such as the 1937 television receiver shown here. Fritz Fischer and Edgar Gretener (also
important in cryptography) developed television projectors. Friedrich Gladenbeck developed high-
frequency radio, remote control, and television systems.
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Figure 6.32: German-speaking scientists miniaturized television systems for use in smart bombs
and missiles (pp. 1276–1278), as exemplified by this shoebox-sized television receiver/picture tube,
which was first operational in 1942.
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Figure 6.33: German-speaking scientists miniaturized television systems for use in smart bombs and
missiles (pp. 1276–1278), as exemplified by this shoebox-sized Tonne television camera/transmitter,
which was first operational in 1942.
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Figure 6.34: German-speaking scientists miniaturized television systems for use in smart bombs and
missiles (pp. 1276–1278), as exemplified by this shoebox-sized Tonne television camera/transmitter,
which was first operational in 1942.
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Figure 6.35: Walter Bruch operated TV cameras at the 1936 Berlin Olympics and then developed
the color PAL television system after the war. Peter Goldmark developed magnetic video recording
(the Electronic Video Recording system, 1967), as well as LP records and a color television system.
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Scanners, facsimile (fax) machines, and printers

High-speed electronic scanners and facsimile or fax machines were developed in the German-
speaking world and transferred to other countries after World War II [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75,
Box 58, Folder TIID Discards]. See Figs. 6.36–6.37. Many people were involved in their develop-
ment, but special mention should go to Arthur Korn (German, 1870–1945) for doing some of the
earliest work on this topic, and to Rudolf Hell (German, 1901–2002) for creating fully functional
scanners, fax machines, and printers. See also FIAT 908, The Siemens and Halske Teleprinter,
T-Typ 68.

Photocopiers

Photocopier technology was developed in the German-speaking world and then transferred to other
countries during and after World War II. Early forms of the technology used chemically coated, light-
sensitive paper. There is some evidence that the modern form of photocopiers, using powdered ink
electrostatically attracted to uncoated paper, may have also been developed in wartime Germany,
although much more archival research is needed on this topic.

Allied investigators wrote many reports on German photocopier technology after the war. For
example, BIOS 1255, Research in the German Printing Industry, p. 17, stated:

The Suitability of Mercury Vapour Lamps for Exposing
Pigment Paper for Photogravure: by J. Albrecht and O. Watter.

Comparisons were made on the copying effect of carbon arcs, high-pressure mercury
vapour lamps and fluorescent lamps.

At even-distance carbon arcs are superior in using the least energy for equal copying
effect but in practice the conditions are varied by the fact that the carbon arc does have
a point source combined with high heat-output whereas fluorescent tubes distribute
the light emission over a fairly large area with consequent lower heat generation per
unit area and permit exposure at much closer distances at the time, giving better light-
distribution.

High-pressure mercury vapour lamps are not quite as suited as fluorescent tubes.

Description of a practical arrangement of fluorescent tubes for exposing pigment papers
is given.

Among other examples of Allied reports on German photocopier technology, see:

BIOS 435. Ozalid Light-Sensitive Materials, Kalle & Co., Wiesbaden—Biebrich (I.G.
Farbenindustrie A.G.). [Ozalid chemical-coated paper for dry photocopying]

BIOS 1475. Engineers’ Sensitised Material and Allied Products. [Light-sensitive papers
for photocopying]
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FIAT 528. German Patents and Patent Applications Concerning Light Sensitive Re-
production Materials and Summary of Patents Issued 1917 Through 1939. With 62
supplements.

FIAT 813. Photo-Reproduction Research of Kalle & Co., A.G. Index of Microfilmed
Reports.

As an example that electrostatic rollers for carbon powder were known and used for various appli-
cations in wartime Germany, see BIOS 1035, Metallgesellschaft A.G. and Lurgi Bau, Frankfurt am
Main. Electrostatic Separation of Coal and Other Minerals.

Optical discs and digital file formats

In 1935, Edwin Welte (German, 1876–1958) created a system for recording and playing back music
from optical discs, as shown in Fig. 6.38. He patented and produced the system, and continued to
improve it through World War II. Much of Welte’s work was destroyed in Allied bombing near the
end of the war, but his innovations appear to have exerted direct or indirect influence on postwar
work.

The development of lasers (which also originated in the German-speaking world—see Section C.3)
made it much more practical to record and read data on high-density optical discs. The most im-
portant postwar laboratory for developing laser optical discs was the Philips Eindhoven research
center, which had been closely tied to the rest of the predominantly German-speaking research
world from the late nineteenth century through World War II, including work on electronics, com-
munications, and directed energy beams [e.g., CIOS III-1; CIOS VI-26, 27; CIOS X-13; CIOS XI-10;
CIOS XII-22]. Various types of laser optical discs (LaserDiscs, compact discs or CDs, digital video
discs or DVDs, etc.) were produced from 1969 onward at Philips Eindhoven by Gijs Bouwhuis
(Dutch, 19??–), Piet Kramer (Dutch, 19??–), Klaas Compaan (Dutch, 19??–), Kees Schouhamer
Immink (Dutch, 1946–), Lou Ottens (Dutch, 1926–), and Joop Sinjou (Dutch, 19??–). See Fig. 6.39.
Laser optical disc technology was rapidly adopted by Japan, the United States, and other countries.

Beginning in 1970, Dieter Seitzer (German, 1933–) at the University of Erlangen pioneered methods
to compress digital files without a noticeable loss of signal detail. Based on those methods, the now-
ubiquitous MP3 digital audio file format was developed and perfected at the Fraunhofer Society
by Seitzer’s students and associates, including Karlheinz Brandenburg (German, 1954–), Ernst
Eberlein (German, 19??–), Heinz Gerhäuser (German, 1946–), Bernhard Grill (German, 1961–),
Jürgen Herre (German, 19??–), and Harald Popp (German, 1956–). See Fig. 6.40.
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Figure 6.36: High-speed electronic scanners and facsimile or fax machines were developed in the
German-speaking world by a series of creators including Arthur Korn and Rudolf Hell (who also
developed printers).
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Figure 6.37: High-speed electronic scanners and facsimile or fax machines were developed in the
German-speaking world and transferred to other countries after World War II [NARA RG 40, Entry
UD-75, Box 58, Folder TIID Discards].
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Figure 6.38: In 1935, Edwin Welte created a system for recording and playing back music from
optical discs.
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Figure 6.39: Laser optical discs (LaserDiscs, compact discs, digital video discs, etc.) were produced
from 1969 onward by Gijs Bouwhuis, Piet Kramer, Klaas Compaan, Kees Schouhamer Immink,
Lou Ottens, and Joop Sinjou.
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Figure 6.40: The MP3 digital audio file format was developed by Dieter Seitzer, Karlheinz Bran-
denburg, Ernst Eberlein, Heinz Gerhäuser, Bernhard Grill, Jürgen Herre, and Harald Popp.
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6.3 Solid State Physics and Microelectronics

German-speaking creators made many of the revolutionary advances in solid state physics and
microelectronics that have made the modern world possible, yet to date, the full extent of their
contributions has not been widely understood and recognized.2

Solid state physics

Solid state physics, the basic science underlying microelectronics, describes the motions of negatively
charged electrons and positively charged ions in crystal lattices. Figure 6.41 gives a simple visual
explanation of some of the major aspects of solid state physics.

As shown in upper part of Fig. 6.41, electrons belong to different energy levels, or energy bands,
depending on whether the electrons behave like waves with peaks between the ions (higher energy,
conduction band) or with peaks at the ions (lower energy, valence band). In the illustration, electrons
moving through a simple one-dimensional lattice of positively charged ions behave as standing waves
with a wave function Ψ(x). The magnitude of the wave function squared, |Ψ(x)|2, represents the
probability that the electrons will be at a given location, so electrons will usually be found near the
antinodes (maxima) of the standing waves. If the electron wave function has antinodes between the
ion locations as in the upper graph, the negatively charged electrons will tend to be found far away
from positively charged ions, so they will have higher energies. If the electron wave function has
antinodes near the ion locations, the negatively charged electrons will tend to be found very close
to the positively charged ions, so they will have lower energies. Thus there are different possible
levels or bands of energies for the electrons, and they are separated by an energy band gap.

The lower part of Fig. 6.41 is a schematic illustration of the occupation of electron energy bands
in metals, insulators, semiconductors, and semimetals:

• In metals, an energy band is 10–90% filled. That provides plenty of electrons in the band, but
it leaves them lots of nearby vacant energy states they can move to in order to run around
and conduct electricity.

• In electrical insulators, each band is either completely full or completely empty. Completely
full bands do not provide their electrons with nearby vacant states they can move to in order
to conduct electricity, and completely empty bands do not have any electrons to conduct
electricity. The band gap between the highest filled band and the lowest empty band is large
enough that essentially no electrons from the filled band can jump up to the empty band and
conduct electricity.

2For individual pieces of the history of this area, see the documents in Appendix B and also: Arns 1998; Bernstein
1984; Crawford 1991; Eckert and Schubert 1990; Eisler 1989; Gertner 2012; Gimbel 1990a; Handel 1999; Hicks 2012;
Hilsch 1939; Hilsch and Pohl 1938; Hoddeson et al. 1992; Hoddeson and Daitch 2002; Medawar and Pyke 2000;
Mertz 1946; Nagel 2006; Noll and Geselowitz 2011; Pierce 1975; Rhoads 2005; Riordan and Hoddeson 1997; Sarkar
et al. 2006; Sullivan 1949; Teichmann 1988; Warnow-Blewett and Teichmann 1992.

There is a great need for someone to write a comprehensive and scientifically detailed history
of German-speaking contributions to the combined area of solid state physics and microelectronics.
Such a history should include all of the creators, creations, and evidence listed in Appendix B, and
draw upon further archival research to solve many of the remaining mysteries.
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• Semiconductors are very similar to insulators, except that the energy band gap between the
highest filled band (the valence band) and the lowest empty band (the conduction band) is
much smaller. Because the band gap is smaller, a small but significant number of electrons
can jump up to the conduction band and conduct electricity. These electrons leave behind
vacant states in the valence band; the vacant states are called “holes” and act like positive
charge-carrying particles.

• Just like semiconductors, semimetals also have a small but significant number of electrons
in one band and a corresponding collection of holes in another. However, in semimetals,
this effect is due to a negative energy band gap between two bands; an essentially full band
overlaps in energy with an essentially empty band, causing some electrons to leave the full
energy band and occupy lower energy states in the nearly empty band.

While the ions cannot move as freely as the electrons in a solid, they can vibrate in place, and
those vibrations can carry energy. By considering the motions of both the electrons and the ions,
solid state physics is able to explain the electrical, magnetic, optical, and thermal properties of
solid materials.

Some creators who made major contributions to solid state physics are shown in Figs. 6.42–6.45.

In a crystalline solid, the ions are arranged in a three-dimensional periodic pattern or lattice,
which has a large effect on the properties of the solid. For different solids with different crystal
shapes, those three-dimensional lattice structures can be quite complex. Real crystals often have
imperfections such as individual ions that have been knocked out of their correct locations within
the lattice. Such lattice defects often absorb certain colors of visible light and are known even in
the English-speaking physics community as “F centers” for the German word for color, Farbe.

Franz Ernst Neumann (German, 1798–1895) was one of the first scientists to make a detailed study
of the optical behavior of crystals based on their composition and shapes.

Woldemar Voigt (German, 1850–1919) made contributions to several areas of physics and wrote
the first textbook on solid state physics (Lehrbuch der Kristallphysik) in 1910.

Arthur Schoenflies (German, 1853–1928) applied advanced mathematical methods such as group
theory to the analysis of crystal structures. “Schoenflies notation” is still widely utilized in crystal-
lography and solid state physics.

Eugene Wigner (Hungarian, 1902–1995) greatly extended the group theory methods of Schoenflies
with applications in solid state physics and particle physics. He won a Nobel Prize in Physics in
1963 for this work (p. 1127).

Hendrik Lorentz (Dutch, 1853–1928) used what were then the latest ideas about electromagnetic
waves and electrons to create one of the first mathematical models for the electrical and optical
properties of solids. He won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1902 (p. 691).

Paul Drude (German, 1863–1906) also created a mathematical model for electrons in solids. Al-
though the Drude model only considered classical mechanics and electromagnetism, it can be used
to analyze and obtain the correct expressions for several important solid state phenomena.
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Figure 6.41: Solid state physics, the basic science underlying microelectronics, describes the motions
of negatively charged electrons and positively charged ions in crystal lattices. Electrons belong to
different energy levels, or energy bands, depending on whether the electrons behave like waves with
peaks between the ions (higher energy, conduction band) or with peaks at the ions (lower energy,
valence band). Metals have a band partially full of electrons, with plenty of room for them to gain
energy and run around. Electrical insulators have bands filled with electrons, and a large energy gap
separating those from unfilled bands where they could run around. Semiconductors and semimetals
have bands that can be more or less full, depending on the conditions.
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Figure 6.42: Some creators who made major contributions to solid state physics include Hans Bethe,
Felix Bloch, Max Born, Peter Debye, Paul Drude, and Rudolph Franz.
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Figure 6.43: Other creators who made major contributions to solid state physics include Ernst
Ising, Georg Joos, Walther Kossel, Hendrik Kramers, Ralph Kronig, and Wilhelm Lenz.
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Figure 6.44: Other creators who made major contributions to solid state physics include Hendrik
Lorentz, Erwin Madelung, Walther Nernst, Franz Ernst Neumann, Wolfgang Pauli, and Rudolf
Peierls.
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Figure 6.45: Other creators who made major contributions to solid state physics include Arthur
Schoenflies, Arnold Sommerfeld, Woldemar Voigt, Gregory Wannier, Gustav Wiedemann, and Eu-
gene Wigner.
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Gustav Wiedemann (German, 1826–1899) and Rudolph Franz (German, 1826–1902) measured the
thermal conductivity and the electrical conductivity of metals at different temperatures. They
showed empirically that the ratio of the thermal and electrical conductivities increased in direct pro-
portion to the temperature, which came to be called may be the Wiedemann-Franz law. While the
Drude model could explain many properties of solids, it could not correctly explain the Wiedemann-
Franz law.

Wolfgang Pauli (Austrian, 1900–1958) showed that electrons obey what is now called the Pauli
exclusion rule; every electron in an atom, a solid, or other system is an individualist that refuses to
do exactly the same thing as any other electron in that system. For this discovery, Pauli won the
Nobel Prize in Physics in 1945 (p. 698).

Arnold Sommerfeld (German, 1868–1951) greatly improved the Drude model by using the Pauli
exclusion principle to explain the behavior of electrons in metals. The resulting Sommerfeld or
Drude-Sommerfeld model of free electrons yielded theoretical results that agreed with the experi-
mental measurements of the Wiedemann-Franz law.

Max Born (German, 1882–1970) wrote an early textbook (Dynamik der Kristallgitter) on solid
state physics in 1915, and contributed to the subject further as one of the pioneers of quantum
physics in the 1920s. He won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1954 (p. 696).

Felix Bloch (Swiss, 1905–1983) incorporated the wave-like behavior of electrons into models of solids,
and the mathematical wave functions of electrons in solids became known as Bloch functions. Bloch
won a Nobel Prize in Physics in 1952 (p. 1118).

Ralph Kronig (German, 1904–1995) extended Felix Bloch’s calculations of the wave-like behavior
of electrons in solids; the updated theory later became known as the Kronig-Penney model. Kronig
was also one of the first physicists to propose electron spin. Kronig and Hendrik Kramers (Dutch,
1894–1952) independently developed the Kramers-Kronig relations for the optical and electronic
properties of solids.

Gregory Wannier (Swiss, 1911–1983) further improved the calculations of the wave-like behavior of
electrons in solids, resulting in the Wannier functions. With Hendrik Kramers, he also discovered
the Kramers-Wannier duality for the magnetic properties of solids.

Wilhelm Lenz (German, 1888–1957) and Ernst Ising (German, 1900–1998) developed what became
known as the Ising model to explain the magnetic properties of solids.

Walther Nernst (German, 1864–1941) made important contributions to the statistical physics and
thermal properties of solids. He won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1920 (p. 705).

Peter Debye (Dutch, 1884–1966) calculated the effects of vibrations of the ions in a crystal lattice
on the thermal properties of the crystal. He won a Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1936 (p. 705).

Erwin Madelung (German, 1881–1972) modeled the electrostatic effects of all the ions on an indi-
vidual ion or on the electrons, resulting in what is now known as the Madelung constant.
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Rudolf Peierls (German, 1907–1995) made many major discoveries in solid state physics, including
the behavior of the positive “holes” left behind by negative electrons that have left atoms, the prop-
erties of phonons or vibrations of the ion lattice, and the shapes of repeating zones in momentum
space corresponding to the shapes of repeated crystal shapes in regular space (a discovery that was
incorrectly later attributed to Léon Brillouin).

Walther Kossel (German, 1888–1956) studied the structure, bonding, and growth of crystals. He
was the son of Albrecht Kossel (p. 74).

Hans Bethe (German, 1906–2005) wrote his doctoral thesis on solid state physics and continued to
make new discoveries in the field until after World War II. He won a Nobel Prize in Physics in 1967
(p. 1138).

Georg Joos (German, 1894–1959) gathered a wide variety of solid state physics theories and experi-
ments and assimilated them into organized textbooks that taught several generations of physicists.

Semiconductor materials and devices

Harnessing solid state physics effects, especially those in semiconductors, led to the development
of numerous microelectronic devices for various applications.

Karl Ferdinand Braun (German, 1850–1918) invented and demonstrated the semiconductor diode
in 1874, and also developed many other innovations in electronics; see Fig. 6.46. He won the Nobel
Prize in Physics in 1909 (p. 761).

As shown in Fig. 6.47, in 1893 Julius Elster (German, 1854–1920) and Hans Geitel (German, 1855–
1923) invented the semiconductor photoelectric cell, which could detect and measure the amount
of light and produce a corresponding electrical output signal.

Jan Czochralski (Polish/German, 1885–1953) developed a method for growing semiconductor crys-
tals and wafers in 1916 (Fig. 6.48). The Czochralski method is still used today.

Bernhard Gudden (German, 1892–1945) and Robert Pohl (German, 1884–1976) developed improved
photoelectric cells and also prototype light emitting diodes (LEDs) during the period 1919–1923;
see Fig. 6.74.
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Figure 6.46: Karl Ferdinand Braun invented and demonstrated the semiconductor diode in 1874,
and also developed many other innovations in electronics.
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Figure 6.47: Julius Elster and Hans Geitel invented the photoelectric cell in 1893.
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Figure 6.48: Jan Czochralski developed a method for growing semiconductor crystals and wafers in
1916.
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Transistors

According to official histories, the first transistor was invented at Bell Laboratories in late 1947
and early 1948 by John Bardeen (American, 1908–1991), Walter Brattain (American, 1902–1987),
and William Shockley (American, 1910–1989). However, there is significant evidence that at least
nine different groups of German-speaking scientists may have invented transistors earlier:

1. Julius Edgar Lilienfeld (Austrian, 1882–1963) invented an improved X-ray tube in 1912, the field
effect transistor in 1925, and an improved electrolytic capacitor in 1931, as shown on pp. 806–807
and 1815–1835. Lilienfeld filed several patent applications on his field effect transistor during the
period 1925–1928. The great level of detail in those applications regarding the production and
performance of such transistors suggests that he built and tested them, although exactly what
results he achieved are not clear from currently available documents. Much later, Bell Laboratories
secretly built functioning devices based directly on Lilienfeld’s patents, lending further support to
the view that the patents were based on Lilienfeld’s own successful experimentation [Arns 1998]. In
the 1920s Lilienfeld moved to the United States, where he married an American woman. It appears
that he was unsuccessful in finding sufficient support for his transistor idea in the United States.
In the 1930s Lilienfeld and his wife moved to the island of Saint Thomas in the Caribbean, where
they lived the rest of their lives.

2. Oskar Heil (German, 1908–1994) filed a detailed patent application on field effect transistors in
1934; see pp. 808 and 1837–1839. Currently it is unclear just what experimental work Heil may
have done on the concept either before or after filing the patent application, or whether other
German-speaking scientists may have taken up the ideas proposed in the application.
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Figure 6.49: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld invented an improved X-ray tube in 1912, the field effect
transistor in 1925, and an improved electrolytic capacitor in 1931.
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Figure 6.50: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld invented the field effect transistor in 1925 and filed a number
of highly detailed patent applications on it.
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Figure 6.51: Oskar Heil filed a detailed patent application on field effect transistors in 1934.
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3. Rudolf Hilsch (German, 1903–1972) and Robert Pohl demonstrated a proof-of-concept point-
contact transistor in 1938 [Hilsch and Pohl 1938]. As shown on pp. 810 and 1841–1842, like a
modern transistor, this solid-state semiconductor device had three electrodes, with the current flow
into the middle electrode (the base, in modern terminology) controlling and greatly amplified by
the much larger current flow between the other two electrodes. For the 1938 experiments, that
signal amplification was approximately a factor of 20. These results were extremely impressive, but
the reason they are best described as “proof of concept” is that they were obtained in a material
(a potassium bromide crystal) that became a good semiconductor only at a very high temperature
(490oC) and voltages (100–150 Volts), which would not be practical for use in normal electronic
circuits. Hilsch recognized those limitations and promptly proposed that the results be replicated
by modifying existing room-temperature semiconductor diodes to add a third electrode for the base
[Hilsch 1939]:

Durch diese Messung ist zum erstenmal
gezeigt worden, daß man auch in fes-
ten Körpern Ströme steuern kann. Die
Trägheit der Ströme in diesem “großen”
Modell ist naturgemäß groß. Es ist jetzt
nur eine Aufgabe der Technik, auch in den
dünnen Sperrschichten der technischen Gle-
ichrichter das Steuergitter unterzubringen.
Wenn die Lösung dieser Aufgabe gelingt,
kann der Dreielektroden-Kristall auch tech-
nisch neben dem Dreielektroden-Rohr seine
Bedeutung erhalten.

This measurement has shown for the first
time that it is also possible to control cur-
rents in solid bodies. The inertia of the
currents in this “large” model is naturally
large. It is now only a technical task to add
the control grid in the thin barrier layers of
engineering rectifiers. If the solution to this
problem is successful, the three-electrode
crystal can also gain technical significance
alongside the three-electrode tube.

From available documentation, it is unclear exactly what projects Hilsch worked on between 1939
and the post-war period. Given his determination to replicate the transistor amplifier results in a
more practical semiconductor device, and given the extensive wartime work on new and improved
semiconductor devices, it seems likely that he would have carried his transistor work further, or
collaborated with other scientists to do so. In any event, the 1938 Hilsch and Pohl paper and the
1939 Hilsch paper were published in physics journals that were highly regarded and widely read in
the German-speaking world, so they would have encouraged many other scientists (such as those
listed below) to try to replicate and extend that work.
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Figure 6.52: Rudolf Hilsch and Robert Pohl demonstrated a prototype point-contact transistor in
1938 [Hilsch and Pohl 1938].
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4. Erich Habann (German, 1892–1968) filed a very detailed patent application on point-contact
transistors, their fabrication, and use in 1942 (pp. 812 and 1845–1849). The level of detail suggests
that Habann may well have already produced and demonstrated such transistors at his Hessenwinkel
laboratory. Although documentation on his results is not currently available, it is known that
Habann worked on a number of secretive research projects during the war and was well funded by
the German military [Nagel 2006].

5. Walter Schottky (Swiss/German, 1886–1976) published detailed analyses of semiconductor prop-
erties necessary for transistors in 1942; see pp. 813 and 1851–1859. All of Schottky’s papers were
seized by the United States in 1945 and never returned to him or publicly disclosed.

6. Heinrich Welker (German, 1912–1981) and Herbert Mataré (German, 1912–2011) began develop-
ing a point-contact transistor in Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based
on that wartime work on 6 April 1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
See pp. 814 and 1861–1870.

7. Erwin Weise (German?, 19??–19??) told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the
possibility of using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control
of current flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic
amplifiers without vacuum” (pp. 815 and 1872–1883).

8. Frank Rose (German?, 19??–19??), Eberhard Spenke (German, 1905–1992), and Erich Waldkötter
(German?, 19??–19??) filed detailed patent applications on transistors in 1949, as shown on pp. 816
and 1885–1894. Because of the extreme political and financial restrictions on conducting research
in Germany after the war, it seems likely that this patent application was based on wartime work.
Indeed, large numbers of patent applications on wartime inventions were filed in 1949 when the
West German patent office opened.

9. Karl Seiler (German, 1910–1991) and Paul Ludwig Günther (German, 1892–1969) developed
methods for designing and fabricating silicon semiconductor devices throughout the war and into
the postwar period (pp. 817 and 1896–1904). Their work was applied to transistors after the war,
and it may have been used for that purpose during the war.
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Figure 6.53: Erich Habann filed a very detailed patent application on point-contact transistors, their
fabrication, and use in 1942, suggesting that he had already demonstrated them at his Hessenwinkel
laboratory.
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Figure 6.54: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942. All of his papers were seized by the United States in 1945 and never returned.
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Figure 6.55: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure 6.56: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure 6.57: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure 6.58: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther developed methods for designing and fabricating
silicon semiconductor devices throughout the war and into the postwar period.
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German-speaking scientists also made important contributions to transistors and microelectronics
after the war. Some examples include:

After the war, Hans K. Ziegler (German, 1911–1999) came to the United States in Operation
Paperclip. He became the Chief Scientist of a U.S. Army laboratory in Fort Monmouth, New
Jersey, that employed many other German-speaking scientists and harnessed many microelectronics
technologies acquired from Germany, Austria, and Czech territory. See pp. 872, 1906, and 2126.

Helmar Frank (Moravian, 1919–2015) and Jan Tauc (Bohemian, 1922–2010) worked in German-
run laboratories in Czech territory during the war. They produced transistors in Czechoslovakia
in 1949, based at least in part (and perhaps entirely) on wartime German work there (pp. 819,
1907–1908, 2504, 3246, 3252, and 3269). Both Frank and Tauc continued to develop semiconductor
and microelectronics technologies in Czechoslovakia for many years. Frank was interrogated by the
United States in 1945 regarding his knowledge of advanced electronics technologies. Tauc eventually
moved to the United States.

Kurt Lehovec (Austrian/Czech, 1918–2012) worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II,
developing semiconductor devices for Germany in Czech territory. After the war he was extensively
interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States, where he filed patents on
light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits. In 1952, he filed a patent application on
a transistor design that had several advantages over the transistors from Bell Laboratories. See pp.
836, 1908–1913, 2005–2019, and 2038–2053.

Herbert Kroemer (German, 1928–) invented the drift transistor in 1953, the double-heterostructure
laser diode in 1963, and III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966. (See pp. 844, 1914–1926,
and 2060–2065.) He won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2000 (p. 838).

Jean Hoerni (Swiss, 1924–1997) and Eugene Kleiner (Austrian, 1923–2003) developed methods of
manufacturing silicon transistors at Fairchild Semiconductor; see pp. 820 and 1927–1937. Through
Fairchild and their later companies and investments, they also helped to develop Silicon Valley.

Karl Heinz Zaininger (German, 1929–) developed modern methods for fabricating field effect tran-
sistors (pp. 821 and 1938–1952).
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Figure 6.59: Helmar Frank and Jan Tauc produced transistors at the former German electronics
laboratory in Tannwald/Tanvald in Czechoslovakia in 1949, based at least in part (and perhaps
entirely) on wartime German work there.
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Figure 6.60: Jean Hoerni and Eugene Kleiner developed methods of manufacturing silicon transis-
tors.
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Figure 6.61: Karl Heinz Zaininger developed modern methods for fabricating field effect transistors.
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Postwar transfer of microelectronics technologies

Appendix B presents evidence that suggests (but does not yet prove—much more investigation is
required) that the German-speaking scientists’ transistor developments not only preceded those of
Bell Laboratories, but may have been directly used by Bell Laboratories as a guide to reproduce
the earlier German-speaking work:

• The German-speaking transistor development came from at least nine groups doing extensive
work over the course of a period of over two decades collectively.

• During World War II, the German military was keenly interested in funding the development
of smaller, more rugged, and more complex electronic guidance systems that could be used
in rockets ranging from anti-aircraft missiles to intercontinental ballistic missiles. Transistors
derived from the existing German patents and papers would have been an important part of
those guidance systems.

• In spring 1945, hundreds of thousands of tons of German-language technical documents were
seized by the United States, thousands of German-speaking scientists were interrogated by
U.S. scientists and engineers, and countless prototypes, pieces of equipment, and whole lab-
oratories were shipped to the United States.

• Personnel from Bell Laboratories played a prominent role in collecting that scientific infor-
mation from Europe and processing it in the United States.

• In late 1945, Bell Laboratories put John Bardeen and Walter Brattain to work to try to
produce a simple transistor, with some supervision by William Shockley. As noted by one
source in Appendix B, “the semiconductor group at Bell Laboratories began its work with a
survey of wartime developments in the field of semiconductors” [Eckert and Schubert 1990,
p. 159].

• John Bardeen and Walter Brattain did not begin serious experimentation with transistor-like
devices until November 1947. Within a couple of months this very small team created what
appears to be a crude replica of the earlier German work.

• Not only did Shockley not give any credit to the earlier German work, but he refused to
give proper credit to Bardeen and Brattain who actually performed the Bell Laboratories
experiments.

• Due to their personal differences, the team of Bardeen, Brattain, and Shockley soon split
up. Even in 1951, Western Electric (the manufacturing arm of AT&T/Bell Laboratories) was
unable to produce reliable transistors. Most transistor development in the United States was
carried out by other researchers, including several German-speaking scientists (Kurt Lehovec,
Herbert Kroemer, Jean Hoerni, Eugene Kleiner, Karl Heinz Zaininger, etc.) as shown earlier
in this appendix.
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Much more archival research is needed to determine the true extent of microelectronics innovations
in the German-speaking world, as well as how much it influenced postwar work in other countries.

Figure 6.62 shows examples of how detailed technical information on the German semiconductor
and microelectronics technologies was transferred to Allied countries after World War II. For in-
stance, British Intelligence Objectives Sub-committee (BIOS) Final Report 725, German Research
on Rectifiers and Semi-Conductors, described how German groups were making wafers of monocrys-
talline pure silicon, doping semiconductor materials with impurities to create the desired electrical
properties, and producing semiconductor devices both from silicon and from germanium [BIOS
725]:

Impurities in a semi-conductor produce additional energy-levels; perhaps a pure mate-
rial could not be a semi-conductor. There must be some broadening of the energy levels
into bands... Joos tried to produce large crystals of silicon for use in silicon-carbon de-
tectors for cm. waves. The method was deposition from a solution of silicon in molten
aluminum. The crystals so obtained were spectroscopically pure... They were aggrega-
tions of thin plates... Prof. Pohl confirmed that Dr. König had studied germanium and
silicon rectifiers at Göttingen...

Capacitors

In addition to the transistor, German-speaking scientists played critical roles in the development
of modern capacitors.

As shown in Fig. 6.63, Karol (Charles) Pollak (Polish, 1859–1928) invented the electrolytic capacitor
in 1896 and also developed improved batteries.

Julius Edgar Lilienfeld developed an improved electrolytic capacitor in 1931, as already noted (p.
806).

In the 1930s, Eberhard Traub (German?, 18??–19??) invented metalized paper capacitors, which
worked well and could be manufactured very inexpensively. See Fig. 6.64.

The United States acquired Traub’s metalized paper capacitor technology in 1945, as shown in
Figs. 6.65–6.66.
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Figure 6.62: U.K. and U.S. officials investigated German microelectronics programs in detail in
1945 and wrote reports about some of what they learned.
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Figure 6.63: Karol (Charles) Pollak invented the electrolytic capacitor in 1896 and also developed
improved batteries.
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Figure 6.64: Eberhard Traub invented metalized paper capacitors.
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Figure 6.65: The United States acquired Eberhard Traub’s metalized paper capacitor technology
in 1945.
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Figure 6.66: The United States acquired Eberhard Traub’s metalized paper capacitor technology
in 1945 [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 58, Folder TIID Discards].
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Printed circuits

While moving from large vacuum tubes to small transistors greatly helped to miniaturize and
simplify electronics, the development of printed circuit boards was another major step in micro-
electronics. In printed circuits, electronic components are attached to a board that is covered with
etched metal lines for wires, avoiding the labor and bulkiness involved in connecting separate phys-
ical wires to each component. A closely related technology was multi-pin connectors, which could
be used without printed circuits but became even more advantageous when used together with
printed circuits.

As shown on pp. 830 and 1954–1965, Albert Hanson (German, 18??–19??) filed detailed patent
applications on printed circuits and multi-pin connectors in 1902 and 1903. From the available
documentation, it is not clear how far he got in implementing his designs, although the highly
detailed nature of the patents suggests that he may well have built and tested printed circuits and
multi-pin connectors.

Paul Eisler (Austrian, 1907–1992) built printed circuits in 1936 [Eisler 1989; Medawar and Pyke
2000]. He brought the attention of the British government to the technology during World War II
and filed patent applications on it in 1944 (pp. 831 and 1966–1982).

Printed circuits were in “wide use” in wartime Germany and the technology was transferred to the
United States after the war by people such as longtime Bell Telephone Laboratories engineer Todos
Odarenko, as shown on pp. 832 and 1983–1986. It is not clear if the “wide use” of printed circuits
in wartime Germany was derived from the 1930s work of Paul Eisler, or if his work was derived
from that German work, or if both lines of development arose independently of each other based
on the seminal inventions of Albert Hanson.

The final step in the development of printed circuits came when Rudolf Strauss (German, 1913–
2001, Fig. 6.70) developed the wave soldering method for the fully automated manufacturing
of printed circuits, or surface mount technology (SMT), from 1951 to 1955 [rondinax.wordpress
.com/2014/01/31/rudolf-strauss-1913-2001-a-key-player-in-the-rondinax-and-rondix-story/]. See also
pp. 1987–1993.

Historians of science Jean Medawar and David Pyke emphasized the importance of the invention
of printed circuits [Medawar and Pyke 2000, p. 93]:

Rudolf Strauss [...] met and became friends with Paul Eisler, a refugee from Austria, who
had invented the printed electrical circuit board, which revolutionized the electronics
industry. Strauss invented a technique for soldering thousands of electric connections
in one operation. His ‘wave soldering’ machine, built in 1958, is still being made in a
sophisticated form all over the industrial world. [...]

Recognition of Eisler’s work took years. In late 1957 Lord Hailsham told the Royal
Society that he rated the printed electric circuit as important an invention as penicillin
or atomic fission.
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Figure 6.67: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902 and 1903.
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Figure 6.68: Paul Eisler created printed circuits in 1936 and filed a patent application on them in
1944.
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Figure 6.69: Printed circuits were in “wide use” in wartime Germany and the technology was trans-
ferred to the United States after the war by people such as longtime Bell Telephone Laboratories
engineer Todos Odarenko [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 25, Folder Odarenko, Dr. T. M.,
undated press release (probably late 1946)].
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Figure 6.70: Rudolf Strauss developed the wave soldering method for automated manufacturing of
printed circuits, or surface mount technology (SMT), from 1951 to 1955.
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Boris Chertok, who led some of the Soviet missions removing German technologies after World War
II, mentioned the widespread German use of sophisticated multi-pin connectors. Those likely went
along with printed circuits, since printed circuits were in wide use and both multi-pin connectors
and printed circuits traced back to Albert Hanson’s inventions. Chertok also described the transfer
of many other advanced electronics technologies to the Soviet Union (pp. 1994–1999).

Much more archival research is needed to reconstruct the detailed history and extent of research
and development of printed circuits in the German-speaking world, as well as how that work was
transferred to other countries during and after World War II.

Integrated circuits

Even further miniaturization of electronics required moving from individual electronic components
to integrated circuit chips that could contain large numbers of components on the same semicon-
ductor substrate.

Werner Jacobi (German, 1904–1985) filed a patent on integrated circuits in 1949, which was quite
likely based on experimental work that he had conducted during the war (pp. 835 and 2003–2004).

Kurt Lehovec (Austrian/Czech, 1918–2012) developed semiconductor devices for Germany during
the war. After the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to
the United States (as part of Operation Paperclip), where he filed patents on light emitting diodes,
transistors, and integrated circuits. See pp. 836, 1908–1913, 2005–2019, and 2038–2053.

As shown on pp. 837 and 2020–2030, Helmut Gröttrup (German, 1916–1981) and Jürgen Dethloff
(German, 1924–2002) invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966. Earlier, Gröttrup developed
avionics systems in Germany during the war and led the German-speaking contributions to the
postwar Soviet ballistic missile program.

As with transistors and printed circuits, much more research should be conducted to determine how
much work on integrated circuits was conducted in the German-speaking world during the war,
and how much impact German-speaking scientists and knowledge had on the postwar development
of integrated circuits.
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Figure 6.71: Werner Jacobi filed a patent on integrated circuits in 1949, likely based on wartime
work.
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Figure 6.72: Kurt Lehovec developed transistors, integrated circuits, and light emitting diodes.
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Figure 6.73: Helmut Gröttrup and Jürgen Dethloff invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966.
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Light emitting diodes and laser diodes

German-speaking scientists played critical roles in the development of light emitting diodes (LEDs)
and laser diodes. LEDs are much more energy-efficient than incandescent and even fluorescent bulbs,
so they are now widely used for everything from illuminated video screens to room lighting. Laser
diodes are more compact, rugged, and efficient than most other types of lasers, so they are used
for everything from optical disc drives to laser pointers. Both LEDs and laser diodes are utilized in
different types of bar code scanners.

Bernhard Gudden (German, 1892–1945) and Robert Pohl (German, 1884–1976) developed elec-
troluminescent semiconductor devices during the period 1919–1923. They also developed improved
photoelectric cells. See pp. 840 and 2032.

Zoltan Bay (Hungarian, 1900–1992) and György Szigeti (Hungarian, 1905–1978) extended the work
of Gudden and Pohl and filed patent applications on light emitting diodes (LEDs) in 1939, as shown
on pp. 841 and 2033–2037.

Kurt Lehovec (Austrian/Czech, 1918–2012) worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II,
was extensively interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed
patent applications on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work). See pp. 836, 1908–1910,
and 2038–2053.

John von Neumann (Hungarian, 1903–1957) made a detailed proposal for laser diodes in 1953,
which was likely circulated via his many consulting roles in government and industry. See p. 842.

Walter Heywang (German, 1923–2010) filed detailed patent applications on laser diodes in 1958
(pp. 843 and 2055–2059)

Herbert Kroemer (German, 1928–) invented the drift transistor in 1953, the double-heterostructure
laser diode in 1963, and III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966. (See pp. 844 and 2060–2065.)
He won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2000. Professor Tord Claeson of the Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences described Kroemer’s contributions [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/2000/ceremony-
speech/]:

Early transistors were relatively slow. Semiconductor heterojunctions were proposed as
a way of increasing amplification and achieving higher frequencies and power. Such a
heterostructure consists of two semiconductors whose atomic structures fit one another
well, but which have different electronic properties. A carefully worked out proposal
was published in 1957 by Herbert Kroemer. Today, high-speed transistors are found in
mobile (cellular) phones and in their base stations, in satellite dishes and links. There
they are part of devices that amplify weak signals from outer space or from a faraway
mobile telephone without drowning in the noise of the receiver itself.

Semiconductor heterostructures have been at least equally important to the development
of photonics—lasers, light emitting diodes, modulators and solar panels, to mention a
few examples. The semiconductor laser is based upon the recombination of electrons
and holes, emitting particles of light, photons. If the density of these photons becomes
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sufficiently high, they may begin to move in rhythm with each other and form a phase-
coherent state, that is, laser light. The first semiconductor lasers had low efficiency and
could only shine in short pulses.

Herbert Kroemer and Zhores Alferov suggested in 1963 that the concentration of elec-
trons, holes and photons would become much higher if they were confined to a thin
semiconductor layer between two others—a double heterojunction. [...]

Lasers and light emitting diodes (LEDs) have been further developed in many stages.
Without the heterostructure laser, today we would not have had optical broadband
links, CD players, laser printers, bar code readers, laser pointers and numerous scientific
instruments. LEDs are used in displays of all kind, including traffic signals. Perhaps they
will entirely replace light bulbs. In recent years, it has been possible to make LEDs and
lasers that cover the full visible wavelength range, including blue light.

I have emphasized the technical consequences of these discoveries, since these are easier
to explain than the spectacular scientific breakthroughs that they have also led to.
Challenging problems and matching resources have led to large-scale basic research.
The advanced materials and tools of microelectronics are being used for studies in
nanoscience and of quantum effects. Scientific experiments and computations are, of
course, highly computerized.

Semiconductor heterostructures can be regarded as laboratories of two-dimensional elec-
tron gases. The 1985 and 1998 Nobel Prizes in physics for quantum Hall effects were
based on such confined geometries. They can be reduced further to form one-dimensional
quantum channels and zero-dimensional quantum dots for future studies.

Other groups produced various types of laser diodes around the same time as Heywang and Kroe-
mer. More archival research is needed to determine whether work in the other laser diode groups
was seeded by Heywang’s or Kroemer’s ideas prior to their formal patent applications, by von
Neuman’s 1953 proposal, or by other German-speaking work going back to World War II.
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Figure 6.74: Bernhard Gudden and Robert Pohl developed improved photoelectric cells and also pro-
totype light emitting diodes (LEDs) during the period 1919–1923 [Zeitschrift für Physik 18:1:199–
206 (1923)].
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Figure 6.75: Zoltan Bay and György Szigeti filed patent applications on light emitting diodes (LEDs)
in 1939.
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Figure 6.76: John von Neumann made a detailed proposal for laser diodes in 1953, which was likely
circulated via his many consulting roles in government and industry [IEEE Journal of Quantum
Electronics 23:6:659–673 (1987)].
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Figure 6.77: Walter Heywang filed detailed patent applications on laser diodes in 1958.
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Figure 6.78: Herbert Kroemer invented the drift transistor in 1953, the double-heterostructure laser
diode in 1963, and III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966.
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Superconductivity

As illustrated in Figs. 6.79–6.83, German-speaking creators also made a long string of critical
contributions to superconductivity, the elimination of electrical resistance (and thus the elimination
of power losses) when materials are sufficiently cold.

Heike Kamerlingh Onnes (Dutch, educated in Germany, 1853–1926) discovered superconductivity
and won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1913 (p. 719).

Max von Laue (German, 1879–1960) and Fritz Walther Meissner (German, 1882–1974) further
studied the properties of superconductors. Max von Laue won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1914
for other work (p. 508).

Other important pioneers of superconductivity included Kurt Mendelssohn (German, 1906–1980),
as well as the brothers Fritz London (German, 1900–1954) and Heinz London (German, 1907–1970).

Many of those experts on superconductivity fled Germany before the war and spread their knowl-
edge to other countries, but U.S. and U.K. reports also described impressive work on superconduc-
tivity that was carried out by other scientists in Germany and Austria during the war. For example,
BIOS 1751, German Research on Semi-Conductors, Metal Rectifiers, Detectors and Photocells, gave
some insight into one of Rudolf Hilsch’s later projects [BIOS 1751]:

Super-Conductivity... Hilsch... has investigated the critical temperature (“Sprungpunkt”)
of various pure metals, (i.e. that temperature at which super-conduction sets in), also
the influence of a magnetic field (which has the effect of lowering the critical temper-
ature) and the critical current (“Grenzstrom”) which sets up a magnetic field of such
magnitude as just to balance the external field. He also studied the very pronounced
effects which some metals have on the critical temperature even if added in very small
amounts only.

According to official histories, the American Leon Cooper first proposed a detailed explanation of
superconductivity in 1956, focusing on what came to be known as “Cooper pairs” of electrons;
he won the Nobel Prize in Physics for it. The document on pp. 848–850 demonstrates that Josef
Schintlmeister (Austrian, 1908–1971) and his coworkers had a detailed understanding of this physics
no later than 1945, and were forced to give written reports on that to the United States. Scholars
should investigate in much more detail the research that Schintlmeister and his coworkers conducted
on superconductivity, and how information on their discoveries may have influenced later researchers
such as Cooper.
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Figure 6.79: Heike Kamerlingh Onnes discovered superconductivity. Max von Laue and Fritz
Walther Meissner further studied the properties of superconductors.
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Figure 6.80: Other important pioneers of superconductivity included Kurt Mendelssohn, as well
as the brothers Fritz London and Heinz London. K. Alex Müller and his student Johannes Georg
Bednorz developed the first high-temperature ceramic superconductors.
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Figure 6.81: Josef Schintlmeister developed a correct theory of superconductivity, later known as
Cooper pairs of electrons, no later than 1945 [G-345, Deutsches Museum FA 002/0712; English
translation in FIAT 63].
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Figure 6.82: Josef Schintlmeister developed a correct theory of superconductivity, later known as
Cooper pairs of electrons, no later than 1945 [G-345, Deutsches Museum FA 002/0712; English
translation in FIAT 63].
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T. M. Odarenko. FIAT 63. Activities of the Second Institute of Physics of the University of Vienna.
p. 30 [the original German version of this report is G-345]:

Supplement 3.

Idea for a New Model for Super-Conductivity
by

Josef Schintlmeister

Point of departure of the theory is the idea that the super-conducting electrons do not
follow the Fermi statistics but follow Bose statistics and thereby for practical purposes
it possesses the Maxwell velocity distribution. Two electrons unite during the form-
ing of the super-conducting electrons when activated by a force in all three directions
with easily-computed quantum-mechanical penetration of the potential barrier to a very
loosely bound “bielectron”. The binding is possible, since the magnetic attraction sur-
passes the Coulomb repulsion as early as a distance of 50-fold, classical electron-radii.
Similar to the thermic disassociation of two-atomic gases, the temperature dependence
of the number of super-conducting electrons can be reckoned. The zero energy point of
the electrons which become free at the change of statistics with Fermi statistics is the
cause of the increase of the specific heat in the super-conducting state; from this the mo-
mentary number of the super-conducting electrons can be determined in agreement with
this computation. The disappearance of all the components of the electrical resistance
(residual resistance, contact resistance, thermic part of resistance) is explained by the
considerably larger electron wave-length of the super-conducting electrons; the electron
wave-lengths are considerably larger due to the low zero-energy point. A sufficiently
strong magnetic field directs the magnetic moment and thus destroys the binding. For
the magnetically insensitive superconductors (e.g., PbBl, PbHg), the magnetic energy
to be used at the absolute zero-point is equal to the thermic energy kT at the elastic
point. Sufficiently inhomogenous electrical fields destroy or loosen the binding. Thus
the super-conducting electrons cannot take part in the construction of the electron or-
bit of the atoms and the periodic, electrical field in the interior of the crystal lattice
is decisive for the height of the elastic point and also decisive for the contingency of
whether super-conducting electrons can be formed or not. The bielectrons have all the
properties which were pre-supposed in the electrodynamic theory of super-conducting
electrons by London and von Laue. This theory makes very obvious: the screening of
external magnetic penetration of magnetic fields due to the induction of the perma-
nent current, the finite depth-penetration of magnetic fields, the individual influence
of the self-induction of the conductors for the current strengths in the branchings and
also, if one takes into consideration the temperature dependence of the density of the
super-conductor electrons and the Meissner-Ochsenfeld Effect.
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To complete the discussion of superconductivity, it should also be mentioned that K. Alex Müller
(Swiss, 1927–) and his student Johannes Georg Bednorz (German, 1950–) developed the first high-
temperature ceramic superconductors, for which they won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1987.
Professor Gösta Ekspong of the Royal Academy of Sciences explained the importance of their work
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1987/ceremony-speech/]:

The Nobel Prize for Physics has been awarded to Dr. Georg Bednorz and Professor
Dr. Alex Müller by the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences “for their important break-
through in the discovery of superconductivity in ceramic materials”. This discovery is
quite recent—less than two years old—but it has already stimulated research and devel-
opment throughout the world to an unprecedented extent. The discovery made by this
year’s laureates concerns the transport of electricity without any resistance whatsoever
and also the expulsion of magnetic flux from superconductors. [...]

Dr. Bednorz and Professor Müller started some years ago a search for superconductivity
in materials other than the usual alloys. Their new approach met with success early last
year, when they found a sudden drop towards zero resistance in a ceramic material
consisting of lanthanum-barium-copper oxide. Sensationally, the boundary temperature
was 50 % higher than ever before, as measured from absolute zero. The expulsion of
magnetic flux, which is a sure mark of superconductivity, was shown to occur in a
following publication.

Also for completeness, two other postwar discoveries in cryogenic electrical properties should be
mentioned.

Klaus von Klitzing (German, 1943–, Fig. 6.83) discovered the quantum Hall effect, in which the
electrical conductivity at the surface of a cryogenic semiconductor in a strong magnetic field can
only assume integer multiples of a certain value. He won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1985.
Professor Stig Lundqvist of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences praised von Klitzing’s discovery
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1985/ceremony-speech/]:

von Klitzing studied the Hall effect under quite extreme conditions. He used an ex-
tremely high magnetic field and cooled his samples to just a couple of degrees above the
absolute zero point of temperature. Instead of the regular change one would expect, he
found some very characteristic steps with plateaus in the conductivity. The values at
these plateaus can with extremely high accuracy be expressed as an integer times a sim-
ple expression that just depends of two fundamental constants: the electric elementary
charge and Planck’s constant which appear everywhere in quantum physics.

The result represents a quantization of the Hall effect—a completely unexpected effect.
The accuracy in his results was about one part in ten million, which would correspond
to measuring the distance between Stockholm and von Klitzing’s home station Stuttgart
with an accuracy of a few centimeters. The discovery of the quantized Hall effect is a
beautiful example of the close interrelation between the highly advanced technology in
the semiconductor industry and fundamental research in physics. The samples used by
von Klitzing were relined versions of a kind of transistor we have in our radios. His
samples, however, had to satisfy extremely high standards of perfection and could only
be made by using a highly advanced technique and refined technology. [...]
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von Klitzing’s discovery of the quantized Hall effect attracted immediately an enormous
interest. Because of the extremely high accuracy the effect can be used to define an
international standard for electric resistance. The metrological possibilities are of great
importance and have been subject to detailed studies at many laboratories all over the
world.

The quantized Hall effect is one of the few examples, where quantum effects can be
studied in ordinary macroscopic measurements. The underlying detailed physical mech-
anisms are not yet fully understood. Later experiments have revealed completely new
and unexpected properties and the study of two-dimensional systems is now one of the
most challenging areas of research in physics.

Horst Störmer (German, 1949–, Fig. 6.83) discovered the fractional quantum Hall effect, for which
he won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1998. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences explained his
work [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1998/stormer/facts/] :

The Hall effect refers to the fact that if an electrical current flows lengthwise through a
metal band and a magnetic field is placed against the surface of the band at a right angle,
a charge arises diagonally in the band. In interfaces in certain materials a quantum Hall
effect occurs. Klaus von Klitzing discovered that changes in the magnetic field result
in changes in what is known as Hall conductance that vary in steps of whole-number
multiples of a constant. Subsequently, Horst Störmer and Daniel Tsui discovered in 1982
that there also are steps that represent fractions of the constant.

Please see Appendix B for much more information on some of the German-speaking creators and
their creations in the field of microelectronics.
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Figure 6.83: Klaus von Klitzing won the 1985 Nobel Prize in Physics for discovering the quantum
Hall effect, and Horst Störmer won the 1998 Nobel Prize in Physics for the fractional quantum Hall
effect.
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6.4 Infrared Vision and Targeting

German-speaking creators played crucial roles in the development of infrared technologies, from
the initial discovery of infrared light to the invention of infrared systems for night vision, optical
communications, and heat-seeking missiles.

As shown in Fig. 6.84, Friedrich Wilhelm (William) Herschel (Hanover, 1738–1822) discovered
infrared light in 1800 [Herschel 1800].

Technologies such as photoelectric cells (p. 803) and cathode ray tubes (p. 774) that had been
invented by German-speaking scientists in the late nineteenth century and improved in the early
twentieth century were later harnessed to detect infrared light for a wide variety of applications.

In 1941, Herbert C. J. Gaertner (German, 1906–19??) at the Zeiss optical company developed the
Fahrgerät FG 1250 infrared vision system for nighttime driving. As shown in Fig. 6.85, the FG
1250 system combined a lamp that emitted only infrared light with a viewing scope that converted
infrared to visible light. The FG 1250 system was also used for nighttime tank warfare (Fig. 6.86).
Figure 6.87 shows an example of an armored vehicle with two FG 1250 infrared vision systems, one
for a nighttime antiaircraft gun and another for nighttime driving.

The Uhu system was a closely related infrared vision system that was equipped with a larger
nighttime infrared searchlight; see Fig. 6.88.

Who?? (German?, 19??–19??) created the Zielgerät 1229 Vampir (Vampire) infrared night-
vision system for snipers, which was first operational in 1944. Figure 6.89 present photos of a ZG
1229 being demonstrated by a British soldier after the war. ZG 1229 and more advanced versions
directly descended from it were rapidly adopted by Allied troops, and have been widely used ever
since by everyone from soldiers to police to hunters.

Whereas the above systems all used relatively large viewing scopes, who?? (German?, 19??–
19??) adapted infrared viewing to a compact binocular format, producing the first infrared night-
vision goggles. After the war, Allied investigators found a prototype of the infrared binoculars (Fig.
6.90) and used them as the basis for developing later versions of night-vision goggles.

Infrared light was also employed for communications. During the war, the Zeiss infrared Licht-
sprechgerät was used for optical transmission of voice communications over distances up to several
kilometers; see Fig. 6.91. The same device was also demonstrated with visible light. Who created
this system? This was the direct forerunner of fiber optic communications that are now employed
worldwide, except the light signals were transmitted through air instead of through transparent
optical fibers. Optical glass fibers were also invented in the German-speaking world.3 More archival
research is needed to determine if optical fibers were used in conjunction with optical data trans-
missions in wartime Germany.

3See for example: BIOS 1340, Report on Glass Fibre Industry in Germany; BIOS 1664, German Fibrous and
Scientific Glass Industry.
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Another important application of infrared was in heat-seeking missiles that automatically home in
on the heat emitted by the engines of their target. As shown in Fig. 6.92, Edgar Kutzscher (1906–
19??) developed and demonstrated infrared tracking systems for heat-seeking missiles during the
war. In fact, at least half a dozen heat-seeking missile guidance systems were developed and built
during the war. Figures 6.93–6.95 show some of their designs and creators.

After the war, Edgar Kutzscher discussed the development of the infrared photocells that were used
in these heat-seeking missile guidance systems [Benecke and Quick 1957, pp. 208–209]:

Practically all infrared devices developed before and during the war in Germany, and
especially the devices which were used for detection of or homing on aircraft, used as
receiver elements these photoconductive cells which we had developed at the ELEK-
TROACUSTIC CO. in Kiel. Dr. GOTTFRIED SOMMER, Dr. PICK, and Mr. KURT
JUNG were my main co-operators in this part of the development.

The cells which were available during the war fulfilled sufficiently the requirements of
such an infrared detector. Extensive research and development work was still going on
at the end of the war. [...] The lead sulphide cell of the ELEKTROACUSTIC CO. was
produced by using a chemical precipitation method. Cells with various sizes and shapes
of the sensitive area have been made. A large scale production was under way. Similar
cells were developed by Dr. GÖRLICH at the laboratories of ZEISS-IKON in Dresden.
GÖRLICH refined and used an evaporation method which was developed by the late
Prof. GUDDEN.

Much time and effort was spent in continuously improving the paramount properties of
both types of cells, especially by modifying the production parameters and introducing
the right impurities in the optimum amount.

The sensitivity of those cells could be increased by a factor of 10 to 20 by cooling them.
Liquid air and later solid CO2 were used as coolants.

Kutzscher also described some of the heat-seeking systems and their creators [Benecke and Quick
1957, pp. 215–216]:

Homing systems based on the principles described were developed by the ELEKTROA-
CUSTIC CO. in Kiel, under the name “HAMBURG”. [...]

For cases where the homing device detected the target before launching the missile,
the homing device signals should be displayed to the pilot. For other cases, additional
infrared search devices installed in the aeroplane were developed. My main co-operators
in the field of system development were Dr. RÜCKLIN, Dr. OCHMANN, Dr. AHRENS,
Dr. HEITMÜLLER, and Dipl.-Ing. ORLICH.

Other infrared homing devices which were under development used in general the same
principles we have discussed. The main difference between these various devices was the
scanning method in order to obtain the angular information.
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A device proposed by Dr. HILGERS of the AEG used a photocell with an area large
enough to cover the total field of view in the focal plane. Two very narrow mechanical
stops were moved perpendicular to each other across the cell. As soon as the image
was covered by a stop a pulse was generated. [...] The firm KEPKA, in Vienna, used a
similar principle by moving two narrow slits across the field. [...]

Mr. TRENKELFORD associated with RHEINMETALL-BORSIG developed a system
for which the scanning was accomplished by two rotating discs, one of them having a
spiral opening, the other one a slit. [...]

Dr. ORTHUBER of the AEG used a frequency modulation for scanning. The position
of the target within the focal plane was given by a frequency, generated by two discs
scanning the field of view. [...]

In conclusion, it should be noted that after considering the advantages and disadvan-
tages of an infrared method and the results of the laboratory and field tests carried out
on experimental devices, the people concerned were convinced in 1944 and 1945 that an
infrared homing device constituted an excellent solution to certain guidance problems
for missiles.

At the end of the war, Allied scientists, engineers, and military personnel pored over the German
infrared technologies for use in their own countries and wrote numerous reports. Figure 6.97 shows
some examples. After analyzing the German technologies, the U.S. Department of Commerce wrote
an assessment (Fig. 6.96) praising how much more advanced they were than anything that the
United States had possessed, and how much they would benefit the United States in the future
[NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 58, Folder TIID Discards]:

Information which has been secured concerning German developments accomplished in
the field of infra-red light has proved to be of inestimable value to the military services
of this country and will definitely effect an even greater contribution for our civilian
purposes.

Prior to the discovery of the German developments in this field, the United States had
been unsuccessful in converting infra-red to visible light. Investigation has revealed that
the Germans not only succeeded in converting infra-red light into visible light but also
had been successful in its application for military purposes to a remarkable degree.
They had applied this development in perfecting a spotlight which made possible the
movement of army vehicles in total darkness without the use of visible illumination.
By the use of another night-seeing device which the Germans used before the siege of
Berlin, one of their tanks which was located in a woods, put sixty Russian tanks out of
action by direct gunfire in total darkness as fast as the tanks came into view on a road
which was a mile away from the German tank.

The adaptation of similar device for use as a “sniperscope” enabled German snipers
to fire effectively at Allied troops in total darkness at a range of 300 feet. Information
obtained during interrogation of the first German prisoner who was captured with one
of these units intact was immediately sent to this country where it was at first claimed
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that such a development was impossible. The device was then rushed to this country
by air and production of it was started immediately. It was first used by American
troops on Okinawa much to the bewilderment of the Japanese. Detailed information,
including actual photographs of the captured German equipment is contained in Report
No. PB-1587 made available by the Office of Technical Services of the Department of
Commerce.

The Germans also successfully applied infra-red light in the development of a device for
voice transmission. This device permitted communication by means of an invisible light
beam, without risk of interception, over short distances such as across rivers or valleys.
A binocular attachment fitted with filters which made the infra-red beam visible, was
used for focusing the wireless “telephone line”. American industry is keenly interested in
this device which has been evacuated to this country and is on loan to industry for test
and research purposes. Information pertaining to this device is contained in Report No.
PB-19746 published by the Office of Technical Services of the Department of Commerce.

Some of the more obvious commercial applications of infra-red light developments thus
revealed will be of inestimable value in the field of medicine, particularly in eye exam-
ination; and in the law enforcement field, where night-seeing can be employed in the
detection of crime and the apprehension of criminals.

After the war, Hans K. Ziegler (German, 1911–1999) came to the United States in Operation
Paperclip and became the Chief Scientist of a U.S. Army laboratory in Fort Monmouth, New
Jersey, that employed many other German-speaking scientists and harnessed infrared and other
technologies acquired from Germany and Austria. See Fig. 6.98.

Edgar Kutzscher and other German-speaking creators used their wartime experience to develop
postwar infrared heat-seeking missiles such as the U.S. Falcon and Sidewinder (Fig. 6.99).
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Figure 6.84: Friedrich Wilhelm (William) Herschel (1738–1822) discovered infrared light in 1800.
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Figure 6.85: Herbert C. J. Gaertner developed the Fahrgerät FG 1250 infrared vision system for
nighttime driving.
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Figure 6.86: The Fahrgerät FG 1250 infrared vision system was also used for nighttime tank warfare.
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Figure 6.87: Example of an armored vehicle with two Fahrgerät FG 1250 infrared vision systems,
one for a nighttime antiaircraft gun and another for nighttime driving.
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Figure 6.88: Uhu infrared vision system for nighttime searchlights.
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Figure 6.89: The Zielgerät 1229 Vampir (Vampire) infrared night-vision system for snipers, first
operational in 1944.
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Figure 6.90: The first infrared night-vision goggles [BIOS Misc 66].
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Figure 6.91: The Zeiss infrared Lichtsprechgerät for optical transmission of voice communications
over distances up to several kilometers.
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Figure 6.92: Edgar Kutzscher (1906–19??) developed infrared tracking systems for heat-seeking
missiles during the war.
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Figure 6.93: Designs for several different heat-seeking missile guidance systems that were developed
during the war.
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Figure 6.94: Some other German-speaking creators of wartime and postwar heat-seeking missile
guidance systems.
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Figure 6.95: Some other German-speaking creators of wartime and postwar heat-seeking missile
guidance systems.
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Figure 6.96: A wide variety of revolutionary infrared technologies were developed in the German-
speaking world and transferred to other countries after World War II [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75,
Box 58, Folder TIID Discards].
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Figure 6.97: Examples of postwar Allied reports on German infrared technologies.
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Figure 6.98: Hans K. Ziegler (1911–1999) was the head of a largely German-derived microelectronics
group at a U.S. Army laboratory in Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, that harnessed infrared and other
technologies.
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Figure 6.99: Edgar Kutzscher and other German-speaking creators helped to develop postwar in-
frared heat-seeking missiles such as the Falcon and Sidewinder.
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6.5 Computers and Robotics

German-speaking scientists and engineers made numerous advances in calculating machines, com-
puters, robotics, and cryptography that were incredibly prescient, yet are not widely known in the
modern non-German-speaking world.

A. Calculating machines

As shown in Fig. 6.100, Wilhelm Schickard (Tübingen, 1592–1635) developed the first calculating
machines.

Gottfried Leibniz (Saxony, 1646–1716) greatly extended Schickard’s work; see Fig. 6.101. Leibniz
developed binary mathematics, produced a machine that could add, subtract, multiply, and divide,
and designed machines that could do algebra and calculus [Antognazza 2009].

Herman Hollerith (1860–1929) was born in the United States, but his parents were German immi-
grants, and his father, a professor, apparently played a major role in his education and training.
Hollerith developed electromechanical punch card machines that were widely used (Fig. 6.102).

B. Computers

Gustav Tauschek (Austrian, 1899–1945) was an amazingly early, advanced, and prolific creator
of computer technologies, as shown in Figs. 6.103–6.105 [Helfert et al. 2007]. From 1922 until his
death in 1945, he designed, built, and patented a series of increasingly sophisticated programmable
calculating machines. He invented the world’s first optical character recognition system in 1928, as
well as the first magnetic drum memories for computer data storage in 1929. IBM bought at least
169 of Tauschek’s patents and used them as the basis of many of the machines that it built and
marketed.

Konrad Zuse (German, 1910-1995), shown in Fig. 6.106, was another extremely early and important
computer pioneer. He began designing and building prototype programmable digital computers in
1935. For his early Z1 and Z2 computers, he was assisted by people such as Helmut Schreyer
(German, 1912–1984), who later developed his own computers. For his Z4 computer onward, he
was assisted by people such as Heinz Rutishauser (Swiss, 1918–1970), who pioneered software and
programming languages. Examples from Zuse’s patents are provided in Fig. 6.107.

As shown in Figs. 6.108–6.109, the first programmable digital computers built by Konrad Zuse
included the:

• Z1 (first operational in 1938, destroyed during the war, and rebuilt later).

• Z2 (first operational in 1939, destroyed during the war, and not rebuilt).

• Z3 (first operational in 1941, destroyed during the war, and rebuilt later).

• Z4 (first operational in 1944).
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Zuse also developed the first high-level computer programming language, Plankalkül (1942); see
Fig. 6.110.

Zuse’s first computers were years ahead of comparable technology later developed in the United
Kingdom and the United States [Ceruzzi 1998; Füßl (ed.) 2010; Goldstine 1993; Zuse 1993; BIOS
142; CIOS XXXI-83; NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box 186, File Zuse, Konrad]. After the war,
Zuse developed and sold a long series of commercial computers in Europe.

As shown in Fig. 6.111, Helmut Hölzer (German, 1912–1996) developed the world’s first analog com-
puters beginning in 1939, including large mainframe computers and small onboard flight computers
for rockets (p. 2001). Most of his work was conducted at and for the Peenemünde rocket research
center. After the war he went to the United States; in 1960 he became Director of Computer at the
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama.

Figure 6.112 presents some other early computer pioneers. Alwin Walther (German, 1898–1967)
developed and operated computers at Darmstadt for the Peenemünde rocket program during the
war, and continued to develop computers after the war. Heinz Billing (German, 1914–2017) devel-
oped computers with magnetic drum and magnetic core memory, and later built the first laser-
interferometer gravitational-wave detector; examples from his patents are shown in Fig. 6.113.
Nikolaus Joachim Lehmann (German, 1921–1998) created computers in East Germany. As illus-
trated in Fig. 6.114, Walter Sprick (German, 1909–1989) developed computers ∼1939–1974; based
on Sprick’s designs, Heinz Nixdorf (German, 1925–1986) developed computers 1951–1986.

As shown in Figs. 6.116–6.119, creators who had been trained in the German-speaking research
world also helped to develop computers in the United States. John von Neumann (Hungarian,
1903–1957) was involved in developing the first programmable digital computers in the United
States, such as EDVAC (first operational in 1951). His wife, Klára Dán von Neumann (Hungarian,
1911–1963), was one of the first programmers on early computers such as MANIAC I (1952). Jan
Rajchman (Polish, educated in Switzerland, 1911–1989) developed iron core computer memories
and other computer technologies in the United States. Joseph Weizenbaum (German, 1923–2008)
created the ELIZA software in 1965, a major step in the development of artificial intelligence.

It was German-speaking scientists who took magnetic computer memory from its very beginnings
to its most advanced form. Peter Andreas Grünberg (German, 1939–2018) discovered giant magne-
toresistance, which can be used for high-density magnetic hard drives. For that discovery, he won
the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2007. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences summarized his work
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/2007/grunberg/facts/]:

When materials are reduced to just a few atomic layers—a few nanometers in thickness—
their properties change. Independently of one another, Peter Grünberg and Albert Fert
discovered the phenomenon Giant Magneto Resistance (GMR) in 1988. GMR involves
small changes in magnetic fields creating major differences in electrical resistance. It
has also had an impact on electronics, especially read heads, where information stored
magnetically is converted to electric current. Thanks to GMR, hard drives have become
much smaller.
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Figure 6.100: Wilhelm Schickard developed the first calculating machines.
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Figure 6.101: Gottfried Leibniz developed binary mathematics, produced a machine that could add,
subtract, multiply, and divide, and designed machines that could do algebra and calculus.
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Figure 6.102: Herman Hollerith developed electromechanical punch card machines.
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Figure 6.103: Gustav Tauschek pioneered numerous computer technologies, including the world’s
first optical character recognition system in 1928.
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Figure 6.104: Gustav Tauschek designed, built, and patented a series of increasingly sophisticated
programmable calculating machines between 1925 and 1945.
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Figure 6.105: Gustav Tauschek also invented magnetic drum memories for computer data storage
in 1929.
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Figure 6.106: Konrad Zuse began designing and building prototype programmable digital computers
in 1935. For his early Z1 and Z2 computers, he was assisted by people such as Helmut Schreyer,
who later developed his own computers. For his Z4 computer onward, he was assisted by people
such as Heinz Rutishauser, who pioneered software and programming languages.
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Figure 6.107: Examples from Konrad Zuse’s patents on programmable digital computers.
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Figure 6.108: Programmable digital computers built by Konrad Zuse included the Z1 (first opera-
tional in 1938, destroyed during the war, and rebuilt later) and the Z2 (first operational in 1939,
destroyed during the war, and not rebuilt).
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Figure 6.109: Other programmable digital computers built by Konrad Zuse included the Z3 (first
operational in 1941, destroyed during the war, and rebuilt later) and the Z4 (first operational in
1944).
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Figure 6.110: Konrad Zuse developed the first high-level computer programming language,
Plankalkül (1942).
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Figure 6.111: Helmut Hölzer developed the world’s first analog computers beginning in 1939, in-
cluding large mainframe computers and small onboard flight computers for rockets.
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Figure 6.112: Some other early German computer pioneers included Heinz Billing, Alwin Walther,
and Nikolaus Joachim Lehmann.
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Figure 6.113: Computer patents by Heinz Billing.
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Figure 6.114: Walter Sprick developed computers ∼1939–1974. Based on Sprick’s designs, Heinz
Nixdorf developed computers 1951–1986.
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Figure 6.115: The first methods of electronic speech recognition were developed in the German-
speaking world and transferred to other countries after World War II [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75,
Box 58, Folder TIID Discards].
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Figure 6.116: John von Neumann helped to develop the first programmable digital computers in
the United States, such as EDVAC (1951).
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Figure 6.117: Klára Dán von Neumann was one of the first programmers on early computers such
as MANIAC I (1952).
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Figure 6.118: Jan Rajchman developed iron core memory and other computer technologies.
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Figure 6.119: Joseph Weizenbaum created the ELIZA software in 1965, a major step in the devel-
opment of artificial intelligence.
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Figure 6.120: Peter Grünberg discovered giant magnetoresistance, which can be used for high-
density magnetic hard drives.
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C. Robotics

The greater German-speaking world had a long tradition of folklore regarding the creation of an
artificial worker, or “Golem,” out of inorganic materials (p. 1813). Presumably inspired by those leg-
ends, in 1920 Karel Čapek (Czech, 1890–1938) wrote the play R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots),
in which he coined the word “robots” to describe factory-made artificial workers (Fig. 6.121). In
the 1927 film Metropolis, Fritz Lang (Austrian, 1890–1976) and Thea von Harbou (German, 1888–
1954) continued that theme by depicting the creation of a life-like robot (p. 1377). Those fictional
concepts were soon made a reality by German-speaking scientists and engineers.

As shown in Fig. 6.122, Werner Bergau (German, 1904–??), Robert Brüderlink (German, 1893–
1978), Friedrich Gladenbeck (German, 1899–1987), and other German-speaking scientists and en-
gineers pioneered teleoperated robotics to handle explosives and perform other battlefield tasks
[Jaugitz 2001; Trenkle 1987].

One of their creations was the small Leichter Ladungsträger Goliath, which was first operational
in 1942 yet was the forerunner of modern teleoperated battlefield robots such as the U.S. TALON
(deployed in 2000).

Larger teleoperated battlefield robots that were used in combat by Germany included the medium-
sized Mittlerer Ladungsträger Springer (deployed 1944) and the large Schwerer Ladungsträger Borg-
ward B IV (deployed 1942); see Fig. 6.123.

Some modern readers may object that these early robots were teleoperated, but so are many
modern robots such as battlefield units, bomb squad robots, aerial drones, and remote-controlled
manipulator arms. Moreover, the German-speaking world simultaneously invented and demon-
strated sophisticated computers (p. 874) that could serve as “brains” to allow robots to function
autonomously.

There were also numerous examples of both teleoperated and fully autonomous robotic vehicles
among the variety of torpedoes (p. 1088) and missiles (pp. 867, 937, and 1274) that were developed
during World War II.
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Figure 6.121: In 1920, Karel Čapek wrote the play R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots), in which
he coined the word “robots” to describe factory-made artificial workers.
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Figure 6.122: Werner Bergau, Robert Brüderlink, and Friedrich Gladenbeck pioneered teleoperated
battlefield robotics, such as the Leichter Ladungsträger Goliath, which was the forerunner of modern
teleoperated battlefield robots such as the U.S. TALON.
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Figure 6.123: Larger teleoperated battlefield robots that were used in combat by Germany included
the Mittlerer Ladungsträger Springer and the Schwerer Ladungsträger Borgward B IV.
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D. Cryptography

German-speaking experts revolutionized cryptography from World War I through the Cold War.4

Arthur Scherbius (German, 1878–1929) developed and filed patents on Enigma cryptography ma-
chines beginning in 1918, as shown in Fig. 6.124. Despite being relatively small and inexpensive,
the Enigma machines were so effective at encryption and decryption that it required two decades,
millions of British pounds, hundreds of special-purpose calculating machines, and stolen Enigma
machines and Enigma codes in order to reliably decipher the encrypted messages. The Enigma
machines were a WW-I-era German technology that was so far ahead of its time that the machines
remained useful into World War II.

In contrast to popular stories in the English-speaking world about codebreaking at Bletchley Park
in the United Kingdom, even the key insights involved in breaking the Enigma code came from
other creators from the greater predominantly German-speaking scientific world, especially Marian
Rejewski (Polish, 1905–1980), Jerzy Różycki (Polish, 1909–1942), and Henryk Zygalski (Polish,
1908–1978) [Hinsley 1979, Vol. 3, Part 2, pp. 945–959]. See Fig. 6.125.

Another fact omitted from most popular English-language histories is that rather than stopping
with Enigma, German-speaking experts went on to develop far more advanced cryptographic ma-
chines and methods before and during World War II. Their advanced encryption and decryption
machines, and the German-speaking experts themselves, later became the foundation for Cold War
cryptography in other countries in the following decades.

Some of the advanced German encryption machines included:

• The Siemens and Halske T-52 Geheimschreiber (Fig. 6.126).

• The Siemens Schlüssel-Fernschreibmaschine SFM T-43 Sägefisch (Swordfish, Fig. 6.127).

• The Lorenz Schlüssel-Zusatz SZ42 (Fig. 6.128).

• Other encryption systems that were developed and used by wartime Germany and then seized
by Allied countries after the war (e.g., Fig. 6.129).

Those machines were captured by Allied countries at the end of World War II and formed the basis
of Cold War encryption for many years thereafter.

Along with the advanced encryption machines, German-speaking experts developed and used de-
cryption computers to decipher coded transmissions from the United States, United Kingdom,
Soviet Union, and other countries. Even highly secret coded messages between Washington and
London were routinely intercepted and decrypted (Fig. 6.130). The German system for decrypting
Soviet communications (sometimes called “Russian Fish”) was especially advanced, and it accom-
plished a feat that the United States and United Kingdom had been unable to achieve (Fig. 6.131).
That system was also captured by Allied countries and became the basis for much Cold War
technology. Most of the details regarding the technology and its history remain secret even now.

4Bamford 2002; Hinsley 1979; Parrish 1985; Reuvers and Simons 2020; West 1999.
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In addition to the advanced encryption and decryption machines, Allied countries captured and
utilized hundreds of highly skilled German and Austrian cryptographers. There were far too many of
those cryptographers to list here, but some especially important ones who decrypted Allied coded
communications during the war included Walter Fricke (German, 1915–1988), Erich Hüttenhain
(German, 1905–1990), Kurt Vetterlein (German, 19??–19??), and Reinold Weber (German, 19??–
19??), as shown in Fig. 6.131.

German-speaking creators such as Gustav Guanella (Swiss, 1909–1982) and Horst Feistel (German,
1915–1990) also made major contributions to cryptography after World War II. Fig. 6.133 presents
examples from their patents on advanced cryptographic techniques.

Journalist James Bamford provided a rare glimpse into German cryptographic work that was
discovered by the Allied TICOM (Target Intelligence Committee) team at the end of the war
[Bamford 2002, pp. 8–18]:

Colonel George A. Bicher, the director of the U.S. Signal Intelligence [Sigint] Division
in Europe, conceived of TICOM in the summer of 1944. The organization was so secret
that even today, more than half a century later, all details concerning its operations and
activities remain classified higher than Top Secret by both the American and British
governments. In 1992, the director of the National Security Agency extended the secrecy
order until the year 2012, making TICOM probably the last great secret of the Second
World War. [...]

Although Bletchley Park had conquered the Enigma machine, the Germans had man-
aged to go one better. They developed a new and even more secret cipher machine, the
Geheimschreiber, or secret writer, which was reserved for the very-highest-level mes-
sages, including those to and from Hitler himself. German cryptographers called an
early model Swordfish. The Americans and British simply called them the Fish. Unlike
Enigma, the Fish were capable of automatically encrypting at one end and decrypt-
ing at the other. Also, rather than the standard 26-letter alphabet, the Fish used the
32-character Baudot code, which turned the machine into a high-speed teleprinter.

TICOM’s goal was to capture a working model intact and thus learn exactly how the
Germans built such a complex, sophisticated encryption device. [...]

With enough Fish and other equipment to keep the engineers busy for a long time
at Bletchley, the team began a manhunt for key German codebreakers. On May 21,
1945, Lieutenant Commander Howard Campaigne and several other TICOM officers
interviewed a small group of Siginit personnel being held in Rosenheim. They had
all worked for a unit of the Signals Intelligence Agency of the German Abwehr High
Command, a major target of TICOM. What the prisoners told Campaigne would lead
to one of the most important, and most secret, discoveries in the history of Cold War
codebreaking. Their command, they said, had built a machine that broke the highest-
level Russian cipher system. [...]

It was a massive haul of some 71⁄2 tons.

Over the next several days the dark gray equipment was carefully lifted from its crates
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and set up in the basement of the building. Then, like magic, high-level encrypted Rus-
sian communications, pulled from the ether, began spewing forth in readable plaintext.
[...]

The Russian system involved dividing the transmissions into nine separate parts and
then transmitting them on nine different channels. The German machines were able to
take the intercepted signals and stitch them back together again in the proper order.
For Campaigne and the rest of the TICOM team, it was a once-in-a-lifetime discovery.
Back in Washington, Campaigne would eventually go on to become chief of research at
NSA. [...]

The discovery of the Russian codebreaking machine was a principal reason why both
the U.S. and British governments still have an absolute ban on all details surrounding
the TICOM operations.

All told, the TICOM teams salvaged approximately five tons of German Sigint docu-
ments. In addition, many cryptologic devices and machines were found and returned to
Bletchley.

Equally important were the interrogations of the nearly 200 key German codebreakers,
some of which were conducted at a secret location codenamed Dustbin. In addition to
the discovery of the Russian Fish, another reason for the enormous secrecy surrounding
TICOM may be the question of what happened to the hundreds of former Nazi code-
breakers secretly brought to England. Were any of the war criminals given new identities
and employed by the British or American governments to work on Russian codebreak-
ing problems? Among those clandestinely brought into the United States was the top
codebreaker Dr. Erich Huetterhain. “It is almost certain that no major cryptanalytic
successes were achieved without his knowledge,” said one TICOM document.
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Figure 6.124: Arthur Scherbius filed patents on Enigma cryptography machines beginning in 1918.
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Figure 6.125: Marian Rejewski, Jerzy Różycki, and Henryk Zygalski were primarily responsible for
breaking the Enigma code.
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Figure 6.126: Siemens and Halske T-52 Geheimschreiber (used from 1930 onward).
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Figure 6.127: Siemens Schlüssel-Fernschreibmaschine SFM T-43 Sägefisch (Sawfish) encryption ma-
chine (1943).
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Figure 6.128: Lorenz Schlüssel-Zusatz SZ42 encryption machine (1942).
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Figure 6.129: Advanced technologies for encrypting communications signals were developed in the
German-speaking world and transferred to other countries after World War II [NARA RG 40, Entry
UD-75, Box 58, Folder TIID Discards].
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Figure 6.130: German system for decrypting trans-Atlantic Allied coded communications.
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Figure 6.131: German system for decrypting Soviet coded communications (sometimes called “Rus-
sian Fish”).
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Figure 6.132: German-speaking experts who decrypted Allied coded communications included Wal-
ter Fricke, Erich Hüttenhain, Kurt Vetterlein, and Reinold Weber.
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Figure 6.133: Other German-speaking pioneers of advanced cryptography included Gustav Guanella
and Horst Feistel.
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6.6 Radar and Sonar Technologies and Countermeasures

Creators from the German-speaking world invented, developed, and demonstrated:

A. Radar

B. Radar countermeasures

C. Sonar

D. Sonar countermeasures

E. Radio and acoustic proximity fuzes and homing devices

F. Microwave heating

A. Radar

German-speaking scientists invented radar at the beginning of the twentieth century and developed
sophisticated radar systems for a variety of applications through World War II (and afterward in
Allied countries).5

Nikola Tesla (Serbo-Croatian, educated in Austria, 1856–1943, p. 747) proposed radar in 1900,
although as far as is presently known, he did not actually build a working system.

The world’s first radar system was created and demonstrated by Christian Hülsmeyer (German,
1881–1957) in 1903, decades before the widespread adoption of radar technology by other countries.
See Fig. 6.134.

Hans Dominik (German, 1872–1945), an engineer who was better known for his science fiction stories
(p. 1376), worked together with Richard Scherl (German, 18??–19??) to build and demonstrate
another prototype radar system in 1915–1916.

These first radar systems had relatively little power, which meant that their radio waves could not
travel very far, reflect off an object, and return without being too weak to detect. That problem was
solved in 1920 by Heinrich Barkhausen (German, 1881–1956) and Karl Kurz (German, 1881–1960).
They developed the 300–400 MHz Barkhausen-Kurz oscillator, which enabled high-frequency, high-
power radar systems (Fig. 6.135). Erich Habann (German, 1892–1968, p. 812) also developed very
early, high-power microwave tubes for radar systems.

5 Bauer 2006; Louis Brown 2017; Bukowski 2007; Cheney 1981, 1999; Gregory Clark 2014; Goebel 2018; Goerth
2010; Guerlac 1987; Hepcke 2012; Hollmann 2012; von Kroge 1998; Werner Müller 1998; Pritchard 1989; Sarkar et
al. 2006; Swords 1986; Trenkle 1987; Raymond Watson 2009.
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Another obstacle to the first radar systems was the military focus during World War I on trench
warfare, which was not particularly in need of a technology such as radar. However, by the end
of World War I, it became clear that aircraft and submarines would play key roles in future wars,
providing a strong military incentive to develop radar systems that could be used against or by
such vehicles.

With the move toward German rearmament, several German companies began developing sophis-
ticated radar systems in the early 1930s (Figs. 6.136–6.137). In January 1934, Rudolf Kühnhold
(German, 1903–1992) of the government Nachrichtenmittel-Versuchsanstalt (NVA, Navy Trans-
missions Laboratory) supported Paul-Günther Erbslöh (German, 1905–2002) and Hans-Karl von
Willisen (German, 1906–1966) in founding GEMA (Gesellschaft für Elektroakustische und Mecha-
nische Apparate) to produce radar and sonar systems. Kühnhold led the development at NVA and
GEMA of the Freya long-range radar, which was first demonstrated in early 1937.

At the rival Telefunken company, Wilhelm Runge (German, 1895–1987, son of the mathematician
Carl Runge, p. 636) led the development of the Würzburg-Riese short-range radar, which was also
first demonstrated in 1937. Some radar experts such as Hans Erich Hollmann (German, 1899–1960)
worked on both the GEMA and Telefunken radar programs.

In fact, the initially rival radar systems ended up working well together, since Freya could track
targets at long ranges and Würzburg-Riese could provide more accurate location information at
short ranges. Thus Freya and Würzburg-Riese systems were often located together (Fig. 6.138),
and they were widely and effectively used throughout World War II against Allied air raids.

Creators such as Johannes Plendl (German, 1900–1991) also developed a variety of airborne radar
systems, of which X-Gerät was probably the best known.

Herbert Schnitger (German, 19??–19??) and Dieter Weber (German, 19??–19??) developed the
traveling wave tube, a high-power microwave device that was a key component of new remote
guidance systems for rockets and that could also be used for high-capacity television transmission,
advanced radar systems, or other applications. In July 1945, the U.S. Army evacuated Schnitger and
his equipment from Thuringia ahead of the Russian occupation. In September 1945, an investigator
from the Western Electric division of American Telephone & Telegraph (AT&T) expressed great
interested in Schnitger and requested that he be transferred to the United States. In July 1946,
AT&T announced that it had “invented” a revolutionary new device, the traveling wave tube.
Schnitger and Weber apparently lapsed into obscurity while AT&T achieved great fame and fortune
with their invention [Figs. 6.137, 6.139, B.237; NYT 1946-07-06].

In 1935, rumors of German radar development and testing reached the United Kingdom. In re-
sponse, Robert Watson-Watt (Scottish, 1892–1973) began developing a British radar system. That
program resulted in the Chain Home radar system. Chain Home was much more primitive than the
German radar systems that had inspired it. Whereas the German radars had dishes that could be
pointed in any direction or easily moved to other locations, Chain Home was just a series of simple
radio towers built at fixed locations on the U.K. coast; it could not be rotated or relocated, and it
only detected aircraft over the sea, not over land.
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Moreover, Chain Home used a wavelength of around 12 meters (frequency of 25 MHz), while Freya
used a much shorter wavelength of around 2.4 meters (frequency of 125 MHz), and Würzburg-
Riese had an even shorter wavelength of 0.54 meter (frequency of 560 MHz). That difference in
wavelengths meant that the Chain Home antennas had to be 5–22x larger than the German radar
antennas, and Chain Home could only detect objects that were ∼6 meters or larger, whereas
Würzburg-Riese could detect objects as small as ∼0.27 meter.

Despite its simplicity, Chain Home was used effectively in defending the United Kingdom from
German air raids. In conventional histories written by English-speaking historians after the war,
Watson-Watt was erroneously proclaimed to be the “inventor” of radar, and the supposed British
lead in radar over Germany was cited as one of the reasons for the Allied victory in the war.

Reinhold Rüdenberg (German, 1883–1961) developed phased-array radar systems, as shown in Fig.
6.140.
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Figure 6.134: Christian Hülsmeyer invented and demonstrated radar in 1903.
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Figure 6.135: In 1920, Heinrich Barkhausen (1881–1956) and Karl Kurz (1881–1960) developed the
300–400 MHz Barkhausen-Kurz oscillator, which enabled high-frequency, high-power radar systems.
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Figure 6.136: Some creators who developed radar systems.
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Figure 6.137: Other creators who developed radar systems.
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Figure 6.138: Examples of World War II German radar systems included the Würzburg-Riese short-
range radar and the Freya long-range radar.
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Figure 6.139: Herbert Schnitger and Dieter Weber developed a traveling wave tube that was claimed
by the United States after the war [courtesy of Norberto Lahuerta].
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Figure 6.140: Reinhold Rüdenberg (1883–1961) developed phased-array radar systems.
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B. Radar countermeasures

Scientists in wartime Germany pioneered radar countermeasures or stealth technologies. They
created and tested a variety of radar-absorbing coatings, and gave the best ones names such as
Eisenspane and Moltopren.6 Scientists in Germany successfully used those radar countermeasures
on submarines. They were also developing stealth aircraft.7

Documentation, materials, and scientists from those wartime programs on radar countermeasures
were acquired by Allied countries after the war and became the basis for modern stealth technolo-
gies.

Former Bell Laboratories scientist T. M. Odarenko gave an overview of some of the German pro-
grams in FIAT 61, Radar Camouflage Radiation Absorption Materials, pp. 1, 12–13:

The problem of radar camouflage and radiation absorbers is not new to the radar
workers in the U.S. The Radiation Laboratories and the War Committee on Dielectrics,
among others, were concerned with it. [...] Because of the urgency of other problems,
the work in U.S.A., however, did not progress very far. The Germans, on the other
side, who placed high hopes in their submarine warfare, and whose submarines suffered
severely from high losses due to the radar detection methods of the Allies, invested a
great deal of efforts, and of scientific and of technological talents, into the anti-radar
methods and devices. The results of their work prove to be of considerable interest to
the allied intelligence organizations. [...]

By the end of the European war, the Germans investigated the theoretical approach
to the radiation camouflage quite exhaustively. Much practical data was accumulated
by the Germans on the tuned and wide-band lossy “impedance-matching” absorbers.
In addition, materials were produced successfully with permeability equal to dielectric
constant and with reasonably high losses. As the side results of their work on the semi-
conductors, means were established of introducing high electrical losses into materials.

As the result of the fundamental study of dielectric materials and various ferrites and
oxides, new materials were obtained, the electromagnetic constants of which could be
controlled by such factors as temperature, magnetic field, etc.

The problem of an ideal radiation absorption material has not been solved in Germany.
The Germans, however, went far enough to indicate that further researches on such
materials are well worth while. Their failures with certain materials, and their successes
with others, might assist this further work considerably if their results with complete
reports and data are made promptly available to the proper research organizations in
this country and in Great Britain.

6 BIOS 132; BIOS 727; BIOS 869; BIOS 871; CIOS ER 4; CIOS XXVI-24; FIAT 61; NavTecMisEu LR 10-45;
NavTecMisEu 90-45.

7 Horten and Selliger 2012; Jorgensen 2009; Myhra 1998b; Shepelev and Ottens 2015.
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The importance of this work lies in the fact that the materials thus developed would be
of interest not only in the strictly military field, where radars have proven of such value,
but in the variety of other applications, such as selective shielding, static dissipators,
tuned networks, etc.

BIOS 871, Work of Professor Hüttig on Ferromagnetic Substances for Use in Radar Camouflage,
pp. 4–5, also described some of the wartime programs:

Hüttig, who is essentially a physical chemist, and specialises in the properties of the
solid state, worked on Schornsteinfeger in collaboration with a team including Profes-
sor Kafla, physicist, and Professor Flegler, who made the electro-magnetic absorption
measurements. Their objective, as has already been noted, was the production of a
ferromagnetic material with permeability and dielectric constant equal and high, and
if possible lossy. The material first studied and developed to the production state, was
gamma iron oxide, and this can be produced on a manufacturing scale with µ equal
to epsilon equal to 6, with no loss. This material, known as W.61, was manufactured
at the DEGUSSA works in Raudnitz-on-Elbe, and was rolled into Buna at Uhrineves,
near Prague, giving a product containing 10% Buna and 90% W.61.

Owing to the instability of gamma iron oxide and to the fact that the material is not
lossy, attention was then turned to the development of ferrites. [...] A large number was
prepared[...]

Hüttig said that the most promising material was probably manganese ferrite from the
point of view of giving the properties required, although for consistency in production,
magnesium ferrite would be preferable. The best samples of manganese ferrites that
his team had prepared had a permeability of 12 and a dielectric constant of 18 with
magnetic and dielectric losses both equal to 0.35, the measurements being made at a
wave length of 173 cm. [...]

Hüttig was of the opinion that the system ferrous oxide–vanadium oxide was worth
study, as the material had a very high ferromagnetism and formed solid solutions with
metallic iron.
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Figure 6.141: Many German-speaking scientists developed a range of radar countermeasures
(stealth) technologies during World War II.
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Figure 6.142: Many German-speaking scientists developed a range of radar countermeasures
(stealth) technologies during World War II.
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C. Sonar

German-speaking scientists invented underwater acoustic ranging and imaging technology in the
early twentieth century and developed highly sophisticated and specialized systems by the 1930s
and early 1940s.8 This technology is now best known by the WWII-era American name sonar
(originally an acronym derived from SOund NAvigation Ranging). In many early Allied documents,
this technology was also called ASDIC (after the Anti-Submarine Division).

Alexander Behm (German, 1880–1952) invented and demonstrated sonar in 1912. Leo Löwenstein
(German, 1879–1956) was another early German sonar pioneer. Independent work on sonar began
in other countries around the same time, especially in response to Germany’s use of submarine
warfare in World War I.

German-speaking scientists steadily improved sonar technology from World War I through World
War II. By World War II, at least four companies had large programs developing and manufacturing
sonar systems:

1. Atlas Werke based in Bremen.

2. Electroacustic Kommanditgesellschaft (ELAC) based in Kiel.

3. GEMA (Gesellschaft für Elektroakustische und Mechanische Apparate) based in Berlin.

4. AEG (Allgemeine Elektrizitäts-Gesellschaft) based in Berlin.

Improvements to German sonar technologies continued until the end of World War II, at which
point they were transferred to Allied countries. For example, NavTecMisEu 530-45, Sonar in the
German Navy, p. 2, stated:

The GHG is the German counterpart of the multi-spot equipments which were aban-
doned in the U.S. before the war. The Germans, however, carried the principle to a
much higher degree of development and appear to have attained excellent results. The
GHG ordinarily permits detection at much longer range than supersonic [ultrasonic]
listening or echo ranging gear.

The other important class of German equipment is the S Anlage for echo ranging and
supersonic listening. This apparatus was well designed, with emphasis on simplicity and
reliability.

German companies also applied sonar methods to the air to create sonic altimeters for aircraft.9

After the war, many German sonar experts continued their work in Allied countries.

During World War II, German-speaking scientists also invented and successfully demonstrated
acoustic systems for ultrasound imaging, sonication of materials, and sonic weapons. Those tech-
nologies were also transferred to Allied countries after the war. See Section C.4.

Robert Adler (Austrian, 1913–2007) invented ultrasonic remote control systems.

8E.g., CIOS XXVIII-52, German Submarine and Anti-Submarine Methods and Equipment; NavTecMisEu 530-45,
Sonar in the German Navy.

9CIOS XXXII-76, A Sonic Altimeter for Aircraft; NavTecMisEu 196-45, A Sonic Altimeter for Aircraft (Lande-
hoehenmesser).
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Figure 6.143: Alexander Behm invented and demonstrated sonar in 1912, and filed patents on it in
1913.
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Figure 6.144: Atlas Werke, ELAC, GEMA, and AEG developed highly sophisticated and specialized
sonar systems [NavTecMisEu 530-45].
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Figure 6.145: Atlas Werke, ELAC, GEMA, and AEG developed highly sophisticated and specialized
sonar systems [NavTecMisEu 530-45].
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Figure 6.146: Atlas Werke, ELAC, GEMA, and AEG developed highly sophisticated and specialized
sonar systems [NavTecMisEu 530-45].
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Figure 6.147: Atlas Werke, ELAC, GEMA, and AEG developed highly sophisticated and specialized
sonar systems [NavTecMisEu 530-45].
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D. Sonar countermeasures

German-speaking scientists led by Erwin Meyer (German, 1899–1972) invented, perfected, and
installed highly effective sonar-absorbing rubber coatings (code-named Alberich) on submarines
such as U-480.10

BIOS 526, Development and Manufacture of Alberich, pp. 3–4, summarized the history of that
program:

2. Organisation:

Dr. Kieskalt was head of the section at I.G. Farben concerned with the development
of anti-asdic coverings for submarines. The section was directly under the control of
N.V.K. with Professor Erwin Meyer of the Technische Hochschule, Berlin, as Scientific
Advisor. Professor Meyer was also in touch with the section through Dr. Oberst, a
member of his team at the Hochschule.

The scientific and development work was carried out at I.G. Farben at first by Dr.
Brennschede, a physical chemist, and later by Drs. Patat and Mehnert. Patat, a physical
chemist, was more concerned with the chemistry of the material, while Mehnert, a
physicist under the guidance of Meyer was responsible for the designing and testing of
the punched material. Dr. Ing. Laüer, who was employed at one time by Meyer, assisted
Mehnert with the measurements which were made at Höchst and at Pelzerhaken.

Engineering and workshop requirements were controlled by Ob. Ing. Geiger with Ing.
Möller, Rechert, and Wieswar assisting. Geiger was a reserve U-boat Captain who was
brought back at Kieskalt’s request in April 1940. Rechert dealt with the firm of Sorst
& Co., Hanover, who was responsible for the punching of the sheets. Wieswar was at
Offenbach supervising the cementing of the sheets and Möller was responsible for the
actual covering of the boats in the yards.

The cements were manufactured at Höchst and were developed by Dr. Schaich, assisted
by Dr. Koren.

The buna sheet forming the basis of the material was manufactured by three or four
specialist firms and sent to I.G. Farben at Offenbach, to be ground to the requisite
thickness. Part of the material was then forwarded to Hanover to be punched by Ernst
Sorst & Co., who returned it to Frankfurt where at I.G. Farben, Offenbach, the finished
two-ply covering was produced and wrapped ready for shipment to the yards. Testing
of samples was carried out at I.G. Farben, Höchst.

Shortly before the end of the war plans were being made for the centralisation of the
manufacturing processes in a new factory at Einbek, Hanover, to be under the direction
of Sörst. A programme involving the covering of 80 boats was planned to take effect
from April, 1945. Up to the cessation of hostilities with Germany only 10 boats had
been covered, including two experimental models.

10 Ruthven and Bardehle 2009; BIOS 210; BIOS 526; CIOS XXIV-8; NavTecMisEu 352-45.
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3. Early attempts by I.G. Farben to solve the problem:

Kieskalt stated that early in 1940 he developed a sound absorbent surface for anti-asdic
work which comprised a number of rubber cones filled with a plastic material, such as
“Mowilith”. Designed for a frequency range of 7–15 kc/s, said to be that of our asdics,
the cones were about 100 mm. in height and spaced 50 mm. apart. Trials in the Baltic
were carried out in the spring of 1941 with a submarine U-9 coated with the material
but it was apparent that this solution was not a practical one.

4. Development of Alberich:

In 1941 Professor Erwin Meyer, in the search for a solution which could be used under
operational conditions, introduced the idea of a resonant absorber composed of a two-
ply rubber sheet, one ply of which is perforated. The theory underlying the operation of
this material has already been discussed with Meyer (v. SRE/I/206) and Kieskalt had
nothing further to add to this aspect of the problem.

5. Choice of raw material:

Preliminary experiments on this resonant type of absorber using existing rubber mixes,
such as those prepared for the manufacture of linings for chemical engineering plant,
enabled more precise requirements to be formulated. Important features, distinct from
the dynamical properties of the material, were:-

(a) resistance to oil and sea-water.

(b) non-ageing.

(c) capable of being cemented to self and to the hull of a submarine.

(d) resistance to mechanical wear and abrasion.

6. Manufacture of sheet and cement:

[...]
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Figure 6.148: U-480 submarine covered with Alberich anti-sonar rubber tiles.
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E. Radio and acoustic proximity fuzes and homing devices

As already covered, one postwar myth of Allied scientific superiority is that the United Kingdom
invented radar and Germany lagged behind, even though there is abundant documentation that
the opposite was true. A similar example of postwar historical revisionism by English-speaking
historians is that Germany failed to develop a proximity fuze whereas the Allies did. (The Allied
“VT” or Variable Time radar proximity fuze was deployed in 1944.)

In fact, scientists in Germany and Austria began work on proximity fuzes and homing devices in
the 1930s. From the 1930s to 1945, they invented a vast assortment of proximity fuzes and homing
devices. They created sensors based on active acoustic, passive acoustic, active radar, passive radar,
electrostatic, infrared, remote television, and other approaches. They created sensors for guided
missiles, smart bombs, artillery shells, and torpedoes. Those systems were documented in postwar
Allied reports such as:

Theodore Benecke and A. W. Quick, eds. 1957. History of German Guided Missiles
Development

BIOS 249, Rockets and Guided Missiles

BIOS 530, Photosurfaces, a Report on German Developments of Photocells, Electron
Multipliers, Television Pick-Up Tubes [guided missiles]

CIOS ER 259, Private Investigators Working on Radar Control of a Guided Missile at
Obersdorf bei Bad Aussee

CIOS ER 316, Preliminary Report on Proximity Fuze Investigation at Rosenthal, Iso-
latoren, Selb, Bavaria

CIOS XXVI-1, Proximity Fuze Development, Rheinmetall-Borsig AG, Mülhausen

CIOS XXVI-57, German Development of Homing Devices

CIOS XXVI-65, Findings on German Proximity Fuze Developments in 21 Army Group
Area

CIOS XXVIII-41, Institut für Physikalische Forschung, Neu Drossenfeld [TV homing
device]

CIOS XXVIII-51, Dipl. Ing. Hans Ludwig, Gross Quern [missile homing device]

CIOS XXXII-69, Otto Acoustic Proximity Pistol for Torpedoes

CIOS XXXII-78, The Passive Acoustic Proximity Device “Kranich”

CIOS XXXII-79, Passive Acoustic Proximity Fuses for Use Against Bomber Formations

CIOS XXXII-80, Acoustic Steering Control for the X-4 Missile-Dogge
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CIOS XXXII-82, German Acoustic Ground Proximity Fuse

CIOS XXXII-123, German Guided Missiles

CIOS XXXII-125, German Guided Missile Research

NavTecMisEu LR 30-45, German Air-to-Air Missile X-4

NavTecMisEu LR 32-45, Guided Missile, X4 Information Relative to

NavTecMisEu LR 77-45, Lead Sulphide Semi-Conductor Infra-red Cells for Homing
Rockets

NavTecMisEu LR 78-45, German Pi-Berlin Acoustic Torpedo Pistol

NavTecMisEu LR 79-45, Development of Acoustic Torpedo Steering Control “Geier”

NavTecMisEu LR 80-45, Acoustic Torpedo Pistol “Otto”—Development of

NavTecMisEu LR 81-45, Guided Missiles—Report Interrogation of Personnel Concerned
with

NavTecMisEu LR 228-45, Infra-red Homing Devices

NavTecMisEu 100-45, German Development of Homing Devices

NavTecMisEu 158-45, Electronics as Applied to German Guided Missiles Volume II

NavTecMisEu 161-45, Otto Acoustic Proximity for Torpedoes

NavTecMisEu 199-45, Description of the Passive Acoustic Proximity Device-Kranich

NavTecMisEu 200-45, Passive Acoustic Proximity Fuses for use against Bomber For-
mations (Rheingold, Meise, Forelle, Kuckuck)

NavTecMisEu 201-45, Acoustic Steering Control for the X-4 Missile—Dogge

NavTecMisEu 202-45, General Survey of German Torpedoes

NavTecMisEu 203-45, German Naval Torpedo Pistols and Warheads

NavTecMisEu 204-45, German Naval Homing and Guided Torpedoes

NavTecMisEu 225-45, German Acoustic Ground Proximity Fuse

NavTecMisEu 237-45, Survey of Germany Activities in the Field of Guided Missiles

NavTecMisEu 242-45, “Paplitz” Infra-red Fuse Development of Elac
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NavTecMisEu 273-45, German Infra-red Homing Device “Emden”

NavTecMisEu 274-45, German Infra-red Homing Device “Karussell”

NavTecMisEu 355-45, Survey of the German Work on Proximity Fuses

NavTecMisEu 356-45, German Aircraft Acoustic Homing Torpedo—“PFAU”

Alsos EOS 200 [NARA RG 38, Entry P-5, Box 8, Alsos Mission Fuze Reports]

Alsos EOS 225 [NARA RG 38, Entry P-5, Box 8, Alsos Mission Fuze Reports]

Alsos EOS 226 [NARA RG 38, Entry P-5, Box 8, Alsos Mission Fuze Reports]

Alsos EOS 240 [NARA RG 38, Entry P-5, Box 8, Alsos Mission Fuze Reports]

Alsos EOS 260 [NARA RG 38, Entry P-5, Box 8, Alsos Mission Fuze Reports]

Alsos EOS 270 [NARA RG 38, Entry P-5, Box 8, Alsos Mission Fuze Reports]

Alsos EOS 271 [NARA RG 38, Entry P-5, Box 8, Alsos Mission Fuze Reports]

Alsos EOS 274 [NARA RG 38, Entry P-5, Box 8, Alsos Mission Fuze Reports]

The United States and United Kingdom developed a simple radar proximity fuze for artillery shells
and employed it effectively for anti-aircraft fire. Germany developed an enormous quantity and
variety of proximity fuzes and homing devices, many of which were more advanced than the Allied
proximity fuze. Few of the German proximity fuzes and guidance systems appear to have been
deployed during the war, but that was due to Allied bombing of the factories where those systems
were being produced, as well as some of the decisions (or indecision) of German political and
military leaders, not due to any failures of German and Austrian scientists.

The U.S. military publicly admitted that the German proximity fuzes and guidance systems were
highly effective. See for example: Says Nazis Had New Rocket, New York Times 1946-01-18 p. 6:

Germany developed a new rocket a month before V-E Day which proved so accurate
that it almost ended Allied bombing attacks, Col. Leslie Simon, director of the Aberdeen
Ballistics Research Laboratory, said today before 300 scientists and engineers meeting
here. He declared that the weapon enabled the Germans to bring down our bombers
“almost at will.” The new rockets were mounted in groups of twenty-four on fast German
interceptor planes.

Because the proximity fuzes and homing devices developed in wartime Germany were so advanced
and so diverse, immediately after the war, Allied countries confiscated the documentation, hardware,
and scientists from those programs, and used them to produce proximity fuzes and homing devices
in the United States, United Kingdom, France, Soviet Union, and other countries during the postwar
period.
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F. Microwave heating

According to conventional histories, in October 1945, Percy Spencer (1894–1970), an American with
only a high school education working as a business manager at Raytheon, suddenly invented, built,
demonstrated, and perfected microwave ovens. In fact, it was large numbers of highly educated
German-speaking scientists at Siemens, Telefunken, and other German companies who worked
diligently over the course of a decade to (1) invent microwave heating in the 1930s, (2) perfect
and apply it to a wide variety of applications (food preparation, delousing of clothing, glue drying,
etc.) during the war, and (3) transfer the technology under duress after the war to Allied countries,
which then publicly claimed it as their own postwar invention. BIOS 866, High Frequency Heating,
is a key piece of evidence documenting that history:

[p. 1:] This report contains a survey of the activities in the field of high frequency heating
of the German industry and it has been compiled from information gained at 18 targets
in the British, U.S. and French zones. It deals chiefly with work at Radio Frequencies
and is not concerned with the use of rotating machines.

Most of the activity has been confined to the large electrical firms particularly SIEMENS
SCHUKERT, A.E.G. and TELEFUNKEN, and mainly in the Berlin sections of these
companies.

It would appear that in 1939 the Germans were fully aware of the industrial possibilities
of high frequency heating and were reasonably far advanced in the techniques involved.
During the war practically all the effort was devoted to essential war work and develop-
ment appears to have been impeded to a considerable extent by government restrictions
on the use of valves.

Practically no equipment was seen. It was reputed to have been destroyed by bombing
or removed by the Russians. Sets up to 20 kW or thereabouts had been made in some
quantities for surface hardening and larger sets up to 200 kW for this field had been
planned.

Dielectric heating had been experimented with in many fields such as wood gluing;
drying of timber, cigarettes etc; plastics heating; lice-killing and food processing. Only
wood gluing for aircraft and lice killing in soldiers’ uniforms had been applied on any
scale.

[p. 16:] (ix) SIEMENS-SCHUKERT WERKE BERLIN-SIEMENSSTADT [...]

Induction Heating had been applied to surface hardening of gears and other articles at
frequency of 100-200 kc/s using powers up to 200 kW.

Dielectric Heating had been tried with wood drying, wood gluing, rubber vulcanisation,
tobacco drying, plastics heating, milk sterilisation, wheat drying, meat cooking and
drying, and killing of lice. Only wood gluing and lice killing had been put into practical
application.

Personnel Interviewed.
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Mr. BENKERT, director and works manager.

Dr. MAIER, assistant to Mr. BENKERT.

Mr. ASCHMANN, in charge of industrial applications.

Dr. SCHNECKE, in charge of equipment design.

Dr. TSCHERMAK, in charge of dielectric heating.

Mr. KEUTNER, dielectric heating.

[p. 18:] (a) Wood gluing: This was done chiefly for the aircraft industry and when the
war ended 12 sets at 6 Mc and 20 kW had been installed for making plywood and
general gluing of aircraft parts. [...]

[p. 19:] (b) Killing lice in garments: The sets operated at 25 Mc/s with a power of 30–40
kW and 3 stationary and 1 mobile equipments had been supplied to the WEHRMACHT
for treating uniforms. The uniforms were sprayed with water then carried through a
condenser field on a leather conveyor at the rate of 400 Kg of clothing per hour. It was
claimed that lice, eggs and typhoid bacteria were all killed.

[pp. 22–23:] (xii) TELEFUNKEN.
BERLIN-SCHÖNEBERG, MAXSTRASSE 10. [...]

Dr. FRANZ stated that the limited resources available for H.F. Heating were being
devoted in the first place to heating of foods with a view to making the most of the
supplies available. After food heating work would be done on plastics.

In conjunction with SAROTTI, a subsidiary of NESTLES experiments were being done
on pre heating grain or flour. It was found that Rye flour heated in this way to a
temperature of 150oC had improved quality and it could be used in place of wheat flour
for making soups. Cereals treated similarly by H.F. heating could be kept easily and
were in a pre-cooked state requiring little cooking when they were to be used.

The experiments were being done on a small scale with a 1 kW oscillator on a frequency
between 15 and 30 Mc/s. About 0.5W per gm were required.

Dr. FRANZ considered that there was quite a future for this activity.

Demonstration experiments on cooking potatoes were mentioned. It had been found
with H.F. heating that the water need not boil as long as in ordinary potato cook-
ing. Thermocouple measurements had shown that with the H.F. heating the potato
temperature was in advance of the water temperature.

These food experiments were being done in co-operation with the “Food Institute”.

As the above document mentioned, German-speaking scientists also invented and perfected induc-
tion heating, which is now used in the most modern type of stovetops.
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6.7 Optical Microscopes, Telescopes, and Other Optical Instru-
ments

The predominantly German-speaking scientific world dominated the development of optical mi-
croscopy methods, from inventing the first known microscope to obtaining the maximum theoretical
resolution from a microscope to developing fluorescence and phase contrast microscope approaches
that are now used worldwide. It also invented and developed telescopes as well as other methods
and applications of optics.11

The first known telescopes were produced around 1608 by people such as Hans Lipperhey (German
states/Dutch, 1570–1619), Jacob Metius (Dutch, ca. 1571–1628), and Zacharias Janssen (Dutch,
ca. 1585–<1632). See Fig. 6.149.

As shown in Fig. 6.150, Antonie van Leeuwenhoek (Dutch, 1632–1723) created the first known
microscope and used it to observe numerous types of single-celled and multicellular organisms.

Joseph von Fraunhofer (German states, 1787–1826, p. 656 ) made a number of important discoveries
and inventions in optics. He invented diffraction gratings, and he studied the diffraction of light
of different wavelengths. He used a diffraction slit and prism to develop a spectroscope, which
he and others then applied to make important measurements in physics and chemistry. He also
created achromatic (non-color-distorting) lenses and other specialized lenses that greatly improved
the image quality for both telescopes and microscopes.

Simon Plössl (Austrian, 1794–1868) produced microscopes with achromatic objective lenses; see
Fig. 6.151. He also developed the now highly popular Plössl eyepiece design for telescopes, which
offers an especially wide field of view.

Georg Johann Oberhäuser (German states, 1798–1868) and his successor Edmund Hartnack (Ger-
man, 1826–1891) were other important early innovators in microscopy. Edmund Hartnack produced
the first water immersion lenses to enable microscopes to see smaller details.

Carl Zeiss (German, 1816–1888, engineering and business), Ernst Abbe (German, 1840–1905, optical
physics), and Otto Schott (German, 1851–1935, glass chemist) created and built up the Zeiss
optical company, based in Jena, making it arguably the most advanced optical instrument company
in the world. By the 1880s, they had perfected the diffraction-limited apochromatic microscope
(Fig. 6.152), eliminating earlier flaws in lens design and glass composition in order to attain the
maximum theoretical image resolution that can be achieved with visible light. That work remains
the foundation of all modern optical microscope designs. They also developed a reputation for
designing and manufacturing a wide range of other advanced optical instruments.

In the early 1900s, several scientists working at the Zeiss company made further significant advances
in optical microscopy:

• In 1902, Richard Zsigmondy (Austrian, 1865–1929) and Henry Siedentopf (German, 1872-
1940) invented the ultramicroscope for determining particle sizes in colloids; see Fig. 6.153.

• August Köhler (German, 1866–1948) and Moritz von Rohr (German, 1868–1940) invented
the ultraviolet microscope in 1904, as shown in Fig. 6.154.

11 Auerbach 1918, 1925; Dobell 1960; Gjudjenow and Meinl 2013; Petri 1896.
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• August Köhler and Henry Siedentopf invented the fluorescence microscope in 1908 (Fig.
6.155). Fluorescence microscopes are now a widespread tool in biology laboratories because
different cellular components can be labeled with different colors of fluorescent tags.

Karl Bratuschek (German?, 1865–1913) at the Zeiss company was apparently moving toward the
development of phase contrast microscopy before his death. Frits Zernike (Dutch, 1888–1966) in-
vented phase contrast microscopes in 1933, and they were mass produced by Zeiss; see Fig. 6.156.
Phase contrast microscopes make cells easily visible without having to add colored chemical stains.
The chemical staining steps are not only cumbersome, but would usually kill the cells, so phase
contrast microscopes are now a ubiquitous tool in biology laboratories worldwide to observe living
cells.

For the development of phase contrast microscopy, Frits Zernike won the Nobel Prize in Physics
in 1953. Professor E. Hulthén of the Nobel Committee for Physics explained Zernike’s work and
noted how it built upon the earlier discoveries of Zeiss scientists such as Ernst Abbe
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1953/ceremony-speech/]:

Probably no other instrument has been the object of so much technical and theoretical
study as the microscope. The thorough theoretical foundation that we owe to the genius
of Ernst Abbe of the famous Zeiss concern was followed at the end of the last century
by a development of the microscope that brought its optical and illumination system
very close to perfection.

But even Abbe’s theory had a gap, for it took into account only those conditions in
which the microscopic objects appear against the background as a result of their con-
trasts in colour and intensity. Many microscopic objects, however, micro-organisms such
as bacteria and cells, are colourless and transparent, and for this reason difficult to dis-
tinguish from their surroundings. Attempts have been made to overcome this difficulty
with various methods of staining or with a special illumination system, the so-called
darkfield illumination. The staining methods are not always suitable, as for example
when we are dealing with living objects; and dark-field illumination easily leads to a
misinterpretation of the finer details in the structural picture.

It was this gap in Abbe’s theory that in the 1930’s led Zernike to re-investigate the
refraction processes in the light that give rise to the image in a microscope. Even if
the eye is not able to discern the change undergone by a beam of light when it passes
through a transparent object, the change does nonetheless exist as a phase-difference
of a quarter of a wavelength relative to the direct beam that does not pass through
the object. The problem was thus to transform these otherwise imperceptible phase
differences to visible contrasts in intensity. Zernike was able to show that this was
possible, thanks to the fact that the two rays of light take different routes through the
microscope before being reunited in the image. By interposing in the paths of the direct
ray a so-called “phase-plate” which either further increases the phase-displacement to
half a light-wavelength or smooths it out completely, Zernike attained the desired effect,
so that the two rays either extinguish or reinforce each other. In this way the formerly
invisible particle appears in dark or light contrast to the surroundings.

I have deliberately dwelt upon the description of the phase-contrast microscope as the re-
sult of Zernike’s method which is, so far, the most valuable. The phase-contrast method
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has, however, many other and increasingly important applications in optics. In addition
to its capacity to render colourless and transparent objects visible in the microscope,
it also enables one to detect slight flaws in mirrors, telescope lenses, and other instru-
ments indispensable for research. In this connection, Zernike’s phase-plate serves as an
indicator which locates and measures small surface irregularities to a fraction of a light-
wavelength. This sharpness of depth is so great that it penetrates to the point at which
the atomic structure of the substance begins to become manifest.

Phase-contrast microscopy was adopted by Allied countries after they discovered some of the Zeiss
phase-contrast microscopes at the end of World War II [BIOS 1322; FIAT 1059].

Carl Kellner (German states, 1826–1855), Ernst Leitz I (German, 1843–1920), and the son Ernst
Leitz II (German, 1871–1956) created what came to be called the Leitz optical instrument company,
which roughly paralleled the history and accomplishments of the Zeiss company. See Fig. 6.157.

• Ernst Arbeit (German, 18??–19??), Carl Metz (German, 18??–19??), and Felix Jentzsch (Ger-
man, 18??–19??) developed microscopes at the Leitz company; see Fig. 6.158.

• In 1913, Oskar Barnack (German, 1879–1936) invented the first modern 35 mm still camera,
which later was dubbed Leica (for Leitz Camera); see Fig. 6.159.

As shown in Fig. 6.160, John Jacob (Johann Jakob) Bausch (German, 1830–1926), Henry Lomb
(German, 1828–1908), and Ernst Gundlach (German, 1834–1908) produced microscopes and other
optical instruments at the Bausch & Lomb company in the United States.

Bernhard Schmidt (German, 1879–1935) invented the Schmidt telescope/camera in 1930. See Fig.
6.161.

As illustrated in Fig. 6.162, Walther Bauersfeld (German, 1879–1959) developed the Zeiss plane-
tarium projector Mark I (begun in 1912, delayed by World War I, and completed in 1923), Mark
II (1930), and later models. Such planetarium projectors were adopted and used worldwide.

After World War II, German high-quality plastic lenses and the technology to produce them were
taken by the United States and directly copied by U.S. companies [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75,
Box 58, Folder Budget]. See Fig. 6.163.

Likewise, German optical and electron microscopes were taken by the United States and directly
copied by U.S. companies [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 58, Folder TIID Discards]. See Fig.
6.164.

German-speaking creators also developed gastroscopes or endoscopes that were adopted by Allied
countries after the war. For example, BIOS 874, Computing and Testing Methods in the German
Optical Industry, p. 13, reported:

[G. Wolf G.m.b.H. Berlin, a Zeiss subsidiary:] Probably the most interesting instrument
is the Schindler flexible gastroscope, six to eight of which are being made monthly;
thirty-eight glass elements are employed in the periscopic train, of which thirty-two are
in the flexible portion, and a front negative lens is fitted to increase the visible field of
view to 90o. “Blooming” of the glass elements has not been tried.
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Figure 6.149: The first known telescopes were produced around 1608 by opticians such as Hans
Lipperhey, Jacob Metius, and Zacharias Janssen.
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Figure 6.150: Antonie van Leeuwenhoek created the first known microscope and used it to observe
numerous types of single-celled and multicellular organisms.
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Figure 6.151: Simon Plössl (1794–1868) produced microscopes with achromatic objective lenses,
and also developed the now widely-used Plössl eyepiece design for telescopes.
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Figure 6.152: Carl Zeiss (1816–1888), Ernst Abbe (1840–1905), and Otto Schott (1851–1935) built
up the Zeiss optical company, perfected the diffraction-limited apochromatic microscope, and pro-
duced other optical instruments.
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Figure 6.153: In 1902, Richard Zsigmondy and Henry Siedentopf invented the ultramicroscope for
determining particle sizes in colloids.
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Figure 6.154: August Köhler and Moritz von Rohr invented the ultraviolet microscope in 1904.
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Figure 6.155: August Köhler and Henry Siedentopf invented the fluorescence microscope in 1908.
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Figure 6.156: Frits Zernike (1888–1966) invented phase contrast microscopes in 1933, and they were
mass produced by the Zeiss company. Phase contrast microscopes make cells easily visible without
having to add colored chemical stains.
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Figure 6.157: Carl Kellner, Ernst Leitz I, and the son Ernst Leitz II created what came to be called
the Leitz optical instrument company.
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Figure 6.158: Ernst Arbeit, Carl Metz, and Felix Jentzsch developed microscopes at the Leitz
company.
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Figure 6.159: In 1913, Oskar Barnack (1879–1936) invented the first modern 35 mm still camera,
which later was dubbed Leica (Leitz Camera).
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Figure 6.160: John Jacob Bausch, Henry Lomb, and Ernst Gundlach produced microscopes and
other optical instruments at the Bausch & Lomb company in the United States.
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Figure 6.161: Bernhard Schmidt (1879–1935) invented the Schmidt telescope/camera in 1930.
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Figure 6.162: Walther Bauersfeld (1879–1959) developed the Zeiss planetarium projector Mark I
(1912–1923), Mark II (1930), and later models.
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Figure 6.163: After World War II, German high-quality plastic lenses and the technology to produce
them were taken by the United States and directly copied by U.S. companies [NARA RG 40, Entry
UD-75, Box 58, Folder Budget].
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Figure 6.164: After World War II, German optical and electron microscopes were taken by the
United States and directly copied by U.S. companies [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 58, Folder
TIID Discards].
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6.8 Electron Microscopes

Ordinary light microscopes use light waves to visualize objects. Visible light has wavelengths in
the range of 400–700 nanometers, so it cannot image objects that are much smaller than those
wavelengths. The minimum visible size is a little less than one hump of the wave, or a little less
than half the wavelength, roughly 150 nanometers at the smallest. For comparison, most viruses
are ∼ 20–150 nanometers wide, and individual atoms are ∼ 0.1–0.5 nanometers wide.

From quantum physics, small particles such as electrons can also behave like waves, and they can
have wavelengths much smaller than those of light (p. 684). Moreover, as shown in Fig. 6.165, one
can build an electrostatic lens or a magnetic lens to focus a beam of electrons, just as a conventional
optical lens can focus a beam of light. Thus it is possible to build an electron microscope that
uses electrostatic or magnetic lenses, fires a beam of electrons at tiny objects, collects the scattered
electrons to detect the shape of the objects, and resolves objects far smaller than a light microscope
could.

Just as most of the major developments in light microscopy and quantum physics came from the
German-speaking world, most of the major innovations in electron microscopy also came from the
German-speaking world, from the very first electron microscopes to those able to visualize viruses to
electron microscopes powerful enough to see individual atoms.12 Electron microscopes have become
indispensable for modern work in biology, materials science, microelectronics, and other fields.

As shown in Fig. 6.166, Hans Busch (German, 1884–1973) developed the first electrostatic and
magnetic lenses for electrons in 1926. In 1928, Leo Szilard (Hungarian, 1898–1964) made the first
known proposal to use such lenses to create an electron microscope.

Four different groups worked in parallel to build and demonstrate the world’s first electron micro-
scopes. All four groups were in the greater Berlin area:

1. A group at the Technische Hochschule Berlin produced electron microscopes from 1931
onward; see Fig. 6.167. The group included Max Knoll (German, 1897–1969), Bodo von
Borries (German, 1905–1956), Ernst Ruska (German, 1906–1988), and Helmut Ruska (Ger-
man, 1908–1973). Ernst Ruska played an especially large role in this group from the be-
ginning, as well as later when this group closely collaborated with the Siemens & Halske
group. Of all the earliest electron microscope builders, Ernst Ruska lived long enough to win
the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1986. His brother Helmut took the first electron microscope
pictures of viruses (p. 156). Professor Sven Johansson of the Royal Academy of Sciences
praised the surviving Ruska as well as the other original developers of electron microscopy
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1986/ceremony-speech/]:

This new development was the electron microscope. The electron microscope is
based on the principle that a short coil of a suitable construction, carrying an
electric current, can deflect electrons in the same way that a lens deflects light.
A coil can therefore give an enlarged image of an object that is irradiated with
electrons. The image can be registered on a fluorescent screen or a photographic

12 von Ardenne 1990, 1997; von Ardenne and Pyl 1940; Barkleit 2008; von Borries and Ruska 1940a, 1940b, 1940c,
1944; Gelderblom and Krüger 2014; Gentile and Gelderblom 2014; Hawkes 2013; Knoll and Ruska 1932a, 1932b;
Krüger 2000; Lickfeld 1979; Pfankuch and Ruska 1947; Qing 1995; Ernst Ruska 1930, 1933a, 1933b, 1940a, 1940b,
1952a, 1952b, 1952c, 1952d, 1954, 1979; Helmut Ruska 1939; Helmut Ruska and Poppe 1947; Simmons 2002, pp.
270–274; Weber 1988; FIAT 765; FIAT 769.
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film. In the same way that lenses can be combined to form a microscope, it was
found that an electron microscope could be constructed of coils. As the electrons
used in an electron microscope have a much shorter wavelength than light, it is thus
possible to reach down to much finer details. Several scientists, among them Hans
Busch, Max Knoll, and Bodo von Borries, contributed to the development of the
instrument, but Ernst Ruska deserves to be placed foremost. He built in 1933 the
first electron microscope with a performance significantly better than that of an
ordinary light microscope. Developments since then have led to better and better
instruments. The importance, in many areas of research, of the invention of the
electron microscope should, by now, be well known.

2. Siemens & Halske developed electron microscopes from 1931 onward, first independently
and then in close collaboration with personnel from the Technische Hochschule Berlin group
(Fig. 6.168). Siemens & Halske personnel included Reinhold Rüdenberg (German, 1883–1961),
Ernst Lubcke (German, 1890–1971), Walter Glaser (Austrian, 1906–1960), and Heinz-Otto
Müller (German, 1911–1945).

3. A group at Allgemeine Elektrizität Gesellschaft (AEG) developed electron microscopes from
1931 onward, as shown in Fig. 6.169. The group included Hans Boersch (German, 1909–
1986), Ernst Brüche (German, 1900–1985), A. Jakob (German?, 19??–19??), E. Johannson
(German?, 19??–19??), Hans Mahl (German, 1909–1988), Carl Ramsauer (German, 1879–
1955), and Otto Scherzer (German, 1909–1982).

4. Manfred von Ardenne (German, 1907–1997) created the first scanning electron microscope in
1937, and continued to develop electron microscopes after that. See Fig. 6.170. At the end of
World War II, von Ardenne moved to the Soviet Union; he was awarded a Stalin Prize for
building electron microscopes there.

Although somewhat later than the time period that is the main focus of this book, in 1981, a group
at IBM Zurich developed scanning tunneling electron microscopes capable of imaging individual
atoms (Fig. 6.171), as well as closely related atomic force microscopes. The group included Heinrich
Rohrer (Swiss, 1933–2013), Gerd Binnig (German, 1947–), Christoph Gerber (Swiss, 1942–), and
Edmund Weibel (Swiss?, 19??–). Rohrer and Binnig won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1986, sharing
the stage with Ernst Ruska. Professor Sven Johansson of the Royal Academy of Sciences explained
the importance of their work [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1986/ceremony-speech/]:

A crystal surface which appears completely flat in a microscope is seen with this instru-
ment to be a plain on which atoms rise like hills in a regular pattern.

Attempts by Russell Young and co-workers to realize these ideas revealed enormous ex-
perimental difficulties. The scientists who finally mastered these difficulties were Gerd
Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer. Here it was a question of moving the needle over the surface
of the sample and registering its vertical position, with great precision and without dis-
turbing vibrations. The data obtained are then printed out, in the form of a topographic
map of the surface, by a computer. The investigation may be concerned with a crystal
surface, whose structure is of interest in microelectronic applications. Another example
is the investigation of the adsorption of atoms on a surface. It has also been found to
be possible to study organic structures, for example, DNA molecules and viruses. This
is just the beginning of an extremely promising and fascinating development.
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Figure 6.165: Electron optics uses an electrostatic or a magnetic lens to focus a beam of electrons,
just as conventional optics uses a normal lens to focus a beam of light.
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Figure 6.166: Hans Busch developed electrostatic and magnetic lenses for electrons in 1926. Leo
Szilard proposed an electron microscope in 1928.
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Figure 6.167: A group at the Technische Hochschule Berlin produced electron microscopes from
1931 onward. The group included Max Knoll, Bodo von Borries, Ernst Ruska, and Helmut Ruska.
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Figure 6.168: Siemens & Halske developed electron microscopes from 1931 onward, first indepen-
dently and then in close collaboration with personnel from the Technische Hochschule Berlin group.
Siemens & Halske personnel included Reinhold Rüdenberg, Ernst Lubcke, Walter Glaser, and Heinz-
Otto Müller.
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Figure 6.169: A group at Allgemeine Elektrizität Gesellschaft (AEG) developed electron microscopes
from 1931 onward. The group included Hans Boersch, Ernst Brüche, A. Jakob, E. Johannson, Hans
Mahl, Carl Ramsauer, and Otto Scherzer.
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Figure 6.170: Manfred von Ardenne created the first scanning electron microscope in 1937, and
continued to develop electron microscopes after that.
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Figure 6.171: In 1981, a group at IBM Zurich developed scanning tunneling electron microscopes
capable of imaging individual atoms. The group included Heinrich Rohrer, Gerd Binnig, Christoph
Gerber, and Edmund Weibel.
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Chapter 7

Creators and Creations in Mechanical
Engineering

Fest gemauert in der Erden
Steht die Form, aus Lehm gebrannt.
Heute muß die Glocke werden.
Frisch Gesellen, seid zur Hand.
Von der Stirne heiß
Rinnen muß der Schweiß,
Soll das Werk den Meister loben,
Doch der Segen kommt von oben.

Zum Werke, das wir ernst bereiten,
Geziemt sich wohl ein ernstes Wort;
Wenn gute Reden sie begleiten,
Dann fließt die Arbeit munter fort.
So laßt uns jetzt mit Fleiß betrachten,
Was durch die schwache Kraft entspringt,
Den schlechten Mann muß man verachten,
Der nie bedacht, was er vollbringt.
Das ist’s ja, was den Menschen zieret,
Und dazu ward ihm der Verstand,
Daß er im innern Herzen spüret,
Was er erschafft mit seiner Hand.

Nehmet Holz vom Fichtenstamme,
Doch recht trocken laßt es sein,
Daß die eingepreßte Flamme
Schlage zu dem Schwalch hinein.
Kocht des Kupfers Brei,
Schnell das Zinn herbei,
Daß die zähe Glockenspeise
Fließe nach der rechten Weise.

Walled up in the earth so steady
Burned from clay, the mould doth stand.
This day must the Bell be ready!
Fresh, O workmen, be at hand!
From the heated brow
Sweat must freely flow,
That the work may praise the Master,
Though the blessing comes from higher.

Our work in earnest preparation,
Befitteth well an earnest word;
When joined by goodly conversation,
Then flows the labor briskly forw’d.
So let us now with care consider,
What through a frail power springs forth:
The wicked man one must have scorn for,
Who ne’er reflects, what he brings forth.
This it is, what all mankind graceth,
And thereto his to understand,
That he in inner heart so traceth,
What he createth with his hand.

Take the wood from trunk of spruce tree,
Yet quite dry let it abide,
That the flame compressed so tightly
Strike the gullet deep inside!
Cook the copper brew,
Quick the tin in, too!
That the glutinous bell-metal
Flowing rightly then will settle!

971
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Was in des Dammes tiefer Grube
Die Hand mit Feuers Hülfe baut,
Hoch auf des Turmes Glockenstube
Da wird es von uns zeugen laut.
Noch dauern wird’s in späten Tagen
Und rühren vieler Menschen Ohr
Und wird mit dem Betrübten klagen
Und stimmen zu der Andacht Chor.
Was unten tief dem Erdensohne
Das wechselnde Verhängnis bringt,
Das schlägt an die metallne Krone,
Die es erbaulich weiterklingt.

What in the dam’s dark cavern dour
The hand with fire’s help did mould,
High in the belfry of the tower
There will our story loud be told.
Still will it last as years are tolling
And many ears will it inspire
And wail with mourners in consoling
And harmonize devotion’s choir.
What here below to son terrestr’al
The ever-changing fate doth bring,
Doth strike the crown which made from metal,
Uplifting it doth sound its ring.

Friedrich Schiller. 1798. Das Lied von der Glocke [The Song of the Bell].
English verse translation by Marianna Wertz.

This chapter gives an overview of some innovations in mechanical engineering that have played
major roles in the modern world and that were invented or discovered by scientists and engineers
who were trained in the predominantly German-speaking central European research world in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.1 Creators from the German-speaking world made major
contributions to writing and printing technology, musical instruments, internal combustion engines
and motor vehicles, civil engineering, handheld weapons, ocean engineering, and other aspects of
mechanical engineering. Scientists and engineers from the German-speaking world also made nu-
merous contributions to overlapping and related areas of engineering listed in Chapters 6 (electrical
and electromagnetic engineering), 8 (nuclear engineering), and 9 (aerospace engineering).

1In addition to specific references that are cited in different areas throughout this chapter, this chapter makes
use of general biographical and project information from: ACLS 2000; Albrecht et al. 1992; Ash and Söllner 1996;
Bar-Zohar 1967; Bower 1987; Bunch and Hellemans 2004; Challoner 2009; Cornwell 2003; Crim 2018; EB 1911, 2010;
Gillispie 1970–1990; Gimbel 1990a; Glatt 1994; Hall 2019; István Hargittai 2006, 2011; Linda Hunt 1991; Impey et
al. 2008; Jacobsen 2014; Koertge 2007; Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Lusar 1956, 1971; Medawar and Pyke 2000; Mick
2000; Murray 2003; Nachmansohn 1979; NDB 1953–2020; Neufeld 2012; Nouzille and Huwart 1999; O’Reagan 2014,
2019; Porter 1994; Charles Walker 1946; Peter Watson 2010; Weitensfelder 2009.

For general overviews of large portions of the history of mechanical engineering in the German-speaking world, see:
Buchheim and Sonnemann 1990; Bunch and Hellemans 2004; Cardwell 1995; Challoner 2009; Gööck 2000; Heckl
2010, 2011; Heßler 2012; Jankowsky 2000; König 2000, 2009; König and Schneider 2007; Ludwig 1974; Lundgreen
and Grelon 1994; Radkau 1989, 2016; Technisches Museum Wien 2011; Weitensfelder 2009, 2013.

I have deliberately left a blank space where images of some creators or creations should go.
Those are people or projects that I felt were important enough that they should definitely be shown in this book,
yet I have not yet been able to locate a suitable image that I have permission to use, despite my searches in Europe
and in the United States. If readers have any relevant images and could send them to me, I would be very grateful
and will include them in future editions of this book. Even where a suitable photo cannot be located, I believe that
leaving a blank space pays tribute both to the scientific importance of that creator or creation and to how that
historical fact has been very nearly forgotten.
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7.1 Writing and Printing

German-speaking creators made many of the major innovations in writing and printing.2

Although this event preceded the time period that is the primary focus of this book, it would be
impossible not to mention that Johannes Gutenberg (ca. 1400–1468) invented the printing press
around 1436; see Fig. 7.1 [Eisenstein 2005; Febvre and Martin 2010; Füssel 2004; Kapr 1996].
Donald Cardwell, a professor of the history of technology, described the enormous significance of
Gutenberg’s innovations [Cardwell 1995, p. 55]:

Gutenberg’s printing press revolutionized the publication of books. The first known
printed book, produced at Mainz in 1455, was the Gutenberg Bible. It has been es-
timated that more books were published in the first fifty years following Gutenberg
(up, that is, to the beginning of the sixteenth century) than had been produced in the
previous thousand years. A twentyfold increase in productivity is highly impressive and
it would not be unreasonable to regard Gutenberg as the first production engineer.
Furthermore, it is easy to overlook Gutenberg’s achievement of complete interchange-
ability in manufacture; each little unit of type could be used over and over again and
fitted between any other little units[...] Finally, his invention brought about the first
revolution in information technology. It was to be a long time—two hundred and fifty
years—before another invention as dramatic and as important as Gutenberg’s was to
be made.

Karl von Drais (1785–1851) created a paper music recorder in 1812 and the first keyboard typewriter
in 1821, as shown in Fig. 7.2 [Ebeling 1985; Lessing 2003, 2010; Michael Rauck 1983]. He also
invented the first bicycle (p. 1094).

Peter Mitterhofer (1822–1893) developed an improved typewriter in 1864; see Fig. 7.3 [Lassnig
1993; Technisches Museum Wien 2005; Waize 2003].

In 1844, Friedrich Gottlob Keller (German, 1816–1895) invented a wood-grinding machine for mass-
producing paper (Fig. 7.4). Prior to that time, paper had been made from cloth rags, which were
in short supply and therefore greatly limited the maximum production rate and minimum cost
of paper. Machines based on Keller’s design revolutionized the production of paper and quickly
became used worldwide.

As shown in Fig. 7.5, the brothers László B́ıró (1899–1985) and György B́ıró (18??–19??) developed
the ballpoint pen during the period 1931–1938.

Friedrich Soennecken (1848–1919) invented the paper hole punch and ring binders for hole-punched
papers in 1886; see Fig. 7.6 [Hellbeck 2008].

Alois Senefelder (1771–1834) developed lithography for printing illustrations beginning in 1796, as
shown in Fig. 7.7. The Encyclopedia Britannica described how Senefelder developed his invention
[EB 2010]:

2For coverage of different aspects of this area, see especially: Ebeling 1985; Eisenstein 2005; Febvre and Martin
2010; Füssel 2004; Halkasch 1993; Hellbeck 2008; Kapr 1996; Kasischke 1999; Lassnig 1993; Lessing 2003, 2010;
Michael Rauck 1983; Max Rößler 1982; Schlesinger 1989; Schmidt-Bachem 2011; Technisches Museum Wien 2005;
Waize 2003; Wolf 1974.
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German inventor of lithography. [...] Desiring to publish plays that he had written
but unable to afford the expensive engraving of printing plates, Senefelder tried to
engrave them himself. His work on copper plates was not proving very successful when
an accident led to his discovery of the possibilities of stone (1796). Senefelder records
that one day he jotted down a laundry list with grease pencil on a piece of Bavarian
limestone. It occurred to him that if he etched away the rest of the surface, the markings
would be left in relief. Two years of experimentation eventually led to the discovery of
flat-surface printing (modern lithography).

After using single lithography plates to reproduce black-and-white illustrations in his early work,
by 1818 Senefelder had developed methods to use multiple lithography plates with different colors
of ink to make color illustrations [Bunch and Hellemans 2004, p. 306]. Very similar lithographic
techniques of protecting and etching different parts of surfaces are now also widely used to make
semiconductor devices (Section 6.3).

Friedrich König (1774–1833) and Andreas Bauer (1783–1860) developed the steam-powered printing
press in 1814; see Fig. 7.8 [Halkasch 1993; Kasischke 1999; Max Rößler 1982; Wolf 1974].

Paul Pretsch (German?, 18??–19??) and A. J. Berchtold (German?, 18??–19??) did early work
and Georg Meisenbach (German, 1841–1912) perfected the halftone method for reproducing pho-
tographs with tiny printed dots [Dorothea Peters 2007]. Figure 7.9 shows the first image that
Meisenbach produced with his final halftone method. This method is still widely used for newspa-
pers, magazines, and computer printers.

As shown in Fig. 7.10, Ottmar Mergenthaler (1854–1899) was born and educated in Germany, then
immigrated to the United States. He developed linotype machines for rapid typesetting for printing
presses (1876–1899) [Schlesinger 1989]. Oxford University’s Biographical Dictionary of Scientists
explained the mechanism and importance of Mergenthaler’s invention [Porter 1994, p. 478]:

Before Linotype, printing was carried out by hand-setting, a long and laborious process.
Mergenthaler’s invention speeded this operation and made printed matter, from books
to penny news sheets, cheaper to produce. The design of the machine enabled a line of
type (hence the name) to be composed at one time and cast as a single piece of metal.
The machine was rather like a large typewriter, about 2 m/61⁄2 ft high, with a store
of matrices (moulds) at the top. The operator selected the letters by means of rods
controlled by the ‘typewriter’ keys, and these letters fell through tiny trapdoors to drop
into position in a line setting. As each line was completed it was passed on to the ‘metal
pot’ area where a cast was made to form a ‘slug’ with the letters in relief on one side.
This then fitted into a page of type ready for printing, while the matrices were returned
to the store at the top of the machine for reuse.

A person operating one of Mergenthaler’s keyboards could set type up to three or four
times faster than by hand-setting, cutting the labour cost of production to a fraction
of before. The machine heralded a new age for printing in which books became afford-
able, and newspapers could really claim to carry up-to-the-minute information, for the
Linotype made it possible to change and reset copy to within minutes of going to press.

The German-speaking world developed advanced methods of printing that were transferred to other
countries after World War II. See Fig. 7.11 for just one example among many [NARA RG 40, Entry
UD-75, Box 3, Folder Press Releases].
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Figure 7.1: Johannes Gutenberg invented the printing press around 1436.
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Figure 7.2: Karl von Drais created a paper music recorder in 1812 and the first keyboard typewriter
in 1821.
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Figure 7.3: Peter Mitterhofer developed an improved typewriter in 1864.
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Figure 7.4: In 1844, Friedrich Gottlob Keller invented a wood-grinding machine for mass-producing
paper.
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Figure 7.5: The brothers László and György B́ıró developed the ballpoint pen 1931–1938.
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Figure 7.6: Friedrich Soennecken invented the paper hole punch and ring binders for hole-punched
papers in 1886.
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Figure 7.7: Alois Senefelder developed lithography for printing illustrations beginning in 1796.
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Figure 7.8: Friedrich König and Andreas Bauer developed the steam-powered printing press in 1814.
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Figure 7.9: Paul Pretsch and A. J. Berchtold did early work and Georg Meisenbach perfected the
halftone method for reproducing photographs with tiny printed dots.
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Figure 7.10: Ottmar Mergenthaler developed linotype machines for rapid typesetting for printing
presses (1876–1899).
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Figure 7.11: The German-speaking world developed advanced methods of printing that were trans-
ferred to other countries after World War II [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Press
Releases].
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7.2 Musical Instruments

The quantity and quality of musical contributions by composers from the predominantly German-
speaking central European world are well known. Composers such as those listed in Table 7.1 remain
household names worldwide, even centuries later.

Name Nationality Lived

Johann Sebastian Bach German states 1685–1750

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach German states 1714–1788

Johann Christian Bach German states 1735–1782

Ludwig van Beethoven German states 1770–1827

Alban Berg Austrian 1885–1935

Johannes Brahms German 1833–1897

Josef Anton Bruckner Austrian 1824–1896

Fryderyk Chopin Polish 1810–1849

Antońın Dvořák Czech/Austrian 1841–1904

Christoph Willibald Gluck German states/Austrian 1714–1787

Georg Friederich Handel German states 1685–1759

Joseph Haydn Austrian 1732–1809

Michael Haydn Austrian 1737–1806

Paul Hindemith German 1895–1963

Leoš Janáček Czech/Austrian 1854–1928

Franz Liszt Austro-Hungarian 1811–1886

Gustav Mahler Austrian 1860–1911

Fanny Mendelssohn German states 1805–1847

Felix Mendelssohn German states 1809–1847

Leopold Mozart Austrian 1719–1787

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart Austrian 1756–1791

Johann Pachelbel German states 1653–1706

Arnold Schoenberg Austrian 1874–1951

Franz Schubert Austrian 1797–1828

Robert Schumann German states 1810–1856

Clara Schumann German 1819–1896

Heinrich Schütz German states 1585–1672

Bedřich Smetana Czech/Austrian 1824–1884

Johann Strauss Austrian 1825–1899

Richard Strauss German 1864–1949

Georg Philipp Telemann German states 1681–1767

Richard Wagner German 1813–1883

Carl Maria von Weber German states 1786–1826

Anton Webern Austrian 1883–1945

Kurt Weill German 1900–1950

Table 7.1: Examples of well-known musical composers from the predominantly German-speaking
central European world.
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While it is less well known to the general public, German-speaking creators also made enormous
contributions to the development of modern musical instruments [Baines 1991, 1993; Ulrich Michels
2008; Sachs 1940; Wilkinson 2014].

As shown in Fig. 7.12, Johann Christoph Denner (German states, 1655–1707) developed the clarinet
around 1700 and Iwan Müller (Baltic German, 1786–1854) later created airtight key pads for it and
other woodwinds.

Theobald Böhm (German, 1794–1881, Fig. 7.13) developed the Western concert flute in 1847.

The modern oboe (sometimes called the Wiener or Viennese oboe) was developed in stages by
Johann Eichentopf (German states, 1678–1769), Jacob Denner (German states, 1681–1735), Stefan
Koch (Austrian, 1772–1828), Karl Friedrich Golde (German, 1803–1873), Josef Hajek (Austrian,
1849–1926), and Hermann Zuleger (Austrian, 1885–1949). See Fig. 7.14.

The modern bassoon (sometimes called the Heckel bassoon) was developed by Gottfried Weber
(German states, 1779–1839), Carl Almenräder (German states, 1786–1846), and Johann Adam
Heckel (German, 1812–1877), as illustrated in Fig. 7.15.

The harmonica was created around 1821 in the German-speaking world and then copied so rapidly
by several craftsmen there that it is unclear which one of them actually originated the instrument
(Fig. 7.16). Proposed creators of the harmonica include Christian Friedrich Buschmann (German
states, 1805–1864), Anton Häckl (Austrian, 17??–18??), Georg Anton Reinlein (Austrian, 1766–
1834), and Joseph Richter (Austrian, 17??–18??).

In a very similar fashion, the accordion was developed around 1822 in the German-speaking world
and immediately copied by craftsmen there. Proposed creators of the accordion include Christian
Friedrich Buschmann (German states, 1805–1864), Cyrill Demian (Austrian, 1772–1849), and Carl
Friedrich Uhlig (German, 1789–1874, inventor of the concertina). See Fig. 7.17.

As shown in Fig. 7.18, Anton Joseph Hampel (Austrian/German states, 1710–1771) invented tuning
slides for brass horns in 1753 or earlier. Friedrich Blühmel (German states, 1777–sometime before
1845) and Heinrich Stölzel (German states, 1777–1844) created valves for brass horns around 1813.
Those two inventions revolutionized the entire family of brass musical instruments.

Wilhelm Friedrich Wieprecht (German, 1802–1872) and Johann Gottfried Moritz (German states,
1777–1840) invented the tuba in 1835. Moritz’s son, Carl Wilhelm Moritz (German states, 1810–
1855), created the tenor tuba in 1838. See Fig. 7.19.

Edmund Gumpert (German, 18??–19??) and Friedrich Kruspe (German, 18??–19??) invented the
double horn or the (incorrectly attributed) “French” horn in 1897, as illustrated in Fig. 7.20.

Early pianos first evolved from harpsichords and clavichords, apparently in Italy, but then a series
of German-speaking creators made numerous mechanical innovations to develop modern pianos
(Fig. 7.21). Some of the major creators included Gottfried Silbermann (German states, 1683–
1753), Christoph Gottlieb Schröter (German states, 1699–1782), Christian Ernst Friederici (German
states, 1709–1780), Johann Christoph Zumpe (German states, 1726–1790), Johann Andreas Stein
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(German states, 1728–1792), and Johann Heinrich Pape (German states, 1789–1875). Musicologist
Curt Sachs explained the dominance of German-speaking creators in the development of pianos
[Sachs 1940, pp. 393–395]:

Italy invented the piano, but then abandoned it. The Germans adopted the art and
evolved and transformed the piano; for the following forty years pianos were made
exclusively in Germany.

The first and best early maker of grand pianos in Germany was the famous organ builder
GOTTFRIED SILBERMANN, of Freiberg, Saxony. He was well acquainted with Johann
Sebastian Bach, who criticized and advised him in his attempts, and Frederick the Great
of Prussia bought three of the pianos which are now in Potsdam palaces. [...]

This simple action was given an escapement about the year 1770, probably by JOHANN
STEIN in Augsburg. In 1777, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart wrote to his father that he had
called on Stein’s workshop. “His instruments distinguish themselves by an escapement;
not one in a hundred makers troubles himself about that; but without an escapement a
piano clatters and leaves a sound[...]” This action with an escaping hammer connected
with the key was called first the German action, and later on, when the STEIN family
had moved to Vienna, the Viennese action. [...]

In 1760 a dozen Saxon piano makers, jobless on account of the Seven Years’ War, came
to settle in London. After this move Germany was no longer the exclusive piano-making
country; England began to compete seriously and soon became the leading center. The
most famous among the German makers in London were JACOB KIRCHMANN, who
changed his name to KIRCKMAN, and JOHANN CHRISTIAN ZUMPE, a former
pupil of Silbermann. [...] The first pianist, too, was a German on English soil—Johann
Christian Bach, Johann Sebastian’s youngest son, gave the world’s first piano recital in
1768 in London.

As shown in Fig. 7.22, Dietrich Nikolaus Winkel (Lippstadt, 1777–1826) and Johann Mälzel (Ger-
man states, 1772–1838) created and mass-produced the first metronomes in 1814.
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Figure 7.12: Johann Christoph Denner developed the clarinet around 1700 and Iwan Müller created
airtight key pads for it and other woodwinds.
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Figure 7.13: Theobald Böhm developed the Western concert flute in 1847.
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Figure 7.14: The modern oboe (sometimes called the Wiener or Viennese oboe) was developed in
stages by Johann Eichentopf, Jacob Denner, Stefan Koch, Karl Friedrich Golde, Josef Hajek, and
Hermann Zuleger.
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Figure 7.15: The modern bassoon (sometimes called the Heckel bassoon) was developed by Gottfried
Weber, Carl Almenräder, and Johann Adam Heckel.
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Figure 7.16: The harmonica was developed around 1821 in the German-speaking world and rapidly
copied by several craftsmen there. Proposed creators of the harmonica include Christian Friedrich
Buschmann, Anton Häckl, Georg Anton Reinlein, and Joseph Richter.
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Figure 7.17: The accordion was developed around 1822 in the German-speaking world and rapidly
copied by several craftsmen there. Proposed creators of the accordion include Christian Friedrich
Buschmann, Cyrill Demian, and Carl Friedrich Uhlig.
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Figure 7.18: Anton Joseph Hampel invented tuning slides for brass horns in 1753. Friedrich Blühmel
and Heinrich Stölzel created valves for brass horns around 1813.
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Figure 7.19: Wilhelm Friedrich Wieprecht and Johann Gottfried Moritz invented the tuba in 1835.
Moritz’s son, Carl Wilhelm Moritz, created the tenor tuba in 1838.
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Figure 7.20: Edmund Gumpert and Friedrich Kruspe invented the double horn or French horn in
1897.
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Figure 7.21: Early pianos evolved from harpsichords and clavichords, but then a series of German-
speaking creators made numerous mechanical innovations to develop modern pianos. Some of
the major creators included Gottfried Silbermann, Christoph Gottlieb Schröter, Christian Ernst
Friederici, Johann Christoph Zumpe, Johann Andreas Stein, and Johann Heinrich Pape.
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Figure 7.22: Dietrich Nikolaus Winkel and Johann Mälzel created and mass-produced the first
metronomes in 1814.
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7.3 Internal Combustion Engines and Motor Vehicles

In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, most of the major innovations of steam engines
and vehicles employing them occurred in the United Kingdom and France [Ingo Müller 2007]. Yet
when it came time to supersede steam technology with improved engines in the late nineteenth
century, it was the more recently developed German-speaking scientific world that rose to the
challenge. Indeed, during the late nineteenth and earlier twentieth centuries, engineers from the
German-speaking world were responsible for virtually all of the key innovations in the development
of internal combustion engines as well as vehicles and tools powered by them, including motorcycles,
automobiles, trucks, chainsaws, military tanks, and Diesel locomotives.3 Those German designs were
rapidly copied in the United States and other countries, while the German-speaking world soon
entered the decades-long period of World Wars I and II and their respective aftermaths, which
greatly hindered German and Austrian industries from competing globally in the very technologies
that they had pioneered. As a result, most people in the modern world do not realize how directly
all of these creations can be traced to German-speaking creators.

Internal combustion engines, motorcycles, automobiles, and trucks

Figure 7.23 shows early steps away from steam engines. ?? Brackenburg (German?, 18??–18??)
developed an automobile powered by a hydrogen/oxygen combustion engine in 1836. Julius Hock
(Austrian, 18??–19??) developed an oil-burning internal combustion engine in 1873 [Cummins 2002].

With assistance from Eugen Langen (German, 1833–1895), Nikolaus Otto (German, 1832–1891)
developed the four-stroke internal-combustion gasoline engine in 1876; see Fig. 7.24 [Cummins
2002]. 1001 Inventions That Changed the World explained the importance of Otto’s innovations,
as well as his connections to later German engine designers [Challoner 2009, p. 400]:

German engineer Nikolaus Otto (1832–1891) was responsible for one of the great de-
velopments in motorized vehicles with the invention of his four-stroke cycle internal
combustion engine.

After developing an interest in technology, he began designs for a four-stroke engine
based on Lenoir’s earlier design for a two-stroke cycle. In 1864 he set up N. A. Otto and
Cie alongside Eugen Langen, creating the world’s first engine manufacturers. In 1872,
he employed Gottlieb Daimler and Wilhelm Maybach as technical director and chief
designer, respectively.

In 1876 the first practical four-stroke engine was constructed. The four strokes are
an intake stroke, where the piston moves down to allow a fuel-air mixture into the
combustion chamber, a compression stroke, where the piston moves back up to compress
the gases, a combustion or power stroke, where a spark ignites the fuel and the piston
is forced down again, and a final exhaust stroke, where the piston moves up to expel
spent fuel via the exhaust valve. [...]

Initially combustion engines were stationary as they could not be adapted to run on

3For coverage of different aspects of this area, see especially: Cummins 2002; Graf and Metternich 1986; Ludvigsen
2015; Popplow 2011; Raidt 2014; Roth and Schmid 1987; Technisches Museum Wien 2006; Völker 2013.
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liquid fuel and so required a pilot light. Otto solved this problem in 1884 with the
invention of a magneto ignition system that created the spark needed for the power
stroke. This increased the practicality of the four-stroke engine and allowed it to be
used by Daimler and Maybach in the first motorcycles and automobiles.

As illustrated in Fig. 7.25, Wilhelm Wittig (German?, 18??–19??) and Wilhelm Hees (German?,
18??–19??) developed a two-stroke internal-combustion engine in 1878 [Cummins 2002].

Emile Capitaine (German, 1861–1907) developed an oil-burning internal combustion engine in 1879,
a series of gasoline engines in the 1880s–1890s, and a motorcycle in 1896; see Fig. 7.26 [Cummins
2002].

Rudolf Diesel (German, 1858–1913), shown in Fig. 7.27, created the first Diesel engines in the 1890s
[Cummins 2002]. Encyclopedia Britannica explained his invention process [EB 2010]:

Diesel devoted much of his time to the self-imposed task of developing an internal
combustion engine that would approach the theoretical efficiency of the Carnot cycle.
For a time he experimented with an expansion engine using ammonia. About 1890,
in which year he moved to a new post with the Linde firm in Berlin, he conceived
the idea for the diesel engine. He obtained a German development patent in 1892 and
the following year published a description of his engine under the title Theorie und
Konstruktion eines rationellen Wärmemotors (Theory and Construction of a Rational
Heat Motor). With support from the Maschinenfabrik Augsburg and the Krupp firms,
he produced a series of increasingly successful models, culminating in his demonstration
in 1897 of a 25-horsepower, four-stroke, single vertical cylinder compression engine. The
high efficiency of Diesel’s engine, together with its comparative simplicity of design,
made it an immediate commercial success, and royalty fees brought great wealth to its
inventor.

Siegfried Marcus (German/Austrian, 1831–1898) developed an internal-combustion-engine-powered
car in 1870, and a greatly improved version in 1888 [Technisches Museum Wien 2006]. Figure 7.28
presents photos of Marcus and his two car versions.

As shown in Fig. 7.29, Karl Benz (German, 1844–1929) and his wife Bertha Benz (German, 1849–
1944) developed and demonstrated an internal-combustion-engine-powered automobile in 1885
[Cummins 2002]. Benz developed other automobiles such as the first mass-produced automobile
(Velo) in 1894, the first internal-combustion-engine-powered bus (Omnibus) in 1895, and a record-
setting race car (Blitzen) in 1909 (Fig. 7.30) [Grünewald and Williamson 2013; Roth and Schmid
1987]. 1001 Inventions That Changed the World noted [Challoner 2009, p. 446]:

Benz recognized the great potential of petrol as a fuel. His three-wheeled car had a
top speed of just ten miles (16 km) per hour with its four-stroke, one-cylinder engine.
After receiving his patent in January 1886, he began selling the Benz[...], but the public
doubted its reliability. Benz’s wife Bertha had a brilliant idea to advertise the new car.
In 1888 she took it on a 60-mile (100 km) trip from Mannheim to near Stuttgart.

Gottlieb Daimler (German, 1834–1900) and Wilhelm Maybach (German, 1846–1929), shown in Fig.
7.31, initially worked for Nikolaus Otto but then started their own company. They created the first
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internal-combustion-powered motorcycle (Reitwagen) in 1885 and their first internal-combustion-
powered automobile (Motorcoach) in 1886 [Cummins 2002; Raidt 2014; Völker 2013]. Daimler and
Maybach also created the first internal-combustion-powered boat in 1886 and the first internal-
combustion-powered truck in 1896; see Fig. 7.32. Oxford University’s Biographical Dictionary of
Scientists explained the key to their success [Porter 1994, p. 159]:

The genius of Daimler and Maybach lay in the combining of four of the elements essential
to the modern car engine: the four-stroke Otto cycle, the vaporization of the fuel with
a device similar to a carburettor, low weight and high speeds. Lenoir had used electric
ignition, but this proved unreliable; Daimler and Maybach used an igniter tube that
was light, worked well and operated independently of engine speed.

As illustrated in Figs. 7.33–7.34, in 1900, Wilhelm Maybach, Paul Daimler (German, 1869–1945),
and Emil Jellinek (German/Austrian, 1853–1918) radically rethought the look of “horseless car-
riages” and developed the first automobile with a recognizably modern design, the Mercedes 35 hp.
This was the first of a long line of automobiles that were named after Jellinek’s daughter, Mercédès
Jellinek (Austrian, 1889–1929) [Roth and Schmid 1987]. In the United States, Henry Ford’s first
Model T automobile, produced in 1909, was essentially a carbon copy of that 1900 German design.
Soon thereafter, the German-speaking world was plunged into decades of war and the aftermath,
giving great advantage to such foreign-made copies in the global market.

Robert Bosch (German, 1861–1942) created a magnetic engine ignition system and spark plugs in
1887 [Raidt 2014]. He was later joined by Gottlob Honold (German, 1876–1923), with whom he
developed improved automobile engines, the car horn, and automotive headlights. See Fig. 7.35.

Figure 7.36 presents several other automotive creators. Paul Winand (German?, 18??–19??) also
developed spark plugs in 1887 [Cummins 2002]. Donát Bánki (Hungarian, 1859–1922) and János
Csonka (Hungarian, 1852–1939) produced an improved carburetor, Hugo Mayer (German?, 18??–
19??) created hydraulic auto brakes, and Wilhelm von Opel (German, 1871–1948) introduced as-
sembly line production of automobiles in Europe. Ludwig Elsbett (German, 1913–2003) devel-
oped improved diesel engines, as well as engines that run on vegetable oil as biofuel [www.elsbett-
museum.de].

As shown in Fig. 7.37, Edmund Rumpler (Austrian, 1872–1940) not only was the first aircraft manu-
facturer in Germany, but also designed aerodynamic automobiles (such as the 1923 Rumpler-Benz
Tropfenwagen), created a unified engine and gearbox, and developed swing-axle rear suspension
[Graf and Metternich 1986].

Ferdinand Porsche (Austrian/German, 1875–1951) created the first gasoline-electric hybrid automo-
bile (Lohner-Porsche) in 1900; see Fig. 7.38. In fact, development, production, and use of electric
vehicles continued to be emphasized in the German-speaking world through 1945. For example,
BIOS 384, German Battery Electric Vehicles and the German Storage Battery Industry, p. 28,
reported:

The GERMANS make very much more use of battery electric vehicles of all forms than
is the custom in BRITAIN. They also employ batteries, both lead-acid and nickel-iron
for a greater range of uses.
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For his subsequent projects, Porsche was joined by Karl Rabe (Austrian, 1895–1968). Porsche, Rabe,
and their team developed the prototype for what would become the Volkswagen Beetle (1931, Fig.
7.39), as well as a series of Auto Union racing cars in the 1930s [Christopher 2013, pp. 199–203;
Ludvigsen 2015].

Oxford University’s Biographical Dictionary of Scientists described some of Porsche’s innovations
[Porter 1994, pp. 560–561]:

In 1936, he received a contract from the German government to develop the Volkswagen
and plan the factory where it would be built. Just before this he conceived a racing car,
without contract. The project was taken over by Auto Union and the car subsequently
claimed victories on virtually every race track in Europe between 1934 and 1937, as well
as many class records.

The first VW prototypes were on the road by the end of 1935[...] Some other design jobs,
however, had appeared alongside the major Volkswagen contract to cause Porsche to
expand his company. [...H]e led the development of light tractors. Those tractors built
to Porsche licence and under the firm’s supervision after World War II can be traced
to these designs. Concepts were also developed by him for aviation engines as well as
plans and designs or wind-driven power plants—large wind-mills with automatic sail
adjustment which delivered electric current via generators.

The war cut short further development of the Volkswagen so Porsche designed the
Leopard and Tiger tanks used by German Panzer regiments and helped to develop the
V-1 flying bomb. [...]

Porsche was a brilliant engineer whose genius reached into many disciplines. It has been
said that the torsion-bar suspension alone would have sufficed to establish a monument
to his name in the automotive industry. He can be considered one of the pioneers of
aircooled engines in the industry.

Karl Schlör (German, 1911–1997), shown in Fig. 7.40, designed the Schlörwagen highly aerodynamic
automobile in 1936 and demonstrated it in 1939 [Christopher 2013, pp. 199–201].

As illustrated in Fig. 7.41, Felix Wankel (German, 1902–1988) developed Wankel rotary engines
from 1924 onward, and Hanns Paschke (German?, 19??–??) later developed additional versions of
Wankel engines [Popplow 2011].

In addition to the transfer of engine and automotive technologies out of the German-speaking world
that occurred in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Allied countries removed a great
deal of information on more advanced engine and automotive technologies at the end of World War
II. The United States, United Kingdom, France, and Soviet Union removed engineers, prototypes,
patents and other documents, and even whole factories. They also wrote detailed reports about the
German and Austrian technologies that were transferred to Allied industries. For a few examples,
see Figs. 7.42–7.44. There are a large number of additional examples among the BIOS ER, BIOS,
BIOS Misc., BIOS Overall, CIOS ER, CIOS, FIAT, FIAT Review, JIOA, NavTecMisEu LR, and
NavTecMisEu reports in the Bibliography.
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Figure 7.23: ?? Brackenburg developed an automobile powered by a hydrogen/oxygen combustion
engine in 1836. Julius Hock developed an oil-burning internal combustion engine in 1873.
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Figure 7.24: With assistance from Eugen Langen, Nikolaus Otto developed the four-stroke internal-
combustion gasoline engine in 1876.
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Figure 7.25: Wilhelm Wittig and Wilhelm Hees developed a two-stroke internal-combustion engine
in 1878.
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Figure 7.26: Emile Capitaine developed an oil-burning internal combustion engine in 1879, a series
of gasoline engines in the 1880s–1890s, and a motorcycle in 1896.
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Figure 7.27: Rudolf Diesel created the first Diesel engine in 1893.
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Figure 7.28: Siegfried Marcus developed an internal-combustion-engine-powered car in 1870, and a
greatly improved version in 1888.
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Figure 7.29: Karl Benz and his wife Bertha Benz developed and demonstrated an internal-
combustion-engine-powered automobile in 1885.
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Figure 7.30: Benz developed other automobiles such as the first mass-produced automobile (Velo)
in 1894, the first internal-combustion-engine-powered bus (Omnibus) in 1895, and a record-setting
race car (Blitzen) in 1909.
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Figure 7.31: Gottlieb Daimler and Wilhelm Maybach created the first internal-combustion-powered
motorcycle (Reitwagen) in 1885, and their first internal-combustion-powered automobile (Motor-
coach) in 1886.
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Figure 7.32: Gottlieb Daimler and Wilhelm Maybach created the first internal-combustion-powered
boat in 1886 and truck in 1896.
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Figure 7.33: In 1900, Wilhelm Maybach, Paul Daimler, and Emil Jellinek developed a radically
redesigned automobile with a recognizably modern look, the Mercedes 35 hp; it was the first of a
long line of Mercedes automobiles.
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Figure 7.34: Wilhelm Maybach, Paul Daimler, and Emil Jellinek developed the first automobile
with a recognizably modern design, the Mercedes 35 hp, in 1900. In the United States, Henry
Ford’s first Model T automobile, produced in 1909, was essentially a carbon copy of that earlier
German design.
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Figure 7.35: Robert Bosch created a magnetic engine ignition system and spark plugs in 1887. He
was later joined by Gottlob Honold, with whom he developed improved automobile engines, the
car horn, and automotive headlights.
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Figure 7.36: Paul Winand also developed spark plugs in 1887. Donát Bánki and János Csonka
produced an improved carburetor, Hugo Mayer created hydraulic auto brakes, and Wilhelm von
Opel introduced assembly line production of automobiles in Europe. Ludwig Elsbett developed
improved diesel engines, as well as engines that run on vegetable oil as biofuel.
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Figure 7.37: Edmund Rumpler was the first German aircraft manufacturer, designed aerodynamic
automobiles (such as the 1923 Rumpler-Benz Tropfenwagen), created a unified engine and gearbox,
and developed swing-axle rear suspension.
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Figure 7.38: Ferdinand Porsche created the first gasoline-electric hybrid automobile (Lohner-
Porsche) in 1900. For his subsequent projects, Porsche was joined by Karl Rabe.
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Figure 7.39: Ferdinand Porsche, Karl Rabe, and their team developed the prototype for what would
become the Volkswagen Beetle (1931), as well as a series of Auto Union racing cars in the 1930s.
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Figure 7.40: Karl Schlör developed and demonstrated the Schlörwagen highly aerodynamic auto-
mobile in 1939.
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Figure 7.41: Felix Wankel developed Wankel rotary engines from 1924 onward, and Hanns Paschke
later developed additional versions of Wankel engines.
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Figure 7.42: This is just one example from the large number of reports on German automotive
technologies that were sent to other countries after World War II [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75,
Box 3, Folder Press Releases].
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Figure 7.43: This is just one example from the large number of reports on German automotive
technologies that were sent to other countries after World War II [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75,
Box 3, Folder Press Releases].
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Figure 7.44: This is just one example from the large number of reports on German automotive
technologies that were sent to other countries after World War II [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75,
Box 3, Folder Press Releases].
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As shown in Fig. 7.45, Walter Linderer (German, 19??–19??) filed the first patent on an automotive
airbag in 1951. Considering that an enormous amount of wartime work was conducted on rapidly
deployable vehicle safety devices such as ejection seats and parachutes (Section 9.4) and that many
patents filed in the early years of the postwar West German patent office were based on wartime
work, it seems likely that Linderer’s airbag patent was based on wartime research. More archival
research is needed to investigate the origins of Linderer’s invention.

In order to make a truly practical airbag, it was necessary to develop a system that could fully inflate
the airbag within less than 0.1 seconds during a collision. Working for Daimler-Benz, Helmut Patzelt
(German?, 19??–??), Gerhard Schiesterl (German?, 19??–??), and Albert Seybold (German?, 19??–
??) solved that problem. They developed an airbag deployed by a solid propellant gas generator
in 1967, and they patented the system in 1971 (Fig. 7.46). The solid propellant gas generator was
essentially a miniature solid propellant rocket that used the exhaust gas to inflate the airbag. That
invention drew heavily upon the earlier development of solid explosives and solid propellant rockets
in the German-speaking world (Sections 3.3 and 9.8). Airbag technology was rapidly copied and
adopted by Japanese and American auto makers.

Many other automotive-related technologies were also developed in the German-speaking world
and then transferred to other countries. Examples include:

• Synthetic rubber for tires (p. 499).

• Synthetic oil for engine lubrication (p. 523).

• High-temperature metal alloys for engines with higher fuel efficiencies (p. 512).

• High-temperature ceramics for engine components (p. 508).

• Improved battery technologies (p. 524).

• Piezoelectric and photoelectric sensors inside engines to monitor engine performance in real
time [e.g., FIAT 575, Developments in Diesel Engineering].

• Fuel additives to prevent knocking in engines [e.g., BIOS 1612, Fundamental Work on Com-
bustion in Germany].

• Nitrous oxide for short-term boosting of engines [e.g., BIOS 1612, Fundamental Work on
Combustion in Germany].

Chainsaws

German-speaking creators also invented chainsaws and adapted internal combustion engines to
power them (Fig. 7.47). In 1830, Bernhard Heine (German, 1800–1846) invented hand-powered
chainsaws (osteotomes) for cutting bone during surgery. In the late 1920s, Andreas Stihl (Swiss,
1896–1973) developed electric and gasoline-powered chainsaws, and founded the company that
still bears his name. At the same time, Emil Lerp (German, 1886–1966) also developed gasoline-
powered chainsaws and founded the Dolmar company to produce them. Chainsaw designs were
spread worldwide both by the Stihl and Dagmar companies and also by Allied investigators at the
end of World War II [e.g., FIAT 696, Gasoline Powered Hand Tree Saws].
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Figure 7.45: Walter Linderer filed the first patent on an automotive airbag in 1951 (likely based on
wartime work?).
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Figure 7.46: Helmut Patzelt, Gerhard Schiesterl, and Albert Seybold developed an airbag deployed
by a solid propellant gas generator in 1967, and they patented the system in 1971.
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Figure 7.47: Bernhard Heine invented hand-powered chainsaws in 1830, Andreas Stihl developed
electric and gasoline-powered chainsaws in the late 1920s, and Emil Lerp developed gasoline-
powered chainsaws in the late 1920s.
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Tanks

German-speaking creators were responsible for many of the major innovations in the development
of military tanks powered by internal combustion engines or gas turbine engines.

As shown in Fig. 7.48, Frederick Simms (German, 1863–1944) developed the small armed Motor
Scout in 1899 and the much larger Motor War Car in 1902.

In 1904, Paul Daimler and his team developed the Panzerwagen armored car, pictured in Fig. 7.49.

In 1911, Günther Burstyn (Austrian, 1879–1945) developed the first combat tank to incorporate
all of the major features of modern tanks, as illustrated in Fig. 7.50.

Joseph Vollmer (German, 1871–1955) developed the first internal-combustion-engine-powered tractor-
trailer truck in 1903, then created tanks such as the A7V during World War I; see Fig. 7.51.

As shown in Fig. 7.52, Ferdinand Porsche, Karl Rabe, and their team developed advanced tanks such
as the Tiger I and the Panzerkampfwagen VIII Maus prototype during World War II [Ludvigsen
2015].

In September 1945, R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts, the British and American chairs of the Combined
Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee, listed a number of important German innovations for tanks
[AFHRA A5186 electronic version pp. 904–1026, Ch. 4, pp. 68–69]:

Investigation of the German automotive industry revealed that development was con-
centrated on armored fighting vehicles to the exclusion of ordinary motor transport. A
new series of super heavy tanks, a group of self-propelled weapons knowns as “Waffen-
traeger”, another series of tanks designated as the “E-Series” and the application of gas
turbines as tank power plants were of particular interest.

The pilot model of the E-100 tank was located, and drawings of the important assemblies
were evacuated by investigators. This tank weighed approximately 100 metric tons,
mounted a 150 mm. gun and was provided with a sloping front armor plate 8 inches thick.
It was discovered that an even heavier tank know as the “Maus” had been constructed
and tested. The pilot model of this tank, which was reported to weigh 180 metric tons,
was destroyed in the Russian area prior to occupation. However, complete engineering
data on the “Maus” was obtained by CIOS investigators.

German authorities were planning mass production of self-propelled “Waffentraeger”
guns. These gun mounts were lightly armored vehicles, which were to be equipped with
normal field artillery weapons. It was initially conceived that provisions would be made
for demounting the weapons for employment as conventional artillery pieces, but this
feature was subsequently abandoned.

The “E-Series” of German tanks were the most interesting armored vehicles encoun-
tered. This series included the E-10, E-25, E-50 and E-100, all of which incorporated
the most advanced thinking of the Heereswaffenamt. The series numbers represent the
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estimated weights of the basic chassis. It is significant to note that these vehicles repre-
sented a return of the German design trend to lighter and more maneuverable tanks.

The development of a gas turbine for tank motive power was not complete, nor had
successful application been achieved. However, many US and British authorities believe
that the gas turbine development is potentially the most important feature of German
armored vehicle research. It was expected that a 30% increase in power would be ob-
tained from substitution of a gas turbine for a conventional type power unit in a given
size engine compartment. Considerable progress had been made on the development of
a rotary ceramic heat exchanger capable of achieving fuel economy equal to that of the
automotive type Diesel.

Tank armament projects included the rigidly mounted 75 and 88 mm. guns described
previously. The design of gyroscopically stabilized sights led German experts to hope
for an accuracy within a half-mile limit. The “Kugelblitz” anti-aircraft armored turret
was discovered.

In respect to tank engines, designers had endeavored to produce an air-cooled Diesel
power plant. The only successful new project encountered was the “Maybach HL-234”
gasoline injection engine which had delivered 900 H.P. in preliminary tests.

The Germans had initiated many new projects of a more or less radical nature in the
design of new tank transmissions. Electric drive had been tried but with little success.
Turbo or torque converter-drive was considered the most promising of high horse-power
applications.

BIOS 98, Report on German Development of Gas Turbines for Armoured Fighting Vehicles, pp. 3
and 13–14, gave more information on wartime development of gas turbine engines for tanks:

During the investigation of the activities of Dr. Ing. Porsche, it was learned that he was
associated with a project for the development of a gas turbine installation for the Tiger
tank. The investigation was stated to be in the hands of Dipl. Ing. Otto Zadnik[...]

The investigation of this target may be summed up briefly as follows:

(a) Otto Zadnik was actually engaged upon the design of only one portion of the tank
project, viz, the transmission. Although he had an over-riding responsibility for, and
good general knowledge of the whole project, he was unable to provide details of the
power unit.

(b) Dr. Alfred Müller, who for some eighteen months, had been primarily responsible
for turbine and turbo-blower development for aircraft (See his charter in Appendix 2)
was made responsible for the design and development of the tank power unit. Dr. Müller
has behind him a wide experience of gas turbines and blower development, but little or
no development work appears to have been carried out on the tank motor itself. [...]

(d) The torque characteristics (Scheme II), freedom from vibration, and the absence of
any cooling system, make the gas turbine very attractive for tank use. [...]
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During the war, Anselm Franz (Austrian, 1900–1994) developed gas turbine engines for jet fighters
(Fig. 9.28). After the war, he came to the United States, where he brought the wartime dream of a
gas turbine tank engine to reality. No later than 1951, he proposed the AGT1500 turboshaft engine
to power U.S. tanks. After lengthy delays obtaining government funding, Franz finally demonstrated
the AGT1500 engine in 1966. As shown in Fig. 7.54, the AGT1500 is still used in the M1A1 Abrams
tank.

Diesel locomotives

German-speaking creators were responsible for adapting Diesel internal combustion engines to
locomotives, where they continue to be used worldwide.

In 1912, Rudolf Diesel and Adolf Klose (German, 1844–1923) developed the first Diesel locomotive,
shown in Fig. 7.55.

As illustrated in Fig. 7.56, in 1914 Hermann Lemp (Swiss, 1862–1954) developed the Diesel-electric
drive, which was more effective for trains than a direct Diesel drive. From 1920 onward, Lemp
designed a number of Diesel-electric locomotives for the General Electric company in the United
States.
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Figure 7.48: Frederick Simms developed the small armed Motor Scout in 1899 and the much larger
Motor War Car in 1902.
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Figure 7.49: Paul Daimler and his team developed the Panzerwagen armored car in 1904.
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Figure 7.50: In 1911, Günther Burstyn developed the first combat tank to incorporate all of the
major features of modern tanks.
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Figure 7.51: Joseph Vollmer developed the first internal-combustion-engine-powered tractor-trailer
truck in 1903, then created tanks such as the A7V during World War I.
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Figure 7.52: Ferdinand Porsche, Karl Rabe, and their team developed advanced tanks such as the
Tiger I 57-ton tank and the Panzerkampfwagen VIII Maus prototype 188-ton tank during World
War II.
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Figure 7.53: A Henschel Panzerkampfwagen E-100 140-ton tank prototype was taken by British
troops at the end of World War II (shown on top of a trailer, without the turret and treads).
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Figure 7.54: Anselm Franz developed the AGT1500 turboshaft engine that is still used in the U.S.
M1A1 Abrams tank.
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Figure 7.55: Rudolf Diesel and Adolf Klose developed the first Diesel locomotive in 1912.
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Figure 7.56: Hermann Lemp developed the Diesel-electric drive in 1914 and designed Diesel-electric
locomotives for GE from 1920 onward.
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7.4 Civil Engineering and Architecture

German-speaking creators made many important contributions in the areas of civil engineering and
architecture.4 This section contains just a few examples, but many others could be cited.

Max Joseph von Pettenkofer (German, 1818–1901), James Hobrecht (German, 1825–1902), and Karl
Imhoff (German, 1876–1965) designed sewage collection and treatment systems that revolutionized
sanitation and health, and that were ultimately used worldwide. See Fig. 7.57.

Max Giese (German, 1879–1935) and Fritz Hull (German?, 18??–19??) invented the concrete pump
in 1927; see Fig. 7.58. Jacob Kweimn (Dutch, 18??–19??) developed an improved concrete pump in
1932. The ability to pump liquid concrete completely transformed modern construction methods.

In 1887, Ernst Hubbard (Austrian?, 18??–19??) conducted the first experiments trying to develop
useful particle board [Hubbard 1887]. In 1932, Max Himmelheber (German, 1904–2000) and Alfred
Schmid (German, 1899–1968) perfected and patented particle board and machines to produce it
[Sauer 2016]. The production and use of particle board spread throughout the German-speaking
world during World War II and was transferred to other countries after the war. See Fig. 7.59.

Figure 7.60 shows examples of German-speaking scientists who made measurements and developed
mathematical formulas for various types of stress and strain in materials. August Wöhler (1819–
1914) analyzed the bending or deflection of beams under stress, and also produced curves showing
the effects of fatigue or repeated stresses in metals. Christian Otto Mohr created the Mohr’s circle
method that is still used to analyze combinations of stresses. Wilhelm Flügge (German, 1904–
1990) developed the theory of stresses and strains in hollow structures such as fuel tanks and
aircraft fuselages.

German-speaking experts also applied their knowledge about stress and strain to design larger and
better bridges and other structures.

• Wilhelm August Julius Albert (German states, 1787–1846, Fig. 7.61) studied metal fatigue
in 1829. In 1834, he invented wire rope or cable and used it in the first construction projects.

• In 1872, Adolf Bleichert (German, 1845–1901, Fig. 7.61) used wire cable to invent the modern
system of cable cars for carrying people and cargo. Bleichert and the company he founded
went on to build cable car systems around the world.

• John Roebling (German states, 1806–1869, Fig. 7.62) designed many large-scale projects such
as the Brooklyn Bridge (which was completed after his death).

• Albert Fink (German, 1827–1897, Fig. 7.63) was famous for developing truss bridges.

• Franz Dischinger (German, 1887–1953, Fig. 7.63) created both cable-stayed bridges and pre-
stressed concrete.

4 Buchheim and Sonnemann 1990; Bunch and Hellemans 2004; Cardwell 1995; Challoner 2009; Gööck 2000; Heckl
2010, 2011; Heßler 2012; Jankowsky 2000; König 2000, 2009; König and Schneider 2007; Ludwig 1974; Lundgreen and
Grelon 1994; Radkau 1989, 2016; Technisches Museum Wien 2011; Weitensfelder 2009, 2013.
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Just as the German-speaking world invented internal combustion engines and vehicles to use them,
it also created a revolutionary large-scale road system suitable for those vehicles. The German
autobahn was designed in the 1920s and built in the 1930s. Figure 7.64 illustrates key aspects of
the autobahn’s design: one-way multilane roads traveling in each direction, separated by a median,
and periodic off- and on-ramps for gas stations and exits. Figure 7.65 also shows examples of early
German autobahn bridges, which were necessary both to pass over valleys and rivers and also to
divert intersecting roads over or under the autobahn.

The autobahn served as the model for high-speed road networks that were built later in other
countries around the world. For example, BIOS 1419, German Autobahn Bridges reported an Allied
study of the autobahn after World War II:

The Reichsautobahn is essentially a road system for the use of power driven vehicles at
considerable speeds, and in order to achieve this end with safety, complete segregation
of the traffic in either direction was adopted, and all road intersections on the same
level avoided. Pedestrians, cyclists and horse drawn vehicles were forbidden to use these
roads, so that no provision was necessary for footpaths, with a consequent reduction of
the overall width required.

On the other hand, complete grade separation at intersections made it necessary to
build numerous bridges. [...]

In the main, the construction of the autobahnen and their bridges was carried out
during the six years, 1934 to 1939. Prior to this, preparatory work and designs had
been prepared, while even after 1939, during the war years, a limited amount of work
was done.

[For other examples of postwar Allied studies of the autobahn, see BIOS 575; BIOS 917; BIOS 918;
FIAT 518].

Dwight Eisenhower was instrumental in copying the autobahn in the United States. In 1919, Eisen-
hower participated in a military training convoy across the United States and discovered how
poorly suited U.S. roads were for automobiles at that time. During World War II, Eisenhower led
U.S. forces into Germany and realized how useful the autobahn was. In the 1950s, Eisenhower
became the U.S. president and successfully lobbied for the United States to begin construction of
an autobahn-like system of interstate roads. U.S. highway historian Richard Weingroff explained
[Weingroff 2003]:

Although the 1919 convoy shaped Eisenhower’s views, his perspective would be supple-
mented years later by his observations of the German autobahn network of freeways.

Construction of the first segment of the autobahn began in 1929 and was dedicated on
August 6, 1932. When Adolph Hitler assumed power as Chancellor of the Third Reich
in 1933, he took over the program, claiming it for his own. The 23-kilometer (14-mile)
expressway between Frankfurt and Darmstadt, which opened on May 19, 1935, was the
first section completed under Hitler. By December 1941, when wartime needs brought
construction to a halt, Germany had completed 3,864 kilometers (2,400 miles), with
another 2,496 kilometers (1,550 miles) under construction.
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From the outset of World War II in Europe, the autobahn proved to be a key asset to
Germany. The German blitzkrieg (”lightning war”), which involved massive coordinated
air and ground attacks to stun opponents, was a key to the German defeat of Poland in
1939 and Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands in 1940; and the advance to within
480 kilometers (300 miles) of Moscow in 1941. The highway network also enhanced
Germany’s ability to fight on two fronts—Europe in the west, the Soviet Union in the
east. [...]

In the immediate aftermath of the war, Eisenhower was the military head of occupied
Germany. Writer Phil Patton pointed out in Open Road that in this capacity, ”Eisen-
hower oversaw the ’debriefing” of the Reich, the creation of a series of reports that
include close study of the Autobahns.”

Like so many American highway engineers and government officials who had visited Ger-
many during the 1930s, Eisenhower had been impressed by the autobahn. Years later,
he would explain that ”after seeing the autobahns of modern Germany and knowing the
asset those highways were to the Germans, I decided, as President, to put an emphasis
on this kind of road building. ... The old [1919] convoy had started me thinking about
good, two-lane highways, but Germany had made me see the wisdom of broader ribbons
across the land.”

Early kitchens had typically either been dedicated rooms staffed by servants in affluent house-
holds, or improvised tools gathered around a heating stove in more common households. Margarete
Schütte-Lihotzky (Austrian, 1897–2000, Fig. 7.66) revolutionized the concept of the kitchen by
designing a separate, standardized, small room that almost every household could use. By 1926,
she created the “Frankfurt Kitchen,” which ultimately became the standard kitchen design for
apartments and small or medium houses worldwide. (The Frankfurt Kitchen was later adopted
and heavily promoted by designers in Sweden, and thus was often incorrectly attributed as the
“Swedish Kitchen.”) Sarah Archer, an expert on the history of kitchens, described the importance
of Schütte-Lihotzky’s design [Archer 2019]:

Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky (1897–2000) was the first Austrian woman ever to qualify
as an architect. Following World War I, she was tasked with the design of standard
kitchens for a new housing project by city planner and architect Ernst May. The Great
War left rubble and a desperate housing shortage in its wake, but it also opened the
way for new ideas and new designs. [...]

Schütte-Lihotzky conceived of the Frankfurt Kitchen as a separate room in each apart-
ment, which was a design choice that had previously applied only to the cavernous
kitchens that served great houses. [...]

The Frankfurt Kitchen featured an electric stove, a window over the sink, and lots of
ingenious built-in storage including custom aluminum bins with a spout at one end.
These bins could be used to store rice, sugar, or flour, then pulled out and used to pour
the ingredients into a mixing bowl. The kitchen lacked a refrigerator, but in almost
every other way, it was thoroughly modern. There was no clunky cast-iron stove, and
no mismatched pieces of wooden furniture that had been drafted into kitchen duty. [...]
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Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky introduced design ideals that still hold sway over our living
spaces. Recognition for her design spread slowly but steadily. [...]

But in 1927, three different versions of the design were shown at a major Frankfurt
exhibition. In the ’30s, it was written up in the German, English, and French press,
and attracted the attention of France’s housing minister, who decided he wanted to
commission 260,000 units inspired by its design. [...]

While it transformed kitchen design in the 20th century, in certain ways the Frankfurt
Kitchen lent more inspiration to new suburban homes than it did to their urban coun-
terparts. This is partly because there was much more new construction in American
suburbs following World War II, while large cities tended to be comprised mostly of
renters who had to accept their kitchens as they were. The Frankfurt ideals of rational
design, optimal work surfaces, color, and smart storage both took shape and grew in
size once they took root in suburban ranch homes.

Fig. 7.67 shows several other important German-speaking civil engineers and architects:

• Walter Gropius (German, 1883–1969) and Ludwig Mies (German, 1886–1969) created Bauhaus
architecture.

• Artur Fischer (German, 1919–2016) invented split plastic wall plugs, Fischertechnik construc-
tion toys, and synchronized photo flash.

• Fritz Todt (German, 1891–1942) developed the Autobahn and other large civil engineering
projects before and during World War II.

• Franz Xaver Dorsch (German, 1899–1986) also carried out many large-scale civil engineering
projects for military purposes.

• Karl Fiebinger (Austrian, 1913–2014) developed revolutionary methods that made it possible
to create enormous, fully equipped, bomb-proof underground installations; he worked first for
Germany and then for the United States.
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Figure 7.57: Max Joseph von Pettenkofer, James Hobrecht, and Karl Imhoff designed sewage col-
lection and treatment systems that were ultimately used worldwide.
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Figure 7.58: Max Giese, Fritz Hull, and Jacob Kweimn invented concrete pumps.
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Figure 7.59: Ernst Hubbard conducted the first experiments with particle board in 1887. Max
Himmelheber and Alfred Schmid perfected particle board in 1932.
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Figure 7.60: August Wöhler, Christian Otto Mohr, and Wilhelm Flügge made measurements and
developed mathematical formulas for various types of stress and strain in materials.
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Figure 7.61: Wilhelm August Julius Albert studied metal fatigue in 1829, and invented wire rope
or cable in 1834. Using wire cable, Adolf Bleichert developed cable cars in 1872.
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Figure 7.62: John Roebling designed many large-scale projects such as the Brooklyn Bridge.
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Figure 7.63: Albert Fink developed truss bridges, and Franz Dischinger developed both cable-stayed
bridges and prestressed concrete.
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Figure 7.64: The German autobahn was designed in the 1920s and built in the 1930s.
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Figure 7.65: Examples of early German autobahn bridges.
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Figure 7.66: Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky created the standard “Frankfurt kitchen” design in 1926.
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Figure 7.67: Walter Gropius and Ludwig Mies created Bauhaus architecture. Artur Fischer invented
split plastic wall plugs and Fischertechnik construction toys. Fritz Todt, Franz Xaver Dorsch, and
Karl Fiebinger carried out many large-scale civil engineering projects for military purposes.
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7.5 Handheld Weapons

German-speaking creators made many important innovations in handheld weapons in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.5

As illustrated in Fig. 7.68, Hugo Borchardt (German, 1844–1924) developed the world’s first self-
loading, semi-automatic pistol, the Borchardt C93, in 1893. Georg Luger (Austrian, 1849–1923)
improved upon that design to create the Luger semi-automatic pistol in 1900.

The German [?] brothers Fidel (18??–19??), Friedrich (18??–19??), and Josef Feederle (18??–19??)
developed a different semi-automatic pistol design, the Mauser C96, in 1896; see Fig. 7.69.

Based on the earlier Luger design, Fritz Walther (German, 18??–19??) created the more advanced
Walther PP in 1929 and Walther P 38 in 1938. See Fig. 7.70. Many modern handguns still use the
same designs and features as those guns.

As shown in Fig. 7.71, Theodor Bergmann (German, 1850–1931) and Louis Schmeisser (German,
1848–1917) developed the Maschinengewehr MG 15, an early machine gun, in 1915. Bergmann
and one of Louis Schmeisser’s sons, Hugo Schmeisser (German, 1884–1953), then developed the
Maschinenpistole MP 18, the first practical submachine gun, in 1918. Louis Schmeisser’s other son,
Hans Schmeisser (German, 18??–19??), also continued to develop and produce various gun designs.

Modern machine gun designs evolved in the German-speaking world:

• Louis Stange (German?, 1888–1971, Fig. 7.72) created the Maschinengewehr MG 30 machine
gun in 1930.

• Heinrich Vollmer (German, 1885–1961, Fig. 7.73) developed Stange’s design into the first
general-purpose machine gun, the MG 34, in 1934.

• Based directly on the work of Stange and Vollmer, Werner Gruner (German, 1904–1995, Fig.
7.74) produced a further improved version, the MG 42, in 1942.

These German machine gun designs were widely copied and became the direct ancestors of later
machine guns worldwide.

Similarly, modern assault rifles (multipurpose handheld weapons capable of acting as anything from
single-shot rifles to fully automatic machine guns) were invented in the German-speaking world.
Hugo Schmeisser created the Sturmgewehr StG 44 selective-fire assault rifle in 1944, as shown in
Fig. 7.75. Based on Schmeisser’s work, Wilhelm Stähle (German?, ??–??) and Ludwig Vorgrimler
(German, 1912–1983) developed an improved version, the Sturmgewehr StG 45, in 1945; see Fig.
7.76. These weapon designs were copied worldwide and gave rise to modern assault rifles such as
the AK-47 and M16.

5For coverage of different aspects of this area, see especially: Bishop 2014; DK 2014; Echle 1979; Götz 1990; Hogg
2001; Senich 1982, 1987; Wictor 2007; Wollert et al. 2008.
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In September 1945, R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts, the British and American chairs of the Combined
Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee, listed a number of important German innovations for large
guns [AFHRA A5186 electronic version pp. 904–1026, Ch. 4, p. 41]:

Guns ranging from 30 mm to 350 mm calibers were designed to operate without recoil.
Certain of these weapons adopted the principle of a “blow-out” disc located at the rear
of the powder chamber. This disc was designed to obdurate the powder pressure for a
short interval while a given pressure build-up occurs in the chamber, it then releases
this pressure to the rear of the weapon. In this manner equal components of momenta
are achieved and recoil eliminated.

The advantages of such a development are many. Construction is greatly simplified and
elaborate recoil and counter recoil mechanisms are eliminated with savings in weight
and material. Thus comparatively large caliber weapons can be adapted for aircraft
mounting due to the elimination of recoil and accompanying trunnion stress.

The Germans had made considerable progress with our rigidly mounted tank guns of
comparatively large calibers. By the elimination of recoil mechanisms, a considerable
saving of space for tank crews was achieved and tank turrets could be fitted with larger
guns.

The German design of smooth-bore, high velocity weapons, firing fin-stabilized projec-
tiles was another development worth recording. These weapons resulted in extremely
long ranges, excellent accuracy, and lessened gun wear.

In the German-speaking world, innovations in gun design were greatly aided by parallel innovations
in optics (see for example Section 6.7) for sighting scopes and by the development of revolutionary
infrared imaging or night vision technologies (Section 6.4).

As shown in Fig. 7.77, Richard Fiedler (German?, 18??–19??) invented the flamethrower in 1901,
and continued to develop improved versions until 1918. Bernard Reddemann and Gábor Szakáts
began developing improved flamethrowers in 1904 and 1915, respectively. Flamethrowers were first
used in combat in 1915. Whereas those World War I flamethrowers required three people to trans-
port and operate them, in 1935 Germany developed the first flamethrower that could be carried
and used by a single person; see Fig. 7.78. Flamethrowers have been widely used in wars since then.

German-speaking scientists continued to make improvements in flamethrowers throughout World
War II, and those improvements were transferred to other countries after the war. For example,
BIOS 250, German Research into Increasing Range and Performance of Flame Throwers, p. 5,
noted several wartime innovations that were identified for transfer:

I should like to bring to the attention the following four points arising out of this visit
to investigate German flame throwers. The interrogation and search for weapons was
guided principally by the endeavor to find out what the Germans were about to develop
and what theoretical ideas they had on the projection of fluids, and not so much on
existing battle weapons.
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1. B. Smits in Kassel has developed an original idea in the “creep spark plug”, the
application of which to the ignition of flame throwers is fool-proof and 100 per cent
efficient and was just being applied to their tank flame throwing units.

2. The Marine Research Station at Kiel (Danisch Nienhof) had developed a dual noz-
zle flame thrower, which had the advantage of improving the psychological effect of
the thickened flame throwing fuel jet besides definitely improving its lethal and anti-
personnel efficiency. This overcomes one of the chief criticisms of the thickened fuel
flame jet in that in the effort to improve range you lost the anti-morale effect of the old
type of flame thrower. The dual combination of Ingolin and heavy density oils is worth
noting.

3. The results of Dr. Buch in Göppingen using the “sago” or dispersed swollen lumps in
thickened fuel principle are very interesting in improving the range of the flame thrower
into the 200 yards with a 32 mm. nozzle and 40–50 atmospheres pressure.

4. I would recommend the removal of Commander Jentsch and Dr. Eckhardt from the
Marine Research Station at Danisch Nienhof to Langhurst or elsewhere in England,
on the grounds that they are exceptional practical scientists, who could give us great
assistance in the development of oil technology in this country.

I think if handled correctly they would be very willing and successful collaborators in
technical developments much required here. Anyhow their stay in Danisch Nienhof is a
complete waste of good human material.

Owing to the time factor, the visit could not be completed and the flame throwing
research units in Munich and Vienna and an investigation of the Mauser works at
Oberndorf should be undertaken. In particular, the Research Laboratory of Professor
Ostwald in Munich was the first establishment (1926) to investigate the increase of
viscosity of hydrocarbons by the dispersion of soaps in the oils.

German-speaking creators also developed shaped-charge anti-tank weapons (pp. 459–464).
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Figure 7.68: Hugo Borchardt developed the first semi-automatic pistol, the Borchardt C93, in 1893.
Georg Luger improved upon that design to create the Luger semi-automatic pistol in 1900.
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Figure 7.69: The brothers Fidel, Friedrich, and Josef Feederle developed the Mauser C96 semi-
automatic pistol in 1896.
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Figure 7.70: Based on the earlier Luger design, Fritz Walther created the more advanced Walther
PP in 1929 and Walther P 38 in 1938. Many modern handguns still use these same designs and
features.
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Figure 7.71: Theodor Bergmann and Louis Schmeisser developed the Maschinengewehr MG 15,
an early machine gun, in 1915. Bergmann and one of Louis Schmeisser’s sons, Hugo Schmeisser,
developed the Maschinenpistole MP 18, the first practical submachine gun, in 1918.
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Figure 7.72: Louis Stange created the Maschinengewehr MG 30 machine gun in 1930.
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Figure 7.73: Heinrich Vollmer developed the first general-purpose machine gun, the MG 34, in 1934.
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Figure 7.74: Werner Gruner produced an improved general-purpose machine gun, the MG 42, in
1942.
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Figure 7.75: Hugo Schmeisser created the Sturmgewehr StG 44 selective-fire assault rifle, the direct
ancestor of modern assault rifles, in 1944.
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Figure 7.76: Wilhelm Stähle and Ludwig Vorgrimler developed an improved selective-fire assault
rifle, the Sturmgewehr StG 45, in 1945.
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Figure 7.77: Richard Fiedler invented the flamethrower in 1901 and developed improved versions
until 1918. Bernard Reddemann and Gábor Szakáts began developing improved flamethrowers in
1904 and 1915, respectively.
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Figure 7.78: The first flamethrower that could be carried and used by a single person was the
Flammenwerfer 35, first produced in 1935.
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7.6 Ocean Engineering

German engineers masterminded the development of submarines, producing not only undersea- or
U-boats that revolutionized warfare during World Wars I and II, but also submarine technologies
that were the foundation of postwar submarine designs by the United States, Soviet Union, and
other countries.6

Wilhelm Bauer (Bavarian, 1822–1875) built and demonstrated the Brandtaucher prototype sub-
marine in 1850, and the larger Seeteufel in 1855. He also raised a sunken ship using balloons. See
Fig. 7.79.

Julius Kröhl (Prussian, 1820–1867), shown in Fig. 7.79, demonstrated the Sub Marine Explorer
prototype submarine 1863–1867.

Despite the early innovations by Wilhelm Bauer and Julius Kröhl, there was more French than
German work on submarine prototypes in the nineteenth century. By the early twentieth century,
though, German submarine designers had taken the lead, and continued to lead through World
War II.

As illustrated in Fig. 7.80, some key submarine designers included:

• Christoph Aschmoneit (German, 1901–1984): World War II submarines

• Gustav Berling (German, 1869–1943): World War I submarines

• Fritz Bröking (German, 1877–1961): Type VII and Type XXI submarine propulsion

• Ulrich Gabler (German, 1913–1994): Type XXII, XVII A, and XXVI submarines

• Friedrich Schürer (German, 1881–1948): Type VII and Type XXI submarine propulsion

• Hellmuth Walter (German, 1900–1980): air-independent submarine propulsion; V 80 teardrop
shape

Figure 7.81 presents plans for the Type UB III U-boat (built 1915–1918), as well as a photo of a
Type UB III, the UB-86, shown abandoned and grounded after World War I.

Similarly, Fig. 7.82 shows plans for the Type VII U-boat (built 1935–1945) and a photo of a Type
VII, the U-995, now on display at the Laboe Naval Museum. One can see that the Type VII was
essentially an updated version of the older Type UB III design.

6 Bishop and Ross 2016; Breyer 1999; Broelmann 2012; Geoghegan 2013; Herzog 1996; Hutchinson 2001; Köberl
1990; Köhl 1988; Krzysztalowicz 2012; Möller 2000; Polmar and Moore 2004; Eberhard Rössler 1987, 1998, 2005,
2010, 2016; Sakaida 2006; Schulze-Wegener 1997; Wetzel 1999; Wise 2005; NYT 1945-11-22 p. 16a, 1947-02-12 p. 10.
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Figure 7.83 presents plans for the much more advanced Type XXI U-boat (1943–1945) and shows
three Type XXI U-boats at the German naval base at Bergen, Norway. Figures 7.84–7.89 present
photographs of a Type XXI, the U-2540 “Wilhelm Bauer,” now on display at the German Maritime
Museum in Bremerhaven. The Type XXI submarine design was so advanced for its time that the
Allies considered it an extremely serious threat, even very late in the war. For example, the 12
January 1945 Top Secret Cable OUT 1005 from Office of Strategic Services Magruder to Bern
Switzerland [NARA RG 226, Entry UD-90, Box 7, Folder BERN—IN OUT 1944–1945] stated:

German program for new type submarines is perhaps most menacing aspect of German
war capabilities due to exceptional defensive characteristics of new submersibles. At
present only effective defense is to interfere with their production. I refer to types
Roman number 21 and 23. Former of 1600 tons and latter of 200 tons plus. The 21 is
particularly dangerous. Both are prefabricated in various places and shipped in parts
to launching ports. Productive capacity and assembly speed high.

Please give priority to information permitting air attack on places of manufacture of pre-
fabricated hulls and routes to assembly ports. Also much desired is place of manufacture
of new and highly efficient types of Diesel engines and batteries.

Of the 123 Type XXI U-boats in service during the war, 23 were destroyed by Allied attacks and
88 were scuttled by Germany at the end of the war. After the war, the remaining 12 operational
Type XXI submarines were divided among the U.S., U.K., France, and Soviet Union and studied
very closely [Breyer 1999, p. 38; Wetzel 1999; NYT 1945-11-22 p. 16a, 1947-02-12 p. 10]. As just
one example, on 12 February 1947, the New York Times reported:

The House Armed Services Committee gave unanimous approval today to construction
of two new experimental submarines embracing ideas gained from Allied war experi-
ences and seized German U-boats. It approved, subject to House action next week, the
Navy’s request for authority to spend up to $30,000,000 in already appropriated funds
to build the new vessels. The estimated cost of each submarine is from $11,000,000 to
$15,000,000.

U.S. submarine experts Norman Polmar and Kenneth Moore confirmed that postwar submarines in
the United States, Soviet Union, and other countries were based directly on the captured German
submarine technology [Polmar and Moore 2004, p. xi]:

Soviet and U.S. submarines of the Cold War era had the same origins: Their antecedents
were German U-boat developments of 1943–1945, especially the Type XXI, the most
advanced submarine to go to sea during World War II. The U.S. version of the Type XXI
was the Tang (SS 563) class, with similar features being incorporated in the K1-class
“killer” submarines and 52 conversions of war-built submarines in the so-called GUPPY
program. The Soviets adopted Type XXI features in the Whiskey and Zulu designs
and their successors. The U.S. and Soviet (as well as British) submarine communities
also had major interest in German closed-cycle, or “single-drive,” submarine propulsion
systems, with these submarines being evaluated in the postwar period by Britain and
the Soviet Union.
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Wartime prototype submarines that utilized a teardrop hull design for high speeds included the
V-80 (first demonstrated in 1940) and the Delphin (Dolphin, first demonstrated in 1944); see Fig.
7.90. Of course, the teardrop design was known much earlier from German airship designs (see
Section 9.1). The teardrop hull is sometimes called the Albacore hull after the first U.S. submarine
to use that shape, the USS Albacore, which was designed using captured German submarine designs
and launched in 1953.

German innovations in torpedo design included improved energy sources such as batteries (in G7e
torpedoes) and concentrated hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, called Ingolene). Other innovations included
improved guidance systems such as preprogrammed pattern running systems (Fat I/II and Lut I/II)
and acoustic homing systems (Falke and Zaunkönig).7 See Fig. 7.91.

German submarine bunkers were also quite sophisticated. For example, as shown in Fig. 7.92, the
U-boat bunker Bruno in Bergen, Norway could hold and service up to nine submarines at a time,
with six meters of overhead concrete reinforcement to protect them from Allied aerial bombing.

The Goliath low-frequency radio transmitter (Kalbe/Calbe an der Milde) could communicate with
submerged submarines around the world. It was 1600 m wide and 200 m high, radiated one mil-
lion Watts of electromagnetic power, and became operational in 1943 [Bauer 1997; Klawitter 1998;
www.kalbe-milde.de/gol.php]. See pp. 1090–1092. After the war, the Goliath transmitter was ex-
tensively studied by western Allied countries and completely removed by and reconstructed in the
Soviet Union, inspiring postwar low-frequency radio transmitters for submarine communications in
many countries.

An especially mysterious and historically important topic is how far wartime Germany may have
gotten in developing nuclear power for submarine propulsion, and how much that work influenced
and aided postwar work on nuclear submarine propulsion in the United States and other countries.
It seems very likely that there was such a wartime program, since Germany was very interested both
in developing fission reactors (Appendix D) and also in improving the performance of its submarines
(which were limited by needing air to power their diesel engines, except for short periods of fully
submerged operation using batteries). Unfortunately there is very little available documentation at
present. One intriguing comment long after the war came from Werner Grothmann, who had been
Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant [Krotzky 2002, p. 34; see p. 2363 regarding this source]:

Deshalb kann ich auch nichts dazu sagen,
was im einzelnen auf Bornholm war,
außer daß auch die Kriegsmarine dort et-
was machte. Vielleicht mit der Reichspost
zusammen. An den Vorüberlegungen zum
Atommotor für unsere U boote werden sie
dort nicht gearbeitet haben, das lief ja in
Berlin bei Rhein und der hatte sich dazu
Physiker ausgeliehen, die auch mal beim
Heereswaffenamt unter Vertrag standen,
aber jedenfalls nicht bei der Reichspost.

That is why I cannot say anything in detail
about what was on Bornholm, except that
the German Navy did something there as
well. Maybe together with the Reichspost.
They would not have worked there on the
preliminary considerations for the atomic en-
gine for our submarines; that ran in Berlin
with [Admiral Wilhelm] Rhein and he had
borrowed physicists, who were also under
contract with the Army Ordnance Office, but
in any case not with the Reichspost.

7 Eberhard Rössler 2005; CIOS XXXII-69; NavTecMisEu LR 78-45; NavTecMisEu LR 79-45; NavTecMisEu LR 80-
45; NavTecMisEu 161-45; NavTecMisEu 202-45; NavTecMisEu 203-45; NavTecMisEu 204-45; NavTecMisEu 205-45;
NavTecMisEu 207-45; NavTecMisEu 208-45; NavTecMisEu 209-45; NavTecMisEu 211-45; NavTecMisEu 356-45.
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Admiral Wilhelm Rhein headed the Navy Weapons Office (Marinewaffenamt, MWA) in Berlin.
He assembled a team of scientists (including Otto Haxel, Pascual Jordan, Helmut Hasse, Fritz
Houtermans, and others) that worked on applications of nuclear technology for the German navy.
Because so few documents from those programs survive (or have been declassified if they do survive),
it is currently unclear just how far those programs progressed by the end of the war.

At the very least, it is clear that wartime Germany adapted gas turbine engines for use in sub-
marines, and that those engines and methods were found and utilized by other countries after
the war. For example, BIOS 98, Report on German Development of Gas Turbines for Armoured
Fighting Vehicles, p. 78, stated:

Notes on the Interrogation of Dipl. Ing. Heinrich Holzapfel [...]

At Messrs. Bruckner-Kanis he was engaged on the development of turbines operating
on the hydrogen peroxide cycle, developed by the Walther Company of Hamburg. In
addition he was responsible for the development of gas turbines for torpedo boats.

For another example, see FIAT 291, Gas Turbine Project for a Schnell Boat Developed by Blohm
& Voss, Hamburg.

In September 1945, R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts, the British and American chairs of the Combined
Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee, listed a number of important German innovations in ocean
engineering that were transferred to Allied countries after the war [AFHRA A5186 electronic version
pp. 904–1026, Ch. 4, pp. 70–71]:

The Germans had developed submarines which were capable of underwater operation
for sustained periods. It was discovered that one German submarine had operated for 40
days without surfacing. This was possible because of the “Schnorkel” which permitted
the charging of batteries and the operation of engines while submerged. The “Schnorkel”
is a tube-like device extending to the surface while the submarine hull is under water,
thereby permitting air intake and exhaust discharge.

Much research had been devoted to closed cycle engines. These engines were intended
to supplant the conventional type of Diesel, and permit underwater operation without
any air intake. The Germans employed extremely high concentrations of H2O2, liquid
oxygen, and hydrazine-hydrate as fuels. Investigation revealed that high underwater
speeds were achieved by use of these fuels in conjunction with new hull designs. U-boats
actually constructed obtained submerged speeds in excess of 24 knots. Submarines fully
equipped could sustain a 25 knot speed for 6 hours with an underwater operating radius
of 150 miles.

Intensive investigation was conducted regarding German torpedo developments. Tor-
pedoes powered by liquid oxygen [sic: hydrogen peroxide] of 80 to 85% concentration,
(Ingoline), were in large scale production. Torpedoes using this type of propulsion were
capable of speeds in excess of 45 knots. It was discovered that the Germans had devised
a method of employing salt water in torpedo propulsion motors, which obviated the ne-
cessity of providing fresh water tanks within the torpedo. The space and weight saving
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achieved enabled them to construct torpedoes capable of long ranges. Certain of these
torpedoes had a range of 21,000 yards at 45 knots.

American and British naval experts have conducted detailed investigations of new Ger-
man torpedo pistols.

The Germans were found to have used ultra-high boiler pressures and temperatures to
attain maximum speed for surface ships, with a minimum of ship’s space devoted to
power plants. [...]

Great quantities of highly classified German naval documents were obtained by US and
British naval investigators. These documents included the following:

1. General specifications for the construction of ships for the German Navy; other
specifications for machinery, and armament installations.

2. Complete plans for the Type 21 and Type 23 submarines and midget U-boats.

3. Plans and specifications for the latest type E-boats with the following characteris-
tics:

20 cylinder diesels, three 2500 HP motors capable of 42 knots speed, 35 meters
long, 5.2 meters beam.

4. Detailed specifications for hull and machinery of the 10,000 ton Deutschland, the
6,000 ton Karlsruhe and Nuremberg, the 26,000 ton battleships Gneisenau and
Scharnhorst, projected light cruisers “M” and projected battleship “O”.

5. Complete specifications for the hull, machinery and armament of the 21,000 ton
aircraft carrier Graf Zeppelin.

During the period 1937–1960, August Piccard (Swiss, 1884–1962), later assisted by his son Jacques
Piccard (Swiss, 1922–2008), developed a series of bathyscaphes in order to carry people to extreme
ocean depths, where the pressure would crush a normal submarine. See Fig. 7.96. In 1960 their
Trieste bathyscaphe reached the deepest known part of the ocean, the floor of the Challenger Deep
in the Mariana Trench, which is approximately 11 kilometers below the surface and has a pressure
approximately 1100 times greater than sea-level atmospheric pressure.
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Figure 7.79: Wilhelm Bauer built and demonstrated the Brandtaucher prototype submarine in
1850. Julius Kröhl demonstrated the Sub Marine Explorer prototype submarine 1863–1867.
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Figure 7.80: Some key submarine designers included Christoph Aschmoneit, Gustav Berling, Fritz
Bröking, Ulrich Gabler, Friedrich Schürer, and Hellmuth Walter.
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Figure 7.81: Plans for the Type UB III U-boat (built 1915–1918), and a Type UB III, the UB-86,
abandoned and grounded after World War I.
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Figure 7.82: Plans for the Type VII U-boat (built 1935–1945), and a Type VII, the U-995, now on
display at the Laboe Naval Museum.
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Figure 7.83: Plans for the Type XXI U-boat (1943–1945), and three Type XXI U-boats and one
Type VII U-boat at Bergen, Norway (May 1945).
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Figure 7.84: A Type XXI submarine, the U-2540 Wilhelm Bauer, now on display at the German
Maritime Museum in Bremerhaven.
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Figure 7.85: The engine room and the batteries of the U-2540 submarine.
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Figure 7.86: The control room and the torpedo room of the U-2540 submarine.
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Figure 7.87: The periscope of the U-2540 submarine.
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Figure 7.88: The ladder to the conning tower in the U-2540 submarine.
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Figure 7.89: One of the cabins with crew bunks in the U-2540 submarine.
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Figure 7.90: Prototype submarines that utilized a teardrop hull design for high speeds included the
V-80 (first demonstrated in 1940) and the Delphin (Dolphin, first demonstrated in 1944).
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Figure 7.91: German innovations in torpedo design included improved energy sources such as bat-
teries (in G7e torpedoes) and concentrated hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, called Ingolene). Other inno-
vations included improved guidance systems such as preprogrammed pattern running systems (Fat
I/II and Lut I/II) and acoustic homing systems (Falke and Zaunkönig).
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Figure 7.92: The U-boat bunker Bruno in Bergen, Norway could hold and service up to nine
submarines at a time, with six meters of overhead concrete reinforcement to protect them from
Allied aerial bombing.
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Figure 7.93: The Goliath low-frequency radio transmitter (Kalbe/Calbe an der Milde) could com-
municate with submerged submarines around the world. It was 1600 m wide and 200 m high,
radiated one million Watts of electromagnetic power, and became operational in 1943.
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Figure 7.94: The Goliath low-frequency radio transmitter (Kalbe/Calbe an der Milde) could com-
municate with submerged submarines around the world. It was 1600 m wide and 200 m high,
radiated one million Watts of electromagnetic power, and became operational in 1943.
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Figure 7.95: The Goliath low-frequency radio transmitter (Kalbe/Calbe an der Milde) could com-
municate with submerged submarines around the world. It was 1600 m wide and 200 m high,
radiated one million Watts of electromagnetic power, and became operational in 1943.
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Figure 7.96: August Piccard, later assisted by his son Jacques Piccard, developed a series of
bathyscaphes during the period 1937–1960 in order to reach the deepest parts of the ocean.
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7.7 Other Creations in Mechanical Engineering

German-speaking creators also invented many other important devices in the field of mechanical
engineering.8 This section contains just a few examples, but many others could be cited.

Although stationary clocks had been around for centuries, Peter Henlein (German States, 1485–
1542) invented the portable watch in 1505. Figure 7.97 shows the first Henlein watch from 1505
(upper right) and a very similar Henlein watch from 1530 (bottom).

Otto von Guericke (German states, 1602–1686) invented the water barometer, manometer, and air
pump. In 1650, he also created the “Magdeburg hemispheres” to demonstrate a vacuum; he pumped
the air out of the space formed by two steel hemispheres, then demonstrated that two teams of
horses could not pull the spheres apart (Fig. 7.98).

In the 1760s, Gotthard Friedrich Stender (Baltic German, 1714–1796) and Jacob Christian Schäffer
(German states, 1718–1790) built clothes washing machines with agitator blades and mechanical
drives for multiple machines. See Fig. 7.99.

In the 1650s, Hans Hautsch (German states, 1595–1670) and Stephan Farfler or Farffler (Ger-
man states, 1633–1689) invented and demonstrated tricycles and quadracycles powered by a hand-
cranked gearbox for use as wheelchairs by paraplegics. Farfler himself was a paraplegic or amputee
who made extensive use of such vehicles (Fig. 7.100).

Karl von Drais (German states, 1785–1851, Fig. 7.101) invented the first bicycle without pedals
in 1817, as well as an earlier quadracycle with pedals.9 1001 Inventions That Changed the World
explained [Challoner 2009, p. 268]:

[...F]ollowing some bad weather in 1812, the price of oats was climbing, and the German
inventor Karl Drais (1785–1851) was looking for something to replace hungry horses.
He designed a four-wheeled vehicle, powered by a servant sitting in the back pedaling,
while the master steered from the front with a tiller. It did not catch on and Drais
decided to focus instead on surveying equipment.

After the 1815 volcanic eruption, even worse weather caused oat prices to climb higher
still. The need for horseless transport was even more pressing, and so Drais tried again.
He switched from four wheels to two and got rid of the pedals completely. What he
invented in 1817 was called the draisine or the draisienne, depending on where you
lived.

8 Buchheim and Sonnemann 1990; Bunch and Hellemans 2004; Cardwell 1995; Challoner 2009; Gööck 2000; Heckl
2010, 2011; Heßler 2012; Jankowsky 2000; König 2000, 2009; König and Schneider 2007; Ludwig 1974; Lundgreen
and Grelon 1994; Radkau 1989, 2016; Technisches Museum Wien 2011; Weitensfelder 2009, 2013.

9 Challoner 2009; Ebeling 1985; Lessing 2003, 2010; Michael Rauck 1983.
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Philipp Moritz Fischer (German, 1812–1890) added pedals back to bicycles in 1853; see Fig. 7.102.10

Jakob Amsler-Laffon (Swiss, 1823–1912) invented the polar planimeter in 1854 (Fig. 7.103).

Hermann Sprengel (German states, 1834–1906) invented the first pump for creating a high vacuum
(<1/100,000,000 of normal atmospheric pressure), illustrated in Fig. 7.104.

As shown in Fig. 7.105, Hanns Hörbiger (Austrian, 1860–1931) invented the Hörbiger disc valve for
high-pressure chemistry, compressors, blast furnaces, and other applications.11

Johann Bohnenberger (German, 1765–1831) invented the gyroscope in 1817, as illustrated in Fig.
7.106. Hermann Anschütz-Kaempfe (German, 1872–1931) and Max Schuler (German, 1882–1972)
developed increasingly accurate gyrocompasses from 1904 onward. In 1923, Schuler developed the
principle of Schuler tuning that helps to ensure that gyroscopes remain accurate regardless of where
they are carried around the earth.

Viktor Kaplan (Austrian, 1876–1934) invented highly efficient turbines with blades of adjustable
tilt for hydroelectric power (Fig. 7.107). His designs are still in use today.

Adolf Dassler (German, 1900–1978) designed sports shoes (ultimately called Adidas) from 1918
onward, while his brother Rudolf Dassler (German, 1898–1974) designed sports shoes (ultimately
called Puma) from 1924 onward; see Fig. 7.108 [Karlsch et al. 2019; Rolf-Herbert Peters 2007].

As illustrated in Fig. 7.109, scientists such as Franz Grashof (German, 1826–1893), Max Jakob
(German, 1879–1955), and Wilhelm Nusselt (German, 1882–1957) carried out measurements and
calculations of different modes of heat transfer. Dimensionless groups of parameters—the Grashof
number, the Jakob number, and the Nusselt number—are named in their honor and still widely
used in heat transfer calculations.

10 Feldhaus 1914; Germanisches Nationalmuseum 1985; Max Rauck et al. 1979; von Salvisberg 1980; Wendlandt
1913.

11https://www.fluid.de/faszination-fluid/erfinder-hanns-hoerbiger-und-das-stahlplattenventil-117.html
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Figure 7.97: Peter Henlein invented the portable watch in 1505. Upper right: the first Henlein watch
from 1505. Bottom: a very similar Henlein watch from 1530.
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Figure 7.98: Otto von Guericke invented the water barometer, manometer, and air pump, and he
also created the “Magdeburg hemispheres” to demonstrate a vacuum.
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Figure 7.99: In the 1760s, Gotthard Friedrich Stender and Jacob Christian Schäffer built clothes
washing machines with agitator blades and mechanical drives for multiple machines.
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Figure 7.100: In the 1650s, Hans Hautsch and Stephan Farf(f)ler created tricycles and quadracycles
powered by a hand-cranked gearbox for use as wheelchairs by paraplegics.
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Figure 7.101: Karl von Drais invented the first bicycle without pedals in 1817.
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Figure 7.102: Philipp Moritz Fischer (1812–1890) created the first bicycle with pedals in 1853.
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Figure 7.103: Jakob Amsler-Laffon invented the polar planimeter in 1854.
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Figure 7.104: Hermann Sprengel invented the first pump for creating a high vacuum.
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Figure 7.105: Hanns Hörbiger invented the Hörbiger disc valve for high-pressure chemistry, com-
pressors, and other applications.
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Figure 7.106: Johann Bohnenberger invented the gyroscope in 1817. Hermann Anschütz-Kaempfe
and Max Schuler developed increasingly accurate gyrocompasses from 1904 onward.
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Figure 7.107: Viktor Kaplan invented highly efficient turbines with blades of adjustable tilt for
hydroelectric power.
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Figure 7.108: Adolf Dassler designed Adidas sports shoes from 1918 onward, while his brother
Rudolf Dassler designed Puma sports shoes from 1924 onward.
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Figure 7.109: Scientists such as Franz Grashof, Max Jakob, and Wilhelm Nusselt carried out mea-
surements and calculations of different modes of heat transfer.



Chapter 8

Creators and Creations in Nuclear
Science and Engineering

Ins Ewige wiederholen...
. Keiner gönnt das Reich
Dem andern; dem gönnt’s keiner,
. der’s mit Kraft erwarb
Und kräftig herrscht.
. Denn jeder, der sein innres Selbst
Nicht zu regieren weiß,
. regierte gar zu gern
Des Nachbars Willen,
. eignem stolzem Sinn gemäß...
Hier aber ward ein großes Beispiel
. durchgekämpft:
Wie sich Gewalt
. Gewaltigerem entgegenstellt, [...]
Das wird sich messen.
. Weiß die Welt doch, wem’s gelang.
Wachfeuer glühen,
. rote Flammen spendende,
Der Boden haucht
. vergoßnen Blutes Widerschein, [...]
Der Zelten Trug verschwindet,
. Feuer brennen blau.
Doch über mir!
. welch unerwartet Meteor?
Es leuchtet und beleuchtet
. körperlichen Ball.

It repeats eternally...
. No one freely gives the realm
To another;
. to the one whose power won it
And whose strength rules.
. For everyone, who does not even know
How to govern his own inner self,
. would all too gladly rule over
His neighbour’s will,
. prompted by his own proud mind...
But here a great example was
. fought to the end,
How force battles
. against a greater force, [...]
This is tested.
. The world knows who won.
Bonfires glow,
. sending out red flames:
The ground is soaked
. with images of spilled blood, [...]
The illusion of dwellings vanishes;
. the fires burn blue.
But overhead,
. what sudden meteor is this?
It shines and illuminates
. the whole world.

Johann von Goethe. 1832. Faust Part Two.
Act II. Klassische Walpurgisnacht. Erichtho.
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A very large number of creators and creations in the field of nuclear science and engineering came
from the predominantly German-speaking central European research world.1 German-speaking con-
tributions to early nuclear science are well documented and widely accepted, and are summarized in
Sections 8.1–8.5 for radioactive imaging and diagnostics, radiation detectors, models of the atomic
nucleus, nuclear fission reactions, and nuclear fusion reactions.

German-speaking contributions to specific engineering applications of that science are a much more
complex topic, and far less well known by the general public in the modern world. As summarized in
Sections 8.6–8.8, German-speaking scientists played decisive roles not just in the world’s first nuclear
engineering program, but in all three of the world’s first nuclear engineering programs—the wartime
and postwar U.S./U.K. nuclear program, the wartime German program, and the postwar Soviet
program. (There is significant evidence that German-speaking scientists and their technologies
played critical roles in additional nuclear programs as well—France, Israel, etc.—but for reasons of
length this book will only focus on those first three programs.) For a presentation and analysis of
evidence that the wartime German nuclear program was much larger and more advanced than has
been generally recognized, see Appendix D.

Some well-known aspects of nuclear science were discovered outside the German-speaking world.2

Marie and Pierre Curie, as well as their daughter and son-in-law Irène and Frédéric Joliot-Curie,
characterized several radioactive elements at their Paris laboratory. Ernest Rutherford pioneered the
methods of experimental nuclear physics as he moved his lab from McGill University in Montreal to
the University of Manchester to the University of Cambridge. Enrico Fermi conducted early nuclear
physics experiments at his lab in Rome, before moving to the United States, where he played a key
role in the Manhattan Project.

On the other hand, a large number of major early nuclear discoveries came from the German-
speaking world, as illustrated by the numerous examples in this chapter.3

1In addition to specific references that are cited in different areas throughout this chapter, this chapter makes
use of general biographical and project information from: ACLS 2000; Albrecht et al. 1992; Ash and Söllner 1996;
Bar-Zohar 1967; Bower 1987; Bunch and Hellemans 2004; Challoner 2009; Cornwell 2003; Crim 2018; EB 1911, 2010;
Gillispie 1970–1990; Gimbel 1990a; Glatt 1994; Hall 2019; István Hargittai 2006, 2011; Linda Hunt 1991; Impey et
al. 2008; Jacobsen 2014; Koertge 2007; Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Lusar 1956, 1971; Medawar and Pyke 2000; Mick
2000; Murray 2003; Nachmansohn 1979; NDB 1953–2020; Neufeld 2012; Nouzille and Huwart 1999; O’Reagan 2014,
2019; Porter 1994; Charles Walker 1946; Peter Watson 2010; Weitensfelder 2009.

I have deliberately left a blank space where images of some creators or creations should go.
Those are people or projects that I felt were important enough that they should definitely be shown in this book,
yet I have not yet been able to locate a suitable image that I have permission to use, despite my searches in Europe
and in the United States. If readers have any relevant images and could send them to me, I would be very grateful
and will include them in future editions of this book. Even where a suitable photo cannot be located, I believe that
leaving a blank space pays tribute both to the scientific importance of that creator or creation and to how that
historical fact has been very nearly forgotten.

2See for example: Beyer 1949; Cronin 2004; Curie 1938; Fermi 1950; Fermi 1987; L’Annunziata 2016; Reeves 2008;
Segrè 1970; Weart 1979.

3See for example: Bethe 1991, 1997; Blatt and Weisskopf 1952; Brown and Lee 2006; Otto Hahn 1968; Irving 1967;
L’Annunziata 2016; Nachmansohn 1979; Rife 1999; Schweber 2012; Sime 1996; Szanton 1992; Wigner 1967.
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8.1 Radioactive Imaging and Diagnostics

X-rays were discovered by Wilhelm Röntgen (German, 1845–1923) in 1895, and Ludwig Zehnder
(Swiss, 1854–1949) was making detailed whole-body X-ray photographs of humans by 1896; see
Fig. 8.1. Of course, X-rays are still widely used for everything from medical exams and dental
checkups to airport baggage screening and mechanical parts inspections. Wilhelm Röntgen won the
first Nobel Prize in Physics in 1901. At that first Nobel Prize ceremony, C. T. Odhner, President
of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, explained why the importance of Röntgen’s work was
already evident to the world [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1901/ceremony-speech/]:

The Academy awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics to Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen, Profes-
sor in the University of Munich, for the discovery with which his name is linked for all
time: the discovery of the so-called Röntgen rays or, as he himself called them, X-rays.
These are, as we know, a new form of energy and have received the name “rays” on
account of their property of propagating themselves in straight lines as light does. The
actual constitution of this radiation of energy is still unknown. Several of its charac-
teristic properties have, however, been discovered first by Röntgen himself and then by
other physicists who have directed their researches into this field. And there is no doubt
that much success will be gained in physical science when this strange energy form is
sufficiently investigated and its wide field thoroughly explored. Let us remind ourselves
of but one of the properties which have been found in Röntgen rays; that which is the
basis of the extensive use of X-rays in medical practice. Many bodies, just as they allow
light to pass through them in varying degrees, behave likewise with X-rays, but with the
difference that some which are totally impenetrable to light can easily be penetrated by
X-rays, while other bodies stop them completely. Thus, for example, metals are impene-
trable to them; wood, leather, cardboard and other materials are penetrable and this is
also the case with the muscular tissues of animal organisms. Now, when a foreign body
impenetrable to X-rays, e.g. a bullet or a needle, has entered these tissues its location
can be determined by illuminating the appropriate part of the body with X-rays and
taking a shadowgraph of it on a photographic plate, whereupon the impenetrable body
is immediately detected. The importance of this for practical surgery, and how many
operations have been made possible and facilitated by it is well known to all. If we add
that in many cases severe skin diseases, e.g. lupus, have been successfully treated with
Röntgen rays, we can say at once that Röntgen’s discovery has already brought so much
benefit to mankind that to reward it with the Nobel Prize fulfils the intention of the
testator to a very high degree.

Ludwig Zehnder was also known for the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (p. 751).

Carl H. F. Müller (German, 1845–1912) began producing vacuum tubes in 1880 and X-ray tubes
in 1896. His company and its researchers remained at the forefront of producing instruments for
nuclear science until 1945.

During the period 1922–1924, Dirk Coster (Dutch, 1889–1950) developed X-ray spectroscopy, or
methods to separate different wavelengths of X-rays and use them to make new discoveries. Using
X-ray spectroscopy, Coster and George de Hevesy (Hungarian, 1885–1966) discovered hafnium in
1923 (p. 374).
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Figure 8.1: Wilhelm Röntgen discovered X-rays and made the first human X-ray in 1895. Ludwig
Zehnder made the first whole-body X-ray (a composite of nine X-ray films) in 1896.
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Different isotopes of the same chemical element have the same number of protons and same num-
ber of electrons (and hence the same chemical properties), but different numbers of neutrons; that
difference in neutron number creates a measurable mass difference, and also makes some isotopes
radioactive. Isotope labeling of chemical molecules was developed by George de Hevesy, Hilde Levi
(German, 1909–2003), Friedrich Paneth (Austrian, 1887–1958), and Rudolph Schoenheimer (Ger-
man, 1898–1941); see Fig. 8.2. The ability to follow labeled molecules as they pass through chemical
reactions, biological systems, and the environment revolutionized our understanding of chemistry,
biology, and earth science, and radioisotope labeled molecules continue to be widely used for medical
diagnostics and cancer therapeutics. De Hevesy won a Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1943. Professor
A. Westgren, member of the Nobel Committee for Chemistry, explained how extensive de Hevesy’s
work and its applications were [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1943/ceremony-speech/]:

This discovery was made some ten years ago and the study of chemical processes by
means of radioactive markers has since then been carried to such a point that it is now
widely used in laboratories throughout the world. De Hevesy has remained the prime
mover in this new field of activity and much first-class and important research has been
carried out by him and his co-workers. [...]

Phosphorus is an extremely important element in biological processes. The knowledge of
its functions in living organisms which has been acquired thanks to the use of radioactive
markers is therefore of the very greatest interest. De Hevesy succeeded in detecting where
and at what speed the various organic compounds of phosphorus are able to form and
the paths which they take in the animal organism. In order to form from a phosphate
which has been injected into the blood they must first penetrate into the cells. Acid-
soluble compounds of phosphorus form rapidly, whereas phosphatides closely related to
fatty substances are slower-forming. These latter form mainly in the liver, whence they
are carried by the blood plasma to the places where they will be consumed. De Hevesy
showed that the phosphatides of the chicken embryo are produced in the embryo itself
and that they cannot be extracted from the egg yolk.

De Hevesy also carried out several investigations with radioactive sodium and potas-
sium. He studied how physiological saline containing radioactive sodium which was
injected into a human subject first spread into the blood and then slowly penetrated
into the cells; he also studied the manner in which it is excreted. After 24 hours the
blood corpuscles had lost approximately half their sodium content.

In addition to the above-mentioned markers, several other active isotopes, such as mag-
nesium, sulphur, calcium, chlorine, manganese, iron, copper and zinc, have been used
for this type of research. In the case of the lighter elements it has also been possible
to use inactive isotopes such as heavy hydrogen, with an atomic weight of 2, nitrogen,
with an atomic weight of 15, and oxygen, with an atomic weight of 18. It is of course
less easy to determine the content of an inactive than of an active marker, but this
can be done by determinations of density or mass-spectrographically. To determine the
concentration of deuterium, or heavy hydrogen, which is twice as heavy as ordinary
hydrogen, is a relatively easy matter. De Hevesy used deuterium as marker in many
tests. He then noticed that a person who has drunk water containing heavy hydrogen
excretes deuterium in the urine after only 26 minutes. Frogs and fishes swimming in
water containing deuterium absorb it and, after about 4 hours, are in equilibrium with
the medium as far as the deuterium is concerned. Heavy nitrogen and heavy oxygen
have also been used in many investigations.
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Figure 8.2: George de Hevesy, Hilde Levi, Friedrich Paneth, and Rudolph Schoenheimer developed
isotope labeling of chemical molecules.
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Technetium, which is especially useful for radioisotope labeling due to its short half-life and readily
detectable gamma rays, was discovered in 1925 by Otto Berg (German, 1873–1939), Walter Noddack
(German, 1893–1960), and Ida Tacke Noddack (German, 1896–1978); see p. 371. Similarly, Berta
Karlik (Austrian, 1904–1990), shown in Fig. 8.3, worked out the radioactive decay process that
produces astatine, a previously undiscovered element (number 85) and ultimately an important
radioactive treatment for cancer.4

The principles of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), also called nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
were developed by Felix Bloch (Swiss, 1905–1983) and I. I. Rabi (Austro-Hungarian by birth
and educated in the German-speaking scientific community, 1898–1988); see Fig. 8.4. For lay-
ing the foundations for MRI, Rabi won a Nobel Prize in Physics in 1944. At the award cere-
mony, Professor E. Hulthén praised the cleverness and utility of Rabi’s accomplishments [https://
www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1944/ceremony-speech/]:

Let us now for a moment touch upon Rabi’s achievements in this field. Returning to the
essential point of the problem, let us put the question: How does the atom react to the
magnetic field? According to a theorem stated by the English mathematician Larmor,
this influence may be ascribed to a relatively slow precession movement on the part of
the electron and the atomic nucleus around the field direction—a gyromagnetic effect
most closely recalling the gyroscopic movement performed by a top when it spins around
the vertical line. If the strength of the magnetic field is known, the magnetic factor of the
electron and of the atomic nucleus can also be estimated by this means, provided that
we can observe and measure these precessional frequencies. Rabi solved the problem in
a manner as simple as it was brilliant. Within the magnetic field was inserted a loop
of wire, attached to an oscillating circuit the frequency of which could be varied in the
same manner as we tune in our radio receiving set to a given wavelength. Now, when
the atomic beam passes through the magnetic field, the atoms are only influenced on
condition that they precess in time with the electric current in the oscillating circuit.
This influence might perhaps be described graphically: the nucleus performs a vault
(salto)—the technical term for which is a “quantum jump”—thereby landing in another
positional direction to the field. But this means that the atom has lost all chance of
reaching the detector and of being registered by it. The effect of these quantum jumps
is observable by the fact that the detector registers a marked resonance minimum, the
frequency position of the registration being determined with the extraordinary precision
achievable with the radio frequency gauge. By this method Rabi has literally established
radio relations with the most subtile particles of matter, with the world of the electron
and of the atomic nucleus.

4As an aside, for this period in history, women appear to have been remarkably numerous and remarkably successful
in the greater German-speaking nuclear physics community. Hilde Levi, Ida Tacke Noddack, and Berta Karlik have
already been mentioned, and Marietta Blau, Maria Goeppert Mayer, and Lise Meitner are discussed in later sections.
While these were some of the most prominent women in the nuclear physics community, there were a number of
others as well. Unfortunately, even these most prominent women have been largely forgotten by history, except for
Meitner, who has been the subject of two major biographies in recent decades [Rife 1999; Sime 1996]. It would be
interesting to study whether other scientific fields had similarly large populations of female scientists who have been
neglected by historians, or if there were certain reasons that allowed women to go further in nuclear physics than in
many other fields of science and engineering at that time. (Of course, Marie Curie and her daughter Irène Joliot-Curie
are well-known examples of women who were successful in nuclear physics outside the German-speaking world.)
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Figure 8.3: Berta Karlik worked out the radioactive decay process that produces astatine, a pre-
viously undiscovered element (number 85) and ultimately an important radioactive treatment for
cancer.
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Figure 8.4: Felix Bloch and I. I. Rabi developed the principles of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
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Felix Bloch also won a Nobel Prize in Physics in 1952 for his own role in the development of
MRI and related techniques. 1952 Professor E. Hulthén, member of the Nobel Committee for
Physics, addressed him at the award ceremony [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1952/
ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Bloch. It would be difficult in the few minutes at my disposal to try to give
the main features of the nuclear induction method for which you have been awarded
your Nobel Prize. It would be still more difficult for me to give an exhaustive account
of the ways that led you to this invention.

You began your career as a theoretical physicist, well-known for your fundamental
contributions to the theory of metals.

When, quite unexpectedly, you went over to experimental research, this must have
been, I feel, with deliberation and assurance. For you had in your kitbag a tool of
extraordinary value, the method for the magnetic polarization of a beam of neutrons.
The inestimable value of possessing a good idea, of indefatigably testing and perfecting
it, is best illustrated by your precision-measurements of the magnetic moment of the
neutron, one of the most difficult and at the same time most important tasks in nuclear
physics.

But ideas give birth to new ideas, and it was, as I understand, in this way that you
hit upon the excellent notion of eliminating the difficult absolute determination of the
magnetic field by a direct measurement of the neutron moment in units of the proton
cycle (the nuclear magneton). According to your own account it was this solution which
finally led you to the nuclear induction method.

MRI was further developed by a number of scientists from the 1950s to the 1970s (most notably
the American chemist Paul Lauterbur and the British physicist Peter Mansfield) and is now widely
used for medical diagnostics and chemical analysis.

As shown in Fig. 8.5, Frans Penning (Dutch, 1894–1953), Wolfgang Paul (German, 1913–1993,
not to be confused with the theoretical physicist Wolfgang Pauli), and Hans Dehmelt (German,
1922–2017) developed electromagnetic mass spectrometers and electromagnetic ion traps (Pen-
ning traps) to confine small numbers of ions of different elements for direct measurements. For
that work, Paul and Dehmelt won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1989. Professor Ingvar Lind-
gren of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences explained the importance of their innovations
[https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1989/ceremony-speech/]:

An atom has certain fixed energy levels, and transition between these levels can take
place by means of emission or absorption of electromagnetic radiation, such as light.
Transition between closely spaced levels can be induced by means of radio-frequency
radiation, and this forms the basis for so-called resonance methods. The first method of
this kind was introduced by Professor I. Rabi in 1937, and the same basic idea underlies
the resonance methods developed later, such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
electron-spin resonance (ESR) and optical pumping. [...]

The dream of the spectroscopist is to be able to study a single atom or ion under
constant conditions for a long period of time. In recent years, this dream has to a large
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extent been realized. The basic tool is here the ion trap, which was introduced in the
1950s by another of this year’s laureates, Wolfgang Paul in Bonn. His technique was
further refined by the third laureate, Hans Dehmelt, and his co-workers in Seattle into
what is now known as ion-trap spectroscopy.

Dehmelt and his associates used this spectroscopy primarily for studying electrons, and
in 1973 they succeeded for the first time in observing a single electron in an ion trap, and
in confining it there for weeks and months. One property of the electron, its magnetic
moment, was measured to 12 digits, 11 of which have later been verified theoretically.
This represents a most stringent test of the atomic theory known as quantum electro-
dynamics (QED).

In a similar way, Dehmelt and others were later able to trap and study a single ion,
which represents a true landmark in the history of spectroscopy. The technique is now
being used in development of improved atomic clocks, in particular at the National
Institute for Standards and Technology (formerly the National Bureau of Standards) in
Boulder, Colorado.

Two other especially noteworthy scientists who worked on the medical implications and applications
of radiation were Nikolai Timoféeff-Ressovsky (Russian but worked in Germany 1925–1945, lived
1900–1981) and Karl Günter Zimmer (German, 1911–1988). Along with Max Delbrück, in 1935 they
published a groundbreaking paper on the effects of radiation on genetic mutations and structure
(p. 83). They also studied applications of radiation in neuroscience and other areas of biology. In
1945, Timoféeff-Ressovsky, Zimmer, and some of their colleagues moved to Russia and continued to
study the biological effects of radiation as part of the German-speaking scientific community there.
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Figure 8.5: Frans Penning, Wolfgang Paul, and Hans Dehmelt developed electromagnetic mass
spectrometers and electromagnetic ion traps.
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8.2 Radiation Detectors

German-speaking scientists developed the major electrical methods of detecting radiation. Hans
Geiger (German, 1882–1945) and Walther Müller (German, 1905–1979) developed Geiger coun-
ters or Geiger-Müller tubes between 1908 and 1928, while Heinrich Greinacher (Swiss, 1880–1974)
developed similar proportional or spark counters in 1920; see Fig. 8.6.

Marc Shampo and his scientific colleagues gave an overview of Geiger’s contributions [Shampo
2011]:

The German physicist Hans Wilhelm Geiger is best known as the inventor of the Geiger
counter to measure radiation. In 1908, Geiger introduced the first successful detector of
individual alpha particles. Later versions of this counter were able to count beta particles
and other ionizing radiation. The introduction in July 1928 of the Geiger-Müller counter
marked the introduction of modern electrical devices into radiation research. [...]

In 1925, Geiger accepted his first teaching position, which was at the University of
Kiel, Germany. Here, he and Walther Müller improved the sensitivity, performance,
and durability of the counter, and it became known as the “Geiger-Müller counter.”
It could detect not only alpha particles but also beta particles (electrons) and ionizing
photons. The counter was essentially in the same form as the modern counter.

In 1929, Geiger moved to the University of Tübingen (Germany), where he was named
professor of physics and director of research at the Institute of Physics. In 1929, while at
the Institute, Geiger made his first observations of a cosmic-ray shower. Geiger continued
to investigate cosmic rays, artificial radioactivity, and nuclear fission after accepting a
position in 1936 at the Technische Hochschule in Berlin, a position he held until his
death. In 1937, with Otto Zeiller, Geiger used the counter to measure a cosmic-ray
shower.

German-speaking scientists also created the major optical methods of detecting radiation; see Fig.
8.7. The development of X-ray photography by Röntgen and Zehnder has already been mentioned
in the previous section. Marietta Blau (Austrian, 1894–1970) demonstrated that photographic film
could also be used to make practical particle detectors during the period 1927–1937. Hartmut
Kallmann (German, 1896–1978) created organic scintillator particle detectors that emitted light
when radiation passed through them, and Karl Przibram (Austrian, 1878–1973) developed inorganic
scintillator detectors with that same property.
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Figure 8.6: Geiger-Müller radiation detectors were developed by Hans Geiger and Walther Müller.
Similar proportional and spark counter radiation detectors were developed by Heinrich Greinacher.
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Figure 8.7: Marietta Blau developed photographic film particle detectors, Hartmut Kallmann cre-
ated organic scintillator particle detectors, and Karl Przibram developed inorganic scintillator de-
tectors.
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Walther Bothe (German, 1891–1957, photo on p. 1169) developed methods of detecting a variety
of different types of radiation, including alpha particles in 1927, cosmic rays in 1929, and neutrons
in 1930. For this work, he won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1954. Professor I. Waller, member
of the Nobel Committee for Physics, described Bothe’s accomplishments [www.nobelprize.org/
prizes/physics/1954/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Walther Bothe, who shares this year’s Nobel Prize with Professor Born, began
his scientific activity as a theoretical physicist.

The work for which he has now been rewarded with the Nobel Prize was carried out
by him in Berlin actually as an experimental physicist. These labours were based on a
new use of counter tubes. A counter tube has the property of transmitting an electric
current when a charged particle, e.g. an electron, passes through it; and also, with
special contrivances, when a light particle collides with it. Bothe’s idea was to use two
counter tubes in such a manner that the two tubes would only register simultaneous
collisions. Such coincidences can only come from two particles emitted in the same
elemental process, or from a particle which has travelled through both tubes at high
velocity so that the time it takes for the particle’s passing from one tube to the other
can be neglected.

Bothe used this coincidence method in 1925 and also with improved apparatus about
ten years later in order to decide whether the energy rule as well as its complement,
the so-called impulse rule, is valid for every collision between a light particle and an
electron—as Einstein and Compton assumed—or whether those rules are valid only on
average for a large number of collisions—as Bohr and his collaborators had inferred.
By investigating light particles and electrons by the coincidence method, Bothe and his
co-workers were able to show convincingly that the rules mentioned are valid for every
individual collision. This result was of great significance in principle. The coincidence
method has been widely used in the study of cosmic radiation and is one of the most
important experimental aids in the investigation of cosmic radiation. This method was
first used in this way by Bothe when he was working with Kolhörster who had already
given important contributions in the field of cosmic radiation. Bothe and Kolhörster
used the coincidence method to pick out those particles in the cosmic radiation which
had travelled through two counter tubes. The absorption of cosmic radiation into various
materials was determined by placing layers of these substances between the tubes and
studying the corresponding reduction in the number of coincidences. It was found that
these particles are absorbed at about the same extent as the total cosmic radiation.
From the experiments the particularly important result was obtained, that at sea level,
cosmic radiation consists in the main of particles of very high penetration.

Bothe and other researchers later improved the coincidence method and extended its
field of application. This method has now become one of the most important aids in the
study of both nuclear reactions and cosmic radiation.

By many other discoveries and penetrating investigations also, Bothe has enriched our
knowledge in these fields in very great measure and has provided an important stimulus
to other researchers.

Following the suggestions of Heinz Maier-Leibnitz (German, 1911–2000), during the period 1953–
1958 Rudolf Mössbauer (German, 1929–2011) developed recoilless nuclear resonance absorption,
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which became known as the Mössbauer effect or Mössbauer spectroscopy (Fig. 8.8). Mössbauer won
the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1961. Professor I. Waller, member of the Nobel Committee for Physics,
described the significance of this work [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1961/ceremony-speech/]:

Professor Rudolf Mössbauer’s investigations concern the emission and absorption of
gamma radiation by the atomic nuclei. This radiation is of the same kind as the light
and the radio waves. It is well known that incoming radio waves can be received only
if the receiver is tuned to the same frequency as the sender. Resonance is then taking
place. It has since long been tried to observe the corresponding phenomenon for nuclei,
where it is called “resonance absorption”. The method was to let gamma radiation from
some kind of nuclei act upon other nuclei of exactly the same kind. There is however
a certain difficulty connected with this experiment. The gamma radiation can be con-
sidered as made up of particles. When emitting a gamma particle the atom receives a
recoil whereby the energy and therefore also the frequency of the gamma radiation is
decreased. The same phenomenon occurs when the gamma particle is absorbed in the
receiving nucleus. The resonance will be completely destroyed if the frequency change
is not compensated for, as had been done already before Mössbauer’s work. Mössbauer
discovered experimentally and showed also theoretically that for atoms bound in a
solid, an appreciable part of the radiation can be emitted without frequency change
whereby the resonance absorption can be studied directly. This discovery was published
by Mössbauer in 1958. Because of the very small width of the gamma lines the reso-
nance is very sharp and can, as Mössbauer found, be influenced and finally inhibited by
the Doppler effect if the source or the absorber for the gamma radiation is moved. The
velocities required depend upon the sharpness of the gamma line and can be as small
as some millimeters per hour.

Mössbauer’s discovery has been received with considerable interest. Research on the
Mössbauer effect has been started at a great number of places. It has thereby been
possible to verify in the laboratory, fundamental consequences of Einstein’s theory of
relativity. Other important applications depend on the separation and displacement of
nuclear energy levels which occur in solids because of the influence of the surround-
ings. Many phenomena of this kind can in spite of their smallness be studied by the
Mössbauer effect. It has been possible in this way to get most important information
on the properties of solids.

Mössbauer made his discovery when he investigated the resonance absorption on the
suggestion of Professor Maier-Leibnitz in München. He found then some unexpected
results which he investigated systematically and was thereby led to his discovery. [...]

Professor Mössbauer. While doing research for your doctor’s thesis you have discovered
an unexpected effect which now bears your name. You have explained this effect ex-
perimentally and theoretically, and thereby created a device which is of fundamental
importance in numerous realms of physics, and which is nowadays being investigated
and put to use in a large number of physical laboratories. By your discovery it has be-
come possible to examine precisely, numerous important phenomena formerly beyond
or at the limit of attainable accuracy of measurement.

All of these types of radiation detectors that were developed by German-speaking scientists are still
widely used today.
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Figure 8.8: Following the suggestions of Heinz Maier-Leibnitz, Rudolf Mössbauer developed recoil-
less nuclear resonance absorption, or Mössbauer spectroscopy.
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8.3 Models of the Atomic Nucleus

Scientists from the German-speaking world were largely responsible for developing detailed mathe-
matical models of the atomic nucleus, which were necessary for predicting various types of radioac-
tive decays and nuclear reactions [Karen Johnson 2004; Shaviv 2012]; see Figs. 8.9–8.12.

Serious study of the internal structure of the nucleus arguably began in 1913, when Kasimir Fa-
jans (Polish, 1887–1975) first worked out the radioactive displacement law of how alpha and beta
radioactive decay transform one element into another.

In 1935, Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker (German, 1912–2007) published a remarkably comprehensive
and detailed mathematical model of the structure and energy levels of the nucleus (Figs. 8.11–8.12).
It is still widely used today to accurately predict nuclear decays and reactions, and is known as
the von Weizsäcker semi-empirical mass formula. Hans Bethe (German, 1906–2005) modified and
utilized von Weizsäcker’s formula in his own research. George Stetter (Austrian, 1895–1988) also
conducted very early and very meticulous comparisons of theoretical and experimental results of
nuclear energy levels and masses (Fig. 8.11).

George Gamow (Russian but educated and worked in Germany, lived 1904–1968) applied quantum
physics to nuclear models in order to explain the rates of alpha decay [Gamow 1932].

Victor Weisskopf (Austrian, 1908–2002) and John (Johann) M. Blatt (Austrian, 1921–1990) pro-
duced what was at the time (and arguably remains, apart from coverage of the shell model) the
most comprehensive theoretical compilation of information on nuclear structure [Blatt and Weis-
skopf 1952].

The most puzzling detail of nuclear models was working out the shell model of the “magic numbers”
of protons and neutrons that are required to fill different energy levels within the nucleus. Victor
Goldschmidt (Swiss, 1888–1947), Walter Elsasser (German, 1904–1991), and Kurt M. Guggen-
heimer (German, 19??–19??) made very insightful proposals in the 1930s that partially explained
the shell model’s magic numbers. The final details of the shell model were worked out in the 1940s
by Otto Haxel (German, 1909–1998), Johannes Hans Jensen (German 1907–1973), Maria Goeppert
Mayer (German, 1906–1972), Hans Suess (Austrian, 1909–1993), and Eugene Wigner (Hungarian,
1902–1995).

Johannes Hans Jensen, Maria Goeppert Mayer, and Eugene Wigner won the 1963 Nobel Prize
in Physics for their contributions to nuclear models. Professor I. Waller, member of the Nobel
Committee for Physics, gave an overview of their contributions, as well as those of Walter Elsasser,
Otto Haxel, and Hans Suess [https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1963/ceremony-speech/]:

In order to be able to calculate the motion of the nucleons it was, however, necessary
to know also the forces which act between them. A very important step in the inves-
tigation of these forces was taken by Wigner in 1933 when he found, deducing from
some experiments, that the force between two nucleons is very weak except when their
distance apart is very small but that the force is then a million times stronger than the
electric forces between the electrons in the outer part of the atoms. Wigner discovered
later other important properties of the nuclear forces.

Notwithstanding the efforts of many physicists our knowledge of the nuclear forces is yet
rather incomplete. It was therefore fundamentally important that Wigner could show
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that most essential properties of the nuclei follow from generally valid symmetries of
the laws of motion. Earlier Wigner had performed pioneering work by studying such
symmetries in the laws of motion for the electrons and had made important discoveries
by investigating e.g. those symmetries which express the fact that the laws mentioned
make no difference between left and right and that backward in time according to them
is equivalent to forward in time. These investigations were extended by Wigner to the
atomic nuclei at the end of the 1930’s and he explored then also the newly discovered
symmetry property of the force between two nucleons to be the same whether either of
the nucleons is a proton or a neutron. This work by Wigner and his other investigations
of the symmetry principles in physics are important far beyond nuclear physics proper.
His methods and results have become an indispensable guide for the interpretation of
the rich and complicated picture which has emerged from recent years’ experimental
research on elementary particles. [...]

Wigner has made many other important contributions to nuclear physics. He has given a
general theory of nuclear reactions and has made decisive contributions to the practical
use of nuclear energy. He has, often in collaboration with younger scientists, broken new
paths in many other domains of physics.

It was found during the 1920’s and in particular during the 1930’s that the protons
and the neutrons each form particularly stable systems in an atomic nucleus when the
numbers of either kind of nucleons is one of the so-called magic numbers 2, 8, 20, 28,
50, 82 and 126. Several physicists, in particular Elsasser, tried to interpret the magic
numbers in analogy to Niels Bohr’s successful explanation of the periodic system of the
elements. It was then assumed that the nucleons move in orbits in a common field of
force and that these orbits are arranged in so-called shells which are energetically well
separated. The magic numbers should correspond to complete shells. This interpretation
was successful for light nuclei. It was, however, not possible to explain more than the
three first magic numbers and for many years another model dominated.

A paper published by Goeppert Mayer in 1948 marked the beginning of a new era in the
appreciation of the shell model. For the first time convincing evidence was there given
for the existence of the higher magic numbers and it was stressed that the experiments
support the existence of closed shells very strongly.

Somewhat later Goeppert Mayer and independently Haxel, Jensen and Suess published
the new idea, which was needed for the explanation of the higher magic numbers. The
idea was that a nucleon should have different energies when it “spins” in the same or
opposite sense as it revolves around the nucleus.

Goeppert Mayer and Jensen collaborated later on the development of the shell model.
They published together a book, where they applied the model to the extensive exper-
imental material on atomic nuclei. They gave convincing evidence for the great impor-
tance of the shell model in systematizing this material and predicting new phenomena
concerning the ground state and the low excited states of the nuclei. The general meth-
ods introduced by Wigner have been most important for the applications of the shell
model. It has also been possible to give a deeper justification of the shell model. Its
fundamental importance has thereby been further confirmed.
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Figure 8.9: Mathematical models of nuclear structure and decays were developed or improved
by Hans Bethe, John (Johann) Blatt, Walter Elsasser, Kasimir Fajans, George Gamow, Victor
Goldschmidt, K. M. Guggenheimer, Otto Haxel, and Werner Heisenberg.
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Figure 8.10: Mathematical models of nuclear structure and decays were also developed or improved
by Johannes Hans Jensen, Maria Goeppert Mayer, Lise Meitner, Georg Stetter, Hans Suess, Victor
Weisskopf, Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker in 1935, and Eugene Wigner.
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Figure 8.11: Just a few examples of seminal works on nuclear models by German-speaking scientists.
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Figure 8.12: Nuclear binding energies in millions of electron-volts (MeV) as given by the von
Weizsäcker semi-empirical mass formula with shell model corrections, for nuclei with Z protons, N
neutrons, and A = Z +N nucleons.
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8.4 Nuclear Fission Reactions

Fission is the separation of a large (parent) nucleus into two smaller nuclei, and it can be either
spontaneous (essentially a form of radioactive decay) or induced by neutron absorption. In addition
to the two smaller nuclei, fission also generally produces a few loose neutrons and a large amount of
energy. If the loose neutrons from one fission reaction are absorbed by other nuclei and cause them
to fission as well, leading to the release of still more fission-inducing neutrons, a chain reaction can
occur. Because a chain reaction can cause many nuclei to undergo fission and release their energy
within a short period of time, it can be used to create everything from controlled fission power
reactors to uncontrolled fission explosives.

In 1934, fission reactions were first theoretically predicted by Ida Tacke Noddack (German, 1896–
1978), who together with her husband Walter Noddack (German, 1893–1960) had previously dis-
covered the elements rhenium and technetium (p. 371). See Figs. 8.13–8.14. In the following quote
from her often-overlooked but astonishing paper, Ida Noddack correctly predicted both neutron-
induced fission of uranium and neutron capture in uranium to produce element 93, which would
beta-decay to element 94 (plutonium) that could be easily chemically separated from the remaining
parent uranium [Noddack 1934]:

Man kann ebensogut annehmen, daß bei
dieser neuartigen Kernzertrümmerung
durch Neutronen erheblich andere “Kern-
reaktionen” stattfinden, als man sie bisher
bei der Einwirkung von Protonen- und
α-Strahlen auf Atomkerne beobachtet hat.
Bei den letztgenannten Bestrahlungen
findet man nur Kernumwandlungen unter
Abgabe von Elektronen, Protonen und
Heliumkernen, wodurch sich bei schweren
Elementen die Masse der bestrahlten
Atomkerne nur wenig ändert, da nahe
benachbarte Elemente entstehen. Es wäre
denkbar, daß bei der Beschießung schw-
erer Kerne mit Neutronen diese Kerne in
mehrere größere Bruchstücke zerfallen, die
zwar Isotope bekannter Elemente, aber
nicht Nachbarn der bestrahlten Elemente
sind.

[...A]us dem β-strahlenden Element 93
das Element 94 entstehen müßte. Dieses
Element sollte man verhältnismäßig leicht
chemisch von 93 trennen können.

One could assume equally well that when
neutrons are used to produce nuclear
disintegrations, some distinctly new nu-
clear reactions take place which have not
been observed previously with proton or
alpha-particle bombardment of atomic
nuclei. In the past one has found that
transmutations of nuclei only take place
with the emission of electrons, protons, or
helium nuclei, so that the heavy elements
change their mass only a small amount to
produce near neighboring elements. When
heavy nuclei are bombarded by neutrons,
it is conceivable that the nucleus breaks up
into several large fragments, which would
of course be isotopes of known elements but
would not be neighbors of the irradiated
element.

[...B]eta decay of element 93 must produce
element 94. It should be relatively easy
to separate this element chemically from
element 93.
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At the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry in Berlin-Dahlem, Otto Hahn (German, 1879–1968)
and Fritz Strassmann (German, 1902–1980) experimentally demonstrated neutron-induced fission
of uranium into lighter elements in 1938 (Fig. 8.14), and published their results in January 1939
[Hahn and Strassmann 1939]:

[...] Bei der energetisch nicht leicht zu
verstehenden Bildung von Radiumisotopen
aus Uran beim Beschießen mit langsamen
Neutronen war eine besonders gründliche
Bestimmung des chemischen Charakters
der neu entstehenden künstlichen Radioele-
mente unerläßlich. Durch die Abtrennung
einzelner analytischer Gruppen von Ele-
menten aus der Lösung des bestrahlten
Urans wurde außer der großen Gruppe
der Transurane eine Aktivität stets bei
den Erdalkalien (Trägersubstanz Ba), den
seltenen Erden (Trägersubstanz La) und
bei Elementen der vierten Gruppe des
Periodischen Systems (Trägersubstanz
Zr) gefunden. Eingehender untersucht
wurden zunächst die Bariumfällungen,
die offensichtlich die Anfangsglieder der
beobachteten isomeren Reihen enthielten.
Es soll gezeigt werden, daß Transurane,
Uran, Protactinium, Thorium und Ac-
tinium sich stets leicht und vollständig
von der mit Barium ausfallenden Aktivität
trennen lassen. [...]

[...] Since it is not easy to understand from
energy considerations how radium isotopes
can be produced when uranium is bom-
barded with slow neutrons, a very care-
ful determination of the chemical properties
of the new artificially made radioelements
was necessary. Various analytic groups of
elements were separated from a solution
containing the irradiated uranium. Besides
the large group of transuranic elements,
some radioactivity was always found in the
alkaline-earth group (barium carrier), the
rare-earth group (lanthanum carrier), and
also with elements in group IV of the peri-
odic table (zirconium carrier). The barium
precipitate was the first to be investigated
more thoroughly, since it apparently con-
tains the parent isotopes of the observed
isomeric series. The goal was to show that
the transuranic elements, and also uranium,
protactinium, thorium, and actinium could
always be separated easily and completely
from the activity which precipitates with
barium. [...]

The fission reaction results of Hahn and Strassmann were further analyzed in 1939 by Lise Meitner
(Austrian, 1878–1968, Fig. 8.14) and her nephew Otto Frisch (Austrian, 1904–1979, photo on p.
1146). The news of fission reactions provoked strong scientific and political responses around the
world, immediately launched major nuclear programs in Germany, the United States, and the
United Kingdom, aroused interest that eventually gave rise to serious nuclear programs in many
other countries, and of course made possible everything from fission reactors to fission bombs.

For his research on fission, Otto Hahn won the 1944 Nobel Prize in Chemistry, which was de-
layed by the war as well as his postwar internment at Farm Hall in the United Kingdom (p.
2862). In awarding the Prize, Professor A. Westgren of the Nobel Committee in Chemistry noted
[www.nobelprize.org/prizes/chemistry/1944/ceremony-speech/]:

In collaboration with Lise Meitner, with whom he has worked for nearly thirty years,
Hahn studied from 1936 to 1938 the products obtained by projecting neutrons on to the
heaviest elements, thorium and uranium. [...] But towards the end of 1938, Hahn, in an
investigation carried out with one of his young colleagues, F. Strassmann, found that
one of the products formed through the reaction of uranium with neutrons and which
had been assumed to be a kind of radium, behaved chemically in fact like barium. In
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January 1939 Hahn announced this discovery and expressed in very discreet terms the
daring opinion that on being allied with neutrons, the atoms of the heaviest elements
could split in half as it were and produce elements belonging to the middle of the
Periodic Table of the elements. [...]

Hahn’s discovery caused great surprise and evoked lively interest among the world’s
scientists. It was immediately made the object of important theoretical investigations
by Lise Meitner and Frisch, who based their study on the theory of the structure of
atomic nuclei developed by Bohr. [...]

Without equal in the art of the chemical identification of radioactive elements in minute
quantities, Hahn, together with his colleagues, paved the way for the chemical research
which had to be carried out on the numerous products of the splitting of heavy atomic
nuclei. [...]

The discovery of nuclear fission is very momentous and indeed dangerous, but even
more, it is full of promise. [...]

Hahn’s work has been inspired throughout by an invincible desire to solve the problems
which he has encountered.

For additional information on the history of nuclear fission research in the German-speaking world,
see Appendix D.
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Figure 8.13: The fission reaction rate depends on the potential energy peak or fission barrier that one
nucleus must pass through in order to become two separate nuclei. The parent nucleus undergoing
fission has Z protons, N neutrons, and A = Z +N nucleons.
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Figure 8.14: In 1934, Ida Tacke Noddack accurately predicted nuclear fission of uranium, and
also the production of a new fissile element 94 (plutonium). Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann
demonstrated uranium fission reactions in their 1938 experiment, and then Lise Meitner and her
nephew Otto Frisch provided further theoretical analysis.
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8.5 Nuclear Fusion Reactions

In fusion, two small nuclei join together to form a larger nucleus, generally releasing a large amount
of energy in the process. Forcing small nuclei together even though they are positively charged
and repel each other typically requires enormous thermal energies (temperatures) and pressures.
If fusion fuel is so dense and so well confined that the energy released by one fusion reaction is
trapped within the fuel and triggers additional fusion reactions, a chain reaction of fusion reactions
can occur (analogous to the chain reaction of fission reactions). Stars and hydrogen bombs are both
sufficiently large and dense to trap the fusion energy and sustain a fusion chain reaction. To date
it has not been possible to create a practical fusion reactor, though, since too much of the fusion
energy escapes from any system that is smaller (and less destructive) than a hydrogen bomb.

Fusion reactions such as those that power the sun and other stars were proposed and theoretically
analyzed by Fritz Houtermans (German, 1903–1966) and his student Robert Atkinson (British but
studied in Germany, 1903–1966) in 1929 (Figs. 8.15–8.16). The abstract from that paper demon-
strates the remarkable and very early insight that Houtermans and his student had [Atkinson and
Houtermans 1929a]:

Die quantenmechanische Wahrschein-
lichkeit dafür, daß ein Proton in einen
Atomkern eindringt, wird nach der Meth-
ode von Gamow berechnet. Dabei zeigt
sich, daß unter den Temperatur- und
Dichteverhältnissen im Innern der Sterne
die Eindringung von Protonen, nicht aber
von α-Teilchen, in leichtere Elemente
genügend häufig vorkommt, um dort einen
Aufbau dieser Elemente wahrscheinlich
erscheinen zu lassen. Daraus ergibt sieh
die Möglichkeit, die Energieentwicklung
der Sterne auss den Massendefekten der
Elemente zu erklären, wobei die Annahme
von Sechserstößen für den He-Aufbau ver-
mieden wird. Hieran schließen sich einige
weitere hypothetische Betrachtungen über
den Aufbau der schwereren Elemente.

The quantum-mechanical probability of a
proton penetrating into an atomic nucleus is
calculated by Gamow’s method. It is found
that for the temperature and density values
in the interior of the stars, the penetration
of protons, but not of alpha particles, into
lighter elements is sufficiently frequent to
make a fusion of these elements probable.
This gives us the possibility of explaining
the energy production of the stars by the
mass defects of the elements, avoiding the
assumption of six steps for the production
of helium. This is followed by a few other hy-
pothetical considerations on the structure of
the heavier elements.

The detailed theory of fusion reactions was refined during the period 1937–1939 by Carl Friedrich
von Weizsäcker and Hans Bethe (German, 1906–2005). For that work, Bethe won a Nobel Prize
in Physics in 1967. In the award ceremony speech for Bethe, Professor O. Klein of the Swedish
Academy of Sciences explained [www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1967/ceremony-speech/]:

[...] At that time it was already apparent that Bethe belonged to the small group of
young theoretical physicists who through skill and knowledge were particularly qualified
for tackling the many theoretical problems turning up in close connection with the
rapidly appearing experimental discoveries. The centre of these problems was to find
the properties of the force that keeps the protons and neutrons together in the nucleus,
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the counterpart of the electric force which binds the atomic electrons to the nucleus.
Bethe’s contributions to the solution of these problems have been numerous and are
still continuing. They put him clearly in the first row among the workers in this field
– as in several other fields. Moreover, about the middle of the thirties he wrote, partly
alone, partly together with some colleagues, what nuclear physicists at the time used to
call the Bethe bible, a penetrating review of about all that was known of atomic nuclei,
experimental as well as theoretical.

This extensive and profound knowledge of his regarding atomic nuclei together with
a rare gift of rapidly grasping the essence of a physical problem and finding ways of
solving it explains that Bethe could so swiftly do the work awarded by the Nobel Prize.
He started his work after a conference taking place in Washington in March 1938 and
the paper containing a thorough description of it was delivered for print at the beginning
of September the same year. During that conference and afterwards he seems also to
have acquired the necessary astrophysical knowledge. [...]

[...] If it were not for the quantum-mechanical tunnel effect studied very closely in this
connection by Gamow – who must be considered the main forerunner of Bethe with
respect to the application of nuclear physics to astronomy – even the velocities of the
protons at the high temperature of the sun would not be able to produce any such
processes. But through this effect the required slow reactions do occur. [...]

A very important part of his work resulted in eliminating a great number of thinkable
nuclear processes under the conditions at the centre of the sun, after which only two
possible processes remained. The simplest of them begins with two protons colliding
and forming a nucleus of heavy hydrogen, the surplus of electric charge vanishing in the
form of a positive electron. After capturing a few more protons the result of the process
is the formation of a helium nucleus from four protons. Thereby the energy release from
a given weight of hydrogen is nearly 20 million times greater than that produced by
burning the same weight of carbon into carbon dioxide. The second process is more
complicated. It requires the presence of carbon which, however, will practically not be
consumed but acts as a catalyst, the result being the same as in the former process.
It should be mentioned that the first process had been proposed a few years earlier by
Atkinson and later discussed by von Weizsacker, who also considered the second process
independently of and at about the same time as Bethe. [...]

For additional information on the history of nuclear fusion research in the German-speaking world,
see Section D.2.4.
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Figure 8.15: The fusion reaction rate is expressed in terms of the reaction cross section formula,
which contains four different factors that describe different physical effects.
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Figure 8.16: Friedrich “Fritz” Houtermans and his student Robert Atkinson described and cal-
culated nuclear fusion reactions in stars in 1929. Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker and Hans Bethe
refined those calculations 1937–1939.
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8.6 Nuclear Engineering in the United States and United King-
dom

A large number of scientists who were trained in the German-speaking research world fled the Third
Reich and made vital contributions to the U.S. and U.K. nuclear programs during and after World
War II.5 Some examples of German-speaking and German-educated scientists who played critical
roles in the U.S./U.K. nuclear program are listed in Table 8.1 and shown in Figs. 8.17–8.20. The
table and figures also list a few other scientists who were very closely coupled into the German
research system during their careers, such as Niels Bohr, a Dane, and Enrico Fermi, an Italian.
Note that even the American-born J. Robert Oppenheimer, who was the scientific director of the
wartime nuclear program, the Manhattan Project, had a German father and second-generation
German-American mother, was raised speaking German, repeatedly visited family in Germany
during his childhood, and received his Ph.D. in Germany under Max Born at Göttingen University.

The U.S. nuclear program was initiated by a 2 August 1939 letter to Franklin Roosevelt from two
refugees from the German-speaking scientific world, Albert Einstein (who signed the letter) and
Leo Szilard (who helped write the letter) [www.atomicarchive.com/Docs/Begin/Einstein.shtml]:

.
. Albert Einstein
. Old Grove Rd.
. Nassau Point
. Peconic, Long Island

. August 2nd, 1939

F.D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States,
White House
Washington, D.C.

Sir:

Some recent work by E. Fermi and L. Szilard, which has been communicated to
me in manuscript, leads me to expect that the element uranium may be turned into
a new and important source of energy in the immediate future. Certain aspects of the
situation which has arisen seem to call for watchfulness and, if necessary, quick action
on the part of the Administration. I believe therefore that it is my duty to bring to your
attention the following facts and recommendations:

In the course of the last four months it has been made probable—through the work
of Joliot in France as well as Fermi and Szilard in America—that it may become possible
to set up a nuclear chain reaction in a large mass of uranium, by which vast amounts

5 Bethe 1991, 1997; Bird and Sherwin 2005; Blatt and Weisskopf 1952; Brown and Lee 2006; Coster-Mullen 2012;
Ford 2015; Groves 1962; Hansen 1988, 2007; István Hargittai 2006, 2010; Hawkins et al. 1983; Hoddeson et al. 1993;
Jungk 1958; Kelly 2007; Lanouette and Silard 1992; Medawar and Pyke 2000; Nachmansohn 1979; Reed 2015, 2019;
Rhodes 1986, 1995; Schweber 2012; Serber 1992; Smyth 1945; Sublette 2019; Szanton 1992; Teller 1979; Teller and
Shoolery 2001; Teller et al. 1968; Ulam 1991; Weart and Szilard 1978; Weinberg and Wigner 1958; Weisskopf 1972,
1989; Wigner 1967.
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of power and large quantities of new radium-like elements would be generated. Now it
appears almost certain that this could be achieved in the immediate future.

This new phenomenon would also lead to the construction of bombs, and it is
conceivable—though much less certain—that extremely powerful bombs of a new type
may thus be constructed. A single bomb of this type, carried by boat and exploded in
a port, might very well destroy the whole port together with some of the surrounding
territory. However, such bombs might very well prove too heavy for transportation by
air.

The United States has only very poor ores of uranium in moderate quantities. There
is some good ore in Canada and the former Czechoslovakia, while the most important
source of uranium is Belgian Congo.

In view of this situation you may think it desirable to have some permanent contact
maintained between the Administration and the group of physicists working on chain
reactions in America. One possible way of achieving this might be for you to entrust
with this task a person who has your confidence and who could perhaps serve in an
unofficial capacity. His task might comprise the following:

a) to approach Government Departments, keep them informed of the further devel-
opment, and put forward recommendations for Government action, giving particular
attention to the problem of securing a supply of uranium ore for the United States;

b) to speed up the experimental work, which is at present being carried on within
the limits of the budgets of University laboratories, by providing funds, if such funds
be required, through his contacts with private persons who are willing to make con-
tributions for this cause, and perhaps also by obtaining the co-operation of industrial
laboratories which have the necessary equipment.

I understand that Germany has actually stopped the sale of uranium from the
Czechoslovakian mines which she has taken over. That she should have taken such
early action might perhaps be understood on the ground that the son of the German
Under-Secretary of State, von Weizsäcker, is attached to the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut in
Berlin where some of the American work on uranium is now being repeated.

Yours very truly,

Albert Einstein

Einstein’s letter prompted Franklin Roosevelt to authorize the initiation of what would become
the Manhattan Project, and of course Einstein’s famous equation E = mc2 was the foundation
for how a tiny fraction of the mass of fission fuel could be converted into an enormous (and
potentially enormously destructive) amount of energy. In March 1940, Einstein and Szilard wrote
a second letter to Roosevelt that successfully persuaded him to accelerate the nuclear program.
Later, Einstein carried out calculations to help the United States use gaseous diffusion to enrich
uranium (concentrate the fissionable U-235 isotope of uranium). Separately, he worked with the
U.S. Navy on various military projects. Nonetheless, U.S. government officials such as J. Edgar
Hoover distrusted Einstein’s longtime inclination toward pacifism and excluded him from the official
Manhattan Project [Isaacson 2007, pp. 469–486].
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Name Born Lived German world Scientific contributions

Hans Bethe German 1906–2005 Education, work Fission-/H-bomb theory

Felix Bloch Swiss 1905–1983 Education, work Fission reactions

Niels Bohr Danish 1885–1962 Work Neutron initiator

Gregory Breit Russian 1899–1981 Work Bomb design

Egon Bretscher Swiss 1901–1973 Education, work Plutonium, H bomb

Frederic de Hoffmann German 1924–1989 Education H bomb, reactors

Martin Deutsch Austrian 1917–2002 Family, education Fission measurements

Albert Einstein German 1879–1955 Education, work Letters to FDR, gaseous diffusion

Gerhard Falck (?) German ??–?? Education, work Uranium?

Enrico Fermi Italian 1901–1954 Work Reactors, H bomb

James Franck German 1882–1964 Education, work Plutonium

Herbert Freundlich German 1880–1941 Education, work MAUD Committee

Otto Frisch Austrian 1904–1979 Education, work Critical mass

Klaus Fuchs German 1911–1988 Education Implosion, H bomb

George Gamow Russian 1904–1968 Education, work H bomb

Gertrude Goldhaber German 1911–1998 Education Spontaneous fission

Maurice Goldhaber Austrian 1911–2011 Education Neutron moderation/reactions

Samuel Goudsmit Dutch 1902–1978 Education, work Investigation of German program

Dieter Gruen German 1922– Family, education U enrichment, fission reactors

Eugene Guth Hungarian 1905–1990 Education, work Nuclear physics, Oak Ridge, polymers

Hans von Halban German 1908–1964 Education, work Reactors

Lilli (Schwenk) Hornig Czech 1921–2017 Family, education Plutonium, explosive lenses

Hans Kammler (?) German 1901–?? Education, work Bomb design/components?

Nicholas Kemmer Russian 1911–1998 Education, work Plutonium

George Kistiakowsky Russian 1900–1982 Education Implosion

Stanley Kronenberg Polish 1927–2000 Education Nuclear bomb tests

Table 8.1: Examples of German-speaking creators (and some scientists who were very strongly
coupled to the German-speaking world) who worked in the U.S./U.K. nuclear program, their na-
tionality by birth, the years they lived, their background in the German-speaking world, and their
major contributions to the nuclear program.
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Name Born Lived German world Scientific contributions

Heinrich Gerhard Kuhn German 1904–1994 Education, work Gaseous diffusion

Nicholas Kurti Hungarian 1908–1998 Education, work Gaseous diffusion

Heinz London German 1907–1970 Education, work MAUD Committee

Maria Goeppert Mayer German 1906–1972 Education U enrichment, H bomb

Kurt Mendelssohn German 1906–1980 Education, work MAUD Committee

Hans Mohaupt Swiss 1915–2001 Education, work Shaped charges

John von Neumann Hungarian 1903–1957 Education, work Implosion, H bomb

Klara Dan von Neumann Hungarian 1911–1963 Education, work Computation

Lothar Nordheim German 1899–1985 Education, work Reactors, plutonium

J. Robert Oppenheimer American 1904–1967 Family, education Director

Friedrich Paneth Austrian 1887–1958 Education, work Nuclear chemistry

Wolfgang Panofsky German 1919–2007 Family, education Shockwaves

Rudolf Peierls German 1907–1995 Education Bomb design

George Placzek Czech 1905–1955 Education, work Reactors, bomb theory

I. I. Rabi Austrian 1898–1988 Work Bomb theory

Eugene Rabinowitch Russian 1901–1973 Education, work Reactors

Joseph Rotblat Polish 1908–2005 Education Radiation

Heinz Schlicke (?) German 1912–2006 Education, work Detonators?

Emilio Segrè Italian 1905–1989 Education Fission measurements

Franz Simon German 1893–1956 Education, work U enrichment

Leo Szilard Hungarian 1898–1964 Education, work Reactors

Edward Teller Hungarian 1908–2003 Education, work H bomb

Stanislaw Ulam Polish 1909–1984 Education Implosion, H bomb

Victor Weisskopf Austrian 1908–2002 Education, work Fission bomb theory

Eugene Wigner Hungarian 1902–1995 Education, work Reactors, plutonium

Table 8.1 (continued).
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Figure 8.17: Examples of German-speaking scientists (and some scientists who were very strongly
coupled to the German-speaking world) who played critical roles in the development of nuclear
weapons in the United States and United Kingdom.
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Figure 8.18: More examples of German-speaking scientists (and some scientists who were very
strongly coupled to the German-speaking world) who played critical roles in the development of
nuclear weapons in the United States and United Kingdom.
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Figure 8.19: More examples of German-speaking scientists (and some scientists who were very
strongly coupled to the German-speaking world) who played critical roles in the development of
nuclear weapons in the United States and United Kingdom.
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Figure 8.20: More examples of German-speaking scientists (and some scientists who were very
strongly coupled to the German-speaking world) who played critical roles in the development of
nuclear weapons in the United States and United Kingdom.
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Likewise, the U.K. nuclear program was also initiated by two refugees from the German-speaking
world, Otto Frisch and Rudolf Peierls. In a March 1940 memorandum to the U.K. government,
they wrote [www.atomicarchive.com/Docs/Begin/FrischPeierls2.shtml]:

The attached detailed report concerns the possibility of constructing a “super-bomb”
which utilises the energy stored in atomic nuclei as a source of energy. The energy
liberated in the explosion of such a super-bomb is about the same as that produced by
the explosion of 1,000 tons of dynamite. This energy is liberated in a small volume, in
which it will, for an instant, produce a temperature comparable to that in the interior
of the sun. The blast from such an explosion would destroy life in a wide area. The size
of this area is difficult to estimate, but it will probably cover the center of a big city.

In addition, some part of the energy set free by the bomb goes to produce radioactive
substances, and these will emit very powerful and dangerous radiations. The effects of
these radiations is greatest immediately after the explosion, but it decays only gradually
and even for days after the explosion any person entering the affected area will be killed.

Some of this radioactivity will be carried along with the wind and will spread the
contamination; several miles downwind this may kill people.

In order to produce such a bomb it is necessary to treat a substantial amount of
uranium by a process which will separate from the uranium its light isotope (U235) of
which it contains about 0.7 percent. Methods for the separation of such isotopes have
recently been developed. They are slow and they have not until now been applied to
uranium, whose chemical properties give rise to technical difficulties. But these diffi-
culties are by no means insuperable. We have not sufficient experience with large-scale
chemical plant to give a reliable estimate of the cost, but it is certainly not prohibitive.

It is a property of these super-bombs that there exists a “critical size” of about one
pound. A quantity of the separated uranium isotope that exceeds the critical amount
is explosive; yet a quantity less than the critical amount is absolutely safe. The bomb
would therefore be manufactured in two (or more) parts, each being less than the critical
size, and in transport all danger of a premature explosion would be avoided if these parts
were kept at a distance of a few inches from each other. The bomb would be provided
with a mechanism that brings the two parts together when the bomb is intended to go
off. [...]

The U.S. and U.K. nuclear programs eventually joined together for the duration of the war un-
der the umbrella of the Manhattan Project. As listed in Table 8.1 and shown in Figs. 8.21–8.23,
German-speaking and German-trained scientists played critical roles in all areas of the Manhattan
Project, including enriching uranium, developing fission reactors, producing plutonium, and cre-
ating fission bombs. The fission reactor technologies that they developed were ultimately used to
power everything from nuclear submarines to commercial electric generation plants.

There is also evidence that some scientists who had spent the war in Germany may have materially
contributed to the U.S. nuclear program in the crucial final months of the war (see p. 2869 for
more details). For example, when the German submarine U-234 surrendered to the United States
in May 1945, it was found to contain 560 kg of uranium oxide (possibly enriched), infrared fuses
that may have been suitable for implosion bombs, at least two experts on those materials (Gerhard
Falck for the uranium and Heinz Schlicke for the infrared fuses), and potentially other nuclear-
related materials and information. As another important example, Hans Kammler, who was in
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charge of virtually all advanced German weapons programs (including the nuclear program) by
the end of the war, was secretly captured and kept indefinitely by the United States for extended
interrogations (see pp. 2910–2916). In view of the fact that the United States never turned him over
to the Nuremberg war crimes trials or even informed those trials that Kammler was alive and in
U.S. custody, it seems likely that Kammler provided the United States with valuable information
and/or materials. It is possible that assistance from these and other German sources may have
appreciably accelerated the delivery schedule for the first U.S. fission bombs and also helped the
postwar U.S. nuclear program. Much more archival research is needed to address this question.

After the war, many of these German-speaking and German-educated scientists (most notably
Edward Teller and Stanislaw Ulam) went on to create the first U.S. fusion bombs (hydrogen or
H-bombs) in 1952 and 1954. Postwar U.S. nuclear programs were also aided directly or indirectly
by an influx of additional German and Austrian scientists such as Rudolf Brill, Adolf Busemann,
Rudolf Edse, Rudolf Fleischmann, Siegfried Flügge (at the specific invitation of Edward Teller—
see p. 2937), Gottfried Guderley, Paul Harteck, Richard Herzog, Johannes Hans Jensen, Willibald
Jentschke, Ulrich Jetter, Hartmut Kallmann, Heinz Maier-Leibnitz, Kurt Starke, Ernst Stuhlinger,
Hans Suess, Karl Wirtz, etc.

Klaus Fuchs, who had spent many years working on the U.S./U.K. fission and fusion bomb pro-
grams, was discovered in 1950 to have been forwarding details of those programs to the Soviet Union
throughout that time; he was imprisoned in the United Kingdom before being handed over to East
Germany in 1959. A few scientists such as Rudolf Fleischmann, Siegfried Flügge, and Johannes
Hans Jensen returned to Europe sooner or later. However, most of the German-trained scientists
continued their careers in nuclear and defense fields in the United States, in some cases exerting
their influence for many decades (Edward Teller died in 2003 and Hans Bethe died in 2005).

Of course, the massive U.S. nuclear weapons program was built up by U.S. industries, and employed
many notable U.S.-born scientists, such as Ernest Lawrence, Glenn Seaborg, and John Wheeler
and his freshly graduated student Richard Feynman. Nonetheless, for a program that involved
over 100,000 people and was critical to the U.S. war effort, it is remarkable how many of the key
innovations came from scientists who were refugees from the German-speaking world. One must
wonder how rapidly the U.S. nuclear program would have advanced if it had not had the benefit
of any personnel or information from the greater German-speaking scientific world.

Even the Atomic Heritage Foundation, based in Washington D.C. and founded to celebrate the
history and success of the United States nuclear program, has publicly recognized the role that
scientists from the greater German-speaking world played in that program
[www.atomicheritage.org/article/scientist-refugees-and-manhattan-project]:

One of the ironies of Hitler’s desire for racial purity was that it drove out of continen-
tal Europe or into the camps many individuals who would have been extremely useful
to the Axis war effort. Nowhere was this more evident than in the effort to produce an
atomic bomb. A startling proportion of the most famous names on the project belonged
to scientists who came to England or America to flee from the Axis. The large number of
refugees and immigrants working on the Manhattan Project gave the American nuclear
program an international character unusual in such a top-secret program—and unique
amongst the nuclear programs that followed in other countries—and helped give life in
Los Alamos, NM during the war its unique character.
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Figure 8.21: Examples of early U.S. nuclear weapons: a replica of Fat Man design, the first U.S.
fission implosion bomb, and the explosion of the first U.S. fission implosion bomb (called the Gadget
without the external aerodynamic casing) on 16 July 1945.
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Figure 8.22: Examples of early U.S. nuclear weapons: Mike, the first U.S. hydrogen bomb, and the
explosion of Mike on 1 November 1952.
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Figure 8.23: Examples of early U.S. fission reactors: plutonium-producing reactors were constructed
at Hanford, Washington during the period 1943–1963; the USS Nautilus (SSN-571), the first sub-
marine powered by a fission reactor, was launched in 1954.
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8.7 Nuclear Engineering in the Third Reich

The conventional historical view that has been held since 1945 is that Germany was still trying to
complete its first prototype fission reactor when World War II ended in Europe, and that Germany
never even made a serious attempt to develop nuclear weapons.6 This view is based on three
categories of evidence, although each category has its own limitations as summarized below:

Evidence Limitations

1. The U.S.-led Alsos Mission searching Ger-
many for evidence of nuclear-weapons-related
work at the end of the war found the incom-
plete fission reactor at Haigerloch, some pa-
pers on basic nuclear physics, and apparently
not much else, according to the public accounts
[Goudsmit 1945, 1947; Groves 1962; Pash 1969].

1. The Alsos Mission failed to properly inves-
tigate numerous specific organizations, scien-
tists, and locations that could have revealed a
more advanced nuclear program. If any more
advanced nuclear work had in fact been discov-
ered, that information would have been auto-
matically classified at the time, and could re-
main classified or buried in archives and unre-
leased to this day.

2. Ten German nuclear scientists (Erich Bagge,
Kurt Diebner, Walther Gerlach, Otto Hahn,
Paul Harteck, Werner Heisenberg, Horst Ko-
rsching, Max von Laue, Carl Friedrich von
Weizsäcker, and Karl Wirtz) rounded up by the
Alsos Mission were kept under house arrest from
July 1945 until January 1946 at Farm Hall in
the United Kingdom, where their private con-
versations were recorded without their knowl-
edge. The transcripts, which were not released
to the public until 1992, record the scientists’
surprise at news of the 6 August 1945 Hiroshima
bombing and do not reveal significant apparent
knowledge of nuclear weapons design and devel-
opment [Bernstein 2001; Frank 1993].

2. There is evidence that the scientists sus-
pected surveillance and presumably conducted
their conversations accordingly. The preserved
transcripts document only a small fraction of
the discussions that may have occurred during
those six months. Moreover, the preserved tran-
scripts are only English translations, which may
or may not accurately reflect the original Ger-
man conversations. The original recordings were
taped over and lost.

3. In their public interviews and writings in
the years after the war, German nuclear sci-
entists professed a lack of desire, plans, mate-
rials and/or political support to produce nu-
clear weapons for the Third Reich [Cassidy
1992; Heisenberg 1953, 1971; Irving 1967; Pow-
ers 1993; NYT 1948-12-28 p. 10].

3. It is not clear to what extent that was fac-
tual history versus personal spin meant to avoid
postwar criticism, and the answer may vary for
different scientists in question.

6E.g., Goudsmit 1947; Hentschel and Hentschel 1996; Irving 1967; Powers 1993; Rose 1998; Walker 1989, 1995.
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With access to some of the previously unavailable former Soviet and East German archives and
witness testimony, as well as newly discovered and released U.S. and British documents, beginning
in the 1990s several authors argued (with varying degrees of success and accuracy) that wartime
German work on nuclear weapons had actually progressed much further than had been accepted
by the conventional historical narrative.7

As discovered by those authors, the wartime German nuclear program was much more extensive
than had previously been acknowledged, and involved many more scientists and engineers than had
been recognized. For an incomplete list of some of the more important scientists and engineers,
see Figs. 8.24–8.43. (Many of those German-speaking nuclear experts subsequently worked in the
postwar Soviet nuclear weapons program—see also Figs. 8.45–8.48). As shown in those figures,
the wartime nuclear program was spread among the Army Ordnance Office (Heereswaffenamt),
Navy (Kriegsmarine), Air Force (Luftwaffe), Post Office (Reichspost), SS, several Kaiser Wilhelm
Institutes (KWI), the Physical-Technical Reich Institute (Physikalische-Techische Reichsanstalt),
several universities, a number of companies, and groups in Czechoslovakia, Poland, and elsewhere.
Being so widely dispersed made the German nuclear program much more resistant to Allied bombing
and Allied intelligence, yet it also makes it far more difficult for modern historians to reconstruct
the details of the wartime nuclear program and its scientific accomplishments.

As discussed in Appendix D, there is evidence that suggests that:

1. Scientists in the German nuclear program researched and produced significant
amounts of fission fuels and potential methods to use them (Section D.2.1):

(a) Scientists such as Kurt Diebner (German, 1905–1964), Siegfried Flügge (German, 1912–
1997), Paul Harteck (Austrian, 1902–1985), Fritz Houtermans (German, 1903–1966),
Josef Schintlmeister (Austrian, 1908–1971), Georg Stetter (Austrian, 1895–1988), and
Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker (German, 1912–2007) gave detailed descriptions of how
fission fuel could be used to create either reactors or bombs, beginning in 1939 (p. 2344).

(b) Germany obtained over 2800 tons of uranium and thorium ore from sources throughout
Europe, and processed it at several different locations (p. 2370). A February 1946 U.S.
intelligence report on Czech uranium mines noted, “The Germans put mining on a high
priority... throughout the 6 years occupation. The ore was delivered by special planes to
Germany and Austria” (p. 2511).

(c) Konrad Beyerle (German, 1900–1979), Wilhelm Groth (German, 1904–1977), Werner
Holtz (German, 1908–?), Werner Schwietzke (German, 1910–1987), and many others
worked in teams that developed gas centrifuges to enrich uranium-235. Centrifugation
proved so superior to the U.S. Manhattan Project’s enrichment methods that the German
gas centrifuge designs are now the worldwide standard for uranium enrichment (p. 2374).

(d) Manfred von Ardenne (German, 1907–1997), Heinz Ewald (German, 1914–1992), Wolf-
gang Paul (German, 1913–1993), Wilhelm Walcher (German, 1910–2005), and many oth-
ers worked in teams that developed electromagnetic separators to enrich uranium-235.

7E.g., Brooks 1992, 2002; Frank Doebert in Walpersberg Geschichts- und Forschungsjournal 2015, 2016; Eilers
2007, 2015; Fäth 1999, 2000; Fengler 2014; Fengler and Sachse 2012; Geheimnis Jonastal 2002–2019; Georg 2009;
Henshall 1998, 2000, 2002; Hirschfeld and Brooks 1996; Hydrick 1998, 2016; Karlsch 2005, 2006, 2011; Karlsch and
Laufer 2002; Karlsch and Petermann 2007; Karlsch and Zeman 2016; Mayer and Mehner 2001, 2002, 2004a, 2004b,
2009, 2010, 2016, 2019; Mehner 2004; Nagel 2003, 2011, 2012a, 2016; Oleynikov 2000; Petermann 2000; Schmitzberger
2004; von Schwarzenbeck 2010; Stevens 2007; Sulzer and Brauburger 2015; Matthias Uhl quoted in Schauka 2015;
Wilcox 2019; Zeman and Karlsch 2008.
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These electromagnetic separators were comparable to the Manhattan Project’s calutrons
(p. 2382).

(e) Erich Bagge (German, 1912–1996) invented and successfully demonstrated a unique
uranium enrichment device called an isotope sluice, which combined some features of
centrifuges and electromagnetic separators (p. 2398).

(f) Erika Cremer (German, 1900–1996), Rudolf Fleischmann (German, 1903–2002), Gustav
Hertz (German, 1887–1975), and others developed gaseous diffusion methods suitable
for enriching uranium-235 that were comparable to the Manhattan Project’s gaseous
diffusion technology (p. 2400).

(g) If Germany scaled up any of these proven uranium enrichment methods in order to pro-
duce nuclear weapons, it would presumably have distributed that production capability
among a number of small underground locations for protection against Allied bombing.
Archival documents mention dozens of highly suspicious sites that might have been used
for that purpose and that still have not been properly investigated (p. 2404).

(h) Ludwig Bewilogua (German, 1906–1983), Kurt Diebner, Paul Harteck, Otto Haxel (Ger-
man, 1909–1998), and many others worked in teams trying to develop fission reactors
suitable for breeding plutonium-239 from natural uranium-238 or uranium-233 from nat-
ural thorium-232. Two reactors were on the brink of criticality by the end of the war,
and there is some evidence that other reactors may have actually become operational
during the war (p. 2435).

(i) Walther Bothe (German, 1891–1957), Walter Dällenbach (Swiss, 1892–1990), Max Steen-
beck (German, 1904–1981), Rolf Wideröe (Norwegian but studied and worked in Ger-
many, 1902–1996), and many others worked on particle-accelerator-driven electronuclear
systems suitable for breeding plutonium-239 from natural uranium-238 or uranium-233
from natural thorium-232. There is some evidence that such systems may have been
operational during the war (p. 2496).

(j) At the end of the war, Allied countries removed over 2800 tons of uranium and thorium
from former German-controlled territory (p. 2517). In addition, in 1974, Alwin Urff,
deputy technical plant manager of the Asse nuclear disposal site in Germany, stated:
“When we began storage in 1967, our company first sank radioactive waste from the last
war, that uranium waste which arose in the preparation of the German atomic bomb”
(p. 2519).

2. Germany also produced large quantities of other nuclear-related materials during
the war (Section D.2.2):

(a) Deuterium, a great fusion fuel and source for producing neutrons and tritium, and an
excellent neutron moderator for fission reactors when in the form of deuterated (heavy)
water (p. 2523).

(b) Lithium, also an excellent fusion fuel and source for producing neutrons and tritium (p.
2551).

(c) Beryllium, a great neutron reflector/multiplier for fission reactors and bombs (p. 2554).

(d) Boron, a good neutron absorber for fission reactors and bombs (p. 2556).
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(e) Graphite (carbon), an excellent neutron moderator for fission reactors (p. 2557).

(f) Fluorine, an essential ingredient of uranium hexafluoride for uranium enrichment (p.
2561).

(g) Aluminum, a good cladding for fission fuel in reactors and bombs (p. 2564).

(h) Calcium, an important element for the purification of thorium, uranium, and/or pluto-
nium (p. 2568).

(i) Nickel, the most corrosion-resistant metal for building uranium enrichment machinery
that would be exposed to uranium hexafluoride (p. 2574).

(j) Zirconium, a very good cladding for fission fuel in reactors (p. 2577).

(k) Cadmium, an excellent neutron absorber for fission reactors and bombs (p. 2578).

3. Adolf Busemann (German, 1901–1986), Rolf Engel (German, 1912–1993), Gott-
fried Guderley (German, 1910–1997), Rudi Schall (German, 1913–2002), Hubert
Schardin (German, 1902–1965), Erich Schumann (German, 1898–1985), Walter
Trinks (German, 1910–1995), and many others worked in teams that developed
and demonstrated implosion bomb designs suitable for fission weapons (Section
D.2.3):

(a) No later than 1942, Gottfried Guderley, a hydrodynamics expert working for the German
military, predicted the pressure, density, and temperature in spherical and cylindrical
implosion bomb configurations, mathematical solutions that are still used today (pp.
2585–2586).

(b) 1943 U.S. intelligence reports stated that “several factories and hundreds of workers”
just south of Hamburg were producing a new type of explosive that had a remarkably
high density, that was so energetic that one kilogram of the new material would have
a blast radius of several kilometers, and that would be placed into bombs of a highly
unusual spherical design (p. 2587).

(c) In November 1944, Time magazine published an intelligence report that Germany was
developing an atomic bomb with a spherical implosion design (p. 2593).

(d) A 23 March 1945 letter from General Ilyichev to Joseph Stalin reported that the Germans
had an atomic bomb and described it in considerable detail as a 2-ton, 1.3-meter-diameter
spherical implosion device with multiple concentric layers and a uranium-235 core (p.
2722).

(e) Erich Schumann, the German Army Ordnance Office’s head physicist, along with others
on his staff, spent several years during the war designing and testing ever more sophis-
ticated bombs designed to use an outer shell of conventional explosives to implode an
inner core of various materials, including nuclear fuels (Fig. 8.44 top and pp. 2595–2623).
(Schumann was also Wernher von Braun’s Ph.D. thesis advisor for the development of
rockets, as well as a key figure in Germany’s biological warfare program and several other
advanced research programs. Yet Goudsmit testified to the U.S. Senate that Schumann
was mainly interested in “the physics of piano strings.”)
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(f) In November 1945, the German economist Erwin Respondek wrote that Erich Schumann
had been involved in the development of an atomic bomb that used uranium fuel and
a neutron initiator (and presumably Schumann’s expertise, conventional explosives for
spherical implosion) (p. 2597).

(g) A Top Secret U.S. cable from March 1946 stated that a “capable young engineer” in
Poland knew that atomic bomb casings included a layer of cadmium, which was true for
the implosion bomb designs described by both Ilyichev and Schumann (p. 2704).

(h) 1946 U.S. intelligence documents described how SS General Hans Kammler’s deputy
Erich Purucker and a car full of German atomic bomb plans were captured by Russian
forces in May 1945 (p. 2907).

(i) After the war, Kurt Diebner discussed spherical implosion bomb designs, specifically
showing a spherical core of fission fuel with a center of fusion fuel (pp. 2624–2627).

(j) German witnesses described secretive and mysterious work that had been conducted
during the war to produce and test nesting aluminum spheres that apparently matched
the description of those in the implosion bomb designs (p. 2628).

(k) In 2000–2002 interviews, Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant, Werner Grothmann, men-
tioned the development of an atomic bomb that “would have possessed a spherical shape
with a diameter of over one meter. It was very heavy, even though the bomb body itself
was supposed to be out of aluminum. It was said, if one reduces the weight, the yield is
not as high” (pp. 2631–2633).

4. Wolfgang Ferrant (German?, ??–??), Alfred Klemm (German, 1913–2013), Karl
Lintner (Austrian, 1917–2015), Josef Mattauch (Austrian, 1895–1976), Erich Schu-
mann, Georg Stetter, Walter Trinks, and many others worked in teams that re-
searched and produced significant amounts of fusion fuels and potential methods
to use them (Section D.2.4):

(a) German patents, articles, and other documents from 1933 through 1945 discussed how
to produce fusion reactions in high-voltage tubes (pp. 2499 and 2637–2652). That tech-
nology would have been very useful as a fusion neutron initiator in a fission bomb, as
described by Diebner (p. 2627) and Ilyichev (p. 2722).

(b) In postwar papers apparently based on wartime work, Erich Schumann and Walter Trinks
(pp. 2595–2623) and Kurt Diebner (pp. 2624–2627) described spherical implosion bomb
designs with a center of fusion fuel inside a spherical shell of fission fuel. That “fusion
boosting” approach could have greatly increased the yield of a fission bomb by supplying
far more neutrons to trigger fission reactions.

(c) A number of documents show that there was wartime work using lithium and deuterium
together as fusion fuel (pp. 2647–2661). Because lithium deuteride is solid and not a gas
or cryogenic liquid, it makes an ideal fuel for hydrogen bombs.

(d) During the war, Alfred Klemm (under the direction of Josef Mattauch) perfected a
method to separate the lithium-6 isotope from the predominant lithium-7 in natural
lithium (pp. 2662–2665). That would only be useful for nuclear applications. Klemm
also stated that there was wartime work to produce tritium, another very potent fusion
fuel (p. 2664).
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(e) In 1950 Ulrich Jetter published a detailed proposal that fusion bombs could use lithium-6
deuteride as readily storable solid fuel, rather than the much more troublesome cryo-
genic deuterium and tritium (p. 2666). Based on the other documents available, Jetter’s
description appears to be based on wartime German work. Officially, lithium-6 deuteride
was first considered in the United States by Edward Teller in 1947 and in the Soviet
Union by Vitaly Ginzberg in 1949, was first tested by the United States in 1954, and
is commonly used in modern H bombs [ Goncharov 1996; Hansen 1988, 2007; Rhodes
1995; Sublette 2019; Wellerstein and Geist 2017].

(f) In 1946, several scientists and engineers reported that during the war, Germany had
been working on a 6-ton radioactive bomb, as well as methods to deliver it by rockets
or aircraft (pp. 2659 and 2668–2672). Such a massive bomb would have been very chal-
lenging to deliver, and could presumably only have been justified if it were a hydrogen
bomb. Conventional explosives, a dirty bomb of conventional explosives with radioactive
material, chemical weapons, biological weapons, and even fission bombs could have been
packaged into much smaller and much more easily deliverable sizes (and if necessary,
several of them could have been delivered separately to the same target).

(g) A 1946 U.S. intelligence document mentioned wartime German research on H-bomb
development as well as nuclear-armed ballistic missiles (p. 2673).

(h) In 1944–1945, several U.K. and U.S. newspapers reported that Germany was developing
a bomb with a six-mile blast radius, which is characteristic of the several-megaton energy
of an H bomb, in stark contrast to the much smaller several-kiloton energy of a plain
fission bomb (pp. 2674–2675).

(i) Friedwardt Winterberg, who worked very closely with Kurt Diebner after the war, pub-
lished a highly distinctive ellipsoidal H-bomb design that looks rather different than
standard U.S. H-bomb designs, but is deeply steeped in earlier German hydrodynamics
and physics research (p. 2676). A surviving 1944 sketch from Walther Gerlach shows
an ellipsoid in conjunction with nuclear reactions involving deuterium, which seems to
support the wartime origin of Winterberg’s ellipsoidal H-bomb design (p. 2678).

(j) Werner Grothmann stated that the German nuclear program was developing several
different bomb types, including a hydrogen bomb. He said that the hydrogen bomb
looked like a “swollen bomb” (ellipsoidal?), would have been a hundred times more
powerful than a fission bomb (megatons vs. tens of kilotons), and was expected to be
ready in 1946 (which suggests that it had already progressed far in its development by
1945); see pp. 2367 and 2632.

5. There may have been a test explosion on the Baltic coast in October 1944, as
reported by multiple sources (Section D.2.5):

(a) In August 1944, a German prisoner of war reported that “experiments are conducted
on an estate in Pomerania [on the Baltic coast] and it is alleged that this explosive is
capable of destroying everything in a radius of several kilometers.” (p. 2681).

(b) In October 1944, Philip Morrison of the U.S. Manhattan Project mentioned “recent
reports of Baltic explosions” that were being investigated by the Manhattan Project as
possible tests of a German atomic bomb (p. 2681).
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(c) In May 1945, German prisoner of war Friedrich Olmes said that there had been “exper-
iments with the atom-splitting bomb” and that “practical experiments were conducted
on the Baltic coast” (p. 2682).

(d) A 19 August 1945 U.S. Army Air Force intelligence report entitled “Investigations, Re-
search, Developments, and Practical Use of the German Atomic Bomb” presented testi-
mony by Rudolph Zinsser, a German pilot captured by U.S. forces, that in October 1944
he flew near the massive explosion of a new German bomb on or near the Baltic coast,
describing in detail a very large mushroom cloud and severe electrical disturbances (p.
2683). After further investigation, rather than dismissing Zinsser’s report, the United
States decided to upgrade it from Secret to Top Secret in October 1945 (p. 2686).

(e) In testimony in 1955, 1984, and 2005, Italian military correspondent Luigi Romersa
stated that by a special arrangement between Benito Mussolini and Adolf Hitler, on 12
October 1944 he witnessed the massive explosion of a new German bomb on the Baltic
coast (apparently Rügen island), had to wait in a bunker for many hours afterward for
the site to become less dangerous (short radioactive half-lives?), and then had to wear a
special protective suit when inspecting the leveled test site afterward (pp. 2688–2693).

(f) Werner Grothmann stated in 2000–2002 interviews that there was a successful atomic
bomb test in October 1944 (p. 2694).

(g) In a 13 March 2005 television interview, Elisabeth Mestlin stated that she observed a
massive explosion on Rügen from a neighboring island on 12 October 1944 (p. 2697).

6. There may have been a test explosion in Poland in approximately November
1944, as reported by multiple sources (Section D.2.6):

(a) As already mentioned, a Top Secret U.S. cable from March 1946 stated that a “capable
young engineer” in Poland knew that atomic bomb casings included a layer of cadmium,
which was true for the implosion bomb designs described by both Ilyichev and Schu-
mann (p. 2704). The Polish engineer’s knowledge suggests that German-run industry in
wartime Poland was involved in developing and/or testing an atomic bomb.

(b) Robert Jackson, chief U.S. prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials, stated on 21 June 1946
that he had received evidence that a new bomb design producing very intense heat had
killed 20,000 Jewish prisoners in a specially constructed test village near Auschwitz (p.
2705).

(c) In December 1946, Otto Hahn said that there had been rumors that “atom bomb tests
had been carried out in Poland during the last year of the war which were supposed to
have had an effect similar to the first atom bomb dropped on Hiroshima though on a
considerably smaller scale” (p. 2707).

(d) Gezo Mansfeldt, a survivor of Auschwitz, reported in December 1946 that he was fre-
quently interrogated by Soviet officials about high-security wartime production work at
Auschwitz and that he “learned of the atomic bomb tests” (p. 2708).

(e) A 1947 U.S. intelligence report stated that the Germans built a heavy water production
plant near Auschwitz and that it was removed by the Soviets (p. 2708). Heavy water
would only be useful for nuclear work, and the production of heavy water near Auschwitz
suggests the presence of other nuclear work in Poland.
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(f) In 1947, Heinrich Himmler’s physical therapist, Felix Kersten, stated that Franz Göring,
a senior SS security official, had told him that a new bomb design producing several
thousand degrees of heat had killed 20,000 Jewish prisoners in a specially constructed
test village near Auschwitz (p. 2709).

(g) Heinrich Himmler’s personal astrologer, Wilhelm Wulff, confirmed that Franz Göring
had stated that a new bomb design producing several thousand degrees of heat had
killed 20,000 Jewish prisoners in a specially constructed test village near Auschwitz (p.
2710).

(h) Werner Grothmann stated that there was a successful atomic bomb test in or around
November 1944 (p. 2694).

7. There may have been a test explosion in Thuringia in March 1945, as reported
by multiple sources (Section D.2.7):

(a) A 15 November 1944 letter from General Ivan Ilyichev, chief of intelligence for the Soviet
army, to Joseph Stalin reported that the Germans in Thuringia were preparing under
hurried but very high security conditions to test a new “bomb of unusual construction”
with a “large destructive power” that might be an atomic bomb (p. 2718).

(b) A 23 March 1945 letter from General Ilyichev to Joseph Stalin reported that the Germans
in Thuringia had recently conducted two very high-security test explosions of a new
bomb design, described in considerable detail as a 2-ton, 1.3-meter-diameter spherical
implosion device with multiple concentric layers and a uranium-235 core that created
a “massive radioactive effect,” incinerated or burned nearby prisoners of war (POWs),
and destroyed buildings and trees within a radius of 500–600 meters (Fig. 8.44 bottom
and p. 2722).

(c) In a 30 March 1945 letter from Igor Kurchatov to General Ilyichev, Kurchatov analyzed
the details reported in the 23 March 1945 letter, said it gave a “very believable description
of the construction of the bomb,” and requested further information (p. 2733).

(d) 21 and 29 May 1945 letters from Georgy Flerov to Igor Kurchatov reported that Flerov
was currently in Dresden and en route to study the alleged German atomic test site
using Geiger counters, and requested that former POWs returning from Germany to the
Soviet Union should be interviewed to learn if any of them knew anything about the test
(p. 2739).

(e) An October 1945 report from Soviet Marshall Georgy Zhukov to Stalin stated: “On
the basis of the materials we have collected, one can conclude that the Germans have
achieved good results in the field of theoretical and practical research and application of
nuclear power up to the construction of an atomic bomb” (p. 2756).

(f) A 1946 Russian interrogation summary reported that Robert Döpel stated that there
was an atomic bomb test on a German military base before the end of the war (p. 2757).

(g) Apparently there is or at least was considerably more information about the apparent
German nuclear tests in Russian government archives, including even a captured German
film entitled “Film of the Launch of a V-2 and the Explosion of an Atomic Bomb” (p.
2760). At a bare minimum, there are presumably documents identifying the Soviet spy
who provided the information given in Ilyichev’s two reports, documents reporting the
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suspected test site location to Flerov (which he seemed to know, but which was not in
Ilyichev’s two reports), documents reporting what (if anything) Flerov ultimately found,
and documents describing the “collected materials” to which Zhukov referred.

(h) 21 March 1945 and 9 June 1945 U.S. aerial reconnaissance photos of the Ohrdruf mil-
itary base appeared to show a large circular area of possible blast damage, as well as
surrounding buildings that may have been affected by blast and/or radioactive fallout,
whereas a 12 August 1944 aerial reconnaissance photo did not show those features (pp.
2763–2767).

(i) In what appears to be a transcript of her testimony before an East German government
inquiry on 16 May 1962, Cläre Werner, a wartime lookout at the Veste Wachsenburg
castle near the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz military base, reported watching a large
nearby test explosion on 4 March and another one on 12 March 1945, as well as being
informed of the historic nature of the explosions by visiting military and SS officials.
She reported that she and other local residents suffered from symptoms that sound like
radiation sickness. Although there are unresolved questions about the nature and the
chain of custody of the 1962 transcript, Cläre Werner confirmed the key points of her
testimony in several interviews conducted in 1999–2000 (p. 2771).

(j) In a transcript of his apparent testimony before the same East German government
inquiry on 16 May 1962, Heinz Wachsmut reported being conscripted into a unique work
assignment for the afternoon and evening of 5 March 1945 in Thuringia. He reported
encountering large numbers of living, dying, and dead people suffering from what sounds
like radiation sickness and burns in the aftermath of what the SS told him was a history-
making test explosion. Under the close supervision of the SS, he was instructed to wear
protective gear, and he burned approximately 450 bodies on woodpiles and saw a total
of approximately 700 bodies being burned. (It is not clear if all of those were victims
of the test explosion, or if some were victims of the daily harsh treatment of POWs.)
Afterward his protective gear and clothing were burned, he was instructed to wash
himself thoroughly, and he was unable to eat for days afterward possibly due to radiation
sickness. While there are again unresolved questions about the 1962 transcript, the family
of Heinz Wachsmut confirmed that he had described the same events and details to them
(p. 2775).

(k) In transcripts of his testimony before East German government inquiries in 1966, Erich
Rundnagel, a plumber who had worked for Kurt Diebner’s nuclear research group in
Thuringia during the war, reported that the scientists had told him they had two eight-
kilogram atomic bombs (presumably fission pits for atomic bombs) in their safe (p.
2781).

(l) Colonel Oscar Koch, who was a high-ranking intelligence officer working with General
George Patton, stated that a German prisoner of war described the massive explosion
of a new bomb type in Thuringia in March 1945 (p. 2783).

(m) Werner Grothmann stated in 2000–2002 interviews that there was an atomic bomb test
in Thuringia on 4 March 1945 (p. 2694).

8. During the war, there was high-level Axis political support from Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, Hans Kammler (German, 1901–?), Wilhelm Ohnesorge (Ger-
man, 1872–1962), and others for the development and deployment of nuclear
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weapons. There was also high-level Allied political belief by Franklin Roosevelt,
Dwight Eisenhower, J. Edgar Hoover, Allen Dulles, and others in the reality of
advanced German nuclear weapons programs (Section D.2.8):

(a) Heinrich Himmler’s diplomatic contact, Grand Mufti Amin al-Husaini of Jerusalem,
wrote that Himmler had informed him in July 1943 that Germany was developing an
atomic bomb (p. 2791).

(b) Heinrich Himmler’s political rival, Albert Speer, wrote that Himmler was keenly inter-
ested in developing an atomic bomb during the war (p. 2794).

(c) The Daily Telegraph and Morning Post reported that in 1944, Germany was preparing
“an atomic bomb” with “an explosive radius of more than two miles” (p. 2798).

(d) On 5 August 1944, Hitler informed the Romanian dictator Ion Antonescu that Germany
had developed and would use a V-series weapon with “such a tremendous effect that
all human life would be destroyed within a radius of three to four kilometers from the
impact point” (p. 2799).

(e) In September 1944, the Los Angeles Times reported that invading U.S. troops had found
evidence that Germany was preparing a rocket-launched bomb “with an explosive radius
of three kilometers” (p. 2800).

(f) In a 9 December 1944 memo, U.S. Admiral William Leahy stated that on 8 December
the Joint Chiefs of Staff discussed the possibility of a “V-3 stratospheric bomb attack”
on the United States (p. 2805).

(g) Margaret Suckley, President Franklin Roosevelt’s secretary, wrote on 9 December 1944
in her diary that Roosevelt had received reliable reports that the Germans had developed
a bomb capable killing everything within a mile and that the German program was “way
ahead” of similar U.S. research (p. 2806).

(h) On 16 December 1944, Benito Mussolini stated that “thousands of German scientists are
working day and night” to develop new weapons that would change the war, apparently
in reference to information he received via Luigi Romersa (p. 2808).

(i) In 16 November 1944 and 9 February 1945 letters from FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover to
President Franklin Roosevelt’s advisor Harry Hopkins, Hoover reported that intercepted
messages from Germany to German spies in the U.S. asked the spies about “the prob-
able reaction of the people of the United States if Germany used the explosive power
obtained through the splitting of the uranium atom,” high-priority targets in the United
States that Germany could bomb, and methods that U.S. labs used to avoid criticality
accidents with large quantities of uranium, suggesting that Germany had large quantities
of enriched uranium (pp. 2804–2810).

(j) Widespread German reports from late 1944 through 1945 claimed that Germany was on
the verge of deploying atomic bombs and missiles for them (p. 2811).

(k) On 14 February 1945, Hitler told one of his doctors: “In no time at all, I’m going to
start using my Victory weapon and then the war will come to a glorious end. Some time
ago we solved the problem of nuclear fission, and we have developed it so far that we
can exploit the energy for armaments purposes. They won’t know what hit them! It’s
the weapon of the future. With it Germany’s future is assured” (p. 2812).
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(l) Heinrich Himmler’s physical therapist, Felix Kersten, wrote that in early March 1945,
Himmler was very optimistic about the imminent success of an atomic bomb (p. 2709).

(m) Heinrich Himmler’s personal astrologer, Wilhelm Wulff, confirmed that in mid-March
1945, Himmler was very optimistic about the imminent success of an atomic bomb (p.
2710).

(n) In 2000–2002 interviews, Werner Grothmann described how an extensive program run
by Heinrich Himmler developed, tested, and debated the deployment of atomic bombs
(p. 2815).

(o) In a 1 April 1945 telegram to Allied leaders, a senior U.S. intelligence official, Allen
Dulles, reported that Luftwaffe General Albert Kesselring mentioned deliberations among
Hitler’s top staff about whether to use a final secret weapon, referred to as the “desper-
ation weapon,” that would cause a “terrible blood bath” (p. 2817).

(p) In a September 1945 interrogation, the father of an SS officer told Americans about
deliberations among Hitler’s top staff over an atomic bomb in April 1945 (p. 2817).

(q) Shortly after the war, German rocket engineers Wernher von Braun and Walter Dorn-
berger, as well as American officials who examined the German rocket program, reported
that Germany planned to use its rockets to carry a “much more powerful explosive,” pre-
sumably atomic bombs (p. 2821).

(r) In a 25 August 1945 press release, the U.S. Office of War Information stated that “Ger-
many’s inner war secrets” included “experiments with the atomic bomb,” that “Germans
made significant progress in the development of an atomic bomb,” and that not all “of
the secrets... may be disclosed at this time” (p. 2823).

(s) Shortly after the war, U.S. Army General George C. Marshall made several noteworthy
public statements: (1) “German technological advances such as in the development of
atomic explosives made it imperative that we attack before these terrible weapons could
be turned against us.” (2) “At the close of the German war in Europe they [U.S. factories]
were just on the outer fringes of the range of fire from an enemy in Europe. Goering
stated after his capture that it was a certainty the eastern American cities would have
been under rocket bombardment had Germany remained undefeated for two more years.
The first attacks would have started much sooner.” (3) “It is not hard to predict that
supersonic atomic rockets will have a profound influence on any war that ever again has
to be fought” (p. 2828).

(t) In July 1946, the U.S. Army Air Force Review published an article stating, “it is still
a matter of scientific conjecture just how many weeks—or days—it might have taken
Germany to be ready with her atomic devices for the V-2s” (p. 2833).

9. Publicly, the U.S. Alsos Mission failed to seriously investigate major organiza-
tions (Reichspost, SS, Army Ordnance Office, IG Farben, Siemens, etc.), scien-
tists (Manfred von Ardenne, Rolf Engel, Siegfried Flügge, Gustav Hertz, Werner
Holtz, Fritz Houtermans, Hubert Schardin, Erich Schumann, Werner Schwiet-
zke, Max Steenbeck, Walter Trinks, etc.), and locations (Soviet-occupied areas
of Germany, most areas of Thuringia and Austria, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hun-
gary, Norway, and Denmark) that are known or suspected to have been involved
in the German nuclear weapons program (Section D.2.9):
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(a) In his 1947 book, Samuel Goudsmit, the scientific leader of the Alsos Mission, stated that
he decided in advance to focus on Werner Heisenberg’s work and that he did not consider
it important to seriously investigate other scientists, locations, and organizations that
could have been involved in nuclear work (p. 2836).

(b) The detailed Manhattan District History of the Alsos Mission, written in 1947 and kept
classified for decades, confirmed the information reported by Goudsmit—Alsos indeed
failed to seriously pursue numerous scientists, locations, and organizations that could
have given much more information about the German nuclear program (p. 2841).

(c) In the Farm Hall transcripts, ten German scientists who had been rounded up by Alsos
and detained for six months in a bugged U.K. house discussed Goudsmit’s clear preju-
dices and openly speculated that their conversations were being monitored (thus they
would have conducted their conversations accordingly, p. 2862).

10. In secret, the United States and/or United Kingdom may have found and ben-
efited from materials and expertise from the German nuclear weapons program
(Section D.2.10):

(a) There is evidence that some Alsos personnel, or other personnel associated with Alsos,
may have found information on some aspects of the German nuclear weapons program
(p. 2870).

(b) There are indications that Dutch intelligence may have provided information about the
German nuclear weapons program to the United States during and after the war (p.
2883).

(c) There is evidence that French intelligence may have provided information about the
German nuclear weapons program to the United States during and after the war (p.
2885).

(d) In May 1945, the German submarine U-234 surrendered to the United States. It con-
tained 560 kg of uranium oxide (possibly enriched), bomb detonators, other materials,
plans, and technical experts that may have shed light on the German nuclear program.
Other submarines may have carried additional relevant materials, documents, and per-
sonnel (p. 2887).

(e) Many high-level German military and political officials who presumably would have
known a great amount about the German nuclear program were captured and interro-
gated at length by the United States and/or United Kingdom. That includes Dr. Ing.
Hans Kammler, the SS General who controlled all German advanced weapons programs
by the end of the war, was allegedly killed in May 1945, but apparently was actually cap-
tured and interrogated for months or perhaps even years by the United States. Available
documents show that those officials did indeed discuss the German nuclear program, al-
though currently available declassified documents do not reveal most of the details that
those German officials provided (p. 2903).

(f) At the end of the war, investigators from the United States personally inspected many
of the facilities where German nuclear work may have occurred. Reports on what they
found have never been publicly released (p. 2919).
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(g) Many German and Austrian scientists who appear to have been involved in the nuclear
program visited or worked in the United States after the war, and may have provided
information about wartime German work. Files for some scientists are still not available
to the public (p. 2935).

(h) There is evidence that other U.S. investigators, or intelligence services from other coun-
tries, may have found information about the German nuclear program (p. 2939).

As shown in Table 8.2, very tentative design parameters for the device that may have been tested
in Thuringia in March 1945 may be estimated from these primary sources, simple physics, and un-
classified documents about the United States’ first implosion bombs (Gadget, which was detonated
in New Mexico on 16 July 1945, and its fully packaged version, Fat Man, which was dropped on
Nagasaki on 9 August 1945) and other nuclear weapon designs [Coster-Mullen 2012; Goncharov
1996; Gsponer and Hurni 2009; Hansen 1988, 2007; Reed 2015, 2019; Serber 1992; Sublette 2019;
Wellerstein and Geist 2017; Winterberg 2010]. The results of this analysis are consistent with those
of previous analyses [ Eilers 2007, 2015; Mineev and Funtikov 2007]. For more details, see Section
D.4.4.

It is possible that the reports of wartime German nuclear weapons tests arose from tests of non-
nuclear weapons (such as fuel-air explosives or chemical warfare agents), false wartime propaganda,
or other factors. However, it is known that there were extensive and highly secretive nuclear pro-
grams in wartime Germany, that numerous military research and production sites were severely
bombed by the Allies during the war and/or sanitized by the Germans at the end of the war, that
Germans destroyed or hid large amounts of documents and research at the end of the war, and that
Soviet, U.S., U.K., and French forces vacuumed up as many scientists and documents and as much
equipment as they could find along the way. If the new evidence is indeed correct, one could un-
derstand why the Germans involved would have been loath to admit their deeds afterward for fear
of being prosecuted as war criminals, or why any Allied forces that found secret evidence of Ger-
man nuclear accomplishments would have preferred to claim those technologies and achievements
exclusively for themselves.

The evidence presented in Appendix D does not conclusively prove that Germany successfully
developed a nuclear weapon during the war. Nonetheless, the available evidence appears to be
strongly suggestive of and highly consistent with that conclusion. Therefore, it is vitally important
for researchers to thoroughly search all relevant government and personal archives in Russia, the
United States, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the Netherlands, and
elsewhere to find additional documents that could fully elucidate the scope, history, and accom-
plishments of the wartime German nuclear program. Industrial archaeology and chemical analyses
at sites where nuclear work may have taken place could also shed a great deal of light on the
methods and results of the nuclear program.
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Figure 8.24: Very tentative organizational chart of the German nuclear program.
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Figure 8.25: Examples of scientists and engineers at the Army Ordnance Office (Heereswaffenamt)
who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.26: More examples of scientists and engineers at the Army Ordnance Office (Heereswaf-
fenamt) who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
Erich Schumann was the head scientist.
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Figure 8.27: Examples of scientists and engineers in Kurt Diebner’s group at the Army Ordnance
Office (Heereswaffenamt) who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in
wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.28: Examples of scientists and engineers at Navy (Kriegsmarine, under chief scientist
Helmut Hasse) and Air Force (Luftwaffe) laboratories who played critical roles in the development
of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.29: Examples of scientists and engineers at Post Office (Reichspost, led by Wilhelm Ohne-
sorge) laboratories who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime
Germany.
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Figure 8.30: Examples of scientists and engineers in the SS (ultimately led by Hans Kammler) who
played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.31: Examples of scientists and engineers at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute (KWI) for Physics
who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany. Werner
Heisenberg was the head scientist.
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Figure 8.32: Examples of scientists and engineers at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute (KWI) for Chem-
istry who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany. Josef
Mattauch was the head scientist.
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Figure 8.33: Examples of scientists and engineers at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute (KWI) for Medical
Research who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
Walther Bothe was the head scientist.
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Figure 8.34: Examples of scientists and engineers at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes (KWI) for
Brain Research, Biophysics, and Physical Chemistry who played critical roles in the development
of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.35: Examples of scientists and engineers at the Physical-Technical Reich Institute
(Physikalische-Techische Reichsanstalt, PTR) and the University of Leipzig who played critical
roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany. Abraham Esau was the head
scientist of the PTR, and was in charge of large parts of the German nuclear program early in the
war.
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Figure 8.36: Examples of scientists and engineers at the University of Munich and Göttingen Uni-
versity who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
Walther Gerlach was in charge of large parts of the German nuclear program later in the war.
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Figure 8.37: Examples of scientists and engineers at the University of Hamburg and elsewhere in the
Hamburg/Kiel area who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime
Germany. Paul Harteck was the head scientist.
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Figure 8.38: Examples of scientists and engineers at the University of Vienna who played critical
roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany. Georg Stetter was the head
scientist.
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Figure 8.39: Examples of scientists and engineers at Auergesellschaft/Degussa company laboratories
who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.40: Examples of scientists and engineers at I.G. Farben and Henschel company laboratories
who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany. Otto
Ambros was the head scientist at I.G. Farben, and Herbert Wagner was the lead scientist at
Henschel.
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Figure 8.41: Examples of scientists and engineers at AEG and Siemens company laboratories who
played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.42: Examples of scientists and engineers in Czech-based research groups and companies
who played critical roles in the development of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.43: Other examples of scientists and engineers who played critical roles in the development
of nuclear technologies in wartime Germany.
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Figure 8.44: Examples of some of the evidence for the development of a fission implosion bomb
in wartime Germany. Above: Erich Schumann’s schematic design for a spherical implosion bomb
(Section D.2.3). Below: the beginning of a March 1945 Soviet intelligence report giving Joseph
Stalin details about successful German tests of a fission implosion bomb (Section D.2.7).
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Component Gadget/Fat Man Thuringian Device

Neutron ∼ 7 g beryllium/polonium-210 Deuterium + lithium with high voltage
initiator “urchin” ∼ 1.25 cm radius

1.25 cm radius and/or external 6 MeV betatron

Pit 6.2 kg Pu-239 For test: ≥ 100 g U-235 inner layer
4.6 cm radius with ∼ 5–10 kg natural or

low-enriched U outer layer
For deployment: ∼ 5–10 kg U-235

∼ 5 cm radius

Reflector/ 108 kg natural U ∼ 100 kg natural U
tamper 11.1 cm radius ∼ 11 cm radius

Neutron Boron-10 plastic ∼ 6 kg cadmium
absorber 3.2 mm thick ∼ 1 mm thick

Pusher 130 kg aluminum ∼ 130 kg aluminum
23.5 cm radius ∼ 23 cm radius

Explosive Composition B and baratol TNT, RDX, and liquid oxygen
2500 kg, segmented ∼ 1400 kg, segmented
∼ 70 cm radius ∼ 63 cm radius

Explosive ∼ 180 kg aluminum ∼ 140 kg aluminum
case 72.5 cm radius ∼ 64 cm radius

Ballistic Steel ∼ 190 kg steel
case 4.5 mm thick ∼4.5 mm thick

75 cm radius 65 cm radius

Overall radius 75 cm ∼ 65 cm

Total mass 3000 kg (bomb only) ∼ 2000 kg
4670 kg (with shell and fins)

Delivery Boeing B-29 A-4, A-9, or A-9/A-10
system heavy bomber ballistic missile

Explosive 20 kilotons For test: < 1 kiloton
yield For deployment: ∼ 5–100 kilotons

Table 8.2: Comparison of the U.S. Gadget/Fat Man implosion design (from unclassified sources)
with extrapolated design parameters of the March 1945 Thuringian device (Section D.4.4).
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8.8 Nuclear Engineering in the Soviet Union

German-trained scientists and engineers, as well as German-produced designs, materials, and equip-
ment, made enormous contributions to the postwar Soviet nuclear program.8

The Soviet nuclear program employed at least 300 German-speaking scientists and engineers [Rainer
Karlsch, unpublished Soviet archival list of personnel files]. Including German-speaking scientists
and engineers in industries that directly supported the nuclear program (geology, chemistry, ma-
terials science, electronics, aerospace, etc.), the total number of German-speaking specialists who
contributed to the program was likely in the thousands. For examples of some German-speaking sci-
entists who aided the Soviet nuclear program, see Figs. 8.45–8.48. Some of the major contributions
included:

• Klaus Fuchs, a German physicist who worked in the U.S./U.K. nuclear program for many
years, gave the Soviet Union detailed plans of U.S. nuclear bombs and production systems
(which had been designed and developed with the critical contributions of a large number of
German-speaking and German-trained scientists, as discussed in Section 8.6).

• Erich Purucker (German, 1893–1957), Hans Kammler’s chief assistant in running the wartime
German nuclear program, was captured by Soviet troops in May 1945 along with a car full
of German nuclear weapons plans, and held in the Soviet Union for the rest of his life. See p.
2907 for more details.

• E. Baroni (German, ??-??), Henry Ortmann (German, 1908–1988), Nikolaus Riehl (German,
1901–1990), Herbert Schmitz (German, ??–??), Herbert Thieme (German, 1902–??), Günther
Wirths (German, 1911–2005), and many other German and Austrian scientists processed
uranium ore to uranium oxide, uranium metal, and uranium hexafluoride. Joseph Stalin
personally awarded Riehl the title “Hero of the Socialist Labor” and gave him a first class
Stalin Prize; he gave Thieme and Wirths second class Stalin Prizes.

• Heinz Barwich (German, 1911–1966), Fritz Bernhard (German, 1913–??), Gustav Hertz (Ger-
man, 1887–1975), Hans Gerhard Krüger (German, 1912–??), Justus Mühlenpfordt (German,
1911–2000), Reinhold Reichmann (German, ??–??), Werner Schütze (German, ??–??), Peter
Thiessen (German, 1899–1990), and many other German and Austrian scientists produced
gaseous diffusion systems to enrich uranium-235. Joseph Stalin gave Thiessen a first class
Stalin Prize, and Barwich, Hertz, Reichmann, and Schütze second class Stalin Prizes.

8 Albrecht et al. 1992; von Ardenne 1990, 1997; Barkleit 2008; Barwich and Barwich 1970; Boch and Karlsch 2011;
Fengler 2014; Fengler and Sachse 2012; Goncharov 1996; Goncharov and Riabev 2001; Graham 1993; Heinemann-
Gruder 1992; Holloway 1994; Karlsch 2011; Karlsch and Laufer 2002; Karlsch and Zeman 2016; Kozyrev 2005; Kruglov
2002; Maddrell 2006; Mick 2000; Nagel 2016; Naimark 1995; Oleynikov 2000; Pondrom 2018; Riabev 1998, 2002a,
2002b, 2002c, 2002d; Riehl and Seitz 1993; Siddiqi 2009; Sokolov 1955; Wellerstein and Geist 2017; West 2004; Yudin;
Zeman and Karlsch 2008; News Chronicle 1945-10-15 p. 1; NYT 1945-10-15 p. 4, 1945-10-31 p. 6, 1946-01-29 p. 1,
1946-11-28 p. 16, 1946-12-06 p. 17, 1947-02-24 p. 1, 1948-05-26 p. 3, 1948-12-28 p. 10b; Spokane Daily Chronicle
1948-03-16 p. 6; Sydney Morning Herald 1946-04-20 p. 2; Times 1945-05-15, 1945-05-18.
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• Fritz Lange (German, 1899–1987), Max Steenbeck (German, 1904–1981), ?? Stüdel (German,
??–??), Gernot Zippe (Austrian, 1917–2008), and many other German and Austrian scientists
produced gas centrifuges to enrich uranium-235, apparently based on wartime German gas
centrifuge technology.

• Manfred von Ardenne (German, 1907–1997), Werner Schütze, Max Steenbeck, and many other
German and Austrian scientists produced electromagnetic separators to enrich uranium-235,
apparently based on wartime German electromagnetic separation technology.

• Hans-Joachim Born (German, 1909–1987), Alexander Catsch (German, 1913–1976), Nikolai
Timoféeff-Ressovsky (Russian but German educated, 1900–1981), Karl Günter Zimmer (Ger-
man, 1911–1988), and other German and Austrian scientists elucidated the biological effects
of radiation, as well as methods to protect against it.

• Victor Karl Bayerl, Ludwig Bewilogua (German, 1906–1983), Werner Czulius (Austrian,
1914–2007), Paul Herold (German, ??–??), Walter Herrmann (German, 1910–1987), Paul
Heylandt (German, ??–??), Hans Gerhard Krüger, Hans-Jürgen von Oertzen (German, 1907–
??), Heinz Pose (German, 1905–1975), K. Renker (German, ??–??), Ernst Rexer (German,
1902–1983), Gustav Richter (German, 1911–1999), Karl-Heinz Riewe (German, 1907–??),
Adrian Rosen (German, ??–??), Herbert Schmitz, Max Volmer (German, 1885–1965), Carl
Friedrich Weiss (German, 1901–1981), Hans Westmeyer (German, 1910–??), and many other
German and Austrian scientists developed fission reactors for breeding plutonium-239 from
natural uranium-238.

• Manfred von Ardenne, Gustav Hertz, Carl Kober (German, 1913–??), Josef Schintlemeister
(Austrian, 1908–1971), Werner Schütze, and other German and Austrian scientists developed
methods of producing and using lithium and tritium in H-bombs, likely based on wartime
German and Austrian work. Von Ardenne was awarded two first class Stalin Prizes for his
multiple contributions in the Soviet Union, including the purification of lithium-6 for H-
bombs. (See p. 2665 as well as the rest of Section D.2.4.)

Even Pavel Oleynikov, a former group leader of the Chelyabinsk-70 nuclear weapons complex in
Russia, admitted that German scientists, technologies, ideas, and materials had had a profound
effect on the development of nuclear weapons in the Soviet Union [Oleynikov 2000]:

It is hard to fully explore the German contributions to the Soviet atomic project without
performing a detailed examination of the whole Soviet atom bomb effort. What is clear
from the available evidence is that German involvement had several very important
implications for the Soviet Union and the world:

• German resources jump-started the Soviet program and saved it up to five years
of time. If not for this time, the USSR could hardly have been as aggressive as it
was in seeking global dominance. Very likely, the USSR could not have wielded its
influence in Asia, and the whole course of regional history (e.g., the Korean War)
would have been different. [...]
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• Participation of German scientists in the development of new uranium enrichment
methods revolutionized the whole uranium fuel industry. The work of Max Steen-
beck and Gernot Zippe shaped the European and Japanese enrichment plants, and
was used by several later proliferators (e.g., Pakistan and Iraq) as well.

In sum, although the Soviets would have eventually developed nuclear weapons on
their own, they benefited considerably from German technology, expertise, and raw
materials. The German contributions undoubtedly accelerated the program by several
years and enhanced the Soviets’ stature on the world stage. An accurate and complete
history of the Soviet bomb program must acknowledge the importance of the Germans’
contributions.

At a minimum, the contributions of all of those German-trained scientists and all of the nuclear-
related materials taken from Germany appear to have accelerated Soviet development of fission and
fusion bombs by many years (see Figs. 8.49–8.50). Although some historians have studied this area,
much more detailed investigations are needed, especially if unrestricted access to former Soviet
archives becomes available.
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Figure 8.45: Examples of German-speaking scientists who played critical roles in the development
of nuclear weapons in the Soviet Union.
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Figure 8.46: More examples of German-speaking scientists who played critical roles in the develop-
ment of nuclear weapons in the Soviet Union.
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Figure 8.47: More examples of German-speaking scientists who played critical roles in the develop-
ment of nuclear weapons in the Soviet Union.
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Figure 8.48: More examples of German-speaking scientists who played critical roles in the develop-
ment of nuclear weapons in the Soviet Union.
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Figure 8.49: Examples of early Soviet nuclear weapons: a replica of Joe-1 or RDS-1, the first Soviet
fission implosion bomb, and the explosion of Joe-1 on 29 August 1949.
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Figure 8.50: Examples of early Soviet nuclear weapons: a replica of Joe-4 or RDS-6, the first Soviet
hydrogen bomb, and the explosion of Joe-4 on 12 August 1953.



Chapter 9

Creators and Creations in Aerospace
Engineering

Dieses merkt Euch, Ihr stolzen Männer der
Tat. Ihr seid nichts als unbewußte Handlanger
der Gedankenmänner, die oft in demütigster
Stille Euch all Euer Tun aufs Bestimmteste
vorgezeichnet haben.

Mark this well, you proud men of action. You
are nothing but the unconscious hands of the
men of thought, who have often, in the most
humble silence, directed all your actions in ad-
vance.

Heinrich Heine. 1834. Zur Geschichte der Religion und Philosophie in Deutschland
[History of Religion and Philosophy in Germany] Book III, paragraph 3.

This chapter gives an overview of some innovations in aerospace engineering that have played
major roles in the modern world and that were invented or discovered by scientists and engineers
who were trained in the predominantly German-speaking central European research world in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.1 Creators from the German-speaking world made major
contributions to lighter-than-air craft, aerodynamics and aircraft design, jet engines and jet aircraft,

1In addition to specific references that are cited in different areas throughout this chapter, this chapter makes
use of general biographical and project information from: ACLS 2000; Albrecht et al. 1992; Ash and Söllner 1996;
Bar-Zohar 1967; Bower 1987; Bunch and Hellemans 2004; Challoner 2009; Cornwell 2003; Crim 2018; EB 1911, 2010;
Gillispie 1970–1990; Gimbel 1990a; Glatt 1994; Hall 2019; István Hargittai 2006, 2011; Linda Hunt 1991; Impey et
al. 2008; Jacobsen 2014; Koertge 2007; Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Lusar 1956, 1971; Medawar and Pyke 2000; Mick
2000; Murray 2003; Nachmansohn 1979; NDB 1953–2020; Neufeld 2012; Nouzille and Huwart 1999; O’Reagan 2014,
2019; Porter 1994; Charles Walker 1946; Peter Watson 2010; Weitensfelder 2009.

For general overviews of large portions of the history of aerospace engineering in the German-speaking world,
see: Benecke and Quick 1957; von Braun et al. 1985; Coats and Carbonel 2002; Freeman 1993, 2008; Griehl 1990,
2003, 2004, 2005, 2015; Hirschel et al. 2004; Kay 2002; Lommel 2000, 2002, 2005; Jürgen Michels 1997; Myhra 1998a,
1998b, 2000a, 2000b, 2001, 2002, 2003; Michael Neufeld 1995, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2007, 2012; Ordway and Sharpe
2003; Samuel 2004, 2010; Smith and Creek 1982, 1992, 2001; Smith and Kay 2002; Stüwe 1999, 2014, 2015; Trischler
1992a, 1992b; Trischler and Schrogl 2007; Frank Winter 1983, 1990.
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ejection seats and parachutes, helicopters, small missiles and smart bombs, large liquid propellant
rockets, submarine-launched and solid propellant rockets, rocket planes and space planes, and space
exploration.

9.1 Lighter-Than-Air Craft

Lighter-than-air craft use low-density gas (hot air, hydrogen, or helium) rather than powered engines
to stay aloft. The simplest lighter-than-air craft is a balloon, and the French brothers Joseph-Michel
and Jacques-Étienne Montgolfier are believed to have conducted the first piloted hot-air balloon
flights in 1783. By the late nineteenth century, balloons were a well developed and widely utilized
technology. However, their greatest weakness was that they were at the mercy of the prevailing
winds and nearly impossible to guide.

German-speaking creators played leading roles in transforming spherical, unpowered balloons that
could not be guided into long, aerodynamic, motorized-propeller-driven airships that could follow
any desired course, even between continents [Danelek and Davis 2011; Hirschel et al. 2004]. Those
creators developed both non-rigid airships, in which the giant envelope holding the low-density gas
is still an inflatable sack like a balloon, and semi-rigid or rigid airships, in which the envelope is
partially or fully supported by light-weight materials such as aluminum or wood to hold its shape
regardless of gas pressure.

Some of the earliest German-speaking pioneers of powered airships are shown in Fig. 9.1. Paul
Haenlein (German, 1835–1905) built and tested a small semi-rigid airship with an internal com-
bustion engine in 1872. Hermann Ganswindt (German, 1856–1934) was a very creative inventor
who experimented with early forms of both lighter-than-air and heavier-than air flying machines;
see pp. 1259 and 1358. Georg Baumgarten (German, 1837–1884) and Friedrich Wölfert (German,
1850–1897) built and tested a series of non-rigid airships 1880–1897. They probably would have
had a much greater ultimate impact, but Baumgarten died along the way, and Wölfert died in the
crash of the final airship.

David Schwarz (Austro-Hungarian, 1850–1897) and Carl Berg (German, 1851–1906) developed the
first rigid airship, the Schwarz II, which first flew in Berlin in 1897; see Fig. 9.2. Schwarz died of
heart failure only months before the first flight of his invention, but Berg, who had developed and
supplied aluminum alloys for the project, continued to do so for other airships.

I have deliberately left a blank space where images of some creators or creations should go.
Those are people or projects that I felt were important enough that they should definitely be shown in this book,
yet I have not yet been able to locate a suitable image that I have permission to use, despite my searches in Europe
and in the United States. If readers have any relevant images and could send them to me, I would be very grateful
and will include them in future editions of this book. Even where a suitable photo cannot be located, I believe that
leaving a blank space pays tribute both to the scientific importance of that creator or creation and to how that
historical fact has been very nearly forgotten.
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Ferdinand von Zeppelin (German, 1838–1917), Theodor Kober (German, 1865–1930), and Carl
Berg developed a series of increasingly sophisticated rigid airships or Zeppelins, beginning with the
LZ 1, which first flew in 1900, as shown in Fig. 9.3. Examples of later Zeppelins depicted in Fig. 9.4
included the LZ 3 (first flight 1906, and here shown over Berlin in 1909), LZ 72 (first flight 1916),
and LZ 129 Hindenburg (first flight in 1936 and destroyed in 1937).

As shown in Fig. 9.5, Johann Schütte (German, 1873–1940) and Karl Lanz (German, 1873–1921)
rivaled Zeppelin with their own series of increasingly sophisticated airships that tended to use wood
instead of aluminum.

Hans Groß (German, 1860–1924) and Nikolaus Basenach (German, 1875–1951) developed a series
of semi-rigid airships, such as the Groß -Basenach M I airship (first flight in 1908 and enlarged in
1913); see Fig. 9.6.

August von Parseval (German, 1861–1942), August Riedinger (German, 1845–1919), and Rudolf
von Sigsfeld (German, 1861–1902) developed increasingly sophisticated non-rigid airships, such as
the Parseval Versuchsluftschiff (1907) and PL19 airship (1914); see Fig. 9.7.

Auguste Piccard (Swiss, 1884–1962) and Paul Kipfer (Swiss, 1905–1980) created and tested high-
altitude balloons and used them to make measurements of the upper atmosphere and of cosmic
rays. Jean Piccard (Swiss, 1884–1963), Auguste Piccard’s twin brother, also invented and tested
many high-altitude balloon designs. See Fig. 9.8.

See also some of the early balloonists and pioneers of aerospace medicine and meteorology on pp.
335 and 587–588.
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Figure 9.1: Some of the earliest German-speaking creators of airships were Paul Haenlein, Hermann
Ganswindt, and Georg Baumgarten and Friedrich Wölfert.
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Figure 9.2: David Schwarz and Carl Berg developed and demonstrated the first rigid airship, the
Schwarz II, in Berlin in 1897.
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Figure 9.3: Ferdinand von Zeppelin, Theodor Kober, and Carl Berg developed a series of increasingly
sophisticated rigid airships or Zeppelins, beginning with the LZ 1, which first flew in 1900.
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Figure 9.4: Examples of later Zeppelins included the LZ 3 (first flight 1906, and here shown over
Berlin in 1909), LZ 72 (first flight 1916), and LZ 129 Hindenburg (first flight in 1936 and destroyed
in 1937).
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Figure 9.5: Johann Schütte and Karl Lanz rivaled Zeppelin with their own series of increasingly
sophisticated airships that tended to use wood instead of aluminum.
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Figure 9.6: Hans Groß and Nikolaus Basenach developed a series of semi-rigid airships, such as the
Groß -Basenach M I airship (first flight in 1908 and enlarged in 1913).
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Figure 9.7: August von Parseval, August Riedinger, and Rudolf von Sigsfeld developed increasingly
sophisticated non-rigid airships, such as the Parseval Versuchsluftschiff and PL19 airship.
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Figure 9.8: Paul Kipfer and Auguste Piccard, as well as Auguste’s twin brother Jean Piccard who
later worked separately, created and tested very high-altitude balloons.
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9.2 Aerodynamics and Aircraft

German-speaking creators played such a dominant role for nearly a century in the development of
aerodynamics and aerodynamics-guided aircraft designs that only a few examples can be mentioned
here.2 For closely related contributions of German-speaking creators to jet engines and jet aircraft,
see the next section.

As shown in Fig. 9.9, Otto Lilienthal (German, 1848–1896) developed and flew very innovative
gliders. He might well have gone on to make the first powered airplane flight if he had not died
from a glider crash in 1896 [Heinzerling and Trischler 1991].

One of Lilienthal’s assistants was Gustav Weisskopf, also known in the United States as Gustav
Whitehead (German, 1874–1927). Weisskopf moved to Connecticut in the United States, where
he built a long series of powered aircraft prototypes. There is significant evidence that Weisskopf
successfully conducted the first piloted flight of a powered airplane in 1901, over two years before
the Wright Brothers’ first flight:

1. Multiple witnesses reported that Weisskopf’s airplane flew.

2. A contemporaneous newspaper article reported that his airplane flew.

3. Modern replicas of his aircraft successfully flew in tests that were made in the 1980s and
1990s.

The details of the evidence and of Weisskopf’s claims are still hotly debated.3

As illustrated in Fig. 9.10, Ernst Mach (Austrian, 1838–1916), his son Ludwig Mach (Austrian,
1868–1951), and Peter Salcher (Austrian, 1848–1928) conducted the first experiments to visualize
shock waves around a bullet traveling faster than the speed of sound through air. The speed of an
object compared to the speed of sound is now called the Mach number.

Ludwig Prandtl (German, 1875–1953), Carl Wieselsberger (German, 1887–1941), and Hermann
Kurzweg (German, 1908–2000) played major roles in developing subsonic, supersonic, and hyper-
sonic wind tunnels in Germany; see Fig. 9.11.

As shown in Figs. 9.12–9.13, some other creators who developed wind tunnels and/or analyzed their
results included Hans Amtmann (German, 1906–2007), Paul Richard Heinrich Blasius (German,
1883–1970), Carl Cranz (German, 1858–1945), Siegfried Erdmann (German, 1916–2002), Irmgard
Flügge-Lotz (German, 1903–1974), Kurt Otto Friedrichs (German, 1901–1982), Rudolf Hermann
(German, 1904–1991), Hubert Ludwieg (German, 1912–2000), Klaus Oswatitsch (Austrian, 1910–
1993), Hermann Schlichting (German, 1907–1982), Walter Tollmien (German, 1900–1968), and
Peter Wegener (German, 1917–2008).

2See for example: Anderson 1997; Eckert 2017; Gorn 1992; Hanle 1982; Hirschel et al. 2004; von Kármán 1945,
1967; Meier 2010; Rotta 1990; Trischler 1992a, 1992b; Wegener 1996; CIOS XXVIII-47.

3 Brinchman 2015; Brown 2016; Crouch 2002, 2013; Danelek and Davis 2011; O’Dwyer 1978; Randolph 1966;
Schlenoff 2014; NYT 2015-04-18 p. A15.
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Figure 9.9: Otto Lilienthal developed and flew gliders, and there is significant evidence that Gustav
Weisskopf conducted the first powered flight in 1901.
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Figure 9.10: Ernst Mach, his son Ludwig Mach, and Peter Salcher conducted the first experiments
to visualize shock waves around a bullet traveling faster than the speed of sound through air.
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Figure 9.11: Ludwig Prandtl, Carl Wieselsberger, Hermann Kurzweg, and others developed sub-
sonic, supersonic, and hypersonic wind tunnels in Germany.
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Figure 9.12: Other creators who developed wind tunnels and/or analyzed their results included Hans
Amtmann, Paul Richard Heinrich Blasius, Carl Cranz, Siegfried Erdmann, Irmgard Flügge-Lotz,
and Kurt Otto Friedrichs.
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Figure 9.13: Other creators who developed wind tunnels and/or analyzed their results included
Rudolf Hermann, Hubert Ludwieg, Klaus Oswatitsch, Hermann Schlichting, Walter Tollmien, and
Peter Wegener.
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In 1919, Albert Betz (German, 1885–1968, Fig. 9.14) applied the principles of aerodynamics to
calculate the efficiency of power-producing wind turbines and to design wind turbine blades with
the highest possible efficiency. Such wind turbines are now used all over the world.

Theodore von Kármán (Hungarian, 1881–1963) earned his Ph.D. under Prandtl in 1908, worked
in aerodynamics in Germany and Austria until 1930, and then moved to the United States. Von
Kármán was a tireless advocate trying to persuade the United States to improve its funding and level
of research with wind tunnels and aerodynamics, and in 1945 he served as a top U.S. government
advisor guiding the transfer of German-speaking scientists and technologies to the United States;
see Fig. 9.15.

After World War II, advanced German wind tunnels and aerodynamics experts were taken to other
countries. For example, Hermann Kurzweg, Peter Wegener, and other German-speaking scientists
developed supersonic and hypersonic wind tunnels, missiles, and rockets in the United States.

As shown in Fig. 9.17, Ludwig Prandtl discovered subsonic compressible-flow rules for aircraft in
1922, Jakob Ackeret (Swiss, 1898–1981) extended those rules to supersonic speeds in 1925, and
Adolf Busemann (German, 1901–1986) used related rules to design swept-wing aircraft in 1935.
What those creators found is that the faster an aircraft goes, the more swept-back its wings should
be, in order to maximize the aerodynamic lift and minimize the drag from the wings. This discovery
stands in stark contrast to most aircraft that were in use even as late as World War II and that had
less efficient wings that stuck straight out to the sides. After the war, Busemann helped to develop
supersonic aircraft and spacecraft in the United States.

In 1940, Bernhard Göthert (German, 1907–1988) and K. A. Kawalki (Polish?, ??–??) developed and
demonstrated supercritical airfoils or wings that enabled aircraft to travel at higher speeds with
less drag, and ultimately to break the sound barrier with less difficulty; see Fig. 9.18. Normally,
the curvature of an airfoil makes airflow above the wing faster than flow below it, which in turn
makes the air pressure lower above the airfoil that below it, creating a net upward lift force on the
airfoil that keeps the aircraft aloft. For aircraft at high subsonic speeds, this effect can accelerate
air above the wings to the speed of sound, creating a strong shockwave, a separated boundary layer,
and higher drag. By making the upper surface of the wings flatter or supercritical, aircraft can travel
closer to the speed of sound before high-drag transonic flow occurs. After the war, Göthert came to
the United States, where he became chief scientist of the Air Force Systems Command and helped to
develop everything from the Saturn V rocket to the F-111 fighter [http://articles.latimes.com/1988-
04-01/news/mn-489 1 air-force-s-research].

Otto Frenzl (Austrian, 1909–1996) discovered the area rule for supersonic flight in 1943 and filed
a patent on it with aircraft designers Heinrich Hertel (German, 1901–1982) and Werner Hempel
(German, 1910–??). If airflow moving near the speed of sound longitudinally down a vehicle en-
counters a sudden change in the vehicle’s cross-sectional area, the flow cannot easily move out of
the way; it is forcibly compressed or rarified and may separate from the vehicle’s surface or create
a shock wave. By keeping the cross-sectional area relatively constant down the length of a vehicle,
one can avoid such effects and thereby minimize the drag coefficient. For example, an aircraft’s
body should begin to narrow at the point where wings begin, as shown in Fig. 9.19. This was
a critical discovery for creating aircraft that could easily break the sound barrier to move from
subsonic to supersonic speeds. After the war, Frenzl and Hertel developed aircraft in France and
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West Germany, and Hempel worked for the Soviet Union.

In 1951, Adolf Busemann gave a presentation in the United States summarizing earlier German
work and knowledge about supersonic aerodynamics. It appears that Richard Whitcomb, a young
American engineer, learned of the area rule from that presentation and then wrote a paper an-
nouncing it as his own new discovery [Mack 1998, p. 138]. As a result, Whitcomb was awarded the
U.S. National Aeronautic Association’s Collier Trophy, and the principle has been known as the
“Whitcomb area rule” ever since. Proper credit was not given to Frenzl and his colleagues who had
actually developed and tested it a decade earlier.

As things turned out, Whitcomb also received credit for first developing supercritical airfoils in
the 1960s. Recognition was not given to Göthert and Kawalki who had actually invented and
demonstrated supercritical airfoils over 20 years earlier, or even to scientists such as Adolf Busemann
and Theodore von Kármán who guided the transfer of that body of aerodynamics knowledge to
the United States at the end of World War II.

Dietrich Küchemann (German, 1911–1976) and Johanna Weber (German, 1910–2014), shown in
Fig. 9.20, also did extensive work on supersonic aerodynamics during World War II. After the
war, they both moved to the United Kingdom and played key roles in the postwar development of
supersonic aircraft such as Concorde passenger plane and Victor jet bomber, as well as subsonic
aircraft such as the Airbus A300.
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Figure 9.14: Albert Betz maximized the efficiency of wind turbines in 1919.
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Figure 9.15: Aerodynamicist Theodore von Kármán directing work at the U.S. Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in 1940 (above), and receiving the National Medal of Science from President Kennedy
in 1963 (below).
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Figure 9.16: An airfoil is a cross-section through an aircraft wing along the direction of incoming
flow. Airfoils are usually cambered, with asymmetric upper and lower surfaces. For an angle of
attack α between a surface and incoming flow, the force normal to the surface may be separated
into drag and lift components. A cambered airfoil produces zero lift at a negative angle of attack
αL=0, linearly increasing lift for increasing angles of attack, and decreasing lift (stalling) above
αstall. Its drag is much smaller but increases parabolically.
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Figure 9.17: Ludwig Prandtl discovered subsonic compressible-flow rules for aircraft in 1922, Jakob
Ackeret extended them to supersonic speeds in 1925, and Adolf Busemann designed swept-wing
aircraft in 1935.
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Figure 9.18: Bernhard Göthert and K. A. Kawalki developed supercritical airfoils for high-speed
aircraft in 1940.
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Figure 9.19: Otto Frenzl discovered the area rule for supersonic flight in 1943 and filed a patent on
it with aircraft designers Heinrich Hertel and Werner Hempel.
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Figure 9.20: Dietrich Küchemann and Johanna Weber studied supersonic aerodynamics during
World War II and played key roles in the postwar development of supersonic aircraft such as
Concorde.
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9.3 Jet Engines and Jet Aircraft

During the 1930s and early 1940s, German-speaking scientists and engineers developed the first
practical jet engines and installed them in a wide variety of revolutionary aircraft. After the war,
experts, hardware, and designs from the German-speaking world spread those jet technologies
around the world. That German expertise provided the modern world with jet passenger planes,
fighters, and bombers, as well as gas turbines (modified stationary jet engines) that are used in
power plants and in land and sea vehicles.4

A turbojet engine forcibly sucks in air, burns it with fuel, extracts a little energy from the process
(turbo for turbine) to power the air intake, and expels the rest of the energy out the back as a
high-speed, high-temperature exhaust (jet). Because the exhaust has both a large mass flow rate
and a large velocity, its new rearward momentum is large, and hence it imparts a large forward
thrust force to the engine, much larger than the thrust of a comparable propeller engine. However,
because so much of the combustion energy ends up as kinetic and thermal energy in the exhaust
and not as new forward kinetic energy of the aircraft, the energy (fuel) efficiency of a turbojet is
much lower than that of a propeller engine. Figure 9.21 shows the components and idealized gas
pressures and temperatures in a typical turbojet engine:

• The diffuser impedes the incoming flow to slow it down, converting the initial kinetic energy
of the flow to increased pressure (potential energy) and temperature (thermal energy).

• Since passive stagnation effects only cause a small increase in pressure even at high subsonic
speeds, turbojet engines include an active, powered compressor that forcibly raises the pres-
sure (and temperature) of the flow, thereby preparing the air to burn more efficiently with
fuel in the subsequent burner section. (The compressor can also be viewed as actively sucking
air into the engine, even if the external air speed is negligible, as it is when the aircraft is
first started.) Typical axial compressor designs use alternating rotating and stationary blades
(rotors and stators) as shown in the figure to squeeze the air as it passes through.

• The burner or combustion chamber (combustor) burns the incoming air with a much smaller
amount of fuel to raise the temperature of the flow as high as possible without melting the
blades in the subsequent turbine section.

• The turbine must extract enough work energy out of the gas after the burner to put the
necessary work energy into powering the compressor before the burner.

4 Amtmann 1988; Bohr 2013; Butler 1994, 2007; Christensen 2002; Christopher 2013; Cole 2015; Conner 2001;
Constant 1980; Cooke and Ingells 1945; Daso 2002; Dorr 2013; Duffy 2012; Erfurth 2006; Forsyth and Creek 2007;
Franz 1985; Gleichmann 2013; Gleichmann and Bock 2009; Griehl 1990, 2004, 2005; Griehl 2015; Herwig and Rode
2000; Hirschel et al. 2004; Hyland and Gill 1998; Jacobsen 2011, 2014; Jakobs et al. 2009; Johnsen 2014; Kay 2002;
Kober 1990; Leyes and Fleming 1999; Longden 2009; Masters 1982; Meier 2010; Miranda 2015; Myhra 1998a, 1998b,
2000a; Nowarra 1988; Pavelec 2007; Samuel 2004, 2010; Shepelev and Ottens 2015; Simons 2016; Smith and Creek
1992, 2001; Smith and Kay 2002; Thomas 1946; Vajda and Dancey 1998; CIOS XXV-9, XXVI-27, XXVI-28, XXVI-29,
XXVI-30, XXXII-41; Air World 1946; Chicago Daily Tribune 1945-06-29 p. 4; Daily Telegraph 1, 2, 5, 9 Oct. 1945, p.
4 each issue; L.A. Times 1945-06-29; NYT 1945-06-08, 1945-07-26 p. 6, 1948-04-15 p. 17, 1948-12-04 p. 3; Washington
Post 1945-06-29.
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• The nozzle decreases the pressure of the flow until it reaches the ambient pressure of the
external air, converting that pressure potential energy into kinetic energy to maximize the
exhaust velocity.

• Optionally, an afterburner can add extra fuel to the air just before the nozzle. Burning that
extra fuel raises the pressure entering the nozzle and hence the thrust force produced by the
engine, albeit at the expense of consuming fuel even faster than a plain turbojet engine would.

While a turbojet is a very powerful and compact engine, the propulsive efficiency of a turbojet is
relatively low at subsonic aircraft speeds, since the engine’s exhaust velocity is so high. To raise
the efficiency of a turbojet engine for subsonic travel, it can be directly coupled to a large fan for
airplane flight (a turbofan), propeller blades for airplane flight (a turboprop), or rotor blades for
helicopter flight (a turboshaft engine), as shown in Fig. 9.22:

• In a turbofan engine, the inlet air can pass either through a relatively conventional turbojet
engine (sometimes called the hot flow since it is heated by combustion), or else through a
large enclosed fan (sometimes called the cold flow since it does not experience combustion).
The bypass ratio β is defined as the ratio of the mass flow rates in the hot and cold flows.
Compared to a pure turbojet engine, more of the exhaust energy in this turbojet is extracted
in the turbine and less in the nozzle, which decreases the hot flow exhaust velocity. Because
the turbine extracts more energy, it can power not only the compressor for the hot flow, but
also the fan for the cold flow. The fan may be an enlarged front compressor blade through
which both hot and cold flows pass, or it may be a separate blade whose speed has been
appropriately geared down from the main turbine shaft. As the cold flow is merely accelerated
by a fan and not heated by combustion to high temperatures, its exhaust velocity is rather
low. Thus both the hot and cold fractions of the flow have lower exhaust velocities than the
exhaust of a simple turbojet, improving the propulsive efficiency of the engine and lowering
the fuel consumption rate.

• Whereas the fan of a turbofan engine can operate at high-subsonic and supersonic speeds, at
lower subsonic speeds it may be replaced by an ordinary airplane propeller, further increasing
the efficiency. The propeller is still driven by the turbine of a turbojet engine, so this variation
is called a turboprop engine. A turbojet engine designed for this purpose extracts almost all
of the available exhaust energy in the turbine and not the nozzle, in order to send as much
power as possible to the propeller. The propeller typically has a much larger diameter than the
compressor and turbine blades, yet its tips should not approach the speed of sound to avoid
compressibility losses. Therefore, a gearbox usually gears down power transmitted from the
turbine shaft to a separate propeller shaft that rotates ∼ 15 times more slowly. Turboprop
engines are basically turbofan engines with a very high bypass ratio (β > 50) so that the
large majority of the thrust comes from the cold propeller flow and not the hot turbojet flow.
Because of their efficiency, they are widely used to power small, low-subsonic-speed aircraft.

• Just as the shaft power from a turbojet engine can be geared down to drive an airplane
propeller, it can also be geared down to power a helicopter rotor. This variation is called a
turboshaft engine. The power shaft may be taken from either the compressor end (as shown
in the figure) or the turbine end. In addition to aerospace applications, turboshaft gas turbine
engines make excellent power sources for land-based equipment ranging from military tanks
to submarines to electric power plants.
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Figure 9.21: Turbojet engine design, showing a simplified view of its major components—the dif-
fuser, compressor, burner, turbine, and nozzle—as well as simple models of the pressure and tem-
perature at each point in the engine.
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Figure 9.22: A turbojet engine design may be modified to become a turbofan design (above), or a
turboshaft or turboprop design (below). In a turboshaft or turboprop design, the power shaft may
be taken either from the compressor end as shown or from the turbine end, and generally transfers
its power via a series of gears to an aircraft propeller or helicopter rotor shaft spinning at fewer
revolutions per minute.
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Figure 9.23: Bladeless aircraft engines include a ramjet for supersonic speeds, a supersonic com-
bustion ramjet (scramjet) for hypersonic speeds, and a pulsejet for subsonic speeds.
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At supersonic speeds (say Mach ∼2–3), the pressure increase due to stagnation effects in the
diffuser is so large that there is no need for an active compressor, and thus there is also no need
for a turbine to power a compressor, as shown in Fig. 9.23. Under these conditions, with the
moving parts inside a turbojet removed, the engine becomes a much simpler ramjet. To operate at
hypersonic speeds (Mach 5 and higher), the interior contours of the engine can be modified to make
it a supersonic combustion ramjet (scramjet). A ramjet engine can even be modified to operate at
subsonic speeds where the stagnation compression is relatively small, becoming a pulsejet whose
operation continually alternates between air intake and air combustion.

The two best-known figures in the development of German jet technology are Hans von Ohain
(German, 1911–1998), a young physicist who dreamed of creating jet engines, and Ernst Heinkel
(German, 1888–1958), a politically very powerful aircraft manufacturer who hired von Ohain in 1936
and provided him with all the resources and long-term support needed to make his dream a reality.
Figure 9.24 shows Heinkel and von Ohain celebrating the flight of the world’s first jet aircraft, the
Heinkel He 178, in 1939. Von Ohain and his collaborators such as Wilhelm Gundermann (German,
1904–1997) developed a long series of ever-improving jet engines in the 1930s and 1940s. Figure
9.25 shows von Ohain’s first prototype jet engine, which he developed with Max Hahn (German,
??–??) in 1935, and his last completed wartime engine, the He S 011, which he developed with
Max Adolf Müller (German, 1901–1962) in 1943. Some other important jet aircraft developed by
Heinkel’s team during the war included the He 280 and He 162 jet fighters. After the war, von
Ohain developed a wide range of jet and rocket engines in the United States.

Albert Betz (German, 1885–1968) and Walter Encke (German?, 1888-1982), shown in Fig. 9.26,
developed axial-flow compressors, which were utilized in most wartime German jet engines and
virtually all modern jet engines. Betz also developed efficient wind turbine designs, which have
become increasingly important as larger fractions of electricity are generated from wind power.

Herbert Wagner (Austrian, 1900–1982) and Max Adolf Müller (German, 1901–1962) led a team
that developed axial-flow compressors and prototype turbojet, turbofan, and turboprop engines at
Junkers in the 1930s, as shown in Fig. 9.27. Due to management difficulties at Junkers, in 1939
Wagner left Junkers to create guided missiles and smart bombs at Henschel (see Section 9.6), Müller
and most of the rest of Wagner’s jet engine team (such as Rudolf Friedrich, German, 1909–1998)
joined von Ohain’s jet engine development program at Heinkel, and Anselm Franz took over and
revived the jet engine program at Junkers. After the war, Wagner developed a wide range of guided
missiles and smart bombs in the United States, and Müller [need more information].

Anselm Franz (Austrian, 1900–1994) led the team that developed and mass-produced the Jumo
(Junkers Motors) 004 turbojet engine, shown in Fig. 9.28. After the war, Franz moved to the
United States and developed turboshaft engines such as the Lycoming T53 and T55 (which are
widely used in helicopters and turboprop planes), turbofan engines such as the PLF-1A (turbofans
are the standard type of engines for jet airliners), and gas turbine engines such as the AGT-1500
(which are used to power tanks and other land and sea vehicles, as well as stationary power plants).

Hermann Östrich (German, 1903–1973) led the team that developed and mass-produced the BMW
003 jet engine, shown in Fig. 9.29. After the war, he developed jet engines and jet aircraft in France.
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Figure 9.24: Ernst Heinkel and Hans von Ohain celebrating the flight of the first jet aircraft, the
Heinkel He 178, in 1939.
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Figure 9.25: Hans von Ohain’s first jet engine, developed with Max Hahn in 1935, and his last
completed wartime engine, developed with Max Adolf Müller in 1943.
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Figure 9.26: Albert Betz and Walter Encke developed axial flow compressors.
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Figure 9.27: Herbert Wagner, Max Adolf Müller, and Rudolf Friedrich led a team that developed
prototype turbojet, turbofan, and turboprop engines at Junkers in the 1930s.
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Figure 9.28: Anselm Franz led teams that developed and mass-produced the Jumo (Junkers Motors)
004 turbojet engine during the war, and various jet engines such as the the Lycoming T53 and T55
turboshaft engines after the war.
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Figure 9.29: Hermann Östrich led the team that developed and mass-produced the BMW 003
turbojet engine.
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One of the challenges with the early turbojet engines was overheating of some of the central com-
ponents, especially the turbine blades, which shortened the operational lifetime of an engine before
it needed to be rebuilt or replaced. That challenge arose both because of the extremely high tem-
peratures achieved inside the engines and also because of the shortage of high-temperature metals
due to Allied blockades and bombing. In response, engineers such as Hermann Hagen (German?,
19??–19??), Karl Leist (German?, 19??–19??), Paul Leistritz (German, 18??–1957), and Christian
Lorenzen (German?, 19??–19??) developed methods of directly cooling the blades inside a turbine.
Many other engineers and scientists, such as Heinrich Adenstätt (German?, 19??–19??) and Wal-
ter Handschuber (German?, 19??–19??), developed novel high-temperature ceramics that could be
fabricated into turbine blades. Such high-temperature ceramics are still widely used in a variety of
modern engine types.

Norbert Riedel (Austrian, 1912–1963) made turbojet starter motors and also motorcycles.

In Germany, separate teams led by Otto Pabst (German?, 19??–19??), Eugen Sänger (Austrian,
1905–1964), and Hellmuth Walter (German, 1900–1980) developed ramjets during the war. Figure
9.30 shows Sänger’s ramjet being successfully tested in 1942. In the United States, Fritz Zwicky
(Swiss, 1898–1974) designed and proposed ramjets, but was unable to find financial or political
support for such an innovative concept.

Just as ramjets work best at supersonic speeds but can be modified to operate at hypersonic speeds
as scramjets, they can also be modified to work at subsonic speeds as pulsejets, as shown at the
bottom of Fig. 9.23. With no active compressor and only minimal compression from stagnation
effects, the combustion products could easily escape through the front diffuser of the engine instead
of through the rear nozzle as intended. To avoid this problem, the diffuser must be open when
taking in air, but closed when combustion occurs. This means that combustion must occur in a
pulsed rather than continuous fashion, and the front air inlet must cycle open and closed at the
appropriate times during each pulse. In order to imitate continuous combustion, the pulses must
occur at fairly high frequency, typically ∼ 40− 50 cycles per second (or Hertz, Hz). The air intake
generally uses mechanical shutters or valves that can be opened and closed at such a high frequency.

Paul Schmidt (German, 1898–1976) created the first major pulsejet engine of note—the Argus As
014 engine that ended up being used in the V-1 missile, which will be discussed in Section 9.6.
Figure 9.31 shows an Argus engine with one side cut open. The engine used mechanical shutters
and a pulse frequency of 43 Hz to produce 3.3 kN (750 lb) of thrust during flight. Since there was
no active compressor, a steam-driven catapult was used to rapidly accelerate the V-1 to a speed
where its engine could achieve self-sustaining flight. The V-1 was essentially the world’s first cruise
(non-ballistic) missile, and became known as the “buzz bomb” because of its engine’s very loud and
very characteristic frequency. The engine’s low efficiency (due to its minimal compression of the
intake air) and inherent problems with vibration were offset by its very simple design and attendant
low cost and high thrust-to-weight ratio.

During the Third Reich, many of the jet engine and jet aircraft development programs were funded
by the Reichsluftfahrtministerium (Reich Ministry of Aviation). Two individuals there who were
especially important in championing and guiding the jet programs were Helmut Schelp (German,
19??–19??) and Hans Mauch (German, 1906–1984). After the war, Helmut Schelp went to the
United Kingdom, and Mauch went to the United States. Ultimately Mauch became much better
known for his wartime and long postwar work developing prosthetic limbs, rather than for his earlier
work on jets; see Sections 2.7 and A.2.
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Figure 9.30: Eugen Sänger’s ramjet being tested on a Dornier Do 217 aircraft (1942).
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Figure 9.31: Argus As 014 pulsejet engine on V-1 cruise missile.
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Willy Messerschmitt (German, 1898–1978), Ludwig Bölkow (German, 1912–2003), and Woldemar
Voigt (German, 1907–1980) headed the team that developed and mass-produced the Messerschmitt
Me 262 Schwalbe (Swallow) twin-engine jet fighter, which was first operational in 1942; see Fig.
9.32. By the end of the war, there were highly sophisticated underground plants for mass-producing
Me 262 fighters despite Allied bombing, such as those at St. Georgen/Gusen and Kahla (pp. 2924–
2926, 3075–3078). After the war, Messerschmitt developed jet aircraft for Spain, Egypt, and West
Germany; Bölkow created jets and missiles in West Germany; and Voigt worked in the United
States.

Walter Blume (German, 1896–1964) led the team that developed and mass-produced the Arado
Ar 234 Blitz (Lightning) twin-engine jet bomber, which was first operational in 1943; see Fig. 9.33.
After the war, he played a critical role in developing jet fighters and bombers in the Soviet Union.

The German brothers Walter Horten (1913–1998) and Reimar Horten (1915–1994) created advanced
flying wing jet aircraft, such as the Horten Ho 229 jet-powered stealth fighter, which they first
demonstrated in 1944; see Fig. 9.34. After the war, Reimar Horten developed aircraft in Argentina
while Walter Horten developed aircraft in West Germany.

As shown in Fig. 9.35, other major aircraft designers included:

• Claude Dornier (German, 1884–1969), who was most famous for his company’s 12-engine
Dornier Do X flying boat (first flight 1929), with multiple decks, luxury accommodations,
and room for over 150 people.

• Hugo Junkers (German, 1859–1935), who built a wide range of aircraft until his death, and
whose company played a major role in the development of jet engines after his death.

• Hans Multhopp (German, 1913–1972), who developed very advanced prototype jet aircraft
in Germany during the war, and jet fighters and lifting bodies (subscale prototypes for the
later U.S. Space Shuttle) in the United States after the war.

• Kurt Tank (German, 1898–1983), who designed fighter aircraft at Focke-Wulf during the war,
and after the war developed a wide range of aircraft and missiles in Argentina, India, and
West Germany.

As shown in Fig. 9.36, postwar jet fighters such as the U.S. F-86 Sabre and Soviet MiG-15 were
directly derived from wartime German designs such as the Messerschmitt Me P.1101 (designed by
Woldemar Voigt and Ludwig Bölkow) and Focke-Wulf Ta 183 (designed by Hans Multhopp and
Kurt Tank).
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Figure 9.32: Willy Messerschmitt, Ludwig Bölkow, and Woldemar Voigt headed the team that
developed and mass-produced the Messerschmitt Me 262 Schwalbe (Swallow) twin-engine jet fighter,
first operational in 1942.
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Figure 9.33: Walter Blume led the team that developed and mass-produced the Arado Ar 234 Blitz
(Lightning) twin-engine jet bomber, first operational in 1943.
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Figure 9.34: The brothers Walter and Reimar Horten created advanced flying wing jet aircraft,
such as the Horten Ho 229 jet-powered stealth fighter, first demonstrated in 1944.
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Figure 9.35: Other major aircraft designers included Claude Dornier, Hugo Junkers, Hans Multhopp,
and Kurt Tank.
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Figure 9.36: Postwar jet fighters such as the U.S. F-86 Sabre and Soviet MiG-15 were directly
derived from wartime German designs such as the Messerschmitt Me P.1101 and Focke-Wulf Ta
183.
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In the English-speaking world, the British engineer Frank Whittle (1907–1996) is widely considered
the inventor of the jet engine. However, Whittle’s very heavy, complex, and inefficient engine design
was an impractical technological dead end compared to the German work, which was both earlier
and more advanced. The United States actually produced a wartime jet, the Bell P-59 Airacomet,
that used Whittle’s jet engine design. Because of the engine’s weight and inefficiency, the P-59 had
a slower top speed and shorter range than even the piston-engine P-51 Mustang aircraft.

Whittle was hampered not only by a poor design, but also by the U.K. research system that gave
him far less financial and political support than jet creators received in Germany. Whittle’s jet
approach was also hindered by the wartime U.S. system that simply copied his design without
trying to significantly innovate and improve upon it.

Whereas all of Whittle’s engines and the earliest von Ohain prototype engines used centrifugal flow,
most of the German-produced engines employed axial flow and looked very much like jet engines
used today. Indeed, as already noted, the German engineers, designs, and prototypes were quickly
scooped up by Allied countries in 1945 and thus are directly responsible for modern turbojet,
turbofan, turboprop, turboshaft, and ramjet engine designs worldwide.

For evidence that appears to demonstrate the development of even more advanced jet aircraft,
including intercontinental jet bombers, in wartime Germany, see Appendix E.
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9.4 Ejection Seats and Parachutes

German-speaking scientists and engineers developed and demonstrated ejection seats as well as
parachutes optimized for specific applications [Hirschel et al. 2004; BIOS 466; FIAT 465; NavTecMisEu
247-45].

Whereas pilots could simply grab a parachute and jump out of a malfunctioning lower-speed air-
plane, the advent of jet aircraft necessitated the development of a method to automatically and
safely propel the pilot and parachute away from a malfunctioning aircraft despite the very high-
speed airflow. Under the leadership of Ernst Heinkel, the Heinkel aircraft company developed ejec-
tion seats and made them standard equipment on a number of wartime aircraft. Figure 9.37 shows
an ejection seat for a Heinkel 162 jet fighter, as well as a Heinkel ejection seat in action in 1941.
After the war, this ejection seat technology was widely adopted by other countries.

In September 1945, R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts, the British and American chairs of the Combined
Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee, listed a number of important German innovations for ejection
seats and parachutes [AFHRA A5186 electronic version pp. 904–1026, Ch. 4, pp. 58–59]:

The field of German aero-medical research was the subject of energetic investigation by
United States and British specialists. The emergency oxygen bail-out system employed
by the Luftwaffe in high altitude flying was regarded as of particular interest. This sys-
tem permitted the use of the same oxygen mask by the pilot after leaving the plane. The
device consisted of eight tubular bottles of oxygen connected in series by means of high
pressure tubing. A three-way switch was employed which provided for normal supply,
automatic disconnection prior to bail-out, and switching to the bail-out or emergency
supply prior to parachute descent. As a result of this method, delays and complications
arising from the necessity of changing masks prior to leaving the plane are eliminated.

The Germans had developed ejection seats to permit pilots to leave high speed aircraft
without injury. This equipment operated with a cordite charge which expelled the pilot
from the cockpit so that his body was prevented from coming in contact with the tail
surface or vertical fin of the plane.

Much information was obtained concerning new types of parachutes developed by the
enemy. These types included the non-pendulating parachute which was designed to
equalize air turbulence on either side of the ’chute and thus avoid the possibility of
accidental collapse and failures which characterize conventional types. Another devel-
opment was the shock-free parachute consisting of a small pilot ’chute of air permeable
construction to cushion the initial shock of release prior to opening of the main ’chute. A
third type of parachute is known as the ribbon ’chute; this design provided for variable
air orifices so that the rate of descent can be controlled. [...]

Samples of froth clothing were obtained, i.e., flying clothing, treated with a chemical
compound which generated heat by chemical reaction when placed in contact with cold
water.
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The parachute designers Gerhard Sedlmayr and Holger Hansen described the contributions of spe-
cific creators to parachute development; see Figs. 9.38–9.39 [Hirschel et al. 2004, pp. 309–315]:

The second procedure—a stepwise deceleration—was developed by Waldemar Müller in
1924; here, a small auxiliary parachute is applied (free bag deployment), which, after
being exposed to the flow, deploys and pulls the main parachute from the packing case
and stretches it. The auxiliary parachute is connected to the apex of the main parachute
by a short interconnecting cord. To improve the automatic procedures, the auxiliary
parachute is, for instance, equipped with a steel spring so that it opens immediately
after being released from the packing case. [...]

Spherical canopies tend to oscillations if they are excited by small disturbances. At es-
pecially unfavourable circumstances, spherical canopies may even amplify these move-
ments. To let air escape from the parachute canopy, an opening was placed at the apex
of the parachute canopy, which resulted in a reduction of the pendulum-like oscillations.
[...]

Two essential brake parachutes originated which are still widely applied today. In 1933,
Theodor W. Knacke started his theoretical and practical investigations to achieve the
most effective deceleration of an aircraft in the air and during landing. In 1938, the de-
velopment of the FIST [Flugtechnisches Institut der Technischen Hochschule Stuttgart]
ribbon parachute was carried out by Georg Madelung and Theodor W. Knacke (first
landing in 1939), and in 1941, the development of the guide-surface parachute by Helmut
Heinrich. For the first time, parachutes became technically very efficient due to extensive
theoretical research and numerous systematic experimental developments. [...]

During 1933 and 1945, practical investigations of about 10,000 parachute drops were
performed at the test center Rechlin from aircraft. More than half of these drops were
filmed by high-speed cameras and documented. [...]

In about 1937, the employees of the FIST (Georg Madelung, Theodor W. Knacke, Rudolf
Isermann and Albert Keller) had the idea to build a parachute whose canopy consisted
only of ribbons. [...] It still bears the name of the institute where it was developed, viz.,
“FIST ribbon parachute”; it is still being utilised today as recovery parachute, e.g., for
reconnaissance drones, and as brake parachute for aircraft, landing space capsules and
the Space Shuttle.

After development work on a parachute canopy that consisted only of ribbons, the first
trials started in 1938. [...]

Under the supervision of Theodor W. Knacke, the FIST ribbon parachutes were further
developed after 1946 in the USA, and various versions of the ribbon parachute resulted
and were employed as brake and recovery parachutes. Probably the most attention-
getting application of the further advanced ribbon parachute was the combination of
several such chutes to a landing system for manned space flight up to the Apollo program
of NASA. [...]
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The guide surface parachute of Helmut Heinrich was utilised in the unmanned spaceflight
programs in conjunction with the Mars probe Viking and the Venus probe. [...]

Based on the experiences with ribbon parachutes, the concept was again revised at
FIST, and in 1940, Georg Pirzer and Friedrich Weinig started with the development of
an entirely new ribbon parachute, the so-called “Great-circle Ribbon Parachute (Wako
Canopy Parachute)”. This design exhibits an up to now unprecedented performance.

After World War II, German designs for parachutes and ejection seats were widely adopted by
other countries and used in a variety of aerospace projects, including the U.S. Apollo and Space
Shuttle programs [Hirschel et al. 2004; BIOS 466; FIAT 465]. See Figs. 9.40–9.43.
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Figure 9.37: Under the leadership of Ernst Heinkel, the Heinkel aircraft company developed ejection
seats. Above: an ejection seat for a Heinkel 162 jet fighter. Below: a Heinkel ejection seat in action
in 1941.
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Figure 9.38: Creators who developed parachutes optimized for specific applications included Helmut
Heinrich, Rudolf Isermann, Albert Keller, Theodor Knacke, Georg Madelung, Waldemar Müller,
Georg Pirzer, and Friedrich Weinig.
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Figure 9.39: Demonstration of a ribbon braking parachute deployed by a German aircraft, ca. 1940
[Deutsches Museum Archive, photo 39529].
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Figure 9.40: Allied countries studied and copied parachute designs from Germany after World War
II [BIOS 466; FIAT 465].
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Figure 9.41: Allied countries studied and copied parachute designs from Germany after World War
II [BIOS 466].
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Figure 9.42: Allied countries studied and copied parachute designs from Germany after World War
II [BIOS 466].
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Figure 9.43: German-created optimized parachute designs have been used for applications ranging
from Apollo capsules to the Space Shuttle.
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9.5 Helicopters

German-speaking creators produced the world’s first helicopters before World War II, mass-produced
and fielded state-of-the-art helicopters during the war, and played critical roles in the worldwide
helicopter industry after the war.5

The general idea of helicopters had been around since at least Leonardo da Vinci’s designs for a cloth
aerial screw, but the practical implementation of that idea was long hindered by two challenges: (1)
making the helicopter powerful enough to support its own weight, and (2) making the helicopter
stable enough that it would not rapidly spin out of control if it did lift off. With the advent of
sufficiently powerful engines by the late nineteenth century, engineers worldwide began trying to
build a functional helicopter.

Helicopters behave quite differently than other aircraft. In particular, a helicopter’s main rotor may
be regarded as a rotating wing that is always moving forward and thus can generate lift even if
the helicopter itself is motionless. This confers on helicopters both their advantages, such as their
ability to hover or even fly backwards, and their disadvantages, such as their high fuel consumption
and limited speed relative to fixed-wing aircraft.

Figure 9.44 shows the airflow through a helicopter rotor. As shown in the upper half of the figure,
the forces involved are less complex for purely vertical flight, and therefore it was less challenging
for prototype helicopters to simply hover than for them to travel horizontally. To move forward or
in another horizontal direction, a helicopter must tilt slightly toward the chosen direction, so that
the rotor thrust has components causing both vertical lift and horizontal propulsion. Airflow to
and from the rotor is then altered as shown in the lower half of the figure. The velocity of air far
upstream from the rotor is inclined at an angle of attack α relative to the rotor.

Of course, a helicopter must have some method of counteracting the rotor torque so that the
helicopter body won’t spin wildly in the opposite direction from the rotor’s rotation. Generally a
tail fin and tail rotor aimed to the side serve this purpose, though some larger helicopters avoid the
problem by having two counter-rotating rotors on top.

The autogiro, a predecessor of true helicopters, should also be described. This was an airplane with
unpowered, free-spinning rotor on top that was tilted slightly toward the rear of the craft. As the
autogyro flew forward with its primary aircraft engine, the airflow spun the rotor, creating extra
lift. This effect made the autogiro virtually stall proof at low forward speeds, although it could not
hover completely motionless like a true helicopter with a powered rotor.

5See for example: Coats and Carbonel 2002; Hirschel et al. 2004; Jackson 2014; Johnston 1996; Leishman 2006;
Myhra 2003; Nowarra 1990; NYT 1946-05-13 p. 4; BIOS Overall 8; CIOS XXXI-5; CIOS XXXI-11; FIAT 176; FIAT
177; FIAT 178; FIAT 604.
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Figure 9.44: Airflow through a helicopter rotor for a helicopter in vertical flight (above) and a
helicopter in forward flight (below).
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Within the German-speaking world, there were several important early helicopter experimenters
(Figs. 9.45–9.46). In general, their early prototype helicopters could hover but not move forward
without becoming unstable, and their closely related autogyro prototypes from the same period
could move forward but not hover in place.

In roughly chronological order:

• Hermann Ganswindt (German, 1856–1934) had many aerospace ideas that were far ahead of
their time, designed a helicopter in 1884, and may have tested a prototype helicopter in 1901.

• Ján Bahýl’ (Austro-Hungarian Slovak, 1856–1916) patented a helicopter design in 1895 and
briefly flew a prototype in 1905.

• Emil(e) Berliner (German, 1851–1929) moved to the United States, where he built and tested
prototype helicopters 1909–1926.

• Engelbert Zaschka (German, 1895–1955) built and patented a prototype helicopter in 1927.

• Albert Gillis von Baumhauer (Dutch, 1891–1939) experimented with a helicopter prototype
1924–1930 but never could overcome its instability problems, which ultimately destroyed the
prototype.

• In the 1920s and early 1930s, Oskár von Asboth (Hungarian, 1891–1960) built several heli-
copter prototypes that could hover but that became unstable when they tried to move.

• Raoul Hafner (Austrian, 1905–1980) built prototype autogyros in the 1920s and 1930s, first
in Austria and then in the United Kingdom.

• Walter Rieseler (German, 1890–1937) built prototype autogyros and helicopters in the 1920s
and 1930s but died in 1937, just as helicopter technology was finally coming to fruition.
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Figure 9.45: Creators of early proto-helicopters included Oskár von Asboth, Ján Bahýl’, Albert
Gillis von Baumhauer, and Emil(e) Berliner.
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Figure 9.46: Other creators of early proto-helicopters included Hermann Ganswindt, Raoul Hafner,
Walter Rieseler, and Engelbert Zaschka.
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In the 1930s and early 1940s, at least three German-speaking teams finally developed fully functional
large helicopters that were able to both hover and move in a stable fashion:

1. In 1936, Henrich Focke (German, 1890–1979) created the Focke-Wulf Fw 61, the world’s first
fully functional helicopter, as shown in Fig. 9.47. His engineering team included Harry Duda (Ger-
man, 19??–19??, mechanical design and manufacturing), Hans Gerd Eyting (German, 19??–19??,
mechanical design and manufacturing), Reinhold Gensel (German, 19??–19??, design), ?? Helme
(German, 19??–19??, mechanical design and control), K. Jäckel (German, 19??–19??, aerodynamics
and stability), Walter Just (German, 1909–1980, aerodynamics and stability), Paul Klages (Ger-
man, 1899–1959, mechanical design and overall development), Heinrich Papenhausen (German,
19??–19??, statics and material testing), Friedrich Schaper (German, 19??–19??, statics), Erich
Schweym (German, 19??–19??, aerodynamics and stability), Herbert Spranger (German, 19??–
19??, development and aerodynamics), and Enno Springmann (German, 19??–19??, mechanical
design). The Fw 61’s development also involved several test pilots, the most famous of whom was
Hannah Reitsch (German, 1912–1979), who piloted the helicopter in an indoor sports stadium in
Berlin in February 1938. The Focke team subsequently developed other helicopters such as the
Focke-Achgelis Fa 223 Drache (Dragon) twin-rotor cargo helicopter, which was first operational in
1940, went into series production, and was used in the war. They produced a prototype of the Fa
269 tilt-rotor VTOL (vertical takeoff and landing) aircraft that was somewhat similar to the mod-
ern U.S. V-22 Osprey but was destroyed by Allied bombing in 1944. They also designed the even
more radical Focke-Wulf Triebflügel jet-powered rotary-wing VTOL aircraft; it is unclear exactly
how far that project advanced during the war. After the war, Henrich Focke and other members of
his team produced helicopters for France, the Netherlands, Brazil, and West Germany.

2. As shown in Fig. 9.48, Anton Flettner (German, 1885-1961) also demonstrated his own fully
functional helicopter, the Flettner Fl 185, in 1936 very soon after Focke. His engineering team
included Emil Arnold (German, 19??–19??, chief designer), Willi Deilitz (German, 19??–19??, test
facilities), Heinz Gundlach (German, 19??–19??, designer), Kurt Hohenemser (German, 1906–2001,
aerodynamics and stability), ?? Küchler (German, 19??–19??, transmissions), Oskar Nagel (Ger-
man, 19??–19??, project designer), Xaver Schleicher (German, 19??–19??, flight mechanics), Joseph
Schmidt (flight-test engineer), Gerhard Siegel (German, 19??–19??, statics), and Gerhard Sissingh
(German, 1907–2002, aerodynamics), as well as test pilots. They went on to create other helicopters
such as the much more advanced Fl 282 Kolibri (Humming Bird) reconnaissance helicopter, which
was first operational in 1941, went into series production, and was used in the war. They also
developed the Fl 265 helicopter/autogyro in 1938, the improved Fl 285 reconnaissance helicopter
prototype, and the Fl 339 twin-rotor cargo helicopter prototype. After the war, Flettner, Hohen-
emser, and Sissingh produced helicopters in the United States.

3. Friedrich von Doblhoff (Austrian, 1916–2000) demonstrated the prototype WNF 342 sub-marine-
launched jet helicopter in 1943; see Fig. 9.49. Some of the other members of his engineering team
were Alexander Czernin (Austrian, 19??–19??, mechanical design), Theodor Laufer (Austrian, 1875–
1951, aerodynamics and stability), Kurt Löffler (Austrian, 19??–19??, detailed design), August
Stepan (Austrian, 1915–2003, structural design), and M. Vordren (Austrian, 19??–19??, detailed
design). After the war, von Doblhoff developed helicopters in the United States, Czernin and Stepan
built helicopters in the United Kingdom, Stepan later developed helicopters in West Germany
(including the revolutionary MBB Bo 105), and Laufer built helicopters in France. Several of the
postwar helicopters designed by former von Doblhoff team members were propelled by the same
tip-jet rotor approach as the wartime WNF 342, including the McDonnell XV-1 military helicopter,
Fairey Jet Gyrodyne test prototype, and Fairey Rotodyne passenger vehicle (Fig. 9.50).
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Figure 9.47: Henrich Focke and his team including Walter Just and Paul Klages created the world’s
first fully functional helicopter, the Focke-Wulf Fw 61, in 1936, the much more advanced Focke-
Achgelis Fa 223 Drache (Dragon) dual-rotor cargo helicopter in 1940, and a prototype tilt-rotor
VTOL aircraft, the Focke-Achgelis Fa 269, that was destroyed by Allied bombing 1944.
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Figure 9.48: Anton Flettner and his team including Kurt Hohenemser and Gerhard Sissingh created
their first fully functional helicopter, the Fl 185, in 1936, and the much more advanced Fl 282 Kolibri
(Humming Bird) reconnaissance helicopter in 1941.
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Figure 9.49: Friedrich von Doblhoff and his team including Theodor Laufer, Alexander Czernin,
and August Stepan created helicopters propelled by tip-jet rotors, such as the Doblhoff WNF 342
submarine-launched jet helicopter, which was first operational in 1943.
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Figure 9.50: After the war, members of Friedrich von Doblhoff’s team continued to develop he-
licopters propelled by tip-jet rotors, such as the McDonnell XV-1 military helicopter, Fairey Jet
Gyrodyne test prototype, and Fairey Rotodyne passenger vehicle.
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Special mention should go to three innovators who created and successfully demonstrated prototype
“backpack” helicopters during the war:

• Paul Baumgärtl (Austrian, 1920–2012) produced and tested a series of one-person helicopters
that he called Heliofly (Fig. 9.51). Baumgärtl’s prototypes included Heliofly I (1941), which
attached directly to the back of the pilot, and Heliofly III (1943), which was essentially a
flying chair for the pilot.

• Beginning in 1940, Bruno Nagler (Austrian, 1901–1979) and Franz Rolz (Austrian, 19??–
19??) demonstrated the NR 54 and NR 55 prototype helicopters, which could be folded
up and carried as a backpack, or unfolded into a helicopter for use by a seated pilot (Fig.
9.52). After the war, Nagler moved to the United States, where he continued to develop and
demonstrate portable helicopters such as the strap-on backpack Heliglider (1952).

One of the more creative helicopter designs was developed by R. Schmidt (German, ??–??) and G.
Kirchberg (German?, ??–??), engineers working at the electrical equipment company AEG. Begin-
ning in 1933, they built and demonstrated a series of increasingly sophisticated electric helicopters
that could be launched from a truck and that remained tethered by power cables to a ground-based
electric generator. Figure 9.53 shows the final (1945) version of the helicopter, in which the hovering
vehicle and its attached cables could function as a large radio antenna. By sending the helicopter
aloft from the truck, the system could act as a portable radio tower [FIAT 604].

By far the most innovative rotary-wing aircraft, though, was the Focke-Wulf Triebflügel (Figs. 9.54–
9.55). It was powered by wing-tip ramjets and was designed to take off and land vertically but fly
horizontally. It was designed in 1944; it is unclear how far experimental work got by the end of the
war.

Outside the German-speaking world, the closest competitor in helicopter development was probably
Igor Sikorski (1889–1972), a Russian engineer who emigrated to the United States. By May 1940,
he had created a prototype helicopter (VS-300) that could hover but became unstable if it tried to
move forward, the same problem that had plagued German prototypes of earlier decades. A version
that could both hover and move forward, the R-4, was first demonstrated in 1942, six years after
the first Focke and Flettner helicopters and presumably after the details of the various Focke and
Flettner designs would have become available in the West. However, the early R-4 versions still
had a number of issues, and in order to resolve those, the R-4 design had to go through a series of
further modifications, prototypes, and tests for two more years. The first actually useful versions
of R-4 helicopters were finally fielded in the war in small numbers by the United States in 1944
and the United Kingdom in 1945, 4–5 years after Germany’s first fully operational helicopters had
been mass-produced and deployed.
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Figure 9.51: Paul Baumgärtl designed and successfully demonstrated several portable, single-person
helicopters during the war.
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Figure 9.52: Bruno Nagler and Franz Rolz designed and successfully demonstrated several portable,
single-person helicopters during and shortly after the war.
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Figure 9.53: R. Schmidt and G. Kirchberg developed an electric helicopter launched from a truck
and connected via power cables to a ground-based generator. The helicopter and its attached cables
were designed to function as a giant radio antenna, effectively making the whole system a portable
radio tower [FIAT 604].
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Figure 9.54: The Focke-Wulf Triebflügel was a highly innovative rotary-wing aircraft powered by
wing-tip ramjets that was designed to take off and land vertically but fly horizontally. It was
designed in 1944; it is unclear how far experimental work got by the end of the war.
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Figure 9.55: The Focke-Wulf Triebflügel was a highly innovative rotary-wing aircraft powered by
wing-tip ramjets that was designed to take off and land vertically but fly horizontally. It was
designed in 1944; it is unclear how far experimental work got by the end of the war.
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Not only were the German helicopters produced many years earlier, but they were technically
superior, according to U.S. officials. Even compared to U.S.-built helicopters of 1946, the New York
Times practically gushed about the performance of the 1940 Fa 223 Drache (Dragon) twin-rotor
cargo helicopter [NYT 1946-05-13 p. 4]:

The Germans built ten big helicopters able to climb eighteen feet a second with ten
passengers aboard and a full load of fuel before the Allies bombed out the manufacturing
plant at Bremen, the Commerce Department disclosed tonight.

The Department made available a report giving specifications of the helicopter which
has many unusual features, including a different method for suspending the engine in
the craft, which can fly up, down, forward, backward, or sideways.

In the United States after the war, German-speaking helicopter engineers collaborated with German-
speaking turbojet engine designers such as Anselm Franz to produce more energy-efficient heli-
copters powered by turboshaft engines such as the Lycoming T53 and T55 engines (see p. 1235).
Such turboshaft-powered helicopters are still the standard helicopter design. By the Korean War,
helicopters were routinely used for medical evacuations, and by the Vietnam War, helicopters were
the preferred platform for virtually all aerial tasks except bombing. As already noted, several key
engineers from the original Focke, Flettner, and von Doblhoff helicopter teams went to the United
Kingdom, France, and other countries after the war, where they continued to develop helicopters.
The Soviet Union was late to field fully functional helicopters, but presumably with the help of
captured German helicopter designs, it began serial production of the small Mi-1 Hare helicopter
in 1950, followed by more advanced helicopters in the 1950s and beyond.
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9.6 Small Missiles and Smart Bombs

German-speaking engineers developed precision-guided missiles and smart bombs that were the
direct forerunners of modern guided weapons.6 The missile programs were so large and numerous,
and employed so many people, that only a few examples will be mentioned here.

Paul Schmidt (German, 1898–1976, Argus As 014 pulsejet engine), Fritz Gosslau (German, 1898–
1965, missile design), and Robert Lusser (German, 1899–1969, missile design) led teams that created
the V-1 or Fieseler Fi 103 cruise missile, first operational in 1942, which was powered by a novel
pulsejet engine; see Figs. 9.31 and 9.56.7 After the war, Schmidt, Gosslau, and Lusser worked for
the United States. The V-1 was directly copied and deployed by the United States, renamed as
the Loon missile—see p. 1313. Using captured German prototypes, factories, and engineers, the
Soviet Union also copied and deployed the V-1, designating it as the 10Kh missile. The V-1 and
its German-speaking creators spawned a long line of more advanced cruise missiles, ranging from
late 1940s–1950s examples (e.g., U.S. SM-62 Snark, SM-64 Navaho, MGM-1 Matador, and SSM-
N-8 Regulus; Soviet P-5 Pyatyorka) to modern cruise missiles (e.g., U.S. BGM-109 Tomahawk and
AGM-86 Air-Launched Cruise Missile (ALCM); Russian Kh-55 and Kh-101).

As shown in Fig. 9.57, Herbert Wagner (Austrian, 1900–1982) led a team that created precision-
guided weapons such as the Henschel Hs 293 smart bomb, guided by a miniaturized onboard camera
and first demonstrated in 1942, and the Henschel Hs 117 Schmetterling (Butterfly) surface-to-air
and air-to-air missile, also guided by a miniaturized onboard camera and first demonstrated in 1944.
The miniaturized camera and television system is shown on pp. 782–784. Wagner was an extremely
versatile and prolific inventor. In the 1930s, he created some of the first jet engines, and his designs
strongly influenced subsequent jet engine developers (p. 1234). After the war, he developed a wide
range of guided missiles and smart bombs in the United States.

Max Kramer (German, 1903–1986) created precision-guided weapons such as the Ruhrstahl SD 1400
X (Fritz X) radio-guided or wire-guided (to avoid radio jamming) smart bomb, first operational in
1943, and the Ruhrstahl X-4 air-to-air guided missile in 1944, as well as the Ruhrstahl X-7 missile;
see Fig. 9.58. After the war, Kramer worked in the United States to develop additional missiles and
aircraft and to reduce drag on submarines.

Note that Wagner’s and Kramer’s smart bombs were developed and deployed nearly a half century
before U.S. smart bombs directly based on that technology were first widely publicized in the 1990
Gulf War.

As shown in Fig. 9.90, Heinrich Klein (German?, 19??–19??) led the Rheinmetall-Borsig team that
created the Rheintochter radio-guided, surface-to-air missile, which was first demonstrated in 1943.
According to a 1947 French military document, during the war Klein was also personally involved
in “the construction of flying rockets... capable of crossing the Atlantic in 40 minutes” (p. 3216).

6See for example: Griehl 2003; Miranda and Mercado 1996; Stüwe 1999; Stüwe 2014; Stüwe 2015; NYT 1944-12-05;
CIOS XXVII-66; CIOS XXVIII-56; CIOS XXIX-55; CIOS XXXII-125; AFHRA A5729 electronic version p. 255ff.

7 Hellmold 1999; Hölsken 1994; Irving 1965; Jackson 2014; Jones 1978; King and Kutta 1998; Lommel 2005; Myhra
2001.
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Figure 9.56: Paul Schmidt, Fritz Gosslau, and Robert Lusser created the V-1 or Fieseler Fi 103
cruise missile, first operational in 1942, which was powered by a novel pulsejet engine.
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Figure 9.57: Herbert Wagner created precision guided weapons such as the Henschel Hs 293 smart
bomb, first demonstrated in 1942, and the Henschel Hs 117 Schmetterling (Butterfly) surface-to-air
and air-to-air missile, first demonstrated in 1944. Some versions of these weapons were guided by
a miniaturized onboard camera (pp. 782–784).
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Figure 9.58: Max Kramer created precision guided weapons such as the Ruhrstahl SD 1400 X
(Fritz X) radio-guided smart bomb, first operational in 1943, and the Ruhrstahl X-4 air-to-air
guided missile in 1944.
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Figure 9.59: A team led by Ludwig Roth developed the Wasserfall surface-to-air missile, which was
first demonstrated in 1944.
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Figure 9.60: Enzian surface-to-air missile, first demonstrated in 1944.
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Ludwig Roth (German, 1909–1967) led the team at Peenemünde that developed the Wasserfall
surface-to-air missile, which was essentially a miniature version of the A-4 (V-2) rocket. See Fig.
9.59. The Wasserfall was first demonstrated in 1944, and was designed to be either radio- or radar-
guided. After the war, Roth moved to the United States to continue developing missiles and rockets.
The Wasserfall was copied and became the Hermes series of U.S. missiles, and its technologies were
incorporated into other postwar missiles.

Messerschmitt’s Oberbayerische Forschungsanstalt in Oberammergau developed the Enzian surface-
to-air missile, which was first demonstrated in 1944. See Fig. 9.60. It was designed to use either
radio guidance or infrared homing to find its target.

U.S. Army Air Force Colonel (later General) Donald Putt, who recruited many of these German-
speaking engineers at the end of World War II and supervised their postwar work in the United
States, gave an unclassified public overview of their wartime accomplishments in 1946 [Putt 1946b]:

The Germans were preparing rocket surprises for the whole world in general and England
in particular, which would have, it is believed, changed the course of the war if the
invasion had been postponed for so short a time as six months. Many of Germany’s
research laboratories and several large commercial firms concentrated on this field of
endeavor. This tremendous effort resulted in 138 guided missiles and assorted devices,
including their modifications. [...]

The stupendous effort in basic research expended by the Germans in the guided missile
field was designed to cover the complete field of potentialities for such weapons. The
losses incurred in Germany by heavy bomber raids can in no way be charged to lack
of preliminary research on missiles. Weapons of this category were divided into the
following classifications:

A. Ground to air.

B. Air to air.

C. Air to ground.

D. Ground to ground.

E. Underwater to underwater.

F. Underwater to ground.

G. Underwater to air.

Moreover, every known type of remote control and fusing means was exploited. These
included radio control, wire control, radar, continuous wave, acoustics, infrared, light
beams, and magnetics.

Likewise, all methods of employing jet propulsion for subsonic and supersonic speeds
were exploited.

In all, it was estimated that one-third of the aerodynamics research in Germany was
devoted to problems of guided missiles. [...]
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Some of the classes of German missiles based on intended use are:

A. The Beethoven [...] was an air-to-ground missile. [...]

B. The Enzian [...] was a ground-to-air missile. [...]

C. The Wasserfall was a ground-to-air missile. [...]

D. The X-4 was an air-to-air missile. [...]

E. The Fitz X [...] was an air-to-ground missile. This German bomb was released
from aircraft flying at a minimum altitude of 22,000 ft. It was gyrostabilized and
visibly guided into the target by radio. The Fritz X was ready for operational
use in January, 1943, and was first employed successfully against our shipping
and assault forces at Salerno. The warhead on this bomb was armor-piercing and
carried a charge of 2530 lb of standard explosive.

F. The Hs-298 [...] was an air-to-air missile. [...]

G. The HS-117 [...] was a ground-to-air missile. It was named Schmetterling or but-
terfly, and was a rocket-propelled, radio-controlled missile to be launched from the
ground against bomber formations. It accelerated to a speed of 560 mph, and was
steadied in flight by a pendulum deice. The take-off rocket burned out and were jet-
tisoned; the main propulsion unit then drove the missile until it was detonated by
a proximity fuse. Large-scale production began January, 1945, in an underground
factory in Nordhausen.

H. The Rheintochter [...] was a ground-to-air missile. It was a rocket-propelled anti-
aircraft weapon and was controlled in flight by radio. It traveled at a speed of 1100
mph and carried an explosive charge of 330 lb, equipped with a proximity fuse,
to a ceiling of 48,000 ft. The starting rocket, attached to the base, was blown off
after combustion was completed. Development did not go beyond the test firing
stage, but experiments were still being conducted as late as February, 1945. The
code name Rheintochter means daughter of the Rhine.

I. The FZG-76 [...] was a ground-to-ground missile. [...]

In conclusion may I state that the Germans in the guided missile field were 10 years in
advance of similar American development.

The wartime missiles shown in this section are among the better-known German technological ac-
complishments. What is less well known is that those wartime missiles were not an engineering dead
end. The scientists, engineers, prototypes, designs, methods, and experience from those programs
were all used to create a wide variety of missiles that have been used around the world ever since.
Figures 9.61–9.62 show just one example–some of the German-speaking scientists who developed
U.S. missiles at the Naval Air Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, California.
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Figure 9.61: Examples of German-speaking scientists who developed U.S. missiles at the Naval Air
Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, California.
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Figure 9.62: Examples of German-speaking scientists who developed U.S. missiles at the Naval Air
Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, California.
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Figure 9.63: German hardware and knowledge and German-speaking scientists led to the devel-
opment of the U.S. Air Force Matador cruise missile (first flight 1949), U.S. Navy Regulus cruise
missile (first flight 1951), and other postwar cruise missiles.
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9.7 Large Liquid Propellant Rockets

Perhaps the best-known contributions (though dimming with time as the memories become more
distant) of German-speaking scientists were the development of large rockets and spacecraft. German-
speaking creators led the development of all types of rocket-related technologies in Germany during
World War II and in countries around the world after the war.

Perhaps the most publicly visible rocket-related technology is liquid propellant rockets, which carry
a liquid fuel and liquid oxidizer and burn them together to produce thrust, as shown in Fig.
9.64 [Hill and Peterson 1991; Huzel and Huang 1992; Sutton and Biblarz 2010]. As illustrated in
the upper part of the figure, the fuel and oxidizer are burned in a special combustion chamber,
generating a gas that initially has a very high temperature (thermal energy) and high pressure
(potential energy) but little velocity (kinetic energy). That gas then expands as it flows out through
a nozzle, converting much of the initial thermal and potential energy into kinetic energy of a high-
velocity exhaust stream. As shown in the lower part of the figure, it is necessary to pressurize the
oxidizer and fuel from the storage tanks before they can be injected into the combustion chamber,
since the gas pressure inside the combustion chamber is so high. Smaller, simpler liquid propellant
rockets use high-pressure gas to pressurize the propellant in the tanks, but larger liquid propellant
rockets usually use a turbopump to raise the pressure of the fuel and oxidizer just before they are
injected into the combustion chamber. Small amounts of fuel and oxidizer are diverted to power the
turbopump, or sometimes the turbopump is powered by an entirely separate supply of propellant.
In order to cool the engine and to preheat the fuel, usually fuel first detours through coils wrapping
the combustion chamber and nozzle.

Hermann Oberth (Austro-Hungarian, 1894–1989), shown in Fig. 9.65, began experimenting with
rockets in 1908 when he was only 14. By the early 1920s, he was publishing detailed and highly
influential designs and analyses of rockets [Oberth 1929, 1984].

Oberth was the scientific consultant for Fritz Lang’s 1929 film, Frau im Mond (Woman in the Moon,
p. 1377), which depicted how astronauts could use a rocket to travel to the moon and influenced
a whole generation of young German rocket engineers such as Werner von Braun (German, 1912–
1977). Among other prophetic details, the film showed the construction of the rocket in a large
vehicle assembly building, the transport of the rocket to a launch pad, a countdown to the launch,
horizontal couches for the astronauts during launch, the use and ejection of multiple rocket stages
during the ascent, the effects of zero gravity in space, etc.

Oberth advised and assisted the younger rocket engineers during the 1930s and 1940s, and continued
to promote spaceflight in Europe and the United States after the war.

In the early development of liquid propellant rockets, the closest competitor outside the German-
speaking world was probably Robert Goddard (American, 1882–1945) [Lehman 1988]. Despite
Goddard’s promising ideas and experiments, he never was able to obtain much U.S. political and
financial support for his research, in stark contrast to the enormous support that the German-
speaking engineers received. By the time of Goddard’s death in 1945, German rockets were many
years ahead of anything that Goddard had been able to accomplish with his limited support.
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Figure 9.64: Liquid propellant rocket design. (a) Burning of fuel and oxidizer in the combustion
chamber generates hot gas with velocity vchamber ≈ 0, pressure pchamber, and temperature Tchamber,
which expands in the nozzle until it has exhaust values vexh, pexh, and Texh. (b) Pumps raise the
pressure of oxidizer and fuel from the storage tanks and inject it into the combustion chamber.
Along the way, fuel detours through coils wrapping the combustion chamber and nozzle, cooling
the engine and preheating the fuel. Small amounts of oxidizer and fuel are diverted to burn in a
gas generator, producing hot exhaust that powers a gas turbine and thereby the pumps.
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Figure 9.65: Hermann Oberth began experimenting with rockets in 1908 and published detailed
and highly influential designs and analyses of rockets in the 1920s.
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From 1933 to 1945, Wernher von Braun (German, 1912–1977) led a team (first at Kummersdorf,
then at Peenemünde) that developed a series of increasingly sophisticated liquid propellant rockets.
By far their most famous creation was the A-4 or V-2 rocket, which was first launched in 1942 and
was capable of reaching altitudes over 200 km (beyond the earth’s atmosphere and well into outer
space). See Fig. 9.66.8

At the end of the war, von Braun and his team moved to the United States, where they spent over
a quarter-century developing a series of even larger rockets, both for ballistic missile programs (Fig.
9.67) and also for the space program. Their work culminated in the Saturn V rocket that carried
the Apollo missions to the moon in 1968–1972 (Figs. 9.68–9.69).9

U.S. Army Lt. Colonel William E. Winterstein worked very closely with von Braun immediately
after his arrival in the United States, and he later emphasized how long von Braun had planned
and lobbied for manned missions to the moon [Winterstein 2005, pp. 34–35]:

Among the many discussions I had with Wernher [von Braun] during those days was
the theme of space exploration. The first step, naturally, was a voyage to the Moon.
This was his lifelong ambition. At that time, the outlook for any rocket research for
such a project was unfavorable. [...]

In the summer of 1946, I asked Wernher “If we could give you all of the money you
wanted, how much, and how long, would it take you to put Man on the Moon?” Several
weeks later, he said: “Give us three billion dollars, and ten years, and we will go to
the moon and back.” At the time, I thought it was merely very interesting information,
never dreaming of their importance.

It was fifteen years later that similar words, concerning the time frame at least, were
uttered by President Kennedy to a joint session of Congress on May 25th 1961. “Before
this decade is out,” described the time frame. Prior to President Kennedy’s address
to Congress, Dr. von Braun had convinced the President that the trip to the Moon
was technologically possible. This further convinced me that Wernher must have done
a lot of planning for a Moon mission, years before he gave me the same information
concerning the time element in 1946.

Of course, von Braun and his team ultimately did exactly what they had long envisioned, once the
United States finally committed the necessary amount of funding after many years of bureaucratic
indecision and delays. Yet if von Braun’s team had had the full financial and political support of the
United States from 1945 onward, how soon might the United States have sent the first astronaut
into space, or sent the first astronauts to the Moon? How much further into space might the United
States have progressed after that?

8The history of the Peenemünde A-4 rocket program has already been so well documented that it will not be
covered in any detail here. For much more information, see for example: Bode and Kaiser 2013; Dornberger 1958,
1994; Erichsen and Hoppe 2011; Gildenhaar and Gildenhaar 2013a; Hölsken 1994; Irving 1965; Jones 1978; King and
Kutta 1998; Klee and Merk 1963; Knight 1946; Ley 1968; McGovern 1964; Jürgen Michels 1997; Miranda and Mercado
1996; Neufeld 1995; Ordway and Sharpe 2003; Putt 1946a, 1946b; CIOS XXXII-125; digipeer.de; v2rocket.com.

9Likewise, the history of postwar liquid propellant rockets has been so well documented that it will not be covered
in any detail here. For more information, see: Bilstein 1980; von Braun et al. 1985; Franklin 1987; Freeman 1993;
Huzel 1962; Huzel and Huang 1992; Koelle 1961; Kurowski 2001; Ley 1968; Mader 1963; Jürgen Michels 1997; Neufeld
2007; Powell-Willhite 2007; Stuhlinger and Ordway 1994a, 1994b; NYT 1945-05-23 p. 4, 1946-04-12 p. 11, 1946-04-22
p. 6, 1946-05-07 p. 3, 1946-06-29 p. 11, 1947-03-02 p. 17, 1947-06-22 p. E-7, 1948-04-03 p. 27.
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When Wernher von Braun died in 1977, President Jimmy Carter issued a public statement [Carter
1977, p. 1125]:

To millions of Americans, Wernher von Braun’s name was inextricably linked to our
exploration of space and to the creative application of technology. He was not only
a skillful engineer but also a man of bold vision; his inspirational leadership helped
mobilize and maintain the effort we needed to reach the Moon and beyond.

Not just the people of our Nation but all the people of the world have profited by his
work. We will continue to profit from his example.

Of course, von Braun was only one person, but President Carter’s statement demonstrates how
critical the German-speaking scientists had been for the space and ballistic missile programs in the
United States. John Becklake, a historian of science at London’s Science Museum, described the
contributions of the German-speaking scientists in more detail [Becklake 1994]:

Twenty-five years ago, in July 1969, the first men landed on the Moon. These pioneering
spacefarers, Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin, were launched on this mission by Amer-
ica’s massive Saturn V rocket. Twenty-five years before this, on 8 September 1944, the
first operational V2 missile was fired at Paris from a mobile launch site in the Ardennes
region of France. Both of these rockets were developed by the same team of German
engineers, led by Wernher von Braun. [...]

The accomplishments of this US-based team, now expanded to include local engineers,
are legendary—they developed the US’s first long range missile (Redstone), provided
the launch vehicle that orbited America’s first satellite and later, under the auspices
of the civil space agency, NASA, developed the Saturn family of rockets. This included
the Saturn V rocket that sent the Apollo astronauts to the Moon. So influential were
von Braun and his team in almost every major rocket activity in Germany and the
US between 1930 and 1970, that this volume [a biography of von Braun] effectively
represents a history of rocketry in the Western world.
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Figure 9.66: The A-4 (V-2) rocket, first launched in 1942 and capable of reaching altitudes over
200 km, was designed and developed by a team led by Wernher von Braun.
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Figure 9.67: Examples of early U.S. ballistic missiles derived directly from German creators and
creations.
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Figure 9.68: The Saturn V rocket, which carried the Apollo 11 mission to the moon in 1969, was
also designed and developed by Wernher von Braun’s team.
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Figure 9.69: Wernher von Braun with the F-1 engines for the Saturn V rocket.
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The two photographs in Fig. 9.68 illustrate how numerous and influential German-speaking creators
were in the U.S. ballistic missile and space programs.

The upper photograph in Fig. 9.68 shows the attendees of a 1959 meeting at the Army Ballistic
Missile Agency. From left to right, they were:

Name Born Lived Role
Ernst Stuhlinger German 1913–2008
Frederick von Saurma German 1908–1961
Fritz Mueller German 1907–2001
Hermann Weidner German 1912–2008
Erich Neubert (in back) German 1910–1999
William Mrazek German 1911–1992
Karl Heimburg German 1910–1997
Arthur Rudolph German 1906–1996
Otto Hoberg German 1912–1991
Wernher von Braun German 1912–1977
Oswald Lange German 1912–2000
Bruce Medaris American 1902–1990 U.S. Army General
Helmut Hölzer German 1912–1996
Hans Maus German 1905–1999
Ernst Geissler German 1915–1989
Hans Hueter German 1906–1970
George Constan American 1909–1986 Manager, Michoud Assembly Facility

The lower photograph in Fig. 9.68 shows the attendees of a 1961 meeting at NASA. From left to
right, they were:

Name Born Lived Role
Werner Kuers German 1907–1983 Director, Manufacturing Engineering Division
Walter Häussermann German 1914–2010 Director of the Astrionics Division
William Mrazek German 1911–1992 Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering Division
Wernher von Braun German 1912–1977 Director of Marshall Space Flight Center
Dieter Grau German 1913–2014 Director of the Quality Assurance Division
Oswald Lange German 1912–2000 Director of the Saturn Systems Office
Erich W. Neubert German 1910–1999 Assoc. Deputy Director, Research/Development

For a more extensive list of German-speaking scientists and engineers who worked in postwar
U.S. and U.K. rocket and missile programs, see Table 9.1. (There was a relatively free exchange
of German-speaking scientists and information between the U.S. and U.K. programs, so they are
treated together here.) Even this list represents only a fraction of the many hundreds of German-
speaking scientists and engineers who worked in all parts of NASA, military research centers, and
aerospace and electronics companies to make the U.S. and U.K. missile, rocket, and space programs
possible.
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Figure 9.70: Examples of German-speaking designers and managers in the U.S. rocket programs.
Above: 1959 meeting at the Army Ballistic Missile Agency. Below: 1961 meeting at NASA.
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Andreas Alexandrakis
Wilhelm Angele
Herbert Axter
Erich Ball
Oscar Bauschinger
Gerd de Beek
Rudolf Beichel
Anton Beier
Herbert Bergeler
Hermann Beuderftig
Josef Boehm
Gerhard Braun
Magnus von Braun
Wernher von Braun
Erhardt Bruenecke
Theodor Buchhold
Walter Burose
Rudolf Buschmann
Werner Dahm
Konrad Dannenberg
Kurt Debus
Heinrich Determann
Friedrich Dhom
Herbert Dobrick
Walter Dornberger
Gerhard Drawe
Friedrich Duerr
Ernst Eckert
Rudolf Edse
Krafft Ehricke
Otto Eisenhardt
Willy Fiedler
Hans Fichtner
Alfred Finzel
Edward Fischel
Karl Fleischer
Hans Friedrich
Herbert Fuhrmann
Ernst Geissler

Werner Gengelbach
Dieter Grau
Hans Gruene
Herbert Guendel
Johann Gustav
Karl Hager
Guenther Haukohl
Walter Häussermann
Karl Heimburg
Emil Hellebrand
Gerhard Heller
Bruno Helm
Alfred Henning
Rudolph Hermann
Bruno Heusinger
Guenther Hintze
Otto Hirschler
Otto Hoberg
Rudolf Hoelker
Helmut Hoelzer
Oscar Holderer
Helmut Horn
Hans Hosenthien
Hans Hueter
Dieter Huzel
Walter Jacobi
Wilhelm Jungert
Erich Kaschig
Karl Klager
Ernst Klauss
Johann Klein
Georg E. Knausenberger
Heinz-Hermann Koelle
Max Kramer
Hubert Kroh
Werner Kuers
Joachim Kuettner
Hermann Kurzweg
Hermann Lange

Oswald Lange
Willy Ley†

Hans Lindenberg
Hans Lindenmayr
Kurt Lindner
Hannes Luehersen
Carl Mandel
William Mrazek
Hans Maus
Helmut Merk
Joseph Michel
Hans Milde
Heinz Millinger
Rudolf Minning
William Mrazek
J. W. Muehlner
Fritz Mueller
Rudolf Nebel
Erich Neubert
Kurt Neuhoefer
Wolfgang Noeggerath
Max Novak
Adolf Oberth
Hermann Oberth
Robert Paetz
Hans Palaoro
Kurt Patt
Hans Paul
Karl Pohlhausen
Theodor Poppel
Jesco von Puttkamer
Eberhard Rees
Gerhard Reisig
Georg Rickhey
Walther Johannes Riedel
Werner Rosinski
Ludwig Roth
Heinrich Rothe
Arthur Rudolph

Harry Ruppe
Friedrich von Saurma
Heinz Schnarowski
Klaus Scheufelen
Martin Schilling
Rudolf Schlidt
Helmuth Schlitt
Helmut H. Schmidt
Albert Schuler
William August Schulze
Friedrich Schwarz
Walter Schwidetzky
Karl Sendler
Eberhard Spohn
Werner Sieber
Fridtjof Speer
Ernst Steinhoff
Hermann Steuding?
Wolfgang Steurur
Ernst Stuhlinger
Johann Tschinkel
Bernhard Tessmann
Adolf Thiel
Georg von Tiesenhausen
Werner Tiller
Arthur Urbanski
Fritz Vandersee
Werner Voss
Theodor Vowe
Herbert Wagner
Hermann Weidner
Günter Wendt
Walter Wiesman
Albin Wittmann
Hugo Woerdemann
Albert Zeiler
Helmut Zoike

Table 9.1: Some German-speaking scientists and engineers in postwar U.S. and U.K. rocket and
missile programs. †Willy Ley came to the United States in 1935.
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German-speaking engineers, designs, and materials also greatly contributed to the development of
missiles, rockets, and spacecraft in the Soviet Union, as illustrated by the examples in Table 9.2
and Figs. 9.71–9.73.10

Similarly, German-speaking scientists and engineers made major contributions to postwar programs
in France. Writing for L’Express, investigative journalists Vincent Nouzille and Olivier Huwart
researched unclassified French government records and described the recruitment and ultimate
technological impact of over 1000 German and Austrian scientists and engineers in France after
the war, especially with regard to missiles and other aerospace technologies [Nouzille and Huwart
1999]. For some examples of German-speaking contributions to postwar French rockets, see Fig.
9.77 and Table 9.3. For more information, see p. 3283.

Although German-designed rockets certainly went all the way to the moon after the war, there is
considerable evidence that even wartime German rockets may have advanced significantly beyond
the single-stage A-4 or V-2 rocket. As presented in Appendix E, there is documentation reporting
wartime research, development, and even testing of larger rockets with longer ranges and larger
payloads, two-stage intercontinental ballistic missiles, submarine-launched missiles, advanced solid
propellant rockets, prototype manned space planes (A-9 and Silbervogel), and advanced rocket
engines (hydrogen/oxygen, ion, and fission thermal). Appendix E gives an overview of currently
known evidence for these wartime advanced rocket developments, but this is clearly another area
where much more archival research is needed to clarify exactly what work was done and by whom,
and precisely how it guided postwar missile, rocket, and space programs in the United States, the
Soviet Union, and other countries.

10For much more information, see: Chertok 2005–2012; Robert Godwin 2001; Harford 1997; Oberg 1981; Phelan
2013; Przybilski 1999, 2002a; Reinke 2007, pp. 36–37; Siddiqi 2000; Uhl 2001; Scientific Intelligence Review 1946;
NYT 1947-05-18 p. 45.
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Albert Adolf
Werner Albring
Helmut Anders
Erich Apel
Willi Aporius
Herbert Auler
Gerhard Bart
Werner Baum
Heinz Bauschke
Karl Begel
Siegfried Bergemann
Erich Bischof
Kurt Blasig
Josef Blass
Friedrich Bönisch
Karl Borkmann
Kurt Briese
Hugo Brötler
Bernhard Buckdolf
Günter Bujak
Wilhelm Burchard
Alfons Busselt
Gerhardt Butke
Heinz Büttner
Rudolf Chwalczyk
Erich Drews
Hans Eiseler
Josef Eitzenberger
Fritz Engelmann
Helmut Faulstick
Georg Gasch
Bernhardt Gerhardt
Paul Gerold
Alfred Grevesmühl
Helmut Gröttrup
Alfred Grünert
Micheslaw Gudakovskij
Heinz Hasse
Werner Haase
Erich Habann
Karl Harnisch
Alfred Hecker

Karl Held
Bruno Henning
Walter Hensch
Anton Herr
Rudolf Herrman
Johannes Hoch
Heinz Jaffke
Alois Jasper
Anton Kahler
Heinrich Kindler
Alfred Kirchner
Alfred Klippel
Alfred Klose
Wilhelm Knack
Heinz Knittel
G. Kraut
Hans Kuhl
Gerhard Lange
Erich Langenbach
Ernst Lehmann
Ludwig Leihfeld
Werner Lessing
Josef Linke
Kurt Magnus
Fritz Mattheis
Franz Matthes
Otto Meier
Emil Mende
Heinz Moser
Rudolf Müller
Werner Müller
Herbert Mummert
Horst Nehrkorn
Peter Neidhardt
Lisa Neumeister
Friedrich Nikolaus
Friedrich Otto
Walter Pauer
Max Pehle
Arthur Pilz
Bertold Podeschva
Josef Poitner

Max Pole
Hans Prost
Oswald Putze
Siegfried Reinhard
Helmut Ritter
Fritz Rockstuhl
Erwin Rossler
Paul Rothe
Walter Rüdiger
Ferdinand Rule
Franz Schadt
Waldemar Schellhorn
Konrad Schidlo
Walter Schierhorn
Walter Scholz
Heribert Schröder
Werner Schulz
Wilhelm Schütz
Willi Schwarz
Gerhard Siegmund
Willi Sommer
Karl Viktor Stahl
Felix/Ferdinand Stolpe
Heinrich Strützing
Hubert Tacke
Rosemarie Tannhäuser
Paul Täubert
Wolf Trommsdorff
Robert Tschechner
Joachim Umpfenbach
Harmm Verger
Fritz Viebach
Hans-Albert Vilter
Willi Vredl
Karl Wilhelm
Henrik Winskowski
Waldemar Wolff
Kurt Wohlfahrt
Willi Zeleskij
Heinz Zershinskij
Herman Zimpe

Table 9.2: Some German-speaking scientists and engineers in postwar Soviet rocket and missile
programs.
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Figure 9.71: Helmut Gröttrup led the team of German-speaking engineers that designed and devel-
oped postwar Soviet rockets. In this October 1947 photo at the Kapustin Yar rocket testing site,
he posed with Karl Viktor Stahl, Johannes Hoch, Fritz Viebach, and Hans-Albert Vilter.
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Figure 9.72: Examples of early Soviet ballistic missiles derived directly from German creators and
creations.
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Figure 9.73: The SS-3 Shyster (R-5M) ballistic missile was derived directly from German creators
and creations.
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Figure 9.74: The clustered design of the R-7 and all later Russian rockets was directly derived from
Helmut Gröttrup’s G-5 design [www.astronautix.com/g/g-5.html].
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Figure 9.75: The RD-107/RD-108 engines of the R-7 and all later Russian rockets were directly
derived from Werner Baum’s engine designs [Przybilski 2002a].
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Figure 9.76: R-7 and later Russian rockets through current Soyuz launchers were directly derived
from Helmut Gröttrup’s rocket designs and Werner Baum’s engines.
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Figure 9.77: Karl-Heinz Bringer led a team of German-speaking engineers that designed and devel-
oped postwar French rocket engines, such as the Viking engine for the Ariane rockets.
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Bachmann
Bayer
Behnke
Bernkopf
Billig
Bodenstein
Uwe Bödewadt
Boese
Bornscheuer
Karl-Heinz Bringer
Büchner
Buhl
Deucker
Dollhopf
Rolf Engel
Fabian
Fölster
Frey
Gardian
Görtz
Grater
Gross
Haas
Helmut Habermann
Hackh
Heine
Höhne
Hüttenberger
Jauernick
Just
Kauba
Keiner
Kieffer
Klar
Kleinwächter
Kohl
König
Otto Kraehe
Krämer

Laebe
Lammerhirt
Lang
Liesegang
Lörtsch
Menke
Mosch
Otto Müller
Netterscheim
Wolfgang Piltz
Prasthofer
Runge
Eugen Sänger
Irene Sänger-Bredt
Schabert
Scheidt
Schlotzer
Schmidt
C. Schmidt
Schmoll
Schnapper
Schossig
Schubert
Schuran
Seidel
Sohn
Stoerk
Strobel
Stumke
Hermann Teichmann
Voigt
Walther
Weiss
Weissenborn
Woytech
Wüterich
Zangl
Helmut von Zborowski

Table 9.3: Some German-speaking scientists and engineers in postwar French rocket and missile
programs.
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9.8 Submarine-Launched and Solid Propellant Rockets

This section concerns submarine-launched missiles that were developed or were under development
during the war, as well as the postwar influence of such projects and German-speaking scientific
experts. This section also covers the wartime and postwar development of solid propellant rockets.
Not all submarine-launched missiles used solid propellant, and not all solid propellant rockets were
designed to be launched from submarines, but the two histories are so deeply intertwined (because
solid propellant is especially desirable for submarine-launched rockets) that they are presented here
in the same section.

Several submarine-launched missile prototypes and designs that were developed in wartime Ger-
many:

• In May 1942, there was a series of successful tests to launch small Nebelwerfer rockets from
a submerged submarine (U-511). Those tests were documented in a June 1942 report [Bun-
desarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/369]. See pp. 1308 and 3319–3327.

• Based on those successful initial tests, during 1942–1945, the German Navy sponsored the
development of a whole series of increasingly sophisticated short-range rockets that could
be launched from a submerged submarine. Those rockets were successfully demonstrated
at Toplitz See, Austria. The rockets and testing equipment were all destroyed at the end
of the war as American forces approached. After the war, though, U.S. Navy investigators
interrogated several of the engineers who were involved in the project and wrote a report
about their work [NavTecMisEu 500-45]. See pp. 1309 and 3328–3333.

• Also based on the 1942 tests and the proposal by Lafferenz, engineers from Peenemünde
began working on the “Prüfstand XII” project to transport and launch A-4 (V-2) rockets
from specially designed underwater cargo containers that could be towed by submarines.
For examples from a large collection of 1944 design drawings [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv
Freiburg RH 8/4067K], see pp. 1310 and 3334–3342. Although in Dornberger’s postwar public
statements he said that nothing ever came of the project, it is unclear how far the project
may have actually progressed. There were reports that at least one Prüfstand XII unit may
have been constructed and tested before the end of the war.

• There were also wartime programs to launch modified V-1 cruise missiles from German sub-
marines (pp. 3315–3316).
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Figure 9.78: Photographs from a 1942 report describing a series of successful tests to launch small
rockets from a submerged submarine [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/369].
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Figure 9.79: Drawings from a postwar report on a long series of increasingly sophisticated
submarine-launched rockets that were developed 1942–1945 and successfully demonstrated at
Toplitz See, Austria [NavTecMisEu 500-45].
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Figure 9.80: 1944 drawings from the “Prüfstand XII” project to transport and launch A-4 (V-2)
rockets from specially designed underwater cargo containers that could be towed by submarines
[Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/4067K].
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These and other wartime German projects were continued in other countries after the war, with
the aid of German-speaking scientists and captured German hardware and plans:

• As part of Operation Sandy, the U.S. Navy launched of an A-4 (V-2) rocket from the deck
of the USS Midway on 6 September 1947, demonstrating that an A-4 rocket could indeed be
transported and launched at sea (p. 1312).

• Beginning in February 1947, Loon missiles, a U.S. copy of the V-1 cruise missile, were launched
from the USS Cusk submarine, based on wartime German developments and implemented by
German-speaking scientists at Point Mugu Naval Air Missile Test Center. That program
was even marketed as a great American achievement in magazines (e.g., p. 1313) and in a
fictionalized Hollywood film (The Flying Missile, 1950, Columbia Pictures). See also p. 3347.

• German-speaking scientists and technologies were used to develop a series of more advanced
U.S. cruise missiles beginning in the late 1940s (pp. 1282–1284).

• Wernher von Braun’s team was directly involved in developing Jupiter, a liquid propellant
ballistic missile designed to be launched from submarines (but ultimately only deployed on
land; see p. 1291).

• German-speaking scientists were deeply involved in the development of U.S. solid propellant
submarine-launched ballistic missiles in ways that have never been fully disclosed to the public
(pp. 1316–1318 and 3381–3414).

• German-speaking scientists and technologies presumably also had a great impact on the
postwar submarine-launched missile programs of countries other than the United States (e.g.,
p. 3345).
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Figure 9.81: As part of Operation Sandy, the U.S. Navy launched of an A-4 (V-2) rocket
from the deck of the USS Midway on 6 September 1947 [http://www.cv41.org/photos/gallery/
main.php?g2 itemId=17451].
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Figure 9.82: Loon, a U.S. copy of the V-1 cruise missile, launched from the USS Cusk submarine,
based on wartime German developments and implemented by German-speaking scientists at Point
Mugu Naval Air Missile Test Center [http://www.usscusk.com/1953.htm].
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German-speaking creators made huge contributions to large solid propellant rockets.11 Although
solid propellant rockets have lower exhaust velocities than liquid propellant rockets, they can gener-
ally be stored for years without degradation. Therefore, they are primarily used for military rockets
and “off-the-shelf” boosters that can be strapped to the side of the first stage of a spacecraft launch
vehicle. For submarine-launched rockets, where it is necessary to be able to store the rockets stably
and safely for years and yet fire them on very short notice, solid propellants are highly preferable
to liquid propellants.

Most large solid propellants rockets typically contain a mixture of:12

∼ 70% (by mass) powdered crystalline oxidizer, usually ammonium perchlorate but sometimes
potassium perchlorate, ammonium nitrate, potassium nitrate, cyclotrimethylene trinitramine
(RDX), or cyclotetramethylene tetranitramine (HMX).

∼ 15% powdered metal fuel, usually aluminum but sometimes magnesium, zinc, or zirconium.

∼ 15% binder, a polymer that both holds the powdered oxidizer and metal fuel in place (while
withstanding high thermal and mechanical stresses) and also serves as additional fuel that
can react with the oxidizer. Binders are usually derivatives of polybutadiene (buna synthetic
rubber), polyurethane, polyalkylene, or polyvinyl chloride.

∼ 1% or less of other ingredients that may act as curing agents (to cross-link the polymer binder),
plasticizers (to make the propellant more flexible and therefore less likely to crack), stabilizers
(to slow chemical degradation of the propellant during years of storage), etc.

Instead of the above propellant mixture, missiles that must minimize their smoke (e.g., so it is
harder to see them coming) tend to use double-base propellants such as a mixture of nitroglycerin
and nitrocellulose.

As shown in Fig. 9.83, solid propellant burns along its exposed surfaces, releasing hot exhaust gases
through the nozzle until the propellant is used up or the thrust termination port is opened. An
igniter (not shown) initiates the combustion. For all practical purposes, solid propellant rockets
cannot be shut down and restarted later, unlike liquid propellant rockets.

The exposed surfaces in a solid propellant rocket may be molded into different patterns or propellant
grain designs (Fig. 9.83). Progressive solid propellant grain designs have cross-sectional patterns
of exposed surfaces (e.g., tubular or perforated) such that the exposed surface area and hence
the thrust increase as the rocket burns. Neutral grain designs (e.g., rod and tube or star) have
approximately the same exposed surface area and thrust during most of their burn time. Regressive
grain designs (e.g., slotted or double anchor) have a decreasing exposed surface area and thrust as
the rocket burns. For more complicated thrust profiles, solid propellant rockets may even change
the grain design along the length of the rocket, or use different solid propellants that are exposed
at different times during the engine burn.

Like liquid propellant rockets, solid rockets may be steered by any of several mechanisms during
their burn, including tilting the nozzle (if it is connected to the propellant case by a flexible yet
heat-resistant seal or joint), injecting fluid into one side of the exhaust to divert the rest of the hot
exhaust gas, or moving heat-resistant rudders or vanes that protrude into the exhaust stream.

11 Benecke and Quick 1957; Christopher 2013; Hahn 1998; Nagel 2011, 2012a; BIOS 27; BIOS 31; BIOS 100; BIOS
571; BIOS 1261; NavTecMisEu 327-45.

12 [Brooks 1972; Scortia and Cutforth 1971; Hill and Peterson 1991; Sutton and Biblarz 2010.
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Figure 9.83: In a solid propellant rocket, the propellant burns along its exposed surfaces, releasing
hot exhaust gases through the nozzle unless the thrust termination port is opened. Different solid
propellant grain designs have different cross-sectional patterns of exposed surfaces such that the
exposed surface area and hence the thrust changes in some desired way (increasing, remaining
constant, or decreasing) as the rocket burns.
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During World War II, a number of nearly forgotten German-speaking chemists and engineers,
such as those shown in Figs. 9.84–9.88, successfully developed and demonstrated advanced solid
propellant rockets, including for example:

• The Rochen ammonium perchlorate/polybutadiene short-range missile, first fired in 1944
(Fig. 9.89).

• The Rheintochter two-stage surface-to-air missile, first launched in 1943 (Fig. 9.90).

• The Rheinbote four-stage long-range rocket, first launched in 1943 (Fig. 9.91).

• The V-101, an ammonium perchlorate/polybutadiene propelled, 140-ton, 30-meter-tall, long-
range ballistic missile that was under development when the war ended.

Key German innovations of that solid propellant rocket technology included:

1. Ammonium perchlorate oxidizer [BIOS 31; BIOS 571].

2. Polybutadiene “buna” synthetic rubber in the propellant to act as both fuel and binder [BIOS
31; BIOS 571].

3. Plasticizers to enable the propellant to be molded into any desired shape, to adhere tightly
to metal walls, and not to be prone to crumbling or brittleness [BIOS 31; BIOS 571].

4. Powdered aluminum as a fuel additive to improve performance [BIOS 27; BIOS 31; BIOS 100;
BIOS 477; BIOS 1261; FIAT 1035; HEC 2434; HEC 2485; HEC 2487; NavTecMisEu 327-45].

5. Various grain designs for the combustion surface inside the propellant to give the desired
variation of thrust with time [Benecke and Quick 1957, pp. 253–255; BIOS 31; BIOS 1110;
NavTecMisEu 327-45].

As illustrated in Figs. 9.93–9.95, this wartime German technology became the basis for large postwar
solid propellant rockets, including satellite launch vehicles such as the U.S. Scout; strap-on solid
rocket boosters such as those used with the U.S. Space Shuttle, Titan, and Delta rockets; submarine-
launched ballistic missiles such as the U.S. Polaris, Poseidon, and Trident; and solid propellant
land-based ballistic missiles such as the U.S. Minuteman and MX.

Although aerospace historian J.D. Hunley focused mainly on the work of American engineers, he
could not avoid discussing the important contributions of Karl Klager (Austrian, 1908–2002) to the
development of large solid-propellant rockets in the United States after the war [Hunley 1999]:

Integral to the stories of the propellants used on large rockets and missiles, smaller
tactical missiles, and a host of smaller rockets for a variety of rockets and spacecraft
were the various binders, fuels, and oxidizers that went into the propellants. For ex-
ample, the motors for the Polaris A1 missile designed by Aerojet featured a cast, case-
bonded polyether-polyester-polyurethane composition with 15 percent aluminum and
ammonium perchlorate. Karl Klager at Aerojet has been credited with being largely
responsible for developing both the grain and the propellant for these motors, but the
story of their development is evidently quite complex. Klager received the U. S. Navy
Distinguished Public Services Award in 1958 for his work on the Polaris missile, but the
development of some of the propellant ingredients predates when Klager joined Aerojet
in 1950. [...]
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Karl Klager, who is credited with the development of HTPB [hydroxyl-terminated
polybutadiene], was asked how he came to develop this low-cost, low-viscosity propel-
lant that has become an industry standard. He said only that he started development in
1961 but waited until 1969 to propose the propellant to NASA for the Astrobee D and
Astrobee F sounding rockets on which it flew successfully. Perhaps, however, Klager’s
response regarding how he came to discover unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (UDMH)
(which is a liquid propellant used on the Bomarc missile, Titan 2 missile, Titan 3 and
Titan 4 rockets, and other missiles and rockets) applies equally to HTPB. Klager said
that he simply brought his knowledge of the science of chemistry to bear on the need
for a propellant. He had earned a Ph.D. in chemistry from the University of Vienna
in 1934 and had worked for several chemical firms in Europe from 1931 to 1948 before
moving to the United States and starting work for Aerojet in 1950.

The journalist David Beers, who grew up surrounded by the research of his father and his father’s
coworkers at Lockheed, singled out the importance of Wolfgang Noeggerath for the Polaris solid-
propellant missile [Beers 1996, pp. 38–39]:

“The most beautiful missiles ever fired,” a U.S. Navy Rear Admiral pronounced the
nuclear-tipped A1X Polaris, having witnessed its successful submarine test on a sum-
mer day in 1960. The fully evolved, deployed Polaris, designed under the guidance of
Wernher von Braun’s friend and fellow former Nazi, Wolfgang Noeggerath, was capa-
ble of traveling 2,400 nautical miles in a few minutes and delivering, from its elusively
mobile launchpad, three separate warheads to a single target deep within the Soviet
Union—facts no doubt beautiful to a nuclear warfare strategist.

The Baltimore Sun reported the death of another German scientist who played an important role
in the development of the Polaris missile [Baltimore Sun 2000-11-29]:

From 1947 until 1954, Mr. Hohenner was at the Point Mugu Naval Air Weapon Station
in California, working in the Naval Ballistic Program that led to the development of the
Polaris missile, the first U.S. submarine-launched ballistic missile.

During the rocket’s development, Mr. Hohenner prevailed over Mr. von Braun, who
insisted that the rocket be fueled by liquid rather than solid fuel.

“He brought a great knowledge ... in fuel handling, and convinced the Navy that if they
followed von Braun’s plan to use liquid fuel, which is dangerous, they could plan on
losing a sub a year in accidents,” said Robert L. Frohmuth, a retired Navy electrical
engineer. “It was a breakthrough, and he was the one who got solid fuel missiles started,
which are still being used today.”

“His greatest achievement was the development of the Polaris,” said Mr. Schmitz.

From 1957 until retiring in 1973, Mr. Hohenner was chief scientist at the air arm division
at the Westinghouse plant in Linthicum, where he continued his work on weapon systems
and ballistic missiles.
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Grayson Merrill, a retired Navy Captain, also emphasized the central role of German-speaking
scientists in the missile programs [Merrill 2003]:

Shortly after this I was detailed to witness some V-2 firings at Cuxhaven staged by
the British and executed by Germans from Peenemunde. It reinforced, in my mind,
the correctness of choosing Point Mugu. After the firings a small group of American
observers gathered in a Bremen rathskeller to quaff beer and discuss what we had seen.
A rumpled fake Army Colonel named Theodore von Kármán summed up our feelings,
“You young fellows must now go home and arrange to put these Germans to work. In
the meantime build a test range for the missiles to come.”

Almost 20 years later it can be said that Point Mugu has borne out the committee’s
judgments. [...]

Many of the LOON technical successes are traceable to the “German Scientists” who mi-
grated to Point Mugu. These included Willy Fiedler, Robert Lusser and Otto Schwede.
But Dr. Herbert A. Wagner, now deceased, deserves special mention. [...]

I left in 1949 but nevertheless watched with pride as the range expanded in support
of such missiles as LARK, SPARROW, REGULUS, RIGEL, POLARIS and TOMA-
HAWK.

Rolf Engel, Uwe Bödewadt, and Hermann Teichmann (all of whom developed and demonstrated
ammonium perchlorate/polybutadiene solid rocket propellants during the war) all went to work for
France after the war (p. 1306). Information on their postwar contributions is not publicly available,
but presumably they were instrumental in developing modern solid-propellant missiles and rockets
in France, and they may have made important contributions in other areas as well.

For much more detailed information on the contributions of German-speaking scientists and engi-
neers to the development of large solid propellant rockets, see Section E.2.4.
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Figure 9.84: Some German-speaking creators of large solid propellant rockets.
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Figure 9.85: More German-speaking creators of large solid propellant rockets.
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Figure 9.86: More German-speaking creators of large solid propellant rockets.
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Figure 9.87: More German-speaking creators of large solid propellant rockets.
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Figure 9.88: More German-speaking creators of large solid propellant rockets.
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Figure 9.89: The Rochen short-range missile (first fired in 1944) successfully demonstrated ammo-
nium perchlorate/polybutadiene solid rocket propellant.
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Figure 9.90: The Rheintochter two-stage surface-to-air missile (first launched in 1943) was an ex-
ample of large solid propellant rockets developed by German-speaking engineers during World War
II.
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Figure 9.91: The Rheinbote four-stage long-range rocket (first launched in 1943) was another ex-
ample of large solid propellant rockets developed by German-speaking engineers during World War
II.
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Figure 9.92: Hermann Teichmann and his collaborators invented and optimized ammonium per-
chlorate/polybutadiene solid rocket propellants, successfully demonstrated them in the Rochen
short-range missile, and were using those propellants to develop a 140-ton, 30-meter-tall, long-
range ballistic missile, the Skoda V-101, when the war ended [top: BIOS 571; bottom: HEC 5787].
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Figure 9.93: German-speaking scientists played major roles in the development of postwar large
solid propellant rockets such as the Polaris missiles.
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Figure 9.94: German-speaking scientists played major roles in the development of postwar large
solid propellant rockets such as the Pershing missiles.
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Figure 9.95: German-speaking scientists played major roles in the development of postwar large
solid propellant rockets such as the Minuteman missiles.
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9.9 Rocket Planes and Space Planes

German-speaking creators also led the way in the development of rocket planes, space planes, and
space shuttles, from the first rocket plane in 1928 to the U.S. Space Shuttle.13

As shown in Fig. 9.96, different types of vehicles can employ different trajectories for reentering the
earth’s atmosphere from space. In a ballistic reentry, the vehicle cannot generate aerodynamic lift
to stay aloft, so it quickly plunges into denser and denser layers of atmosphere, rapidly decelerating
due to the large aerodynamic drag force. Ballistic reentry trajectories involve decelerations of at
least 8–9 times earth’s normal gravity, as well as tremendous heating from atmospheric friction.
Ballistic reentry is used by most warheads and was used by the Vostok and Mercury space capsules.

In contrast, lifting reentry trajectories apply to the case in which the vehicle generates aerodynamic
lift, which allows the decelerating vehicle to remain much higher, in the thinner parts of the atmo-
sphere, much longer than is possible for a ballistic vehicle with no lift. As a result, vehicles using
lifting reentry trajectories experience much smaller decelerations and heating loads, which is why
space plane designs are especially attractive. They can also maximize the distance travelled, which
was of great interest for long-range bombing during the war.

German-speaking scientists and engineers designed and tested numerous rocket planes from the
1920s to 194514:

• Alexander Lippisch (German, 1894–1976) designed the first rocket plane, the Lippisch Ente,
which was powered by two solid propellant rockets and test flown in 1928. See Fig. 9.97.

• In 1929, Fritz von Opel (German, 1899–1971) funded and piloted the second rocket plane.
The Opel RAK.1 was designed and built by Julius Hatry (German, 1906–2000), with solid
propellant rockets by Friedrich Sander (German, 1885–1938). See Fig. 9.97.

• In the late 1930s, engineers under Ernst Heinkel began developing and testing rocket planes
using liquid propellant rocket engines, provided first by Wernher von Braun and then by
Hellmuth Walter (German, 1900–1980). The culmination of that work was the Heinkel He
176, which was successfully test flown in 1939 powered by a Walter rocket engine. See Fig.
9.98.

• Shortly after that, Hellmuth Walter produced the liquid rocket engine and Alexander Lippisch
created the aircraft for the Messerschmitt Me 163 Komet (Comet) rocket plane, the best-
known German rocket plane. The Me 163 was first demonstrated in 1941, and several hundred
were produced by the end of the war; see Fig. 9.99.

• In 1944, Erich Bachem (German, 1906–1960) designed the Bachem Ba 349 Natter rocket
plane for vertical take-off. Several dozen were built, but they were still undergoing testing at
the end of the war. See Fig. 9.100.

13 Chertok 2005–2012, Vol. 1, pp. 262–265; Robert Godwin 2003, pp. 38–51; Myhra 2002; Putt 1946b; Reed 1997,
pp. 129–130, 136; Eugen Sänger and Bredt 1944; Hartmut Sänger 2006; Frank Winter 1990; NYT 1986-11-05.

14 Dressel and Griehl 1995; Lommel 2002; Miller 2001; Myhra 2000b; Ranson and Cammann 2003; Späte 1983;
CIOS XXVII-67, XXX-81.
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Figure 9.96: Atmospheric reentry approaches include ballistic reentry, lifting-body reentry, skip
reentry, and double-dip reentry.
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Figure 9.97: Alexander Lippisch developed the Lippisch Ente rocket plane. Friedrich Sander, Fritz
von Opel, and Julius Hatry developed the Opel RAK.1 rocket plane.
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Figure 9.98: Hellmuth Walter designed most German rocket plane engines, such as the HWK 109-
509 engine. The Heinkel He 176 rocket plane successfully demonstrated an earlier version of a
Walter rocket engine in 1939.
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Figure 9.99: Alexander Lippisch created the aircraft and Hellmuth Walter created the rocket engine
for the Messerschmitt Me 163 Komet (Comet) rocket plane, first operational in 1941.
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Figure 9.100: Erich Bachem (shown here with famous test pilot Hanna Reitsch) designed and built
the Ba 349 Natter, a vertically launched rocket plane.
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• Felix Kracht (German, 1912–2002) created the DFS (Deutsche Forschungsanstalt für Segelflug)
228, which was designed to be launched from a Dornier Do 217 bomber, then use a Walter
rocket to climb to an altitude of up to 25 km. Two prototypes were built in 1944 but were
still being tested at the end of the war. Nonetheless, the DFS 228 designs that were captured
by the Allies appear to have had an enormous influence on the design of the postwar U.S.
U-2 high-altitude spy plane. See Fig. 9.101.

• Kracht also created the DFS 346, which was again designed to be launched from a Do 217
bomber but would then have used its streamlined design and its Walter rocket engine to
break the sound barrier. A prototype was constructed but not tested before the end of the
war. Captured designs for the DFS 346 appear to have had a tremendous influence on the
designs for the Bell X-1 and X-1A through X-1E rocket planes that were built and tested in
the U.S. after the war. See Fig. 9.101.

• Alexander Lippisch designed and built the DM-1 rocket plane in 1944, and continued to work
on the prototype until spring 1945. It was designed for flight at several times the speed of
sound, although a suitable rocket engine was not installed before the war ended. Among other
influences, the DM-1 may be regarded as a direct forerunner of lifting bodies that the United
States began testing in the 1960s. See Fig. 9.102.

After the war, Lippisch moved to the United States, where he developed a wide range of aerospace
technologies at the White Sands Missile Range, Convair, Collins Radio, and his own Lippisch
Research Corporation. Walter developed submarines and other technologies in the United Kingdom,
United States, and West Germany. Felix Kracht worked on many aerospace projects in France and
West Germany, eventually finishing his career as the Senior Vice President of Airbus.

As shown in Fig. 9.103, Ludwig Roth (German, 1909–1967), with backing from Wernher von Braun
and Walter Dornberger (German, 1895–1980), led the team that developed the A-4b or A-9 winged
rocket and launched it in 1945. For evidence that versions of the A-9 designed to accommodate two
astronauts may have actually been manufactured during the war, see Section E.2.2.

As illustrated in Fig. 9.104, Eugen Sänger (1905–1964) and Irene Bredt (1911–1983) designed
the Silbervogel space plane, which would have accommodated one astronaut and was even larger
than the A-9. They made detailed designs and trajectory calculations for the Silbervogel from the
1930s until 1945. For evidence that prototype hardware for the Silbervogel may have actually been
constructed during the war, see Section E.2.3.

If desired, a vehicle can skip off the upper atmosphere like a fast-moving flat rock skipping off the
surface of a pond, and this is called a skip reentry (Fig. 9.96). Both the A-9 and the Silbervogel
would have used rocket power to achieve a suborbital flight, and then could have repeatedly skipped
off the atmosphere to travel part of the way around the earth before reentering for a final time and
bombing a target.

(A more complex reentry trajectory that is closely related to the skip reentry is the double-dip
reentry. If a spacecraft is returning from deep space with a huge amount of kinetic energy, its
deceleration and aerodynamic heating would be too great if all of its kinetic energy were expended
during just one pass into the earth’s atmosphere. For this reason, the U.S. Apollo and Soviet Zond
capsules that returned from the moon executed a double-dip reentry, making two passes into the
atmosphere before landing. The wartime calculations for the A-9 and Silbervogel pioneered this
area of reentry trajectory methods, and then German-speaking scientists who went to the United
States and Soviet Union after the war helped to implement those methods.)
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Figure 9.101: Felix Kracht designed rocket planes such as the DFS 228 (predecessor of the U-2 spy
plane) and the DFS 346 (predecessor of the Bell X-1 rocket plane).
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Figure 9.102: Alexander Lippisch created the DM-1 rocket plane prototype, which was designed to
travel at several times the speed of sound.
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Figure 9.103: Ludwig Roth led the team that developed the A-4b or A-9 winged rocket and launched
it in 1945.
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Figure 9.104: Eugen Sänger and Irene Bredt designed the larger Silbervogel space plane and con-
structed prototype hardware for it during World War II.
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Building upon the wartime work on the manned winged A-9 and Silbervogel, many creators and cre-
ations from the German-speaking world made vital contributions to postwar space plane programs,
including the U.S. Space Shuttle:

• Wernher von Braun and other German-speaking engineers published detailed descriptions
and illustrations of a space plane in 1952 in Collier’s magazine, in order to try to excite U.S.
public interest and government funding for such a project [Collier’s 1952-03-22].

• Also in 1952, Walter Dornberger led the Bell Aerospace team that proposed the Bomi (Bomber
Missile) space plane, which was heavily based on the wartime Silbervogel designs—see p. 1343.
In 1954, Dornberger’s team designed the X-15 rocket plane, which had many similarities to the
wartime manned A-9 designs [Käsmann 2013, p. 105]. After the Bomi proposal was rejected,
Dornberger was instrumental in recycling the Bomi and Silbervogel designs to create the X-20
Dyna-Soar space plane; a prototype was built but the program was cancelled in 1963 [Robert
Godwin 2003].

• Hans Multhopp (German, 1913–1972) designed the Martin Marietta X-24 lifting body, which
first flew in 1969 [Reed 1997, pp. 129–130, 136]; see pp. 1344 and 3309.

• In 1965, Walter Dornberger named the newest U.S. space plane program the “Space Shuttle”
[Dornberger 1965a, 1965b].

• The U.S. Space Shuttle (Fig. 9.107) incorporated design features, experience, and personnel
from the earlier Silbervogel, Bomi, Dyna-Soar, and X-24 space plane programs [Winter 1990,
pp. 42–44, 113–122]; see pp. 3305 and 3307.

• Adolf Busemann (German, 1901–1986) suggested ceramic tiles for thermal insulation on the
Space Shuttle, and also contributed his detailed knowledge of hypersonic aerodynamics for
the design and reentry [NYT 1986-11-05]; see p. 3308.

• Krafft Ehricke (German, 1917–1984) was deeply involved in space plane projects from Bomi
to the Space Shuttle [Freeman 2008].

• The Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSMEs) were directly derived from engine designs with
especially high combustion chamber pressures that were developed during and after the war
(such as the MBB P111 engine and the Rocketdyne HG-3 engine) by Klaus von Riedel,
Karl Stöckel, Hans Georg Paul, Dieter Huzel, and other German-speaking engineers (see pp.
3310–3314).

• The Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Boosters (SRBs) were based on enormous German-speaking
contributions to solid propellant rockets (see Sections 9.8 and E.2.4).

Thus the Silbervogel and the manned winged A-9, as well as the German-speaking scientists who
worked on them, led directly to postwar space plane programs such as the X-20 Dyna-Soar, the U.S.
Space Shuttle (first launched in 1981, Fig. 9.107), the Soviet Buran (first launched in 1988, Fig.
9.108), and other space planes [Chertok 2005–2012, Vol. 1, pp. 262–265; Winter 1990, pp. 42–44,
113–122].

For more information on wartime and postwar space plane programs, see Section E.2.3.
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Figure 9.105: Walter Dornberger led the design of the several highly influential postwar rocket
planes and space planes, such as the Bomi (Bomber Missile) space plane, the X-15 rocket plane,
and the X-20 space plane. He also named NASA’s space plane program the Space Shuttle.
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Figure 9.106: Hans Multhopp designed the Martin Marietta X-24 lifting body, which first flew in
1969.
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Figure 9.107: First launch of a U.S. Space Shuttle, Columbia STS-1, on 12 April 1981.
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Figure 9.108: First and only launch of the Soviet space shuttle, Buran OK-1K1, on 15 November
1988.
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9.10 Space Exploration

On top of their work on liquid and solid rocket propulsion and space shuttles, German-speaking
creators led the way with regard to other aspects of long-term space exploration.

Walter Hohmann (German, 1880–1945) published a detailed textbook of calculations for spacecraft
trajectories and orbits in 1925 [Hohmann 1925]. Figures 9.109–9.110 show illustrations from his book
for calculations regarding atmospheric reentry, aerobraking, and what are now called Hohmann
ellipses—elliptical orbits for transferring from one nearly circular orbit (such as that of a planet)
to another (such as that of another planet) with the smallest possible expenditure of energy. The
methods that Hohmann proposed and worked out in 1925 have been utilized quite effectively since
the 1960s and will continue to be widely used in future space missions.

In 1928, Hermann Potočnik (Austrian/Slovene, 1892–1929), under the pen name of “Hermann
Noordung,” published a book with detailed designs of a large, circular, rotating space station, as
shown in Fig. 9.111 [Noordung 1928]. Potočnik’s designs accurately accounted for everything from
the solar energy requirements of the space station’s power plant to the artificial gravity in its living
quarters. His book also incorporated many of Hohmann’s proposed methods for interplanetary
missions. Unfortunately Potočnik died from tuberculosis (which he had contracted during World
War I) when he was only 36; if he had lived he might have helped to realize some of his visions.

Guido von Pirquet (Austrian, 1880–1966) and Hermann Oberth (German, 1894–1989) separately
designed space stations in 1928–1929 [Ley 1928; Oberth 1929]. See Fig. 9.112. Oberth pointed out
that such a station could for example tend large space-based mirrors to reflect sunlight on the
earth. Depending on they were used, such mirrors might improve everything from agriculture to
power production to weather, or they might incinerate opposing countries.

Plans for a space station and space mirror were seriously considered by the German government
during World War II, especially with regard to potential military applications, as illustrated in Fig.
9.113 [NYT 1945-06-29 p. 1, 1945-06-30 p. 3; Life 1945-07-23 p. 78; Time 1946-09-02 p. 52].

After the war, Oberth, Wernher von Braun, Willy Ley (German, 1906–1969), and many other
German-speaking scientists continued to design and advocate for space stations in the United
States [e.g., Collier’s 1952-03-22]. Figure 9.114 shows a 1952 space station design from von Braun’s
team, drawn by Chesley Bonestell, based on earlier designs by Potočnik, von Pirquet, and Oberth.

In addition to the large wheel designs, the German-speaking scientists also proposed simpler space
station designs as a starting point. Figure 9.115 shows Wernher von Braun’s first sketch, made in
1964, of how to convert the upper stage of a Saturn V into a space station. This work ultimately
resulted in Skylab, the first U.S. space station, which was built from the converted upper stage
of a Saturn V and launched in 1973 [Belew 1977]. See Fig. 9.116. The Skylab design was actually
capable of much more than the United States did with it; it was envisioned to transport and house
astronauts during manned flybys of Venus and Mars [Portree 2012].
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Oberth, von Braun, Krafft Ehricke (German, 1917–1984), and other German-speaking scientists
also produced many other detailed designs for manned missions to or bases on the moon, Mars,
and elsewhere [e.g., von Braun 1991; Freeman 2008]. While those ideas have not been utilized yet,
perhaps they will be in the future.

Even the current International Space Station came about largely because of the longtime political
advocacy of Hans Mark (Austrian/German, 1929–), the son of the chemist Herman(n) Mark (p.
498) [Hans Mark 1987]. See Fig. 9.117.
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Figure 9.109: Walter Hohmann published a detailed textbook of calculations for spacecraft trajec-
tories and orbits in 1925.
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Figure 9.110: Walter Hohmann published a detailed textbook of calculations for spacecraft trajec-
tories and orbits in 1925.
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Figure 9.111: Hermann Potočnik, under the pen name of “Hermann Noordung,” published a book
with detailed designs of a large, circular, rotating space station in 1928.
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Figure 9.112: Guido von Pirquet and Hermann Oberth separately designed space stations in 1929.
Oberth’s station featured a kilometers-wide mirror to focus sunlight on areas of the Earth for either
peaceful or military applications.
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Figure 9.113: Plans for an orbiting space station and space mirror were seriously studied during
World War II.
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Figure 9.114: A 1952 space station design from Wernher von Braun’s team, drawn by Chesley
Bonestell, based on earlier designs by Hermann Potočnik, Guido von Pirquet, and Hermann Oberth.
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Figure 9.115: Wernher von Braun’s first sketch of how to convert the upper stage of a Saturn V
into a space station in 1964.
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Figure 9.116: Skylab, the first U.S. space station, was built from the converted upper stage of a
Saturn V and was launched in 1973.
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Figure 9.117: Hans Mark, the son of the chemist Herman(n) Mark, was largely responsible for
getting the U.S. government to approve what became the International Space Station.
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Whereas most rockets employ chemical reactions, non-chemical (i.e., nuclear) rockets could deliver
much higher performance for deep space missions. German-speaking scientists began the develop-
ment of such advanced rocket propulsion systems during World War II and continued to lead their
development after the war.

Fission thermal rockets store energy onboard in the form of a relatively conventional fission reac-
tor, which is powered by suitable fuel such as uranium-233, uranium-235, or plutonium-239. Like
chemical rockets, fission thermal rockets also store propellant onboard, yet unlike chemical rockets,
fission thermal rockets do not require the propellant to undergo chemical reactions and release
energy of its own. The propellant is simply heated by the reactor to achieve very high temperatures
and pressures, then expelled out of the rocket nozzle, as shown in the upper part of Fig. 9.118.
Minimizing the molecular weight of the expelled propellant maximizes the exhaust velocity, so most
proposed fission thermal rockets use hydrogen propellant. The temperature to which the propellant
is heated is limited by how hot the fission reactor can become without melting the fission fuel or
other reactor components, but that still yields an exhaust velocity roughly twice that of the best
chemical rocket engine.

The upper part of Fig. 9.120 shows that scientists at Peenemünde and the Reichspost began pro-
grams on nuclear rocket propulsion no later than 1942. Manfred von Ardenne (German, 1907–1997),
Wernher von Braun, Krafft Ehricke (German, 1917–1984), Werner Heisenberg (1901–1976), Franz
Josef Neugebauer (German, 1897–1983), Hans von Ohain (German, 1911–1998), Ernst Stuhlinger
(German, 1913–2008), and others worked on fission thermal propulsion during the war (pp. 3433–
3449). After the war, von Braun, Ehricke, Neugebauer, Stuhlinger, and others continued to seriously
develop fission thermal propulsion in the United States, as shown in Figs. 9.120–9.121.

In contrast to fission thermal propulsion, fission pulse propulsion employs fission reactions that
occur outside of the rocket, and therefore are not constrained by the melting temperatures of the
fission fuel or any rocket components. Thus the fission reactions can reach the highest possible
temperatures—those of a fission explosion. Small fission bombs could be ejected from the rear of
the spacecraft; they would explode near the spacecraft, and some fraction of the blast would be
intercepted by a thick ablative “pusher plate,” transferring momentum while protecting the rest
of the spacecraft (Fig. 9.118 bottom). To smooth out the violent shocks of intermittent explosions
into more continuous and more survivable acceleration for the spacecraft, the pusher plate would be
connected to the rest of the spacecraft by giant compressible shock absorbers. The heat, radiation,
and shock to which the vehicle would be subjected pose formidable constraints on the materials
and engineering design, yet the prospect of achieving both very high exhaust velocities and high
thrust-to-weight ratios with an available energy source (fission explosives) is attractive.

Most books on the subject say that nuclear pulse propulsion was first proposed after World War
II by Stanislaw Ulam (Polish, 1909–1984), who was a creator from the greater German-speaking
world [e.g., Dyson 2002, p. 2]. In fact, this approach was first proposed and explored by even earlier
German-speaking creators.

External pulse propulsion by conventional chemical explosives was first proposed by Hermann
Ganswindt (German, 1856–1934) [Ron Miller 1993, pp. 75–76; Ron Miller 2016, p. 48].
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The sources on p. 3447 show that external pulse propulsion by nuclear explosives was first proposed
in approximately 1942 by Wernher von Braun. Considering the German military’s great wartime
interest in and funding for rockets, nuclear weapons, and revolutionary methods of delivering heavy
payloads long distances, it seems likely that fission pulse propulsion was seriously considered during
the war, although little relevant documentation is currently available. By the end of the war, work
in this area had apparently progressed at least as far as creating small test models powered by
conventional chemical explosives, which is as far as the work ever progressed in the United States
after the war before the U.S. program was cancelled.

Electric rocket propulsion, or an ion-electron thruster, uses energy (heat, resonant electromagnetic
waves, high-energy electrons from an electron gun, or other methods) to ionize initially electrically
neutral propellant atoms into positively charged ions and negatively charged electrons, as shown in
the upper half of Fig. 9.119. The positively charged ions are accelerated by the voltage difference
between two electrically charged grids and ejected from the rear of the spacecraft at some desired
velocity. To prevent the spacecraft from accumulating more and more net electric charge (as a result
of the lost ions) that would actually draw the ejected ions back to the spacecraft, electrons that have
been stripped off the ions must also be ejected, generally by harvesting them from the ionization
chamber and firing them from electron guns toward the departing ion exhaust. This method of
particle acceleration can produce much higher exhaust velocities than chemical combustion or even
fission thermal rockets. However, because charged particle beams have far lower densities than flows
of more traditional rocket propellant, their thrust is very low. Thus electric propulsion is best for
deep space missions where a low thrust applied over the course of months or even years can yield
useful final velocities or changes in the spacecraft’s orbit. Although ion-electron thrusters could be
powered by solar panels or any other source of electrical energy, it is usually proposed to power
them with a fission reactor.

Electric rocket propulsion systems were first proposed by Hermann Oberth in 1929 (p. 3448). Ex-
perimental development of electric propulsion in Germany began no later than 1937 and continued
until at least 1944 (p. 3134). Ernst Stuhlinger, Wernher von Braun, and other German-speaking
scientists continued to develop and promote electric propulsion after the war (pp. 1363, 3448). Cur-
rently very few documents on the wartime electric propulsion program are available, but it seems
likely that Oberth, Stuhlinger, and von Braun were involved in it as well.

Antimatter rockets, first proposed by Eugen Sänger, would store matter and antimatter propellant,
then carefully combine them to create very high-energy exhaust (Figs. 9.119 and 9.121). For equal
amounts of matter and antimatter, 100% of the combined propellant mass could be converted
to energy, versus < 1% for nuclear reactions, so antimatter propulsion could yield the maximum
performance obtainable from a rocket, with exhaust velocities approaching the speed of light. For
maximum density, the antimatter could be stored as anti-atoms such as anti-hydrogen (an anti-
proton plus a positron, or antimatter electron), safely isolated from any matter by electric and/or
magnetic fields. Annihilation of an antiproton with a proton creates ∼ 2/3 charged and ∼ 1/3
uncharged pions; the charged pions can be directed out a magnetic nozzle before they decay into
gamma rays, although the neutral pions would be nearly impossible to direct.
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Figure 9.118: Nuclear rocket propulsion approaches. Above: fission thermal rocket propulsion, in
which hydrogen propellant is heated by an internal fission reactor. Below: nuclear pulse propulsion,
in which small nuclear bombs are ejected from a spacecraft and explode outside the spacecraft,
pushing the spacecraft.
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Figure 9.119: Rocket propulsion by an ion-electron thruster (above) and matter-antimatter annihi-
lation (below).
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Figure 9.120: Scientists such as Krafft Ehricke at Peenemünde and the Reichspost began programs
on nuclear rocket propulsion no later than 1942, and continued their work in the United States.
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Figure 9.121: Ernst Stuhlinger, Wernher von Braun, and others worked on both nuclear thermal
and nuclear electric propulsion in Germany during the war and in the United States after the war.
Eugen Sänger was the first scientist to propose and analyze antimatter rocket propulsion systems.
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Chapter 10

Creating the Creators

Gaben, wer hätte sie nicht?
Talente—Spielzeug für Kinder.
Erst der Ernst macht den Mann,
Erst der Fleiss das Genie.

Gifts, who is without them?
Talents—mere toys for children.
Seriousness makes the man,
Application the genius.

Theodor Fontane. 1908. Unter ein Bildnis Adolf Menzels.
Gedichte. Stuttgart/Berlin. p. 325.

Chapters 2–9 and Appendices A–E give an overview of a representative (though certainly not
exhaustive) set of revolutionary creators and creations that came out of the predominantly German-
speaking research world of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. There are many indications
that systemic innovation-promoting factors were largely responsible for the production of those
creators and creations:

• The German-speaking creators and creations came from a relatively small geographical region
within a limited period of time, which should prompt close examination of the systemic
practices of that place and time that may have contributed to their success.

• That place and time produced an enormous number of revolutionary innovations. In fact, it
is difficult to identify as many revolutionary innovations that have been wholly developed by
the modern research world (not counting innovations that were made by the earlier German-
speaking world but adopted and polished by the modern world).

1365
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• The former German-speaking world produced that huge number of revolutionary innovations
despite having far fewer researchers than the modern world.

• The earlier German-speaking world produced that large number of revolutionary innovations
despite having far less research funding than the modern world.

• The former German-speaking world produced so many revolutionary innovations despite hav-
ing far less political stability than the modern world. It remained highly productive in spite
of forces including German unification, Kaiser Wilhelm II’s autocracy, World War I, the fi-
nancial and political crises of the Weimar period, the savagery of the Third Reich, and the
devastation of World War II.

• The earlier German-speaking world was not merely holding its position ahead of international
competitors, but rather was actually accelerating further and further ahead of other countries.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, scientific fields were generally dominated by
researchers in France, the United Kingdom, and a few other countries, and scientific research
projects and science/engineering-based industry in the German-speaking world were scarce or
lagged years behind the international competition. German-speaking scientists and engineers
seriously entered most fields sometime during the nineteenth century, starting from that
position of being far behind. As illustrated by the innovators and innovations in Chapters 2–9
and the appendices, by the end of the nineteenth century, German-speaking scientists were
ahead in most fields. By 1945, they had overwhelmingly dominated most fields, contributing
most of the major new innovations in each field and running years ahead of their competitors,
in many cases by a decade or more (e.g., rockets, chemical synthesis, etc.).

Therefore, the objective of this chapter is to identify and analyze common factors within the
German-speaking world that facilitated the success of those creators and creations. As is demon-
strated in this chapter, there were many relevant factors, all of which tended to promote greater
freedom to pursue longer-term and riskier potential innovations compared to the modern research
world.
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10.1 Comparison of Innovation System Size

Before studying factors that promoted innovation in the German-speaking world, one should first
consider the total size of the German-speaking world and the size of its innovation system. The
population of the German-speaking world was spread among several countries, and those countries,
their borders, and their populations changed over time. Table 10.1 gives the populations in millions
of people for a few key years.

Country 1871 1900 1914

Austria-Hungary 36.0 45.2 52.5

Germany 41.1 56.4 67.0

Netherlands 3.6 5.1 6.3

Switzerland 2.7 3.3 3.8

TOTAL 83.4 110.0 129.6

Country 1939

Austria 6.7

Czechoslovakia 14.8

Germany (within 1937 borders) 69.5

Hungary 9.2

Netherlands 8.8

Poland 34.8

Switzerland 4.2

TOTAL 148.0

Table 10.1: Populations (in millions of people) of central European countries that were involved in
the German-speaking research world. The 1939 data covers approximately the same geographical
area as the data from the earlier years, but some of the country names are different due to the
altered borders [Mitchell 1975; www.destatis.de; www.statistik.at; www.cbs.nl; www.bfs.admin.ch].

Of course, in some of the countries listed in Table 10.1, only some fraction of the population was
actually German-speaking or interacted directly or indirectly with the German-speaking research
world. Although the total population was steadily increasing apart from wars, ∼100–130 million
people is a good general estimate for the total population of the German-speaking world during
the early twentieth century.

For comparison, in 2020 the estimated population of the United States was 330 million, and the
estimated population of the whole world was 7.7 billion people [www.worldometers.info/world-
population]. Thus the earlier German-speaking world had a total population that was ∼1/3 that
of the modern United States, and roughly ∼1/70 of the modern global population.
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Like the postwar U.S. research system, the earlier German-speaking research world was divided
into three sectors: academic, corporate, and government laboratories.

1. Many universities had very diverse and advanced research programs, especially those in Berlin,
Munich, Göttingen, Vienna, Zurich, Prague, etc.

2. Many German companies maintained very large, very well-funded laboratories where com-
pany researchers were encouraged to keep inventing and developing 10–20 years worth of
future products for the corporate pipeline. Those companies included the various chemical
and pharmaceutical companies that ultimately consolidated into I.G. Farben, electrical com-
panies such as Siemens, AEG, and Telefunken, aerospace companies such as Heinkel and
Junkers, etc.

3. Government laboratories included multiple labs run by each branch of the military, various
dedicated biology and medical labs, the many different Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes (now called
the Max Planck Institutes) in different scientific fields, and even advanced electronics and
nuclear laboratories run by the German postal service (Reichspost).

Also like the U.S. system, much of the German-speaking university and corporate research was
sponsored by the government, with the rest being funded by companies investing in their own
labs and also investing in long-term partnerships with universities and with the Kaiser Wilhelm
Institutes.

Good estimates of the total number of people involved in the historical German-speaking research
world are difficult to find and depend greatly on the definitions one uses. Some relevant data that
can be considered includes:

• Werner Osenberg, head of the planning board of the Reichsforschungsrat (German Research
Council), compiled a list of 15,000 significant scientists, engineers, medical research doctors,
and technicians during the period 1943–1945 [Jacobsen 2014, p. 41]. (He also listed 1400
research facilities.) Estimates are that∼15–33% of scientists and engineers fled or were forcibly
removed from the German-speaking research world during the Third Reich, primarily due to
persecution of those with Jewish ancestry or spouses [Ash and Söllner 1996, p. 7]. This suggests
a prewar number of ∼20,000 noteworthy scientists and engineers.

• Over 2000 German-speaking scientists and engineers emigrated to the United States soon
after World War II as part of Operation Paperclip and Paperclip-related programs [Linda
Hunt 1991, p. 1], over 3000 were employed (willingly or otherwise) by the Soviet Union [Mick
2000], over 1000 by the United Kingdom [Glatt 1994], over 1000 by France [Nouzille and
Huwart 1999], and at least many hundreds by other countries [Michael Neufeld 2012]. Adding
up those numbers gives a total of at least ∼7,500 scientists who are known to have gone to
other countries. Multiplying that number by a factor of ∼2 to account for those who remained
in Germany and Austria or who moved to other countries but were not included in the official
totals puts this estimate in good agreement with the 15,000 on the Osenberg list. (Indeed,
the captured Osenberg list was used by Allied countries in their efforts to recruit German-
speaking scientists after the war.) Again factoring in those who fled the Reich gives a rough
prewar estimate close to 20,000 scientists and engineers.

• A maximum of approximately 4300 staff worked at German aviation research establishments
during World War II [Hirschel et al. 2004, p. 659]. Because aircraft, missiles, and rockets
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were a large area of focus during the war, that number seems consistent with the above total
estimates derived from the Osenberg list and Allied recruiting.

• Deichmann found 445 biologists in Germany, Austria, and the Sudetenland between 1933 and
1945 [Deichmann 1996]. Considering that Deichmann’s list omitted many major researchers
conducting biology-related research within the Reich (Kurt Blome, Adolf Butenandt, Gerhard
Domagk, Eugen Haagen, Heinrich Kliewe, Richard Kuhn, Walter Schreiber, Erich Traub,
etc., perhaps because they were medical doctors or chemists conducting biology research, or
perhaps because they were part of military research programs) and did not consider German-
speaking researchers beyond those geographical regions, the total number of active biology
researchers may have been at least twice Deichmann’s figure, say perhaps 1000. In view of the
number of other fields (chemistry, physics, engineering, etc.) and their popularity relative to
biology, the total estimates derived from the Osenberg list and Allied recruiting efforts again
seem quite plausible.

• Using the major innovations identified in this book and considering the key innovators behind
them (Chapters 2–9 and the appendices), there appear to have been at least ∼2000 especially
important German-speaking creators, not all of whom were alive at the same time. This
number agrees well with various 1945–1948 Allied lists of key scientists who had been recruited
or were targets of recruitment [NARA RG 330 Entry A1-1A].

Based on this data, at a given time in the early twentieth century, the German-speaking world
appears to have had no more than ∼2000 creators who were personally making revolutionary
discoveries or inventions. Those creators were part of a system that was approximately a factor of
ten times larger and contained ∼20,000 scientists and engineers who at least had documented track
records. (If one were to generously multiply that number by an additional factor of ∼10 to account
for all of the people who may have contributed to the system in any fashion from technicians to
teaching aides, the total size of the science and engineering world in German-speaking Europe was
at most perhaps ∼200,000 people.)

For comparison, as of 2015 (the most recent year for which fully analyzed statistics are available),
there were over 1.3 million people employed in research in the United States, and over 7 million
worldwide, as shown on p. 28. (As with the German-speaking world, one might also inflate these
modern numbers by a factor of ∼10 to account for all of those people who obtain science or
engineering degrees but do not ultimately do research, or who interact with the system in some
other fashion.)

Using the estimate of ∼20,000 German-speaking researchers, the early German-speaking scientific
world had less than ∼1/65 as many researchers as the modern U.S. innovation system, and less
than ∼1/350 as many people as the modern global research system, yet managed to produce the
incredible quantity and quality of innovations illustrated by Chapters 2–9 and Appendices A–E.
If modern innovation systems were as effective as the earlier German-speaking innovation system,
one would expect them to have produced revolutionary innovations at a rate ∼65–350 times that
of the older German-speaking world. Unfortunately they do not appear to have even equalled the
output of revolutionary innovations from the earlier German-speaking world (as already noted, not
counting innovations that were originally made by the German-speaking world but later adopted
and adapted by the modern world).

For this reason, it is of great interest to seek factors that may account for why the German-speaking
world was so successful.
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10.2 Systemic Factors Promoting Innovation

As discussed in detail in the following sections, at least ten specific factors within the German-
speaking world promoted revolutionary innovation:

1. Science was socially glorified, from children’s activities and amateur science clubs to presti-
gious jobs and government-lauded scientific heroes.

2. A century-long steady exponential increase in funding gave scientists, employers, and sponsors
much more freedom to pursue higher-risk and/or longer-term research.

3. Many Ph.D. students were encouraged to propose their own research topics and to pursue
them independently.

4. Scientists received their final degrees nearly a decade earlier in life, and independent research
funding up to two decades earlier, than modern scientists do.

5. Scientists who made major contributions to multiple disciplines, and fraternization among
scientists from different disciplines, were much more common than in the modern world.

6. Instead of peer review, an autocratic yet farsighted scientific management culture of “enlight-
ened despots” granted stable jobs and funding to the most promising creators and creations.

7. Both scientists and sponsors used a systems analysis approach to focus on the most important
problems and the most effective innovations to address those problems.

8. The lack of natural resources spurred the creation of a wide range of innovative alternatives.

9. International rivalry (both economic and military) was a powerful driving force for innovation.

10. German-speaking companies were less afraid of losing their own innovations to each other
than of being outstripped by foreign countries, giving them a strong motivation to innovate.

10.2.1 Cultural Attitudes Toward Science Education and Research

One important factor underlying the scientific innovations from the German-speaking world appears
to be cultural attitudes toward education and research that were deeply embedded in German
culture throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Education and research in general, and
science and engineering in particular, were highly esteemed, from children’s activities and amateur
science clubs to prestigious jobs and government-lauded scientific heroes.

These cultural attitudes can be traced back at least as far as the dawn of the nineteenth century.
Wilhelm von Humboldt founded the University of Berlin (now called the Humboldt University of
Berlin) in 1811 and is widely credited with developing and promoting the educational model of uni-
versities conducting both education and research in coordination. He articulated ideals that would
be characteristic of German-speaking culture throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
[Bruford 1975, pp. 13–17, 24]:
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Everyone must seek out his own individuality and purify it, ridding it of the fortuitous
features. It will still be individuality, for a portion of the fortuitous is inseparable from
the make-up of every individual, and cannot and should not be removed. It is really
only in that way that character is possible, and through character greatness.

—

If we imagine a man whose sole aim in life is to cultivate himself, his intellectual activity
must finally be concentrated on discovering (a) a priori, the ideal of humanity, and (b) a
posteriori, a clear picture of mankind in reality. When both are as precise and complete
as possible in his mind, he should, by comparing them, derive from them rules and
maxims for action.

—

The true end of man, not that which his transient wishes suggest to him, but that
which eternal immutable reason prescribes, is the highest possible development of his
powers into a well-proportioned whole. For culture of this kind freedom is the first and
indispensable condition.

—

Thus peasants and craftsmen of all kinds could perhaps be developed into artists, that
is, into men who loved their particular work for its own sake, improved it through their
own initiative and inventiveness and so cultivated their intellectual powers, ennobled
their character and refined their pleasures.

—

In general, perhaps the best thing a man can do with his life is to take away with him a
living picture of the world, properly unified. For me in particular no task is more suited,
more imposed upon me by my nature.

—

He who can say to himself when he dies: ‘I have grasped and made into a part of my
humanity as much of the world as I could,’ that man has reached fulfillment... In the
higher sense of the word, he has really lived.

As voiced by Humboldt, these German cultural ideals emphasized (1) individual initiative and
creativity, (2) high levels of education and lifelong learning, (3) acquiring and harnessing a com-
prehensive knowledge of as many fields as possible, and (4) systems analysis to survey everything
and then focus on creating solutions for the most important problems.

In Peter Watson’s sweeping survey of German intellectual history, The German Genius, he ex-
plained how these ideals permeated and influenced the German-speaking world [Peter Watson
2010, pp. 53–54, 829–830]:

There will be a great deal to say about Bildung in this book. Difficult to translate,
in essence it refers to the inner development of the individual, a process of fulfillment
through education and knowledge, in effect a secular search for perfection, representing
progress and refinement both in knowledge and in moral terms, an amalgam of wisdom
and self-realization.
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[...I]t is clear from what has gone before that Germany was the first country to boast
an educated middle class of any size and that this was all important for its emergence
as a great power.

A few statistics will underline this. Prussia enforced school attendance for children
between the ages of seven and fourteen from the 1820s (in Britain children were not
compelled to go to school until 1880) and by the 1890s had two-and-a-half times as
many university students in proportion to population as did England. [...I]n Germany,
in 1785 there were 1,225 periodicals published, compared with 260 in France. In 1900
Germany had 4,221 newspapers, France roughly 3,000 (and Russia 125). In the early
nineteenth century, when England had just four universities, Germany had more than
fifty. James Bowen, in his three-volume history of Western education, points out that
Germany took the lead in the establishment of scientific societies in the early nineteenth
century, published the greatest number of journals in the vernacular, and became the
leading language of scientific scholarship. In 1900 illiteracy rates in Germany were 0.5
percent; in Britain they were 1 percent and in France 4 percent. By 1913 more books
were published annually in Germany (31,051 new titles) than in any other country in
the world. [...]

It was the educated middle class that made the exciting advances in scholarship that
so attracted academics from abroad (especially from America), that rendered the bu-
reaucracy of the ever-coalescing German state so efficient and creative and led to the
groundbreaking scientific achievements of the second half of the nineteenth century, that
transformed Germany economically, and on which so much of modern prosperity—not
just in Germany—is based. [...]

The development of modern scholarship, the concept of Bildung, and the innovation of
the research-based university were seen at the beginning of the nineteenth century as
a form of moral progress. Education was not simply the acquisition of knowledge but
looked upon as a process of character development during the course of which a person
would learn to form critical judgments, make an original creative contribution, and learn
about his or her place in society with its duties, rights and obligations. Education as
Bildung involved a process of becoming, a form of secular perfection or salvation that
was, for the educated middle class, the very point of life in a world between doubt and
Darwin.

Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, German-speaking universities expanded
and became more advanced, and the social status of people who taught at or graduated from the
universities increased in parallel. Ulrich Wengenroth, a scientific historian at the Deutsches Museum
in Munich, described that social status [Landes et al. 2010, p. 284]:

At the same time a new source of respect and status emerged. Kaiser Wilhelm, himself
a great admirer of science and engineering, very much against the opposition of the
traditional universities created the title of “doctor of engineering” for the Technische
Hochschulen (institutes of technology). This opened new opportunities for ambitious
engineers to gain the kind of respect and recognition that had been the privilege of
the humanistic elites of the traditional worlds of learning. And it was a watershed;
academic titles in engineering and science soon displaced the Kommenzienrat and the
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Geheimer Kommenzienrat, while the Honorarprofessor (honorary professor), which in
everyday life often was stripped of its somewhat depreciating prefix Honorar to sound
like a bona-fide professorship, carried the status of nobility. Whatever the dubiousness
of some honorary degrees, the currency of status and vanity had changed. More presti-
gious universities would look more closely at the validity of reasons to confer academic
distinction. The Honorarprofessor, even if a CEO, would have to teach students and
often was interested in fostering common research programs in his company and his
university. The academization of entrepreneurial prestige through the twentieth cen-
tury was as much an expression as a strengthening of a knowledge-based approach to
managing product development.

The very high social status and high relative pay for scientists and academics in the German-
speaking world were apparently deeply ingrained in the culture, so they persisted throughout the
political and financial upheavals of the German-speaking world in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Hariolf Grupp and his colleagues remarked on how stable the German scientific system
was despite these political instabilities [Shavinina 2003, pp. 1038, 1041]:

Most astonishingly, the German innovation system was very stable, although it witnessed
several political system changes in the past century. The total amount of government
spending on science and innovation followed similar quantitative tracks after its forma-
tion in the 19th century, the First World War and after the Second World War. The
respective central power was not a strong pillar in science and technology. Contrary,
the science and technology operation was maintained and was always reconstructed by
the German states before the central power found ways to establish itself as dominat-
ing. However, considerable differences are observed when regarding the strong role of
enterprises on innovation after the Second World War, which was—in pecuniar terms—
not as visible before. Only after reunification in 1990, the acting power was the federal
government at a time when enterprises were largely dominating the financing of R&D.
This was definitely different hundred years ago.

In terms of the basic sectorial structures in science and technology, the strong and the
weak sides were almost the same whatever regime and territorial boundaries existed.
This persistence of the innovation system points to a resistant innovation culture in
and around Germany, which may not be influenced too much by external shocks or
incentives, be it in monetary or institutional form. [...] Even the isolation of the former
GDR and its subjection under the communist regime could not change much.

There seems to be a specific German understanding of the opening and prosecution
of technology trajectories. The industrial research system in Germany was one of the
first in the world to be formed and developed. Other countries followed that pattern
more or less closely. Yet the subjects of research seemed to be different between the
countries and remained largely constant over long periods. Obviously the technical and
scientific elites in Germany succeeded to follow their interests in any political system
collectively. For the research and education policy this means that soft factors like
group identity, schools of thought and personal exchange are more reliable and more
efficient government instruments than the traditionally monetary incentive systems.
This sustainable culture imprint can only be analyzed and detected in historical time
series.
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Because this reverence for science was so deeply imbedded in the culture of the German-speaking
world, children in that world grew up with dreams of making revolutionary scientific discoveries
and inventions. In his published dissertation, Peter Fisher gave an overview of some of the science
fiction that was popular in the German-speaking world in the early twentieth century [Fisher 1991,
pp. 104, 115, 221]:

“In cities throughout Germany, people eagerly lined up at newspaper kiosks,” recalled
Hans Dominik proudly, “in order to buy the latest part of my serial novel in the Woche.”
[...] An electrical engineer who had turned to journalism and popular science, Dominik
and his publisher, the conservative Scherl Verlag, were the undisputed masters in pro-
ducing and marketing a type of formula fiction which they called the technischer Zukun-
ftsroman. [...]

Dominik was not the only science fiction author who sought to assuage the readers’
feelings of hurt national pride by concocting stories of potent German inventors creating
and controlling future upheavals. Other highly successful authors of popular fiction like
Otfrid von Hanstein, Fritz Mardicke, and Otto Willi Gail, or amateur writers like Paul
Thieme, also tried their hand in the still new genre. [...] The political drift of these
stories manifested itself in an appeal for the recognition of Germany’s achievements
and (supposedly) superior culture—as witnessed by remarkable advances in science and
technology—and by thinly veiled threats that these could be employed against hostile
nations. [...]

Dominik’s protagonists, like those in other German science fiction of the 1920s, were
constructs of an imagination hopefully awaiting salvation in the form of an engineer-
messiah. Lämmel even spoke of a day of “technological liberation” and an age of “tech-
nological Bismarcks.” The repeated sense of wonder and mystery that surround these
saviors was meant to suggest that they were emanations of a divine will, driven forward
to right the wrongs of recent history. [...]

The writers’ favorite props—atomic energy, ray guns, powerful submarines, and light-
metal and giant aircraft—serve to reveal hitherto unattained power, but usually appear
more like magic wands than believable inventions. Yet, despite the vague imagery of the
new superweapons, it seems that there was a wide measure of belief in the imminent
creation of such revolutionary armaments.

[...T]he fictive scientists and engineers strove to create powerful inventions that would
“free” the nation. While the rightist dictators tamed the masses, the inventors controlled
the equally awesome forces of technology. [...]

The technological successes imagined by Weimar’s science fiction authors expressed an
ambivalent mood—a desire for the recognition of spiritual and technological greatness,
as well as a wish to avoid another world war.
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These science fiction stories were wildly popular and were avidly consumed by children and adults
throughout Germany. They emphasized individualism and presented fictional role models for how
a young engineer or scientist could invent or discover something so important that it would change
the fate of the country or of the entire world (Fig. 10.1). Early films depicted similar stories about
creating a life-like robot (Fritz Lang and Thea von Harbou’s Metropolis, 1927), building a moon
rocket (Lang and von Harbou’s Frau im Mond, 1929), and accomplishing other technological feats
(Fig. 10.2).

At the same time, real-life scientific heroes from Albert Einstein to Fritz Haber were lauded by
the media and the government (Fig. 10.3). Amateur science societies such as the Society for Space
Travel (Verein für Raumschiffahrt) allowed children and adults to conduct their own research and
development projects (Fig. 10.4).

It would be difficult to overestimate the importance of all of these fictional and real role models in
shaping the interests and individuality of young future scientists and engineers.
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Figure 10.1: Hans Dominik wrote many popular science fiction novels.
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Figure 10.2: Fritz Lang and Thea von Harbou created popular science fiction films such as Metropolis
(1927) and Frau im Mond (1929).
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Figure 10.3: Examples of scientists who were intellectual heroes in German-speaking society in-
clude physicist Albert Einstein, chemist Fritz Haber, biologist Robert Koch, and electrical engineer
Werner von Siemens.
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Figure 10.4: There were many amateur science clubs such as the Verein für Raumschiffahrt (Society
for Space Travel), which published its own journal and included members such as Rudolf Nebel
(lower left) and Wernher von Braun (lower right).
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10.2.2 Funding Levels

The amount of funding committed to scientific research obviously has a large effect on the quantity
and quality of the resulting work. Data for total public expenditures for science in Germany during
the period 1860–1938, converted into inflation-adjusted values (millions of 1913 Reichsmarks), is
readily available and summarized in Table 10.2 [Nelson 1993, p. 125].

Annual budget Inflation-adjusted % of gross
Year (millions of marks) (millions of 1913 marks) domestic product

1860 6.0 10.7 0.06

1870 10.5 14.7 0.08

1880 27.3 33.6 0.16

1890 32.7 37.4 0.14

1900 53.2 59.9 0.16

1910 91.2 94.8 0.20

1913 101.9 101.9 0.19

1925 282.9 206.8 0.42

1930 359.6 241.3 0.55

1938 513.4 446.6 0.52

Table 10.2: Total public expenditures for science in Germany during the period 1860–1938.

There does not appear to be good data on German industrial research spending during that time.
Hariolf Grupp and colleagues summarized this problem [Shavinina 2003, pp. 1021, 1029]:

Pfetsch undertook adding up scientific expenditure between 1850 and 1975, so that
rough estimates about the degree of R&D financing can be derived from this; however,
these data records only include public expenditure, disregarding the private sector. Con-
sequently, industrial innovation indicators must be researched separately. [...]

It is still difficult to prove the companies’ increasing R&D expenditure for such an un-
deniable success. In particular, no complete data records are available about monetary
expenditure or research personnel prior to the end of the Second World War, i.e. the
data record established by Pfetsch regarding public scientific expenditure has no coun-
terpart for industry. Today’s statistics about R&D expenditure and personnel of the
Federal Republic systematically start from the year 1962; certain presumptions allow
the reconstruction of the corresponding indicators starting from 1948/1949 [...]
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Despite the absence of comprehensive pre-1945 industrial spending data, postwar data shows that
during the period 1950–2000, the percentage of total German research expenditures coming from
industry instead of government varied between 40% and 60% [Grupp 2002, p. 13], or in other words
industrial research spending was roughly equal to government research spending for at least half a
century after the war. In the absence of rigorous pre-1945 data, it seems plausible to assume that
industrial research spending was also roughly equivalent to government research spending during
this period, and that trends in government funding were indicative of trends in total scientific
funding.

Similarly, pre-1945 funding data for other geographical regions of the German-speaking world is
difficult to find. Nonetheless, it seems reasonable to assume that funding in other German-speaking
areas either followed the same trends as the funding in Germany or else was significantly smaller
than the German funding. In either case, the rate of increase for German government funding would
be a good indicator for the rate of increase for funding for the entire German-speaking research
world.

Based on the above data, Fig. 10.5 shows a semilogarithmic plot of total public science funding in
Germany from 1860 to 1938 (plotting the data points from Table 10.2 as red circles, measured in
inflation-adjusted millions of 1913 marks). Over this 78-year period, funding increased by a factor
of 41.7 (red dotted line), equivalent to doubling every 14.5 years on average, or to increasing by a
factor of 6.8 over a typical full scientific career of 40 years.

Although the data in Table 10.2 only begins in 1860, German research had been steadily increasing
since around 1800, as illustrated by the numerous examples in Chapters 2–9. Likewise, although
the data in Table 10.2 ends in 1938, World War II spurred further increases in R&D, as shown by
the examples in Appendices A–E. Thus the exponential trend in funding seems to have persisted
for at least a full century, and likely more like a century and a half.

Figure 10.6 plots the same data on total public science funding in Germany from 1860 to 1938 from
Table 10.2, but instead shown as a percent of gross domestic product (GDP).
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Figure 10.5: Semilogarithmic plot of total public science funding in Germany from 1860 to 1938
(data points as red circles, measured in inflation-adjusted millions of 1913 marks). Over this 78-year
period, funding increased by a factor of 41.7 (red dotted line), equivalent to doubling every 14.5
years on average, or to increasing by a factor of 6.8 over a typical career of 40 years.
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Figure 10.6: Total public science funding in Germany from 1860 to 1938 as a percent of gross
domestic product (data points as red circles, extrapolated trend as red dotted line).
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In addition to the obvious effect of increased spending resulting in increased research during this
more than a century-long period of exponential growth in the German research world, there are
less obvious yet critical effects:

• Modern funding levels are nearly flat, and effectively long-term career positions only become
available as the people currently holding them retire or die, creating ferocious competition
among far too many science graduates for far too few jobs, research grants, and publication
slots in high-profile journals. In contrast, because the total funding in the older German-
speaking system steadily increased by a factor of 6.8 over typical career times of 40 years,
roughly 6.8 times as many graduating students were able to find good jobs in the research
system as would have been possible with flat funding levels (assuming that the cost per
scientist remained approximately constant). In fact, since some graduating students could find
jobs as the German-speaking research world expanded outside Germany, and many graduating
students found jobs by emigrating to the United States, United Kingdom, and other countries,
the number of graduating students able to find good jobs was significantly higher. The wars in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries also culled a significant percentage of the population.
Thus the number of graduating students able to find good research jobs may have been
effectively ∼ 15 times or more higher for the historical German-speaking world than for the
modern research world.

• Greatly increasing the amount of funding and jobs greatly lowered the age at which newly
graduated researchers could pursue their own independent research, giving them more years
to produce innovations, especially more years when they were young, full of energy, very
creative, and less weighed down by family and professional obligations.

• Greatly increasing the amount of funding and jobs greatly reduced the amount of time and
energy that researchers had to devote to pursuing funding and jobs, and greatly increased
the amount of time and energy that they could devote to conducting actual research.

• Greatly increasing the amount of funding and jobs greatly reduced the pressure both on the
researchers and on those responsible for selecting which researchers to support. Reducing that
pressure made it much more acceptable for researchers to pursue longer-term work without
an immediately demonstrable payoff, as well as more innovative higher-risk work that was
less guaranteed to yield results than very incremental, low-risk work. When slots for new
researchers were plentiful, it was much easier for employers and sponsors to gamble that some
of them would ultimately pay off and some would not.
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10.2.3 Mentoring Style

Many creators who were educated in the German-speaking world described the mentorship that
they received from their doctoral dissertation advisors. Although there was considerable variation,
and not all had a positive experience, a great number of the creators described a style of mentoring
that was very different than that typically experienced by Ph.D. students in the modern U.S.
system:

• In the German-speaking world, many doctoral advisors (not all, but many) encouraged and
supported their students to independently propose and pursue their own research topics and
methods. In fact, students were praised and evaluated specifically on how independently they
had acted in finding a dissertation topic and carrying out their research on it. In contrast,
students in the modern U.S. system are generally expected to work on a specific dissertation
topic assigned by their advisor, using the specific methods and materials provided by their
advisor, a process which neither teaches nor rewards creativity in young scientists.

• Doctoral advisors in the German-speaking world typically did not claim credit for their stu-
dents’ research. They usually allowed their students to publish or patent the resulting research
discoveries by themselves, without adding the doctoral advisor’s name to the publication or
patent. That was very different than the modern U.S. system, where every resulting publica-
tion or patent bears the advisor’s name as the authoritative final author, even if the advisor
made no real contribution to the actual scientific discovery.

• In the German-speaking world, doctoral advisors generally did not use students as cogs in their
own machine. Advisors were expected to serve their students by teaching them, mentoring
them, and allowing them to pursue their own independent research. In the modern U.S.
system, students typically serve their advisor by carrying out work essential for the advisor’s
own project, by publishing papers featuring the advisor’s name to build up the advisor’s
reputation, and by helping the advisor to write grant proposals, teach classes, or do anything
else requested by the advisor.

• Doctoral advisors in the German-speaking world usually were personally carrying out their
own research projects. In laboratories and symposia, various mentors and students were con-
stantly rubbing shoulders as fellow researchers. Such a rich environment provided excellent
role models for the students, promoted independence and creativity, and facilitated cross-
pollination of ideas among all of the mentors and students. In contrast, doctoral advisors in
the modern U.S. system generally spend most of their time writing research grant proposals
and issuing orders to their students to carry out specific tasks for those research grants. That
modern approach does not give the students good role models for research, does not cultivate
independence and creativity, and does not allow many inspiring interactions among all of the
mentors and students at the university.

As just a few examples of this mentorship style, the doctoral dissertation experiences of some
German-speaking creators are given on the following pages.
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Leo Szilard explained that students could either propose their own doctoral dissertation topic or
ask their advisor to suggest a topic; Szilard asked his advisor Max von Laue for a topic, but ended
up coming up with his own original idea and pursuing that [Weart and Szilard 1978, pp. 9–11]:

A student of physics had great freedom in those days in Berlin. Boys left high school
when they were eighteen years old. They were admitted at the University without any
examinations. There were no examinations to pass for four years, during which time
the student could study whatever he was interested in. When he was ready to write a
thesis, he either thought of a problem of his own or he asked his professor to propose
a problem on which he could work. At the better universities, and Berlin belonged to
them, a thesis in order to be acceptable had to be a piece of really original work. If the
thesis showed the student to be really able and was accepted, the student had to pass
an oral exam.

At some point, rather early, I went to von Laue, who was professor of theoretical physics,
and asked him whether he would give me a problem on which I could work to get my
doctor’s degree... I had this problem [in the theory of relativity] which von Laue gave
me, but I couldn’t make any headway with it. As a matter of fact, I was not even
convinced that this was a problem that could be solved. [...]

I went for long walks and I saw something in the middle of the walk; when I came home
I wrote it down; next morning I woke up with a new idea and I went for another walk;
this crystallized in my mind and in the evening I wrote it down. There was an onrush
of ideas, all more or less connected, which just kept on going until I had the whole
theory fully developed. It was a very creative period, in a sense the most creative period
in my life, where there was a sustained production of ideas. Within three weeks I had
produced a manuscript of something which was really quite original.

[...] I took the manuscript to von Laue. I caught him as he was about to leave his class
and I told him that while I had not written the paper which he wanted me to write, I
had written something else, and I wondered whether he might be willing to read it and
tell me whether this could be used perhaps as my dissertation for the Doctor’s degree.
He looked somewhat quizzically at me, but he took the manuscript. And next morning,
early in the morning, the telephone rang. It was von Laue. He said, “Your manuscript
has been accepted as your thesis for the Ph.D. degree.”

In 1929, Michael Polanyi articulated the German-speaking system of higher education in science
[István Hargittai 2016]:

In Germany the professors grab the students’ hands, if he is supposed to be gifted. They
are like art collectors whose obsession is discovering talent. They educated me and gave
me a position where I could address myself to my abilities. They gave me everything
and demanded nothing of me. They trust that who gets to know the joy of scientific
work, will never leave it as long as he lives.

Michael Polanyi also practiced the same approach that he had observed and praised. One of his
doctoral students was Eugene Wigner. Wigner gave an especially detailed description of how Polanyi
mentored him while allowing him to independently pursue his own ideas of how to apply quantum
physics to chemical reactions, even though Polanyi himself was not interested in quantum physics
[Szanton 1992, pp. 76–81]:
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And there at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute worked a man who decisively marked my
life: Dr. Michael Polanyi. Few people in this century have done such fine work in as
many fields as Polanyi. After László Rátz of the Lutheran gimnázium, Polanyi was my
dearest teacher. And he taught me even more than Rátz could, because my mind was
far more mature. After Rátz and my parents, Polanyi was my greatest influence as a
young man. [...]

But his finest gift was to encourage my work in physics, and this he did with all of his
very great heart. In all my life, I have never known anyone who used encouragement as
skillfully as Polanyi. He was truly an artist of praise. And this praise was vital to me
because it was often missing at the great afternoon physics colloquia.

Because Polanyi was a decade my senior and held a far higher position, it was not quite
proper for him to befriend me as he did. But Polanyi cared nothing for formal questions
of age and status. That was part of his great sweetness. Polanyi was concerned instead
that young men should love science and labor to understand it. He was concerned that
he could never fully share his love and the knowledge he had gathered.

Like me, Polanyi enjoyed asking questions outside the realm of basic science: Why is the
world divided into separate nations? Why do all nations have governments? How should
a man live his life in a world filled with evil? Polanyi even taught me some poetry. He
made learning a great pleasure.

Dr. Polanyi and I did not always see eye to eye. Polanyi found quantum theory too
mathematical for his liking. I was the only one in his lab deeply interested in it. [...]

Polanyi advised my doctoral dissertation at the hochschule. I chose a topic far from the
crystallography of Weisenberg or Herman Mark: chemical reaction rates. I wondered:
How do colliding atoms form molecules? We knew that hydrogen and oxygen make
water in a container, but how soon? How much depends on pressure and how much on
temperature? I pursued such questions with elements far more complex than hydrogen
and oxygen.

Polanyi was a wonderful advisor. He understood chemical reaction rates both in theory
and practice. He accepted my proposal that angular momentum is quantized and that
the atoms collide in a proportion consistent with Planck’s constant. This idea is now
widely known, but then it was rather brash. And studying chemical reaction rates taught
me much about nuclear reaction rates that would be useful in future years. [...]

So Herman Mark was a strong teacher, but Michael Polanyi was really the miraculous
one. Polanyi loved to ask the fundamental question: “Where does science begin?” He
listened to the thoughts of others on this question, but he also had his own well-crafted
answer: “When a body of phenomena shows coherence and regularity.”

Polanyi loved and honored the scientific method with great truth and devotion. He
managed to keep all of science within his fond gaze and a great deal more besides.
What a mentor Michael Polanyi was.

Herbert Fraenkel recounted how John von Neumann produced his own revolutionary doctoral dis-
sertation in mathematics, a work that bore the stamp of genius so clearly that Fraenkel and other
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professors who did not know von Neumann but read the draft dissertation could “recognize the
lion by its claw” (ex ungue leonem in Latin) [Macrae 1992, pp. 95–96]:

Around 1922–23, being then professor at Marburg University, I received from Professor
Erhard Schmidt of Berlin a long manuscript of an author unknown to me, Johannes von
Neumann, with the title “Die Axiomatisierung der Mengenlehre” [The Axiomatization
of Set Theory], this being his eventual doctoral dissertation... I was asked to express my
views since it seemed incomprehensible. I don’t maintain that I understood everything,
but enough to see that this was an outstanding work and to recognise “ex ungue leonem.”

Hans von Ohain’s doctoral advisor at the University of Göttingen was Robert Pohl, an expert on
solid state and optical physics. Ohain was already independently pursuing his own longer-term ideas
which would lead to the first jet aircraft, but he needed to pick a doctoral dissertation research
topic that could be accomplished within a shorter period of time. That topic, a microphone that
used light waves instead of electricity to pick up sound waves, was also independently proposed and
pursued by Ohain. Ohain described how Pohl gave him general advice, encouraged him to create
innovations that were as revolutionary as possible, and allowed him to pursue his ideas on his own
[Conner 2001, p. 17]:

He left me pretty much alone, but we had nice discussions about physics and became
better acquainted. He gave me one personal lecture that I remember well: “You know,
Hans, the thing is this, either you do good physics or you do really creative applications. I
would hate to see you, as my student, making nothing out of technology but doodle signs,
so to speak, and nothing really creative.” I told him about my ideas on the turbine for
aircraft and he said, “When you have something which really revolutionizes technology
by employing physics, this is fine, but don’t do mediocre stuff.” He encouraged me very
much to go into the applications area because “You have a flair and a talent for that.”

Ohain’s independence in proposing and pursuing his doctoral dissertation research topic was central
to Pohl’s written evaluation of that dissertation when it was completed [Conner 2001, p. 23]:

The light relay constructed by Mr. von Ohain has meaning, not only for the technical
purpose specified in the work, but is also adaptable for application in many physical
tasks. Mr. von Ohain conceived the idea for this design entirely on his own and carried
out the physical investigation of the relay’s characteristics with a refreshing self-reliance.
With the completion of the work, not only has he pulled off a great experimental un-
dertaking, but also demonstrated the ease with which he could apply his knowledge of
theoretical physics to practical problems. I can without reservation recommend a grade
of “Very Good” for Mr. von Ohain’s work.

Similarly, Wernher von Braun was able to pursue his own ideas for rockets as a doctoral dissertation,
with the support of Erich Schumann as his advisor [Neufeld 2007, p. 68]:

As spring finally came to northern Germany, von Braun completed his University of
Berlin physics dissertation, “Design, Theoretical and Experimental Contributions to
the Problem of the Liquid-Fuel Rocket,” in mid-April. A major section on the theory
of combustion in a rocket engine can fairly be described as physics, but most of the
typescript was actually an engineering treatise on his rocket motors, the A-1 vehicle, and
the test instrumentation. Ordnance considered the work so sensitive that the dissertation
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was given a cover name, “Regarding Combustion Experiments,” a boring and opaque
pseudotitle that would appear in his graduation paperwork and on his doctoral diploma.
Schumann and Wehnelt, his two examiners in physics, were so impressed with the work
that they gave it the Latin distinction “eximium”—extraordinary, the highest possible
grade.

Just as von Ohain and von Braun were allowed to pursue their own revolutionary ideas as students,
once they received their Ph.D.s, people like Ernst Heinkel (p. 1413) gave them the freedom and
resources to continue to pursue their own ideas. The other creators were similarly successful in
being able to continue to pursue their own ideas.

It is interesting to note that this frequent (but not universal) style of mentorship in academia
was similar to the frequent (though not universal) style of management in science and engineering
companies, suggesting that this tendency was a general (but not universal) element of German-
speaking culture. For example, immediately after World War II, Allied investigators visited the
Leitz company and wrote a glowing report about what they found [BIOS 1436 pp. 10–11]:

60. The main items of production at the time of inspection, besides the Leica camera,
were binoculars, projection apparatus and microscopes. The microscopes included the
H. Powder Binocular, Students, Panphot and Ortholux. [...]

61. The Leitz factory is a well-run, happy organisation, this being due in no small
measure to the family nature of the business and to its importance in the neighborhood.
Discipline is strict without being severe and one gets the impression of great interest by
employees of every grade in the work being performed.

62. This pride in workmanship and the just pride all have in their world-wide reputation
for quality work is the permeating spirit of the place and helps greatly to offset apathy
caused by the present dismal state of the country.

63. The products coming from the Leitz works are equal to any turned out before the
war although in some cases the finish is inferior due to poor materials, especially paints
and enamels.

64. The team came away with the impression that the Leica camera is still worthy of
its pre-eminent position and that the skill of the craftsmen is very much in evidence in
the Leitz factory.

Thus many German-speaking companies, like many German-speaking academic labs, treated junior
members as craftsmen who should be aided and rewarded in developing their own skills and given
their proper place. In the modern U.S. system, unfortunately too many senior people in both
academia and industry seem to consider students or employees to be interchangeable, disposable
units whose primary purpose is to enrich the professors or executives at the top (see Section 1.1
and references therein).
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10.2.4 Average Age for Final Degree

The ages at which the German-speaking creators received their highest degrees (not counting those
whose education was delayed by factors such as war, work, or illness) tended to be remarkably
low by modern standards, or even by the standards of the early U.S. research system. A major
reason is that in the older German-speaking world, students could (and very often did) graduate
from the Gymnasium (the German-speaking equivalent of a U.S. high school) at age 18 or so, then
directly enter a doctoral program at a university and receive their final degree four or so years
later.1 In contrast, students in most of the modern world (and even in the early U.S. research
system) typically spend many years earning a bachelor’s degree (and often a master’s degree)
between the time they graduate from high school and when they finally enter a doctoral program.
Modern doctoral programs can also be much longer than those in the earlier German-speaking
world, although that does not necessarily mean that they are better.

As a representative data set to illustrate this pattern of ages for final degrees, one can consider
scientists who were educated primarily or entirely in the German-speaking world and:

1. Won a Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine prior to 1991 (Table 10.3, choosing this cutoff
date to exclude most of those who were educated after 1945).

2. Won a Nobel Prize in Chemistry prior to 1991 (Table 10.4).

3. Won a Nobel Prize in Physics prior to 1991 (Table 10.5).

4. Created certain major innovations but did not win a Nobel Prize (Table 10.6, to pick some
representative major creators who worked in fields such as engineering, mathematics, earth
science, and other areas not considered for Nobel Prizes).

In order to keep the data set focused on the German-speaking educational system, scientists who
had some of their training in that system but a significant part of their training outside that
system (e.g., Americans such as Irving Langmuir who completed their education in Germany, or
Germans such as Ernst Chain who completed their education outside the German-speaking world)
are omitted from these tables.

Unless otherwise noted, all of the individuals in these four tables graduated with a Ph.D. Where
noted, some received an M.D. (especially among the winners of a Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine). As indicated in the tables, a handful of these individuals (such as Albert Einstein)
graduated with a final degree that was not a doctorate. As also noted, a few individuals were
delayed in receiving their final degree, due to military service, war disruptions, serious illness, or
work obligations.

1See for example: Arnold 1882; Ash 1997; Beier 1902; Ben-David 1992; Brown 1911; Herrlitz 2009; Paulsen 1906,
1908; Röhrs 1995; Russell 1899; Schrader 1893; Schwinges 2007.
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Students could graduate at any time of year, depending on when their doctoral thesis was completed
and approved. In most cases only the year of graduation and not the exact date was readily available.
In such cases, the graduation was assumed to have occurred on average in the middle of the year,
and the students’ ages at graduation calculated accordingly. Any errors caused by this assumption
should mostly cancel each other out when averages are taken over entire groups of people.

Nobel Prize Name Born Graduated Age

1901 Emil von Behring 15 March 1854 1878 24 (M.D.)

1905 Robert Koch 11 December 1843 January 1866 22 (M.D.)

1908 Paul Ehrlich 14 March 1854 1882 28 (M.D., work)

1909 Theodor Kocher 25 August 1841 March 1865 23 (M.D.)

1910 Albrecht Kossel 16 September 1853 1877 23 (M.D.)

1914 Róbert Bárány 22 April 1876 1900 24 (M.D.)

1922 Otto Meyerhof 12 April 1884 1909 25 (M.D.)

1924 Willem Einthoven 21 May 1860 1885 25 (M.D.)

1927 Julius Wagner-Jauregg 7 March 1857 1880 23 (M.D.)

1929 Christiaan Eijkman 11 August 1858 13 July 1883 24 (M.D.)

1930 Karl Landsteiner 14 June 1868 1891 23 (M.D.)

1931 Otto Warburg 8 October 1883 1906 22

1935 Hans Spemann 27 June 1869 1895 25 (work)

1936 Otto Loewi 3 June 1873 1896 23

1937 Albert Szent-Györgyi 16 September 1893 1917 23 (M.D.)

1939 Gerhard Domagk 30 October 1895 1921 25 (M.D., war)

1947 Carl Cori 5 December 1896 1920 23 (M.D.)

1947 Gerty Cori 15 August 1896 1920 23 (M.D.)

1948 Paul Müller 12 January 1899 1925 26 (work)

1949 Walter Hess 17 March 1881 1906 25 (M.D.)

1950 Tadeusz Reichstein 20 July 1897 1922 24 (work)

1953 Hans Krebs 25 August 1900 1925 24 (M.D.)

1953 Fritz Lipmann 12 June 1899 1924 24

1956 Werner Forssmann 29 August 1904 1929 24 (M.D.)

1957 Daniel Bovet 23 March 1907 1929 22

1961 Georg von Békésy 3 June 1899 1926 26 (war)

1964 Feodor Lynen 6 April 1911 March 1937 25

1969 Max Delbrück 4 September 1906 1930 23

1973 Karl von Frisch 20 November 1886 1910 23

1973 Konrad Lorenz 7 November 1903 1928 24 (M.D.)

1973 Nikolaas Tinbergen 15 April 1907 Spring 1932 25

1978 Werner Arber 3 June 1929 1958 29 (military)

1984 Georges Köhler 17 April 1946 April 1974 28 (work)

Table 10.3: Ages at final degree for scientists who were educated primarily or entirely in the German-
speaking world and won a Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine prior to 1991.
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Nobel Prize Name Born Graduated Age

1901 Jacobus van ’t Hoff 30 August 1852 1874 21

1902 Emil Fischer 9 October 1852 1874 21

1905 Adolf von Baeyer 31 October 1835 1858 22

1907 Eduard Buchner 20 May 1860 1888 28 (work)

1909 Wilhelm Ostwald 2 September 1853 1878 24

1910 Otto Wallach 27 March 1847 1869 22

1913 Alfred Werner 12 December 1866 1890 23

1915 Richard Willstätter 13 August 1872 1894 21

1918 Fritz Haber 9 December 1868 May 1891 22

1920 Walther Nernst 25 June 1864 1887 22

1923 Fritz Pregl 3 September 1869 1894 24 (M.D.)

1925 Richard Zsigmondy 1 April 1865 1889 24

1927 Heinrich Wieland 4 June 1877 1901 24

1928 Adolf Windaus 25 December 1876 1900 23

1929 Hans von Euler-Chelpin 15 February 1873 1895 22

1930 Hans Fischer 27 July 1881 1908 26 (M.D.)

1931 Carl Bosch 27 August 1874 1898 23

1931 Friedrich Bergius 11 October 1884 1907 22

1936 Peter Debye 24 March 1884 1908 24

1937 Paul Karrer 21 April 1889 1911 22

1938 Richard Kuhn 3 December 1900 1922 21

1939 Adolf Butenandt 24 March 1903 1927 24

1939 Leopold Ruz̆ic̆ka 13 September 1887 1910 22

1943 George de Hevesy 1 August 1885 1908 22

1944 Otto Hahn 8 March 1879 1901 22

1950 Otto Diels 23 January 1876 1899 23

1950 Kurt Alder 10 July 1902 1926 23

1953 Hermann Staudinger 23 March 1881 1903 22

1959 Jaroslav Heyrovský 20 December 1890 1918 27 (war)

1963 Karl Ziegler 26 November 1898 1920 21

1967 Manfred Eigen 9 May 1927 1951 24 (war)

1971 Gerhard Herzberg 25 December 1904 1928 23

1973 Ernst Otto Fischer 10 November 1918 1952 33 (war)

1975 Vladimir Prelog 23 July 1906 1929 22

1979 Georg Wittig 16 June 1897 1926 29 (war)

1988 Johann Deisenhofer 30 September 1943 1974 30 (military)

1988 Robert Huber 20 February 1937 1963 26 (military)

1988 Hartmut Michel 18 July 1948 June 1977 28 (military)

Table 10.4: Ages at final degree for scientists who were educated primarily or entirely in the German-
speaking world and won a Nobel Prize in Chemistry prior to 1991.
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Nobel Prize Name Born Graduated Age

1901 Wilhelm Röntgen 27 March 1845 1869 24

1902 Hendrik Lorentz 18 July 1853 1875 21

1902 Pieter Zeeman 25 May 1865 1893 28

1905 Philipp Lenard 7 June 1862 1886 24

1909 Karl Braun 6 June 1850 1872 22

1910 Johannes van der Waals 23 November 1837 June 1873 35 (work)

1911 Wilhelm Wien 13 January 1864 1886 22

1913 Heike Kamerlingh Onnes 21 September 1853 1879 25

1914 Max von Laue 9 October 1879 1903 23

1918 Max Planck 23 April 1858 February 1879 20

1919 Johannes Stark 15 April 1874 1897 23

1921 Albert Einstein 14 March 1879 1900 21 (no doctorate)

1925 James Franck 26 August 1882 1906 23

1925 Gustav Hertz 22 July 1887 1911 23

1932 Werner Heisenberg 5 December 1901 1923 21

1933 Erwin Schrödinger 12 August 1887 1910 22

1936 Victor Francis Hess 24 June 1883 1910 26

1943 Otto Stern 17 February 1888 1912 24

1945 Wolfgang Pauli 25 April 1900 July 1921 21

1952 Felix Bloch 23 October 1905 1928 22

1953 Frits Zernike 16 July 1888 1915 26

1954 Max Born 11 December 1882 1906 23

1954 Walther Bothe 8 January 1891 1914 23

1961 Rudolf Mössbauer 31 January 1929 1958 29 (work)

1963 Eugene Wigner 17 November 1902 1925 22

1963 Maria Goeppert Mayer 28 June 1906 1930 23

1963 Johannes Hans Jensen 25 June 1907 1932 24

1967 Hans Bethe 2 July 1906 1928 22

1971 Dennis Gabor 5 June 1900 1927 27 (war)

1984 Simon van der Meer 24 November 1925 1952 26 (war)

1985 Klaus von Klitzing 28 June 1943 1972 28 (work)

1986 Ernst Ruska 25 December 1906 1933 26

1986 Gerd Binnig 20 July 1947 1978 30 (work)

1986 Heinrich Rohrer 6 June 1933 1960 27 (military)

1987 Johannes Georg Bednorz 16 May 1950 1982 32 (work)

1987 Karl Alexander Müller 20 April 1927 1957 30 (war)

1989 Hans Georg Dehmelt 9 September 1922 1950 27 (war)

1989 Wolfgang Paul 10 August 1913 1940 26 (war)

Table 10.5: Ages at final degree for scientists who were educated primarily or entirely in the German-
speaking world and won a Nobel Prize in Physics prior to 1991.
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Field Name Born Graduated Age

Aerospace Wernher von Braun 23 March 1912 1934 22

Aerospace Adolf Busemann 20 April 1901 1924 23

Aerospace Hans von Ohain 14 December 1911 1935 23

Aerospace Herbert Wagner 22 May 1900 1923 23 (war)

Biology Edith Bülbring 27 December 1903 May 1928 24 (M.D.)

Biology Alfred Kühn 22 April 1885 1908 23

Biology Erwin Popper 9 December 1879 1903 23 (M.D.)

Chemistry Gerhard Herzberg 25 December 1904 1928 23

Chemistry August Kekulé 7 September 1829 1852 22

Earth science Beno Gutenberg 4 June 1889 1911 22

Earth science Alfred Wegener 1 November 1880 1905 24 (work)

Electronics Paul Eisler 1907 1930 23

Electronics Julius Lilienfeld 18 April 1882 18 February 1905 22

Electronics Heinz Schlicke 13 December 1912 1937 24

Mathematics Richard Courant 8 January 1888 1910 22

Mathematics John von Neumann 28 December 1903 1926 22

Mathematics Hermann Weyl 9 November 1885 1908 22

Mechanical Rudolf Diesel 18 March 1858 January 1880 21 (no doctorate)

Mechanical Wilhelm Nusselt 25 November 1882 1907 24

Optics Ernst Abbe 23 January 1840 23 March 1861 21

Physics Edward Teller 15 January 1908 1930 22

Physics Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker 28 June 1912 1933 21

Physics Arnold Sommerfeld 5 December 1868 24 October 1891 22

Physics Victor Weisskopf 19 September 1908 1931 22

Physics Hans Geiger 30 September 1882 23 July 1906 23

Physics Leo Szilard 11 February 1898 1922 24 (war)

Table 10.6: Ages at final degree for selected scientists who were educated primarily or entirely in
the German-speaking world and created major innovations but did not win a Nobel Prize.
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Table 10.7 summarizes the average ages at graduation for the scientists from Tables 10.3–10.6,
excluding those whose education was delayed by war, work, or illness. These German-speaking
creators tended to receive their highest degree at:

• Between ages 22 and 23 for a Ph.D. This pattern holds across all fields, as illustrated by the
examples in Tables 10.3–10.7.

• Between ages 23 and 24 for an M.D. In the German-speaking world, obtaining an M.D.
generally required about one year longer than obtaining a Ph.D.

Using these same methods, Section 11.2.4 analyzes the ages at graduation for scientists who were
educated primarily or entirely in the United States and won a Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine,
Chemistry, or Physics prior to 1991. For ease of comparison, the results of that analysis (again
excluding those whose educations were delayed) are also summarized here in Table 10.7. As may
be seen, on average those U.S.-educated scientists took approximately two years longer to complete
their education than their contemporary counterparts from the German-speaking world. A two-year
head start on an independent research career can be quite significant, especially when those are
two years when the scientists are at the peak of their creative powers and energies, and presumably
less hindered by obligations to family and bureaucracy than they would be later in their careers.

As a further comparison, the current situation in the U.S. educational system is even worse. For
those receiving a doctorate in 2017, the median age at graduation was 31.6
[www.nsf.gov/statistics/srvydoctorates/]. That is nearly a decade older than students who received
a Ph.D. from the earlier German-speaking world.

Age at graduation from Age at graduation from
Category of people German-speaking world U.S. system

Ph.D., Physics Nobel 1901–1990 23.2 years 25.1 years

Ph.D., Chemistry Nobel 1901–1990 22.4 years 24.7 years

Ph.D., Medicine Nobel 1901–1990 23.6 years 25.2 years

M.D., Medicine or Chemistry Nobel 23.8 years 25.0 years

Final degree, all science Nobelists 23.0 years 24.9 years

Ph.D., non-Nobel sample 22.4 years —

Ph.D., Nobel + non-Nobel sample 22.7 years 25.0 years

M.D., Nobel + non-Nobel sample 23.8 years 25.0 years

Final degree, Nobel + non-Nobel sample 22.9 years 24.9 years

Table 10.7: Ages at final degree for selected scientists educated in German-speaking and U.S.
systems.
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A modern observer might object that students need to learn much more now, yet physics, chemistry,
mathematics, engineering, and other fields had already been well developed by the early twentieth
century, and German-speaking students took extensive coursework in them. For example, Hans
Bethe’s university transcripts show that he took the courses listed in Table 10.8 [Schweber 2012,
pp. 402–403, 419–420]:

Differential and Integral Calculus I
..... with Exercises
Higher Arithmetic
Exercises for Higher Arithmetic
Experimental Physics I
The Experimental Foundations of Atomistics
General Chemistry I (Inorganic Chemistry)
Accounting with Exercises
Mechanics
Exercises in Mechanics
Experimental Physics II
General Physical Chemistry
General Chemistry II (Inorganic Chemistry)
Seminar on Inorganic Chemistry
Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory
The Mechanical and Electrical Properties
..... of Matter
The Foundations of Modern Physics
Organization of People and States
Differential Geometry
Special Topics in Theoretical Physics
..... (Quantum Theory, Theory of Relativity)
Modern Spectroscopy
Physics Laboratory for Beginners
Electrochemistry
Chemical Thermodynamics
Seminar on Inorganic Chemistry
Chemical Laboratory in Inorganic Chemistry
Differential Equations in the Real Domain
Exercises in Differential Equations
Mechanics
Advanced Experimental Physics I:
..... Mechanics, Acoustics, Heat
Exercises in Advanced Experimental Physics
Universal Physical Constants and the Methods
..... of Their Determination
Exercises in Theoretical Physics

Physical Laboratory for Advanced Students
General Chemistry II: Atomics
Chemical Laboratory in Inorganic Chemistry
Continuum Mechanics (Carathéodory)
Physical Chemistry II
Chemical Forces and Constitution
Partial Differential Equations of Physics
Exercises—Partial Differential Equations
..... of Physics
Theory of Magnetism
Theory of Band Spectra
Dispersion of Light and X-Rays
Physics Exercises for Advanced Students
Psychology
Introduction to Politics
Electrochemistry
Experiments in Electricity and Light
Theoretical Physics Seminar
Exercises—Mechanics
Selected Problems in Quantum Theory
Experimental Physics for Advanced Students
The Political Parties of the Reichstag
Colloid Chemistry
Experimental Methods, Properties,
..... and the Theory of Crystal Lattices
Continuum Mechanics (Sommerfeld)
Exercises—Continuum Mechanics
Structure of Matter
Electrodynamics
Exercises—Electrodynamics
Quantum Mechanics
Physics of the Sun
Optics
Wave Mechanics
Theoretical Physics Seminar (Summer 1927)
Theoretical Physics Seminar (Winter 1927)
Theoretical Physics Seminar (Summer 1928)

Table 10.8: University courses taken by Hans Bethe.
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Lest one worry that the quality of the above courses may not have matched their quantity, it should
be noted that the classes on Bethe’s transcript were personally taught by Walther Gerlach, Otto
Hahn, Arnold Sommerfeld, Wilhelm Wien, and other scientific luminaries.

Bethe’s university transcript is fairly typical for German-speaking science students of that time.
The courses in a Gymnasium were so extensive, so advanced, and so rigorous that German-speaking
students graduated at age 18 or so having already learned much of what modern students learn
after high school for their bachelor’s degree. Moreover, doctoral dissertations at German-speaking
universities tended to focus much more on the novelty of the student’s ideas and solutions than on
how many years the student had toiled on that research. That allowed students in German-speaking
doctoral programs to still spend several years taking a wide range of university courses. In contrast,
many modern doctoral programs only allow students to take a few courses before they are expected
to spend many years on the research assembly line for the rest of the program.

One might try to argue that modern Ph.D. students accomplish much more than students in the
older German-speaking world by spending more of their university years doing research. However,
the dissertation research of the German-speaking creators resulted in some of the seminal papers
in their fields, whereas modern Ph.D. students may spend years toiling away primarily to pad their
Ph.D. advisor’s CV with extra papers that few people ever read.

The net effect is that the German-speaking creators were free to pursue independent research
careers on average approximately two years sooner than their contemporary peers in the United
States, and nearly a decade sooner than modern U.S. scientists. Relative to modern scientists,
that means not just nearly a decade of additional work, but nearly a decade of additional work
performed when the scientists were at their peak energy and creativity in life, and also generally
less weighed down by family and professional obligations. That difference is demonstrated by the
dramatic accomplishments of most of the German-speaking creators by the time they had reached
31 or 32 years old, the age at which average Ph.D. students are just finally graduating in the modern
United States.

In fact, the real difference is even larger than that. Many (though certainly not all) of the German-
speaking creators were able to conduct truly independent research as soon as they obtained their
doctoral degrees, if not before. In contrast, scientists who receive a Ph.D. or M.D. in the mod-
ern U.S. system typically then have to spend many years following older supervisors’ instruc-
tions in postdoctoral jobs (often multiple postdoctoral jobs in a row), residencies, or entry-level
positions at corporate or government laboratories. In 2012, the average age at which Ph.D. sci-
entists received their first National Institutes of Health (NIH) research project grant was 41.9,
and the average age at which M.D. scientists received their first NIH research grant was 43.8
[report.nih.gov/Workforce/PSW/]. Thus many German-speaking creators achieved scien-
tific and creative independence two whole decades in life earlier than scientists in the
modern U.S. system.

As discussed in more detail in Chapter 12, this data suggests that one way to improve the modern
innovation system would be to eliminate redundancies between high school and undergraduate
education, streamline the graduate school educational process, greatly lower the average ages at
which scientists receive their final degrees and their first financial grants, and give young scientists
much more independence during their most energetic and creative years.
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10.2.5 Interdisciplinary Approach

Scientists who made major contributions to multiple disciplines, and fraternization among scientists
from different disciplines, were much more common in the older German-speaking world than in the
modern world. That interdisciplinary approach apparently facilitated production of and support
for innovators and innovations.

Although broadly supportive innovation systems did not begin to assume a coherent form in the
German-speaking world until the early nineteenth century, there were many examples of individual
German-speaking creators who arose earlier, and who served as role models for the much larger
numbers of later creators. Most of those early role models were strongly interdisciplinary, and they
were revered by the German-speaking world for that trait (among others). As shown in Fig. 10.7,
some examples included:

• Athanasius Kircher (German states, 1602–1680), who conducted groundbreaking research
on geology and microbiology, analyzed Egyptian hieroglyphs, and built novel clocks, image
projectors, and musical instruments [Findlen 2004; Joscelyn Godwin 2009].

• Gottfried Leibniz (Saxony, 1646–1716), who made major contributions to math, physics,
engineering, computing machinery, geology, paleontology, biology, economics, philosophy, and
other subjects [Antognazza 2009].

• Leonhard Euler (Swiss, 1707–1783), who did seminal work in math, physics, engineering,
astronomy, optics, fluid mechanics, logic, and other areas [Calinger 2015].

• Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (German states, 1749–1832), who was revered for his novels,
plays, poetry, memoirs, and studies in geology, paleontology, botany, color, and other fields
[Douglas Miller 1988].

• Alexander von Humboldt (Prussian, 1769–1859), who made major contributions to botany,
geography, meteorology, archaeology, and other subjects [Wulf 2015].

• Wilhelm von Humboldt (Prussian, 1767–1835), Alexander’s older brother, who did important
work in linguistics, philosophy, and political science, but had the greatest impact on the
development of all levels of education in the German-speaking world [Borsche 1990].

These and other early multidisciplinary role models had a profound impact on the developing
German-speaking innovation systems, making the German-speaking world especially enthusiastic
about training, employing, and celebrating multidisciplinary scholars. In particular, Wilhelm von
Humboldt’s ideas were central to the German-speaking education and research systems. As already
noted (see p. 1371), those ideas of Bildung included (1) promoting learning for its own sake, not
just to enter a career, which encouraged education that was much broader than was actually needed
by any specific job, and (2) promoting lifelong learning, long after leaving formal schools, which
allowed a person to explore more and more fields over the course of a lifetime.
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Figure 10.7: Some examples of very early, highly influential interdisciplinary scholars in the German-
speaking world included Athanasius Kircher, Gottfried Leibniz, Leonhard Euler, Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe, and the brothers Alexander and Wilhelm von Humboldt.
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As a result of this longstanding and deeply ingrained multidisciplinary culture in the German-
speaking world, there were a large number of creators in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries who
made major contributions to multiple fields. Tables 10.9–10.10 list some representative examples.
Even scientists who only worked in one field frequently rubbed shoulders with those in other fields,
as students, as professors, at seminars and conferences, and in the coffeehouses outside of work.
All of these interactions served to promote new insights and innovations within fields and cross-
fertilization of ideas between fields.

That broad, interdisciplinary approach is in stark contrast to the microspecialization that is widespread
in modern education and research.

Creator Fields of creations

Otto Ambros Magnetic recording, synthetic rubber, organophosphates

Manfred von Ardenne Television, electron microscopes, radar, nuclear physics, plasma physics

Heinrich Barkhausen Magnetic recording, radar

Emil(e) Berliner Microphone, record player, helicopter

Friedrich Bessel Astronomy, mathematics

Felix Bloch Solid state physics, NMR/MRI, nuclear physics, radar

Konrad Bloch Cholesterol metabolism, hormones, fatty acid metabolism

Karl Braun Radio, television, radar, semiconductor devices

Adolf Butenandt Hormones, gene mutations

Peter Debye Photons, solid state physics, solution chemistry, polymers, X-ray diffraction

Max Delbrück Quantum electrodynamics, radiation, DNA mutations, bacteriophage

Krafft Ehricke Rockets, nuclear engineering, solar system

Walter Elsasser Quantum physics, nuclear physics, geomagnetism, systems biology

James Franck Photoelectric effect, nuclear physics, photosynthesis

Otto Frisch Quantum physics, nuclear physics, laser scanning

Gustav Fritsch Neuroanatomy, zoology, astronomy, ethnography

Herbert Fröhlich Solid state physics, biophysics

George Gamow Nuclear physics, cosmology, genetic code

Thomas Gold Astronomy, biophysics, aerospace engineering, geophysics

Peter Goldmark Television, phonograph, magnetic recording

Hermann Grassmann Math, physics, linguistics

Helmut Gröttrup Avionics, rockets, chip card

Erich Habann Radar, rockets, semiconductors

Hermann von Helmholtz Vision, hearing, electromagnetism, thermodynamics

Ulrich Henschke Prostheses, neural interfaces, cancer brachytherapy, flight simulators

Gerhard Herzberg Molecular spectroscopy, molecular structures, free radicals

George de Hevesy Chemistry, nuclear physics, biomolecule isotope labels

Fritz Houtermans Nuclear physics, astrophysics, geophysics

Gustav Franz Hüttig Nuclear physics, radar, rockets

Table 10.9: Some examples of German-speaking creators who made contributions in multiple fields.
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Creator Fields of creations

Theodore von Kármán Solid state physics, aerodynamics, R&D strategy

Richard Kuhn Vitamins, organophosphates, antibiotics

Hermann Lehmann Hemoglobin, pharmacokinetics

Ernst Mach Aerodynamics, optics, relativity, sense of balance

Hans Mauch Jets, prostheses, neural interfaces, space suits, aviation controls

Walther Nernst Thermodynamics, chemistry, solid state physics, acoustics

John von Neumann Mathematics, computers, physics, economics, etc.

Rudolf Peierls Solid state physics, Manhattan Project

Auguste Piccard Atmospheric science, cosmic rays, oceanography

Michael Polanyi Physical chemistry, materials science, medicine, economics,
philosophy, epistemology, etc.

Eugen Sänger Space shuttles, ramjets, antimatter propulsion

Rudolph Schoenheimer Biomolecule isotope labels, cholesterol/atherosclerosis

Erwin Schrödinger Quantum physics, color vision, theoretical biology

Werner von Siemens Sea mines, telegraph, electric elevator, dynamos, speaker, trolley

Leo Szilard Nuclear physics, statistical physics, molecular biology, etc.

Edward Teller Nuclear physics, physical chemistry, climate change, etc.

Stanislaw Ulam Nuclear engineering, computers, mathematics, bioinformatics

Herbert Wagner Wings, jet engines, smart bombs, missiles, nuclear engineering

Hellmuth Walter Rockets, aircraft, submarines

Eugene Wigner Physical chemistry, nuclear engineering, particle physics

Richard Willstätter Chlorophyll, chromatography, gas mask filters, enzymes

Karl Zimmer Nuclear physics, DNA mutation

Fritz Zwicky Jet propulsion, astrophysics, ionic crystals and electrolytes

Table 10.10: More examples of German-speaking creators who made contributions in multiple fields.
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10.2.6 Scientific Leadership and Decision-Making Style

During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, German-speaking areas in Europe often tended
toward rather autocratic styles of government, with examples including numerous regional monar-
chies before 1871 and some afterward, Otto von Bismarck, Kaiser Wilhelm II, and the Third Reich
[Berghahn 2005; Fullbrook 2004; Kitchen 1996; Mann 1968; Thomson 1962]. Perhaps because of
this culture, the German-speaking research world during this time was also populated by a number
of autocratic leaders. Of course, an autocratic scientific leader can do great harm if that individ-
ual is personally malicious and/or scientifically incompetent, as demonstrated by the profoundly
negative impact of Joseph Stalin’s hand-picked biology leader Trofim Lysenko (1898–1976) on real
biologists and real biology research in the Soviet Union for many decades. However, if autocratic
scientific leaders are very well-intentioned and well-informed, they can potentially bypass a number
of bureaucratic obstacles, champion promising ideas and talented scientists that might otherwise
be overlooked by the crowd, and push rapid and sustained progress in key areas of research. The
German-speaking research world appears to have greatly benefited from a number of such “enlight-
ened despots” or technocrats during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

These enlightened despots had different individual styles, various opportunities, and differing levels
of success. They were all imperfect in their scientific judgment and/or personal character. Indeed,
some of them had profound moral flaws that certainly should not be countenanced, let alone
emulated. Nonetheless, like their counterparts in the 1940s–1960s U.S. research system (Section
11.2.6), each of these German-speaking despots had three characteristics that could also be useful
in the modern research system:

• The strong and direct support of very high authorities (in many cases to the very top of the
government).

• A keen eye for revolutionary innovators and innovations.

• The ability to directly offer steady employment and funding for any innovators and innovations
they deemed worthy, essentially unencumbered by any bureaucratic processes for application,
review, approval, renewal, etc.

There were many examples of such enlightened despots in the German-speaking world; just a few
are given in this section.

Justus von Liebig (German, 1803–1873), shown in Fig. 10.8, is considered the founder of
organic chemistry and made major discoveries in biochemistry and botany. However, he made
an even greater impact by designing the first formal university teaching curriculum and research
program for chemistry, successfully lobbying for government funding for it, and recruiting and
training over 700 students. Thus he was the father of all of the chemistry research and education
system for which Germany became so famous, and the earliest of the enlightened scientific despots
presented here. In the next century, the Nobel-Prize-winning chemist Fritz Haber wrote of von
Liebig [Farber 1961, p. 537]:
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He felt in himself the call for an accomplishment for which no man’s strength and life
span could be sufficient. He meant to build up chemistry, of which there was nothing in
Germany, and outside of Germany only a modest knowledge in the realm of inanimate
nature, so richly and splendidly that there would be order, light, coherence, and system.
Through his example and his teaching he meant to show the direction and pave the way
for young people, the path which led to an understanding of the events in animate
nature, and a new flourishing of industry. What he wanted has become in our day the
common will of a great branch of science that he created. What we have gained was
accomplished because the succeeding generations stood on his shoulders.

Leopold Graf von Thun und Hohenstein (Austrian, 1811–1888), also shown in Fig. 10.8,
was the Austrian minister of education 1849–1860. In that capacity, he had a great impact by
reforming Austrian universities and other schools and by hiring very innovative scientists and
engineers. Encyclopedia Britannica summarized his approach [EB 1911,
en.wikisource.org/wiki/1911 Encyclopædia Britannica/Thun-Hohenstein]:

At first he threw himself with great energy into the task of building up an adequate sys-
tem of schools. He summoned experienced teachers, Protestant as well as Catholic, from
Germany, established middle and higher schools in all parts of the empire, superseded
the antiquated textbooks and methods of instruction, and encouraged the formation of
learned societies and the growth of a professional spirit and independence among the
teachers. It is noticeable that at this time he insisted on the use of German in all schools
of higher education. [...] His high social position, his influence at court, his character,
as well as his undoubted abilities and learning, not often in Austria found in a man of
his rank, gave him great influence.
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Figure 10.8: Examples of scientific “enlightened despots” who had a very large impact on the
German-speaking world: Justus von Liebig, Leopold Graf von Thun und Hohenstein, Friedrich
Althoff, and Friedrich Schmidt-Ott.
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Friedrich Althoff (German, 1839–1908), shown in Fig. 10.8, was perhaps the most important
enlightened scientific despot in the history of the German-speaking world. Althoff’s major position
was the Prussian minister of culture for a quarter of a century, 1882–1907, in which capacity he
held state government funding power over educational and research institutions within the Prussian
state of the larger unified Germany. Yet because Prussia was the founding and most powerful state
of unified Germany, and because Althoff had so many powerful connections and was so talented with
Machievellian political methods behind the scenes, his power was immense and reached throughout
the German-speaking world, even assisting Arnold Sommerfeld in Bavaria.

Althoff gave direct financial and political support to a large number of scientists who ultimately
made major discoveries, many of whom in turn also acted as enlightened despots to offer financial
and political support to later talented young scientists. Some scientists and engineers who directly
benefited from Althoff’s support included:

• Emil von Behring (German, 1854–1917), who would win a Nobel Prize in 1901 for
developing therapeutic antibodies.

• Paul Ehrlich (German, 1854–1915), who would win a Nobel Prize in 1908 for his work
on immunology and therapeutics.

• Heinrich Hertz (German, 1857–1894), who demonstrated electromagnetic waves and
laid the foundation for everything from radio to radar.

• Felix Klein (German, 1849–1925), shown in Fig. 10.9, who introduced a number of
innovations in mathematics but even more importantly built up the University of Göttingen
as a major research and educational center with direct assistance from Althoff.

• Robert Koch (German, 1843–1910), shown in Fig. 10.9, who would win a Nobel Prize
in 1905 for studying bacterial infections.

• Walther Nernst (German, 1864–1941), who would win a Nobel Prize in 1920 for physical
chemistry.

• Max Planck (German, 1858–1947), shown in Fig. 10.9, who would win a Nobel Prize
in 1918 for quantum physics, handled all theoretical physics papers in the major physics
journal, Annalen der Physik, almost single-handedly from 1895 until 1943, and educated and
supported a large number of young scientists including Max Abraham, Walther Bothe, Gustav
Hertz, Erich Kretschmann, Max von Laue, Julius Lilienfeld, Walther Meissner, Lise Meitner,
Fritz Reiche, Moritz Schlick, and Walter Schottky.

• Ludwig Prandtl (German, 1875–1953), shown in Fig. 10.9, who pioneered mathematical
aerodynamics and was also a strong political advocate for the same agenda as Althoff.

• Arnold Sommerfeld (German, 1868–1951), shown in Fig. 10.10, who pioneered much of
quantum and solid state physics, and who found, mentored, and supported a vast number of
talented young scientists including Karl Bechert, Hans Bethe, Peter Debye, Paul Epstein, Paul
Ewald, Herbert Fröhlich, Erwin Fues, Ernst Guillemin, Werner Heisenberg, Walter Heitler,
Helmut Hönl, Ludwig Hopf, Walther Kossel, Adolf Kratzer, Herbert Krömer, Alfred Landé,
Otto Laporte, Wilhelm Lenz, Wolfgang Pauli, Linus Pauling, Rudolf Peierls, Walter Rogowski,
Werner Romberg, Rudolf Seeliger, Heinrich Welker, and Gregor Wentzel.
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Figure 10.9: More examples of scientific “enlightened despots” who had a very large impact on the
German-speaking world: Felix Klein, Robert Koch, Max Planck, and Ludwig Prandtl.
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Figure 10.10: More examples of scientific “enlightened despots” who had a very large impact on
the German-speaking world: Arnold Sommerfeld, Carl Duisberg, Wilhelm Ohnesorge, and Ernst
Heinkel.
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As just one example of the enormous impact of Althoff on individual careers, Paul Ehrlich wrote
the following note of gratitude to Althoff on 27 July 1907 [Sachse 1928, p. 235]:

Ich persönlich danke Ihnen meine ganze
Karriere und die Möglichkeit, meine Ideen
nutzbringend auszugestalten. Als Assistent
herumgeschubst, in die engsten Verhältnisse
eingezwängt—von der Universität gänzlich
ignoriert—kam ich mir ziemlich unnütz vor.
Ich habe nie einen Ruf an die kleinste Stelle
erhalten und galt als Mensch ohne Fach, d. h.
vollkommen unverwertbar. Wenn Sie da nicht
mit starker Hand und genialer Initiative für
mich eingetreten wären, wenn Sie mir nicht mit
rastlosem Eifer und gütiger Freundschaft die
Arbeitsmöglichkeiten zurechtgemacht hätten,
unter denen ich mich entwickeln konnte, wäre
ich vollkommen brachgelegt gewesen.

I personally thank you for my entire ca-
reer and the opportunity to make my ideas
useful. As an assistant pushed around,
squeezed into the tightest conditions—
completely ignored by the university—I
felt rather useless. I never received a call
to the least position and was considered
a person without specialty, in other words
completely unusable. If you had not been
there for me with a strong hand and in-
genious initiative, if you had not showered
me through untiring zeal and benevolent
friendship with employment opportunities,
through which I could develop myself, I
would have been totally broken down.

In 1911, the German sociologist and political economist Max Weber summed up both the enlight-
ened and the despotic aspects of Althoff’s approach to scientific management, as well as their legacy
in the German-speaking world [Baumgart 1980, p. 9]:

Es ist sehr schwierig über diesen Mann zu
sprechen. Er war wirklich nicht nur ein guter
Mensch im spezifischen Sinne des Wortes, son-
dern er war ein Mann von sehr weiten Gesicht-
spunkten,... dem die deutschen Universitäten
Dinge verdanken, die in gewissem Sinne un-
sterblich sind... Und in personaler Hinsicht
kann nicht nachdrücklich genug betont wer-
den...: Nepotismus gab es unter ihm nicht...
Aber... die Mittel, mit welchen die preußis-
che Unterrichtsverwaltung arbeitete, waren
die denkbar rücksichtslosesten. ... Der Ein-
fluss des Althoffschen Systems hat direct ko-
rrumpierend gewirkt.

It is very difficult to talk about this man.
He really was not just a good man in
the specific sense of the word, but he was
a man with a very broad point of view,
... to whom the German universities owe
things that are unending in a sense... And
in personal terms it cannot be stressed
strongly enough...: there was no nepotism
under him... But... the means by which
the Prussian educational administration
worked were the most ruthless conceivable.
... The influence of Althoff’s system has
had a directly corrupting effect.

Althoff also played a critical role in establishing several whole research institutions, including the
many Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes (which had an enormous impact on all scientific fields in the
following decades, and became the Max Planck Institutes after World War II), the Koch Institute
for Infectious Diseases (Berlin), the Institute for Serum Research and Therapy or the Georg-Speyer-
Haus (Frankfurt), the Institute of Hygiene and Experimental Therapy (Marburg), the International
Association Against Tuberculosis, the University of Münster, the Royal Academy in Poznan, the
Gdansk Institute of Technology, the Wroclaw Institute of Technology, and the early plans of what
would become the Friedrich Loeffler Institute on Riems island after Althoff’s death. Likewise, Althoff
greatly expanded several existing institutions, including the University of Berlin, the University of
Göttingen, and the Berlin Charité research hospital.
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As already noted, many of Althoff’s scientific protégés, such as Felix Klein, Max Planck, Ludwig
Prandtl, and Arnold Sommerfeld, became enlightened despots themselves, greatly advancing dif-
ferent parts of the German-speaking research world (Figs. 10.9–10.10). As covered below, Friedrich
Schmidt-Ott was arguably Althoff’s most powerful and most influential protégé, even though he
was not a scientist (just as Althoff was not a scientist). Thus Althoff’s protégés, and the people
whom they supported, exponentially multiplied the effect that Althoff had on the German-speaking
world.

Friedrich Schmidt-Ott (German, 1860–1956), shown in Fig. 10.8, was Friedrich Althoff’s
assistant for many years. When Althoff retired and then died, Schmidt-Ott continued to play the
same role that Althoff had, through his positions in several science funding organizations. Schmidt-
Ott was the Prussian minister of culture (like Althoff before him), president of the Emergency
Association of German Science (Notgemeinschaft der Deutschen Wissenschaft, which he helped
to establish in 1920), a vice president and member of the advisory boards of the Kaiser Wilhelm
Institutes, and chairman of the Donor Federation of the Emergency Association of German Science
(Stifterverband der Notgemeinschaft der Deutschen Wissenschaft, which he also helped to create
in 1920).

In an interview with István Hargittai, the DNA pioneer Erwin Chargaff (see p. 76) recounted his
interaction with Schmidt-Ott. The episode also serves as an excellent example of how the enlightened
despots made funding decisions [István Hargittai 2000–2006, Vol. I, p. 24]:

[Interviewer] How did they decide who should get support?

It was very different. They didn’t believe in peer review, and neither do I, for that
matter. I can tell you about my case. I was told by Martin Hahn that if I wanted
to supplement what the Department paid me, I should make an application to the
Deutsche Notgemeinschaft for a grant. A certain amount would then be branched off to
supplement my salary, and I could buy chemicals, etc. I made an application and got
an invitation in writing to see, and this was incredible, the chief of the Notgemeinschaft
who wasn’t even a scientist. His name was Schmidt-Ott and he was an orientalist. I was
let into the office of His Excellency, and he made me sit down and we started talking
about what books I was reading at that time. Then he asked me about my plans and I
told him that I had written a proposal about my work on polysaccharides of tubercle
bacilli and so on. He asked me what was a polysaccharide. I explained and then he
said that I would soon hear from him. Three days later I had the grant. This is not as
stupid as it may seem. If you get the right people they don’t have to spend too much
time on it. I find it silly when they call this proposal valuable and the other proposal
not valuable. Most proposals are half so and half so because one doesn’t know yet, and
if it is good it may still not work. So the peer reviews are completely useless except
that they grow into old boys networks. I think the most important is to get the general
behavior, the general way of thinking of the person rather than to decide that this is a
marvelous problem. They are not marvelous except in lucky hands, in very gifted hands.
The hands you can’t look at in a proposal.

As illustrated by the following examples, other enlightened scientific despots at that time or later
appear to have arisen independently of Althoff, again perhaps because of the generally autocratic
government style that was pervasive in that region at that time.
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Carl Duisberg (German, 1861–1935), shown in Fig. 10.10, ran one of the first large corporate
research programs at Bayer and then engineered the creation of the even larger research and de-
velopment entity, I.G. Farben, by the merger of Bayer with other companies, ultimately resulting
in a whole range of innovative medical, chemical, and materials science products. Historian Ulrich
Marsch described the impact of Duisberg’s strategy [Marsch 1994a, pp. 56–59]:

When IG Farben was founded in late 1925 the organization of research was not a major
issue. Decentralization of research had been practiced by all constituent companies for
more than forty years was thus simply continued. [...]

IG was under control of the technical men: members of the Managing Board and the
key Technical Committee. A decisive element in the technical structure of IG became
the TEA-Büro, though it was never meant to play that role. Here the scientific and
technical directors of the works and laboratories met and proposed via the Technical
Committee, TEA, new projects or investment. We have also seen that the decision
to place a product on the market was made by scientifically trained middle managers
(heads of works laboratories, and technical commissions) after the successful completion
of tests and application processes. Unlike DuPont, where salesmen were more involved
in future products, at IG the scientists were in charge.

There are even more differences between IG and DuPont that are worth noting. As it
was put recently, IG had a much “leaner” management with fewer hierarchies between
production and administration, and especially a closer contact between researchers,
research directors and the top management. The project and budget system and the
absence of a rigid controlling system of the laboratories’ expenses exemplify the relative
autonomy of the scientific men inside IG Farben. Also, the existence of independently
working individual scientists within the organized research work of the large laboratories
and the close contact between those scientists and the research directors shows the
importance of the individual scientist right into the 20th century and casts doubts on
the absolute priority of team work stressed today. [...]

The argument that the absence of a centralized Research and Development Department
at IG caused strategical disadvantages is somewhat misleading: all major German chem-
ical firms before 1925 had grown that way. Putting the main focus only on the Main
Laboratories means telling only a small part of the whole story. It was the close connec-
tion between research and production and the parallel existence of centralized scientific
laboratories, scientific works laboratories, product works laboratories and many techni-
cal stations that built the basis for the success of the German chemical companies for
more than forty years. IG continued this tradition successfully. The innovative process
happened in many locations, and the more research and application sites there were,
the more likely was invention and innovation.
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Wilhelm Ohnesorge (German, 1872–1962), shown in Fig. 10.10, studied physics as a university
student yet made a career in the German Post Office (Reichspost). From that position, he single-
handedly turned the Post Office into a strong sponsor of a wide variety of innovative research on
particle accelerators, isotope separation, fission reactions and explosives, radar, television, electron
microscopy, robotics, and other projects. Ohnesorge gave strong financial and political support to
scientists including Manfred von Ardenne, Siegfried Flügge, and others. Helmut Joachim Fischer,
a physics Ph.D. who was highly placed in the SS, gave a good description of Ohnesorge [Helmut
Fischer 1988, pp. 133–134]:

Die Reichspost hatte von jeher technische
Aufgaben zu bewältigen und stützte sich da-
her auf umfangreiche Forschungs- und En-
twicklungsarbeiten auf dem Gebiet der Fern-
meldetechnik und anderer für das Postwesen
nützlichen Techniken. Dafür gab es in Darm-
stadt ausgedehnte Laboratorien neben dem
Reichspostzentralamt in Berlin-Tempelhof,
dessen Präsident Prof. Gladenbeck war.

The Reichspost has always had to cope with
technical tasks and therefore relied on exten-
sive research and development work in the
field of telecommunications technology and
other technologies useful for the postal sys-
tem. To this end, Darmstadt had extensive
laboratories alongside the Reichspost central
office in Berlin-Tempelhof, whose president
was Prof. Gladenbeck.

Diesen vorgegebenen Rahmen sprengte der
ehrgeizige Reichspostminister Ohnesorge. Er
hatte einst bei Lenard Physik studiert und
interessierte sich allgemeiner für wehrwis-
senschaftliche Probleme und schaltete zu
ihrer Bearbeitung Mitarbeiter und Ein-
richtungen der Reichspost ein. Reichspost-
Forschungsanstalten entstanden in der Nach-
barschaft von Berlin in Kleinmachnow
und in Miersdorf. Sie betrieben natur-
wissenschaftliche Grundlagenforschung, und
das Institut in Miersdorf unter Dr. Ban-
neitz befaßte sich sogar ernsthaft mit Kern-
physik, wobei die Herstellung einer Atom-
bombe angestrebt wurde. Überdies span-
nte Ohnesorge, der über genügend Geldmit-
tel verfügen konnte und auf die Hilfe des
Reichsforschungsrates nicht angewiesen war,
auch Hochschulinstitute (wie etwa in Hei-
delberg) und zudem den tüchtigen Privat-
forscher Manfred von Ardenne mit seinem
eigenen Laboratorium in Berlin-Lichterfelde
für seine Forschungsziele ein. Sowohl in
Miersdorf als auch im Institut Ardennes be-
gann der Bau je einer 60-Millionen-Volt-
Zyklotron-Anlage und von Hochspannungs-
geräten, die mit einer Million Volt arbeiten.

The ambitious Reichspost Minister Ohne-
sorge went beyond this rigid framework. He
had once studied physics with Lenard and
was more interested in military science prob-
lems in general and called in employees and
institutions of the Reichspost to deal with
them. Reichspost research institutes were es-
tablished in the vicinity of Berlin in Klein-
machnow and in Miersdorf. They carried out
basic scientific research, and the institute in
Miersdorf under Dr. Banneitz was even se-
riously concerned with nuclear physics, with
the aim of producing an atomic bomb. In ad-
dition, Ohnesorge, who had sufficient funds
at his disposal and was not dependent on
the help of the Reich Research Council, also
employed university institutes (such as Hei-
delberg) and the capable private researcher
Manfred von Ardenne with his own labora-
tory in Berlin-Lichterfelde for his research
goals. Both in Miersdorf and at Ardenne’s
Institute, construction began on 60 million
volt cyclotron facilities and on high-voltage
equipment operating at one million volts.
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Ernst Heinkel (German, 1888–1958), shown in Fig. 10.10, was the formidable founder and
manager of the Heinkel Flugzeugwerke aircraft company. He personally recruited, directly financed,
and politically defended a number of revolutionary creators and their creations, including the de-
velopment of turbojet engines by Hans von Ohain, Herbert Wagner’s research group, and others;
the development of rocket planes by Wernher von Braun, Hellmuth Walter, and others; the de-
velopment of advanced airfoils and jet aircraft by Siegfried and Walter Günter and others; the
first practical ejection seats in aircraft; and other projects. Heinkel described his recruitment and
support of young scientists and engineers [Heinkel 1956, pp. 210–231]:

In November, 1935, I met a young man, today famous, but who at that time was
unknown. Wernher von Braun, since his first year at college, had been passionately
interested in the development of rockets.

When I met him he was testing a primitive rocket engine on the artillery testing grounds
at Kummersdorf. [...]

“With this rocket engine,” von Braun said to me, “one should be able to propel a plane.”
[...]

This was the beginning of my close association with von Braun. I drove to Kummers-
dorf, where he was working with some of his friends in a dreary shed. After our first
discussions, I delivered to him the fuselage of the He 112 fighter, complete with under-
carriage. I also lent him a team of riggers headed by my engineer, Walter Künzel. At
the beginning of 1936 this team moved to Kummersdorf. [...]

While these first bench experiments in Kummersdorf—a matter of life or death for
those who took part, particularly for the pilot—were being carried out, I received a
letter from Professor Pohl, head of the Science Institute at the University of Göttingen.
He informed me that he had an assistant, Pabst von Ohain, who was working on a new
power unit for airplanes, which did not use a propeller. Von Ohain was very capable. He
had already spent his private means carrying out experiments, but now he had reached
the end of his resources. Pohl assured me that the young man’s ideas were scientifically
sound and that it should be possible to put them into practice.

I wrote at once and arranged for von Ohain to come to Warnemünde on March sev-
enteenth. He turned out to be a very likeable young man, scarcely twenty-four years
old, a brilliant scientist obviously filled with a burning faith in his idea. He admitted
that he as a pure theoretician, and needed both technicians and money to realize his
theories. His theories corresponded to what I have already outlined about turbine or jet
propulsion, and were primarily concerned with the type of engine that was later known
as a centrifugal jet unit.

I hired von Ohain at once, together with a technician named Hahn who had been his
assistant in Göttingen. I pledged both of them to utmost secrecy. The same was true
for the Günter brothers and Schwärzler, whom I now took into my confidence. Within
a month I had a special shed built in Marienehe, completely cut off from the rest of the
factory. No one had access to it apart from those directly engaged in the work. I placed
this shed at the disposal of Ohain and Hahn.
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When Wagner’s jet unit group first approached the Ministry they were told that all
preliminary experiments and experiences must be turned over to an aircraft engine
works, which alone could guarantee the necessary “practical application.” The result
was that most of Wagner’s people quit Junkers and returned to the Aviation Institute
in Berlin. Some of them, however, had apparently heard of the progress of my own work.
They applied for jobs in my factory and I took them on. [...]

While the group under Ohain devoted its main attention to an engine with a centrifugal
compressor similar to the He S 3, I decided to form a new group, partly composed
of the new technicians but under the general direction of Ohain, to undertake the
construction of an engine with an axial compressor. I meant to pursue two parallel lines
of development in order to determine which one produced the best results. [...]

The second engine group, however, also had its eye on other types of propulsion unit,
particularly the mixed type which, designated as a “compound engine,” [turboprops or
turbofans] is today fairly common in America for large airplanes of moderate speed.

This resulted in the formation of several special divisions which concerned themselves
with the development and testing of the most diverse new kinds of engines. The divi-
sions had such code designations as TL (Turbo-jet; Turbine-Luftstrahl); STL (ramjet-
turbo-jet; Staurohr-Turbine-Luftstrahl); or ML (reciprocating engine and jet; Motor-
Luftstrahl). [...] For the time being I went along with this trend, because nothing can
be so instructive as a number of parallel developments. [...]

...at that stage of development in a new field it was not possible to adopt certain types
and write off others, as could be done later. The capable scientists and designers now
working together under me already knew the snags to be avoided—for our parallel
developments embraced nearly the entire field.

This apparently was also Udet’s opinion when finally, at the end of 1939, I won him
over to the idea that this new development was of the utmost importance. [...] Udet
also found a way to protect me from Mauch’s and Schelp’s obstructionist tactics...

Adolf Baeumker (German, 1891–1976) ran research programs for the Air Force (Luftwaffe)
from a series of increasingly elevated positions during the period 1924–1945 (Fig. 10.11). After the
war, he advised both the United States and West Germany on Air Force research programs until
the 1960s, proving how widely his talent as a research manager was recognized. Aerospace historian
Ernst Hirschel gave a brief overview of Baeumker’s importance [Hirschel et al. 2004, p. 72]:

Baeumker may be considered as one of the first “Science Managers” in Germany. He
established the “Aeronautical Research Council” (“Forschungsrat für Luftfahrt”), ini-
tiated by Prandtl and von Kármán, to promote the exchange between research and
industry. [...] 1935 he created the “Lilienthal-Society” [...] and he founded in 1936 the
“German Academy for Aeronautical Research” (“Deutsche Akademie der Luftfahrt-
forschung”). [...] 1945 he goes to the USA, where he worked for various military offices.
1958 he is transferred to the European Headquarter of the American Air Force (US-
AFE) in Wiesbaden to work for the cooperation in research and development between
the Federal Republic of Germany and the USA. He advises in the sixties German and
American head offices in Bonn, among other things, also to unite non-university German
aerospace research.
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Figure 10.11: More examples of scientific “enlightened despots” who had a very large impact on
the German-speaking world: Adolf Baeumker, Erich Schumann, Hans Kammler, and Wernher von
Braun and Walter Dornberger.
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Erich Schumann (German, 1898–1985), shown in Fig. 10.11, was a physics professor at the
University of Berlin, chief physicist of the Army Ordnance Office (Heereswaffenamt), and member
of the Reich Research Council (Reichsforschungsrat). In those positions, he led or was directly
involved in research on rockets (he was Wernher von Braun’s doctoral dissertation advisor), armor-
penetrating shaped charge conventional explosives, fission reactions and explosives, fusion reactions
and explosives, biological weapons, quite likely chemical weapons, and other areas [Nagel 2012a].
Schumann recruited scientists for all of these areas and supported them both financially and polit-
ically. Ultimately all of these technologies that he helped to develop became critical components of
Cold War military arsenals and strategies for the United States, Soviet Union, and other countries.
The historian Rainer Karlsch gave a thumbnail sketch of Schumann, the many hats that he wore,
and the many ways that various other people perceived him [Karlsch 2005, pp. 31–32]:

Die Forschungsstelle des HWA ging bei
allen Projekten vom Grundsatz aus, die
vorhandenen Strukturen, dazu gehörten
Universitäten, außeruniversitäre Forschung-
seinrichtungen und Firmen, in ihrem Sinne
zu nutzen und zu steuern. Im HWA selbst
wurden nur Forschungen angesiedelt, die
aufgrund ihrer militärischen Bedeutung
nicht “außer Haus” gegeben werden kon-
nten.

Leiter der Forschungsabteilung des HWA
war seit 1934 Ministerial-dirigent Professor
Erich Schumann. Er war in kurzer Zeit zu
einem Multifunktionär aufgestiegen. Seit
1929 leitete er die Abteilung für Akustik
am Physikalischen Institut der Berliner
Universität und lehrte experimentelle und
theoretische Physik. Zum Direktor des neu
gegründeten II. Physikalischen Instituts
wurde er 1934 ernannt. Sein Interesse galt
vor allem der Sprengstoffphysik. Gegenüber
den Hochschulkreisen war Schumann stets
bemüht, seine Rückendeckung durch die
Wehrmacht zu betonen. Seine Einstufung
als Ministerial-dirigent entsprach beim Heer
etwa dem Rang eines Generalmajors. Nicht
wenigen seiner Gesprächspartner blieb er als
“General” in Erinnerung, beeindruckend in
Uniform und durch sein temperamentvolles
und dynamisches Auftreten.

In all its projects, the Army Ordnance
Office’s research center was based on the
principle of using and controlling the ex-
isting structures, including universities,
non-university research institutions and
companies, in their interests. In the Army
Ordnance Office itself the only research that
was conducted was that which could not be
sent “out of the house” due to its military
implications.

Since 1934 Professor Erich Schumann
had been head of the research department
of the Army Ordnance Office. Within a
short time he had become a multifunc-
tional official. From 1929 he headed the
Department of Acoustics at the Physics
Institute of Berlin University and taught
experimental and theoretical physics. He
was named director of the newly founded
Second Physics Institute in 1934. His main
interest was in explosives physics. Schumann
was always anxious to emphasize his support
by the military to the university circles. His
classification as a ministerial official was
roughly equivalent to that of a major general
in the army. Not a few of his interlocutors
remembered him as “General,” impressive in
uniform and with his spirited and dynamic
appearance.
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Über Schumanns Qualitäten als Wissenschaftsor-
ganisator gingen die Meinungen der Zeitgenossen
weit auseinander. Die einen sahen in ihm einen
fähigen Wissenschaftler und großen Förderer
der Kampfstoffforschung und Sprengstoffphysik,
die anderen nannten ihn einen Scharlatan, der
sich in den Dienst von windigen Projekten
stellte. [...] Doch Schumann auf die Rolle eines
eitlen Machtmenschen zu reduzieren, hieße seine
wissenschaftliche Kompetenz und sein organ-
isatorisches Talent zu unterschätzen.

The opinions of his contemporaries dif-
fered widely about Schumann’s quali-
ties as a scientific organizer. Some saw
him as a capable scientist and great sup-
porter of warfare research and explo-
sives physics; others called him a char-
latan who was at the service of windy
projects. [...] But to reduce Schumann
to the role of a vain power man would
be to underestimate his scientific com-
petence and organizational talent.

Hans Kammler (German, 1901–?), is worthy of special mention and is shown in Fig. 10.11
[Agoston 1985]. He had a doctoral degree in engineering and rose to the level of General (Ober-
gruppenführer) in the SS. Over the course of World War II, Kammler gained control over more
and more of the military’s advanced R&D programs. By the end of the war he controlled virtually
all of the major programs—rockets, missiles, jets, nuclear technology, directed energy technologies,
etc.—and then he mysteriously vanished. New evidence proves that he was secretly captured and
interrogated by the United States; see pp. 2910–2916. It is unclear how much Kammler contributed
to the success of these programs versus how much he simply took over already successful programs,
but at a minimum it is clear that he had formidable political skills and a strong taste for very inno-
vative, high-impact research. Of course, he also ordered or assisted in the murder of large numbers
of people, so he is certainly not a role model. Helmut Fischer, a physics Ph.D. who was highly
placed in the SS’s security office, succinctly described Kammler [Helmut Fischer 1988, p. 64]:

Eine besondere Rolle spielte dabei der Leiter
der Gruppe C des WVHA [Wirtschafts- und
Verwaltungs-Hauptamt], SS-Gruppenführer
Hans Kammler. Anlässlich der Erstellung
von Bauten in Peenemünde, wo die Vergel-
tungswaffe V 2 geschaffen wurde, kam
Kammler mit den Verantwortlichen für
die V-Waffen in Berührung. Er machte
sich bald unentbehrlich, riss immer mehr
Zuständigkeiten an sich und wurde schliesslich
zum massgeblichen Mann für die Fertigung
der Vergeltungswaffen. Aber damit nicht
genug! Der ehrgeizige Kammler schaltete
sich auch in die Forschungs- und Entwick-
lungsarbeiten zur Konstruktion neuartiger
Waffen ein. Dazu erlangte Kammler auch
die Befehlsgewalt über die Sondereinheiten
der Wehrmacht, die für den Fronteinsatz der
V-Waffen aufgestellt worden waren. Kammlers
Machtstellung wurde schliesslich so stark, dass
Speer als Reichsminister für Rüstung und
Kriegsproduktion um seine Stellung fürchsten
musste.

A special role was played by the leader
of Group C of the WVHA [Economic
and Administrative Main Office], SS-
Gruppenführer Hans Kammler. On the oc-
casion of the construction of buildings in
Peenemünde, where the reprisal weapon V-
2 was created, Kammler came into contact
with those responsible for the V-weapons.
He soon made himself indispensable, in-
creasingly took over responsibilities and
eventually became the key man for the pro-
duction of retaliatory weapons. But that
is not all! The ambitious Kammler also
turned to the research and development
work on the construction of novel weapons.
Kammler also gained command of the spe-
cial forces of the Armed Forces, which had
been set up for the front line of the V-
weapons. Kammler’s position of power was
finally so strong that Speer had to worry
about his position as Minister of Arma-
ments and War Production.
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Wernher von Braun (German, 1912–1977), Walter Dornberger (German, 1895–1980),
and their military and government sponsors provided very strong, driven, focused, long-term sup-
port for the development of large liquid propellant rockets; see Fig. 10.11. Boris Chertok, a leader
of the Soviet rocket programs from the time they acquired experts and technology in Germany in
1945, described von Braun’s management style [Chertok 2005–2012, Vol. 1, pp. 305–306]:

Von Braun’s story is no longer novel, thanks to numerous publications by American,
German, and Soviet researchers, and even television documentaries. For that reason I
will not cram my memoirs with yet another version of von Braun’s biography. Gröttrup
said that one of von Braun’s very good traits was his striving to attract the most
talented people. In doing so, he did not take age into account, and he was not afraid of
competition.

Von Braun had been named technical director of Peenemünde-Ost at the age of twenty-
five! For Germans this was quite unusual. But this shows how highly they valued his
talent, initiative, and rare intuition. According to Gröttrup, von Braun was very atten-
tive to senior, experienced specialists. He made fundamental decisions after having first
gathered and listened to diverse opinions. There was no voting; von Braun always had
the last word, but he managed not to offend the other staff. In spite of his youth, his
authority was not called into question.

Fifty years after this assessment of von Braun’s management style, I met with an Amer-
ican engineer named Jerry Clubb, who was a participant in the Apollo-Saturn lunar
program, which had been directed by the no longer twenty-five but fifty-five-year-old,
world-renowned creator of the first long-range ballistic missiles. The American talked
about von Braun’s working style in the United States in the same way that I had heard
Gröttrup describe it in 1945 over a cup of coffee with whipped cream. [...]

Von Braun had been valued and trusted by Dornberger and the higher military leader-
ship of the infantry forces who had financed the construction of Peenemünde. He did
not have to fear intrigue against himself, and he was able to work confidently as the
technical director. Dornberger, who had become a general at Peenemünde, had always
shielded von Braun. They were a powerful duo.

In spite of various nuances in political views, the main leadership staff had worked
rather harmoniously and very selflessly.

Thus the German-speaking research world appears to have greatly benefited from a number of
enlightened despots during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. As shown in Section 11.2.6,
this same sort of enlightened despot approach to identifying and supporting scientific innovators and
innovations was also employed by very successful German-inspired U.S. research and development
programs during their heyday in the 1940s through 1960s. Innovation experts have argued for
bringing back this sort of management approach to improve the modern innovation system, either
as an alternative to or as a supplement for the more conservative modern peer-review/consensus-
based methods [e.g., p. 1609; Azoulay et al. 2019; Braben 2004, 2008, 2014].
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10.2.7 Systems Analysis

One factor in the success of the earlier German-speaking world appears to have been widespread
explicit or implicit application of systems analysis. Systems analysis is a top-down approach to:

• First identify a whole range of important problems.

• Then choose the most important problem that can be addressed with the available resources.

• Next enumerate all potential types of solutions to that problem, systematically covering all
possibilities and demonstrating that they form a complete set with no omissions.

• Then consider which potential solutions are ruled in or out by laws of nature or by their
inherent disadvantages or advantages.

• Finally focus on pursuing the most promising solutions for the most important problems.

This systems analysis mindset appears to have been deeply ingrained in German-speaking culture
and can be traced back at least as far as Wilhelm von Humboldt at the beginning of the nineteenth
century (see for example the quotes on p. 1371). It was most clearly and fully articulated by Fritz
Zwicky (1898–1974), a Swiss physicist who emigrated to the United States and who referred to the
systems analysis method as the “morphological approach” [Zwicky 1969, pp. 36–37, 105–108]:

It has often been stated that it is no longer possible today to know all or even several
fields of science well, let alone to contribute materially to their advancement. This er-
roneous belief, as well as the rather astounding fact that among men of research there
are but a very few who can make discoveries and inventions in widely separate fields,
proves that the majority of them are either quite incapable of thinking morphologically
or they have not yet learned or been taught to view the world as a whole. Contrary
to the currently entrenched idea that universality of knowledge is a thing of the past,
those who can visualize the true world image will nevertheless be capable of successfully
doing research on many diverse subjects. They will also succeed in producing discov-
eries and inventions that have escaped the specialists in all domains of human activity
because such specialists lack that type of universal outlook which, as I hope to show,
automatically leads to the recognition of entirely new insights. [...]

(a) Morphological research is totality research, which in a completely unbiased way
attempts to derive all the solutions of any given problem.

(b) The morphological approach has developed its own characteristic procedures, such
as the method of the morphological box which will be explained and applied in this
chapter.

(c) The morphological approach gives us the maximum guarantee that no circumstance
is overlooked that might be of importance for the satisfactory accomplishment of any
task before us. [...]
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(h) The morphological approach enables us to systematize our inventiveness. It allows us
to make discoveries and inventions methodically, and in some cases almost automatically.
Without that, we are forced to resort to haphazard procedures of trial and error.

(i) Expressing it pointedly, we may say that the morphologist is a professional genius.
In other words, it is his profession to be a genius who is capable of pursuing original
research and making discoveries and inventions in all fields of human endeavour. Those
who are commonly thought to be geniuses are actually amateurs whose accomplishments
in restricted fields are more or less accidental and bear the mark of dilettantism. [...]

For the construction of any morphological box and for the subsequent evaluation of the
information that may be contained in it we proceed as follows:

First Step. The problem to be solved must be very concisely formulated.

Second Step. All of the parameters that might be of importance for the solution of the
given problem must be localized and analyzed.

Third Step. The morphological box or multidimensional matrix, which contains all of
the potential solutions of the given problem, is constructed.

Fourth Step. All the solutions contained in the morphological box are closely scrutinized
and evaluated with respect to the purposes that are to be achieved.

Fifth Step. The optimally suitable solutions are being selected and are practically ap-
plied, provided the necessary means are available. This reduction to practice requires
in general a supplemental morphological study.

This systems approach that was described so explicitly by Zwicky appears implicitly throughout the
German-speaking world, both in how the creators selected important problems to address (such
as those summarized in Chapters 2–9), and also in how the creators exhaustively explored all
viable solutions for those problems (for example a whole range of different types of engines, organic
molecules, aerospace vehicles, etc.).

This top-down approach similarly appears to have been the guiding principle for Friedrich Althoff
and the other enlightened despots managing the German-speaking world as they decided which
creators and creations were the most important to support. For example, as shown on p. 1413 of
this chapter, Ernst Heinkel and the engineers working for him used systems analysis to consider all
the major types of possible jet engines, and to pursue the most promising ones in parallel in order
to determine which ones would be best.

As another example, Donald Putt’s postwar U.S. investigations into wartime German missile re-
search reported how systems analysis had been thoroughly exploited to consider all possibilities in
the missile programs [Putt 1946a]:

Many of Germany’s research laboratories and several large commercial firms concen-
trated on this field of endeavor. This tremendous effort resulted in 138 guided missiles
and assorted devices, including their modifications. These were of types wholly unknown
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to laymen in the United States. At the outbreak of the war some of these were strictly
“out of this world”—to use a current phrase. In addition, German scientists had de-
veloped other equipment of a type we had considered impracticable, such as the ram
jet.

The stupendous effort in basic research expended by the Germans in the guided missile
field was designed to cover the complete field of potentialities for such weapons. The
losses incurred in Germany by heavy bomber raids can in no way be charged to lack
of preliminary research on missiles. Weapons of this category were divided into the
following classifications:

A. Ground to air.

B. Air to air.

C. Air to ground.

D. Ground to ground.

E. Underwater to underwater.

F. Underwater to ground.

G. Underwater to air.

Moreover, every known type of remote control and fusing means was exploited. These
included radio control, wire control, radar, continuous wave, acoustics, infrared, light
beams, and magnetics.

Likewise, all methods of employing jet propulsion for subsonic and supersonic speeds
were exploited.

Fritz Zwicky was trained in the earlier German-speaking world, and by the time he wrote his 1969
book (quoted above) in the United States, he sounded disappointed that like-minded innovators
had become so scarce in that time and place. They had been much more common in the German-
speaking world.
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10.2.8 Limited Natural Resources

The German-speaking world had tremendous economic and military needs or aspirations, yet ex-
tremely limited natural resources that could be harnessed to fulfill those requirements. This limita-
tion provided an incredibly powerful incentive to create revolutionary new technologies, processes,
and materials that could meet those needs with the available resources. That was especially true
during wartime, yet even between wars, Germany’s lack of resources spurred it to develop synthetic
materials to be more economically competitive against foreign industry. German synthetic dyes,
synthetic rubber (butadiene or buna), the Haber-Bosch ammonia production process, ersatz food
ingredients, and the production of a wide variety of organic products from coal are just a few of
the more famous examples of that industrial innovation.

Ulrich Wengenroth, a scientific historian at the Deutsches Museum in Munich, described those
conditions and the resulting German achievements [Landes et al. 2010, pp. 290–291, 295–296]:

The showcase of German science-based industry was undoubtedly organic chemistry.
From the 1880s until well after World War II German companies held a commanding po-
sition in most products based on carbon hydrates, especially when it came to high-value
products like pharmaceuticals. [...] The main strategy was always the same: analyze a
natural product and then find ways to synthesize it cheaply from the tar derivatives
the heavy industries and gasworks would abundantly supply. The overabundant sup-
ply of first-rate human capital for industrial research, plus the additional incentive of
not having access to natural resources for colonies, created a situation that proved to
be immensely fortunate. Only the Swiss chemical industry, also with a good supply of
academically trained scientists and no colonies, could match the progress of German
organic chemistry. It was one of the first examples after the Industrial Revolution when
the absence of natural resources proved to be beneficial. Apart from the availability of
highly qualified human capital, the German dyestuffs industry benefited from having
hit a treasure trove of potential products, and the most innovative entrepreneurs were
smart enough to see and fully utilize that potential. [...]

Germany, which was in no position to safeguard its raw material supplies from a vastly
superior British navy, during conflict and in preparing for war turned to processing poor
raw materials from its own territory and producing Ersatz to overcome supply shortages
by second-rate material. Enormous ingeniousness and innovativeness were invested in
autarchy technologies[...]

The strength of the German chemical industry in synthesizing chemical compounds
that were found in nature or compounds close to them was greatly in demand when the
country went into World War I. Just before the war, Fritz Haber had created a process
to synthesize ammonia, by this being able to produce nitrogen, which had mostly been
imported from South America before the war and, more important, before the blockade
by the British navy. Nitrogen was indispensable for both ammunition and fertilizers.
[...]

More on the autarchy line like ammonia synthesis were developments of coal hydro-
genation that were begun during World War I and completed with the advent of World
War II to produce both gasoline and rubber from domestic coal. The R & D strategy
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was not so different from chemical synthesis in the prewar years, but it steered away
from international markets and considerations of competitiveness of the new production
lines. What was quite rational, given the resource poverty of Germany and its inability
to break a British naval blockade, slowly turned into a new paradigm of a self-sufficient
Germany that would not have to negotiate its way on international markets but could
retreat into some self-designed cage. While before World War I chemical synthesis was
a way to beat prices and quality of products based on natural resources, after the war
and very much in the Nazi years it became a gospel of independence for conducting
wars.

A lengthy 1946 Harper’s magazine article [Charles Walker 1946] listed a number of examples of
synthetic materials and processes that had been developed in Germany during World War II and
eagerly adopted by the United States after the war; see pp. 61 and 531. Tom Bower summarized
the importance of those synthetic materials for Germany during the war, and for the United States
after the war [Bower 1987, p. 5]:

The proof of German technical prowess is overwhelmingly established in the hundreds
of reports written by Allied investigators who did not shy from describing the Germans’
“astonishing achievement” and “superb invention.” It was also established by the very
survival of Germany during four years of total war despite the prediction during the
first two years of war by British intelligence that the German economy and German
industry faced imminent and total collapse. The blockade on essential minerals, chemi-
cals, and petroleum products, it was argued, would cripple weapons production. But the
very opposite happened, because German scientists developed an astonishing range of
substitutes that not only humiliatingly neutralized the Allied blockade but heralded the
dawn of a new scientific era. [. . .] German scientists had pioneered so many inventions
that many Allied experts would complain that their plunder could do no more than
scratch the surface.

In contrast, the global system in general and the United States in particular have not felt espe-
cially resource-limited over the last several decades, and hence have lacked strong incentives to
develop new synthetic materials and processes beyond those that were previously imported from
the German-speaking world. With rising concerns about climate change, pollution, overuse of nat-
ural resources, and related problems, hopefully that attitude will change, and nations worldwide
will have strong incentives to develop revolutionary new materials and processes to minimize the
impact on the environment.
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10.2.9 International Rivalry

Strong competition can forestall a sense of complacency and can therefore spur innovation. From
no later than 1800 through 1945, the German-speaking world was highly motivated by both fierce
military competition and fierce economic competition with several other countries:

• The United Kingdom was a strong scientific rival and industrial competitor throughout that
entire time period, and a staunch foe in World War I (1914–1918) and World War II (1939–
1945).

• The United States became a strong industrial competitor from the late nineteenth century
onward, and was a vigorous and ultimately victorious opponent in World Wars I and II.

• France was a waning scientific powerhouse in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
and a military opponent during the Napoleonic Wars (1803–1815), the Franco-Prussian War
(1870–1871), and World Wars I and II.

• Russia was a ferocious military opponent during World Wars I and II.

• There was also significant military and economic rivalry among German-speaking states until
German unification in 1871, with some rivalry among Germany, Austria, and Switzerland
continuing even after that time.

The international rivalries over industrial products and market share were strong drivers for inno-
vations in the German-speaking world, especially in areas such as the chemical industry, electrical
machinery, engines and engine-powered vehicles, and optics. Likewise, the military conflicts and
active planning during peacetime for the next military conflict emphasized the development and
use of new technologies for military purposes—trains to rapidly move troops and supplies, sub-
marines to attack enemy shipping, poison gases to employ against entrenched opponents, aircraft
and rockets to reach other countries, and so forth.

10.2.10 Industrial Unity of Purpose

Nowadays companies are afraid to create any innovations that they cannot immediately capitalize
on themselves, lest any research that they have funded end up benefiting other companies more
than their own. In contrast, throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, German
industry was willing to invest very large sums of money in revolutionary R&D projects. The com-
panies were much more afraid of the possibility that Germany might lose to foreign companies and
nations than they were of the possibility that their own company-funded innovations might benefit
another German company. Leaders of different German companies were united by a strong sense of
common purpose. Ultimately this strong nationalism moved them toward the extreme of massive
monopolies like I.G. Farben and the fascist ideology intertwining government and industry.
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Ulrich Wengenroth, a scientific historian at the Deutsches Museum in Munich, summarized the
history of this German tendency toward “cooperative capitalism” [Landes 2010, pp. 279–280]:

Cartels mushroomed after the protectionist reversal of the 1870s. They were defended
as freedom of contract, and the highest court of the empire in 1897 decided that cartel
arrangements were not only legal but binding on all partners and could be enforced.
To Alfred Chandler, Jr., this was a watershed setting Germany firmly on the path
of cooperative rather than competitive capitalism. By 1897, however, big industry in
Germany had already twenty years of intensive cartelization behind it. The climax of
cartelization came with the Nazis and their Zwangskartellgesetz of 1933, which made
cartels mandatory in the interest of Nazi economic planning. After World War II, under
pressure from the United States, the cartelization of German industry was largely made
illegal if not completely abolished. [...]

Intellectual property rights were hardly protected before 1877 when the German patent
law was passed. Before that year, governments of German states, and particularly of
Prussia, were reluctant to grant patent protection in an effort to ease transfer of knowl-
edge from abroad. [...] All this changed when Prussia believed that German industry
had successfully caught up and was in a position to turn from imitator to bona-fide
innovator. The German patent law protected the process rather than the product, thus
stimulating research for alternative ways to turn out the same product. This proved to
have a highly stimulating effect on corporate research and development.

Wengenroth also gave several examples of how the German propensity for cooperative capitalism
greatly benefited the innovation and international competitiveness of German industry in the fields
of chemicals, electrical equipment, and machinery [Landes 2010, pp. 290–293]:

Charts of tar-based products show a wide spectrum from explosives to anesthesia, Bake-
lite, and a number of synthetic dyestuffs and their intermediates. In protecting processes
rather than products the German patent law further stimulated the research drive into
ever more fields. It took the German chemical industry’s competitors decades and the
scrapping of all property rights in the wake of the wars slowly to erode the position
it had built by the turn of the century. Only with two paradigm shifts in the indus-
try, from coal to oil and from chemical synthesis to biotechnology, did foreign—mostly
American—companies draw even with and eventually surpass the “big three,” only two
of which are still German with BASF being number one globally, while Hoechst has
become part of the French Aventis.

—

An industry that was almost as successful in making the most of the great pool of
talent at the many polytechnics was electrical engineering. This industry was governed
by two very different titans of German enterprise, Werner Siemens, who had intro-
duced the telegraph to Germany, and Emil Rathenau, the founder of AEG (Allgemeine
Electrizitätgesellschaft = General Electric Company). [...]

The outcome on the German market was a duopoly of AEG and Siemens and remained
that until the decline of AEG in the 1980s. [...] Although it has been debated whether
electrical manufacturing was a science-based industry or an industry-based science in
Germany, there is agreement that the close and extensive cooperation of manufacturers
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and polytechnics greatly helped to solve innumerable problems occurring on the way
to innovations that eventually created the high reputation for equipment “made in
Germany.”

—

Ludwig Loewe [...] let one of his directors, the twenty-five-year-old Walter Schlesinger,
go to the Berlin polytechnic to conduct research in metal cutting using heavy grinding
machines. [...] The result was the first ever German dissertation in mechanical engineer-
ing, the establishment of a “norm factory” on the premises of Loewe, and the beginning
of what was to become the greatest export success of German mechanical industry
ever, the DIN (Deutsche Industrie Normen)—German industrial norms used by coun-
tries around the world, among them more recently the People’s Republic of China. In
creating norms for fits, Schlesinger and his comrades-in-arms—literally, because most
breakthroughs happened through World War I—established national norms rather than
proprietary factory norms. With national norms, all German industry could participate
in decentralized mass production. Products and components designed meeting these
norms would always fit together. The test run was arms production in World War I,
when a highly decentralized German industry had to turn out components for uniform
mass products. [...]

And as Germany moved ahead in creating a system of norms, other countries did not
bother to invent something new but adopted DIN norms and later also their electrical
counterparts, VDE norms (VDE = German Association of Electrical Manufacturers).
There were very few innovations, if any, that helped German industry better to conquer
export markets for mechanical and electrical products. Schlesinger and Loewe together
had established this path, and others were quick to follow, seeing that agreeing on
a common norm helped German business more than going proprietary. It is no sur-
prise that German industry’s tradition of collective action and cooperation was further
strengthened by that strategy.

As discussed in Section 11.2.10, many companies in the United States experienced (and greatly
benefitted from) a similar unity of purpose during World War II, the Cold War, and the space race,
but unfortunately that no longer seems to be true today.
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10.2.11 Other Factors

Among the creators from the German-speaking world, there was a disproportionate percentage of
scientists and engineers who were Jewish or who at least had some sort of Jewish family background
[Ash and Söllner 1996; Fraser 2012; Gerstl 2014; István Hargittai 2006; Lebrecht 2019; Leff 2019;
Medawar and Pyke 2000; Nachmansohn 1979].

Country Number of Jews % of local population

Austria 191,000 2.8%

Germany 525,000 0.75%

Czechoslovakia 357,000 2.4%

Hungary 445,000 5.1%

Netherlands 156,000 1.8%

Poland 3,000,000 9.5%

Switzerland 18,000 0.4%

German-speaking world total 4,700,000 3.2%

Albania 200 0.02%

Belgium 60,000 0.7%

Bulgaria 48,500 0.8%

Denmark 5,700 0.15%

Estonia 4,560 0.4%

Finland 1,800 0.05%

France 250,000 0.6%

Greece 73,000 1.2%

Italy 48,000 0.11%

Latvia 95,600 4.9%

Lithuania 155,000 7.6%

Norway 1,400 0.05%

Portugal 1,200 0.02%

Romania 756,000 4.2%

Soviet Union (western) 2,525,000 3.4%

Spain 4,000 0.02%

Sweden 6,700 0.11%

United Kingdom 300,000 0.65%

Yugoslavia 68,000 0.49%

European total 9,500,000 1.7%

United States 4,300,000 3.4%

Other countries 1,500,000 0.1%

Worldwide total 15,300,000 0.73%

Table 10.11: Jewish population in selected countries in 1933.
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Table 10.11 shows the Jewish population in various countries in 1933 [www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org;
www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005161]. People of Jewish background made up
only 0.75% of the population of Germany, 3.2% of the population of the greater German-speaking
world, 1.7% of the total European population, and 0.73% of the total world population.

Despite being such a small percentage of the total population, people of Jewish background com-
posed 15–33% of the German scientific research system, according to various estimates [Ash and
Söllner 1996, p. 7].

Prior to the Third Reich (before 1933), 17% (17 out of 99) of scientific Nobel Prize winners were
of Jewish background, as shown in Table 10.12. As of 2013, 25% of scientific Nobel Prize winners
were of Jewish background (144 of the 566 winners for 1901–2013 [Gerstl 2014, pp. 82–96]); many
of those were from the German-speaking world, were immigrants from the German-speaking world,
or were the children of immigrants from the German-speaking world.

By these metrics, people of Jewish family background were ∼10–30 times more likely to be scientific
creators than one would expect from overall demographic figures alone.

Nobel Prize Year Name

Medicine 1908 Paul Ehrlich

Medicine 1908 Élie Metchnikoff

Medicine 1914 Róbert Bárány

Medicine 1922 Otto Meyerhof

Medicine 1930 Karl Landsteiner

Medicine 1931 Otto Warburg

Chemistry 1905 Adolf von Baeyer

Chemistry 1906 Henri Moissan

Chemistry 1910 Otto Wallach

Chemistry 1915 Richard Willstätter

Chemistry 1918 Fritz Haber

Physics 1907 Albert Michelson

Physics 1908 Gabriel Lippmann

Physics 1921 Albert Einstein

Physics 1922 Niels Bohr

Physics 1925 James Franck

Physics 1925 Gustav Hertz

Table 10.12: Jewish Nobel Laureates in science prior to the Third Reich (1901–1932).
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In his analysis of why such a disproportionately large percentage of Nobel-Prize-winning scientists
have been Jewish, Ronald Gerstl proposed that a number of factors were responsible [Gerstl 2014,
pp. 70–74]:

The Jewish family has traditionally been a secure and nurturing unit. The incidences
of family violence, abandonment, failure to provide support for wife and children, alco-
holism, unwed mothers and other social ills are relatively rare. [...]

Overall, Jewish families in modern times have considerably fewer children than the
average birthrate. Consequently Jewish parents have been able to dedicate more time
and money to each child’s welfare, education and cultural development. [...]

The Jews have a long history of dedication to learning going back to ancient times.
Judaism required every Jewish man to study the Torah and the Talmud, which neces-
sitated literacy. [...]

Whereas most other parents in poor or modest circumstances were anxious for their
offspring to join the workforce, Jewish parents, including the poor, were willing to make
sacrifices so that their children could remain in school as long as possible. [...]

Children of immigrant parents felt the need to succeed to recompense parents for their
sacrifices. Beyond the first generation, parents continued to instill high expectations in
their offspring. [...]

Centuries of persecution may actually have strengthened Jews’ resolve and tenacity.
Jews felt like outsiders in many countries in which they dwelled, which may have given
them an incentive to prove their worth rather than complacently accept their lot. Often
differing from the general culture, Jews have been less likely to cling to conventional
wisdom and preconceptions. This allowed them to be more open to change, to adapt
more quickly to new circumstances and to perceive new opportunities. [...]

That said, cultural factors and values alone cannot fully explain the extent of Jewish
achievements. Some genetic predisposition has to be considered as well, realizing that
both are inextricably linked.

Whereas Ronald Gerstl only listed genetic factors as one possible cause among many others, Charles
Murray focused on the genetic theory in several publications [Herrnstein and Murray 1996; Murray
2007, 2020]. Other scholars have also argued for and against the genetic theory [e.g., Cochran et
al. 2006; Ferguson 2007; Pinker 2006].

Historian of science Noah Efron criticized both the theories about Jewish educational background
and those about Jewish genetics, and proposed that Jewish prominence in science was only a
transient historical phenomenon caused by the career opportunities that were and were not open
to students of Jewish background in certain countries in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries [2006, 2013, 2014]. Efron summarized his arguments [Efron 2013]:

Elsewhere, rabbis and pundits tried to puzzle out what it is about Jews that make them
so super at science.
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Broadly, two sorts of theories have been floated. One is that Jews have primo genes.
Charles Murray, the Enterprise Institute scholar and co-author of The Bell Curve, set
out the case for this a few years ago in an essay in Commentary called “Jewish Genius,”
writing bluntly that “something in the genes explains elevated Jewish IQ.” Another
theory is that Jews love hitting the books, as Israeli economics laureate Robert Aumann
told the army radio station Galei Tzahal: Jewish homes have overflowing bookshelves.
Throughout the generations we have given great honor to this intellectual pursuit.

There are good reasons to doubt both sorts of theories. For one thing, Jewish excellence
in science is a new thing. When the great Jewish folklorist Joseph Jacobs set out in
1886 to compare the talents of Jews with the talents of other Westerners, he found
their performance mediocre in every science save medicine. In the first decades of the
20th century, Princeton psychologist Carl Brigham tested the intelligence of Jews in
America, and concluded they “had an average intelligence below those from all other
countries except Poland and Italy.” Jewish excellence in science is a phenomenon that
flowered in the decades before and, especially, after the Second World War; it is too
recent a phenomenon to be explained by natural selection, or even by putative ancient
cultural traditions.

The real explanation of Jewish success in science lies elsewhere. The 20th century began
with massive migrations of Jews, to the United States, to the cities of Russia (and then
the Soviet Union), and to Palestine. In each of these new lands, Jews turned to science
in great numbers because it promised a way to transcend the old world orders that had
for so long excluded most Jews from power, wealth and society. Science, based as it is on
values of universality, impartiality and meritocracy, appealed powerfully for Jews seeking
to succeed in their new homes. It is not so much what Jews were (smart, bookish) that
explains their success in science, as what we wanted to be (equal, accepted, esteemed),
and in what sorts of places we wanted to live (liberal and meritocratic societies). [...]

What bugs me about attributing the remarkable prominence of Jews among Nobel
laureates to genes or enduring cultural traditions is that doing so suggests that Jewish
success in science will inevitably continue as a matter of course. Most likely it won’t.
The percentages of Jews among new American Ph.D.s in the sciences has declined
greatly over the past generation. In Israel, spending on higher education has continued
to decline during most of the same period; to many of the growing numbers in Israel
who embrace religion, the appeal of science has nearly vanished. The passions that drew
Jews to sciences in such great numbers have dissipated.

Whatever the explanation for the large numbers of Jewish creators, family background appears to
help but is not sufficient by itself. For example, the modern United States has roughly six million
people of Jewish background [Gerstl 2014, pp. 37–38], and millions of people from each of many
other family backgrounds. If any one or more of those family backgrounds were the key to producing
revolutionary scientific creators, the modern United States would presumably have produced far
more revolutionary innovators and innovations than it appears to have. Although the United States
has vast numbers of scientists and engineers, very few of those appear to be producing the sorts
of truly revolutionary creations that were much more common in the earlier German-speaking
world. Thus the most critical factors appear to be systemic approaches, such as those considered
in previous sections, that cultivate, support, and reward revolutionary creators and creations.
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In addition to the factors already considered in this chapter, it is possible that other factors helped
or hindered scientific innovation in the former German-speaking world. In the future, scholars who
examine this problem further should evaluate factors such as (but not limited to) the following
for the older German-speaking world, the U.S. research system, and other innovation systems, and
determine how much if any effect each factor has had on innovation:

• Being an immigrant, or the descendant of people who recently immigrated to that country or
region [Hathaway 2017].

– For immigrants or the children of immigrants who initially have little wealth or status
in their new country, a scientific education and career may be one of the few available
paths offering the greatest opportunity for elevation in society. In theory (although not
always in practice), someone could go from disregarded poverty to social elite by learning
enough and working hard enough. Due to discrimination, upfront financial costs, or other
societal barriers or prerequisites, there may be few other career paths that are open and
that have so much potential. (This was essentially Noah Efron’s explanation for the
success of Jewish scientists, but it could apply to scientists coming from other family
backgrounds as well.)

– Perhaps immigrants are a self-selected group with more independent initiative, greater
creativity, and more willingness to work hard in order to leave one country and settle in
another.

– Maybe immigrants, or the children of immigrants, feel that they have more to prove or
further to rise in their new country, and therefore on average dream bigger and work
harder than those whose families have lived in that country for many generations.

– Perhaps immigrant families, feeling more alone in a foreign country, are more closely knit
and more supportive, which could promote more positive personality characteristics and
greater success in life.

• Other family backgrounds that are disproportionately frequent or infrequent among innova-
tors (number of siblings, birth order, parental education and careers, religion and religiosity,
wealth, geographical location, etc.).

• The ease with which students could transfer among courses, majors, and schools within the
educational system.

• The average total cost required to obtain a doctoral (or other final) degree.

• The annual ratio of the number of available good jobs to the number of students graduating
with a final science or engineering degree.

• The average age at which children who ultimately became scientists or engineers first decided
that they wanted to pursue that educational and career path.

• The average age at which scientists or engineers first obtained a job that gave them the
freedom and resources to pursue their own ideas.
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• The average age at which scientists or engineers came up with their first major innovation.

• The average age at which scientists or engineers came up with their last major innovation.

• The average number of innovations per year per person in the innovation system. (Exactly
how would an innovation be defined?)

• The average number of publications per year per person in the innovation system (although
greater quantity does not necessarily mean greater quality, and might in fact be achieved at
the expense of quality).

• The average number of patents per year per person in the innovation system (again, quantity
may not be indicative of quality).

• The average number of technology startup companies or laboratories per year per person
in the innovation system (although widespread, formal startup companies may be a more
modern concept, and it may be difficult to find analogous data for older innovation systems).

• The average amount of total research funding per year per person in the innovation system.

• The average salaries for various categories of science, engineering, and medical professionals.

• The average salaries for teachers at different levels and in different fields.

• The average duration of a research project (from conception to viable demonstration).

• The average duration of a research job.

• The average duration of a research career.

• The average number of hours per year that a person in the system spends on research (actual
research, not paperwork related to research).

• The average number of hours per year that a person spends on teaching (actual teaching, not
paperwork related to teaching).

• The average number of hours per year that a person spends on work other than research and
teaching.

• The average number of hours per year that a person spends on sponsor proposals and reporting
requirements.

• The average sizes and compositions of research groups in different fields and research sectors
(academic, corporate, and government laboratories).

• The average probability that a research proposal will be funded.
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• The fractions of funding awarded by peer review or other processes, and how those processes
work.

• The fraction of research projects that led to a viable demonstration. (Even though it may be
bad if the fraction is too low, if the fraction is too high, that could indicate that higher-risk,
more innovative projects are being avoided instead of pursued.)

• How innovative research projects are on average, on a scale from evolutionary (straightforward
extensions of what is already known) to revolutionary. (Are there objective, quantifiable,
reproducible ways in which the innovativeness of projects can be evaluated?)

Ideally, data such as that described above should be plotted versus time to see how things changed
over many decades within a given innovation system, as well as how things appear to be similar or
different for different innovation systems.



Chapter 11

Immortalizing the Creations and
Forgetting the Creators

Was man nicht aufgibt, hat man nie verloren. What is not abandoned is never completely lost.

Friedrich Schiller. 1800. Maria Stuart, Act II, Scene 5.

As discussed in Chapter 10, the German-speaking research world had several systemic practices that
allowed it to produce a huge number of revolutionary scientific creators and creations. As covered
in this chapter, the global research system eagerly adopted the creations of the earlier German-
speaking world, yet ultimately largely forgot both the creators and the systemic approaches that had
made those creations possible. Section 11.1 outlines the many ways in which creations and creators
were transferred to the global research system, especially the United States, before, during, and
after the Third Reich. Section 11.2 analyzes the general innovation-promoting approaches that the
U.S. research system borrowed from the earlier German-speaking world and used with relative
success during the 1940s–1960s. Finally, Section 11.3 examines how the modern innovation system
began a long, slow decline starting in the 1970s, after the German-speaking creators had retired
or died, their creations had been refined to the point of diminishing incremental returns, and the
research system had abandoned most of the German-like practices it had adopted, greatly reducing
its efficiency at producing entirely new revolutionary innovators and innovations.

1433
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11.1 Creations and Creators Transferred from the German-Speaking
World

Before, during, and after the Third Reich, virtually all of the creations, most of the creators, and
a number of the underlying general practices were transferred from the German-speaking world to
the global research system, especially the early U.S. research system. The United States and the
rest of the global research system spent many decades copying, optimizing, and mass-producing the
innovations that had been created by the earlier German-speaking world, resulting in our modern
world of jet aircraft, electronics, and pharmaceuticals. Most of the creators who had already died
or who remained in German-speaking areas were forgotten by the non-German-speaking world,
which often mistakenly attributed their creations to whichever non-German-speaking individuals
or organizations had acquired their technical information. Most of the creators who emigrated out
of German-speaking areas led well-funded but very quiet lives perfecting their creations and were
also ultimately forgotten; only a few, such as Albert Einstein, Edward Teller, and Wernher von
Braun, sought or received lasting fame.

11.1.1 Before the Third Reich

Even well before the Third Reich, the German-speaking world had significant influences on the
development of research systems in the United States and elsewhere. In particular, some German-
speaking scientists left their own world in search of opportunities elsewhere, a number of U.S.
scientists were educated in the German-speaking world, universities in the United States and other
countries were consciously designed or redesigned to mimic the successful model of universities in
the German-speaking world, and many technological patents and factories were forcibly transferred
during and after World War I.

Émigrés before the Third Reich

Long before the Third Reich came to power and triggered a mass exodus, a steady stream of
German-speaking émigrés moved to the United States (or other countries) to seek new business
opportunities. Just a few of the better-known examples of German-speaking creators who moved
to the United States before the Third Reich are listed in Table 11.1.

U.S. scientists and engineers educated in the German-speaking world

In addition to German-speaking creators who moved to the United States, there were a large num-
ber of Americans who travelled to the German-speaking world for education and training and
then returned to the United States. Over 9000 Americans attended German universities (especially
Berlin, Göttingen, Halle, and Heidelberg) between 1820 and 1920 [Röhrs 1995, p. 11]. Including
Americans who attended before that time or up to the Third Reich, as well as those who went to
German-speaking universities in countries other than Germany, probably well over 10,000 Amer-
icans studied in the German-speaking world (in science, math, engineering, and other areas) and
brought what they had learned back to the United States.

A few examples of prominent U.S.-born scientists and scholars who received at least part of their
education in the German-speaking world are listed in Table 11.2.
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Name Nationality Scientific contributions

Louis Agassiz Swiss Paleontology

Walter Baade German Astronomy

John Jacob Bausch German Bausch & Lomb
Henry Lomb German lenses, eyeglasses,
Ernst Grundlach German microscopes, telescopes, etc.

Emil(e) Berliner German Microphone, record player, helicopter

Herman Frasch German Oil refining, sulfur

Beno Gutenberg German Seismology, earthquake magnitudes, etc.

Karl Herzfeld Austrian Quantum and statistical physics

Hermann Lemp Swiss Diesel-electric locomotives

Julius Edgar Lilienfeld Austrian Field effect transistor

Maria Goeppert Mayer German Nuclear shell model

Georg(e) Merck German Pharmaceuticals

Ottmar Mergenthaler German Linotype

Karl Friedrich Meyer Swiss Infectious disease prevention

John Roebling German Suspension bridges

Charles (Karl) Steinmetz German AC electrical devices

Levi Strauss German Blue jeans

Nikola Tesla Serbian AC electrical devices

Robert Trümpler Swiss Astronomy

Gustave Whitehead/Weisskopf German First airplane?

Table 11.1: Examples of creators who emigrated to the United States before the Third Reich.

Name German education Scientific contributions

James M. Crafts Studied with Robert Bunsen Organic chemistry

William Duane Ph.D. (Berlin, 1897) X-rays and
under Max Planck radioactive elements

Josiah Gibbs Studied math and physics under Statistical and
Gustav Kirchhoff and Hermann von Helmholtz thermal physics

Percy Lavon Julian Ph.D. (Vienna, 1931) with Ernst Späth Organic chemistry

Irving Langmuir Ph.D. (Göttingen, 1906) Physical chemistry,
under Walther Nernst General Electric R&D

Arthur Michael Research assistant for Hofmann, Bunsen Organic chemistry

J. Robert Ph.D. (Göttingen, 1927) Nuclear physics,
Oppenheimer under Max Born Manhattan Project

Linus Pauling Studied quantum theory under Chemistry
Arnold Sommerfeld, Erwin Schrödinger

Ira Remsen Ph.D. (Göttingen, 1870) with Wilhelm Fittig Organic chemistry

Howard Studied physics under Hermann Weyl, Applied mathematics,
Robertson Max Born, and Arnold Sommerfeld cosmology

Edmund Beecher Studied developmental biology under Developmental
Wilson Rudolf Leuckart, Carl Ludwig, Theodor Boveri biology

Table 11.2: Examples of U.S.-born scientists and scholars who received at least part of their edu-
cation in the German-speaking world.
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Influence on the structure of the U.S. research system before the Third Reich

Up through the nineteenth century, university education in the United States was largely rote
learning, with little freedom to choose among courses or to conduct research. Many of the Amer-
icans who had been educated in the German-speaking world and returned home wanted to instill
U.S. universities with much more freedom, originality, and academic research like what they had
witnessed in Europe. This motivation led to the founding of universities such as:

• Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1861 in Boston (it moved to Cambridge in 1916)
[Stratton and Mannix 2005].

• Johns Hopkins University in 1876 in Baltimore, Maryland [Thelin 2019].

• Stanford University in 1891 in Stanford, California [Wels 1999].

• California Institute of Technology in 1891 in Pasadena [Goodstein 1991].

These new schools were intentionally designed to emulate German universities by having faculty
and students participate in both courses and original research. Following the success of such schools,
older U.S. universities gradually reformed, and by the post-World-War-II era, most major U.S. uni-
versities were generally following the same German model [Ben-David 1992; Röhrs 1995; Schwinges
2007; Tanaka 2005].

Just as U.S. universities were deliberately transformed to be more German-like, U.S. companies were
also transformed to be more like science- and engineering-based companies in the German-speaking
world, by forcibly seizing technological patents and even entire factories from the German-speaking
world, as discussed below.

Transferred companies, patents, and other resources

The U.S. Trading with the Enemy Act of 1917 resulted in the large-scale appropriation of resources
from German speakers (both those living in Europe and those living in the United States) to
the United States government and to certain non-German-speaking U.S. citizens and companies
that were politically well connected [Coben 1963; Gross 2014, 2015]. By invoking this and other
laws during and after World War I, the U.S. Office of Alien Property Custodian put thousands
of German-speaking U.S. residents (both recent immigrants and longtime U.S. residents who had
come from Germany, Austro-Hungary, and even Switzerland, which was not a party to World War
I) in concentration camps and held them in the camps until 1920, long after the war (Fig. 11.1).
From those and countless other German-speaking individuals in the United States and overseas,
the Office of the Alien Property Custodian seized over $500 million dollars (as valued then, which
would be far more in modern dollars) worth of patents, property, businesses, and possessions. Those
permanent seizures included large numbers of patented inventions and processes, as well as the U.S.
branches of German and Austro-Hungarian scientific and engineering companies such as Bayer and
Merck (p. 1583).
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Figure 11.1: During and after World War I, the U.S. Office of the Alien Property Custodian put
thousands of German-speaking residents of the United States in concentration camps and seized
over $500 million dollars (as valued then) worth of patents, property, businesses, and possessions
from German speakers living in Europe and in the United States.
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The details and impact of these World War I seizures warrant a detailed study, yet unfortunately
there does not appear to be a comprehensive modern account. However, the journalist Daniel Gross
wrote two articles that gave insights into this history. Gross described the concentration camps and
property seizures [Gross 2014]:

Posselt was a young editor and translator who emigrated from Austria-Hungary in 1914.
His nationality—like that of millions of German-speaking immigrants in the United
States during World War I—attracted suspicion and anger from nationalistic Americans.
In the course of the war, the federal government registered around half a million “enemy
alien” civilians, spied on many of them, and sent approximately 6,000 men and a few
women to internment camps. Perhaps more strikingly, it seized huge troves of private
property with dubious relevance to the war effort, ultimately amassing assets worth
more than half a billion dollars—close to the entire federal budget of pre-war America.
[...]

[A]t Fort Oglethorpe, Posselt described an odd collection of imprisoned intellectuals.
They were allowed to organize courses taught by interned professors of biology, math-
ematics, literature, and languages. Several dozen musicians, many of whom had been
recruited from Europe to join American orchestras, regularly performed to help keep
up morale. [...]

In retrospect, American internment policies are troubling, but they’re dwarfed by a
quieter and more sweeping practice of property seizure. Under the Trading with the
Enemy Act, President Wilson appointed an “Alien Property Custodian” named A.
Mitchell Palmer to take control of property that might hinder the war effort. Among
other things, this meant all property belonging to interned immigrants, regardless of
the charges (or lack thereof). “All aliens interned by the government are regarded as
enemies,” wrote Palmer, “and their property is treated accordingly.”

The basic argument was that property seizure prevented immigrants from financially or
materially supporting enemies of America. Under Palmer’s direction, the Office of the
Alien Property Custodian grew to employ hundreds of officials and used several high-
profile cases of espionage and industrial sabotage to defend its work. German chemical
companies in the United States were particularly vulnerable to seizure: not only did dye
and pharmaceutical companies divert raw materials from the war effort, they could also
in theory produce explosives.

The agency’s powers were remarkably broad, however. In Munsey’s Magazine, Palmer
described the Alien Property Custodian as “the biggest general store in the country,”
noting that some of the companies seized were involved in “pencil-making in New Jersey,
chocolate manufacture in Connecticut, [and] beer-brewing in Chicago.” There were small
holdings seized from individuals, too. “Among them,” he continued with an odd hint of
pride, “are some rugs in New York; three horses near Joplin, Mississippi; [and] a carload
of cedar logs in the South.” (Historians will probably never figure out why Palmer
wanted those rugs in New York.) The historian Adam Hodges found that even women
who were American citizens, if married to German and Austro-Hungarian immigrants,
were classified as enemy aliens— and they alone lost a combined $25 million in property
to the government.
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The war ended in November 1918, just a year after the passage of the Trading with
the Enemy Act. In that time, the Alien Property Custodian had acquired hundreds of
millions of dollars in private property. In a move that was later widely criticized—and
that political allies of the Alien Property Custodian likely profited from directly—
Palmer announced that all of the seized property would be “Americanized,” or sold to
U.S. citizens, partly in the hopes of crippling German industries. (His attitude echoed a
wider sentiment that the Central Powers deserved to pay dearly for the vast destruction
of the war.) In one high-profile example, the chemical company Bayer was auctioned on
the steps of its factory in New York. Bayer lost its U.S. patent for aspirin, one of the
most valuable drugs ever produced.

“The same peace which frees the world from the menace of autocratic militarism of
the German Empire,” Palmer argued, “should free it from the menace of its autocratic
industrialism as well.” Immigrant property, in his view, was just an extension of Ger-
man and Austro-Hungarian property—which gave America the right to take it. Several
lawsuits later disputed his authority to do so, including one that reached the Supreme
Court, but his actions were found to be legal under wartime laws. In fact, the agency’s
reputation was sufficiently intact that President Franklin Roosevelt re-established it
during World War II. [...]

The last prisoner wasn’t released until April 1920, a full year and a half after the end
of the war. As Glidden described it: “When the camps did close scarcely anyone cared
or noticed.”

As mentioned by Gross, the Alien Property Custodian during the period 1917–1919 was Alexander
Mitchell Palmer (1872–1936, closest to the camera in the upper half of Fig. 11.1). Using the over
$500 million of property that his office seized, Palmer acquired power and wealth for himself and
his political and business associates. His actions while Alien Property Custodian were so highly
regarded by the federal government that he was then elevated to the position of Attorney General
of the United States 1919–1921, during which time he led the “Palmer raids” that widely terrorized
American communities of immigrants from Europe [Coben 1963].

Daniel Gross added more details about this history in another article [Gross 2015]:

Ties between German and American chemistry were even tighter in the industrial sphere.
Many of the United States’ prewar dyestuff and pharmaceutical suppliers were actu-
ally branches of German corporations. Americans who wanted a competitive education
often traveled to German universities to study chemistry, while German chemists who
sought new opportunities came to America. During the war, however, the United States
subverted and harnessed the resources of its German competition. [...]

Six months after war was declared, suspicious American authorities gained the legal
power to act against German companies. Congress passed the Trading with the En-
emy Act, and a man named Mitchell Palmer was appointed Alien Property Custodian.
Palmer’s office began receiving thousands of reports of enemy-held property. Factories
and businesses owned by German nationals were seized by the government, along with
thousands of valuable chemical patents. Beckers’s former employer, the American branch
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of Bayer, was seized. Many of its employees were even imprisoned at Fort Oglethorpe,
Georgia, an internment camp that today has been largely forgotten.

World War I helped erode the advantages of German chemistry. When hostilities in
Europe finally ended in 1918, the United States was producing four times as much
poison gas as Germany. Palmer, perhaps recognizing that his wartime powers would
soon wane, quickly disposed of confiscated holdings worth millions of dollars. Bayer was
sold at a public auction on the company steps.

After World War I, the U.S. Office of Alien Property Custodian was viewed as so successful that it
was revived and extensively used during and after World War II as well (p. 1493).

In addition to the over half-billion 1918 dollars worth of property seized by the Alien Property
Custodian, billions of dollars of reparations (in both property and money) were taken from Ger-
many, Austria, and Hungary after the war. The total reparations paid by Germany amounted
to at least 67.7 billion marks or 17 billion 1918-era dollars, equivalent to many years worth of
spending by the U.S. federal government at that time. In fact, German reparations obligations for
World War I continued even long after World War II, and the final payment from Germany to the
United States was not made until 3 October 2010 [https://www.deutschlandfunk.de/das-ende-der-
reparationszahlungen-vom-1-weltkrieg.795.de.html?dram:article id=119010]. Separate reparations
of property and money were extracted from Austria and Hungary.

Thus during and after World War I, the German-speaking world transferred to the United States
and other countries not only technological patents and factories, but also enough money to fund
their continued development and operation for decades.
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11.1.2 During the Third Reich

There was a great deal of innovation transfer out of the German-speaking world during the Third
Reich, 1933–1945. This transfer took the form of large numbers of émigré scientists and engineers,
critical knowledge transferred by them or via other routes, and influence on the wartime structure
of the U.S. research system.

Émigrés during the Third Reich

The Third Reich’s vicious persecution of people who were of Jewish descent and/or who were
perceived as political opponents drove roughly 25% of scientists and engineers to leave the German-
speaking world. Over half of those moved to the United States, most of the rest moved to the United
Kingdom, and a smaller number went to other countries. This mass exodus was the beginning of
the end of the German-speaking scientific world, but a great boon for the countries receiving these
talented creators [Ash and Söllner 1996; Fraser 2012; István Hargittai 2006; Leff 2019; Medawar
and Pyke 2000; Nachmansohn 1979].

Some examples (though by no means an exhaustive list) of German-speaking creators who moved
to the United States during this time are listed in Table 11.3. Note that for thoroughness, this
list includes Theodore von Kármán, who came to the United States just before the Third Reich
(in 1930) but is generally grouped with the Hungarian refugees from the Third Reich dubbed the
“Martians,” as well as some younger scientists who completed their education in the United States.

Name Nationality Scientific contributions

Robert Adler Austrian Ultrasonic signals

Valentine Bargmann German Relativistic physics

Peter Bergmann German Relativistic physics

Max Bergmann German Proteins

Hans Bethe German Solar fusion, Manhattan Project

Erwin Biel Austrian Climatology

Marietta Blau Austrian Particle detectors

Felix Bloch Swiss Solid state physics, NMR, Manhattan Project, radar

Konrad Bloch German Cholesterol metabolism/hormones, fatty acid metabolism

Richard Brauer German Applied mathematics

Richard Courant German Applied mathematics

Max Dehn German Applied mathematics

Peter Debye Dutch Solid state physics, quantum theory, electrolytes

Max Delbrück German Gene structure and mutation, phage genetics

Albert Einstein German Relativity, statistical physics, quantum physics

Walter Elsasser German Earth’s magnetic field

Paul Erdös Hungarian Applied mathematics

Kasimir Fajans Polish Radioactive elements, inorganic chemistry

James Franck German Atomic energy levels, photosynthesis, Manhattan Project

George Gamow Russian Nuclear physics

Table 11.3: Examples of German-speaking creators who emigrated to the United States during the
Third Reich. (Continued on next page.)
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Name Nationality Scientific contributions

Kurt Gödel Austrian Applied mathematics

Thomas Gold Austrian Astrophysics, origin of life

Gerson Goldhaber German Particle physics

Gertrude Scharff Goldhaber German Nuclear physics, Manhattan Project

Maurice Goldhaber Austrian Nuclear and particle physics

Peter Goldmark Hungarian Audio/television recording

Victor Hess Austrian Discovered cosmic rays

Arthur von Hippel German Radar, solid state physics

Theodore von Kármán Hungarian Aerodynamics

Walter Kohn Austrian Solid state physics

Willy Ley German Rockets

Franz Lipmann German Coenzyme A

Otto Loewi Austrian Neurotransmitters (esp. acetycholine, epinephrine)

Fritz London German Superconductivity

Karl Meissner German Spectroscopy

Otto Meyerhof German Glycolysis and muscle metabolism

Richard von Mises Austrian Aerodynamics

Carl Neuberg German Biochemistry

John von Neumann Hungarian Manhattan Project, computers

Emmy Noether German Applied mathematics

Lothar Nordheim German Quantum physics, Manhattan Project

Wolfgang Pauli German Quantum, exclusion, spin, neutrino

Arno Penzias German Big Bang

George Placzek Czech Nuclear physics, Manhattan Project

William Prager German Applied mathematics

Eugene Rabinowitch Russian Photosynthesis, Manhattan Project

Charlotte Riefenstahl German Physics

Joseph Rotblat Polish Nuclear physics

Erich Rothe German Applied mathematics

Rudolph Schoenheimer German Biomolecule isotope labels, cholesterol/atherosclerosis

Roman Smoluchowski Polish Solid state physics, astrophysics

Jack Steinberger Germany Particle physics

Otto Stern German Quantum theory, molecular beam epitaxy

Gabor Szego Hungarian Applied mathematics

Leo Szilard Hungarian Manhattan Project, molecular biology

Edward Teller Hungarian Manhattan Project, H bomb

Victor Weisskopf Austrian Relativistic quantum theory, Manhattan Project

Hermann Weyl German Relativistic quantum theory

Eugene Wigner Hungarian Manhattan Project, quantum physics

Fritz Zwicky Swiss Jet propulsion, astrophysics

Table 11.3 (continued): Examples of German-speaking creators who emigrated to the United States
during the Third Reich.
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Likewise, some examples of German-speaking creators who moved to the United Kingdom during
this time are listed in Table 11.4, and examples of German-speaking creators who moved to other
countries are listed in Table 11.5.

Name Nationality Scientific contributions

Hermann Blaschko German Neurotransmitters

Hermann Bondi Austrian Cosmology

Max Born German Quantum probability and statistical physics

Egon Bretscher Swiss Nuclear Physics, Manhattan Project

Edith Bülbring German Smooth muscle, neurotransmitters

Ernst Chain German Penicillin, fermentation technologies

Robert Eisenschitz Austrian Chemistry

Paul Eisler Austrian Printed circuit boards, electric window defroster, etc.

Wilhelm Feldberg German Neurotransmitters

Erwin Freundlich German Astronomy, general relativity tests

Sigmund Freud Austrian Psychology

Otto Frisch German Nuclear physics, Manhattan Project, laser scanning

Herbert Fröhlich German Solid state physics, biophysics

Dennis Gabor Hungarian Holography

Ludwig Guttmann German Treating spinal injuries

Fritz Haber German Ammonia production, chemical warfare
(Died in Switzerland en route to Palestine)

Walter Heitler German Quantum physics, particle physics

Bernard Katz German Neurotransmitters

Nicholas Kemmer Russian Particle physics, Manhattan Project

Hans Krebs German Biochemical citric acid and urea cycles

Nicholas Kurti Hungarian Micro-Kelvin refrigeration and physics

Heinz London German Superconductivity

Hermann Lehmann German Hemoglobin, pharmacokinetics

Kurt Mendelssohn German Nuclear physics, cryogenics

Rudolf Peierls German Solid state physics, Manhattan Project

Max Perutz Austrian Hemoglobin protein structure

Michael Polanyi Hungarian Physical chemistry

Erwin Schrödinger Austrian Lots of quantum; color vision, theoretical biology

Francis (Franz) Simon German Low temperature physics, Manhattan Project

Rudolf Strauss German Automated soldering for printed circuit boards

Table 11.4: Examples of German-speaking creators who emigrated to the United Kingdom during
the Third Reich.
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Name Nationality Moved to Scientific contributions

Paul Bernays Swiss/German Switzerland Applied mathematics

György B́ıró, László B́ıró Hungarian Argentina Ballpoint pen

Walter Gordon German Sweden Relativistic quantum physics

Hans von Halban German Canada Nuclear physics

Gerhard Herzberg German Canada Molecular spectroscopy and
structures, free radicals

George de Hevesy Hungarian Denmark, Radiolabelled molecules
then Sweden

Rudi Lemberg German Australia Porphyrins

Lise Meitner Austrian Sweden Nuclear fission

Karl Przibram Austrian Belgium Nuclear physics

Richard Willstätter German Switzerland Chlorophyll, chromatography,
gas mask filters, enzymes

Table 11.5: Examples of German-speaking creators who emigrated to other countries during the
Third Reich.

Kurt Mendelssohn, a German scientist who moved to the United Kingdom, described the whole
wave of German-speaking creators who emigrated during the Third Reich, as well as their enormous
impact on the countries that received them [Mendelssohn 1973, pp. 175–176]:

Oxford may have been the first place where German refugee scientists found an oppor-
tunity to continue their work; it did not remain the only one. The new Diaspora covered
the world. From England to Australia, from America to India, there was hardly a uni-
versity which did not give shelter and a place of work to the displaced scholars. They,
in turn, did all they could by teaching and research to repay the hospitality they were
receiving. Around groups of them, or even individuals, there sprang up new schools,
recruited from the local students who, in turn, carried forward the heritage of all that
had been good and useful in German academic life. Far from destroying the spirit of
German scholarship, the Nazis had spread it all over the world. Only Germany was to
be the loser.

Scientific knowledge transferred during the Third Reich

A large amount of scientific knowledge was transferred out of the German-speaking world during
this time via several routes:

• Émigré scientists and engineers.

• Captured and interrogated scientists, engineers, and military personnel (for example those
interrogated at Fort Hunt, Virginia—see Fig. 11.2).

• Published scientific literature and patents.
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This transferred scientific knowledge was employed by well-funded wartime programs in the United
States and United Kingdom.

As has already been quoted in Chapter 1, a 1946 U.S. Senate report on the establishment of the
National Science Foundation noted that the greatest scientific accomplishments of the United States
during World War II were directly derived from earlier German innovations [NSF 1946, p. 6]:

It should be somewhat humiliating to us to realize that the revolutionary sulfa drugs
had their beginning in German research laboratories; that atom splitting was discovered
in Berlin; that the basic pioneer work that has led to radio and radar and the enormous
American electronic industries was that of a German professor. Penicillin came from
England [where it was purified by Ernst Chain, a German refugee]; DDT from Germany
and Switzerland.

Influence on the structure of the U.S. research system during the Third Reich

Many of the general practices that had made the German-speaking world so effective at producing
revolutionary creations were at least temporarily adopted by the United States research system,
and played a vital role in the successes of its wartime R&D programs. For example, prior to 1940 the
United States had little government funding for research, and any government-run laboratories were
both small and rare. Beginning in 1940, the United States adopted the German model of large-
scale government funding for innovative projects that could be carried out by a combination of
new government labs, close ties to industry, and scientists in university laboratories. These general
practices are discussed in much more detail in Section 11.2.
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Figure 11.2: From 1942 until 1946, the United States operated “P.O. Box 1142,” a highly secret in-
terrogation camp for thousands of captured German and Austrian scientists, engineers, and military
personnel at Fort Hunt, Virginia.
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11.1.3 After the Third Reich

The largest and yet probably the least well understood (from the modern public’s perspective)
innovation transfer occurred at the end of the Third Reich. Many thousands of German-speaking
scientists and engineers, well over 111,000 tons of German research documentation, more than
750,000 patents, many hundreds of complete factories and laboratories, and untold amounts of
supplies, equipment, and prototypes were appropriated by the United States, the Soviet Union, the
United Kingdom, France, and other countries after the war, seeding the modern world with a vast
array of creations, even as it forgot the names of most of their creators.

Postwar émigrés

After the war, thousands of scientists in Germany were legally forbidden from continuing to work
in their previous research fields, with penalties of imprisonment with hard labor or even execution
[NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To and From Robert Reiss].
See pp. 1448–1456. In most cases, their only options were to work for Allied countries or to do
menial labor in unrelated areas.

The majority of important German-speaking scientists went to work for the United States, the
Soviet Union, France, the United Kingdom, or other countries. Each of those categories is discussed
in this section.

Even those scientists who remained in Germany or Austria generally had to give up their innovations
when Allied countries interrogated them, seized their papers, and appropriated their scientific
equipment, as also covered in this section. Their innovations were then copied in Allied countries
while the scientists themselves often sank into poverty and obscurity, without the ability to continue
their research careers.
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Figure 11.3: After the war, thousands of scientists in Germany were legally forbidden from contin-
uing to work in their previous research fields, with penalties of imprisonment with hard labor or
even execution. In most cases, their only options were to work for Allied countries or to do menial
labor in unrelated areas [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To
and From Robert Reiss].
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Figure 11.4: After the war, thousands of scientists in Germany were legally forbidden from contin-
uing to work in their previous research fields, with penalties of imprisonment with hard labor or
even execution. In most cases, their only options were to work for Allied countries or to do menial
labor in unrelated areas [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To
and From Robert Reiss].
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Figure 11.5: After the war, thousands of scientists in Germany were legally forbidden from contin-
uing to work in their previous research fields, with penalties of imprisonment with hard labor or
even execution. In most cases, their only options were to work for Allied countries or to do menial
labor in unrelated areas [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To
and From Robert Reiss].
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Figure 11.6: After the war, thousands of scientists in Germany were legally forbidden from contin-
uing to work in their previous research fields, with penalties of imprisonment with hard labor or
even execution. In most cases, their only options were to work for Allied countries or to do menial
labor in unrelated areas [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To
and From Robert Reiss].
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Figure 11.7: After the war, thousands of scientists in Germany were legally forbidden from contin-
uing to work in their previous research fields, with penalties of imprisonment with hard labor or
even execution. In most cases, their only options were to work for Allied countries or to do menial
labor in unrelated areas [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To
and From Robert Reiss].
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Figure 11.8: After the war, thousands of scientists in Germany were legally forbidden from contin-
uing to work in their previous research fields, with penalties of imprisonment with hard labor or
even execution. In most cases, their only options were to work for Allied countries or to do menial
labor in unrelated areas [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To
and From Robert Reiss].
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Figure 11.9: After the war, thousands of scientists in Germany were legally forbidden from contin-
uing to work in their previous research fields, with penalties of imprisonment with hard labor or
even execution. In most cases, their only options were to work for Allied countries or to do menial
labor in unrelated areas [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To
and From Robert Reiss].
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Figure 11.10: After the war, thousands of scientists in Germany were legally forbidden from con-
tinuing to work in their previous research fields, with penalties of imprisonment with hard labor or
even execution. In most cases, their only options were to work for Allied countries or to do menial
labor in unrelated areas [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To
and From Robert Reiss].
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Figure 11.11: After the war, thousands of scientists in Germany were legally forbidden from con-
tinuing to work in their previous research fields, with penalties of imprisonment with hard labor or
even execution. In most cases, their only options were to work for Allied countries or to do menial
labor in unrelated areas [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To
and From Robert Reiss].
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Beginning in 1945, more than 1600 German-speaking scientists and engineers were brought to
the United States by Operation Paperclip, which in its earliest phases was also called Operation
Overcast [Linda Hunt 1991, p. 1]. Many hundreds more were brought by at least two other Paperclip-
related programs, Project 63 and National Interest [Linda Hunt 1991, pp. 1, 200], so the total
number of German-speaking specialists bought to the United States in the late 1940s was well over
2000 people. In 1956, U.S. Ambassador to West Germany (and former Harvard president) James
Conant described Paperclip as “a continuing U.S. recruitment program which has no parallel in
any other Allied country” [NARA RG 59]. By 1966, at least 6000 German-speaking scientists and
engineers had moved to the United States [Mick 2000, p. 316]. U.S. recruitment of German-speaking
scientists and engineers through these programs continued until at least 1973, nearly three decades
after the end of World War II, despite official protests from West Germany and official denials from
the United States [Linda Hunt 1991, pp. 141, 221–222].

Tom Bower, who wrote a detailed exposé of the Paperclip program, described the origins of the
program and the technological superiority of the German-speaking scientists it brought to the
United States [Bower 1987, pp. 3–6]:

During the cataclysmic life span of the Third Reich, [Wernher] von Braun, [Hubertus]
Strughold, and twenty thousand German scientists had revolutionized the weapons of
warfare. Twenty-five years later [in the manned moon landings], the Americans were
reaping the benefit of their former enemies’ youthful genius. [...]

Their recruitment after the war had followed interrogation by American officers. After
selection, the chosen German scientists were identified simply with an ordinary paperclip
on their personal file. [...]

The fact that all the four Allies—the Americans, the British, the Russians, and the
French—became involved in the frantic and at times ruthless competition for German
scientists is particularly surprising when one realizes that the use of the Germans was
simply not contemplated until as late as 1945. [...]

The answer to the riddle starts in the prewar years, when European engineering students
learned German as a second language so that they could read the important scientific
literature published by one of the world’s industrial giants and its leading technical
innovator. It was no coincidence that many of the scientists developing the American
atomic bomb in Los Alamos had Teutonic names. Von Braun’s rockets were the sym-
bol of Germanic superiority. The substance was considerably broader—in engineering,
chemical processes, and industrial design—but, before 1940, this was not appreciated
by either the American or British military.

At the outbreak of war, complacent military chiefs and politicians in Washington and
London misunderstood the nature of the conflict into which they had been cast. In
Berlin, scientists and engineers were the welcome allies of politicians and military chiefs.
But in London and Washington the government, the civil service, and the military chiefs
largely ignored or even disdained the purveyors of technical information. Allied officers,
startled by Hitler’s momentous conquests, only gradually stumbled to the realization
that their Achilles heel was the technical inferiority of many of their guns, planes, tanks,
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and submarines. On the eve of Hitler’s final defeat, Allied scientists had narrowed the
lead and occasionally overtaken their enemy, but in crucial areas Germany’s superiority,
even in the last year of the war, had actually increased. Acknowledgment of that reality
bred a conviction—some would say a legend—of German scientific supremacy that was
not far from the truth. [...] The proof of German technical prowess is overwhelmingly
established in the hundreds of reports written by Allied investigators who did not shy
from describing the Germans’ “astonishing achievement” and “superb invention.” It
was also established by the very survival of Germany during four years of total war
despite the prediction during the first two years of war by British intelligence that
the German economy and German industry faced imminent and total collapse. The
blockade on essential minerals, chemicals, and petroleum products, it was argued, would
cripple weapons production. But the very opposite happened, because German scientists
developed an astonishing range of substitutes that not only humiliatingly neutralized
the Allied blockade but heralded the dawn of a new scientific era. [...] German scientists
had pioneered so many inventions that many Allied experts would complain that their
plunder could do no more than scratch the surface.

Since 1945, the genesis of weapons by all four Allies has been dominated by the inheri-
tance of Germany’s wartime inventions. Indeed, the Korean War can be viewed, on the
technical level, as a trial of strength between two different teams of Germans: those hired
by America and those hired by the Soviet Union. The aerial dogfights between Soviet
MiG-15s and American F-86 Sabres—both designed by German engineers—dispelled for
many their doubts about the expediency of plundering Germany’s scientific expertise.

As the war ended, Allied investigators, plunged into the hectic race to find their Ger-
man competitors, were in turn shocked, excited, and then bewildered as they began
to appreciate their own technical ignorance. For them, a haphazard series of interroga-
tions conducted in the turmoil of a distraught and defeated nation was tantalizing and
frustrating. The obvious solution was to transport the German experts to America and
Britain, following the example of the French and Russians. The American haul, enthu-
siastically hailed as an Aladdin’s cave, was worth alone, according to some American
military estimates, “thousands of millions of dollars.”
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Figure 11.12: Examples of German-speaking creators who emigrated to the United States after the
Third Reich.
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John Gimbel, who wrote the definitive book on postwar technology transfer, further described the
widespread impact that the Paperclip scientists ultimately had in the United States [Gimbel 1990a,
pp. 171–172]:

As we have also seen, the armed services shared their Paperclip specialists with their
contractors, on occasion permitting them to shuttle from military installations to pri-
vate firms and in many instances ultimately releasing them entirely for employment
in the private sector. A Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency (JIOA) statistical report
of 1951, for example, shows Paperclip specialists working in a variety of private firms
and agencies, among them Bendix Aviation Corporation, Grumman Aircraft Company,
Packard Motor Company, Hydropress, Incorporated, of New York, Phillips Petroleum
Company, Dow Chemical Company, Hydrocarbon Research, and the Universities of In-
diana, Chicago, Minnesota, Illinois, Missouri, and others. Clarence G. Lasby, in his
pioneering study of Project Paperclip, published in 1971, listed numerous universities
(Yale, Wisconsin, Kansas, Ohio State, and others) and corporations (Boeing, Raytheon,
General Electric, Bell, Westinghouse, and others) to which Paperclip specialists had
gone in the 1950’s and 1960’s, “frequently in executive positions.”

Figure 11.12 shows one group of Paperclip scientists (aerospace engineers including Wernher von
Braun right of center in the front row) at Fort Bliss, Texas, in 1946.

In addition to thousands of scientists and engineers, the United States and other countries also
acquired many of the administrators who had selected, funded, and managed the science and
engineering programs. One of the most spectacular examples is that Dr. Ing. Hans Kammler, an
SS general who ended up controlling almost all of Germany’s advanced weapons programs by the
end of the war, was captured by the United States and interrogated at great length after the war;
see pp. 2910–2916.

The Soviet Union forcibly removed and held thousands of German-speaking skilled scientific workers
(the exact numbers are even murkier than the corresponding figures for the United States), and
millions of German-speaking unskilled workers.1

The German historian Christoph Mick was able to access some relevant files in Moscow archives for
the first time in the 1990s. He reported that he had found documentation for at least 3000 German
and Austrian scientists and engineers who had been transferred to the Soviet Union during the
period 1945–1947 [Mick 2000, pp. 15–17]:

1 Albrecht et al. 1992; von Ardenne 1990, 1997; Barkleit 2008; Barwich and Barwich 1970; Boch and Karlsch 2011;
Fengler 2014; Fengler and Sachse 2012; Graham 1993; Heinemann-Gruder 1992; Holloway 1994; Karlsch and Laufer
2002; Kozyrev 2005; Kruglov 2002; Jürgen Michels 1997; Mick 2000; Nagel 2016; Naimark 1995; Oleynikov 2000;
Pondrom 2018; Przybilski 1999, 2002a, 2002b; Riabev 2002a; Riehl and Seitz 1993; Siddiqi 2009; Sokolov 1955; Uhl
2001; Zeman and Karlsch 2008; News Chronicle 1945-10-15 p. 1; NYT 1945-10-15 p. 4, 1945-10-31 p. 6, 1946-01-29 p.
1, 1946-11-28 p. 16, 1946-12-06 p. 17, 1947-02-24 p. 1, 1948-05-26 p. 3, 1948-12-28 p. 10b; Spokane Daily Chronicle
1948-03-16 p. 6; Sydney Morning Herald 1946-04-20 p. 2; Times 1945-05-15, 1945-05-18.
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Zwischen 1945 und 1947 wurden deutsche
und österreichische Wissenschaftler, Techniker
und Facharbeiter in die Sowjetunion gebracht,
um in Werken, Konstruktionsbüros und
Forschungseinrichtungen qualifizierte Arbeit
zu verrichten. [...]

Es handelte sich um etwa 3.000 Wis-
senschaftler, Ingenieure, Techniker und
Facharbeiter, zusammen Angehörigen nicht
mehr als 8,000 Personen. [...]

Nach Art und Zeitpunkt der Rekrutierung
können fünf Typen von Spezialisten unter-
schieden werden.

1. Die erste Gruppe wurde zusammen
mit ihren Familien bereits im Sommer 1945
per Flugzeug in die Sowjetunion gebracht.
Angesichts der Zeitumstände kann von einer
freiwilligen Wahl keine Rede sein, doch ist
kein Fall bekannt, in dem physische Gewalt
angewandt wurde. Diese erste Welle betraf
vor allem die Atomforscher, es handelt sich
um weniger als 100 Personen. Darunter fallen
der Privatforscher Manfred von Ardenne, der
Physiknobelpreisträger Gustav Hertz, der
ehemalige Leiter der Forschungsabteilung der
Auer-Gesellschaft, Nikolaus Riehl, und der
Direktor des Kaiser-Wilhelm-Instituts für
physikalische Chemie in Berlin, Peter Adolf
Thiessen.

2. Die zweite und mit Abstand größte Gruppe
wurde am 22. Oktober 1946 zwangsweise in die
Sowjetunion gebracht. Davon betroffen waren
etwa 2.200–2.300 Familien, insgesamt 6.700–
7.000 Personen. Die Fachleute stammten vor
allem aus den Bereichen Flugzeugzellen- und
Flugzeugtriebwerksbau, Optik, ballistische
und Lenkraketen, Chemie, Elektrotechnik und
Marinewaffen.

Between 1945 and 1947 German and
Austrian scientists, technicians and skilled
workers were brought to the Soviet Union
to carry out qualified work in factories,
design offices and research facilities. [...]

There were about 3,000 scientists,
engineers, technicians and skilled workers,
together with relatives no more than 8,000
persons. [...]

Five types of specialists can be dis-
tinguished according to the type and time
of recruitment.

1. The first group and their families
were brought to the Soviet Union by
plane as early as summer 1945. Given the
circumstances, there was no voluntary
choice, but there was no known case of
physical violence. This first wave mainly
affected nuclear researchers, fewer than
100 people. These include the private re-
searcher Manfred von Ardenne, the Nobel
Prize winner in physics Gustav Hertz, the
former head of the research department
of the Auergesellschaft Nikolaus Riehl,
and the director of the Kaiser Wilhelm
Institute for Physical Chemistry in Berlin,
Peter Adolf Thiessen.

2. The second and by far the largest
group was forcibly brought to the So-
viet Union on 22 October 1946. About
2,200–2,300 families were affected, a
total of 6,700–7,000 people. The experts
came mainly from the fields of airframe
and aircraft engine construction, optics,
ballistic and guided missiles, chemistry,
electrical engineering and naval weapons.
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3. Die dritte Gruppe kam zwischen 1946 und
1947 ausgestattet mit Zeitverträgen in die
Sowjetunion. Etwa 200–250 Fachkräfte halfen
beim Wiederaufbau demontierter Betriebe
und wiesen die einheimischen Arbeiter in
die Funktionsweise der Maschinen ein. Diese
Spezialisten waren meist in der Textil- und
Chemieindustrie tätig. Dazu kamen zehn
Fachleute für Marinewaffen und einzelne
Chemiker und Physiker, die im Atomprojekt
eingesetzt wurden.

Diese drei Gruppen waren zwar in ihrer
Bewegungsfreiheit stark eingeschränkt, galten
aber nicht als Gefangene.

4. Davon unterschied sich die vierte Gruppe.
Sie bestand aus Häftlingen der sowjetischen
Speziallager in der SBZ, die wegen echter oder
angeblicher Verstrickung in die Verbrechen des
NS-Regimes interniert worden waren. Etwa
50–60 Häftlinge mit technischem Spezial-
wissen wurden 1946 und 1947 zur Arbeit in
Konstruktionsbüros des NKVD/MVD in die
Sowjetunion deportiert. Sie arbeiten zunächst
im elektrotechnischen Bereich, später wurden
sie bei der Entwicklung von lenkbaren Flu-
gabwehrraketen eingesetzt.

5. Die fünfte Gruppe wurde aus Kriegs-
gefangenenlagern rekrutiert. Etwa 200–250
Kriegsgefangene, in der Regel Handwerker,
aber auch einzelne Wissenschaftler und
Ingenieure, wurden in Einrichtungen des
Atomsektors gebracht, in denen bereits
deutsche Wissenschaftler tätig waren.

3. The third group came to the Soviet
Union between 1946 and 1947 with tem-
porary contracts. Some 200–250 skilled
workers helped rebuild dismantled fac-
tories and trained local workers in the
operation of the machines. These special-
ists were mostly employed in the textile
and chemical industries. There were also
ten specialists for naval weapons and
individual chemists and physicists who
were employed in the nuclear project.

Although these three groups were severely
restricted in their freedom of movement,
they were not considered prisoners.

4. The fourth group was different from
those. It consisted of prisoners from the
Soviet special camps in the Soviet Zone
who had been interned because of real
or alleged involvement in the crimes of
the Nazi regime. In 1946 and 1947, about
50–60 prisoners with specialized technical
knowledge were deported to the Soviet
Union to work in construction offices of
the NKVD/MVD. At first they worked
in the electrotechnical field; later they
were used in the development of guided
anti-aircraft missiles.

5. The fifth group was recruited from
prisoner-of-war camps. Some 200–250
prisoners of war, usually craftsmen, but
also individual scientists and engineers,
were brought to nuclear facilities where
German scientists were already working.

It is important to note that Mick’s estimate of 3000 German-speaking scientists is a minimum
number. That estimate did not include specialists who were transferred to the Soviet Union after
1947, scientists and engineers who remained in Soviet-controlled East Germany and labored on
behalf of the Soviet Union there, and German-speaking scientists from other areas of the former
Third Reich (Poland, Czechoslovakia, etc.) who worked for the Soviet Union in those regions or were
transferred to the Soviet Union. Thus the total number of German-speaking scientists recruited by
the Soviet Union would have been many thousands.
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For example, after German reunification, the Stanford University historian Norman Naimark stud-
ied some former East German records that described over 6000 specialists who remained in East
Germany to work there on behalf of the Soviet Union [Naimark 1995, pp. 230–232]:

The Soviets removed most of the scientists and technicians important to their arma-
ments industry in the October 22 [1946] operation, and they took others periodically by
a variety of means from Western and Eastern zones. [...] But Soviet technical experts
understood that they still had a lot to gain in the way of knowledge and expertise from
the high level of German technological achievements, industrial infrastructure, and pro-
duction methods in the Eastern zone. [...] An Administration for the Study of Science
and Technology in Germany was attached to SVAG headquarters in Karlshorst. This
central administration was to supervise a network of Science and Technology Offices
(NTOs) in each of the provinces and many of the large cities in the Eastern zone. [...]

Altogether in the NTOs, 611 Soviet specialists oversaw the work of 6,014 German sci-
entists and technicians, plus 7,067 German workers. Between 1946 and 1948, the NTOs
supervised the completion of 7,069 projects, some of which had great practical value for
Soviet industry. From German specialists the Soviets learned how to make high-octane
gas and carbon fuels. They learned how to produce liquid fuels and build turbines that
could be run on liquid fuels. They created a Soviet nylon industry from German ac-
complishments in that field, and adapted the Buna chemical factories’ advancements
for the creation of synthetic rubber. Similarly, the technology of the German coal bri-
quette industry was adapted for Soviet use[...] Other Soviet industries that benefited in
particular from German technologies developed by the NTOs included ceramics, metal
finishing, film developing, and metal plating. Almost 4,000 prototypes of a variety of
machines, production stations, and technologies were transferred to the Soviet Union in
this period, through the NTOs.

In 1946 in just one Soviet-occupied former German underground factory alone, 2000–3000 German
scientists were reported to currently be working for the Soviet Union, continuing wartime German
work on nuclear weapons and rockets (p. 2432).

For examples of contemporary articles documenting the transfer of German and Austrian scientists
to the Soviet Union, see:

Russian Seizures [of Austrians] in Austria Aired [NYT 1945-11-22 p. 16].

Russians Said to Use German War Experts [NYT 1946-05-22 p. 4].

Seizure of 3,000 Laid to Russians: Human Reparations [NYT 1946-10-24 p. 14].

3,000,000 Axis POW on Siberian Projects [NYT 1946-12-17 p. 18].

Former German Officers Reported Sent to Russia [NYT 1946-12-21 p. 4].

Soviet Seen Ready to Shift Workers: Technicians Are Needed in the East [NYT 1946-
12-28 p. 7].

Austrians Attack Russian Seizures [of Austrians] [NYT 1948-11-07 p. 13].

Russia Keeps Prisoners [1,000,000 POWs for labor] [NYT 1948-02-01 p. 25].

The Kremlin Picks a German Brain [Littell 1958].
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Similarly, large numbers of German-speaking scientists and engineers were recruited by France.2

Writing for L’Express, investigative journalists Vincent Nouzille and Olivier Huwart sifted through
government records and described the recruitment and ultimate technological impact of over 1000
German and Austrian scientists and engineers in France after the war [Nouzille and Huwart 1999]:

Entre 1945 et 1950, plus de 1 000 chercheurs
allemands, dont certains nazis, ont été
“embauchés” par les autorités françaises.
Un apport très secret à la reconstruction
de l’industrie militaire et aéronautique du
pays. [...]

Plus étonnant: le LRBA n’est pas le
seul organisme français à avoir bénéficié,
après guerre, de ces “transferts de technolo-
gie” très particuliers. Les faits ont longtemps
été masqués aux yeux de l’opinion pour
cause d’orgueil national et de secret défense.
Mais, depuis quelques années, une poignée
d’historiens et d’initiés ont commencé de
découvrir une réalité insoupçonnée: entre
1945 et 1950, la France a massivement
recruté des “cerveaux du IIIe Reich”.
Combien? En recoupant ces études avec
les archives accessibles et des témoignages
directs, L’Express peut avancer qu’ils furent
plus d’un millier. Soit nettement moins
que les 5 000 savants allemands enrôlés
par l’URSS ou les 3 000 recrutés par les
Etats-Unis dans le cadre de leur opération
“Paperclip”. Mais plus que les quelques
dizaines embauchés en Grande-Bretagne.
Des nazis? Nombre de ces savants n’étaient,
semble-t-il, ni des fanatiques ni des militants.
“J’étais un simple ingénieur, sans engage-
ment politique”, dit Kraehe. Toutefois la
France, on le verra, ferma les yeux pour
attirer quelques figures au passé chargé.
Ces recrues avaient-elles un bon niveau de
connaissances? “Oui, estime Jacques Villain,
historien de la SEP, spécialiste du sujet.
La France, principalement dans le domaine
aéronautique et militaire, a su attirer des
personnalités de premier plan.”

Between 1945 and 1950, more than 1,000
German researchers, including some Nazis,
were “hired” by the French authorities. A
highly secret contribution to the reconstruc-
tion of the country’s military and aviation
industry. [...]

More surprisingly, the LRBA is not the
only French organization to have benefited
after the war from these very specific
“technology transfers.” For a long time,
the facts were hidden from the eyes of the
public because of national pride and military
secrecy. But in recent years, a handful of
historians and insiders have begun to dis-
cover an unsuspected reality: between 1945
and 1950, France massively recruited the
“brains of the Third Reich.” How many? By
cross-checking these studies with accessible
archives and direct testimonies, L’Express
can state that there were more than a
thousand of them. This is considerably less
than the 5,000 German scientists recruited
by the USSR or the 3,000 recruited by the
United States as part of their “Paperclip”
operation. But more than the few dozen
hired in Great Britain. Nazis? Many of these
scientists were, it seems, neither fanatics
nor militants. “I was a simple engineer,
without political commitment,” Kraehe
says. However, France, as we will see, closed
its eyes to attract some figures with a busy
past. Did these recruits have a good level
of knowledge? “Yes,” says Jacques Villain,
SEP historian and specialist in the subject.
France, mainly in the aeronautics and
military sectors, has been able to attract
leading personalities.”

2Defrance 2001; Ludmann-Obier 1986, 1988, 1989; Nouzille and Huwart 1999; O’Reagan 2019; Teyssier and Haute-
feuille 1989.
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Les noms de ces têtes de file sont inconnus
du grand public: Jauernick, Müller, Bringer,
Habermann pour les fusées (LRBA et SEP);
Oestrich pour les moteurs à réaction à la
Snecma [...]; Sänger pour les engins spéciaux
à l’arsenal de Chtillon (aujourd’hui Aerospa-
tiale); Schardin et Schall pour les explosifs
à l’institut Saint-Louis (ministère de la
Défense). A ces leaders il faut ajouter des
apports d’équipes allemandes chevronnées—
réparties sur tout le territoire [...]—dans le
domaine des hélicoptères, des sous-marins,
des torpilles, des radars, des moteurs de
char, des obus, des souffleries aéronautiques.
Et même de la force de frappe[...]

La liste est loin d’être close: “La dispersion
des archives et leur fréquente classification
militaire empêchent encore d’avoir une vi-
sion complète du phénomène, estime Gérard
Bossuat, professeur d’histoire à l’université
de Cergy-Pontoise, spécialiste des relations
franco-allemandes d’après-guerre [3]. Mais
une chose est sre: ce recrutement de sa-
vants a été assumé politiquement par le
gouvernement et organisé administrative-
ment.” Même si la plupart sont repartis en
Allemagne dans les années 50, Emmanuel
Chadeau, professeur d’histoire à l’université
Lille III, estime que “leur présence a permis
à certains secteurs de l’industrie française
de rattraper au moins cinq ans de retard,
voire de réaliser de belles percées”. De quoi
réviser quelques vérités... [...]

The names of these leaders are unknown
to the general public: Jauernick, Müller,
Bringer, Habermann for rockets (LRBA and
SEP); Oestrich for Snecma jet engines [...];
Sänger for special vehicles at the Chtillon
arsenal (now Aerospatiale); Schardin and
Schall for explosives at the Saint-Louis
Institute (Ministry of Defense). To these
leaders must be added the contributions
from experienced German teams—spread
throughout the country [...]—in the field of
helicopters, submarines, torpedoes, radar,
tank engines, shells, and aeronautical wind
tunnels. And even the strike force[...]

The list is far from over: “The disper-
sion of archives and their frequent military
classification still prevent us from having
a complete picture of the situation,” says
Gérard Bossuat, Professor of History at the
University of Cergy-Pontoise, a specialist in
Franco-German postwar relations. But one
thing is certain: this recruitment of scientists
was politically decided by the government
and organized administratively.” Even
though most of them returned to Germany
in the 1950s, Emmanuel Chadeau, professor
of history at the University of Lille III,
believes that “their presence has enabled
certain sectors of French industry to catch
up at least five years earlier, or even to make
significant breakthroughs.” Something to
revise some truths.... [...]
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Pourtant, dans cette chasse souterraine, les
Français ne se débrouillent pas mal. Les ordres
viennent de très haut. Dès le 16 mai 1945, dans
une note classée “très secret”—exhumée des
archives de l’armée de terre par l’historienne
Marie-France Ludmann-Obier—l’état-major
de la Défense nationale alerte le général de
Gaulle, chef du gouvernement provisoire, sur
l’intérêt des recherches allemandes: “L’activité
et l’ampleur des résultats obtenus, dans le
domaine des armes secrètes notamment,
ont vivement impressionné ceux qui les ont
examinés[...]. Certaines personnalités, têtes de
file, ont été emmenées en Angleterre, d’autres
pressenties pour travailler en Amérique.
De notre côté, nous avons emmené tempo-
rairement à Paris certaines personnalités
[...]”. Soucieux de redonner rapidement à la
France les moyens d’une grande puissance,
le général de Gaulle délivre, le 17 mai 1945,
une instruction personnelle et confidentielle:
“Il y aura tout lieu de transférer en France
les scientifiques ou techniciens allemands de
grande valeur pour les interroger à loisir sur
leurs travaux et éventuellement les engager à
rester à notre disposition.”

Les consignes sont claires. Le général Pierre
Koenig, qui assure, à Baden-Baden, le com-
mandement en chef des forces françaises dans
la zone d’occupation en Allemagne (ZFOA),
s’en fait l’ardent promoteur. “Mieux vaut la
qualité que le nombre”, écrira-t-il en octobre
1946 dans une note secrète, conservée aux
archives de la ZFOA, à Colmar. Il prône une
“immigration éclairée”, de savants, mais aussi
de techniciens de “valeur honorable”. Avec un
argument de poids: “Chaque technicien qui
vient se fixer à demeure en France correspond
à une diminution du potentiel allemand et
à une augmentation du potentiel français; il
faut en profiter.” Dans une autre lettre, il
insiste sur cet avantage qu’il sait temporaire:
“Soyons srs que du jour o un gouvernement
allemand [...] sera reconstitué, il fera tout
son possible pour arrêter cette véritable
hémorragie humaine, se rendant compte du
grave préjudice subi...”

However, in this underground hunt, the
French did not do badly. Orders came
from very high places. As early as 16
May 1945, in a note classified as “top
secret”—exhumed from the army archives
by the historian Marie-France Ludmann-
Obier—the National Defense Staff alerted
General de Gaulle, Head of the Provi-
sional Government, to the importance
of German research: “The activity and
scale of the results obtained, particularly
in the field of secret weapons, greatly
impressed those who examined them[...]
Some leading people were taken to Eng-
land; others were approached to work in
America. On our side, we temporarily
took some people to Paris...” Eager to
quickly give France back the resources of
a great power, General de Gaulle issued
a personal and confidential instruction on
17 May 1945: “There will be every reason
to transfer to France German scientists
or technicians of great value to question
them at will about their work and pos-
sibly urge them to remain at our disposal.”

The instructions were clear. General
Pierre Koenig, who was in charge of the
chief command of the French forces in
Baden-Baden in the German occupation
zone (ZFOA), was the ardent promoter.
“Quality is better than number,” he
wrote in October 1946 in a secret note
in the ZFOA archives in Colmar. He
advocated “enlightened immigration” of
scientists, but also of technicians of “hon-
orable value.” With a strong argument:
“Each technician who comes to France
permanently corresponds to a decrease
in German potential and an increase in
French potential; we must take advantage
of it.” In another letter, he insisted on
this advantage, which he knew to be tem-
porary: “Let us be sure that from the day
a German government is reconstituted, it
will do everything possible to stop this
real human bleeding, realizing the serious
damage suffered...”
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Malgré des moyens limités, la machine
administrative française se met en marche.
La “section T” laisse la place à la mi-1945
à une “section d’information scientifique” o
sont représentées toutes les armes (air, terre,
marine), le CNRS et le Centre national
des télécoms (Cnet). Cette instance établit
des centaines de rapports et rédige plus de
3 500 fiches personnelles sur des savants
allemands. Le 19 mars 1946, le ministère de
l’Economie nationale détaille la procédure
de recrutement, soumise au feu vert de neuf
services ministériels (production industrielle,
finances, travail, sreté, consulats, etc.). Une
“procédure d’extrême urgence” est tout de
même prévue, “dans le cas o un savant ou
un technicien serait sur le point de partir à
l’étranger et de nous échapper”. [...]

Lorsque les cibles valent la peine, tous
les arrangements sont possibles. Une liste de
souffleurs de verre, très prisés pour l’optique
de pointe, est transmise à Paris avec cette
précision: “Ces personnes résidant en zone
russe [...], il serait recommandable de faire
appel aux services du Sdece.” Autrement
dit: les services secrets français sont
chargés des “exfiltrations” des autres zones
d’occupation. C’est ainsi qu’en décembre
1945 Ferdinand Porsche est enlevé par des
Français dans sa résidence de Zell am See,
alors qu’il est surveillé par les Américains.
Inventeur de la Coccinelle de Volkswagen et
de l’énorme char Maus, Porsche, hitlérien
fanatique, est d’abord emprisonné à Dijon,
avant d’être affecté quelques mois chez
Renault, o il est mal accepté, puis remis en
prison.

Despite limited resources, the French ad-
ministrative machinery was set in motion.
The “T section” gave way in mid-1945 to
a “scientific information section” where
all military services (air, land, sea), the
CNRS and the National Telecommunication
Center (Cnet) were represented. This body
produced hundreds of reports and more than
3,500 personal files on German scientists.
On 19 March 1946, the Ministry of the
National Economy detailed the recruitment
procedure, subject to the approval of nine
ministerial departments (industrial produc-
tion, finance, labour, security, consulates,
etc.). An “extreme urgency procedure” was
nevertheless provided for, “in the event that
a scientist or technician is about to leave for
a foreign country and escape from us.” [...]

When the targets were worth it, all arrange-
ments were possible. A list of glassblowers,
highly prized for their advanced optics, was
sent to Paris with this instruction: “These
people residing in the Russian zone [...], it
would be advisable to use the services of the
Sdece.” In other words: the French secret
services were responsible for “exfiltrations”
from the other occupation zones. Thus
in December 1945 Ferdinand Porsche was
kidnapped by the French from his residence
in Zell am See, while he was under American
surveillance. Inventor of the Volkswagen
Beetle and the huge Maus tank, Porsche,
a Hitlerian fanatic, was first imprisoned in
Dijon, before being posted for a few months
at Renault, where he was poorly received
and then put back in prison.
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Likewise, large numbers of German-speaking scientists and engineers were recruited by the United
Kingdom.3 Over 1000 German-speaking scientists and engineers worked for the U.K. government
or companies, either in the United Kingdom or on its behalf in West Germany [Glatt 1994]. They
played important roles in postwar British developments in jets, missiles, rockets, submarines, and
other areas. The U.K. government was relatively secretive about its use of these German-speaking
scientists, quite possibly due to a desire to avoid public questions about employing scientists who
had only recently been creating weapons that were bombarding the United Kingdom. Historian
Charlie Hall described the U.K. programs for interrogating, recruiting, and exploiting German-
speaking scientists [Hall 2019, pp. 1–2, 4]:

[...A]fter the war ended, the victorious Allies sought to continue the work of the Third
Reich’s rocket scientists and bring the technology of the V-2 into their own armories.
[...] Under the codename Operation Backfire, this took place through the summer and
autumn of early 1945 and culminated in three test-firings in October. All of these took
place in the Lower Saxony coastal town of Cuxhaven and were run by the same German
troops who had overseen the rocket attacks on London, albeit now under close British
supervision. [...] Britain, through the utilisation of German technology and expertise,
had now entered the ballistic missile era.

Backfire was not the only operation of its type which took place at this time, nor was
rocketry the only field in which the British (and the other Allies) were interested. For
instance, 125 kilometers to the south-east of Cuxhaven, at Raubkammer, near Munster,
experts from the British Chemical Defence Experimental Establishment at Porton Down
spent three months conducting a wide range of trials and experiments with the newly
discovered German nerve agents, primarily Tabun and Sarin. Elsewhere, Operation
Surgeon, run by the Ministry of Aircraft Production and the Ministry of Supply, took
over several former Luftwaffe installations and set out to explore German progress in
all manner of aeronautical topics. These large investigative projects which sprung up
in the summer of 1945 were of huge significance, but only represent a small portion of
British interest in German science and technology in the post-war period. British officials
had entered Paris within a week of its liberation to explore formerly German-occupied
laboratories in the French capital. Royal Navy experts were among the first Allied forces
into Kiel and moved quickly to examine the submarine design and construction facilities
there. After Germany surrendered, British investigators poured into the country and
visited every laboratory, research site and factory of even passing interest, in their quest
to learn all they could about German science and technology.

The process did not stop there. In January 1946, the first group of 23 German scientists
recruited by Britain after the war arrived in Barrow-in-Furness in Cumbria, to work
on submarine technology at the Vickers-Armstrong shipyard. Many more followed over
the next two or three years, travelling to Britain to work on rockets, aircraft, chemical
warfare, and on a huge range of civil-industrial topics as well. When the British and
French launched Concorde, the world’s first supersonic commercial airliner, in 1976, few
knew that much of the aerodynamics work involved in its design had been completed by
German experts who came to Britain as part of a government scheme in the immediate
post-war period. Other German specialists did not land such significant roles in Britain

3Bud and Gummett 1999; Edgerton 2006; Glatt 1994; Hall 2019; O’Reagan 2014, 2019; Paneth 1948.
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after the war, but did contribute to the British military or economy in other ways, often
through written reports or interrogations which took place during periods of internment
at special camps in Germany and Britain after the war. Some of these individuals were
not even detained because they were considered of value to Britain, but rather because
it was considered important to keep them out of the employ of the Soviet Union. In this
way, German science and technology became a source of much competition in the early
Cold War period.

[...I]n the minds of Allied strategists, German military technology was far superior
to their own and the perceived benefits to be gained by acquiring this equipment,
and the expertise behind it, were extremely tempting. Thus exploitation was born.
The supposedly more advanced nation had been defeated, and its victorious occupiers
could now claim the scientific and technological spoils of war; their own armouries and
industries could make huge leaps forward by standing on the shoulders of their newly
vanquished foe. [...]

With full British government sanction, German laboratories and factories were inspected
and meticulously pillaged, machinery and prototypes were confiscated, and documents
and blueprints were shipped back to Britain in their thousands. In addition, expert
German personnel were detained, interrogated and, in many cases, recruited to work for
the British state or for private companies. No area of expertise was left untouched, from
the most highly sensitive military project to the most mundane commercial production
techniques; all was considered fair game under the terms of the British exploitation
initiative.

German-speaking scientists also went to many countries other than the four major Allies. Through
the British Commonwealth, at least 150 moved to Australia [Evan Jones 2002] and at least 41 to
Canada [Margolian 2000]. At least 108 went to Argentina and at least 27 to Brazil [Stanley 1999].
At least ∼100 went to Spain, ∼100 to Egypt, and ∼50 to India [Neufeld 2012].

Although the numbers of German-speaking scientists working for various countries as given above
are only lower bounds, and the corresponding figures for other countries (Switzerland, Sweden,
South Africa, etc.) are not readily available, the total number of scientists and engineers who left
the German-speaking world in the years immediately after the war was likely well over 10,000, or
the majority of the creators who were still in the German-speaking world in 1945.4

4For more information on the transfer of German-speaking scientists, see Albrecht et al. 1992; Bar-Zohar 1967;
Bower 1987; Buyer and Jensen 1948; Byrd 1948; Crim 2018; DOW 1945, 1946; Gimbel 1986, 1990a, 1990b, 1990c;
Goudsmit 1947; Glatt 1994; Hall 2019; Linda Hunt 1985; Morton Hunt 1949; Jacobsen 2014; Jensen 1948; Jösten
1947; Judt and Ciesla 1996; Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Nagan 1947; O’Reagan 2014, 2019; Simpson 1988.
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Postwar transferred equipment

Despite heavy bombing by Allied forces, a large majority of scientific, engineering, and industrial
infrastructure and equipment from the German-speaking world survived the war, due to numerous
vast underground installations, camouflage, target dispersal, and continuous rebuilding, as shown
for example by the following reports:

The Hydra [Newsweek 1945-07-09 p. 52]:

This job of controlling Germany . . . is no short-term business. The Germans are capable
and industrious people. They are fired by their desire for revenge and can rebuild an
industrial war machine and reorganize it for war purposes in a few short years, regardless
of the damage wrought by bombing.

That was how Leo T. Crowley, Foreign Economic Administrator, described the problem
of controlling the Reich last week in testimony before a subcommittee of the Senate
Military Affairs Committee. “If we were to leave Germany to its own devices and not
to institute a program of economic and industrial disarmament, Germany could be far
better prepared for war in five years than she was in 1939,” Crowley said.

Crowley cited these examples of Germany’s capacity to rearm unless severely supervised:

“Allied bombing and military operations accomplished their mission . . . But such
military operations, basically selective in their character, were not and could not be
executed so as to eliminate permanently a national industrial war potential.”

“As it stands today, Germany, except for the United States, is the outstanding armament
machine shop in the world.”

“[Germany] has one dye plant that can turn out almost as much dye in one year as all
the plants in the United States together” . . .

“Practically all of the great iron and steel furnaces of Germany are ready for operation
or can be in operation with minor repairs.”

“Germany was producing about 1,000,000 metric tons [of nitrogen] in 1939 . . . A large
part of the capacity remains or can be rebuilt in a short time.”

“Germany did not lack materials for textiles . . . It would appear that little permanent
damage has been done to most of the plants.”

“According to the best available estimates, the German synthetic-rubber capacity today
is more than 100,000 tons.”

“In 1944, Germany was producing about 1,000,000 tons of natural petroleum and about
5,500,000 tons of synthetic oil . . . It is believed that a large part of Germany’s 1944
capacity for producing petroleum products can be restored within a brief period.”
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German Industry Grew under Raids: Many Fields Showed Increase in Production During Last Year
of War [NYT 1945-08-08 p. 15]:

Captured records disclosing that the Germans had been able to rebuild plants and
expand war production in the face of intensified bombings during the final year of the
European war were made public here today to support a Congressional investigating
committee’s warning that Germany, even in defeat, remained a major threat to world
peace. [...]

The records, cited in detail in an official report of the Ministry for Armaments and
War Production that were seized last spring, showed that in 1944 three times as many
armored fighting vehicles, more than three times as many fighter-bombers and eight
times as many night fighters had been produced [as] in 1942.

In a number of war items there was an increase in the last quarter of the year. While
there was a decreased production in some fields, increase of air-raid damage and loss
of territory, the Ministry reported, it was “still possible to keep the armament industry
continuously supplied with the necessary material, a task that could be fulfilled only by
drastic measures of control. [...]

“Additional power plants were made available in 1944. [...]

“At the beginning of 1944 the supply of parts and components was the bottleneck of all
forms of German armament production. By the autumn of 1944, sufficient reserves of
material had been accumulated, with the result that, in spite of more difficult conditions
in the basic industry, and also among subcontractors, the output of armaments could
be maintained and in some cases even increased.”

75% of Industries in Reich Survived [NYT 1945-10-11 p. 6]:

Despite the almost incessant heavy bombing and the fierce battles fought on German
soil, some 75 per cent of Germany’s industry is intact or in a reparable condition, Col.
James Boyd, chief of the industry division of the Office of Military Government, said
today. [...]

He did say, however, that in his opinion roughly 50 per cent of Germany’s steel-producing
machinery would have to be removed as reparations or destroyed.

Out of that surviving infrastructure, many hundreds (perhaps well over a thousand) of complete
factories and laboratories were removed, as may be seen by more examples from contemporary
news articles:
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Soviet Said to Get Its Yalta Demand: Moscow’s Share Believed Half of Movable Reich Property in
Potsdam Reparations [NYT 1945-08-05 p. 6]:

The Potsdam reparations agreement in effect gives the Russians about 50 per cent of the
movable German property covered by the accord, officials familiar with the preliminary
negotiations on the subject said today.

[...A]bout 45 per cent of German assets of the capital variety covered by the agreement
were situated in the Russian zone [East Germany].

This high percentage surprised some persons familiar with pre-war German economy,
who were under the impression that the bulk of German industrial installations were in
the west, but it was pointed out that during and just before the war the Germans built
up their industrial plant in the east, where they located some of the nation’s largest
and most efficient units.

Added to the 45 per cent of total movable German plant and equipment said to be
situated in the Russian zone, the Soviet Government receives, under the agreement, 10
per cent of certain capital equipment in the western zones [West Germany]. [...]

From the remainder of the movable equipment in the western zone, after the Russians
get their 10 per cent, the reparations claims of all the United Nations in the war against
Germany, except Russia, must be satisfied.

Allies Confiscate 300 Farben Plants: Part of Reich Trust’s Factories to be Dismantled and Used to
Pay Reparations: Other Assets Also Taken [NYT 1945-10-13 p. 3]:

The Allies have confiscated the entire holdings in Germany of the octopus-like I. G.
Farbenindustrie, without whose vast industrial output the Germans would have been
unable to wage war. General Clay, administrator of civil affairs in American-occupied
Germany, announced tonight that a part of the 300 plants owned by the huge trust
would be dismantled and taken by the Allies as reparations. [...]

General Clay estimated that about 75 per cent of Farbenindustrie’s plants in Germany
were intact. [...]

Pre-war assets of the trust were estimated at 5,000,000,000 Reichsmarks—$2,000,000,000.

Construction costs alone for the plants all over Germany and in Czechoslovakia amounted
to $762,800,000, Colonel Pillsbury estimated.
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Germans Report More Removals: Say 310 Plants in Thuringia Have Been Sent To Russia—Fear
Wide Unemployment [NYT 1946-10-27 p. 32]:

According to a report of the reparations department of the Thuringian Land Bureau
for Economics, by the end of June, 1946, 310 plants in Thuringia alone had been fully
dismantled by the Russians. The report added that during the third quarter of this year
410 Thuringian plants had worked exclusively on reparations deliveries of goods made
from German raw materials[...] As of Oct. 1 the entire production quota of Thuringia
has been allocated to Soviet occupation forces, the report added.

Representatives of workers in glass factories and optical works in Jena, in their telegram
Friday to the Allied Control Council, especially cited the stripping of that basic industry
from the one-industry town[...]

Accordingly the Russians apparently have made plans to drop their efforts to conciliate
the Germans and instead drain all possible resources out of the country as quickly as
possible.

BIOS 290, The Viscose Continuous and Rayon Staple Fibre Plants of the British, American and
French Occupation Zones of Germany, pp. 2–3:

The Team visited Germany with one primary object which was to assess the value of
any suitable plant likely to be seized as Reparations, in accordance with the Potsdam
Agreement.

A very agreeable and secondary objective was the acquisition of any further techni-
cal knowledge, and an additional report has therefore been written to supplement the
information gathered by the C.I.O.S. earlier in the year. [...]

It will be appreciated that the report of the C.I.O.S. became a very useful charter and
enabled us to investigate thoroughly the obviously new departures in the preparation,
spinning and finishing of Viscose Yarn and Rayon Staple. It might be of general interest
to say that the impression gathered by the team was that the Viscose industry of
Germany has developed rapidly along mass production lines with a high degree of
endeavour to eliminate handling and to shorten the Viscose preparation times as much
as possible by the introduction of many new shredding and mixing devices. [...]

In the Rayon Staple field the output of yarn per spinning position has reached almost
fantastic proportions. 15,000 denier is now quite common with an individual filament
denier of 1.5. We learned that some spinners are now contemplating an increase to
22,500 denier, using a jet of 15,000 holes of 0.07 m.m. diameter. Spinning pumps of the
order of 75.0 ccs. per rev. are already in use. Rheinische Zellwolle use only 5 combination
machines to produce 80 tons per day.

We would specially draw attention to our recommendation on the Zellwolle Lehr Spin-
nerei Research Station at Denkendorf. It is the opinion of the team that this would be
a valuable acquisition to the British Rayon Industry.

BIOS 428. German Rayon and Staple Fibre Industry and Allied Engineering Industry. p. 3:
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This work was undertaken following the original reconnaissance of the German Rayon
and Staple Fibre Industry (Ref. 1) and had as its primary object the evacuation of a
number of machines and processes upon which it was considered detailed investigation
and development work should be carried out for the benefit of the British Viscose Rayon
Industries. [gives long, detailed list of machines to be taken from Germany]

For many more examples, see:

Allies Will Strip German Economy [NYT 1945-02-02 p. 1].

Russia Said to Strip U.S. [Claimed] Plants in Reich [NYT 1945-07-08 p. 4].

Berlin’s Factories Stripped by Soviet [NYT 1945-07-17 p. 2].

Germany Stripped of Industry by Big 3 [NYT 1945-08-03 p. 1].

U.S. Allies to Get 5 Plants In Reich [NYT 1945-09-26 p. 8].

U.S. Will Transfer 11 More Reich Plants [NYT 1945-09-30 p. 25].

Russia Would Take Big Plants in Reich [NYT 1945-10-05 p. 2].

Opel’s Equipment Sought by Russians [NYT 1945-10-11 p. 4].

Smash I. G. Farben Empire, Eisenhower Advises Allies [NYT 1945-10-21 p. 1].

26 German Plants Divided by Allies [NYT 1945-12-11 p. 4].

26 German Plants Ready for Delivery [NYT 1945-12-23 p. 7].

Factories on Sale in Germany Listed [NYT 1946-01-06 p. 20].

21 Farben Plants Wiped Out by U.S. [NYT 1946-01-17 p. 14].

Russians to Strip 600 German Mills [NYT 1946-03-24 p. 18].

German Industry Gets Allies’ Bill [NYT 1946-03-29 p. 10].

Germany Moving Out Factory Equipment [NYT 1946-04-17 p. 13].

Russians Increase German Industry Reparations in Kind [NYT 1946-07-05 p. 4].

Russia for Seizing 200 German Firms [NYT 1946-07-11 p. 5].

Allies Will Share 11 German Plants [NYT 1946-07-25 p. 6].

Russians Charge Looting of Reparations from Plants in U.S. Zone of Germany [NYT
1946-08-03 p. 7].
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200 German Firms Seized by Soviet [NYT 1946-08-26 p. 7].

Transfers of Plants from American Zone to Russia Ahead of Schedule [NYT 1946-08-27
p. 12].

German Plant Ask as U.S. Reparations [NYT 1946-10-09 p. 22].

658 German Plants Listed for Payment [NYT 1946-10-20 p. 30].

Clay Sees End Soon to Occupation Costs [NYT 1946-11-14 p. 18].

10 Soviet Trusts Drain Germany, U.S. Occupation Sources Report [NYT 1946-12-06 p.
1].

Reparation Plan Enters 2 D Phase: U.S. Sends Soviet Equipment from Two German
Plants [NYT 1946-12-10 p. 11].

A German Plant Dismantled by the Russians [NYT 1947-07-13 Magazine p. 8].

682 [More] German Plants to be Dismantled [NYT 1947-10-17 p. 8].

28 More Plants in Germany Allotted [to Allies] [NYT 1947-12-23 p. 5].

Marshall Opposes End to Dismantling of German Plants [NYT 1948-02-09 p. 1].

Soviet Dismantles 19 Plants in Zone [NYT 1948-06-02 p. 10].

Farben Liquidation Mapped: New Concerns Are Planned: U.S. and British Officials
[NYT 1948-07-25 p. 1].

Britain Clings to Dismantling [of German Factories]: Opposes Change in German Policy
[NYT 1948-09-09 p. 10].

French Dismantling 38 [German] Plants [NYT 1948-10-28 p. 10].

Dismantling Feared by French [NYT 1948-11-21 p. 10].

Soviets Hold Up Reparations Debt [NYT 1948-11-28 p. 10].

Dismantling Halt by U.S. Protested [NYT 1948-12-05 p. 9].

Allies Weigh Rift on German Plants [NYT 1948-12-07 p. 9].

For even more examples of transferred equipment, see the thousands of BIOS ER, BIOS, BIOS
Misc., BIOS Overall, CIOS ER, CIOS, FIAT, FIAT Review, JIOA, NavTecMisEu LR, and NavTecMisEu
reports in the Bibliography.
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All four major Allied countries claimed huge amounts of German and Austrian equipment. For ex-
ample, Vincent Nouzille and Olivier Huwart wrote about some of the factories and other equipment
that were acquired by France [Nouzille and Huwart 1999]:

Cette histoire débute au printemps de 1945,
alors que les armées alliées resserrent leur
étau sur le IIIe Reich. Les troupes de la Ire
armée française du général de Lattre avan-
cent dans le sud de l’Allemagne. Parmi les
unités de reconnaissance qui les précèdent se
trouvent des membres de la “section T”. Ces
experts du renseignement technique sont
chargés de repérer les installations militaires
et scientifiques allemandes. Si possible avant
les autres vainqueurs. Par chance, le sud de
l’Allemagne est truffé de dizaines d’usines
et de laboratoires, repliés dans cette région
moins exposée aux bombardements alliés.

La chasse au butin est ouverte. Une
équipe du 2e bureau de l’armée de l’air
découvre ainsi près d’Oberammergau une
vingtaine de caisses plombées, contenant
2 500 documents ultrasecrets du bureau
d’études de l’avionneur Messerschmitt. Des
trésors inestimables, ramenés à Paris pour
être exploités par les industriels. Les formes
d’ailes en flèche des futurs chasseurs français
Ouragan et Mystère sont inspirées de ces
documents.

Près de 50 000 tonnes de matériels divers
sont également envoyées en France durant
l’année 1945. Des centaines d’équipements
des usines aéronautiques de Dornier et
Zeppelin à Friedrichshafen franchissent la
frontière. La soufflerie subsonique d’Ötztal,
dans le Tyrol autrichien, est démontée avant
d’être réinstallée à Modane-Avrieux sous les
auspices de l’Onera (Office national d’études
et de recherches aéronautiques).

This story began in the spring of 1945, when
the Allied armies tightened their grip on
the Third Reich. General de Lattre’s troops
of the First French Army advanced into
southern Germany. Among the reconnais-
sance units preceding them were members
of “Section T.” These technical intelligence
experts were responsible for identifying
German military and scientific installa-
tions. If possible before the other winners.
Fortunately, southern Germany was full of
dozens of factories and laboratories, folded
back into this region less exposed to Allied
bombardments.

The hunt for loot was on. A team from
the 2nd office of the French Air Force
discovered around twenty sealed boxes
near Oberammergau, containing 2,500 top
secret documents from the design office of
the aircraft manufacturer Messerschmitt.
Priceless treasures, brought back to Paris to
be exploited by industrialists. The arrow-
shaped wings of the future French fighters
Ouragan and Mystère were inspired by these
documents.

Nearly 50,000 tons of various materials
were also sent to France in 1945. Hun-
dreds of pieces of equipment from the
Dornier and Zeppelin aeronautical plants
in Friedrichshafen were taken across the
border. The Ötztal subsonic wind tunnel in
Austrian Tyrol was dismantled before being
relocated to Modane-Avrieux under the
auspices of Onera (Office national d’études
et de recherches aéronautiques) [where it is
still in use].
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Près de 200 usines “civiles” allemandes—
comme le complexe chimique BASF d’IG
Farben à Ludwigshafen—sont remises en
marche par les Français dans la zone
d’occupation qui leur est octroyée par les
accords de Potsdam de juillet 1945. Cette
zone couvre 10% de l’Allemagne et une par-
tie de l’Autriche. Les installations à vo-
cation militaire sont également rouvertes.
Dans la région du lac de Constance, 17
usines et laboratoires travailleront, jusqu’à
leur déménagement, en 1948, dans le sud
de la France, avec du personnel allemand,
pour le compte de la marine française. Le
physicien Yves Rocard (père de Michel)
supervise une partie de ces récupérations.
“On s’en est donné à coeur joie, en ramas-
sant des Allemands eux-mêmes”, raconte-t-il
dans ses Mémoires sans concessions (Gras-
set, 1988). D’autres scientifiques français vi-
ennent évaluer le potentiel scientifique nazi.
Le chimiste Henri Moureu, qui a étudié de
près les V 2 tombés près de Paris, réussit à
visiter en juin 1945 l’usine Mittelwerke-Dora
o étaient notamment fabriqués ces engins.
Son ami physicien Frédéric Joliot-Curie, di-
recteur du nouveau CNRS, dépêche, quant à
lui, plus de 400 missions en Allemagne. Des
expéditions parfois risquées: on retrouvera
un jour à Vienne le cadavre d’un scientifique
français, probablement jugé trop curieux par
les Soviétiques...

Nearly 200 German “civilian” factories—
such as the BASF chemical complex of IG
Farben in Ludwigshafen—were restarted by
the French in the zone of occupation granted
to them by the Potsdam agreements of July
1945. This area covered 10% of Germany and
part of Austria. Military facilities were also
being reopened. In the Lake Constance re-
gion, 17 factories and laboratories worked
with German personnel on behalf of the
French navy until they moved to south-
ern France in 1948. The physicist Yves Ro-
card (Michel’s father) supervised some of
these recoveries. “We had a great time, pick-
ing up Germans themselves,” he says in his
Mémoires sans concessions (Grasset, 1988).
Other French scientists came to evaluate the
Nazi scientific potential. The chemist Henri
Moureu, who had closely studied the V-2s
that had fallen near Paris, succeeded in vis-
iting the Mittelwerke-Dora factory in June
1945, where these machines were manufac-
tured. His physicist friend Frédéric Joliot-
Curie, director of the new CNRS, sent more
than 400 missions to Germany. Sometimes
risky expeditions: one day in Vienna we
found the body of a French scientist, proba-
bly considered too curious by the Soviets...

In addition to whole factories and laboratories, untold amounts of supplies, equipment, and pro-
totypes were appropriated by Allied countries after World War II. A 1945 U.S. Navy document
[NARA RG 38, Entry 72] listed examples of equipment transported to the United States in one
shipment, including a submarine, 39 aircraft, V-1 and V-2 missiles, and other advanced technology
prototypes.
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Some newspaper headlines illustrate other examples:

U.S. Navy to Use German Weapons [NYT 1945-06-30 p. 3].

Use of Armament Seized in Europe Asked in Pacific [NYT 1945-07-07 pp. 1, 3].

Ten U-Boats for Russia to be Yielded in Ulster [NYT 1945-11-22 p. 16].

U.S. Plans to Sell German Machines [NYT 1945-11-22 p. 17].

German Guns to Be Tested [NYT 1946-01-25 p. 4].

U.S. to Get 4,209,000 Tons of Germany’s Shipping [NYT 1946-04-24 p. 14].

All German Scrap Is Now Allocated [NYT 1948-09-04 p. 19].

As may be seen from these and other newspaper articles, large-scale removals were still going on
over 31⁄2 years after German surrender. So many industrial plants and their supplies and equipment
were removed, and for so many years, that Germans began to protest that the continuing removals
would hinder their ability to peacefully rebuild and support themselves financially. As reported in
these articles, western Allied countries responded by threatening to cut off Germany’s food supply
if any further protests were made:

Germans Strike Against Removals [NYT 1946-10-29 p. 10].

Clay Will Force Plant Removals [by Threatening Food] [NYT 1947-10-02 p. 8].

German Charges Allies Loot West [Germany] [NYT 1948-01-07 p. 15].

Germans Warned on Food Supplies [If They Protest] [NYT 1948-01-09 p. 17].

Protests Removal of German Plants [NYT 1948-01-20 p. 2].

Farben Attorney Condemns Allies [NYT 1948-06-11 p. 5].

Baden Chiefs Quit Over Dismantling [NYT 1948-08-27 p. 3].

Germans Protest [Plant Dismantling] Restitution Plans [NYT 1948-09-05 p. 19].

Allied Suggestion Provokes German Ire [NYT 1948-11-28 p. 12].

Germans Boycott British over Plant Dismantling [NYT 1948-12-06 p. 3].

The Soviet occupation and exploitation of areas they controlled was much more brutal and lasted
until 1990.5

5E.g., Albrecht et al. 1992; von Ardenne 1990, 1997; Barkleit 2008; Barwich and Barwich 1970; Boch and Karlsch
2011; Fengler 2014; Fengler and Sachse 2012; Graham 1993; Heinemann-Gruder 1992; Holloway 1994; Karlsch and
Laufer 2002; Kozyrev 2005; Kruglov 2002; Jürgen Michels 1997; Mick 2000; Nagel 2016; Naimark 1995; Oleynikov
2000; Pondrom 2018; Przybilski 1999, 2002a, 2002b; Riabev 2002a; Riehl and Seitz 1993; Siddiqi 2009; Sokolov 1955;
Uhl 2001; Zeman and Karlsch 2008; News Chronicle 1945-10-15 p. 1; NYT 1945-10-15 p. 4, 1945-10-31 p. 6, 1946-01-29
p. 1, 1946-11-28 p. 16, 1946-12-06 p. 17, 1947-02-24 p. 1, 1948-05-26 p. 3, 1948-12-28 p. 10b; Spokane Daily Chronicle
1948-03-16 p. 6; Sydney Morning Herald 1946-04-20 p. 2; Times 1945-05-15, 1945-05-18.
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Soviet exploitation of German industry was also far larger than the number of German plants
would seem to indicate. The Soviet Union apparently had a systematic policy of shipping half of
a German plant and its workforce to the Soviet Union, forcing the remaining German workers to
rebuild and restaff the plant until it was functional again, then shipping half of the rebuilt plant
and workers to the Soviet Union, and repeating the process many more times. Thus the number
of industrial plants that the Soviet Union extracted from Germany was many times the number of
original plants. Even in its divided and war-ravaged state, Germany was mass-producing modern
industrial plants for the entire Soviet Union, covering everything from aerospace to electronics to
chemical technologies.

This Soviet practice was documented for example in the following U.S. intelligence report: Head-
quarters Berlin Command, Office of Military Goverment for Germany (US). 11 December 1946.
Special Intelligence Memorandum No. 48. Subject: V-2 Production in SovZone. Source: Extremely
Reliable. D-138175. [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-134A, Box 29, Folder Folder ZA 019293 Soviet
Guided Missiles, Rockets and V-Weapons Research, Development and Production Vol. 1, Fldr. 2
of 3]:

BLEICHERODE in the Harz mountains is still doing fine in the production of V-2
rockets. It was reported from this office that dismantling was going on, but it was
stopped as of 1 December. The general procedure for dismantling of installations very
dear to the Soviet heart is the following as illustrated best by BLEICHERODE.

As soon as Soviet troops took over the V-2 plants, they did everything in their power to
get it reorganized and re-equipped. As soon as this was done, they started production.
When they saw that the finished product was satisfactory, they began to dismantle the
plant for the first time. The dismantling was not carried through completely, but was
halted as soon as about half was taken. Together with the machinery some personnel
was taken out, to be shipped to the USSR in order to set up the machinery which was
confiscated and complete it with more later.

In the meantime the plant in BLEICHERODE was being rebuilt under supervision of
German and Soviet engineers. Once rebuilt, production was started all over again and
as soon as satisfactory results were achieved, the dismantling was continued. In this way,
Soviet authorities enrich their own country by building up some priceless industries and
on the other hand they see to it that the original plant in Germany is reconstructed
and re-equipped after each time. Thus, they would be able theoretically to continue an
uninterrupted flow of industries from Germany to the Soviet Union.

This procedure is known to have been applied to all V-weapon plants in BLEICHERODE,
NORDHAUSEN, GOTHA and BERLIN. In BLEICHERODE the installations were dis-
mantled for the fourth time; in NORDHAUSEN for the sixth time; in Berlin only once;
conditions in GOTHA are unknown. [...]
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It is helpful to visualize the locations of scientific research, development, and production sites from
which various countries removed plants, materials, prototypes, scientists, and information at the
end of the war.

Figure 11.13 shows a map of areas controlled directly or indirectly by Germany in 1942. Most
German research and industry was located within the Greater German Reich (darkest area), al-
though there were also major sites in satellite countries, especially France and Norway. At the end
of the war, Allied countries seized resources, personnel, and information from sites in the respective
regions they regained or occupied.

Figure 11.14 presents a detailed map of the Greater German Reich in 1941, not including satellite
countries that were also controlled by Germany. Note that the Greater German Reich covered the
territory of not only modern Germany but also modern Austria, Poland, and the Czech Republic,
as well as small portions of other countries. At the end of the war, the majority of this territory
was occupied by the Soviet Union and therefore was generally not open to inspection by western
Allied investigators.

As an example of the distribution of wartime sites that were ultimately seized by Allied countries,
Fig. 11.15 shows a map of plants run by or affiliated with I.G. Farben in 1943. The large majority
were located within the Greater German Reich (covering modern Germany, Austria, Poland, and
the Czech Republic), although a few I.G. Farben plants were located outside that territory (mainly
in France). There were also I.G. Farben-associated facilities in Norway that are not shown on this
map.

Some (but certainly not all) major sites involved in scientific research, development, and production
during World War II are shown in:

• Fig. 11.16 for locations in modern Germany.

• Fig. 11.17 for locations in modern Austria and Hungary.

• Fig. 11.18 for locations in modern Poland and Russia.

• Fig. 11.19 for locations in the modern Czech Republic and Slovakia.
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Figure 11.13: Map of areas controlled directly or indirectly by Germany in 1942. Most German
research and industry was located within the Greater German Reich (darkest area), although there
were also major sites in satellite countries, especially France and Norway. At the end of the war,
Allied countries seized materials, scientists, and information from sites in the regions they regained
or occupied.
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Figure 11.14: Map of the Greater German Reich in 1941, not including satellite countries that
were also controlled by Germany. At the end of the war, the Soviet Union, United States, United
Kingdom, and France seized materials, scientists, and information from sites in the regions they
occupied. Note that the majority of this territory was occupied by the Soviet Union and therefore
was generally not open to inspection by western Allied investigators.
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Figure 11.15: Map of plants run by or affiliated with I.G. Farben in 1943. The large majority
were located within the Greater German Reich, but that included the territory of modern Austria,
Poland, and the Czech Republic in addition to modern Germany. Like other scientific sites, I.G.
Farben plants were seized at the end of the war by the countries occupying the corresponding
regions.
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Figure 11.16: Some major sites involved in research and development during World War II that are
located in modern Germany.
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Notes for Fig. 11.16, showing sites located in modern Germany:

Berlin area: universities and technical schools; Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes; Kummersdorf and Span-
dau army research centers; Oranienburg Auer/SS research center; Reichspost research institutes;
AEG, Siemens, Degussa, I.G. Farben, and other industry (e.g., pp. 2396, 2426, 2494, 2590, 2592,
2931) [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

Braunschweig: Buchler uranium and SS facilities (p. 2931).

Bremerhaven: naval research and development (e.g., p. 1081).

Elberfeld/Leverkusen area: I.G. Farben plants, including chemical warfare agent development (e.g.,
p. 2424).

Erfurt area: numerous underground facilities (pp. 2433–2434, 2694–2696, 2717–2788) and also ura-
nium deposits [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016; Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

Frankfurt area: universities, research institutes, and industry [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

Friedrichshafen and Unterraderach (pp. 2490–2492).

Göttingen University.

Hamburg area: universities, research institutes, and industry; chemical and nuclear weapons devel-
opment in Lüneburger Heide/Munster-Lager/Raubkammer (e.g., pp. 2374–2378, 2587–2592, 2682).

Heidelberg: university and Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes.

Jena: Zeiss (e.g., pp. 948–952, 958, 1473); other research and development installations in surround-
ing area.

Johanngeorgenstadt and Schneeberg area: uranium mining [Zeman and Karlsch 2008] and use for
nuclear development (p. 2433).

Kaufering/Landsberg: installation possibly involved in nuclear work (p. 2423).

Kiel: naval research and development; uranium centrifuges (e.g., pp. 2374–2378).

Lehesten/Saalfeld area: underground facilities for rockets, aircraft, and possibly nuclear work (pp.
2425, 2431).

Leuna/Halle: I.G. Farben (e.g., pp. 2530–2534).

Munich area: universities, research institutes, and industry; Tegernsee facility (p. 2431).

Nordhausen: underground factories for rockets, missiles, and aircraft (e.g., pp. 3123–3128).

Peenemünde area of the Baltic coast: Peenemünde test center for rockets, missiles, and aircraft (e.g.,
pp. 2431, 3111–3122); Friedrich Löffler Institute for infectious disease research on Riems island (e.g.,
p. 153); military testing facilities on Rügen island (e.g., pp. 2679–2697); military testing facilities
on Bornholm island, Denmark (e.g., pp. 2432, 2792); Lübeck, Dräger Werke (e.g., p. 2542); other
facilities to produce and test advanced weapons and aircraft.

Piesteritz: chemical and possible nuclear development work (p. 2700).

Sigmaringen (p. 2431).

Stassfurt vicinity: underground Salzbergwerke facility for rocket and nuclear development (p. 2432).

Tübingen: university and research facilities (p. 2431).

Zellendorf: SS nuclear facility (p. 2426).
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Figure 11.17: Some major sites involved in research and development during World War II that are
located in modern Austria and Hungary.
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Notes for Fig. 11.17, showing sites located in modern Austria and Hungary:

Althofen: Treibacher Chemische Werke (e.g., pp. 2371–2373, 2931) [Gollmann 1994].

Ebensee: underground facilities for oil production, rocket development, and apparently nuclear-
related work (e.g., pp. 2410–2422, 3131–3133).

Floridsdorf (e.g., p. 2431).

Linz: Reichswerke Hermann Göring and other heavy industries, at least some of which were appar-
ently nuclear-related (e.g., p. 2466).

Lofer (e.g., p. 2928).

Melk vicinity and associated sites: underground facilities that were part of the Quarz development
(e.g., p. 2420) [Schmitzberger 2004].

Redl Zipf: underground facility (e.g., pp. 2410–2422).

Sopron, Hungary (e.g., p. 2417).

Stadl Paura (e.g., pp. 2410–2422).

Steyr.

St. Georgen/Gusen/Langenstein vicinity: underground facilities that were part of the Bergkristall/
Gusen/Esche development (e.g., pp. 2465–2487 and 2919–2927).

Vienna area: universities, research institutes, and industry.

Weer: heavy water production plant (e.g., pp. 2545–2548).

Wiener Neustadt vicinity (e.g., pp. 2409, 2420).

Zell am See (e.g., p. 2876).
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Figure 11.18: Some major sites involved in research and development during World War II that are
located in modern Poland and Russia.
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Notes for Fig. 11.18, showing sites located in modern Poland and Russia:

Baltic coast/Pomerania: many military test ranges located along most of the coast (e.g., p. 2681,
Leba/Rumbke, etc.).

Blizna: SS Truppenübungsplatz Heidelager A-4 (V-2) rocket test/launch site.

Bydgoszcz/Bromberg: underground facility, possibly nuclear-related (e.g., p. 2703).

Choszczno/Arnswalde: secret large underground factory.

Gdansk/Danzig: Kriegsmarine anti-radar/anti-sonar development.

Kaliningrad/Königsberg, Russia: Henschel guided missile development (e.g., p. 2495).

Lubań/Lauban area:

• GEMA-Werke for electronics.

• Leśna/Marklissa: VDM factory for A-4 (V-2) rocket engines.

• Zgorzelec/Görlitz: underground factory for A-4 (V-2) rockets.

Nord test range: Henschel Hs 117 Schmetterling surface-to-air missile development.

Oświ	ecim/Auschwitz: large I.G. Farben production facility, heavy water production, and possibly
other nuclear-related work (e.g., pp. 2699–2716); Messerschmitt Me 163 rocket plane development
at Mierz	ecice/Udetfeld just to the north.

Poznan/Posen:

• Nesselstedt/Reichsinstitut für Krebsforschung biological weapons research (pp. 1760–1773).

• Biological weapons production (e.g., p. 1780).

• Electromagnetic railgun production (e.g., pp. 2321–2322)

• Numerous factories to produce other advanced weapons and aircraft.

Racibórz/Ratibor: Siemens Plania Werke, graphite production for nuclear experiments.

“Riese” area of Lower Silesia (e.g., pp. 2740–2755):

• Ksiaż castle/Schloss Fürstenstein: Jägerstab/SS development.

• Numerous underground facilities, some of which were conducting nuclear work.

• Kowary/Schmiedeberg uranium mine (e.g., p. 2845) and heavy water production plant [Witkowski
2013, p. 224].

Szczecin/Stettin area.

• Mosty/Speck: underground facility, apparently nuclear work [Witkowski 2013, p. 224].

• Stargard and Miedwie Lake/Madüsee: surface-to-air missile development.

Tuchola Forest/Tucheler Heide: military/SS rocket testing and nuclear work (e.g., p. 2905).

Wroc law/Breslau area: Rheinmetall missile development; Brzeg Dolny/Dyhernfurth chemical weapons.
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Figure 11.19: Some major sites involved in research and development during World War II that are
located in the modern Czech Republic and Slovakia.
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Notes for Fig. 11.19, showing sites located in the modern Czech Republic and Slovakia:

Brno/Brünn: Waffenwerke-Brünn, SS academy research institute (pp. 2426, 2510).

České Budějovice/Budweis: several Siemens electronics factories for guidance systems, proximity
fuses, etc. (pp. 2502–2516, 3246–3275).

Děč́ın/Tetschen area (pp. 2502–2516, 3246–3275):

• Podmokly/Bodenbach Krizek Works/Weserwerke underground factory.

• Benesov nad Ploucnici/Beneschau AEG electronics factory.

• Schmidding factory for rockets and missiles.

• Neumann und Slabenow factories for metals and electronics.

Dubnica/Dubnitz, Slovakia: Skoda underground facility (p. 2423).

Jáchymov/St. Joachimsthal: uranium mine (pp. 2511, 2931–2933).

Liberec/Reichenberg and Jablonec/Gablonz area (pp. 2502–2516, 3246–3275):

• Bedrichov/Friedrichswald AEG factory for V-3 and V-4 rockets/guidance systems.

• Rychnov/Reichenau GETEWENT (Gesellschaft für Technisch-Wirtschaftliche Entwicklung
mbH) SS electronics factory.

• Straz nad Nisou/Habendorf Skoda underground factory.

• Tanvald/Tannwald electronics and semiconductor research facility.

• Turnov/Turnau aerospace research facility.

Litoměřice/Leitmeritz: Richard I–IV underground factories (p. 2425).

Opava/Tropau: I.G. Farben production plant, apparently involved in nuclear work (p. 2409).

Ostrava/Ostrau and Vitkovice/Witkowitz: I.G. Farben and other industrial production plants, ap-
parently some of which were involved in nuclear work (pp. 2409, 2502–2516).

Plzeň/Pilsen: Skoda/SS research facilities and administrative headquarters (p. 2928).

Prague/Praha/Prag area (pp. 2210–2229, 2502–2516, 3246–3275):

• Charles University/Prague German University.

• Bohemian/Czech Technical University in Prague.

• Kbely/Gbel airfield.

• Čelakovice/Tschelakowitz cyclotron factory (northeast of Prague).

Př́ıbram/Przibram/Pibrans: Skoda/SS rocket development facility (pp. 2908, 3377).

Štěchovice/Stechowitz: underground facility, apparently nuclear (pp. 2427–2430).
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Postwar transferred German-language documentation

In September 1945, R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts, the British and American chairs of the Combined
Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee, bragged about the acquisition and processing of “thousands
of bags” of German technical documents from up to 3377 targeted locations and scientists [AFHRA
A5186 electronic version pp. 904–1026, Ch. 4, pp. 30, 32–33]:

This file of CAFT Assessment Reports, giving details on 3,377 assessed targets is proba-
bly unique in the European Theatre. It is not a target list in the usual sense of the word,
for it is not compiled from intelligence sources and therefore based on inferences regard-
ing what should be found at the target. This file will doubtlessly serve as a primary
source for target investigations in Germany for many months to come. [...]

The Secretariat was responsible for the processing and despatch of thousands of bags
of documents evacuated by CIOS investigators. It published accession lists giving the
brief title of each document, thereby informing all concerned of the nature of documents
temporarily available in the London area.

In fact, the United States transferred over 111,000 tons of German-language research documentation
within just a three month period to one location (see p. 3098). Considering that the occupation and
document removal process lasted several years, that documents were harvested by many different
organizations and sent to many different locations, and that similar processes were carried out
not just by the United States but also the United Kingdom, France, and Soviet Union, the total
amount of transferred technical documents was presumably well over 111,000 tons—probably many
multiples of that figure, likely over 1,000,000 tons of German technical documents.

The U.S. government then gave U.S. companies such as Bell Laboratories private access to captured
German-language documentation [Gimbel 1990a, pp. 68, 71]:

All of the letters asked for assistance in the recruitment of personnel whom OTS pro-
posed to employ and send to Germany, but letters that went to private firms, such as
the Bell Telephone Laboratories, also asked if the firms would be willing and able to
send people to Washington for two or three months at company expense to analyze and
index “an immense backlog of German technical documents” already on hand. Such
“without compensation” (WOC) industrial representatives, who would obviously be in
a position to benefit their employers directly, were promised “office space, secretarial
and typing help, reproducing facilities, as well as the necessary access to all reports and
documents”...

Experts who volunteered would benefit by being the first to scrutinize the material. They
could, in fact, use the original German materials for preparing professional articles that
OTS would include in a “forthcoming Government Compendium of German wartime
technology.” Obviously—but apparently this was never stated explicitly—they could
also apply what they found to their firms’ research or use it in any other way that the
firms and agencies that released them and paid them desired.∗
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[...] As a matter of fact, the project was never completed and the proposed compendium
never appeared, with the result that individuals and firms got private access to “intellec-
tual reparations” that were originally intended for dissemination to the general public.
[...]

∗For example, one of Bell Laboratories’ people was spending half-time in Washington
to go over technical literature gathered by OTS “and search for reports that might be
of interest to the Laboratories.”

For relevant documents, see p. 2082 and many other documents in Section B.5.

Similarly, after the war hundreds of thousands of patents from German-speaking inventors were
transferred to the United States. The seizure of the patents by the United States was covered in a
number of contemporary newspaper articles, such as the following examples:

To Keep German Patents: Alien Property Custodian Will Avert Return to Reich Owners [NYT
1945-06-06 p. 11]:

James E. Markham, Alien Property Custodian, said today that every effort would be
made to prevent German-controlled-corporations and patents, seized during the war,
from returning to German hands.

German Patents To Aid U.S. Plants [NYT 1946-03-14 p. 44]:

American industry will benefit substantially as a result of the quantities of patents
and manufacturing information seized by the American technical group in the United
States zone of occupation in Germany and the vast amount of information obtained
by the first American technical expedition in the Russian zone, Robert B. MacMullin,
chief investigator of the technical industrial intelligence branch of the Department of
Commerce, said yesterday[...]

More than 4,000 documents covering a multiplicity of processes and scientific data have
been prepared for selection alike by the corporations and the small businessman, he
said and two-thirds of those included the German data. The Department of Commerce
ultimately, Mr. MacMullin continued, expects to offer 100,000 of such documents, dis-
seminating information hitherto known only to enemy countries.

These patents, Mr. MacMullin emphasized, will enable American manufacturers in many
instances to replace their lines with enemy developments.

100,000 German Patents Available [NYT 1946-08-09 p. 8]:

James E. Markham, Alien Property Custodian, said today that more than 100,000
German patents seized during the war will become available, royalty-free, to countries
that signed the patent accord in London last week.
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U.S. Said To Seize German Patents: Russian Says That Billions in Reparations Have Been Taken
Since Occupation [NYT 1947-02-16 p. 3]:

An article in [the Soviet paper] The New Times said today that the United States
and Britain already had taken from Germany the richest war booty ever obtained by
victorious powers. [...]

The longest article of all asserted that the two countries already had extracted “many
billions of dollars” worth of reparations from Germany in the form of patents, technical
information and the services of scientists and technicians.

Mr. Rubenstein, author of the article, said that although the United States and Britain
had not set a total of the reparations due them from Germany, “removal of reparations
by them in various forms has been carried on since the beginning of the occupation.”
[...]

Mr. Rubenstein asserted that in obtaining German patents United States capitalists
had “the active help” of United States occupational authorities and the Government in
Washington.

“Expert engineers and qualified German scientific workers” were described as appearing
in German research institutions, laboratories and industrial plants, learning all the
secrets, condensing them and filming them for transmission to the United States.

The writer said that hundreds of United States technicians had been sent to Germany
to learn the secrets of her industry and hundreds of German and Austrian scientists
had been sent to the United States to do research work and eventually become citizens.

German Patents List: Applications Filed in War Years Available for Allied Countries [NYT 1950-
07-02 p. E7]:

The Office of Technical Services of the Department of Commerce issues a new “finding”
guide to wartime German patent applications, which may now be used freely in Allied
countries. The guide is a subject index to the 200,000 German applications filed in the
Berlin Patent Office over the period 1940–1945.

The Association for the Diffusion of Documentation, Paris, France, compiled the finding
guide, now translated for American use. The association is offering, at $3 each, microfilm
copies of complete patent applications. The fee not only covers the preparation of the
reproduction but the task of locating the application on some one thousand microfilm
reels on which the German applications were copied.

Copies of the German patent application finding guide, entitled “Subject Outline of the
Unpublished Applications for Patents Filed at the German Patent Office 1940–1945,”
are available on request from the Office of Technical Services, United States Department
of Commerce, Washington.
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While early newspaper articles mentioned 100,000–200,000 seized German patents, the actual total
appears to have been over 750,000. A 21 April 1947 letter from the Technical Industrial Intelligence
Division to R. P. Isaacs stated [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 12, Folder Technical Inquiries -
H -, Technical Industrial Intelligence Division to R. P. Isaacs, 21 April 1947]:

You will probably be interested in knowing that single copies of almost all German
patents issued during the war years up to V-E Day are on numerical file in the Patent
Office Library in the Commerce Building. These files of German patents were seized
at the Berlin Patent Office and evacuated to the United States in the spring of 1946.
The German Patent No. 750986 is the latest one available. Photostatic copies of these
patents may be ordered at 20 cents per page from the U.S. Patent Office, Washington
25, D.C.

See Figs. 11.20–11.21 for this complete document. If German Patent No. 750986 was the last known
patent by the end of the war, the United States presumably would have possessed and asserted
rights to German patents all the way back to the first one. See also the document in Fig. 11.37.

In fact, the total number of seized patents was likely even higher, since it would have included:

• Granted German patents up to at least number 750986.

• Granted Austrian patents.

• Patent applications filed but not granted in Germany by the end of the war.

• Patent applications filed but not granted in Austria by 1938.

• Secret classified German and Austrian patents.

• Patents and patent applications filed in other countries by German and Austrian inventors.

In addition to the United States, the Soviet Union seized huge numbers of German patents, and
other countries may have as well.
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Figure 11.20: After the war, more than 750,000 patents from German-speaking inventors were
transferred to the United States [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 12, Folder Technical Inquiries
- H -, Technical Industrial Intelligence Division to R. P. Isaacs, 21 April 1947].
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Figure 11.21: After the war, more than 750,000 patents from German-speaking inventors were
transferred to the United States [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 12, Folder Technical Inquiries
- H -, Technical Industrial Intelligence Division to R. P. Isaacs, 21 April 1947].
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A detailed 1946 news article provided a great deal of contemporary insight into how all of these
German-language materials were used by the U.S. government and industry [Charles Walker 1946]:

If you always thought of war secrets—as who hasn’t?—as coming in sixes and sevens, as
a few items of information readily handed on to the properly interested authorities, it
may interest you to learn that the war secrets in this collection run into the thousands,
that the mass of documents is mountainous, and that there was never before been
anything quite comparable to it.

The collection is today chiefly in three places: Wright Field (Ohio), the Library of
Congress, and the Department of Commerce. Wright Field is working from a documents
“mother lode” of fifteen hundred tons. In Washington, the Office of Technical Services
(which has absorbed the Office of the Publication Board, the government agency origi-
nally set up to handle the collection) reports that tens of thousands of tons of material
are involved. It is estimated that over a million separate items must be handled, and
that they, very likely, contain practically all the scientific, industrial and military secrets
of Nazi Germany.

One Washington official has called it “the greatest single source of this type of material
in the world, the first orderly exploitation of an entire country’s brain-power.” [...]

The German Patent Office put some of its most secret patents down a sixteen-hundred-
foot mine shaft at Heringen, then piled liquid oxygen, in cylinders, on top of them. When
the American Joint Intelligence Objectives team found them, it was doubtful that they
could be saved. They were legible, but in such bad shape that a trip to the surface would
make them disintegrate. Photo equipment and a crew were therefore lowered into the
shaft and a complete microfilm record made of the patents there. [...]

For the war secrets, which conventionally used to be counted in scores, will run to three-
quarters of a million separate documentary items (two-thirds of them on aeronautics)
and will require several years and several hundreds of people to screen and prepare them
for wide public use.

Today translators and abstracters of the Office of Technical Services, successor to the
OPB, are processing them at the rate of about a thousand a week. Indexing and cata-
loguing the part of the collection which will be permanently kept may require more than
two millions cards; and at Wright Field the task is so complicated that electric punch-
card machines are to be installed. A whole new glossary of German-English terms has
had to be compiled—something like forty thousand words on new technical and scientific
items.

With so many documents, it has, of course, been impossible because of time and money
limitations to reprint or reproduce more than a very few. To tell the public what is
available, therefore, the OTS issues a bibliography weekly. This contains the newest
war secrets information as released—with titles, prices of copies currently available or
to be made up, and an abstract of contents.

The original document, or the microfilm copy, is then generally sent to the Library of
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Congress, which is now the greatest depository. To make them more easily accessible to
the public, the Library sends copies, when enough are available, to about 125 so-called
“depository” libraries throughout the United States.

And is the public doing anything with these one-time war secrets? It is—it is eating
them up. As many as twenty thousand orders have been filled in a month, and the order
rate is now a thousand items a day. Scientists and engineers declare that the informa-
tion is “cutting years from the time we would devote to problems already scientifically
investigated.” And American business men...! A run through the Publication Board’s
letters file shows the following:

The Bendix Company in South Bend, Indiana, writes for a German patent on the record
player changer “with records stacked above the turntable.” Pillsbury Mills wants to have
what is available on German flour and bread production methods. Kendall Manufac-
turing Company (“Soapine”) wants insect repellent compounds. Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn
Company, Iowa, asks about “interrogation of research workers at the agricultural high
school at Hohenheim.” Pacific Mills requests I. G. Farbenindustrie’s water-repellent,
crease-resistant finish for spun rayon. The Polaroid Company would like something on
“the status of exploitation of photography and optics in Germany.” (There are, inci-
dentally, ten to twenty thousand German patents yet to be screened.)

The most insatiable customer is Amtorg, the Soviet Union’s foreign trade organization.
One of its representatives walked into the Publication Board office with the bibliography
in hand and said, “I want copies of everything.” The Russians sent one order in May
for $5,594.00 worth—two thousand separate war secrets reports. In general, they buy
every report issued. Americans, too, think there is extraordinarily good prospecting in
the war secrets lode. Company executives practically park on the OTS’s front doorstep,
wanting to be first to get hold of a particular report on publication. Some information
is so valuable that to get it a single day ahead of a competitor, may be worth thousands
of dollars. But the OTS takes elaborate precautions to be sure that no report is ever
available to anyone before general public release.

After a certain American aircraft company had ordered a particular captured war doc-
ument, it was queried as to whether the information therein had made it or saved it any
money. The cost of the report had been a few dollars. The company answered: “Yes—at
least a hundred thousand dollars.”

A research head of another business firm took notes for three hours in the OTS offices one
day. “Thanks very much,” he said, as he stood to go, “the notes from these documents
are worth at least half a million dollars to my company.”

And after seeing the complete report on the German synthetic fiber industry, one Amer-
ican manufacturer remarked:

This report would be worth twenty million dollars to my company if it could have it
exclusively.

Of course you, and anybody else, can now have it, and lots of other once secret infor-
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mation, for a few dollars. All the war secrets, as released, are completely in the public
domain.

Konrad Adenauer, the first post-war Chancellor of West Germany, summarized the extent of the
continuing damage to Germany in his memoirs [Adenauer 1966, pp. 147–148]:

Let me mention the question of German patents in this context. You know that all
German patents were released. At the end of 1948 the director of the American Office
for Technical Services, Mr. John Green, gave the press a report on his activities, which
were concerned with the exploitation of German patents and industrial secrets. What
strikes one in this report is the fact that AMTORG was the keenest purchaser. That
is Moscow’s foreign trade organization. During one month alone the Russians bought
more than two thousand Wehrmacht reports on secret German weapons for which they
paid six thousand dollars. According to a statement made by an American expert the
patents formerly belonging to IG Farben have given the American chemical industry
a lead of at least ten years. The damage thus caused to the German economy is huge
and cannot be assessed in figures. It is extraordinarily regrettable that the new German
inventions cannot be protected either, because Germany is not a member of the Patent
Union. Britain has declared that it will respect German inventions regardless of what
the peace treaty may say. But America has refused to issue such a declaration. German
inventors are therefore not in a position to exploit their own inventions. This puts a
considerable brake on German economic development.

Figures 11.22–11.23 show examples of rows and rows of bookcases filled with boxes of reports taken
from and written about German and Austrian science and engineering programs, collected after
World War II and stored at the U.K. Imperial War Museum in Duxford.

For historians, even worse than the Allied removal of German-language documents was the in-
tentional and systematic Allied destruction of German-language documents. As shown in Figs.
11.24–11.25, postwar Allied reports explicitly discussed “the denial of certain archives, records, and
papers to the Germans” by “the organized destruction of papers... which must not be permitted to
fall into German hands after the departure of occupation forces” [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box
62, Report German Documents Conference]. What quantities of German documents were destroyed
by the Allies? What information did those documents contain that prompted the Allies to destroy
them? Were any copies of those documents retained in any Allied countries?
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Figure 11.22: Bookcase aisles filled with boxes of reports taken from and written about German
and Austrian science and engineering programs, collected after World War II and stored at the
U.K. Imperial War Museum (Duxford).
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Figure 11.23: Bookcase aisles filled with boxes of reports taken from and written about German
and Austrian science and engineering programs, collected after World War II and stored at the
U.K. Imperial War Museum (Duxford).
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Figure 11.24: Postwar Allied reports explicitly discussed “the denial of certain archives, records, and
papers to the Germans” by “the organized destruction of papers... which must not be permitted
to fall into German hands after the departure of occupation forces” [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75,
Box 62, Report German Documents Conference].
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Figure 11.25: Postwar Allied reports explicitly discussed “the denial of certain archives, records, and
papers to the Germans” by “the organized destruction of papers... which must not be permitted
to fall into German hands after the departure of occupation forces” [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75,
Box 62, Report German Documents Conference].
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Postwar transferred English-language documentation

Beginning even before the war ended and continuing for several years afterward, the United States
and United Kingdom sent many thousands of government, university, and industrial investigators
into areas formerly controlled by the Third Reich to interview German-speaking scientists and
engineers. Under threat of long-term imprisonment (for example at facilities such as “Dustbin” in
Fig. 11.26, “Halstead Exploitation Centre” in Fig. 11.27, or Fort Hunt in Fig. 11.2) or execution
for war crimes, the scientists and engineers were “interrogated” (as the Allies openly called it) for
anywhere from days to months at a time, or even repeatedly by different investigators for years
after the war, and required to give the Allied investigators detailed explanations, documentation,
and hardware for all of their work.

This policy applied to all research and development activities, not just those with military histories
or potential. Allied investigators inspected and wrote detailed reports on the manufacture of items
as diverse and as non-military as German planetarium projectors [BIOS 218], harmonicas [BIOS
227], ice skates [BIOS 506], mattress springs [BIOS 601], fishing rods [BIOS 1086], spoons and forks
[BIOS 1647], and sewing thread [FIAT 308–312]. Reports such as BIOS 769 (German Manufacture of
Sewing Machines, Garment Making Machines, Cloth Cutting Machines, Sewing Machine Needles)
gave detailed lists of documents and machines to be “evacuated” from Germany and Austria to
the United States and United Kingdom for “research” purposes. Even German doll makers and
the stuffed toy manufacturer Steiff were exhaustively mined for any design or production secrets
that could help U.S. and U.K. toy manufacturers out-compete them in the postwar market [Gimbel
1990a, pp. 165–166; BIOS 1371; BIOS 1622].

In fact, Allied investigators combed not only former Axis countries and territory for innovations
they could harvest, but Switzerland as well, even though Switzerland had remained neutral and
independent in the war. A number of reports documented such investigations in Switzerland [e.g.,
BIOS 1417; FIAT 306; FIAT 509].

The total number of U.S. and U.K. investigators is unclear from existing records, but may well
have greatly exceeded the number of German-speaking scientists and engineers being interrogated.

Between 22 August 1944 and 13 July 1945, at least 2197 different U.S. and U.K. investigators
visited at least 3377 separate scientific targets (places and/or people) in Europe on behalf of CIOS
[AFHRA A5186 electronic version pp. 904–1026, Ch. 4, pp. 29–30]. Those numbers do not include
investigators or locations visited during that time by organizations other than CIOS.

The number of U.S. investigators who visited between July 1945 and June 1946 is difficult to locate
but must have numbered in the thousands. At least 4994 U.S. FIAT (Field Information Agency,
Technical) investigators visited Germany during the 12-month period of 1 July 1946–30 June 1947
[Gimbel 1990a, p. 79]. Of course, that number does not include U.S. investigators from agencies
other than FIAT, or investigators from other countries.

At least 1300 U.K. investigators visited Germany just during July–August 1945, and at least 2800
more between then and February 1946 [Glatt 1994, p. 163].
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Figure 11.26: Kransberg Castle, used by U.S. and U.K. forces as the “Dustbin” detention center
during 1945–1946 for imprisoning and interrogating scientists, engineers, and military officers with
especially valuable scientific knowledge.
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Figure 11.27: Fort Halstead in the United Kingdom, where (a) large numbers of German-speaking
scientists were interrogated during and after the war (the “Halstead Exploitation Centre”), (b)
thousands of captured German-language reports were translated to English (HEC series reports),
and (c) the first British nuclear weapons were developed after the war (likely not a coincidence)
[https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1396578].
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A 1947 New York Times article stated that at least 6000 U.S. industry experts had been sent to
Germany in search of files, patents, and factories [NYT 1947-05-26 p. 35]:

German Secrets Net U.S. $1,500,000: 400,000 Copies of Documents Already Sold to
Industry—Russia Good Customer.

The United States is collecting reparations from Germany at the rate of $6,000 a week
from sale of Nazi wartime technical and scientific inventions.

To date, sale of these hitherto secret inventions and scientific reports to American
citizens and corporations has yielded the Commerce Department a gross revenue of
$1,500,000, and the amount is still growing.

This has been disclosed by John C. Green, director of the new Office of Technical
Services, whose 600 employees have been collecting, classifying and microfilming German
patents and documents since the end of the war.

More than 400,000 copies of scientific documents, according to Mr. Green, already have
been sold to American concerns at an average fee of $3 to $4 a document. He estimates
new orders are coming in from American businessmen at the rate of 1,000 a day.

Mr. Green says that, to his knowledge, this is the only Federal agency in Washington
currently collecting reparations from Germany.

Since the end of the war, the agency has processed 75,000 original technological re-
ports and still has on hand 2,000 truckloads—with an estimated 400,000 unprocessed
documents—which have been shipped here from Germany.

Many of the processes and inventions are considered “priceless” by officials. Several large
United States corporations are said to have been willing to pay as high as $20,000,000
for exclusive rights to a German process.

The Government, however, has laid down the policy that seized scientific information
is to be made available to all comers at nominal fees.

Under this policy, it is estimated that the Russian Government has purchased $17,000
worth of documents totaling nearly 5,000 separate items. The Russian purchasing agency,
Amtorg, has been ordering documents at a token price since last year, according to of-
ficials.

Although Commerce Department officials at first were reluctant to sell the information
to the Russian Government, the State Department laid down the policy that reports
should be sold to Amtorg because the material is being made public and anyone could
write in and get it.

The German “brain-picking” project is the joint venture of business and Government.
To help Commerce employees dig out the documents, United States industry sent 6,000
experts of its own to Germany in the search of I. G. Farben files, patents and factories.
[...]
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Many documents from this time testify to the large number of investigators who visited individual
German and Austrian scientists. For example, BIOS 100, Development of Panzerfaust, pp. 1, 15
recorded the visitors (most of whom were apparently not even from known U.S. agencies) for two
different scientists, Drs. Langweiler and Kittel:

Dr. LANGWEILER [the inventor of Panzerfaust] stated that he had been interviewed 16
times before. On each occasion some of his documents and equipment had been removed.
He was finally left with only an incomplete set of drawings of PANZERFAUST 150. No
record or report of any of these previous interviews can be found by the writers of this
report. [...]

Kittel stated that he had been interrogated in June by an American officer and an
American technician. No record of this interrogation can be traced at FIAT, USFET,
Third US Army, or Seventh US Army. It is recommended that the report on this previous
interrogation should be obtained and circulated to the organisations concerned.

Similarly, BIOS 115, Report on the Interrogation of Dr. Kurt Stenge, p. 3, reported the treatment
of Dr. Stenge prior to his latest (but probably not last) interrogation:

Dr. STENGE had previously been kept for a month at Paris where he was submitted
to several interrogations, mainly by American investigators, but including one by Com-
mander STUDDERT (sie), R.N. Subsequent to this he lived near MAGDEBURG where
he was visited by Commander WASHBURN, R.N., who was stated to have removed all
his records.

As another example, the most recent Allied investigators to interrogate Robert Pohl, a solid state
physics professor, were surprised that he was not immediately thrilled to see them after all of his
previous Allied interrogators (BIOS 870, Physics of the Solid State, p. 4):

Professor Pohl was inclined at first to be cold and formal, presumably because he had
been investigated by rather a large number of people in British uniform, but he warmed
up increasingly as he understood how much our interests had in common with his own,
and from then on the visit was a great success.

Describing the investigators, the New York Times wrote [NYT 1947-02-23 pp. SM33–35]:

An American invasion of Germany which started even before V-E Day is now at the
peak of operations, with its mission approximately half completed. It is made up of
business men, scholars, researchers and technical experts, military and civilian, who have
been ferreting out German secrets of science and industry, particularly Nazi wartime
developments. [...]

The dollar value of these discoveries cannot be accurately estimated. Yet, an indication
was given when an official of the I. G. Farben Company in Germany, handing over a
chemical formula to a member of the Commerce Department’s Office of Technical Ser-
vice, which directs the operation, said: “We spent $500,000 in developing this process.”
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American action in taking these data from Germany gives a new meaning to the old
adage that “To the victor belong the spoils,” points out John C. Green, director of the
OTS. “We are giving worldwide distribution to scientific knowledge; already nationals
of twenty-eight countries have received our reports. And, in addition, we are blasting
the German-controlled cartels.” [...]

Today a startling number of products and processes which offer considerable promise
have already been analyzed and are being publicized. Among these are the magneto-
phone, a sound-recording and reproducing machine using plastic tape (coated with iron
oxide) instead of disks, and magnetism instead of needles; a “negative-positive” process
for colored moving pictures which accomplishes in two steps what now requires nine; a
superior photoelectric cell, used particularly in speaking along a beam of light; an in-
genious “fixed paper” condenser; a butter-making machine, and improved processes in
mass production of radar and radio chassis, in supersonics, and in acetylene and carbon
monoxide chemistry. [...]

Several German cinema films made with the new color process have been exhibited in
the Commerce Building in Washington, notably “The Girl of My Dreams” and “Golden
City.” The color has been described almost lyrically by reviewers. A report on this
process is scheduled for release soon.

The “Gudden” photoelectric cell—twenty to fifty times more sensitive than any devel-
oped in the United States—was used by the Nazis in the war through the “photophone.”
With this outfit persons several miles apart, and in situations where telephone wires
cannot be strung, can converse over a beam of visible light or invisible infra-red light.

The “fixed paper” condenser, developed by the Robert Bosch Company, is of interest
to American makers of electrical and electronic systems, automobiles, radio sets and
radar equipment. In it the usual metal foil is replaced by a very thin, vaporized zinc
coating, applied directly onto paper separators. Its special features are that it is smaller,
cheaper, “heals” automatically after breakdown and may be operated at from 20 to 50
per cent higher voltages than is possible with paper-and-foil capacitors. [...]

The German acetylene processes may turn out to be the most valuable of all, in the
making of plastics, drugs, dyes and fuels.

These devices, with hundreds of others, are now finding their way into the hands of
American manufacturers for close study.

These U.S. and U.K. investigators wrote over 8000 English-language reports, as shown in Table
11.6.
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Report series Abbreviation Number

British Intelligence Objective Subcommittee final reports BIOS ≥1874

British Intelligence Objective Subcommittee miscellaneous reports BIOS Misc. ≥110

British Intelligence Objective Subcommittee overall reports BIOS Overall ≥50

British Intelligence Objective Subcommittee evaluation reports BIOS ER ≥576

Combined Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee final reports CIOS ≥1131

Combined Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee evaluation reports CIOS ER ≥390

Field Information Agency, Technical final reports FIAT ≥1388

FIAT Review of German Science 1939–1946 FIAT Review 84

Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency final reports JIOA ≥80

Naval Technical Mission in Europe letter reports NavTecMisEu LR ≥239

Naval Technical Mission in Europe final reports NavTecMisEu ≥557

Technical Oil Mission reports TOM ???

Interrogation, interim, and unpublished reports for above agencies >2000

Total >8479

Table 11.6: Some major series of English-language reports on German creations.

The U.S. and U.K. governments made almost all of those reports available to anyone (even the
Soviet Union) simply for the printing costs of each report copy [Gimbel 1990a, pp. 96, 101]:

The subjects of the reports offered for sale by the OTS touched virtually every aspect
of German industry and technology: acetylene chemistry, synthetic fuels and rubber,
synthetic lubricating oils, synthetic fibers and textile manufacturing, ceramics, diesel
motors, optics and glass, wind tunnels, heavy presses, infrared, tape recorders and met-
alized plastic tapes, cold extrusion of steel, electron microscopes, electric condensers, a
butter-making machine, fruit juices, a machine to wrap chocolates, a process to preserve
soybean oil, white carbon black, cellulose products and wood sugars, dental supplies,
synthetic mica flakes, synthetic sapphires for watch, clock, and instrument bearings,
color film and color-film processing, quartz clocks, pharmaceuticals, insecticides, syn-
thetic blood plasma, artificial leather, plastics, colors and dyes, soaps and detergents,
woodworking machinery, slide fasteners, sewing needles, cheese-making equipment, po-
tentiometers and other precise measuring instruments, milk cans, manure spreaders,
motorcycles, and cameras and photographic equipment, among other things.

Neither the investigators who wrote the Publication Board reports nor the firms that
bought them from OTS were obligated to report back on how the reports were used or
on the benefits derived from them. Some of them did, however, thus providing a few
insights into what remains essentially a closed book.
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[...] In May 1947, Robert Reiss, of OTS, listed—albeit without giving details—the names
of seven companies known to be using the German acetylene chemical processes, three
companies using German circuit-breaker technology, two companies using synthetic mica
developed in Germany, two companies using the Fischer-Tropsch synthetic fuels tech-
nology brought from Germany, and individual firms that were using information from
Germany on radio condensers, tape recorders, phase-contrast microscopes, cold extru-
sion of steel, and synthetic fibers.

Even though U.S. companies spent a great deal of time and money sending investigators to interview
German-speaking creators and procuring copies of English and German documentation on their
work, and then soon thereafter produced new products bearing a remarkable resemblance to those
German creations, U.S. companies were loath to publicly admit any direct transfer of technological
knowledge [Gimbel 1990a, pp. 224 note 26]:

It is indicative of how hard it is to come by information on American companies’ use
of German technology that after John C. Green presented some of Reiss’s information
in testimony before Congress, some firms denied vigorously that they had, in fact, used
or benefitted from German technology. For example, Bruce K. Brown, of the Standard
Oil Company, denied Green’s assertion that Stanolind Oil and Gas Company of Kansas
was using Fischer-Tropsch process techniques, arguing that the information was avail-
able before the war and that the basic principles were generally known. U.S. research
laboratories and pilot plants, he said, had existed in the United States “since well before
World War II.” But this argument flies in the face of the verifiable fact that the U.S.
Technical Oil Mission swarmed over Germany in 1945 and that the American Petroleum
Institute and the Bureau of Mines sent several follow-up missions to Germany to gather
information on the Fischer-Tropsch process—information that, as we have seen else-
where in this study, American industry and the American government continued to
try to expropriate as late as 1951. [...] Further, W. A. Steiger, the patent attorney for
Westinghouse Electric Company, wrote to Congressman Karl Stefan—also in response
to Green’s testimony before Congress—that the OTS/FIAT operation had been useless
to his company. “So far as our company is concerned, I have investigated the situation,
and it is my personal opinion that this particular Government activity is of no value
to us.” [...] Green reacted by informing Steiger that OTS records showed that between
1945 and Feb. 1948, Westinghouse had purchased 388 copies of reports...
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Postwar transferred unwritten knowledge

In addition to technical knowledge transferred via documentation written in German or English, a
vast amount of knowledge was transferred in unwritten form.

One route for unwritten transfer was of course the knowledge and work of the more than 6000
German-speaking scientists and engineers who ultimately moved to the United States [Mick 2000,
p. 316], the more than 9000 who worked for the Soviet Union either in the Soviet Union or in East
Germany [Mick 2000, pp. 15–17; Naimark 1995, pp. 230–232], and the thousands of others who
worked for the United Kingdom, France, and other countries.

However, a less well known yet still pervasive and highly influential form of unwritten knowledge
transfer occurred as the many thousands of Allied investigators took information that they did not
record in their reports [Gimbel 1990a, pp. 107–112]:

These reports and other records of FIAT and OTS provide a basis for illustrating the
nature of the scientific and technical know-how removed from Germany, but much of
what the Americans gained and the Germans lost remained unreported.

Incomplete Reports. Investigators, who were not required to discuss their reasons for
wanting to visit specific targets if they thought doing so would reveal industrial or
trade secrets of their own, often spent days and weeks at a given location in Germany
without including more than a passing reference in their reports to what they did there.
Sometimes they admitted quite frankly that they had been “exposed to all sorts of little
interesting gadgets and tricks of the trade which are too numerous and detailed, it is
believed, to cover in this report.” Echoing those words, a FIAT summary report of 20
November 1946 talked about “the various bits of ‘know-how’, the gadgets and ‘tricks of
the trade’ which investigators observe in passing through the plants, possibly making
no particular mental note or record at the time” but which they can use “later when
back on the job and facing a problem where the same application can be made.” The
OTS director, John C. Green, who praised his operation publicly as the source of “the
only solid and permanent reparations we are going to get out of this war” and as the
provider of “intellectual reparations, prizes of victory which can be shared by every
American businessman,” nevertheless noted that “in countless cases, a process, device,
or tool observed by an investigator in Germany will be passed on to an American firm to
increase efficiency and lower costs.” Furthermore, in at least one instance he admitted
privately that investigators and document screeners were “pocketing some information
they obtained instead of including it in their reports or contributing it to microfilmed
material.”

Inadequate Reports. [...] As a case in point Green mentioned the two FIAT reports by C.
H. Reynolds, of the Sheffield Corporation, which were judged by the Publication Board
to be so poorly done as to be unpublishable, even though Reynolds’s own company
considered his findings important enough to send him and one of his colleagues back
to Germany for more detailed investigations. Meanwhile, the rest of the industry knew
nothing of the details of what Reynolds had learned, although they knew about it in
general. FIAT’s response, though devoid of solutions, shows that Green’s case in point
was but the tip of the iceberg. [...]
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No Reports. In a letter of 11 April 1946 to the Office of Military Government for Ger-
many (OMGUS), whose field-branch office in Stuttgart had complained that FIAT op-
erations were little more than a conveyor belt for industrial espionage, Colonel Ralph M.
Osborne, the U.S. chief of FIAT, wrote that even though investigators came from pri-
vate firms, all of them were under government contracts requiring them to report their
findings and prohibiting them from using their positions to secure special information
for their own firms. [...]

Without-compensation (WOC) investigators often did not cooperate. Some of them had
obviously used FIAT “as a pretext to get into Germany” to conduct their own private
affairs; those who had previous business connections in Germany were particularly hard
to handle. Many investigators simply used target-assessment reports in the FIAT files
as models for their own perfunctory final reports; some of them refused to write reports;
and others who had initially refused to write reports wrote inadequate ones when they
were pressured to do so.

OTS’s solution to the problem of incomplete, inadequate, and nonexistent reports was
to open the floodgates and send as many people to Germany as it could, presumably so
that as many as possible could get what they wanted for themselves. [...]

In February 1947, John C. Green [...] published “Last Call for Germany.” “The oppor-
tunity to enter any factory, see any documents, inspect any equipment and interrogate
any expert cannot last indefinitely,” he warned. “This is American industry’s last chance
to acquire, at small cost, a wealth of scientific and technical information.” [...] Green
observed that “victory opened the doors and the files of German factories and labora-
tories to American investigators.” He concluded that “it will be a national tragedy... if
we allow the doors to shut before we have added all of the best of Germany’s technical
knowledge to our own.”

Describing this form of unwritten knowledge transfer, Bradley Dewey, president of the American
Chemical Society, remarked [Gimbel 1990a, p. 227]:

...that most valuable material is not in reports but in the ideas which [the] investigator
keeps in his own head.

Postwar influence on the structure of the U.S. research system

Many of the general approaches that had made the German-speaking world so effective at producing
revolutionary creators and creations were at least temporarily adopted by the United States research
system. As discussed in Section 11.2, those general approaches played a critical role in the successes
of the U.S. R&D programs during the 1940s–1960s. Unfortunately, the abandonment of those
approaches after that period seems to have greatly contributed to the steady decline in revolutionary
innovation from the 1970s to the present, as described in Section 11.3.
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Net impact

From archival documents and authoritative sources, it seems clear that:

• By the first several decades of the twentieth century, German-speaking scientists and en-
gineers were generally many years ahead of others in biology and medicine, chemistry and
materials science, earth and space science, applied mathematics and physics, electrical and
electromagnetic engineering, mechanical engineering, nuclear science and engineering, and
aerospace engineering.

• German-speaking creators and their creations played critical roles in advancing the scientific
and technological levels of other countries in all of those fields to some extent before and
during World War II and to an enormous degree after the war.

• The transfer of German-speaking creators and creations to the United States, United King-
dom, France, Soviet Union, and other countries was essentially equivalent to the transfer
of a vast amount of wealth, including past financial investments in the research as well as
then-current and future financial income. Allied countries publicly described that transfer as
“reparations” and continued to benefit from it for decades after the end of World War II.
Germany and Austria suffered the corresponding loss.

In September 1945, R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts, the British and American chairs of the Combined
Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee, declared [Fig. 11.28, AFHRA A5186 electronic version pp.
904–1026, Foreword, p. 5]:

The effective exploitation of German technical development has proven one of the signif-
icant results accruing from the conduct of the European War. The value of the scientific
knowledge and “know how” thus obtained cannot now be fully measured. That this
intelligence contributed to the defeat of Japan is well established. The benefits of this
knowledge to British and US industry will be measured in terms of economic progress
and well-being for many years to come.

These conclusions regarding the value of German technology that could be “exploited” as “repa-
rations” by Allied countries were publicly stated by people from high-ranking government officials
to journalists at that time. A good example from the press is Ian Bevin, Germany Disgorges Her
Rich Secrets, News Chronicle (London) 21 February 1946 p. 2 (which made extensive use of the
September 1945 Linstead and Betts report):

Allied agents have unearthed information of inestimable industrial value. [...]

Technical and scientific knowledge gleaned from conquered Germany has provided the
first great reparations payment to the Allies. [...]

Just how the Governments will dispose of German industrial secrets to competitive
private enterprises is not yet clear, but, as the information gained from Germany is
regarded as a form of reparations, it will presumably be used for national rather than
private gain. [...]
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These [long list of examples] are only a few of the thousands of discoveries made by CIOS,
ranging from major industrial secrets to minor points of manufacturing technique, and
adding up to one of the richest war prizes any victor could hope for. All that remains
is for the Allies to use the information they have gained, and not let it lie forgotten in
the files of Government departments.

For other examples of contemporary press reports, see the Harper’s Magazine article on p. 1498
and the New York Times articles on pp. 1508 and 1509.

In March 1946, U.S. Army Colonel Ernest Gruhn, the first director of the Joint Intelligence Ob-
jectives Agency, wrote an amazingly candid draft press release that described how dependent the
United States was not only on the massive postwar influx of German-speaking creators and cre-
ations, but also on earlier German-speaking immigrant scientists as well [Figs. 11.29–11.33. Ernest
Gruhn. 14 March 1946. Exploitation of Germany for Technological and Scientific Information.
NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1A, Box 4, Folder 383.7 Policy–1946.]:

After World War I there was no real attempt by the victors to exploit Germany for
technical and scientific knowledge. However, long before World War II with Germany
had ended, plans were made by the Joint Chiefs of Staff for the complete exploitation
of Germany for technical information.

In accordance with these plans, the government is now engaged in exploiting Germany
for all the technical and scientific information that can be obtained. Exploitation has
involved the sending of several hundred highly qualified American technicians and sci-
entists into Germany close upon the heels of our conquering armies. These investigators
have examined manufacturing plans and equipment, records and documents and have
interrogated German personnel. The information of industrial value that has been col-
lected is being made available to the public by the Department of Commerce.

Steps are now being taken to extend this exploitation by bringing the best German
scientists and technicians to this country so that their talents can be used here. [...]

In the past, the United States has depended to a considerable extent upon German
scientists for pure basic scientific research. Such research forms the basis of practical
developments. [...]

The exploitation of these highly trained Germans will be of great value to the develop-
ment of new types of weapons which were being planned by the Germans as the war
ended. It will also be in the national interest to use them to increase our production
potential in many industrial fields. [...]

Closely related to the exploitation of German scientists and technicians is the govern-
ment program for exploitation of German developments in industrial machinery, tool,
equipment and materials. Samples of these are being procured through reparations pro-
cedures for shipment to the United States where they are made available for study by
American industry on a non-restrictive open-to-the-public basis.
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From the above, it is evident that the government is using vacuum cleaner methods to
acquire all the technical and scientific information that the Germans have. The value
of this information to the United States will probably far exceed any cash reparations.

The U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff responded to Colonel Gruhn’s proposed press release by immediately
classifying and burying it; see Fig. 11.34.

In June 1946, U.S. Army Air Force Major General Curtis LeMay did give a public assessment of
the German-language materials transferred after the war [LeMay 1946]:

At Wright Field, O[hio]., German scientists are now assisting American scientists in
translating great masses of captured German scientific documents. These documents
reveal, as the materiel at Freeman Field indicates, the extent to which German science
had out-distanced American science in basic and applied scientific research and in air-
craft development. It has been estimated that the Germans were 10 to 15 years ahead
of us in fundamental research.

This same estimate that German-speaking innovators were at least a decade ahead of the United
States and other countries in a wide variety of fields was independently given by other sources (e.g.,
pp. 532, 1500). For example, the New York Times reported [NYT 1947-05-17 p. 2]:

German Scientists’ Help Said To Save Us 10 Years

The importation of 350 German scientists has “already put the United States ten years
ahead of schedule in some fields of research and has saved millions of dollars in research
costs,” American Army headquarters said today.

The German scientists in the United States are employed on such studies as guided
missiles, supersonic planes, jet engines, cancer, photography, meteorology, metallurgy,
textiles and cereals—all under the supervision of the War Department.

However, headquarters said, “the War Department will begin soon to release German
scientists to American industry under the supervision of the Department of Commerce.”

In January 1947, L. B. Kilgore from the U.S. Technical Industrial Intelligence Division (TIID) of
the Department of Commerce explicitly described how much German-derived knowledge had been
transferred to the United States and how important it was for the country [Figs. 11.35–11.37. L.
B. Kilgore. 10 January 1947. Proposal for a Compendium of German War Time Technology, Draft
No. 2. NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To and From Robert
Reiss.]:

The accumulation of the technical industrial information, which has resulted from the
detailed investigations of the German industry for the past two years by this office, has
reached such enormous proportions that it has become difficult to inform the public of
the possible benefits available to it. This accumulation of information not only represents
the greatest transfer of mass intelligence ever made from one country to another, but it
also represents one of the most valuable acquisitions ever made by this country.
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In December 1947, U.S. Air Force General Donald Putt explained that German and Austrian
scientists were so far ahead of U.S. scientists in a wide range of fields that suitable American
scientists could not be found for U.S. programs, that large numbers of German and Austrian
scientists were now developing their creations for the U.S. military, and that they were working
for substandard wages [Figs. 11.38–11.39. Donald Putt to Joseph McNarney. 10 December 1947.
German Specialist Program at the Air Materiel Command, Tab F. AFHRA A2056 electronic p.
405–406.]:

(a) With the exception of those eliminated by a continuous screening process during
the one-year probationary period, all specialists now assigned to the various laboratories
and activities of Air Materiel Command are outstanding in their respective scientific
and engineering fields.

The majority have specific talents and all were associated with German research and
development during the war period.

The majority were selected for their work in fields of aeronautical research, such as
supersonics, jet and rocket engines, guided missiles, ceramics, jet and rocket fuels, etc.,
in which American technicians had little or no experience, due to emphasis being placed
on other lines of development. Today, however, USAF development is concentrated on
those fields in which the Germans had advanced beyond our own knowledge in those
same fields.

Millions of dollars were spent by the Germans in research in these fields. By utilization
of the German specialists, the Air Force can start where German research left off,
rather than spending many dollars of public funds repeating what has already been
accomplished or determined to have been unsatisfactory. Not to take advantage of this
possibility is short-sighted and unrealistic. [...]

(e) The German specialists now on duty at Air Materiel Command have been and are
now making significant contributions to the development of Air Force items of equipment
and to technical and scientific literature. The specialists are an important cog in the
Air Force research and development program. [...]

(g) Salaries being paid to the German specialists are less than would be required for
equivalent American technicians if they were available.

An official U.S. Air Force program history written in 1948 again stated that German scientists were
many years ahead of their American counterparts [Fig. 11.40. Edna Jensen. 1948. History of AAF
Participation in Project Paperclip, May 1945–Mar 1947, p. 44. AFHRA A2055 electronic p. 747.]:

Recommendations to the Commanding General, U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe
(Lt. Gen. Carl Spaatz), from his Deputy (Maj. Gen. H. J. Knerr) included the com-
ment, “Occupation of German scientific and industrial establishments has revealed the
fact that we have been alarmingly backward in many fields of research. If we do not
take this opportunity to seize the apparatus and the brains that developed it and put
the combination back to work promptly, we will remain several years behind while we
attempt to cover a field already exploited.”
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Another official U.S. Air Force history written in 1954 yet again confirmed that during and after
World War II, German scientists were many years ahead of American scientists in a wide range of
fields [Figs. 11.41–11.42. History of the Air Research and Development Command. 1954. Chapter
IX. Dr. Charles A. Johnson. Project “Paperclip,” pp. 258, 265. AFHRA K2838 (15390) electronic
pp. 887, 894]:

World War II had proven that Germany was many years ahead of the United States in a
number of scientific and technical fields, notably in propulsion, jet and rocket engines, jet
fuels, and guided missiles. While extensive know-how in these scientific areas was in the
possession of many outstanding scientists and engineers living in Occupied Germany
and the U.S. Zone of Austria, within the United States itself there was a particular
shortage of knowledge.

Colonel Donald L. Putt, leading the Air Force Intelligence teams that took over these
German research laboratories and experimental stations, made this evaluation: “I vis-
ited a great many of them . . . . Their research progress in jet and rocket propulsion,
aerodynamics, thermodynamics, supersonics, and other fields was clearly far ahead of
anything of the kind we had done.”

The United States was not the only country to benefit from German-speaking creators and their
creations. Historian Charlie Hall described the net impact of the technology transfer on the United
Kingdom [Hall 2019, pp. 229–231]:

[...H]ow much did Britain benefit from the scientific and technological spoils of war?
Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to give a definite answer to this question. [...]
Some, including Michael Howard who served with T-Force after the war, suspect that
the files containing official government valuations have either been destroyed or remain
closed to the public. [...]

Turning first to the material spoils, one of the most useful resources which emerged from
the British exploitation programme was the collection of BIOS, CIOS, and FIAT Final
Reports[...] As we have seen, a government publicity drive brought these reports to the
attention of business owners throughout Britain who almost certainly implemented some
of the techniques described to increase the efficiency or output of their enterprises—
calculating the total value of these improvements would be utterly impossible, but we
can be confident that they existed and were fairly widespread. Alongside these reports,
BIOS and its related organisations were responsible for the removal of equipment and
material too. Under reparations arrangements, Britain received just under 380,000 tons
of dismantled German capital equipment[...] A much larger amount of material, most
of which would have been far more useful, was taken outside of the official reparations
channels and thus remains unaccounted for.

Some material within these removals would have been more valuable than others. For
example, under the auspices of Operation Surgeon, some 14,000 tons of aeronautical
equipment was removed, including highly specialised wind tunnels and equipment for
investigating high-velocity flight at stratospheric altitudes. Much of this went to fur-
nish the new Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnsborough and would, therefore, have
played a direct role in British aeronautical developments moving forward. [...]
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It is also worth noting that, from the perspective of British industrial concerns, the
greatest benefit of exploitation was not what they gained, but rather what the Germans
lost. In short, the damage that exploitation and dismantling wrought to their German
rivals allowed them to increase their export capacity at the expense of these German
firms. [...]

While the Allies were quick to assert that Germany had lost no more than her leadership
in some industries and techniques, many Germans did not agree. [...] Indeed, many of
these complaints were directed more at the Allied programme of industrial dismantling
than at scientific and technological exploitation, though the two schemes ultimately
fell under the same broad umbrella. In particular, just as dismantling threatened to
severely damage German industry’s productive capacity, exploitation was accused of
being little more than a ‘conveyor belt’ for commercial espionage. Both tactics sought
to give British business a competitive edge over their renascent German rivals.

The impacts of the technology transfer on the Soviet Union and France were presumably at least
as large as those on the United States and United Kingdom.

John Gimbel quoted the best available estimates of the financial value of the technology transfer
to the United States [Gimbel 1990a, p. 152]:

...It is perhaps fitting to refer briefly to the discussion of value contained in a manuscript
on the history of FIAT, which may be found in the archives records of the OMGUS His-
torical Office. After commenting that the Russian figure of $10 billion announced by
Molotov at the Moscow CFM was too high, the unnamed authors argued that only in
time—after tests, trials, and applications—could a precise value be established. Nev-
ertheless the authors “estimated that FIAT activities should save the government and
industry in the United States at least five billion dollars.” If we were to accept this as
a fair global figure, and if we were to make the altogether reasonable assumption that
the British received value roughly equal to that of the United States, it would follow
that Molotov at the Moscow CFM was right on the button.

Considering that these estimates were lower bounds and that the French and especially the stag-
gering Soviet removals were not included, the total value of technologies transferred out of the
German-speaking world after the war likely exceeded 20 billion 1940s-era U.S. dollars. (One might
cite the Marshall Plan as an example of money being given back to Germany and Austria, but
the United States spent less than $2 billion total on West Germany and Austria, and most of that
was simply loans that had to be fully repaid to the United States within a certain period of time
[Schain 2001].)

For reference, the total amount that the United States spent on its own R&D programs (including
the Manhattan Project, radar, penicillin, etc.) throughout all of World War II was only approxi-
mately 3 billion 1940s-era dollars, which was dwarfed by the amount of R&D that the United States
and other countries acquired from the German-speaking world.

Charlie Hall gave an impassioned plea for this massive technology transfer from the German-
speaking world to be much more widely studied and far more prominently featured in history
books [Hall 2019, p. 238]:
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This wholesale removal of a defeated nation’s scientific and technological resources,
including recruitment of expert personnel, by its military conquerors, has no parallel
in modern history and deserves greater scrutiny. There is, without doubt, more to be
said about the exploitation schemes of all four occupying powers, as well as about the
involvement of other nations, including those whose participation in the Second World
War was peripheral at best. [...] It would be excellent to see exploitation feature more
prominently in histories of the military-industrial complex, of scientific intelligence, of
post-1945 arms races, of transnational transfers of technology and expertise and of the
Second World War and Cold War more generally. This would hopefully lead to a stronger
presence for the programme in the public consciousness and would ensure that never
again could it be described as a ‘forgotten history.’
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Figure 11.28: R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts. September 1945. The Intelligence Exploitation of
Germany. Foreword, p. 5 [AFHRA A5186 electronic p. 907].
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Figure 11.29: Ernest Gruhn. 14 March 1946. Exploitation of Germany for Technological and Scien-
tific Information. [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1A, Box 4, Folder 383.7 Policy–1946].
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Figure 11.30: Ernest Gruhn. 14 March 1946. Exploitation of Germany for Technological and Scien-
tific Information. [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1A, Box 4, Folder 383.7 Policy–1946].
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Figure 11.31: Ernest Gruhn. 14 March 1946. Exploitation of Germany for Technological and Scien-
tific Information. [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1A, Box 4, Folder 383.7 Policy–1946].
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Figure 11.32: Ernest Gruhn. 14 March 1946. Exploitation of Germany for Technological and Scien-
tific Information. [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1A, Box 4, Folder 383.7 Policy–1946].
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Figure 11.33: Ernest Gruhn. 14 March 1946. Exploitation of Germany for Technological and Scien-
tific Information. [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1A, Box 4, Folder 383.7 Policy–1946].
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Figure 11.34: Ernest Gruhn. 14 March 1946. Exploitation of Germany for Technological and Scien-
tific Information. [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1A, Box 4, Folder 383.7 Policy–1946].
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Figure 11.35: L. B. Kilgore. 10 January 1947. Proposal for a Compendium of German War Time
Technology, Draft No. 2 [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To
and From Robert Reiss].
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Figure 11.36: L. B. Kilgore. 10 January 1947. Proposal for a Compendium of German War Time
Technology, Draft No. 2 [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To
and From Robert Reiss].
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Figure 11.37: L. B. Kilgore. 10 January 1947. Proposal for a Compendium of German War Time
Technology, Draft No. 2 [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Inter-Office Memoranda: To
and From Robert Reiss].
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Figure 11.38: Donald Putt to Joseph McNarney. 10 December 1947. German Specialist Program at
the Air Materiel Command, Tab F [AFHRA A2056 electronic p. 405].
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Figure 11.39: Donald Putt to Joseph McNarney. 10 December 1947. German Specialist Program at
the Air Materiel Command, Tab F [AFHRA A2056 electronic p. 406].
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Figure 11.40: Edna Jensen. 1948. History of AAF Participation in Project Paperclip, May 1945–Mar
1947, p. 44 [AFHRA A2055 electronic p. 747].
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Figure 11.41: History of the Air Research and Development Command. 1954. Chapter IX. Dr.
Charles A. Johnson. Project “Paperclip,” p. 258 [AFHRA K2838 (15390) electronic p. 887].
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Figure 11.42: History of the Air Research and Development Command. 1954. Chapter IX. Dr.
Charles A. Johnson. Project “Paperclip,” p. 265 [AFHRA K2838 (15390) electronic p. 894].
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11.2 General Approaches Transferred from the German-Speaking
World

After absorbing a huge number of German-speaking creators and creations, the U.S. research system
had a very productive period during World War II and in the first decades after the war. During
this period, the U.S. system also seems to have followed many of the approaches that had made the
earlier German-speaking scientific world so successful, such as rapidly increasing research funding,
management of the research system by enlightened despots, and other practices. Most of these
approaches did not persist more than a few decades (beyond 1970 or so), which may help explain
the apparent decline in the number of revolutionary new innovations in more recent times.

During the 1940s–1960s, the U.S. research system publicly unveiled a number of major inventions
and discoveries. As covered in Chapters 2–9, 11.1, and the appendices, those innovations were
generally adopted and developed from earlier German-based creations. Nonetheless, their imple-
mentation in the United States demonstrated that the U.S. system at that time was capable of
carrying out revolutionary work that seems to be much less common now:

• During World War II, high-priority government programs created fission bombs and reactors,
developed radar, mass-produced penicillin, and fielded other revolutionary technologies with
military applications.

• Similarly, during the Cold War, high-priority government programs developed hydrogen bombs,
nuclear submarines, intercontinental ballistic missiles, jet fighters, advanced air defense sys-
tems, satellites and spacecraft, computers, and other technologies.

• During the first few postwar decades, U.S. industry produced transistors, lasers, printed and
integrated circuits, molecular medicines, new materials, jet airliners, nuclear power plants,
and other very innovative products.

• Also during the first few postwar decades, U.S. academia published major discoveries in
particle physics (relativistic quantum physics), molecular and cellular biology, and other areas.

This section examines the general approaches that the United States borrowed from the earlier
German-speaking world and that facilitated this 1940s–1960s era of productivity in the U.S. research
system. As shown later in this chapter, despite the successes that the United States achieved with
the German-like general approaches, those approaches were largely abandoned after a few decades.
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11.2.1 Cultural Attitudes Toward Science Education and Research

As in the earlier German-speaking world, popular culture in the United States glorified science ed-
ucation and research during the 1940s–1960s. Unfortunately, this attitude appears to have declined
starting around 1970 or so. Although it is difficult to quantify such social attitudes with rigorous
data, various types of illustrative examples are given here.

U.S. science fiction authors gained increasing prominence in magazines in the 1930s and 1940s, but
arguably their greatest impact on children was through juvenile science fiction novels that were
written from the late 1940s until around 1970, as exemplified by series such as:

• Robert A. Heinlein’s juvenile novels. Heinlein was a retired U.S. Navy lieutenant and former
engineering student, and was married to a retired Navy lieutenant commander and chemist,
Virginia Heinlein [Dick 2008, pp. 341–352]. Heinlein’s first novel, Rocket Ship Galileo (1947),
described how three teenage budding engineers and their adult mentor from the Manhattan
Project built a nuclear-powered rocket and traveled to the moon. (Ironically they found
that German rocket engineers had secretly already gotten there.) Heinlein wrote a total of
12 juvenile novels through 1958’s Have Space Suit—Will Travel, each depicting how young
people assisted with a further step in space exploration. The popularity of his books prompted
other authors such as those listed below to write juvenile science fiction novels [Clute 2017].

• Lester del Rey’s juvenile novels. Del Rey was a longtime author, editor, and publisher of
science fiction. From 1952 to 1968, he wrote over 20 juvenile novels in which young people
created or assisted with projects on space flight (e.g., Marooned on Mars, 1952, and Mission
to the Moon, 1956), submarines (Attack from Atlantis, 1953), robotics (Runaway Robot, 1965),
time travel (Tunnel Through Time, 1966), and other innovations [Clute 2017].

• The Tom Swift Jr. series, published 1954–1971 by the Stratemeyer Syndicate (which also
produced the Hardy Boys and Nancy Drew novels). Most of the 33 books in this series were
written by James Duncan Lawrence, a former mechanical engineer and teacher. As depicted
in these books, Tom Swift Jr. was a young inventor who used the resources of his father’s
large engineering company to build a series of increasingly sophisticated aircraft, spacecraft,
submarines, robots, atomic devices, and other creations [Cooper 2007; Open Library 2010].

• Bertrand Brinley’s Mad Scientists’ Club stories. Brinley was a retired Army captain, whose
Army duties had included (among other things) advising children on how to safely experiment
with rockets in the 1950s. Based on that work, he published the detailed nonfiction Rocket
Manual for Amateurs in 1960, followed by a series of 1960–1974 fictional stories about students
who formed the Mad Scientists’ Club to create and test their own inventions [Brinley 2010].

Like their predecessors in the earlier German-speaking world (see p. 1374), these books presented
children with fictional role models who through their scientific knowledge, hard work, and individ-
ualism created revolutionary innovations, despite both scientific obstacles and human opponents.
These books were extremely popular, became fixtures in public and school libraries in the United
States, and inspired countless children to pursue careers in science and engineering. However, around
1970, most books like these ceased to be produced, as shifts in children’s interests made such books
less marketable. More recent juvenile fiction tends to focus on children (e.g., Harry Potter), super-
heroes (e.g., Marvel and DC characters), or animals (e.g., cats, dragons, etc.) who are magically
granted special powers, instead of having to achieve things using scientific knowledge and hard
work.
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Just as many German engineers had first become interested in their profession as children by
watching films like Fritz Lang’s Frau im Mond (1929), some of the German-speaking scientists who
immigrated to the United States attempted to interest U.S. children in science. Examples included:

• Wernher von Braun, Ernst Stuhlinger, and other German scientists collaborated with Walt
Disney to produce several entertaining but educational episodes of the Disneyland television
series: “Man in Space” (1955), “Man and the Moon” (1955), and “Mars and Beyond” (1957)
[Michael Neufeld 2007].

• Heinz Haber and other German scientists collaborated with Disney to produce another Dis-
neyland episode, “Our Friend the Atom” (1957), that covered nuclear fission and fusion. Haber
also wrote a corresponding children’s book [Haber 1956].

• Willy Ley wrote popular descriptions of the science underlying rockets and space travel for
numerous magazines and books, and was a consultant for television shows ranging from Tom
Corbett, Space Cadet (adapted from Heinlein’s Space Cadet novel) to Disneyland [Clute 2017].

• George Gamow wrote the Mr. Tompkins series of books from 1940 to 1967 to explain various
scientific concepts in ways that children could understand [Gamow 1940, 1945, 1953, 1967].

• While not a scientist, George Pal (György Pál Marczincsak, Hungarian, 1908–1980) was a
skilled German-speaking filmmaker who had worked in Prague and Berlin. He fled the Third
Reich, and after the war he used his talents to present positive portrayals of fictional scientists
to U.S. audiences in films such as Destination Moon (1950, adapted from Heinlein’s Rocket
Ship Galileo), When Worlds Collide (1951), The War of the Worlds (1953, adapted from the
H. G. Wells novel but focusing on a scientist), Conquest of Space (1955, about a manned
mission to Mars), and The Time Machine (1960, also adapted from an H. G. Wells novel).

Many scientists and engineers were first inspired by educational science kits that they experimented
with as children. The early to mid-twentieth century, and especially the 1940s–1960s, were a golden
age for such kits in the United States:

• A. C. Gilbert, an M.D. from Yale University, founded the A. C. Gilbert Company in 1909
in New Haven, Connecticut to produce science- and engineering-related kits for children. His
sales steadily increased until World War II but really boomed after the war from the late 1940s
until the 1960s. Gilbert’s kits included Erector Set engineering construction kits for building
everything from robots to locomotives; chemistry sets with dozens of chemicals; high-quality
compound microscopes with slide-making accessories; and even the “U-238 Atomic Energy
Lab” that provided children with several real uranium ore samples, other radioactive sources, a
Geiger counter, a cloud chamber, an electroscope, and other nuclear physics supplies. However,
Gilbert died in 1961, his company merged with the rival Porter company in 1967, and the
combined company (Gabriel Industries) slowly petered out during the 1970s [Gilbert and
McClintock 1954; Jitterbuzz 2017; Bruce Watson 2002].
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• Harold Porter founded the Porter Chemical Company (Chemcraft) in 1914 in Hagerstown,
Maryland to also produce science and engineering kits. The company’s history very much
paralleled that of the rival Gilbert company: sales increased until the wartime shortages of
World War II, but then blossomed into a golden age from the late 1940s to the 1960s. Porter’s
products included lavishly equipped chemistry sets but also mineralogy kits, biology dissection
sets, and a variety of microscopes. Porter died in 1963, and in 1967 Gabriel Industries bought
and merged the Porter and Gilbert companies. The combined Gabriel company operated with
declining sales and declining kit quality through the 1970s, changed hands in 1978, and finally
ceased operations entirely in 1984 [Tyler 2003].

• The Skil-Craft company started up in the 1950s in Chicago to compete with the Gilbert and
Porter companies in the postwar boom of demand for science and engineering kits. During
the 1950s and 1960s, Skil-Craft produced high-quality kits in chemistry, microscopy, and
other scientific fields. In 1968 they were bought out by Western Publishing/Golden Books,
resulting in several 1970 sets in chemistry, biology, microscopy, and geology that combined
Skil-Craft’s well-thought-out experiments and Golden Books’s beautiful illustrations [Fichter
1970a, 1970b; Parker and Martin 1970a, 1970b, 1970c]. Unfortunately, sales declined in the
1970s, the company changed hands in 1979, and operations ended in 1984.

In the 1940s–1960s, scientific innovators and innovations were widely and prominently heralded in
news magazines, newspapers, and other media. Scientists and engineers were viewed as national
heroes to be rewarded with fame and adulation, and to be presented as role models for young
potential future scientists.

One especially illustrative example was the covers of Time magazine. Time was arguably the pre-
eminent weekly news magazine in the United States during that period, and each issue’s cover
showcased an individual (or sometimes a group of individuals or an object) that was deemed to be
especially important and newsworthy. Most of the covers featured political or military leaders from
the United States or other countries, yet during the 1940s–1960s, a surprising number of Time covers
were science-related, as listed in Tables 11.7 and 11.8 [http://content.time.com/time/coversearch/].
These Time covers featured:

• Most of the “enlightened despots” from Section 11.2.6 who directed U.S. research and devel-
opment (e.g., Wernher von Braun, Vannevar Bush, James Conant, Lee DuBridge, Crawford
Greenewalt, George W. Merck, Robert Oppenheimer, Hyman Rickover, Simon Ramo and
Dean Woolridge, Bernard Shriever, Edward Teller, and Thomas Watson, Jr.).

• Scientists (e.g., Albert Einstein, Alexander Fleming, Edwin Hubble, Willard Libby, Jonas
Salk, Glenn Seaborg, etc.).

• Test pilots and astronauts who piloted some of the newest inventions (e.g., Neil Armstrong,
John Glenn, Alan Shepard, Chuck Yeager, etc.).

• Revolutionary innovations (e.g., computers, nuclear weapons, rockets, etc.)

• Whole categories of people. In 1961, Time declared all “U.S. Scientists” to be its “Men of
the Year.” It devoted an issue to “Great College Teachers” in 1966, and another issue to
breakthroughs in “U.S. Medicine” in 1969.
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Year Issue Person or object Subject

1944 April 3 Vannevar Bush “General of Physics”

1944 May 15 Alexander Fleming Penicillin

1946 July 1 Albert Einstein E = mc2

1946 September 23 James Conant Science education

1948 February 9 Edwin Hubble Expanding universe

1948 July 19 Howard Hughes Hughes Aircraft R&D

1948 November 8 J. Robert Oppenheimer Science education/nuclear physics

1949 April 18 Chuck Yeager Mach 1 rocket plane

1950 January 23 Mark III Computer “Can man build a superman?”

1950 August 28 Irving Langmuir Atmospheric science

1951 April 16 Crawford Greenewalt Revolutionary new chemicals

1951 July 23 David Sarnoff Electronics R&D

1952 August 18 George W. Merck Revolutionary new pharmaceuticals

1952 December 8 Space Pioneer “Will man outgrow the earth?”

1953 November 16 Igor Sikorsky Helicopters

1954 January 11 Hyman Rickover Nuclear-powered submarines

1954 March 29 Jonas Salk Polio vaccine

1954 April 12 H Bomb Nuclear weapons development

1954 June 14 J. Robert Oppenheimer Nuclear weapons/security

1955 March 28 Thomas Watson, Jr. Computers

1955 May 16 Lee DuBridge Science education

1955 August 15 Willard Libby Nuclear R&D

1956 January 30 “The Missile” Rockets/nuclear technologies

1957 April 1 Bernard Schriever Missile and rocket technologies

1957 April 29 Simon Ramo & Dean Woolridge “Engineers”

1957 November 18 Edward Teller “U.S. Science: Where It Stands Today”

1958 February 17 Wernher von Braun Space program

1959 January 19 “Space Exploration” “U.S. v. Russia”

1959 May 4 James Van Allen Explorer I satellite/radiation belts

1959 September 14 James Conant “U.S. Public Schools”

1959 July 27 John Heller Cancer research

Table 11.7: Some science-related covers of Time magazine during the 1940s–1950s.
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Year Issue Person or object Subject

1960 March 28 Jacques Cousteau Undersea exploration

1960 June 6 Satellites Space program

1961 January 2 “U.S. Scientists” Men of the Year

1961 April 21 Yuri Gagarin First man in orbit

1961 May 12 Alan Shepard First American in space

1961 November 10 Glenn Seaborg Nuclear physics

1962 March 2 John Glenn First American in orbit

1963 May 24 Gordon Cooper Another American in orbit

1963 August 23 U.S. Atomic Arsenal Nuclear weapons development

1964 January 10 Buckminster Fuller Engineering/architecture

1964 September 25 Nuclear Issue Nuclear weapons development

1965 March 26 Alexey Leonov First spacewalk

1965 April 2 “The Computer in Society” Computers

1965 May 14 “The Communications Explosion” Communications technologies

1965 June 11 Ed White and James McDivitt First American spacewalk

1965 August 27 Chris Kraft NASA Mission Control

1965 December 24 Gemini Rendezvous Docking in orbit

1966 May 6 Great Teachers Importance of high-quality education

1967 February 3 Roger Chaffee, Gus Grissom, Ed White Apollo 1 fire

1967 April 7 The Pill Oral contraceptives

1968 December 6 Race for the Moon Space program

1969 January 3 William Anders, Frank Borman, Jim Lovell Men of the Year (first around Moon)

1969 February 21 U.S. Medicine Needed medical improvements

1969 March 14 Great Missile Debate Rockets/nuclear technologies

1969 July 18 Lunar Exploration Space program

1969 July 25 Neil Armstrong First men on Moon

Table 11.8: Some science-related covers of Time magazine during the 1960s.
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While the specific example of Time magazine covers has been cited here, this public praise and
attention for scientists, engineers, and their accomplishments occurred throughout popular media
during the 1940s–1960s. Hollywood made a film celebrating the scientific development of the U.S.
atomic bomb (The Beginning or the End, 1947), with actors portraying J. Robert Oppenheimer,
Enrico Fermi, Vannevar Bush, Albert Einstein, and other scientists and engineers. Countless other
films, television shows, and books focusing on real or fictional scientists were produced during the
1940s–1960s. The national news was dominated by the latest plans and accomplishments of the
Space Race throughout the late 1950s and the 1960s. In a 1960 speech to the American Association
for the Advancement of Science, the British novelist and chemist C. P. Snow proclaimed [Snow
1961]:

Scientists are the most important occupational group in the world today. At this mo-
ment, what they do is of passionate concern to the whole of human society.

This popular support for scientists went up to the highest levels. For example, President Franklin
Roosevelt sent a letter to J. Robert Oppenheimer, the physicist in charge of the Manhattan Project,
on 29 June 1943 [http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/presentationsandactivities/
presentations/timeline/depwwii/wwarii/fdr.html]:

My dear Dr. Oppenheimer:

I have recently reviewed with Dr. Bush the highly important and secret program of
research, development and manufacture with which you are familiar. I was very glad to
hear of the excellent work which is being done in a number of places in this country
under the immediate supervision of General L.R. Groves and the general direction of the
Committee of which Dr. Bush is Chairman. The successful solution of the problem is of
the utmost importance to the national safety, and I am confident that the work will be
completed in as short a time as possible as the result of the wholehearted cooperation
of all concerned.

I am writing to you as the leader of one group which is to play a vital role in the
months ahead. I know that you and your colleagues are working on a hazardous matter
under unusual circumstances. The fact that the outcome of your labors is of such great
significance to the nation requires that this program be even more drastically guarded
than other highly secret war development. I have therefore given directions that every
precaution be taken to insure the security of your project and feel sure that those in
charge will see that these orders are carried out. You are fully aware of the reasons
why your endeavors and those of your associates must be circumscribed by very special
restrictions. Nevertheless, I wish you would express to the scientists assembled with you
my deep appreciation of their willingness to undertake the tasks which lie before them
in spite of the dangers and the personal sacrifices. I am sure that we can rely on their
continued wholehearted and unselfish labors. Whatever the enemy may be planning,
American science will be equal to the challenge. With this thought in mind, I send this
note of confidence and appreciation.

Although Roosevelt died before the Manhattan Project was completed, later presidents publicly
awarded medals of honor to Oppenheimer and many of the other scientists who participated in
that and other wartime projects.
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As another example of support from the highest levels, President John F. Kennedy made revolu-
tionary scientific and engineering goals the focus of his “Moon speech” at Rice University Stadium
in Houston, Texas on 12 September 1962 [https://er.jsc.nasa.gov/seh/ricetalk.htm; see also Fig.
11.43]:

Despite the striking fact that most of the scientists that the world has ever known are
alive and working today, despite the fact that this Nation’s own scientific manpower is
doubling every 12 years in a rate of growth more than three times that of our population
as a whole, despite that, the vast stretches of the unknown and the unanswered and the
unfinished still far outstrip our collective comprehension. [...]

Those who came before us made certain that this country rode the first waves of the
industrial revolutions, the first waves of modern invention, and the first wave of nuclear
power, and this generation does not intend to founder in the backwash of the coming
age of space. We mean to be a part of it—we mean to lead it. For the eyes of the world
now look into space, to the moon and to the planets beyond, and we have vowed that
we shall not see it governed by a hostile flag of conquest, but by a banner of freedom
and peace. We have vowed that we shall not see space filled with weapons of mass
destruction, but with instruments of knowledge and understanding.

Yet the vows of this Nation can only be fulfilled if we in this Nation are first, and,
therefore, we intend to be first. In short, our leadership in science and in industry, our
hopes for peace and security, our obligations to ourselves as well as others, all require
us to make this effort, to solve these mysteries, to solve them for the good of all men,
and to become the world’s leading space-faring nation. [...]

We choose to go to the moon. We choose to go to the moon in this decade and do
the other things, not because they are easy, but because they are hard, because that
goal will serve to organize and measure the best of our energies and skills, because that
challenge is one that we are willing to accept, one we are unwilling to postpone, and
one which we intend to win, and the others, too. [...]

The growth of our science and education will be enriched by new knowledge of our
universe and environment, by new techniques of learning and mapping and observation,
by new tools and computers for industry, medicine, the home as well as the school.
Technical institutions, such as Rice, will reap the harvest of these gains.

Like Roosevelt, Kennedy also died before he could see the revolutionary scientific programs he
supported come to fruition, but again, later presidents gave public awards to many of the scientists,
engineers, and astronauts who were instrumental in those programs.
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Figure 11.43: Meeting between Wernher von Braun and President John F. Kennedy in Alabama
on 19 May 1963.
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Unfortunately, by the late 1960s and early 1970s, there was a decline in public interest in and
support for science and for scientists in the United States. Some of the factors responsible for that
decline included:

• Between the publication of Rachel Carson’s book Silent Spring in 1962 and the creation of
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 1970, there was rising public concern about
the personal and environmental risks of new chemicals and new materials that scientists had
produced. With the founding of the U.S. Occupational Health and Safety Administration in
1971, there were also greatly increased concerns and lawsuits regarding the safety of new
industrial processes, technologies, and products.

• The Space Race between the United States and the Soviet Union, which at the time was
probably by far the most visible symbol of scientific progress, essentially came to an abrupt
end in 1969 when the United States landed people on the Moon. The Soviet Union chose not
to pursue the Space Race beyond that point (for example, by trying to be the first to land
people on Mars), and the U.S. government and public rapidly lost interest in sending more
people to the Moon or beyond. Without other national scientific goals that were as visible
or as compelling as the Space Race, public interest in and support for science education and
R&D dropped rapidly.

• By 1972, the majority of U.S. homes had color television, which tempted people with instant
and endless gratification instead of applying those extra hours to learn and to create.

• The 1973 and 1979 energy crises and accompanying economic recessions made people, compa-
nies, and the government focus more on near-term economic survival than long-term science
education and R&D. Later economic booms occurred in other areas of the economy, such as
finance and entertainment, drawing further public prestige and interest away from science
and engineering.

• Events such as 1970s lawsuits over the U.S. use of the Agent Orange defoliant in Vietnam
and the 1979 Three Mile Island nuclear accident tended to create a very negative public
perception of science in the United States.

Looking beyond just science, one could argue that during the 1940s–1960s, there appeared to be
widely held U.S. beliefs in doing very high-quality work and in striving to make the world a better
place. Millions of Americans worked to overcome the Depression, win World War II, build up U.S.
industry, help rebuild Europe and Japan, and oppose the Soviet Union. In contrast, from the 1970s
to the current time, it seems that many Americans have been less interested in spending their time
and energy to do high-quality work and to improve the world, and more interested in trying to
achieve fortune and fame as easily as possible, or in simply withdrawing to be entertained by their
various video screens large and small.
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11.2.2 Funding Levels

Research and development (R&D) spending is naturally a major factor affecting the performance
of the innovation system in the United States or other countries.

Figure 11.44 shows early U.S. federal R&D spending, taken from a highly influential 1947 govern-
ment report by economist John R. Steelman, who at that time was also the first presidential chief
of staff (for Harry Truman) [Steelman 1947]. As shown in the graph, spending was minimal before
WWII, reflecting the fact that there was essentially no government-funded research system in the
United States, unlike in German-speaking central Europe. U.S. federal R&D spending increased
exponentially during WWII, as the government-funded research system came into existence, hired
large numbers of talented innovators, and launched programs on revolutionary technologies such as
radar, nuclear fission, penicillin mass production, etc. The graph shows that the spending increased
more slowly but still exponentially after WWII, with projected increases beyond the current year
of 1947 well into the 1950s, as indeed proved to be the case. The figure also explicitly links each
funding increase to an increase in the number of “the scientists to do the job.”

As an overview of U.S. federal R&D spending from the early postwar period to the present, Fig.
11.45 shows the defense, nondefense, and total spending for government fiscal years (FY, starting
October 1 before the corresponding calendar year) since FY 1953, in inflation-adjusted constant FY
2018 dollars. It is especially noteworthy that defense R&D spending doubled practically overnight
in FY 1959—that was the first fiscal year of funding that was approved after the October 1957
launch of the Soviet Sputnik satellite. Similarly one can see the rapid increase in nondefense R&D
during the early 1960s for the manned space program. There were also increases in military spending
during the Reagan administration (1980s) and George W. Bush administration (early 2000s), but
the graph shows that those were largely temporary.

To help provide more context for the spending levels, Fig. 11.46 regraphs the U.S. federal R&D
spending as a percentage of the U.S. gross domestic product (GDP) for each year. This method can
help give a better understanding of how large the research programs were relative to other aspects of
the economy, and by extension how much talented labor, resources, and recognition would be drawn
to research work versus other occupations in society. Fig. 11.46(a) presents an historical overview
for the period 1949–2005, showing that by this measure the total federal R&D funding peaked in
1964 (the time of greatest development work for the space program), began a steep decline around
1967 (once most of the development work for the Apollo-Saturn program had been completed),
and continued to decline slowly for decades thereafter. Figure 11.46(b) gives a more detailed graph
for the period 1976–2018, showing that the funding has continued to decline to the present, apart
from relatively small oscillations (the Reagan and George W. Bush temporary increases in defense
spending). In fact, the current total federal R&D spending (approximately 0.7% of GDP) is only
about one third of the peak 1964 spending (approximately 2.2% of GDP) and lower than any other
post-Sputnik budget.
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Figure 11.44: This 1947 graph shows that early U.S. federal R&D spending was minimal before
World War II, increasing exponentially during the war, and increasing more slowly but still expo-
nentially after the war [Steelman 1947].
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Figure 11.45: U.S. federal R&D spending for government fiscal years (FY, starting October 1 before
the corresponding calendar year) since FY 1953, in inflation-adjusted constant FY 2019 dollars.
Note the doubling of defense R&D in FY 1959, the first fiscal year of funding that was approved
after the October 1957 launch of the Soviet Sputnik satellite, and the rapid increase in nondefense
R&D during the early 1960s for the manned space program. Also note the temporary increases in
military spending during the Reagan administration (1980s) and George W. Bush administration
(early 2000s). The large apparent drop in defense funding in FY2017 is primarily due to a change in
what programs were defined as “development” [https://www.aaas.org/programs/r-d-budget-and-
policy/historical-trends-federal-rd].
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Figure 11.46: U.S. federal R&D spending regraphed as a percentage of the U.S. gross domestic
product (GDP) for each year. (a) Historical overview for 1949–2005. (b) More detailed graph for
1976–2018. [https://saylordotorg.github.io/text introduction-to-economic-analysis/s05-05-
government.html#mcafee-ch04 s05 f10; https://www.aaas.org/programs/r-d-budget-and-
policy/historical-trends-federal-rd].
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Figure 11.47: U.S. total R&D spending, including federally funded, business funded, and other non-
federal funded work (e.g., by nonprofit foundations or state governments). All spending is expressed
as a percentage of the GDP for each year. Taking the numbers at face value, the total U.S. R&D
funding as a percentage of GDP has remained roughly constant since the early 1980s. Considering
the shift in recent decades from longer-term to much shorter-term R&D, funding for innovative re-
search has actually significantly declined [https://www.nsf.gov/statistics/2018/nsb20181/figures].
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Of course, not all R&D spending comes from the federal government. Figure 11.47 shows U.S. total
R&D spending, including federally funded, business funded, and other nonfederal funded work. All
spending is expressed as a percentage of the GDP for each year:

• As previously shown in Fig. 11.46, the share of federal funding peaked in the 1960s space
race and has generally been declining ever since, now down to approximately one third of its
earlier peak value.

• Business funding has generally increased steadily, although the quantitative numbers do not
indicate the qualitative shift in business R&D from longer-term development of major inno-
vations such as integrated circuits and jet aircraft in the 1950s to immediately marketable
products such as smart phone apps in the 2010s.

• Other nonfederal R&D funding (such as by nonprofit foundations and state governments) has
been slowly increasing but is still much smaller than federal and business funding.

• Even accepting the numbers at face value, the total U.S. R&D funding as a percentage of
GDP has remained roughly constant since the early 1980s. With flat funding, effectively the
only way for newly graduated scientists and engineers to find a permanent position is to wait
for someone older in an existing position to retire or to die. This fact creates pressures that
greatly restrict how many new innovators can find employment, and how innovative they
are allowed to be under such conservative, resource-limited conditions. Moreover, since over
the last several decades more of the available government research jobs have shifted toward
bureaucracy, more of the available academic jobs have shifted toward continuous paper and
grant writing, and more of the business research jobs have shifted toward producing very
short-term, low-risk products, one could argue that the funding for innovative research has
significantly declined instead of stayed flat.

For comparison, Fig. 11.48 presents the total R&D spending (from government, industrial, and
other sponsors) for a number of other countries, graphed as either purchasing power parity (PPP)
dollars or a percentage of each country’s GDP for each year. Note that just as R&D spending
relative to GDP has been relatively flat in the United States for decades, it has also been fairly flat
in most other countries for many years. (As noted for Fig. 11.47, by analyzing the types of R&D
activities being supported now versus at earlier times, one might even argue that these apparently
flat funding trends have actually been effective declines in innovative research.) From the graph,
the most notable exceptions to this trend are China and South Korea, which have each significantly
increased their R&D investments. China’s R&D increase is especially dramatic, since both China’s
GDP and its ratio of R&D to GDP have been increasing relatively rapidly.

MIT economists Jonathan Gruber and Simon Johnson described the impact of funding changes on
the rise and decline of innovation in the United States [Gruber and Johnson 2019, pp. 4–10]:

In 1938, on the eve of world war, federal and state governments spent a combined 0.076
percent of national income on scientific research, a trivial amount. By 1944, the US
government was spending nearly 0.5 percent of national income on science—a sevenfold
increase, most of which was channeled through [Vannevar] Bush’s organization from
1940. The effects of this unprecedented surge were simply incredible and, for America’s
enemies, ultimately devastating.
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Then, in 1945, Vannevar Bush had what may be considered his most profound insight.
[...]

What was needed next, Bush argued, was a redirection to focus on winning the peace.
[...]

From 1940 to 1964, federal funding for research and development increased twentyfold.
At its peak in the mid-1960s, this spending amount was around 2 percent of annual
gross domestic product—roughly one in every fifty dollars in the United States was
devoted to government funding of research and development (equivalent, relative to
GDP, to almost $400 billion today). The impact on our economy, on Americans, and
on the world was simply transformational. [...]

It is hard to find any aspect of modern life that has not been profoundly affected by
innovation that can be traced back either to the Bush-era efforts or to inventions that
were supported by various government programs in the years that followed. [...]

Unfortunately, we failed to maintain the [innovation] engine. From the mid-1960s on-
ward, based on concerns about the environmental, military, and ethical implications of
unfettered science, compounded by shortsighted budget math, the government curtailed
its investments in scientific research. Economic difficulties during the 1970s, followed by
the Reagan Revolution and the anti-tax movement, resulted in an even broader retreat
from federally funded activities. Most recently, the impact of a global financial crisis in
2008 and consequent economic pressures—known as the Great Recession—have further
squeezed investments in the scientific future.

Federal spending on research and development peaked at nearly 2 percent of economic
output in 1964 and over the next fifty years fell to only around 0.7 percent of the
economy. Converted to the same fraction of GDP today, that decline represents roughly
$240 billion per year that we no longer spend on creating the next generation of good
jobs.

Should we care? If there is socially beneficial research and product development to be
done, surely the innovative companies of today will take this on?

In fact, they won’t. [...]

The venture capital sector that has created so many high-tech success stories has, at
the same time, avoided the type of very-long-run and capital-intensive investments that
lead to technological breakthroughs—and create new industries and jobs.

As a result, the government retreat from research and development has not been fully
offset by the private sector.

While we have retreated from Vannevar Bush’s innovation engine, the rest of the world
is picking up the slack. Total research funding is growing at a much faster rate, relative
to the economy, in the rest of the world than it is in the United States, led in many
countries by active government policies.
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Figure 11.48: Total R&D spending for various countries, graphed as (a) purchasing power
parity (PPP) dollars, and (b) a percentage of each country’s GDP for each year. Note
that relative to GDP, R&D spending has been relatively flat for most countries for
many years, with the exception of significant investments by China and South Korea
[https://www.nsf.gov/statistics/2018/nsb20181/figures].
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11.2.3 Mentoring Style

As described in Section 10.2.3, many (though certainly not all) Ph.D. students in the German-
speaking world were actively encouraged to independently propose and conduct their own thesis
research, thereby honing their skills as highly creative and independent innovators. A number of
German-speaking creators described similar experiences during their doctoral research; Section
10.2.3 quoted just a few illustrative examples.

In the early U.S. research system, it is more difficult to find many examples of students who were
given such freedom to innovate in pursuing their Ph.D. thesis research. Most thesis topics appear to
have been assigned by the Ph.D. advisor, or selected from among a short list of possible topics offered
by the advisor, and then closely supervised by the advisor throughout the thesis research. Thus
the U.S. students seem to have had fewer opportunities than their German-speaking counterparts
to acquire and practice skills at independent innovation early in life.

When biographical and autobiographical accounts of U.S. scientists do reveal that they enjoyed
remarkable independence in their Ph.D. thesis research, that independence was often a result of
being supervised or assisted by someone who had come from the German-speaking scientific world.
For example, historians Lillian Hoddeson and Vicki Daitch described John Bardeen’s experiences
as a Ph.D. student at Princeton in the 1930s; Bardeen later became the only person to ever win
two Nobel Prizes in physics [Hoddeson and Daitch 2002, pp. 50–52, 54–55]:

Princeton followed suit in 1930, hiring two Hungarian members of the Berlin circle of
physics and mathematics, John von Neumann and Eugene Wigner, who were old friends.
[...]

Bardeen later wrote that of all his professors at Princeton he was “most stimulated by
the two young Hungarians.” [...]

In shopping around for a thesis advisor, Bardeen spoke first with [U.S. physicist Edward]
Condon, but he found that all of Condon’s suggestions concerned filling gaps in the
textbook he was then completing with G. H. Shortley, The Theory of Atomic Spectra.
That “didn’t sound too interesting” to Bardeen. [...]

Bardeen decided to throw in his lot with Wigner and never regretted it. He found he
needed only occasional meetings to keep his thesis on track. Wigner later told Seitz
“that he rarely communicated with Bardeen.” But what Bardeen remembered about
Wigner was that he always had ways to motivate him with his penetrating questions.
Most importantly, Bardeen felt that Wigner instructed him in the art of choosing crucial
problems. “He could see what was essential and what the important problems were.”

Bardeen also felt that Wigner taught him how to go about attacking problems. The
first step was to decompose the problem, either into smaller problems with less scope
or into simpler problems that contained the essence of the larger problem. Bardeen said
that Wigner stressed reducing to “the simplest possible case, so you can understand
that before you go on to something more complicated.”
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Unfortunately, most Ph.D. thesis advisors in the United States apparently preferred the approach
of Condon over that of Wigner (as described by Bardeen), using students as cogs in the machinery
to advance the advisors’ own research and publications rather than encouraging the students to be
as innovative and independent as possible. To succinctly summarize the difference, one might say
that the best early German-speaking advisors viewed their roles as mentors to offer advice to their
students, whereas most native U.S. advisors viewed their roles as masters to harness the labor of
their students.

In fact, it is remarkable how many creative U.S. scientists studied under German-speaking advisors.
In addition to John Bardeen, Eugene Wigner supervised or co-supervised Ph.D. theses for Frederick
Seitz, Richard Feynman, and many others. As other examples, Hans Bethe supervised the studies of
Jeffrey Goldstone, Roman Jackiw, Freeman Dyson, and others; Victor Weisskopf supervised Ph.D.
theses for John David Jackson, Murray Gell-Mann, and other physicists.

Judging from the scarcity of accounts, as the early U.S. research system matured into the modern
system, advisors who advocated for students to be as creative and self-directed as possible appar-
ently became ever more scarce. As discussed in the next section, the ages at which students received
their Ph.D. also became older. Due to the combination of these two factors, scientists had fewer
and fewer opportunities to learn and practice innovation during their formative years.

It should be noted that these problems extend far beyond the United States. The astrophysicist
Martin López-Corredoira, who has worked in Spain and Switzerland and gathered information on
the academic system worldwide, reported on the common experiences of Ph.D. students in the
modern scientific world [López-Corredoira 2013, pp. 62–65]:

The first contact with research takes place when a graduate student prepares a Ph.D.
thesis. [...] If the student wants financial as well as departmental support, then his or
her role is to be obedient to, and assimilate, the traditions of the department. [...]

In some cases, the students that do most of the work are not able to write a paper
containing their results; the bosses do it instead, as first authors of the paper. Students
are told that they do not know how to write their own work. In other cases, when the
supervisor sees that things will not have the outcome he or she wants, the supervisor
will abandon the student. In some cases, the supervisor steals the student’s ideas. In
other cases, a student’s time as a Ph.D. student is over before the thesis is finished
because he or she was exploited by having to carry out other work aside from their
thesis, or the boss had no time to attend to the explanations produced by the student.
In such cases, the student must struggle to survive while writing up.

Few bosses sit down and work with students. Normally, they spend some time during
the early days explaining how to do things. After that, the student must carry out
the routine tasks. The boss just provides the ideas, if they have them; otherwise, they
just make minor corrections. The student spends weeks or months with the monotonous
tasks in the laboratory, observatory, or in front of a computer with annoying calculations
or simulations that consume a lot of time, or with analytical calculations, or carrying
out bibliographical research or whatever. Students closer to an empirical branch of the
sciences spend a long time with the instruments. The boss is usually present as well,
but only to initially explain to the student how the machine works, or when something
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unusual happens, or there are extraordinary observations unrelated to the usual routine.
Meanwhile the boss manages and generates ideas. [...]

However, spending time thinking about one’s own ideas, without permission, is some-
thing that is really not encouraged by the system; quite the opposite. Initiative is dis-
couraged with arguments such as what is established is established. Workers for science
are created instead of thinkers. [...]

What is wrong with this situation, I continue to ask. Mainly, that [it is] industrial (mass-
produced) science, rather than creativity being encouraged, and the period of optimum
creativity of a scientist is exhausted with these ups and downs. We must take into
account that, in the long history of science, the majority of great ideas were produced
by young scientists. If young students, who could potentially produce new ideas, are
used as slaves (or perhaps it is better to say “science workers”), then perpetuation of
old ideas and intellectual stagnation are rife.

Even though doctoral educational and research programs worldwide were founded based on the
model of the earlier German-speaking world, they appear to have strayed further and further
from the fundamental principles that made the original German-speaking academic programs so
successful at cultivating revolutionary scientific innovators.
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11.2.4 Average Age for Final Degree

To compare the ages at which people received their final degree for the brightest American scientists
and the brightest German-speaking scientists of the same era, one can use data from Nobel Prize
winners. Scientists who were educated in the United States and won a Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine, Chemistry, or Physics prior to 1991 are listed in Tables 11.9, 11.10, and 11.11 respectively.
The ages at which the scientists received their final degrees are shown in the tables.

In order to keep the data set focused on the U.S. educational system, scientists who had some
of their training in that system but a significant part of their training outside that system (e.g.,
Americans such as Irving Langmuir who completed their education in Germany, or German speakers
such as Konrad Bloch who completed their education in the U.S. system) are omitted from these
tables.

Unless otherwise noted, all of the individuals in these three tables graduated with a Ph.D. As shown
in Table 11.9, many of the winners of a Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine had an M.D. instead
of a Ph.D. As indicated in the tables, two Nobel Prize winners graduated with a final degree that
was not a doctorate. As also noted, a few individuals were delayed in receiving their final degree,
due to military service, war disruptions, serious illness, or work obligations.

Students could graduate at any time of year, depending on when their doctoral thesis was completed
and approved. In most cases only the year of graduation and not the exact date was readily available.
In such cases, the graduation was assumed to have occurred on average in the middle of the year,
and the students’ ages at graduation calculated accordingly. Any errors caused by this assumption
should mostly cancel each other out when averages are taken over entire groups of people.

Nobel Prize Name Born Graduated Age

1933 Thomas Hunt Morgan 25 September 1866 1890 24

1934 George Whipple 28 August 1878 1905 26 (M.D.)

1934 George Minot 2 December 1885 1912 26 (M.D.)

1934 William Murphy 6 February 1892 1922 30 (M.D.)

1943 Edward Doisy 13 November 1893 1920 26

1944 Joseph Erlanger 5 January 1874 1899 25 (M.D.)

1944 Herbert Gasser 5 July 1888 1915 26 (M.D.)

1946 Hermann Muller 21 December 1890 1960 25

1950 Philip Hench 28 February 1896 1920 25 (M.D.)

1950 Edward Kendall 8 March 1886 1910 25

1954 John Enders 10 February 1897 1930 33 (war)

1954 Frederick Robbins 25 August 1916 1940 24 (M.D.)

1954 Thomas Weller 15 June 1915 1940 25 (M.D.)

Table 11.9: Ages at final degree for scientists who were educated primarily or entirely in the United
States and won a Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine prior to 1991. (Continued on next page.)
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Nobel Prize Name Born Graduated Age

1956 Dickinson Richards 30 October 1895 1923 27 (M.D., war)

1958 George Beadle 22 October 1903 1931 27

1958 Edward Tatum 14 December 1909 1934 24

1958 Joshua Lederberg 23 May 1925 1947 22

1959 Arthur Kornberg 3 March 1918 1941 23 (M.D.)

1962 James Watson 6 April 1928 1950 22

1966 Peyton Rous 5 October 1879 1905 25 (M.D., illness)

1966 Charles Huggins 22 September 1901 1924 23 (M.D.)

1967 Haldan Hartline 22 December 1903 1927 23 (M.D.)

1967 George Wald 18 November 1906 1932 25

1968 Robert Holley 28 January 1922 1947 25

1968 Marshall Nirenberg 10 April 1927 1957 30

1969 Alfred Hershey 4 December 1908 1934 25

1970 Julius Axelrod 30 May 1912 1955 43 (work)

1971 Earl Sutherland 19 November 1915 1942 26 (M.D.)

1972 Gerald Edelman 1 July 1929 1954 24 (M.D.)

1975 David Baltimore 7 March 1938 1964 26

1975 Howard Temin 10 December 1934 1959 24

1976 Baruch Blumberg 28 July 1925 1951 25 (war)

1976 D. Carleton Gajdusek 9 September 1923 1946 22 (M.D.)

1977 Rosalyn Yalow 19 July 1921 1945 23

1978 Daniel Nathans 30 October 1928 1954 25 (M.D.)

1978 Hamilton Smith 23 August 1931 1956 24 (M.D.)

1980 George Snell 19 December 1903 1930 26

1981 Roger Sperry 20 August 1913 1941 27

1983 Barbara McClintock 16 June 1902 1927 25

1985 Michael Brown 13 April 1941 1966 25 (M.D.)

1985 Joseph Goldstein 18 April 1940 1966 26 (M.D.)

1986 Stanley Cohen 17 November 1922 1948 25

1988 Gertrude Elion 23 January 1918 1941 23 (no doctorate)

1988 George Hitchings 18 April 1905 1933 28

1989 J. Michael Bishop 22 February 1936 1962 26 (M.D.)

1989 Harold Varmus 18 December 1939 1966 26 (M.D.)

1990 Joseph Murray 1 April 1919 1944 25 (M.D.)

1990 E. Donnall Thomas 15 March 1920 1946 26 (M.D.)

Table 11.9 (continued): Ages at final degree for scientists who were educated primarily or entirely
in the United States and won a Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine prior to 1991.
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Nobel Prize Name Born Graduated Age

1914 Theodore Richards 31 January 1868 1888 20

1946 James Sumner 19 November 1887 1914 26

1946 John Northrop 5 July 1891 1915 23

1946 Wendell Stanley 16 August 1904 1929 24

1949 William Giauque 12 May 1895 1922 27 (work)

1951 Edwin McMillan 18 September 1907 1933 25

1951 Glenn Seaborg 19 April 1912 1937 25

1954 Linus Pauling 28 February 1901 1925 24

1955 Vincent du Vigneaud 18 May 1901 1927 26

1960 Willard Libby 17 December 1908 1933 24

1961 Melvin Calvin 8 April 1911 1935 24

1965 Robert Woodward 10 April 1917 1937 20

1966 Robert Mulliken 7 June 1896 1921 25 (war)

1972 Christian Anfinsen 26 March 1916 1943 27

1972 Stanford Moore 4 September 1913 1938 24

1972 William Stein 25 June 1911 1938 26

1974 Paul Flory 19 June 1910 1934 23

1976 William Lipscomb 9 December 1919 1946 26

1979 Herbert Brown 22 May 1912 1938 26

1980 Paul Berg 30 June 1926 1952 25

1980 Walter Gilbert 21 March 1932 1957 25

1984 Robert Merrifield 15 July 1921 1949 27

1985 Herbert Hauptman 14 February 1917 1955 38 (work)

1985 Jerome Karle 18 June 1918 1944 25

1986 Dudley Herschbach 18 June 1932 1958 25

1987 Donald Cram 22 April 1919 1947 28

1987 Charles Pedersen 3 October 1904 1927 22 (no doctorate)

1989 Thomas Cech 8 December 1947 1975 27

1990 E. J. Corey 12 July 1928 1950 22

Table 11.10: Ages at final degree for scientists who were educated primarily or entirely in the United
States and won a Nobel Prize in Chemistry prior to 1991.
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Nobel Prize Name Born Graduated Age

1923 Robert Millikan 22 March 1868 1895 27

1927 Arthur Compton 10 September 1892 1916 23

1936 Carl Anderson 3 September 1905 1930 24

1937 Clinton Davisson 22 October 1881 1911 29

1939 Ernest Lawrence 8 August 1901 1925 23

1944 I. I. Rabi 29 July 1898 1926 27

1946 Percy Bridgman 21 April 1882 1908 26

1952 Edward Purcell 30 August 1912 1938 25

1955 Willis Lamb 12 July 1913 1938 25

1955 Polykarp Kusch 26 January 1911 1936 25

1956 & 1972 John Bardeen 23 May 1908 1936 28

1956 Walter Brattain 10 February 1902 1929 27

1956 William Shockley 13 February 1910 1936 26

1959 Owen Chamberlain 10 July 1920 1949 28

1960 Donald Glaser 21 September 1926 1950 23

1961 Robert Hofstadter 5 February 1915 1938 23

1964 Charles Townes 28 July 1915 1939 24

1965 Richard Feynman 11 May 1918 1942 24

1965 Julian Schwinger 12 February 1918 1939 21

1968 Luis Alvarez 13 June 1911 1935 25

1969 Murray Gell-Mann 15 September 1929 1951 21

1972 Leon Cooper 28 February 1930 1954 24

1972 John Schrieffer 31 May 1931 1957 26

1975 Leo Rainwater 9 December 1917 1946 28 (war)

1976 Burton Richter 22 March 1931 1956 25

1976 Samuel Ting 27 January 1936 1962 26

1977 Phillip Anderson 13 December 1923 1949 25 (war)

1977 John Van Vleck 13 March 1899 1922 23

1978 Arno Penzias 26 April 1933 1962 29 (war)

1978 Robert Wilson 10 January 1936 1962 26

1979 Sheldon Glashow 5 December 1932 1959 26

1979 Steven Weinberg 3 May 1933 1957 24

1980 James Cronin 29 September 1931 1955 23

1980 Val Fitch 10 March 1923 1954 31 (war)

1981 Arthur Schawlow 5 May 1921 1949 28 (war)

1982 Kenneth Wilson 8 June 1936 1961 25

1983 William Fowler 9 August 1911 1936 24

1988 Leon Lederman 15 July 1922 1951 28

1988 Melvin Schwartz 2 November 1932 1958 25

1988 Jack Steinberger 25 May 1921 1948 27 (war)

1989 Norman Ramsey 27 August 1915 1940 24

1990 Jerome Friedman 28 March 1930 1956 26

1990 Henry Kendall 9 December 1926 1955 28

Table 11.11: Ages at final degree for scientists who were educated primarily or entirely in the United
States and won a Nobel Prize in Physics prior to 1991.
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Table 11.12 summarizes the average ages at graduation from Tables 11.9–11.11 for the U.S. system,
excluding those whose education was delayed by war, work, or illness. For comparison, the cor-
responding average ages from Tables 10.3–10.6 for the German-speaking world are also included.
As may be seen, on average those U.S.-educated scientists took approximately two years longer to
complete their education than their contemporary counterparts from the German-speaking world.

Age at graduation from Age at graduation from
Category of people German-speaking world U.S. system

Ph.D., Physics Nobel 1901–1990 23.2 years 25.1 years

Ph.D., Chemistry Nobel 1901–1990 22.4 years 24.7 years

Ph.D., Medicine Nobel 1901–1990 23.6 years 25.2 years

M.D., Medicine or Chemistry Nobel 23.8 years 25.0 years

Final degree, all science Nobelists 23.0 years 24.9 years

Ph.D., non-Nobel sample 22.4 years —

Ph.D., Nobel + non-Nobel sample 22.7 years 25.0 years

M.D., Nobel + non-Nobel sample 23.8 years 25.0 years

Final degree, Nobel + non-Nobel sample 22.9 years 24.9 years

Table 11.12: Ages at final degree for selected scientists educated in German-speaking and U.S.
systems.

As a further comparison, the current situation in the U.S. educational system is even worse. For
those receiving a doctorate in 2017, the median age at graduation was 31.6
[www.nsf.gov/statistics/srvydoctorates/]. That is nearly a decade older than students who received
a Ph.D. from the earlier German-speaking world.

Each increase in the average age at which scientists and engineers receive their final degree means
fewer years for their research careers, especially fewer available years when they are youngest, most
creative, most energetic, and least distracted by other factors in their lives (family obligations,
serving on committees, etc.):

• By this criterion, scientists in the early U.S. research system graduated approximately two
years behind their contemporary German-speaking peers, which might be one factor explain-
ing why those U.S. scientists may have created fewer revolutionary innovations per person
than their German-speaking peers.

• Yet scientists in the modern U.S. research system graduate approximately 6.5 years behind
even those early U.S. scientists, and nearly a decade behind the early German-speaking cre-
ators, which might help explain why the modern system may create even fewer revolutionary
innovations per person.
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The problem is even worse than those numbers indicate. In general, many (though certainly not all)
of the German-speaking creators and the early U.S. scientists were able to conduct truly independent
research as soon as they obtained their doctoral degrees, if not before. In contrast, scientists who
receive a Ph.D. or M.D. in the modern U.S. system typically then have to spend many years following
older supervisors’ instructions in postdoctoral jobs, residencies, or entry-level positions at corporate
or government laboratories. In 2012, the average age at which Ph.D. scientists received their first
National Institutes of Health (NIH) research project grant was 41.9, and the average age at which
M.D. scientists received their first NIH research grant was 43.8 [report.nih.gov/Workforce/PSW/].
Thus many German-speaking creators achieved similar independence on average two whole decades
in life earlier than scientists in the modern U.S. system, and early U.S. scientists achieved their
independence up to 18 years earlier than those in the modern U.S. system.

As discussed in Chapter 12, this data suggests that one way to improve the modern innovation
system would be to eliminate redundancies between high school and undergraduate education,
streamline the graduate school educational process, greatly lower the average ages at which scientists
receive their final degrees and their first financial grants, and give young scientists much more
independence during their most energetic and creative years.
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11.2.5 Interdisciplinary Approach

A significant fraction of the German-speaking creators were individuals who had demonstrated that
they could be productive in multiple scientific fields in Europe (Section 10.2.5), and that continued
to be true for many of the German-speaking creators who moved to the United States before,
during, or after the Third Reich. Many examples could be cited; here are just a few of the better
known cases:

• Hans Bethe was a vigorous force in fields from astrophysics to international politics [Bethe
1991].

• Carl Djerassi not only helped to develop oral contraceptives, new methods for analytical
chemistry, and safer pesticides, but also wrote novels and plays that received worldwide
recognition [Carr 2009; http://www.djerassi.com].

• Krafft Ehricke made major advances in rocket design, nuclear engineering, orbital mechanics,
and planetary science [Freeman 2008].

• George Gamow advanced our knowledge of both the Big Bang and the genetic code [Gino
Segrè 2011].

• John von Neumann made major contributions to everything from nuclear weapons design to
computers to economics to political policy [Macrae 1992].

• Leo Szilard was responsible for the beginnings of both the Manhattan Project and molecular
biology research in the United States [Lanouette and Silard 1992].

• Herbert Wagner developed jet engines, guided missiles, and nuclear engineering projects [p.
2583; Christopher 2013; Constant 1980].

• Fritz Zwicky was known for his exceptional creativity in fields ranging from jet propulsion to
astrophysics [John Johnson, Jr., 2019; Stöckli and Müller 2008].

Among the American-born creators who were active during the golden age of the U.S. system, there
appear to have been fewer truly interdisciplinary individuals, although there were a few notable
cases; for example:

• John Bardeen made Nobel-prize-winning contributions to both transistors and superconduc-
tivity [Hoddeson and Daitch 2002].

• Linus Pauling contributed to quantum physics, chemistry, protein structure, DNA research,
and international politics [Serafini 1989].

• Simon Ramo was instrumental in national programs ranging from air defense systems to
ballistic missiles, and he was as skilled at business and politics as he was at science and
engineering [Ramo 1988].
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In modern peer-reviewed committee decisions for research grants and academic tenure, very long
lists of papers in the same narrow specialty are especially valued, and it is difficult to find examples
of revolutionary innovators who are making major contributions in several very different fields.
Presumably there are still a few who have survived within the modern system, but the trend seems
to be that interdisciplinary creators were most valued, and therefore most prevalent, in the earlier
German-speaking world, still in evidence in the 1940s–1960s U.S. system, and increasingly rare in
the decades since.

One might object that modern scientific fields have advanced so far that it is no longer feasible
for individuals to acquire sufficient multidisciplinary expertise. However, that objection does not
seem valid when one examines the enormous knowledge, expertise, and accomplishments of earlier
scientists such as John von Neumann or Enrico Fermi, or when one considers that revolutionary
innovations in many fields seem to have matured and stagnated at the level that was created by
those same interdisciplinary creators. In other words, if those earlier multidisciplinary creators
were revived from the dead today, they would probably be able to quickly catch up on the few
truly important developments they had missed, and then continue their work in multiple fields.
If individuals could be so successful studying and working in multiple disciplines in the twentieth
century, modern students should be able to acquire the same breadth and depth of expertise now.

Certainly most scientists and engineers can be rather specialized and still contribute fully to the
system. Nonetheless, there is great value if some small but significant fraction of individuals pos-
sesses a much broader interdisciplinary expertise. With that broader view of the entire scientific
landscape, they can help to:

1. Guide the system toward more revolutionary areas that might otherwise be overlooked by
those with only microspecialized views of known areas.

2. Take successful methodologies, discoveries, and inventions from one area and apply them to
make advances in a completely different area.

3. Spot areas that for certain fundamental reasons are scientific dead ends.

4. Effectively communicate the state of scientific fields to scientists in other fields, government
leaders, business leaders, students, and the general public.
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11.2.6 Scientific Leadership and Decision-Making Style

Just as certain high-level scientific managers in the earlier German-speaking world seem to have
operated as enlightened despots in identifying and funding promising creators and creations, a
large number of enlightened despots appear to have greatly contributed to the successes of the U.S.
research system from the 1940s through the 1960s. Without in any way attempting an exhaustive
list, this section provides examples illustrating the impact that individual enlightened despots had
on the U.S. research system.

Like the earlier German-speaking enlightened despots, these U.S. enlightened despots had different
individual styles, various opportunities, and differing levels of success; they were all imperfect in
their scientific judgment and/or personal character (some more than others), and most if not all of
them made some strong enemies along the way. Nonetheless, also like their earlier German-speaking
counterparts, each of these U.S. despots had:

• The strong and direct support of very high authorities (in many cases actually the U.S.
President).

• A keen eye for revolutionary innovators and innovations.

• The ability to directly offer steady employment and funding for any innovators and innova-
tions they deemed worthy, by circumventing the much slower and more risk-averse normal
bureaucratic processes for application, review, approval, renewal, etc.

Vannevar Bush (1890–1974), shown in Fig. 11.49, may be viewed as the political father of the
U.S. research world,6 just as Friedrich Althoff may be viewed as the political father of the earlier
German-speaking research world (p. 1405). Like Althoff, Bush also installed or aided a number of
other enlightened despots, such as those shown in the lower half of Fig. 11.49. Bush was an electrical
engineering professor and vice president at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) as
World War II approached and U.S. government funding for R&D was minimal. Bush became
president of the Carnegie Institution for Science in Washington, DC (1939–1955), as well as chair
and member of the advisory board of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA,
the predecessor of NASA, 1938–1948). In 1940 he successfully lobbied President Franklin Roosevelt
to create the National Defense Research Committee (NDRC) and Office of Scientific Research and
Development (OSRD), which Bush ran until 1947 and in which capacity he reported directly to
the President. Bush’s NDRC and OSRD were in charge of creating, funding, and managing all
military scientific R&D in the United States during these years, including U.S. developments in
nuclear fission reactors and weapons, radar systems, proximity fuses, penicillin mass production,
and other innovations. After the war, Bush proposed and successfully lobbied for the establishment
of the major U.S. government research sponsoring agencies, including the creation of the National
Science Foundation, the Atomic Energy Commission (now called the Department of Energy), and
the military Research and Development Board (RDB, predecessor of later Department of Defense
research sponsoring offices), as well as major expansions of NACA and the National Institutes
of Health (NIH). Bush also strongly promoted corporate research while serving on the board of
directors for American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T, 1949–1962), Merck (1949–1962), and
other companies.

6 Baxter 1946; Burchard 1948; Bush 1946, 1949, 1960, 1967, 1970; James Conant 1970; Jennet Conant 2002;
Zachary 1997a, 1997b.
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Figure 11.49: Examples of scientific “enlightened despots” who had a large impact on the U.S.
system. Above: Vannevar Bush established the entire government-funded research system during
and immediately after World War II. Below: March 1940 meeting of Ernest Lawrence, Arthur
Compton, Vannevar Bush, James Conant, Karl Compton, and Alfred Loomis (from left to right).
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Bush laid out some of his views on scientific innovation in an allegorical essay entitled “The
Builders” [Bush 1967, pp. 11–12]:

The process by which the boundaries of knowledge are advanced, and the structure of
organized science is built, is a complex process indeed. It corresponds fairly well with
the exploitation of a difficult quarry for its building materials and the fitting of these
into an edifice[...]

In these circumstances it is not at all strange that the workers sometimes proceed in
erratic ways. There are those who are quite content, given a few tools, to dig away,
unearthing odd blocks, piling them up in the view of fellow workers, and apparently
not caring whether they fit anywhere or not. Unfortunately there are also those who
watch carefully until some industrious group digs out a particularly ornamental block,
whereupon they fit it in place with much gusto and bow to the crowd. Some groups do
not dig at all, but spend all their time arguing as to the exact arrangement of a cornice
or abutment. Some spend all their days trying to pull down a block or two that a rival
has put in place. Some, indeed, neither dig nor argue, but go along with the crowd,
scratch here and there, and enjoy the scenery. Some sit by and give advice, and some
just sit.

On the other hand there are those men of rare vision, who can grasp well in advance
just the block that is needed for rapid advance on a section of the edifice to be possible,
who can tell by some subtle sense where it will be found, and who have an uncanny
skill in cleaning away dross and bringing it surely into the light. These are the master
workmen.

Historian G. Pascal Zachary gave an excellent overview of Bush’s personality and legacy [Zachary
1997a, pp. 4–5, 7–8]:

[...] Bush believed Americans should freely give public-spirited experts ultimate author-
ity over the nation’s security. He ranked the engineer as first among equals, a sort of
super-citizen who could master virtually every activity essential to the smooth func-
tioning of a modern nation. What distinguished the engineer from other experts was
his breadth. Bush saw the engineer as a pragmatic polymath; the engineer, he once
wrote, “was not primarily a physicist, or a business man, or an inventor but [someone]
who would acquire some of the skills and knowledge of each of these and be capable of
successfully developing and applying new devices on the grand scale.”

This realization that the engineer was the engine of 20th-century capitalism qualified
Bush as the godfather of high technology and a leading proponent of industrial vitality
through innovation, not intrigue. [...] At midcentury, he was among the few who realized
the curative power of new ventures. The best way to limit monopoly economic power,
he insisted, was through “the advent of small new industrial units, for if these latter
have half a chance they can cut rings around the great stodgy concern.”

Such contrarian views made Bush a divisive figure. His personality didn’t always help
either. His philosopher-king aura smacked of arrogance, even meanness to some. He
struck his critics as imperious, intimidating and at times even a bully who harbored
“a relentless, perhaps insatiable, drive for power.” Still he had redeeming qualities. His
wit and charm prompted comparisons with the folksy Will Rogers. His intelligence,
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vitality and candor impressed many. He enjoyed a good tussle, refused to back down
from anyone and, when opposed, could explode in anger. He rubbed people in authority
the wrong way, but he was principled about it. He felt he never angered anyone without
good reason. Aware that his penchant for battle cost him good will, he still never shied
away from a fight, and he took as much ground as his opponents ceded. “My whole
philosophy . . . is very simple,” he told a few generals during the war. “If I have any
doubt as to whether I am supposed to do a job or not, I do it, and if someone socks me,
I lay off.” [...]

Acts of importance were the measure of Bush’s life, and they are the reason his life
deserves study today. His was a political life, wrapped in the enigma of science and
invention. An apostle of expertise, he transcended the labels of “liberal” or “conserva-
tive” and pursued the progressive ideal of public betterment through the private efforts
of people of good will and merit. [...]

In an age of complexity, Bush’s habits of mind transcended easy categorization and pre-
figured the postmodern embrace of contradictions. He was a contrarian, skeptical of easy
solutions yet willing to tackle tough problems without a compass. He looked askance
at social status based on wealth, but fervently believed that mass opinion should be
directed by a “natural aristocracy” of meritorious Americans. He was a pragmatist who
thought that knowledge arose from a physical encounter with a stubborn reality. The
mathematician Norbert Wiener called him “one of the greatest apparatus men that
America has ever seen—he thinks with his hands as well as with his brain.” Despite be-
ing drenched in a world of particulars, Bush was ultimately a moral thinker whose grand
themes were individual self-reliance, democracy with a small d and the absolute neces-
sity for thinking men and women to build—with the help of technology—meaningful
patterns from the confusing buzz of facts, ideas and emotions that compose the discourse
of any era.

Suspicious of big institutions, whether run by public servants, the military or corpora-
tions, Bush objected to the pernicious effects of an increasingly bureaucratized society
and the potential for mass mediocrity long before such complaints became conventional
wisdom. [...]

His great failure and his enduring triumph was his realization that the course of modern
history would be shaped by large hierarchical institutions, making plans and settling
scores behind closed doors, working best when insulated from public opinion. That these
institutions lost their energy and legitimacy as the 20th century waned would not have
surprised Bush. Whether overseeing the creation of the atomic bomb or lobbying to fund
“pure” research without utilitarian purpose, he believed the beleaguered individual was
still of paramount importance.

“The individual to me is everything,” he wrote on the eve of World War II. “I would
circumscribe him just as little as possible.” In the murderous years that followed, he
never lost his faith in the power of one.

As Zachary pointed out, a tragic irony is that Bush, who was probably the most powerful enlightened
scientific despot in the history of the United States and who empowered or assisted other enlightened
despots, helped to set up the key institutions of the U.S. innovation system that ultimately, over
the course of the following decades, replaced the individual far-sighted enlightened despots with a
faceless bureaucratic system of myopic, risk-averse peer review.
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William M. Allen (1900–1985), shown in Fig. 11.50, ran Boeing 1945–1972 when it developed
the 707 through 747 jet airliners. As exemplified by those products, he championed major techno-
logical steps, large R&D budgets, and long development timelines [Clive Irving 2014; Serling 1992].
Fortune magazine named him one of the “10 greatest CEOs of all time” [Collins 2003]:

“Don’t talk too much,” Boeing’s new chief admonished himself. “Let others talk.”

Its planes helped win the war—yet victory in 1945 looked like death for Boeing. Revenues
plummeted more than 90% as orders for bombers vanished overnight. And bombers,
everyone knew, were what Boeing was all about.

Everyone, that is, but its new leader. An understated lawyer who said he wasn’t quali-
fied for the job, Bill Allen never saw Boeing as the bomber company. It was the company
whose engineers built amazing flying machines. In 1952 he bet heavily on a new commer-
cial jet, the 707. At the time, Boeing had no business being in the commercial market,
or at least that’s what potential customers said. (“You make great bombers up there in
Seattle. Why don’t you stick with that?”) Yet Allen’s time frames were bigger too. He
saw that Boeing could compete by changing the industry. Under his leadership, Boeing
built the 707, 727, 737, and 747—four of the most successful bets in industrial history.
At a board meeting described by Robert Serling in Legend & Legacy, a director said
that if the 747 was too big for the market to swallow, Boeing could back out. “Back
out?” stiffened Allen. “If the Boeing Aircraft Co. says we will build this airplane, we
will build it even if it takes the resources of the entire company.” Like today’s CEOs,
he endured the swarming gnats who think small: short time frames, pennies per share,
a narrow purpose. Allen thought bigger—and left a legacy to match.

(Army) Air Force General Henry “Hap” Arnold (1886–1950), shown in Fig. 11.50, was a
very strong supporter of developing revolutionary technologies during and after World War II [Henry
Arnold 1945, 1949; Bower 1987; Lasby 1971]. He played an especially important role in getting the
United States to acquire a large number of creators and creations from the German-speaking world
and to support the employment of those innovators and technologies for U.S. military applications.
Historian Clarence Lasby described the extent of Arnold’s vision [Lasby 1971, pp. 102–103]:

Henry “Hap” Arnold, Commanding General of the Air Forces, was determined to capi-
talize on German advances. A stocky, broad-shouldered West Point graduate and former
aide to General Billy Mitchell, Arnold had been the most devoted partisan of airpower
throughout the 1930’s. He was also a visionary, and was fortunate to find a man who
appreciated his new concepts for air warfare in Professor Theodore von Kármán, a
Hungarian Jew who in 1929 had left the directorship of the Aeronautical Institute of
Aachen, Germany, to assume the same position at the Aeronautical Laboratory at Cal
Tech. In 1939 Arnold contracted with von Kármán to construct a 40,000-horsepower
wind tunnel, the first of its kind, and to develop rockets to assist the takeoff of heavy air-
craft. In September 1944 he called upon his ally again, this time to prepare a blueprint
for air research for the next twenty to fifty years. When he addressed the scientist’s
advisory group, he asked them to free their imaginations. “I see a manless Air Force,”
he said. “I see no excuse for men in fighter planes to shoot down bombers.” Unlike the
aviators in the Navy, Arnold had no fear of novel weapons. In May 1945 he had sent
von Kármán on a special mission to study the Germans’ latest developments, and when
his own officers proposed the exploitation of the enemy scientists through Overcast, he
approved.
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Figure 11.50: More examples of scientific “enlightened despots” who had a very large impact on
the U.S. system: William M. Allen ran Boeing 1945–1972 when it developed the 707 through 747
jet airliners. Army Air Force General Henry Arnold strongly supported revolutionary technologies
during and after World War II. James Conant (lower right, with Vannevar Bush and Harry Truman)
modernized Harvard University, helped Vannevar Bush run national research during World War II,
and was the first U.S. Ambassador to West Germany after the war.
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James Conant (1893–1978), shown in Fig. 11.50, modernized Harvard University, helped Van-
nevar Bush run national research during World War II, and was the first U.S. Ambassador to West
Germany after the war [Baxter 1946; James Conant 1970; Jennet Conant 2002, 2017; Zachary
1997a]. According to his obituary [NYT 1978-02-12 p. 1]:

Dr. Conant led Harvard for 20 years, but the lean, self-effacing six-footer was never in
a rut, then or after. He left a brilliant career in chemistry to accept the university’s
presidency and his resignation in 1953 at the age of 60 marked only the beginning of
distinguished roles as diplomat and almost single-handed reformer of, and schoolmaster
to, American public education.

As a prelude to his diplomatic service Dr. Conant had served in World War II as a
scientific adviser to the Government on the atomic bomb project and was one of those
involved in the selection of the target in Japan for the first bomb, which was dropped
over Hiroshima Aug. 6, 1945.

Dr. Conant, who spent the major part of his life in the leadership of higher education,
perhaps will be best remembered in popular lore as the man who warned of the “social
dynamite” accumulating in the cities and who tried to chart a course of improvement
for the nation’s elementary and secondary schools.

In whatever task he had at hand, he stressed the relevant, the immediate and the
practical. He dealt largely in ideas but he liked to see them translated into action, and
his habit of sliding back his cuff and glancing at his watch was due more to planning
the next step than to impatience.

As an educator Dr. Conant was indifferent to the pressures of politics and consensus
and, although he did not seek out controversy, he was unintimidated by it.

He would cling obstinately to his opinions if he thought them right. On the wall of his
office at Harvard he kept a framed cartoon with the caption: “Behold the turtle, he
makes progress only when his neck is out.”

James Conant succinctly summed up his philosophy of scientific management [Jennet Conant 2002,
p. vii]:

To advance scientific knowledge, pick a man of genius, give him money, and let him
alone.

Lee DuBridge (1901–1994), shown in Fig. 11.51, directed the MIT Radiation Laboratory 1940–
1946 and the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) 1946–1969 [Baxter 1946; Burchard 1948;
Jennet Conant 2002; Greenstein 1997; Guerlac 1987]. He facilitated the great wartime successes of
the Radiation Laboratory in radar development both by being a strong lobbyist to government for
funding and independence for the Laboratory, and also by creating an extraordinarily productive
research environment for the scientists working there [Guerlac 1987, p. 297]:
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No full understanding of the administrative eccentricities of the Radiation Laboratory
is possible without recognizing that one of its outstanding merits, in the eyes of its own
management, was that it was a physicist’s world, run for, and as completely as possible
by, physicists. Everything was subordinated to producing an environment for research as
free and untrammeled as in a university and to preventing research from becoming en-
tangled or impeded by the growing responsibilities thrust upon the organization. [...N]o
policy could have been better designed to rid the research man of unwise interference,
and to give him unsurpassed opportunities for creative work. The Radiation Laboratory
came close to realizing a scientist’s dream of a scientific republic, whose only limitation
was the supply of scientists.

Jesse Greenstein, a Caltech astronomer, provided more details about DuBridge’s personality and
accomplishments [Greenstein 1997]:

In November 1940, under pressure from Lawrence and Loomis, Lee became the founding
director of the Radiation Laboratory (RadLab) centered at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. It did not disband until January 1946. His first helpers, recruited on
a crash basis, included a dozen from the nuclear physics community, Alex Allen, Ken
Bainbridge, Ed McMillan, I. I. Rabi, Norman Ramsey, Stan Van Voorhis, and Milton
White; some of the staff later won Nobel Prizes. By 1945 the lab employed 4,000 sci-
entists and engineers. Lee’s style, one that he retained all his life, was one of showing
leadership rather than exerting authority. He listened and understood the problems well,
but he could be finally decisive. Their first project was to design and build a radar for
air interception, which took three months plus a year to mount on the Northrup Black
Widow airplanes.

Also designed and built were radar to detect ships and submarines at sea, for night
bombing, and to point guns. Over 100 types of microwave radar were created. For each
there were training programs, service instructions, and manuals for field maintenance.
Many prospective users were trained at MIT. RadLab personnel fanned out over the
world to train users and improve field operations. The annual budget reached $50 mil-
lion. The lab and its products (the theory of high-frequency circuits and the many uses
of microwaves) were described in an unclassified twenty-seven-volume series published
at the end of the war. [...]

He was in many ways an ideal college president for the twenty-three years he held
that office. He was soft-spoken, responsive, and persuasive. He somehow knew how to
say “no” and still retain the friendship of a faculty member. He visited faculty offices
to ask what was new in a member’s field. As senior professor of astronomy I enjoyed
Lee’s questions as to what had been found recently at Palomar. His broad physical
insight gave him quick understanding and he savored what remained puzzling. A further
extraordinary ability was to repeat a story, with background and speculation about its
future, to a meeting of the Board of Trustees or to the Associates. Sometimes the solution
was only money, which he provided at once in small amounts and in large amounts after
some effort. Lee spoke very well in public and was under constant pressure to explain
Caltech science and education to organizations and the public.
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Crawford Greenewalt (1902–1993), shown in Fig. 11.51, helped Du Pont build the plutonium-
producing Hanford fission reactors during World War II, and he ran Du Pont 1948–1967 when it
introduced its most innovative chemical products [Greenewalt 1959; Hounshell and Smith 1988;
Zilg 1984]. In their landmark book on the history of R&D at Du Pont, historians David Hounshell
and John Smith, Jr. described Greenewalt’s approach [Hounshell and Smith 1988, pp. 358–361]:

In the twentieth century history of the Du Pont Company, there was perhaps never a
more perfect fit between corporate objectives and the career, style, and philosophy of
the company’s president than during the presidency of Crawford H. Greenewalt. [...]

Starting from virtually no knowledge of fission in October 1942, he rapidly acquired a
deep knowledge of reactor physics—deep enough to keep a check on Chicago physicists
and not to be cowed by them. [...] Greenewalt so impressed Fermi and Compton that
both offered him positions in their postwar research enterprises. [...]

The Manhattan Project’s success and the elder du Ponts’ continued concerns about
family management of the company quickly propelled Greenewalt to the top. [...]

Not long after assuming the presidency, Greenewalt articulated what he believed to be
the Du Pont Company’s two fundamental principles of growth and development that had
served in the past and would continue to govern in the future. Writing in his first annual
report as president, Greenewalt noted, “The first of these has been to seek diversification
in any chemical field to which it can make a substantial technical contribution.” Such a
principle meant that “research results have been applied over a wide commercial area.”
But Du Pont had not done research and development in just any area of the chemical
industry. Rather, as Greenewalt stressed, “the second principle has been to direct the
Company’s research and manufacturing efforts primarily to the large and difficult tasks
which inherently require great resources in technical ability and finances.” Greenewalt’s
second principle was a corollary to the one laid down some forty years earlier by Pierre du
Pont, who said that the company should always have a few really big, high-risk research
projects going because the company stood to benefit both from potentially large payoffs
and from keeping an expert force of researchers continually engaged by the company.
Greenewalt, the chemical engineer turned executive, envisioned the company developing
and managing large, integrated, continuous-process chemical plants that would be the
embodiment of his principles. In the future, Du Pont would marshal its resources to do
what most other companies could not. From these efforts, “new nylons” would emerge.

The rapid and strong impact that nylon’s success had on the Du Pont Company’s strat-
egy of growth and its concomitant R&D policies is perhaps best expressed in the phrase
“new nylons.” By 1945, these two words had become shorthand for the whole paradig-
matic shift in Du Pont’s research program whereby all the industrial departments, not
just the Chemical Department, would undertake fundamental research at the expanded
Experimental Station. From a policy level, Crawford Greenewalt’s widely circulated
report, “Fundamental Research: Definition and Justification,” stated the matter suc-
cinctly: “We are interested primarily in fundamental research studies which are likely
to produce new nylons.” [...] Greenewalt often pondered the statistical basis of research
and concluded that it was but a form of gambling where the odds were greatly improved
through the conduct of fundamental research within a widely diversified company such
as Du Pont.
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Figure 11.51: More examples of U.S. scientific “enlightened despots”: Lee DuBridge directed the
MIT Radiation (radar) Laboratory 1940–1946 and the California Institute of Technology 1946–1969.
Crawford Greenewalt oversaw the plutonium-producing Hanford fission reactors during World War
II and ran Du Pont 1948–1967 when it introduced its most innovative chemical products. Army
General Leslie Groves and J. Robert Oppenheimer were the military and scientific directors, respec-
tively, for the WWII U.S. nuclear weapons program, and helped establish the postwar program.
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Army General Leslie Groves (1896–1970) and J. Robert Oppenheimer (1904–1967),
shown in Fig. 11.51, were the military and scientific directors, respectively, for the WWII U.S.
nuclear weapons program, and helped to establish the postwar program.7

Colonel Kenneth Nichols, who oversaw the construction and operation of all Manhattan Project
facilities under Groves, described Groves [Nichols 1987, p. 108]:

First, General Groves is the biggest S.O.B. I have ever worked for. He is most demanding.
He is most critical. He is always a driver, never a praiser. He is abrasive and sarcastic.
He disregards all normal organizational channels. He is extremely intelligent. He has
the guts to make timely, difficult decisions. He is the most egotistical man I know. He
knows he is right and so sticks by his decision. He abounds with energy and expects
everyone to work as hard, or even harder, than he does... if I had to do my part of the
atomic bomb project over again and had the privilege of picking my boss, I would pick
General Groves.

Nuclear historian and policy analyst Robert Norris described the working relationship between
Groves and Oppenheimer [Norris 2002, pp. 242–243]:

That Oppenheimer and Groves should have worked so well together is really no mystery.
Groves saw in Oppenheimer an “overwhelming ambition” that drove him. He understood
that Oppenheimer was frustrated and disappointed; that his contributions to theoretical
physics had not brought him the recognition he believed he deserved. This project
could be his route to immortality. Part of Groves’s genius was to entwine other people’s
ambitions with his own. Groves and Oppenheimer got on so well because each saw in
the other the skills and intelligence necessary to fulfill their common goal, the successful
use of the bomb in World War II. The bomb in fact would be the route to immortality
for both of them.

They treated each other in special ways. Oppenheimer could at times be sarcastic with
students or colleagues who could not keep up with his quick mind. Not so with Groves.
He patiently answered whatever query the general asked. On Groves’s part he treated
Oppenheimer delicately, like a fine instrument that needed to be played just right.
Groves’s normal approach with most of his subordinates was to push them as hard as
he could. The pressure was a test to see what they were made of. The more they took,
the tougher they were. The good ones would make it through, and those who broke
would be transferred, demoted, or replaced. The general saw that this approach would
not work with Oppenheimer. Some men if pushed too hard will break.

7 Bird and Sherwin 2005; Jennet Conant 2005; Coster-Mullen 2012; Davis 1968; Groves 1962; Hansen 1988, 2007;
Hawkins et al. 1983; Hoddeson et al. 1993; Jungk 1958; Kelly 2007; Nichols 1987; Norris 2002; Oppenheimer 1984;
Reed 2015, 2019; Rhodes 1986, 1995; Serber 1992; Smyth 1945; Sublette 2019.
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Army Colonel Ernest Gruhn (1897–1994), shown in Fig. 11.52, the first director of the Joint
Intelligence Objectives Agency, was a very strong supporter of developing revolutionary technologies
during and after World War II. He played a vital role in getting the United States to import a large
number of creators and creations from the German-speaking world and to harness those innovators
and technologies for U.S. military applications. In his history of Operation Overcast/Paperclip,
Tom Bower wrote [Bower 1987, pp. 137–138]:

The detailed management of Overcast had by then been transferred from Bissell to
Colonel Ernest Gruhn, who had been appointed director of the Joint Intelligence Ob-
jectives Agency. Operating from a few rooms in the Munitions Building in Washington,
Gruhn and successive directors of JOIA would become passionate advocates of Amer-
ica’s need to recruit the Germans and deny them to other powers. More sinisterly,
they would deliberately conceal their irregular and unauthorized activities from civilian
government departments.

Clarence “Kelly” Johnson (1910–1990), shown in Fig. 11.52, created and ran the Lockheed
“Skunk Works” 1943–1975. His operation produced a large number of highly innovative aircraft,
including the first U.S. jet fighters such as the P-80 and F-104, the U-2 high-altitude spy plane,
the hypersonic SR-71 Blackbird spy plane, and stealth aircraft technology [Johnson and Smith
1989; Pace 2016; Rich 1994, 1995; Yenne 2014]. Ben Rich, Johnson’s right-hand man and successor,
described Johnson’s approach [Rich 1995]:

Be quick, be quiet, be on time.

That was the credo of Clarence L. (Kelly) Johnson, the aeronautical innovator who
founded Lockheed’s supersecret “Skunk Works” where he designed the world’s fastest
and highest-flying aircraft—the SR-71 Blackbird.

Johnson played a leading role in the design of more than forty aircraft and set up a Skunk
Works-type operation to develop a Lockheed satellite—the Agena-D—that became the
nation’s workhorse in space. His achievements over almost six decades captured every
major aviation design award and the highest civilian honors of the U.S. government and
made him an aerospace legend. [...]

Johnson achieved international recognition for the highly successful Skunk Works operation—
“a concentration of a few good people . . . applying the simplest, most straightforward
methods possible to develop and produce new products” with minimum overhead and
outside oversight—and for his unparalleled management style. [...]

Johnson was known for his hard adherence to principles. On several occasions he turned
back development contracts to the U.S. Department of Defense after initial work indi-
cated the proposed aircraft would not be effective, no matter how much money the DoD
was willing to provide. [...]

The secret of Kelly Johnson’s success was really no secret. He was not only one of the
world’s foremost designers, but he was an innovative manager who gave people who
worked for him challenges to constantly create better products.
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Many of us in the Skunk Works turned down promotions to other Lockheed organiza-
tions to stay with Kelly. And uppermost for Kelly was to stay with the Skunk Works.
He was offered a company presidency at Lockheed three times—and three times he
declined it. “To me,” said Kelly, “there was no better job within the corporation than
head of Advanced Development Projects—the Skunk Works.”

Even when he retired from Lockheed as a corporate senior vice president in 1975, John-
son continued at the Skunk Works as a senior advisor. His influence continues in the
Skunk Works. “Our aim,” he said, “is to get results cheaper, sooner, and better through
application of common sense to tough problems. If it works, don’t fix it.”

“Reduce reports and other paperwork to a minimum.”

“Keep it simple, stupid—KISS—is our constant reminder.”

Johnson instinctively knew how to select people for his organization. He knew how to
get the most out of the fewest people and how to get the job done—well. He let his
managers run their programs with a minimum of interference. He not only gave you the
authority but also the responsibility.

Ben Rich gave more information on Johnson and his Skunk Works approach [Rich 1994, p. 7]:

Most Skunk Workers were handpicked by our just retired leader, Kelly Johnson, one
of the reigning barons of American aviation, who first joined Lockheed in 1933 as a
twenty-three-year-old fledgling engineer to help design and build the Electra twin-engine
transport that helped put the young company and commercial aviation on the map. By
the time he retired forty-two years later, Kelly Johnson was recognized as the preemi-
nent aerodynamicist of his time, who had created the fastest and highest-flying military
airplanes in history. Inside the Skunk Works, we were a small, intensely cohesive group
consisting of about fifty veteran engineers and designers and a hundred or so expert ma-
chinists and shop workers. Our forte was building a small number of very technologically
advanced airplanes for highly secret missions. What came off our drawing boards pro-
vided key strategic and technological advantages for the United States, since our enemies
had no way to stop our overflights. Principal customers were the Central Intelligence
Agency and the U.S. Air Force; for years we functioned as the CIA’s unofficial “toy
makers,” building for it fabulously successful spy planes, while developing an intimate
working partnership with the agency that was unique between government and private
industry. Our relations with the Air Force blue-suiters were love-hate—depending on
whose heads Kelly was knocking together at any given time to keep the Skunk Works
as free as possible from bureaucratic interlopers or the imperious wills of overbearing
generals. To his credit Kelly never wavered in his battle for our independence from
outside interference, and although more than one Air Force chief of staff over the years
had to act as peacemaker between Kelly and some generals of the Air Staff, the proof
of our success was that the airplanes we built operated under tight secrecy for eight to
ten years before the government even acknowledged their existence.
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Figure 11.52: More examples of U.S. scientific “enlightened despots”: Army Colonel Ernest Gruhn
ran the Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency that transferred German scientists and technologies
to the United States after World War II. Mervin Kelley created and led breakthrough research
programs at AT&T Bell Laboratories 1936–1959. Kelly Johnson (left, with pilot Francis Gary
Powers in front of a U-2 spy plane) created and ran the Lockheed “Skunk Works” 1943–1975.
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Mervin Kelly (1895–1971), shown in Fig. 11.52, built and led the highly innovative research
programs at AT&T Bell Laboratories during the period 1936–1959, occupying positions ranging
from director of research to president [Bernstein 1984; Gertner 2012; Pierce 1975; Rhoads 2005;
Riordan and Hoddeson 1997].

John Pierce, a research manager under Kelly at Bell Laboratories, gave a detailed description of
Kelly’s personality [Pierce 1975]:

[...] Kelly’s greatest contribution lay in creative technical management. It is no more
than just to say that Kelly made Bell Laboratories the foremost industrial laboratory
in the world. He recognized and inspired good men and good work. He assessed and
drove to completion important technical potentialities and opportunities. He shaped
and managed a complex organization. And, he inspired the confidence and won the
support of the management of AT&T and of the operating telephone companies of the
Bell System. As Frederick R. Kappel, former board chairman of AT&T said after Kelly’s
death:

“He was a great fellow for the Bell System. Mervin was always and forever pushing the
operating management, and the heads of AT&T as well, to get on with new things. His
aggressiveness got him in a lot of hot arguments, but I always sat back and said, ‘Give
it to them, Mervin, that’s what we need.’ Every place needs a fireball or sparkplug, and
he was it.”

Kelly was not only a sparkplug; he combined determination and showmanship. Twice
he submitted his resignation to the president of AT&T, stating that important work
at Bell Laboratories was not being adequately funded. In each case, he got the funds.
Surely, he was sincere, but he was dramatic as well. [...]

Kelly’s greatest accomplishments lay in the Bell Laboratories. He valued talent sincerely,
as his warm biographical sketch of C. J. Davisson shows. He wanted, found, appreciated,
and encouraged the sort of men who invented the transistor. [...]

When the transistor had been invented, Kelly recognized its worth. As a foreign member
of the Swedish Academy of Sciences, he pressed for the award of the Nobel Prize to
Bardeen, Brattain, and Shockley. And, for years at Bell Laboratories nothing was any
good unless it was “new art” (solid state).

Kelly fostered or launched ambitious programs in nationwide dialing, in automation of
maintenance and testing, in microwave communication, in coaxial cable transmission,
in transoceanic cables, and in electronic switching. All were timely, and, in the end, all
were successful. [...]

After Kelly retired from Bell Laboratories, he acted as a consultant to a number of
companies, but chiefly to International Business Machines Incorporated. In this capacity,
his energy and enthusiasm were no less than in his leadership of Bell Laboratories, but
he wisely realized that his role was that of counsellor to the management, including
Thomas Watson, Jr., the chairman of the board, and not that of a boss. According to
E. R. Piore, vice president and chief scientist of IBM:
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“He traveled to all technical locations in IBM that stretch across this country north and
south and east and west and which are located in six countries in Europe. Once in the
laboratory, he would [as he used to do at Bell Laboratories] spend time with the people
at the bench, stimulating discussion and thinking, constantly evaluating the person and
the program. Thus he acquired possibly more than any other person, a judgment of
men, of programs, and the methods in use. This quality of conversing with the man
at the bench, making the man feel at home with Kelly, in no way inhibited him with
similar conversations with men up the ladder, including Tom Watson, Jr., and the rest
of the group that had oversight over the whole IBM enterprise. Thus he would report to
me after his trip and report to Tom Watson also. Mervin was not making a career for
himself in IBM. Thus he never fought for his convictions but quietly gave his views—
strong, moderate, or negative. This is one reason why his influence was great whether
talking to me or to those above me. These conversations dealt with technology, people
and management.

“His evaluation and identification of people had a profound effect on their careers. He
was after the best technical people, and recommended that they be placed in jobs of
ever-increasing responsibility. I would judge that this was his greatest accomplishment
in IBM.” [...]

Continually pressing for higher achievement, Kelly always prized and promoted ability
wherever he found it. Conversely, he was uniformly impatient with mediocrity and
almost ruthlessly intolerant of incompetence. [...]

Pierce also provided numerous examples of Mervin Kelly’s views on how industrial R&D should be
managed [Pierce 1975]:

Kelly had no doubt as to the place of science and technology in man’s life. He wrote:
“So completely have they dominated the pattern of our growth that when the man in
the street speaks of ‘progress,’ he usually means scientific and technological progress.”

Kelly was equally clear concerning the source of such progress: “Basic research is the
foundation on which all technologic advances rest.”

What is the source, the generating force behind new ideas? Kelly said: “But with all the
needed emphasis on leadership, organization and teamwork, the individual has remained
supreme—of paramount importance. It is in the mind of a single person that creative
ideas and concepts are born.”

Where should basic research be carried out? Kelly noted that “ . . . the academic
community has been the principal home of basic research for more than a century. . .
.” However, he looked toward industry for substantial contributions to research: “The
author believes that at least 10 per cent of most research and development budgets can
be profitably employed in basic research. Any company that has 50 or more members
of professional staff, that will dedicate 10 per cent of them to basic research, can build
a strong, productive, and profitable effort.” [...]

Using the Bell Laboratories as an example of organized technology, Kelly delineated
three areas that preceded the manufacture of complicated technological systems:
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“The first includes all of the research and fundamental development. This is our non-
scheduled area of work. It provides the reservoir of completely new knowledge, principles,
materials, methods, and art that are essential for the development of new communica-
tions systems and facilities.

“The second we call ‘systems engineering’. Its major responsibility is the determination
of the new specific systems and facilities development projects—their operational and
economic objectives and the broad technical plan to be followed. ‘Systems engineer-
ing’ controls and guides the use of the new knowledge obtained from the research and
fundamental development programs in the creation of new telephone services and the
improvement and lowering of cost of services already established.

“The third encompasses all specific development and design of new systems and facil-
ities. The work is most carefully programmed in conformity with the plan established
by the systems engineering studies. Our research and fundamental development pro-
grams supply the new knowledge required in meeting the objectives of the new specific
developments.”

In addition to these three technical areas, Kelly referred to another, the management
of buildings, shops, and services:

“The nonscientific duties of management should be minimized for all levels of the re-
search supervision. Through proper organization, direct responsibility for people can
be limited to scientists and their aides. Budget preparation, management of shops, ser-
vices, secretaries and typists, for example, can be done by an intimately associated
professional management staff of non-scientists. There should be the very minimum of
diversion of the attention of the research leadership and the individual researchers from
their scientific programs. This can be accomplished by organizational structures and
operations fashioned to free all scientists from nonresearch supervisory duties which, at
the same time, provide excellent and economical service in all areas that support the
direct scientific endeavor.” [...]

Concerning the three functions into which he divided technological endeavor, Kelly
made a number of observations. About research, he said:

“Inspired and productive research in industry requires men of the same high quality as
is required for distinguished pure research in our universities.

“They must be given freedoms that are equivalent to those of the research man in the
university.” [...]

Before leaving the subject of early management at Bell Laboratories, one should also note the earlier
and partially overlapping contributions of Frank Jewett (1879–1949), who was the first president
of Bell Laboratories 1925–1940, chairman of the Bell Laboratories Board of Directors 1940–1944,
president of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences 1939–1947, and a member of the National
Defense Research Committee during World War II [Buckley 1952].
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George W. Merck (1894–1957), shown in Fig. 11.53, ran the U.S. company Merck 1925–1957.
His father, Georg(e) Merck, had come to the United States in 1891 to found an American branch
of the German pharmaceutical company Merck, but the U.S. government forced the American
branch to become a fully independent U.S.-owned company during World War I. George W. Merck
succeeded his father as the leader of the American company. During his tenure, he greatly expanded
research in a wide variety of areas, and was known for focusing more on producing useful new
products than pursuing the highest profits. Fortune magazine named him one of the “10 greatest
CEOs of all time” [Collins 2003]:

The Merck & Co. boss didn’t worry about Wall Street—and grew profits 50-fold.

Late one afternoon in 1978, Dr. William Campbell did what all great researchers do: He
wondered at the data. While testing a new compound to battle parasites in animals, he
was struck with the idea that it might be effective against another parasite—one that
causes blindness and itching in humans so horrific that some victims have committed
suicide. Campbell might have simply scribbled a note in the files and gone to lunch.
After all, the potential “customers”—tribal people in remote tropical locations—would
have no money to buy it. Undaunted, Campbell penned a memo to his employer, Merck
& Co., urging pursuit of the idea. Today 30 million people a year receive Mectizan, the
drug inspired by his observation, largely free of charge.

The most exceptional part of the story is that it wasn’t an exception. “Medicine is for
people, not for the profits,” George Merck II declared on the cover of Time in August
1952—a rule his company observed in dispensing streptomycin to Japanese children fol-
lowing World War II. Yet fuzzy-headed moralistic fervor wasn’t George Merck. Austere
and patrician, he simply believed that the purpose of a corporation is to do something
useful, and to do it very well. “And if we have remembered that, the profits have never
failed to appear,” he explained. “The better we remembered, the larger they have been.”
It’s the mirror image of CEOs whose unhealthy fixations with Wall Street have served
neither people nor profits: Merck served shareholders so well precisely because he served
others first.

(Army) Air Force General Donald Putt (1905–1988), shown in Fig. 11.53, was a very strong
advocate for developing revolutionary technologies after World War II. He played an especially
important role in helping the United States acquire a large number of creators and creations from
the German-speaking world and employ them for U.S. military applications. For example, Wolfgang
Samuel, a retired Air Force colonel and military historian, summarized the contributions of Donald
Putt [Samuel 2004, pp. 7–8]:

Putt determined to go after the intellectual capital of the former Third Reich, the
scientists who had designed the jet and rocket planes and other advanced weapons
never brought to bear against the Allies simply because the Nazis ran out of time. More
than any of his peers, Putt clearly grasped the importance of the German scientist to
the technological future of the United States and wanted as many of them as possible,
and as soon as possible, brought to Wright Field, the research, development, and test
center for the Army Air Forces. There, he thought, the scientists should resume work,
making up the technological deficit America had allowed itself to accumulate in the
prewar years. [...H]e persisted relentlessly, and in time his efforts were crowned with
success.
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Figure 11.53: More examples of U.S. scientific “enlightened despots”: George W. Merck ran the
U.S. company Merck 1925–1957. Air Force General Donald Putt recruited German and Austrian
scientists at the end of World War II and funded their work in the United States after the war. Simon
Ramo directed innovative corporate research for military applications at GE, Hughes Aircraft, and
TRW from the 1940s to the 1970s. Navy Admiral Hyman Rickover shepherded the development of
fission power for submarines and ships from 1945 onward.
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Simon Ramo (1913–2016), shown in Fig. 11.53, ran a very innovative electronics program at
General Electric (1936–1946), then created and ran the highly innovative research program at
Hughes Aircraft (1946–1953), and then co-founded and managed research at TRW (Thompson
Ramo Wooldridge, 1953–1978) [Ramo 1980a, 1980b, 1983, 1988, 2005]. Along the way, Ramo re-
ported directly to U.S. presidents and led development of the first U.S. electron microscopes, long-
range air defense systems, intercontinental ballistic missiles, interplanetary space probes, and other
technologies. The New York Times obituary summarized Ramo’s accomplishments [NYT 2016-06-
30 p. A25]:

Dr. Ramo, who advised a string of presidents, legislators and cabinet officials on sci-
ence and technology, was a pioneering force in the aerospace and electronics industries
throughout the postwar period.

Navy Admiral Hyman Rickover (1900–1986), shown in Fig. 11.53, shepherded the develop-
ment of fission power for submarines and ships from 1945 onward [Allen and Polmar 2007; Kruse
2015; Oliver 2014; Rockwell 1995]. Time magazine featured Rickover on the cover of its 11 January
1954 issue and described his personality:

Sharp-tongued Hyman Rickover spurred his men to exhaustion, ripped through red
tape, drove contractors into rages. He went on making enemies, but by the end of the
war he had won the rank of captain. He had also won a reputation as a man who gets
things done.

Kevin Kruse described Rickover’s methods [Kruse 2015]:

Rickover was careful to assemble a staff that could build the Navy he envisioned, even
though that staff did not always fit the Navy mold. He was the first Navy admiral to
bring women on to a submarine (in the 1950s) not because he was a Civil Rights leader
but because, as Oliver writes in the book, “we needed brains to make the submarine
force successful ... and women possessed half of the available resource.”

Rickover went so far as to invent his own selection process, one that bucked Naval
practice and policy but was more suited to his needs. Children of the influential were
not selected as a matter of course, nor were people with political connections. The
Bureau of Personnel did not control the process and the admiral interviewed every new
recruit.

Once selected, Rickover allowed his sailors the leeway to try new things and the power
to change established practice if a new process was better. He encouraged his staff to
do what worked, regardless of preconceived ideas.

Rickover was, himself, an odd choice to change the Navy. He never saw combat, and
did not wear the standard uniform at all if he could help it. He was small of stature,
a Jewish refugee from Poland and, for all his work altering perceptions, was not the
consummate politician top military leaders often are.

He was also the longest-serving naval officer in U.S. history, with 63 years active duty.
Which, by itself, says a lot.
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Even shortly before the end of his life, Rickover was still creating new programs to nurture young
scientists and engineers. In 1983–1984, he helped establish the Center for Excellence in Education
and the Research Science Institute, which host 80 high school students at MIT for research men-
toring each summer, invite middle- and high-school teachers to participate in research laboratories,
and offer other programs to promote scientific innovation [https://www.cee.org/history].

Air Force General Bernard Schriever (1910–2005), shown in Fig. 11.54, was a protégé of
General Henry Arnold. Following the path originally laid out by Arnold, Schriever was a strong
champion for the development of missiles, rockets, and spacecraft in the U.S. Air Force from his
initial appointment to that area in 1954 until his retirement in 1966 [Jacob Neufeld 2004; Sheehan
2009].

Air Force historian Jacob Neufeld gave an excellent overview of Schriever’s career and impact [Jacob
Neufeld 2004]:

After the war, Schriever’s leadership and accomplishments attracted the attention of
senior officers, notably “Hap” Arnold, now the Commanding General of the Army Air
Forces. Recognizing his protégé’s rare combination of engineering training and opera-
tional experience, Arnold assigned Schriever the delicate job of maintaining the close ties
forged during the war between the Air Force and nation’s leading scientists. Working
with the world famous Dr. Theodore von Kármán, chairman of the Scientific Advisory
Board (SAB), and with RAND Corporation staffers, Schriever focused on long-range
scientific planning. He helped to refine a methodology that matched long-range military
requirements with ongoing research and development. Plans were drawn for all ma-
jor elements of air power—strategic and tactical warfare, air defense, intelligence, and
reconnaissance; RAND, the SAB, and university researchers performed the systems
analysis studies. As a result, the Air Force did not have to wait for technological change
to mature, but could lead and direct it. Put another way, Schriever’s staff combined
operational requirements with technologies, strategies, and objectives to establish ob-
jectives for future systems. “Technology push” thus prevailed over “requirements pull.”
[...]

In its February 1954 report, the Teapot committee recommended that the Air Force
initiate a crash program to produce an ICBM. In May, the Air Force made the Atlas
ICBM its top priority and Gardner selected Brigadier General Schriever to head the
program.

Activated on 1 July 1954, in Inglewood, a suburb of Los Angeles, Schriever’s Western
Development Division (WDD), was housed in a former parochial school. It began with
twelve officers and three enlisted men, and eventually grew to some 1,500 personnel.
Schriever had to create an organization to manage extremely varied and novel science
and technology, build facilities for testing and production, integrate the missile systems,
fit together the nuclear weapons they would carry, and provide the launching sites,
equipment, and ground support necessary to bring the missiles to operational status.
Moreover, he had to accomplish all of this within six years and before the Soviets could
themselves build, deploy, and target their missiles against the United States! It was a
deadly serious, real-life contest of “beat the clock.” [...]
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Even as he was preoccupied with acquiring ICBMs and IRBMs, Schriever foresaw the
potential of outer space systems and the need to extend the Air Force’s interests into
the “high frontier.” While many of his achievements in the space field remain classified,
we can acknowledge his pivotal role in developing the requirements for intelligence
and reconnaissance satellites and manned space flight. Schriever’s enthusiasm for space
exploration tapped his fortitude in sometimes standing up alone to his superiors. Indeed,
although some people tried to muzzle him, Schriever never shrank back from what he
believed in. [...]

Promoted to four-star rank and head of AFSC General Schriever conceived and effected
the consolidation of Air Force technical and logistical efforts into a single organization.
More significantly, he transformed the concept of materiel development and acquisition
from a functional to a systems approach—the focal point for virtually all-new weapons.

Schriever’s role in this transformation was pivotal with respect to his insistence on tech-
nologically superior performance standards, adherence to pre-established production
schedules, and reliance on cost-control measures. While AFSC commander, he fostered
research and oversaw the acquisition of systems that provided strategic deterrence; early
detection, warning, and air defense; advanced aircraft and spacecraft designs; command,
control, and communication systems; and aerospace medicine. By 1963, AFSC organi-
zation employed some 27,000 military and 37,000 civilians, operated an annual budget
of over $7 billion (about 40 percent of the USAF’s total), and managed eighty major
weapons systems. General Schriever defined and institutionalized the acquisition pro-
cess by demonstrating the interrelationship between technology, strategy, organization,
and politics. [...]

In 1963, in response to Air Force Secretary Eugene Zuckert’s request for a futuristic
study, Schriever launched Project Forecast—one of the most comprehensive long-range
assessments ever undertaken of the nation’s position in military science and technology.
Participants included 40 government agencies, 26 colleges and universities, 70 corpora-
tions and 10 non-profit organizations. Published in 1964, this landmark report concluded
that rather than leveling off, technology was only beginning its exponential growth.
Project Forecast identified several promising areas of exploration that would lead to
quantum improvements in air and space weapons: notably in the fields of advanced
composite materials, computers, flight design, and propulsion.

For twenty years, from the end of World War II until his retirement in 1966, General
Schriever was at the locus of events as the Air Force developed its organization and
processes for complex technology. [...] In the Development Planning Office, he helped
establish systems analysis as the procedure to set requirements for new technologies.
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Figure 11.54: More examples of U.S. scientific “enlightened despots”: Air Force General Bernard
Schriever championed the development of missiles, rockets, and spacecraft 1954–1966. Edward Teller
was the scientific head of the U.S. program to develop the hydrogen bomb, and founded and directed
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 1958–1975. Frederick Terman was instrumental in
establishing Silicon Valley in California 1946–1965.
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Edward Teller (1908–2003), shown in Fig. 11.54, one of the German-speaking creators who
emigrated to the United States during the Third Reich, was the scientific head of the U.S. program
to develop the hydrogen bomb, and founded and helped to direct the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory 1952–1975 [Blumberg and Panos 1990; Broad 1985, 1992; Teller 1979, 1987, 2001]. While
Teller’s scientific contributions to the wartime Manhattan Project and postwar H-bomb program
are described in Section 8.6, what is especially significant for this section is Teller’s political position
as an enlightened despot directing major parts of the U.S. research system.

Historian of science István Hargittai summed up Teller’s personality [István Hargittai 2010, p. 456]:

Edward Teller, who survived three exiles, contributed to the way the twentieth century
played out on a worldwide stage, even if the extent of his influence is debatable. He
had extraordinary willpower and triumphed over many obstacles, including his physical
handicap. He waged struggles that many of his peers would have refrained from. He
thrust himself into battles that often engulfed him as they would have engulfed anybody.
He seemed at times invincible, and he was a dedicated fighter for the containment of
communism to an extent few others were. His dedication often appeared as obsession
and his schemes as irrational. While he was attempting to save the Free World, he was
also trying to impose his will upon it. John A. Wheeler, who was friendly with him
throughout his life, noted of him that “he fought obstinately for what he believed in. I
may have disagreed with his tactics but never with his goals.”

For over half a century and with enormous energy and success, Teller lobbied the government
for political and financial support for revolutionary scientific research, while at the same time
continually recruiting and mentoring countless young scientists to work on a variety of highly
innovative projects. The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is the most visible result of
those efforts, as described by biographers Stanley Blumberg and Louis Panos [Blumberg and Panos
1990, pp. 211–213]:

The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory sits in a valley an hour’s drive east of
San Francisco. [...]

In 1952, Teller sold Washington on the need for a new weapons lab, and Ernest O.
Lawrence sold Teller on Livermore as the place for it. [...]

In time, the laboratory took on distinct signs of Teller’s influence. He continued to
champion its original purpose as a source of new weapons design and was instrumental
in attracting talented young physicists to Livermore. [...]

By 1988 the laboratory employed about 8,000 scientists and other employees on projects
costing more than $1 billion a year. Official secrecy shrouds much of their work, in-
evitably arousing public curiosity concerning the tidbits occasionally dropped about
such exotic projects as the X-ray laser, particle beams, kinetic energy, and the like. Lost
in the fanfare over these is other, more fundamental work, such as environmental and
biomedical research projects seeking answers to vital questions: How do plants respond
to chronic low levels of pollutants in the atmosphere? How will chemicals discharged into
oceans and streams affect fisheries? How do energy by-products and discharges work
their way through the environment and the food chain to affect humans? In looking for
the answers, scientists analyze damage to reproductive cells, develop bioassays to detect
genetic injury, and do molecular studies on damage and repair of human genes.
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Frederick Terman (1900–1982), shown in Fig. 11.54, received his Ph.D. under Vannevar Bush
in 1924 and became an electrical engineering professor at Stanford. During World War II he led the
Radio Research Laboratory at Harvard University in developing important radar techniques such
as radar jammers and chaff countermeasures. After the war, he returned to Stanford as Dean of
Engineering and then Provost. During that period (1946–1965), he focused on attracting and sup-
porting talented individuals and new companies to that region, establishing Silicon Valley [Gillmor
2004; Lécuyer 2007; Lowen 1997; Villard 1998].

One of Terman’s former students, Stanford electrical engineering professor O. G. Villard, Jr. de-
scribed Terman’s impact [Villard 1998]:

Frederick Emmons Terman—author, teacher, mentor, university administrator and maker
of policy par excellence—was beyond any reasonable doubt responsible for the concen-
tration of economic accomplishment in what has come to be known as California’s
Silicon Valley, as well as for important innovations in engineering. [...]

[Terman’s father] was inventor and co-developer of the Stanford Binet intelligence (or
IQ) test[...] This circumstance may well have had an influence in forming Fred Terman’s
personal philosophy concerning the importance to any organization of truly gifted indi-
viduals, who with their followers could be said to form “steeples of excellence.”

Richard Atkinson, who taught at Stanford under Terman’s leadership for nearly 25 years and
ultimately became the president of the University of California, described Terman [Gillmor 2004,
p. vii]:

“Father of Silicon Valley”: these words seem to leap from the page. Invariably this is
the only description now applied to Fred Terman in newspaper and magazine articles.
It is not an inaccurate title, but it hardly begins to do justice to the genius that was
Frederick Emmons Terman. It is difficult to know where to begin when describing him.
He was without doubt a brilliant electrical engineer, a learned scholar who authored
groundbreaking textbooks on radio engineering and electronics, an inspiring teacher
who kindled the spirit of discovery in his students, and an academic administrator
whose devotion to excellence and visionary leadership firmly set a university on the
path toward greatness. It was the latter, coupled with the extraordinary depth of his
vision that I find the most compelling and enduring of Fred’s many accomplishments.
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Thomas J. Watson, Jr. (1914–1993), shown in Fig. 11.55, built the innovative research pro-
grams at IBM (International Business Machines) during the period 1946–1971, first as vice presi-
dent and then as president of the company [Thomas Watson 1963, 2000]. The research programs
he established greatly advanced computer technologies, microelectronics, and solid state physics
applications.

Investors Business Daily wrote [Scott Smith 2016]:

Watson is credited with moving IBM into the age of electronics at this time, taking
it from a manufacturer of adding machines and typewriters to the forefront of the
computer industry. In the 1950s, IBM not only invented the first electronic computer
and the magnetic hard drive, but designed intercontinental missiles and developed the
first artificial intelligence – a machine that could learn from its own experience.

In 1957, IBM revolutionized programming with the FORTRAN language, and the next
year it built the SAGE computer to run North American Air Defense. Watson also
raised the company’s investment in research and development from 3% of annual sales
to 6%–9%.

“He invested a lot of money on research and development,” said Goldsby, “and it usually
paid off.”

IBM continued to soar under Watson’s leadership in the 1960s, creating the SABRE sys-
tem for airline reservations, working with NASA on the lunar landing and launching the
revolutionary System/360. This offered a range of commercial and scientific uses with
the ability to upgrade without having to rewrite applications. Fortune magazine called
it “IBM’s $5 billion gamble,” and it was massively profitable, the major contributor to
the 500% increase in company revenue and earnings through the decade.

In this era, IBM also changed its marketing approach from one that only sold hardware,
services and software together as one package to one that offered them ”unbundled” –
a model for later tech companies.

IBM was now the largest computer maker in the world, with 270,000 employees by 1970
and a corporate headquarters in Armonk, N.Y. But the next year, Watson had to step
down because of a heart condition. [...]

As the 1990s ended, Time magazine named Watson to its list of the “100 most influential
people of the 20th century.”
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Figure 11.55: More examples of U.S. scientific “enlightened despots”: Thomas J. Watson, Jr. (shown
with President Jimmy Carter) built the innovative research programs at IBM during the period
1946–1971. Navy Captain Bosquet Wev (for whom only a very early photo is available) of the Joint
Intelligence Objectives Agency strongly advocated for the acquisition of German and Austrian
scientists and technologies after World War II. James Webb (lower left, shown with Wernher von
Braun and Kurt Debus) ran NASA during its most productive period, 1961–1968.
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James Webb (1906–1992), shown with Wernher von Braun and Kurt Debus in Fig. 11.55, ran
NASA during its heyday of 1961–1968 [Bizony 2006; Lambright 1995]. He was responsible for all
manned and unmanned missions during that time, as well as the Apollo-Saturn technology that
had been perfected by the end of his tenure. Webb answered directly to the President, worked
with von Braun, Debus, and other German-speaking rocket engineers, and coordinated the vast
amount of U.S. industry required to produce all of the necessary hardware. W. Henry Lambright,
a professor of political science and public administration at Syracuse University, described Webb’s
skills [Lambright 1995, pp. 216–217]:

Management innovation was both a reality and public relations strategy for Webb.
Above all, he understood the importance of power: its nurture, use, and loss. With this
understanding he showed what a public executive with the right mix of energy, con-
viction, skill, wide-ranging contacts, and experience can do when conditions are ripe.
He was cunning, guileful, manipulative, and hyperbolic—a lot like Lyndon Johnson. If
he did not cross the line of administrative accountability, he surely edged up against
it. But unlike Johnson, whose orientation was to legislation, Webb cared deeply about
the effective administration of public affairs and was able to inspire those under him to
new heights. He pushed a vast army of specialists in a common direction, at breakneck
speed. A bold risk taker, he confronted pressures from astronauts, the president’s science
adviser, the air force, the defense secretary, other NASA executives, Congress, media,
industry, universities, and many others, and did not flinch. Rather than break under
political pressure, he used rhetorical and coalition-building techniques to impose pres-
sures and coopt others. Organizing and reorganizing NASA as circumstances changed,
using the resources at his disposal to reward and punish, he kept reign on his internal
forces while orchestrating external support. Throughout, he focused on Apollo’s goal
and what it took to get there.

Space historian Piers Bizony [Bizony 2006, pp. ix–x] added:

It was a smart operator from North Carolina, James E. Webb, who steered the expansion
of NASA from a minor collection of research labs into one of the grandest enterprises
the world has ever seen. Aided by a cadre of Southern-born businessmen and politicians,
Webb established a colossal network of influence in the service of space. For all its recent
setbacks, NASA still commands influence today because of the legacy he created. He
knew how to persuade not one, but two presidents in succession to give him what he
wanted. [...]

We think of space administrators as dull, colourless bureaucrats. Webb was nothing
of the kind. He was a powerful personality, combative, manipulative and driven. You
underestimated him at your peril. He was a big, stocky bruiser of a man. When he walked
into a room, people knew about it. His broad North Carolina accent and verbose way
of speaking sometimes made him come across like a good ol’ boy, a ‘blabbermouth’, as
Bobby Kennedy once described him. Yet under all the down-home bluster, one of the
sharpest and shrewdest political minds in American history was at work. He took hold
of the space age and ran it just the way he wanted.

Webb knew everyone in Washington, and pretty much everyone in the business world.
He understood what they wanted, and where his interests and theirs might converge.
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During his leadership of the space efforts in the Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson years,
he dispensed largesse, called in favours and occasionally strong-armed people who were
foolish enough to oppose him. He was not a man to take ‘no’ for an answer. His enemies
believed he was on a personal crusade to gain power and influence through his running of
the space agency. And indeed he was. He was a visionary ‘technocrat’ whose ambitions
stretched far beyond merely landing a man on the moon. By 1964 he held sway over
5 per cent of the entire US federal budget. The potential of that great wealth on the
ground was just as important to him as the missions it could pay for in space. Here was
a dyed-in-the-wool Democrat idealist who believed in personal honour, moral duty and
national responsibility. He had come of age in the Depression years, and worked with
Roosevelt during the New Deal era of national reconstruction. He believed passionately
in the benefits of good government.

Navy Captain Bosquet Wev (1903–1979) of the Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency (JIOA)
was a very strong supporter of developing revolutionary technologies after World War II. He played
an especially important role in aiding the United States to acquire a large number of creators and
creations from the German-speaking world and to support the employment of those innovators and
technologies for U.S. military applications [Bower 1987; Crim 2018; Linda Hunt 1991]. Because Wev
and his work were so secretive, the only available photo of him was taken very early in his Navy
career and is shown in Fig. 11.55.

In his early book on the Paperclip program, Tom Bower gave a brief description of Wev [Bower
1987, p. 169]:

Appropriately, with the new era the operation was given a new name: Overcast was
replaced by Paperclip. [...]

Equally appropriately, the new era began with the arrival of a new deputy director
of JIOA. Captain Bosquet Wev, a conspiciously zealous naval officer, treated his re-
sponsibilities at the newly reconstituted JIOA with chauvinistic passion, unwavering
obedience, and obsessive secrecy.

Historian Brian Crim described Wev’s aims and methods in a much more recent book on Paperclip
[Crim 2018, pp. 101–102]:

Wev regarded the JIOA as a clearing house for intelligence, targeting, and document
collection. Paperclip was vital to America’s evolving national security concerns, and
the more scientists the JIOA could identify, secure, and exfiltrate from Europe before
the Soviet Union did the same, the better. Wev’s intransigence and dismissive attitude
toward rules and regulations reflected the War Department’s privileged position, a point
he reiterated frequently in meetings.

As shown in Section 10.2.6 and in this section, tremendous numbers of the revolutionary inno-
vations both in the German-speaking research world and in the early decades (∼1940s–1960s) of
the U.S. research system can be linked to the enlightened despot scientific management style that
was common in those places and times. It is difficult to imagine that all of those revolutionary
innovations would have occurred in the modern research system, in which consensus-based bureau-
cratic competition for limited funding favors very short-term, very low-risk work and eschews new
innovations and new innovators.
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Indeed, most of the enlightened despots listed in this section retired in the late 1960s or early
1970s, right around the time that the U.S. research system appeared to shift from long-term work
on revolutionary innovations to short-term work on incremental progress:

• William Allen retired from Boeing in 1972.

• Vannevar Bush was active on scientific advisory boards until the 1960s.

• James Conant was active on various fronts until the 1960s.

• Lee DuBridge stepped down from Caltech in 1969.

• Crawford Greenewalt left Du Pont in 1967.

• Leslie Groves and Robert Oppenheimer were both active in different ways into the 1960s.

• Kelly Johnson retired from the Lockheed Skunk Works in 1975.

• Mervin Kelly was active until he died in 1971.

• Donald Putt retired from the Air Force in 1957 and from United Technology Center in 1962.

• Simon Ramo stepped down from TRW in 1978.

• Hyman Rickover remained a formidable force through the 1970s.

• Bernard Schriever left the Air Force in 1966.

• Edward Teller retired from managing Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in 1975.

• Frederick Terman retired from Stanford in 1965.

• Thomas Watson Jr. retired from IBM in 1971.

• James Webb and Wernher von Braun left NASA in 1968 and 1972, respectively.

It is difficult to find examples of enlightened scientific despots who were so numerous or so successful
in the United States after that period of time.

This finding suggests that one way to increase the amount of revolutionary innovation in the modern
research system would be to find enlightened despots with good judgment, strongly support them
from a very high level, and allow them to allocate at least some fraction of the research budget over
a sustained period of time to those they consider the most promising innovators and innovations.
This approach has been advocated by people such as Pierre Azoulay [Azoulay et al. 2019], Sydney
Brenner (p. 1609), and Donald Braben [Braben 2004, 2008, 2014], and is discussed in Chapter 12 .
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It is also interesting to note that many enlightened despots who were not strong scientists themselves
chose to lead jointly with a very talented scientist. These duos could operate very effectively for
years, typically with the less scientific partner carrying most of the burden of advocating for the
program “upward” with government officials who were above that program, and the more scientific
partner primarily directing “downward” the research of scientists under that program. Examples
of these upward/downward management duos included:

• General Henry Arnold and Theodore von Kármán in the U.S. Air Force.

• General Walter Dornberger and Wernher von Braun in Germany.

• James Webb and Wernher von Braun at NASA.

• General Leslie Groves and Robert Oppenheimer in the Manhattan Project.

• Dean Wooldridge and Simon Ramo at Hughes Aircraft and TRW.

• Various pairings of Edward Teller (in either role) over a forty-year period with others such as
Ernest Lawrence, Herbert York, and Lowell Wood.
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11.2.7 Systems Analysis

Just as systems analysis methods enabled scientists and sponsors in the earlier German-speaking
world to explore all possible creations in a given area and identify the best ones, those same
methods also guided research and development in the United States, especially during the 1940s–
1960s. In fact, the United States directly appropriated the systems analysis methods from the
German-speaking world via two routes:

• Importing a wide range of German creations (such as prototype missiles covering all possible
categories, or jet engines covering all possible types), which had already been conceived,
developed, and categorized by the systems analysis approach.

• Importing German-speaking creators who championed systems analysis methods and em-
ployed them in the service of the U.S. government, especially creators such as Theodore von
Kármán, Fritz Zwicky, John von Neumann, and Leo Szilard.

A good example of the influence of systems analysis on early U.S. research and development is
General Henry Arnold’s 12 November 1945 Third Report of the Commanding General of the Army
Air Forces to the Secretary of War (see p. 3219):

[...] We must look at the future of aerial warfare in the light of the following considera-
tions:

1. Aircraft, piloted or pilotless, will move at speeds far beyond the velocity of sound,
well over 700 miles per hour.

2. Improvements in aerodynamics, propulsion, and electronic control will enable un-
manned devices to transport means of destruction to targets at distances up to many
thousands of miles. However, until such time as guided missiles are so developed that
there is no further need for manned aircraft, research in the field of “conventional”
aircraft of improved design must be vigorously pursued.

3. Small amounts of explosive materials, as in atomic bombs, will cause destruction of
many square miles.

4. Defense against present day aircraft may be perfected by target-seeking missiles.

5. Only aircraft or missiles moving at extreme speeds will be able to penetrate enemy
territory protected by such defenses.

6. A communications system between control center and each individual aircraft will be
established.

7. Location and observation of targets, take-off, navigation and landing of aircraft, and
communications will be independent of visibility or weather.

8. Fully equipped airborne task forces will be able to strike at far distant points and
will be totally supplied by air.
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[...] Further, the great unit cost of the atomic bomb means that as nearly as possible
every one must be delivered to its intended target. This can be done in one of sev-
eral ways, all of which involve air power. For example, the following evolution may be
suggested:

a. Today, our Army Air Forces are the recognized masters of strategic bombing. Until
others can match the present efficiency of our own antiaircraft defenses, we can run a
large air operation for the sole purpose of delivering one or two atomic bombs. Our
experience in the war suggests that the percentage of failures in an operation of this
kind would be low.

b. When improved antiaircraft defenses make this impracticable, we should be ready
with a weapon of the general type of the German V-2 rocket, having greatly improved
range and precision, and launched from great distances. V-2 is ideally suited to deliver
atomic explosives, because effective defense against it would prove extremely difficult.

c. If defenses which can cope even with such a 3,000-mile-per-hour projectile are de-
veloped, we must be ready to launch such projectiles nearer the target, to give them a
shorter time of flight and make them harder to detect and destroy. We must be ready
to launch them from unexpected directions. This can be done from true space ships,
capable of operating outside the earth’s atmosphere. The design of such a ship is all but
practicable today; research will unquestionably bring it into being within the foreseeable
future.

[...] Complete dispersal of our cities and moving vital industries underground on a
sufficiently large scale would be overwhelmingly expensive. [...]

Although there now appear to be insurmountable difficulties in an active defense against
future atomic projectiles similar to the German V-2 but armed with atomic explosives,
this condition should only intensify our efforts to discover an effective means of defense.
[...]

Jet propulsion is in its infancy despite the fact that this war has evolved six distinct
methods of utilizing atmospheric oxygen for propulsion, such as (1) motorjet—or re-
ciprocating engine plus ducted fan, (2) turboprop—a gas turbine plus propeller, (3)
turbofan—a gas turbine plus ducted fan, (4) turbojet—a gas turbine plus jet, (5) ramjet—
a continuous jet with compression by aerodynamic ram, and (6) pulsojet—or intermit-
tent jet. These new and strange sounding words will be familiar ones in our speech in
the near future, and right now they carry more meaning for Americans than any other
six words I know.

The above quote, which was clearly heavily influenced by Arnold’s chief scientific advisor, Theodore
von Kármán (see p. 3205), applied systems analysis first to aerial warfare, then to atomic bomb
delivery methods, and finally to aircraft propulsion.
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Under the guidance of Theodore von Kármán [Gorn 1992], John von Neumann [Macrae 1992], and
others, the entire 1940s–1960s U.S. national defense system was based on systems analysis. All
three parts of the nuclear triad (intercontinental jet bombers, land-based intercontinental ballistic
missiles, and submarine-launched missiles) were borrowed directly from wartime German programs;
see Appendix E for more information. Government-funded think tanks sprang up to apply systems
analysis to the remaining details of the defense system; some prominent examples included:

• RAND Corporation (initiated in 1945, finalized in 1948) [Jardini 2013; Kaplan 1991].

• MIT Lincoln Laboratory (founded in 1951) [Grometstein 2011].

• Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA, founded in 1956) [Finkbeiner 2006].

• MITRE Corporation (founded in 1958) [Shearman 2008].

• JASON advisory group (founded in 1959) [Finkbeiner 2006].

• The Analytic Sciences Corporation (TASC, founded in 1966) [www.fundinguniverse.com/
company-histories/analytic-sciences-corporation-history].

However, that systems analysis methodology was primarily applied to the U.S. national defense
system, not other areas of research and development. By around 1970, the Cold War had relaxed,
the national defense system had assumed essentially the form that it still has, and there was little
motivation to apply systems analysis to new problems. Moreover, the imported German creations
that were steeped in systems analysis (missiles of all possible types, jets of all possible types, etc.)
had been developed to a very mature state, and the imported German-speaking masters of systems
analysis had mostly retired or died. Thus much of the research performed in the decades since
around 1970 has been conducted without the insights that systems analysis could offer both to
individual scientists and also to the sponsors of scientific research programs.

11.2.8 Limited Natural Resources

Whereas the earlier German-speaking world was very limited in the natural resources that it pos-
sessed on its own lands or that it could import, the United States had a wealth of natural resources
on its own territory, and even more that it could import from willing suppliers around the world. As
a result, the German-speaking world had a strong incentive to invent revolutionary new synthetic
materials and processes, but the United States did not. With the assistance of the U.S. government,
American companies commercialized synthetic innovations that had been developed in the German
world, ranging from new plastics to food substitutes [Gimbel 1990a]. Unfortunately they do not
appear to have made the same proportionally large investments that the German-speaking world
had made in creating new generations of revolutionary synthetic products and processes.

Now that the United States and the rest of the world are more concerned about dwindling natural
resources and accumulating amounts of greenhouse gases, pollution, and waste, these newfound
concerns could potentially be used as strong forces to drive a large amount of fresh innovation for
synthetic and/or recycled materials.
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11.2.9 International Rivalry

Just as military and industrial competition with other countries was a strong driver of innovation
in the German-speaking world throughout the entire period 1800–1945, international competition
also strongly motivated innovation in the United States during the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s.

During World War II, political and military leaders in the United States were deeply concerned
about German domination in Europe and German development of revolutionary new technologies
such as nuclear weapons, long-range rockets, and jets that could entrench or further spread that
domination. As a result, they strongly supported Vannevar Bush’s new innovation system, as dis-
cussed in Section 11.2.6. Large numbers of immigrant German-speaking scientists and American
scientists were rapidly mobilized in the United States to develop nuclear weapons, perfect radar
systems, mass-produce penicillin, and accomplish other feats.

Before World War II had even ended, the United States had started to turn its attention to the
coming Cold War with the Soviet Union. In 1945, the United States scrambled to extract as many
creators, creations, and resources as possible from the former German Reich before those could fall
into Soviet hands, although a large fraction did nonetheless. From 1945 onward, the United States
was in a race to adopt and perfect as many German-created military technologies as possible,
or to develop new ones, before the Soviet Union could do the same. Among the revolutionary
technologies that were fielded were improved nuclear weapons, jet fighters and bombers, ground-
to-air and air-to-air missiles and smart bombs, advanced air defense networks, nuclear submarines
and nuclear aircraft carriers, intermediate range and intercontinental ballistic missiles, nerve gases,
and biological warfare agents. Those technologies were arrayed against their Soviet counterparts
throughout the Cold War standoff, and some of them were tested on the battlefield in proxy wars
between the two superpowers such as those in Korea and Vietnam. In addition to direct military
competition, the United States and the Soviet Union also engaged in the space race as an alternative
way to display their prowess with closely military-related technologies to each other and to the rest
of the world. Buttressing all of those Cold War programs (and heavily subsidized by them) were
rapid industrial developments in aerospace technologies, microelectronics, nuclear power, chemical
engineering, biomedical research, and other areas.

The journalist David Beers, who grew up surrounded by his father’s Cold-War research at Lockheed,
described the enormous impact on research and development [Beers 1996, pp. 29–31]:

It was the government mobilizing and funding technology with a zeal that would burn
even hotter once LBJ and John F. Kennedy rode their Sputnik scare strategy to the
White House in 1960.

It was the state commanding, in a sense, that not only technology but places come into
being.

Blue sky metropolises, nurtured by federal dollars, would be commanded to rise out of
orange groves and scrublands and prairies and deserts and other former boondocks to
industrial America. The money would flow to the Northwest of Boeing, to the Texas
of Bell Aviation and Mission Control, to the Rocky Mountains of the North American
Air Defense Command, to the Florida of Martin-Marietta and Cape Canaveral, to the
Alabama of Wernher von Braun’s U.S. Army Redstone rocket works. [...]
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The money would go, as well, to certain centers of technological innovation, the realms,
for example, of Boston’s MIT and Pasadena’s CalTech, universities that made a specialty
of military contracts. A basic rule of thumb is that the money flowed to where life could
be made affordably good for the blue sky professional and family. [...]

The biggest of them all, of course, was and is Southern California, home to Aerojet and
Convair and Ford Aerospace and Hughes and Litton and Lear Siegler and McDonnell-
Douglas and Northrop and Rockwell and RAND and TRW and the United States Air
Force Space Division and all the hundreds of subcontractors that serve them as well
as many key military bases and universities. The San Fernando Valley of Southern
California is home as well to Lockheed, and a time came in the late 1950s when Lockheed
was commanded to build an answer to Sputnik.

However, the Cold War competition dramatically slowed around 1970. After beating the United
States to launch the first satellite and the first person in earth orbit, the Soviet Union lost the moon
race when the United States landed the first people on the moon on 20 July 1969; the Soviet Union
then cancelled its own manned lunar program and chose not to continue the space race toward
even grander goals. With no further competition, the United States discontinued its advanced
space program after only six manned lunar landings and billions of dollars spent to develop those
technologies, and has only sent astronauts to low earth orbit with much less capable rockets in the
many decades since then.

At almost the same time, the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) between the United States
and the Soviet Union began in November 1969, effectively marking the end of the fierce competition
to develop ever more powerful weapons and delivery systems for them. In general, Soviet Premier
Leonid Brezhnev and his successors were significantly less militarily aggressive than Joseph Stalin
and Nikita Khrushchev had been. With greatly decreased competition from the Soviet Union, and
no other serious rivals in sight, beginning around 1970 the U.S. government started to lose interest
in rapid and revolutionary innovation, and its research and development system and industries
tended to follow suit.8

David Beers wrote about the dramatic shift that he observed in 1970 [Beers 1996, pp. 132–133]:

“This,” President Nixon declared of the lunar landing, “is the greatest week since the
beginning of the world, the creation.” My tribe, certainly, assumed Apollo’s success
would secure our dominance. Having been placed in charge of the future, we had deliv-
ered as promised a man on the moon on television. As scripted by our tribe’s father,
Wernher von Braun, the moon shot was to be but a way station on the path to Mars, a
warm-up for the building and launching of a “flotilla” of manned spaceships to the red
planet.

8The United States did feel some sense of economic and technological rivalry with Japan during the 1980s, but
that was nowhere near as strong or as sustained as the military rivalry with the Soviet Union had been, and therefore
was much less motivational for the U.S. innovation system [LaFeber 1997].
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Yet almost at the moment Eagle landed, blue sky icons seemed to lose their mojo pow-
ers. Environmentalists, utterly unmoved by the sleek loveliness of the SST [supersonic
transport], painted it loud and rude, shot it down. The B-70 superbomber program had
already crashed in Congress as the antiwar movement challenged the notion that the
Pentagon, NASA, or any state authority should be the revered and unchallenged stew-
ard of a people’s imagination about the future. Few (except for my tribe) took seriously
Vice President Agnew’s call for a Mars mission. [...]

One year after the greatest week since the beginning of the world, a slowing in weapons
spending, coinciding with a slump in commercial jet sales, caused mass aerospace layoffs
across the country. [...]

That was a time when some of my father’s peers went from designing satellites to per-
fecting alloy backpack frames (surely Dad hadn’t been a compatriot of Neil Armstrong’s
only to make camping gear!) I remember, while watching the Jetsons suburbanize the
Milky Way on TV, reading newspaper stories about out-of-work Lockheed men killing
themselves.

That was a time when the tribe clung to hubris nevertheless. One year after the great-
est week in the history of the world, members of the blue sky tribe convened the West
Coast’s First Aerospace Congress to take up the issue of where next to apply the meth-
ods used to conquer the moon. Let us now turn aerospace engineers loose, speakers
urged, on the problems of pollution, crime, urban blight, racism, poverty. Let us fix
society with systems engineering. It fell to Vernon L. Grose, vice president of Tustin
Institute of Technology in Santa Barbara, to counsel some caution.

Any remaining Cold War motivation that could drive revolutionary scientific innovation was lost
when the Soviet Union disintegrated in 1991. By the time military or economic threats from Islamic
terrorism, China, and a resurgent Russia became apparent in the 2000s, the U.S. government was
too distracted by bitter internal political battles, and the U.S. research and development system
had become too dysfunctional and calcified in the intervening several decades, to seriously rise up
to properly deal with any new international innovation challenges.
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11.2.10 Industrial Unity of Purpose

Paradoxically, competition between companies can decrease the incentive for innovation, rather
than increase it. Bell Laboratories developed transistors but other companies made fortunes based
on that technology [Riordan and Hoddeson 1997]. Hughes Aircraft publicly announced the first laser
yet it was other companies that profited by producing and selling lasers [Bromberg 1991]. IBM and
Xerox PARC created versatile computers, but lost out when such computers were mass-produced
by other companies like Apple and Dell [Isaacson 2014]. Apple developed the iPhone yet lost most
of its market share to other companies that rapidly produced similar smart phones [Isaacson 2011].
Pharmaceutical companies have spent billions of dollars to develop new drugs, only to have their
patents expire within just a few years after the lengthy drug development and approval process,
allowing other companies to manufacture generic versions of those drugs [Alberts 2014; Begley
2009; Hsueh 2015; Mittra 2009; O’Neill 2012].

As a result of this historical pattern, modern companies have learned that it is much more lucrative
not to innovate. It is much less profitable to invest a large amount of money in developing an
innovative new product that is rapidly copied by competitors, and much more profitable not to
invest in research and simply to copy innovations that are developed by someone else.

In the German-speaking world from around 1800 to 1945, these negative forces of competition
among domestic companies were counteracted by the much greater sense of competition with foreign
governments and industries (Section 10.2.10). The leaders of different German-speaking companies
were united by a common sense of purpose, such as beating industrial competition from the United
Kingdom or trying to win World Wars I and II. That industrial unity of purpose was cultivated
and rewarded by the federal government.

Similarly, from the 1940s to the 1960s, U.S. companies received a much stronger positive incen-
tive for innovation from foreign military competition, first with Germany and then with the So-
viet Union, than any domestic negative incentive against innovation. As with the earlier German
model, this industrial unity of purpose was nurtured and even dictated by the federal government.
Throughout World War II, the Cold War, and the space race, the U.S. government invited bids
from companies to develop revolutionary technologies, selectively funded those companies with the
most attractive bids, and stipulated when and how companies would collaborate with each other
when different parts of a system would be built by different companies.

With the end of the space race and the easing of the Cold War around 1970, there was no longer
strong incentive for this industrial unity of purpose, either from the U.S. government or from foreign
competition. Companies were left to pursue their individual best economic interests using their own
strategies. After a few very public examples (such as those cited above) that it was much more
lucrative to take advantage of other companies’ innovations than to invest in creating their own
innovations, companies fell into a pattern that emphasized very short term, very low risk, very
lucrative products. That pattern has continued to the present day.

Simon Ramo, cofounder of TRW, described how U.S. companies began to view R&D as more of a
burden than an opportunity beginning in the 1970s (p. 38).
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John Pierce, a research manager under Mervin Kelly at Bell Laboratories during its heyday, gave a
very similar description of various external and internal forces that led Bell Laboratories to become
less interested in innovative R&D after Kelly retired [Pierce 1975]:

During Kelly’s career at Bell Laboratories, he experienced (despite the years of the
Depression) the relatively stable support derived from the provision of a service as
opposed to the manufacture of products for the market place. The exception to this was
defense work, but this was done during periods of close cooperation between government
and industry in the national crises of World War II and the Korean War. These were
circumstances far more favorable to research, or at least to the dedicated effort of first-
rate men, than is work in a manufacturing industry where markets as well as revenues
fluctuate.

Further, in Kelly’s time the effect on science of some government actions and attitudes
was less clear than it is today. The consequences to science of antitrust actions that sever
service from manufacture (in aircraft and airlines, for example), that render successful
companies insecure in their operations and in cooperative relations with universities, and
that prevent cooperative research toward common needs, were not yet clear. Further,
in Kelly’s time the attitude of government toward both science and industry was on the
whole friendly and cooperative. Today, the attitude of government has, in many areas,
become at once hostile, highly demanding, and minutely dictatorial through statutory
and bureaucratic means.

Thus, Kelly may have overestimated the amount and quality of research that could in
the future be expected from industry, and perhaps from the nation.

Some of Kelly’s ideas concerning the organizational form most suitable for “organized
creative technology” have hazards as well as power. The autonomy of research, the
prerogatives of systems engineering, and the separation of the management of non-
technological functions from the technological management depend for their success on
inspired leadership.

When leadership is uninspired or inadequate, it is easy for research to drift away from
the overall purpose of an organization. It is easy for the rest of the organization to
disregard research. It is easy for systems engineers to become stale and to lose their
feel for the actual state of research on one hand and the current realities of develop-
ment, manufacture, and operation on the other. It is easy for a large staff organization
concerned with buildings, facilities, shops, libraries, and even computer services to put
organizational order and budgetary neatness ahead of the real needs and problems of
scientists and engineers.

Thus beginning around 1970, U.S. companies became less and less supportive of innovative research
and development, and that pattern continued for several decades. By the time another serious
foreign competitor arose in China around 2000 or so, it became apparent that China could rapidly
copy any U.S. innovation, mass-produce it, and sell it for less in U.S. and global markets. Thus not
only domestic but also foreign competition became a strong disincentive to invest in research and
development of major new innovations.
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11.2.11 Other Factors

Family backgrounds of creators

Just as a disproportionate percentage of innovators in the German-speaking world was Jewish, a
disproportionate percentage in the U.S. system has also been Jewish. Currently approximately 2%
of the U.S. population is Jewish or of Jewish background. Yet from 1901 through 2013, 25% of
all U.S. Nobel Prize winners in science were Jewish and born in the Unites States. Including both
those born in the United States and also those who immigrated to the United States from other
countries of origin, 38% of all U.S. Nobel Prize winners in science were Jewish [Gerstl 2014, p. 87].
Those statistics may indicate that certain family backgrounds place more emphasis on intellectual
education and careers, or even more specifically on science-related education and careers.

However, this factor is not sufficient for producing revolutionary scientific innovations. There are
currently approximately six million Jewish people in the United States, as well as millions of people
from all sorts of other backgrounds, yet the rate of revolutionary innovations per year (certainly
the rate of revolutionary innovations per year per person) seems far lower than in earlier times.
What appears to be lacking are the systemic approaches (such as those listed in previous sections)
that fostered, supported, and rewarded revolutionary innovators and innovations in the German-
speaking world and in the early U.S. system, but that have subsequently been largely abandoned.

Other possible factors

In addition to the factors already considered in this chapter, it is possible that other factors helped
or hindered scientific innovation in the United States. In the future, scholars who examine this
topic further should evaluate factors such as those listed on p. 1430, and determine how much if
any effect each factor has had on innovation.
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11.3 Failure to Sustain Approaches Transferred from the German-
Speaking World

The U.S. research system was highly productive during its early decades in the 1940s–1960s, when
it largely focused on perfecting creations it had imported from the earlier German-speaking world
(Section 11.1), using thousands of creators (Section 11.1) and some systemic approaches (Section
11.2) that it had also imported from the German-speaking world. Unfortunately, productivity appar-
ently declined after that period, as the original creations reached complete technological maturity,
the original German-speaking creators retired or died, and the system drifted further from the ap-
proaches that had originally facilitated the successes of those creators and creations. In particular,
research funding stagnated or declined (Figs. 11.46–11.48), far-sighted enlightened despots were
replaced by consensus-based bureaucracies, and research shifted from longer-term development of
revolutionary innovations to extremely low-risk production of immediately marketable commercial
products or immediately publishable academic papers. This section quotes some first-hand observa-
tions of the apparent decline of the modern research system, then examines potential explanations
for that decline.

11.3.1 Observations of Decline

The following are personal accounts from several discerning experts who observed these changes as
they happened in all three sectors of the U.S. research system:

A. The university-based academic research system (p. 1606).

B. The corporate research system based in private company laboratories (p. 1613).

C. The government research system based in government-run and/or government-funded labo-
ratories (p. 1615).

A. Observations of decline in the academic research system

Philip Anderson (1923–2020, 1977 Nobel Prize in Physics) was part of the U.S. research system
from the 1940s onward and described its decline [Laurie Brown et al. 1995, pp. 2027–2029]:

The gigantic growth... took place to a large extent because of a perception both in
industry and in government that the products created were economically useful. The
result was funding on a scale which absorbed essentially all new recruits. Through the
first three postwar decades this was unquestionably the case; we hardly need to repeat
the litany of practically useful materials and devices which came out during these years.

[...] The result was an increasing overcrowding of research as a profession. One may
question—and leaders of various kinds did—how much research is too much, or even
whether there could be too much research, research being viewed as an absolute good.
But conditions within the profession, viewed objectively, made it quite clear that aside
from the inevitable funding crunch there were dysfunctions in the system.

There was a very sharp change in the nature of a research career. The ‘promising’ young
scientist’s publication rate grew by factors of five to ten; the number of applications a
young researcher might make for postdoctoral work or an entry-level position from two
or three to 50. Senior scientists were overwhelmed with receiving and sending reams
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of letters of recommendation, which thereupon became meaningless. The numbers of
meetings in a given specialized subject, and the number of subjects with a formal
meeting list, both grew by factors of ten or more. In many subjects one could ‘meet’
nearly 52 weeks in the year, somewhere in the world, and leaders in the field were
invited to all. Meetings almost inevitably led to publications. Most publications became
tactical in this game of jockeying one’s way to the top; publications in certain prestige
journals were seen as essential entry tickets or score counters rather than as serious
means of communication. Great numbers of these publications were about simulations
of dubious realism or relevance. Essentially, in the early part of the postwar period the
career was science-driven, motivated mostly by absorption with the great enterprise of
discovery, and by genuine curiosity as to how nature operates. By the last decade of the
century far too many, especially of the young people, were seeing science as a competitive
interpersonal game, in which the winner was not the one who was objectively right as
to the nature of scientific reality but the one who was successful at getting grants,
publishing in PRL [Physical Review Letters ], and being noticed in the news pages of
Nature, Science, or Physics Today.

In many subjects the great volume of publications, the fragmentation into self-referential
so-called schools who met separately, and a general deterioration in quality which came
primarily from excessive specialization and from careerist sociology, meant that quite
literally more was worse.

Note that Anderson described all of these problems in 1995, and they have only become even more
pronounced in the decades since then.

As early as 1972, Albert Szent-Györgyi (Hungarian, 1893–1986), the winner of the 1937 Nobel Prize
in Physiology or Medicine, noticed similar problems in the American research system. In a letter
to the journal Science, he complained about how the system had come to discriminate against
funding revolutionary innovators who pioneered entirely new research directions (whom he labelled
“Dionysians”) in favor of only funding scientists who made evolutionary, incremental progress in
already known directions (“Apollonians”) [Szent-Györgyi 1972]:

In science the Apollonian tends to develop established lines to perfection, while the
Dionysian rather relies on intuition and is more likely to open new, unexpected alleys
for research. [...]

The future of mankind depends on the progress of science, and the progress of science
depends on the support it can find. Support mostly takes the form of grants, and the
present methods of distributing grants unduly favor the Apollonian. Applying for a
grant begins with writing a project. The Apollonian clearly sees the future lines of his
research and has no difficulty writing a clear project. Not so the Dionysian, who knows
only the direction in which he wants to go out into the unknown; he has no idea what
he is going to find there and how he is going to find it. [...]

A discovery must be, by definition, at variance with existing knowledge. During my
lifetime, I made two. Both were rejected offhand by the popes of the field. Had I predicted
these discoveries in my applications, and had these authorities been my judges, it is
evident what their decisions would have been. [...]
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The problem is a most important one, especially now, as science grapples with one of
nature’s mysteries, cancer, which may demand entirely new approaches.

Sydney Brenner (1927–2019), who won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 2002 for his
work on molecular biology, described similar problems with the modern academic research system
[Dzeng 2014]:

In America you’ve got to have credits from a large number of courses before you can do
a PhD. That’s very good for training a very good average scientific work professional.
But that training doesn’t allow people the kind of room to expand their own creativity.
But expanding your own creativity doesn’t suit everybody. For the exceptional students,
the ones who can and probably will make a mark, they will still need institutions free
from regulation. [...]

I strongly believe that the only way to encourage innovation is to give it to the young.
The young have a great advantage in that they are ignorant. Because I think ignorance
in science is very important. If you’re like me and you know too much you can’t try
new things. I always work in fields of which I’m totally ignorant. [...]

Today the Americans have developed a new culture in science based on the slavery of
graduate students. Now graduate students of American institutions are afraid. He just
performs. He’s got to perform. The postdoc is an indentured labourer. We now have
labs that don’t work in the same way as the early labs where people were independent,
where they could have their own ideas and could pursue them.

The most important thing today is for young people to take responsibility, to actually
know how to formulate an idea and how to work on it. Not to buy into the so-called
apprenticeship. I think you can only foster that by having sort of deviant studies. That
is, you go on and do something really different. Then I think you will be able to foster
it.

But today there is no way to do this without money. That’s the difficulty. In order to do
science you have to have it supported. The supporters now, the bureaucrats of science,
do not wish to take any risks. So in order to get it supported, they want to know from
the start that it will work. This means you have to have preliminary information, which
means that you are bound to follow the straight and narrow.

There’s no exploration any more except in a very few places. You know like someone
going off to study Neanderthal bones. Can you see this happening anywhere else? No,
you see, because he would need to do something that’s important to advance the aims
of the people who fund science.

I think I’ve often divided people into two classes: Catholics and Methodists. Catholics
are people who sit on committees and devise huge schemes in order to try to change
things, but nothing’s happened. Nothing happens because the committee is a regression
to the mean, and the mean is mediocre. Now what you’ve got to do is good works in
your own parish. That’s a Methodist. [...]

I am fortunate enough to be able to do this because in Singapore I actually have started
two labs and am about to start a third, which are only for young people. These are young
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Singaporeans who have all been sent abroad to get their PhDs at places like Cambridge,
Stanford, and Berkeley. They return back and rather than work five years as a post-doc
for some other person, I’ve got a lab where they can work for themselves. They’re not
working for me and I’ve told them that. [...]

They can have some money, and of course they’ve got to accept the responsibility of
execution. I help them in the sense that I oblige them and help them find things, and
I can also guide them and so on. We discuss things a lot because I’ve never believed in
these group meetings, which seems to be the bane of American life; the head of the lab
trying to find out what’s going on in his lab. Instead, I work with people one on one,
like the Cambridge tutorial. Now we just have seminars and group meetings and so on.

So I think you’ve got to try to do something like that for the young people and if you
can then I think you will create. That’s the way to change the future. Because if these
people are successful then they will be running science in twenty years’ time. [...]

Even God wouldn’t get a grant today because somebody on the committee would say,
oh those were very interesting experiments (creating the universe), but they’ve never
been repeated. And then someone else would say, yes and he did it a long time ago,
what’s he done recently? And a third would say, to top it all, he published it all in an
un-refereed journal (The Bible).

So you know we now have these performance criteria, which I think are just ridiculous in
many ways. But of course this money has to be apportioned, and our administrators love
having numbers like impact factors or scores. Singapore is full of them too. Everybody
has what are called key performance indicators. But everybody has them. You have to
justify them.

I think one of the big things we had in the old LMB [Laboratory of Molecular Biol-
ogy], which I don’t think is the case now, was that we never let the committee assess
individuals. We never let them; the individuals were our responsibility. We asked them
to review the work of the group as a whole. Because if they went down to individuals,
they would say, this man is unproductive. He hasn’t published anything for the last five
years. So you’ve got to have institutions that can not only allow this, but also protect
the people that are engaged on very long term, and to the funders, extremely risky
work.

I have sometimes given a lecture in America called “The Casino Fund.” In the Casino
Fund, every organisation that gives money to science gives 1% of that to the Casino
Fund and writes it off. So now who runs the Casino Fund? You give it to me. You give
it to people like me, to successful gamblers. People who have done all this who can have
different ideas about projects and people, and you let us allocate it.

You should hear the uproar. No sooner did I sit down then all the business people stand
up and say, how can we ensure payback on our investment? My answer was, okay make
it 0.1%. But nobody wants to accept the risk. Of course we would love it if we were
to put it to work. We’d love it for nothing. They won’t even allow 1%. And of course
all the academics say we’ve got to have peer review. But I don’t believe in peer review
because I think it’s very distorted and as I’ve said, it’s simply a regression to the mean.
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I think peer review is hindering science. In fact, I think it has become a completely cor-
rupt system. It’s corrupt in many ways, in that scientists and academics have handed
over to the editors of these journals the ability to make judgment on science and scien-
tists. There are universities in America, and I’ve heard from many committees, that we
won’t consider people’s publications in low impact factor journals.

Now I mean, people are trying to do something, but I think it’s not publish or perish, it’s
publish in the okay places [or perish]. And this has assembled a most ridiculous group
of people. I wrote a column for many years in the nineties, in a journal called Current
Biology. In one article, “Hard Cases,” I campaigned against this [culture] because I
think it is not only bad, it’s corrupt. In other words it puts the judgment in the hands
of people who really have no reason to exercise judgment at all. And that’s all been
done in the aid of commerce, because they are now giant organisations making money
out of it. [...]

I think that this has now just become ridiculous and it’s one of the contaminating
things that young people in particular have to actually now contend with. I know of
many places in which they say they need this paper in Nature, or I need my paper in
Science because I’ve got to get a post-doc. But there is no judgment of its contribution
as it is.

In an obituary for Frederick Sanger (1918–2013), the only person to ever win two Nobel Prizes in
Chemistry (1958 and 1980), Sydney Brenner continued his analysis of how the research system has
changed [Brenner 2014]:

A Fred Sanger would not survive today’s world of science. With continuous reporting
and appraisals, some committee would note that he published little of import between
insulin in 1952 and his first paper on RNA sequencing in 1967 with another long gap
until DNA sequencing in 1977. He would be labelled as unproductive, and his modest
personal support would be denied. We no longer have a culture that allows individuals to
embark on long-term—and what would be considered today extremely risky—projects.

As another example of the change in academia over the last several decades, the British newspaper
The Guardian wrote about Peter Higgs (1929–), who won a Nobel Prize in Physics in 2013 for
having predicted the existence and properties of a fundamental particle, the “Higgs boson,” 50
years before it was finally discovered [Aitkenhead 2013]:

Peter Higgs, the British physicist who gave his name to the Higgs boson, believes no
university would employ him in today’s academic system because he would not be
considered “productive” enough. [...]

He doubts a similar breakthrough could be achieved in today’s academic culture, because
of the expectations on academics to collaborate and keep churning out papers. He said:
“It’s difficult to imagine how I would ever have enough peace and quiet in the present
sort of climate to do what I did in 1964.” [...]

By the time he retired in 1996, he was uncomfortable with the new academic culture.
“After I retired it was quite a long time before I went back to my department. I thought
I was well out of it. It wasn’t my way of doing things any more. Today I wouldn’t get
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an academic job. It’s as simple as that. I don’t think I would be regarded as productive
enough.”

In an article in The New Yorker, Ronan Farrow presented examples of how some modern universities
appear to pursue money above all else [Farrow 2019]:

New documents show that the M.I.T. Media Lab was aware of Epstein’s status as a
convicted sex offender, and that Epstein directed contributions to the lab far exceeding
the amounts M.I.T. has publicly admitted.

The M.I.T. Media Lab, which has been embroiled in a scandal over accepting donations
from the financier and convicted sex offender Jeffrey Epstein, had a deeper fund-raising
relationship with Epstein than it has previously acknowledged, and it attempted to con-
ceal the extent of its contacts with him. Dozens of pages of e-mails and other documents
obtained by The New Yorker reveal that, although Epstein was listed as “disqualified”
in M.I.T.’s official donor database, the Media Lab continued to accept gifts from him,
consulted him about the use of the funds, and, by marking his contributions as anony-
mous, avoided disclosing their full extent, both publicly and within the university. Per-
haps most notably, Epstein appeared to serve as an intermediary between the lab and
other wealthy donors, soliciting millions of dollars in donations from individuals and
organizations, including the technologist and philanthropist Bill Gates and the investor
Leon Black. According to the records obtained by The New Yorker and accounts from
current and former faculty and staff of the media lab, Epstein was credited with se-
curing at least $7.5 million in donations for the lab, including two million dollars from
Gates and $5.5 million from Black, gifts the e-mails describe as “directed” by Epstein or
made at his behest. The effort to conceal the lab’s contact with Epstein was so widely
known that some staff in the office of the lab’s director, Joi Ito, referred to Epstein as
Voldemort or “he who must not be named.” [...]

Questions about when to accept money from wealthy figures accused of misconduct have
always been fraught. Before his conviction, Epstein donated to numerous philanthropic,
academic, and political institutions, which responded in a variety of ways to the claims
of abuse. When news of the allegations first broke, in 2006, a Harvard spokesperson said
that the university, which had received a $6.5-million donation from him three years
earlier, would not be returning the money. Following Epstein’s second arrest, in 2019,
the university reiterated its stance.

Further articles revealed the corrosive effect on research when universities value the immediate
pursuit of huge amounts of money above everything else. For example, Business Insider reported
on one project in “MIT’s Media Lab Has an Ambitious Project That Purports to Revolutionize
Agriculture. Insiders Say It’s Mostly Smoke and Mirrors” [Brodwin 2019]:

The “personal food computer,” a device that MIT Media Lab senior researcher Caleb
Harper presented as helping thousands of people across the globe grow custom, local
food, simply doesn’t work, according to two employees and multiple internal documents
that Business Insider viewed. One person asked not to be identified for fear of retaliation.

Harper is the director of MIT’s Open Agriculture Initiative and leads a group of seven
people who work on transforming the food system by studying better methods of grow-
ing crops.
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The food computers are plastic boxes outfitted with advanced sensors and LED lights
and were designed to make it possible for anyone, anywhere to grow food, even without
soil, Harper has said. Instead of soil, the boxes use hydroponics, or a system of farming
that involves dissolving nutrients in water and feeding them to the plant that way. [...]

Harper forwarded an email requesting comment on this story to an MIT spokesperson.
The spokesperson didn’t provide a comment.

The aim was to make it look like the devices lived up to Harper’s claims, the employees
said. Those claims, which included assertions that the devices could grow foods like
broccoli four times faster than traditional methods, landed Harper and his team articles
in outlets ranging from the Wall Street Journal to Wired and National Geographic. [...]

Paula Cerqueira, a researcher and dietitian who worked as a project manager at the
Open Agriculture Initiative for two years, told Business Insider that the personal food
computers are “glorified grow boxes.”

Cerqueira was part of a team that, on several occasions, delivered the personal food
computers to schools. She also helped demonstrate the boxes to big-name MIT Media
Lab investors.

During the organization’s “Members Weeks”—once-a-semester events that drew donors
including Google, Salesforce, Citigroup, and 21st Century Fox—Cerqueira and her
coworkers would show investors how the technology worked.

On one occasion, Cerqueira said, her coworkers were told to fetch basil grown from a
nearby location and place it into the personal food computers to make it look like it
had been grown inside the boxes.

“They wanted the best looking plants in there,” Cerqueira told Business Insider. “They
were always looking for funding.”

In another instance, Harper told Cerqueira to buy edible lavender plants from a nearby
flower’s market and place them in the boxes for a photoshoot, she said. Before any
photos were taken, she carefully dusted off the tell-tale soil on the plants’ roots.

The central problem with the personal food computer was that it simply didn’t work,
Cerqueira and another person with knowledge of the matter told Business Insider.
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B. Observations of decline in the corporate research system

This book has already quoted Simon Ramo, cofounder of TRW, on how U.S. companies began
to view R&D as more of a burden than an opportunity beginning in the 1970s (p. 38). On a
similar note, Richard Rosenbloom (1933–2011, a professor at the Harvard Business School) and
William Spencer (1931–, president of the SEMATECH semiconductor manufacturers’ consortium)
commented on the decline in industrial research in a 1993 conference paper [later published in
Rosenbloom and Spencer 1996, pp. 1–2, 4–5]:

Familiar exemplars of organizations devoted to industrial research include DuPont’s Ex-
perimental Station in Wilmington, IBM’s Watson Research Center in Yorktown Heights,
AT&T’s Bell Laboratories at Murray Hill, and the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center.

The decades following World War II were a golden era for research organizations in
American industry. Corporate leaders, persuaded by the dazzling achievements of wartime
and such undisputed research successes as nylon and the transistor, funded rapid ex-
pansion of research staffs and facilities. DuPont, for example, increased its R&D staff
by 150 percent in the first decade after the war and the greatest growth occurred at
the Experimental Station, the center of its fundamental research in chemistry. Radio
Corporation of America (RCA), a pioneer in electronics, formed the RCA Laboratories
Division, with an expansive budget and a campus-like setting in Princeton, New Jersey.
Implicit in the rationale for these investments was a simple model of innovation: Sci-
entific research in industry would generate a stream of inventions and discoveries that
engineering would then make practical and affordable so that commercial organizations
could harvest new revenues and profits.

The stream of industrial innovations that ensued from these investments fulfilled at least
the first part of this ambitious corporate vision. Industrial laboratories proved to be
wellsprings of important new technologies that then became staples of modern life, such
as the integrated circuit, liquid crystals, and a multitude of new synthetic polymers,
to name only a few. The interplay of university and corporate laboratories brought
the development of lasers, techniques of recombinant DNA, and a host of computer
technologies. [...]

Unfortunately, technological fecundity and scientific distinction did not always carry
through to the corporate bottom line. Although the new science and technology created
in industry contributed substantially to economic growth and productivity, corporate
sponsors of the research often failed to capture significant returns. At first, buoyant
demand in the U.S. economy in the 1950s and 1960s and the strong international market
positions of the leaders in industrial research made it easy for those firms to sustain
substantial investments in research even without clear evidence of immediate payoffs.
The more competitive business environment of the 1980s, however, led managers to
make more careful assessments of the profits gleaned from research. [...]

One after another, these firms are restructuring, redirecting, and resizing their research
organizations as part of a corporatewide emphasis on the timely and profitable com-
mercialization of inventions combined with the rapid and continuing improvement of
technologies in use. A recent authoritative survey of the American situation by the Na-
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tional Science Board (NSB) has concluded that “In large corporations, effort is shifting
away from central [R&D] laboratories toward division-level effort with greater emphasis
on risk minimization to meet the needs of today’s customers” (National Science Board
1992, iii).

When the directors of Kodak decided to replace Kay Whitmore, the company’s chief
executive, they let reporters know that one of his most important failings was that he
“spent too much on R&D without getting results.” According to an article in the Wall
Street Journal, investors applauded the move, urging Kodak to “become an ‘aggressive
follower’ by capitalizing on rivals’ inventions instead of mostly developing its own.” Re-
porters did not record which rivals were expected to replace Kodak as the technological
pioneers that the company would imitate. IBM also cut the annual budget of its research
division from $650 million to $500 million and redirected its focus toward “Services, Ap-
plications, and Solutions” [SAS] and away from investments in basic physical sciences
and technology. The company planned to increase the SAS budget from 5 percent to
20 percent of the division’s total between 1992 and 1994 with correspondingly sharp
reductions in funding for basic sciences.

In the decades since Rosenbloom and Spencer made those observations, corporate research has
shifted even further away from innovative research, with top management and investors focused
only on daily stock prices and very near-term, very low-risk (non-innovative) products.

More broadly, the changes in corporate culture are illustrated by public statements by the Business
Roundtable, a group of U.S. CEOs [Archie Carroll et al. 2012; Pearlstein 2018]. The Business
Roundtable’s 1981 Statement on Corporate Responsibility reflected the traditional values that had
been preached (if not always practiced) by U.S. businesses since the 1930s:

Corporations have a responsibility, first of all, to make available to the public quality
goods and services at fair prices, thereby earning a profit that attracts investment to
continue and enhance the enterprise, provide jobs, and build the economy. [...] Respon-
sibility to all these constituents in toto constitutes responsibility to society, making the
corporation both an economically and socially viable entity. Business and society have
a symbiotic relationship: The long-term viability of the corporation depends upon its
responsibility to the society of which it is a part. And the well-being of society depends
upon profitable and responsible business enterprises.

In stark contrast, the Business Roundtable’s 1997 Statement on Corporate Responsibility revealed
a focus on one thing, to the exclusion of all else:

The principal objective of a business enterprise is to generate economic returns to its
owners. If the CEO and the directors are not focused on shareholder value, it may be
less likely the corporation will realize that value.

Thus companies such as those represented by the Business Roundtable not only chose to neglect
research and other longer-term investments but explicitly eliminated any sense of responsibility
to society or even to their own employees. Short-term profits for those individuals running the
company or making money from the company became the only goal that mattered.
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C. Observations of decline in the government research system

After the 1969 U.S. victory in the moon race, and the end of any serious further international space
competition, U.S. government funding for space-related research and development began to decline.
However, there were similar declines in other areas of government-funded research.

Beginning in fiscal year 1970, government funding for longer-term research was severely limited by
a budget amendment introduced by Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield. He also introduced a
second, further restrictive amendment in 1973. The U.S. Office of Technology Assessment briefly
explained the first Mansfield Amendment [OTA 1991, p. 61]:

The celebrated Mansfield amendment, passed as part of the fiscal year 1970 Military
Authorization Act (Public Law 91-121), prohibited military funding of research that
lacked a direct or apparent relationship to specific military function. Through subse-
quent modification the Mansfield amendment moved the Department of Defense toward
the support of more short-term applied research in universities.

Soon after the first Mansfield Amendment in 1970, the chemist Herbert Laitinen published an
accurate prediction of the long-term changes it would cause to the U.S. research system [Laitinen
1970]:

Late in 1969, the Congress of the United States passed an authorization bill for expen-
ditures of the Department of Defense for the fiscal year 1970. An amendment by Sen.
Mansfield which passed with virtually no advance public notice has since caused appre-
hension, confusion, and secondary effects of a magnitude that still eludes estimation.

The amendment, called section 203, states “None of the funds authorized by this Act
may be used to carry out any research project or study unless such project or study has
a direct and apparent relationship to a specific military function.” [...]

Now that the issue of “direct and apparent relationship to a specific military function”
has been raised, a similar “Mansfield effect” appears to be emerging in mission-oriented
civilian agencies, such as the National Institutes of Health and the Federal Water Pollu-
tion Control Agency, to require a closer and more obvious relationship between research
and mission. [...] If it were simply a matter of transfer of funds to the one research agency
that is not mission-oriented, the National Science Foundation, no serious harm would
be done. Unfortunately, the NSF is not receiving additional support. On the contrary, it
has been directed, through the Daddario bill, to expand its function to support applied
as well as basic research [with its existing budget]. Thus, an already serious squeeze on
pure research seems destined to intensify.

Now to complete the circle, the emergence on the job market of a pool of postdoctorates
that can no longer be supported on research grants, plus the new group of graduating
Ph.D.’s to compete for a dwindling number of research positions in industry, govern-
ment, and academic departments is being cited as evidence that we have an abundance
of Ph.D.’s and that decreased graduate support is therefore justified. Clearly this is
short-sighted policy. What is needed is a strong and continuing commitment to basic
research in support of all mission-oriented technology, both in relation to research train-
ing at pre- and postdoctoral levels and in relation to research output. Anything less will
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waste the talents of a substantial group of skilled research workers and will compromise
our technological future.

An old version of the history of DARPA (the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) archived
on the internet explained the second Mansfield Amendment of 1973
[www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol DARPA01.htm]:

The Mansfield Amendment of 1973 expressly limited appropriations for defense research
(through ARPA/DARPA) to projects with direct military application.

Some contend that the amendment devastated American science, since ARPA/DARPA
was a major funding source for basic science projects of the time; the National Science
Foundation never made up the difference as expected. But the resulting “brain drain” is
also credited with boosting the development of the fledgling personal computer industry.

While the decline in U.S. government-funded research began around 1970, it became even worse
with the end of the Cold War in 1991. Lynn Gref (1941–2013), who spent his career conducting and
managing research at Department of Defense (DOD) and NASA laboratories, described the decline
of applied research or “Phase Two” research at government laboratories [Gref 2010, pp. 116–117]:

It is in Phase Two research (device phase) that a decline in research activity of at least
a decade duration can be detected. Now let us consider the indicators of a decline in
Phase Two research. [...I]ndustry has become the dominant source of funds for R&D.
Industry is even more dominant for R&D outside of the medical science arena. This
is in itself not necessarily bad. However, it will become evident that industry has lost
much of its ability or willingness to perform the Phase Two research that leads to the
revolutionary devices of the future.

Second, R&D performed at the Government’s laboratories has declined more than 50%
since 1970 based on funding received[...] Most of their work falls into Phase Two. Af-
ter the end of the Cold War, funding for new weapons systems declined dramatically.
(The Iraq War has brought an influx of orders for existing weapons systems and ben-
efited much of the remaining defense industry, but it has had the devastating effect of
further restricting R&D funding to efforts with an immediate application to the war.)
The defense industry went through a major restructuring and consolidation between
the end of the Cold War and the beginning of the Iraq War. During this period, in-
dustry went after all available funding from the DOD. The large companies turned to
sources they previously shunned including Phase Two research. The companies em-
ployed massive lobbying efforts to achieve these objectives. Consequently, a goal of the
DOD’s laboratories became spending approximately 70% of their funding with indus-
try. (The DOD originally established the laboratories to perform research needed by
the services. Buying research from industry is a very recent occurrence.) This had two
negative effects. First, it further reduced the funds retained by the laboratories to use
for their in-house activities including research. The impact was that of a funding cut.
Second, the technologists at the laboratories had to use their time to perform contract-
ing functions—writing requests for proposals, evaluating proposals and monitoring the
work of contractors—instead of performing their own research. The reduction of inter-
nal funding and the change in assignments has dramatically reduced research performed
at the DOD laboratories. In addition, studies initiated by Congress have pointed to a
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perceived excess capacity in DOD laboratories and suggested restructuring the labora-
tories so that they would be Government owned and contractor operated. In this latter
case, industry would perform all of DOD’s research other than that done by universities.
Recalling [...] the rich heritage of innovation of the Naval Research Laboratories and
the other DOD service laboratories, the decline in technology development by DOD’s
laboratories is a tragedy for Phase Two of the development cycle.

The “industrialization of Government research” has not been unique to the DOD. It
has affected agencies such as NASA. NASA has terminated “block” funding of technol-
ogy work at its center laboratories. It has replaced the technology development that its
centers previously performed on an assigned basis with various competitions, most of
which are open to all comers. With these competitions has come the pressure on NASA
to award industry a greater proportion of the R&D dollars. The contraction and con-
solidation of the military industrial contractors that occurred after the end of the Cold
War certainly had a part in this change at NASA as it did with the DOD laboratories.
With the need to survive, NASA’s research funds became fair game for these contrac-
tors. Unfortunately, when the researchers at the NASA centers fail to obtain funding
for their efforts, then they must go elsewhere and their research ends. For example, JPL
received from NASA approximately $100M on an assigned basis for Phase Two research
in FY2000 and today it is less than $50M, mostly obtained on a competitive basis.

Furthermore, competition for Phase Two funding does not foster risk taking and long-
term efforts. No matter how one cuts it, the winners of funding are those who can
demonstrate the best value for the Government. That is, winners are those that can
identify measurable benefits of their research, demonstrate the risks of the proposed
work are reasonable and manageable, prove the approach to the research is sound, and
argue that success is likely. That just is not the real life situation for Phase Two research
[...] where failure occurs more often than success.

Competing for research funding is an environment in which research becomes incre-
mental and unimaginative. In other words, the competitive environment turns the re-
searchers into “surviving” financially. Improving the materials and processes used to
build a device is much more likely to meet the requirements of a competition than
some“wild new” idea that may take a decade or more to work out with few, if any,
applications apparent[...] Similarly, proposing an enhancement to work that has already
been funded and is in a proven interest area of the sponsor is more likely to be a success-
ful bid than an “out of the box” or “off the wall” idea. Such a chilling environment for
innovation is not conducive to funding research ideas that could really have an impact
similar to those of NRL’s radar developments of the past.

Summary of observations of decline

According to longtime first-hand observers such as those quoted above, the academic, corporate,
and government research sectors of the U.S. innovation system were all very productive during the
1940s–1960s, all began to drift and steadily decline beginning around 1970 or so, experienced a
further drop around the end of the Cold War (∼1991), and have declined even more since 2000 due
to priority shifts at the highest levels of government, industry, and academia. The end result is the
problems discussed in Section 1.1.
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11.3.2 Explanations for Decline

The contemporary observers quoted in the previous section ably described the decline in innovation
that occurred from around 1970 onward, yet it is necessary to seek a better understanding of the
fundamental reasons for that decline. A number of potential explanations have been offered:

A. Exhaustion of the supply of innovators and innovations that had been adopted from the earlier
German-speaking world (p. 1618).

B. Abandonment of German-like systemic practices for promoting innovation (p. 1618).

C. The decline and end of Cold War competition that promoted innovation (p. 1619).

D. Darwinian selection of researchers for traits other than innovation (p. 1621).

E. Political divisions that undermine government support for innovation (p. 1623).

F. Loss of consumer demand for innovation (p. 1624).

G. A shift in the types of innovation that consumers demand (p. 1625).

In practice, all of these factors probably played a significant role in the decline, and indeed the
various factors presumably exacerbated each other.

A. Exhaustion of innovators and innovations adopted from the German-speaking world

As argued in Chapters 2–10 and Section 11.1, a huge number of innovators and innovations were
produced by the German-speaking world prior to 1945. By around 1970, most of the thousands
of German-speaking creators who had been recruited from that world had retired or died, and
the enormous numbers of inventions and discoveries that had originated in that earlier world had
already been copied, optimized, and utilized to their fullest potential in the United States and other
countries.

B. Abandonment of German-like systemic practices for promoting innovation

As covered in Sections 11.2 and 11.3.1, especially during the 1940s–1960s, the United States (and
presumably other countries) implemented many systemic practices that strongly promoted revo-
lutionary scientific innovation, and that were highly similar to systemic practices from the earlier
German-speaking world. Just as those practices had cultivated countless creators and creations in
the German-speaking world, they also bred homegrown innovators and innovations in the United
States. Unfortunately, around 1970, the United States began to abandon some of those systemic
practices. That shift made it harder to cultivate as many brand new revolutionary innovators and
innovations after that time, and it also made it harder for any innovators and innovations that had
been developed in the earlier days of the system to continue to find sufficient financial and political
support.
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C. Decline and end of Cold War competition that promoted innovation

As argued in Section 11.2.9, just as the earlier German-speaking world was strongly driven through-
out its existence by military and industrial competition with the United Kingdom, United States,
and other countries, the U.S. system in the 1940s through 1960s was strongly driven first by World
War II competition with Germany and then by Cold War competition with the Soviet Union. How-
ever, around 1970 (with the U.S. victory in the moon race and the beginning of the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks) that Cold War competition greatly relaxed, and in 1991 it collapsed entirely.
Without a strong sense of urgent international competition, the U.S. innovation system fell victim
to other priorities and forces.

In the afterword to his book The Gift, writing professor Lewis Kenyon described how the end
of the Cold War impacted both scientists and artists, with funding decreasing and shifting from
longer-term, more philanthropic objectives to very short-term, purely money-making aims [Hyde
2019]:

Which brings me back to the fall of the Soviet Union, for it was the Cold War that
energized much of the public funding devoted to art and science in the decades after
World War II. [...]

Of that context one could say, to put it positively, that the Soviet Union turned out to
provide a useful counterforce to the harsher realities of capitalism. It goaded the West
into provisioning those parts of social life not well served by market forces. To put it
negatively, however, if Cold War rhetoric lay at the foundation, then the entire edifice
was historically vulnerable. Thus when the Soviet Union fell in 1989 so did the bulk of
public patronage in the West. In the U.S., for example, we almost immediately got the
attacks on the National Endowment for the Arts and the loss of nearly all funding to
individual artists. A similar if less publicized story played out in basic science. In a 1998
interview Leon Lederman, Nobel laureate in physics, said: “We always thought, näıvely,
that here we are working in abstract, absolutely useless research and once the cold war
ended, we wouldn’t have to fight for resources. Instead, we found, we were the cold war.
We’d been getting all this money for quark research because our leaders decided that
science, even useless science, was a component of the cold war. As soon as it was over,
they didn’t need science.”

In short, around 1990 the third phase of this history began, an era of market triumphal-
ism in which not only has public support of the arts and sciences begun to dry up but
those who stilled their voices during the Cold War, those who have long believed in an
unlimited market, have felt free to advance unselfconsciously.

In instance after instance, public institutions have been encouraged to think of them-
selves as private businesses. The universities have set up “technology transfer offices”
and tried to fund themselves by selling knowledge rather than simply disseminating it,
as their old mission statements once asked them to do. Grammar schools have learned
that they can sell exclusive rights to soft drink vendors intent on creating brand loyalty
in the very young. Public radio and television are now cluttered with advertising. Even
commercial television has become more so: in the U.S., the networks once limited their
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ads to nine minutes an hour; they gave that up in the last decade and ads now run
eighteen minutes in prime time.

Natural abundance has been similarly commercialized, everywhere subject to the grid
of artificial scarcity. Ancient aquifers, by rights belonging to all who live above them,
are now pumped and packaged. Drinking water, once an essence of life, has become a
resource to be sold in little plastic bottles. Broadcast spectrum, one of nature’s richest
gifts, has been parceled out to industry and then sold back to the public.

Our cultural abundance suffers the same fate. The ever-expanding reach of copyright
has removed more and more art and ideas from the public domain. The Walt Disney
Company happily built its film empire out of folk culture (“Snow White,” “Pinocchio”)
but any folk who try to build on Disney can expect a “cease and desist” letter in the next
mail. Patents are now used to create property rights in things once thought inalienable–
seedlines, human genes, medicines long known to indigenous cultures. A company that
makes jam recently got itself a patent on the crustless peanut butter-and-jelly sandwich.

This period of market triumphalism has, in sum, seen a successful move to commercialize
a long list of things once thought to have no price, and to enclose common holdings,
both natural and cultural, that we used to assume no one was allowed to take private.
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D. Darwinian selection of researchers for traits other than innovation

As the United States began to abandon innovation-promoting practices like those from the earlier
German-speaking world, from the 1970s onward the modern system came increasingly to value the
sheer number of academic papers much more than their quality or significance. Since academic
scientists were now rewarded with funding primarily based on their number of published papers
rather than the scientific quality, originality, or importance of their work, labs that emphasized
quantity over quality received more funding, trained more students, and graduated those students
into the system to create their own labs that focused on quantity over quality. In a Darwinian
fashion, within a few cycles of “reproduction,” scientists who emphasized quantity over quality
became vastly more numerous and much more powerful (as peer review committee members for
research grant funding, hiring, and tenure decisions) than any remaining scientists who valued the
quality, originality, and revolutionary importance of research.

Two scientists, Paul Smaldino and Richard McElreath, described the impact of Darwinian selection
for traits other than revolutionary innovation, applied to generation after generation of professors
and their students [Smaldino and McElreath 2016]:

This paper argues that some of the most powerful incentives in contemporary science
actively encourage, reward and propagate poor research methods and abuse of statistical
procedures. We term this process the natural selection of bad science to indicate that
it requires no conscious strategizing nor cheating on the part of researchers. Instead,
it arises from the positive selection of methods and habits that lead to publication.
How can natural selection operate on research methodology? There are no research
‘genes’. But science is a cultural activity, and such activities change through evolutionary
processes. Philosophers of science such as Campbell, Popper and Hull have discussed
how scientific theories evolve by variation and selection retention. But scientific methods
also develop in this way. Laboratory methods can propagate either directly, through the
production of graduate students who go on to start their own labs, or indirectly, through
prestige-biased adoption by researchers in other labs. Methods which are associated with
greater success in academic careers will, other things being equal, tend to spread.

The requirements for natural selection to produce design are easy to satisfy. Darwin
outlined the logic of natural selection as requiring three conditions:

(i) There must be variation.

(ii) That variation must have consequences for survival or reproduction.

(iii) Variation must be heritable.

In this case, there are no biological traits being passed from scientific mentors to ap-
prentices. However, research practices do vary. That variation has consequences—habits
that lead to publication lead to obtaining highly competitive research positions. And
variation in practice is partly heritable, in the sense that apprentices acquire research
habits and statistical procedures from mentors and peers. Researchers also acquire re-
search practice from successful role models in their fields, even if they do not personally
know them. Therefore, when researchers are rewarded primarily for publishing, then
habits which promote publication are naturally selected. Unfortunately, such habits can
directly undermine scientific progress. [...]
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The rate at which new papers are added to the scientific literature has steadily increased
in recent decades. This is partly due to more opportunities for collaboration, resulting in
more multi-author papers. However, the increases in publication rate may also be driven
by changing incentives. Recently, Brischoux & Angelier looked at the career statistics of
junior researchers hired by the French CNRS in evolutionary biology between 2005 and
2013. They found persistent increases in the average number of publications at the time
of hiring: newly hired biologists now have almost twice as many publications as they did
10 years ago (22 in 2013 versus 12.5 in 2005). These numbers reflect intense competition
for academic research positions. The world’s universities produce many more PhDs than
there are permanent academic positions for them to fill, and while this problem has
escalated in recent years, it has been present for at least two decades. Such competition is
all the more challenging for researchers who graduate from any but the most prestigious
universities, who face additional discrimination on the job market. Although there may
be jobs available outside of academia— indeed, often better-paying jobs than university
professorships—tenure-track faculty positions at major research universities come with
considerable prestige, flexibility and creative freedom, and remain desirable. Among
those who manage to get hired, there is continued competition for grants, promotions,
prestige and placement of graduate students.

Given this competition, there are incentives for scientists to stand out among their
peers. Only the top graduate students can become tenure-track professors, and only the
top assistant professors will receive tenure and high profile grants. [...]

Incentives drive cultural evolution. In the scientific community, incentives for publication
quantity can drive the evolution of poor methodological practices. We have provided
some empirical evidence that this occurred, as well as a general model of the process.
If we want to improve how our scientific culture functions, we must consider not only
the individual behaviours we wish to change, but also the social forces that provide
affordances and incentives for those behaviours. We are hardly the first to consider a
need to alter the incentives for career success in science. However, we are the first to
illustrate the evolutionary logic of how, in the absence of change, the existing incentives
will necessarily lead to the degradation of scientific practices.

An incentive structure that rewards publication quantity will, in the absence of coun-
tervailing forces, select for methods that produce the greatest number of publishable
results. This, in turn, will lead to the natural selection of poor methods and increas-
ingly high false discovery rates. Although we have focused on false discoveries, there
are additional negative repercussions of this kind of incentive structure. Scrupulous re-
search on difficult problems may require years of intense work before yielding coherent,
publishable results. If shallower work generating more publications is favoured, then
researchers interested in pursuing complex questions may find themselves without jobs,
perhaps to the detriment of the scientific community more broadly. [...]

Institutional change is difficult to accomplish, because it requires coordination on a
large scale, which is often costly to early adopters. Yet such change is needed to ensure
the integrity of science.
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E. Political divisions that undermine government support for innovation

Severe political divisions in the United States arose by the late 1960s and have only worsened since
then, undermining strong government understanding of, support for, and utilization of revolutionary
innovation as had existed earlier. The science policy analysts Chris Mooney and Sheril Kirshenbaum
described the impact on scientific innovation [Mooney and Kirshenbaum 2010, pp. 28–29]:

Yet the heyday of science wouldn’t last long. The trend of ever-rising federal investment
in research reversed itself in the late 1960s; non-military science funding fell through
much of the 1970s. The central involvement of the National Science Foundation in shap-
ing high school educational curricula also gradually fell away—as did the prominence
of the scientific elite in advising our leaders.

All this occurred for a snarl of reasons that center on the collapse of political consen-
sus in America over the same time period. The scientific community couldn’t escape
the conflicts of the day any more than any other major social group. The creation of
new regulatory agencies, like the Environmental Protection Agency in 1970, repeatedly
dragged scientific information into a contested decision-making process. And the grow-
ing antiwar and antinuclear movements flailed not only against the “military-industrial
complex” but against those parts of the scientific establishment that worked with it or
for it, especially on university campuses.

Not only did the new mood of “questioning authority” include the questioning of sci-
ence, but there was often good reason for skepticism. The environmental and consumer
movements, spearheaded by the likes of Rachel Carson and Ralph Nader, brought home
the realization that science wasn’t always beneficial. Seemingly wonderful technologies—
DDT, chlorofluorocarbons—could have nasty, unforeseen consequences. A narrative be-
gan to emerge about “corporate science”: driven by greed, conducted without adequate
safeguards, placing profits over people.

Amid the backlash, the role of scientists in policy making also ebbed, as did the status of
the presidential science advisor. Whereas the post had enjoyed a high level of recognition
and influence under Eisenhower and Kennedy, the Vietnam War brought that cozy
relationship to an end. In 1973, President Richard Nixon fired his science advisers
outright over disagreements about the viability of the Supersonic Transport program
and other matters.

The emergence of the Religious Right onto the political stage in the 1970s—motivated
in part by its adherents’ resentment of the nation’s intellectual and scientific elites—was
also a major factor in curtailing the role of science in public policy. Soon battles between
Christian conservatives and the science community over matters like the teaching of
evolution and embryo-related research became an inescapable political reality. And so we
entered the “culture wars”: Secular, scientific, and pro-choice America clashed regularly
with a “faith-based” (and very Republican) side of the country. A vast array of political
issues could be cast in a pugilistic context that pitted “religion” against “reason.”
Science ceased to serve as a bulwark for common goals and purposes; instead, its findings
came to divide us.

Other books have made similar arguments that increasing political divisions have driven the decline
in scientific innovation [e.g., Gruber and Johnson 2019; Mooney 2006; Otto 2016].
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F. Loss of consumer demand for innovation

Biologist Jan Vijg argued persuasively that the rate of revolutionary scientific innovation has greatly
declined in recent decades, then offered his views on the causes of that decline. While the world
at present may not be as nearly utopian as Vijg viewed it in 2011, his fundamental point seems
sound: In contrast to circumstances that prompted revolutionary innovations in the past, currently
there are not enough people with enough power who are sufficiently dissatisfied with the current
state of technology to be strongly motivated to change it, and in fact many are strongly motivated
to resist change [Vijg 2011, pp. 109–110]:

The cold war is over and most current states profess support for democracy, the rule
of law and a safety net for everyone. Almost all of us seem to have abandoned violence
as a way to make progress. Representatives of the earth’s states meet regularly and
although we tend to think that nothing ever comes out of these meetings, the reality
is that there are probably very few citizens who do not profit from the myriad of
changes that slowly but surely transform us into a planet-wide commonwealth of states
with almost unrealistically good credentials. Good governance, responsible industry
leaders and better citizens slowly but irrepressibly take hold of society by creating a
network of rules and regulations that make it all but impossible to run roughshod over
others. People around the world are becoming healthier, wealthier, better educated,
more peaceful, and increasingly connected, and they are living longer.

Precisely because society is so successful, with technology maturing and all structures in
place for optimally using it to the benefit of humankind, it has now become very difficult
for new, breakthrough inventions to thrive. Investments are more likely in areas that
have stabilized and proved their mettle, and regulatory constraints make it often very
difficult for new inventions to get a fair chance at being implemented. This is especially
true for medicine and biotechnology, two areas where scientific input should all but
guarantee rapid progress. However, it also applies to the energy and transportation
sectors where we witness a stalling of progress in strategic technologies. In spite of the
hype in glossy magazines and the occasional newspaper article, to maintain the current
fleet of passenger planes is simply too convenient and the days of Howard Hughes are
definitely over. Surprisingly enough, this even applies to information technology where
progress has helped us enormously to do the things we were already doing much quicker
and in a much more convenient way than in the past. However, it does no longer break
new ground and does not radically alter the way we live and work.

In a sense, we have become a victim of our own success. The intricate net we have woven
to protect each and every one of us from harm, to allow a maximum of input to everyone
in decision making and to patiently listen to all arguments have turned us into the most
successful society the world has ever seen. But paradoxically, this very success is now
beginning to hold us back from making the further great strides to again transform
human society, like the tremendous achievements of the 19th and 20th centuries did
before.
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G. Shift in the types of innovation that consumers demand

Both Nicholas Carr and Tyler Cowen proposed that the most financially lucrative demand for
innovations has shifted from truly revolutionary technologies to mundane consumer products with
annual cosmetic updates, “feel-good” products like Facebook and Prozac, and non-technological
products for the very wealthy [Carr 2015; Cowen 2011].

Wall Street Journal writer and book author Nicholas Carr argued that the apparent slowdown in
revolutionary innovations is largely driven by consumers who are more interested in “technologies
of the self” than in more world-changing technologies [Carr 2012, 2015]. Carr’s thesis has significant
overlap with Jan Vijg’s argument (modern society is sufficiently comfortable that innovation is no
longer a priority). Carr explained his viewpoint with an essay [Carr 2015] and an accompanying
diagram (redrawn in Fig. 11.56):

Let me float an alternative explanation: There has been no decline in innovation; there
has just been a shift in its focus. We’re as creative as ever, but we’ve funneled our
creativity into areas that produce smaller-scale, less far-reaching, less visible break-
throughs. And we’ve done that for entirely rational reasons. We’re getting precisely the
kind of innovation that we desire—and that we deserve.

My idea—and it’s a rough one—is that there’s a hierarchy of innovation that runs in
parallel with Abraham Maslow’s famous hierarchy of needs. Maslow argued that human
needs progress through five stages, with each new stage requiring the fulfillment of lower-
level, or more basic, needs. So first we need to meet our most primitive Physiological
needs, and that frees us to focus on our needs for Safety, and once our needs for Safety
are met, we can attend to our needs for Belongingness, and then on to our needs for
personal Esteem, and finally to our needs for Self-Actualization. If you look at Maslow’s
hierarchy as an inflexible structure, with clear boundaries between its levels, it falls
apart. Our needs are messy, and the boundaries between them are porous. A caveman
probably pursued self-esteem and self-actualization, to some degree, just as we today
spend effort seeking to fulfill our physical needs. But if you look at the hierarchy as
a map of human focus, or of emphasis, then it makes sense—and indeed seems to be
born out by history. In short: The more comfortable you are, the more time you spend
thinking about yourself.

If progress is shaped by human needs, then general shifts in needs would also bring shifts
in the nature of technological innovation. The tools we invent would move through the
hierarchy of needs, from tools that help safeguard our bodies on up to tools that allow
us to modify our internal states, from tools of survival to tools of the self. Here’s my
crack at what the hierarchy of innovation looks like [...]:

The focus, or emphasis, of innovation moves up through five stages, propelled by shifts
in the needs we seek to fulfill. In the beginning come Technologies of Survival (think
fire), then Technologies of Social Organization (think cathedral), then Technologies of
Prosperity (think steam engine), then technologies of leisure (think TV), and finally
Technologies of the Self (think Facebook, or Prozac).
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Figure 11.56: Nicholas Carr’s proposed “hierarchy of innovation” [redrawn based on Carr 2015].

As with Maslow’s hierarchy, you shouldn’t look at my hierarchy as a rigid one. Inno-
vation today continues at all five levels. But the rewards, both monetary and reputa-
tional, are greatest at the highest level (Technologies of the Self), which has the effect of
shunting investment, attention, and activity in that direction. We’re already physically
comfortable, so getting a little more physically comfortable doesn’t seem particularly
pressing. We’ve become inward looking, and what we crave are more powerful tools for
modifying our internal state or projecting that state outward. An entrepreneur has a
greater prospect of fame and riches if he creates, say, a popular social-networking tool
than if he creates a faster, more efficient system for mass transit. The arc of innovation,
to put a dark spin on it, is toward decadence.
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One of the consequences is that, as we move to the top level of the innovation hierarchy,
the inventions have less visible, less transformative effects. We’re no longer changing the
shape of the physical world or even of society, as it manifests itself in the physical world.
We’re altering internal states, transforming the invisible self. Not surprisingly, when you
step back and take a broad view, it looks like stagnation—it looks like nothing is chang-
ing very much. That’s particularly true when you compare what’s happening today with
what happened a hundred years ago, when our focus on Technologies of Prosperity was
peaking and our focus on Technologies of Leisure was also rapidly increasing, bringing
a highly visible transformation of our physical circumstances.

Economist Tyler Cowen noted the decline in innovation and attributed it to several factors [Cowen
2011]. Most prominently, he said that the United States had already consumed all of the low-
hanging fruit of technologies that could be readily developed. When viewed from the perspective of
the history of science, it would seem unlikely that Cowen’s argument is truly correct, that there truly
are no more potential new technologies within humanity’s current reach. For example, the classical
world overlooked Hero’s steam engine and its revolutionary potential, the steam era overlooked
both gasoline internal combustion engines and the electrical revolution, nineteenth century physics
overlooked both relativity and quantum physics, and classical biology overlooked the mechanisms
and potential applications of DNA. If the rate of revolutionary innovations has slowed, it seems
far more probable that the slowdown is due much more to deficiencies in the current innovation
system, rather than to the actual absence of potential new technologies within our grasp.

On the other hand, if a large fraction of our modern technologies originated from the earlier German-
speaking research world (as described in this book), then a somewhat more narrow interpretation
of Cowen’s argument could be quite valid. The United States plucked the low-hanging fruit of
inventions and discoveries made in the earlier German-speaking world, took those creations to their
fullest potential, and greatly profited from them, but never invested sufficient money, time, and
energy to grow large amounts of entirely new fruit for future harvests.

Cowen’s other explanations are also enlightening: Innovation shifted first from truly revolutionary
technologies to more easily developed, easily marketed consumer products, and then from widely
useful (if mundane) products to dubious “innovations” that only benefit a chosen few, sometimes
even at the expense of everyone else [Cowen 2011, pp. 7–10, 20–21]:

In a figurative sense, the American economy has enjoyed lots of low-hanging fruit since
at least the seventeenth century, whether it be free land, lots of immigrant labor, or
powerful new technologies. Yet during the last forty years, that low-hanging fruit started
disappearing, and we started pretending it was still there. We have failed to recognize
that we are at a technological plateau and the trees are more bare than we would like
to think. That’s it. That is what has gone wrong. [...]

Around the globe, the populous countries that have been wealthy for some time share
one common feature: Their rates of economic growth have slowed down since about
1970. That’s a sign that the pace of technological development has been slowing down.
It’s not that something specific caused the slowdown, but rather we started to exhaust
the benefits of our previous momentum without renewing them. [...]

The period from 1880 to 1940 brought numerous major technological advances into our
lives. [...]
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Today, in contrast, apart from the seemingly magical internet, life in broad material
terms isn’t so different from what it was in 1953. [...] Life is better and we have more
stuff, but the pace of change has slowed down compared to what people saw two or
three generations ago.

It would make my life a lot better to have a teleportation machine. It makes my life only
slightly better to have a larger refrigerator that makes ice in cubed or crushed form.
We all understand that difference from a personal point of view, yet somehow we are
reluctant to apply it to the economy writ large. But that’s the truth behind our crisis
today—the low-hanging fruit has been mostly plucked, at least for the time being. [...]

A fundamental way to put the point is this: A lot of our recent innovations are “pri-
vate goods” rather than “public goods.” Contemporary innovation often takes the form
of expanding positions of economic and political privilege, extracting resources from
the government by lobbying, seeking the sometimes extreme protections of intellectual
property laws, and producing goods that are exclusive or status related rather than
universal, private rather than public; think twenty-five seasons of new, fall season Gucci
handbags.

The dubious financial innovations connected to our recent financial crisis are another
(perhaps less obvious) example of discoveries that benefit some individuals but are not
public goods more generally. A lot of the gains from recent financial innovations are
captured by a relatively small number of individuals.

Note that there is considerable overlap among the economics-based arguments of Tyler Cowen,
Nicholas Carr, and Jan Vijg: the supply of truly revolutionary scientific innovations is much less
now because there has been an insufficiently strong and insufficiently widespread demand for
revolutionary scientific innovations.

Summary of decline

As a final perspective on how much the U.S. innovation system has changed, in 1940 MIT professor
Vannevar Bush showed President Franklin Roosevelt a one-page proposal outlining his multi-year,
multi-billion-dollar plan for a new federally funded R&D system that would include the Manhattan
Project, radar, and all other defense-related research projects. Roosevelt heard and approved the
proposal in less than 15 minutes [Zachary 1997a, p. 112].

In contrast, nowadays even a professor’s $100,000 proposal to the National Institutes of Health
for modest experiments by some graduate students involves writing a detailed grant application
that may be over 100 pages long, consumes several person-months to assemble, requires submitting
extensive data and references to prove that the proposed experiments will definitely produce the
intended results before they are even officially begun, can take over a year to pass through NIH
administrative offices and peer review committees, and might stand less than a 10% chance of being
funded after all of that. (Moreover, the very low success rate of proposals means that a research
group might have to write 10 or more such proposals each year in hopes of getting just one funded,
and writing that many proposals every year is a truly massive and enormously expensive diversion
of personnel away from doing any of the actual research described in the proposals.)



Chapter 12

Learning from the Creators

Ich habe auf eine geringe Vermuthung eine
gefährliche Reise gewagt und erblicke schon die
Vorgebürge neuer Länder. Diejenigen, welche
die Herzhaftigkeit haben die Untersuchung
fortzusetzen, werden sie betreten und das
Vergnügen haben, selbige mit ihrem Namen zu
bezeichnen.

Upon a small conjecture I have ventured on
a dangerous journey and already behold the
foothills of new lands. Those who have the
courage to continue the quest will enter those
lands and have the joy of putting their name
on them.

Immanuel Kant. 1755.
Allgemeine Naturgeschichte und Theorie des Himmels, Vorrede

[Natural History and Theory of the Heavens, Foreword].

This final chapter begins by summarizing the major findings of Chapters 1–11. Then it applies
that information to offer suggestions for (1) whole state or national innovation systems that would
like to increase their production of revolutionary research, (2) individual companies, organizations,
or laboratories that would like to pursue more innovative research, (3) individuals now trying to
pursue careers in innovative research in the existing state of the global system, and (4) scholars
who would like to further study the past, present, and potential future of revolutionary creators
and creations. Finally, it presents an afterword to encapsulate the vision for this book.

1629
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12.1 Summary of the Creators, Their Creations, and Their Ap-
proaches

As covered in Chapter 1, the motivation for this study follows from a series of logical steps, with
many accompanying assumptions and limitations that are freely acknowledged (see Section 1.2.3
for a much longer and more detailed list):

1. Based on data and analyses from authors cited in Section 1.1, compared to earlier times,
the modern research system appears to have produced fewer revolutionary innovations per
year, or at least fewer revolutionary innovations per year per person in the system, or fewer
innovations per year per amount of money spent on the system. (This study does not argue
that the modern research system has produced no revolutionary innovations.)

2. Having concluded that the modern innovation rate has declined, this study proceeds on the
assumption that it is possible that the modern innovation rate can be increased, or in other
words that we have not simply encountered physical limits on innovation.

3. Moreover, this study operates on the assumption that the modern innovation rate should be
increased, or the belief that at least on balance, new innovations will improve people’s lives
and are morally and socially desirable.

4. Rather than trying to reinvent the wheel, this study focuses on examining already proven ways
to promote innovation. It does not consider new, unproven methods to promote innovation,
although other scholars certainly should propose and evaluate new methods as well.

5. Among those proven ways to promote innovation, this study specifically considers past in-
novation systems. (Nevertheless, other scholars should and are evaluating various current
innovation systems worldwide, and there is much to learn from those studies.)

6. Out of all past innovation systems, this study focuses on the predominantly German-speaking
world of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, which admittedly is a topic with very
fuzzy spatial, temporal, and intellectual boundaries. Based on the evidence in Chapters 2–9
and the appendices, I believe that world was the most innovative; at the very least it was one
of the most innovative systems and thus worthy of detailed examination. This study is not
intended to make an argument for nationalist or ethnic bragging rights. I highly recommend
that readers of this book seek out or even conduct their own studies of scientific innovations
from other places and times.

7. This study assumes that we can identify useful methods that promoted innovation in the
earlier German-speaking world, yet it is at best a concise overview of a vast field encompassing
the actions of thousands of scientists and engineers across many countries during two centuries,
as well as investigations into that time period by countless subsequent scholars. I do not mean
to imply that innovation systems in the earlier German-speaking world were ever perfect or
even unique, or that all of their innovation-promoting factors could or should be applied to
the modern world. In no way is this study an argument that the Third Reich had inherently
superior scientific research approaches. For reasons of length, this study cannot even begin
to address the large number of related ethical questions that are already covered in detail
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by many other authors; I highly recommend that all readers seek out those books and study
them.1

8. The ultimate objective of this study is to make these methods of improving innovation avail-
able to the modern world. In order to maximize the potential audience, longevity, and impact
of this study, I decided to make the final document freely available on the internet instead of
publishing it as a printed book, which might be expensive and difficult to obtain and might
rapidly go out of print, as so many of the cited references have.

9. Because the body of information on German-speaking innovators is both so large and so
incomplete, this book cannot help but be incomplete and imperfect. I would welcome any
suggestions for improvements to future editions. At the very least, hopefully this book will
spur discussion, learning, and further work in the important areas that it covers.

Scientists and engineers who were trained in the German-speaking world of the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries produced a wide range of discoveries and inventions that have shaped our
modern world, including:

• Biomedical advances from genetics to antibiotics (Chapter 2 and Appendix A)

• Chemical breakthroughs from color film to synthetic rubber (Chapter 3)

• Discoveries about the earth and our universe from continental drift to stellar distances (Chap-
ter 4)

• Revolutionary physics from relativity to quantum mechanics (Chapter 5)

• Electrical inventions from semiconductors to computers (Chapter 6 and Appendices B–C)

• Mechanical systems from automobiles to submarines (Chapter 7)

• Nuclear reactions and applications from fission to fusion (Chapter 8 and Appendix D)

• Aerospace vehicles from jet planes to moon rockets (Chapter 9 and Appendix E)

Although other authors have studied the history of some of those creations and creators in detail,
and Chapters 2–9 and the appendices shed additional light on others, much more work is needed
to elucidate the full range and details of the contributions made by the German-speaking research
world.

1E.g., Bar-Zohar 1967; Beyerchen 1977; Borkin 1978; Bower 1987; Campbell and Harsch 2013; Cornwell 2003;
Crim 2018; Deichmann 1996; Joseph Fisher 2017; Friedrich et al. 2017; Geissler 1998a, 1998b, 1999; Gellermann 1986;
Georg 2012; Gimbel 1986, 1990a, 1990b, 1990c; Gröhler 1989; Hansen 1993; István Hargittai 2006; Harris Paxman
2002; Haunschmied et al. 2007; Hayes 2001; Heim et al. 2009; Hentschel and Hentschel 1996; Linda Hunt 1991;
Jacobsen 2014; Jeffreys 2008; Karlsch and Laufer 2002; Kater 1989; Klee 2001; Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Leff 2019;
Le Maner and Sellier 2001; Lichtblau 2014; Macrakis 1993; Medawar and Pyke 2000; Mick 2000; Nachmansohn 1979;
Nash 2013; Michael Neufeld 1995, 2002, 2003, 2007; Plumpe 1990; Posner and Ware 2000; Pringle 2006; Renneberg
and Walker 1993; Sasuly 1947; Schambach 2011; Sellier 2003; Simpson 1988; Spitz 2005; Stoltzenberg 1994, 2005;
Szöllösi-Janze 2001, 2015; Tucker 2006; Wachsmann 2015; Bernd Wagner 2000; Jens-Christian Wagner 2011, 2015.
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As discussed in Chapter 10, one may identify common factors within the German-speaking world
that facilitated the success of those creators and creations. These factors promoted greater freedom
to pursue longer-term and riskier potential innovations, and they included:

1. Science was socially glorified, from children’s activities and amateur science clubs to presti-
gious jobs and government-lauded scientific heroes.

2. A century-long steady exponential increase in funding gave scientists, employers, and sponsors
much more freedom to pursue higher-risk and/or longer-term research.

3. Many Ph.D. students were encouraged to propose their own research topics and to pursue
them independently.

4. Scientists received their final degrees nearly a decade earlier in life, and independent research
funding up to two decades earlier, than modern scientists do.

5. Scientists who made major contributions to multiple disciplines, and fraternization among
scientists from different disciplines, were much more common than in the modern world.

6. Instead of peer review, an autocratic yet farsighted scientific management culture of “enlight-
ened despots” granted stable jobs and funding to the most promising creators and creations.

7. Both scientists and sponsors used a systems analysis approach to focus on the most important
problems and the most effective innovations to address those problems.

8. The lack of natural resources spurred the creation of a wide range of innovative alternatives.

9. International rivalry (both economic and military) was a powerful driving force for innovation.

10. German-speaking companies were less afraid of losing their own innovations to each other
than of being outstripped by foreign countries, giving them a strong motivation to innovate.

From Chapter 11, the modern world eagerly adopted the creations of the earlier German-speaking
world, yet ultimately largely forgot both the creators and the systemic approaches that had made
such creations possible. Over the course of waves that occurred before, during, and after the Third
Reich, all of the creations, most of the creators, and some of the systemic approaches were trans-
ferred from the German-speaking world to the United States and other countries in a German
scientific diaspora. Those countries spent many decades fully perfecting and mass-producing the
innovations that had been created by the earlier German-speaking world, resulting in our modern
world of jet aircraft, electronics, and pharmaceuticals. Most of the creators who had already died or
who remained in German-speaking areas were largely forgotten by the non-German-speaking world,
which often mistakenly attributed their creations to whichever non-German-speaking individuals
or organizations had acquired their technical information. Most of the creators who emigrated out
of German-speaking areas led well-funded but quiet lives perfecting their creations and were also
ultimately forgotten; only a few, such as Albert Einstein, Edward Teller, and Wernher von Braun,
sought or received lasting fame. Especially during the 1940s–1960s, the United States and other
countries practiced some of the general approaches that had made the earlier German-speaking
world successful, thereby cultivating new innovators and innovations of their own.
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By the 1970s, most of the German-speaking creators had retired or died, their creations had been
refined to the point of diminishing incremental returns, and global research systems had aban-
doned most of the German-like practices they had adopted, significantly reducing their efficiency
at producing entirely new innovators and innovations. The Cold War as a strong motivating force
for innovation had also greatly relaxed around 1970, and most of the truly revolutionary new in-
novators (or innovations) that were produced by the global research system found it increasingly
difficult to obtain proper support as time went by. From the 1990s onward, with the Cold War over
and officials both public and private haggling over every research dollar while spending recklessly
in other areas, the academic, corporate, and government research sectors each became increas-
ingly dysfunctional in their own ways. As a result, even though the modern world has far more
researchers, funding, and political stability than the earlier German-speaking world, it is difficult
to identify as many revolutionary innovations that have been wholly developed by that modern
system as those examples listed in Chapters 2–9 and Appendices A–E.

In 1946, the U.S. Department of Commerce wrote a press release that compared the German and
U.S. approaches to research and explained what the United States could learn from the German
model. Most of those observations are still highly relevant three-quarters of a century later [NARA
RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Press Releases, The Chemical Problem in Germany]:

The picture in scientific and chemical fields of development has long been very com-
petitive and often retarded by the lack of financial assistance. Many of the industries
of the United States while progressive on the production line have been quite willing
to accept the benefit of the research and development of others, but not bothering to
maintain research units of their own.

Many of the chemical achievements now in use are the result of the research and develop-
ment accomplished in other countries. While the United States enjoys the privilege of a
school system that can and does provide numbers of young scientists, well versed in their
particular fields, few are employed by industry at salaries commensurate with their skill.
Consequently, the young scientific mind resolves the problem as one of mis-selection [of
a career], so therefore, seeks and obtains more remunerative positions outside of their
field causing a complete dislocation of their academic achievements.

The German government and German industry had an entirely different attitude toward
their scientifically trained men. The research and development work accomplished in the
past decade will attest the value of subsidizing the scientists in the form of annuities and
awards, not only for completed work but generous support of an idea from its embryonic
imaginary state, through the laboratories, pilot plant, to the final production stage.

In an emergency such as this country has just passed through, the United States was
very fortunate that it could and did regiment the outstanding scientific brains of the
country to undertake the modernization of the materials and warfare. Production lines
and basic raw materials plus natural resources played as important a part as did science,
yet one without the other would and could have proved quite ineffectual.

The German industry and their subsidized scientists early realized that their natural
resources were insufficient and the raw materials that could be imported would not
be depended upon, nor were they readily obtainable. The problem was placed before
the German scientist, with the result that synthetic materials were produced, such as
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the industries in the United States never considered feasible, profitable, probable or
possible.

Research and development work in Germany was concentrated in the larger industries
of the I. G. Farbenindustrie caliber by grants made to the teaching staffs of universities
and scientists of independent laboratories. The larger industries in turn were subsidized
or controlled by the government.

Many tens of millions of dollars were expended in the U.S., not lavishly nor extravagantly
during the war years, but much of the monies thus expended could have been more
advantageously used had the work of research and development been protracted rather
than immediately required as a war expedient. [...]

The inherent German love of gadgets, these investigators found, has produced a nation
of gadgeteers and inventors. This is fostered by broad thorough elementary education
in the mechanical and manual arts and by their system of apprenticeship training and
has largely been instrumental in bringing about German development. [...]

The investigators were deeply impressed by the large pool of skilled mechanics upon
whom Germany could draw. Their system of training the youth in mechanics, and shop
practice, and familiarizing them with all kinds of modern tools had much to do with
Germany’s ability to wage such a devastating war against so many powerful nations.
The same abilities and skills could be used for the increased production of the civilian
products needed in peaceful pursuits. [...]

The most striking feature of the work the Germans performed for the development of
their war material is undoubtedly the extremely high scientific order of their researches.
In many fields they were pioneering and the outstanding results they achieved may,
beyond doubt, be attributed to the long range provisions and the scientific approach on
which they based their programs and the wealth of refined solutions they investigated
in their research laboratories with the well-known German thoroughness.
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12.2 Lessons from the Creators

Based on the perspective accumulated in Chapters 1–11, this section will offer suggestions for
state or national innovation systems that would like to increase their production of revolutionary
research (Section 12.2.1), for individual organizations or laboratories that would like to pursue
more innovative research (Section 12.2.2), for individuals now trying to pursue careers in innovative
research in the existing state of the global system (Section 12.2.3), and for scholars who would like
to further study the past, present, and potential future of revolutionary creators and creations
(Section 12.2.4).

12.2.1 Lessons for State, National, and Global Innovation Systems

Just as the nations of the earlier German-speaking world, as well as the United States during the
1940s–1960s, adopted policies that bred, supported, and rewarded revolutionary innovators and
innovations, a modern nation or the entire global system could implement some of those proven
policies. Many of these methods could even be adopted by an individual state (such as California
or Massachusetts) within a nation. Based on the analysis of the earlier systems in Sections 10.2
and 11.2, those policies that a modern state or nation could consider (suitably adapted for modern
times) include:

1. Science, science teachers, and science researchers were idolized and well funded in the German
world, and also during the 1940s–1960s in the U.S. system, from children’s activities and
amateur science clubs to prestigious jobs and government-lauded scientific heroes. The social
and financial status of science, science teachers, and science researchers should be elevated
greatly beyond where they currently are in the modern world:

(a) Better quality and greater variety of educational science experiment kits for children
should be produced and more widely advertised and used.

(b) Student science competitions (especially ones like science fairs that emulate real scientific
research) should be given much greater emphasis, and the winners of those competitions
should be publicly praised and rewarded at least as much as student athletes.

(c) The salaries and working conditions of science and other teachers should be improved
in order to attract very talented people to those positions and to recognize and reward
the most effective teachers.

(d) Important new scientific discoveries and inventions should be given much more coverage
(comparable to or greater than that of sports stars and popular culture celebrities) in
television news programs, movies, online video and audio programs, newspapers, maga-
zines, and popular internet sites.

2. The highly innovative German-speaking world experienced exponential growth of research
funding throughout its entire history until 1945, and the very productive period of the U.S.
system during the 1940s–1960s also had exponential funding growth. Much greater freedom
from funding pressures during those periods promoted much greater freedom to support
longer-term, higher-risk, and potentially revolutionary innovators and innovations.

(a) Although exponential funding growth cannot continue indefinitely, many nations or
states could certainly afford to invest much more of their money in advanced research
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and development than they do currently. For example, U.S. federal funding for R&D as
a percent of GDP in 2017 was only around one-third of what it had been in the 1960s,
and is expected to continue to decline.

(b) Even without having permanent exponential funding growth, governments could imple-
ment policies that would emulate the most important effects of such growth. Specifically,
the number of graduating students trained in science research should be very close to
the number of available permanent job positions, as it has been during periods of ex-
ponential funding growth, not far larger than the number of available permanent job
positions as it is now.

(c) Increasing the number of temporary positions such as postdoctoral positions and in-
ternships would only put more young scientists into a holding pattern without either
solving the fundamental mismatch between the number of scientists and the number of
permanent jobs, or allowing those scientists to be independently productive.

(d) If the number of permanent job positions cannot be increased due to national fiscal
constraints, the number of graduating students seeking science and engineering research
careers should be decreased by motivating some students to seek other majors and other
jobs, while still strongly encouraging the most creative students to pursue majors and
careers in science and engineering research.

(e) If the amount of available funding and permanent job positions better matched the
number of graduating students and career researchers, scientists would be able to spend
much more of their time and energy doing productive research, and much less of their
time and energy pursuing elusive funding and positions.

(f) If the amount of available funding and permanent job positions were much closer to the
number of graduating students and career researchers, it would be much more acceptable
to sponsors, institutions, and the scientists themselves for researchers to pursue longer-
term work without an immediately demonstrable payoff, as well as more innovative
higher-risk work that would be less guaranteed to yield results than very incremental,
low-risk work. It would be much easier for the system to gamble that some of the funded
researchers and projects would ultimately pay off and some would not, and to deem
those stakes acceptable.

(g) Just as the above steps would increase freedom for academic and government researchers
to pursue longer-term and higher-risk research, government could take steps to promote
more long-term and/or higher-risk research in companies as well. Improved tax, patent,
regulatory, or other government incentives could make it much more advantageous for
companies to spend more of their money on research, and much more lucrative for the
first company that develops any given major innovation, thereby encouraging companies
to invest more of their capital in research, and specifically to put a greater fraction of it
into longer-term, more innovative R&D.

(h) To conclude this topic, increased funding can be helpful but is not sufficient by itself.
Doubling the R&D spending would not do much good if that simply yielded twice as
many esoteric and repetitious papers in publicly inaccessible journals from academia,
twice as many smart phone apps and erectile dysfunction pills from industry, and twice
as much bureaucracy at government laboratories. The most important factor is not just
providing more money, but rather providing scientists more freedom from the burden of
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proposals, from career woes, from the present focus on short-term results, and from the
current bias toward very low-risk work.

3. Many German-speaking students were trained from an early age to be very creative and self-
reliant researchers and inventors. Once they reached the universities, many (though certainly
not all) German-speaking students were actively encouraged to come up with their own orig-
inal Ph.D. thesis topics and to pursue that research independently, with loose mentorship
from their Ph.D. advisors. That seems to have been true to some extent in the early U.S.
system as well. In contrast, most modern U.S. students come up through an assembly line
of rote science classes, are finally assigned a specific thesis topic and methods by their Ph.D.
advisor, and then spend multiple postdoc jobs doing specific assigned work as well. If and
when those scientists finally obtain an independent position, they do not have any expertise
proposing and conducting truly innovative research.

(a) Olympic gymnasts and concert pianists train from a very early age for their ultimate
goal. It would be ludicrous to expect young people to simply watch Olympic gymnasts
or concert pianists from the sidelines for decades, then finally step on stage for the first
time in their 40s and be successful Olympic gymnasts or concert pianists themselves.
It is equally ludicrous for the modern scientific system to hope to train revolutionary
scientific innovators in that same fashion.

(b) Science students in the modern world should be trained from an early age to be very cre-
ative and self-reliant researchers, using methods such as science kits for younger children
and science fairs for older children, as already mentioned.

(c) For university theses, students should be allowed and in fact strongly encouraged to
select their own research topic and methods.

(d) Research advisors should provide as much advice and assistance as is necessary (but only
what is necessary) to ensure that their students are pursuing productive research topics
using suitable methods.

(e) Research advisors at universities should not use students as unpaid or low-wage labor to
benefit the advisors’ own research grants or lists of publications. Rather, advisors should
do their own research work themselves, or hire actual paid employees to help them do
the work.

4. Scientists in the earlier German-speaking world received their final degrees approximately
a decade earlier in life, and independent research funding up to two decades earlier, than
modern scientists do. Scientists in the early U.S. research system also received their degrees
and funding earlier than modern scientists, although not as early as those in the former
German-speaking world.

(a) The average age at which scientists receive their final degree and are able to work in-
dependently should be greatly reduced. Lowering that age back toward the early to
mid-twenties now would increase the number of years during which scientists could be
productive, and in particular it would greatly increase the number of youthful working
years during which those scientists have the greatest creativity, the most energy, and the
fewest non-research obligations.
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(b) The average age at which scientists receive their Ph.D. should be lowered by decreasing
the redundancy between high school and undergraduate courses, streamlining graduate
education, and making sure that graduate research is shorter and more focused on a
Ph.D. thesis (not work by the graduate student on unrelated projects and papers that
primarily benefit the thesis advisor or that simply pad the student’s résumé for an overly
competitive job market).

(c) The average age at which Ph.D. scientists obtain their first real job position and their
own research funding should be lowered by eliminating postdoctoral positions and in-
ternships. That change would allow new doctoral graduates to proceed directly to stable,
well-paying jobs where they could be maximally creative and productive. Although in-
stitutions may claim that postdoctoral positions provide valuable mentoring to young
scientists, in practice the postdoctoral positions are much more about providing a pool
of highly skilled, low-wage labor to lab supervisors than any essential mentorship or
further education.

5. Individuals who made major contributions to multiple disciplines, and routine fraternization
among individuals from different disciplines, were rather common in the German-speaking
world, and still occurred quite a bit in the early U.S. research system. In this modern era of
microspecialization, the older interdisciplinary mindset should be revived and rewarded:

(a) The modern world should train, support, and reward at least some percentage of multi-
disciplinary scientists who can make major contributions in multiple fields, apply knowl-
edge and methods from one field to another, and use their broader view to guide fields
of research away from less productive areas and toward more productive ones.

(b) All scientists should be strongly encouraged to make their research comprehensible to
people outside their field, and to interact with scientists in other fields in a variety of
environments. Increased interactions among individuals from different disciplines would
also help cross-pollinate ideas among different fields, and help scientists in different fields
obtain greater perspective.

6. In the German-speaking world and the early U.S. research system, “enlightened despots”
were able to spot potentially revolutionary innovators and innovations and grant them long-
term financial and political support. While there is certainly a place for methodical peer
review, entrusting virtually all funding and hiring decisions to peer review risks overlooking
those creative new scientists and ideas that are so revolutionary that they cannot easily and
immediately get broad consensus from the scientific status quo.

(a) Rather than allotting all funding (and effectively most jobs) by peer review, the modern
research system should set aside some percentage of research funding to be allocated
by enlightened despots who are good at identifying potentially revolutionary innovators
and innovations.

(b) Such enlightened despots should have the clear authority to grant financial and political
support to any people or projects they deem worthy, and to grant that support for many
years without having to demonstrate that there is an immediate payoff, or even that all
funded research will eventually pay off.
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(c) How enlightened despots with the best discernment would be selected is an unresolved
question. In both the German-speaking world and the early U.S. research system, they
either arrived at their positions by some combination of luck and force of will, or else
they were hand-picked by previously established enlightened despots. Those methods are
not perfect but could be tried now, or perhaps a better way to select the best enlightened
despots could be found.

(d) Wherever possible, any remaining peer review should be done by reviewers unaware of
the researchers’ names and affiliations, so that they can more fairly evaluate the actual
research in question.

7. In the German-speaking world and in the early U.S. research system, a systems analysis
approach was used to great effect in order to identify the most important problems and the
most effective innovations to address those problems, and to help focus scientific personnel and
funding in those directions. This systems analysis approach was employed by both scientists
and sponsors. In contrast, the modern world appears to be too subject to the whims of
vast numbers of self-interested individuals whose overriding priority is to maximize outputs
other than innovation, such as their number of publications or their stock price. It would be
beneficial to re-emphasize a systems analysis approach.

(a) By using systems analysis, key decision makers in government, industry, and academia
could help focus more resources on the most important problems and potential solutions.

(b) If individual scientists were taught to practice systems analysis, they could use that
method to guide their careers and their research projects in more promising directions,
and to ensure that no potentially useful regions of the conceptual “phase space” had
been overlooked.

8. The very limited availability of natural resources was a major factor in driving innovation in
the German-speaking world. It was much less of a factor in the early U.S. research system,
although the United States did adopt many of the synthetic products that had been developed
in the earlier German-speaking world.

(a) Now that the world is much more conscious of its dwindling natural resources and
the rising long-term costs of climate change, pollution, and waste, government-funded
programs and government regulations for industrial programs should prioritize the de-
velopment of very innovative methods of reducing the consumption of natural resources
and minimizing the creation of waste products.

(b) Such policies would not only improve the environment in which we and future generations
must live, but would also be a strong driver of a wide range of new and very beneficial
innovations.

9. International rivalry, largely military but also economic, was the driving force behind the
historical German-speaking world and the early U.S. research system. Without seeking a
return to militarism and war, a healthy sense of competition among states or nations could
be useful:

(a) Peaceful economic rivalry and even regional pride (as in sports competitions) could be
employed constructively to motivate states or nations to accelerate their research and
development programs.
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(b) Existing high-tech innovation centers (small geographical areas in which R&D is con-
centrated) that support and promote interactions among programs they contain could
be strengthened, and rival high-tech centers could be created to compete for the best
scientists, projects, research funding, and economic income from resulting inventions and
products. [See Gruber and Johnson 2019 for a strong and detailed argument for many
regional high-tech innovation centers.]

10. For more than a century, German-speaking companies were much more afraid of being out-
stripped by foreign countries than of losing their own innovations to each other. Likewise,
in the 1940s–1960s, U.S. companies were much more afraid of losing first to the Axis coun-
tries and then to the Soviet Union than to each other. In both cases, that mindset toward
competition gave the companies a strong motivation to innovate.

(a) Companies should view very innovative, longer-term R&D as a worthwhile investment
in staying ahead of competitors, not a financial liability whose resulting products could
be copied by competitors that did not have to spend any money on their own R&D.

(b) Improved tax, patent, regulatory, or other government incentives could make it much
more lucrative for the first company that develops any given major innovation, and/or
less lucrative for copycats. Structured tax incentives could also provide strong induce-
ments to companies to put more, not less, of their capital into research.
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12.2.2 Lessons for Individual Organizations and Laboratories

While it might be difficult to persuade an entire nation to reform its scientific system, individual
universities, companies, government laboratories, or other organizations could readily adopt certain
practices related to those that made the older German-speaking world so successful.

Many of the strategies already listed in Section 12.2.1 could be implemented in a scaled-down,
much more local fashion:

1. An organization should do anything within its power to improve the social and financial
status of science research. An organization should strongly encourage, support, recognize,
and reward innovative research among its own members. It should also promote its scientific
innovation and accomplishments to the outside world, and sponsor educational science pro-
grams and student competitions in the outside world. The costs of these internal and external
promotional programs would be handsomely repaid by both the increased productivity of
the organization’s own members and the organization’s enhanced prestige and desirability as
viewed by the outside world.

2. Universities should better match the number of graduating students and career researchers
with the amount of funding and permanent job positions, so that scientists do not waste much
of their time and energy pursuing elusive funding and positions. With a better balance between
people and jobs, and therefore reduced pressure for all job occupants to have maximum short-
term productivity, each organization should make room for at least some of its members
to spend at least some of their time pursuing longer-term work without an immediately
demonstrable payoff, as well as more innovative higher-risk work that would be less guaranteed
to yield results than very incremental, low-risk work. While some of those bets would not pay
off, others could pay off with revolutionary results that could prove highly lucrative over the
long run.

3. In individual organizations from K-12 programs and universities to companies and government
laboratories, young scientists should be trained from the very beginning to be creative and
self-reliant researchers. Such investments of time, resources, and institutional trust in the
younger scientists could ultimately yield very large returns.

4. Individual universities should implement programs in which the average age at which sci-
entists receive their doctoral degrees is in their early to mid-twenties; such programs would
be so attractive to students that those universities would have their pick of the best appli-
cants. Organizations should also implement programs to provide jobs and stable funding for
extremely young but highly creative scientists. These steps would greatly increase the num-
ber of productive working years during which those scientists have the greatest creativity,
the most energy, and the fewest non-research obligations. Again, the longer-term payoffs for
organizations that take these steps could be tremendous.

5. An organization should train, recruit, and reward at least some percentage of multidisci-
plinary scientists who can make major contributions in multiple fields, apply knowledge and
methods from one field to another, and use their broader view to guide work away from
less productive areas and toward more productive ones. All scientists within an organization
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should be strongly encouraged to make their research comprehensible to people outside their
field, and to interact with scientists in other fields in a variety of environments, in order to
cross-pollinate ideas among different fields.

6. An organization should set aside at least some percentage of research hiring and funding
decisions to be determined by enlightened despots who are good at identifying potentially
revolutionary innovators and innovations. Such enlightened despots should have the clear
authority to grant financial and political support to any people or projects they deem worthy,
and to grant that support for many years without having to demonstrate that there is an
immediate payoff, or even that all funded research will eventually pay off.

7. By using systems analysis, the leadership of an organization could help focus more of the
organization’s resources on the most important problems and potential solutions. If individual
members of the organization were taught to practice systems analysis, they could use that
method to guide their careers and their research projects in more promising directions, and to
ensure that no potentially useful regions of the conceptual “phase space” had been overlooked.

8. In the face of dwindling natural resources and the rising long-term costs of climate change,
pollution, and waste, organizations should prioritize the development of very innovative meth-
ods of reducing the consumption of natural resources and minimizing the creation of waste
products.

9. Organizational pride and rivalry with other organizations should be used constructively to
motivate innovation within an organization, and to promote interactions among the scientists
and projects within the organization in order to maximize the potential of each one.

10. Companies should view very innovative, longer-term R&D as a worthwhile investment in
staying ahead of competitors, not a financial liability whose resulting products could be
copied by competitors that did not fund their own R&D. They should lobby federal and
state governments for improved tax, patent, regulatory, or other incentives that would make
it much more lucrative for the first company that develops any given major innovation. They
should also lobby for structured tax incentives that would reward companies that put more
of their capital into research.

In addition to smaller-scale local versions of those strategies, additional steps could be taken by
individual labs and organizations:

11. In the German-speaking world, the cost of a university education was very low and not an
obstacle, and students were generally able to go straight through their university education
without having to spend significant time and energy working other jobs to try to pay for
it. With no student loan debt, after graduation those students could immediately use their
degrees to earn a good income. A university education in the United States in the 1940s–1960s
was also quite affordable. In contrast, nowadays a university education in the United States
leaves a student and also the student’s family with enormous debts (up to many hundreds of
thousands of dollars) that can last for decades or even a lifetime. It is imperative to eliminate
this financial obstacle and burden.
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(a) Universities with large endowments should use income from those endowments to make
their educational programs tuition-free for any students they admit. By doing so, they
would get their pick of the best students in the world.

(b) Whatever factors have been driving U.S. tuition costs to astronomical levels (ever-
multiplying armies of non-teaching administrators and staff, professors who are paid
very highly yet leave most or all of the teaching to adjunct faculty or grad students,
overpriced and overly showy buildings and athletic facilities, etc.) were never essential
in the past. They can certainly be eliminated in these times when online students all
around the world can watch videos of the world’s best lecturer on a given topic, read an
excellent electronic textbook on any subject, or complete automated assignments and
exams on their computers at essentially negligible cost.

12. In the German-speaking world and in the early U.S. research system, many young scientists
had already produced revolutionary inventions and discoveries by the time they were in their
mid-twenties. Many modern students could do so too if they were given enough time, resources,
and support.

(a) For relatively very little money, individual laboratories or a philanthropic foundation
could identify students who have done the most innovative, independent research in
high school science fairs such as the International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF)
and Science Talent Search (STS), and offer them summer or part-time positions in
college where they would be completely free to develop and pursue their own ideas (with
appropriate supervision and assistance as needed).

(b) Such students should be able to hone and exercise the innovative research talents they
have already developed, instead of having to leave those behind to spend years of drudge
work slowly working their way up the ladder (undergraduate students following instruc-
tions from graduate students following instructions from postdocs following instructions
from a tenure-track assistant professor following instructions from the university depart-
ment and from research sponsors).

(c) Organizations offering temporary positions to such students should not impose any in-
tellectual property agreements on their new ideas, in order to avoid creating legal and
financial entanglements that could strangle the students’ ideas in the crib as soon as the
students leave their temporary positions.

13. Universities are places where students go to learn; therefore, universities should select and
evaluate their professors largely on the basis of their teaching ability, and support and honor
those who invest the most energy and talent in their teaching. In the earlier German-speaking
world, research was important but never eclipsed, let alone eliminated, the responsibility of
professors to be good teachers. If it is too difficult for modern professors to balance teaching
and research, some professors’ positions could be designated primarily for teaching, and some
primarily for research. In that case, universities would need to avoid the pitfalls of giving
higher status to research professors than to teaching professors, or of using student tuition to
fund non-teaching research professors.

14. Employers, sponsors, and journals should evaluate scientists’ research proposals and results
on the basis of their true quality, innovation, and significance, not on the basis of the sheer
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volume of a scientist’s papers or name recognition of people or places involved in the work.
In the German-speaking world, a lone and obscure patent clerk without a Ph.D. (Einstein)
could submit a highly insightful paper, have it be promptly published and carefully listened
to, and change the world as a result. How feasible would that be in the modern system?

(a) Peer reviewers could evaluate papers and research grant proposals more fairly if the
reviewers did not know the authors or institutions involved in the research. For that ap-
proach to work properly, it might also be necessary to avoid clues in the cited references,
resource lists, or other sections that might give the reviewers too much information about
the authors or institutions.

(b) Scientists should be evaluated based on the actual scientific quality and importance of
their work, as they generally were in the German-speaking world and in the early U.S.
research system. Evaluating scientists primarily on the basis of the sheer quantity of
their publications or where they appeared is a concept that arose in the modern system
and that does not give priority to the types of work, scientists, or research projects that
will actually have the greatest impact.

15. Scientists should strive to make their work more comprehensible and relevant to scientists in
other fields, to government, and to the general public. Whereas scientists now seemingly seek
to invent more and more unnecessarily specialized language and isolated subfields, scientists
of all fields once rubbed shoulders in the coffeehouses and symposia of the German-speaking
world.

16. Corporate leaders, managers, and workers should be rewarded on the basis of their contribu-
tions to the long-term potential and success of the company, not on the basis of tomorrow’s
stock price or next year’s product. In the German-speaking world and in the United States
of the 1940s–1960s, companies deliberately recruited, supported, rewarded, and profited from
leaders and scientists with successful long-term visions for revolutionary products.

17. In the German-speaking world, government laboratories such as the Kaiser Wilhelm Insti-
tutes and the military labs were strong centers of innovation that could very effectively focus
on revolutionary research because they were free of both the teaching obligations of univer-
sities and the product manufacturing obligations of companies. In the United States of the
1940s–1960s, government-run laboratories such as Los Alamos, NASA centers, and U.S. Air
Force, Navy, and Army research labs enjoyed similar advantages and supported revolution-
ary innovators and innovations. Yet in the modern United States, many government-run and
government-funded laboratories now struggle through 70+ years of accumulated red tape to
continue working on technologies that have not been revolutionary for 70+ years.

(a) Any remaining truly essential functions that government laboratories perform regarding
those now extremely mature technologies should be transferred to much cheaper, sim-
pler contractors. Current government laboratories should be drastically restructured or
otherwise replaced with new government laboratories to eliminate their red tape and to
refocus them on new potentially revolutionary technologies.

(b) Modern government laboratories should make the most of their potential to combine the
best qualities of academia and industry and to avoid the worst qualities of each, just
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as such laboratories did in the German-speaking world and in the early U.S. research
system. In principle, government laboratories can avoid the teaching and constant paper-
publishing obligations of academia while emulating its focus on longer-term research, and
also avoid the obligations of industry to produce lucrative products in the short term
while retaining industry’s focus on applications instead of pure basic research.

18. Whereas many modern organizations view their employees as interchangeable and inexpensive
components to be replaced frequently and at will, older German organizations viewed their
employees as a valuable long-term resource to be cultivated (p. 1389). Modern organizations
should adopt that same view, carefully hiring the best job applicants; paying and treating
them very well; giving them the training, resources, time, freedom, and support they need to
be as successful as possible; and recognizing and rewarding their accomplishments. Having
the best employees with the best resources will help an organization be as innovative and
productive as possible in the long term, and will also help it continue to hire and support
new employees to maintain that tradition.
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12.2.3 Lessons for Individual Scientists and Engineers

While individual scientists and engineers are very unlikely to be able to exert control over the whole
research system or even part of it, they can control their own careers. Based on this study comparing
the earlier innovation systems with the present system, options and suggestions for individuals are
given below and summarized graphically in Fig. 12.1.

1. Everyone should be very cognizant that the modern innovation system is divided into aca-
demic, corporate, and government research sectors, and that in general each is currently
suffering from deep-seated problems outlined in Sections 1.1 and 11.3. If someone is inter-
ested in science but would like to avoid those problems by pursuing a career not in scientific
research and development, there are a large number of potentially fulfilling and potentially
lucrative careers that involve science but not R&D. To give just a few examples, one might
consider:

(a) Becoming a medical doctor, nurse, veterinarian, or other healthcare worker.

(b) Practicing law in science-related areas such as writing patent applications or negotiating
technology licensing agreements.

(c) Pursuing a business or finance career in science-related areas, for example by evaluating
scientific ideas for venture capital firms, or by earning business or finance degrees to
work in corresponding positions in science-related companies.

(d) Teaching science or math subjects at K-12 grade levels or at a community college.

(e) Producing and/or selling scientific or medical tools, equipment, or supplies, or even
educational scientific kits and toys.

(f) Writing or offering science advice for science fiction films, television shows, novels, comics,
etc.

2. Because the problems in the modern innovation system are so pronounced, only someone who
feels strongly personally compelled to pursue a career in scientific R&D should do so. After
having studied the problems in the academic, corporate, and government research sectors, if
someone finds one of those sectors preferable to the other two and is willing to endure its
known difficulties for the duration of a career, that can be a clear and well-informed choice:

(a) Some individuals will be most willing to live with the problems in academic research.

(b) Some individuals will be most willing to live with the problems in corporate research.

(c) Some individuals will be most willing to live with the problems in government research.

(d) If someone feels personally compelled to pursue an innovative scientific career and yet is
not satisfied with the current state of the academic, corporate, and government research
sectors, the available options involve harder choices and murkier information.
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3. One possibility for intrepid young innovators is to seek areas where R&D funding for new
projects might be more readily available than is the case in the mainstream system:

(a) Some corner of the existing research system may still be conducive to revolutionary
innovation, especially if it is nurtured and protected by an enlightened despot like those
of earlier times—perhaps a particularly farsighted corporate CEO/owner/investor/senior
manager, philanthropist, university administrator, or defense or intelligence sponsor.

(b) Some field that is so incredibly old, so new, such a novel combination of existing fields, or
so offbeat that it is not filled to overflowing with peer-reviewed competitors may afford
better opportunities.

(c) There might be better funding prospects for new innovators and innovations in those
few countries that still have steadily increasing investments in R&D.

4. Another possibility, though only for the very courageous individual, would be to try to improve
some specific part of one of the existing research sectors (academic, corporate, or government).
Several guidelines should be kept in mind:

(a) Before proceeding down this path, one should very carefully select which specific part
of which research sector to try to improve, and equally carefully plan exactly how that
improvement could be realistically accomplished.

(b) One should expect fierce resistance from the existing system at every step of the way.

(c) One should recognize from the outset that there is a high probability any effort at
reform or improvement will fail, no matter how well intentioned, carefully planned, and
diligently executed it might be.

(d) Anyone advocating for improvement should seek supportive allies at all levels from high
government positions to physical plant maintenance. That is sound advice for any pur-
suit, but especially critical if a reformer is to have any hope of success.

5. If someone feels personally compelled to pursue innovative R&D and is not satisfied with (or
cannot access) any of the options outlined above, the remaining possibility is to try to pursue
a research career outside of the official sectors. Several keys are important to make this sort
of career path possible:

(a) In the absence of financial support from the academic, corporate, or government re-
search sectors, it is necessary to seek and obtain alternative sources of financial support
for independent scientific work. The nature of those alternative sources will depend upon
an individual’s specific circumstances, interests, and opportunities, but could range any-
where from taking a normal job that pays well but allows enough outside time for research
(e.g., Swiss patent clerk), to marrying into wealth, to accepting internet donations or
crowdfunding.
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(b) It is critical to identify and focus on projects that can be accomplished with limited
labor (often only that of the individual, or even just some fraction of the individual’s
time) and very limited equipment, supplies, and other resources. Those considerations
will likely limit any work to theoretical analyses or at best very small-scale experimental
research.

(c) Two or more individuals interested in the same or similar areas might pool their time and
resources in order to accomplish more and to provide mutual encouragement. Among
other possibilities, one might establish or join a “maker space,” amateur science club,
scientific co-op, or other organization.

(d) No matter how high the quality of an unaffiliated individual’s work might be, that per-
son will likely have great difficulty getting proper consideration from scientific journals,
government patent offices, or corporate technology licensing offices. Therefore, without
necessarily giving up on those establishment methods for output, one should seriously
consider alternative methods of output for any significant scientific results, including
freely releasing results on the internet without any possibility of monetary gain in hopes
of maximizing the ultimate impact of those results.

6. Based on the examples of successful creators from the earlier research systems, modern indi-
viduals should follow these practices both for finding/creating a suitable job (which requires
innovative problem solving in its own right) and for conducting innovative research:

(a) No matter how limited your time, resources, and options may be, practice innovation
right now and every day after that, rather than hoping to start later on down the road.
Brainstorm for new ideas for innovative research projects, make a list of the ideas, and
add to that list every time you think of a new idea, day or night. Constantly consider
various ways in which those ideas could be analyzed theoretically, computationally, or
experimentally, or how they could be developed in part or in whole into models or
prototypes. Seek outside input to correct or supplement your ideas, but do not simply
copy what others say or do. To be as successful as possible at scientific innovation, you
must practice it from as early an age as possible, and as much as possible (just like any
other skill).

(b) Constantly seek out resources and opportunities to test or develop any of the inno-
vative ideas from your list, and keep your eyes open for opportunities that may arise
spontaneously.

(c) Employ a top-down systems analysis approach [Zwicky 1969] to identify first the most
important problems to work on, and then the range of possible solutions for those prob-
lems, and finally out of those possibilities the best solutions for the best problems that
one could pursue, all subject to the constraints of your own particular talents, resources,
and opportunities.

(d) Study multiple fields, and multiple areas within a field. Having multidisciplinary ex-
pertise can enable you to make contributions in different fields (as opportunities arise),
achieve new results by applying knowledge and methods from one field to another, and
use your broader view to guide your work away from less productive areas and toward
more productive ones.
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(e) Actively seek out people who are as close to being enlightened despots as you can find—
individual people who (i) are most inclined to support the sort of innovative research you
would like to do and (ii) are best able to offer you financial support, political support,
and/or useful advice.

(f) Present your research in such a way that it will be comprehensible to scientists outside
that particular field and also to non-scientists. Along the way, actively maximize your
interactions with scientists in other fields in a variety of environments, in order to cross-
pollinate ideas.

(g) Wherever and however possible, help inspire, train, support, and reward aspiring sci-
entists who are younger than you. Although you may have few resources, a younger
aspiring scientist will probably have even fewer than you do. You could be the closest
thing to an enlightened despot that they will find.
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Figure 12.1: Options for individual scientists and engineers.
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12.2.4 Lessons for Scholars of Past, Present, & Potential Future Innovation
Systems

Due to limitations of time, resources, and length, this study could only give an overview of some of
the issues involved in revolutionary scientific innovation in the historical German-speaking world
and in the United States. Issues that were briefly introduced in this study deserve to be investigated
and written up in far more detail. Many related areas could not be addressed at all in this study,
yet warrant thorough exploration in their own right. For convenience, all of these issues for further
study may be categorized on the basis of whether they primarily focus on past, present, or potential
future innovation systems.

Some questions that should be further investigated by scholars of past innovation
systems include:

1. What factors helped or hindered revolutionary scientific innovation in the German-speaking
world:

(a) Prior to 1800?

(b) From 1800 to 1945? Is there other evidence to support or refute the factors proposed in
Chapter 10? Is there evidence for major factors that were not considered in Chapter 10?
(See p. 1430 for some possibilities.)

(c) After 1945 (on both sides of the Iron Curtain)?

How could knowledge about those historical factors be applied to improve modern innovation
systems?

2. What factors helped or hindered the U.S. innovation system:

(a) Prior to the 1940s?

(b) During the 1940s–1960s? Is there other evidence to support or refute the factors proposed
in Chapter 11? Is there evidence for major factors that were not considered in Chapter
11? (See p. 1430 for some possibilities.)

(c) After the 1960s? Is there other evidence to support or refute the factors proposed in
Chapter 11? Is there evidence for major factors that were not considered in Chapter 11?

How could knowledge about those historical factors be applied to improve modern innovation
systems?
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3. What factors helped or hindered the historical innovation systems in:

(a) United Kingdom?

(b) France?

(c) Russia/Soviet Union?

(d) Scandinavian countries?

(e) Italy?

(f) Japan?

(g) Other countries?

How could knowledge about those historical factors be applied to improve modern innovation
systems?

4. What were the major innovators, leaders, details, timeline, and maximum extent of the his-
torical German-speaking world’s contributions in:

(a) Molecular and cellular biology, including DNA, RNA, proteins, immunology, cancer,
antibiotics, vaccines, fermentation, biotechnology, offensive and defensive biological war-
fare, etc.?

(b) Chemical weapons more advanced than tabun, sarin, and soman?

(c) Microelectronics, including diodes, transistors, laser diodes, other semiconductor devices,
printed circuits, integrated circuits, computers, robotics, guidance systems, encryption
systems, photocopiers, etc.?

(d) Directed energy technologies, including lasers, masers, ion beams, electron beams, neu-
tron or other neutral particle beams, electromagnetic pulse, X-ray and gamma-ray beams,
ultraviolet beams, infrared beams, microwave beams, acoustic beams, electric and/or
magnetic railguns, etc.?

(e) Nuclear technologies, including fission reactors, fission weapons, fusion reactors, fu-
sion weapons, nuclear aircraft propulsion, nuclear rocket propulsion, nuclear submarine
propulsion, transuranic isotope production and characterization, etc.?

(f) Advanced aerospace technologies, including intercontinental jet aircraft, multistage rock-
ets, intercontinental ballistic missiles, submarine-launched missiles, manned spacecraft,
space planes and space shuttles, reentry systems, large liquid propellant rocket engines,
solid propellant rockets, electric rocket propulsion technologies, and space stations?

(g) Other areas in biology and medicine?

(h) Other areas in chemistry and materials science?
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(i) Other areas in earth and space science?

(j) Other areas in physics and applied mathematics?

(k) Other areas in electrical and electromagnetic engineering?

(l) Other areas in mechanical engineering?

(m) Other areas in nuclear science and technology?

(n) Other areas in aerospace engineering?

Because Allied documentation (foreign scientist case files; Alsos, BIOS, CIOS,
FIAT, JIOA, and NavTecMisEu reports; etc.) on German and Austrian re-
search is so extensive yet only accessible as paper documents in a few national
archives, it would be extremely helpful if the German and Austrian govern-
ments would fund scholars to photograph or digitize those documents and
make them available on the internet. Such a step would greatly enhance the
general understanding of all of the above areas.

5. How did family traditions, immigration status, and cultural backgrounds affect the production
of creators?

(a) What aspects of Jewish family life in the early German-speaking and U.S. systems, East
Asian or South Asian family life in the modern U.S. system, or other family backgrounds
resulted in a far larger percentage of creators having those backgrounds than was true
for the entire population in those countries?

(b) What aspects of being an immigrant, or the descendant of people who immigrated in a
recent previous generation (for example, parents or grandparents), resulted in a far larger
percentage of creators having that background than was true for the entire population
in those countries?

(c) What aspects of the general culture in various countries made it less likely that children
of families that had been in those countries for many generations would become successful
scientific innovators? What cultural aspects encouraged children to be less intellectually
driven, or if intellectually driven less inclined toward a career in scientific research, or if
scientists less creative or less successful?

6. For the most successful scientific enlightened despots in the German-speaking world, early
U.S. system, or other research systems:

(a) How did the system select the best despots and measure their success during their
careers?

(b) What criteria and methods did the best despots use to select the most promising new
innovators and innovations?
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(c) What managerial, political, and financial methods did the despots use to ensure proper
support for their own positions and for the scientists that they backed?

(d) How did the system best support the despots and the scientists that they backed?

7. What were the major creators, creations, innovation methods, and transfer methods involved
in transferring innovations from the German-speaking world to:

(a) Other countries before the Third Reich?

(b) Other countries during the Third Reich?

(c) The United States after the Third Reich?

(d) The Soviet Union after the Third Reich?

(e) The United Kingdom after the Third Reich?

(f) France after the Third Reich?

(g) Other countries after the Third Reich?
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Some questions that should be further investigated by scholars of present innovation
systems include:

1. What factors help or hinder the current innovation systems in:

(a) The United States?

(b) China?

(c) Japan?

(d) Germany?

(e) South Korea?

(f) India?

(g) France?

(h) United Kingdom?

(i) Russia?

(j) Singapore?

(k) Other countries?

How could knowledge about those factors be applied to improve the innovation systems in
other countries?

2. What fractions of modern corporate R&D funding are spent on:

(a) Products for which some version and/or competitor is already on the market?

(b) Products that reach the market within one, two, three, four, five, or more years?

(c) Products that never reach the market?

How do those figures compare to statistics from earlier times or from other countries? What
do the results say about the current level of innovation, creative risk, and long-term planning
in the modern corporate R&D system?

3. On average, how much time does a modern principal investigator at a government-funded
and/or government-run laboratory spend on:

(a) Actual research—designing and carrying out experimental or theoretical research?

(b) Work that is not actual research—writing grant applications, writing up progress reports
and papers, seeking bureaucratic approvals, attending meetings, etc.?
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How do those results compare with statistics from earlier times or from other countries?

4. On average, how much time does a modern university professor spend on:

(a) Actual teaching?

(b) Actual research—designing and carrying out experimental or theoretical research?

(c) Work that is not actual research or teaching—writing grant applications, meeting with
sponsors or donors, writing up progress reports and papers, serving on peer review
committees, attending other meetings, etc.?

How do those results compare with statistics from earlier times or from other countries?
What do the results say about the quality of education and research in the modern academic
system?

5. What is the average age at which a modern principal investigator is truly free (in a position
of long-term employment; provided with sufficient funding, equipment, labor, and time; etc.)
to propose and pursue their own entirely original scientific research projects? How do those
results compare with statistics from earlier times or from other countries?

6. Why has the average cost of university education (at least in the United States, and possibly
in other countries) risen much faster than the inflation rate for several decades? What frac-
tions of those increases went toward administrators, buildings, university endowments, direct
improvements in teaching, direct improvements in research, direct improvements in student
life, etc.?

7. Why has the average cost of K-12 and university textbooks (at least in the United States,
and possibly in other countries) risen much faster than the inflation rate for several decades?
If publishers can profitably sell much lower-priced “international editions” of those same
books outside of the United States, why can or do they not profitably sell editions of those
books within the United States for the same lower prices? Why are textbooks so much more
expensive than other types of books, even other types of books that require the same level of
detail and editing as textbooks?

8. What fraction of the scientific work published each year is freely available online without
registrations, memberships, subscriptions, pay-per-article firewalls, conference costs, having
to find or purchase a copy of a book or journal, etc.?
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Some questions that should be further investigated by scholars of potential future
innovation systems include:

1. In addition to lessons that can be learned from past or present innovation systems, what
entirely new strategies can be devised for improving innovation systems? How could those
strategies be tested at a smaller scale to measure and optimize their effectiveness and to
minimize any negative consequences before implementing them at a large scale?

2. Given the capabilities of the internet and the desirability to minimize costs while maximiz-
ing the accessibility and quality of education, what is the best system for university-level
education and degrees?

3. What are the most effective ways to inspire young students to want to become scientific
innovators?

4. What are the best strategies for finding the most innovative students and giving them the
skills, resources, support, and freedom to create revolutionary innovations?

5. Are there better alternatives for research funding decisions than peer review? If some fraction
of research funding and hiring decisions were entrusted to scientific enlightened despots, what
would be the best way to select despots with the greatest discernment and skill? Even letting
successful despots select new despots could lead to a decline in quality, like the gradual decline
of early Christian popes or the abrupt end of the “Five Good Emperors” of the Roman Empire.

6. Are there better alternatives for publication than the current system of peer review in (mostly)
highly specialized journals? What are the best ways to disseminate researchers’ results while
(a) enforcing standards for scientific quality, (b) making the results as widely and freely
accessible as possible, and (c) reducing the glut of virtually unread and insignificant papers?
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12.3 Afterword

I believe that the ability to create revolutionary scientific innovations is a noble and all-too-rare
skill that has transformed the world (mostly for the better) over the past millennia, and that has
the potential to further improve the world in the future. While a certain number of revolutionary
scientific innovators can arise spontaneously in almost any environment and may sometimes find just
the right opportunities to realize their creations, a far larger number of revolutionary innovators and
innovations can be produced if there is a system that actively inspires and trains new revolutionary
innovators, and then diligently supports and rewards them for developing revolutionary innovations.
By researching, writing, and presenting this book, I have endeavored to offer what I hope is a new
and useful perspective on the past, the present, and the possible future of systems for promoting
revolutionary scientific innovation.

In science and engineering, it is helpful to represent complex signals or data as the sum of several
different simple signals of steadily decreasing size and importance, with the simple individual signals
sometimes interacting with each other in nonlinear and less easily predictable ways. Likewise, I
believe it can be useful to view the complexities of history as the sum of many different simple
forces and movements, from larger and more dominant ones to smaller and less significant ones;
sometimes those simple individual historical forces interact with each other in nonlinear and less
predictable ways.

The history of revolutionary scientific innovation covers the world, spans thousands of years, and
includes countless individual larger and smaller forces as well as their nonlinear interactions. I
have not even attempted to tackle that complete picture and that complete set of forces. Rather, I
have endeavored to illuminate one of those individual forces, the predominantly German-speaking
scientific world of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, which served as an engine for
producing enormous numbers of revolutionary scientific innovators, who in turn produced huge
numbers of revolutionary scientific innovations. I believe that most historians, scientists, and leaders
have not had a proper understanding of the accomplishments, the methods, and the importance of
that earlier German-speaking innovation engine.

Based upon data such as that summarized in this book, I would like to propose a theory, and to
encourage others to consider it, modify it, prove it, disprove it, or offer alternatives to it:

The German-speaking world of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was the strongest
(though certainly not the only) engine for producing revolutionary scientific innovators during
its time, and quite possibly even the strongest (but not only) such engine in all of history.
That engine was carefully constructed and nurtured throughout the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, but then was seriously damaged in 1933 and almost entirely dismantled
in 1945.2 Thus it ceased to produce many new revolutionary scientific innovators around

2The Third Reich drove out, fired, imprisoned, and/or killed a large fraction of the scientific innovators. Most of
the remaining ones were mistreated and misused, even if some of their creations did receive lavish funding. The Third
Reich also caused huge numbers of its students (many of whom would have become future scientists) and some of its
existing scientists to die fighting in the war, made the schools and universities highly ideological and dysfunctional,
and made scientists focus their energies solely on developing military projects without also refilling the research
pipeline by training the next generation of innovators and making new discoveries in fundamental science. Even if
the Third Reich had won the war, the German-speaking scientific world that had been so carefully cultivated by
earlier generations would have been destroyed. As it was, the Third Reich lost, and most of the remaining scientists
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1933–1945. (Rebuilding the German-speaking research world after 1945 took decades, and
one could debate whether the rebuilt German-speaking research world more closely resembles
the earlier German-speaking world or the rest of the postwar scientific world.)

Newly educated and empowered revolutionary scientific innovators tend to have rather specific
visions of the revolutionary scientific innovations that they would like to create and perfect.
Succeeding waves of innovators that were produced by the German-speaking world through-
out the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries created and perfected succeeding waves of
microbiology discoveries, applied chemistry methods, earth science discoveries, physics the-
ories, electromagnetic devices, mechanical inventions, and early aircraft. The final wave of
revolutionary innovators produced by the German-speaking engine before its 1933–1945 de-
cline and demise immediately fixed their sights on antibiotics and biotechnology, synthetic
drug molecules and polymers, high-energy physics and cosmology, microelectronics and com-
puters, sophisticated automobiles and submarines, nuclear reactors and nuclear weapons, and
jets and rockets. Beginning during the period 1933–1945 and continuing for the remaining
decades of their careers, that final wave of German-speaking scientific innovators made those
visions a reality, the fabric of the modern world in which we now live.

I would also like to suggest two corollaries to my theory for people to debate, and I believe that
they too are supported by data such as that presented in this book:

1. If the German-speaking engine of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries had never
existed, most of the revolutionary innovators it produced would never have existed, and they
would never have been able to create their revolutionary innovations. In that case, the state
of science and engineering in the modern world might have been many years or even decades
less advanced than it currently is. (Naturally, some revolutionary German-speaking innovators
would have found a way to develop and to succeed even in the absence of a nurturing system,
and the rest of the world would have continued to produce some revolutionary innovators and
innovations, although I believe at a slower rate.)

2. The world’s primary engine for producing revolutionary scientific innovators was one of the
least recognized casualties of World War II, yet perhaps the one with the longest lasting and
most widespread consequences. If the German-speaking engine had not been damaged and
dismantled in 1933–1945, but rather had continued to function or even to grow, the state of
science and engineering in the modern world might be decades more advanced than it currently
is. What revolutionary scientific innovations would have been conceived and developed by
the wave of new revolutionary innovators that the fully functional German-speaking engine
might have produced by 1960? By 1980? By 2000? Today? What revolutionary medicines
and materials might we have developed by now? What power sources and vehicles might we
have had by now? How far might human settlements have ventured into the oceans and into
space by now? (Of course, even after the end of the German-speaking engine in 1945, the
world continued to produce some new revolutionary innovators and innovations, yet I would
suggest not at the same rate as what the German-speaking engine had produced or what it
might have continued to produce.)

and all of their innovations were removed and divided among the Allied countries, which generally used them up for
short-term gain instead of leveraging them as a long-term investment to help create and support large numbers of
new revolutionary innovators.
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Nevertheless, the ultimate purpose of this book is not to get lost pondering the possibilities of
the past, but rather to contemplate potential strategies for the future. If the world previously
constructed an effective engine for creating huge numbers of revolutionary scientific innovators and
innovations, it can assemble another such engine, or maybe even a better engine, now. We need
not debate whether it is possible to create such an engine of revolutionary innovation. We need
not wonder how we might build such an engine. We just need to fully remember the Forgotten
Creators, and to learn all that we can from them.
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Appendices

Es läßt sich wohl behaupten, daß die
Geschichte der Wissenschaften die Wis-
senschaft selbst sei. Man kann dasjenige, was
man besitzt, nicht rein erkennen, bis man das,
was andere vor uns besessen, zu erkennen weiß.

It can be argued that the history of science
is science itself. One cannot recognize clearly
what one has found until one knows what oth-
ers found before us.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe [Schwenk 2000, p. 7].

Appendix A: Advanced Creations in Biology and Medicine p. 1663

Appendix B: Advanced Creations in Electrical Engineering p. 1813

Appendix C: Advanced Creations in Directed Energy p. 2129

Appendix D: Advanced Creations in Nuclear Engineering p. 2327

Appendix E: Advanced Creations in Aerospace Engineering p. 3043
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1. In order not to obscure the book’s arguments by simply referring readers to numerous docu-
ments that may be difficult to obtain, relevant excerpts from a large number of key sources
are presented in the appendices.

2. To make the contents computer-searchable for readers and internet search engines, most
documents have been retyped (with annotations as appropriate) instead of being reproduced
as photographs.

3. Where I have retyped documents, I have tried to preserve the formatting of the original
documents (underlining, etc.) as much as possible.

4. To avoid variant spellings that would not come up in a computer text search, I have silently
corrected some obvious typographical errors in some of the quoted source documents. U.S. and
U.K. documents that were typed during and shortly after World War II were often careless
in their spellings of the German names of people and places.

5. In order to avoid increasing the length of this already enormous book by a factor of several
fold, I have abridged portions of the documents that seemed less relevant, as denoted by [...]
in the quoted text.

6. Where I wanted to add emphasis to passages in quoted documents to draw the attention of
readers, I have displayed those passages in red. Even passages not in red are relevant, though,
which is why I have taken the time to type them up and include them too.

7. To add my own commentary regarding quoted documents yet clearly distinguish my com-
mentary from the text of the source documents, [my commentary appears in blue text inside
square brackets].

8. Key sources not in English are presented in both their original language and a parallel English
translation.

9. Citations direct interested readers to the original sources of these documents in case readers
would like to verify their authenticity and read them in full.

10. Each source quote has been placed in the most relevant section, but it may be germane to
other sections as well, as indicated by cross-references.
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Advanced Creations in Biology and
Medicine

Was war also das Leben? Es war Wärme,
das Wärmeprodukt formerhaltender Bestand-
losigkeit, ein Fieber der Materie, von welchem
der Prozeß unaufhörlicher Zersetzung und
Wiederherstellung unhaltbar verwickelt, un-
haltbar kunstreich aufgebauter Eiweissmolekel
begleitet war.

What then was life? It was warmth, the
warmth generated by a form-preserving insta-
bility, a fever of matter, which accompanied
the process of ceaseless decay and repair of pro-
tein molecules that were too impossibly com-
plicated, too impossibly ingenious in structure.

Thomas Mann. 1924. Der Zauberberg [The Magic Mountain]. Chapter 5.
English translation adapted from H. T. Lowe-Porter.

This appendix presents portions of archival documents from during and immediately after World
War II. These documents suggest that Germany had the largest and most advanced biotechnology
programs in the world at that time, was developing neural interfaces to control prosthetic limbs
and weapons systems, possessed a significant offensive program in biological warfare, and discovered
advanced V-series nerve agents during the war. Much more archival research is needed to elucidate
the complete history and accomplishments of these programs.

1663
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A.1 Biotechnology

[A widely held view among historians of science is that German-speaking scientists lagged signifi-
cantly behind other parts of the world in the field of biotechnology. For example, historian of science
Luitgard Marschall summarized this view of biotechnology in Germany [Szöllösi-Janze 2001, pp.
112–114]:

Owing to their theoretical foundation in organic chemistry, the research and production
methods of chemical synthesis were regarded already at the beginning of the twentieth
century as extremely science-based and therefore as modern and innovative. Biotech-
nology, in contrast, was for a long time considered to be an empirical and backward
production technique, just because of its lack of theory and science-based methods [...]

[B]etween 1933 and 1945 biotechnological processes were used only to compensate the
deficits of chemical syntheses. Biotechnology was thus relegated to special processing
niches. However, this relegation of biotechnological processes in favour of chemical ones
had already started prior to 1933 and, after 1945, it culminated in further retardation.
This of course indicates a continuous process. Nevertheless, the development in the
Third Reich demonstrated particular features which had a lasting influence on the
further course of biotechnology. [...]

The metaphor of technological trajectories provides a viable explanatory model for the
development of industrial biotechnology in Germany. As is well known, the German
chemical industry decided early on to follow the path of chemical synthesis [...] This
decision proved to be extraordinarily successful and contributed to its gaining a leading
position in synthetic organic chemistry. It had some opportunity costs, however: up to
now the fact has been ignored that the early commitment to chemical synthesis and its
intensive expansion was detrimental to the development of biotechnology. For a long
period in the twentieth century biotechnology played the part of a ‘loser technology’.
Its academic and industrial development was neglected in Germany until the 1970s in
favour of chemical synthesis.

As shown in this section and in Chapter 2, there is a large amount of evidence that German-
speaking scientists actually led the world in developing much of the knowledge, tools, methods, and
applications of biotechnology and molecular biology:

1. German-speaking scientists invented and perfected instruments suitable for biotechnology:

(a) Carl Zeiss (German, 1816–1888), Ernst Abbe (German, 1840–1905), and Otto Schott
(German, 1851–1935) perfected diffraction-limited optical microscopes by the 1880s (p.
948).

(b) August Köhler (German, 1866–1948) and Henry Siedentopf (German, 1872-1940) in-
vented the fluorescence microscope in 1908 (p. 951).

(c) Karl Bratuschek (German?, 1865–1913) at the Zeiss company was apparently moving
toward the development of phase contrast microscopy before his death. Frits Zernike
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(Dutch, 1888–1966) invented phase contrast microscopes in 1933, and they were mass
produced by Zeiss (p. 952).

(d) Hans Busch (German, 1884–1973) developed the first electrostatic and magnetic lenses
for electrons in 1926. From 1931 onward, four different groups, all in the greater Berlin
area, built and demonstrated electron microscopes: Technische Hochschule Berlin, Siemens
& Halske, Allgemeine Elektrizität Gesellschaft (AEG), and Manfred von Ardenne (Ger-
man, 1907–1997). See pp. 964–969.

(e) Fritz Pregl (Austrian, 1869–1930) developed micro-pipetting and micro-analysis tools
and methods in the 1910s (p. 421).

(f) R. Havemann (German?, 18??–19??) invented spectrophotometers in 1938 (pp. 1700–
1702).

(g) P. H. Keck (German?, 19??–19??) invented luminometers in 1943 (pp. 1720–1721).

(h) Theodor Svedberg (Swedish, 1884–1971) invented the ultracentrifuge in 1923, but then
German-speaking scientists developed greatly improved and diversified versions of ultra-
centrifuges and utilized them for a wide variety of applications (pp. 1704–1706).

2. German-speaking scientists developed methods of culturing and utilizing prokaryotic (bacte-
ria) and eukaryotic (yeast, animal, and plant) cells:

(a) Julius Petri (German, 1852–1921) invented Petri dishes. Spouses Fanny Hesse (born of
German parents in the United States, lived in Germany, 1850–1934) and Walther Hesse
(German, 1846–1911) developed agar nutrient gel to fill those dishes (p. 143).

(b) Otto Röhm (German, 1876–1939) and his company Röhm and Haas developed industrial-
scale culture of microorganisms for protease production and other commercial applica-
tions during the period from 1906 through World War II (pp. 1722–1726).

(c) Chaim Azriel Weizmann (1874–1952) used bacterial fermentation to produce acetone in
1910 (p. 144).

(d) Ernst Chain (German, 1906–1979, working in the United Kingdom) and Leo Szilard
(Hungarian, 1898–1964, working in the United States) developed bioreactors for the
continuous liquid culture of microorganisms in the 1940s (p. 144). Similar methods were
also developed by scientists at Benkiser, Boehringer, I.G. Farben, Phrix, and other Ger-
man companies and laboratories by the early 1940s (pp. 1707–1710, 1718).

(e) German-speaking scientists developed methods of isolating cells from larger organisms
and using “tissue culture” methods to keep those cells alive and even get them to repro-
duce under laboratory conditions (p. 71). Wilhelm Roux (German, 1850–1924) conducted
the first animal cell tissue culture experiments in 1885, removing medullary plate cells
from a chicken embryo and keeping them alive in culture for 13 days. Paul Grawitz
(German, 1850–1932) experimented with tissue culture of additional animal cell types in
the 1890s. Gottlieb Haberlandt (Austrian, 1854–1945) developed plant cell tissue culture
and also discovered totipotency, the ability of some “stem” cells to give rise to any type
of specialized cell in an organism, in 1902.
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3. German-speaking scientists discovered and analyzed nucleic acids:

(a) In 1869, Johannes Friedrich Miescher (Swiss, 1844–1895) extracted and purified DNA
(which he called nuclein) from human white blood cells and suggested that DNA is
involved in heredity (p. 80).

(b) Beginning in the 1880s, Albrecht Kossel (German, 1853–1927) showed that DNA and
RNA contain five different bases (adenine, cytosine, guanine, thymine, and uracil),
demonstrated that those bases are connected via linkages of sugars and phosphates,
and isolated and studied proteins that bind to nucleic acids in the nucleus (histones and
other accessory proteins). See p. 82.

(c) In a revolutionary 1935 paper, Max Delbrück (German, 1906–1981), Nikolai Timoféeff-
Ressovsky (Russian but worked in Germany 1925–1945, lived 1900–1981), and Karl
Günter Zimmer (German, 1911–1988) at the Kaiser Wilhelm Society in Berlin described
and demonstrated the structure of chromosomal DNA, methods and consequences of
inducing point mutations in DNA, and forced genetic recombination of different pieces
of DNA (p. 83).

(d) In 1940 (under wartime conditions and 13 years before the discovery by Rosalind Franklin,
Francis Crick, and James Watson), Hans Friedrich-Freksa (German, 1906–1973) pro-
posed that the structure of DNA is double-stranded with electrostatic attraction between
complementary sequences on the two strands (p. 84).

(e) Also in 1940, Alfred Kühn (German, 1885–1968) and Adolf Butenandt (German, 1903–
1995) analyzed mutations in insects and concluded that individual genes produced indi-
vidual proteins [Deichmann 1996, p. xvi].

(f) By 1942, despite even more severe wartime hindrances, Gerhard Schramm (German,
1910–1969) identified the genome of the tobacco mosaic virus as RNA, showed that its
protein subunits are identical, and mutated the RNA to create mutant proteins (p. 85).

4. German-speaking scientists characterized and harnessed proteins and enzymes:

(a) Wilhelm Kühne (German, 1837–1900) was one of the first scientists to study proteins
in detail (p. 100). He discovered trypsin, a digestive enzyme or protease that degrades
other proteins, and in fact coined the word “enzyme.”

(b) In the 1890s, Albrecht Kossel (German, 1853–1927) found that proteins are composed
of individual amino acids (p. 100).

(c) German-speaking scientists invented immunoassays (184). Max von Gruber (Austrian,
1853–1927) discovered the agglutination reaction, in which antibodies and pathogens
clump together, in 1896. Rudolf Kraus (Austrian, 1868–1932) used the agglutination
reaction to create an antibody assay for specific bacterial precipitins in 1897. August
von Wasserman (German, 1866–1925) used similar methods to create a complement
fixation test for syphilis bacteria in 1906.
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(d) In 1912, Leonor Michaelis (German, 1875–1949) and Maud Menten (Canadian, worked
in Germany, 1879–1960) developed experimental and theoretical methods to analyze the
chemical reaction rates of enzymes (p. 108).

(e) Otto Röhm (German, 1876–1939) pioneered the industrial production, purification, and
use of enzymes for applications such as leather production (1906), washing detergents
(1914), pharmaceuticals (1920), and juice processing (1934). See pp. 1686, 1719, 1722–
1726.

(f) Starting in the 1910s, Max Bergmann (German, 1886–1944) created methods of de-
termining the amino acid sequences of natural proteins and of artificially synthesizing
proteins with specific amino acid sequences (p. 102).

(g) After World War II, Max Perutz (Austrian, 1914–2002) developed and demonstrated
methods of determining detailed three-dimensional protein structures (p. 271).

5. German-speaking scientists developed antibiotics to treat and prevent bacterial infections:

(a) Robert Koch (German, 1843–1910) and many other German-speaking scientists discov-
ered most of the common pathogenic types of bacteria (pp. 127–139).

(b) In 1847 (approximately two decades before Joseph Lister), Ignaz Semmelweis (Austrian,
1818–1865) developed and demonstrated antiseptics to prevent bacterial infections (pp.
127–128).

(c) Paul Ehrlich (1854–1915) discovered Salvarsan, the first major antibiotic, in 1910 (p.
146).

(d) Gerhard Domagk (1895–1964) discovered sulfa antibiotics in 1932 (p. 146).

(e) Ernst Chain (1906–1979) purified penicillin in 1940 (p. 147), taking penicillin from an
effect that could only be demonstrated in Petri dishes to an effective antibiotic that
could be mass-produced and administered to people.

(f) Richard Kuhn (1900–1967) produced and tested synthetic antibiotics such as “3065”
during World War II, using massively parallel chemical synthesis and testing to carry
out very modern methods of structure-activity relationship (SAR) optimization of the
drug molecules (pp. 147, 1670, 1685, 1703, 1712–1717).

6. German-speaking scientists made key discoveries regarding viruses:

(a) Peter Plett (German states, 1766–1823) developed and successfully demonstrated a
cowpox-based vaccine for smallpox virus in the 1780s, roughly a decade before Edward
Jenner (p. 148).

(b) German-speaking scientists discovered and characterized tobacco mosaic virus from 1886
onward (pp. 151–152).
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(c) From 1897 onward, German-speaking scientists discovered and characterized foot-and-
mouth disease virus, produced therapeutic antibodies for it, created vaccines for it,
demonstrated a tissue culture model for it, and developed immunoassays for it (pp.
153–155).

(d) German-speaking scientists discovered and characterized poliovirus from 1908 onward
(pp. 156–157).

(e) German-speaking scientists pioneered the study of bacteriophages, viruses that infect
bacteria (pp. 156–158).

7. German-speaking scientists pioneered the study, diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of can-
cer:

(a) Theodor Boveri (German, 1862–1915) realized in 1902 that cancer can be caused by
pro-mitotic (cell-division-inducing) mutations from radiation, chemicals, or viruses (pp.
90–93).

(b) German-speaking scientists identified specific carcinogens from the 1870s through World
War II and developed methods to control and prevent exposure (pp. 90–99, 1696–1699).

(c) By the early 1940s, German-speaking scientists developed therapeutic antibodies against
cancer-related antigens (pp. 1687–1691). Such therapeutic antibodies are currently one
of the most modern and most effective methods of treating cancers in patients.

8. German-speaking scientists made blood transfusions safe and practical:

(a) Karl Landsteiner (Austrian, 1868–1943) identified blood types in 1900 and helped con-
duct the first matched transfusion in 1907. Emil von Dungern (German, 1867–1961) and
Ludwik Hirszfeld (Polish, studied and worked in Germany then Switzerland, 1884–1954)
discovered the heritability of blood types. See pp. 278–279.

(b) Alfred Beck (German, 1889–1973) developed efficient equipment for blood transfusions
(pp. 278–279).

(c) During World War II, German-speaking scientists developed freeze-dried human blood
for transfusions (pp. 1687–1690).

(d) Also during the war, German-speaking scientists invented and widely used periston syn-
thetic blood plasma (pp. 286–287, 1673–1684).

(e) German-speaking scientists created capain synthetic blood plasma (p. 288).

9. German-speaking scientists used biological processes to produce and purify:

(a) Protein for human consumption and other applications.

(b) Specific enzymes (proteases, starch hydrolases, pectinases, lipases, etc.).
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(c) Therapeutic and diagnostic antibodies against cancer-associated antigens, pathogenic
microorganisms, and toxins.

(d) Fats for human consumption and other applications.

(e) Algal biofuel.

(f) DNA and RNA.

(g) Small organic molecules (citric acid, acetone, caffeine, etc.).

(h) Antibiotics.

(i) Hormones.

(j) Etc.

From this evidence, it seems clear that most aspects of biotechnology and molecular biology were
developed in the German-speaking world, and that the German-speaking world was the leader
in those areas through World War II. Knowledge, methods, and materials for biotechnology and
molecular biology were transferred to other countries:

• Before the Third Reich, in the form of published and patented information, German-speaking
companies (e.g., Röhm and Haas) that transferred technologies to other countries, some sci-
entists (e.g., Carl and Gerty Cori) who moved to other countries, and scientists from other
countries who received part of their education in the German-speaking world.

• During the Third Reich, in the form of published and patented information and also many key
scientists (Charlotte Auerbach, Max Bergmann, Ernst Chain, Erwin Chargaff, Max Delbrück,
George Gamow, Richard Goldschmidt, Hans Krebs, Max Perutz, Albert Szent-Györgyi, etc.)
who fled to other countries.

• After the Third Reich, in the form of huge numbers of scientists who moved to other countries,
Allied seizures of German and Austrian plants and documents, and Allied reports (BIOS,
CIOS, FIAT, etc.) on German and Austrian technologies.

Due to length constraints, this section and Chapter 2 can only briefly mention individual discoveries
and cite a relatively small number of examples. Hopefully other authors will more fully investigate
and report the history and contributions of German-speaking scientists to the development of
biotechnology and molecular biology.]
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BIOS 219. Work on Synthesis and Production of Drugs 3065 (2:21-Dihydroxy-5:51-
Dibrome Benzil) and 3214 (2:21-Dihydroxy-3:31-5:51-Tetrachlor Benzil).

The M.L.D. of 3065 is one gram per kilogram which is almost the same as sulphapyridine.

[Richard Kuhn] stated that 3065 is the first compound found to be effective against Rickettsia virus
and Influenza virus strain A. These experiments have been carried out at Marburg. In a typical
experiment on mice infected with Influenza virus strain A, all the treated animals survived whereas
all the control group were dead within 6–7 days.

A number of cases of Gonorrhea had responded to treatment with 3065 after being unsuccessfully
treated with the sulphonamides.

The main clinical trials on 3065 have been on amputations, thoracoplastic work, and ruptured
appendices. Summaries of some of these clinical trials are given in Appendix II.

Prof. Kuhn stated that the drug was first prepared at the end of 1943, and asked about cost he
was of the opinion that it would be more expensive than the sulpha drugs.

After the discussion on the drug work inspection was made of the laboratories and the following
three items of general interest noted.

1. Prof. Zimmerman, who was working at the I.G. Farben in Ludwigshafen, developed during
the war an automatic micro-analysis apparatus which is capable of carrying out 16 micro-
analyses per day. Details of this apparatus have not been published and Prof. Kuhn was of
the opinion that it would be rather difficult to obtain the essential details of construction.

2. The attack on potatoes by the Colorado Beetle has been a severe problem during the war. The
work carried out under the supervision of Kuhn has revealed that an alkaloid can be extracted
from the leaves of resistant types of potatoes, bred at an agricultural station near Heidelberg,
but there has been no evidence that this substance occurs in plants that are attacked.

3. Kapsenberg Caps. The caps have been developed and used as an alternative to cotton wool
plugs in bacteriological tubes and according to Kuhn have entirely supplanted the use of
cotton wool at the K.W.I. The caps are made from aluminium and the attached sketch gives
some idea of their construction.

[...] According to Ambros he was simply making 3065 as a personal favor for Kuhn since they
are close friends. [...]

In vitro experiments with 3065 and Burroughs-Wellcome penicillin which had been captured
from the British Army showed that 3065 was 300 times more effective against staphylococcus
aureus. Ambros pointed out, however, that they did not know the history of [the] penicillin
so that it may have undergone some deterioration before they got it. Also the difference in
solubility between the two compounds made comparison difficult. A clinical test carried out
on a leg amputation wound has shown that 3065 was five to six times more effective than
Marfinil.

Naturally he was not able to give any figures on cost since the material had only been made
in the laboratory, but he seemed to think that it would be produced for something like 10–20
Marks per kilogram.
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BIOS 236. Developments in Pure and Applied Microbiology (American, British and
French Zones) During World War II.

SECTION “A”

DEVELOPMENTS IN PURE AND APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY IN GERMANY
(AMERICAN, FRENCH & BRITISH ZONES) DURING WORLD WAR II

[...T]he study of industrial microbiology is really in its infancy, and developments are to a large
extent dependent on the outcome of fundamental investigations in research laboratories. A consid-
erable part of the work of the [BIOS] team was therefore concerned with the review of relevant
investigations in agricultural experiment stations, universities and other research institutions. [...]

Prof. [F.] Rindel’s interests cover a wide field. His earlier work was in the field of pure organic
chemistry, and he had within recent years revised Richter’s textbook on Organic Chemistry. From
a study of the chemistry of various microbiological products, his interests had extended to many
nutritional problems. A list of his publications during the war period is given below (5 to 10), but
his contacts with microbiological research extended beyond the subjects of these papers.

On the subject of food yeast and other protein preparations of microbiological origin he gave the
following information and opinions:

(a) Lactose-fermenting strains of yeast had been isolated which yielded 52 Kg of protein per 100
Kg lactose. These were of no use for bakery purposes, but other lactose-fermenting yeasts had been
isolated which would give good gas-production when whey is incorporated in bread dough.

(b) Yeast protein is lacking in cysteine and when fed alone to rats, causes liver damage. The
authority for this statement was given as Dr. fink, who had been associated with the development
of the fermentation of wood sugar by Torulopsis utilis and was now stated to be with the Irex
Company at Fulbach. Later a similar view was expressed by Prof Lembke of Kiel (see report on
protein production by micro-organisms issued separately).

(c) Food yeast grown on waste sulphite liquor from wood pulp had frequently been found to contain
lead to the extent of 70 to 80 parts per million (determined by dithizone).

(d) Organisms other than Torulopsis utilis had been used to produce protein for food purposes, e.g.
Oidium lactis at a factory at Lenzing, Austria (reference to our visit to this factory is included in
our separate report), and Aspergillus sp. at a factory at Traunstein, between Salzburg and Munch.
(It was not possible to devote time to locating this factory). Prof Reindel was dubious about using
such protein preparations as food until it had been established that they are free from anti-biotic
substances. [...]

From the industrial standpoint, the work of most significance appeared to be that on fat production
by micro-organisms. An undeveloped observation was that yeasts of the genus Nectaromyces give
high fat yields (10 to 15 g per 100 g. sugar utilized) when cultivated by the aeration procedure used
for Torulopsis utilis and other yeasts used for food purposes or bread fermentation.

Prof Rippel had recently completed an advanced textbook on the physiology and morphology of
micro-organisms which was to have been published by J. Springer of Berlin. [...]
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Prof Dr. S. Strugger, however, had been transferred to this institute from the Botanical Institute of
the University of Jena, where his work had been financed by the firm Carl Zeiss. He is a cytologist
and one of the editors of the journal “Protoplasma”. During the war he had been developing the
technique of fluorescence microscopy, using Zeiss apparatus with quartz lenses [...], and had also
studied methods of vital staining of bacterial cells and spermatozoa using acridine-orange[...] The
technique was demonstrated to us and appear to be rapid and reliable for application to the control
of certain industrial fermentations. [...]

SECTION “B”

PRODUCTION OF PROTEIN BY MICROBIOLOGICAL METHODS

[...] During the war the German food economy was particularly short of proteins and fat. An
intensive effort was therefore made to overcome part of this deficiency through the production of
micro-organisms which could be grown on carbohydrates present in whey or the waste liquors from
pulp mills. In addition plants were erected to hydrolyse wood cellulose to sugars for this purpose
and the necessary nitrogen was supplied in the form of inorganic ammonium salts. This report
summarises the processes used in three industrial plants for the production of proteins and does
not claim to be comprehensive. The first section deals with production of wood sugars by the
Bergius process using concentrated hydrochloric acid. Following this is an account of the Scholler
process in which dilute sulphuric acid is used to saccharify wood. On the medium obtained Torula
utilis was grown to produce proteins. The third section describes a process used in a wood pulp
plant whereby Oidium lactis was grown on waste sulphite liquor for the same purpose. The use
of this product as human food had not met with approval and, although on industrial scale, the
process was really still experimental.

The final report deals with some of the laboratory research leading up to the cultivation of moulds
for their nutritive qualities. [...]

A short interview with Dr. [Andre] Lembke in the Sanatorium indicated that he had carried on
considerable research work on the question of cultivating mould for the production of protein.
He stated that during the first World War, his predecessor, Professor Henneberg had begun the
cultivation of yeasts for use in protein supplement while working in the Garungewerbe Institute of
Berlin. He had also discovered that urea could be fed to cows with beneficial results as a source of
nitrogen. After Prof. Henneberg’s death in 1936 his work was continued by Prof. Lembke in Kiel.

Prof. Lembke’s interest in this work centred around the nature of the amino acids produced by
yeasts and moulds. He cultivated many different strains of moulds but found that only a few
races were rich in cysteine, methionine and glutathione. Since most yeasts being grown for protein
production were very low in cysteine he was anxious to select other organisms which were rich in
this particular amino acid. He claims to have had success in obtaining cultures of several moulds
which met these requirements.

Strains of Fusarium, Candida, Oidium, Endomyces and Rhizopus were cultured and both wet and
dry powdered preparations were made for use in feeding experiments. Some of these products were
smoked like bacon or sausages and he said they were quite edible. Being a doctor of medicine as
well as a microbiologist, he conducted nutritional studies and claimed that feeding up to 60 grams
per day for over 6 months had been beneficial. He stated that the general health of the group of
people fed on these proteins was better than the controls.
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In feeding experiments he said that it was very important that the moulds should be heated or
autolysed before eating them, otherwise they caused diarrhoea.

Of the different moulds used in this work Prof. Lembke thought Fusarium was probably the most
satisfactory. He said the East Munich Dairy Station was growing Fusarium on whey. It was also
quite satisfactory when grown on waste sulphite liquor. [...]

SECTION “C”

PRODUCTION OF FATS BY MICROBIOLOGICAL METHODS

The process showed some novel feature with regard to the cultivation of a mould [Oidium lactis] for
high fat production and with regard to the combination of different types of waste material used.

SECTION “D”

ORGANIC ACID MANUFACTURE BY MICROBIOLOGICAL METHODS IN GERMANY

[...] This firm was equipped for preparing lactic, gluconic and citric acids by microbiological meth-
ods, but was not producing these at the time of the inspection, owing to shortage of fuel. The plant
had in each case been installed prior to the war, that for citric acid immediately prior to the war.
[...]

The firm Boehringer was established in Wurtemberg over a century ago and was concerned originally
with the manufacture of tartaric acid and tartrates from wine byproducts. A branch was established
in Oberingelheim in 1885 to manufacture lactic acid by a fermentating process and the firm claims
to be a pioneer in this field. Subsequently other fermentation processes were introduced, and a
large section of the firm is now concerned with the manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations by
chemical methods. This last aspect of the firm’s activities was outside the scope of our investigations.

BIOS 266+Appendix. New Technical Applications of Acetylene.

[This report was based on interrogations of Walter Reppe, and outlined the large-scale production
of periston and many other products from acetylene.

Please see tables from this report on pp. 1674–1676.]

BIOS 354. Polvinyl Pyrrolidones. Translation of a Report by Dr. Fikentscher and Dr.
Herrle, Ludwigshafen, with an Addendum on Periston (Synthetic Blood Serum).

[Please see part of this report on pp. 1677–1684.]
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Figure A.1: Large-scale production of periston and many other products from acetylene [BIOS 266
Appendix].
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Figure A.2: Large-scale production of periston and many other products from acetylene [BIOS 266
Appendix].
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Figure A.3: Large-scale production of periston and many other products from acetylene [BIOS 266
Appendix].
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Figure A.4: A report on periston [BIOS 354].
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Figure A.5: A report on periston [BIOS 354].
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Figure A.6: A report on periston [BIOS 354].
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Figure A.7: A report on periston [BIOS 354].
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Figure A.8: A report on periston [BIOS 354].
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Figure A.9: A report on periston [BIOS 354].
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Figure A.10: A report on periston [BIOS 354].
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Figure A.11: A report on periston [BIOS 354].
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BIOS 395. German Fluorescent Lamp Industry and Phosphor Chemical Manufacture.
pp. 1–2

Dr. Leonhard Birkofor was assistant to Prof. Richard Kuhn described as Director of the Institute
for Chemistry and Administrative Head of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute.

[...] Dr. Leonhard Birkofor was interviewed during the period the investigating team was awaiting
Dr. Leibnitz. He volunteered the information that the work of Dr. Kuhn and himself was directed
largely to biological and biochemical research. He stated that they had developed a substituted
benzil compound of the following constitution:-

i.e., symmetrical 1.1. dihydroxy 4.4 dibrom benzil, which he stated had bacteriocidal properties
similar to those of penicillin. The compound MP 213oC consisted of yellow needles and a 5 gm.
sample was obtained.

Dr. Birkofor stated that so far 500 gms. had been distributed and tests in various hospitals had
shown positive reactions against streptococcus, staphylococcus, gonococcus and pneumococcus.
The medical investigations at these hospitals were continuing.
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BIOS 436. Enzyme Products and “Acrisin” Finishing Agents for Textiles: Rohm and
Haas G.m.b.H., Darmstadt. [Enzymes for washing]

[...] Concentrated preparations of pancreatic tryptase and diastase were prepared from an aqueous
extract by selective precipitation. The concentrated products were diluted with sodium carbonate
or sodium chloride respectively before being sold. [...]

No research had been carried out recently on enzyme products although the production of bacterial
enzymes had been considered. [...]

The rough powder is ground and laboratory tests are carried out to estimate the enzymatic activity.
The products are diluted, if necessary, in order that the final mixture will meet the standard
specification for rate of conversion of starch to sugar (diastase) or for rate of liquefaction of gelatine
(tryptase).

Care was necessary in handling the concentrated tryptase preparation in view of its rapid attack of
animal tissue. Gloves, goggles and dust masks were provided for the workers but it had not always
been possible to compel workers to wear them.

These highly concentrated works products are diluted between 40 and 50 times before being mar-
keted. The principle diluent for the diastase is sodium chloride and for tryptase, sodium carbonate
with or without sodium sulphate. With the diastase preparation, however, 5% calcium formate and
mono- and di-sodium phosphates are added. The calcium formate is used to avoid the effect of
varying hardness of different waters and the phosphates buffer solutions of the product to pH 6.6
to 7. The diastase is marketed under the name “Degomma” for desizing cotton fabrics.

The tryptase products were used on a considerable scale for bating and de-hairing hides but a very
large mount was used for soaking articles before washing.

In the soaking powder, the concentrated tryptase is diluted with approximately 98% sodium carbon-
ate, and the product is called Burnus or Enzymolin. A 1⁄2% solution is used at 35oC (not exceeding
40 oC) for 10–15 minutes in commercial laundries whilst for household use an overnight soak is
given in a similar solution.

It is claimed that much of the soiling matter is attached to fabrics by means of protein, starch or
fatty matter and that these cementing materials are attacked and rendered soluble by the enzymes
thus simplifying the subsequent washing process.

The maximum production of Burnus has been about 170 metric tons per month.
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BIOS 449. German Medical Targets. [Pharmaceuticals, hormones, antibiotics, cancer research,
DDT]

[pp. 2–12:]

Report on the Researches of the Scientific Laboratory of C. F. Boehringer & Soehne,
Mannheim-Waldhof during the war 1939–1945

[...] The research on producing the thymus hormone was based on the studies of Bomskov, who
ascertained that extracts of the thymus glands of guinea-pigs are able to mobilize glycogen stored
in different organs such as heart, liver and muscles. [...] He found, that the thymus really is a
gland of internal secretion. Tests were made to concentrate the active substance and to establish
its constitution. Bomskov made acetone extracts and showed that the active substance, especially
after saponifying can be extracted with ether. We used glacial acetic acid and hydrocarbon chlo-
rides as extracting solvents, the latter proved especially advantageous, as shown by the following
examples[...]

Together with Prof. Brederick we elaborate a procedure for the manufacture of caffeine from uric
acid. [...]

The greatest obstacle in this process is to procure a sufficiently pure and cheap uric acid.

The process with serpents’ excrement which contains more than 80% of uric acid, is very easy and
needs no further purification. [...]

Manufacture of Malaria Remedies.

[...] The new compound designated “Amichin” is scarcely inferior to quinine, whilst in general varia-
tions in the quinine molecule result in diminishing the anti-malaria efficiency. Many azo-compounds
of Amichin were prepare and tested. Of these “Amichinazokairolin” proved especially non toxic
and about 30 times more active than quinine in the canary test. This exceedingly favourable result
caused us to test this product on man in larger scale. [...] There it proved that the strong increase of
efficiency shown in the canary test was not so marked in human experiments, whilst the good tol-
erableness was maintained. The augmentation of efficiency compared to quinine amounted to only
about four fold in the same range of application (that is both compounds act against schizontes
only and not against gametes). [...]

In general the yeast was subject to an exact investigation. We are manufacturing on a factory
scale nucleic acid from yeast and the resulting protein products were worked up to an animal food.
As in wartime there is a large deficit in protein, we tried to transform the protein by-products of
the nucleic acid manufacture into products fit for human nourishment. We succeeded in extracting
albumen which can be whipped and which could replace the albumen in cooking and baking. This
chemical introduced in trade circles under the trade mark “Backalbin” was sold in many thousands
of kilos until the shortage of yeast stopped the manufacture. [...]

Furthermore we were producing a preparation of capsaicin to replace pepper. [...]
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[pp. 21–23]

Schering A.G., Berlin N 65 Werk Müllerstr. 170/72 [...]

Penicillin This had been mainly on a laboratory scale. The strain they had used was supplied by
Prof. Rostock. It was suggested that he might have obtained it from Jena or perhaps Hanover. The
unitage they obtained was 5–20 units/c.c. on the 13th and 14th days on a Czapek Dox medium
with added lactose or glucose. Even though this was said to have been on a laboratory scale we
found that the autoclave they had used was said to weigh 18 tons. The standard used was captured
English penicillin and they used the inhibition of growth of Staph. aureus in 50 c.c. of medium.
They had supplied some clinics in Berlin and Leipzig with material for trial but there had been
little available for the chemical determination of the constitution of penicillin. (We think that this
statement is not quite accurate but Dr. Clerc himself was not involved in the various procedures
described.)

[p. 37]

EXPERIMENTAL TUMOURS

Various experiments to uncover possible immunity mechanisms were carried out (e.g., immune sera
(anti-Ehrlich carcinoma sera in rabbits, etc.) and attempts to breed tumour immune animals). The
Ehrlich ascites tumour was fractioned and of the various portions used as antigens the mitochondrial
fraction showed the most interesting results. The work ultimately had to be confined within very
narrow limits.

DRYING OF SERUM FOR THE WEHRMACHT

Work on the freeze drying of human serum started early in 1941. They were alive to the possibilities
for the use of this process not only for war purposes but also for various processes and products
required in peace. They devised an apparatus capable of drying some 20 litres a day by the beginning
of 1942. Finally in the first six months of 1943 they prepared 348 kg of dried serum and in 1944 607
kg. They planned to have a special serum drying plant at Luckenwalde. In the first three months of
1945 their output of dried serum dropped some 70%. The Military Medical Academy was interested
in the amino acid content of blood hydrolysates for use in hunger oedema.

[Please see the following pages for more information from this report on producing freeze-dried
human blood, therapeutic antibodies that target cancer cells, and other advanced medical thera-
peutics.]
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Figure A.12: A report on producing freeze-dried human blood, therapeutic antibodies that target
cancer cells, and other advanced medical therapeutics [BIOS 449].
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Figure A.13: A report on producing freeze-dried human blood, therapeutic antibodies that target
cancer cells, and other advanced medical therapeutics [BIOS 449].
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Figure A.14: A report on producing freeze-dried human blood, therapeutic antibodies that target
cancer cells, and other advanced medical therapeutics [BIOS 449].
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Figure A.15: A report on producing freeze-dried human blood, therapeutic antibodies that target
cancer cells, and other advanced medical therapeutics [BIOS 449].
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BIOS 691. Some Aspects of Microbiological Research in Germany.

[pp. 1–2]

Professor Lembke, formerly director of the Bakteriologisches Institut, Preussische Versuchs- und
Forschungsanstalt für Milchwirtschaft in Kiel, and now scientifically active again after a period
of detention, was interviewed in Sielbeck to obtain a general picture of the work which had been
carried out under his direction during the past six years. The Bakteriologisches Institut was totally
destroyed by bombing during the war, but a good deal of work was carried on elsewhere, notably
in Sielbeck at the temporary quarters of the Institut für Virusforschung of Kiel University. In the
past few months new quarters for the Bakteriologisches Institut have been found in Kiel, and its
work is gradually being reestablished there.

Professor Lembke and his associates have been active in a large number of fields, some of which
have already been covered by previous reports (e.g. ultra-violet pasteurization of milk). However,
two aspects of their investigations do not appear to have received detailed attention and seem worth
study. These are (a) protein synthesis by yeasts and molds and (b) the production of antibiotics,
notably of an alleged penicillin-like substance known as Mycoin C.

[...] The best organisms found for protein synthesis were Oospora lactis, Oospora amycelica,
Saccharomyces lactis and Torulopsis sp.

[pp. 13–14]

A visit was also paid to Prof R. Harder at the Botanisches Institut. [...]

The basic concept underlying this approach to the problem of microbial fat production is a fairly
obvious one. In the case of fat synthesis by non-photosynthetic microorganisms such as the yeasts,
carbohydrates must be used as the raw material, and the process is highly wasteful from the
overall standpoint, since a large part of the substrate is lost by respiration. Fat can undoubtedly be
obtained, but only by using large amounts of carbohydrate otherwise utilizable as human or animal
foodstuffs. On the other hand, if one could find good fat-producing photosynthetic microorganisms,
fat could be obtained from them without any depletion of the carbohydrate supply.

Two good groups of fat-producing photosynthetic microorganisms were discovered: certain fresh-
water diatoms, and strains of Chlamydomonas. [...] After various techniques of cultivation had been
tried, the best proved to the use of tall glass cylinders, 5 cm in diameter and 80 cm high. They were
filled almost completely with the culture medium and a slow current of air bubbled through during
growth. [...] The algae grew luxuriantly and eventually underwent a “fatty degeneration”, the cells
becoming packed with large fat globules. In the case of Chlamydomonas this occurred after 10–14
days’ growth. [...] With artificial illumination there is also the possibility of obtaining a crop in
depth.
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BIOS 710. Manufacture of Biolase (Starch-Hydrolysing Enzyme) at Kalle & Co. (I.
G. Farben A. G.) Wiesbaden, Biebrich.

The manufacture of Biolase, a starch-hydrolysing enzyme, was carried out by Kalle & Co., Wies-
baden. A request has been made for details of their manufacturing process, and this report describes
the information obtained as to the method used by Kalle & Co. as gained from an interrogation of
a member of the staff, Dr. Altgelt. A brief description of the plant used is also given, but as this
was not in operation when inspected in October 1945, it was not possible to check the statements
made. [...]

The capacity of the plant was stated to be 30 tonnes per month, concentrated material, equivalent
to 1350 tonnes per month of standard material.

In the building however, there were new plant items awaiting installation and the capacity of these
was stated to be four times greater than that of the existing plant. Dr. Altgelt stated however, that
the intention was to demolish the existing plant as soon as the new plant was in commission.

BIOS 766. The Manufacture of Pharmaceuticals and Fine Chemicals in the U.S. and
French Zones of Germany.

[Please see p. 1695 for the table of contents of this long report, which provides a good overview of
the range of biological and chemical pharmaceuticals that were being produced in Germany by the
end of the war.]
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Figure A.16: Table of contents listing many biopharmaceuticals being produced in Germany by the
end of the war [BIOS 766].
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Figure A.17: Examples of studies of cancers due to workplace chemical exposure [BIOS 784].
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Figure A.18: Examples of studies of cancers due to workplace chemical exposure [BIOS 784].
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Figure A.19: Examples of studies of cancers due to workplace chemical exposure [BIOS 784].
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BIOS 784. Interrogation of Dr. Gross, Prof. Flury and Dr. Wirth on Industrial Hy-
giene and Toxicology.

[This report includes examples of studies of cancers due to workplace chemical exposure; see pp.
1696–1698.]

BIOS 1229. Wool—Its Chemistry & Modification by Chemical Treatment in Germany.
pp. 6–7.

Schöberl has been interested in the chemistry and enzymatic activity of papain as well as its
reaction on wool. In connection with the latter effect, the activation of papain by bodies containing
mercapto and disulphide groups appears to be of interest. Natural, i.e., unpurified, papain contains
its own activators in the form of mercapto bodies. Removal of these, results in a purified papain
of increased sulphur content as sulphate and organically bound as cystine and to a less extent as
methionine. Studying the activation of the purified papain on the liquefaction of gelatin, Schöberl
observed that a mercaptan such as thioglycollic acid was a strong activator of papain and so also
was the disulphide dithioglycollic acid. [...]

This work is described in a paper by Schöberl and Fisch ‘Über Schwefelgehalt und Aktivierbarkeit
von Papain’—Biochemische Zeitschrift, 1939, 302, 310.
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BIOS 1253. A Photoelectric Colorimeter (Photoelectric Absorptiometer) Designed by
Professor R. Havemann, Produced by W. Kauhausen in Berlin-Dahlem.

1. GENERAL.

When visiting the Materialprüfungsanstalt, Unter den Eichen 86 Berlin-Dahlem, we found that the
firm W. Kauhausen, laboratory furnishers, has an office in one of the many rooms of that building
not used any more for its original purpose.

This firm is producing a photoelectric Colorimeter (photoelectric absorptiometer), designed by
Professor R. Havemann, director of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut für Elektrophysik.

The instrument was seen in the store rooms of the firm and, in operation, in the pharmacological
Institute of the University Berlin, the director of which, Professor W. Heubner, has been using it
on a large scale for many years and confirmed its excellent performance.

The writer things the instrument presents several interesting features worth reporting. [...]

3. PUBLICATIONS ABOUT THE INSTRUMENT.

The instrument is described in detail and illustrated in Kauhausen’s catalogue. Havemann has
published papers about it in Biochemische Zeitschrift, vol. 301, 1939, p. 105; vol. 306, 1940, p. 224;
310, 1942, p. 378; Angew. Chemie 54, 1941, p. 105; Zschr. f. physikal. Chemie A vol. 188, 1941, p.
182, Beiheft 48 zur Zeitschrift des Vereins deutscher Chemiker.

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT.

The instrument has the form of a horizontal cylinder mounted on short legs. As can be seen in
the diagram reproduced at the end as figure 1, the light source is in the left third; it is either a
100 Watt filament lamp, or a mercury, sodium or cadmium vapour lamp (Osram Spectral Lamps).
These lamps are easily interchangeable.

Monochromatic light of the following wavelengths (mu) [nanometers] becomes thus available: 326
(Cd); 365 (Hg); 435–6 (Hg); 509 (Cd); 546 (Hg); 577–9 (Hg); 589–95 (Na); 644 (Cd).

Two photocells of the barrier layer type are arranged on either side of the lamp. The left hand one—
the compensating cell—is permanently fixed and has an iris diaphragm. The other one, however,
on the side of the liquid under test, is mounted on a revolving spindle, the rotation of which varies
the distance of the cell from the light source. This is the measuring cell. [...]

Additional equipment for fluorescence measurements can also easily be fitted.

Light-absorbing filters can be inserted on either side, producing more or less monochromatic light
according to the light source chosen.

A shunt is provided for varying the sensitivity of the galvo. [...]

7. CELLS FOR THE LIQUID TO BE TESTED.

The cells taking the coloured liquid are kept in position by a spring-loaded ring, enabling a quick
interchange of cells of various sizes and guaranteeing exact location of the cell position.
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In addition to simple cells with depths of 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40 mm, several cells of special design
are available, as shown in figures 2 to 5.

Figure 2 shows a flow through cell with very wide inflow funnel; the side tube on the right is an air
outlet. The wide tubes and the absence of bends make the operations of filling and emptying rapid
and simple.

Figure 3 shows a cell with a jacket in which liquid from a thermostat fitted with a pump can be
circulated, so as to keep the liquid under test at a constant temperature, which is particularly useful
for physico-chemical measurements.

Figure 4 shows a cell specially constructed for photometric titrations. It is fitted with a stirring
device which is shewn more fully in figure 5.

The side of the cell is joined tangentially at point A and the stirrer thus acts as a centrifugal pump.
The contents of the cell are mixed very rapidly and this makes the photometric titration with this
apparatus much more speedy than a potentiometric or amperometric titration.

The photometric titration enables colour changes too indefinite or too delicate to be followed by
simple observation to be followed with ease and great accuracy. This allows very dilute solutions
to be used and the use of indicators becomes unnecessary in some cases, e.g. with iodometric and
bromometric methods. [...]

9. FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENTS.

The light from the mercury lamp first passes the filter UG2, transmitting the UV line 365 mu and
some infra-red rays only. The transmitted light then passes the cell with the liquid under test and
then impinges upon a filter GG8 which absorbs the UV light but transmits the infra-red and any
visible fluorescent light produced in the solution. The infra-red light is then retained by a further
filter BG23, so that only the light produced in consequence of fluorescent material being present
impinges upon the photocell. [...]

Quartz cells are available for this type of work but it appears from the description, that glass cells
can also be used, although the fluorescence of the glass interferes to some extent.

10. ACCURACY CLAIMED.

An overall accuracy of 0.2 to 0.3% is claimed. [...]

[This instrument appears to be the first true spectrophotometer, and it has all of the essential
features of modern spectrophotometers. This report made clear that the instrument had been
extensively used in Germany for many years before Allied investigators discovered it and sent
detailed documentation (and perhaps whole instruments) to the United Kingdom and United States,
which presumably copied the technology. Such spectrophotometers are now used worldwide for a
wide variety of biochemical and chemical measurements.]
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Figure A.20: Spectrophotometer invented by R. Havemann in 1938 [BIOS 1253].
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BIOS 1320. Preparation of Biological Products at Selected Targets in Germany. [Lots
of vaccines, hormones extracted from organs, serums, etc.]

[pp. 81–82:]

Professor Kuhn was interviewed at FIAT Main-Hoechst[...]

3065 (i) Kuhn maintained that he at no stage proposed the oral administration of this drug. The
substance is inactivated by protein (e.g. broth) with which it combines, and must be tested in a
synthetic medium. It has been used effectively in local applications particularly in combination with
sulpha drugs (for burns) as it is not inactivated by p-amino benzoic acid. Recent clinical reports
are very favourable and Kuhn promised to have a summary of these prepared.

(ii) For intestinal infections experimental work and clinical trials have been carried out with the
colourless diacetyl derivative of di-bromsalicil. This substance has a very low toxicity so that large
doses can be given. It is however, very rapidly hydrolysed in the gut and thus a high local concen-
tration of the hydrolysed drug can be achieved in amount above that rendered inactive by protein
combination. A clinical trial on children with intestinal infections is being carried out under the
supervision of Fr. Dr. Knöwenagel. Both drugs are, according to Kuhn, more expensive to produce
than the usual sulpha drugs.

Other Investigations:

(i) The alkaloid claimed by Kuhn and co-workers to be present in Colorado beetle resistant strains
of the potato plant and to be responsible for the protection of the plant has been isolated in a
crystalline condition. It appears to be of the solanine type. The pure alkaloid has been shown to
be markedly toxic to larvae of the Colorado beetle.

(ii) Work is being continued on the biochemistry of differential growth control but this was not
discussed in detail. [...]

[pp. 85–86:]

Experimental work on the production of penicillin had been going on for at least 3 years at Elberfeld
under the direction of Dr. Auhagen. During this time little progress appears to have been made,
probably due to concentration by this firm on Marfanil [a sulfonamide antibiotic] and related
compounds. In previous reports Auhagen had claimed to have produced penicillin assaying 200
units per mg. and to have obtained 50 units per ml. in broth with surface cultures. [...]

The strain he was using had been locally isolated and had been identified in England as Penicillium
bruneo rubrum. [...]

It was intended to freeze dry the purified penicillin in bulk and weigh out into ampoules aseptically.
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BIOS 1322

[Phase-contrast microscopes.]

BIOS 1487. Chemical Laboratory Instrumentation in Germany. pp. 101–109.

APPENDIX 2

TRANSLATION

THE PHYWE Ultracentrifuge

Physikalische Werkstatten A.G. Göttingen (Hann.)

Development of the Ultracentrifuge

In 1923, The Svedberg and J. B. Nichols built a centrifuge in which optical observation of the
sedimentation of dissolved particles was possible during the rotation. [...]

Characteristics of the PHYWE Ultracentrifuge

Phywe A.G., Göttingen, and G. Schramm (Kaiser Wilhelm Institut für Biochemie, Berlin-Dahlem)
developed jointly an ultracentrifuge, with air drive, which is simple to operate and within the
means of every laboratory, but which, nevertheless, possesses a sufficiently high separating power.
The choice of an air drive, in conjunction with a special damping device, ensured smooth running
of the centrifuge. In its simplest form, the Phywe ultracentrifuge is suitable for preparative work.
It can, however, also be fitted with a second rotor for optical observation and hence for analytical
work. The optical method adopted is the “schlieren” method, but the apparatus is constructed so
that the scale method can also be used. [...]

General Considerations on Measurements with the Ultracentrifuge

The ultracentrifuge is one of the most important instruments for the investigation of high molecular
or colloidal substances. The field of application lies in the region where most chemical and physical
methods of separation and characterisation of the substances fail. The ultracentrifuge serves for the
determination of the size and the homogeneity of a molecular species. For this purpose two methods
are used: (1) Determination of the sedimentation velocity, (2) the sedimentation equilibrium. [...]

Applications of the Ultracentrifuge

The ultracentrifuge can be used for the investigation of the most varied range of substances. Doubt-
less the greatest successes have been obtained in the field of the proteins, but promising work has
also been done in the case of the carbohydrates, polystyrols, and similar organic products, inorganic
colloids and inorganic salts.
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The work on the proteins has shown that the naturally occurring proteins are, in respect of molec-
ular weight, always homogeneous substances. Even complex systems such as serum (References 9
and 10) or milk proteins (Reference 11) can be analysed with the aid of the ultracentrifuge. They
are always resolved into a limited number of homogeneous components. Systematic investigations
of the proteins from different species have led to interesting genetical relations. In the examina-
tion of enzymes, sera and antibodies, snake venom and other physiologically active proteins, the
ultracentrifuge has strikingly proved its value (Reference 3). The newer developments in the field
of virus proteins and bacteriophages would be inconceivable without the ultracentrifuge. (For the
application of the ultracentrifuge in virus research see Reference 12). [...]

References: [...]

3. T. Svedberg, Koll. Zeit., 1938, 85, 119.

9. P. von Matzenbecher, Biochem Z, 1933, 266, 226.

10. A. S. McFarlane, Biochem. J., 1935, 29, 660.

11. K. O. Pedersen, Biochem. J., 1936, 30, 948.

12. Handbuch der Virusforschung, R. Doerr u C. Hallauer, Julius Springer (1938).

[Theodor Svedberg (Swedish, 1884–1971) invented the ultracentrifuge in 1923, but then German-
speaking scientists developed greatly improved and diversified versions of it and utilized them for
a wide variety of applications. For example, this ultracentrifuge described in BIOS 1487 was one
of several that were developed by Gerhard Schramm for his groundbreaking research on viruses
and proteins. Such ultracentrifuges are now extensively used in biology and chemistry laboratories
worldwide.

The next page shows a diagram of the ultracentrifuge from BIOS 1487.]
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Figure A.21: Ultracentrifuge developed by Gerhard Schramm and collaborators beginning in the
1930s [BIOS 1487].
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BIOS 1776. Yeast and Citric Acid Production from Sugar Beet Molasses in Germany.

The following report deals with only two aspects of the industrial utilization of beet molasses,
namely the manufacture of yeast and citric acid. Yeast production is a relatively old and well-
established industry, hence only the processes used by one of the largest German firms in the field
were examined. In contrast to the yeast industry, fermentation citric acid production is of more
recent origin and only became established in Germany during the war. The first plant operated by
C. H. Boehringer Sohn, Ingelheim on the Rhine, started production in 1938–1939. Another entirely
independent company, the Chemische Fabrik J. A. Benkiser at Ladenburg, near Heidelberg, planned
erection of a new fermentation citric acid plant in the same year. This plant was built during the
war but did not get into production until January, 1945. Both companies had been familiar with the
chemical manufacture of citric acid for many years, importing calcium citrate as the raw material.
Research was carried out on the fermentation process and its results, combined with industrial
experience from Czechoslovakia, enabled each company to develop its own process. Contrary to the
history of most citric acid producers in other countries, both of the German plants were built for
the use of sugar beet molasses as a raw material and neither have operated with sugar in various
stages of refining.

[Please see figures from this report on the following pages.]
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Figure A.22: Large-scale production and purification of citric acid from yeast fermenters [BIOS
1776].
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Figure A.23: Large-scale production and purification of citric acid from yeast fermenters [BIOS
1776].
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Figure A.24: Large-scale production and purification of citric acid from yeast fermenters [BIOS
1776].
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CIOS ER 1. Professor R. Kuhn at the KWI, Heidelberg.

[Please see p. 1712.]

CIOS ER 10. K.W.I. für Medizinische Forschung, Heidelberg.

[Please see pp. 1713–1717.]
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Figure A.25: Richard Kuhn developed a synthetic antibiotic dubbed “3065” [CIOS ER 1].
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Figure A.26: Richard Kuhn developed a synthetic antibiotic dubbed “3065” [CIOS ER 10].
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Figure A.27: Richard Kuhn developed a synthetic antibiotic dubbed “3065” [CIOS ER 10].
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Figure A.28: Richard Kuhn developed a synthetic antibiotic dubbed “3065” [CIOS ER 10].
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Figure A.29: Richard Kuhn developed a synthetic antibiotic dubbed “3065” [CIOS ER 10].
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Figure A.30: Richard Kuhn developed a synthetic antibiotic dubbed “3065” [CIOS ER 10].
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CIOS XXIV-16. Pharmaceutical Targets in Southern Germany.

FIAT 195. Yeast and Nutrition Targets in Germany. pp. 2, 4.

The targets concerned with growth of food yeast on wood sugars were those visited at the I.G.
Farbenindustrie (Bitterfeld), the I.G. Farbenindustrie Film Fabrik (Wolfen) and the Phrix, A.G.
(Hamburg). The first mentioned plant contained novel circulating aeration columns for keeping
down foaming which was of paramount importance when sulfite waste liquors were used. The
latter two plans also employed a foam-minimizing fermentation tank design. The large centrifugal
basket-type centrifuges use by the Wolfen plant for separation and washing of the yeast may have
application in the U.S. if larger production is anticipated. Most of the wood sugar yeast plants
plasmolyzed the cells by heating the pressed yeast with steam. This operation contributed somewhat
to an improvement in flavor as well as assured a non-viable product. The I.G. Farbenindustrie
plants used a strain of Candidia arborea and the Phrix plant claimed to use Torula utilis. Both
types ferment pentoses as well as hexoses. [...]

The research institutes visited included the Universities of Leipzig, Halle, Tübingen, and Kaiser
Wilhelm Institute (Heidelberg and Dortmund). The writer was impressed with the freedom the
research workers were given. Pure research studies were allowed to proceed practically unmolested.
During the first few years of the war some of the younger men were drafted for Army service, but
even in the last months of the war many of these were being returned to their laboratories.

[...] The German scientists, such as Kuhn, Butenandt, Aberhalden, Scheunert, certainly reflect the
vigorous scientific training characteristic of the German universities and serve to emphasize the high
level of achievement in their respective fields. It is noteworthy that the Army research program left
such men unmolested to continue their respective peace-time researches.

FIAT 371. Production of Fat by Oidium lactis.
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FIAT 545. Pulling Wool by the Use of Enzymes.

PURPOSE

To remove wool from pelts without detriment to the wool fibers nor to the hides.

SUMMARY

By the use of an enzymatic product called Arazym NSL, the above purpose appears to have been
accomplished with excellent results.

ARAZYM NSL

This process of pulling wool from sheep skins was developed by the Röhm and Haas Company of
Darmstadt who are the manufacturers of the enzyme product named Arazym NSL.

The process was explained by Dr. C. T. Kaulter, Technical Director of Röhm and Haas and is a
development of research carried on during the past five or six years.

Manufacture

Originally the enzyme used was produced from animal pancreas imported frozen from American
packing houses. When the war interrupted these importations, they began producing enzymes from
cultures in bran. Protease is the active principle. Production has been terminated at present due to
the destruction of the factory, but it is now being reconstructed and they expect to be in production
again by spring.

The mould, Aspergil paraciticus, is produced in pure strains in the laboratory. Trays of bran seeded
with the mould are cultured for five days at 20oC. to 22oC. The temperature must not be allowed
to rise above 28oC. Temperature is kept down by cold water which is circulated through the shelves
on which the shallow trays of bran rest.

No particular attention is paid to pH control but it normally runs around 6.8.

The mould culture is then extracted with water and precipitated with ammonium sulphate or
sodium sulphate or a mixture of both. It also may be precipitated with ethyl alcohol. The salts
used for precipitation are in 35% solution.

After the proteinic matter is precipitated out, it is put through a filter press and then dried under
vacuum at 30oC. A protease of high concentration which contains 40,000 enzymatic units is thus
obtained. [...]

COMPARISONS BETWEEN OLD AND NEW PULLING PROCESSES

The old lime process took only about 12 hours instead of 24 hours and could be used on cold skins.
Also the old methods with lime and sulfide were very cheap.

However, the resulting pulled wool by the enzyme process is much superior in handle and contains
no bothersome chemicals. The additional cost of the enzyme over the cheaper chemicals is more
than made up in the increased value and higher selling price of the wool as well as an estimated
increase in wool yield of approximately 10%.
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FIAT 570. Inoculation of Food Plant Seeds with Specific Strains of Microorganisms.

FIAT 871. The Luminometer.

ABSTRACT

A new visual photometer, called the Luminometer, was developed in 1943 by Carl Zeiss to measure
very faint brightnesses. In contrast to ordinary photometers it has a field of view of 30o and an
exit pupil 9 mm. in diameter. The measuring range covered by the Luminometer is 10−2 to 10−6

millilambert. At a brightness of 10−5 millilambert, for instance, the average error of matching
brightnesses in one operation is about 15 percent. The accuracy as compared with that of ordinary
photometers is about three times greater. [...]

P. H. Keck “Ueber die Genauigkeit visueller Photometer bei geringen Leuchtdichten”. Zeiss, Nachtrichten
Vol. 5, pp. 173–182, 1944.
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Figure A.31: Luminometer invented by P. H. Keck in 1943 [FIAT 871].
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FIAT 910. Production of Pharmaceutical and Industrial Enzymes in Southern Ger-
many.

ABSTRACT

In this report the processing methods are described for the manufacture of a number of enzymes.

Protease. The protein digestive enzyme was produced from special strains of Aspergillus parasiticus
for use, in varying proportions, in commercial preparations for the leather industry.

Pectinase was produced from Aspergillus wentii for use in the fruit industries in clearing juices,
prevention of jellying, etc.

Pancreatic amylase, called “Degomma”, was prepared before the war from beef pancreas and used
in the textile trade for destarching.

“Clauden” a styptic substance from beef lung tissue was a popular item for the pharmaceutical
trade for the control of hemorrhage.

Sanarthrit a cartilaginous extract was used pharmaceutically as an anti-arthritic injectable sub-
stance (non proteinaceous).

“Telatuten” another injectable substance was on the pharmaceutical market for the treatment of
arteriosclerosis.

“Luizyme” an enzyme mixture was a mixture of cellulases, amylases, proteases and esterases ob-
tained from Aspergillus uryceae and widely used in the treatment of digestive disorders.

The preparation of these enzymatic substances is recorded in detail. [...]

Evaluation:

Manufacturing processes of enzymes for pharmaceutical and industrial operation have been ob-
tained. Many of these agents are comparatively new, all of them are valuable assets in this par-
ticular field of chemistry. The source of some of them is unique and the whole field warrants the
attention of the American industry.

ENZYMATIC PRODUCTS OF RÖHM AND HAAS, DARMSTADT

General

Röhm and Haas at Darmstadt originally went into the enzyme field with the assumption of de-
veloping a pharmaceutical market. After some initial pharmaceutical enzyme production, it was
discovered that the scope of protease application in the industrial field was much greater, and
further production gradually turned entirely towards this field.

For the production of protease, special strains of Aspergillus parasiticus were utilized. Wheat bran
substances served as a medium. The filtrates of autolyzed cultures contain the active principles
which can be precipitated with ammonium sulphate. The precipitates are dried and serve in stan-
dardized solutions or powder mixes of varying percentages as the active agents in commercial
preparations. Some of these are sold under the trade names of Burnus, Oropon and Arazym.
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THE PRODUCTION OF PROTEASE

Fundamentally the production of protease consists of five steps:

Pure culture of Aspergillus parasiticus.

Production of initial spore yield for protease.

Production of technical spore seed for protease.

Volume culture of Aspergillus parasiticus and processing to liquid enzyme concentrates.

Production of dry protease, (enzyme-carrier) mixture and storage. [...]

[This report describes and shows large, advanced, industrial biotechnology installations for pro-
ducing and purifying a variety of different enzymes. Please see pp. 1724–1726 for some of the
illustrations from this report.]
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Figure A.32: Production and purification of enzymes from industrial fermentation [FIAT 910].
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Figure A.33: Production and purification of enzymes from industrial fermentation [FIAT 910].
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Figure A.34: Production and purification of enzymes from industrial fermentation [FIAT 910].
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FIAT 964. Regarding the Resistance to Temperature Variations of Zygotes of Chlamy-
domonas.

FIAT 996. The Commercial Development and Manufacture of Synthetic Hormones in
Germany.

FIAT 1014. Miscellaneous Pharmaceuticals and Pharmaceutical Intermediates Man-
ufactured at I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G., Elberfeld.

FIAT 1042. Miscellaneous Pharmaceuticals and Pharmaceutical Intermediates Mfgd.
at I.G. Farbenindustrie A.G. at Elberfeld.

FIAT 1046. Production of Crude Citric Acid by Fermentation in Germany.

FIAT 1059. The Phase Principle in Microscopy. With supplement.
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A.2 Prostheses and Neural Interfaces (Bionics)

[Due to the combination of strong support for scientific innovation and the large numbers of people
with war injuries, the German-speaking world led the development of prosthetic limbs. The devel-
opment of prostheses also overlapped with the development of methods for interfacing electrical or
electromechanical systems with the human nervous system.

In 1808, Albrecht Ludwig Berblinger (German states, 1770–1829) developed the first prosthetic legs
with movable joints, which made the legs much more practical to use. See p. 341. (Berblinger also
made early attempts at developing manned gliders.)

Jakob Riedinger (German, 1861–1917) developed a prosthetic arm with movable joints, the “Würz-
burg working arm.” See p. 342. He also established national programs to treat and to assist the
disabled.

During World War I, Ferdinand Sauerbruch (German, 1875–1951) invented the first prosthetic
arms that could be controlled by residual arm stump muscles, a design that became known as
the “Sauerbruch arm.” See p. 342. In 1904, Sauerbruch also invented a pressurized chamber (the
“Sauerbruch chamber”) for much more safely opening the thorax of a patient to conduct operations
on the heart or lungs.

Georg Schlesinger (German, 1874–1949) worked with Jakob Riedinger and Ferdinand Sauerbruch
to design and build improved prosthetic arms and legs during and after World War I. See p. 342.
Schlesinger also spent much of his career improving the standardization, testing, and calibration of
machine tools.

From the nineteenth century onward, numerous scientists from the German-speaking world ex-
perimented with electrodes to carry signals to or from the brains of animals or humans (pp. 187
ff). Those scientists included Gustav Fritsch (German, 1838–1927), Eduard Hitzig (German, 1838–
1907), Jacques Loeb (German, 1859–1924), Oskar Vogt (German, 1870–1959), Cécile Vogt-Mugnier
(French but worked in Germany, 1875–1962), and Walter Rudolf Hess (Swiss, 1881–1973).

In 1924, Hans Berger (German, 1873–1941) invented electroencephalography (EEG), the method
of detecting, measuring, and recording human brain waves. Napoleon Cybulski (Polish, 1854–1919)
and Adolf Beck (Polish/Austrian, 1863–1942) also carried out early experiments in electroen-
cephalography. See p. 210.

During and after World War II, Ulrich Henschke (German, 1914–1980) and Hans Mauch (German,
1906–1984) further advanced those two lines of research—prostheses and electrical interfaces with
the human nervous system. They also combined those two areas of research by trying to develop
prosthetic limbs or prosthetic sensory systems that could interface with the human nervous system,
creating a new field that later became known as bionics. (The field of bionics was popularized by
Martin Caidin’s 1972 novel Cyborg and the 1970s television series based on it, The Six Million
Dollar Man and The Bionic Woman).
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Also during the war, Ulrich Henschke and Hans Mauch headed an aviation medicine research
institute that aimed to improve the efficiency of human-operated weapons systems. [There are brief
mentions of Henschke and Mauch and group photo in Campbell and Harsch 2013.] It appears that
they explored neural interfaces for those applications as well, since such interfaces could improve the
response times for pilots and weapons operators and give them an advantage over their opponents
who had to physically move controls with their hands and feet, or help pilots respond more rapidly
in controlling high-speed jets, rocket planes, or rockets.

As an example of how pilot response times were considered a major factor and a research priority
at the highest levels, Heinrich Himmler’s adjutant, Werner Grothmann, reported that Himmler had
concerns about piloted long-range rockets (p. 3162):

Either someone pilots the rocket into the target, or it must go fully automatic. Himmler
was skeptical as to whether a pilot could react at that speed. I mean, the rocket was
supposed to fly several thousand kilometers.

(For fictional examples of how a neural interface system might be advantageous for a pilot’s reaction
times, see the 1977 Craig Thomas novel Firefox and its 1982 film adaptation.)

Some of the more advanced work of Henschke and Mauch was mentioned in the documents quoted in
this section, but detailed reports by Henschke and Mauch or detailed reports by others assessing that
work have never been publicly released. Can those reports be located in archives and declassified?
Just how far did their work progress, both during and after the war? What direct or indirect effects
did it have on later work in this field?

Categories of users that were or likely would have been considered for the neural interface work
would have included:

• Handicapped or injured people (pp. 1731–1733).

• Pilots of manned airplanes, jets, rocket planes, and rockets (pp. 1734, 1743–1745, 1747).

• Operators of remotely guided missiles or other weapons systems (pp. 1734, 1743–1745, 1747)
[NavTecMisEu 229-45].

• Operators of teleoperated robots (pp. 897–900).

Interface methods that were or likely would have been considered for the neural interface work
would have included:

• Signals in peripheral nerves (pp. 1731–1733).

• Brain waves or other signals in the central nervous system (p. 1731).

• Eye motions (pp. 1743–1745).
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Interfaced devices that were or likely would have been considered would have included:

• Prosthetic legs (pp. 1731–1733).

• Prosthetic arms (pp. 1731–1733).

• Visual prostheses (pp. 1731, 1733, 1746–1747).

• Aircraft or other vehicle controls (pp. 1734, 1743–1745, 1747).

• Remotely guided missiles or other weapons system controls (pp. 1734, 1743–1745, 1747)
[NavTecMisEu 229-45].

Other work by Henschke and Mauch was better documented in publicly available sources:

• Henschke and Mauch developed what ultimately became known as the Swing-aNd-Stance
(S-N-S) hydraulically controlled prosthetic leg, which has been used worldwide for decades
since then. See pp. 1735–1742 and 1746–1747.

• Henschke and Mauch developed and patented a tachistoscope that could present high-speed
visual information to a user and monitor the person’s reactions (pp. 1743–1745). It seems
likely that the tachistoscope was part of a larger program to test and improve the reaction
times of pilots and weapons systems operators using neural interfaces as compared to manual
controls.

• During the war, Henschke also developed simulators for training operators of remotely guided
missiles [NavTecMisEu 229-45].

• Henschke and Mauch designed a variety of aviation control systems (pp. 1734, 1747).

• Henschke developed brachytherapy methods for treating cancer (p. 1748).

• Mauch played a key role in the early development of jet engines and jet aircraft (p. 1237).

• Mauch designed space suits (p. 1747).

• Henschke and Mauch conducted other work in aviation medicine (pp. 1731, 1747) [Campbell
and Harsch 2013].

Was similar work on neural interfaces for prostheses and/or weapons systems conducted by other
German-speaking scientists? It seems likely, since the German-speaking world pioneered the relevant
fields, and there would have been strong demand for such applications.]
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Charles A. Lindbergh. 1970. The Wartime Journals of Charles A. Lindbergh. New
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.

[I will quote relevant parts.]

Joyce Milton. 1993. Loss of Eden: A Biography of Charles and Anne Morrow Lind-
bergh. New York: HarperCollins. pp. 415–416.

Charles worked for United Aircraft in Connecticut until May of 1945, and shortly after V-E day,
he joined a Naval Technical Mission in Europe as a civilian representative of the corporation. [...]

Joining the Technical Mission in Munich, Lindbergh became part of a team of observers who
drove their jeeps into territory where the Wehrmacht, defeated but not yet demobilized, was still
in effective control. [...] Lindbergh’s group located Professor Willy Messerschmitt, who was living
in a barn; Dr. Felix Kracht, the inventor of the rocket glider; Dr. Helmut Schelp, assistant head
of development of the jet and rocket propulsion program; Dr. Franz Josef Neugebauer, who was
working on a design for a nuclear-propelled aircraft; Dr. August Lichte, a developer of the Junker
JU 004 turbojet engine; and Dr. Ulrich Henschke, who was working on artificial limbs capable of
being controlled by neurological impulses.

CIOS ER 97. Luftfahrt-Forschungsanstalt München Medizinisches Institut Garmisch-
Partenkirchen. 14 June 1945. [This report is filled with spelling, capitalization, and grammatical
errors that have been silently corrected here to make it more readable. The Germans who carried
out this scientific work were conducting research decades ahead of their time. The Americans who
reported on this scientific work could not even spell.]

In 1942 a “Research Order” was given to Dr. U. Henschke to form a new Aviation Medical Research
Institute. It worked at first in connection with the Radiology Institute of the University of Berlin,
and in June 1943 it was designated as an aeronautical research institute of Munich and called
“Work-group Henschke.” It was evacuated in 1944 to Garmisch-Partenkirchen to devote full time
to aviation medicine. The institute now has departments in all major branches of aviation medicine,
but some department heads were away to their respective universities and private homes at the time
of German collapse and have been unable to return. The following research problems are among
those on which the institute had been working with a brief summary of the type of work: [...]

J. Research on Prostheses.

For the past few months this institute had devoted most of its time to work on “eye prostheses”
and extremity prostheses. Briefly, apparatuses have been constructed using selenium cells and
photoelectric cells which convert visual stimuli into auditory sense. In the problem of limb prostheses
the approach has been that of using the impulses of the amputated nerve to direct electro-mechanical
prostheses which will be controlled mentally. This problem is in the beginning stages but work on
it is going on at present. Beginning work on measurement of brain waves with apparatus capable
of focusing on certain parts of the brain has also started.
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Germans Tried to Develop Controlled Artificial Leg. St. Joseph Gazette (St. Joseph,
Missouri), 19 September 1946, p. 7 [https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=
zypaAAAAIBAJ&sjid=HkwNAAAAIBAJ&hl=es&pg=1168%2C1131947].

WRIGHT FIELD, Ohio, Sept. 18.—(INS)—An American intelligence team was reported tonight
to have learned that German scientists experimented during the war on an artificial leg activated
by impulses from the human brain.

According to information gained by an air materiel command technical intelligence team, the leg
used electro-mechanical devices wired to the severed nerve endings.

Tonight’s announcement from the Wright Field public relations office added:

“The Germans believed that galvanic electricity flowing along the nerves would supply the power
impulses and that these could be controlled mentally, manipulating the leg according to the wishes
of the wearer.

“Investigators believe that varying degrees of concentration were to be employed by the amputee
on the theory that mental intensity would act like a rheostat, controlling the amount of nervous
electricity and moving the leg in the manner desired. The Germans were as much interested in
proving the disputed point of the existence of nervous electricity as they were in perfecting a
fool-proof artificial leg.

Moved to Mountain Haven

“Originally located in Munich, the Aeronautical Research Institute was moved in August, 1944 to
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, a mountain retreat where each scientist was given a combined house and
laboratory of his own.

“These units were located 300 feet apart so that the occupants could work undisturbed. The
mountain site was selected because its beauty lent itself to new ideas.” Physicians, technicians,
physicists, chemists, and psychologists were employed there. The institute was supported principally
by the University of Munich and the German air force.

“While the electrical leg was still in the experimental stage when the war ended, the institute had
completed work on an artificial limb, considered superior to any prosthetic device previously used.
This was a hydraulic leg depending on a hand-operated valve and a piston-like arrangement in the
calf.

Knee Controlled by Valve

“This artificial limb owes its success largely to the valve controlling the knee action. For standing,
walking, or ascending and descending inclines, the knee joint must be maintained at various angles.
The hydraulic system used in this leg does this with the voluntary control valve.

“A slight pull at the valve allows a slow knee flexion. A medium pull provides knee fixation, and
a strong pull permits its extension. The last is essential in climbing stairs or inclines and makes it
possible for the amputee to do this in a natural manner.

“Another interesting institute development was an artificial arm in which the hand was moved by
a magnet and controlled by the stump muscles. Magnets also were used in another type of knee
which was controlled in the same manner.”
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Ambitious Experiment: Brain-Controlled Artificial Leg was Goal of Nazi Scientists.
Press and Sun-Bulletin (Binghamton, New York), 19 September 1946, p. 1.

When V-E Day ended their work, German scientists were attempting to perfect an artificial leg
that could be controlled by impulses from the human brain. [...]

The scientists had also developed an artificial arm moved by magnets, and photo-electric and
selenium cells to convert visual stimuli into auditory channels for the blind.

[Versions of this story also appeared in many other newspapers, such as:

Austin American-Statesman (Austin, Texas), 19 September 1946, p. 21.

Muncie Evening Press (Muncie, Indiana), 19 September 1946, p. 6.

The Tipton Daily Tribune (Tipton, Indiana), 20 September 1946, p. 7.

Journal Gazette (Mattoon, Illinois), 19 September 1946, p. 1.

Press and Sun-Bulletin (Binghamton, New York), 19 September 1946, p. 1.

Journal and Courier (Lafayette, Indiana), 25 September 1946 p. 15.

The Dayton Herald (Dayton, Ohio), 19 September 1946, p. 24.

The Knoxville News-Sentinel (Knoxville, Tennessee), 22 September 1946, p. 36.

The Knoxville Journal (Knoxville, Tennessee), 2 December 1946, p. 14.

Dayton Daily News (Dayton, Ohio), 19 September 1946, p. 10.

Clarion-Ledger (Jackson, Mississippi), 1 December 1946, p. 15.

El Paso Herald-Post (El Paso, Texas), 20 September 1946, p. 12.

The Times Recorder (Zanesville, Ohio), 19 September 1946, p. 1.

The Billings Gazette (Billings, Montana), 20 September 1946, p. 5.

The Vancouver Sun (Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada), 20 September 1946, p. 14.

The Ogden Standard-Examiner (Ogden, Utah), 20 September 1946, p. 2.

Nashville Banner (Nashville, Tennessee), 19 September 1946, p. 1.

Tucson Daily Citizen (Tucson, Arizona), 20 September 1946, p. 3.

Fort Worth Star-Telegram (Fort Worth, Texas), 19 September 1946, pp. 7, 39.

Fort Worth Star-Telegram (Fort Worth, Texas), 20 September 1946, p. 11.

The Evening Review (East Liverpool, Ohio), 19 September 1946, p. 12.

The Evening Independent (Massillon, Ohio), 19 September 1946, p. 14.

The Zanesville Signal (Zanesville, Ohio), 19 September 1946, p. 15.

The Newark Advocate (Newark, Ohio), 19 September 1946, p. 2.

Bucyrus Telegraph-Forum (Bucyrus, Ohio), 19 September 1946, p. 8.

Lancaster Eagle-Gazette (Lancaster, Ohio), 19 September 1946, p. 13.

The Marion Star (Marion, Ohio), 19 September 1946, p. 5.]
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Strughold, Hubertus, ed. 1950. German Aviation Medicine, World War II. 2 vols.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office. Vol. 1, pp. 83–91.

Ulrich K. Henschke and Hans A. Mauch

How Man Controls

[I will quote relevant parts.]
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Figure A.35: Examples of patents by Ulrich Henschke and Hans Mauch on sophisticated prosthetic
legs.
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Figure A.36: Examples of patents by Ulrich Henschke and Hans Mauch on sophisticated prosthetic
legs.
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Figure A.37: Examples of patents by Ulrich Henschke and Hans Mauch on sophisticated prosthetic
legs.
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Figure A.38: Examples of patents by Ulrich Henschke and Hans Mauch on sophisticated prosthetic
legs.
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Report from Heidelberg: The Story of the Army Air Forces Aero Medical Center in
Germany 1945–1947. 28 February 1947
[https://collections.nlm.nih.gov/ext/dw/14130150R/PDF/14130150R.pdf].

Though of no immediate aero medical significance, one of the most interesting and valuable contri-
butions made by scientists working at the Aero Medical Center was the development of an artificial
leg with a hydraulic knee joint which could be controlled by the wearer [p. 1740]. This new type of
leg prosthesis, which was devised by Dr. Ulrich Henschke and Ing. Hans Mauch, was turned over
by the Air Surgeon, in the summer of 1946, to the Surgeon General for further development and
refinement in the United States. A 30-minute sound motion picture entitled “New Principles in
Lower Extremity Prosthesis” was produced in Heidelberg by the 8th Combat Crew Camera Unit
under the supervision of Major Sebon R. Wallace, former professor of psychology at Tulane Uni-
versity. This movie was presented to leading AAF flight surgeons at a conference in the Pentagon
Building in May 1946, and thereafter was made available to the Surgeon General. The hydraulic
type of artificial leg developed at the Aero Medical Center attracted considerable attention in the
U.S. press [p. 1741] and also was the subject of an article by General Grow in the AAF Review [p.
1742].
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Figure A.39: Ulrich Henschke (in the white lab coat) with an amputee demonstrating that the
prosthetic leg made it possible to jump or to walk down stairs without difficulty.
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Figure A.40: Examples of 1946 newspaper articles on the prosthetic and neural interface work of
Ulrich Henschke and Hans Mauch.
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Figure A.41: Malcolm C. Grow. Hydraulic Leg. AAF Review July 1946, p. 8.
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Figure A.42: Patent by Ulrich Henschke and Hans Mauch on a tachistoscope that could present
high-speed visual information to a user and monitor the person’s reactions.
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Figure A.43: Patent by Ulrich Henschke and Hans Mauch on a tachistoscope that could present
high-speed visual information to a user and monitor the person’s reactions.
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Figure A.44: Patent by Ulrich Henschke and Hans Mauch on a tachistoscope that could present
high-speed visual information to a user and monitor the person’s reactions.
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Bulletin of Prosthetics Research. 10-22. Fall 1974, p. 82
[archive.org/stream/bulletinofprosth1022dept/bulletinofprosth1022dept djvu.txt and
www.rehab.research.va.gov/jour/74/11/2/79.pdf]

The next speaker, Mr. Hans A. Mauch, is a well-known pioneer of the artificial limb program, who
started working with Dr. Ulrich Henschke, and M .D. and a Ph.D. in physics, while both of them
were still in Germany. We learned of their ideas when a team from the Army Surgeon General’s
Office visited Germany in spring 1946. Eventually they came to this country and worked with the
Air Force for a number of years. Mr. Mauch initially worked on hydraulic knee joints, and then on
ankles for artificial legs, as we shall hear today. Eventually he became involved as well with reading
machines for the blind, as we shall hear from him and his associate, Mr. Smith, tomorrow. Mr.
Mauch now has his own laboratory in Dayton, Ohio.

Eugene Murphy. 1989. Hans Adolph Mauch 1906–1984. National Academy of Engi-
neering [www.nae.edu/189294/HANS-ADOLPH-MAUCH-19061984]

[...] Fortunately, the S-N-S, his well-known hydraulic artificial knee designed to control both swing
and stance phases of walking for above-knee amputees, was a well-established product here and
abroad (more than 12,000 had been sold). Voluntarily, Mauch had progressively lengthened the
warranty period to two years on this ingenious, complex, yet dependable mechanism. [...]

Mauch’s third major consulting activity was original research and development in the fields of
aviation medicine and prosthetic devices. In this bioengineering sector, Hans Mauch cooperated
closely with Ulrich K. Henschke, a radiologist with a Ph.D. in physics. Head of the Aeromedical
Institute in Munich, Dr. Henschke worked on a variety of physiological problems.

After World War II, the U.S. Air Force assembled many top German scientists and engineers
at Heidelberg. There, Henschke and Mauch collaborated on an important chapter, “How Man
Controls,” of a two-volume work, German Aviation Medicine—World War II. This chapter was
a pioneering effort in what later became known as the fields of cybernetics and human factors
engineering. Henschke and Mauch also assembled an extensive bibliography of German work on
artificial limbs, designed a metal artificial leg that was intended for mass production of components
and easy assembly to an individually fitted socket, and constructed a series of models illustrating
various concepts for stabilizing the knee joint of an above-knee prosthesis.
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In March 1946 the U.S. Army surgeon general sent a team to Europe to survey artificial limbs. In
addition to important information on various devices and procedures including the suction socket leg
and cineplastic surgery to control arms, the team brought back the Henschke-Mauch bibliography
and the concepts they developed involving knee control. Subsequently, Henschke and Mauch went
to Dayton, Ohio, late in 1946, to work as civilian employees at the Aeromedical Laboratory of
the Wright Air Force Development Center. Yet, they were able to devote only a small portion of
their efforts to prosthetics. Later, Mauch and several others worked evenings and weekends in the
basement of his small home with support by the Veterans Administration through its National
Academy of Sciences’ contract.

Hans Mauch became a naturalized U.S. citizen in June 1955. He left the Aeromedical Laboratory
in 1957 to set up his own organization, which was incorporated in 1959 as Mauch Laboratories, Inc.
The company engaged in research, development, and manufacturing in the biomedical engineering
field. [...]

After exhaustive development and evaluation efforts that culminated in a nationwide clinical trial,
the original Henschke-Mauch Model A semivoluntary stance-and-swing hydraulic leg for above-knee
amputees was shortened, refined, and renamed the S-N-S. A simpler Model B to control only the
swing phase was produced briefly in 1963; it has been refined and is currently sold as Model S.
Several other companies produced swing-phase units under the Mauch patent, which was assigned
to the VA and licensed to others without royalties after training at Mauch Laboratories.

The Mauch swing control provides programmed resistance that automatically varies with knee
angle and walking speed, plus the possibility of independent adjustment of resistances to flexion
and extension. The stance phase control always allows extension, but automatically imposes a high
(but adjustable) resistance to knee flexion except after a brief application of a hyperextension
moment, normally after the heel leaves the ground.

The rigid locking of the device is normally undesirable (the residual limb could be injured after
stumbling), but it can be obtained voluntarily if desired— for example, for prolonged standing or
for driving an automobile with flexed knee. Conversely, very low resistance to flexion can also be
ensured for bicycling. These knee control features are superior to other brakes and locks that have
been disclosed in literature and patent applications here and abroad for well over a century.

The S-N-S is the sole survivor of many years of effort by numerous capable engineers and interdis-
ciplinary teams supported by substantial government projects. The genius, persistence, and vision
of Hans Mauch are demonstrated by his eventual success with the S-N-S, the recent acceptance of
the hydraulic ankle, and his yearning to attain a truly voluntary yet subconscious control of swing-
and-stance phase movement.

Although this memoir focuses on Mauch’s contributions to hydraulic lower limb prostheses, he made
thoughtful, ingenious contributions in many fields, including aviation and aviation medicine, space
suits, and the human factors aspects of displays and controls. Mauch was the inventor or coinventor
of more than eighty patented inventions in nine countries and the author or coauthor of numerous
papers and reports. Under VA contract, he developed several types of personal reading machines
for the blind, another area he and Dr. Henschke had explored in Heidelberg. His audible-output
Stereotoner direct-translation reading aid, which was smaller, lighter, and lower in price than the
widely known tactile-output Optacon, reached limited commercial production.
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Otha Linton. 2006. Ulrich Henschke. Journal of the American College of Radiology
3:8:639. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jacr.2006.03.016

For most of his career in cancer treatment, Ulrich Henschke was noted for mechanical efforts to
put exact amounts of ionizing radiation into the tumors of his patients. Notable to those who
saw his demonstrations of brachytherapy in the 1960s were afterloading devices to insert radon or
artificial isotopes into cervical or uterine cancers. The concept was to position applicators without
the radiation sources. Then, using air pressure or hydraulics, the sources would be forced into place
and then withdrawn after the intended doses were delivered. The combination of metal fittings,
pumps, and rubber tubes leading from radiation safes to the applicators in patients added an
unusual touch to a very serious solution to a difficult problem.

Later on, Dr Henschke developed the Janus machine, using low-energy 60Co sources for treatment
facilities in rural areas and underdeveloped countries. The approach involved placing the cobalt in
a holder in the wall between 2 treatment rooms. The lead shielding could be revolved to treat a
patient in either room or to protect against exposures while people were working in both rooms.
The machines were installed in Nigeria, Liberia, Jamaica, Haiti, Tanganyika, India, and several
states in the United States. [...]

He donated Janus therapy machines for use in African countries, where the resources for modern,
high-technology treatment centers were not available. He managed to establish 10 centers in 9
countries.

It was on a trip to Africa in June 1980 that Dr Henschke was killed in a small-plane crash. He was
66.
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A.3 Biological Warfare

[According to official histories, the Third Reich did not conduct any significant work on offensive bi-
ological weapons research. Officially, what little work was conducted was merely defensive research,
aimed at finding methods of protecting against biological weapons in case they were developed and
employed by other countries.1

The conclusion that wartime Germany did not pursue offensive biological weapons research is based
on two sources of information:

• German documents that were discovered and made public by the U.S. Alsos Mission, which
was tasked with finding out everything about any German weapons of mass destruction
(biological, chemical, or nuclear) during and immediately after the war. Considering that Alsos
(a) completely failed to discover Germany’s massive chemical nerve agent program during the
war, and (b) failed to investigate most of Germany’s nuclear program (Appendix D), historians
should not put much faith in Alsos’s discoveries or conclusions regarding Germany’s biological
weapons program. At best the information from Alsos can serve as a starting point for far
more extensive historical investigations of the biological weapons program.

• Postwar claims by German scientists and officers that they were conducting only defensive,
not offensive, biological weapons research. Whatever the true nature of the wartime programs,
historians should not put much stock in the scientists’ and officers’ postwar denials, in view of
the fact that those individuals were on trial or in danger of being put on trial for war crimes.

There are a number of reasons to suspect that wartime Germany did actually have a large and
advanced offensive biological warfare program:

1. German-speaking scientists had pioneered the whole fields of microbiology and immunology
from the nineteenth century through World War II (Section 2.2). Thus they would have been
well positioned to lead the world in developing biological weapons if they were so inclined.

2. Germany systematically harnessed scientific innovations to develop a wide variety of advanced
weapons during the war—rockets, missiles, jets, infrared night vision, nerve agents, directed
energy weapons (Appendix C), etc. It would have been inconsistent not to harness scientific
innovations in microbiology for weapons.

3. Germany aided and worked closely with Japan, which is well known to have possessed and
employed biological weapons during the war.

4. A number of wartime intelligence reports described the research, production, and even stock-
piling of biological weapons. For some examples, see pp. 1752–1756.

1 See for example: Barenblatt 2004; Blome 1941; Michael Carroll 2004; Deichmann 1996; Geißler 1998a, 1998b;
Gold 1997; Haagen 1941; Hansen 1993; Kater 1989; Keremidis 2013; Klee 2001; Leitenberg and Zilinskas 2012; Posner
and Ware 2000; Regis 1999; Reinhardt 2013; Vivien Spitz 2005; Tokyo War Crimes Trial 1950; U.S. Army 1956.
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5. Alsos found many groups and individuals that were part of an (allegedly only defensive)
biological warfare research program called Blitzarbeiter (Lightning Worker) in some docu-
ments and Blitzableiter (Lightning Rod) in other documents. Much of their work could have
also been used for offensive purposes, or Alsos might easily have missed groups, locations, or
scientists doing offensive work. See pp. 1757–1767. Among the scientists mentioned by Alsos:

(a) Kurt Blome (German, 1894–1969) seems to have managed offensive biological warfare
programs during the Third Reich, provided information and materials to build up the
wartime Japanese biological warfare program (Unit 731), and worked for the U.S. Army
to transfer related technologies after the war.

(b) Eugen Haagen (German, 1898–1972) was one of the preeminent virologists in the world
before the war, apparently tested biological warfare agents and novel vaccines on human
subjects during the war, and continued to conduct research after the war.

(c) Heinrich Kliewe (German, 1892–1969) seems to have played critical roles during the
Third Reich in developing greatly improved methods of growing and disseminating bi-
ological agents, revolutionary technologies that formed the core of postwar biological
warfare agent work in the United States, United Kingdom, Soviet Union, and other
countries.

(d) Walter Schreiber (German, 1893–1970) apparently managed defensive biological warfare
programs during the Third Reich (although that involved forced experimentation on
humans), then worked for the U.S. Air Force School of Medicine after the war.

(e) Erich Traub (German, 1906–1985) evidently developed and tested bacterial and viral
agents for military use against farm animals during the war, then after the war helped
to build up related programs at the U.S. Plum Island Animal Disease Center, Army
Biological Laboratories, and Naval Medical Research Institute.

(f) A number of other German-speaking biological warfare experts (e.g., Anna Bürger) were
identified and recruited by Allied countries after the war.

6. Some surviving and declassified documents show equipment for working with biological agents
and disseminating airborne biological agents with nebulizers and other aerosol sprayers. They
also show wind speed and animal information for field trials of biological warfare agents, and
test results for trials with at least seven biological warfare agents: a Staphylococcus species,
a Shigella species, typhus (Rickettsia prowazekii), cholera (Vibrio cholerae), plague (Yersinia
pestis), anthrax (Bacillus anthracis), and anthrax spores. See Figs. A.59–A.63.

7. The Reichsinstitut für Krebsforschung (Reich Institute for Cancer Research in Poznan, Poland)
was a specially built secure biological research facility that operated from 1942 until it was
taken over by the Soviet army in 1945. Virtually all documentation about the institute and its
work were destroyed by the Third Reich or captured by the Soviets. Officially it was a cancer
research institute, but the facility’s design suggests that it was a biological warfare research
laboratory, arguably the most advanced facility of that type in the world at that time (Fig.
A.64).
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8. The Reichsinstitut für Grenzbereiche der Medizin in Geraberg (Reich Institute for Frontiers
of Medicine in Geraberg, Thuringia) was under construction and at least partially operational
from 1944 to the end of the war (Figs. A.65–A.67). It received many of the scientists and
supplies that had been evacuated from the Poznan laboratory.

9. Many other locations throughout territory controlled by the Third Reich may also have been
used to develop, produce, and/or test biological weapons—university laboratories, industrial
sites, government laboratories, military installations, and underground facilities. After the
war, much of that territory was occupied by Soviet forces and not open to investigations by
other countries.

10. Germany destroyed a large amount of documents and material at the end of the war in order
to preserve its secrets. It would be far easier to destroy biological weapons than chemical or
nuclear weapons—bleach or heat would kill bacteria or viruses to prevent postwar discovery
by Allied forces.

11. There were postwar reports about knowledge and/or agents surviving from the wartime bio-
logical weapons program. See p. 1774 for an example.

12. If Allied countries did discover evidence for wartime German biological weapons, they would
have had strong incentives not to make that evidence public, both to arm themselves against
rival nations and to claim that their own scientific prowess was greater than that of Germany
or other countries. In fact, a U.S. intelligence card catalog shows that there were a number of
wartime and postwar reports detailing German production of biological warfare agents, but
those reports are still classified and unavailable to the public (Figs. A.69–A.68).

Thus there is currently some evidence that Germany may have actually made major advances in
biological warfare research and development during the war, and that German-speaking scientists
may have subsequently transferred those methods and materials to postwar biological warfare
programs in the United States, United Kingdom, Soviet Union, and other countries. Much more
research should be conducted in archives and even at some of the suspected physical sites involved
in order to determine the true extent and history of biological warfare work in wartime Germany.
While bioweapon development may not be viewed as an honorable field of research (harnessing
microbiological knowledge to cause diseases instead of to cure them), the revolutionary nature of
the actual science is noteworthy, and the long-term impact on Cold War military programs, modern
concerns about bioterrorism, and even research on clinical pathogens and therapeutics has been
profound.]
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From Bern, Switzerland to Shepardson, OSS. IN-8398. 25 April 1944 [NARA RG 226,
Entry A1-134, Box 216, Folder 1359 IN TOLEDO].

#3152-3. TOLEDO. In reference to our #2481 and #2750.

Through a trustworthy middleman we have received an additional short item from Briault indicating
that the information given earlier is still in effect and that “when dogs are inoculated with serum
from Leporides infected with Tularemia, a dry bacillus is produced which is extremely poisonous
and contagious, and which causes terrific congestion.” We are also advised that in Paris dogs are
being requisitioned in large numbers, and that Tularemia is being studied by Japanese scientific
groups. The same informant declares that a bombing attack should be launched against St. Gobain
at Chauny where containers are produced. However, we are also advised that prior to the bombing
photographs should be made of the place so that new works buildings may be identified.

From Bern to Shepardson, OSS. IN-8654. 28 April 1944 [NARA RG 226, Entry A1-
134, Box 216, Folder 1359 IN TOLEDO].

#3215. TOLEDO.

We have additional information on Doctor Briault to the effect that he was placed under arrest
at the close of 1942, with the 2nd Bureau of Marine at Vichy, and was released in April of the
following year. We have heard that the Director of the Pasteur Institute at Tunis knows him, and
that perhaps he is known at the Pasteur Institute in Algiers as well.

The following information was supplied by an untried source: 6 months ago, the Germans took
over the brewery located in Weimar, at #9 Schuetsengasse, to convert it for bacteriological warfare
purposes.

From Shepardson, OSS to Ustravic, London. OUT-7967. 29 April 1944 [NARA RG
226, Entry A1-134, Box 216, Folder 1360 OUT TOLEDO].

#40034. TOLEDO. From 154 to Cecil.

Data compiled from 2 accounts indicates the following: The Nazis have commenced the propagation
of rats on a big scale at the Kastrup Airdrome. All the bigger airdromes in Denmark are equipped
with similar propagating stations. It appears that the Nazi plan to drop diseased rats on enemy
countries. These accounts are SL/67, from a trustworthy Polish source in London and dated the
25th of February and #1411/44 from Polish Intelligence and dated the 8th of January.

Is is possible to obtain an estimate of the rat population now at Kastrup and other airdromes at
present engaged in propagation?

Are these rodents gray, white or black in coloring? What shade is the most numerous and what
color is the second most prevalent? Do they treat the rats? Has the rodent population in these
various localities been allowed to increase; do they slaughter them and burn them; have the rats
been let loose in enemy territory?
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From Bern to Shepardson, OSS. IN-9714. 12 May 1944 [NARA RG 226, Entry A1-134,
Box 216, Folder 1359 IN TOLEDO].

#3418-22. TOLEDO. To Jackpost and Cecil, London, Action: Washington
Information: London In reference to your #1576 and #1591.

Further information on Dr. B. has been secured by 401 through an envoy who has just come from
France. This information will have to be checked, since it originated with Dr. B. himself. The doctor
is a personal friend of Labarthe, who is now in London, as well as of Louis Marin, who is in Algiers
at present. He was an assistant to Professor Wurmser and also worked under Professor Laugier who
are now in Rio and Algiers, respectively. He maintained contact with Bobschow (sic) at Vichy until
November 1942.

According to the notes which are not entirely clear, Dr. B seems to have been Laboratory Chief at
the Rothschild Foundation; he maintains that he was a “Fellow” of the Rockefeller Foundation as
well.

Concerning the bacteria: German war laboratories are experimenting with 5 elements as follows:
Melitococci, Typhus exanthematique, Bacillus tularensis, Morve and Peste pulmonaire. The chances
of these bacilli being used eventually are as follows: 3 out of 10 for the Melitococci, 6 out of 10 for
the Typhus, and 1 out of 10 for the other 3.

Mediocre success accompanied experiments with torpedoes and bacteria shells in Russia, tem-
perature conditions being a disadvantage there. Although a plan for large scale bombardment of
embarkation camps on the English coast has been considered it has not been put into effect because
“the receptacle to hold the bacteria is being re-examined and ought to be modified. The germs are
preserved by drying and freezing. They should undergo an important change the moment they are
discharged because experiments with these toxic powders in Russia have been disappointing. They
catch on fire at the moment of deflagration (sic)”.

The St. Gobain factory has just been enlarged and receptacles are being manufactured in the
newly built additions. This factory seems to be the only one to manufacture these receptacles in
an unbreakable material.

A good many dogs were collected in Paris by the Germans for the purpose of experimentation in
bacteriology. German laboratories are actively engaged in the production of anti-typhus vaccine
and French professors who were deported to Germany are working on problems involving typhus
and the tissues. These professors are working in the laboratories at the Buchenwald Camp, which
is located near Weimar.

According to Dr. B., the Scientific Research Service of the German Army is the source of the above
information. Note from 110: I am sorry that I have no way of determining the dependability of Dr.
B.

From Exdet, Algiers to Shepardson, OSS. IN-17824. 20 August 1944 [NARA RG 226,
Entry A1-134, Box 216, Folder 1359 IN TOLEDO].

#48364. Green and Mitchell to Washington, information Rome and Caserta. Relay of Bari #433.

We have received a report from English sources dated August 12 says that 1,000,000 bottles of
disease-producing germs, mainly cholera and plague, have been prepared in Osijek by the Nazis for
use against regions held by large forces.
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Figure A.45: March 1945 U.S. intelligence report on apparent large-scale offensive biological warfare
preparations in Germany [NARA RG 165, Entry NM84-187, Box 137, Folder BW 55].
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Figure A.46: March 1945 U.S. intelligence report on apparent large-scale offensive biological warfare
preparations in Germany [NARA RG 165, Entry NM84-187, Box 137, Folder BW 55].
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Figure A.47: March 1945 U.S. intelligence report on apparent large-scale offensive biological warfare
preparations in Germany [NARA RG 165, Entry NM84-187, Box 137, Folder BW 55].
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Figure A.48: Organization chart for the World War II German biological warfare program, according
to the U.S. Alsos Mission [NARA RG 38, Entry P5, Box 8, Folder ALSOS Intelligence Report B-
C-H-H/305]. This chart may be highly incomplete, but it makes a good starting point for studying
the program.
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Figure A.49: Organization chart for the World War II German biological warfare program, according
to the U.S. Alsos Mission [NARA RG 38, Entry P5, Box 8, Folder ALSOS Intelligence Report B-
C-H-H/305]. This chart may be highly incomplete, but it makes a good starting point for studying
the program.
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Figure A.50: Organization chart for the World War II German biological warfare program, according
to the U.S. Alsos Mission [NARA RG 38, Entry P5, Box 8, Folder ALSOS Intelligence Report B-
C-H-H/305]. This chart may be highly incomplete, but it makes a good starting point for studying
the program.
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Figure A.51: Examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing biological
warfare agents.
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Figure A.52: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing bio-
logical warfare agents.
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Figure A.53: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing bio-
logical warfare agents.
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Figure A.54: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing bio-
logical warfare agents.
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Figure A.55: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing bio-
logical warfare agents.
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Figure A.56: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing bio-
logical warfare agents.
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Figure A.57: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing bio-
logical warfare agents.
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Figure A.58: More examples of German-speaking scientists involved in developing and testing bio-
logical warfare agents.
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Figure A.59: Bacteria culture and laboratory equipment for biological warfare research [NARA RG
319, Entry NM3-82A, Box 4, Folder DCL-1].
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Figure A.60: Nebulizer (aerosol sprayer) designed and built for Heinrich Kliewe [NARA RG 38,
Entry P5, Box 8, Folder ALSOS Intelligence Report B-C-H-H/305]. Compare with lower right
photo of Fig. A.59.
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Figure A.61: Aerosol sprayers for disseminating biological warfare agents [NARA RG 319, Entry
NM3-82A, Box 4, Folder DCL-1].
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Figure A.62: Wind speed and animal information for field trials of biological warfare agents [NARA
RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box 4, Folder Biological Warfare/BW # 25].
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Figure A.63: Test results for trials with seven biological warfare agents: a Staphylococcus species, a
Shigella species, typhus (Rickettsia prowazekii), cholera (Vibrio cholerae), plague (Yersinia pestis),
anthrax (Bacillus anthracis), and anthrax spores [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box 4, Folder
Data/DCC-2].
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Figure A.64: The former Reichsinstitut für Krebsforschung (Poznan, Poland), which was a major
laboratory for biological warfare research during the Third Reich, as it appears now.
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Nazi Underground Leaders Captured. San Bernardino Sun. 24 February 1947 p. 1
[https://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=SBS19470224.1.1]

Nazi Underground Leaders Captured

Bacteria Weapon Reported Found in Group’s Hands

BERLIN, Feb. 23 (AP) American and British troops cracked down today on a widespread Nazi
underground movement which claimed possession of a secret bacteriological weapon to turn against
the occupying powers. A former colonel in the German army section that worked on war-with-germs
projects was among the “hundreds” seized.

It was the biggest push against the underground since the war ended, and the first on a bizonal
scale.

Authorities said they had not learned definitely whether the group actually possessed a bacteriolog-
ical weapon. Lt. Gen. Lucius D. Clay reported American authorities did not consider the movement
“particularly dangerous,” while a British spokesman said it was “silly and pretentious” but could
not be allowed to spread.

Moving swiftly over ice-glazed roads and in a snowstorm, soldiers and intelligence agents picked
up a number of former high ranking officers in the SS (elite guard) and other Nazi organizations.
The Americans reported the arrest of about 30 suspects in their zone but said most of the raids
were in British Germany. There authorities said hundreds of persons were seized by “thousands” of
allied troops in what was described as “Operation Selection Board.” With arrests continuing, they
disclosed no specific totals.

’WAR’ IN RUSSIA

British officials said the movement had tentacles in the Soviet and French zones, and that its aims
included restoration of German militarism and a Nazi dictatorship “in order to lead the nations of
Europe against Russia.” The Russians and French were kept informed of the progress of the raids.

Among those arrested in the American zone were former SS Major Gen. Kurt Ellerick, Hitler Youth
Col. Walter Shimmelpfeng, Army Major Felix Buck, SS Major Martin Zinzt, SA (Storm Troops)
Major Fridolin Becker, SS Capts. Ernst Berndt, Siegfried Bettke and Werner Roepke, and SS Lts.
Hans Pavel and Hans Becker. Some were connected with other military men seized on similar
charges in the past three months, officials said.

GERM EXPERT CAUGHT

The British nabbed Col. Hans Eismann, former officer of the bacteriological warfare division, who
had been living under an assumed name; Col. Heinz Kling, former SS officer who headed a tank
regiment at the end of the war; Dr. Rolf Wilkenning, SS officer described as an important member
of the former German intelligence service and founder of the Koelner Kreis, prewar group used by
German intelligence for pre-invasion penetration of the Low countries.
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Figure A.65: Plans for the Reichsinstitut für Grenzbereiche der Medizin (Geraberg) biological
warfare laboratory [NARA RG 38, Entry P5, Box 8, Folder ALSOS Intelligence Report B-C-H-
H/305].
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Figure A.66: Plans for the Reichsinstitut für Grenzbereiche der Medizin (Geraberg) biological
warfare laboratory [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box 4, Folder DCL-1].
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Figure A.67: The location of the former Reichsinstitut für Grenzbereiche der Medizin (Geraberg),
which was intended to be a major laboratory for biological warfare research during the Third Reich,
as it appears now.
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Figure A.68: A U.S. intelligence card catalog shows that there were a number of reports detailing
German production of biological warfare agents, but those reports are still classified and unavailable
to the public [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-84E, Box 124].
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Figure A.69: A U.S. intelligence card catalog shows that there were a number of reports detailing
German production of biological warfare agents, but those reports are still classified and unavailable
to the public, except for the last one [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-84E, Box 124]. For S.D. 4701, see
the next page.
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S.D. 4701/MIS-926445 [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-85M, Box 62, Folder 926445].

U.S. War Department General Staff, Intelligence Division. 29 January 1947. German
Production of Biological Warfare Agents.

1. The Intelligence Division has a specific requirement for the following:

Reference is made to a broadcast in German from Moscow to Europe, 15 January 1947, 9:00 a.m.
EST., commentary by Kubanin, “The Nuremberg Trial of Nazi Doctors.” The following is quoted
from a summary of this broadcast:

“Their (German) experiments had been designed to promote the scientific development of the
methods for killing people by the million. Thus the liberating Red Army had found at Poznan a
German factory manufacturing lethal bacteria on a mass scale.”

Latest information in I.D. indicates that the German project at Posen, Poland, had not begun op-
erations for the production of biological warfare agents although construction had been completed.

The following information is requested:

a. Who’s Who information concerning Kubanin.

b. Any information available on Russian knowledge of German BW with particular reference to
the installation at Posen, Poland.

c. What is the present condition of the installation at Posen and for what purposes is it being
used, if any?

d. Is there any other evidence concerning the manufacture of bacteria at the Posen installation
by the Germans?

2. To assist in satisfying this requirement, the following collection guidance is submitted for con-
sideration.

The installation at Posen, Poland, is referred to in German intelligence documents as the “Nessel-
stedt Project.”

3. As complete an answer to the requirement, as may be procurable, must be received in the
Intelligence Division on or before 1 Apr. ’47. [...]

4. Specific reference should be made to Control No. S-629 in all replies to this requirement. [...]

Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, Headquarters, United States Forces, Euro-
pean Theatre, to Director of Intelligence, War Department General Staff. 12 March
1947.

No information is available in this headquarters at the present time pertaining to the request made
in basic communication, Control No. S-629. Any subsequent information will be forwarded. [...]
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A.4 Chemical Warfare

[Scientists in the Third Reich produced and tested a wide variety of organophosphate nerve agents,
and created several especially potent ones (which were given postwar codenames beginning with
G for German): tabun (GA), sarin (GB), soman (GD), ethylsarin (GE), cyclosarin (GF), and
isopentylsarin (GH). (The code name GC was not used, to avoid confusion with the U.S. code
name for phosgene, CG [Tucker 2006, p. 105]. GG was likely skipped because of the double letters.)
These agents were exclusively possessed by the Third Reich and were stockpiled but never used,
presumably due to fear that Allied nations would retaliate with much cruder but still effective
first-generation chemical weapons such as mustard gas (which had also originally been created
by German scientists). The G-series nerve agents and information on how to produce them was
removed from Germany at the end of the war, and G-series agents have been mass-produced by a
wide range of nations ever since.]

BIOS 542. Interrogation of Certain German Personalities Connected with Chemical
Warfare.

PROFESSOR DR. RICHARD KUHN

(interrogated on 1–2 April 1946, at the K.W.I, Heidelberg)

[...] Pinacolyl alcohol gave compound 25075, SOMAN, which proved to be even more potent and
which has not, in fact, been surpassed so far. It was first prepared in the early spring of 1944.

To assist in the evaluation of these compounds as they were prepared, KUHN’s team used a test
based on the relative inhibition of choline esterase by the candidate agent, compared to that caused
by a standard agent in the methane-phosphonic ester series; in the later stages of the work compound
15146, SARIN, was used as the reference standard. Wa Prüf 9 were in the habit of sending to KUHN
compounds prepared in other laboratories for screening in this fashion; of these compounds sent in
from the outside, the SARIN-SOMAN analogue prepared with diethyl carbinol by HÜCKEL was
the most active, being but little less active than SOMAN itself.

Meanwhile, the general problem of the mechanism of action and pharmacological properties of the
TABUN (15083)–SARIN–SOMAN series was being tackled by the various members of the KUHN
team[...]

x Code numbers commencing with 25001 represent substances prepared by KUHN; 21001 by
HÜCKEL, and 14001 and 15001 by I.G.

KUHN’s work in this field was abruptly terminated by the HWA in September 1944, when they
carried off all relevant documents and demanded the destruction of all laboratory notebooks, etc.
The complete set of these documents was stated by KUHN to have been buried in a mine shaft at
RÜDESDORF, ten miles east of BERLIN, either in the same shaft as that used for burying the
library of the German Chemical Society from the HOFFMANHAUS, or in one adjacent to it. Some
months ago, KUHN was informed by Dr. PFLÜCKE of KASTANIEN ALLE 35, POTSDAM, that
the entire contents of these shafts, presumably including the KUHN reports, were carried off by
Prof. Col. KARGIN to the KARPOV INSTITUTE in MOSCOW. [...]
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KUHN also stated that, in accordance with the usual German practice, he was not in contact with
any other workers in the C.W. field, that he did not know the names of any such workers, and that in
particular he knew nothing of SCHRADER’s work. The last of these statements is almost certainly
true, for it was clear from one of his last remarks that he believed that iso propyl fluorophosphate
had never been prepared (he recommended its examination) whereas in fact SCHRADER has
described several ways of making it. [...]

[The above report, BIOS 542, stated that “the usual German practice” for secret military programs
such as nerve agent development was for individual scientists to know only their part of the program,
not other parts of the program or even other scientists who were working in those other parts. That
highly compartmentalized approach would also have been employed in the German nuclear program
(Appendix D).

BIOS 542 also showed that at least three different groups—Richard Kuhn’s group, Gerhard Schrader’s
group at I.G. Farben Leverkusen, and Erich Hückel’s group—were independently synthesizing large
numbers of novel nerve agents.

Finally, BIOS 542 revealed that all of Kuhn’s information on nerve agent synthesis, and perhaps
all of the information for the entire German nerve agent program, was captured and utilized by the
Soviet Union.]
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[A significant innovation in nerve agents first became known after the war (see molecular diagrams
on p. 467). Although G-series agents were relatively small molecules that dispersed fairly rapidly, if
they were coupled to an oily hydrocarbon chain, they could persist on surfaces for long periods of
time and also readily penetrate through human skin. These improved nerve agents became known
as the V-series (for venomous); VX was the favorite in the United States and United Kingdom, and
the similarly acting VR was the favorite in the Soviet Union.

There are a number of reasons to suspect that the key innovation for the V-series may have been
a wartime German creation:

• Nearly three decades earlier, German scientists pioneered the method of linking a toxic agent
to an oily hydrocarbon chain in order to make the agent persist much longer in the envi-
ronment and to make the agent readily penetrate through human skin. That was the key to
mustard agent, by far their most successful previous chemical weapon.

• Beginning in 1943, the slow but inexorable Soviet push westward led Germany to further
accelerate its already well-funded and advanced scientific research and development programs,
in order to find military methods of countering the Soviet forces. Making the most toxic
German chemical agents persist much longer in the environment, so that they could be used
to contaminate areas and block a Soviet advance, would presumably be a very obvious and
very high-priority goal.

• After the war, Gerhard Schrader, Ernst Schegk, and Hanshelmut Schlör of Bayer in Leverkusen
(part of I.G. Farben during the war) filed patents on linking an oily hydrocarbon chain to
a toxic organophosphate molecular structure (see Figs. A.70–A.73 for examples), although
postwar restrictions both delayed public acknowledgement of that work and compelled them
to focus on insecticide applications instead of chemical warfare applications.

• After the war, V-series agents were not invented by one clearly defined Allied scientist or
group. Rather, they appeared almost simultaneously from several apparently independent
groups, making it seem more likely that they were based on wartime German work that had
been disseminated to all of those groups. In 1952, Ranajit Ghosh and J. F. Newman at the UK
Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) Plant Protection Laboratory produced a potent V-series
agent, Amiton, that had been intended as an insecticide. Almost simultaneously, Lars-Erik
Tammelin of the Swedish Institute of Chemical Defense produced similar compounds that
came to be known as Tammelin esters. The United States began producing VX, and the
Soviet Union began producing VR.

• German experts such as Friedrich Wilhelm Hoffmann were employed to mass produce V-series
agents in the United States (and likely in other countries).]
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Figure A.70: Example from Gerhard Schrader’s postwar patents on V-series nerve agents, based on
wartime work.
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Figure A.71: Example from Gerhard Schrader’s postwar patents on V-series nerve agents, based on
wartime work.
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Figure A.72: Example from Gerhard Schrader’s postwar patents on V-series nerve agents, based on
wartime work.
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Figure A.73: Example from Gerhard Schrader’s postwar patents on V-series nerve agents, based on
wartime work.
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BIOS 714. The Development of New Insecticides and Chemical Warfare Agents

[Please see photographs of selected pages of this report in Figs. A.74–A.97.

This report demonstrates that Gerhard Schrader did in fact develop and test a wide variety of
V-series nerve agents during the war. While being imprisoned and interrogated by Allied forces at
Dustbin (see p. 1506) after the war, Schrader wrote several reports such as this that recounted his
wartime experiments and results. Many of Schrader’s agents listed in BIOS 714 possessed the same
key molecular features as VX and VR, such as using a nitrogen atom to attach two branches of
hydrocarbons to the toxic part of the molecule. Very unusually for this report series, the BIOS 714
report was issued in two versions, an original edition and a heavily censored “revised” edition that
omitted all of the V-series agents and was less than half as long.

It seems likely that there are other important reports about these V-series agents from Schrader, or
perhaps even reports about additional V-series agents that Schrader may have invented and tested.
It is also quite possible that other scientists such as Richard Kuhn, Erich Hückel, Friedrich Wilhelm
Hoffmann, or Otto Ambros developed further V-series agents in Germany during the war.

The personal interrogations of Schrader and other German-speaking scientists by Allied chemists,
reports such as the uncensored original edition of BIOS 714, and other German information captured
by the Allies presumably led to the postwar production of V-series agents in the United States and
other countries. Much more archival research is needed to clarify the history of the development
and dissemination of knowledge about V-series agents.]
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Figure A.74: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.75: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.76: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.77: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.78: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.79: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.80: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.81: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.82: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.83: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.84: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.85: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.86: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.87: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.88: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.89: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.90: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.91: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.92: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.93: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.94: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.95: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.96: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].
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Figure A.97: Excerpt from Gerhard Schrader’s description of the wartime development and testing
of V-series nerve agents [BIOS 714].



Appendix B

Advanced Creations in Electrical
Engineering

Die polnischen Juden machen nach gewissen
gesprochen Gebeten und gehaltenen Fasttägen,
die Gestalt eines Menschen aus Thon oder
Leimen, und wenn sie das wunderkräftige
Schemhamphoras darüber sprechen, so muß er
lebendig werden. Reden kann er zwar nicht, ver-
steht aber ziemlich was man spricht und be-
fiehlt. Sie heißen ihn Golem, und brauchen ihn
zu einem Aufwärter, allerley Hausarbeit zu ver-
richten, allein er darf nimmer aus dem Hause
gehen. An seiner Stirn steht geschrieben ae-
maeth (Wahrheit, Gott) er nimmt aber täglich
zu, und wird leicht größer und stärker denn
alle Hausgenossen, so klein er anfangs gewesen
ist. Daher sie aus Furcht vor ihm den ersten
Buchstaben auslöschen, so daß nichts bleibt als
maeth (er ist todt) worauf er zusammenfällt und
wiederum in Ton aufgelöst wird.

The Polish Jews, after speaking certain prayers
and observing fast days, made the figure of a
man out of clay or loam, and when they speak
the miracle-working Schemhamphoras over it,
the figure comes alive. It is true that he can-
not speak, but he understands reasonably well
what anyone says to him and commands him
to do. They call him Golem and use him as a
servant to do all sorts of housework, but he may
never leave the house alone. On his forehead is
written Aemaeth (Truth, God). However, he in-
creases in size daily and easily becomes larger
and stronger than all his housemates, regardless
of how small he was at first. Therefore, fearing
him, they rub out the first letter, so that noth-
ing remains but Maeth (he is dead), whereupon
he collapses and is dissolved again into clay.

Jakob Grimm. 1808. Zeitung für Einsiedler [Journal for Hermits] No. 7, 23 April.
English translation by Edan Dekel and David Gantt Gurley.

This appendix quotes key documents on transistors, printed circuits and multi-pin connectors, in-
tegrated circuits, light emitting diodes (LEDs), etc. These revolutionary microelectronic inventions
from German-speaking research groups appear to predate the official “invention” of those tech-
nologies at Bell Laboratories and other non-German firms by many years, and there is significant
evidence that the relevant technical information was transferred to those firms. Much more archival
research is needed to clarify the historical sequence of events for microelectronics technologies.

1813
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B.1 Transistors

[According to official histories, the first transistor was invented in the United States at Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories in late 1947 and early 1948 by John Bardeen (American, 1908–1991), Walter
Brattain (American, 1902–1987), and William Shockley (American, 1910–1989). However, there is
evidence that transistors may have actually been developed earlier by at least nine independent
German-speaking research groups led by the following scientists:

1. Julius Edgar Lilienfeld

2. Oskar Heil

3. Rudolf Hilsch and Robert Pohl

4. Erich Habann

5. Walter Schottky

6. Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré

7. Erwin Weise

8. Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter

9. Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther

Some of the currently available evidence for each of these nine research groups is presented on the
following pages.

In addition to these nine groups, were there other German-speaking groups developing transis-
tors, for example at laboratories run by AEG, Askania, Blaupunkt, Loewe Radio, Lorentz, the
Reichspost, Siemens, the SS, Telefunken, various universities, or German-speaking centers in Czech
territory or elsewhere? Much more archival research is needed in this area.

1. Julius Edgar Lilienfeld (Austrian, 1882–1963) filed several patent applications on a field
effect transistor during the period 1925–1928, as shown on pp. 1815–1835. The great level of detail
in those applications regarding the production and performance of such transistors suggests that he
built and tested them, although exactly what results he achieved are not clear from currently avail-
able documents. Much later, Bell Laboratories secretly built functioning devices based directly on
Lilienfeld’s patents, lending further support to the view that the patents were based on Lilienfeld’s
own successful experimentation [Arns 1998]. In the 1920s Lilienfeld moved to the United States,
where he married an American woman. It appears that he was unsuccessful in finding sufficient
support for his transistor idea in the United States. In the 1930s Lilienfeld and his wife moved to
the island of Saint Thomas in the Caribbean, where they lived the rest of their lives.]
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Figure B.1: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,745,175 (originally filed in 1925 in Canada).
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Figure B.2: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,745,175 (originally filed in 1925 in Canada).
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Figure B.3: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,745,175 (originally filed in 1925 in Canada).
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Figure B.4: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,745,175 (originally filed in 1925 in Canada).
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Figure B.5: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.6: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.7: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.8: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.9: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.10: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.11: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.12: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.13: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.14: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,900,018 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.15: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,877,140 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.16: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,877,140 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.17: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,877,140 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.18: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,877,140 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.19: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,877,140 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.20: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,877,140 (filed in 1928).
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Figure B.21: Julius Edgar Lilienfeld filed a number of highly detailed patent applications on field
effect transistors, including U.S. Patent 1,877,140 (filed in 1928).
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[2. Oskar Heil (German, 1908–1994) filed a detailed patent application on field effect transistors
in 1934; see pp. 1837–1839. Currently it is unclear just what experimental work Heil may have done
on the concept either before or after filing the patent application, or whether other German-speaking
scientists may have taken up the ideas proposed in the application.]
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Figure B.22: Oskar Heil filed patent applications on field effect transistors in Germany and other
countries in 1934.
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Figure B.23: Oskar Heil filed patent applications on field effect transistors in Germany and other
countries in 1934.
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Figure B.24: Oskar Heil filed patent applications on field effect transistors in Germany and other
countries in 1934.
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[3. Rudolf Hilsch (German, 1903–1972) and Robert Pohl (German, 1884–1976) demon-
strated a proof-of-concept point-contact transistor in 1938 [Hilsch and Pohl 1938]. As shown on
pp. 1841–1842, like a modern transistor, this solid-state semiconductor device had three electrodes,
with the current flow into the middle electrode (the base, in modern terminology) controlling and
greatly amplified by the much larger current flow between the other two electrodes. For the 1938
experiments, that signal amplification was approximately a factor of 20. These results were ex-
tremely impressive, but the reason they are best described as “proof of concept” is that they were
obtained in a material (a potassium bromide crystal) that became a good semiconductor only at a
very high temperature (490oC) and high voltages (100–150 Volts), which would not be practical for
use in normal electronic circuits. Hilsch recognized those limitations and promptly proposed that
the results be replicated by modifying existing room-temperature semiconductor diodes to add a
third electrode for the base [[Hilsch 1939], below and p. 1843].

From available documentation, it is unclear exactly what projects Hilsch worked on between 1939
and the post-war period. Given his determination to replicate the transistor amplifier results in a
more practical semiconductor device, and given the extensive wartime work on new and improved
semiconductor devices, it seems likely that he would have carried his transistor work further, or
collaborated with other scientists to do so. In any event, the 1938 Hilsch and Pohl paper and the
1939 Hilsch paper were published in physics journals that were highly regarded and widely read in
the German-speaking world, so they would have encouraged many other scientists (such as those
mentioned in this appendix) to try to replicate, extend, and apply that work.]

Rudolf Hilsch. 1939. Elektronenleitung in Kristallen. Die Naturwissenschaften 27:489–
492.

Durch diese Messung ist zum erstenmal
gezeigt worden, daß man auch in fes-
ten Körpern Ströme steuern kann. Die
Trägheit der Ströme in diesem “großen”
Modell ist naturgemäß groß. Es ist jetzt
nur eine Aufgabe der Technik, auch in den
dünnen Sperrschichten der technischen Gle-
ichrichter das Steuergitter unterzubringen.
Wenn die Lösung dieser Aufgabe gelingt,
kann der Dreielektroden-Kristall auch tech-
nisch neben dem Dreielektroden-Rohr seine
Bedeutung erhalten.

This measurement has shown for the first
time that it is also possible to control cur-
rents in solid bodies. The inertia of the
currents in this “large” model is naturally
large. It is now only a technical task to add
the control grid in the thin barrier layers of
engineering rectifiers. If the solution to this
problem is successful, the three-electrode
crystal can also gain technical significance
alongside the three-electrode tube.
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Figure B.25: Rudolf Hilsch and Robert Pohl demonstrated a prototype point-contact transistor in
1938.
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Figure B.26: Rudolf Hilsch and Robert Pohl demonstrated a prototype point-contact transistor in
1938.
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Figure B.27: Rudolf Hilsch and Robert Pohl demonstrated a prototype point-contact transistor in
1938.
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[4. Erich Habann (German, 1892–1968) filed a very detailed patent application on point-
contact transistors, their fabrication, and use in 1942 (pp. 1845–1849). The level of detail suggests
that Habann may well have already produced and demonstrated such transistors at his Hessenwinkel
laboratory. Although documentation on his results is not currently available, it is known that
Habann worked on a number of secretive research projects during the war and was well funded by
the German military [Nagel 2006].]
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Figure B.28: The Hessenwinkel laboratory of Erich Habann, who filed a very detailed patent appli-
cation on point-contact transistors, their fabrication, and use in 1942 [courtesy of Günter Nagel].
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Figure B.29: In 1942, Erich Habann filed a detailed patent application on point-contact transistors,
their fabrication, and use.
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Figure B.30: In 1942, Erich Habann filed a detailed patent application on point-contact transistors,
their fabrication, and use.
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Figure B.31: In 1942, Erich Habann filed a detailed patent application on point-contact transistors,
their fabrication, and use.
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Figure B.32: In 1942, Erich Habann filed a detailed patent application on point-contact transistors,
their fabrication, and use.
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[5. Walter Schottky (Swiss/German, 1886–1976) published detailed analyses of semicon-
ductor properties necessary for transistors in 1942; see pp. 1851–1857. All of Schottky’s papers
were seized by the United States in 1945 and never returned to him or publicly disclosed (pp.
1858–1859).]
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Figure B.33: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942 [Zeitschrift für Physik (1942) 118:539–592].
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Figure B.34: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942.
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Figure B.35: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942.
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Figure B.36: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942.
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Figure B.37: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942.
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Figure B.38: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942.
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Figure B.39: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942.
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Figure B.40: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942. All of his papers were seized by the United States in 1945 and never returned
[NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 24, Folder Selenium Rectifier Machinery].
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Figure B.41: Walter Schottky published detailed analyses of semiconductor properties necessary for
transistors in 1942. All of his papers were seized by the United States in 1945 and never returned
[NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 24, Folder Selenium Rectifier Machinery].
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[6. Heinrich Welker (German, 1912–1981) and Herbert Mataré (German, 1912–2011)
began developing a point-contact transistor in Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent
application based on that wartime work on 6 April 1945, and publicly announced their transistor
in 1948 in France. See pp. 1861–1870.]
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Figure B.42: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.43: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.44: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.45: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.46: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.47: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.48: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.49: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.50: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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Figure B.51: Heinrich Welker and Herbert Mataré began developing a point-contact transistor in
Germany during the war, filed a detailed patent application based on that wartime work on 6 April
1945, and publicly announced their transistor in 1948 in France.
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[7. Erwin Weise (German?, 19??–19??) told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated
the possibility of using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide
control of current flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create
“electronic amplifiers without vacuum” (pp. 1872–1883).]
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Figure B.52: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.53: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.54: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.55: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.56: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.57: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.58: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.59: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.60: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.61: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.62: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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Figure B.63: Erwin Weise told Allied investigators that he “had demonstrated the possibility of
using thin films or control electrodes in semi-conducting materials to provide control of current
flow similar to the control of current flow in high vacuum tubes” to create “electronic amplifiers
without vacuum.”
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[8. Frank Rose (German?, 19??–19??), Eberhard Spenke (German, 1905–1992), and
Erich Waldkötter (German?, 19??–19??) filed detailed patent applications on transistors in
1949, as shown on pp. 1885–1894. Because of the extreme political and financial restrictions on
conducting research in Germany after the war, it seems likely that this patent application was
based on wartime work. Indeed, large numbers of patent applications on wartime inventions were
filed in 1949 when the West German patent office opened.]
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Figure B.64: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.65: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.66: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.67: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.68: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.69: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.70: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.71: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.72: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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Figure B.73: Frank Rose, Eberhard Spenke, and Erich Waldkötter filed detailed patent applications
on transistors in 1949, likely based on wartime work.
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[9. Karl Seiler (German, 1910–1991) and Paul Ludwig Günther (German, 1892–1969)
developed methods for designing and fabricating silicon semiconductor devices throughout the war
and into the postwar period (pp. 1896–1904). Their work was applied to transistors after the war,
and it may have been used for that purpose during the war.]
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Figure B.74: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work)
[CIOS ER 350].
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Figure B.75: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work)
[CIOS ER 350].
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Figure B.76: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work).
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Figure B.77: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work).
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Figure B.78: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work).
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Figure B.79: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work).
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Figure B.80: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work).
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Figure B.81: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work).
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Figure B.82: Karl Seiler and Paul Ludwig Günther designed and fabricated silicon electronic devices
during the war, and filed patents on silicon transistors after the war (likely based on wartime work).
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[German-speaking scientists also made important contributions to transistors and microelectronics
after the war. Some examples include:

After the war, Hans K. Ziegler (German, 1911–1999) came to the United States in Operation
Paperclip. He became the Chief Scientist of a U.S. Army laboratory in Fort Monmouth, New
Jersey, that employed many other German-speaking scientists and harnessed many microelectronics
technologies acquired from Germany, Austria, and Czech territory. See pp. 872, 1906, and 2126.

Helmar Frank (Moravian, 1919–2015) and Jan Tauc (Bohemian, 1922–2010) worked in German-
run laboratories in Czech territory during the war. They produced transistors in Czechoslovakia in
1949, based at least in part (and perhaps entirely) on wartime German work there (pp. 818–819,
1907–1908, 2504, 3246, 3252, and 3269). Both Frank and Tauc continued to develop semiconductor
and microelectronics technologies in Czechoslovakia for many years. Frank was interrogated by the
United States in 1945 regarding his knowledge of advanced electronics technologies. Tauc eventually
moved to the United States.

Kurt Lehovec (Austrian/Czech, 1918–2012) worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II,
developing semiconductor devices for Germany in Czech territory. After the war he was extensively
interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States, where he filed patents
on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits. In 1952, he filed a patent application
on a transistor design that had several advantages over the transistors from Bell Laboratories (pp.
1908–1913).

Herbert Kroemer (German, 1928–) invented the drift transistor in 1953, the double-heterostructure
laser diode in 1963, and III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966. (See pp. 1914–1926.) He
won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2000.

Jean Hoerni (Swiss, 1924–1997) and Eugene Kleiner (Austrian, 1923–2003) developed methods of
manufacturing silicon transistors at Fairchild Semiconductor; see pp. 1927–1937. Through Fairchild
and their later companies and investments, they also helped to develop Silicon Valley.

Karl Heinz Zaininger (German, 1929–) developed modern methods for fabricating field effect tran-
sistors (pp. 1938–1952).]
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Harold Zahl, a retired Director of the U.S. Army’s Fort Monmouth laboratory [Zahl
1968, pp. 108–109]

On “Project Paperclip” it was not pieces of equipment or missiles which were brought over from
Germany, it was people—scientists, engineers, and families. In the cruel years immediately following
the war there were many very able scientists and engineers who wished to leave Western Europe
and make a new home in the United States.

“Screening” offices were accordingly set up in Europe, and applications studied very carefully as
to ability and previous political interests. Simultaneously military laboratories in this country were
asked whether they wished any of these people, and their dossiers were made available for decision
purposes.

As most elsewhere, at Monmouth we had two problems: First, the war still remained very fresh in the
memories of our people; and second, we were still releasing relatively unskilled American citizens.
But the superb talent available through “Paperclip” suggested once-in-a-lifetime opportunities, and
much of the top American talent was straining to get out of the military environment back to their
teaching jobs or to industry.

Demonstrative of the type of talent we were dealing with, on each request the requester had to
sign a statement to the effect that the equivalent to the person he was asking for was not available
in the U.S. The problem of asking for this type of talent, or rather the decision as to whether we
should, was put squarely up to me as director of research. I recommended “Yes, let’s try it with 25
people,” and we were in business. This was probably one of the most important decisions I have
ever made.

The men and their families then started coming over, most of them with all their worldly possessions
and hardly any money. The title of “Doctor” soon grew commonplace at Monmouth. In coming
over, they were signed for a two-year contract, with our option to return them in six months if
we for any reason found them unsatisfactory. After the contract expired, Civil Service regulations
allowed them to change to what was called Schedule-A, a form of Civil Service which would be
finalized once citizenship had been achieved.

I have in my office a photo of the first 16 which came over, hands up, swearing allegiance to the
United States, as they moved into Schedule-A. Of these 16, now twenty years later, 11 still remain
at the Monmouth laboratory, all in very high positions, and one in the very highest. It was a
wonderful experience to see the old “Melting Pot” in action.

In retrospect, throughout the country we see thousands of our best citizens, able engineers, scien-
tists, and administrators, with a byproduct of tens of thousands of brilliant children in our schools
. . . the results of “Paperclip.” Surely this country is better and stronger because of that decision,
made by a few men more than two decades ago.
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Czech National Library of Technology. Professor Helmar Frank. English translation.
[https://www.techlib.cz/cs/84002-profesor-helmar-frank]

Helmar Frank was a Czechoslovak physicist of German nationality. He graduated in the Czechoslo-
vak Republic and the Protectorate of Bohemia und Moravia, worked at the German University in
Prague, the Institute of Physics of Charles University in Prague, the Research Institute of Commu-
nication Technology in Prague and since 1968 he worked as associate professor and later professor
at the Faculty of Nuclear and Physical Engineering Technical University in Prague.

He created the first Czechoslovak semiconductor amplifying component—the point-contact germa-
nium transistor—and developed, initiated and helped to introduce production of semiconductor
materials and components in many Czechoslovak factories. [...]

1940–1942 scientific assistant at the Institute of Physics of the German University in Prague

1942–1945 lecturer Prof. Gudden at the Institute of Physics of the German University in Prague

1945–1947 detained by the Czechoslovak army in the framework of reparations

1947–1950 employed as a civil contract employee of the Military Technical Institute with a workplace
in the Institute of Physics of Charles University

1950–1968 employed as an independent researcher at the Research Institute for Electro (tech)
Physics. (VÚPEF, later VÚST)

1968–1983 Associate Professor, Department of Solid State Engineering, Faculty of Nuclear Sciences
and Physical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague (KIPL FJFI ČVUT)

1972–1981 Head of the Department of Solid State Engineering

1973 appointed Chairman of the Board for the Defense of Candidate Dissertations, Chairman of
the State Examination Board for the State Final Examinations, elected Vice-Dean for Science and
Foreign Relations;

1983–2008 professor at FNSPE CTU

1950–2009 lectures and cooperation Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University in
Prague, Technical University of Dresden, University of Regensburg, GSF Munich, Slovak Technical
University in Bratislava, cooperation with CKD Semiconductors Prague, Tesla Vrchlabi, Prumet
Sumperk, Tesla Roznov, Tesla Piestany

Jan Tauc 1922–2010. National Academy of Sciences 2011
[http://nas.nasonline.org/site/DocServer/Tauc Jan.pdf]

Jan’s first job after graduation was at a government-supported research institute with a mission to
develop electronic technologies (such as television and microwaves), using equipment and documen-
tation left behind by the German army and declassified information from the West that became
available after the war. The institute was located first in Tanvald, a mountainous region of northern
Bohemia, which was the location of the former German army center. There Jan became involved
in microwave detectors that the Germans had developed for the 10 cm wavelength band, using ger-
manium. When the news of the invention of the transistor reached Prague, he used the germanium
of those detectors to build the first point-contact transistor in Czechoslovakia and decided to stay
in that field.
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Bo Lojek. 2007. History of Semiconductor Engineering. Berlin: Springer. pp. 195–204.

Czech-born Kurt Lehovec started his career during World War II at Charles University in Prague
as a Ph.D. student of Prof. B. Gudden (B. Gudden graduated and worked under Prof. Pohl). Kurt’s
Ph.D. study focused on lead-selenide as an infrared detector. During the course of this research, he
noticed that Thallium diffused into Selenium very rapidly and the “blocking effect” of the rectifier
was significantly improved. Süddeutsche Apparate Fabrik in Nüremberg supported Lehovec’s study.
This association let Lehovec attend a secret scientific conference about “Material X” in 1942 in
Munich. The code name, Material X, was used for Germanium, and Lehovec did not know what
Material X was.

German military research maintained two research groups working on semiconductors in occupied
Czechoslovakian “Böhmen und Mähren” territory: The Prague group headed by Prof. B. Gudden
worked on the rectifying diode; a second and larger group worked in the small town of Tanvald in
the North of Bohemia on microwave point contact diode and radar research. Many members of the
German research groups, including Prof. Gudden, were killed in May 1945 during the liberation of
Czechoslovakia by the Red Army. A major part of the Tanvald research facility was confiscated by
the Soviet army and transferred to the Soviet Union; the rest of the inventory was set on fire and
destroyed.

Several kilograms of Germanium survived the fire and were used by Jan Tauc and Helmar Frank
to build the first European [sic—actually the first Czech] transistors in 1949. Jan Tauc later im-
migrated to the United States. Helmar Frank, who was also a student of Prof. Gudden at Charles
University, directed post-war semiconductor research sponsored by the Czechoslovakian Army at
the former Philips Laboratories in Prague.

During the war the British Intelligence Assault Unit 30AU identified prominent scientists involved
in German research. [...] At the end of the war, the CIA and KGB quickly joined the British effort
and transferred several researchers from the Prague and Tanvald research groups to their respective
countries. The CIA with U.S. Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency (JIOA) executed the Project
Paperclip, and picked up Kurt Lehovec. Under very dramatic circumstances, when the Red Army
began the liberation of Prague, and when hours not days made a difference, Lehovec peddled on a
bicycle with his tennis racquet from Prague to the American occupied zone. Later, he was deported
as a Paperclip item in a U.S. Navy ship to the Squier Laboratory at U.S. Signal Corps in Fort
Monmouth in New Jersey.

The thinking behind project Paperclip was exemplified in a letter Major General Hugh Knerr,
Deputy Commanding General for Administration of U.S. Strategic Forces in Europe, wrote to
Lieutenant General Carl Spatz in March 1945: “Occupation of German scientific and industrial es-
tablishments has revealed the fact that we have been alarmingly backward in many fields of research,
if we do not take this opportunity to seize apparatus and the brains that developed it and put this
combination back to work promptly, we will remain several years behind while we attempt to cover
a field already exploited.”

[...] Lehovec arrived at the U.S. Signal Corps with physical chemists, Dr. Rudolf Brill and Ernst
Baers, physicists; Horst Kedesti, Georg Hass, Georg Goubau, Günter Guttwein, and electrical en-
gineers; Hans Ziegler, Edvard Gerber, and Richard Guenther. From 210 Paperclip scientists the
Signal Corps utilized 24 scientists, all involved in radar and communication research. The rocket
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scientists ended up in White Sands.

[...] In 1959, Ziegler became the Chief Scientist of U.S. Army Signal Corps’ Laboratories at Fort
Monmouth, N.J. After the Army’s re-organization, he was appointed in 1963 to Deputy for Science
and Chief Scientist of the US Army Electronics Command and in 1971 to Director of the U.S. Army
Electronics Technology & Devices Laboratory. Dr. Ziegler was also a Fellow of the IEEE and the
American Academy of Science. The Army recognized his achievements with two Meritorious—and
the coveted Exceptional—Civil Service Awards. [...]

Lehovec asked the chief scientist of Squier Laboratory, Dr. Golay, what his research project should
be, and he received the answer: “you can do whatever you want, we need everything.” Lehovec was
one of the youngest members of the Paperclip team, and he worked very hard from day one. His
group was assigned to the “Institute of Advanced Study” and had about 10 members. In 1948,
Lehovec was sent to Purdue University to visit Prof. Lark-Horovitz’s group to discuss ongoing
research with the Signal Corps. With Dr. Harold A. Zahl, the Chief Scientist of the Signal Corps,
Lehovec visited Bell Laboratories and started the Army’s research on silicon and germanium devices,
primarily on the problems of light emission from solids.

From his Prague studies he was familiar with the work of Russian scientist O. Lossew on “cold”
light emission, first observed in silicon carbide in 1907. This effect, which was manifested by passing
current through selected crystals of silicon carbide, showed a type of light emission which remained
unexplained. Dr. Carl A. Accardo remembered when he was approached by Lehovec with an inquiry
“if I would be interested in studying the effects with him and his co-worker Edward Jamgochian.”
Their research indicated that the produced light was due to the recombination of electrons and holes
across a so-called p-n junction. The two articles authored by Lehovec, Accardo and Jamgochian
appeared in Physical Review and were presented at the American Physical Society in New York.
The articles provided the theoretical background and an explanation of what later become known
as LED’s, or light emitting diodes.

Lehovec was a principal and reviewer of Semiconductor Research Contract DA36-0390SC 71131
between the U.S. Signal Corps and Prof. Karl Lark-Horovitz’s group at Purdue University. During
1949–1950 Lark-Horovitz and R. Bray investigated the effect of strong electric fields on the observed
spreading resistance of metal-germanium point-contact rectifiers. Some of these experiments closely
resembled the work carried out simultaneously at Bell Telephone Laboratories by Bardeen, Brattain,
and Shockley. [...]

Lehovec set up laboratory production in record time and he was on a mission. His goal was not to
duplicate Bell Telephone Laboratories devices. He wanted to be an innovator, not a follower. He
noticed already at the Signal Corps that the only drawback of the silicon devices was lower mobility
of free carriers, which would make the devices somewhat slower compared to the germanium devices.
Kurt Lehovec realized that the only way to overcome this disadvantage was to make the device
smaller. However, to manufacture small devices in the beginning of the nineteen fifties was not an
easy task. In addition, Sprague’s management philosophy was, “if this is any good, Bell would have
done it already.”

Lehovec found two basic problems with the Bell point contact transistor which the Sprague Com-
pany licensed:

1) Tedious labor to manipulate under a microscope two tiny wires to the correct position.
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2) The possibility of sliding of the wires during the handling the device.

Lehovec came up with an ingenious solution to these problems which Armen Fermenian put into
practice, a narrow sheet of beryllium copper was guided over a ceramic frame and glued to it.
Two metal chisels cut the sheet within the frame providing the triangular shapes with sharp points
facing to each other. A plunger then bent the tips of the triangles into vertical position at the
desired spacing of the point contacts.

Lehovec visited Bell Labs and showed a transistor to Jack Morton. Morton was very impressed with
Sprague technology and considered an order of a large number of devices for Western Electric. The
deal was, however, aborted by Sprague management. The next major improvement of transistor
technology was the introduction of new “capillary alloying” for junction transistor. This method
allowed to calculate the amount of germanium dissolved in the indium from the germanium-indium
phase diagram at the given temperature, and thus to control the junction depth. In addition, the
surface-melt technique enabled the production of multiple junctions in a single slice of semiconduc-
tor. The method was superior to the BTL and TI grown-junction transistor process, which could
produce only PNP or NPN structures. [...]

Another of Lehovec’s major inventions, junction isolation, had a very interesting background.
Lehovec attended a workshop at Princeton University in the end of 1958. Torkel Wallmark of
RCA presented in this workshop a visionary presentation about the next generation of electronics.
Wallmark listed problems that needed to be solved before integrated circuits could be designed.
One of these limitations was device isolation. Lehovec, educated from his work on the surface-melt
multiple-junction devices found a solution while driving his red Corvette—PN junction isolation.

The engineering problem was solved; the bigger problem remained to be overcome. At that time
nobody had heard anything about integrated circuits, so only visionaries could have appreciated
the importance of Lehovec’s invention. The Sprague Company did not have visionaries and they
did not want to file a patent application. Sprague’s patent attorney, Hillary Sweeney, explained at
great length to Lehovec, that a patent needed to have a docket number and must be in sequence
with previous disclosures, and that he was too busy to do it. Lehovec wrote the patent application
himself and mailed it to the Patent Office. After months, a persistent Lehovec finally prevailed. His
patent was approved and issued by the Patent Office without a major objection. Immediately after
the patent 3,029,3662 was issued, Al Bower, of the patent firm Connolly & Hutz that handled the
Sprague patents, called Lehovec that Texas Instruments is suing Sprague for patent interference.
[...]

Texas Instruments set up the interference proceeding hearing in a large conference room and
equipped Kilby with double digits of TI’s attorneys. Sprague Company was represented by At-
torney at Law, Mr. Hutz, and Kurt Lehovec. [...]

The whole Texas Instruments séance ended as a complete debacle, and attorney Hutz was asked to
deliver a written summary of arguments presented at the hearing. Three weeks later the U.S. Patent
Office decided that Lehovec was entitled to all patent claims and was awarded patent priority.
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Figure B.83: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits. In 1952, he filed
a patent application on a transistor design that had several advantages over the transistors from
Bell Laboratories.
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Figure B.84: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits. In 1952, he filed
a patent application on a transistor design that had several advantages over the transistors from
Bell Laboratories.
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Figure B.85: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits. In 1952, he filed
a patent application on a transistor design that had several advantages over the transistors from
Bell Laboratories.
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Figure B.86: Herbert Kroemer invented the drift transistor in 1953.
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Figure B.87: Herbert Kroemer invented the drift transistor in 1953.
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Figure B.88: Herbert Kroemer invented the drift transistor in 1953.
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Figure B.89: Herbert Kroemer invented III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966.
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Figure B.90: Herbert Kroemer invented III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966.
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Figure B.91: Herbert Kroemer invented III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966.
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Figure B.92: Herbert Kroemer invented III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966.
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Figure B.93: Herbert Kroemer invented III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966.
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Figure B.94: Herbert Kroemer invented III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966.
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Figure B.95: Herbert Kroemer invented III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966.
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Figure B.96: Herbert Kroemer invented III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966.
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Figure B.97: Herbert Kroemer invented III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966.
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Figure B.98: Herbert Kroemer invented III-V semiconductor heterostructures in 1966.
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Figure B.99: Jean Hoerni invented methods of manufacturing silicon transistors.
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Figure B.100: Jean Hoerni invented methods of manufacturing silicon transistors.
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Figure B.101: Jean Hoerni invented methods of manufacturing silicon transistors.
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Figure B.102: Jean Hoerni invented methods of manufacturing silicon transistors.
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Figure B.103: Jean Hoerni invented methods of manufacturing silicon transistors.
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Figure B.104: Jean Hoerni invented methods of manufacturing silicon transistors.
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Figure B.105: Jean Hoerni invented methods of manufacturing silicon transistors.
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Figure B.106: Jean Hoerni invented methods of manufacturing silicon transistors.
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Figure B.107: Jean Hoerni invented methods of manufacturing silicon transistors.
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Figure B.108: Jean Hoerni invented methods of manufacturing silicon transistors.
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Figure B.109: Jean Hoerni invented methods of manufacturing silicon transistors.
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Figure B.110: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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Figure B.111: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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Figure B.112: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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Figure B.113: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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Figure B.114: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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Figure B.115: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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Figure B.116: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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Figure B.117: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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Figure B.118: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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Figure B.119: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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Figure B.120: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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Figure B.121: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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Figure B.122: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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Figure B.123: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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Figure B.124: Karl Heinz Zaininger invented methods of manufacturing field effect transistors.
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B.2 Printed Circuits and Multi-Pin Connectors

[While moving from large vacuum tubes to small transistors greatly helped to miniaturize and
simplify electronics, the development of printed circuit boards was another major step in micro-
electronics. In printed circuits, electronic components are attached to a board that is covered with
etched metal lines for wires, avoiding the labor and bulkiness involved in connecting separate phys-
ical wires to each component. A closely related technology was multi-pin connectors, which could
be used without printed circuits but became even more advantageous when used together with
printed circuits.

As shown on pp. 1954–1965, Albert Hanson (German, 18??–19??) filed detailed patent applications
on printed circuits and multi-pin connectors in 1902 and 1903. From the available documentation,
it is not clear how far he got in implementing his designs, although the highly detailed nature of the
patents suggests that he may well have built and tested printed circuits and multi-pin connectors.

Paul Eisler (Austrian, 1907–1992) built printed circuits in 1936. He brought the attention of the
British government to the technology during World War II and filed patent applications on it in
1944 (pp. 1966–1982).

Printed circuits were in “wide use” in wartime Germany and the technology was transferred to the
United States after the war by people such as longtime Bell Telephone Laboratories engineer Todos
Odarenko, as shown by the documents on pp. 1983–1986. It is not clear if the “wide use” of printed
circuits in wartime Germany was derived from the 1930s work of Paul Eisler, or if his work was
derived from that German work, or if both lines of development arose independently of each other
based on the seminal inventions of Albert Hanson.

The final step in the development of printed circuits came when Rudolf Strauss (German, 1913–
2001) developed the wave soldering method for the fully automated manufacturing of printed cir-
cuits, or surface mount technology (SMT), from 1951 to 1955; see pp. 1987–1993 [rondinax.wordpress
.com/2014/01/31/rudolf-strauss-1913-2001-a-key-player-in-the-rondinax-and-rondix-story/].

Boris Chertok, who led some of the Soviet missions removing German technologies after World War
II, mentioned the widespread German use of sophisticated multi-pin connectors. Those likely went
along with printed circuits, since printed circuits were in wide use and both multi-pin connectors
and printed circuits traced back to Albert Hanson’s inventions. Chertok also described the transfer
of many other advanced electronics technologies to the Soviet Union (pp. 1994–1999).

The figure on p. 2000 shows a panel of multi-pin connectors from an A-4 (V-2) rocket produced
during the war [Peenemünde Archive, Folder ARK 41].

Much more archival research is needed to reconstruct the detailed history and extent of research
and development of printed circuits in the German-speaking world, as well as how that work was
transferred to other countries during and after World War II.]
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Figure B.125: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.126: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.127: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.128: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.129: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.130: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.131: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.132: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.133: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.134: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.135: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.136: Albert Hanson filed detailed patent applications on printed circuits and multi-pin
connectors in 1902–1903.
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Figure B.137: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.138: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.139: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.140: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.141: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.142: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.143: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.144: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.145: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.146: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.147: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.148: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.149: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.150: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.151: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.152: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.153: Paul Eisler produced printed circuits in 1936 and filed a detailed patent application
in 1944.
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Figure B.154: Printed circuits were in “wide use” in wartime Germany and the technology was
transferred to the United States after the war by people such as longtime Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries engineer Todos Odarenko [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 25, Folder Odarenko, Dr. T. M.,
undated press release (probably late 1946)].
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Figure B.155: Printed circuits were in “wide use” in wartime Germany and the technology was
transferred to the United States after the war by people such as longtime Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries engineer Todos Odarenko [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 25, Folder Odarenko, Dr. T. M.,
undated press release (probably late 1946)].
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Figure B.156: Printed circuits were in “wide use” in wartime Germany and the technology was
transferred to the United States after the war by people such as longtime Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries engineer Todos Odarenko [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 25, Folder Odarenko, Dr. T. M.,
undated press release (probably late 1946)].
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Figure B.157: Printed circuit technology was transferred from Germany to U.S. companies such
as Bell Telephone Laboratories after the war [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 24, Folder Bell
System].
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Figure B.158: Rudolf Strauss invented wave soldering for printed circuits, or surface mount tech-
nology.
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Figure B.159: Rudolf Strauss invented wave soldering for printed circuits, or surface mount tech-
nology.
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Figure B.160: Rudolf Strauss invented wave soldering for printed circuits, or surface mount tech-
nology.
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Figure B.161: Rudolf Strauss invented wave soldering for printed circuits, or surface mount tech-
nology.
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Figure B.162: Rudolf Strauss invented wave soldering for printed circuits, or surface mount tech-
nology.
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Figure B.163: Rudolf Strauss invented wave soldering for printed circuits, or surface mount tech-
nology.
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Figure B.164: Rudolf Strauss invented wave soldering for printed circuits, or surface mount tech-
nology.
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Jean Medawar and David Pyke. 2000. Hitler’s Gift: The True Story of the Scientists
Expelled by the Nazi Regime. New York: Arcade. p. 93.

Rudolf Strauss [...] met and became friends with Paul Eisler, a refugee from Austria, who had
invented the printed electrical circuit board, which revolutionized the electronics industry. Strauss
invented a technique for soldering thousands of electric connections in one operation. His ‘wave
soldering’ machine, built in 1958, is still being made in a sophisticated form all over the industrial
world. [...]

Recognition of Eisler’s work took years. In late 1957 Lord Hailsham told the Royal Society that he
rated the printed electric circuit as important an invention as penicillin or atomic fission.

Boris Chertok. 2005–2012. Rockets and People. 4 vols. Washington, DC: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office.
[http://www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/rockets people vol1 detail.html]

[Vol. 1, pp. 217–218:] We received “directives” and instructions thought up by God knows who, such
as: “While inspecting German factories and laboratories, don’t get carried away with intellectual
achievements, but first and foremost compile a list of the types and number of machine tools,
industrial engineering equipment, and instruments. As far as documentation and specialists are
concerned, that is a matter of our judgement, and initiative will not be prohibited.”

[Vol. 1, pp. 220–222:] DIARY ENTRY. 29–30 April 1945.

We are inspecting DVL [Deutsche Versuchsanstalt für Luftfahrt, or German Aviation Research
Institute]. Administrative building. Archives, papers, personal documents—in safes. How do you
open a safe? The sergeant and soldier detailed to us from the BAO already have experience. The
soldier holds a large chisel against the safe doors. The sergeant, a “non-combatant” well over
forty, delivers a precise, powerful blow with a heavy sledgehammer. Usually it opens the first time.
Sometimes if the safe is especially “difficult,” it takes three or four blows.The safes are full of
reports with a red stripe,“Geheim!” (Secret) or “Streng Geheim!” (Top Secret). We leaf through
the pages— reports, reports about all kinds of tests.

“DVL”—this is, after all, the equivalent of our TsAGI, LII, and Air Force NII all rolled into one.
There is neither the time, nor the physical capability to read and study them.

The general has ordered us to list everything, load it into boxes, and send it by plane to Moscow.
But where are we going to get as many boxes as we need? It turns out that the rear services and
BAO do have them, and can organize everything! But there isn’t even time to make a list of the
reports.
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Laboratory building. The aeronavigation laboratory is filled with benches for testing onboard in-
struments. The photochemical laboratory, the laboratory where materials are tested for strength
and fatigue, vibration benches. A bombing and firing sights laboratory, accelerometer calibration
units. And what magnificent drafting and designing equipment! I am envious of the German de-
signers’ workstations. Aside from the nice Kuhlman drafting unit, the swivel chair, and comfortable
desk with lots of drawers, it is full of details, and everything has its place. Oh, this German love
for details and this exactness, which has engrained such top-notch work into the culture.

The thing that every laboratory needs the most and that is in the shortest supply is the Siemens
four-mirror oscillograph. There we found various models: two-, four-, and six-mirror models. With-
out them, conducting research on rapidly occurring dynamic processes is impossible. This is a new
epoch in the technology of measurements and engineering research. In Moscow, at NII-1 we had
only one six-mirror oscillograph for the entire institute. And these Germans had so many! No,we no
longer felt the hatred or the thirst for vengeance that had boiled in each of us earlier. Now it was
even a pity to break open these high quality steel laboratory doors and to entrust these diligent
but not very careful soldiers with packing priceless precision instruments into boxes.

But faster, faster—all of Berlin is waiting for us! [...]

The electric instrument laboratory was fantastic! There were so many unique (for us) instruments of
all types and ranges from the world-renowned German firms Siemens, Siemens und Halske, Rohde
& Schwarz, and the Dutch firms Philips, Hartmann-Braun, and Lorentz! And again— photographic
enlargers, slide projectors, movie projectors, chemicals, bulky stationary cameras, cine-theodolites,
phototheodolites, and optics of incomprehensible purpose...

We christened a separate building the electrophysics building because of its contents. Electronic low-
and high-frequency frequency meters, wave meters, precision noise meters, octave filters, harmonic
analyzers, nonlinear distortion factor meters, motor generators and dynamotors for various volt-
ages, even the scarce cathode ray (now called electronic) oscillographs. The richest building of all
was the one containing radio and acoustical measurement equipment.

We are writing the addresses of our firms on the boxes:“P.O. Box” so-and-so. But what will really
happen to this stuff? Who will meet the airplanes in Moscow?”

[Comments added by Chertok in the 1990s:] After much time had passed, I indeed never found a
single report from that mass of secret and top-secret reports that I had sent from Adlershof. They
were dispersed over LII, TsAGI, NISO, and other aircraft industry institutions. Only about one-
tenth of the instruments that we had sent ended up at NII-1, provoking a justifiable reaction from
my immediate chief. At NII-1 in Likhobory, they began preparing the next, independent expedition
to Germany. This time, on their own airplane.

[Vol. 1, p. 230:] In the ensuing days, we continued to investigate the Askania facility. The factory had
a broad spectrum of interesting items and competed with Siemens for our interest. We discovered
another large factory and design bureau in Mariendorf. Here I finally found intact actuators for the
V-2, as well as similar actuators for aircraft autopilots. Sets of autopilot equipment intended for
delivery were assembled on the test stands. With astonishment, we discovered shops with submarine
periscopes, periscope range finders, bombsights, and anti-aircraft fire control equipment (PUAZO).
There were special cockpits equipped for crew training and testing where blind flight conditions
were simulated. There was a rather large shop that was involved with purely optical production.
Optical glass polishing machines stood next to the finished products—virtual mountains of lenses
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of various diameters up to 50 centimeters! The test laboratories were excellently equipped. They
contained pressure chambers, thermal vacuum chambers, vibration stands, and rainfall simulators.
Every area was equipped with all-purpose and special-purpose measurement instruments and also
with our dream instrument: the Siemens multi-mirror oscillograph!

[Vol. 1, pp. 231–233:] DIARY ENTRY. 9 May 1945.

Our visit to the Telefunken factory in Zehlendorf was very interesting.

Originally it was a radio tube factory, but in the last few years it has switched almost completely
to radar. In contrast to many other enterprises here we found almost all of the personnel, including
chief engineer Wilki and his immediate staff. Chistyakov and I already spoke German rather briskly.
For that reason we did not need an interpreter. Wilki and the production chief showed us the factory
and laboratory. Wilki directed research in the field of centimetric waves. His laboratory, which is
not located within this factory, has been conducting a thorough study of American and British
radar installed on aircraft as well as radar sights for bombing and reconnaissance.

According to the assessments of the German specialists, the Americans and Brits have been very
successful in the field of radar—especially in submarine warfare. Their aircraft detect periscopes
from tens of kilometers away. In this regard, they have also worked a great deal on instruments to
alert submarine crews that they have been illuminated by aircraft radar.

At the factory, they were involved in the series production of aircraft radar using American and
British experience. The radar manufacturing shops were well equipped with electronic monitoring
instruments.The factory turned out to be relatively new. They finished building it in 1939. In
all, counting the Ostarbeiter, some 6,000–7,000 people worked there. Of that number, 3,000 were
engineers and technicians. They experienced no shortage of materials or supplies.

The Lorentz and Blaupunkt companies provided large television screens for the radar and re-
ceivers.“But you didn’t study Soviet radar?”

According to information from our military, they did not find radar on a single one of your airplanes.
And among the captured materials that they were able to provide us during our troops’ offensive,
there was also nothing of interest.We decided that the Russians had safeguarded this technology
so well that it did not fall into the hands of our military.”

I think that he spoke of “safeguarding” to be polite. In actual fact, they had surmised that during
the war we had virtually no aircraft radar and radar sights. [...]

We wore them out with questions about other firms and studies. Like all radio and electronics spe-
cialists, they were well informed about related firms and developments and told us that Telefunken
and Lorentz were involved primarily in radar technology for air defense purposes, while Askania
and Siemens were involved in remote control. Over the past six months, many directors along with
staff and laboratories had been moved to Thuringia and Westphalia.They knew that the secret
weapon, the “vengeance rocket,” was being made in Peenemünde. None of them had ever been
there—it was very secret. But other divisions of Telefunken were building ground-based radars and
stations for the radio control of rockets.

The tube shops were excellently equipped. Here they were making magnetron tubes with a pulse
power of up to 100 kilowatts!
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That is how we first heard about the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Dahlem. Later, while exchanging
impressions about everything that we had seen at Telefunken and then at Lorentz, we mused how,
in spite of the strictest secrecy, scientific knowledge and its progress are ultimately shared between
countries.Thoughts are transmitted between scientists over some sort of telepathic channel. Not only
did we all toil separately, but we believed, and quite rightly, that the Germans were our mortal
enemies. Our allies, out of consideration for secrecy, hardly shared their work with us. Nevertheless,
with the exception of small lapses, parallel developments were taking place in the scientific fields
of radar, nuclear energy, and rocket technology.

[Vol. 1, pp. 234–235:] DIARY ENTRY. 10 May 1945.

We barely managed to make our way to the Lorentz company in Tempelhof. [...]

Even before our visit, the factory itself had been taken over by the “trade union” officers of Moscow’s
radio factories.They had also appropriated from the basement, but did not interfere with our
inspection. We talked with the German specialists for about two hours.They showed us transmitters
for 3- and 9-centimeter range radars. It was interesting that the laboratory, which specialized in
the development of television receivers, was quickly reoriented for instruments with large radar
observation cathode ray tubes.

The factory produced ground-based radio stations with large rotating antennas for guiding aircraft
to their airfields. We ascertained that in practice these radar stations were also used to control air
battles in the direct coverage zone. We were surprised by the number of circular scanning stations
with large screens that made it possible to see hostile aircraft and distinguish them from one’s
own. The Germans claimed that they had already produced around one hundred of these stations.
It was hard to believe, considering the exceptional complexity and labor intensity of the system.
Development of the Freya radar began as early as 1938. It enabled the detection of an aircraft at
a distance of up to 120 kilometers. The Würzburg radar with a spherical antenna was developed
to control anti- aircraft fire. Night fighters homed in on the target using the powerful “Würzburg
Giant” radar station. At the beginning of the war, all of the German radar technology was in the
decimeter range. The German engineers advised us, “Our war with the Brits was fought not only
on the battlefield and in the air, but also in laboratories.They had already achieved great success
as early as 1942 thanks to their daring switch to the centimeter range. At that time we did not
have the same tube technology.”

[Vol. 1, p. 235–238] He was Aleksandr Ivanovich Shokin, representing the GKO Council on Radar.
At that time I had no way of knowing that I had met with the future deputy minister of the radio
engineering industry, who would become the minister of the electronic industry. I would have the
occasion to meet with him more than once in the latter period of his hypostases, almost up until
his demise in 1986.

At that time in Berlin he said bitterly that, in spite of serious scientific achievements, our radio
engineering and electronics industry was undoubtedly poorly developed compared with what we
were seeing here. On this visit, as during all of our visits to German factories and laboratories,
we were stunned by the abundance of instruments—both universal and special-purpose, especially
in comparison to their scarcity at home. Vacuum-tube voltmeters, oscillographs, audio-signal gen-
erators, filters of all kinds, standard amplifiers, wave meters, frequency meters, etc., etc.—and all
of it was high quality. Instrument models that we had considered precious before the war were
continually showing up here. Not one of our institutes, factories, or laboratories could even imagine
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such abundance.

But indeed the war of the laboratories was not only a war of pure intellects. Each “intellect” had to
be armed with the most advanced instruments for scientific research. This required a well-developed
instrumentation industry.

Alas, even today, fifty years after the war, we do not fully appreciate the strength of the research
scientist’s laboratory weaponry, much less that of the engineer. Incidentally, one of the burning
topics for the past ten years, our scandalous lag behind in the field of personal computers, has not
only economic but also ideological roots: indifference to the specific needs of the human being as
an individual, since, in the opinion of the country’s senior leadership, above all, we had to be ahead
of the “entire planet” in the smelting of steel and iron, in coal mining, oil production, and in the
number of tractors and machine tools produced.

These garish indicators got through to the dullest bureaucrats at the highest levels of the Party-
State hierarchy, but for the longest time they did not comprehend why it was necessary to lead
or at least be on the level of an average capitalistic country in terms of providing measurement
technology, not to mention expensive computers. And when it suddenly occurred to us,it turned
out that we were one of the most backward countries in the world in that field.

Well, these are modern issues, but back then in Berlin and its surrounding areas we continued to
collect worthwhile literature and send it to Moscow. I also insisted that we send back a wide variety
of measurement technology.

Measurement equipment was my weakness during our collection of “spoils.” I carefully prepared
the cases containing instruments that had been retrieved by Red Army soldiers from the aerodrome
maintenance battalion, then and waited for “my” airplane to deliver them to “my” institute.

By the middle of May, our troika—reinforced by several more specialists from NISO and LII,
including Professor Sergey Nikolayevich Losyakov, had already put together a more or less clear
picture of the instrument and radio industry in Greater Berlin. Our list contained more than thirty
enterprises, each of which surpassed our own in terms of technology and production. The most
interesting were the laboratories and factories of Askania, Telefunken, Lorentz, Siemens, AEG,
Blaupunkt, and Loewe Radio.

For us it was a novelty that the company List, which specialized only in the development and mass-
production of multi-pin plug connectors, existed and flourished among the Germans. They had
produced hundreds of thousands of connectors for German aircraft and rockets.The concept was very
simple, but the engineering and production involved were fundamentally new to us. This innovation
developed in response to the extreme complexity of the electrical circuits used in flying vehicles.
The connectors enhanced rapid assembly and allowed electrical components to be connected and
disconnected reliably during the repair and testing of individual compartments.

The very term shteker, or plug connector, made its way into the Russian language from the Germans
after the war. Throughout history much has been transferred to the victors from the vanquished.
Only after the war did we come to appreciate what a tremendous technical role such a seemingly
simple device as the plug and socket connector was destined to play in aircraft and rocket tech-
nology! The Germans spent years developing reliable connectors, and introduced into aircraft and
rocket technology the standard List shteker, which had from two to thirty pins. We needed three
years to reproduce connectors that were as reliable. However, during our first years of mastering
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rocket technology they gave us a lot of trouble.

Now our industry produces connectors—both tiny and enormous, airtight, onboard and ground-
based—to connect and remotely disconnect more than one hundred electric circuits. Despite all of
these achievements, the problem of connector technology remains one of the most complex in the
entire world. This is why there are booths at every international aerospace exhibition advertising
hundreds of modifications of quick and reliable cable connectors. Dozens of powerful companies in
many countries produce them by the millions.

We were interested not only in individual factories, but also in the organization and structure of the
instrument and radar industry. German companies worked on a lot of technical problems on their
own initiative, without waiting for instructions “from the top.” They did not need the decisions of
the Gosplan or People’s Commissariats, without which not a single factory of ours could produce
anything. Before the war, the electric measuring technology, instrument, and radio industries had
developed rapidly to conquer the entire European market, and their products had successfully
competed with those of the United States. The companies Hartmann-Braun, Telefunken, Anschütz,
Siemens, Lorentz, AEG, Rohde & Schwarz, Askania, and Karl Zeiss enjoyed worldwide fame long
before World War II. This created a solid technological base, which we simply did not have in these
industries on the required scale at the beginning of the war.

Our general-purpose electrical instrument industry, our aircraft industry, and also our nautical
instrumentation industry were all housed in just a few buildings in Moscow and Leningrad (Elek-
tropribor, Teplopribor, and Svetlana in Leningrad; Aviapribor, the Lepse Factory, Elektrozavod,
and Manometr in Moscow).

It is revealing that when we began to reproduce technology for the V-2 rocket after the war and
develop our own new rockets, we found out that in our country there was only one factory, Krasnaya
Zarya in Leningrad, that was able to manufacture such a mundane device as the multi-contact
electrical relay. In Germany, Telefunken had three such factories and Siemens had at least two. This
is one of the reasons that German weapons production did not drop, but continuously increased
until mid-1944, despite the continuous bombing that Allied aviation inflicted on German cities.
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Figure B.165: Panel of multi-pin connectors from an A-4 (V-2) rocket produced during the war
[Peenemünde Archive, Folder ARK 41].
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Figure B.166: Part of the guidance system for an A-4 (V-2) rocket (1943) [Deutsches Museum
Archive, photo 10890].
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B.3 Integrated Circuits

[Even further miniaturization of electronics required moving from individual electronic components
to integrated circuit chips that could contain large numbers of components on the same semicon-
ductor substrate.

Werner Jacobi (German, 1904–1985) filed a patent on integrated circuits in 1949, which was quite
likely based on experimental work that he had conducted during the war (pp. 2003–2004).

Kurt Lehovec (Austrian/Czech, 1918–2012) developed semiconductor devices for Germany during
the war. After the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to
the United States (as part of Operation Paperclip), where he filed patents on light emitting diodes,
transistors, and integrated circuits. See pp. 1908–1913, 2005–2019, and 2038–2053.

As shown on pp. 2020–2030, Helmut Gröttrup (German, 1916–1981) and Jürgen Dethloff (German,
1924–2002) invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966. Earlier, Gröttrup developed avionics
systems in Germany during the war and led the German-speaking contributions to the postwar
Soviet ballistic missile program.

Much more research should be conducted to determine how much work on integrated circuits was
conducted in the German-speaking world during the war, and how much impact German-speaking
scientists and knowledge had on the postwar development of integrated circuits.]
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Figure B.167: Werner Jacobi filed a patent application on integrated circuits in 1949, which was
quite likely based on experimental work that he had conducted during the war.
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Figure B.168: Werner Jacobi filed a patent application on integrated circuits in 1949, which was
quite likely based on experimental work that he had conducted during the war.
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Figure B.169: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.170: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.171: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.172: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.173: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.174: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.175: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.176: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.177: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.178: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.179: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.180: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.181: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.182: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.183: Kurt Lehovec developed semiconductor devices for Germany during the war. After
the war he was extensively interrogated by the United States and then moved to the United States,
where he filed patents on light emitting diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
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Figure B.184: Helmut Gröttrup and Jürgen Dethloff invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966.
Earlier, Gröttrup developed avionics systems in Germany during the war and led the German-
speaking contributions to the postwar Soviet ballistic missile program.
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Figure B.185: Helmut Gröttrup and Jürgen Dethloff invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966.
Earlier, Gröttrup developed avionics systems in Germany during the war and led the German-
speaking contributions to the postwar Soviet ballistic missile program.
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Figure B.186: Helmut Gröttrup and Jürgen Dethloff invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966.
Earlier, Gröttrup developed avionics systems in Germany during the war and led the German-
speaking contributions to the postwar Soviet ballistic missile program.
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Figure B.187: Helmut Gröttrup and Jürgen Dethloff invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966.
Earlier, Gröttrup developed avionics systems in Germany during the war and led the German-
speaking contributions to the postwar Soviet ballistic missile program.
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Figure B.188: Helmut Gröttrup and Jürgen Dethloff invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966.
Earlier, Gröttrup developed avionics systems in Germany during the war and led the German-
speaking contributions to the postwar Soviet ballistic missile program.
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Figure B.189: Helmut Gröttrup and Jürgen Dethloff invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966.
Earlier, Gröttrup developed avionics systems in Germany during the war and led the German-
speaking contributions to the postwar Soviet ballistic missile program.
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Figure B.190: Helmut Gröttrup and Jürgen Dethloff invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966.
Earlier, Gröttrup developed avionics systems in Germany during the war and led the German-
speaking contributions to the postwar Soviet ballistic missile program.
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Figure B.191: Helmut Gröttrup and Jürgen Dethloff invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966.
Earlier, Gröttrup developed avionics systems in Germany during the war and led the German-
speaking contributions to the postwar Soviet ballistic missile program.
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Figure B.192: Helmut Gröttrup and Jürgen Dethloff invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966.
Earlier, Gröttrup developed avionics systems in Germany during the war and led the German-
speaking contributions to the postwar Soviet ballistic missile program.
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Figure B.193: Helmut Gröttrup and Jürgen Dethloff invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966.
Earlier, Gröttrup developed avionics systems in Germany during the war and led the German-
speaking contributions to the postwar Soviet ballistic missile program.
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Figure B.194: Helmut Gröttrup and Jürgen Dethloff invented the smart card, or chip card, in 1966.
Earlier, Gröttrup developed avionics systems in Germany during the war and led the German-
speaking contributions to the postwar Soviet ballistic missile program.
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B.4 Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) and Laser Diodes

[German-speaking scientists played critical roles in the development of light emitting diodes (LEDs)
and laser diodes. LEDs are much more energy-efficient than incandescent and even fluorescent bulbs,
so they are now widely used for everything from illuminated video screens to room lighting. Laser
diodes are more compact, rugged, and efficient than most other types of lasers, so they are used
for everything from optical disc drives to laser pointers. Both LEDs and laser diodes are utilized in
different types of bar code scanners.

Bernhard Gudden (German, 1892–1945) and Robert Pohl (German, 1884–1976) developed electro-
luminescent semiconductor devices during the period 1919–1923 [Zeitschrift für Physik 18:1:199–206
(1923)]. See p. 2032.

Zoltan Bay (Hungarian, 1900–1992) and György Szigeti (Hungarian, 1905–1978) extended the work
of Gudden and Pohl and filed patent applications on light emitting diodes (LEDs) in 1939, as shown
on pp. 2033–2037.

Kurt Lehovec (Austrian/Czech, 1918–2012) worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II,
was extensively interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed
patent applications on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work). See pp. 1908–1910 and
2038–2053.

John von Neumann (Hungarian, 1903–1957) made a detailed proposal for laser diodes in 1953, which
was likely circulated via his many consulting roles in government and industry [IEEE Journal of
Quantum Electronics 23:6:659–673 (1987)]. See p. 2054.

Walter Heywang (German, 1923–2010) filed detailed patent applications on laser diodes in 1958
(pp. 2055–2059)

Herbert Kroemer (German, 1928–) filed patent applications on the double-heterostructure laser
diode in 1963 (pp. 2060–2065).

Other groups produced various types of laser diodes around the same time as Heywang and Kroe-
mer. More archival research is needed to determine whether work in the other laser diode groups
was seeded by Heywang’s or Kroemer’s ideas prior to their formal patent applications, by von
Neuman’s 1953 proposal, or by other German-speaking work going back to World War II.]
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Figure B.195: Bernhard Gudden and Robert Pohl developed electroluminescent semiconductor
devices 1919–1923 [Zeitschrift für Physik 18:1:199–206 (1923)].
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Figure B.196: Zoltan Bay and György Szigeti filed patent applications on light emitting diodes
(LEDs) in 1939.
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Figure B.197: Zoltan Bay and György Szigeti filed patent applications on light emitting diodes
(LEDs) in 1939.
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Figure B.198: Zoltan Bay and György Szigeti filed patent applications on light emitting diodes
(LEDs) in 1939.
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Figure B.199: Zoltan Bay and György Szigeti filed patent applications on light emitting diodes
(LEDs) in 1939.
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Figure B.200: Zoltan Bay and György Szigeti filed patent applications on light emitting diodes
(LEDs) in 1939.
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Figure B.201: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.202: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.203: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.204: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.205: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.206: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.207: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.208: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.209: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.210: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.211: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.212: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.213: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.214: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.215: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.216: Kurt Lehovec worked under Bernhard Gudden during World War II, was extensively
interrogated by and came to the United States after the war, and filed detailed patent applications
on improved LEDs (possibly based on wartime work).
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Figure B.217: John von Neumann made a detailed proposal for laser diodes in 1953, which was likely
circulated via his many consulting roles in government and industry [IEEE Journal of Quantum
Electronics 23:6:659–673 (1987)].
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Figure B.218: Walter Heywang filed detailed patent applications on laser diodes in 1958.
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Figure B.219: Walter Heywang filed detailed patent applications on laser diodes in 1958.
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Figure B.220: Walter Heywang filed detailed patent applications on laser diodes in 1958.
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Figure B.221: Walter Heywang filed detailed patent applications on laser diodes in 1958.
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Figure B.222: Walter Heywang filed detailed patent applications on laser diodes in 1958.
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Figure B.223: Herbert Kroemer invented the double-heterostructure laser diode in 1963.
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Figure B.224: Herbert Kroemer invented the double-heterostructure laser diode in 1963.
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Figure B.225: Herbert Kroemer invented the double-heterostructure laser diode in 1963.
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Figure B.226: Herbert Kroemer invented the double-heterostructure laser diode in 1963.
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Figure B.227: Herbert Kroemer invented the double-heterostructure laser diode in 1963.
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Figure B.228: Herbert Kroemer invented the double-heterostructure laser diode in 1963.
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B.5 Postwar Transfer of Microelectronics Technologies

[Detailed technical information on semiconductors and microelectronics technologies was transferred
from the German-speaking world to Allied countries after World War II. Some examples have
already been mentioned earlier in this appendix. Pages 2069–2126 present additional examples of
archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelectronics documents, hardware,
personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional technology transfer that was
not recorded in official documents.

The financially and politically powerful combined corporate entity American Telephone & Telegraph
(AT&T), Bell Telephone Laboratories (Bell Labs), and Western Electric (the manufacturing arm
of the corporation) committed a number of its personnel to studying technology from the German-
speaking world, both collecting information in Europe and analyzing information that had been
sent from Europe to the United States. While certainly not an exhaustive list, some representative
examples of involved personnel include:

• Edwin Y. Webb Jr. worked for AT&T 1928–1944 before entering government service during
the war. He was Chief in charge of investigating and transferring electronics and communications-
related technologies out of the German-speaking world for the United States.

• George Richert worked for Bell Telephone 1927–1942 before entering government service dur-
ing the war. He was Assistant Chief in charge of investigating and transferring electronics
and communications-related technologies out of the German-speaking world for the United
States.

• T. M. Odarenko worked for Bell Telephone 1928–1943 before entering government service dur-
ing the war. He was one of the senior U.S. scientists involved in investigating and transferring
electronics and other technologies out of Germany and Austria.

• Pierre Mertz worked at Bell Labs and visited Germany to transfer electronics and related
technologies.

• Frederick E. Henderson worked at Western Electric and visited Germany to transfer electron-
ics and related technologies.

• Roland H. McCarthy worked at Western Electric and visited Germany to transfer electronics
and related technologies.

• John A. Parrott worked at AT&T and visited Germany to transfer electronics and related
technologies.

• R. E. Russell worked at AT&T and visited Germany to transfer electronics and related tech-
nologies.

• John R. Townsend worked at Bell Labs and studied German hardware and information both
in Europe and at Bell.

• Victor Ronci worked at Bell Labs developing improved versions of vacuum tubes, and was
involved in analyzing captured German hardware and information that was sent to Bell Labs.

• Lloyd Espenschied worked at Bell Labs to study captured German hardware and information
that was sent to the lab.
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• John N. Shive worked at Bell Labs to study captured German hardware and information that
was sent to the lab.

• F. A. Cowan worked at AT&T and advised the U.S. government what specific targets and
topics to investigate with regard to wire communications systems.

• George W. Gilman worked at Bell Labs and advised the U.S. government what specific targets
and topics to investigate with regard to radio communications systems.

• R. E. Poole worked at Bell Labs and advised the U.S. government what specific targets and
topics to investigate with regard to radar systems.

• W. H. Martin worked at Bell Labs and advised the U.S. government what specific targets
and topics to investigate with regard to “special systems.”

• J. Blanchard was assigned by AT&T/Bell/Western Electric to work full time in Washington,
D.C. during 1946–1947 searching the many tons of captured German reports for any useful
information he could send to the corporation.

Other American and British electronics and other companies also committed large numbers of
investigators to study and bring back technologies from the German-speaking world.

Many English-language reports were written about German microelectronics technologies. Some
examples include:

BIOS 724. Electronic Principles as Applied in Germany to the Testing of Materials.
[Piezo-electric, electronic materials testing]

BIOS 725. German Research on Rectifiers and Semi-Conductors.

BIOS 980. Electro-Acoustics in Germany. Part I & II.

BIOS 1751. German Research on Semi-Conductors, Metal Rectifiers, Detectors and
Photocells.

FIAT 54. German Developments in Semi-Conducting Materials. [by T. M. Odarenko]

FIAT 56. Selenium Rectifier Development in Germany. [by T. M. Odarenko]

FIAT 272. Telefunken A.G. Dachau, Germany and C. H. F. Mueller A.G. Fuhlsbuettel,
Hamburg. [Silicon crystals]

FIAT 294. Interrogation of German Television and Electronic Authorities. [Electronics
developments, photoelectric, IR image tubes, silicon detector cells]

FIAT 641. The Interrogation of German Scientists Regarding Quartz Crystals and other
Piezoelectric Materials.

FIAT 706. Report on Selenium Dry Rectifier Developments.

FIAT 954. A Highly Sensitive D.C. Controlling & Measuring Device. [Amplifier]
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For example, BIOS 725 described how German groups were making wafers of monocrystalline pure
silicon, doping semiconductor materials with impurities to create the desired electrical properties,
and producing semiconductor devices both from silicon and from germanium:

Impurities in a semi-conductor produce additional energy-levels; perhaps a pure mate-
rial could not be a semi-conductor. There must be some broadening of the energy levels
into bands... Joos tried to produce large crystals of silicon for use in silicon-carbon de-
tectors for cm. waves. The method was deposition from a solution of silicon in molten
aluminum. The crystals so obtained were spectroscopically pure... They were aggrega-
tions of thin plates... Prof. Pohl confirmed that Dr. König had studied germanium and
silicon rectifiers at Göttingen...

Countless tons of both electronics equipment and German technical documents were shipped to
the United States and other countries. German-speaking scientists were repeatedly interrogated in
Europe, and/or brought to the United States or other countries to work, as covered in Chapter 11.

On top of all of the technology transfer that was documented to have occurred, it seems likely
that there was a considerable amount of additional technology transfer that was not recorded in
official documents. The German-speaking world was filled with advanced technologies, and it would
have been a great temptation for any Allied investigator or company to try to claim some of those
technologies in order to get ahead of their rivals. Thus the innovations from the German-speaking
world probably had a much greater postwar impact on the United States and other countries than
can be strictly proven from the existing archival documents.]
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Figure B.229: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.230: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.231: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.232: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.233: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.234: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.235: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.236: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.237: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents. See p. 915 for more information
on Herbert Schnitger.
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Figure B.238: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.239: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.240: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.241: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.242: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.243: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.244: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.245: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.246: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.247: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.248: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.249: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.250: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.251: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.252: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.253: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.254: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.255: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.256: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.257: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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[The LaTeX program I have used to write this book crashes if I do not put a page of text here.
I suspect it has to do with too many pages of figures in a row. If anyone knows how to fix this
problem in a more elegant fashion, please let me know.]
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Figure B.258: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.259: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.260: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.261: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.262: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.263: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.264: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.265: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.266: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.267: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.268: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.269: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.270: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.271: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.272: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.273: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.274: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.275: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.276: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.277: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.278: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.279: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.280: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.281: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.282: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.283: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.284: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Figure B.285: Examples of archival documents demonstrating the postwar transfer of microelec-
tronics documents, hardware, personnel, and knowledge. There was likely a great deal of additional
technology transfer that was not recorded in official documents.
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Michael Eckert and Helmut Schubert. Crystals, Electrons, Transistors: From Scholar’s
Study to Industrial Research. pp. 158–163, 166

Bell Laboratories’ research director Kelly was giving particular attention to applications in the field
of radio for commercial exploitation after the war, once the field of microwaves and radio waves had
been opened up to his organization through the radar project. [...] The physical research division
was reorganized in July 1945 in order to give more emphasis to solid-state physics. [...]

Shockley, who returned to Bell Laboratories from his war service at the Pentagon in 1945, took
charge of the semiconductor group as a theoretical solid-state physicist. The rest of this group
consisted of the experimental physicist Brattain, who had been studying the properties of semi-
conductive surfaces since 1931; Pearson, also an experimental physicist, who had spent many years
studying the interior properties of semiconductors; Hilbert Moore, a specialist in electronic circuits;
and Robert Gibney, an expert in physical chemistry. To round out his team Shockley suggested to
his superior Mr. Kelly that a position be offered to John Bardeen. Bardeen had earned his doctorate
at Princeton under Wigner and had worked with van Vleck at Harvard, where Shockley had met
him. Both Wigner and van Vleck were among the leading theoreticians in the field of solid-state
physics. The general charter of the newly formed group called for the development of fundamental
knowledge on the properties of semiconductors, but everyone had “in the back of his mind the
objective of building an amplifier out of semiconductive material.”

The semiconductor group at Bell Laboratories began its work with a survey of wartime develop-
ments in the field of semiconductors in their own research laboratories and those of others. [...]

Shockley could not patent the idea [of a field effect transistor], however, since Julius Lilienfeld had
applied for a patent in 1926 on a very similar process, which, however, was never put to practical
use. The experiments, however, in which Brattain collaborated, could not demonstrate the predicted
effect. [...]

A decisive series of experiments began in November 1947. [...] On November 23, 1947, Bardeen wrote
in his laboratory notebook that it was possible to amplify the flow of current from the electron-
conducting layer into the metal wire tip by applying a voltage between the drop and the block of
silicon. But no change occurred in the voltage between the block and the wire tip. This design, of
course, was still entirely unsuitable for practical application. The drop of water evaporated quickly
and only slowly changing currents were amplified. [...]

The further experiments in December 1947 were concentrated on the point contact. Bardeen reck-
oned that a significant amplification would be achieved when the contacts were spaced only some
0.05 mm apart. At that time this was a very difficult problem, which Brattain solved elegantly. He
applied gold foil to a three-dimensional prism and cut it on one side of the triangle carefully with
a razor blade in order to obtain two closely spaced contacts. This arrangement worked on the first
try on December 16, 1947. It amplified signals up to 100 times, and amplification occurred even at
frequencies in the radio wave region. A step had been made toward Kelly’s research objective in
the 1930s, the development of a practical solid-state repeater. A week of intensive work followed to
make sure that no errors crept in. On December 23, 1947, the amplifier was shown to management.
[...]

When the first germanium point-contact transistors were produced on an industrial scale in 1951
by Western Electric, the manufacturing arm of the Bell System, several other large firms were
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experimenting with the new component. It turned out to be difficult to build reliable transistors
with the two closely space points, and it was almost impossible to produce them with identical
characteristics. They had a very limited lifetime and could not process high-frequency currents.
Compared with equivalent technical data for amplifier tubes, these transistors were not attractive
products.

[Evidence such as that presented in this appendix suggests (but does not yet prove—much more
investigation is required) that the German-speaking scientists’ transistor developments not only
preceded those of Bell Laboratories, but may have been directly used by Bell Laboratories as a
guide to reproduce the earlier German-speaking work:

• The German-speaking transistor development came from at least nine groups doing extensive
work over the course of a period of over two decades collectively.

• During World War II, the German military was keenly interested in funding the development
of smaller, more rugged, and more complex electronic guidance systems that could be used
in rockets ranging from anti-aircraft missiles to intercontinental ballistic missiles. Transistors
derived from the existing German patents and papers would have been an important part of
those guidance systems.

• In spring 1945, hundreds of thousands of tons of German-language technical documents were
seized by the United States, thousands of German-speaking scientists were interrogated by
U.S. scientists and engineers, and countless prototypes, pieces of equipment, and whole lab-
oratories were shipped to the United States.

• Personnel from Bell Laboratories played a prominent role in collecting that scientific infor-
mation from Europe and processing it in the United States.

• In late 1945, Bell Laboratories put John Bardeen and Walter Brattain to work to try to
produce a simple transistor, with some supervision by William Shockley. As noted above,
“the semiconductor group at Bell Laboratories began its work with a survey of wartime
developments in the field of semiconductors.”

• John Bardeen and Walter Brattain did not begin serious experimentation with transistor-like
devices until November 1947. Within a couple of months this very small team created what
appears to be a crude replica of the earlier German work.

• Not only did Shockley not give any credit to the earlier German work, but he refused to
give proper credit to Bardeen and Brattain who actually performed the Bell Laboratories
experiments.

• Due to their personal differences, the team of Bardeen, Brattain, and Shockley soon split
up. Even in 1951, Western Electric (the manufacturing arm of AT&T/Bell Laboratories) was
unable to produce reliable transistors. Most transistor development in the United States was
carried out by other researchers, including several German-speaking scientists (Kurt Lehovec,
Herbert Kroemer, Jean Hoerni, Eugene Kleiner, Karl Heinz Zaininger, etc.) as shown earlier
in this appendix.

Much more archival research is needed to determine the true extent of microelectronics innovations
in the German-speaking world, as well as how much it influenced postwar work in other countries.]



Appendix C

Advanced Creations in Directed
Energy

In hoc templo, quod totum ex auro paratum est,
statuas trium deorum veneratur populus, ita
ut potentissimus eorum Thor in medio solium
habeat triclinio. [...] ‘Thor’, inquiunt, ‘praesidet
in aere, qui tonitrus et fulmina, ventos ym-
bresque, serena et fruges gubernat.’ [...] Thor
autem cum sceptro Iovem simulare videtur.

In this temple, entirely decked out in gold, it
is said, the people worship the statues of three
gods, so that the mightiest of them, Thor, oc-
cupies a throne in the middle of the chamber.
[...] ‘Thor,’ they say, ‘rules the sky; he governs
thunder and lightning, winds and storms, fine
weather and crops.’ [...] Thor with his scepter
apparently resembles Jupiter.

Adam of Bremen. Circa 1075. Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pontificum
[Deeds of the Bishops of Hamburg]. Book 4 (Descriptio insularum Aquilonis), Chapter 26.

This section will present evidence for early German development of various types of directed energy
technologies, such as particle beams, electromagnetic pulse weapons, lasers, focused sound waves,
and electromagnetic railguns. Although this evidence is relatively brief and highly incomplete,
hopefully it will stimulate much more archival research in the future in order to elucidate the
complete work of German-speaking scientists in these areas, as well as the full impact that their
work had on later scientists and projects outside the German-speaking world.

2129
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C.1 Particle Beams and X-Rays

[German-speaking scientists did an enormous amount of work on particle accelerators before and
during the war. Some of that work was simply aimed at developing the relevant technologies or
applying them to fundamental physics questions. A significant amount of the work was for nuclear
physics, apparently even including electronuclear breeding of weapons-grade fission fuel (see pp.
2496–2516, 2740–2746, and 2992–2993). Yet much of the work on particle accelerators seems to
have been intended to create directed energy weapons. Many different versions of such weapons
were under development during the war; they would have fired a beam of high-energy electrons
and/or ions, or in some cases they would have harnessed the energy from those charged particles to
produce an intense beam of X-rays, a burst of high-energy neutrons, or other forms of radiation. If
some of the reports available in archives are correct (and one could certainly debate whether they
are, unless or until more conclusive evidence is found), at least some of these weapons apparently
reached the stage of successful tests against laboratory animals or solid targets.

The known amount of literature on this topic is quite large, so this section can only present some
highlights. Even so, much more archival research should be conducted to unearth new information
on these programs, in order to determine exactly how far they progressed and how much they
influenced programs in other countries.

All accelerators use an electric field to accelerate charged particles. However, different types of
accelerators produce the electric field in different ways, accelerate particles either continuously or
by a series of impulses, and employ either circular or linear geometries:

• In a betatron, electrons follow a circular orbit in a magnetic field. Changing the magnetic
flux passing through the orbit induces an accelerating electric field around the orbit. The
increasing magnetic field keeps the orbital radius constant despite the increasing particle
energies. The iron pole pieces are shaped to provide a stronger magnetic field inside the orbit
than at the orbital radius.

• In a cyclotron, an accelerating electric field is applied each time the particles pass between
two D-shaped electrodes. Particles are allowed to spiral outward as their energy increases.

• In a synchrotron, an accelerating electric field is applied each time the particles cross an
electrode gap. Magnetic sections bend the particle trajectories into a closed orbit. Straight,
magnetic-field-free sections are useful for injecting or extracting particles. By allowing a large
orbital radius and adjusting the electric and magnetic fields as particles are accelerated,
energies of > 1 TeV can be obtained.

• In a linear accelerator, particles travel down the center of a long, straight tube. There is
a traveling or standing electromagnetic wave in the tube, and a series of irises in the tube
makes the wave ricochet back and forth off the walls instead of passing straight down the
tube. The ricocheting slows the wave’s longitudinal velocity to match the particle velocity and
also makes the wave have an electric field component in the longitudinal direction, suitable
for accelerating the particles.]
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Figure C.1: Betatron circular accelerator for electrons, and cyclotron circular accelerator for ions.
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Figure C.2: Synchrotron circular accelerator for very high-energy particles, and linear accelerator
that uses an electromagnetic wave to accelerate charged particles in a tube.
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Pedro Waloschek. 2012. Death-Rays as Life-Savers in the Third Reich. Draft English
translation of Todesstrahlen als Lebensretter pp. 98–100
[http://www-library.desy.de/preparch/books/death-rays.pdf].

Rolf Wideröe was born on July 11, 1902 in Oslo where he also went to school. His father was a
well situated importer of wine, cognac and oils. His mother was of German origin. After getting his
A-levels (“Abitur”) in 1920 he started studying electrical engineering at the Technical University in
Karlsruhe. Already as a student he had quite original ideas, like i.e. a device which could accelerate
electrons to very high energies. Such electrons could be used to investigate the structure of atoms
(he admired Lord Rutherford’s discoveries). His accelerator should work on the principle of the well
known electric current transformer. The secondary windings of the transformer would be substituted
with an electron beam turning around in an evacuated tube [Wi23]. So he called his accelerator
“beam transformer” or “ray transformer” (“Strahlentransformator”).

But Wideröe’s beam-transformer did not work. Later on he understood why. Therefore he could not
use it for his doctoral thesis. So he built another particle accelerator, this time with positive result.
He applied an idea of the Swedish physicist Gustav Ising which consisted in using an available high
voltage several times to accelerate the same particles.

With 25,000 Volt available he was able to accelerate particles as if he would have 50,000 Volts!
This device was worldwide the first successfully running “linear accelerator” and is considered as
an important pioneer achievement in the field.

Wideröe’s report on his results was accepted as doctoral thesis and published in a well known
journal edited by Rogowski, the “Archiv für Elektrotechnik”. As an appendix he added his ideas
about a beam-transformer and described an important condition which the used magnet should
satisfy. This was later on known as the “Wideröe 2 to 1” condition.

The American physicist Ernest Orlando Lawrence (1901–1958) saw Wideröe’s publication in the
Library of his Institute, could not understand much of the German texts, but very well the included
illustrations. This inspired him to an interesting idea. The principle of the linear accelerator could
be used several times on the same particles, if their orbit would be would up with the help of a
magnetic field. This was the starting idea for the famous “cyclotron”, which in the following years
became one of the most important instruments for nuclear physics research. For the development of
the cyclotron Lawrence was awarded in 1939 the Nobel Prize in physics. He always acknowledged
thankfully Wideröe’s initial suggestion [La31]. A curiosity: The cyclotron-principle was at about
the same time also presented in their institutes by two German physicists, Eugen Flegler and Max
Steenbeck. To my knowledge Flegler never published his ideas and Steenbeck did so, but much too
late.

[See also:

Pedro Waloschek. 2004. Todesstrahlen als Lebensretter: Tatsachenberichte aus dem Dritten Reich.
2nd ed. Norderstedt: Books on Demand.

Pedro Waloschek. 2007. Rolf Wideröe 1902–1996: A Pioneer of Particle Accelerators and Radiation
Therapy. 2nd ed. Books on Demand.]
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Figure C.3: Rolf Wideröe’s landmark 1928 paper on particle accelerators [Archiv für Elektrotechnik
(1928) 21:4:387–406].
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Figure C.4: Figures from one of Rolf Wideröe’s wartime patents on particle accelerators.
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Figure C.5: Figures from one of Rolf Wideröe’s wartime patents on particle accelerators.
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Figure C.6: Figures from one of Rolf Wideröe’s wartime patents on particle accelerators.
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Figure C.7: Figures from one of Rolf Wideröe’s wartime patents on particle accelerators.
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Figure C.8: Figures from one of Rolf Wideröe’s wartime patents on particle accelerators.
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Figure C.9: Figures from one of Rolf Wideröe’s wartime patents on particle accelerators.
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Figure C.10: Figures from one of Rolf Wideröe’s wartime patents on particle accelerators.
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Figure C.11: Figures from one of Rolf Wideröe’s wartime patents on particle accelerators.
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Figure C.12: Figures from one of Rolf Wideröe’s wartime patents on particle accelerators.
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Figure C.13: Figures from one of Rolf Wideröe’s wartime patents on particle accelerators.
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Pedro Waloschek. 2012. Death-Rays as Life-Savers in the Third Reich. Draft English
translation of Todesstrahlen als Lebensretter p. 175
[http://www-library.desy.de/preparch/books/death-rays.pdf].

Already in 1927/28 Steenbeck had developed the basic ideas for an accelerator which corresponded
exactly to the “Cyclotron” proposed in 1931 by Lawrence. And he also sketched the first ideas
for a later on called “Synchrocyclotron”. Encouraged by his colleagues at Siemens he wrote all
this down in a report which he wanted to publish in the journal “Naturwissenschaften”. Due to a
misunderstanding with his boss Rüdeneberg (who had asked him for a discussion of his ideas) the
paper was never published.

In 1934 Steenbeck had already seen the PhD-thesis published in 1928 by Wideröe and included in
his patents the conclusions to which Wideröe had arrived. Wideröe had also tried to submit his
ideas as patents in 1929 but did not care about it in the following years, as he was working on a
completely different subject (relays).

Max Steenbeck. German Patent DE 698,867. Vorrichtung zur Erzeugung von Elek-
tronen hoher Energie durch das elektrische Wirbelfeld eines sich zeitlich aendernden
magnetischen Hauptfeldes. [Device for Generating High Energy Electrons by the Elec-
tric Vortex Field of a Time-Varying Main Magnetic Field.] Filed 1935.

[Building on Rolf Wideröe’s earliest ideas, Max Steenbeck (German, 1904–1981) invented the first
practical betatron (circular particle accelerator for electrons) in 1935. Please see his first betatron
patent, German Patent DE 698,867, on the following pages.

Steenbeck obtained similar patents in many other countries, including U.S. Patent 2,103,303, which
was issued in 1937. Using the detailed designs in Steenbeck’s patents, Donald Kerst copied Steen-
beck’s device and built the first U.S. circular accelerator for electrons in 1940. Kerst’s only original
contribution was to rename the device as the “betatron,” and the name stuck. (German-speaking
scientists seemed to prefer the name “rheotron” in the early years.) Kerst then became widely and
incorrectly known as the “inventor” of the betatron while Steenbeck remained virtually unknown.

Some of Steenbeck’s experimental results with betatrons were published as:

Max Steenbeck. 1943. Beschleunigung von Elektronen durch elektrische Wirbelfelder.
Die Naturwissenschaften 31: 234–235.

From official histories, it is unclear exactly what Steenbeck did during the war, but it seems likely
that he worked on the German nuclear weapons program. After the war he spent ten years helping
to develop and run major parts of the Soviet nuclear weapons program. He wrote about some of
his experiences in his autobiography:

Max Steenbeck. 1980. Impulse und Wirkungen. 3rd ed. Berlin: Verlag der Nation.]
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Figure C.14: Max Steenbeck’s first patent on betatrons (DE 698,867), filed in 1935.
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Figure C.15: Max Steenbeck’s first patent on betatrons (DE 698,867), filed in 1935.
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Figure C.16: Max Steenbeck’s first patent on betatrons (DE 698,867), filed in 1935.
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Figure C.17: Max Steenbeck’s first patent on betatrons (DE 698,867), filed in 1935.
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Figure C.18: Max Steenbeck’s first patent on betatrons (DE 698,867), filed in 1935.
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Figure C.19: Max Steenbeck’s first patent on betatrons (DE 698,867), filed in 1935.
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Figure C.20: Max Steenbeck’s first patent on betatrons (DE 698,867), filed in 1935.
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Figure C.21: Max Steenbeck’s first patent on betatrons (DE 698,867), filed in 1935.
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Special Report 23. Captured Personnel and Material Br. 4 September 1944. [NARA
RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive
Int. (July–Oct. 44)]

Estimate of veracity: Source is considered reliable, talks freely on all matters pertaining to Com-
munication Engineering

Source has been in the German Army since 1928, when he first enlisted and became a Radio
Operator. Since that time he was sent to the Technische Hochschule in Berlin on several occasions
to study research work for the German Army. He witnessed a very interesting experiment which
impressed him very much during the latter part of 1937 and 1938.

The demonstration was performed at the Müggelsee near Berlin and the talk among Army Personnel
attending indicated that Neutron Rays were to be employed. A small balloon was released from
a boat on the lake which also housed the equipment and the operating personnel. When the rays
struck the balloon several hundred feet in the air, it exploded. Source states that when the beam
struck the balloon the Hydrogen gas was bombarded causing it to explode.

The beams were then directed upon some old brick buildings. After a short period of waiting for
the beam to do its work, it was turned off and the Army spectators were permitted to inspect
the brick building. It was discovered that the bricks could be taken and crumbled by a light blow
of a hammer. This they were told was brought about by the Neutron ray which was beamed on
the building. Very deadly secondary rays are produced by such a beam, they were told, however,
it required a tremendous amount of equipment to project such a beam and because of the strong
secondary ray which sometimes destroyed the equipment itself, the Army officials decided it would
be unwise to employ such equipment for combat.

They were also experimenting with Schumann Rays, which are shorter than Gamma Rays. The idea
is to obtain certain gases, such as helium, krypton, and neon, by breaking down atoms. Considerable
difficulty is experienced in controlling these rays and on one experiment, source’s best friend was
killed due to the secondary effect.

Helium is produced by this principle in a factory at Merseburg, near Halle. Facilities are not
available to produce it in large quantities. Source never visited this place. He knew of this factory
in 1938.

[“Schumann Rays” may refer to Gerhard Schumann, a particle accelerator physicist known to have
developed and tested high-energy accelerators during the war. This report seems to indicate that
Schumann, Steenbeck, or other scientists were producing, projecting, and testing intense particle
beams as potential weapons by 1937–1938.]
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1363. Report from Captured Personnel and Material Branch. 1 November 1944. [NARA
RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive
Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

[...] V. DEATH RAY:

A P/W who is a graduate engineer and an inventor with training in chemical metallurgy, gives the
following account of a death ray experiment he witnessed at the Berlin Hagenuk (“Hanseatische
Apparat Bau Gesellschaft Neufeld & Kuhnke”, cf. C.S.D.I.C. (UK) S.I.R. 1029) testing grounds at
Tempelhof.

P/W was conducting some experiments there in February 1939. He had just completed experiments
of his own when he noticed people assembling on the adjacent testing grounds which belonged to
A.E.G. Siemenstadt, Berlin. He inquired regarding the nature of the experiment to take place and
was told some form of ray would be displayed. He was permitted to view the experiments by a
Dip. Ingenieur, an employee of the A.E.G., who was in charge and with whom P/W was friendly,
they having attended the Technische Hochschule at Aachen together. P/W’s uncle, Eng. Sauer,
Technical Director at the A.E.G. in Berlin, was also instrumental in his obtaining permission to
view the experiments.

The generating apparatus was housed in a small brick building four meters square and three meters
high. On one side of the building was a window one meter wide, and 50 cm. high. P/W was unable
to look through this window as it was made of quartz glass and some form of metal was also
distributed around the glass so as to prevent stray radiations.

At a distance of 200 meters from the side of the building that contained the quartz glass window
was placed a small wooden crate with live guinea pigs in it. The spectators were first permitted
to inspect the crate and the live creatures. Everyone was then requested to move back behind
some white ropes so placed that they were safely protected, in a position even with the side of
the building. A Dr. Schuetze then entered the small brick building and switched on the apparatus.
No one was permitted to enter this building other than Dr. Schuetze, who remained inside the
building as long as the apparatus was in operation. A humming noise could be heard similar to
that made by a generator running at high speed. The ray was invisible. After about ten minutes,
Dr. Schuetze turned the apparatus off and the spectators were then permitted to examine the box
which contained the guinea pigs.

P/W inspected the guinea pigs closely. Not a sign of life was present. Even when a lighted match
was held close to their noses, they showed no signs of life. Dr. Schuetze told P/W that the rays had
destroyed the white corpuscles of the blood and had thus caused sudden death. P/W never again
saw nor heard of any other such experiments. [...]

[This is another report (from an apparently very knowledgeable and trustworthy source) that
indicates scientists were producing, projecting, and testing intense particle beams as potential
weapons by early 1939, before the war even started.]
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PW Intelligence Bulletin No. 2/32: Atom-Smashing Experiments. 30 January 1945.
[AFHRA A5370, No. 519.6501-2]

The first two experiments of this kind which PW [German prisoner of war] witnessed took place
in Dec 43 and Jan 44. In one, a 10 cm cube of steel (grade ST0012) was disintegrated within four-
tenths of a second. The object in the second experiment was water, contained in a large quartz
tube, tilted so that the “rays” would strike the largest possible surface. The water disappeared in
two-tenths of a second.

The most spectacular experiment was conducted early April 1944, when some 75 rats were made to
disappear in the same way. The experiment was photographed from the quartz-enclosed observation
tower, and PW claims there was no trace of smoke or flame, nor did any ashes remain on the iron
plate. His explanation of this apparent violation of the laws of physics is that the rats were somehow
reduced to a gas, which was absorbed by the iron plate.

Detailed Interrogation Report 6824 DTC (MIS) M. 1075: Atom-Smashing Laboratory.
13 March 1945. [AFHRA A5370, No. 519.6501-2]

In the experiment of Apr 44 (See Report 2/32), PW stated that, when the rats were bombarded by
the rays, a phosphorescent glow was observed over their bodies, lasting about a fifth of a second.
PW believed that the rats had been reduced to a gaseous [form], which had been driven into the
vacuum system of the test stand.

[This seems to be a later report of the testing of intense particle beams as potential weapons,
describing experiments from December 1943 through April 44. If the description of the effects was
accurate, the results were quite impressive, and the technology had clearly advanced a great deal
since the 1937–1939 experiments described in the previous reports. Even so, such a particle beam
weapon would have required a huge power source, which would have made it impractical for most
military applications during the war, and may explain why it was never deployed.

Judging from several reports discovered in Walther Gerlach’s files by the U.S. Alsos Mission, in
1944 there were a number of very active projects aimed at developing and testing weapons based
on particle accelerators that produced high-energy beams of electrons, ions, and/or X-rays [NARA
RG 319 Entry NM3-82A, Box 6, Folder ALSOS G-20]. Gerlach was closely tied to the physics
community, the Reich Research Council, and the SS, and he appears to have been appointed the
chief scientific official responsible for funding and evaluating all or at least many of the particle
beam weapon projects. Please see the following pages for a few examples from these reports.]
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Figure C.22: Page from a 4 May 1944 progress report from Ernst Schiebold to Walther Gerlach on
the development of particle beam weapons [NARA RG 319 Entry NM3-82A, Box 6, Folder ALSOS
G-20].
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Figure C.23: Page from a 27 June 1944 progress report from Helmuth Kulenkampff to Walther
Gerlach on the development of particle beam weapons [NARA RG 319 Entry NM3-82A, Box 6,
Folder ALSOS G-20].
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Figure C.24: Page from a 16 August 1944 progress report from Helmuth Kulenkampff to Walther
Gerlach on the development of particle beam weapons [NARA RG 319 Entry NM3-82A, Box 6,
Folder ALSOS G-20].
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Figure C.25: Page from a 15 September 1944 progress report from Rolf Wideröe to Walther Gerlach
on the development of particle beam weapons [NARA RG 319 Entry NM3-82A, Box 6, Folder
ALSOS G-20].
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Figure C.26: Page from a 4 December 1944 progress report from Rolf Wideröe to Walther Gerlach
on the development of particle beam weapons [NARA RG 319 Entry NM3-82A, Box 6, Folder
ALSOS G-20].
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[Many other German reports captured by the U.S. Alsos Mission also show that there was exten-
sive work throughout the war on particle accelerators, especially types of accelerators that would
have been highly suitable for electronuclear breeding of fission fuel. (See Appendix D for more
information.) Unless otherwise noted, text for G-series captured German nuclear reports cited here
consists of the English-language abstracts prepared by American scientists who studied the German
reports.]

G-4. W. Wiebe. The Cyclotron as a Method of Accelerating Light Ions. A Survey of
the Literature and Report on the Construction of a Cyclotron at the University of
Bonn. G-123. W. Wiebe. Investigation of the Construction of a Cyclotron.

Comprehensive literature survey of cyclotron theory and operation as well as a report on the
construction of a cyclotron at the Roentgen Research Institute of the University of Bonn. Some
results obtained with this cyclotron are also included.

G-187. W. Schmitz and W. Wiebe. Technical Experiences in the Construction of the
Bonn Cyclotron. 1942.

Brief description of some features of the Bonn cyclotron which has been put into partial operation.
Because of financial restrictions, magnet has 50 cm pole diameter. It is air cooled, 2000 windings, 3
amp/mm2, 10,000 Gauss. Temperature rise after 1 hour operation = 50o which increases resistance
of copper 15%. Homogeneity between the cylindrical poles = 1.6; with shimming, field strength
is 20% higher in the slits (5 mm). Descriptions also of the current regulator, the high frequency
generator, and the Dees.

G-204. Walther Bothe. Radiation Shielding Walls. 1943.

Analysis of shielding required for a cyclotron (8 MeV) operated with deuterons and the operator 8
m from the apparatus.

G-205. Walther Bothe. The Research Tools of Nuclear Physics. 1943.

General semipopular lecture delivered before German air force personnel describing the various
particle accelerators used in nuclear physics including cascade transformers, electrostatic generators,
Van de Graaff accelerators, cyclotrons, rheotrons, and also the uranium pile. Concludes with plea
for needed personnel.

G-209. Walter Dällenbach. Patent Application and General Correspondence with the
German Patent Office on a Particle Accelerator. 1943.

This is not a complete report on a particle accelerator but rather a patent application on certain
features of the proposed unit.

[Dällenbach was a Swiss physicist, but the German government funded his own research center,
Forschungsstelle D, for the development of high-energy particle accelerators during the war [Dippel
1992; Weiss 1996].]
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G-232. H. Lange and K. Fink. The Possibility of Saving Material in Building Cyclotron
Magnets. 1943.

A general manual on the design of 15,000 gauss cyclotron magnets giving data on pole diameters
(ranging from 100 to 120 cm), pole gap (20 to 40 cm) and the efficiency of various materials as
windings. Special emphasis is laid on the use of aluminum wire as a substitute for copper.

G-247. Otto Baier. Report on the Design of the Vacuum Tank and Oscillator for the
Cyclotron of the Physics Section of the German Post Office Department Research
Institution. 1944.

Vacuum tank with radiation chamber, ion source and probe, deflector, electrode dees and their
mounting, are described, also the oscillator and the flange connecting the oscillator tank with the
main vacuum tank, and the mechanism for introduction of the target. Plans for this equipment are
illustrated.

G-255. Siegfried Flügge. Observations Concerning the Theory of the Rheotron. 1944.

A rheotron is a particle accelerator built on the principle of a magnetic field variable in time
producing a circular electric field. Charged particles with very high energies result if the magnetic
power increases until the desired energy of the particle is reached, and if the accelerated particle
keeps a circular path of the same diameter. Equations are computed for the electron path, energy
increase, stability of the path, and axial and radial oscillations. The path traveled by the electrons
is figured to be several 100 km. Interactions with the vacuum atmosphere are considered.

[Richard Gans and Heinz Schmellenmeier did considerable work on rheotrons during the war
[Waloschek 2004, pp. 33–64].]

G-282. H. Salow. The High Frequency Circuit for a Cyclotron. 1944.

A method to achieve a high potential (100 kV or more) with the least high frequency energy output,
allowing for a resonance wave length range of 26–30 m for the accelerated particles, and a capacity
of the dee electrodes of about 100 cm is discussed. Various possible high frequency systems are
examined, namely the L-C circuit (inductance L completing the capacity to an oscillating circuit),
concentric double circuits, and a shielded double circuit system. Energy losses of the circuit and
coupling of the feeding line are considered.

G-284. Ernst Schiebold. On the Possibility of Biological Effects of Shortwave X Rays or
Gamma Rays, Using Specially Constructed X-Ray Tubes, at Long Distances. Lecture
Given at the Meeting of the Kuratorium of the German Air Force Research Institute
Grossostheim. 6 May 1944.

This is a detailed discussion of the possibilities of using x irradiation and electrons in radiological
warfare over long distances. The report is not based on experiments but entirely on estimations.
Construction of x-ray tubes, scattering and absorption in air, intensity decrease due to various
factors, dosage, etc. are discussed.
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G-286. W. Schmitz and A. Weckesser. Investigations of High Frequency Currents for
Construction of a Large Cyclotron. 1944.

In very large cyclotrons the potential distribution in the acceleration gap between the dees is
no longer constant. In order to obtain information on the voltage increase to be expected, mea-
surements of potentials were conducted on a model of decreased size with wave length shortened
accordingly. An improved wiring and oscillator system are designed. A procedure is developed for
calculation of the effect of the increase in potential on the particle path.

G-292. W. Wiebe. Consideration for Construction of a 80 Million Volt Cyclotron.
1944.

Considerations on construction of a large cyclotron include calculations concerning magnetic field
focusing, relation between magnetic field and particle path, relative increase in mass and resonance,
and design of vacuum chamber and voltage source. [...] For production of the desired particle path
a magnetic field of 17,610 maximal and of 7450 gauss minimal strength is calculated to be needed.
The diameter of the poles is figured to be 175 cm, iron weight of the magnets is anticipated as 1500
tons. The path of the deuterons would have a total length of 2500 m, deuterons of 80 MeV and
alpha particles of 160 MeV can be produced.

FA 002/0384. Letter from Rudolf Fleischmann to Maurer. 10 February 1943. Archive
of Deutsches Museum Munich.

Fleischmann visited Mentzel on Jan. 28 and heard that Esau had been put in charge of nuclear
physics by the Reichsmarschall. From Siemens man, he heard that Siemens has been constructing
since four years a large cyclotron with 1.60 meter diameter. He did not say for whom. There can
be hardly any doubt that it is for an organization of the armed forces. Is this the large cyclotron
for WaF?

FA 002/0362. Letter from Maurer to Rudolf Fleischmann. 12 January 1943. Archive
of Deutsches Museum Munich.

[...]The two people from the Reichspost were here. Their magnet gives only 16,000 Gauss, 160 mm
gap, diameter 1080 mm. They hope to get 10 million volt.

FA 002/0362. Letter from Maurer to Rudolf Fleischmann. 5 March 1943. Archive of
Deutsches Museum Munich.

Esau and Bothe have left Paris. Maurer was present at a discussion between Esau and Bothe.
Maurer pointed out to Bothe the egotistic behaviour of the firm of Siemens and that he regrets
that Fleischmann as nuclear physicist has to go empty handed whereas the Reichspost and Siemens
are allowed to build with mere beginners. Maurer asks what is going to happen with the second
Siemens magnet. [...] Bothe is no end fed up.
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[After the war, Allied investigators wrote several reports about particle accelerators they found in
Germany or former German-controlled territories.]

BIOS Misc 77 = NavTechMisEu 331-45. European Electron Induction Accelerators.
[http://www.cdvandt.org/BIOS-Miscell-77.pdf]

SUMMARY

Betatrons, induction electron accelerators for the production of high energy x-radiation, were under
development in Germany during the war and are also to some extent at present. This work is
reviewed for the most part and details are given on the constructional features of 6 and 15 million
volt betatrons and on the theory and design of 15 and 200 million volt betatrons. The smaller units,
especially the Siemens 6 Mv are quite successful and more advanced than comparable American
units. While no large machines were actually built the projected 200 Mv Wideröe design introduces
new features of value. Betatron patent ideas are reviewed.

I. Introduction.

A. History of Betatron Developments on Continent.

The first work on the subject of electron induction acceleration which appeared in Europe was the
doctoral dissertation of Rolf Wideröe of Bergen, Norway, which appeared in 1927 and was published
in print the following year. [...]

Developments on the continent have been based on Wideröe’s work. The basic ideas were by Steen-
beck in his patents of 1937 [...] in which the necessary properties of the magnetic accelerating and
guiding fields are formulated.

An induction electron accelerator was built on these principles and tried with success, it is claimed,
although the intensities of radiation produced were only of cosmic ray intensity order. [...]

The betatron development was carried out by three separate groups. One was the Megavolt Ver-
suchsanstalt (MVA) or Megavolt Research Association which worked under the guidance of Dr.
Wideröe. Siemens and AEG also had projects. MVA laid plans for a 15 Mv and a 200 Mv accelera-
tor. The former was begun early in 1944 and brought to successful completion in the fall of the same
year. The design of the 200 Mv accelerator was completed about this time and the construction
work turned over to the Brown Boveri firm in Heidelberg. Recent investigation showed that MVA
had no further connection with this project.

The basic ideas underlying the design of these two induction accelerators were published by Wideröe
in two papers. These discuss the special problems involved such as axial and radial stabilization
by properly designed guiding fields, injection and extraction of electrons, the useful load of the
apparatus, the maximum electron filling of the acceleration chamber, dependence on injection
voltage (using auxiliary lens system), the stabilization of electronic orbits with electrical lenses,
especially for high radiation energies, the effects of gas molecules, technical transformer construction
details for high energy production, and finally the fields of application of the betatron: cancer
treatment, radiography, and nuclear physics.
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In collaboration with the design work of Wideröe, a considerable amount of theoretical work has
been carried out by Touschek. This is known to have been of invaluable aid in the development of
the 15 Mv accelerator. Further theoretical work has also been done by Touschek in the starting of
electrons in the accelerator. [...]

BIOS 1730. Industrial Electrical Research in Germany. pp. 91–94, 133–136.

A betatron having an output of about 15 MeV, .01 Röntgens per second at 1 metre, is in working
condition at this place [M.V. Forschungs-Vereinigung]. An outline of the design in Fig. 39 has been
prepared from sketches from a drawing at Wrist.

The following particulars were provided by Touschek:–

Operating frequency 50 cycles per second.
Orbit radius. 14 cms.

Core details:–
... Length 92 cms.
... Height. 56 cms.
... Radius of centre core. 11 cms.
... Pole pieces have inner dia. 27.6 cms.
... ” ” ” outer dia. 29.8 cms.
... Air gaps of centre core. 2 cms.
... ” ” between pole pieces. 6 cms.
... Cross section of main yokes. 13 x 32 cms.

Weight:–
... Iron. 816 Kg.
... Copper. 188 Kg.

Magnetic circuit particulars:–
... Max. induction in core. 11,300 gauss.
... Average induction with orbit 7,400 gauss.
... Induction at orbit (R=14 cms). 3,700 gauss.
... Max. induction in yoke. 10,200 gauss.

Main Coils:–
... Current. 48 amps. R.M.S.
... Voltage. 4,780 volts.
... KVA. 230
... Ampere turns, peak 19,000
... Volts per turn. 17.1
... Cooling. By air.
... Copper losses. 500 Watts
... Iron losses, core 156 Watts.
... ” ” poles. 150 Watts.
... ” ” yoke. 960 Watts.
... Power factor correction condenser. 33 MFD at 5000 volts.
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The core is built up from low-loss transformer steel; a loss figure of 1.1 watts per Kg, at 10,000
gauss, 50 cycles per second, was quoted. Ten different sizes of radial laminations, each 0.35 mm.
thick, are used in the core. A lower grade of transformer steel is used for the yoke.

The “doughnut” is of glass (Pyrex type), built up from two semicircular moulds, and is continuously
pumped. The internal surfaces are aquadag coated. The resistance of the aquadag coating measured
across a diameter was understood to be 30 ohms.

An approximate sketch of the gun, and target carried on the gun is given in Fig. 40. The current
at injection has an average value of 0.125 mA. and a peak value of 12.5 mA, approximately. It was
stated that about 10% of the injection current arrived in the orbit. An injection pulse time of about
2.0 microseconds was aimed at, but the actual time achieved was about 250 microseconds. With
the present betatron up to 30 MEV has been obtained.

The characteristic at the orbit was stated to be H = K r−6. The expansion of the orbit is by
magnetic saturation; expansion onto the target takes place after about 60 degrees from flux zero.

In order to utilise the maximum change of A.C. flux, a D.C. biasing scheme is proposed, using a D.C.
bias winding embracing the pole pieces in the manner shown in Fig. 41. The bucking transformer
shown is to compensate for the induced e.m.f. caused by A.C. flux which links with the added D.C.
winding.

A scheme for getting electrons out of the chamber was briefly described. Two additional sets of
electrodes would be placed in the doughnut. The first electrode at a potential of some kV would
upset the stability conditions so that electrons would leave the stable orbit, and be directed to a
pair of electrodes (plates) which would deflect the electrons further from the orbit and focus them
into a beam, which then leaves the doughnut in a linear manner. The apparently optimistic figure
of 60% was mentioned as the number of electrons which would be removed from the orbit and given
a linear path.

[...]

Two betatrons were seen at the Erlangen works of the Siemens Reiniger concern, one in running
condition and the other very nearly complete. Both are for providing X-rays corresponding to 6
MEV.

The essential particulars of the completed betatron are as follows:–
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. Output—6 MEV; X-ray output 0.2 röntgens per minute

. —15 gr. radium at 1 metre.

A.C. supply frequency. 550 cycles/sec.
Orbit radius. 8.3 cms.
Target radius. 11.0 cms.
Injection radius 6.3 cms.
Injection current (mean) 1.0 milliamp.
. (5 milliamps possible)
Voltage at injection. 4000/5000
Injection time. 10−5 second.
K.V.A. to main coils 300
. (100 amps 3 KV. to give 6 MEV).
Expansion time. 2 x 10−5 second.
X-ray time. 5 x 10−6 second.
Vacuum (see curve Fig. 69) 3 x 10−5 mm.
Current in orbit 5 x 10−7 amp.

Approx. characteristic at orbit. H r−1/2

H at orbit. 1400 gauss.
Total losses, approximately. 3 KW.
Copper losses. 800 watts.

. Doughnut; Ceramic in two main disc sections, metallised

. and soft soldered; pumped, (see Fig. 68)

. Iron circuit; overall dimensions 26” x 8” x 19” approx.

For details of pole pieces (see Fig. 68) the outer annulus comprises about 2000 suitably shaped
laminations, as A, bent to fit to the required diameter. Inside A is a core section B built up of
radially displaced laminations, similarly bent. The central section C is made up from small packets
of strip laminations about 2 to 3 mm. wide, total of about 11,000 strips. All of these laminations
are of ordinary silicon steel 0.3 mm. thick. Shims G of magnetic dust materials are place between
B and a ribbed bakelite spacer H, possibly to allow for cooling. The assembly of pole pieces, etc.,
and the doughnut comprises one unit which can be inserted or withdrawn from the main core and
coil assembly without disturbing the latter.

The orbit is expanded into the target by auxiliary coils energised from a thyratron circuit, which
serves to discharge a 2 MFD condenser at 1000 volts through these said coils. The circuit arrange-
ment is shown in Fig. 70.

The main magnetic circuit is water cooled, the conductors being a number of strands of Ltz wire
wound round brass tubing through which water flows.

Siemens Reiniger have another betatron of similar physical size and rating nearly completed; it is
for operation on a 50 cycles supply.

S.R.W. have apparently paid appreciable attention to conditions at injections and had built a model
to study the effect of various types of gun. A constant field is evidently applied to the model and
the adjustable fluorescent screen; a number of viewing windows are provided in the chamber.
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Figure C.27: 15 MeV betatron [BIOS 1730].
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Figure C.28: 15 MeV betatron [BIOS 1730].
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Figure C.29: 6 MeV betatron [BIOS 1730].
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Figure C.30: 6 MeV betatron (top) and 15 MeV betatron (bottom).
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BIOS 201. Visit to C.H.F. Müller AG Röntgenstr. 24 Bahrenfeld, Hamburg.

[...] Müller had built in conjunction with a Norwegian scientist [Wideröe], a 15 million volt Betatron.
This has been moved to Wrist. Dr. Fehr stated that this had been experimented with for the
Luftwaffe with the hope (?) of obtaining a death-ray for anti-aircraft work. [...]

BIOS 212. Ultra-sonic Research and Development in X-Ray Equipment. Siemens-
Reiniger Werke, AG Erlangen.

[...] Another source of hard X-rays was a very efficient betatron that was built in Dr. Gund’s
laboratory. Using a 550 cycle supply energies up to 6 Mev. were obtained. The anode used was
of gold and a thermocouple attached to it acted as a measure of the current intensity. 20% of the
electron energy was assumed to go into radiation. The radiation intensity was equivalent to about
12 gm. of radium. [...]

[See also:

BIOS 148. German Betatrons.

FIAT 534. Betatron Development in Germany.

After the war, two scientists who worked on the 15 MeV betatron published a paper about it:

Rudolf Kollath and Gerhard Schumann. 1947. Untersuchungen an einem 15-MV-Betatron. Zeitschrift
für Naturforschung 2a:634–642 [http://zfn.mpdl.mpg.de/data/Reihe A/2/ZNA-1947-2a-0634.pdf].

See Fig. C.31.]
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Figure C.31: Paper on the 15 MeV betatron.
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George B. Davis to Francis J. Smith. 7 July 1945. Subject: JANISZEWSKI, Raman.
Ref No SAIC/PIR/31 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 167, Folder 32.12-2 GER-
MANY: Personnel (Jan 45–Dec 45)].

Attached is a copy of an interrogation report which indicates that PW [prisoner of war] has some
knowledge along TA [tubealloy, or nuclear] lines. I have written to Captain Speer and asked him to
arrange to intercept any reports of interviews of this man which might jeopardize TA security. We
have made no arrangement to have him interviewed on our behalf as he does not appear to have
been engaged in TA during the war.

Paul Kubala. 26 June 1945. Ref No SAIC/PIR/31. Seventh Army Interrogation Cen-
ter. Preliminary Interrogation Report [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 167, Folder
32.12-2 GERMANY: Personnel (Jan 45–Dec 45)].

SOURCE: JANISZEWSKI, Raman, Scientist

1. PERSONAL DATA

Subject was born in 1891 in JANOWICE, Poland and studied engineering in POSEN and BERLIN.
He devoted most of his life to research, ranging from mechanics to atom smashing. He had his own
laboratories in WARSAW and POSEN and claims to have patented 86 inventions so far. In 1927
he was called by the President of Poland and received a secret assignment which he is unwilling to
describe in any greater detail other than that it concerned research on war materials.

Source developed an apparatus to radio-activate metals, especially mercury. He claims that the rays
produced by this machine black out radio waves, offset magnets, and have a deadly paralyzing effect
on humans. He claims this machine is especially important in that it destroys the function of the
gyroscope. Source declares his willingness to disclose all details of this machine and demonstrate
it at his laboratory in the TYROL. He states that the secret of this machine has not fallen into
German hands.

2. ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

Source was arrested by 103 MP Det, arrived this CENTER 24 May 45 on authority G-2, Seventh
Army. Documents: blueprints and patent for tire-changing apparatus; papers on radio-activation of
metals; and on invention of a special ignition coil.

3. KNOWLEDGE BRIEF

a. Details on radio-activation of metals, and atom smashing.

b. Tire-changing apparatus.

c. Other inventions.
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4. INTERROGATION PLAN

Interrogation will be withheld until an expert in his field can exploit prisoner’s knowledge.

5. COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is suggested that subject be interrogated by a technical expert. The recipients of this report are
requested to submit special briefs of any subject upon which this man should be interrogated.

[Igor Witkowski received significant publicity for his claims that a mysterious German device called
“die Glocke” or “the Bell” was built and tested in Poland during World War II [Cook 2001;
Witkowski 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013; https://igorwitkowski.com/english.html]. Witkowski’s claims
about the Bell have been repeated by numerous books, television programs, and websites and have
taken on a life of their own. As far as I am aware, Witkowski’s personal statements are the only
source of information that the Bell even existed, let alone what its historical and technical details
were, and he has never presented any documents to substantiate his claims.

All of Witkowski’s original books and articles are in Polish. Only a few of his books have been
translated into German or English [Witkowski 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013]. Another Polish author,
Bartosz Rdu ltowski, analyzed the complete history of Witkowski’s Polish writings and statements
in considerable detail, and made what sounds like a very credible case that Witkowski simply
invented the story of the Bell [Rdu ltowski 2012]. Even in the most charitable interpretation, the
story of the Bell came to Witkowski from a source, who got it from another source, who likely got
it from another source, none of whom were scientists, so one would expect the technical details to
have gotten garbled along the way, as in the children’s game of telephone.

The above interrogation report on Raman Janiszewski (see also Fig. C.32) has a few details that
seem similar to some of those in Witkowski’s Bell story: a device was developed in Poland during the
war, it involved mercury, and it produced various strange and dangerous effects in its surroundings.
The Janiszewski interrogation report does not say that the device was bell-shaped, or give any other
details that have been claimed by Witkowski. It is not clear if the similarities are a coincidence, or
if Witkowski used actual information such as that from Janiszewski and then added many fictional
elaborations to the story, or if there may actually be some historical reality to the story of the Bell
after all.

Even limiting the discussion to the Janiszewski interrogation report, it is not clear how credible
Janiszewski was, how his device worked, and whether it would actually produce any of the variety
of effects that he attributed to it. The Manhattan Project foreign intelligence officials, George Davis
and Francis Smith, seemed to take his claims seriously though.

Can other information on Raman Janiszewski’s background, his research, and his interrogations be
located? Can any other similar documents be found?]
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Figure C.32: Preliminary interrogation report on Raman Janiszewski [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 167, Folder 32.12-2 GERMANY: Personnel (Jan 45–Dec 45)].
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Paul E. Todd, U.S. Air Forces in Europe, U.S. Air/Air Ministry Branch, to Assistant
Chief of Staff, A-2, Headquarters, USAFE. 19 November 1946. Activities Report (11
through 16 November 1946). [AFHRA C5088 electronic version p. 957]

[...] (4) X-Death Ray report completed and forwarded, thru channels, to Assistant Chief of Staff,
A-2, USAFE, A.D.I. (Science), Mr. Gerrard, and Joint Intelligence Bureau, Major Rushmore. [...]

[What German X-ray directed energy weapon was important enough and sufficiently well developed
by the end of the war in Europe that the U.S. Army Air Force was still writing a report on it 18
months after the war ended, and forwarding that report to high levels? Can a copy of this report
be located now?]
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C.2 Electromagnetic Pulse

[Several Allied intelligence reports described the development and successful testing of some sort
of German electromagnetic pulse (EMP) weapons capable of knocking out the electrical systems of
engines, or other electrical devices. A nuclear explosion will generate a large EMP, but the German
EMP generators described in the reports appear to have been non-nuclear. Many countries now
have non-nuclear EMP weapons in their arsenals.]

Extract of Information—Source: Letter #1172/EM, 11 Mar. 1944 to Col. H. A. Kenyon
from Col. A. J. P. Le Bel. [AFHRA A1263 frame 213]

Notable Incidents.

a.) On November 19, on the outskirts of Lens at 5:30 P.M. a British Plane was downed with no
apparent struggle. The plane was flying normally when all of a sudden, it pitched to the ground
and was crushed.

b.) English pilots, interned in Switzerland, have declared that as they flew over the Eastern part
of France their apparatus had been deranged—also—reports have pointed to the fact that centers
for the transmission of these rays have been installed at Ardennes.

These two facts lead us to surmise that the Germans have experimented with their secret weapon
and that these rays or waves are capable of hampering Electric parts of plane motors and to disturb
the apparatus on board.

Report Received from G-2, 12 April 1944 and Filed in Ski Site File.
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History of the Counter Intelligence Corps, Volume XX, Germany Overrun–Part I.
March 1959. pp. XX-61–XX-62 [NARA RG 319, Entry UD-1080, Box 6].

Secret Weapons

That the Nazis had hoped to win the war by secret weapons became evident to XVIII Corps CIC
Agents with the capture and subsequent interrogation of Werner Piel, a special air courier of secret
technical devices for the Luftwaffe.

Piel claimed that the German laboratories that had produced V-1 and V-2 missiles had also per-
fected an array of diabolical devices that needed only large scale production before they could be
used against the Allied armies.

The strangest and most fascinating of these secret weapons was described as a “secret ray” that
would paralyze any vehicle to a halt. The instrument, which the Germans called “Adlergeraet” or
“Eagle Apparatus,” was demonstrated to Piel and others at a proving ground near Danzig in July
1944. Piel asserted that an automobile driven across the testing area was brought to a complete
standstill by the ray as if the spark of the vehicle had suddenly failed.

The mechanism was principally adapted for use by the Luftwaffe in night fighting. Planes equipped
with the Adlergeraet could allegedly trail behind an adversary, bring him in range and then drop
him from the sky by “konking out” his engines without firing a single round. This was the theory.
No estimate of actual effectiveness had been made.

Piel’s connection with the secret devices was largely during the six weeks prior to his capture when
he ferried the equipment from Berlin to Glasshuette, where the finished devices were made, and
then delivered them to aircraft manufacturers.

Before CIC completed the interrogation of the ray-obsessed Piel, the Agents learned the current
disposition of the informant’s organization, the Air Force High Command, Chief of Technical Divi-
sion for Air Armament Transport. Apparently, Allied bombing of Berlin had been so effective that
this German technical air wing had to be split into two branches, one in Austria and the other
along the Baltic sea.80

80. XVIII Corps (Abn) G2 Periodic Rpt Nr 9, Annex Nr 1, “CIC Notes,” dtd 5 May 45, in FUSA
G2 Jnl and File, 7–8 May 45, L-558 (UNCLASSIFIED), (Departmental Records Branch, AGO,
Alexandria, Va.)

[Note that the interrogation of Piel seems to indicate that advanced research projects associated
with the Luftwaffe were largely centered in Berlin (until they had to be evacuated due to Allied
bombing), the Baltic coast, and Austria. That agrees with many other documents that indicate that
Berlin, the Baltic coast, and Austria were three of the areas that had especially large concentrations
of high technology development during the war.]
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Merillat Moses, Chief, Scientific Branch, U.S. Military Intelligence Service, to Major F.
J. Smith. 16 November 1944. Evaluation of Reports on Rays or Charges to Neutralize
Aircraft Motors. [AFHRA A1263 frames 129–130]

1. The Military Intelligence Service is in receipt of various reports dealing with rays for stopping
or neutralizing aircraft motors such as:

a. An ultra-violet ray for stalling airplane motors is being worked upon hard, but as yet
without practical success.

b. Experiments were being made on another electrical apparatus whereby vehicles com-
ing within its field could be stopped.

c. The famous “Death Ray” is spoken of again and it is said that several airplanes have
been made to fall in the neighborhood of this installation.

d. The use of radio ray [that] emits wave that slows down the motors of Allied planes
flying over region.

e. In February it was reported that the Germans were working on some mechanism to
stop aircraft motors.

f. A source who states that he has done much work for the P.T.T. at Tempelhof in
Berlin and for the Reichspostforschungsanstalt claims that 80% of their laboratory work
is on aviation. A high official and an engineer there have informed him that they have
completed a new A/A weapon which will be turned out in mass production in two or
three months.

g. Experiments with “Death Rays” were conducted by AEG-Siemenstadt Berlin at
Tempelhof in 1939. Guinea pigs were killed at a distance of 200 meters.

h. An individual employed “on electrical matters”, not named or otherwise described,
told the prisoner that the Germans had for years been experimenting with these death
rays.

j. Experiments of which he knew, (1) destroying the functions of aircraft motors with
induced magnetic fields, (2) exploding aircraft in the air by direct ultra-violet ray.

k. This weapon which emits waves or rays based on piezo-electricity is a development
of the death ray. It is known that tests were made in 1938 and that [at] a distance of
eight hundred meters an automobile motor was successfully stopped.

l. The Germans will use within the next three weeks new generator which is capable of
stopping motors.

2. An hypothesis has been received stating that by use of rays or charges the atmosphere surrounding
the airplane engine could be ionized, causing the ignition system to spark at joints and also where
the insulation has been cracked or broken, thereby causing a short circuit of the spark plug.

3. Any evaluation or opinion you may be able to render on the existence or practicability of any
rays or charges, to include probably type of emission, range, size of installation required, would be
highly appreciated.
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Headquarters, United States Strategic Air Forces [USSTAF] in Europe, Office of the
Director of Intelligence, An Evaluation of German Capabilities in 1945. The Comman-
ders Intelligence Digest. 19 January 1945 [AFHRA A5729 electronic version pp. 255
onward and 561 onward; NARA RG 319, Entry UD-1041, Box 27, Folder 925497].

1. In the following paragraphs are listed the actual or potential weapons which the Germans may
use against USSTAF operations in 1945. For the most part they include the so-called V weapons.
No consideration is given to those for which there is lacking evidence of possible use for some time
to come. [...]

5. MAGNETIC WAVE: The best information available is from very secret and reliable sources,
and forces the conclusion that this weapon exists as a possibility. It is designed to cause failure of
various electrical apparatus in aircraft. [...]

[Point 1 above suggests that there is significant evidence for those weapons that are then listed.

Point 5 shows that an EMP weapon was reported by “very secret and reliable sources.”]

V. W. Petersen, Headquarters United States Strategic Air Forces in Europe (Rear),
Office of the Director of Intelligence, to General George C. McDonald. 24 January
1945. Preliminary Report on Suspected Magnetic Ray. [AFHRA A1263 frames 141–
142]

1. This is a preliminary report on investigation of the P-38 aircraft which flew sortie No. 3832
over Frankfurt and the interrogation of the Pilot, Lt. Hitt. Over this area the Pilot encountered
a freakish condition which indicates that the enemy may be using some new device (suspected as
being a magnetic ray) as a defence measure against our aircraft.

2. The Pilot made three passes over the target area which was the northern part of Frankfurt for
the purpose of taking aerial photographs. He took a number of frames on his first two passes, at
approximately 22,000 ft. and 20,000 feet, but on his third pass at 17,500 ft. he ran into trouble
with his aircraft. At this time he was flying in a straight slightly climbing condition, no flak of any
kind was encountered and no evasive action was taken during the whole time over the target area.

3. In beginning his third pass his instruments began acting up and his left engine became very
rough. [...]

4. The other gauges and instruments which were affected included the fuel level gauges, gyro
compass and the artificial horizon. The hands on the fuel level gauges started spinning in the
same direction. The gyro compass was also spinning through 360o revolutions. The Pilot caged
the compass at three different times and after uncaging each time the compass continued to spin
through 360o revolutions. The artificial horizon was floating in a peculiar attitude so that it could
not be used. [...]

8. The instruments on Lt. Hitt’s ship continued acting up for a period of eight to ten minutes; after
this time they appeared to be functioning properly. [...]
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Taylor Drysdale, P/W and X Detachment, U.S. Military Intelligence Service, to Col.
H. G. Bunker, Director of Technical Services, Hq. USSTAF (Rear). 25 January 1945.
ETOIB/Ext No. 101. [AFHRA A1263 frame 148]

The following information was given by German P/W (W/T Specialist) on German Experiments
with Remote Control of Automobile and Airplane Motors.

(This material was written originally by P/W in German and has since been translated into En-
glish.)

In the year 1934 successful experiments were made in Germany on the paralyzing of combustion in
Automobile Engine viz. the stopping of the motors. Subject heard also last year from a Laboratory
Engineer of the Weapons Office, that vehicles and motors could be stopped at a distance of 150
meters (about 166 yards).

An Engineer belonging to a Research Institute of the R.M.V. who attended these experiments, said
that the same thing could be done with airplanes.

In 1938, two German Aircraft Plants were entrusted with the order to study motors for aircraft
without electrical ignition.

Between Augsburg and Munich, experiments were made in driving an electric motor by wireless.

During the last experiments a small ventilator motor (in Augsburg) was set in motion by a dis-
patcher controlled in Munich. The power used by the dispatching station in Munich was reported
to be very strong.

[Unfortunately none of the available reports on German EMP weapons give any technical details
about how the weapons actually worked. If such weapons were indeed developed during the war,
how exactly did they generate an EMP? What was their range?

Several countries now have non-nuclear EMP weapons [see for example Fig. C.33 and
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a332511.pdf
https://fas.org/sgp/othergov/doe/lanl/pubs/00326620.pdf
and additional scientific references cited at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Explosively pumped flux compression generator].

Were these modern weapons derived from captured hardware, documents, or personnel from wartime
German EMP programs?]
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Figure C.33: Example of a modern electromagnetic pulse weapon.
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C.3 Lasers

[A laser (Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) produces light that all has the
same wavelength and the same phase, which enables all of the optical power to be concentrated
into just one wavelength or color instead of a broader spectrum, and also allows the beam to
remain much more tightly focused than a normal beam of light can. (Because the laser light all has
the same wavelength and phase unlike a normal light, constructive interference with itself keeps
it on course, and destructive interference with itself keeps it from veering off course.) According
to official histories, the idea of a laser was not proposed until the late 1950s by Charles Townes,
Arthur Schawlow, and Gordon Gould, and the first laser was not built until 1960 by Theodore
Maiman, all in the United States.1 As the following documents illustrate, most of the discoveries
and innovations that led to lasers were made much earlier by German-speaking scientists, and
there is some evidence that German-speaking scientists may have even been the first to produce
a working laser. Documents on the German-derived work were sent to the United States and may
have directly contributed to the U.S. work in this field in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Much
more archival research is needed to investigate the complete history and the true impact of work
in this field by German-speaking scientists [Albrecht 2019; Bertolotti 2015; Lemmerich 1987].]

Walter Isaacson. 2007. Einstein: His Life and Universe. pp. 322–323.

Einstein used Bohr’s model as the foundation for a series of papers in 1916, the most important of
which, “On the Quantum Theory of Radiation,” was also formally published in a journal in 1917.

Einstein began with a thought experiment in which a chamber is filled with a cloud of atoms. They
are being bathed by light (or any form of electromagnetic radiation). Einstein then combined Bohr’s
model of the atom with Max Planck’s theory of the quanta. If each change in an electron orbit
corresponded to the absorption or emission of one light quantum, then—presto!—it resulted in a new
and better way to derive Planck’s formula for explaining blackbody radiation. As Einstein boasted
to Michele Besso, “A brilliant idea dawned on me about radiation absorption and emission. It will
interest you. An astonishingly simple derivation, I should say the derivation of Planck’s formula. A
thoroughly quantized affair.”

Atoms emit radiation in a spontaneous fashion, but Einstein theorized that this process could also
be stimulated. A roughly simplified way to picture this is to suppose than an atom is already in a
high-energy state from having absorbed a photon. If another photon with a particular wavelength
is then fired into it, two photons of the same wavelength and direction can be emitted.

What Einstein discovered was slightly more complex. Suppose there is a gas of atoms with energy
being pumped into it, say by pulses of electricity or light. Many of the atoms will absorb energy
and go into a higher energy state, and they will begin to emit photons. Einstein argued that the
presence of this cloud of photons made it even more likely that a photon of the same wavelength and
direction as the other photons in the cloud would be emitted. This process of stimulated emission
would, almost forty years later, be the basis for the invention of the laser, an acronym for “light
amplification by the stimulated emission of radiation.”

1See for example: Bertolitti 2015; Bromberg 1991; Hecht 2010; Taylor 2000; Townes 1999.
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Figure C.34: Albert Einstein first proposed the idea of stimulated light emission from atoms (am-
plification of the number of photons of light from atoms) in 1916 [Verhandlungen der Deutschen
Physikalischen Gesellschaft (1916) 18:13–14:318–323].
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Figure C.35: Albert Einstein first proposed the idea of stimulated light emission from atoms (am-
plification of the number of photons of light from atoms) in 1916 [Mitteilungen der Physikalischen
Gesellschaft Zürich (1916) 18:47–62].
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Figure C.36: Walther Bothe further developed the theory of stimulated light emission from atoms
(amplification of the number of photons of light from atoms) in 1923 [Zeitschrift für Physik (1923)
20:1:145–152].
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Jost Lemmerich. 2011. Science and Conscience: The Life of James Franck. pp. 64–65.

[James Franck] pointed out furthermore that in electrical excitation of gases and vapors the series of
spectrum lines are stimulated only very incompletely, since the higher terms of the series are weak
in intensity. On the basis of his 1916 research with Hertz, Franck realized that this difficulty could
be circumvented if a gas with a low excitation potential was added to one with a high excitation
potential. Then very sharply defined lines of a sufficient intensity are easily obtained for the higher
series of the gas of low excitation potential. Thus with an admixture of helium, hydrogen could be
analyzed well. Such experiments became an important tool for verifying the different theories.

The next three papers brought Franck step by step closer to an experimental proof of a new behavior
of electrons in the excited state inside an atom. Many decades later, these results would prove useful
in the development of the laser.

[...] A footnote contained a premonition of the future discovery of the laser:

[O]n the whole, the interesting fact that according to Paschen excited helium, that is,
helium in an alkali-like state, exhibits a resonance emission, seems to us to offer a hint
that the alkali-like state of helium is somewhat metastable. An electron raised out of
this orbit into the next one always returns to this biquantum orbit and never jumps
directly into the monoquantum stable orbit.

Franck was clearly on the way to discovering the metastable state of helium. The issue of the
Physikalische Zeitschrift containing this paper appeared on November 1 [1919].

Heinrich Gerhard Kuhn. 1965. James Franck 1882–1964. Biographical Memoirs of
Fellows of the Royal Society 11:52–74.
[https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/pdf/10.1098/rsbm.1965.0004]

Jointly with a number of co-workers Franck continued the study of the inelastic collisions of electrons
with both atoms and molecules, of excitation- and ionization-potentials, but now with Bohr’s theory
as a guiding principle. The theoretical adviser of the group was Fritz Reiche, and it was Franck,
Knipping and Reiche who coined the word ‘metastable level’ and established the important part of
metastable states in excitation processes. The question of how metastable atoms finally lose their
energy, now strongly occupied Franck’s attention.
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Jost Lemmerich. 1987. Zur Geschichte der Entwicklung des Lasers. Berlin: DAVID.
pp. 22–26, 59–60

In Berlin, an der Physikalisch-Technischen
Reichsanstalt, war schon vor dem Ersten
Weltkrieg Walther Bothe, der bei Planck pro-
moviert hatte, für Hans Geiger als Mitarbeiter
eingestellt worden. Bothe veröffentlichte 1923
als Fortführung der Arbeit Einsteins: “Die
räumliche Energieverteilung in der Hohlraum-
strahlung” <9>. In der Einleitung faßte er
noch einmal die Ergebnisse von Einsteins
Veröffentlichungen zusammen und benutzt
dabei die Nomenklatur spontane Emission für
den üblichen Vorgang der Ausstrahlung bei
der Anregung von Atomen, Absorption bzw.
positive Einstrahlung und erzwungene Emission
bzw. negative Einstrahlung. Wörtlich heißt
es dann bei der Interpretation von Einsteins
Ergebnissen:

“Weiterhin schließt Einstein durch Im-
pulsbetrachtungen, daß ein ungestörtes ther-
modynamisches Gleichgewicht zwischen der
Strahlung und der Wärmebewegung eines Gases
nur möglich ist, wenn die drei angegebenen El-
ementarprozesse streng gerichtet verlaufen, d.h.
absorbiert eine Molekul Strahlung, so entnimmt
sie diese einem Strahlenbündel von unendlich
kleiner Konvergenz; entsprechend wird bei
der Emission die Energie in einem unendlich
kleinen Raumwinkel gestrahlt, sie breitet sich
nicht seitlich aus; im Falle der erzwungenen
Emission ist die Emissionsrichtung genau
die desjenigen einfallenden Strahlenbündels,
welches die Emission verursacht, während die
Richtung der spontane Emission dem Zufall
unterliegt.”

Wiederum war damit deutlich ausgesprochen,
daß die erzwungene, stimulierte Emission zu
einer Lichtquelle in einem kleinen Raumwinkel
führen müßte. Die Frage der Kohärenz wird—
wie auch bei Einsteins Arbeit—durch Bothe
nicht angesprochen.

In Berlin, at the Physikalisch-Technische Re-
ichsanstalt, Walther Bothe, who had completed
his doctorate under Planck, had already been
employed by Hans Geiger before the First
World War. Bothe published in 1923 as a
continuation of Einstein’s work: “The spatial
energy distribution in cavity radiation” <9>.
In the introduction he once again summarized
the results of Einstein’s publications and used
the nomenclature spontaneous emission for the
usual process of radiation from the excitation
of atoms, absorption or positive irradiation and
stimulated emission or negative irradiation.
The interpretation of Einstein’s results literally
means:

“In addition, Einstein concludes by impulse
considerations that an undisturbed thermody-
namic equilibrium between the radiation and the
thermal motion of a gas is only possible if the
three specified elementary processes are strictly
directional, i.e. if a molecule absorbs radiation,
it takes it from a beam of infinitely small
convergence; accordingly, during emission, the
energy is radiated in an infinitely small solid
angle, it does not propagate laterally; in the
case of stimulated emission, the direction of
emission is exactly that of the incident beam
causing the emission, while the direction of
spontaneous emission is random.”

Again it was clearly stated that the forced,
stimulated emission must lead to a light source
within a small solid angle. The question of
coherence is not addressed by Bothe—as also
in Einstein’s work.
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Der Hauptteil der Botheschen Arbeit behandelt
den Vorgang des Auftretens von Quanten-
paaren, also doppelten und mehrfachen davon,
bei der erzwungenen Emission. Bothe gibt auch
eine Methode zum Nachweis der Quantenpaare
an.

Nur ein Jahr nach Bothes Arbeit erschien
das Physikalische Handwörterbuch <10>,
herausgegeben von Arnold Berliner und Karl
Scheel. Für das Stichwort Lichtquanten referiert
A. Smekal. Während Smekal die Lichtquanten-
hypothese Einsteins für die Wechselwirkung
zwischen Strahlung und Materie anerkennt,
fährt er fort:

“Einsteins Betrachtungen über das Impuls-
gleichgewicht zwischen Materie und Strahlung
(s. Nadelstrahlung) beweisen zwar, daß die
Strahlungsemission nicht in Kugelwellen—wie
nach der klassischen Elektrodynamik—, son-
dern im gewissen Sinne einseitig, also gerichtet,
erfolgt, was zweifellos nicht zu ungunsten der
Lichtquanten spricht, doch lassen sich bindende
Schlüsse auf die Eigenschaft freier Lichtquanten
hieraus ebenfalls nicht ziehen. Eine endgültige
Beurteilung der Lichtquantenhypothese, die
übrigens zu gewissen Schwierigkeiten mit dem
Kausalitätsprinzip zu führen scheint, ist daher
bis jetzt noch nicht möglich gewesen.”

Seit 1900 hatte die Experimentalphysik
große Fortschritte gemacht. Für die technis-
che Durchgestaltung der Glühlampe war es
notwendig gewesen, bessere Vakuumpumpen
zu entwicklen. Ebenso erforderte die Her-
stellung von Verstärkerröhren einfach zu
handhabende Hochvakuumpumpen. Diese tech-
nischen Möglichkeiten der Vakuumerzeugung
nutzen die Physiker, um ihrerseits intensiv die
Erforschung der Physik der Gasentladungen
aufzugreifen.

The main part of Bothe’s work deals with the
process of the occurrence of quantum pairs,
i.e. double and multiple quantum pairs, in
stimulated emission. Bothe also gives a method
for the detection of quantum pairs.

Only one year after Bothe’s work the Dic-
tionary of Physics <10>, edited by Arnold
Berliner and Karl Scheel, appeared. A. Smekal
writes the entry on light quanta. While Smekal
acknowledges Einstein’s light quantum hypoth-
esis for the interaction between radiation and
matter, he continues:

“Einstein’s considerations about the im-
pulse equilibrium between matter and radiation
(see directional radiation) prove indeed that
the radiation emission does not take place in
spherical waves—like according to the classical
electrodynamics—, but is in a certain sense
one-sided, thus directed, which undoubtedly
does not speak to the disadvantage of the
light quanta, but binding conclusions about the
property of free light quanta cannot be drawn
from this either. A final evaluation of the light
quantum hypothesis, which by the way seems
to lead to certain difficulties with the causality
principle, has therefore not yet been possible.”

Since 1900 experimental physics had made
great progress. For the technical design of the
incandescent lamp it had been necessary to de-
velop better vacuum pumps. The manufacture
of amplifier tubes also required high-vacuum
pumps that were easy to handle. The physicists
used these technical possibilities of vacuum
generation to intensively investigate the physics
of gas discharges.
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Am Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut für Physikalische
Chemie in Berlin untersucht Fritz Reiche
und Paul Knipping unter Leitung von James
Franck die Wechselwirkung von Elektronen
mit Atomen. Regt man Atome mit Elektronen
an, wie dies James Franck und Gustav Hertz
in ihrem klassischen Experiment 1913 getan
hatten, so kann mann nicht nur die Energien-
iveaus der Elektronen im Atom bestimmen,
sondern konnte damals bereits erste Angaben
über die Lebensdauer der angeregten Zustände
machen. In der Veröffentlichung von 1920 in
der Zeitschrift für Physik beschreiben Franck
und Reiche die Ergebnisse ihrer Messungen
an Helium <11>. Die übliche Verweilzeit von
Elektronen im angeregten Zustand beträgt
nur etwa 10−8 Sekunden. Franck und Reiche
konnten zeigen, daß im angeregten Helium ein
Zustand existierte, der wesentlich langlebiger
ist, den sie metastabilen Zustand nannten.
Dieser metastabile Zustand hat ein etwas
niedrigeres Energieniveau als der sehr viel
kurzlebigere.

Nachdem James Franck einen Ruf an die
Universität Göttingen annahm, führte er dort
mit seinen Mitarbeitern die Untersuchungen
weiter und fand, daß es bei Gasgemischen
möglich ist, über die Anregung eines Be-
standteiles der andern Bestandteil anzuregen.
Dies geschieht durch die Übertragung der
Anregungsenergie, ohne daß es dabei zur
Aussendung von Strahlung kommt. Man beze-
ichnet dies als Stöße zweiter Art <12>.

Nach dem Fortgang von Franck nach Göttingen
trat Rudolf Ladenburg in das Kaiser-Wilhelm-
Institut für Physikalische Chemie ein und Ende
der 20er Jahre erschien in rascher Folge eine
Reihe von Arbeiten über die Untersuchung
der anomalen Dispersion bei Gasentladungen
<13>.

At the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physical
Chemistry in Berlin, Fritz Reiche and Paul
Knipping, led by James Franck, are investi-
gating the interaction of electrons with atoms.
If one excites atoms with electrons, as James
Franck and Gustav Hertz had done in their
classical experiment of 1913, then one can not
only determine the energy levels of the elec-
trons in the atom, but could also make initial
statements about the lifetime of the excited
states at that time. In the publication of 1920
in the Zeitschrift für Physik Franck and Reiche
describe the results of their measurements of
helium <11>. The usual residence time of
electrons in the excited state is only about 10−8

seconds. Franck and Reiche were able to show
that in excited helium a state existed which
is much more long-lived, which they called a
metastable state. This metastable state has
a slightly lower energy level than the much
shorter one.

After James Franck accepted a call to the
University of Göttingen, he and his colleagues
continued the investigations and found that
in gas mixtures it is possible to stimulate
one component by stimulating the other
component. This is done by transferring the
excitation energy without emitting radiation.
This is called second type shock <12>.

After Franck had left for Göttingen, Rudolf
Ladenburg joined the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute
for Physical Chemistry and at the end of the
1920s a series of papers on the investigation
of the anomalous dispersion in gas discharges
<13> appeared in rapid succession.
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Ladenburg arbeitete mit verschiedenen Mitar-
beitern zusammen, u.a. mit Hans Kopfermann.
Das Ziel ihrer Versuche war die Untersuchung des
Gleichgewichtes zwischen den Elektronen und an-
geregten Atomen. Dazu führten sie spektroskopis-
che Messungen an Gasentladungen durch, die in
verhältnismäßig dünnen und langen Röhren—
ähnlich den späteren Laser-Röhren—brannten.
Durch die angewendeten Anregungsbedingungen
erreichten sie eine sogenannte Inversion der Be-
setzungszustände im Neon. Das heißt, in einem
angeregten Energieniveau befanden sich mehr
Elektronen als im Grundzustand. Eine Grundbe-
dingung, um einen Laser zu betreiben.

Zusammenfassend referierte Ladenburg über
diese Arbeiten nach seiner Übersiedlung nach
Amerika vor 1933 in der Zeitschrift Reviews of
Modern Physics unter dem Titel “Dispersion in
electrically excited gases” <14>.

Franck und Ladenburg waren mit Einstein,
der immer an experimentellen Arbeiten inter-
essiert war, gut befreundet. Es ist verwunderlich,
daß sie offenbar niemals über diese Arbeiten
im Zusammenhang mit seinem Ideen über die
erzwungene Emission diskutierten, zumal Laden-
burg bei seinem Arbeiten zusammen mit Levy
zur Untersuchung der Struktur den Linien seiner
Gasentladungen ein Fabry-Perot-Inteferometer
<15> anwendete. Dieses Interferometer besteht
aus zwei senkrecht in einem festen Abstand
zueinander stehenden Spiegeln. Es stellt einer
Art optischen Hohlraumresonator dar und kann
als Rückkopplung der Strahlung in den dazwis-
chenliegenden Hohlraum betrachtet werden.
(Die damals verwendeten Spiegel mit versil-
berten Oberflächen hätten allerdings nicht die
Möglichkeit zugelassen, mit einer Gasentladung
einen Laser in Gang zu setzen, da die Reflexion zu
niedrig war.)

Ladenburg worked with various collabo-
rators, including Hans Kopfermann. The
aim of their experiments was to inves-
tigate the equilibrium between electrons
and excited atoms. For this purpose they
carried out spectroscopic measurements on
gas discharges, which glowed in relatively
thin and long tubes, similar to the later
laser tubes. Through the applied excitation
conditions they achieved a so-called inver-
sion of the occupation states in the neon.
This means that in an excited energy level
there were more electrons than in the ground
state. A basic condition for operating a laser.

As a summary, Ladenburg spoke about
these works after his move to America
before 1933 in the journal Reviews of
Modern Physics under the title “Dispersion
in electrically excited gases” <14>.

Franck and Ladenburg were good friends
with Einstein, who was always interested
in experimental work. It is surprising that
they apparently never discussed this work in
connection with his ideas about stimulated
emission, especially since Ladenburg and
Levy used a Fabry-Perot inteferometer
<15> to investigate the structure of the
gas discharge lines. This interferometer
consists of two perpendicular mirrors at
a fixed distance from each other. It is a
kind of optical cavity resonator and can
be considered as feedback of the radiation
into the intermediate cavity. (The mirrors
with silver-plated surfaces used at that
time, however, would not have allowed the
possibility of starting a laser with a gas
discharge, since the reflection was too low.)

[Lemmerich’s claim that German mirrors circa 1930 were not good enough to make a laser is false.
Companies such as Zeiss and Leitz had been making extremely high-quality optical components,
including mirrors, since the mid-1800s. Moreover, it is actually preferable for one or both mirrors
of a laser not to be perfectly reflecting, so that some of the light can escape to form a beam.]
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Im Oktober 1932 schloß Max Born das
Manuskript für sein Buch “Optik—ein Lehrbuch
der elektromagnetischen Lichttheorie” <16>
ab. Es wurde einer Generation von Physik-
ern, die sich mit der Theorie der Optik
beschäftigten, das wichtigste Lehrbuch. Als die
Radartechnik während des Zweiten Weltkrieges
entwickelt wurde, griff man auf Borns grundle-
gendes Buch zurück, denn eine Verbindung von
Hochfrequenztechnik und Optik bahnte sich an.

Born ging in seinem Buch ausführlich auf die
Erscheinungen der Interferenz und Kohärenz
sowie der stehenden Wellen ein, die bere-
its Wiener 1899 beim Licht nachgewiesen
hatte. Detailiert beschrieb er auch die In-
terferometer, wie das von Fabry-Perot. Als
theoretischer Physiker widmete er besondere
Sorgfalt den theoretischen Betrachtungen über
das Verständnis der Emission, Dispersion und
anomalen Dispersion. Born referierte sowohl
Einsteins wie auch Ladenburgs Arbeiten.
Jedoch wurden Begriffe wie Rückkopplung und
phasengerechte Verstärkung im Zusammenhang
mit Emissionsvorgängen nicht diskutiert.

In October 1932, Max Born completed the
manuscript for his book “Optics–a Textbook
of Electromagnetic Light Theory” <16>. It
became the most important textbook for a gen-
eration of physicists working in the theory of
optics. When radar technology was developed
during the Second World War, Born’s basic
book was used because a combination of high
frequency technology and optics was emerging.

In his book Born dealt in detail with the
phenomena of interference and coherence as
well as standing waves, which had already
been demonstrated by Wiener in 1899. He also
described the interferometers in detail, such as
that of Fabry-Perot. As a theoretical physicist
he devoted special attention to theoretical
considerations about the understanding of
emission, dispersion and anomalous dispersion.
Born lectured on both Einstein’s and Laden-
burg’s work. However, terms such as feedback
and phase-adjusted gain were not discussed in
connection with emission processes.
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Ein Ansatz zum Bau einer intensiven monochro-
matischen kohärenten Lichtquelle für Unter-
suchungen in der Optik zeigte sich nicht.
Beim Experimentieren mußte man sich mit
vorgeschalteten Filtern und einer Lochblende
begnügen, um eine kohärente Lichtquelle aus
dem Licht einer Glühlampe zu realisieren.
Die Intensität war infolge der verwendeten
Lochblende meist nur sehr gering und führte
zu langen Belichtungszeiten. Ein wenig besser
waren gekühlte Spektrallampen; vor allen
Dingen die Lampen mit Thallium-Füllung
wurden für interferometrische Untersuchungen
verwendet. Die Entwicklung von Niederdruck-
spektrallampen war durch viele Physiker
gefördert worden, so auch durch den un-
garischen Physiker Dennis Gábor <17>, als
er Mitarbeiter der Firma Siemens war. Nach
seiner Emigration war er auf vielen Gebieten
der angewandten Physik tätig. Ihm gelang
1948 eine aufsehenserregende Erfindung, die
Abspeicherung eines dreidimensionalen Bildes
auf der zweidimensionalen Photoplatte, die
Holographie. Für die Aufnahme benötigte
man monochromatische Lichtquelle großer
Kohärenzlänge. Aber es gab sie damals noch
nicht, und so ging die Entwicklung der Hologra-
phie nur langsam voran, denn man konnte nur
kleine Objekte aufnehmen. Offenbar hat auch
Gábor selbst dieses Problem der Lichtquelle
nicht zu lösen versucht <18>.

[...]

9 Bothe, Walter: Zeitschrift für Physik,
20 (1923), H. 2, S. 145.

10 Berliner, Arnold und Scheel, Karl:
Physikalisches Handwörterbuch, Berlin 1924.

11. Franck, James u. Reiche, Fritz:
Zeitschrift für Physik, 1 (1920), S. 154.

An approach for the construction of an in-
tense monochromatic coherent light source
for investigations in optics was not found.
When experimenting, one had to be content
with filters and a pinhole diaphragm in order
to realize a coherent light source from the
light of an incandescent lamp. Due to the
pinhole aperture used, the intensity was usually
very low and led to long exposure times.
Cooled spectral lamps were a little better;
especially thallium-filled lamps were used for
interferometric investigations. The develop-
ment of low-pressure spectral lamps had been
supported by many physicists, including the
Hungarian physicist Dennis Gábor <17> when
he worked for Siemens. After his emigration he
worked in many fields of applied physics. In
1948 he succeeded in a sensational invention,
the storage of a three-dimensional image on
a two-dimensional photo plate, holography.
Monochromatic light sources of long coherence
length were required for the recording. But
they did not exist at that time, and so the
development of holography progressed only
slowly, because only small objects could be
recorded. Apparently Gábor himself did not
try to solve this problem of the light source
<18>.

[...]

9 Bothe, Walter: Journal of Physics, 20
(1923), no. 2, p. 145.

10 Berliner, Arnold and Scheel, Karl:
Dictionary of Physics, Berlin 1924.

11. Franck, James and Reiche, Fritz:
Zeitschrift für Physik, 1 (1920), p. 154.
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12. Franck, James: Ergebnisse der Exakten
Naturwissenschaften 2 (1920), S. 106.
Franck, James und Jordan, Pascual in:
Handbuch der Physik, Bd. 23, 1926, S. 641.

13. Kopfermann, Hans und Laden-
burg, Rudolf: Zeitschrift für Physik 48
(1928), S. 26, 51 und 65 (1930), S. 167.

14. Ladenburg, Rudolf: Reviews of Modern
Physics 5 (1933), S. 243.

15. Ladenburg, Rudolf und Levy, S.:
Zeitschrift für Physik 65 (1930), S. 189.

16. Born, Max: Optik—Ein Lehrbuch
der Elektromagnetischen Lichttheorie, Berlin
1933.

17. Gábor, Dennis (früher Dénes) hat
im Rahmen seiner Tätigkeit im Forschungslab-
oratorium der Siemens & Halske AG 1930
zwei Erfindungen über Metallbogenlampen
angemeldet, auf die er 1933 die DRP 570606
und 570608 erteilt wurden.

18. Gábor schrieb am 28.5.1963 aus Lon-
don an Max Born u.a. über Borns Aufsatz
“The Scientist Speculates” sowie über seine
Gedanken um 1950 einen Laser zu bauen. Er
geht dabei auf das Problem, der Verantwortung
Ideen zu publizieren, ein. Ein Problem, was
sich besonders deutlich bei der Entwicklung des
Lasers später zeigt, als immer wieder speku-
lative Ideen ohne Versuch der Realisierung
veröffentlicht wurden und damit die Frage der
Priorität nach dem gelungenen Experiment zu
diskutieren war.
Der Brief befindet sich im Nachlaß Born,
Handschriftenabteilung, Staatsbibliothek
Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin.

12. Franck, James: Results of the Exact
Natural Sciences 2 (1920), p. 106.
Franck, James and Jordan, Pascual in:
Manual of Physics, vol. 23, 1926, p. 641.

13. Kopfermann, Hans and Laden-
burg, Rudolf: Journal of Physics 48 (1928),
p. 26, 51 and 65 (1930), S. 167.

14. Ladenburg, Rudolf: Reviews of Modern
Physics 5 (1933), S. 243.

15. Ladenburg, Rudolf and Levy, S.:
Journal of Physics 65 (1930), S. 189.

16. Born, Max: Optics—A Textbook of
Electromagnetic Light Theory, Berlin 1933.

17. Gábor, Dennis (formerly Dénes)
has registered two inventions about metal arc
lamps within the scope of his activity in the
research laboratory of Siemens & Halske AG in
1930. In 1933 he was granted the DRP 570606
and 570608.

18. Gábor wrote on 28.5.1963 from Lon-
don to Max Born about Born’s essay “The
Scientist Speculates” and about his thoughts
about building a laser in 1950. He addresses the
problem of the responsibility to publish ideas.
This problem became particularly apparent
later in the development of the laser, when
speculative ideas were repeatedly published
without any attempt at realization and the
question of priority for the successful experi-
ment was discussed.
The letter is in the estate of Born, Manuscript
Department, Staatsbibliothek Preußischer
Kulturbesitz, Berlin.
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Hendrik A. Kramers. 1925. Skand. Mat. Kongr. p. 145 [quoted in Bertolotti 2015, pp.
20–21].

If the atom is in one of its higher states, also terms belonging to the second sum inside the brackets
of [equation] will appear. In the neighborhood of the frequency νem of an emission line, the atom will
then give rise to an anomalous dispersion of similar kind as in the case of an absorption line, with
the difference that the sign of P is reversed. This so-called negative dispersion is closely connected
with the prediction made by Einstein that the atom for such a frequency will exhibit a negative
absorption, that is, light waves of this frequency, passing through a great number of atoms in the
state under consideration, will increase in intensity.

[I need to find and quote references on:

• Christian Füchtbauer (German, 1877–1959).

• Füchtbauer-Ladenburg equation for laser gain.

• Other relevant work by Füchtbauer.]

Rudolf Ladenburg. 1933. Dispersion in Electrically Excited Gases. Reviews of Modern
Physics 5:243.

All these different experiments prove without doubt that the population of the P levels does increase
with the current, and so much so that above 100 mA, the ratio Q (= Nkgj/Njgk) has appreciable
value. Therefore the experiments shown by the curves [...] prove the influence of the negative term
in the dispersion formula. This “negative dispersion” corresponds to the negative absorption of the
theory of radiation and to the term -1 in the denominator of Planck’s formula for the radiation of
a black body as is easily shown by Einstein’s derivation of this formula.

[Rudolf Ladenburg (German, 1882–1952) and other members of his group at the Kaiser Wilhelm
Institut für Physikalische und Elektrochemie (such as Hans Kopfermann, Agathe Carst, S. Levy, and
Günther Wolfsohn) conducted experiments 1927–1931 demonstrating the existence of stimulated
emission and optical amplification in electrically excited gases. Examples of some of the resulting
papers are shown on pp. 2198–2209. However, rising antisemitism in Germany drove Ladenburg to
the United States, where he accepted a position in 1931 and generally pursued less revolutionary
research. If Ladenburg had been allowed to continue leading his research group at the Kaiser
Wilhelm Institut, his group might have produced the first laser as early as the 1930s. Even so,
his numerous, highly detailed, and highly visible publications on stimulated emission in electrically
excited gases had an enormous influence on later work in the German-speaking world, the United
States, and elsewhere.]
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Figure C.37: Rudolf Ladenburg and other members of his group at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut für
Physikalische und Elektrochemie demonstrated stimulated light emission from atoms (amplification
of the number of photons of light from atoms) during the period 1927–1931 [Zeitschrift für Physik
(1928) 48:1–2:15–25].
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Figure C.38: Rudolf Ladenburg and other members of his group at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut für
Physikalische und Elektrochemie demonstrated stimulated light emission from atoms (amplification
of the number of photons of light from atoms) during the period 1927–1931 [Zeitschrift für Physik
(1928) 48:1–2:26–50].
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Figure C.39: Rudolf Ladenburg and other members of his group at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut für
Physikalische und Elektrochemie demonstrated stimulated light emission from atoms (amplification
of the number of photons of light from atoms) during the period 1927–1931 [Zeitschrift für Physik
(1928) 48:1–2:51–61].
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Figure C.40: Rudolf Ladenburg and other members of his group at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut für
Physikalische und Elektrochemie demonstrated stimulated light emission from atoms (amplification
of the number of photons of light from atoms) during the period 1927–1931 [Zeitschrift für Physik
(1928) 48:3–4:192–204].
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Figure C.41: Rudolf Ladenburg and other members of his group at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut für
Physikalische und Elektrochemie demonstrated stimulated light emission from atoms (amplification
of the number of photons of light from atoms) during the period 1927–1931 [Zeitschrift für Physik
(1930) 65:3–4:167–188].
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Figure C.42: Rudolf Ladenburg and other members of his group at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut für
Physikalische und Elektrochemie demonstrated stimulated light emission from atoms (amplification
of the number of photons of light from atoms) during the period 1927–1931 [Zeitschrift für Physik
(1930) 65:3–4:189–206].
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Figure C.43: Rudolf Ladenburg and other members of his group at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut
für Physikalische und Elektrochemie demonstrated stimulated light emission from atoms (amplifi-
cation of the number of photons of light from atoms) during the period 1927–1931 [Zeitschrift für
Physikalische Chemie (1928) 139:1:375–385].
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Figure C.44: Rudolf Ladenburg and other members of his group at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut für
Physikalische und Elektrochemie demonstrated stimulated light emission from atoms (amplification
of the number of photons of light from atoms) during the period 1927–1931 [Zeitschrift für Physik
(1930) 63:9–10:616–633].
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Figure C.45: Rudolf Ladenburg and other members of his group at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut für
Physikalische und Elektrochemie demonstrated stimulated light emission from atoms (amplification
of the number of photons of light from atoms) during the period 1927–1931 [Zeitschrift für Physik
(1930) 63:9–10:634–639].
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Figure C.46: Rudolf Ladenburg and other members of his group at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut für
Physikalische und Elektrochemie demonstrated stimulated light emission from atoms (amplification
of the number of photons of light from atoms) during the period 1927–1931 [Zeitschrift für Physik
(1932) 79:1–2:42–61].
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Figure C.47: Rudolf Ladenburg and other members of his group at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut für
Physikalische und Elektrochemie demonstrated stimulated light emission from atoms (amplification
of the number of photons of light from atoms) during the period 1927–1931 [Zeitschrift für Physik
(1933) 83:3–4:234–246].
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Figure C.48: Rudolf Ladenburg and other members of his group at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institut für
Physikalische und Elektrochemie demonstrated stimulated light emission from atoms (amplification
of the number of photons of light from atoms) during the period 1927–1931 [Zeitschrift für Physik
(1933) 85:5–6:366–372].
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Wilhelm von Meyeren. 20 February 1945 report on the development of a novel monochro-
matic light source. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box 6, Folder G3]

Forschungsstelle für Experimentalphysik
Dr. W. von Meyeren
an der Deutschen Karls-Universität

Prag II,
Am Karlshof 3
den 20. Februar 1945

An den
Reichsforschungsrat,
z. Hd. Herrn Professor Dr. W. Gerlach
als Leiter der Fachsparte “Physik”
München 22
Ludwigstrasse 17.–

Betr.: Forschungsauftrag S 4891-5460/1715/3/

Bezug: RFR Brb.-Nr. 2822/45-Ge/Neu.

Angeschlossen füge ich einen Bericht über
die bisherigen Ergebnisse meiner Untersuchun-
gen im Rahmen des o.a. Forschungsauftrages
bei.

Infolge völliger Inanspruchnahme durch
zwei weitere SS-Aufträge seitens des OKH und
des OKM bin ich erst jetzt in der Lage gewesen,
den Bericht fertigzustellen. Ich bitte deshalb
die Verzögerung entschuldigen zu wollen. [...]

Problemstellung.

Es sollen die Atome eines Gases oder Dampfes
vom Grundzustand aus in den ersten an-
geregten /nicht metastabilen/ Zustand gehoben
werden, derart, dass dabei höher angeregte
Zustände möglischst nicht oder doch nur in
verschwindend geringer Zahl vorkommen. Das
Gas bezw. der Dampf kann dann lediglich die
Resonanzlinie des betr. Atoms emittieren, stellt
dann also eine praktisch monochromatische
Lichtquelle dar.

Research Center for Experimental Physics
Dr. W. von Meyeren
at the German Charles University

Prague II,
At Karlshof 3
20 February 1945

To the
Reich Research Council,
Attn. Professor Dr. W. Gerlach
as head of the “Physics” division
Munich 22
Ludwigstrasse 17.–

Regarding: Research assignment S 4891-
5460/1715/3/
Reference: RFR Brb.-Nr. 2822/45-Ge/New.

Attached I include a report on the results
of my investigations to date within the
framework of the above-mentioned research
assignment.

Due to being fully occupied with two other
SS projects for the Army and Navy, I have
only now been able to complete the report. I
therefore apologize for the delay. [...]

Problem statement.

The atoms of a gas or vapor shall be lifted from
the ground state into the first excited (not
metastable) state, in such a way that higher
excited states do not occur at all or only in a
negligibly small number. The gas or vapor can
then only emit the resonance line of the atom
in question, thus representing a practically
monochromatic light source.
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Bei der Verwendung von Rubidium- oder
Cäsiumdampf wäre dann lediglich Strahlung
der Wellenlängen 7984 und 7800 A.E. /Rb/
bezw. 8944 und 8521 A.E. /Cs/ zu erwarten,
also je zwei diskrete im nahen ultraroten
Spektralgebiet gelegene Strahlungsfrequenzen.
Dass für jedes Atom zwei Frequenzen auftreten
müssen, rührt von der Dublettaufspaltung der
P-Terme her.

Um eine solche Lichtquelle von hinreichend
grosser Strahlungsintensität zu erhalten, muss
die Zahl der im ersten angeregten Zustand
befindlichen Atome möglichst gross gemacht
werden. Es kommt deshalb nur Anregung durch
Elektronenstoss in Frage unter Verwendung
einer ergiebigen Glühkathode als Elektronen-
quelle.

Ferner liegt es nahe, ein Gas bezw. einen
Dampf von hoher Dichte zu benutzen, um eine
grosse Zahl angeregter Zustände zu erhalten.

Die Verwendung eines hohen Gas- bezw.
Dampfdruckes erweist sich aber aus folgenden
Gründen als ungeeignet. Durch unvermeidliche
Mehrfachstösse werden auch stets höhere
Terme der Atome angeregt, und zwar umso
mehr, je höher Gasdruck und Stromdichte
sind. Ferner steigt mit zunehmender Gasdichte
die Wahrscheinlichkeit für das Eintreten von
Stössen 2. Art. Diese verursachen wiederum
grosse Geschwindigkeiten der stossenden
Elektronen und damit eine Vergrösserung
der Anregungswahrscheinlichkeit für höhere
Atomzustände.–

If rubidium or cesium vapor were used, only
radiation of the wavelengths 7984 and 7800
Angstroms (Rb) or 8944 and 8521 Angstroms
(Cs) would be expected, i.e. two discrete radi-
ation frequencies in the near infrared spectral
region. The fact that two frequencies must
occur for each atom is due to the doublet
splitting of the P terms.

In order to obtain such a light source of
sufficiently high radiation intensity, the number
of atoms in the first excited state must be made
as large as possible. Therefore, only excitation
by electron impact using a high-intensity
cathode as electron source is possible.

It also makes sense to use a high density
gas or vapor to obtain a large number of
excited states.

However, the use of a high gas density or
vapor pressure is unsuitable for the following
reasons. Due to unavoidable multiple excita-
tions, the higher the gas pressure and current
density, the higher the levels of the atoms
are excited. Furthermore, with increasing gas
density, the probability of the occurrence
of collisions increases as the square [of the
density]. These in turn cause high velocities of
the impinging electrons and thus an increase
of the excitation probability for higher atomic
states.
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In früheren Untersuchungen hat Verf. gezeigt,
dass auch in Gasen von sehr kleiner Dichte
durch Elektronen kleiner Stromdichte eine
sehr starke Anregung möglich ist. Die mittlere
freie Weglänge der Elektronen nimmt zwar
bei abnehmendem Gasdruck zu und erreicht
bereits bei Drucken von der Grössenordnung
0,01 Torr die linearen Dimensionen der
gebräuchlichen Entladungsgefässe, also einige
Zentimeter. Zwingt man aber durch Anlegen
eines äusseren Magnetfeldes die Elektro-
nen auf krummlinige Bahnen /Cykloiden,
Kegelschraubenbahnen, u. dgl./, so lässt
sich selbst bei sehr niederen Gasdrucken in
normalen Entladungsgefässen die Zahl der an-
regenden Zusammenstösse zwischen Elektronen
und Atomen ungeheuer steigern und ein inten-
sives Gasleuchten erreichen. Gleichzeitig ist bei
einer solchen Anordnung der weitere Vorteil
verbunden, dass bei dem niederen Druck eine
strahlungslose Rückkehr der angeregten Atome
durch Zusammenstösse mit nichtangeregten
Atomen nur selten vorkommt. Untersuchungen
dieser Art sind früher mit Stosselektronen
grosser Geschwindigkeit /etwa 2.103 e-Volt/
durchgeführt worden. Bei diesen Versuchs-
bedingungen werden auch hochangeregte
Atomzustände und auch angeregte Zustände
des Atomions in grosser Zahl geschaffen.

Zur möglichst alleinigen Anregung der
Resonanzlinie des Atoms muss daher ver-
sucht werden, bei niederem Gasdruck mit
langsamen Elektronen anzuregen. Für die Fälle
der Rubidium- und Cäsiumatoms dürfen die
Elektronengeschwindigkeiten dabei nur etwa 2
e-Volt betragen. Dann befindet man sich einmal
etwa im Maximum der Anregungsfunktion für
den ersten angeregten Zustand, erreicht also
die bestmögliche Stossausbeute, zum anderen
ist die Wahrscheinlichkeit für die Anregung
höherer Atomzustände noch gering.

In earlier investigations the author has shown
that even in gases of very low density, a very
strong excitation is possible by electrons of
low current density. The mean free path length
of the electrons increases with decreasing gas
pressure and reaches the linear dimensions of
the common discharge vessels at pressures of
0.01 Torr, i.e. a few centimeters. If, however,
the electrons are forced onto curvilinear orbits
(cycloids, conical screw orbits, etc.) by the
application of an external magnetic field, the
number of stimulating collisions between elec-
trons and atoms can be enormously increased
even at very low gas pressures in normal
discharge vessels and an intensive gas glow
can be achieved. At the same time such an
arrangement has the further advantage that at
low pressure a return without radiation of the
excited atoms due to collisions with non-excited
atoms occurs only rarely. Investigations of this
kind used to be carried out with high velocity
impact electrons (about 2×103 electron-Volts).
At these experimental conditions both highly
excited atomic states and also excited atomic
states are created in large numbers.

In order to excite solely the resonance line of
the atom as much as possible, an attempt must
therefore be made to excite with slow electrons
at low gas pressure. For the cases of rubidium
and cesium atoms, the electron velocities may
only be about 2 electron-Volts. Then one is at
the maximum of the excitation function for
the first excited state, thus achieving the best
possible shock yield, on the other hand the
probability for the excitation of higher atomic
states is still low.
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Als geeignete Entladungsform mit derartig
geringen Elektronengeschwindigkeiten kommt
allein der Niedervoltbogen in Frage, und zwar
die abnormale Bogenform. Es ist daher das
erste Ziel der geplanten Untersuchung, einen
Niedervoltbogen bei möglichst niederem Gas-
druck aufrecht zu erhalten. Ferner ist dann
zu untersuchen, ob ein solcher Bogen auch
bei Anlegung eines äusseren Magnetfeldes
weiterbestehen kann.–

Der Niedervoltbogen ist eine halbselbständige
Gasentladung und benutzt als Quelle fr die
primären Ladungsträger eine Glühkathode.
Der Gas- bezw. Dampfdruck beträgt zwischen
5 und 50 Torr.

Beim abnormalen Bogen beträgt die Spannung
zwischen Kathode und Anode /Brennspan-
nung/ unter Berücksichtigung der Kontak-
tpotentiale und der thermischen Anfangs-
geschwindigkeit der Glühelektronen nur einen
Bruchteil der ersten Anregungsspannung des
betr. Atoms. Zunächst erscheint es unmöglich,
bei so niederen Brennspannungen überhaupt
eine Gasentladung aufrecht erhalten zu können.
Genaue Untersuchungen haben jedoch ergeben,
dass im Raum zwischen Kathode und Anode,
und zwar in Kathodennähe, eine positive
Raumladung zustande kommt. Diese bewirkt,
dass das Raumpotential zwischen den Elektro-
den höher liegt als das Anodenpotential und
im Maximum einen Wert erreicht, der gleich
dem ersten Anregungspotential der betr. Gases
oder Dampfes ist. Da nun zur Aufrechterhal-
tung der Entladung eine ständige Neubildung
von positiven Ladungsträgern /Atomionen/
notwendig ist, das Raumpotential jedoch
das Ionisierungspotential bei weitem nicht
erreicht, so muss eine Trägerneubildung durch
stufenweise Ionisierung erfolgen.

Only the low-voltage arc, the unusual arc
shape, can be considered as a suitable form
of discharge with such low electron speeds. It
is therefore the first objective of the planned
investigation to maintain a low-voltage arc at
the lowest possible gas pressure. Furthermore,
it has to be investigated whether such an
arc can continue to exist even if an external
magnetic field is applied.–

The low-voltage arc is a semi-autonomous
gas discharge and uses a hot cathode as the
source for the primary charge carriers. The gas
or vapor pressure is between 5 and 50 Torr.

With an unusual arc, the voltage between
cathode and anode (heating voltage) is only a
fraction of the first excitation voltage of the
respective atom, taking into account the con-
tact potentials and the initial thermal velocity
of the annealing electrons. At first it seems
impossible to maintain a gas discharge at such
low voltages. However, precise investigations
have shown that a positive space charge is gen-
erated in the space between cathode and anode,
close to the cathode. This causes the space
charge potential between the electrodes to be
higher than the anode potential and to reach
a maximum value equal to the first excitation
potential of the gas or vapor concerned. Since
a constant new formation of positive charge
carriers (atomic ions) is necessary to maintain
the discharge, but the space charge potential
does not reach the ionization potential by far,
a new carrier formation must take place by
stepwise ionization.
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Im Spektrum des abnormalen Niedervoltbo-
gens treten deshalb ausser den Atomlinien auch
stets die Funkenlinien auf. Es ist zunächst die
günstigste Versuchsbedingung zu ermitteln,
unter welcher die Resonanzlinie des Atoms mit
überwiegender Intensität emittiert wird, um
dem Ideal einer monochromatischen Lichtquelle
möglichst nahe zu kommen.–

Untersuchung des abnormalen
Niedervoltbogens bei niederen Drucken.

Als erste Aufgabe wurde die Untersuchung in
Angriff genommen mit dem Ziel, bis zu welchen
Drucken ein abnormaler Niedervoltbogen
überhaupt noch möglich ist. Da alle früheren
Untersuchungen am Niedervoltbogen im Druck-
bereich zwischen 50 und 5 Torr durchgeführt
worden sind, ist jetzt bei Drucken unterhalb von
5 Torr gearbeitet worden. Ferner sind zunächst
die Untersuchungen nicht an Alkalidämpfen,
also z.B. Rubidium oder Cäsium, vorgenommen
worden, sondern zunächst einmal an Argon.
Dies ist aus folgenden Gründen geschehen. Um
die geeignete Form und die beste geometrische
Anordnung der Elektroden zu finden, muss das
Innere des Entladungsrohres leicht zugänglich
sein. Die Elektroden müssen also mit Hilfe
von Schliffen ausgewechselt werden können.
Bei der Verwendung von Alkalidämpfen ist
wegen deren chemischer Aktivität ein solches
Entladungsrohr nicht zu benutzen. Ferner
muss bei Alkalidämpfen das Entladungsrohr
aus alkalifestem Glas hergestellt werden. Dies
ist wegen der schwierigen Beschaffung dieser
Glassorte zurzeit nicht möglich gewesen. Wenn
auch die am Edelgas erhaltenen Ergebnisse
nicht in allen Einzelheiten auf Alkalidämpfe
übertragen werden können, so werden trotzdem
die mit der Edelgas erhaltenen Befunde doch
im grossen und ganzen den Weg zeigen, auf
welchem die Entwicklung des gewünschten
Entladung zu erfolgen hat.

In der abnormalen Entladungsform bei
verschiedenen Drucken unterhalb 5 Torr ist
zunächst das Raumpotential zwischen Kathode
und Anode durch Sondermessungen festgestellt
worden.

In the spectrum of the unusually low-voltage
arc, therefore, emission lines always occur in
addition to atomic lines. The first step is to
determine the most favorable experimental
condition under which the resonance line of the
atom is emitted with predominant intensity in
order to come as close as possible to the ideal
of a monochromatic light source.–

Investigation of the unusually
low voltage arc at low pressure.

The first task was to investigate up to
which pressures an unusually low-voltage shock
is still possible. Since all previous investigations
on the low-voltage arc were carried out in the
pressure range between 50 and 5 Torr, work
has now been carried out on pressures below
5 Torr. Furthermore, the investigations were
not initially carried out on alkali vapours, e.g.
rubidium or cesium, but on argon. This was
done for the following reasons. In order to find
the suitable shape and the best geometrical
arrangement of the electrodes, the inside of
the discharge tube must be easily accessible.
It must therefore be possible to replace the
electrodes with the aid of ground joints. When
alkali fumes are used, such a discharge tube
cannot be used because of their chemical activ-
ity. In the case of alkali fumes, the discharge
tube must also be made of alkali-resistant glass.
This has not been possible at present due to
the difficult procurement of this type of glass.
Even if the results obtained on the inert gas
cannot be transferred in all details to alkali
vapours, the findings obtained with the inert
gas will nevertheless largely show the way in
which the development of the desired discharge
must take place.

In the unusual discharge form at various
pressures below 5 Torr, the space charge
potential between cathode and anode was first
determined by special measurements.
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Fig. 1 zeigt das benutzte Entladungsgefäss. Als
Anode ist ein Nickelblech, als Kathode teils
eine Oxydkathode teils eine Wolframwendel
benutzt worden.

Die Sonde ist im Raum zwischen Anode
und Kathode messbar beweglich angeordnet.
Teils ist eine ebene, teils eine Zylindersonde
benutzt worden.

Die Figuren 2–5 zeigen die Ergebnisse einigen
Sondenmessungen.

Es folgt daraus, dass auch bei Gasdrucken
zwischen 6 und 1,5 Torr die Form des ab-
normalen Niedervoltbogens existiert und dass
das Raumpotential über dem Anodenpotential
liegt. Das Maximum des Raumpotentials
erreicht bei einem Druck von 5,6 Torr gerade
das erste Anregungspotential des Argons /11,5
Volt/. Bei abnehmenden Drucken nimmt der
Maximalwert des Raumpotentials zu. Die
Brennspannung liegt dabei stets unterhalb der
ersten Anregungsspannung. Bei Gasdrucken
unter 1,5 Torr erreicht die Brennspannung die
erste Anregungsspannung, das Potentialmax-
imum im Entladungsraum erreicht dann die
Ionisierungsspannung des Gases /für Argon
15,68 Volt/. Das bedeutet, dass bei diesen
Drucken der abnormale Bogen nicht mehr ex-
istenzfähig ist. Er ist vielmehr in die Form des
normalen Bogens übergegangen. Dies zeigt die
Figur 6. Hier—bei einem Druck von 0,5 Torr
liegt die Brennspannung zwischen der ersten
Anregungs- und der Ionisierungsspannung.
Bemerkenswert und bei höheren Gasdrucken
noch nicht beobachtet ist weiter die Tatsache,
dass trotzdem das Raumpotential höher ist als
das Anodenpotential und im Maximum das
Ionisierungspotential erreicht oder sogar etwas
überschreitet. Die Trägerneubildung erfolgt
hier zweifellos in einem Elementarakt durch
direkten Stoss und nicht, wie beim abnormalen
Bogen, durch stufenweise Ionisierung!

Fig. 1 shows the discharge vessel used. A
nickel plate has been used as an anode, and
sometimes an oxide cathode and sometimes a
tungsten filament as a cathode.

The probe is arranged in the space between
anode and cathode so that it is measurably
movable. Sometimes a flat probe and sometimes
a cylindrical probe has been used.

Figures 2–5 show the results of some probe
measurements.

It follows from this that even at gas pres-
sures between 6 and 1.5 Torr the shape of
the unusually low-voltage arc exists and that
the space charge potential is above the an-
ode potential. The maximum of the space
charge potential at a pressure of 5.6 Torr just
reaches the first excitation potential of argon
(11.5 Volts). With decreasing pressures the
maximum value of the space charge potential
increases. The heating voltage is always below
the first excitation voltage. At gas pressures
below 1.5 Torr the heating voltage reaches the
first excitation voltage, the potential maximum
in the discharge chamber then reaches the
ionization voltage of the gas (for argon 15.68
Volts). This means that at these pressures
the unusual arc is no longer viable. Rather, it
has changed into the form of the normal arc.
This is shown in Figure 5. Here, at a pressure
of 0.5 Torr, the heating voltage lies between
the first excitation voltage and the ionization
voltage. Remarkable and not yet observed at
higher gas pressures is the fact that the space
charge potential is still higher than the anode
potential and reaches or even slightly exceeds
the ionization potential at the maximum. The
formation of the new carrier is undoubtedly an
elementary act by direct impact and not, as in
an abnormal arc, by gradual ionization!
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Die Sondenmessungen ergeben gleichzeitig
die Elektronenkonzentration und die Elek-
tronentemperatur an den betr. Orten des
Entlandungsraumes. Diese Werte sind in den
Figuren 2–5 mit eingetragen.–

Bei allen untersuchten Drucken tritt in
der Entlandung des abnormalen Bogens das
Funkenspektrum des Argons /das blaue Spek-
trum/ mit merklicher Intensität neben dem
Atomspektrum /rotes Spektrum/ auf. Die Zahl
der durch Mehrfachstösse gebildeten Ionen ist
also erheblich.–

Bei Anlegung eines äusseren Magnetfeldes
in der Weise, dass die Feldlinien denen des elek-
trischen Feldes zwischen Kathode und Anode
parallel verlaufen, müssen die Ladungsträger,
besonders die Elektronen, längs ihrer freien
Wegstrecken Schraubenbahnen beschreiben.
Bei magnetischen Feldstärken zwischen 0 und
150 Oe ist nun ein Instabilwerden der Ent-
ladung beobachtet worden, die bisher nur durch
Erhöhung der Brennspannung bis mindestens
zur Ionisierungsspannung behoben werden
kann. Damit ist die Entladung aber in die Form
des normalen Niedervoltbogens übergegangen.
Ebenso tritt das Funkenspektrum sehr intensiv
hervor.–

Zurziet sind daher Versuche im Gang die
Brennspannung bei Anlegung eines äusseren
Magnetfeldes durch andere Hilfsmittel wieder
zu senken. U.a. wird eine gitterförmige
Hilfselektrode dicht vor die Glühkathode
gesetzt, ähnlich dem Raumladungsgitter
der Doppelgitter-Elektronenröhren. Es wird
versucht, durch geeignete Aufladung dieser
Hilfselektrode die Magnetfeldentladung auch
bei sehr niederen Brennspannungen zu stabil-
isieren. Ergebnisse dieser Versuche stehen noch
aus.

The probe measurements give simultaneously
the electron concentration and the electron
temperature at the respective locations of the
mixing area. These values are shown in Figures
2–5.–

At all investigated pressures, in the mix-
ing of the unusual arc, the emission spectrum
of the argon (the blue spectrum) occurs
with noticeable intensity next to the atomic
spectrum (the red spectrum). The number of
ions formed by multiple bursts is therefore
considerable.–

When an external magnetic field is applied
in such a way that the field lines run parallel
to those of the electric field between cathode
and anode, the charge carriers, especially the
electrons, must describe helical paths along
their free paths. At magnetic field strengths
between 0 and 150 Oersted, an instability of
the discharge has now been observed, which
so far can only be remedied by increasing
the heating voltage to at least the ionization
voltage. However, the discharge is now in the
form of a normal low-voltage arc. The emission
spectrum also emerges very intensely.–

Therefore, attempts are made to reduce
the heating voltage by applying an external
magnetic field with other aids. Among other
things, a grid-shaped auxiliary electrode is
placed close to the hot cathode, similar to the
space charge grid of the double grid electron
tubes. An attempt is made to stabilize the
magnetic field discharge even at very low heat-
ing voltages by charging this auxiliary electrode
appropriately. Results of these experiments are
still pending.
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Erläuterung zu den Figg. 2–5:

UB: gemessene Brennspannung
U′B: korrigierte Brennspannung
UR: gemessenes Raumpotential
U′R: korrigiertes Raumpotential
Uk: Kontaktpotential
T−: Elektronentemperatur
N−: Elektronenkonzentration.

Als Abszisse ist stets der Abstand zwischen
Kathode u. Anode in mm aufgetragen.

Explanation of Figs. 2–5:

UB: measured heating voltage
U′B: corrected heating voltage
UR: measured space charge potential
U′R: corrected space charge potential
Uk: contact potential
T−: electron temperature
N−: electron concentration.

The abscissa is always the distance in mm
between cathode and anode.

[This one paper rather miraculously survived. How many other laser-like experiments were there
in this group, and in other groups?

Wilhelm von Meyeren’s research was in Prague, and funded by and closely tied to the SS, directed
energy beam weapons development, and nuclear programs (via Walther Gerlach). Was it the same
as, or at least somehow related to, the SS-funded laser work that Wilhelm Voss said was being
conducted by Skoda Pilsen (see p. 2230)?

While it is not stated in this one surviving document, it seems quite plausible that von Meyeren
might have been planning a photon chain reaction with reflectors once he managed to create a
population inversion in the gas atoms, especially since he was reporting to Walther Gerlach, who
was also in charge of neutron chain reactions with reflectors, as well as a variety of projects to
develop directed energy beam weapons (e.g., pp. 2157–2161). Perhaps other documents can be
discovered in order to shed more light on how large this laser-like research program was, how far it
progressed, and how much it influenced postwar work in other countries.]
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Figure C.49: Wilhelm von Meyeren’s 20 February 1945 report on experiments with laser-like
monochromatic stimulated light emission from electron population inversions in argon, cesium,
or rubidium gases.
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Figure C.50: Wilhelm von Meyeren’s 20 February 1945 report on experiments with laser-like
monochromatic stimulated light emission from electron population inversions in argon, cesium,
or rubidium gases.
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Figure C.51: Wilhelm von Meyeren’s 20 February 1945 report on experiments with laser-like
monochromatic stimulated light emission from electron population inversions in argon, cesium,
or rubidium gases.
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Figure C.52: Wilhelm von Meyeren’s 20 February 1945 report on experiments with laser-like
monochromatic stimulated light emission from electron population inversions in argon, cesium,
or rubidium gases.
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Figure C.53: Wilhelm von Meyeren’s 20 February 1945 report on experiments with laser-like
monochromatic stimulated light emission from electron population inversions in argon, cesium,
or rubidium gases.
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Figure C.54: Wilhelm von Meyeren’s 20 February 1945 report on experiments with laser-like
monochromatic stimulated light emission from electron population inversions in argon, cesium,
or rubidium gases.
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Figure C.55: Wilhelm von Meyeren’s 20 February 1945 report on experiments with laser-like
monochromatic stimulated light emission from electron population inversions in argon, cesium,
or rubidium gases.
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Figure C.56: Wilhelm von Meyeren’s 20 February 1945 report on experiments with laser-like
monochromatic stimulated light emission from electron population inversions in argon, cesium,
or rubidium gases.
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Figure C.57: Wilhelm von Meyeren’s 20 February 1945 report on experiments with laser-like
monochromatic stimulated light emission from electron population inversions in argon, cesium,
or rubidium gases.
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Figure C.58: Wilhelm von Meyeren’s 20 February 1945 report on experiments with laser-like
monochromatic stimulated light emission from electron population inversions in argon, cesium,
or rubidium gases.
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Military Intelligence Division W.D.G.S., Military Attache Report Czechoslovakia.
Subject: Scientists Experimenting on Secret Weapons. I.G. No. 0403.0700. Prague.
Report No. R-42. 2 October 1945. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-85M, Box 19, Folder
925256]

Source and degree of reliability: Czechoslovak Counter Intelligence Officer — A-3

1. In accordance with directions contained in War Department Cable No. 68418, of 24 September
1945, the following list of scientists, Czech and German, with their specialties and present status,
is submitted. [...]

Professor Dr. v. MEYEREN, specialist on Measuring Devices, German, in protective custody.

A. Hinzpeter. 1983. Physikalische Blätter 39:5:130.
[https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/phbl.19830390508]

Zum Tode von Wilhelm von Meyeren

Am 4. Februar 1983 verstarb in Hannover
der emeritierte Professor Dr. phil. Wilhelm von
Meyeren, ehemals Direktor des Instituts für
Festkörperphysik der Universität Hannover.
W. von Meyeren wurde am 26. April 1905
in Berlin geboren, promovierte 1929 bei R.
W. Pohl in Göttingen mit einer Arbeit über
Alkalihalogenidphosphore und war bis 1935 As-
sistent am Physikalischen Institut in Karlsruhe
bei dem Altmeister der Hochvakuumtechnik
Wolfgang Gaede, danach Oberingenieur am
Physikalischen Institut der damaligen Technis-
chen Hochschule Hannover. Dort habilitierte er
sich 1937 und wurde 1941 auf den Lehrstuhl für
Experimentalphysik der damaligen Deutschen
Karls-Universität in Prag berufen. 1945 unter
unmenschlichen Umständen mit seiner Ehefrau
Hedi von Meyeren vertrieben, gelangte er nach
schweren Jahren als Professor wieder nach
Hannover auf einen Lehrstuhl für Atomphysik
und baute dort das 1962 neugegründete Institut
für Experimentalphysik B, das jetzige Institut
für Festkorperphysik, auf.

On the death of Wilhelm von Meyeren

On 4 February 1983 in Hanover, the emeritus
professor Dr. phil. Wilhelm von Meyeren,
former director of the Institute of Solid State
Physics at the University of Hanover, died. W.
von Meyeren was born on 26 April 1905 in
Berlin, received his doctorate in 1929 from R.
W. Pohl in Göttingen with a thesis on alkali
halide phosphors and was assistant at the
Physikalisches Institut in Karlsruhe until 1935
to the old master of high vacuum technology
Wolfgang Gaede, then chief engineer at the
Physikalisches Institut of the then Technische
Hochschule Hannover. There he habilitated in
1937 and in 1941 was appointed to the Chair
of Experimental Physics at the then German
Charles University in Prague. In 1945 he was
expelled under terrible circumstances with his
wife Hedi von Meyeren. After many difficult
years as a professor, he returned to Hanover
to take up a chair in atomic physics, where he
built up the Institute for Experimental Physics
B, newly founded in 1962, now the Institute of
Solid State Physics.
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Seine wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten
behinhalten—ausgehend von den Anfängen
der Festkörperphysik der Pohlschen Schule—
die Hochvakuumphysik (Gasaufzehrung), die
Spektroskopie verdünnter Gase und mündeten
schließlich in der modernen Halbleiterphysik.
In der Zeit zwischen seiner Lehrtätigkeit
in Prag und in Hannover erscheint W. von
Meyeren als Mitautor mehrerer Sammelwerke
wie Fiat-Review, Angerer-Ebert, Technische
Kunstgriffe, des Gmelin-Handbuchs, sowie des
Physikalischen Wörterbuches von Westphal.

W. von Meyeren war mit Stolz ein
Physiker alter Schule und darüber hinaus
ein guter Pädagoge, der seine Pflichten als
Hochschullehrer sehr ernst nahm. Lange Jahre
galt seine Aufmerksamkeit der Allround-
Ausbildung der Physiker in einer Art
höherer Experimentalphysik ebenso wie
einem Einführungsseminar für Studienanfänger
mit ihrer so erschreckend differierenden Schul-
vorbildung. Ein besonderes Anliegen war ihm
auch die Einführung der Ingenieur-Studenten in
die sich rasant entwickelnde Festkörperphysik,
insbesondere die Metallphysik.

Kollegen und auch seine Schüler, denen er
ein väterlicher Freund war, wissen von seiner
steten Hilfsbereitschaft zu berichten. Manche
seiner zahlreichen Freunde und Bekannten
erinnern sich gern an sein gastfreundliches
Haus.

His scientific work includes—originating from
the beginnings of solid-state physics of the
Pohl school—high vacuum physics (gas con-
sumption), the spectroscopy of diluted gases,
and finally modern semiconductor physics.
In the period between his teaching activities
in Prague and Hanover, W. von Meyeren
co-authored several anthologies such as FIAT
Review, Angerer-Ebert, Technical Methods, the
Gmelin Handbook, and the Physics Dictionary
of Westphal.

W. von Meyeren was proud to be an old
school physicist and a good teacher who took
his duties as a university teacher very seriously.
For many years his attention was focused on
the all-round training of physicists in a kind
of higher experimental physics as well as on
an introductory seminar for first-year students
with their so frighteningly different prior school
education. He was also particularly interested
in the introduction of engineering students
to the rapidly developing field of solid state
physics, especially metal physics.

Colleagues and also his students, to whom
he was a fatherly friend, know about and
describe his constant helpfulness. Some of his
numerous friends and acquaintances fondly
remember his hospitable house.
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Tom Agoston. 1985. Blunder! How the U.S. Gave Away Nazi Supersecrets to Russia.
New York: Dodd, Mead. pp. 12-13.

By quirk of fate, the careers of Kammler and Voss overlapped at Skoda, where they jointly set up
and operated what was generally regarded by insiders as the Reich’s most advanced high-technology
military research center. Working as a totally independent undercover operation for the SS, the
center was under the special auspices of Hitler and Himmler. [...] In so doing the SS group was to
go beyond the first generation of secret weapons.

Its purpose was to pave the way for building nuclear-powered aircraft, working on the applica-
tion of nuclear energy for propelling missiles and aircraft; laser beams, then still referred to as
“death rays”; a variety of homing rockets, and to seek other potential areas for high-technology
breakthrough. In modern high-tech jargon, the operation would probably be referred to as an “SS
research think tank.” Some work on second-generation secret weapons, including the application of
nuclear propulsion for aircraft and missiles, was already well advanced.

It was far from a mad Nazi scientist’s dream of getting to the end of the nuclear rainbow. The field
had been pioneered by Dr. Wernher von Braun, designer of the V-2, in the early 1930s. In addition,
it was recently disclosed that one of the first top German engineers cleared for urgent work for the
U.S. Air Force in 1945 was Dr. Franz Josef Neugebauer, a specialist in thermal systems for aircraft
nuclear propulsion. In 1958 the United States launched Project Orion to probe the applicability of
nuclear propulsion for aircraft, employing some Czech scientists. The project was continued until
1965 and then was turned over to the U.S. Air Force, plans for its application for the civilian space
programs having been dropped.

The SS research operation at Skoda had been set up without the knowledge of Goering, Speer, or
the German research centers. The builders of the V-1 and V-2 were likewise kept out of the picture.
The undercover SS research operation fitted in with Himmler’s dream that, as the Rheingold of the
Nibelung’s, if shaped into a ring, would give its possessor mastery of the world, so would the SS
team give the Greater Reich mastery of much of the world.

A study of intelligence reports shows that blueprints, drawings, calculations, and other relevant
documentation or materials were protected by a triple ring of SS counter-intelligence specialists
Himmler had assigned to Pilsen to prevent security leaks and sabotage in the research divisions
and the plant in general. The SS team was internally referred to as the Kammler Group. Taking a
leaf from the armament ministry name for the special section Kammler headed there to iron out
aircraft production bottlenecks, they were called the Kammler stab or Kammler “staff.”
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Heinz Schaeffer. 1952. U-Boat 977. p. 187–188.

It took twenty-four hours to reach Berlin—we had air-raid warnings at regular intervals and took
cover underneath the train till it could go on again. Next to me sat an S.S. officer who, in spite
of my flatly contradicting him, simply would not stop talking about decisive new secret weapons.
I was fed up with secret weapons by now for I knew perfectly well from my own experience that
if all the blueprints were there so were the air-raids on our factories. “Well, of course, you aren’t
really in a position to judge,” he said, but he was, naturally, because he was working at some S.S.
H.Q. or other and was out watching the tests every day. If I would only come and look him up I
would see something that would make me sit up.

When I got to Berlin I really did look him up, and after I had waited at the H.Q. entrance for some
time my new acquaintance appeared and started showing me round. Everybody there was certain
we were going to win, with a conviction I’d never seen the like of even after the fall of France.
Among the fantastic contrivances of which I was shown photographs was one called a death ray
which my friend wanted me to come back and see in action next day.

But I wasn’t wasting any more time. I wanted to see my mother, for it was obvious the Russians
were advancing on Berlin and that the last battle was going to be fought there. The city was
being transformed into a fortress, with tram-cars overturned and barricades going up everywhere.
I wanted to get my mother away, but she said she meant to stay in Berlin at all costs; she would
manage the Russians all right, she said. And so she did.

Herbert A. Werner. 1969. Iron Coffins: A Personal Account of the German U-Boat
Battles of World War II. p. 228.

I was thinking about our much-discussed new weapons, including death rays and atom bombs,
which were now in the development stage...
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United States Air Force Oral History Program: Interview #K239.0512-724 of Lt Gen-
eral Donald L. Putt by Dr. James C. Hasdorff. 1–3 April 1974. [AFHRA 43826 elec-
tronic version pp. 1009–1010]

H[asdorff]: Why was there such a slow application of laser technology in the US? I understand we
were dabbling with it during World War II.

P[utt]: Well, I’m not an expert on lasers, but it’s my understanding that the phenomenon was
discovered which gave one the capability of having coherent beams. But for a long time nobody
could figure out what it was good for. It was one of these scientific curiosities, and it just took a
long time to find the application. Now whether we proceeded as fast as could have been done if
there were no budgetary restraints or anything like that, I guess I’m not familiar enough with the
field to know that. But in the early days I know that was one of the problems; we said, “Here’s
something that’s very interesting, but what can we use it for?” And now we’re finding all kinds of
uses for it, of course, in civil work, et cetera.

[In the United States, theoretical design work on lasers did not begin until the mid–late 1950s, and
the first working laser was not built until 1960, at least according to official histories.

In the above question and answer, were Hasdorff and Putt simply confused, or were they referring
to actual earlier work on lasers?

If they were referring to earlier work that indeed occurred, was it wartime work in the United
States, perhaps by or based on the earlier research of German-speaking immigrant scientists such
as Rudolf Ladenburg or James Franck?

Alternatively, since Putt was deeply involved in rounding up German-speaking scientists and infor-
mation from Europe at the end of the war and putting them to use in the postwar United States,
were Hasdorff and/or Putt referring to wartime German work on lasers (perhaps such as that of
Wilhelm von Meyeren) that was brought to the United States after the war?
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G-156. Paul Harteck. The Separation of Isotopes with Special Reference to the Iso-
topes of Uranium. Die Trennung von Isotopen unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der
Isotopen des Urans. 1942. pp. 10–11, 18.

10.) Das von einem Molekül angewendete
Bandenspektrum (bezw. sein Absorbtionsspek-
trum) ist von der isotopischen Zusammenset-
zung abhängig, da jede Linie im Bandenspek-
trum durch eine quantenhafte Energieänderung
seiner Elektronenenergie, der Schwingungs- und
der Rotationsenergie des Moleküls entsteht.
Setzt man die reduzierte Masse des Moleküls
m1m2
m1+m2

(wo m1 und m2 die Massen der
Molekülpartner bedeuten) gleich µ, so ist bei
einer Massenänderung von m1, in m′1, d.h.
von µ in µ′ die Aenderung der Elektronenen-
ergie in fast allen Fällen zu vernachlässigen;
die Aenderung der Schwingungsenergie dagegen
bedingt in erster Näherung eine Frequenzver-
schiebung um den Betrag

10.) The band spectrum applied by a molecule
(i.e. its absorption spectrum) depends on the
isotopic composition, since each line in the band
spectrum is formed by a quantum energy change
of its electron energy, the vibrational energy and
the rotational energy of the molecule. If one sets
the reduced mass of the molecule m1m2

m1+m2
(where

m1 and m2 mean the masses of the molecular
partners) to µ, then with a mass change of m1,
in m′1, i.e. of µ in µ′ to neglect the change of the
electron energy in almost all cases; the change of
the oscillation energy, on the other hand, causes
in a first approximation a frequency shift of the
magnitude

11. ∆νs =

(√
µ

µ′
− 1

)
νs

(νs = Frequenz der ursprünglichen Linie);

die Aenderung der Rotationsenergie bewirkt
näherungsweise eine Frequenzverschiebung um

(νs = frequency of the original line);

the change of the rotational energy ap-
proximately causes a frequency shift by

12. ∆νrot =

(
µ

µ′
− 1

)
νrot

doch ist dieser Effekt sehr viel kleiner als der
Schwingungsanteil, da νs sehr viel grösser als
νrot ist.

but this effect is much smaller than the vibra-
tion component, because νs is much larger than
νrot.
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Zahlreiche photochemische Reaktionen werden
durch optische Anregung eines der an ihnen
beteiligten Moleküle ausgelöst. Verwendet man
zur Anregung eine Linie, die nur von einem der
isotopisch verschiedenen Moleküle absorbiert
wird, so kann eine Trennung der Isotopen er-
reicht werden, wenn es gelingt, eine Abreak-
tion des abgespaltenen Atoms zu verhindern.
W. Kuhn und H. Martin16) gelang nach dieser
Methode eine Anreicherung des Chlorisotops
35Cl unter Verwendung der photochemischen
Dissoziation des Phosgens COCl2, K. Zuber17)

eine Anreicherung der Quecksilberisotope nach
der photochemischen Reaktion (Hg + hν) + O2

= HgO + O.

Numerous photochemical reactions are trig-
gered by optical excitation of one of the
molecules involved. If a line is used for exci-
tation which is only absorbed by one of the
isotopically different molecules, a separation of
the isotopes can be achieved if it is possible
to prevent an abreaction of the split atom. W.
Kuhn and H. Martin16) succeeded in enriching
the chlorine isotope 35Cl with this method us-
ing the photochemical dissociation of phosgene
COCl2, K. Zuber17) enriched the mercury iso-
topes using the photochemical reaction (Hg +
hν) + O2 = HgO + O.

16) W. Kuhn u. H. Martin, Z. phys. Chem. (B) 21, 93 (1933)

17) K. Zuber, Helvet. phys. Acta 9, 285 (1936)

[See also the brief mention in the Farm Hall transcripts about a photochemical process to enrich
uranium, p. 2864. Obtaining enough optical power at just the right wavelength to separate a useful
amount of uranium would require a laser, just like modern laser isotope separation systems. Is the
fact that photochemical enrichment of uranium was seriously considered during the war evidence
that the necessary laser was under development?]
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FIAT 824. The Miscellaneous Glass Industry of Central Europe.

[Neodymium glasses and other exotic glasses—I need to find and quote this.]

Michel Bar-Zohar. 1967. The Hunt for the German Scientists. pp. 140, 207.

There was also a vague report on the mysterious Zimmermann—the man believed to have invented
the ‘death ray’ and even to have used it effectively against the Russians in the Carpathians on 30
August 1944. The report said that he had been captured and taken to Russia just before the end
of the war. [...]

Dr. Hans Ehrhardt, who was expelled from Switzerland for having experimented with a mysterious
green death ray...

[Hans Ehrhardt’s laser-like work is discussed on the following pages. If Bar-Zohar’s information is
accurate, Ehrhardt’s beam was green. That suggests that it may have been an argon gas laser or
something similar. Could Erhardt’s work have been directly related to von Meyeren’s wartime work
on laser-like light emission from electrically excited argon gas?]
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Schweiz/Todesstrahlen: Schnee geschmolzen. Der Spiegel. 24 July 1963 p. 58.
[https://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-46171297.html]

24.07.1963
SCHWEIZ / TODESSTRAHLEN
Schnee geschmolzen

Ungewöhnliche Order lief Anfang vergangener
Woche bei eidgenössischen Polizeidienststellen
ein:

Die Gesetzeshüter wurden angehalten, nach
einem Mann zu fahnden—freilich nicht, um ihn
zu verhaften. Vielmehr sollte sichergestellt wer-
den, daß der Gesuchte wirklich verschwunden
ist und damit die eidgenössische Bürokratie
von einer Blamage befreit hat.

Der Gesuchte nennt sich Dr. Hans Ehrhardt
und hieß früher Hans Engelke. Als Amateur-
Physiker war er—nach eigenen Angaben
zusammen mit Wernher von Braun—in
der Rüstungsindustrie des Dritten Reiches
beschäftigt gewesen.

Dabei erfand er eine Wunderwaffe: Engelke
wollte in den von feindlichen Bomberstaffeln
durchflogenen Luftschichten dichte Wolken
feinster Kohlenstoffpartikel verteilen. Mittels
einer Zündrakete sollte beim Herannahen
von Feindflugzeugen ein Schlagwetter in der
Atmosphäre erzeugt werden. Beim ersten und
einzigen Versuch mit seiner Wunderwaffe, so
fabulierte Engelke-Ehrhardt, seien im April
1945 gleich 36 Bomber auf einen Schlag vom
Himmel geholt worden.

Nach Krieg und alliierter Internierung wandte
sich Autodidakt Ehrhardt einem anderen
physikalischen Phänomen zu: Er begann Ver-
suche mit Strahlen, die laut eigener Aussage
“im Frieden Kranke heilen und im Kriege
Feinde töten” sollten.

24 July 1963
SWITZERLAND / DEATH RAYS
Melted snow

An unusual order arrived at the beginning
of last week at the national police station:

The law enforcers were spared from hav-
ing to find and arrest a man. Rather they were
to make sure that the wanted man had really
disappeared and thus the national bureaucracy
had been saved from embarrassment.

The person for whom they searched called
himself Dr. Hans Ehrhardt and earlier Hans
Engelke. As an amateur physicist he had
been—by his own account together with Wern-
her von Braun—employed in the armament
industry of the Third Reich.

Back then he invented a miracle weapon:
Engelke wanted to distribute dense clouds of
fine carbon particles in the air layers through
which enemy bombers flew. By means of an
igniting rocket, an explosion in the atmosphere
should be generated at the approach of enemy
aircraft. The first and only attempt with his
silver bullet, claimed Engelke-Ehrhardt, had
knocked as many as 36 bombers from the sky
with one explosion in April 1945.

After the war and Allied internment, the
autodidact Ehrhardt turned to another phys-
ical phenomenon: he began experiments with
beams that should in his words “heal sick peo-
ple in peacetime and kill enemies in wartime.”
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Aus einer Gasplasma-Quelle gedachte der
Erfinder mit großen Hohlspiegeln einen gebun-
delten ultravioletten Lichtstrahl herzustellen.
Dieser Todesstrahl sollte einerseits 30 000
Kilometer weit wirken und eine “ungeheure
Zerstörungskraft” (so Ehrhardt) entwickeln,
andererseits aber Krebskranke von ihren Leiden
befreien, “ohne daß Knoten oder Kapselungen
zurückbleiben”.

In der Bundesrepublik gelang es dem modernen
Cagliostro nicht, seine Ideen zu verkaufen,
obgleich Deutschland stets ein dankbares
Feld für Wundermänner war: Nach dem Er-
sten Weltkrieg gelang es dem geisteskranken
Österreichischen Landbriefträger Karl Schap-
peller, Ex-Kaiser Wilhelm II. große Summen
für einen Plan zu entlocken, Deutschland
“durch die Nutzung ungeheurer Energien aus
dem kosmischen Raum zur ersten Weltmacht
zu machen”. Zur selben Zeit begeisterte ein
Betrüger namens Franz Tausend den General
Ludendorff mit seiner angeblichen Fähigkeit,
aus Eisen und Blei Gold zu gewinnen.

Dem Strahlenmagier Ehrhardt glückte es
hingegen Anfang 1961, die Kriegstechnis-
che Abteilung (KTA) des Eidgenössischen
Militärdepartements in Bern für seine phan-
tastischen Projekte zu interessieren.

Die schweizerischen Landesverteidiger lu-
den Ehrhardt am 24. Februar 1961 zu einer
Besprechung ein und forderten ihn auf,
schriftliche Unterlagen beizubringen. Eine
Prüfung des Ehrhardt -Exposes durch Züricher
TH-Professoren veranlaßte freilich die KTA
am 31. Mai 1961 dazu, auf eine weitere
Zusammenarbeit mit Ehrhardt zu verzichten.

From a gas plasma source, the inventor in-
tended to use large concave mirrors to produce
a narrow ultraviolet light beam. This death
ray should in one case have a range of 30,000
kilometers and (according to Ehrhardt) develop
a “monstrous destructive power,” but in the
other case free cancer patients from their suf-
fering “without a node or capsule remaining.”

In West Germany this modern Cagliostro
was unable to sell his ideas, even though
Germany has always been a grateful field for
miracle workers: After World War I the insane
Austrian postman Karl Schappeller succeeded
in obtaining large sums from ex-Kaiser Wil-
helm II for a plan to make Germany “the
greatest power in the world through the use of
monstrous energy from cosmic space.” At the
same time an impostor named Franz Tausend
interested General Ludendorff with his alleged
ability to turn iron and lead into gold.

At the beginning of 1961, however, the
ray magician Ehrhardt succeeded in interesting
the War Technical Department (KTA) of the
Federal Military Department in Bern in his
fantastic projects.

The Swiss defense officials invited Ehrhardt to
a meeting on 24 February 1961 and asked him
to bring written proposals. An examination
of Ehrhardt’s documents by Zurich Technical
University professors prompted the KTA on 31
May 1961 to refrain from further cooperation
with Ehrhardt.
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Interessiert an den Künsten des deutschen
Physikers blieb indes weiterhin ein Beamter
der KTA: Adjunkt Eugen Burkhard, Chef
der Rüstungszentrale der Kriegstechnischen
Abteilung, erhoffte sich von Ehrhardts Ideen
Entdecker-Ruhm und förderte den Deutschen
in eigener Regie.

Als KTA-Beamten fiel es Burkhard leicht,
dem Forscher Aufenthaltsbewilligung und
Wohnung zu verschaffen. Im August 1961
siedelte sich der Waffenrevolutionär mit Gattin
Ilse und vier Sprößlingen am Sarner See im
Kanton Obwalden an.

Rückendeckung für die folgenden Versuche
wurde Ehrhardt durch die “Bewilligung
2524” der KTA zuteil, in der dem Physiker
gegen Entrichtung von 50 Franken Gebühr
und 80 Rappen Porto routinegemäß er-
laubt wird, “Prototypen zu Geschossen ohne
Patronenhülsen bis zum Kaliber 30 mm
herzustellen”.

In Wahrheit experimentierte der Sarner
Neubürger aber nicht mit 30-mm-Geschossen,
sondern mit “Todesstrahlen”. Mit diesen
Produkten seines Erfindergeistes schmolz
Ehrhardt im letzten Frühjahr—so erzählte
er der “Deutschen National-Zeitung”—auf
eine Entfernung von zwölf Kilometern binnen
Sekunden anderthalb Meter hohen Gletscher-
schnee. Applaudierte die DNZ: “Erfinder Dr.
Ehrhardt, Herr über Tod und Leben.”

Ungemach näherte sich dem Herrn über Tod
und Leben freilich, als Anfang Juni ein Photo
erschien, das den Ehrhardtschen Todesstrahl
als drohend himmelwärts gerichteten Finger
über dem Sarner See zeigte.

Interest in the creations of the German physi-
cist remained, however, for one official of
the KTA: Adjunct Eugen Burkhard, head of
the Armament Center of the War Technical
Department, hoped that Ehrhardt’s ideas were
pioneering and supported the German on his
own.

As a KTA official, it was easy for Burkhard to
obtain a residence permit and housing for the
researcher. In August 1961, the weapon revo-
lutionizer and his wife Ilse and four offspring
settled on Sarner Lake in the canton Obwalden.

Ehrhardt received support for the ensuing
experiments through the KTA “Permit 2524,”
by which the physicist routinely accepted
payments of 50 francs fee and 80 cents postage
“to produce prototype projectiles without shell
casings up to 30 mm caliber.”

In truth, the new Sarner resident experi-
mented not with 30-mm projectiles, but with
“death rays.” With these products of his inge-
nuity, last spring Ehrhardt melted—so he told
the German National Newspaper (DNZ)—one
and a half meters of glacier snow within seconds
at a distance of twelve kilometers. The DNZ
applauded: ”inventor Dr. Ehrhardt, master of
life and death.”

Trouble approached the master of life and
death, as at the beginning of June, a photo was
published that showed Ehrhardt’s death ray as
a threatening finger pointed skyward over the
Sarner Lake.
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Die eidgenössische Presse, von der schockierten
Fremdenindustrie alarmiert, überhäufte die
nichtsahnende Kriegstechnische Abteilung mit
Vorwürfen wegen dieser “lebensgefährlichen
Experimente”, während die Sarner Gastwirte
Schadenersatz für die Gäste forderten, die
wegen der Todesstrahlen fernbleiben würden.

Das Militärdepartement ließ eilends ver-
lauten, Ehrhardt habe “keinen Rappen”
schweizerischer Steuergelder für seine Experi-
mente erhalten. Zugleich interessierte sich die
eidgenössische Sicherheits- und Fremdenpolizei
eingehend für den Deutschen.

Dabei ergab sich laut Polizeibericht, daß
Ehrhardt “über wesentliche Punkte seiner
Person und seines Vorlebens unwahre Angaben
gemacht hatte, so über seine Tätigkeit in der
DDR”.

Da witterten die Behörden die Chance,
sich des peinlichen Gastes zu entledigen: Am
4. Juni eröffnete die Fremdenpolizei Obwalden
dem Ehrhardt, daß sein Aufenthalt bis zum 15.
Juli 1963 befristet sei.

Zwei Tage vor Ablauf der Frist, in der
Nacht vom 13. auf den 14. Juli, verschwand
Ehrhardt aus seinem Sarner Domizil, ohne sich
abzumelden oder eine Adresse zu hinterlassen.

Mit seinem allzu stillen Abschied wurde
Ehrhardt freilich gezwungen, vorerst auch auf
die Verwirklichung eines Planes zu verzichten,
den er in der Ende 1962 herausgegebenen
Schrift “Der neue Weg” publik gemacht hatte:
die Nutzbarmachung eines von ihm erdachten
Perpetuum mobile.

Erfinder Ehrhardt

“Ungeheure Zerstörungskraft... über 30 000
Kilometer”: Ehrhardt-Strahl am Sarner See

The national press, alarmed by this shocking
outsider industry, showered the unsuspecting
War Technical Department with allegations of
these “perilous experiments,” while the Sarner
innkeepers demanded compensation for losing
guests who would stay away because of the
death rays.

The Military Department hastily announced
that Ehrhardt had received “not a cent” of
Swiss tax money for his experiments. At the
same time, the national security and immigra-
tion police became interested in details about
the German.

According to the police report, it was found
that Ehrhardt “had given untrue information
regarding significant points about himself and
his prior life, as well as his activities in East
Germany.”

Here the authorities sensed the chance to
get rid of the embarrassing guest: On June 4,
the Obwalden immigration police disclosed to
Ehrhardt that his stay must end by 15 July
1963.

Two days before the deadline, in the night from
13 to 14 July, Ehrhardt disappeared from his
Sarner home without checking out or leaving a
forwarding address.

With his all too silent departure, Ehrhardt was
indeed forced to abandon the realization of a
plan, which he had made public in his writing
“The New Way” published at the end of 1962:
harnessing a perpetual energy source he had
devised.

Inventor Ehrhard [Fig. C.59]

“Monstrous destructive power... over 30,000
kilometers”: Ehrhardt’s ray over Sarner Lake
[Fig. C.61]
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Figure C.59: Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke in his 1961–1963 Swiss lab.
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Figure C.60: Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke in his 1961–1963 Swiss lab, working on a device that appears
to resemble a gas laser.
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Figure C.61: Demonstration of Hans Ehrhardt’s/Engelke’s laser-like beam over the Swiss Sarner
See. The clock hands indicate 10:10, which could be a.m. or p.m. Based on the lights visible in the
buildings and reflected in the water, this photo was taken at night, so 10:10 p.m. The brightness
of the sky suggests a long exposure and/or moonlit night. Even just the small fraction of light
scattered by dust particles out of the beam toward the camera is clearly much brighter than the
building lights, so the light within the beam would have been quite intense. Most of the apparent
expansion of the beam is due to the perspective of the beam coming from the distance toward the
camera; the beam is remarkably well collimated. Although the photo is black and white, observers
reported that the beam was green.
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Figure C.62: The view now from a hill behind the Pfarr- und Wallfahrtskirche Sachseln church in
Sachseln looking toward the north, across the Sarner See toward the Pfarrkirche St. Peter und Paul
church in Sarnen. Hans Ehrhardt’s/Engelke’s laser-like beam was apparently fired from the vicinity
of a waterfront house or hotel somewhat to the left of the Sarnen church.
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“Todesstrahlen” über dem Sarner See: Über den “deutschen Physiker” Hans Ehrhardt,
der in der Schweiz beinahe das Perpetuum mobile erfunden hat. Physikalische Blätter
19:11:511–516. November 1963.
[https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/phbl.19630191104]

[...] Mit dem Doktor ist es nichts, mit dem
Studium dürfte es auch nichts sein; jedenfalls ist
Hans Ehrhardt kein Physiker in unserem Sinn,
d.h. nicht ein Mann, der eine wissenschaftliche
Schulung in der Physik durchlaufen und sein
Studium mit der Prüfung an einer Universität
oder Hochschule abgeschlossen hat. Ehrhardt
nennt sich Ingenieur, gelegentlich aber auch
Physiker; er dürfte Autodidakt sein, der
schon vor 1945 sonderbaren Ideen nachging,
wie der einer neuartigen Flugabwehrwaffe
mit gebündelten Ultraviolettstrahlen, deren
Wirksamkeit er auf mehrere 10000 km Distanz
glaubte garantieren zu können. [...]

Das Gutachten aus dem Laboratorium für
Festkörperphysik der ETH trifft den Nagel auf
den Kopf. In dem uns von Prof. Dr. Gärnicher
freundlicherweise zugestellten Schriftstück,
das übrigens nur durch Indiskretion in die
Öffentlichkeit gelangte und das von einem
Doktoranden des Laboratoriums (nicht des
Phys. Inst.) erstattet worden ist, heisst es: “Die
untersuchte Arbeit ist wissenschaftlich wertlos.
Der Verfasser stellt darin Behauptungen auf,
welche darin gipfeln, er habe das Perpetuum
mobile erster Art erfunden... Das konfuse
physikalische Weltbild des Verfassers lässt
sich etwa folgendermassen zusammenfassen:
Raum und Materie sind durchsetzt von Wolken
freier Elektronen in unterschiedlicher Dichte.
Diese freien Elektronen sind in dauernder
ungeordneter Bewegung, verursacht durch
“Urkräfte der Materie”. Nun braucht man nur
diese Bewegung zu ordnen, was an Halbleiter-
und Grenzschichten geschehen soll, um einen
dauernden elektrischen Stromfluss zu erhal-
ten...”

[...] There is nothing to his doctorate; there
should also be nothing to his education; in
any case Hans Ehrhardt is not a physicist in
our sense, i.e. not a man, who went through a
scientific training in physics and finished his
study with the examination at a university or
college. Ehrhardt calls himself an engineer, but
occasionally also a physicist; he is probably
self-taught, who already before 1945 pursued
strange ideas, such as that of a novel anti-
aircraft weapon with bundled ultraviolet rays,
the effectiveness of which he believed he could
guarantee over a distance of several 10000 km.
[...]

The report from the Laboratory for Solid
State Physics at ETH Zurich hits the nail
on the head. In the document kindly sent
to us by Prof. Dr. Gärnicher, which, by the
way, only came into the public eye through
indiscretion and which was reimbursed by a
doctoral student of the laboratory (not of the
Phys. Inst.), it says: “The work examined
is scientifically worthless. The author makes
claims in it, which culminate in the fact that
he invented perpetual motion of the first
kind... The confused physical world view of the
author can be summarized as follows: Space
and matter are interspersed with clouds of
free electrons of different density. These free
electrons are in constant disordered motion,
caused by ‘forces of matter.’ Now one only
needs to order this movement, what should
happen at semiconductor and boundary layers,
in order to receive a continuous electric current
flow...”
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Figure C.63: Diagrams from a page left behind in Switzerland by Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke.
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Der Erfinder wartet mit konkreten Vorschlägen
auf: Das Experimentalschema V für seine
Versuche (Abb. 3) zeigt eine Röhre, durch
die das Licht an der Lichtquelle A senkrecht
nach oben geschickt wird, während B eine
“Gitterantenne” ist, die am Isolator abgebogen
ist. Sie dient als “Elektronenfalle”. Mit dieser
Anordnung, dem “Quantenturbutron”, will
der Erfinder Elektronen mit dem Lichtstrahl
mitschiessen und sie zur Abgabe grosser
Energien zwingen, denn: “sind sie (die Elek-
tronen) einmal eingefangen und ausgerichtet,
dann geben sie grosse Mengen Energie ab”. (S.
19)
Ein anderes aufschlussreiches Experimen-
talschema zeigt Abb. 4. Die Bildlegende
enthält, was der Erfinder dazu sagt.

The inventor comes up with concrete proposals:
The experimental scheme V for his experiments
(Fig. 3) shows a tube through which the light
at light source A is sent vertically upwards,
while B is a “grating antenna” which is bent
off at the insulator. It serves as an “electron
trap”. With this arrangement, the “quantum
turbutron”, the inventor wants to shoot elec-
trons with the light beam and force them to
emit large energies, because: “Once they (the
electrons) are captured and aligned, they emit
large amounts of energy”. (p. 19)

Another informative experimental scheme
is shown in Fig. 4. The caption contains what
the inventor says about it.

[The unnamed author of this article stated that he never met Ehrhardt/Engelke or saw his ex-
periments in person, yet he proceeded to spend most of the article ridiculing Ehrhardt/Engelke
as an uneducated crackpot who was trying to build perpetual motion machines. (Figs. C.59–C.61
look nothing like perpetual motion machines or the work of a scientific illiterate.) However, the
unnamed author did find a few pages about Ehrhardt/Engelke’s research that had been written by
Ehrhardt/Engelke or by his Swiss scientific evaluators. The author quoted a few intriguing lines
and two figures from those documents.

The provided information is insufficient to judge how or whether Ehrhardt/Engelke’s designs would
work, but they do offer some hints:

• The unnamed author seemed to have reason to believe that Ehrhardt/Engelke’s research on
producing powerful light beams dated back to wartime work.

• Ehrhardt/Engelke dubbed his device a “quantum turbo.” Considering that a “turbojet” pro-
duces a highly ordered, tightly directed jet or stream of gas, a “turbo” that produces a highly
ordered, tightly directed stream of “quanta” (photons) would not be a bad description of a
laser.

• The device contained a gas in an optically transparent glass tube that was electrically excited
at the desired energy, which would certainly be reasonable in a laser.

• The device used mirrors, as would be expected in a laser.

• The device was ultimately intended to produce a beam of ultraviolet light. The beam pho-
tographed over the Sarner See appears to be visible light (unless the film was exposed by
ultraviolet light), but perhaps Ehrhardt/Engelke’s current experiments used visible light as
a stepping stone to future experiments with ultraviolet.

• The device was intended to produce a highly focused light beam of sufficient intensity to heat
objects (balloons, snow, or aircraft) at a distance, or if short-wavelength ultraviolet light were
used, perhaps even to create enough ionization in the air to affect the preferred direction of
lightning discharges from thunderstorms.]
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Figure C.64: In 1973, an inventor listed as Jonas Engelke filed a detailed patent application (later is-
sued as German patent DE2308071) on a method of inducing nuclear fusion reactions using converg-
ing high-power laser beams. Was the inventor the same person as the mysterious Engelke/Ehrhardt
from a decade earlier?
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Figure C.65: In 1973, an inventor listed as Jonas Engelke filed a detailed patent application (later is-
sued as German patent DE2308071) on a method of inducing nuclear fusion reactions using converg-
ing high-power laser beams. Was the inventor the same person as the mysterious Engelke/Ehrhardt
from a decade earlier?
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Figure C.66: In 1973, an inventor listed as Jonas Engelke filed a detailed patent application (later is-
sued as German patent DE2308071) on a method of inducing nuclear fusion reactions using converg-
ing high-power laser beams. Was the inventor the same person as the mysterious Engelke/Ehrhardt
from a decade earlier?
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Figure C.67: In 1973, an inventor listed as Jonas Engelke filed a detailed patent application (later is-
sued as German patent DE2308071) on a method of inducing nuclear fusion reactions using converg-
ing high-power laser beams. Was the inventor the same person as the mysterious Engelke/Ehrhardt
from a decade earlier?
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Figure C.68: In 1973, an inventor listed as Jonas Engelke filed a detailed patent application (later is-
sued as German patent DE2308071) on a method of inducing nuclear fusion reactions using converg-
ing high-power laser beams. Was the inventor the same person as the mysterious Engelke/Ehrhardt
from a decade earlier?
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Figure C.69: In 1973, an inventor listed as Jonas Engelke filed a detailed patent application (later is-
sued as German patent DE2308071) on a method of inducing nuclear fusion reactions using converg-
ing high-power laser beams. Was the inventor the same person as the mysterious Engelke/Ehrhardt
from a decade earlier?
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Figure C.70: In 1973, an inventor listed as Jonas Engelke filed a detailed patent application (later is-
sued as German patent DE2308071) on a method of inducing nuclear fusion reactions using converg-
ing high-power laser beams. Was the inventor the same person as the mysterious Engelke/Ehrhardt
from a decade earlier?
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Figure C.71: In 1973, an inventor listed as Jonas Engelke filed a detailed patent application (later is-
sued as German patent DE2308071) on a method of inducing nuclear fusion reactions using converg-
ing high-power laser beams. Was the inventor the same person as the mysterious Engelke/Ehrhardt
from a decade earlier?
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[There are many mysteries regarding Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke and his laser-like experiments:

• “Ehrhardt” was clearly not the person’s real name, and “Engelke” likely was not either. If his
real last name was something else, it may have begun with an E. At least one of his names
was an alias and he could have chosen anything, yet he chose to use the same initial letter
for some reason. (E is a somewhat less common first letter for German last names.)

• Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke was building and testing optics equipment for novel high-luminosity
light sources. Did he have a formal university education and/or previous job experience in
optics, perhaps under some other name?

• Swiss accounts said that Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke claimed to have been born in 1918, which
would have made him 43–45 years old in 1961–1963. The 1961–1963 photos of Hans Ehrhardt/
Engelke look like a man who was perhaps a decade older than that. While it is possible that
Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke simply looked older than his true age due to the hard life he had
led, there is the very real possibility that he was born earlier than he claimed. His true age
would have large implications for what his real identity might have been, and what his true
educational and work background might have been.

• Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke had a wife and four children in 1961–1963. Can more information
about him be traced from his family’s history either before or after that time period?

• Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke claimed that he helped to develop fuel-air explosives during the war.
One of the main groups conducting such work was a large Luftwaffe-funded team led by Mario
Zippermayr (see p. 456). Had Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke been a member of Mario Zippermayr’s
group (or perhaps some other fuel-air explosive group) during the war?

• Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke had worked for the Russians but wanted to leave that behind. He
likely would have applied to work for the United States. Do U.S. Foreign Scientist Case Files
at NARA (or other files) contain information on Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke under those or any
other names?

• Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke appeared to have been blacklisted, wandering from place to place,
unable to find someone (other than the Russians) willing to provide him a home and a job.
That would have been a good motivation not to use his real name and identity, and suggests
that he was not using his real name and identity.

• What was the real name, age, and background of Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke?

• The laser-like research of Hans Ehrhardt/Engelke seemed to date back to the war, based on
some of his mysterious statements. If so, was Ehrhardt/Engelke’s research also related to the
wartime work of Wilhem von Meyeren or others?

• How widespread, and how advanced, was work on laser-like technologies in the Third Reich?

• What influence did German-derived laser-like technologies have on the development of lasers
in the United States, Russia, and other countries in the 1950s–1960s?

• What additional relevant documents can be discovered in archives or family collections around
the world?]
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William B. Bridges. Laser Oscillation in Singly Ionized Argon in the Visible Spectrum.
Applied Physics Letters 4:7:128 (1964)

Ten new laser wavelengths in the green and blue portions of the visible spectrum have been observed
in a pulsed argon discharge. The responsible transitions occur in the singly ionized state of the Ar
atom (AII spectrum). Measured wavelengths, tentative level assignments, and a few estimates of
[...]

[Officially, the first laser was not built until 1960 (by Ted Maiman), and the argon gas laser was
not invented until 1964 (by William Bridges), both at Hughes Aircraft in the United States.]

[For examples of German-speaking scientists who pioneered the development of semi-
conductor lasers or laser diodes, see pp. 2054–2065.]
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C.4 Focused Sound Waves

[German-speaking scientists took the lead in harnessing focused sound waves for a wide variety
of applications, ranging from the first ultrasound imaging devices to the first directed acoustic
weapons. The following documents demonstrate that those technologies were developed and suc-
cessfully demonstrated in Germany and Austria during the war, and then directly transferred to
other countries in 1945, leading to modern acoustic and ultrasound devices.]

BIOS 1504. Industrial Applications of Ultrasonics. pp. 3–11 [Reports on two laboratories
developing ultrasonic generators and applications of them.]

I. PRODUCTION OF ULTRASONICS.

(a) General.

In the last ten years possible industrial applications for ultrasonics became apparent, and Siemens-
Schuckert (S.S.) started research work on the production of intense sources of ultrasonics just prior
to the war. [...]

Most of the development work was carried out with magneto strictive and piezo-electric generators,
but some work was also done with an acoustic mechanical method based on the Galton whistle.
The magneto strictive generators were usually worked at frequencies between 10 and 25 k.c., the
piezo-electric generators at 300–400 k.c. and the whistle at 15–20 k.c. Each of these methods had
its own particular advantages, and the choice of the one to be employed depends on the particular
application.

(b) Magneto strictive generators.

These depend upon the property of ferromagnetic metals to change their dimensions in the direction
of an applied magnetic field. In practice an alternating current was superimposed on constant D.C.
current, both of which magnetised a nickel rod which is set into oscillations of the same frequency
as the A.C. current. Only if the frequency is equal to the natural mechanical frequency of the rod
are large amplitude oscillations produced. The ultrasonics are radiated from the end surfaces of the
rod into the surrounding medium. [...]

Fig. 1 shows the fundamental arrangement for treating liquids. The nickel rod (1) is let in through
the bottom of the glass container (2) and is partly immersed in the liquid (4) which can be circulated
through tubes (6) and (7). The tube is held by a rubber gasket (3) which should be at a node of
the rod so as not to damp the oscillations. The external section of the rod is surrounded by a coil
(5) through which both the A.C. and D.C. is passed. Sometimes two coils are employed; one to
carry the A.C. and the other the D.C. [...]

The oscillator is tuned before use to the natural frequency of (1) with L2. The nickel rod is usually 11
cms. long corresponding to 23 k.c. or sometimes 20 cms. corresponding to 12.75 k.c. An experimental
oscillator was said to give 300 watts of ultrasonics with a current consumption of 800 watts.

The major advantage of the magneto strictive oscillator is its simplicity and ruggedness, and its
major disadvantage the low frequencies at which it has to operate since it depends on the natural
frequency of the rod. Another disadvantage often encountered is the small area from which the
ultrasonics radiate. These disadvantages are absent in a piezo-electric generator.
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(c) Piezo-electric oscillators.

Quartz crystals were the only piezo-electric materials employed. A suitably cut quartz crystal
oscillated with a frequency depending on the thickness and an amplitude depending on the applied
voltage. [...]

S.S. always mounted their crystal in oil to prevent arcing, and a typical ceramic container [...] is
shown in Fig. 5. [...]

Fig. 6 shows the generator in action. The materials to be irradiated are placed in thin-walled glass
containers and suspended in the oil fountain[...]

The generator uses 2.7 k.w., dissipates 1.6 k.w. of high frequency and produces 400 w. of ultrasonics.
[...]

(d) Mechanical generators.

It is very difficult to build large generators of the magneto strictive or piezo-electric type, and so for
industrial applications many small units would have to be operated side to side. This is cumbersome
and expensive and in order to obtain high power generators S.S. developed the ultrasonic whistle,
which proved valuable for making emulsions.

The general design of all of these is based on a Galton whistle, but operated with a liquid instead
of a gas.

Fig. 10 shows a simple type of Galton whistle, consisting of a tube (1) with a hole (2) having a sharp
lip (5). The air stream passes through the narrow slit (6) impinging on the lip which oscillates. The
air column (7) will oscillate in resonance if the plug (4) is suitably adjusted.

Exactly the same principle applies when liquid is substituted for a gas. However, S.S. preferred to
use a slightly modified design shown in Fig. 11. Here the liquid is forced through a very narrow
circular orifice (6) formed by the plug (10), held in position by vanes (11) and impinges on a circular
lip (5). [...]

A performance result of a whistle of the last type was quoted. The whistle used had an overall length
of 15–20 cms. and 50 litres of emulsion were prepared in a few seconds. The pressure at which the
liquid was expelled through the whistle was thought to have been between 10 and 20 atmospheres.
The distance between orifice and lip was approximately 1 cm. and the frequency produced about
15 k.c.

These were the only quantitative data which the S.S. personnel interviewed could remember.

II. APPLICATIONS OF ULTRASONICS.

(a) General.

[...] S.S. were not primarily interested in finding applications for ultrasonics. Their interest lay in
developing methods of production, and they preferred to carry out joint researchers with prospective
users. Occasionally they even made available equipment to firms who did not disclose what they
intended to do with it. [...]
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(c) Emulsification.

The most common use for ultrasonics is the formation of emulsions or dispersion in liquids. [...]
From an experimental point of view, piezo-electric generators were convenient, since the material to
be irradiated need only be placed in a beaker and held in the oil fountain. A number of generators
of this type illustrated in Fig. 9 were sold for this purpose.

In Professor Hertz’s laboratory magneto striction oscillators were developed, and Drs. Schöfer and
Barwich studied the mechanism of emulsion formation. This was caused, not by the sound waves
themselves, but by the cavitation effects produced in the liquid. The breaking up of the droplets
occurred entirely in the zones of cavitation. This is not a new observation but appears to have been
very thoroughly substantiated at S.S.

It is very advantageous to produce a course dispersion before breaking up to emulsion size. This
was done by low frequency agitation (at 100 cycles per sec.) with the aid of an electro-magnetic
feed with waves 50 cycle A.C. [...]

(d) Disinfection.

Ultrasonics were tried for the disinfection of water, milk and other liquids. Definite effects were
observed but they were not striking and work was discontinued in favour of promising methods, but
it was hoped to re-examine this question later. It was found that some non-pathogenic organisms,
such as B[acillus]. coli, were destroyed most effectively, but the radiations had much less effect on
cocci. [...]

(g) Soldering.

It is well known that the presence of an oxide layer on the surfaces of metals to be soldered prevents
a firm joint from being formed. Normally the oxide layer is removed with a suitable flux. [...] S.S.
discovered that if the molten solder when in contact with the metal is in ultrasonic vibrations then
a good join is produced without the necessity for any flux. The vibrations break up the oxide layer
and expose the metal to the solder in which the former remains dispersed without impairing the
strength of the join. [...]

S.S. had intended in 1941 to use several hundred of these ultrasonic soldering irons in their valve
factories, but urgent war requirements prevented more than a few from being built.

(h) Welding.

Ultrasonics were applied to electrical welding but proved of doubtful value. [...] If the two electrodes
are set into vibration whilst the welding current is heating and melting the point at which the metals
are to be joined, an improvement of the crystal structure of the weld is obtained. Yet in spite of a
considerable decrease in the grain size the joint is not appreciably strengthened.

Vibrations of lower frequencies were examined and it was found that the lower the frequency the
stronger the joint. A single blow during the welding produced the strongest joint. However, only
high frequency oscillations produced the improved crystal structure at the weld.
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Figure C.72: Ultrasonic sonicator [BIOS 1504].
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Figure C.73: Ultrasonic sonicator [BIOS 1504].
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Figure C.74: Ultrasonic sonicators [BIOS 1504].
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Figure C.75: Ultrasonic sonicators [BIOS 1504].
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BIOS 1688. Radiological Activities in Germany. p. 11.

4. Ultra-sonic Methods of Testing

The R.R.S. was alive to the possibility of applying ultra-sonics but had only used the method for
the detection of laminations. It appears that 4 sets had been constructed using transmitted sonic
energy and they had all been destroyed by bombing. The output was 30 watts at a frequency of
one megacycle.

BIOS 609. Non-destructive Testing of Materials. pp. 2–3.

[...] Details of the detector used were obtained partly from Professor Trendelburg but chiefly from
Dr. Pohlman at Erlangen. [...]

A schematic diagram of one form of the apparatus used is shown in Fig. 1. (A photograph of
this apparatus was seen.) The high frequency source is the usual quartz crystal, oscillating at a
frequency of about 1.6 MHz. It is coupled to the “work” by mercury, oil or vaseline. The detecting
and observing unit consists of a tubular housing, full of xylene, which contains the detector cell, a
semi-transparent mirror and an ordinary optical lens. The housing is closed at one end by a sonic
lens of aluminium and at the other end by a viewing screen. A lateral branch of the housing encloses
a lamp for illumination of the cell.

The velocity of sound in aluminium is nearly four times its velocity in xylene and so a sonic beam
passing from aluminium into xylene, by way of a surface, which is concave with respect to the
aluminium, is converged. The pattern formed in the cell is thus a reduced image of the beam as it
passes (and is modified by any flaws) through the work. To observe this pattern an image of the
cell is projected optically on the viewing screen. The scheme is sufficiently indicated in Fig. 1.

Photographs were seen of a considerable number of cell patterns obtained on examining such sub-
jects as steel containing hair cracks, laminated strip, spot welds, light alloy bars. The degree of
detail shown was far higher than I expected.

Considerable use is made of sonic lenses. One example is shown in Fig. 1. Commonly they are
constructed of two thin saucer shaped sheets of brass or aluminium fastened together in the form of
a double convex lens, the vessel so formed being filled with some convenient liquid such as carbon
tetrachloride. If this arrangement is immersed in xylene it acts as a converging lens (the velocity of
sound in xylene is 1.45 times its velocity in carbon tetrachloride). Diverging lenses may be made
on similar principles.

Obtaining efficient coupling between the oscillator and the work was made light of by Pohlman
who said there was rarely any difficulty, though each case had to be considered on its merits.
Considerable distances in liquid are often traversed by the sonic beam. Bromoform is a common
coupling liquid used.

The arrangement used for the examination of small shell blanks is indicated in Fig. 2. [...] The cell
pattern forms in 1 to 2 seconds. Inspection is carried out at the rate of 500 per hour. [...]

[See also BIOS 214 for a brief second-hand description of Pohlman’s ultrasound imager. The fol-
lowing document, BIOS 1679, gives a detailed description by Pohlman himself.]
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Figure C.76: Ultrasound imaging device [BIOS 609].
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BIOS 1679. Ultrasonic Material Testing and Other Applications. [Reports on 20 other
laboratories developing ultrasonic generators and applications of them, including many scientific
papers from those laboratories.]

[pp. 28–29:]

17. INTERROGATION OF DR. POHLMAN, SIEMENS REINIGER,
ERLANGEN, 11/4/46.

Material Testing by Ultrasonics.

Dr. Pohlman’s method was stated to give an actual picture of the faults in steel plates, and the
equipment was stated to give a discrimination down to 0.4 of a millimetre. [...]

One model of this equipment was used by the Deutsche Waffen und Munition Werke at Posen to
check the blanks for 20 mm. cannon shells at the rate of 600/hr. The apparatus was also used
to check spot welds, and a further apparatus was used by Junkers to check a main butt weld in
aircraft. Attached hereto is an account of his method written by Dr. Pohlman.

Unfortunately we were not able to check the claims made by Dr. Pohlman either as stated in the
above account or in his attached account. Dr. Pohlman claimed that all equipments had been taken
by the Russians, but Lt Cmdr. Goudge later informed us than an equipment of this type had been
evacuated by the Americans. [...]

Medical Uses of Ultrasonics.

Dr. Pohlman is at present employed in experiments with ultrasonic generators for therapeutical
purposes. These operated at 800 Kc/s and a power of about 1 watt/sq. cm. The application time
was usually about 10 minutes and they were used in attempts to relieve asthma, sinus troubles,
and rheumatism with some success.

[pp. 31–32:]

18.
IS IT POSSIBLE TO PRODUCE THERAPEUTIC EFFECTS BY MEANS OF ULTRASONICS?
by
DR. REIMAR POHLMAN. BERLIN.

Research has been pursued in many directions to determine the action and the effect of ultrasonics
on living organisms. The results have been found to be mostly destructive, but a large number of
phenomena remain unexplained. Micro-organisms were disrupted, red blood corpuscles expanded,
lost their colour, and finally broke down, fish and small animals were killed, and the virulence of
pathogenic organisms was enhanced or diminished according to the nature of the organism and the
conditions of the experiment.

The cause of these very diverse phenomena may be partly ascribed to the following processes. An
ultrasonic wave induces very violent dispersion of two media in one another owing to its high ac-
celeration factor (reaching 108 cm/sec.2). High intensities rupture the liquid, and lead to cavitation
and to a fairly strong de-aeration connected therewith. Several investigators have been able to
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show that this cavitation accounts for many of the biological effects of ultrasonics. Upon raising
the pressure i.e., reducing cavitation, the effects do not take place.

It is noteworthy that the phenomena mentioned occur practically exclusively at high intensities,
so that the idea could not altogether be rejected that other effects might take place at lower
intensities and possibly prove to be of a therapeutic nature. That theory received support from the
characteristic properties of ultrasonic waves. [...]

These facts left the possibility open that it might be possible to produce therapeutic effects by
means of ultrasonic radiation. Practical trials to discover and study these effects could only be
carried out on individuals. A large number of preliminary trials had, of course, to be carried out
and the limit of energy at which deleterious effects take place had to be determined in order to
prevent injury under all circumstances. It was further necessary to ascertain whether latent or
secondary lesions might not appear as sequelae of a larger number of normal exposures to the rays.
And thirdly. the question arose as to whether more than a negligible percentage of the rays would
reach the depth intended. Careful measurements showed that absorption of ultrasonics in human
tissues is comparatively slight, but that it practically corresponds to that of a highly absorbent
homogeneous liquid. As might be expected, absorption and hence the depth effect of ultrasonic
radiation depends on the wave length; and it was found that radiation at a frequency of 800 kc/sec.
drops by one half at a depth of 5 cm.

[pp. 35–38:]

19. MATERIAL TESTING BY ULTRASOUND IMAGE METHOD.
BY R. POHLMAN. ERLANGEN, 14/3/46.

[...] In this method the ultrasound radiated from a quartz crystal passes through the object to be
tested and is then by means of an ultrasound lens imaged on to an image converter. The image
converter makes visible the picture resulting from the flaws. [...]

Fig. 15 shows such photographs. At the top there is a model experiment in which two blocks of iron
were screwed together. The picture on the right was obtained by radiating at right angles to the
screw. One can see clearly the screw thread and the air gap which is between the milled surfaces
of the two metal blocks which are pressed together. [...]

Trials on patients were carried out with the cooperation of two physicians, R. Richter and E. Parow,
at the Martin-Luther-Hospital, Berlin. [...]

[p. 72:]

It was reported that Submarine Signals delivered an ultrasonic equipment to dairies for the purpose
of treating milk, and it is found that milk so treated can be more readily absorbed by some infants;
in some cases a litre of milk can be digested four times as fast after treatment, and in addition the
treatment kills bacteria.
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Figure C.77: Ultrasound imaging device [BIOS 1679].
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Figure C.78: Ultrasound imaging device [BIOS 1679].

[In addition to Reimar Pohlman, some other important German-speaking pioneers of ultrasound
imaging were:

• Karl Theodore Dussik (Austrian, 1908–1968) [www.ob-ultrasound.net/dussikbio.html]

• Theodor Hueter (German?, 19??–19??) [www.ob-ultrasound.net/hueter.html]

• Paul Kretz (German?, 19??–19??) [www.ob-ultrasound.net/kretztechnik.html]

• Heinrich Netheler (German?, 19??–19??) [www.ob-ultrasound.net/netheler.html]

As documented in BIOS 1504 and BIOS 1679, at least 22 different German and Austrian laboratories
were doing research on ultrasonic generators and applications during the war. Reports such as these,
as well as countless documents, hardware, and many of the scientists themselves were transferred to
the United States, United Kingdom, Soviet Union, and other countries after the war. Presumably
many postwar ultrasonic development programs in those countries could be traced back to the
German-speaking creators.]
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CIOS XXXII-77 = NavTecMisEu 198-45. The Production of Intense Audio Sounds by
an Intermittent Flame.

SUMMARY

A project was sponsored by the Speer Ministry aimed at the production of a sound beam so
intense it would render troops unfit for combat at ranges up to 15 kilometers. This project, which
was pursued for two years, culminated in the development of an 800 cycle generator capable of
producing a sound pressure of 1,000 microbars 60 meters from the source. Although this was a very
loud source of sound, its effective range was found to be not over 100 meters. The details of the
generator, which was based on an intermittent flame principle, is of some scientific interest.

1. Introduction

The information contained in this report was obtained during an interrogation of Dr. Richard
Wallauschek who was a member of the Hochtal Laboratory at Lofer, Austria. This laboratory,
which has been in existence since 1943, was a pet project of Reichsminister Speer and was originally
known as Forschungsstelle-S. Major Barisani was director of the laboratory but during the closing
weeks of the war Dr. Zippermayr was made a co-director. The laboratory employed about fifty
people.

The development of intense sources of sound was the first major project assigned to the Hochtal
Laboratory. The project was based on ideas of Dr. Walkhoff who convinced the Speer Ministry
that enemy troops could be rendered unfit for combat by intense sound beams at ranges up to 15
to 20 kilometers. Dr. Wallauschek, formerly of Telefunken, was relieved from the Army to head to
the project. Realizing the absurdity of the basic assumption, he agreed only to develop the loudest
source of sound he could and make such tests as were required, a job he succeeded in extending
over a period of two years.

The source of sound, finally evolved, was based upon the well-known principle of the intermittent
flame. The frequency of the flame was controlled by a quarter wave-length resonant tube closely
coupled to the combustion chamber. The sound was formed into a beam by use of a parabolic
reflector. The best model built was capable of producing a sound pressure of 1000 microbars at 800
cps at a distance of 60 meters from the generator.

2. Description of the Apparatus

The apparatus is composed of two parts: a sound generator and a parabolic reflector. The external
appearance of the part is shown in Fig. 1a. An explanation of the operation of the sound generator
will be made with the help of the schematic diagram, Fig. 2a. It consists of a combustion chamber
and a resonant tube coupled together, plus a water jacket which surrounds the entire unit. The
combustion chamber is shown at the left end of Fig. 2a. Oxygen at a pressure of 6 atmospheres is
introduced into the combustion chamber through an axially located tube having a 6 mm orifice.
Methane is introduced at the same pressure through a second tube located near the side of the
chamber. This gas is made to pass through a set of vanes which causes it to assume a whirling
motion before it reaches the combustion region near the orifice of the oxygen tube. The arrangement
of the vanes is illustrated in Figure 2b.
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The rate of combustion is made to vary by the use of a quarter wave-length resonant tube acous-
tically coupled to the combustion chamber. The resonant tube has a small conical flare. The exact
rate of flare has no significant effect upon the action of the device as long as its valve is small. The
tube acts as if the right end is free and the left end blocked so that the fundamental resonance of the
pipe is such that its length is equal to a quarter of a wave-length. A standing wave within the pipe
produces fluctuations in pressure within the combustion chamber, which fluctuations will cause the
rate of combustion to vary at the same frequency. The periodic release of thermal energy serves to
maintain the system in oscillation. In order to increase the thermo-dynamical efficiency of the unit,
both the combustion chamber and the resonant tube are surrounded by a pocket through which
water is circulated, thus cooling the combustion products as they pass through the combustion
chamber.

An approximate equal-pressure contour of the sound field produced by the generator above is shown
in Figure 3. It is obvious that most of the sound is propagated radially from the sound generator,
that is to say, a “disk” of sound is produced. The absence of propagation in the axial direction is
caused by the well-known phenomenon of the scattering of sound by hot columns of gases.

The purpose of the original project was to produce a beam of sound—not a “disk” of sound. In
order to produce a beam, the sound generator is mounted along the axis of a parabolic mirror with
the open end of the resonant tube located in the focal plane. When so mounted, the contour of
the sound field is changed from the disk of Figure 3 to the conical beam of Figure 4. This beam
is neither narrow (as shown by the 30o spread between the first minima) nor highly directive (as
shown by the 3 to 1 ratio of amplitudes between the main beam and the first side lobe).

Several models using the above principles were constructed which varied in operating frequency
from 400 to 1000 cps. The most powerful unit built operated at 800 cps and used the larger
of the parabolic mirrors shown in Figure 1b, the diameter of which was 320 cm. This unit was
able to produce a pressure of 1000 microbars on the axis of the main beam 60 meters from the
generator. The development thus culminated in a powerful source of sound radiating over 100 watts
of acoustical energy.

Remarks

The device failed in its original objective, as might have been expected, for it was concluded that
it would be of no military value at ranges greater than 100 meters. The project is of importance
because it furnishes concrete evidence of the failure of an idea after proposed as a military weapon.
Furthermore, this method of producing intense audio frequency sounds in air may be of some
scientific interest.

Prepared by:

H. M. TRENT,

Technician.
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Figure C.79: Prototype acoustic weapon [CIOS XXXII-77].
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Figure C.80: Prototype acoustic weapon [CIOS XXXII-77].
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Figure C.81: Prototype acoustic weapon [CIOS XXXII-77].
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Figure C.82: Prototype acoustic weapon [CIOS XXXII-77].
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Figure C.83: Prototype acoustic weapon [CIOS XXXII-77].
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Sound Waves Kill in Tests by Army. New York Times. 30 November 1947 p. 14.

Sound Waves Kill in Tests by Army

Inaudible to Humans, They Fell Mice and Other Pests and Burn Experimenters

WASHINGTON, Nov. 29.—The discovery of sound waves which produce such intense heat that
they are lethal to mice and small insects was announced today by the Army.

In tests for the Signal Corps at Penn State College white mice died one minute after exposure to
the ultra-sonic waves, which are of such high pitch that they are inaudible to human ears.

Other experiments were performed on the common roach, firebrats, yellow-fever mosquitoes, blow
flies, meal worms and caterpillars, and in each case death resulted from the waves’ radiation.

Extensive possibilities for pest control were suggested by the experiments, but there was no indi-
cation that the discoveries might lead to the use of sound waves as a war weapon.

Nevertheless, it was pointed out that scientists at work on the supersonic project found it difficult
to put objects into the sound field or retrieve them without burning their fingers and hands.

They did not expose themselves to the direct beam and wore ear plugs, but even then it was difficult
for them to avoid exposure to the radiated sound. Effects ran from loss of a sense of equilibrium to
dizziness.

“Supersonics, the science dealing with waves similar to ordinary sound waves but above the audible
range, is not expected to serve any immediate domestic uses but offers promise in finding and
developing more interesting uses which may be applied to industry,” the Army said.

In previous experiments the high-frequency waves have been found useful in detecting defects in
metal castings and other materials. They have also be used in emulsifying or colloidizing liquids by
dispersion, as is done in producing homogenized milk.

“Experts in the study of supersonics feel that the principle has many unknown qualities that no
doubt will be brought out through continued research,” the Army explained.

Headquarters for the work are at the Evans Signal Laboratory, Belmar, N. J., and at Penn State
College.

[This “new discovery” by the U.S. Army appears to have been directly borrowed from the earlier
German and Austrian work, such as that reported in BIOS 1504 and BIOS 1679, down to the
specific descriptions of the experiments and their effects and applications. In fact, the quoted U.S.
Army officials did not seem to even have a proper understanding of the underlying science, as they
repeatedly confused “supersonics” (objects moving faster than the speed of sound) with “ultrason-
ics” (sound frequencies higher than the human ear can detect). Evans Signal Laboratory was part
of the larger Army electronics research complex at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. It participated
in many wartime and postwar missions analyzing German science and technology, and it acquired
numerous German scientists and their technologies after the war.]
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[Richard Wallauschek’s acoustic weapon reported in CIOS XXXII-77 and other wartime acoustic
technologies were the forerunners of modern acoustic weapons such as LRAD (Long Range Acoustic
Device), shown in Fig. C.84. Even LRAD’s specifications are reminiscent of Wallauschek’s wartime
acoustic weapon. LRAD has a maximum continuous output of 153 dB at 1 meter, with a frequency
of 1 kHz and a beam width ±15o.

Thus the wartime German work appears directly linked to modern applications of acoustics and
ultrasound for imaging, pest control, industry, weapons, etc.]
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Figure C.84: Modern LRAD (Long Range Acoustic Device) acoustic weapon used by the U.S. Navy
and other ships to deter pirates.
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C.5 Magnetic Levitation and Electromagnetic Railguns

[Another category of directed energy technologies covers devices that produce large amounts of
electromagnetic energy, but then transfer that to a physical object in the form of kinetic energy.
Both magnetic levitation systems and railguns employ strong electromagnetic fields and rails to
propel and guide an object. In magnetic levitation, such methods are used to support and propel
very large objects (such as trains) at relatively low speeds. In electromagnetic railguns, similar
methods are used to support and propel very small objects (projectiles) at extremely high speeds.
The following documents demonstrate that German-speaking scientists pioneered both of these
applications.]

Alfred Zehden. U.S. Patent 782,312. Electric Traction Apparatus. Filed 21 June 1902.

[...] Having thus described my invention, what I claim as new therein, and desire to secure by
Letters Patent of the United States of America, is—

1. The combination of a rail-like armature, a traveling field-magnet, and means for neutralizing the
magnetic attraction of the latter, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of a plurality of rail-like armatures, and a plurality of traveling field-magnets
arranged to act thereon in opposite directions, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of a rail-like armature located between the rails, and a traveling field-magnet,
said armature being located between the poles of said magnet, so that by the cooperation of these
parts the carriage is not only moved forward, but also its weight, namely wheel-pressure, diminished,
substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of a rail-like armature provided with openings, and a traveling field-magnet
arranged in juxtaposition to said armature, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination of a rail-like armature provided with openings of different breadths, a traveling
field-magnet, and means for neutralizing the magnetic attraction of said magnet, substantially as
set forth.

6. The combination of a rail-like armature, a traveling field-magnet movable transversely to said
armature, means for neutralizing the magnetic attraction of said magnet, and means for guiding
said magnet out of contact with said armature, substantially as set forth.

7. The combination of a rail-like armature, reinforced at its outer sides at curves, a traveling field-
magnet, and means for neutralizing the magnetic attraction of said magnet, substantially as set
forth.

[Alfred Zehden (German?, 1876–19??) appears to have been the first scientist or engineer to seriously
design magnetically levitated trains. The patent cited above is reproduced in full on the following
pages. Zehden filed very similar patents on magnetically levitated trains in several countries at
the same time. It is not clear how far he actually got with corresponding experiments for this
technology.]
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Figure C.85: U.S. patent 782,312 on magnetically levitated trains, filed by Alfred Zehden in 1902.
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Figure C.86: U.S. patent 782,312 on magnetically levitated trains, filed by Alfred Zehden in 1902.
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Figure C.87: U.S. patent 782,312 on magnetically levitated trains, filed by Alfred Zehden in 1902.
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Figure C.88: U.S. patent 782,312 on magnetically levitated trains, filed by Alfred Zehden in 1902.
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Figure C.89: U.S. patent 782,312 on magnetically levitated trains, filed by Alfred Zehden in 1902.
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Figure C.90: U.S. patent 782,312 on magnetically levitated trains, filed by Alfred Zehden in 1902.
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Figure C.91: U.S. patent 782,312 on magnetically levitated trains, filed by Alfred Zehden in 1902.
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Figure C.92: U.S. patent 782,312 on magnetically levitated trains, filed by Alfred Zehden in 1902.
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Hermann Kemper. Patent DE643316. Schwebebahn mit raederlosen Fahrzeugen, die
an eisernen Fahrschienen mittels magnetischer Felder schwebend entlang gefuehrt wer-
den. [Suspension Railway with Vehicles without Wheels, which Are Guided along Iron
Rails by Means of Magnetic Fields.] Filed 11 August 1934.

[...] PATENTANSPRUCH:

Schwebebahn mit räderlosen Fahrzeugen,
die an eisernen Fahrschienen mittels mag-
netischer, in zwischen den Schienen und an
den Fahrzeugen verteilt befestigten Elektro-
magneten erzeugter Felder schwebend entlang
geführt werden, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
daß die Regelung der magnetischen Felder
durch Abstandssteuerorgane geschieht, die
an den Schwebewagen (3) gegenüber den
Führungsschienen (2) räumlich nahe den von
ihnen zu steuernden Elektromagneten befestigt
sind. Die Abstandssteuerorgane (Abb. 4, 5 )
sind mechanisch unveränderliche, jedoch in
ihrem elektrischen Widerstand durch den Ab-
stand von den Schienen beeinflußte elektrische
oder magnetische Anordnungen (z. B. Konden-
satoren 8, 9 oder Drosselspulen 10, 11) und
werden in elektrische Stromkreise eingeschal-
tet, wobei sie an ihren Polen Spannungen
erzeugen, die sich mit dem Abstand von den
Führungsschienen unverzüglich ändern. Diese
Spannungen werden, soweit erforderlich, in
ebenfalls trägheitsarmen Schaltungen verstärkt
und, gegebenenfalls gleichgerichtet, elektrischen
Röhren zu deren Steuerung zugeführt (Abb.
6). Der Sinn und die Größe dieser Steuerspan-
nungen ist so zu wählen, daß durch die von
den Röhren den Elektromagneten zugeleiteten
Ströme magnetische Zugkräfte erzeugt werden,
die der Schwerkraft das Gleichgewicht halten,
wenn der Abstand der Fahrzeuge von den
Schienen das vorgeschriebene Maß hat, die
dagegen die Schwerkraft übersteigen, wenn der
Abstand zu groß wird, sie endlich unterschre-
iten, wenn der Abstand unter das Sollmaß
herabsinkt.

[...] PATENT CLAIM:

Suspension railway with wheelless vehicles
which are guided along iron rails in a floating
manner by means of magnetic fields gener-
ated in electromagnets fixed in a distributed
manner between the rails and on the vehi-
cles, characterized in that the magnetic fields
are controlled by distance control elements
which are fixed to the suspension wagons (3)
relative to the guide rails (2) spatially close
to the electromagnets to be controlled by
them. The distance control devices (Figs. 4, 5)
are electrical or magnetic arrangements (e.g.
capacitors 8, 9 or generators 10, 11) which
are mechanically fixed but whose electrical
resistance is influenced by the distance from the
rails, and are connected to electrical circuits,
generating voltages at their poles which change
immediately with the distance from the guide
rails. If necessary, these voltages are amplified
in circuits with low inertia and, if necessary
in the same direction, supplied to electrical
tubes for their control (Fig. 6). The sense and
magnitude of these control voltages shall be
such that the currents supplied by the tubes to
the electromagnets generate magnetic tractive
forces which maintain the equilibrium of gravity
when the distance of the vehicles from the rails
is greater than the prescribed value but which
exceed gravity when the distance becomes too
great and finally fall below it when the distance
falls below the required value.

[Hermann Kemper (German, 1892–1977) built on Alfred Zehden’s earlier work on magnetic levita-
tion for trains. His complete patent is reproduced on the following pages. It is not clear how far
Kemper got with corresponding experiments for this technology.]
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Figure C.93: German patent DE643316 on magnetically levitated trains, filed by Hermann Kemper
in 1934.
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Figure C.94: German patent DE643316 on magnetically levitated trains, filed by Hermann Kemper
in 1934.
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Figure C.95: German patent DE643316 on magnetically levitated trains, filed by Hermann Kemper
in 1934.
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Figure C.96: German patent DE643316 on magnetically levitated trains, filed by Hermann Kemper
in 1934.
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Figure C.97: German patent DE643316 on magnetically levitated trains, filed by Hermann Kemper
in 1934.
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[Multiple groups of German-speaking scientists developed and demonstrated electromagnetic rail-
guns. The best-documented group was led by Joachim Hänsler (German?, 19??–19??), but there
were other groups as well. Manfred von Ardenne led a large program that was actually mass-
producing railguns for battlefield use. The following documents describe some of the wartime work
on railguns.]

CIOS XXXI-59. Gesellschaft für Geratebau. pp. 3–4.

The above-named target, which was formerly post of the Heereswaffenamt in Berlin, is an exper-
imental station for the study of electrical means for accelerating projectiles. Although it has not
yet produced practical results (only laboratory tests have so far been made), the project merits the
attention of Army Ordnance.

Attempts to replace powder by electricity are not new. Many schemes were tried by this laboratory,
and the method developed during the last war by Fauchon-Villiplee was finally adopted. The great
difficulty is, of course, the developing of enough power to launch a projectile. It has been possible
here to accelerate a body weighing 12 g to 1100 m/sec. in a 2-meter tube, which corresponds to an
acceleration of about 30,000 times gravity. Coupling two such tubes was not very successful, 1200
m/sec. being obtained.

The projectile is accelerated by a “linear motor”, which consists in its simplest form of two conduc-
tors (parallel rails) across which the projectile completes the circuit by means of fins attached to
its rear. When current passes through the circuit, the projectile travels forward. The conventional
electromagnetic equations apply to the process.

The principle was demonstrated to me in a 50 cm. tube with the projectiles submitted with this
report. After firing, the edges of the copper fins are melted. The muzzle velocity in the demonstration
was low.

The difficulties in the way of a suitable power source are formidable. Lead-sulfuric acid storage
batteries with very thin plates are used for experimental work; 9000 kW is available from this
source. Condensers to give 2000 volts with 24,000 microfarads capacity are also installed.

The great advantages of the electrical scheme would be (1) gun barrel unnecessary (2) higher
velocity than is attainable with powder (3) higher efficiency than with powder (4) lower energy
cost than with powder.

Work was about to begin on a projectile 1 cm. in diameter, weighing 60 or 70 grams. An A.A. gun
was planned (see the attached report), which would have required a maximum current of 1,500,000
amperes at 1300 volts to launch a 4 cm. projectile. The power was to be obtained from three
unipolar generators weighing 150 tons each.

Projectiles electrically launched would have to be fin-stabilized since they could not be rotated.
Fin-stabilization presupposes wind-tunnel work, which explains the close cooperation between this
target and the Peenemünde wind tunnel personnel at Kochel.

[The remaining pages of CIOS XXXI-59 include an English translation of a few pages of Joachim
Hänsler’s theoretical calculations.]
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CIOS XXXI-84. German and Danish Industries. pp. 103–105

REPORT ON VISIT TO GESELLSCHAFT FÜR GERÄTEBAU m.b.H.

AT KLAIS NEAR MITTENWALD

The above firm moved from Berlin in April 1944, and succeeded in establishing itself, with all of its
equipment, in a house near Mittenwald. The entire staff (of 30 people) was brought from Berlin.

The object of the undertaking was the development of a high velocity electro-magnetic gun. Dr.
Hänsler, head of the firm, was interviewed. It is understood that Wing Commander Day, RAF,
team leader of CIOS trip No. 415, had visited the firm on the 13th June, 1945, and took copies of
two reports, giving an account of theory of operation of the gun, and of experiments carried out
between the 4th September 1944, and the 31st May 1945. We also took copies of these reports.

Dr. Hänsler began by giving reasons why the development of a high velocity electro-magnetic gun
was desirable. Theoretical calculations, supported by practical evidence, had led to the surprising
conclusion that the charge of hitting with a heavy A.A. gun (e.g. 88 mm) was greater with a direct
action fuse than with a time fuse. If a direct action fuse is used, a small projectile, containing a
charge of only 500 gm, is sufficient to destroy an aircraft, whereas with a time fuse, as large a shell
as possible is required. If, therefore, a means of firing a small shell with a high muzzle velocity
(m-v) could be developed, a large economy could be effected. The rate of fire would also be greater
than with a heavy gun.

A second reason given by Dr. Hänsler for requiring a high m-v, was that to engage a high speed
aircraft flying at 12 or 15 km, it is necessary to open fire at a range of 20 or 30 km at least, and a
high m-v is necessary to reach this range.

There is a theoretical upper limit, of 2,800 m/sec to the velocity attainable, using explosive pro-
pellant, and the maximum ever achieved in practise is 1600 m/s. An m-v of 2,000 m/sec or more
is required. Dr. Hänsler had in mind a shell of diameter 4 cm and length 80 cm, unrotated and
stabilised by fins.

Various types of electro-magnetic guns have been described in the literature. At first, Dr. Hänsler
made some experiments with a solenoid gun, but soon dropped this system for the one described
below. We were shown photographs of solenoids which had burst in operation.

The method of propulsion finally adopted was to have two parallel copper conductors, running the
length of the gun, to which a potential was applied. A sliding copper bridge was propelled along
these conductors under the action of the electro-mechanical forces resulting from the very heavy
currents which flowed.

In the model guns made up at the present time there was also a “field winding” consisting of a
single turn of heavy copper running the length of the gun, in the same plane as the conductors.
This can be connected either in series or in parallel with the conductors. Use is made of iron to
concentrate the magnetic field. In the next experimental gun, which is designed, but not built, the
field winding will be omitted, and no magnetic material will be used, except for an outer sheath.
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We were shown an experimental gun 2 m long which was capable of firing a 10 gm projectile with
a velocity of 1200 m/s. This was not in operation, but if permission were given, could be made to
work in two weeks time. We were given a demonstration with a model gun 50 cm long, working off
two 12 v car batteries. This was said to given an m-v of 60 m/s.

Power for the experimental 2 m gun was obtained from a battery of 1,000 12 v accumulators of
standard lead-acid type, each capable of giving 9 kw for a short time.

Development work was going on at Friemann and Wolf at Zwickau with a view to producing a
special type of accumulator capable of giving a high current for a short time, the principle being
to increase the surface area of the plates as much as possible. The firm were making 50 of a type
that would give 20,000 to 40,000 amps for one tenth to one hundredth part of a second: the size
of this accumulator, which was of the lead acid type, was to be 20 x 17 x 40 cm. These were not
however, delivered when the war ended.

The use of condensers as a source of power had also been considered and a battery of condensers
(24,000 mfd, 200 v) was installed in the laboratory. Little work had been done on this method, but
Herr Muck of Staffelsee near Murnau, was said to have ideas on the subject. It was stressed that
the power supplies used up to the present were suitable for laboratory experiments only. Work had
just been started on a rotating machine which, it was hoped, would be capable of development into
a practical device.

Briefly, this consisted of two rotating copper rings, like slip rings, but cut and insulated at one place.
These rings were joined together on one side of the cut. Each ring had a copper brush bearing on
it, from which the power output was taken. If, when the rings were rotating, a pulse of current from
a condenser were applied at the correct time, a magnetic field would be built up rapidly and the
machine would deliver power for one rotation. This machine had not yet been completed.

The 2 m gun referred to above, behaved in accordance with theory, as regards relation between
field and conductor currents and m-v. When an attempt to put two together and make a 4 m gun
was made, however, the expected increase in m-v was not obtained.

The next gun projected was to fire a 6.5 kg projectile, which would be so designed that the propelling
bridge would drop off as soon as it left the gun.

In addition to work on the gun itself, a number of associated investigations were being carried out:
they were

(1) Development of a conductor with a low self inductance for connecting the gun to the power
supply. This was obtained by mounting the two conductors very close together with a layer
of insulating material between.

(2) Development of a method of measuring self inductances less than 10−5 henries. The method
was to form a tuned circuit including the self inductance, shock excite it, and record the
resulting damped wave on an oscillograph.

(3) Development of an iron inductance shunt for measuring heavy currents. The principle was as
in one (1)
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The laboratory was well equipped for measuring m-v. The method was to fire the projectile through
wire screens, and record the resulting electrical impulses on a moving film using a high speed loop
oscilloscope. Current waveforms in the gun could be recorded at the same time. We were shown an
electrical counter device which would give a direct reading of transit time in milli-secs. This had not
been designed by the firm but had been purchased. It was about to be put into use in conjunction
with a pair of photo-electric devices for recording the passage of the projectile.

These were two slow motion cameras for photographing the projectile in flight. A high speed
oscilloscope using a Cathode Ray tube was being developed.

On the whole we formed the impression that the work being carried out by this firm was very far
from having any military application.

Joachim Hänsler. 1945 reports. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM-82A, Box 15, Folders
OB-27 and OB-28]

[The copies of Hänsler’s reports that were obtained and filed by the U.S. Alsos Mission are quite
lengthy and extremely detailed, covering his designs, theoretical calculations, experimental mea-
surements, and photographs of the projectiles that he tested. Please see photos of selected pages
from these reports on the following pages.

As documented in these reports and the preceding CIOS reports, Hänsler built and demonstrated
electromagnetic railguns capable of launching projectiles at velocities up to 1200 meters/second,
or over 3.5 times the speed of sound. As of the time of these reports, he was continuing to develop
larger and faster railguns, planning to reach velocities over 2000 meters/second.]
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Figure C.98: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electromag-
netic railguns.
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Figure C.99: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electromag-
netic railguns.
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Figure C.100: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.101: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.102: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.103: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.104: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.105: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.106: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.107: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.108: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.109: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.110: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.111: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.112: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.113: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.114: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.115: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.116: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.117: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.118: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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Figure C.119: Part of Joachim Hänsler’s 1945 reports on the development and testing of electro-
magnetic railguns.
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May 1944 U.S. intelligence summary [AFHRA 25216 electronic version p. 423]

HEADQUARTERS
MEDITERRANEAN ALLIED AIR FORCES

Target Intelligence Section
APO 650

COUNTRY POLAND Location & Coord:

LOCALITY POSEN

TARGET Seven unidentified factories

CATEGORY SECRET WEAPONS SUB CATEGORY Electromagnetic Rocket

I. SUMMARY OF CURRENT INTELLIGENCE

The apparatus is in course of being perfected and is under research by the Electric Research Society
of Van Arden [Manfred von Ardenne]. (OSS. B-3 6/900 R.G. 22.5.44)

Manufacture of electrical part will be transferred from Siemens & Halske at Siemenstadt, suburb of
Berlin (Factory destroyed) to the annex of Posen. Moving has been set for 22.4.44. (OSS 21.4.44)

Secret Weapons: Electromagnetic Rocket. 31 May 1944. [AFHRA 25193 No. 2641
Posen]

ALGIERS, 31 May 1944

D. G. S. S. Source: Good
DIRECTION TECHNIQUE Value: B.3

S.R. “OPERATIONS” Date: 16 May 1944

No. 7280 /R.G.

INFORMATION
FRANCE

SECRET WEAPONS

ELECTROMAGNETIC ROCKET

ELEKTROMAGNETISCHE RÜCKSTOSSRAKETE

(Reference Note No. 6.900/R.G. of 22 May 1944).

This rocket is under research by the Electric Research Society of Von Arden [Manfred von Ardenne].

The apparatus is in course of being perfected, its manufacture is being carried out on seven factories
of Posen. Launching emplacements have been completed. The wave length used is 2 m 40.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC ROCKET
ELEKTROMAGNETISCHE RÜCKSTOSSRAKETE

It concerns a rocket of a caliber of 603 mm, launched electromagnetically through a smooth barrel
of a length of 8 meters, by the successive cutting off of the current through a coil around the barrel.

The rocket is propelled through regeneration. The closing is controlled by a cathode oscillator
loading the condenser blades. The apparatus is under research by Von Ardenne.

The direction of the rocket is controlled by means of ailerons. The principal difficulty is the low
speed of the rocket, estimated at 150 m/sec at the exit of the barrel, which makes it subject to
atmospheric disturbances.

The construction controlled by the Navy is carried on in two groups:

1) Mechanical part: Barrel and rocket by MAGIRUS at Ula.
Electrical part: by Siemens Schuckert at Nuremberg.
This group has only been working for a few months.

2) Mechanical part: by Borsig at Borsigwald -Berlin-. Factory destroyed, manufacture transferred
to Schwartzkoff, turbine constructor (in the suburb of Berlin) not yet ready. Electrical part: by
Siemens & Halske at Siemensstadt, suburb north of Berlin. Factory destroyed—manufacture
will be transferred to the annex of Posen. Moving has been set for the 22nd of April 1944.

Electrical control material: constructed by the research group Von Ardenne, is in course of being
transferred to Posen.

Rocket ailerons are constructed by Karl Mahr at Esslingen (Würtemberg).

Precision material necessary for the equipment of the factories is collected in France for a total of
120 million francs at the official rate.

[In some of Igor Witkowski’s books, he published an archival document that was an English transla-
tion of French intelligence reports from February 1944 [Witkowski 2010, pp. 129–131, and 2013, pp.
93–94]. The document summarized several somewhat contradictory and garbled French intelligence
reports, but they described French coastal emplacements for very large electromagnetic railguns
with powers up to “10,000 kilowatts.” The document may be related to the above French intelli-
gence report. Witkowski did not give an archival source for the document in his books. Can the
archive and archival location be identified?

Collectively these reports appear to demonstrate that during the war, electromagnetic railguns had
moved beyond the stage of simple experiments. Very large railguns were being mass-produced in
several factories, and sites were being built to house them on the battlefield.]
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Brendan Borrell. Electromagnetic Railgun Blasts Off. Technology Review. 6 February
2008. [www.technologyreview.com/s/409497/electromagnetic-railgun-blasts-off/]

A supersonic bullet is fired with a record-breaking 10 megajoules of muzzle energy.

Last week at the Naval Surface Warfare Center, in Dahlgren, VA, a seven-pound bullet emerged
from a truck-sized contraption at seven times the speed of sound and sent a visible shockwave
through the air before crashing into a metal bunker filled with sand. With 10.6 megajoules of
kinetic energy, this aluminum slug was propelled not by explosives but by an electric field, making
this the most powerful electromagnetic railgun ever fired. The device is part of the navy’s railgun
development program.

While propellant-driven shells have been mainstays of naval warships for the past hundred years,
the cost and safety issues related to storing explosive materials have driven engineers to seek
alternatives like the electromagnetic railgun. “There are physical limits to what you can do with
gunpowder,” says Charles Garnett, the manager at Dahlgren, referring to the maximum velocities
that explosions can produce. A railgun could eventually send a 40-pound slug 200 miles in six
minutes—10 times the range of the navy’s primary surface support gun, the MK 45—and it could
be used to support Marine troops engaged in land-based operations.

“A lot of people think a railgun is not going to make a lot of noise,” Garnett says. “It’s electrically
fired, and they expect a whoosh and no sound.” In reality, when the bullet emerges, it lets out a
crack as electricity arcs through the air like lightning.

The railgun gets its name from two highly conductive rails, which form a complete electric circuit
once the metal projectile and a sliding armature are put in place. When current starts flowing
through the device, it creates a powerful electromagnetic field that accelerates the projectile down
the barrel at 40,000 gs, launching it in a matter of milliseconds. Aerodynamic drag along with a
million amps of current heats the bullet to 1,000 oC, igniting aluminum particles and leaving a trail
of flame in its wake. The researchers estimate the muzzle energy based on the mass and velocity of
the bullet in the barrel and from precisely timed x-ray snapshots during flight.

“What’s important,” says Garnett, “is that this is the first step on the way to building a tactically
viable system with 64 megajoules of energy.” [...]
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U.S. Navy. 2008. [https://www.navy.mil/view image.asp?id=54942]

080131-N-0000X-001

DAHLGREN, Va. (Jan. 31, 2008) Photograph taken from a high-speed video camera during a
record-setting firing of an electromagnetic railgun (EMRG) at Naval Surface Warfare Center,
Dahlgren, Va., on January 31, 2008, firing at 10.64MJ (megajoules) with a muzzle velocity of
2520 meters per second. The Office of Naval Research’s EMRG program is part of the Depart-
ment of the Navy’s Science and Technology investments, focused on developing new technologies
to support Navy and Marine Corps war fighting needs. This photograph is a frame taken from a
high-speed video camera. U.S. Navy Photograph

Figure C.120: Test firing of a modern railgun by the U.S. Navy in 2008.
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BAE Systems. 2013. Electromagnetic (EM) Railgun.
[https://www.baesystems.com/en/product/electromagnetic–em–railgun]

We are honored to lead the way in the development of the Office of Naval Research (ONR) Elec-
tromagnetic (EM) Railgun Innovative Naval Prototype.

This fascinating technology, which uses high-power electromagnetic energy instead of explosive
chemical propellants to launch projectiles farther and faster than any previous system, is currently
in Phase 2 of the program. During this phase, we will advance the railgun by maturing the launcher
and pulsed power from a single shot operation to a multi-shot capability. Auto-loading and thermal
management systems will also be incorporated. We received a $34.5M contract from ONR in 2013
to pursue these efforts.

“We’re committed to developing this innovative and game changing technology that will revolu-
tionize naval warfare,” said Chris Hughes, vice president and general manager of Weapon Systems
at BAE Systems. “The Railgun’s ability to defend against enemy threats from distances greater
than ever before improves the capabilities of our armed forces.”

On December 10, 2010, the U.S. Navy made history at the Naval Surface Warfare Center-Dahlgren
Division with our Laboratory Railgun. A 33-Megajoule shot was fired, the energy equivalent of 110
nmi range. In 2012, during Phase 1 of the INP program, engineers at the Naval Surface Warfare
Center successfully fired our EM Railgun prototype at tactical energy levels.

Not content with just merely building the launch platform, We are also pursuing the development
of a Hyper Velocity Projectile (HVP). In late 2013, we received a $33.6 million contract from ONR
to develop and demonstrate a HVP—a next-generation, guided projectile capable of completing
multiple missions for the Electromagnetic Railgun, as well as existing 5-inch and 155-mm gun
systems.

[Even nowadays, electromagnetic railguns are considered to be a high-tech “weapon of the future.”
The best modern railguns are essentially just larger versions of Joachim Hänsler’s and Manfred von
Ardenne’s 1944–1945 devices, and can now fire projectiles at approximately twice the velocity of
Hänsler’s wartime railguns. Since Hänsler’s (and perhaps von Ardenne’s) detailed technical reports
and even some of his equipment were brought back to the United States by the Alsos Mission, CIOS,
and other teams of investigators in 1945, presumably such modern railguns are directly based on
Hänsler’s pioneering work.

Much more archival research should be conducted to elucidate the history of electromagnetic rail-
guns in the German-speaking world, as well as the impact of those innovators and innovations on
postwar electromagnetic railguns in other countries.]
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Appendix D

Advanced Creations in Nuclear
Engineering

Der Welt Erbe gewänne zu eigen,
wer aus dem Rheingold schüfe den Ring,
der maßlose Macht ihm verlieh’.

The whole world can be possessed by one
who from the Rhinegold forges the Ring,
which can bestow immeasurable power.

Richard Wagner. 1854. Das Rheingold. Scene I. Wellgrunde

As discussed in Chapter 8, contributions by the German-speaking research world to fundamen-
tal nuclear science are very well documented.1 Wilhelm Röntgen discovered X-rays in 1895, and
Ludwig Zehnder was making detailed whole-body X-ray photos of humans by 1896. Hans Geiger
and Walther Müller developed accurate radiation meter designs (Geiger counters or Geiger-Müller
tubes) during the period 1908–1928 that are still in use today. Nuclear fission reactions were first
proposed by Ida Noddack in 1934, and discovered and explained by Otto Hahn, Fritz Strassmann,
Lise Meitner, and Otto Frisch in 1938–1939. Nuclear fusion reactions were proposed by Fritz Houter-
mans and his student Robert Atkinson in 1929, and refined by Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker and
Hans Bethe in 1938. Detailed mathematical models of the nucleus, essential for accurately predict-
ing nuclear decays and reactions, were first developed by von Weizsäcker in 1935 and ultimately
finalized by Otto Haxel, Johannes Hans Jensen, Maria Goeppert Mayer, Hans Suess, and Eugene
Wigner by 1949.

In contrast, progress toward nuclear engineering applications within the German-speaking research
world is much less well understood by modern scholarship. Evidence in this appendix demonstrates
that wartime nuclear engineering programs in Germany were much larger and much more advanced
than has previously been generally acknowledged. Some of the evidence even strongly suggests (but
does not conclusively prove) that Germany may have developed and successfully tested fission
bombs, and that it may have had a megaton-level hydrogen bomb in an advanced stage of de-
velopment when the war ended. It is important to carry out further research in archives around
the world, and also to conduct industrial archaeology and scientific analyses at sites where nuclear
work may have taken place, in order to clarify the true extent and history of nuclear programs in
wartime Germany.

1See for example: Bethe 1991, 1997; Blatt and Weisskopf 1952; Brown and Lee 2006; Otto Hahn 1968; Irving 1967;
L’Annunziata 2016; Nachmansohn 1979; Rife 1999; Schweber 2012; Sime 1996; Szanton 1992; Wigner 1967.
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D.1 Overview

The conventional historical view that has been held since 1945 is that Germany was still trying to
complete its first prototype fission reactor when World War II ended in Europe, and that Germany
never even made a serious attempt to develop nuclear weapons.2 This view is based on three
categories of evidence, although each category has its own limitations as summarized below:

Evidence Limitations

1. The U.S.-led Alsos Mission searching Ger-
many for evidence of nuclear-weapons-related
work at the end of the war found the incom-
plete fission reactor at Haigerloch, some pa-
pers on basic nuclear physics, and apparently
not much else, according to the public accounts
[Goudsmit 1945, 1947; Groves 1962; Pash 1969].

1. The Alsos Mission failed to properly inves-
tigate numerous specific organizations, scien-
tists, and locations that could have revealed a
more advanced nuclear program. If any more
advanced nuclear work had in fact been discov-
ered, that information would have been auto-
matically classified at the time, and could re-
main classified or buried in archives and unre-
leased to this day.

2. Ten German nuclear scientists (Erich Bagge,
Kurt Diebner, Walther Gerlach, Otto Hahn,
Paul Harteck, Werner Heisenberg, Horst Ko-
rsching, Max von Laue, Carl Friedrich von
Weizsäcker, and Karl Wirtz) rounded up by the
Alsos Mission were kept under house arrest from
July 1945 until January 1946 at Farm Hall in
the United Kingdom, where their private con-
versations were recorded without their knowl-
edge. The transcripts, which were not released
to the public until 1992, record the scientists’
surprise at news of the 6 August 1945 Hiroshima
bombing and do not reveal significant apparent
knowledge of nuclear weapons design and devel-
opment [Bernstein 2001; Frank 1993].

2. There is evidence that the scientists sus-
pected surveillance and presumably conducted
their conversations accordingly. The preserved
transcripts document only a small fraction of
the discussions that may have occurred during
those six months. Moreover, the preserved tran-
scripts are only English translations, which may
or may not accurately reflect the original Ger-
man conversations. The original recordings were
taped over and lost.

3. In their public interviews and writings in
the years after the war, German nuclear sci-
entists professed a lack of desire, plans, mate-
rials and/or political support to produce nu-
clear weapons for the Third Reich [Cassidy
1992; Heisenberg 1953, 1971; Irving 1967; Pow-
ers 1993; NYT 1948-12-28 p. 10].

3. It is not clear to what extent that was fac-
tual history versus personal spin meant to avoid
postwar criticism, and the answer may vary for
different scientists in question.

2E.g., Goudsmit 1947; Hentschel and Hentschel 1996; Irving 1967; Powers 1993; Rose 1998; Walker 1989, 1995.
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On the basis of these three lines of evidence, Samuel Goudsmit, the scientific leader of the Alsos
Mission, publicly gave the first conventional history of the wartime German nuclear program in his
December 1945 testimony before a U.S. Senate committee [Goudsmit 1945]:

In spite of certain preliminary newspaper reports, we can say that the Germans did not
have anything at all. They were way behind. They just did not have the vision which
the Allied scientists had, I believe.

[...] For instance, as I mentioned before, the German scientists seem to have lacked
the vision. They did not believe in its success from the very beginning. They knew
its importance, and were convinced that the project was important; but they did not
believe that it could be done within a reasonable time, 50 to 100 years.

Other reasons why the Germans did not make any real progress were probably, as I men-
tioned before, that the key men in administrative positions were utterly incompetent.
For instance, Army Ordnance had as its chief advisor on military matters a second-rate
physicist named Schumann, like the musician Schumann. In fact, his main interest was
the physics of piano strings. [...]

That man had a small project going on in one of the Army proving grounds near Berlin,
and the scientists he had working with him were definitely inferior compared with the
scientists which were available in Germany for such a project; so there was one group
working.

There was another group working in the so-called Kaiser-Wilhelm Institute for physics.
[...]

A private scientist, Baron von Ardenne, a clever technician and businessman, got the
Minister of Post and Telegraph, Ohnesorge, interested in his research. Ohnesorge was
near to Hitler and kept the Fuehrer informed about the importance of the project. For
awhile, Von Ardenne was considered by the German authorities to be the expert on the
uranium problem, much to the dismay of the really competent scientists.

[...] At the beginning of 1945, most of the research was still in practically in the same
state as it had been in 1943. Isotope separation had been tried on a very small scale
only by means of a centrifuge. [...]

Some of the key scientists worked only part time on this important research and the rest
of the time did routine teaching or administrative work. The lack of proper large-scale
facilities necessary for this kind of work was, of course, another reason for the lack of
success.

At the slow pace at which they were progressing, it is obvious that German scientists
did not believe a bomb would be constructed within the course of the war. They were
confident that perhaps a uranium machine, or at least its basic principles, could be
obtained within a reasonable length of time. It is remarkable, however, how incomplete
their knowledge was. They were, according to their research reports, scarcely aware of
some of the basic difficulties which they were likely to encounter in their efforts. Most
surprising is the fact that not even their best scientists had given any thought to the
use of plutonium.
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The effort was small, though it had the highest priority among all scientific research
projects in Germany. The total expenditure was about 15,000,000 marks, which is per-
haps equivalent to some $10,000,000. The appropriation for 1944–45 was 3 1⁄4 million
marks with a subsequent supplement of 1,000,000.

It is estimated that approximately 100 scientists were active on this project. They were
divided into several rather small groups working on different phases of the problem and
were spread all over Germany.

Toward the end of the year, the German experiments had indicated that it was possible
to obtain an increase in the number of neutrons, but no self-sustaining neutron source
had been constructed as yet. [...] Gerlach was quite upset when, shortly afterward, the
S. S. spread rumors that the Germans were soon going to use a uranium bomb. The
scientists knew that they were still a hundred years away from that goal. [...]

Not until they learned about the use of the atomic bomb by the Allies did they realize
how far behind they were. They had lost not only the military war, but also the war of
science.

For 75+ years, the wartime German nuclear program has been described in conventional historical
books in terms fairly similar to those first given by Goudsmit in 1945. These books tend to focus
primarily on Werner Heisenberg’s research group without sufficiently considering the other research
groups, and they all conclude that Germany never even made a serious attempt to build an atomic
bomb, let alone made significant progress toward one. The greatest difference among these books is
where they fall on a spectrum ranging from viewing the German scientists’ motives and competence
more favorably [e.g., Irving 1967; Powers 1993], in relatively neutral terms [e.g., Walker 1989, 1995],
or less favorably [e.g., Goudsmit 1947; Rose 1998].

In fact, one of the most recent of those academic history books went so far as to openly declare
[Rose 1998, p. xvi–xvii]:

Since the war an apologetic campaign has been mounted by Heisenberg and other Ger-
man physicists and historians to demonstrate that he understood fully both the moral
and scientific issues involved in this work as chief physicist for the Nazi atomic bomb
project from 1939 to 1945. [...] If we are to understand Heisenberg as he really was, we
must enter into the German frame of mind, or mentality, or mind-set and sensibility,
that had evolved out of the German culture of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
strange though that mentality appears now to non-Germans, and even to those Ger-
mans who have been shaped by the changed and Westernized German culture that has
been developing since 1945.

I cannot say that my British background has made me entirely sympathetic to German
culture. Although I would be the first to admit its outstanding achievements in science,
music, and intellectual life in general, its insistent abstraction as well as the more sinister
traditions that accompanied it induce in me a certain skepticism and even aversion. As
the American liberal philosopher John Dewey once observed, even Kant’s categorical
imperative has a whiff of the Prussian drill sergeant about it; the grand moral principle
depended, despite its apparent universal reasonableness, on an all too German demand
for conforming obedience. Some readers may be put off by what seems, following this
spirit of distrust of Kant, the Tendenz of the present book, its lack of sympathy with
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German culture, and its seeming moral and scientific denigration of a great physicist
who found himself born into an evil time. [...] The only real test of the historical truth
of the present reconstruction is whether it makes better sense of the central problem
of the Heisenberg affair and conforms more exactly to the facts as far as we may know
them about Heisenberg, the German atomic bomb project, and German culture and
society before, during, and after the Third Reich than do other versions. [...]

In this book I have tried to penetrate into how Germans think—or rather, perhaps,
used to think—and to show how radically different are German and what I have termed
“Western” mentalities and sensibilities. My regret is that in order to expose the nature
and fallacies of much of this German thinking and feeling, I have, I fear, often been
forced to be tediously analytical. This is not, in consequence, a graceful book, I am
sorry to confess, but perhaps Heisenberg and his company have benefited too long from
grace of various sorts.

Such statements should spur modern scholars to set aside this conventional historical narrative
and make a de novo, detailed, and fully independent evaluation of the wartime German nuclear
program. Indeed, with access to some of the previously unavailable former Soviet and East German
archives and witness testimony, as well as newly discovered and released U.S. and British documents,
beginning in the 1990s several authors argued (with varying degrees of success and accuracy) that
wartime German work on nuclear weapons was actually much more extensive, involved many more
scientists, and progressed much further than had been accepted by the conventional historical
narrative.3

As discovered by those authors, the wartime German nuclear program was much more extensive
than had previously been acknowledged, and involved many more scientists and engineers than had
been recognized. In particular, there is evidence that suggests that:

1. Scientists in the German nuclear program researched and produced significant
amounts of fission fuels and potential methods to use them (Section D.2.1):

(a) Scientists such as Kurt Diebner (German, 1905–1964), Siegfried Flügge (German, 1912–
1997), Paul Harteck (Austrian, 1902–1985), Fritz Houtermans (German, 1903–1966),
Josef Schintlmeister (Austrian, 1908–1971), Georg Stetter (Austrian, 1895–1988), and
Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker (German, 1912–2007) gave detailed descriptions of how
fission fuel could be used to create either reactors or bombs, beginning in 1939 (p. 2344).

(b) Germany obtained over 2800 tons of uranium and thorium ore from sources throughout
Europe, and processed it at several different locations (p. 2370). A February 1946 U.S.
intelligence report on Czech uranium mines noted, “The Germans put mining on a high
priority... throughout the 6 years occupation. The ore was delivered by special planes to
Germany and Austria” (p. 2511).

3E.g., Brooks 1992, 2002; Frank Doebert in Walpersberg Geschichts- und Forschungsjournal 2015, 2016; Eilers
2007, 2015; Fäth 1999, 2000; Fengler 2014; Fengler and Sachse 2012; Geheimnis Jonastal 2002–2019; Georg 2009;
Henshall 1998, 2000, 2002; Hirschfeld and Brooks 1996; Hydrick 1998, 2016; Karlsch 2005, 2006, 2011; Karlsch and
Laufer 2002; Karlsch and Petermann 2007; Karlsch and Zeman 2016; Mayer and Mehner 2001, 2002, 2004a, 2004b,
2009, 2010, 2016, 2019; Mehner 2004; Nagel 2003, 2011, 2012a, 2016; Oleynikov 2000; Petermann 2000; Schmitzberger
2004; von Schwarzenbeck 2010; Stevens 2007; Sulzer and Brauburger 2015; Matthias Uhl quoted in Schauka 2015;
Wilcox 2019; Zeman and Karlsch 2008.
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(c) Konrad Beyerle (German, 1900–1979), Wilhelm Groth (German, 1904–1977), Werner
Holtz (German, 1908–?), Werner Schwietzke (German, 1910–1987), and many others
worked in teams that developed gas centrifuges to enrich uranium-235. Centrifugation
proved so superior to the U.S. Manhattan Project’s enrichment methods that the German
gas centrifuge designs are now the worldwide standard for uranium enrichment (p. 2374).

(d) Manfred von Ardenne (German, 1907–1997), Heinz Ewald (German, 1914–1992), Wolf-
gang Paul (German, 1913–1993), Wilhelm Walcher (German, 1910–2005), and many oth-
ers worked in teams that developed electromagnetic separators to enrich uranium-235.
These electromagnetic separators were comparable to the Manhattan Project’s calutrons
(p. 2382).

(e) Erich Bagge (German, 1912–1996) invented and successfully demonstrated a unique
uranium enrichment device called an isotope sluice, which combined some features of
centrifuges and electromagnetic separators (p. 2398).

(f) Erika Cremer (German, 1900–1996), Rudolf Fleischmann (German, 1903–2002), Gustav
Hertz (German, 1887–1975), and others developed gaseous diffusion methods suitable
for enriching uranium-235 that were comparable to the Manhattan Project’s gaseous
diffusion technology (p. 2400).

(g) If Germany scaled up any of these proven uranium enrichment methods in order to pro-
duce nuclear weapons, it would presumably have distributed that production capability
among a number of small underground locations for protection against Allied bombing.
Archival documents mention dozens of highly suspicious sites that might have been used
for that purpose and that still have not been properly investigated (p. 2404).

(h) Ludwig Bewilogua (German, 1906–1983), Kurt Diebner, Paul Harteck, Otto Haxel (Ger-
man, 1909–1998), and many others worked in teams trying to develop fission reactors
suitable for breeding plutonium-239 from natural uranium-238 or uranium-233 from nat-
ural thorium-232. Two reactors were on the brink of criticality by the end of the war,
and there is some evidence that other reactors may have actually become operational
during the war (p. 2435).

(i) Walther Bothe (German, 1891–1957), Walter Dällenbach (Swiss, 1892–1990), Max Steen-
beck (German, 1904–1981), Rolf Wideröe (Norwegian but studied and worked in Ger-
many, 1902–1996), and many others worked on particle-accelerator-driven electronuclear
systems suitable for breeding plutonium-239 from natural uranium-238 or uranium-233
from natural thorium-232. There is some evidence that such systems may have been
operational during the war (p. 2496).

(j) At the end of the war, Allied countries removed over 2800 tons of uranium and thorium
from former German-controlled territory (p. 2517). In addition, in 1974, Alwin Urff,
deputy technical plant manager of the Asse nuclear disposal site in Germany, stated:
“When we began storage in 1967, our company first sank radioactive waste from the last
war, that uranium waste which arose in the preparation of the German atomic bomb”
(p. 2519).
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2. Germany also produced large quantities of other nuclear-related materials during
the war (Section D.2.2):

(a) Deuterium, a great fusion fuel and source for producing neutrons and tritium, and an
excellent neutron moderator for fission reactors when in the form of deuterated (heavy)
water (p. 2523).

(b) Lithium, also an excellent fusion fuel and source for producing neutrons and tritium (p.
2551).

(c) Beryllium, a great neutron reflector/multiplier for fission reactors and bombs (p. 2554).

(d) Boron, a good neutron absorber for fission reactors and bombs (p. 2556).

(e) Graphite (carbon), an excellent neutron moderator for fission reactors (p. 2557).

(f) Fluorine, an essential ingredient of uranium hexafluoride for uranium enrichment (p.
2561).

(g) Aluminum, a good cladding for fission fuel in reactors and bombs (p. 2564).

(h) Calcium, an important element for the purification of thorium, uranium, and/or pluto-
nium (p. 2568).

(i) Nickel, the most corrosion-resistant metal for building uranium enrichment machinery
that would be exposed to uranium hexafluoride (p. 2574).

(j) Zirconium, a very good cladding for fission fuel in reactors (p. 2577).

(k) Cadmium, an excellent neutron absorber for fission reactors and bombs (p. 2578).

3. Adolf Busemann (German, 1901–1986), Rolf Engel (German, 1912–1993), Gott-
fried Guderley (German, 1910–1997), Rudi Schall (German, 1913–2002), Hubert
Schardin (German, 1902–1965), Erich Schumann (German, 1898–1985), Walter
Trinks (German, 1910–1995), and many others worked in teams that developed
and demonstrated implosion bomb designs suitable for fission weapons (Section
D.2.3):

(a) No later than 1942, Gottfried Guderley, a hydrodynamics expert working for the German
military, predicted the pressure, density, and temperature in spherical and cylindrical
implosion bomb configurations, mathematical solutions that are still used today (pp.
2585–2586).

(b) 1943 U.S. intelligence reports stated that “several factories and hundreds of workers”
just south of Hamburg were producing a new type of explosive that had a remarkably
high density, that was so energetic that one kilogram of the new material would have
a blast radius of several kilometers, and that would be placed into bombs of a highly
unusual spherical design (p. 2587).

(c) In November 1944, Time magazine published an intelligence report that Germany was
developing an atomic bomb with a spherical implosion design (p. 2593).
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(d) A 23 March 1945 letter from General Ilyichev to Joseph Stalin reported that the Germans
had an atomic bomb and described it in considerable detail as a 2-ton, 1.3-meter-diameter
spherical implosion device with multiple concentric layers and a uranium-235 core (p.
2722).

(e) Erich Schumann, the German Army Ordnance Office’s head physicist, along with others
on his staff, spent several years during the war designing and testing ever more sophis-
ticated bombs designed to use an outer shell of conventional explosives to implode an
inner core of various materials, including nuclear fuels (pp. 2595–2623). (Schumann was
also Wernher von Braun’s Ph.D. thesis advisor for the development of rockets, as well
as a key figure in Germany’s biological warfare program and several other advanced re-
search programs. Yet Goudsmit testified to the U.S. Senate that Schumann was mainly
interested in “the physics of piano strings.”)

(f) In November 1945, the German economist Erwin Respondek wrote that Erich Schumann
had been involved in the development of an atomic bomb that used uranium fuel and
a neutron initiator (and presumably Schumann’s expertise, conventional explosives for
spherical implosion) (p. 2597).

(g) A Top Secret U.S. cable from March 1946 stated that a “capable young engineer” in
Poland knew that atomic bomb casings included a layer of cadmium, which was true for
the implosion bomb designs described by both Ilyichev and Schumann (p. 2704).

(h) 1946 U.S. intelligence documents described how SS General Hans Kammler’s deputy
Erich Purucker and a car full of German atomic bomb plans were captured by Russian
forces in May 1945 (p. 2907).

(i) After the war, Kurt Diebner discussed spherical implosion bomb designs, specifically
showing a spherical core of fission fuel with a center of fusion fuel (pp. 2624–2627).

(j) German witnesses described secretive and mysterious work that had been conducted
during the war to produce and test nesting aluminum spheres that apparently matched
the description of those in the implosion bomb designs (p. 2628).

(k) In 2000–2002 interviews, Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant, Werner Grothmann, men-
tioned the development of an atomic bomb that “would have possessed a spherical shape
with a diameter of over one meter. It was very heavy, even though the bomb body itself
was supposed to be out of aluminum. It was said, if one reduces the weight, the yield is
not as high” (pp. 2631–2633).

4. Wolfgang Ferrant (German?, ??–??), Alfred Klemm (German, 1913–2013), Karl
Lintner (Austrian, 1917–2015), Josef Mattauch (Austrian, 1895–1976), Erich Schu-
mann, Georg Stetter, Walter Trinks, and many others worked in teams that re-
searched and produced significant amounts of fusion fuels and potential methods
to use them (Section D.2.4):

(a) German patents, articles, and other documents from 1933 through 1945 discussed how
to produce fusion reactions in high-voltage tubes (pp. 2499 and 2637–2652). That tech-
nology would have been very useful as a fusion neutron initiator in a fission bomb, as
described by Diebner (p. 2627) and Ilyichev (p. 2722).
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(b) In postwar papers apparently based on wartime work, Erich Schumann and Walter Trinks
(pp. 2595–2623) and Kurt Diebner (pp. 2624–2627) described spherical implosion bomb
designs with a center of fusion fuel inside a spherical shell of fission fuel. That “fusion
boosting” approach could have greatly increased the yield of a fission bomb by supplying
far more neutrons to trigger fission reactions.

(c) A number of documents show that there was wartime work using lithium and deuterium
together as fusion fuel (pp. 2647–2661). Because lithium deuteride is solid and not a gas
or cryogenic liquid, it makes an ideal fuel for hydrogen bombs.

(d) During the war, Alfred Klemm (under the direction of Josef Mattauch) perfected a
method to separate the lithium-6 isotope from the predominant lithium-7 in natural
lithium (pp. 2662–2665). That would only be useful for nuclear applications. Klemm
also stated that there was wartime work to produce tritium, another very potent fusion
fuel (p. 2664).

(e) In 1950 Ulrich Jetter published a detailed proposal that fusion bombs could use lithium-6
deuteride as readily storable solid fuel, rather than the much more troublesome cryo-
genic deuterium and tritium (p. 2666). Based on the other documents available, Jetter’s
description appears to be based on wartime German work. Officially, lithium-6 deuteride
was first considered in the United States by Edward Teller in 1947 and in the Soviet
Union by Vitaly Ginzberg in 1949, was first tested by the United States in 1954, and is
commonly used in modern H bombs [Goncharov 1996; Hansen 1988, 2007; Rhodes 1995;
Sublette 2019; Wellerstein and Geist 2017].

(f) In 1946, several scientists and engineers reported that during the war, Germany had
been working on a 6-ton radioactive bomb, as well as methods to deliver it by rockets
or aircraft (pp. 2659 and 2668–2672). Such a massive bomb would have been very chal-
lenging to deliver, and could presumably only have been justified if it were a hydrogen
bomb. Conventional explosives, a dirty bomb of conventional explosives with radioactive
material, chemical weapons, biological weapons, and even fission bombs could have been
packaged into much smaller and much more easily deliverable sizes (and if necessary,
several of them could have been delivered separately to the same target).

(g) A 1946 U.S. intelligence document mentioned wartime German research on H-bomb
development as well as nuclear-armed ballistic missiles (p. 2673).

(h) In 1944–1945, several U.K. and U.S. newspapers reported that Germany was developing
a bomb with a six-mile blast radius, which is characteristic of the several-megaton energy
of an H bomb, in stark contrast to the much smaller several-kiloton energy of a plain
fission bomb (pp. 2674–2675).

(i) Friedwardt Winterberg, who worked very closely with Kurt Diebner after the war, pub-
lished a highly distinctive ellipsoidal H-bomb design that looks rather different than
standard U.S. H-bomb designs, but is deeply steeped in earlier German hydrodynamics
and physics research (p. 2676). A surviving 1944 sketch from Walther Gerlach shows
an ellipsoid in conjunction with nuclear reactions involving deuterium, which seems to
support the wartime origin of Winterberg’s ellipsoidal H-bomb design (p. 2678).

(j) Werner Grothmann stated that the German nuclear program was developing several
different bomb types, including a hydrogen bomb. He said that the hydrogen bomb
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looked like a “swollen bomb” (ellipsoidal?), would have been a hundred times more
powerful than a fission bomb (megatons vs. tens of kilotons), and was expected to be
ready in 1946 (which suggests that it had already progressed far in its development by
1945); see pp. 2367 and 2632.

5. There may have been a test explosion on the Baltic coast in October 1944, as
reported by multiple sources (Section D.2.5):

(a) In August 1944, a German prisoner of war reported that “experiments are conducted
on an estate in Pomerania [on the Baltic coast] and it is alleged that this explosive is
capable of destroying everything in a radius of several kilometers.” (p. 2681).

(b) In October 1944, Philip Morrison of the U.S. Manhattan Project mentioned “recent
reports of Baltic explosions” that were being investigated by the Manhattan Project as
possible tests of a German atomic bomb (p. 2681).

(c) In May 1945, German prisoner of war Friedrich Olmes said that there had been “exper-
iments with the atom-splitting bomb” and that “practical experiments were conducted
on the Baltic coast” (p. 2682).

(d) A 19 August 1945 U.S. Army Air Force intelligence report entitled “Investigations, Re-
search, Developments, and Practical Use of the German Atomic Bomb” presented testi-
mony by Rudolph Zinsser, a German pilot captured by U.S. forces, that in October 1944
he flew near the massive explosion of a new German bomb on or near the Baltic coast,
describing in detail a very large mushroom cloud and severe electrical disturbances (p.
2683). After further investigation, rather than dismissing Zinsser’s report, the United
States decided to upgrade it from Secret to Top Secret in October 1945 (p. 2686).

(e) In testimony in 1955, 1984, and 2005, Italian military correspondent Luigi Romersa
stated that by a special arrangement between Benito Mussolini and Adolf Hitler, on 12
October 1944 he witnessed the massive explosion of a new German bomb on the Baltic
coast (apparently Rügen island), had to wait in a bunker for many hours afterward for
the site to become less dangerous (short radioactive half-lives?), and then had to wear a
special protective suit when inspecting the leveled test site afterward (pp. 2688–2693).

(f) Werner Grothmann stated in 2000–2002 interviews that there was a successful atomic
bomb test in October 1944 (p. 2694).

(g) In a 13 March 2005 television interview, Elisabeth Mestlin stated that she observed a
massive explosion on Rügen from a neighboring island on 12 October 1944 (p. 2697).

6. There may have been a test explosion in Poland in approximately November
1944, as reported by multiple sources (Section D.2.6):

(a) As already mentioned, a Top Secret U.S. cable from March 1946 stated that a “capable
young engineer” in Poland knew that atomic bomb casings included a layer of cadmium,
which was true for the implosion bomb designs described by both Ilyichev and Schu-
mann (p. 2704). The Polish engineer’s knowledge suggests that German-run industry in
wartime Poland was involved in developing and/or testing an atomic bomb.
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(b) Robert Jackson, chief U.S. prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials, stated on 21 June 1946
that he had received evidence that a new bomb design producing very intense heat had
killed 20,000 Jewish prisoners in a specially constructed test village near Auschwitz (p.
2705).

(c) In December 1946, Otto Hahn said that there had been rumors that “atom bomb tests
had been carried out in Poland during the last year of the war which were supposed to
have had an effect similar to the first atom bomb dropped on Hiroshima though on a
considerably smaller scale” (p. 2707).

(d) Gezo Mansfeldt, a survivor of Auschwitz, reported in December 1946 that he was fre-
quently interrogated by Soviet officials about high-security wartime production work at
Auschwitz and that he “learned of the atomic bomb tests” (p. 2708).

(e) A 1947 U.S. intelligence report stated that the Germans built a heavy water production
plant near Auschwitz and that it was removed by the Soviets (p. 2708). Heavy water
would only be useful for nuclear work, and the production of heavy water near Auschwitz
suggests the presence of other nuclear work in Poland.

(f) In 1947, Heinrich Himmler’s physical therapist, Felix Kersten, stated that Franz Göring,
a senior SS security official, had told him that a new bomb design producing several
thousand degrees of heat had killed 20,000 Jewish prisoners in a specially constructed
test village near Auschwitz (p. 2709).

(g) Heinrich Himmler’s personal astrologer, Wilhelm Wulff, confirmed that Franz Göring
had stated that a new bomb design producing several thousand degrees of heat had
killed 20,000 Jewish prisoners in a specially constructed test village near Auschwitz (p.
2710).

(h) Werner Grothmann stated that there was a successful atomic bomb test in or around
November 1944 (p. 2694).

7. There may have been a test explosion in Thuringia in March 1945, as reported
by multiple sources (Section D.2.7):

(a) A 15 November 1944 letter from General Ivan Ilyichev, chief of intelligence for the Soviet
army, to Joseph Stalin reported that the Germans in Thuringia were preparing under
hurried but very high security conditions to test a new “bomb of unusual construction”
with a “large destructive power” that might be an atomic bomb (p. 2718).

(b) A 23 March 1945 letter from General Ilyichev to Joseph Stalin reported that the Germans
in Thuringia had recently conducted two very high-security test explosions of a new
bomb design, described in considerable detail as a 2-ton, 1.3-meter-diameter spherical
implosion device with multiple concentric layers and a uranium-235 core that created
a “massive radioactive effect,” incinerated or burned nearby prisoners of war (POWs),
and destroyed buildings and trees within a radius of 500–600 meters (p. 2722).

(c) In a 30 March 1945 letter from Igor Kurchatov to General Ilyichev, Kurchatov analyzed
the details reported in the 23 March 1945 letter, said it gave a “very believable description
of the construction of the bomb,” and requested further information (p. 2733).
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(d) 21 and 29 May 1945 letters from Georgy Flerov to Igor Kurchatov reported that Flerov
was currently in Dresden and en route to study the alleged German atomic test site
using Geiger counters, and requested that former POWs returning from Germany to the
Soviet Union should be interviewed to learn if any of them knew anything about the test
(p. 2739).

(e) An October 1945 report from Soviet Marshall Georgy Zhukov to Stalin stated: “On
the basis of the materials we have collected, one can conclude that the Germans have
achieved good results in the field of theoretical and practical research and application of
nuclear power up to the construction of an atomic bomb” (p. 2756).

(f) A 1946 Russian interrogation summary reported that Robert Döpel stated that there
was an atomic bomb test on a German military base before the end of the war (p. 2757).

(g) Apparently there is or at least was considerably more information about the apparent
German nuclear tests in Russian government archives, including even a captured German
film entitled “Film of the Launch of a V-2 and the Explosion of an Atomic Bomb” (p.
2760). At a bare minimum, there are presumably documents identifying the Soviet spy
who provided the information given in Ilyichev’s two reports, documents reporting the
suspected test site location to Flerov (which he seemed to know, but which was not in
Ilyichev’s two reports), documents reporting what (if anything) Flerov ultimately found,
and documents describing the “collected materials” to which Zhukov referred.

(h) 21 March 1945 and 9 June 1945 U.S. aerial reconnaissance photos of the Ohrdruf mil-
itary base appeared to show a large circular area of possible blast damage, as well as
surrounding buildings that may have been affected by blast and/or radioactive fallout,
whereas a 12 August 1944 aerial reconnaissance photo did not show those features (pp.
2763–2767).

(i) In what appears to be a transcript of her testimony before an East German government
inquiry on 16 May 1962, Cläre Werner, a wartime lookout at the Veste Wachsenburg
castle near the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz military base, reported watching a large
nearby test explosion on 4 March and another one on 12 March 1945, as well as being
informed of the historic nature of the explosions by visiting military and SS officials.
She reported that she and other local residents suffered from symptoms that sound like
radiation sickness. Although there are unresolved questions about the nature and the
chain of custody of the 1962 transcript, Cläre Werner confirmed the key points of her
testimony in several interviews conducted in 1999–2000 (p. 2771).

(j) In a transcript of his apparent testimony before the same East German government
inquiry on 16 May 1962, Heinz Wachsmut reported being conscripted into a unique work
assignment for the afternoon and evening of 5 March 1945 in Thuringia. He reported
encountering large numbers of living, dying, and dead people suffering from what sounds
like radiation sickness and burns in the aftermath of what the SS told him was a history-
making test explosion. Under the close supervision of the SS, he was instructed to wear
protective gear, and he burned approximately 450 bodies on woodpiles and saw a total
of approximately 700 bodies being burned. (It is not clear if all of those were victims
of the test explosion, or if some were victims of the daily harsh treatment of POWs.)
Afterward his protective gear and clothing were burned, he was instructed to wash
himself thoroughly, and he was unable to eat for days afterward possibly due to radiation
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sickness. While there are again unresolved questions about the 1962 transcript, the family
of Heinz Wachsmut confirmed that he had described the same events and details to them
(p. 2775).

(k) In transcripts of his testimony before East German government inquiries in 1966, Erich
Rundnagel, a plumber who had worked for Kurt Diebner’s nuclear research group in
Thuringia during the war, reported that the scientists had told him they had two eight-
kilogram atomic bombs (presumably fission pits for atomic bombs) in their safe (p.
2781).

(l) Colonel Oscar Koch, who was a high-ranking intelligence officer working with General
George Patton, stated that a German prisoner of war described the massive explosion
of a new bomb type in Thuringia in March 1945 (p. 2783).

(m) Werner Grothmann stated in 2000–2002 interviews that there was an atomic bomb test
in Thuringia on 4 March 1945 (p. 2694).

8. During the war, there was high-level Axis political support from Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, Hans Kammler (German, 1901–?), Wilhelm Ohnesorge (Ger-
man, 1872–1962), and others for the development and deployment of nuclear
weapons. There was also high-level Allied political belief by Franklin Roosevelt,
Dwight Eisenhower, J. Edgar Hoover, Allen Dulles, and others in the reality of
advanced German nuclear weapons programs (Section D.2.8):

(a) Heinrich Himmler’s diplomatic contact, Grand Mufti Amin al-Husaini of Jerusalem,
wrote that Himmler had informed him in July 1943 that Germany was developing an
atomic bomb (p. 2791).

(b) Heinrich Himmler’s political rival, Albert Speer, wrote that Himmler was keenly inter-
ested in developing an atomic bomb during the war (p. 2794).

(c) The Daily Telegraph and Morning Post reported that in 1944, Germany was preparing
“an atomic bomb” with “an explosive radius of more than two miles” (p. 2798).

(d) On 5 August 1944, Hitler informed the Romanian dictator Ion Antonescu that Germany
had developed and would use a V-series weapon with “such a tremendous effect that
all human life would be destroyed within a radius of three to four kilometers from the
impact point” (p. 2799).

(e) In September 1944, the Los Angeles Times reported that invading U.S. troops had found
evidence that Germany was preparing a rocket-launched bomb “with an explosive radius
of three kilometers” (p. 2800).

(f) In a 9 December 1944 memo, U.S. Admiral William Leahy stated that on 8 December
the Joint Chiefs of Staff discussed the possibility of a “V-3 stratospheric bomb attack”
on the United States (p. 2805).

(g) Margaret Suckley, President Franklin Roosevelt’s secretary, wrote on 9 December 1944
in her diary that Roosevelt had received reliable reports that the Germans had developed
a bomb capable killing everything within a mile and that the German program was “way
ahead” of similar U.S. research (p. 2806).
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(h) On 16 December 1944, Benito Mussolini stated that “thousands of German scientists are
working day and night” to develop new weapons that would change the war, apparently
in reference to information he received via Luigi Romersa (p. 2808).

(i) In 16 November 1944 and 9 February 1945 letters from FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover to
President Franklin Roosevelt’s advisor Harry Hopkins, Hoover reported that intercepted
messages from Germany to German spies in the U.S. asked the spies about “the prob-
able reaction of the people of the United States if Germany used the explosive power
obtained through the splitting of the uranium atom,” high-priority targets in the United
States that Germany could bomb, and methods that U.S. labs used to avoid criticality
accidents with large quantities of uranium, suggesting that Germany had large quantities
of enriched uranium (pp. 2804–2810).

(j) Widespread German reports from late 1944 through 1945 claimed that Germany was on
the verge of deploying atomic bombs and missiles for them (p. 2811).

(k) On 14 February 1945, Hitler told one of his doctors: “In no time at all, I’m going to
start using my Victory weapon and then the war will come to a glorious end. Some time
ago we solved the problem of nuclear fission, and we have developed it so far that we
can exploit the energy for armaments purposes. They won’t know what hit them! It’s
the weapon of the future. With it Germany’s future is assured” (p. 2812).

(l) Heinrich Himmler’s physical therapist, Felix Kersten, wrote that in early March 1945,
Himmler was very optimistic about the imminent success of an atomic bomb (p. 2709).

(m) Heinrich Himmler’s personal astrologer, Wilhelm Wulff, confirmed that in mid-March
1945, Himmler was very optimistic about the imminent success of an atomic bomb (p.
2710).

(n) In 2000–2002 interviews, Werner Grothmann described how an extensive program run
by Heinrich Himmler developed, tested, and debated the deployment of atomic bombs
(p. 2815).

(o) In a 1 April 1945 telegram to Allied leaders, a senior U.S. intelligence official, Allen
Dulles, reported that Luftwaffe General Albert Kesselring mentioned deliberations among
Hitler’s top staff about whether to use a final secret weapon, referred to as the “desper-
ation weapon,” that would cause a “terrible blood bath” (p. 2817).

(p) In a September 1945 interrogation, the father of an SS officer told Americans about
deliberations among Hitler’s top staff over an atomic bomb in April 1945 (p. 2817).

(q) Shortly after the war, German rocket engineers Wernher von Braun and Walter Dorn-
berger, as well as American officials who examined the German rocket program, reported
that Germany planned to use its rockets to carry a “much more powerful explosive,” pre-
sumably atomic bombs (p. 2821).

(r) In a 25 August 1945 press release, the U.S. Office of War Information stated that “Ger-
many’s inner war secrets” included “experiments with the atomic bomb,” that “Germans
made significant progress in the development of an atomic bomb,” and that not all “of
the secrets... may be disclosed at this time” (p. 2823).
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(s) Shortly after the war, U.S. Army General George C. Marshall made several noteworthy
public statements: (1) “German technological advances such as in the development of
atomic explosives made it imperative that we attack before these terrible weapons could
be turned against us.” (2) “At the close of the German war in Europe they [U.S. factories]
were just on the outer fringes of the range of fire from an enemy in Europe. Goering
stated after his capture that it was a certainty the eastern American cities would have
been under rocket bombardment had Germany remained undefeated for two more years.
The first attacks would have started much sooner.” (3) “It is not hard to predict that
supersonic atomic rockets will have a profound influence on any war that ever again has
to be fought” (p. 2828).

(t) In July 1946, the U.S. Army Air Force Review published an article stating, “it is still
a matter of scientific conjecture just how many weeks—or days—it might have taken
Germany to be ready with her atomic devices for the V-2s” (p. 2833).

9. Publicly, the U.S. Alsos Mission failed to seriously investigate major organiza-
tions (Reichspost, SS, Army Ordnance Office, IG Farben, Siemens, etc.), scien-
tists (Manfred von Ardenne, Rolf Engel, Siegfried Flügge, Gustav Hertz, Werner
Holtz, Fritz Houtermans, Hubert Schardin, Erich Schumann, Werner Schwiet-
zke, Max Steenbeck, Walter Trinks, etc.), and locations (Soviet-occupied areas
of Germany, most areas of Thuringia and Austria, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hun-
gary, Norway, and Denmark) that are known or suspected to have been involved
in the German nuclear weapons program (Section D.2.9):

(a) In his 1947 book, Samuel Goudsmit, the scientific leader of the Alsos Mission, stated that
he decided in advance to focus on Werner Heisenberg’s work and that he did not consider
it important to seriously investigate other scientists, locations, and organizations that
could have been involved in nuclear work (p. 2836).

(b) The detailed Manhattan District History of the Alsos Mission, written in 1947 and kept
classified for decades, confirmed the information reported by Goudsmit—Alsos indeed
failed to seriously pursue numerous scientists, locations, and organizations that could
have given much more information about the German nuclear program (p. 2841).

(c) In the Farm Hall transcripts, ten German scientists who had been rounded up by Alsos
and detained for six months in a bugged U.K. house discussed Goudsmit’s clear preju-
dices and openly speculated that their conversations were being monitored (thus they
would have conducted their conversations accordingly, p. 2862).

10. In secret, the United States and/or United Kingdom may have found and ben-
efited from materials and expertise from the German nuclear weapons program
(Section D.2.10):

(a) There is evidence that some Alsos personnel, or other personnel associated with Alsos,
may have found information on some aspects of the German nuclear weapons program
(p. 2870).

(b) There are indications that Dutch intelligence may have provided information about the
German nuclear weapons program to the United States during and after the war (p.
2883).
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(c) There is evidence that French intelligence may have provided information about the
German nuclear weapons program to the United States during and after the war (p.
2885).

(d) In May 1945, the German submarine U-234 surrendered to the United States. It con-
tained 560 kg of uranium oxide (possibly enriched), bomb detonators, other materials,
plans, and technical experts that may have shed light on the German nuclear program.
Other submarines may have carried additional relevant materials, documents, and per-
sonnel (p. 2887).

(e) Many high-level German military and political officials who presumably would have
known a great amount about the German nuclear program were captured and interro-
gated at length by the United States and/or United Kingdom. That includes Dr. Ing.
Hans Kammler, the SS General who controlled all German advanced weapons programs
by the end of the war, was allegedly killed in May 1945, but apparently was actually cap-
tured and interrogated for months or perhaps even years by the United States. Available
documents show that those officials did indeed discuss the German nuclear program, al-
though currently available declassified documents do not reveal most of the details that
those German officials provided (p. 2903).

(f) At the end of the war, investigators from the United States personally inspected many
of the facilities where German nuclear work may have occurred. Reports on what they
found have never been publicly released (p. 2919).

(g) Many German and Austrian scientists who appear to have been involved in the nuclear
program visited or worked in the United States after the war, and may have provided
information about wartime German work. Files for some scientists are still not available
to the public (p. 2935).

(h) There is evidence that other U.S. investigators, or intelligence services from other coun-
tries, may have found information about the German nuclear program (p. 2939).

After all of this evidence has been presented, later sections of this appendix will draw upon it to
analyze various aspects of the German nuclear program.

It is possible that the reports of wartime German nuclear weapons tests arose from tests of non-
nuclear weapons (such as fuel-air explosives or chemical warfare agents), false wartime propaganda,
or other factors. However, it is known that there were extensive and highly secretive nuclear pro-
grams in wartime Germany, that numerous military research and production sites were severely
bombed by the Allies during the war and/or sanitized by the Germans at the end of the war, that
Germans destroyed or hid large amounts of documents and research at the end of the war, and that
Soviet, U.S., U.K., and French forces vacuumed up as many scientists and documents and as much
equipment as they could find along the way. If the new evidence is indeed correct, one could un-
derstand why the Germans involved would have been loath to admit their deeds afterward for fear
of being prosecuted as war criminals, or why any Allied forces that found secret evidence of Ger-
man nuclear accomplishments would have preferred to claim those technologies and achievements
exclusively for themselves.

The currently available evidence that will be presented here does not conclusively prove that Ger-
many successfully developed a nuclear weapon during the war. Nonetheless, the available evidence
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appears to be strongly suggestive of and highly consistent with that conclusion. Therefore, it is vi-
tally important for researchers to thoroughly search all relevant government and personal archives
in Russia, the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the
Netherlands, and elsewhere to find additional documents that could fully elucidate the scope, his-
tory, and accomplishments of the wartime German nuclear program. Industrial archaeology and
chemical analyses at sites where nuclear work may have taken place could also shed a great deal of
light on the methods and results of the nuclear program.

D.2 Key Sources

This section will provide excerpts from and very brief comments on some of the major sources of
information on German advanced nuclear developments.

D.2.1 Fission Fuel

The sources in this first subsection give information on the production of fission fuel, including:

A. The potential for fission reactors and bombs (p. 2344).

B. Sources of uranium and thorium (p. 2370).

C. Uranium-235 enrichment via centrifugation (p. 2374).

D. Uranium-235 enrichment via electromagnetic separation (p. 2382).

E. Uranium-235 enrichment via isotope sluice (p. 2398).

F. Uranium-235 enrichment via gaseous diffusion (p. 2400).

G. Possible locations of uranium enrichment facilities (p. 2404).

H. Plutonium-239 (or uranium-233) breeding in a fission reactor (p. 2435).

I. Plutonium-239 (or uranium-233) breeding in an electronuclear system (p. 2496).

J. Removal and disposal of German fission fuel after the war (p. 2517).
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A. The Potential for Fission Reactors and Bombs

[Beginning in 1939, a number of German and Austrian scientists gave detailed descriptions of how
fission fuel could be used to create either reactors or bombs. They received support from the German
government in 1939 and began ambitious programs to create fission reactors and bombs.]

Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann. January 1939. Über den Nachweis und das Verhalten
der bei der Bestrahlung des Urans mittels Neutronen entstehenden Erdalkalimetalle.
[About the Detection and Behavior of the Alkaline Earth Metals Formed During the
Irradiation of Uranium with Neutrons.] Die Naturwissenschaften 27:11–15.

[...] Bei der energetisch nicht leicht zu ver-
stehenden Bildung von Radiumisotopen aus
Uran beim Beschießen mit langsamen Neutro-
nen war eine besonders gründliche Bestimmung
des chemischen Charakters der neu entste-
henden künstlichen Radioelemente unerläßlich.
Durch die Abtrennung einzelner analytischer
Gruppen von Elementen aus der Lösung des
bestrahlten Urans wurde außer der großen
Gruppe der Transurane eine Aktivität stets
bei den Erdalkalien (Trägersubstanz Ba), den
seltenen Erden (Trägersubstanz La) und bei
Elementen der vierten Gruppe des Periodis-
chen Systems (Trägersubstanz Zr) gefunden.
Eingehender untersucht wurden zunächst die
Bariumfällungen, die offensichtlich die An-
fangsglieder der beobachteten isomeren Rei-
hen enthielten. Es soll gezeigt werden, daß
Transurane, Uran, Protactinium, Thorium und
Actinium sich stets leicht und vollständig von
der mit Barium ausfallenden Aktivität trennen
lassen. [...]

[...] Since it is not easy to understand from en-
ergy considerations how radium isotopes can
be produced when uranium is bombarded with
slow neutrons, a very careful determination of
the chemical properties of the new artificially
made radioelements was necessary. Various an-
alytic groups of elements were separated from a
solution containing the irradiated uranium. Be-
sides the large group of transuranic elements,
some radioactivity was always found in the
alkaline-earth group (barium carrier), the rare-
earth group (lanthanum carrier), and also with
elements in group IV of the periodic table (zir-
conium carrier). The barium precipitate was the
first to be investigated more thoroughly, since
it apparently contains the parent isotopes of
the observed isomeric series. The goal was to
show that the transuranic elements, and also
uranium, protactinium, thorium, and actinium
could always be separated easily and completely
from the activity which precipitates with bar-
ium. [...]

[At the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry in Berlin-Dahlem, Hahn and Strassmann discovered
neutron-induced fission of uranium into lighter elements in 1938, and published their results in
January 1939.]
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Paul Harteck and Wilhelm Groth to German War Office. 24 April 1939. [English
translation in Samuel Goudsmit to Robert Furman, 25 May 1945, NARA RG GOUDS,
Entry UD-7420, Box 6, Folder ALSOS—Reports and Operations]

We take the liberty of calling to your attention the newest developments in nuclear physics which,
in our opinion, will perhaps make it possible to produce an explosive which is many orders of
magnitude more effective than the present one. [...]

It is obvious that, if the possibility of energy production outlined above can be realized, which
certainly is within the realm of possibilities, that country which first makes use of it has an unsur-
passable advantage over the others.

[Paul Harteck (1902–1985) and Wilhelm Groth (1904–1977) at the University of Hamburg were
among the first to point out that Hahn and Strassmann’s discovery of nuclear fission could be
applied to create a new explosive thousands of times more powerful than conventional explosives,
and they notified the German War Office. Harteck and Groth worked on many different important
aspects of the German nuclear program throughout the war.]
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Siegfried Flügge. Kann der Energieinhalt der Atomkerne technisch nutzbar gemacht
werden? [Can the Energy Content of Atomic Nuclei Be Made Technically Usable?] Die
Naturwissenschaften 27:23/24:402–410. 9 June 1939. [For consistency, all numbers on
this page use U.S. decimal points in place of German commas.]

[...] Als Beispiel betrachten wir zunächst die
Verhältnisse an reinem Uranmetall. Für schnelle
Neutronen besteht kein merkbarer Einfangquer-
schnitt; wir haben außer σSp = 0.1 · 10−24 cm2

nur noch Streuprozesse mit rund 6 · 10−24 cm2.
Metallisches Uran (Dichte 18.6) enthält rund
2.2 · 1022 Atome je Kubikzentimeter; es wird
dann bei einer Neutronengeschwindigkeit von
2 ·109 cm/sec, entsprechend einer mittleren En-
ergie der frei gesetzten Neutronen von 2 MeV:

[...] As an example, we consider the relations
for pure uranium metal. For fast neutrons there
is no significant capture cross-section; we have
outside of [the fission cross section] σSp =
0.1 · 10−24 cm2 only scattering processes with
around 6 ·10−24 cm2. Metallic uranium (density
18.6) contains around 2.2 · 1022 atoms per cubic
centimeter; there will be then, at a neutron ve-
locity of 2·109 cm/sec, corresponding to a mean
energy of released neutrons of 2 MeV [ν is the
number of neutrons released per fission]:

1

n

dn

dt
= 0.44 (ν − 1) · 107 sec−1 .

Die Integration dieser Differentialgleichung
ergibt

The integration of this differential equation
yields

n(t) = n0 e
0.44(ν−1)·107t .

Läßt man die Reaktionskette mit n0 = 1 Neu-
tron zur Zeit t = 0 anlaufen und nimmt man den
wahrscheinlichsten Wert ν = 2, so findet man,
da je Spaltung 3 · 10−12 mkg frei werden, fol-
gende Energiebeträge: Nach 10−7 sec: 4.7·10−12

mkg, nach 10−6 sec: 2.4 · 10−11 mkg, nach 10−5

sec: 3 · 10+7 mkg und nach 10−4 sec: 3 · 10+78

mkg. Die letzte Zahl hat natürlich keinen Sinn
mehr; sie bedeutet nur, daß in weniger als 10−4

sec das gesamte Uran umgesetzt wird. Die En-
ergiebefreiung geschieht also in einer so kurzen
Zeit, daß wir es mit einer außerordentlich hefti-
gen Explosion zu tun haben. [...]

If the reaction chain is started with n0 = 1 neu-
tron at time t = 0 and if the most probable
value is ν = 2, then one finds, if each fission
releases 3 · 10−12 mkg [9.8 Joules per meter-
kilogram], the following energy amounts: Af-
ter 10−7 sec: 4.7 · 10−12 mkg, after 10−6 sec:
2.4 ·10−11 mkg, after 10−5 sec: 3 ·10+7 mkg and
after 10−4 sec: 3 · 10+78 mkg. The last number
naturally has no more meaning; it only means
that in less than 10−4 sec, the entire uranium is
converted. The energy release happens in such a
short time that we are dealing with an extraor-
dinarily violent explosion. [...]

[Siegfried Flügge (1912–1997) was a nuclear physicist at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry.
In this article, he explicitly showed the feasibility of using pure uranium fuel and fast neutrons to
create an explosive chain reaction, estimating both the time scale and energy release for the explo-
sion. Elsewhere in the article, he explicitly proposed water-moderated fission power reactors using
thermal neutrons, derived and used the neutron diffusion and kinetics equations that are still taught
in modern nuclear engineering textbooks, and correctly stated that cadmium could be used as a
neutron absorber to maintain control of the neutron-induced fission reactions. A popularized version
of this Naturwissenschaften article was published: Siegfried Flügge. Die Ausnutzung der Atomen-
ergie. Vom Laboratoriumsversuch zur Uranmaschine—Forschungsergebnisse in Dahlem. Deutsche
Allgemeine Zeitung No. 387, Supplement. 15 August 1939. [English translation in Hentschel and
Hentschel 1996, pp. 197–206]. Flügge subsequently moved to the Reichspost (Post Office), where
he apparently played a key role in the wartime German nuclear program.]
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Georg Stetter. Austrian patent AT219170. Vorrichtung zur technischen Energiegewin-
nung mit Hilfe von Kernspaltungsreaktionen [Apparatus for Technical Energy Produc-
tion by Means of Nuclear Fission Reactions]. Filed 14 June 1939.

Die Erfindung bezieht sich auf eine Vorrichtung
zur technischen Energiegewinnung mit Hilfe
von Kernspaltungsreaktionen, wobei ausser
den eigentlichen Spaltsubstanzen (Brennstoff)
neutronenstreuende Substanzen (Moderator)
und gegebenenfalls neutronenabsorbierende
Substanzen (Absorber) verwendet sind.

In derartigen Vorrichtungen (Spaltungsreak-
toren) wird die Aufrechterhaltung der en-
ergieproduzierenden, mit Hilfe der bei der
Kernspaltung entstehenden Spaltneutronen
(Sekundärneutronen) als Kettenreaktion
ablaufenden Kernspaltungen dadurch bewirkt,
dass die schnellen Spaltneutronen in den
neutronenstreuenden Substanzen (Moderator)
auf langsame Geschwindigkeiten gebremst
(moderiert) werden. Dieser Vorgang erhöht die
Häufigkeit der Kernspaltungen und damit auch
der Neutronenproduktion, da Kernspaltungen
in überwiegendem Masse von langsamen Neu-
tronen bewirkt werden. Die Neutronenbilanz
wird gehoben, wodurch erhöhte Neutronenver-
luste, welche den Abbruch der Kettenreaktion
zur Folge haben, kompensiert werden können.

Eine derartige Vorrichtung wurde von S.
Flügge in der Zeitschrift Naturwissenschaften
27 [1939] im Heft 23/24 vom 9. 6. 1939,
S. 402/410 beschrieben, wobei nach dem
Vorschlag von S. Flügge die Spaltsubstanzen
(Brennstoff) mit den neutronenstreuenden
Substanzen (Moderator) homogen gemischt
sind (homogener Spaltungsreaktor).

Die Neutronenökonomie ist jedoch infolge
starken Neutroneneinfanges durch die Spalt-
substanzen bei einer homogenen Mischung von
Spaltsubstanzen und neutronenstreuenden Sub-
stanzen nicht gut, so dass eine Kettenreaktion
nur unter erschwerenden technischen Bedin-
gungen in Gang gesetzt und aufrechterhalten
werden kann.

The invention relates to a device for the pro-
duction of technical energy by means of nuclear
fission reactions. Apart from the actual fission
substances (fuel), neutron scattering substances
(moderator) and possibly neutron-absorbing
substances (absorbers) are used.

In such devices (fission reactors), the mainte-
nance of the energy-producing nuclear fissions
occurring as a chain reaction during secondary
fission (secondary fission) is effected by slowing
(moderating) the fast fission neutrons in the
neutron scattering substances (moderator)
to slow speeds. This process increases the
frequency of nuclear fission and thus also
neutron production, since nuclear fission is
predominantly caused by slow neutrons. The
neutron balance is lifted, as a result of which
increased neutron losses, which result in the
termination of the chain reaction, can be
compensated for.

Such a device has been described by S.
Flügge in the journal Naturwissenschaften 27
[1939] in issue 23/24 of 9 June 1939, p. 402/410.
According to the proposal by S. Flügge, the
fission substances (fuel) are homogeneously
mixed with the neutron scattering substances
(moderator) (homogeneous fission reactor).

The neutron economy, however, is not good
due to strong neutron capture by the fission
substances in a homogeneous mixture of fission
substances and neutron scattering substances
so that a chain reaction can only be initiated
and maintained under aggravating technical
conditions.
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Dieser Mangel wird durch die Erfindung
dadurch behoben, dass die Spaltsubstanzen
(Brennstoff) von den Neutronen streuenden
Substanzen (Moderator) räumlich getrennt
angeordnet sind (heterogener Spaltungsreak-
tor). Unter “räumlich getrennt” wird hier
das Gegenteil einer homogenen Mischung
verstanden, nämlich die “makroskopische”
Eigenständlichkeit der Bereiche der Spaltsub-
stanzen (Brennstoffbereiche) und der Bereiche
der neutronenstreuenden Substanzen (Modera-
torbereiche).

Dadurch, dass auf diese Weise die Spalt-
neutronen in von der Spaltsubstanz hinrei-
chend entfernten Bereichen auf thermische
Geschwindigkeit abgebremst werden, entgehen
sie leichter den Einfangprozessen, welche bei
bestimmten mittleren Geschwindigkeiten (Res-
onanzbereichen) der Neutronen in besonderem
Masse auftreten. Der Vermehrungsfaktor
für die Spaltneutronen erreicht auf diese
Weise—bedingt auch durch die geometrische
Anordnung der Spaltsubstanzen und neutro-
nenstreuenden Substanzen—den kritischen
Wert 1 für stationären Reaktorbetrieb.

Vor dem Prioritätszeitpunkt der Erfindung
hatte man lediglich in Experimentier-
anordnungen die von einem Ra-Be-Präparat
ausgesandten Primärneutronen in räumlich
von der Spaltsubstanz getrennt angeordneten
neutronenstreuenden Substanzen gebremst
(vgl. Comptes Rendus 208, [1939] S. 898/900).
Es ist jedoch vor dem Prioritätszeitpunkt
der Erfindung nicht bekanntgeworden,
eine derartige Anordnung auch zur Brem-
sung von in der Spaltsubstanz entstehenden
Sekundärneutronen (Spaltneutronen) vorzuse-
hen. Es lag eben nicht nahe, die in der Spalt-
substanz entstehenden Sekundärneutronen,
welche zur Aufrechterhaltung der Ketten-
reaktion in eben dieser Spaltsubstanz für
weitere Spaltungsreaktionen benötigt werden,
ausserhalb der Spaltsubstanz abzubremsen (zu
moderieren).

This deficiency is remedied by the invention
in that the fissionable substances (fuel) from
the neutron-scattering substances (moderator)
are spatially separated (heterogeneous splitting
reactor). The term “spatially separated” is
understood here to mean the opposite of a
homogeneous mixture, namely the “macro-
scopic” independence of the regions of the fissile
substances (fuel regions) and the regions of
the neutron scattering substances (moderator
regions).

By slowing the fission neutrons to thermal
speed in areas which are sufficiently remote
from the fissile substance, they are more
likely to escape the capture processes which
occur particularly at certain mean velocities
(resonance regions) of the neutrons. In this
way, the multiplication factor for the fission
neutrons achieves the critical value 1 for
stationary reactor operation, which is also due
to the geometric arrangement of the fissionable
substances and neutron-scattering substances.

Before the priority date of the invention,
the primary neutrons emitted from a Ra-Be
preparation had been slowed only in experi-
mental setups in neutron scattering substances
spatially separated from the fissile substance
(cf. Comptes Rendus 208, [1939] p. 898–900).
However, before the priority date of the in-
vention, it was not known to provide such
an arrangement also for slowing secondary
neutrons (fission neutrons) arising in the fissile
substance. It was not obvious to moderate
(moderate) the secondary neutrons formed in
the fissionable substance, which are needed to
maintain the chain reaction in the same fis-
sionable substance for further fission reactions,
outside the fissionable substance.
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Eine weitere Möglichkeit, die Neutro-
nenökonomie zu verbessern, besteht in der
erfindungsgemässen Anwendung eines reinen
Isotops der Spaltsubstanz mit grossem Spal-
tungswirkungsquerschnitt für Neutronen,
vorzugsweise langsame (thermische) Neu-
tronen bzw. einer mit einem solchen Isotop
angereicherten Substanz. Es wurde zwar zum
Prioritätszeitpunkt der Erfindung schon ver-
mutet, dass z. B. das Uranisotop 235 das im
wesentlichen spaltbare Isotop sei des Urans
(vgl. Naturwissenschaften 27 [1939], S. 405),
jedoch wurden daraus keinerlei technische
Massnahmen gefolgert, insbesondere nicht bei
räumlicher Trennung von Spaltsubstanz und
neutronenstreuenden Substanzen.

Die Kettenreaktion, welche in der erfin-
dungsgemässen Vorrichtung abläuft, kann man
auch steuern, sei es durch Nähern oder Entfer-
nen des streuenden Materials (Moderator), sei
es durch Beimengung neutronenabsorbierender
(aber keine Neutronen liefernden) Substanzen
(Absorber), schliesslich dadurch, dass man
durch die spezielle geometrische Anordnung
der reagierenden Substanzen den Vermehrungs-
faktor um ein Geringes kleiner als 1 macht.

Beispiel: Eine dünne Platte aus Uraniso-
top 235, beiderseits bedeckt von dickeren
Paraffinplatten oder etwa gleich von dem
Wasser eines zu heizenden Dampfkessels,
bestrahlt mit Ra-Be-Neutronen, bildet einen
Heizkörper von ungeheurem Wärmevorrat. Der
Gefahr der Explosion kann hier schon durch
die Verwendung der langsamen Neutronen
vorgebeugt werden, da bei entsprechender
geometrischer Anordnung der oben erwähnte
Vermehrungsfaktor bei einer bestimmten
Temperatur unter seinen kritischen Wert 1
sinkt, so dass man geradezu auf eine bestimmte
Temperatur einstellen kann.

A further possibility of improving the neutron
economy consists in the application according
to the invention of a pure isotope of the fis-
sionable substance with a large fission reaction
cross-section for neutrons, preferably slow
(thermal) neutrons or a substance enriched
with such an isotope. Although it was already
assumed at the priority date of the invention
that the uranium isotope 235 is the essentially
fissionable isotope of uranium (cf. Naturwis-
senschaften 27 [1939], p. 405), however, no
technical measures were taken from this, espe-
cially in the case of spatial separation of fissile
substances and neutron-scattering substances.

The chain reaction which proceeds in the
apparatus according to the invention can also
be controlled, whether by inserting or removing
the scattering material (moderator), or by
admixing neutron-absorbing (but not neutron-
supplying) substances (absorbers), finally,
the particular geometric arrangement of the
reacting substances makes the multiplication
factor a little less than 1.

Example: A thin plate of Uranisotope 235, on
either side covered by thicker paraffin plates
or already by the water of a boiler to be
heated, irradiated with Ra-Be neutrons, forms
a radiator of immense heat. The danger of
the explosion can already be presented here
by the use of the slow neutrons, since, given
the corresponding geometrical arrangement,
the multiplication factor mentioned above
drops below its critical value 1 at a certain
temperature, so that it is virtually possible to
adjust to a certain temperature.
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PATENTANSPRÜCHE:

1. Vorrichtung zur technischen Energiegewin-
nung mit Hilfe von Kernspaltungsreaktionen,
wobei ausser den eigentlichen Spaltsubstanzen
(Brennstoff) neutronenstreuende Substanzen
(Moderator) und gegebenenfalls neutro-
nenabsorbierende Substanzen (Absorber)
verwendet sind, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Spaltsubstanzen (Brennstoff) von den
neutronenstreuenden Substanzen (Moderator)
räumlich getrennt angeordnet sind.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch l, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass als Spaltsubstanz
(Brennstoff) ein reines Isotop mit grossem
Spaltungswirkungsquerschnitt vorzugsweise für
thermische Neutronen, z. B. Uran 235 bzw.
eine mit einem solchen Isotop angereicherte
Substanz verwendet ist.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch l, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass als Einheit eine Schicht
aus Uran 235 (Brennstoff) beidseitig bedeckt
mit dickeren Paraffinschichten (Moderator)
verwendet ist.

PATENT CLAIMS:

1. Apparatus for technical energy production
by means of nuclear fission reactions, wherein
neutron-scattering substances (moderator)
and optionally neutron-absorbing substances
(absorber) are used in addition to the actual
fission substances (fuel), characterized in that
the fission substances (fuel) are arranged
spatially separate from the neutron-scattering
substances (moderator).

2. A device according to claim 1, charac-
terized in that a pure isotope with a large
fission reaction cross section, preferably for
thermal neutrons, e.g. uranium 235 or a sub-
stance enriched with such an isotope, is used
as the fission substance (fuel).

3. Device according to claim 1, character-
ized in that a layer of uranium 235 (fuel) is
coated as a unit on both sides with thicker
paraffin layers (moderator).

[Georg Stetter (1895–1988) led a nuclear physics group at the University of Vienna. In this patent
application, Stetter gave a remarkably detailed description of a fission reactor.

For an early 1939 draft of this patent application that also includes fusion reactions, see German
nuclear report G-378 (p. 2653).

Austria was part of Germany from 1938 until the end of the war. Stetter and his group apparently
played important roles in the wartime German nuclear program.]
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David Irving. 1967. The Virus House. London: William Kimber.

[p. 33:] The conference took place in all secrecy on 29th April 1939 at the Ministry’s [Reich Ministry
of Education, in charge of universities] building at Unter den Linden in Berlin.1 [...]

1 Those at this first meeting were: Professor [Abraham] Esau (chairman); Professors [Georg] Joos,
[Wilhelm] Hanle, [Hans] Geiger, [Josef] Mattauch, [Walther] Bothe and [Gerhard] Hoffmann; and
the Ministry’s representative, Doctor [Wilhelm] Dames.

Professor Esau recommended that they secure at once all available uranium stocks in Germany. [...]

A general ban was placed on the export of uranium compounds from Germany, and negotiations
were opened with the Reich Ministry of Economics for the provision of radium from the recently
captured mines at Joachimsthal (Jachymov) in Czechoslovakia. [...]

[pp. 38–43:] The letter [from Harteck and Groth on 24 April 1939] had been passed to General
Becker’s Army Ordnance Department, and thence to the research branch under Professor Erich
Schumann. Schumann in turn forwarded it to Doctor Kurt Diebner, the Army’s expert on nuclear
physics and explosives, and another key figure in this history. [...]

Diebner was at the time 34 years old. He had read nuclear physics at the University of Halle under
Professor Pose, and graduated with a thesis on the ionisation [by] alpha rays late in 1931. For a
time he had worked at the Bureau of Standards laboratory on the construction of a new high-
voltage particle accelerator for atomic transformations; but in 1934 the Army had appointed him
to an Ordnance Department research branch where together with Doctor Friedrich Berkei he had
investigated hollow-charge explosives—a development similar to one being undertaken by the air
force’s Professor Schardin at Berlin-Gatow. [...] Doctor Kurt Diebner had at this time a growing
reputation in nuclear physics with some twenty publications to his name. [...]

During the summer [of 1939], with further encouragement from Flügge’s articles, and in particular
from a patent application by the Viennese Professor Stetter for a process for extracting atomic
energy, they obtained the first Army funds to start research on uranium and a laboratory was
erected at Gottow, a section of the Army’s vast Kummersdorf rocket-projectiles and explosives
research establishment outside Berlin. An independent nuclear research office was at last opened in
the Army Ordnance Department, and Diebner was put in charge. [...]

The energetic steps taken by Esau seem to have stimulated the War Office team to intensify their
own efforts. [...] Together with Professor Schumann, Diebner explained that [Erich] Bagge had been
sent for to help the War Office arrange an immediate secret conference to decide on the feasibility
of a uranium project. Between them, Diebner and Bagge drew up a short list of the physicists and
chemists most clearly concerned, including Professor Walther Bothe, Professor Geiger, Professor
Stetter, Professor Hoffmann, Professor Mattauch, and Doctors Bagge, Diebner and Flügge. Otto
Hahn was also summoned to attend. [...]

The ‘important matter’ was now a State secret. From this stage on, all reference to the possibilities
of uranium reactors and atomic bombs was suppressed. [...I]n general nothing else appeared in print
in Germany until 1942 when the impatient nuclear scientists were given permission to publish some
of their lesser research papers, provided that no mention of their context was made.

[pp. 70–71:] Early in 1940, Baron Manfred von Ardenne, an outstanding technician in his particular
field, tried to persuade Otto Hahn’s instrumentation and equipment specialist, Professor Philipp, to
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apply for a subsidy from General Göring for the construction of large ‘atom-smashing’ installations.
[...]

Von Ardenne cast around for a source of large-scale funds, and learned that the Post Office had
a large and rich research department. He called personally on the Minister of Posts, Ohnesorge,
and in general terms explained how Hahn’s discovery made uranium bombs now possible; he called
particular attention to hints about ‘powering ships with uranium reactors’ dropped in a commentary
to the US naval construction programme. In personal exchanges between the Dahlem laboratories
and his own laboratory in Lichterfelde, von Ardenne had asked both Hahn and Heisenberg outright
how much pure uranium-235 was necessary for an atomic explosion. He was told it would be only
a few kilograms. ‘During these discussions,’ von Ardenne describes, ‘I expressed an opinion that it
was technically quite feasible, by means of high-yield electromagnetic mass-separators (which we
already had on our drawing boards) to make quantities of a few kilograms of uranium-235 available,
if only the Reich government would resolve to direct the talents of the big electrical combines to
that end.’

Minister Ohnesorge was so impressed by von Ardenne’s argument, that he secured an audience
with Adolf Hitler soon after, and informed him of the uranium bomb. [...]

Von Ardenne saw Ohnesorge return angry and disappointed, but not defeated: he resolved to
support von Ardenne’s project within the framework of German Post Office research. There were
thus now three factions in the nuclear research effort: the scientists allied to Doctor Diebner—
including Berkei, Czulius, Herrmann, Hartwig and Kamin—at the Army Ordnance Department’s
Gottow laboratory; the scientists attracted to von Ardenne’s laboratory; and the institutes of
physics of the Kaiser-Wilhelm Foundation.

[Although David Irving was neither a trained historian nor a scientist, his book has numerous useful
insights since he personally interviewed many of the German nuclear scientists within two decades
after the end of the war.

Wilhelm Ohnesorge studied physics at the university before becoming head of the Reichspost. He
had a large amount of research funding at his disposal, since his organization collected payments
for all letters, packages, and telegrams sent throughout the Third Reich. He used that funding
to support very advanced research programs in electronics, and he could have easily used it to
support the early years of a nuclear weapons program as well. As reported by Irving, Ohnesorge
sought larger amounts of nuclear funding from Hitler and was rejected, at least initially. Yet as also
described by Irving, Ohnesorge did not give up easily.

Beginning no later than June 1942, Ohnesorge began a research collaboration with Heinrich Himm-
ler and the SS, which could supply large amounts of funding, personnel, facilities, and other re-
sources (see pp. 2353–2362 for a few surviving documents). In September 1942, Ohnesorge again
lobbied Hitler for political and financial support, revealing his knowledge of the U.S. Manhattan
Project in the process (p. 2354): “a) According to his observations, America is currently bringing
together all the professors of physics and chemistry to produce special achievements.” However
the further discussions with Hitler turned out, the collaboration between the Reichspost and the
SS appears to have continued until the end of the war, with large investments of resources in the
program.

Kurt Diebner’s research group also appears to have become aligned with the SS as the war pro-
gressed.]
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Figure D.1: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.2: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler col-
laborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [Bundesarchiv Lichterfelde, NS 19-2012.].
Point a) reveals very early and accurate German knowledge of the U.S. Manhattan Project: “Ac-
cording to his observations, America is currently bringing together all the professors of physics and
chemistry to produce special achievements.”
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Figure D.3: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.4: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.5: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.6: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.7: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.8: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.9: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Figure D.10: A few surviving documents reveal that Wilhelm Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler
collaborated on research projects from June 1942 onward [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82A, Box
5, Folder Documents from which ALSOS reports were made].
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Werner Grothmann on the secrecy and organization of the German nuclear program
[Krotzky 2002]

[Werner Grothmann (German, 1915–2002) was the chief adjutant or executive assistant of Heinrich
Himmler (see Fig. D.11). At the end of his life, during 2000–2002, Grothmann agreed to a series of
interviews with Wolf Krotzky, one of his neighbors. Krotzky recorded the interviews on a tape and
transcribed Grothmann’s words in an unpublished document that is available in the archives of the
Jonastalverein in Arnstadt. In the transcripts, Grothmann provided very important details about
secret wartime German programs to develop nuclear weapons and improved rockets. Unfortunately,
Krotzky did not save the tape (perhaps because it was reused to record each interview, and then
later unrelated interviews), and Grothmann is now dead and unable to confirm the information in
the transcripts.

Without the recorded tapes or Grothmann himself, one cannot rule out the possibilities that
Krotzky may have improperly prompted the elderly Grothmann to say certain things that he
did not really mean, that Krotzky may have altered the transcripts after the fact, or that Krotzky
may have even made up all the transcripts. Furthermore, even if Krotzky and the transcripts were
trustworthy, there is no guarantee that Grothmann was trustworthy—his memories may have been
incorrect after so long, or he may have had a personal motivation to make false claims about the
past.

However, since so few sources are currently available regarding the details of the secret wartime
German nuclear and advanced rocket programs, and the details provided by Grothmann would be
extremely useful if they are real, it is important not to reject this source without careful consid-
eration. In fact, there are many different lines of evidence that suggest that this source is indeed
real and accurate (or as accurate as one could expect for a person’s recollections so long after the
events):

• Historians have been able to independently confirm a large number of details about people,
places, dates, and events mentioned in the interviews that are so obscure they would probably
not have been independently known by Krotzky [Karlsch and Petermann 2007, p. 29; Karlsch
2006; Nagel 2011, p. 64].

• Grothmann provided details of the March 1945 test explosion in Thuringia that are in excellent
agreement with Ilyichev’s March 1945 report to Stalin (see p. 2722), which was discovered in
a Moscow archive only after Grothmann had already died.

• Grothmann’s statements agree with other sources about the secret wartime programs that
have only emerged in recent years.

• Although Grothmann was not a scientist or engineer and recounted events from long ago, the
scientific details that he mentioned are very consistent with known physics and engineering
principles.
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• In the transcript, Grothmann repeatedly said that he did not know many of the details of
the programs, either because he did not have a need to know such classified details in his
daily secretarial duties for Himmler, or else because he had forgotten some details over time.
If Grothmann or Krotzky had been making up a story, one would have expected the narrator
to claim a comprehensive and accurate knowledge of the secret programs, so it is reassuring
that Grothmann did not.

• Grothmann frequently described various weapon systems as being unready, imperfect, or
unproven by the end of the war. If he were making up a story, one would have expected him
to make grander and more dramatic claims for wartime German accomplishments, so again,
it is reassuring that he did not.

• In the transcript, Grothmann repeatedly mentioned bureaucratic obstacles, bad decisions, and
political disagreements, from Hitler on down through the government. This demonstrates that
Grothmann was not trying to make up a story to paint Hitler and the rest of the Third Reich
in a positive light.]
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Figure D.11: Werner Grothmann with Heinrich Himmler (1943).
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[p. 1] Bloß war es so, dass die einzelnen
Bearbeiter eines Projekts nicht über Dinge
informiert wurden, die sie nichts angingen. Ich
habe lange nach dem Krieg mal gelesen, wie die
Amerikaner ihre Forschung und Entwicklung
organisiert hatten. Ich glaube, das war besser
und wirkungsvoller als bei uns. Vielleicht hat-
ten die ja nicht solche Sorge vor Verrat, obwohl
es den bei ihnen auch gab. Aber wenn man
bedenkt, wie es bei uns geregelt war und dann
sieht, wie viel trotzdem verraten wurde, glaube
ich, dass durch die besondere Abschottung bei
speziellen Projekten doch manches verzögert
wurde. Bei der Atomforschung hatten wir ja
extra eine Koordinierungsstelle eingerichtet.
Das soll sich bewährt haben, wie ich hörte.

[p. 6] Wenn man sich überlegt, warum die
Wissenschaftler und Techniker geschwiegen
haben, muß man sehen, dass ja längst nicht
alle, die an der Atombombe gearbeitet haben,
auch erfahren mussten, wie weit die Entwick-
lung überhaupt kam. Ich kenne die Zahl nicht,
es sind aber bestimmt nicht sehr viele gewesen,
die das gesamte Geheimnis kannten.

[p. 1] It was just that the individual workers
on a project were not informed about things
that did not concern them. Long after the war,
I read about how the Americans had organized
their research and development. I think [their
organization] was better and more effective
than ours. Perhaps they did not have such
concern about treason, although there was also
some with them. But when you consider, how
it was protected by us and then see how much
was nevertheless betrayed, I believe that by the
special security in special projects some things
were delayed. In nuclear research, we had set
up a special coordination center. That would
have proved itself, as I have heard.

[p. 6] If you consider why the scientists
and technicians were silent, you have to see
that not all those who worked on the atomic
bomb needed at all to know how far the
development came. I do not know the number,
but there were certainly not very many who
knew the whole secret.

[Grothmann stated that the nuclear program was highly compartmentalized, with every person
who was involved only knowing as much information as they absolutely needed in order to do their
job. The wartime German chemical weapons program operated in this same fashion [Tucker 2006].
Grothmann repeatedly mentioned how little even he knew about the program. This extreme secrecy
would help explain why so little information about the nuclear program leaked out during the war
or in the years since.]
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[p. 29] Außerdem hatten wir ja bereits Ende
1943 wenn zunächst auch ganz bescheiden,
mit unserem eigenen Atomprojekt begonnen,
während doch Diebner, Ohnesorge und die
Österreicher viel früher gestartet waren.

[p. 31] Auch nach dem Befehl ist bei uns
der Einsatz nicht gleich gewaltig erhöht wor-
den. Das ging schon deshalb nicht, weil wir
ja, ich meine Ohnesorge, Diebner und unsere
Gruppen, besser Grüppchen, alles abgegrast
hatten, was auf dem Markt war und was mit
uns zusammenarbeiten wollte. Was jetzt ein-
fach wurde, war die Abstimmung bezüglich der
verschiedenen Systeme. Wie die im einzelnen
funktionieren sollten, kann ich nicht sagen, es
gab aber drei unterschiedliche Stoßrichtungen:

Erstens die Uranbombe, das war Ohne-
sorges Leib- und Magen-Thema und an dem
hat auch Diebner gearbeitet.

Zweitens die Plutonium-Waffe, zu der hat
Ohnesorge Grundlagen erarbeiten lassen und
dazu ist auch in Österreich geforscht worden,
neben anderen Richtungen. Man hat übrigens
auch die Verwendung weiterer Materialien
neben dem Plutonium erforscht.

Drittens die Wasserstoffbombe. Zu der hat man
auch gearbeitet, das war nach meiner Kenntnis
eher ein akademisches Projekt und Himmler
hat mal in kleinstem Kreis erwähnt, dass der
erste Prototyp davon frühestens zwischen Juni
und Oktober 1946 kommen könnte.

[p. 29] Besides, at the end of 1943, we were very
modest at first; we [SS scientists] had begun
with our own atom project, while Diebner,
Ohnesorge, and the Austrians had started
much earlier.

[p. 31] Even after the [Hitler] order, the
program was not increased accordingly. This
was not possible, because we, I mean Ohne-
sorge, Diebner and our [SS] groups, or rather
little groups, had already worked out what
resources were available and who would work
with us. What now became easy was the
coordination of the different systems. How the
details were supposed to work, I cannot say,
but there were three different directions:

First the uranium bomb, which was Ohne-
sorge’s main passion and on which Diebner also
worked.

Second the plutonium weapon, on which
Ohnesorge had worked on the fundamentals,
and which was also researched in Austria, along
with other directions. Incidentally, the use of
other materials besides plutonium was also
investigated.

Third the hydrogen bomb. That was also
worked on; to my knowledge, it was rather an
academic project, and Himmler once mentioned
in a small circle that the first prototype of this
could come at the earliest between June and
October 1946.

[Grothmann’s comment that “the use of other materials besides plutonium was also investigated”
for fission bombs likely refers to converting thorium-232, which was readily available from monazite
ore, into uranium-233, another excellent fission fuel.]
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[p. 7] Zu unserem Verbindungsbüro muß ich
noch was sagen. Das sollte auch sicherstellen,
daß bloß keine Doppelarbeit mehr gemacht
würde. Das ist aber trotzdem so geblieben, weil
ja die Reichspost ihre eigene Forschung weit-
erbetrieben hat, eigentlich bis zum Schluß. In
den letzten Kriegsjahren, kann im Herbst 43
gewesen sein, ist aber zwischen Ohnesorge und
Himmler eine enge Abstimmung beschlossen
worden. Die Einzelheiten kenne ich bis heute
nicht, Kammler war aber eingeweiht. Wenn
also die Reichspost und natürlich die Diebner-
Gruppen einbezogen sind, heißt das nicht, daß
es viele Leute sein mußten. Für die spätere Se-
rienproduktion sah es anders aus, aber dann
hätten wir ja gegenüber den anderen Gruppen
einen Vorsprung besessen und wir hätten auch
Mittel gefunden, um den Geheimnisverrat zu
begrenzen.

[p. 7] I have something to say about our liaison
office. That should also make it clear that there
would be no more duplication of effort. That
remained the case, however, because the Reich-
spost continued its own research, right to the
end. During the last years of the war, that may
have been in autumn 1943, a close agreement
was reached between Ohnesorge and Himmler.
I still do not know the details, but Kammler
was privy. So if the Reichspost and of course
the Diebner groups are included, that does not
mean that there had to be many people. It
looked different for the later serial production,
but then we would have had a lead over the
other groups and we would also have found
means to limit the betrayal of secrets.

[Grothmann described an extensive nuclear program that was spread over several autonomous
organizations, which coordinated with each other and also with a central office run by the SS:

• Beginning no later than 1942–1943, the SS provided coordination of all nuclear (and other
research) activities through Heinrich Himmler and Hans Kammler, secretive funding for other
organizations involved in the work, in-house R&D and production facilities, underground
facilities, and massive amounts of slave labor.

• The Heereswaffenamt or Army Ordnance Office, with its own Army funding, had a scientific
team led by Kurt Diebner and (except possibly during the final stages of the war) by Erich
Schumann. It worked on implosion bomb designs and testing, fission chain reactions, gas
centrifuges for uranium enrichment, and other aspects of the program. During 1939–1942, the
Heereswaffenamt appears to have helped to coordinate the program with other organizations.
After the overall coordination was assumed by the SS, Kurt Diebner seems to have continued
to help manage the scientific details of the overall program.

• The Reichspost or Post Office, led by the physicist Wilhelm Ohnesorge, used its considerable
direct income from postal payments to secretly fund its own nuclear laboratories and scientists,
including Manfred von Ardenne, Fritz Houtermans, and Siegfried Flügge. The
Reichspost began work very early, likely in 1939, and focused largely on enriching uranium for
an implosion bomb, although it was also involved with other aspects of the overall program.
No later than 1942–1943, the Reichspost program became closely coupled to and partially
funded by the SS, due to a close working relationship between Ohnesorge and Himmler.

• The Austrians played a major role in the overall nuclear program, although they were not
named or described in detail by Grothmann. The most prominent Austrian nuclear physicists
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were the group led by Georg Stetter in Vienna. These scientists had been working on nuclear
physics for many years prior to the war, and they began seriously pursuing both fission
and fusion reactions no later than 1939 (pp. 2347 and 2653). According to Grothmann, the
Austrian scientists played critical roles in the development of both plutonium weapons and
the hydrogen bomb.

• Grothmann mentioned that only a few companies could provide what the nuclear program
needed. Although he did not name the companies, they would likely include the three major
companies for uranium (Auer/Degussa, Union Minière, and Treibacher Chemische Werke),
the major chemical company (I. G. Farben, for chemical compounds involved in uranium
enrichment or plutonium extraction), and the two major companies for large electrical ma-
chinery (Siemens and AEG).

• Grothmann stated that Werner Heisenberg and Otto Hahn were not supportive of the nuclear
weapons program and therefore were not involved in it. Their experiments were funded sep-
arately and at a relatively low level. The U.S. Alsos Mission and most books on the history
of the German nuclear program have focused on that sideline and ignored the main program
described by Grothmann and numerous documents in this appendix.

• It is possible that other important organizations were involved in aspects of the overall nuclear
program yet not named by Grothmann; perhaps he either did not know much about their roles
or else focused on other areas in his interviews. Among the most prominent organizations not
named by Grothmann are the Kriegsmarine or Navy, the Luftwaffe or Air Force, and a group
of scientists led by Paul Harteck in the Hamburg/Kiel area. More information is needed to
clarify whether or how these organizations played roles in the overall nuclear program.

Grothmann’s statements about the secrecy, organization, and achievements of the wartime German
nuclear program are supported by many other documents presented in this appendix. As just
one example, the next pages show several surviving documents that demonstrate that Wilhelm
Ohnesorge and Heinrich Himmler began collaborating on various research projects no later than
June 1942 and continued to do so thereafter, involving both Werner Grothmann and Hans Kammler
in their communications about the projects, exactly as claimed in the transcripts of Grothmann’s
2000–2002 interviews with Wolf Krotzky.

Of course, communications specifically regarding any nuclear weapons project would have been
destroyed or never committed to writing in the first place, but these handful of surviving documents
do demonstrate the general research collaboration between the Reichspost and the SS, as well as
several of the key people who were involved.

I am not aware of any documents that contradict or disprove Grothmann’s statements.

Thus while Krotzky’s method of preserving Grothmann’s testimony was unorthodox, relevant state-
ments from Grothmann will be presented periodically throughout this appendix so that their details
may be compared with those from other sources.]
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B. Sources of Uranium and Thorium

[During the war, Germany had access to large amounts of natural uranium and thorium ore by:

• Acquiring at least 1200 tons of uranium ore (originally mined in the Belgian Congo) from
Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Expanding uranium mining at St. Joachimsthal (Jachymov), Bohemia [Hayes 2004, pp. 132–
133, 235, 243].

• Mining uranium at Schmiedeberg, Silesia; see p. 2845.

• Possibly using any of several uranium deposits in Thuringia [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Mining uranium at Schneeberg, Saxony [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Mining uranium at Johanngeorgenstadt, Saxony [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Acquiring a uranium mine at Buchovo, Bulgaria [Hayes 2004, p. 235].

• Acquiring uranium mines at Viseu/Guarda, Portugal [Hayes 2004, p. 235].

• Procuring all available monazite thorium ore in occupied Europe [Irving 1967].

• Other sources???

Germany processed uranium and thorium ore to uranium oxide and thorium oxide at:

• Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Auer in Oranienburg [p. 2931; Nagel 2016].

• Buchler in Braunschweig [p. 2931].

• Treibacher Chemische Werke [pp. 2371–2373, 2931; Gollmann 1994]

• Other facilities???

Germany processed uranium or thorium oxide to uranium or thorium metal or to a variety of useful
chemical compounds (uranium hexafluoride, uranium tetrachloride, uranium nitrate, etc.) at:

• Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Auer in Oranienburg [Nagel 2016].

• Treibacher Chemische Werke [Gollmann 1994]

• Degussa Frankfurt [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Degussa Berlin [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Degussa Stadtilm [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• I.G. Farben (which locations?) [Mader 1965, pp. 193–202]

• Mauer AG Radium Chemische Industrie und Laboratorium [Oleynikov 2000].

• Other facilities???

See also p. 2511: A February 1946 U.S. intelligence report noted, “The Germans put [uranium]
mining on a high priority... throughout the 6 years occupation. The ore was delivered by special
planes to Germany and Austria.”]
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Sabine Elisabeth Gollmann. 1994. Die Radium- und Uranabteilung der Treibacher
Chemischen Werke: Unter Berücksichtigung des deutschen Atombombenprojektes wäh-
rend des Zweiten Weltkrieges. Ph.D. thesis. Graz: University of Graz. p. 128.

Der Anschluß an das Dritte Reich wurde sei-
tens der Treibacher Geschäftsleitung sehr
positiv aufgenommen, da man sich eine
Verbesserung der wirtschaftlichen Lage er-
hoffte. 1939 wurden die TCW Mitglied der
St. Joachimsthaler Bergbaugesellschaft m. b.
H. und bezogen dadurch den größten Teil der
Rohstoffe aus St. Joachimsthal (Böhmen).
Das Kärntner Unternehmen erhielt von dieser
wichtigen Erzlagerstätte auch Uranpech-
blende und es wurde 1940 innerhalb der
Radiumabteilung ein eigener Bereich für Uran
eingerichtet. Ein Gesellschaftspartner der
JOBERG war die Auergesellschaft in Berlin,
welche eng mit dem deutschen Atombomben-
projekt im Zweiten Weltkrieg verknüpft
war. Die Berliner Firma ließ während des
Krieges ihre Erzkonzentrate aus St. Joachim-
sthal in Treibach umarbeiten. Daher sind
Beziehungen der TCW, wenn auch über Dritte,
zum Kernenergieprojekt sehr wahrscheinlich.
Mehrere Indizien sprechen dafür, absolute
Beweise sind allerdings nicht mehr auffindbar.
Wichtig ist sicherlich, daß ab Anfang der
vierziger Jahre radioaktive Substanzen nur
mehr für Rüstungszwecke verwendet werden
durften. So wurde Radium ab 1942 nur mehr
für die Leuchtfarbenherstellung innerhalb der
Rüstungsindustrie genutzt.

Im Mai 1945 wurde Kärnten von englis-
chen Truppen besetzt. Die Treibacher Werke
wurden als Deutsches Eigentum eingestuft,
da ein beträchtlicher Aktienanteil im Besitz
eines deutschen Unternehmens gewesen ist.
Das gesamte Mesothor und Radiothor wurde
von den Engländer beschlagnahmt und später
entschädigt. Auf Grund des dadurch entstande-
nen Rohstoffmangels wurde die Radium- und
Uranabteilung 1946 stillgelegt.

The [Austrian] Anschluss by the Third Reich
was very positively received by the Treibacher
management, because they hoped for an
improvement of the economic situation. In
1939 the TCW became a member of the St.
Joachimsthaler Bergbaugesellschaft m. b. H.
and thus obtained most of the raw materi-
als from St. Joachimsthal (Bohemia). The
Carinthian company also received uranium
pitch blends from this important ore deposit
and in 1940 a separate uranium division was
set up within the radium department. One of
JOBERG’s partners was the Auergesellschaft in
Berlin, which was closely linked to the German
atomic bomb project in the Second World War.
During the war, the Berlin company had its ore
concentrates from St. Joachimsthal reworked
in Treibach. Therefore, TCW’s relations to the
nuclear energy project, albeit via third parties,
are very probable. There are several indications,
but absolute evidence is no longer to be found.
It is certainly important to note that from the
beginning of the forties radioactive substances
were only allowed to be used for armament
purposes. From 1942 onwards, radium was only
used for the production of fluorescent paints
within the armaments industry.

In May 1945 Carinthia was occupied by
British troops. The Treibacher Werke were
classified as German property, as a considerable
share was owned by a German company. All of
the mesothorium and radiothorium was con-
fiscated by the British and later compensated.
Due to the resulting shortage of raw materials,
the radium and uranium division was shut
down in 1946.
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Report on Treibacher Chemical Works AG [CIOS ER 343, AFHRA A1008 frames
0794–0797]

[...]

Firm representatives seen:

Dr. Harmann Auer von Welsbach
Dr. Techn. Fritz Gemillscheg
Dr. Karl Buche
Dr. Haas (?) (in charge of radium plant)

1. This firm was founded in its present form by the great chemist Auer von Welsbach who invented
the Thorium oxide gas mantle, “Mischmetall” lighter flint metal and did a great deal of research
work on “Rare Earth” group of elements.

This is a firm of first class importance as it is one of the very few firms in the world which produces
radium.

2. Principal Products.

(a) Radium Salts

Before the war this firm produced on an average of 8 or 9 grammes of Radium (as Radium Bromide)
per year. This is a very large output. The radium was produced mostly on British orders from
Pitchblende ore imported from the Congo. During the war they used Pitchblende from Joachimstahl
in Czechoslovakia (where it was first discovered) and from Erzgebirge. These sources of supply are
now closed, and the firm has not pitchblende in stock. [...]

(b) Mesothorium Salts

This element is even more powerfully radioactive and more dangerous to handle than Radium. It
is produced in small quantities.

(c) Uranium Salts

These are used chiefly in the ceramic industry. They are produced as a by-product of the production
of Radium from Pitchblende (Pitchblende is really principally an Uranium ore.) [...]

Finally

It is considered that this firm is of first-class importance, with a very highly trained expert staff of
chemists and chemical engineers and workpeople. Their most important product being radium and
Mesothorium salts, with Uranium salts, lighter flint metal, salts of the “Rare Earth” metals, and
Ferro alloys, as their less vitally important products.

Lt. Col. R. Bailey
Major M. W. H. Head

20 June 1945
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[Treibacher Chemical Works in Austria had very similar uranium- and thorium-processing capabil-
ities to Auergesellschaft in Germany, yet historically it has been much less well known and much
less studied. How much work could Treibacher Chemical Works have done for a nuclear weapons
program during the war?

How much uranium and thorium did Treibacher process during the war?

Where did Treibacher send the uranium and thorium that it processed?]

Jonathan E. Helmreich. 1986. Gathering Rare Ores: The Diplomacy of Uranium Ac-
quisition, 1943–1954. Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press. p. 70.

The CDT [Combined Development Trust, run by Leslie Groves] was aware of the uranium at
Joachimstal and apparently did not think the Russians would be able to mine there extensively
enough to gain the needed amounts of oxide. Despite the survey efforts of the UMDC and the
Murray Hill area, however, the CDT did not know of the valuable deposits in Saxony, just north
of the East German border with Czechoslovakia and the Joachimstal mines. Discovered by the
Germans in 1943, the deposits were explored by the Soviets in the months after June 1945; mining
operations began a year later and were feverishly expanded after April 1948.

[The Saxony uranium deposits were enormous, and the Soviet Union mined them for decades after
the war to supply uranium for its nuclear weapons program. If Germany indeed discovered and
began exploiting those deposits during the war, it would have had access to even more uranium ore
than it is already known to have possessed.]
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C. Uranium-235 Enrichment via Centrifugation

[Generally uranium is converted into the gaseous compound uranium hexafluoride (UF6) for en-
richment; UF6 is highly corrosive to most materials except nickel. German reports captured by the
U.S. Alsos Mission demonstrate that at least as early as 1940, the German program was fully aware
of this information and capable of producing UF6, and that much of that production capability was
at I.G. Farben. Unless otherwise noted, text for G-series captured German nuclear reports cited
here consists of the English-language abstracts prepared by American scientists who studied the
German reports.]

G-32. Wilhelm Groth and Paul Harteck. Corrosion Experiments on Two Alloys (Steel
and Light Metal Alloys) with UF6. 12 May 1940

Investigations were undertaken in a quartz vessel with very pure UF6. 10 grams of UF6 was sublimed
into the vessel and the samples were exposed for 14 hours at 100oC. [...] Same test setup but
at 350oC. [...] Corrosion of steel is excessive. Light metal, however, can be used in installations
operating below 250oC. For high temperature use nickel is the only suitable material.

G-33. Wilhelm Groth and Paul Harteck. Status of Work on Separating 235U und 238U.
Stand der Arbeiten zur Trennung der Isotope 235U und 238U. 1940

Corrosion tests were made with UF6 at 100 and 150oC on monel, nickel, brass, copper, aluminum,
silver, iron, and various commercial alloys. Results tabulated. Nickel only material suitable for high
temperature use. On the basis of tests made with xenon the U isotopes can quite probably be
separated by thermal diffusion using a double jacketed tube with a separating length of 10 m.

Developed method for checking concentration of 235U. When 235U is enriched, 234U is also enriched.
The alpha emission of 234U is therefore a measure of 235U concentration.

FIAT 1171. An Instrument for the Measurement of the Radio-Active Content of Mov-
ing Gases.
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G-28. Rudolf Fleischmann. Some Constants and Properties of UF6. Ueber einige Kon-
stanten und Eigenschaften von UF6. 1940.

UF6, the only U compound which is gaseous at room temperature, is of essential importance for
isotope separation. Unfortunately there is no complete theory of the separation process, from which
the separation can be calculated from measurable constants of the substance to be separated. The
theories of Waldmann and of Furry, Jones, and Onsager deal with the plane case but are qualitatively
applicable to the cylindrical case. They permit the calculation of the proper size of the apparatus,
when a few constants of the gas employed in the separation are known, particularly the coefficient
of viscosity η, the density ρ, and the vapor pressure p as a function of the temperature. [These
quantities were measured and reported.] Investigations with UF6 are complicated by its affinity
for water and its corrosive properties, but operation of a small experimental system shows that
separation can probably be carried out nevertheless.

G-157. Paul Harteck and Wilhelm Groth (Institut für Phys. Chemie, Hamburg); Erich
Noack and Walter Kwasnik (I.G. Farben Leverkusen). Herstellung von Uranhexafluo-
rid im Halbtechnischen Masstab. Untersuchung der Legierungsfähigkeit von metallis-
chem Uran. 11 June 1942.

Description of usual laboratory method of making UF6 from metallic U using Cl as catalyst. Kwas-
nik developed process whereby uranium oxide is carried through a rotating inclined nickel tube
heated to 650oC through which a stream of fluorine gas is passed. The UF6 thus formed is frozen
by CO2 in containers. About 500 grams UF6 thus produced per hour. The UF6 to be frozen in large
crystalline block to reduce amount of adsorption of other gases. Method of transport and handling
of UF6. Projected improvements of Kwasnik process. Possibility of using U ores directly instead of
first purifying U. Costs 22–51 RM/kg. Experiments planned with U alloys of nickel, silicon, and
chromium.
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[Documents captured by the U.S. Alsos Mission show that during 1940–1945, there was a large pro-
gram in the Hamburg/Kiel area to design, build, and operate a series of increasingly sophisticated
gas centrifuges for uranium enrichment. That work was conducted by physicists and engineers such
as Konrad Beyerle (at Anschütz, a gyroscope company in Kiel that already had experience making
high-precision rapidly rotating machinery), K. H. Eldau, Wilhelm Groth, Paul Harteck, Johannes
Hans Jensen (who later won a Nobel Prize for the nuclear shell model), Werner Kuhn, Detlof Lyons
(who also worked for the Reichspost), Hans Martin, Hans Suess, and Albert Suhr:]

G-82. Wilhelm Groth. Status of Work on Building an Ultracentrifuge. 1941.

G-83. Wilhelm Groth and Hans Suess. Status of Work on Isotope Separation of Prepar-
tion 38 (U3O8) at the Institute of Physical Chemistry, University of Hamburg. Separa-
tion Column Experiment and Construction of Ultracentrifuge. Analysis of Tests. 1941.

G-95. Johannes Hans Jensen. The Ultracentrifuge Method for Separating Uranium Iso-
topes. 1941.

G-107. Hans Martin and K. H. Eldau. Appendix to Report of 15 July 1941 on the
Construction of an Ultracentrifuge to Separate Isotopes. The Stability of Some Metals
to UF6 Vapor at Room Temperature and at 50oC. 1941.

G-146. Wilhelm Groth. Separation of Uranium Isotopes by the Ultracentrifuge. I. En-
richment of the Xenon Isotope in a Single Stage Ultracentrifuge. 1942.

G-147. Wilhelm Groth. Separation of the Uranium Isotopes by the Separation Tube
and the Ultracentrifuge. 1942.

G-148. Wilhelm Groth and Hans Suess. Status of Work on Separation of Isotopes of
Preparation 38. 1942.

G-149. Wilhelm Groth and Albert Suhr. Separation of Uranium Isotopes by the Ul-
tracentrifuge. II. Enrichment of Uranium Isotopes U234 and U235 in a Single Stage
Ultracentrifuge. 1942.

G-158. Paul Harteck and Johannes Hans Jensen. Calculation of the Separation Effect
and the Yield of Various Arrangements of Centrifuges in Order to Improve the Efficiency
of a Single Centrifuge. 1942.

G-175. Hans Martin. Spontaneous Gas Convection on Conducting Walls in a High Cen-
trifugal Field. 1942.

G-215. Wilhelm Groth, Paul Harteck, and Albert Suhr. Separation of Uranium Isotopes
by the Ultracentrifuge. III. Enrichment of Xenon and Uranium Isotopes by the Cascade
Method. 1943.

G-234. Hans Martin. Chamber Centrifuge with Axial Temperature Gradient. 1943.

G-276. Detlof Lyons. Theory of Isotope Separation by Ultracentrifuges with Thermal
Convection. 1944.
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G-330. Konrad Beyerle, Wilhelm Groth, Paul Harteck, et al. Correspondence, Cost
Estimates, and Technical Data Concerning the Construction of the Ultracentrifuge by
the Anschütz Company. 1944–1945.

G-331. Konrad Beyerle, Wilhelm Groth, Paul Harteck, et al. Technical Letters Concern-
ing the Ultracentrifuge, Taken from Dr. Groth’s File. 1941–1944.

G-332. Folder Containing Blueprints for Construction of an Ultracentrifuge.

G-333/G-248. Konrad Beyerle. The Gas Centrifuge Setup GZA 451 for the German
Federal Research Board. 12 December 1944.

G-334. Folder Containing Blueprints for Construction of an Ultracentrifuge.

G-335. Folder Containing Drawings, Blueprints and Photographs of the Ultracentrifuge.

G-336. Folder Containing Blueprints for Construction of an Ultracentrifuge.

[The work described in those captured German reports was summarized in a U.S. report by the
American physicist Jesse Beams, who had also done some work on centrifuge isotope separation
[Beams and Haynes 1936]:]

G-344. Jesse W. Beams. Report on the Use of the Centrifuge Method for the Concen-
tration of U235 by the Germans. 9 April 1946.

This brief report is based upon a number of captured German reports and letters sent to me by
Colonel Peterson. While this list is apparently not complete, it allows one to get an idea of the
progress the Germans were able to make.

Immediately after Bohr and other showed that the isotope 235 of Uranium was responsible for
the observed Nuclear Fission, the Germans began an intensive search for a suitable method of
concentrating it. Their first step was to produce the UF6 gas in sufficient quantities for use in
the Thermal Diffusion Method of Clusius and Dickel. This production was carried out by the I.G.
Garben Company under the direction of Dr. Noack. Experiments performed from 1939 to 1941
with the Thermal Diffusion Method using the gas, UF6, were uniformly unsuccessful although
in the meantime the necessary properties of UF6 such as viscosity and vapor pressure were well
established.

In the Summer of 1941 Groth, Harteck, and Jensen in Hamburg and Martin and Kuhn in the
University of Kiel focused their attention on the Centrifuge Method for concentrating Uranium 235.
They first made a study of the theory and concluded that the method had promise. Accordingly
in Sept. 1941 the Firm of Anschutz and Co. in Kiel started construction of a gas centrifuge under
the direction of Dr. Beyerle, head of their Research Department. The rotor was 40 cm long with
an O.D. of 14.5 cm and was driven electrically up to 60,000 r.p.m. Apparently this first centrifuge
was patterned somewhat after some of our early (1936–38) published work on isotope separation
by centrifuging. With this apparatus Groth obtained separation of the Xenon isotopes in May 1942
and a concentration increase of 3.9% of Uranium 235 in a small sample in August 1942. During
1943 a large number of technical improvements were made in the centrifuge apparatus, and the
workers felt that it was trustworthy for long period operation.
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At the suggestion of Harteck a continuous method of operation was adopted, called the “Rocking
Method” and designated as UZ III. It was assembled and tested in Freiburg by the Firm of Hellige
and Co. Two identical centrifuges were used, one for stripping and the other for concentrating the
U 235. Each centrifuge rotor was divided into 10 chambers in such a way that the periphery of one
chamber connected through a baffle system to the axis of the next chamber. The bottom ends of
the two rotors were connected together and the gas was made to oscillate or flow back and forth
in such a manner as to produce enriched U 235 at the top of one rotor and the stripped material
at the top of the other rotor. The first experiments with this method gave 40% of the theoretical
value and in May 1944 Groth in writing to Gerlach said: “The experiments of the last week have
produced a separation of 70% of the theoretical vlue which is more than had been hoped for.” In
the meantime Anschutz and Co. had developed a rotor 70 cm long and 15 cm O.D. which weighed
15 kg. Their rotors were made either of an aluminum alloy, “Bondur,” or of steel and had an inside
peripheral speed of about 3.9× 104 cm/sec.

As an alternate to Harteck’s “Rocking Method” Martin and Kuhn at Kiel worked out the theory for
a so-called “Thermal Siphon Method” which consisted of cooling the outer walls of the centrifuge
and heating along the axis. This was supposed to produce circulation in the manner of the Clusius-
Dickel experiment, and the enriched fraction would be drawn off at the top of the rotor. The method
apparently was never tried although experiments were planned.

From the reports one gathers that as early as 1942 the Germans arrived at the conclusion that the
centrifuge method, even though expensive, probably stood the best chance of success of all of the
methods for separating U 235. They placed an ever growing emphasis on the problem but it never
reached beyond the experimental stage.

It was abundantly clear that the air war was primarily responsible for a production plant not
getting much further than the planning stage. The Anschutz Co. was badly bombed in Kiel and
development was slowed down by the difficulty of getting materials from Essen, Vienna, etc. At the
end of the war they were planning to put a factory underground near Kandern.

In comparing the progress with the Centrifuge Method of separation made by the Germans and by
ourselves it is clear that at the end of the war they were far behind where we were in this country
at the end of 1943 when support of the centrifuge project was effectively cut off. However, they
made some headway both with the theory and experiment.

[Beams’s final editorial comments appear to be countered by the facts that (1) German work on
ultracentrifuges for a variety of applications can be traced back to the 1920s, well before Beams’s
work, (2) Beams’s centrifuge experiments were considered but abandoned by the U.S. Manhattan
Project because of their poor performance, and (3) the German-developed gas centrifuges became
the basis of uranium enrichment worldwide after the war, since they were more efficient than any
of the uranium enrichment methods (Beams-type centrifuges, gaseous diffusion, calutrons, and
thermal diffusion) developed by the Manhattan Project.]
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[Whereas conventional histories only acknowledge the existence of one wartime uranium gas cen-
trifuge program conducted by Beyerle, Groth, Harteck, and collaborators in the Hamburg/Kiel
area, there is evidence demonstrating that additional centrifuge programs existed.

For example, Günter Nagel found German documentation of a previously unknown but apparently
quite significant uranium gas centrifuge program that was conducted for at least three or four years
under the Army Ordnance Office [Karlsch and Petermann 2007, pp. 249–251]:]

Schumann und Diebner waren sich offenkundig
schon früh darüber im Klaren, dass die Iso-
topentrennung eines der zentralen Probleme
des Uranprogramms ist. Deshalb wurden auch
Kräfte des II. PI dafür herangezogen. So legten
Werner Holtz und Werner Schwietzke Anfang
1942 ein zwei Seiten umfassendes Dokument
“Ultrazentrifuge zur Trennung von Gasgemis-
chen (Vorbericht)” vor. [...]

Auf die Beteiligung von Holtz und
Schwietzke an der Entwicklung einer Ultrazen-
trifuge wies auch Dr. Herbert Kunz hin. [...]

Einen weiteren Beleg für die Beteiligung
von Holtz und Schwietzke an der Zentrifu-
genentwicklung lieferte Frau Ursula Schulze,
die zu ihrer Flucht 1945 in die “neue Ver-
lagerungsstelle des II. Physikalischen Instituts”
im Schloss Zandt bei Cham im Bayerischen
Wald berichtete: “Auch Holtz und Schwietzke
waren dort angelangt. Dann mussten wir alle
schriftlichen Unterlagen der Kernzentrifugen-
forschung, an der auch Ortwin [Schulze] bei
Schwietzke mitgearbeitet hatte, verbrennen.
Dabei wussten wir noch nicht, dass Schwietzke
Duplikate besaß, was ihn durch unsere Hilfe
nach Australien weiterhalf.”

Schumann and Diebner were obviously already
aware that isotope separation is one of the
central problems of the uranium program. For
this reason, resources of the Second Physics
Institute were used for this. Thus in early 1942,
Werner Holtz and Werner Schwietzke presented
a two-page document entitled “Ultracentrifuge
for the Separation of Gas Mixtures (Prelimi-
nary Report).” [...]

The involvement of Holtz and Schwietzke
in the development of an ultracentrifuge was
also emphasized by Dr. Ing. Herbert Kunz. [...]

Further evidence of the involvement of Holtz
and Schwietzke in centrifuge development was
provided by Ms. Ursula Schulze, who reported
on her escape in 1945 to the “new relocation
office of the Second Physics Institute” in Zandt
Castle near Cham in the Bavarian Forest:
“Holtz and Schwietzke had arrived there, too,
and then we had to burn all the written records
of the nuclear centrifuge research, on which also
Ortwin [Schulze] had worked with Schwietzke.
We did not yet know that Schwietzke possessed
duplicates, which helped him in Australia.”

[In the National Archives of Australia, Gernot Eilers found postwar documentation on Werner
Schwietzke and his gas centrifuge designs, from the time period during which he emigrated to
Australia.]
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File on Werner Schwietzke. 1947–1951. National Archives of Australia. Series number
MT105/8, control symbol 1/6/3094, barcode 934755. Note: pages are numbered in
reverse order in red pencil in upper right corner. https://recordsearch.naa.gov.au
/SearchNRetrieve/NAAMedia/ShowImage.aspx?B=934755&T=PDF

[p. 41] Schwietzke was checked closely on his party activities. [...] I enquired from Czerny on his
political past and was informed I could be sure he had not dabbled in politics any more than was
necessary by his profession. Czerny did not hesitate to say he could vouch for him. This was also
the opinion I formed. Schwietzke is the type who is interested in academic not political problems.

As requested I attempted to get details of the laboratory centrifuge.

The position is that due to bombing no existing centrifuge or drawings are available to Dr. Schwietz-
ke. He does however feel he has the capacity to design a similar machine quite easily. [...]

The Centrifuge was made by PHYNE (Trade name of Physicalische Werkstatte) of Göttingen from
sketches and instructions. No special drawings, and unlikely that PHYNE have useful data there
he feels. [...]

As soon as the centrifuge details submitted by Dr. Schwietzke are received they will be transmitted
to Australia.

H. P. Matthews.

[pp. 20–19, the end of a detailed 14-page paper written by Schwietzke in German after the war
giving an apparently selective account of his early centrifuge experiments during the war:]

Da die theoretischen Berechnungen der Span-
nungsverteilung des mit hoher Geschwindigkeit
umlaufenden Rotors nur mit einer gewissen
Annäherung vorgenommen werden können, war
es empfehlenswert, den genau ausgewuchteten
Rotor einen Probelauf unterhalb der als kri-
tisch errechneten Umlaufhöchstgeschwindigkeit
von 65 000 U/Min. ausführen zu lassen und
durch Präzisionsmessungen nach dem Lauf
die evt. auftretenden Veränderungen des Ro-
tors genauestens zu bestimmen. Nach einer
beträchtlichen Anzahl von Versuchsreihen über
mehrere Stunden bei 60 000 U/Min. konnte
eine Verformung des Rotors niemals festgestellt
werden, so dass eine ständige Betriebsdrehzahl
von 56 000 U/Min. bei den vorgesehenen
Versuchen ohne Gefahr gewählt werden konnte.

Diese wenig Platz und Aufwand erfordernde
Ultrazentrifuge hat sich in der Praxis ausseror-
dentlich gut bewährt.

Since the theoretical calculations of the stress
distribution of the rotor rotating at high speed
can only be carried out with a certain approxi-
mation, it was recommended that the precisely
balanced rotor be subjected to a test run below
the maximum rotational speed of 65,000 rpm,
which was calculated as critical, and that any
changes in the rotor be precisely determined by
precision measurements after the run. After a
considerable number of test series over several
hours at 60,000 rpm a deformation of the rotor
never could be detected, so that a constant
operating speed of 56,000 rpm could be selected
for the intended tests without danger.

This ultracentrifuge, which requires little
space and effort, has proven itself extraordinar-
ily good in practice.
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[There are several important implications of this information on Werner Schwietzke and his gas
centrifuge designs:

• Schwietzke and his centrifuges definitely existed, as shown by the German and Australian
evidence, yet they had been completely forgotten by history. The fact that Werner Grothmann
mentioned the importance of Schwietzke and his wartime work [p. 2434] strongly supports
both the authenticity and the usefulness of the Werner Grothmann interview transcript.

• The fact that Erich Schumann neglected to mention Schwietzke and his centrifuges in his
postwar writings, even though most of that work was conducted directly under Schumann,
suggests that Schumann deliberately omitted major people and programs from his writings
to make the wartime German program appear much smaller and much less advanced than it
actually was.

• Just as Schwietzke’s centrifuge program was kept so quiet during the war and in all the
decades afterward, it is quite possible that other major wartime programs on centrifuges or
other important aspects of nuclear technology are still unknown or poorly understood.

• From the available documentation, it is not clear just how far the Schwietzke/Holtz and Bey-
erle/Groth/Harteck centrifuge programs progressed during the war, how much uranium they
enriched and to what percentage, and whether the Schwietzke/Holtz or Beyerle/Groth/Harteck
centrifuge designs were mass-produced and utilized by industrial or military organizations at
other locations within the Reich. If enough centrifuges were able to operate long enough dur-
ing the war, it is possible that a significant quantity of highly enriched uranium could have
been produced.

• As shown by the Schwietzke/Holtz and Beyerle/Groth/Harteck examples, uranium gas cen-
trifuge enrichment was developed and demonstrated over the course of many years during the
war by German-speaking scientists and engineers, and spread by German-speaking scientists
and engineers (as well as the prototypes and documentation they had produced) to other
countries after the war. The Soviet Union was one of those countries to which the technology
spread, but not the origin of the technology as has been presented by some conventional
histories.

Dozens of German scientists, such as Max Steenbeck and Gernot Zippe, produced gas centrifuges in
the Soviet nuclear program after the war [NYT 2004-03-23]. The connections of those scientists and
technologies to wartime programs in Germany need to be clarified. German scientists also spread
gas centrifuge technology to many other countries (just as Schwietzke did to Australia), and now
it is the standard method for enriching uranium worldwide.]
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D. Uranium-235 Enrichment via Electromagnetic Separation

[German reports captured by the U.S. Alsos Mission also show that there was extensive work
throughout the war on electromagnetic systems for uranium enrichment (similar to the U.S. ca-
lutrons at Oak Ridge). That work was conducted by physicists and engineers such as Manfred von
Ardenne, Heinz Ewald, Richard Herzog, Hans Kopfermann, and Wilhelm Walcher. Unless otherwise
noted, text for G-series captured German nuclear reports cited here consists of the English-language
abstracts prepared by American scientists who studied the German reports.]

G-375. Richard Herzog. Report on the Status of the Work Towards Construction of a
Large New Mass Spectrometer. 1943. Vienna.

Construction principles are outlined as they were patented in 1943 and details of the design are
described. The manifold ways of focusing (direction focusing in both planes, energy focusing over
great regions, radiation focusing of the ion source and the acceleration field) assure great intensity
of the mass spectrometer even with great resolution, such intensities as are needed for separation
of isotopes. The instrument will enable scientists to detect and determine smallest quantities of
elements produced by nuclear reactions and relative abundance of isotopes.

G-256. Mass Spectrograph Construction Planned by the German Post Office Depart-
ment Research Institution. [Über den Aufbau eines Massenspektrographen bei der
Forschungsanstalt der Deutschen Reichspost.] 1944.

Construction is planned of a mass spectrograph equipped with a single lens and with the electric field
installed between the pole faces of the magnets. With improved lens correction a very high resolving
power is provided and high intensity of beam if the diaphragm is wide open. The instrument is
planned to serve as a precision tool for determination of mass defects when the spectrometer slit
is narrowed or for isotope separation when the slit is widened. The mass scale is planned to be
M/M–8%. Magnet and magnet corrections needed are described in detail.

G-196. Wilhelm Walcher. Report on the Status of Mass Spectroscope Work at Kiel.
The Effect of Space Charge on Focussing Properties of Magnetic Sector Fields. 1942.

Mass spectrograph built in Kiel to separate U isotopes. On the basis of tests made with Ag, can
expect daily separation of from 2 to 6 × 10−8 moles of U235. Mathematical determination of the
effect of electrostatic repulsion of the particles on the cross section of an ion beam.

G-291. Wilhelm Walcher. Report on Investigations of Ion Sources for High Power
Installations. 12 October 1944.

Requirements for an ion source best suited for use with high power installations are postulated
and a table is given that compares capacity and current characteristics of 8 known ion sources.
Experiments are described investigating electron-optical beam characteristics of the pendulum ion
source of Heil and of a magnetron ion source, the resulting characteristics of the ion currents are
illustrated.
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Wilhelm Walcher. 1943. Über die Verwendungsmöglichkeiten von Glühanoden zur
massenspektroskopischen Isotopentrennung. [About the Possible uses of Anodes for
Mass Spectroscopic Isotope Separation.] Zeitschrift für Physik 121:604–613.

Aus der Kenntnis des Emissionsvorganges der
Kunsman-Koch-Anode wird geschlossen, daß
Elemente mit einer Ionisierungsarbeit,
die kleiner als die Austrittsarbeit der
Trägersubstanz (Wolfram mit adsorbiertem
Sauerstoff, maximal etwa 9 eV) ist, in einer
solchen Anode in Ionenform erzeugt wer-
den können. Es zeigt sich jedoch, daß diese
Möglichkeit außer bei den Alkalien nur bei
der In-, Ga-, Tl-Gruppe besteht, während z.
B. die Erdalkalien für eine Ionisierung nach
dieser Methode ungeeignet sind. Gründe hi-
erfür werden angegeben. — Die Ausbeute der
Alkalianoden wird zu fast 100% des auf der
inneren Oberfläche des W-Pulvers adsorbierten
Alkalimetalls gefunden, und zwar ist die in Am-
perestunden gemessene Kapazität konstant und
weitgehend unabhängig vom Emissionsstrom,
der bei einer Rubidiumanode bis zu 0,7 mA/cm2

dauernd gesteigert werden kann. Die Ausbeute
einer Indiumanode hingegen beträgt nur etwa
5%. — Es wird gezeigt, daß sich die Anoden
regenerieren lassen.

From the knowledge of the emission process
of the Kunsman-Koch anode it is concluded
that elements with an ionization energy which
is smaller than the output energy of the car-
rier substance (tungsten with adsorbed oxy-
gen, maximum about 9 eV) can be produced
in such an anode in ion form. However, it has
been shown that this possibility exists only for
the in-, Ga-, Tl-group except for the alkalis,
whereas the alkaline earths are unsuitable for
ionization according to this method. Reasons
for this are given.—The yield of the alkali an-
odes is found to almost 100% of the alkali metal
adsorbed on the inner surface of the W pow-
der, namely the capacity measured in ampere
hours is constant and largely independent of
the emission current, which can be continu-
ously increased up to 0.7 mA/cm2 with a ru-
bidium anode. The yield of an indium anode on
the other hand is only about 5%.—It is shown
that the anodes can be regenerated.

Wilhelm Walcher. 1943. Der Einfluß der Raumladung auf die Abbildungseigenschaften
magnetischer Sektorfelder. [The Influence of Space Charge on the Resolving Power of
Sector-Shaped Magnetic Fields.] Zeitschrift für Physik 121:719–728.

Es wird gezeigt, daß ein Bündel geladener
Teilchen, das auf eine Brennlinie zielt, trotz
des abstoßenden Einflusses der Raumladung in
einer anderen Brennlinie fokussiert werden kann.
Die Fokussierungsbedingungen werden für den
feld-freien Raum und für magnetische Sektor-
felder angegeben, die Erweiterung der Theorie
auf allgemeine Sektorfelder an einem Beispiel be-
sprochen. Folgerungen für den Bau von Massen-
spektrographen, insbesondere solchen für Iso-
topentrennung, werden gezogen.

It is shown that a bundle of charged particles
aiming at a focal line can be focused in an-
other focal line despite the repulsive influence
of space charge. The focusing conditions are
given for the field-free space and for magnetic
sector fields, the extension of the theory to gen-
eral sector fields is discussed with an example.
Conclusions for the construction of mass spec-
trographs, especially those for isotope separa-
tion, are drawn.
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BIOS 1487. Chemical Laboratory Instrumentation in Germany. pp. 5–15.

The estimation of stable isotopes for most of the research teams in Germany using them was done on
a mass spectrometer designed and made by Dr. W. Paul of the Second Physics Institute Göttingen.
A second similar instrument was made at Göttingen for Professor Heisenberg’s Institute but was
only completed late in the War and was not much used. [...]

The results given by Dr. Paul in his description of the instrument (loc. cit) showed that its resolution
was just sufficient to bring the deflection to zero between the two thallium isotopes of mass 203 and
205, whilst its sensitivity could be made sufficient to demonstrate the existence of the radio active
potassium isotope K40 which is present in the proportion of 0.012%[...] The results of measurements
of the relative concentration of the isotopes of rubidium, thallium, potassium, neon, silver and
nitrogen are given showing an accuracy of 1% or better.

The instrument was operated by Dr. Paul during our visit. It was clear from this demonstration
that the resolving power was as good as was claimed—the isotopes of mercury masses 198–202,
from the diffusion pump used to evacuate the apparatus, being shown readily, whilst the sensitivity
was ample to show the presence of the rare neon isotope.

[...] It is the more remarkable that apparently most of the workers in Germany doing work with
stable isotopes during the War, relied on this instrument for their analyses.

1994. Obituaries: Wolfgang Paul. Physics Today 47:7:76.
[https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.2808585]

[...] After two years with the Technische Hochschule Munich, he went in 1934 to the Technische
Hochschule Berlin, where he joined Hans Kopfermann’s research group and earned the diploma
(1937) and doctorate (1939) degrees. In 1937 he moved with that team and set out to participate
in pioneering studies at the universities of Kiel and later Göttingen on the hyperfine structure of
atomic spectra and—with Wilhelm Walcher—on mass spectrometry. In 1944 he became a faculty
member at Göttingen, where he worked with the legendary 6-MeV betatron, the first of its kind
on the European continent.
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[Wolfgang Paul (German, 1913–1993) won a Nobel Prize in Physics in 1989 for his experimental
physics work on the electromagnetic manipulation and trapping of ions, of which the invention
described in BIOS 1487 was just one example. Wolfgang Paul should not be confused with Wolfgang
Pauli (Austrian, 1900–1958), who won a Nobel Prize in Physics in 1945 for his work on theoretical
physics.

Paul’s mass spectrometer from BIOS 1487 (or similar instruments) would have been ideal for
monitoring the progress of uranium isotope enrichment by providing a rapid and reliable analysis
of the uranium isotope ratios at various points in the enrichment process. If the instrument could
readily separate isotopes of thallium or mercury with slightly different masses around 200, it could
distinguish between uranium isotopes of masses 235 and 238.

Please see figures of Paul’s mass spectrometer from BIOS 1487 on the following pages.

In fact, if this design were scaled up, given some modifications, and mass-produced, those mass-
produced versions could have been used like calutrons to actually enrich significant amounts of
weapons-grade uranium.

From publicly available references, it is unclear just how much nuclear-weapons-related work Wolf-
gang Paul may have done during the war.]
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Figure D.12: Wolfgang Paul’s electromagnetic mass spectrometer for separating/analyzing isotope
mixtures [BIOS 1487].
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Figure D.13: Wolfgang Paul’s electromagnetic mass spectrometer for separating/analyzing isotope
mixtures [BIOS 1487].
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Kurt Diebner. Listing of nuclear research commissions enclosed with a letter to the
president of the Reich Research Council. 18 April 1944. [English translation in Hentschel
and Hentschel 1996, pp. 322–324; German in Nagel 2016, pp. 512–513]

No. Topic Person Responsible Priority Level Secrecy Specification

[...]

11. Isotope separation Inst. for Phys. Chemistry at SS, for special Secret,
Hamburg Univ., Prof. Harteck purposes DE partly top secret

12. Isotope separation Inst. for Phys. Chemistry SS Secret,
and Electrochemistry, Kiel, partly top secret
Lec. Dr. Martin

13. ” KWI for Chemistry, SS, for special Secret
Berlin, Dr. Klemm purposes DE

[...]

15. Preparation of Danzig Polytechnic, SS Secret
gaseous uranium Prof. Albers
compounds for
isotope separation

16. ” Chem. Inst. at Bonn Univ., SS Secret
Prof. Schmitz-Dumont

17. Construction and II. Phys. Inst. at SS Open,
development of a Göttingen Univ., partly secret
mass spectrograph Prof. Kopfermann

18. Development of a Deutsche Reichspost, SS Open,
mass spectrograph Ministerial Councillor Gerwig partly secret

19. Manufacture of an Bamag-Meguin Co., Berlin DE Secret
isotope sluice

[...]
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G-139. Heinz Ewald. A New Method of Magnetic Isotope Separation. [Eine neue
Methode zur Magnetischen Isotopentrennung.] 1942.

Reviews use of mass spectrograph to separate isotopes. Limitations of methods used heretofore.
Principle of new separation method. Ions of homogeneous energy enter slit B′ at angle E into
homogeneous magnetic field with limits bb, cc. Field strength is so regulated that the heavy masses
M2 just leave the magnetic whereas the light masses M1 cannot quite leave the magnetic field
and are bent back toward b. Various applications of this principle are illustrated and discussed:
(1) Annular magnetic field with ion source in the center. (2) Linear arrangement with rectangular
magnetic field. (3) Annular magnetic field with ion source on the outside and target for heavy
particles in the center. Calculations are included to demonstrate practicability of this method.

Samuel A. Goudsmit. 16 June 1945. SUBJECT: Baron von Ardenne’s Isotope Separa-
tion. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 166, Folder 32.22-1 GERMANY—Research—
TA—(1943–June 1946)]

1. Among the Reichsforschungsrat papers, we have found the research report of the work which von
Ardenne did for the Reichspost. The report is dated April 1942 and describes a magnetic isotope
separator in detail. It was sent to the RFR by Esau.

2. Attached is also an interesting commentary by von Ardenne himself. In this, he states that isotope
separation is essential to decrease the amount of uranium necessary for the uranium machine. He
claims that indications regarding developments, especially in the U.S.A., which aim at a decrease
of the uranium quantity in the U-machine, have recently seeped through. Further down, he claims
that the method invented by him is new and that, by keeping the development work very secret,
an important advantage can be gained over the high level of experimental nuclear physics in the
U.S.A.

Manfred von Ardenne. Über eine neuen magnetischen Isotopentrenner für hohen
Massentransport. April 1942. [From Moscow archive, courtesy of Rainer Karlsch]

[In this report, von Ardenne gave a detailed design for the electromagnetic isotope separator concept
that was described in Ewald’s report. In particular, it showed how to use a large number of ion
beams with only one set of magnets, thereby greatly increasing the production rate of U-235. See
Fig. D.14.]
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Figure D.14: Manfred von Ardenne’s April 1942 design for an electromagnetic isotope separator
with numerous beams but only one set of magnets.
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Figure D.15: The former Manfred von Ardenne mansion. A large cyclotron was located under the
garage at the left, accessible by a tunnel from the house.
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Helmut J. Fischer. 1988. Hitlers Apparat: Namen, Ämter, Kompetenzen: Eine Struk-
turanalyse des 3. Reiches. Kiel: Arndt. pp. 133–134.

Die Reichspost hatte von jeher technische Auf-
gaben zu bewältigen und stützte sich daher auf
umfangreiche Forschungs- und Entwicklungsar-
beiten auf dem Gebiet der Fernmeldetechnik
und anderer für das Postwesen nützlichen Tech-
niken. Dafür gab es in Darmstadt ausgedehnte
Laboratorien neben dem Reichspostzentralamt
in Berlin-Tempelhof, dessen Präsident Prof.
Gladenbeck war.

Diesen vorgegebenen Rahmen sprengte der
ehrgeizige Reichspostminister Ohnesorge. Er
hatte einst bei Lenard Physik studiert und
interessierte sich allgemeiner für wehrwis-
senschaftliche Probleme und schaltete zu ihrer
Bearbeitung Mitarbeiter und Einrichtungen der
Reichspost ein. Reichspost-Forschungsanstalten
entstanden in der Nachbarschaft von Berlin in
Kleinmachnow und in Miersdorf. Sie betrieben
naturwissenschaftliche Grundlagenforschung,
und das Institut in Miersdorf unter Dr.
Banneitz befaßte sich sogar ernsthaft mit
Kernphysik, wobei die Herstellung einer Atom-
bombe angestrebt wurde. Überdies spannte
Ohnesorge, der über genügend Geldmittel
verfügen konnte und auf die Hilfe des Reichs-
forschungsrates nicht angewiesen war, auch
Hochschulinstitute (wie etwa in Heidelberg)
und zudem den tüchtigen Privatforscher
Manfred von Ardenne mit seinem eigenen
Laboratorium in Berlin-Lichterfelde für seine
Forschungsziele ein. Sowohl in Miersdorf als
auch im Institut Ardennes begann der Bau
je einer 60-Millionen-Volt-Zyklotron-Anlage
und von Hochspannungsgeräten, die mit einer
Million Volt arbeiten.

The Reichspost has always had to cope with
technical tasks and therefore relied on extensive
research and development work in the field
of telecommunications technology and other
technologies useful for the postal system. To
this end, Darmstadt had extensive laboratories
alongside the Reichspost central office in
Berlin-Tempelhof, whose president was Prof.
Gladenbeck.

The ambitious Reichspost Minister Ohne-
sorge went beyond this rigid framework. He
had once studied physics with Lenard and was
more interested in military science problems
in general and called in employees and insti-
tutions of the Reichspost to deal with them.
Reichspost research institutes were established
in the vicinity of Berlin in Kleinmachnow and
in Miersdorf. They carried out basic scientific
research, and the institute in Miersdorf under
Dr. Banneitz was even seriously concerned with
nuclear physics, with the aim of producing
an atomic bomb. In addition, Ohnesorge,
who had sufficient funds at his disposal and
was not dependent on the help of the Reich
Research Council, also employed university
institutes (such as Heidelberg) and the capable
private researcher Manfred von Ardenne with
his own laboratory in Berlin-Lichterfelde for
his research goals. Both in Miersdorf and at
Ardenne’s Institute, construction began on 60
million volt cyclotron facilities and on high-
voltage equipment operating at one million
volts.
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Ohnesorge hatte den Ehrgeiz, die Ergeb-
nisse seiner “posteigenen Forschung” bei Hitler
selbst vorzutragen. Deshalb verbot der Minister
seinen Wissenschaftlern die Fühlungnahme mit
Fachkollegen außerhalb des Postbereichs. So
liefen die Bemühungen von Ohnesorge um eine
Atombombe streng getrennt von den Arbeiten
an einer “Uranbombe”, die unter der Obhut
des Reichsforschungsrates und der Heereswaf-
fenamtes in einer Reihe von Forschungsstätten
in Deutschland betrieben wurden.

Die Post-Forschung erreichte auf ihrem Weg zu
einer Atombombe ansehnliche Teilerfolge. So
konnte insbesondere v. Ardenne bis Kriegsende
eine Musteranlage errichten, in der eine der
Hauptschwierigkeiten bei der Kernenergie-
Gewinnung, die Trennung der Isotopen bei den
Uran-Atomen, zufriedenstellend gelöst war.

Als Ohnesorge erstmals bei Hitler über eine
Atombombe Vortrag hielt, hatte er das Pech,
daß Hitler bereits vom Heereswaffenamt auf
die Idee einer Uranbombe aufmerksam gemacht
worden war und bezüglich einer Verwirklichung
der Idee die erste Enttäuschung hinter sich
hatte. Trotzdem ließ Hitler Ohnesorge am Bau
einer Uranbombe weiterarbeiten und wohl auch
gelegentlich darüber berichten, obwohl Hitler
nicht daran glaubte, eine Atombombe noch vor
Kriegsende nutzen oder gar zu Erringung des
Endsieges einsetzen zu können.

Ohnesorge had the ambition to present the
results of his “postal-only research” to Hitler
himself. For this reason, the minister banned
his scientists from contacting colleagues outside
the postal service. Thus the efforts of Ohnesorge
for an atomic bomb were strictly separated
from the work on a “uranium bomb,” which
was carried out under the care of the Reich
Research Council and the Army Ordnance
Office in a number of research facilities in
Germany.

On its way to an atomic bomb, the postal
research achieved considerable partial suc-
cesses. Thus von Ardenne in particular was
able to erect a model plant by the end of the
war in which one of the main difficulties in
obtaining nuclear energy, the separation of the
isotopes of uranium atoms, was satisfactorily
solved.

When Ohnesorge first spoke to Hitler about
an atomic bomb, he was unlucky that Hitler
had already been made aware of the idea
of a uranium bomb by the Army Ordnance
Office and that he had been disappointed
with the realization of the idea. Nevertheless,
Hitler had Ohnesorge continue to work on the
construction of a uranium bomb and probably
also reported on it occasionally, although Hitler
did not believe that he would be able to use an
atomic bomb before the end of the war or even
use it to achieve the final victory.
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Boris Chertok. 2005–2012. Rockets and People. 4 vols. Washington, DC: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office. [www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/rockets people vol1 detail.html]

[Vol. 1, pp. 217–218:] The Smersh military intelligence representative posed the following question
to us at a meeting: “The Germans have issued leaflets that say that we will not take Berlin, and
that we will receive such a blow that there won’t be any bones to gather. The Führer has a secret
weapon in store so that the Red Army will be completely annihilated on German soil. What could
that weapon be?”

Indeed, what could it be? If it were the V-2, then no matter how many of them Hitler had “in
store,” this weapon would not bother the Red Army. This much was clear to us. Chemical weapons?
using them in any form on German soil would now be more dangerous to the Germans than to us.

We decided that this was pure propaganda. And it turned out we were right. In the United States,
Germany, and the USSR, a new, top-secret weapon really was being developed—an atomic weapon.
But even we, who had access to top-secret materials, knew virtually nothing about it until 6 August
1945, when the atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima.

Back then, we did not know that just a stone’s throw away, a group of specialists from Kurcha-
tov’s team was already preparing to search for German atomic secrets.This team had the highest
authority, for at that time the main chief of our atomic operations was Lavrentiy Beriya himself,
and other related special committees were being directed by powerful organizers such as Vannikov
and Malyshev. We did not know that in addition to the allied armies heading toward our troops
from the west, there were also special missions being sent out to seize German rocket technology
and rocket specialists, search for nuclear physicists, and seize everything that had been done in
Germany on the new scientific frontiers—first and foremost in the fields of guided missiles, nuclear
fission, and radar.

[Vol. 1, pp. 231–233:] When asked who was considered the most prominent among the special-
ists in the field of vacuum tubes, Wilki responded, “Germany is proud of Professor Manfred von
Ardenne.This is a man with big ideas. He was a great engineer and visionary.”

“Why do you say ‘was’?”

“The past two years he was working on some new idea—a new secret weapon.We don’t know
anything about it. I think it is at the Postal Ministry or the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute.

[Comments added by Chertok in the 1990s:] We were very familiar with the name Manfred von
Ardenne from prewar literature on vacuum tubes. Much later we found out that he had been in
Dahlem collaborating with German physicists who were working on the atomic bomb. The U.S.,
British, and Soviet intelligence services were hunting for a lot more information about Ardenne and
his activities. When the Americans took prisoner practically the entire German elite involved in
work on the atomic bomb, von Ardenne was not among them. He turned up in the Soviet Union
and worked very productively for many years at the Sukhumi Institute of the Ministry of Medium
Machine-Building. He was treated respectfully and high government awards were conferred on him.
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[Vol. 1, pp. 247–250:] If the Germans had managed to create an atomic bomb before the Americans
and then put two or three bombs into two or three of the many hundreds of A-4 rockets launched
at Britain, the world today might look completely different. [...]

In August 1945, when we were in Thuringia, we heard on the radio about the dropping of atomic
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. We first of all tried to understand what they were talking
about.

There were no Soviet specialists among us at that time who had the slightest involvement in atomic
research. Nevertheless, our knowledge of physics helped us, in a group discussion, to assume that
the Americans had succeeded in creating a bomb by converting part of the mass of a substance
into energy, in accordance with Einstein’s famous formula: E = mc2. There and then, we started
to question Helmut Gröttrup about what had been known in Peenemünde regarding German work
on the creation of an atomic bomb. To what extent were the German directors of the long-range
missile program—in particular Dornberger, von Braun, or their closest assistants—familiar with
the possibilities of creating an atomic bomb? Long conversations with Gröttrup enabled us to
understand that work on some sort of super-powerful explosive had been conducted in Germany.
Gröttrup was well acquainted with the names Heisenberg and von Ardenne, which I mentioned
as possible scientists who could have been working on an atomic bomb. Moreover, he said that in
the summer of 1943 the Peenemünde directors had, under great secrecy, talked about some new
powerful explosive. For the specialists at Peenemünde this was very important. They understood
that the ordinary TNT used in A-4 warheads—in quantities of 700–800 kilograms per warhead—
would produce an effect no greater than a conventional 1,000 kilogram bomb dropped from an
airplane.

British and American aviation had already dropped countless such bombs on German cities. Nev-
ertheless, Germany had continued to fight and had even expanded its development of new weapons.
Gröttrup recalled that he had heard about the new explosive when von Braun had been sent to
Berlin to consult with the infantry command about the prospects of increasing the power of missile
warheads.

Upon his return, von Braun did not say with whom he had met in Berlin. Gröttrup, smiling,
recalled that it had been nice to hear from his boss that the theoretical physicists, despite the very
interesting problem they were working on, had absolutely no engineering experience—in contrast
to the missile specialists, they could not imagine how they needed to organize their work in order
to transition from naked theory to “living” objects.

[Vol. 1, pp. 305–306:] We did not manage to pick up Baron Wernher von Braun through Operation
Ost, and I think that this was good both for us and for him. Despite all of his capabilities, what he
achieved in the United States would have been impossible for him to achieve in the Soviet Union. It
is true, another prominent scientist, professor, doctor, and also baron, Manfred von Ardenne, who
had worked in the Soviet Union from 1945 to 1955 at the Electrophysics Institute in Sukhumi, was
awarded the title Hero of Socialist Labor for his participation in the creation of the Soviet atomic
bomb. It should be noted, however, that von Ardenne had not been a member of the Nazi Party,
and he had not created weapons of mass destruction under the Nazis.
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Philip Morrison to Robert Furman. The German Reichspost and Nuclear Research.
24 April 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY:
Summary Reports (1944)]

We now have three independent pieces of evidence that the Reichspost is interested in neutron
research or wishes us to think that:

1) Several years ago M. von Ardenne thanked the Reichspost minister, a man named
Ohnesorge, for supporting the entrance of von Ardenne’s laboratory into work in nuclear
physics.

2) In October 1943 (Naturwissenschaften, 31, p. 507) a man, otherwise unknown to
us, named D. Lyons, published a mathematical letter on the slowing down of neutrons
in homogeneous mixtures. The material of the letter is rather similar to much work
done in the early days of this project and also in the published sources. Lyons rather
ostentatiously signs his letter as coming from the Office for Special Physical Questions
of the Research Division of the German Reichspost (Amt für physikalische Sonderfragen
der Forschungsanstalt der Deutschen Reichspost) located in Berlin-Tempelhof.

3) The information from Swiss sources which you showed us this week mentioned that
S. Flügge has left Hahn to go to work for the Reichspost.

It will be clear to you that there is something rather odd in this affair of the Reichspost’s becoming
interested in a field so very far from the radio and telephone research they have carried out in
the past. It is equally strange that we learn about it in such a direct way as from Lyons’ note,
but confirm it in the rather indirect way of (1) and (3) above. I would suggest that you formulate
inquiries about the activity of the Reichspost in the Tempelhof laboratories to whoever will know
most about that outfit.

[Detlof Lyons was a real researcher in the Reichspost-funded nuclear research program.]

OSS London. 9 June 1944. Report No. SUN-90. Report from Switzerland. [NARA RG
77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-1 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int.
(July 42–June 44)]

[...] The Reichs Postal Administration under the direction of Pose have installed three new high
tension laboratories of which the location is not known. Professors Fluegge and von Ardenne are
in charge. [...]

FA 002/0362. Letter from Rudolf Fleischmann to Kirchner. 18 August 1943. Archive
of Deutsches Museum Munich.

The Strassburg high-tension generator is the only one in Germany or occupied countries of 1.5
million volts except the Reichspost’s in Zeuthen-Miersdorf.
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FA 002/0362. Letter from Major Calvert to Samuel Goudsmit. 8 December 1944.
Archive of Deutsches Museum Munich.

[...] A prisoner of war has been located that served as an apprentice with the “Reichspost” in the
field of telegraphy. While the prisoner of war is only seventeen years old, he has proven to be very
intelligent, fully cooperative, and his statements can be considered reliable. Moreover, he is the son
of a Berlin post office employee. In his first interview he made the following statement:

Berlin-Teltow, Mawlower Chaussee (GSGS 4480/3,R6) on open field next to new houses on south
side of road, approximately opposite Moltkestrasse. PW states that the building was damaged
by air-raid in 43, and about June 43 most of the establishment was transferred to Zeuthen near
Berlin. PW went there once to install alarm wires around X-ray tubes (in his own words), which
were supposed to be used for experiments in splitting the atom. If the tubes got overheated, the
wire was supposed to melt and thus actuate the alarm.

Monthly Intelligence Summary. January 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

Information was received from German P/W, who is a former employee of the Reichspost, that
there is a high tension apparatus located in the village of Zeuthen near Berlin. P/W stated that he
had heard that T A work was in progress at this location. Aerial photos of Zeuthen were obtained
and the P/W pinpointed the building to which he referred. The work going on at this building,
according to P/W is under the direction of the Reichspost. This information is corroborated to
some extent by information previously reported by Dr. S. A. Goudsmit as a result of his Eindhoven
investigation.

U.S. Army Air Force General Henry H. Arnold. 1949. Global Mission. New York:
Harper. pp. 491, 534.

In May, 1943, we received information from Zurich that Professor Max Planck, at the Kaiser
Wilhelm Institute, in collaboration with Dr. Otto Hahn, was working on the splitting of the uranium
atom. Also that other German scientists were on the threshold of solving this great and dangerous
secret.

The Germans were supposed to have perfected an electric machine which would make it possible to
complete the development of the atomic bomb. I was then asked to have our bombers in England
make special missions against the various branches of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in Berlin. Prior
to that, the British had destroyed a plant at Norway where the Germans had been experimenting
with other phases of this project. [...]

When it came to establishing the Target Folders that would give us the size, location, general
characteristics, special distinguishing marks, the type of construction, and other details necessary
for bombing operations against a target like the complexes of the I. G. Farben Company, or the
Krupp Works—such data did not exist in the United States. Accordingly, the Air Force had no
recourse but to go to other sources for its information.

[“An electric machine which would make it possible to complete the development of the atomic
bomb” sounds like an electromagnetic separator. Arnold said it was somewhere in the Berlin area
and was bombed. The Kaiser Wilhelm Institute is not known to have had such a machine, but the
Reichspost did—is that what Arnold meant? For another document that may describe the same
bombing, and where the equipment was subsequently moved, see the next page.]
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E. Uranium-235 Enrichment via Isotope Sluice

[The isotope sluice was a unique isotope separation system invented by Erich Bagge. The principle
was that in a beam of energetic uranium atoms/ions/molecules, lighter U-235 would travel slightly
faster than heavier U-238. If that beam had to traverse a series of portals that quickly opened
and closed with the right timing, the faster U-235 would be more likely to make it through than
the slower U-238. The portals were generally holes in rapidly spinning disks. Because the isotope
sluice involved both energetic uranium beams and high-speed rotating machinery, it combined
some characteristics of electromagnetic separators and centrifuges. Bagge successfully demonstrated
isotope sluice prototypes during the war [FIAT Rev: Nuclear Physics and Cosmic Rays Vol. II, pp.
100–103], and tried unsuccessfully to attract enough support for the approach after the war.]

Erich Bagge and Karl-Friedrich Leisinger. Patent DE1058024. Vorrichtung zur Tren-
nung von Isotopen mit der Isotopenschleuse in der Gasphase. [Device for the Separa-
tion of Isotopes with the Isotope Sluice in the Gas Phase.] Filed 6 May 1955.

Es ist möglich, Isotope mit Hilfe der Isotopen-
schleuse nach einem von E. Bagge entwickelten
Verfahren zu trennen. Die Methode besteht
darin, daß man sich für das zu trennende Iso-
topengemisch einen Atom- oder Molekularstrahl
herstellt, welcher ein System von intermittieren-
den Blenden durchsetzen muß. Die Blenden sind
so eingerichtet, daß durch periodisches Öffnen
und Schließen der Atom- oder Molekularstrahl in
kleine Wölkchen zerhackt wird.

Die Wölkchen müssen dann über eine kurze
Wegstrecke durch den Raum fliegen, wobei
sich eine teilweise Trennung der Isotope vol-
lzieht, indem sich die leichteren und dadurch
schnelleren Teilchen an den Kopf des Wölkchens
setzen, während die schwereren zurückbleiben.
Das zweite Blendsystem sorgt dafür, daß die
Wölkchen abermals zerteilt werden, indem
die Spitze durchgelassen wird, während der
Rest des Wölkchens zwischen den Blenden
zurückbleibt. Auf diese Weise ist es möglich,
aus dem ursprünglichen Atomstrahl einen neuen
intermittierenden Strahl zu gewinnen, in dem
die leichteren Isotope angereichert sind. Zur
Ausbildung des primären Atomstrahls wird vor
die erste intermittierende Blende eine raumfeste
oder ein ganzes System räumlich feststehender
Blenden gebracht. Das Verfahren, das sich in
dieser Form auf Atomstrahlen leicht kondensier-
barer Metalldämpfe mit Erfolg anwenden läßt,
kann auch auf Gase übertragen werden.

It is possible to separate isotopes by means
of the isotope sluice according to a method
developed by E. Bagge. The method consists
in producing an atomic or molecular beam
for the isotope mixture to be separated,
which must enforce a system of intermittent
diaphragms. The apertures are arranged
so that the atomic or molecular beam is
chopped into small clouds by periodically
opening and closing.

The small clouds then have to fly over
a short distance through space, with a partial
separation of the isotopes takes place by the
lighter and thus faster particles sit on the
head of the cloud, while the heavier remain
behind. The second blend system causes the
clouds to be split again by letting the tip
through while leaving the rest of the cloud
between the baffles. In this way, it is possible
to obtain from the original atomic beam a
new intermittent beam in which the lighter
isotopes are enriched. To form the primary
atom beam, a space-fixed or an entire system
of spatially fixed diaphragms is brought
before the first intermittent diaphragm. The
method, which can be successfully applied
in this form to atomic beams of easily con-
densable metal vapors, can also be applied to
gases.
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Figure D.16: Drawings from Erich Bagge’s patent on the isotope sluice for uranium enrichment.

Background investigation of Erich Bagge. 7 April 1952 [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B,
Box 6, Folder Bagge, Erich]

On 28 March 1952, Frau Charlotte PRAGER nee BRINKMANN, a German national... now resid-
ing in BERLIN-Dahlem, Boltzmannstr. 19, was interviewed, and stated substantially as follows:
BAGGE had lived in the neighborhood in 1941 with his wife and two (2) children. BAGGE worked
in the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics; however, SOURCE was not sure what type of work
BAGGE performed. In 1944, BAGGE and his family presumably departed for VIENNA (O49/X49),
Austria. Since this time SOURCE has never seen or heard about BAGGE. [...]

[Did Bagge help transition his uranium-235 enrichment system to industrial-scale production some-
place in Austria, such as at Gusen?]
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F. Uranium-235 Enrichment via Gaseous Diffusion

[Gustav Hertz (1887–1975) developed gaseous diffusion methods of separating isotopes, starting
sometime before 1923. By 1932 he was achieving and publishing good results demonstrating sep-
aration of isotopes other than uranium. Did Hertz or others seriously pursue uranium enrichment
via gaseous diffusion in Germany during the Third Reich? He worked at Siemens (one of the two
largest German electrical equipment companies) throughout the Third Reich; exactly what he did
is unclear, but his work was so important to the government that he was not harmed even though
he was partially Jewish. At the end of the war, Stalin was so impressed by whatever he knew
of Hertz’s wartime work that he offered Hertz his own lab in the Soviet Union, where he then
developed gaseous diffusion uranium enrichment methods for the postwar Soviet nuclear weapons
program. Hertz’s gaseous diffusion methods were also implemented by scientists at Oak Ridge as
one of the main uranium enrichment methods in the United States during and after the war.

Examples of Hertz’s early work on gaseous diffusion for isotope separation include:

• Gustav Hertz. U.S. Patent 1,486,521. Method of Separating Gases from a Mixture Thereof.
Filed 17 April 1923.

• Gustav Hertz. U.S. Patent 1,498,097. Apparatus for Separating Gases from a Mixture Thereof.
Filed 17 April 1923.

• Gustav Hertz. 1932. Verfahren zur Trennung von gasförmigen Isotopengemischen und seiner
Anwendung auf die Isotopen des Neons. [Process for the separation of gaseous mixtures of
isotopes and its application to the isotopes of neon.] Zeitschrift für Physik 79:108–131, 700.

• Gustav Hertz. 1932. Ein Verfahren zur Trennung von gasförmigen Isotopengemischen. [A
process for the separation of gaseous isotope mixtures.] Naturwissenschaften 20:493–494.

• Gustav Hertz. 1933. Reindarstellung des schweren Wasserstoffisotops durch Diffusion. [Man-
ufacture of Pure Heavy Hydrogen Isotope by Diffusion.] Naturwissenschaften 21:884–885.

• Gustav Hertz, Werner Schütze, and H. Harmsen. 1934. Weitere Versuche zur Isotopentren-
nung. [Further experiments on isotope separation.] Zeitschrift für Physik 90:703–711.

• Gustav Hertz. 1934. Verfahren zur Trennung von Isotopengemischen durch Diffusion in strö-
mendem Quecksilberdampf. [Process for the separation of isotope mixtures by diffusion in
flowing mercury vapour.] Zeitschrift für Physik 91:810–815.]
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Hubert Krüger. 1939. Über die Anreicherung des N15-Isotops und einige spektroskopis-
che Untersuchungen am N15. [About the Enrichment of the N15 Isotope and Some
Spectroscopic Investigations of N15.] Zeitschrift für Physik 111:467–474.

Mit einer 42 gliedrigen Hertzschen Isotopentren-
nungsapparatur konnten Anreicherungen des
N15-Isotops von N14:N15=4:1 erreicht werden.

With a 42-stage Hertz isotope separation ap-
paratus, enrichments of the N15 isotope of
N14:N15=4:1 could be achieved.

G-346. Rudolf Fleischmann. Notebook Containing Gaseous Diffusion Data and Results
of Meetings on Nuclear Physics. 1940–1941.

Detailed notes on gaseous diffusion experiments. Some information on particle velocities.

Patent DE????. Auergesellschaft, Berlin. “Separation of Difficultly-Separable Gas Mix-
tures by Diffusion.”
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Figure D.17: One of Gustav Hertz’s first patents on gaseous diffusion for enrichment.
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Figure D.18: Erika Cremer did her Ph.D. research on (chemical) chain reactions, collaborated with
Otto Hahn and Siegfried Flügge, pioneered gas chromatography, and worked on isotope separation
during World War II. Were her methods implemented on a larger scale for the enrichment of
uranium via gaseous diffusion?
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G. Possible Locations of Uranium Enrichment Facilities

[In order to enrich enough uranium to a high enough concentration of uranium-235 for a bomb,
it would have been necessary to have not just one enrichment unit (a centrifuge, electromagnetic
separator, isotope sluice, or gaseous diffusion cell), but a large number of them operating in parallel
and/or in series. Presumably after a prototype enrichment unit had been developed and proven
to be satisfactory in small-scale laboratory experiments, the unit would have been mass-produced.
The mass-produced units would have been set up in a new location with more room and better
security.

The United States conducted its corresponding work at one massive facility in Oak Ridge, Ten-
nessee. Proponents of the conventional view that Germany did not have a nuclear weapons program
emphasize the apparent absence of an Oak-Ridge-like facility in wartime Germany. However, there
are many counterarguments that must be considered:

• Oak Ridge enriched enough uranium for a gun-type bomb (Little Boy) that did not compress
the uranium, was thus highly inefficient, and required ∼64 kg of ∼80% uranium-235. In
contrast, as shown in Section D.2.3, the German atomic bomb was apparently a spherical
implosion design (like the U.S. Gadget/Fat Man), which would have been much more efficient
and would have required far less uranium (≤ 10 kg). Therefore the German bomb program
would have needed a far smaller production capacity than Oak Ridge.

• To minimize the risk that Allied bombing could destroy the whole program, German uranium
enrichment would have been distributed among many different small sites, not concentrated
in one large target.

• Any uranium enrichment conducted in the final years of the war would probably have been
underground, like most other major German manufacturing. Being underground would have
made it much easier for Germans to hide the enrichment facilities from Allied aerial surveil-
lance during the war, and from Allied ground troops at the end of the war (by blowing up
the entrances to the underground facilities).

• As shown in this section, primary source documents mentioned many different installations
whose puzzling characteristics suggested that they might have been uranium enrichment facil-
ities. Most of these documents ended up in the foreign intelligence files of the U.S. Manhattan
Project, which means that Manhattan Project officials also thought these locations sounded
like potential uranium enrichment facilities.

• Most of these potential uranium enrichment facilities were in areas of the Third Reich that
ended up being occupied and stripped bare by Soviet forces, without western Allies ever
having had the chance to study them.

• Even if some or all of the specific facilities mentioned in these documents were not doing
nuclear-related work, they serve as excellent examples of how widespread, how sophisticated,
and how secret German wartime industrial and weapons programs were, and how little we
know about them to this day. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to rule out the pos-
sibility of nuclear-weapons-related production plants operating somewhere within the Third
Reich, even if we cannot rule them in by pointing to their exact locations right now.
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Some locations that may have been involved in uranium enrichment or other nuclear-
related work include (see also pp. 1480–1491):

Sites now in Germany:

• Berlin-Lichterfelde, underground facility (p. 2494).

• Berlin vicinity, other locations (p. 2396) [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Braunschweig, Buchler (p. 2931).

• Erzgebirge, SS facility (p. 2433).

• Espelkamp [Preuss and Eitelberg 2003].

• Frankfurt Degussa [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Freiburg-im-Breisgau (p. 2431).

• Hamburg/Kiel area, several locations (pp. 2374–2378).

• Hohenzollern castle (p. 2431).

• Johanngeorgenstadt and Schneeberg area, Saxony [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Kaufering/Landsberg (p. 2423).

• Koralle, north of Berlin (p. 2426).

• Lehesten (pp. 2425, 2431).

• Leuna/Halle, I.G. Farben facilities (pp. 2530–2534).

• Leverkusen, I.G. Farben facility (p. 2424).

• Lübeck, Dräger Werke (p. 2542).

• Lüneburger Heide, south of Hamburg (pp. 2587–2592, 2682).

• Mauer AG Radium Chemische Industrie und Laboratorium [Oleynikov 2000].

• Mühldorf (p. 2425).

• Munich area universities, research institutes, and industry.

• Nordhausen area (e.g., pp. 3123–3128).

• Oranienburg (pp. 2590, 2592, 2931) [Nagel 2016].

• Peenemünde (p. 2431).

• Piesteritz, near Wittenberg (p. 2700).

• Regensburg vicinity, I.G. Farben facility (p. 2426).
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• Rügen island (e.g., pp. 2679–2697).

• Saalfeld (p. 2425).

• Stassfurt vicinity, Salzbergwerke (p. 2432).

• Sigmaringen (p. 2431).

• Tegernsee (p. 2431).

• Thuringia, numerous underground facilities (pp. 2433–2434, 2694–2696, 2717–2788) [Hayes
2004; Nagel 2016; Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Tübingen (p. 2431).

• Unterraderach, near Friedrichshafen (pp. 2490–2492).

• Zellendorf (p. 2426).

• Zeuthen-Miersdorf, near Berlin (p. 2396).

• Other possible sites in Germany?

Sites now in Austria:

• Althofen: Treibacher Chemische Werke (e.g., pp. 2371–2373, 2931) [Gollmann 1994].

• Ebensee (e.g., pp. 2410–2422, 3131–3133).

• Floridsdorf (e.g., p. 2431).

• Linz (e.g., p. 2466).

• Lofer (e.g., p. 2928).

• Melk vicinity or associated sites, underground facilities that were part of the Quarz develop-
ment (e.g., p. 2420) [Schmitzberger 2004].

• Redl Zipf, underground facility (pp. 2410–2422).

• Stadl Paura (pp. 2410–2422).

• Steyr.

• St. Georgen/Gusen/Langenstein vicinity, underground facilities that were part of the Bergkristall/
Gusen/Esche development (e.g., pp. 2465–2487 and 2919–2927).

• Vienna area universities, research institutes, and industry.

• Weer (e.g., pp. 2545–2548).

• Wiener Neustadt vicinity, underground facility (pp. 2409, 2420).

• Zell-am-See (p. 2876).

• Other possibles sites in Austria?
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Sites now in Poland:

• Baltic coast/Pomerania, many military test ranges (p. 2681).

• Bydgoszcz/Bromberg, underground facility (p. 2703).

• Oświ	ecim/Auschwitz (pp. 2699–2716).

• Poznan/Posen (pp. 1760–1773, 2321–2322).

• “Riese” area of Lower Silesia, numerous underground facilities (pp. 2740–2755) and Schmiede-
berg uranium mine (p. 2845).

• Tuchola Forest/Tucheler Heide (p. 2905).

• Wroc law/Breslau?

• Other possibles sites in Poland?

Sites now in the Czech Republic:

• Brno/Brünn (pp. 2426, 2510).

• Čelakovice/Tschelakowitz cyclotron factory (pp. 2502–2516).

• České Budejovice/Budweis (pp. 2502–2516, 3246–3275).

• Deč́ın/Tetschen area, Podmokly/Bodenbach Krizek Works/Weserwerke underground factory
(pp. 2502–2516, 3246–3275).

• Jáchymov/St. Joachimsthal, uranium mine (pp. 2511, 2931–2933).

• Liberec/Reichenberg and Jablonec/Gablonz area, Bedrichov/Friedrichswald and numerous
other high-tech production facilities (pp. 2502–2516, 3246–3275):

• Litoměřice/Leitmeritz, Richard I, II, and III underground factories (p. 2425).

• Opava/Tropau, I.G. Farben production plant (p. 2409).

• Ostrava/Ostrau and Vitkovice/Witkowitz, I.G. Farben and other industrial production plants
(pp. 2409, 2502–2516, 3246–3275).

• Plzeň/Pilsen (p. 2928).

• Prague/Praha/Prag universities and other laboratories (pp. 2502–2516, 3246–3275).

• Př́ıbram/Przibram/Pibrans (pp. 2908, 3377).

Štěchovice/Stechowitz, underground facility (pp. 2427–2430).

• Other possible sites in the Czech Republic (pp. 2502–2516, 3246–3275)?

Sites now in Slovakia:

• Dubnica/Dubnitz, Skoda underground facility (p. 2423).

• Other possible sites in Slovakia?
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Sites now in Hungary:

• Sopron (p. 2417).

• Other possible sites in Hungary?

Sites now in Russia:

• A facility in East Prussia (p. 2495; might that have been in or near Kaliningrad/Königsberg?).

• Other possible sites now in Russia?

Sites now in Denmark:

• Bornholm island (pp. 2432, 2792).

• Other possible sites in Denmark?

Sites now in Belgium:

• Union Minière in Brussels or other locations [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Other possible sites in Belgium?

Miscellaneous sites:

• Other facilities run by I.G. Farben (the largest German manufacturer of chemicals) [Mader
1965, pp. 193–202].

• Other facilities run by Degussa and/or Auer.

• Facilities run by AEG (one of the two largest German manufacturers of electrical machinery).

• Facilities run by Siemens (the other large German manufacturer of electrical machinery).

• Possible sites in Norway?

• Possible sites in France?

• Possible sites in Netherlands?

• Possible sites in Luxembourg?

All of these possible nuclear weapons production sites (and any other candidate sites that can
be identified) should be investigated further. Hopefully additional documents could be found that
would elucidate whether these sites conducted nuclear or non-nuclear work. If there is significant
documentary evidence that a site may have done nuclear work, and if there is reason to believe that
that work may have left measurable traces, industrial archaeology should be conducted at that site
to measure isotopes, search for remaining pieces of equipment, or identify other evidence.

As already mentioned, the large number, size, and sophistication of all of these sites, and how little
information scholars currently have about them, should at the very least emphasize (1) how vast
wartime German R&D programs were, (2) how little we still know about some of them, and (3)
how unwise it would be for historians currently to categorically state that there was no nuclear-
weapons-related development and production anywhere in the Third Reich.]
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Cable IN-9026 from MacFarland Istanbul to Office of Strategic Services Shepardson. 4
May 1944 [NARA RG 226, Entry A1-134, Box 219, Folder IN AZUSA Nov. ’43 Sept.
’45]

#332. AZUSA. From Javelin to Shepardson and Cecil only.

Istanbul–London (#93)

We have been informed by Azusa-Dahlia that the component of a new explosive is being produced
by the I.G. Farben factory in the vicinity of Tropau (called Opava by the Czechs). This factory has
30,000 employees. In the vicinity of Maehrisch-Ostrau (called Moravska-Ostrava by the Czechs)
there is an identical factory. We evaluate the foregoing as D-3 and on April 29th, sent you Report
D-1479 by pouch. Data supplied by this source regarding the Czech Protectorate is more dependable
than it is for other regions.

English translation of French intelligence report. 10 June 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry
UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (July–Oct.
44)]

1. With reference to conversation which Hitler is supposed to have had in a factory in Vienna.
Accordingly there are supposed to have been successful in making tractable the disintegration of
matter—with a possibility of using it as an explosive—they will only make use of it as a desperate
measure (tested during the attack on Kovel?) because when the transformation has begun they do
not know how to stop it.

2. On the road from Vienna Neustadt to Neuburg [Neuberg?]—on the side of a small hill a factory or
an underground laboratory is located surrounded by barbed wire—guarded by SS troops—workmen
are not allowed to enter. [...]
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From John Lansdale, Jr., to Leslie Groves. Subject: Extract from ASF Intelligence
Bulletin No. 10. 1 July 1944 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-
2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (July–Oct. 44)]

The following is taken from Part V, paragraph 2, page 11 of ASF Intelligence Bulletin No. 10, dated
28 June 1944:

“When on furlough in December 1943, visiting relatives near Voecklamarkt, Austria, P/W saw
a very secret factory at Redl Zipf in a wooded ravine, about 200 meters north of the Redl Zipf
RR station on the RR between Voecklamarkt and Voecklabruck. The people living in the vicinity
believed poison gas or gas for secret weapons was being manufactured here but no one had definite
information because workers were not from the neighborhood and the plant was very closely guarded
by Gestapo in uniform and in plain clothes.”

Report of Interrogation PW RAAB. 11 October 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 171, Folder 32.7003-2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (July–Oct. 44)]

Report of Interrogation 11 October 1944
PW RAAB, Johann IO Captain Campbell
Grenadier, Gren. Regt 305

Veracity and estimate of personality: Believed to be reliable. PW is a thirty-year-old Austrian, for-
merly a traffic official (Fahrdienstleiter) for the Deutsche Reichsbahn in Austria. He was inducted
into the German Army 12 February 1944. PW is intelligent, observant and cooperative. The infor-
mation contained herein was gathered by PW as a result of personal observation of the rail traffic
between the installations involved and conversations with friends and acquaintances acquainted
with the plants.

NOTE: The information contained in this report is only preliminary and as such, incomplete. A full
report, together with sketches of installations discussed herein, will be submitted 12 or 13 October.

Information obtained: In late September and early October 1943 PW began to notice an unprece-
dented amount of activity on the rails between
Redl Zipf (N 48o 02’ 07”), Stadl-Paura (N 48o 04’ 40”), Ebensee (N 47o 48’ 40”)

(E 13o 04’ 40”) (E 13o 52’ 40”) (E 13o 46’ 30”)

and Lenzing (N 47o 57’ 30” / E 13o 39’ 30”), all in the Salzkammergut. All this activity centered
around the former Redl Zipf brewery storage cellars which are cut out of the limestone shale in a
nearby hill. The inmates of a nearby concentration camp as well as numerous foreign and native
workers were called in to enlarge the working area inside the hill and to lay a road bed for a
railroad spur running into the installation. Concrete was poured for the flooring and the whole
interior section was remodeled to provide work shops. Power lines were brought in from nearby
Timelkam providing a current of 15,000 volts, and vast quantities of special equipment (discussed
below) began to arrive even before the place was ready for production. The German engineers in
charge as well as their underlings were all informed that the installation had to be ready for full
production within a period of four months. While this was going on at Redl Zipf the artificial fiber
plant in nearby Lenzing (Zellwolle Fabrik AG, of report 1219, 1 May 1944) was being remodeled
for a change over in production. The nature of this remodeling was unknown to PW or any of his
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acquaintances but in light of its contributions to the Redl Zipf installation it is apparent that the
conversion was made to subordinate the activity of Zellwolle AG to Redl Zipf.

The engineers in charge of construction and production as well as almost all of the workers were
Germans from the Altreich and practically all of them (total number of workers estimated at 2000)
were trusted party members wearing the golden party membership insignia. PW became acquainted
with the manager, Technischer Ingenieur Helmut Novotny as a result of damage to some of the
equipment being shipped to Redl Zipf. Novotny was on the scene from the very beginnings of the
construction period and stayed on after it got into production. Another personality whom PW
remembers well was a man named Hollstein, also German, but Hollstein’s visits became sporadic
after the plant was completed. In a conversation with Novotny PW learned that there had previously
been two similar installations of the same type in Germany itself—one in Sandhofen, north of
Mannheim and one is Wiesoppenheim, just west of Ludwigshafen. Both these installations had
been destroyed as a result of Allied bombings, but it was felt that this had occurred more or less by
chance as everything else in the area suffered equally, and the above mentioned installations were
above ground, unlike the Redl Zipf plant.

The product of the firm is known to the workers only as “liquid gas” and, based on PW’s knowledge
of the raw materials delivered to the plant, it would appear to be some kind of explosive. Among the
raw materials delivered to the plant were large quantities of coal (not for power, because all power
was electric), bauxite, which came in Hungarian R.R. cars, lead, beryllium, tungsten, lye (which
came from the Solvay firm in nearby Ebensee; this firm, in turn, was importing large quantities of
thorium from Hungary and elsewhere in the Balkans). Lye and cellulose in large sheets came from
the Zellwolle AG in Lenzing. From Ebensee also came 25 to 30 kilo sacks of a substance described
on the bills-of-lading as Chlorzont (an ash-gray colored powder).

The equipment inside the plant consists of circa 200 boilers of unusual construction in that they
are completely lined with some argillaceous material and covered over on the outside with some
white metal, name of which is unknown to PW, but it is supposed to be a non-magnetic substance.
These boilers are situated in different compartments and are connected by a system of pipes and
conduits running between the sections and through the concrete walls. PW himself only saw the
inside of the plant on one occasion, before completion, when he brought some materials into the
installation. His other information comes from his wife’s brother who was employed in the plant.
The gas, or liquid, prepared was stored in large high-pressure cylinders about 31⁄2 to 4 meters in
height and 11⁄2 to 2 meters in diameter. PW believes they were constructed of more than usual
strength steel. They too, as well as all connections and valves, were lined with an earthenware type
coating.

The product, when ready for shipment, was sent to an already established munitions factory in
Stadl Paura (c.f. report 1219, 1 May 1944—PW’s information on this plant differs substantially
from that given in above report and will be covered fully in final report). Great care had to be
exercised in transferring the liquid from the high-pressure containers to the tank cars. The hoses
used for making the transfer were made of rubber impregnated fibers reinforced on the outside
with flexible bands of the same white and allegedly non-magnetic metal used in the construction of
the boilers referred to above. Even the nozzles were lined with an earthenware coating to prevent
any contact of the liquid and the metal. The tank cars themselves were extraordinary. They were
completely constructed of a clay or heavy earthenware substance and were bedded on thick felt
cushioning. They may have been reinforced with metal inside the walls of the tanks, but no metal
was visible from the outside. There were 6 of these tank cars, each containing 250 hektoliters and
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they had been specially built by a firm in Ludwigshafen. They were used only on the Redl Zipf–
Stadl Paura run. On one occasion PW examined the residue clinging to the underside of a tank car
lid after it had returned from Stadl Paura. He found a number of lumps of a thick gummy grayish
substance with traces of what looked to him like oil on the surface. It was absolutely odorless.
He was surprised at the grayish color for he had been told that the gases themselves, when in
liquid form, were of a green or yellowish color. He surmised that when pressure was released radical
changes took place in the substance.

It is noteworthy that the workers in the plant complained of loss of appetite and one of them,
a brother in law of PW, said he could no longer enjoy a regular meal. Peasants in the vicinity
were required to make regular delivery of whole milk for the workers. All workers were absolutely
forbidden to drink any alcoholic beverage, even beer, when on or off duty. Brother in law of PW
confessed that he had tried a few glasses of beer anyhow, but to his surprise found it distasteful. He
felt that the gases or something else in the atmosphere of the installation were responsible for this.
Other workers were undergoing the same experience. However, as this brother in law was receiving
over 50RM per week for the relatively unskilled work he was performing (transferring the liquids
from containers to tank cars) he was not complaining too much about his health.

On one occasion, when PW tried to draw Novotny out a little about the nature and use of the
liquid gas Novotny put him off with what the PW considered fairy tales about “freezing gases”
and “explosives which detonate with unheard-of force,” or “weapons which will stop motors from
functioning.” PW believed that Novotny was stringing him along just to be polite rather than
telling him point blank that it was none of his business.

Later, before PW was inducted into the army, the RR delivered 4 large dynamoes (marked “Henkel”)
and 16 to 18 smaller dynamoes (marked “Bosch”) to the plant. He wondered what these were for
inasmuch as the plant already was getting 15,000 volts from Timelkam. Included with these was
a large variety of miscellaneous electrical equipment including transformers and items which PW
had never seen before. He knew that electrical furnaces, albeit small ones, had been installed in the
plant and felt that perhaps these dynamoes were used to furnished additional power for them.

PW learned from a worker at Stadl Paura that “a new type shell casing” was being turned out. So
far as he recalls this shell case was of a size suitable for use in the largest field artillery pieces and
was made of some kind of white metal. Whether or not there was any connection between these
shell casings and the liquid gases being delivered there PW does not know.

End of preliminary report.

Philip Morrison to Joseph Volpe. Evaluation of Documents in the Washington Office—
October 19, 1944 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.60-2 Germany:
Summary Reports (1945–1946)]

[...] 7. The long Prisoner of War reports on Redl Zipf have already been discussed by Dr. Tolman.
It is reasonably certain that this is not a plant of interest to us [Manhattan Project] but may be of
interest to some of the Chemical Warfare officers. [...]
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[From this remarkably detailed PW report, it sounds as if something extraordinary was being
produced at the Redl Zipf plant, yet there is still not enough information to tell exactly what that
product was. It is possible that work conducted at this plant was one (or more) of the following:

• Production of uranium hexafluoride for U-235 enrichment. Uranium hexafluoride is corrosive
to most materials except nickel, aluminum to a certain extent (the white metal described
in these documents may have been nickel, aluminum, or an alloy containing one or both of
those metals), and certain ceramics (such as the earthenware or earthenware-lined containers
described in these documents).

• Enrichment of U-235 in uranium hexafluoride via gaseous diffusion, if the “circa 200 boilers of
unusual construction” that were “connected by a system of pipes and conduits” were gaseous
diffusion cells containing nickel diffusion membranes under high pressure.

• Enrichment of U-235 in uranium hexafluoride via centrifugation, if the “boilers of unusual
construction” were uranium gas centrifuges.

• Chemical reprocessing to purify Pu-239 from neutron-irradiated U-238.

• Chemical reprocessing to purify U-233 from neutron-irradiated Th-232.

• Production of a nerve agent. Sarin, cyclosarin, and soman (but not tabun) contained fluorine,
which made them corrosive to metals other than nickel or possibly aluminum.

• Production of a blistering agent. Mustard and some other blistering agents contained chlorine,
which made them corrosive to most metals.

• Production of a fuel-air explosive, such as a mixture of coal dust and liquid oxygen, or coal
dust and a corrosive nitrogen-based oxidizer (nitric acid, nitrogen tetroxide, etc.).

• Production of a corrosive nitrogen-based oxidizer (nitric acid, nitrogen tetroxide, etc.) for
rocket propellant.

• Production of a fuel for rocket propellant (hydrazine, etc.).

Any of the above options are possible based on the PW report. Of these options, arguably the best
fit might be uranium enrichment via gaseous diffusion of uranium hexafluoride. Manhattan Project
personnel certainly seemed to think the Redl Zipf plant could be doing nuclear-related work, which
is why they included it in their files and apparently spent some time analyzing it. On what grounds
was this PW report ultimately dismissed as not being nuclear-related?

The same information was repeated in the final version of this PW interrogation report, Report
1349, Report from Captured Personnel and Material Branch, 17 October 1944 [AFHRA 25177
electronic version pp. 923–935].

There were many other wartime intelligence reports about very secret, high priority, and extremely
mysterious work that was conducted at Redl Zipf [e.g., AFHRA electronic versions A6091 p. 1287l,
25082 pp. 106–108; 25177 pp. 919–951; 25216 pp. 385–386].]
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Figure D.19: Map of the Redl Zipf facility from Report 1349, Report from Captured Personnel and
Material Branch, 17 October 1944 [AFHRA 25177 p. 932].
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Figure D.20: Remains of the Redl Zipf facility on the surface and underground today.
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Joseph Volpe to S. D. Brown. 18 October 1944 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
171, Folder 32.7003-2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (July–Oct. 44)]

18 October 1944

MEMORANDUM to Lt. Col. S. D. Brown, Room 2B677, Pentagon Building.

It is requested that during interrogation of Prisoners of War information be procured concerning
the following:

Manufacturing plants at the following locations—

Redl Zipf Lenzing
Stadl Paura Timelkam
Ebensee

Companies—

de Boer, Ems, Germany

Rohstoff Handels Gesellschaft (Roges AG), Berlin

JOSEPH VOLPE, JR.

[As shown by this memo, the Manhattan Project’s Foreign Intelligence Unit continued to think
that Redl Zipf and related facilities might be conducting nuclear weapons work, and they sought
further information on those sites.]
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PW INTELLIGENCE SECTION, HQ MAAF. 22 December 1944. [AFHRA A6091
frame 1419]

[...] 4. SECRET WEAPONS, REDL ZIPF (A): At REDL ZIPF between VÖCKLAMARKT and

VÖCKLABRUCK, experiments are being made in connection with the atomic bomb. (See MAAF
S 6686, Intelligence Item 6, Secret Weapons, Austria.) Date of Information: June 1944. [...]

[If this intelligence report was accurate, it confirms that Redl Zipf was indeed conducting work
related to nuclear weapons development. What exactly was the information that was received?
Can the cited report, “MAAF S 6686, Intelligence Item 6, Secret Weapons, Austria,” be located in
archives now?]

Cable IN 1788 from Caserta, Italy to Office of Strategic Services Director. 19 January
1945 [NARA RG 226, Entry A1-134, Box 219, Folder IN AZUSA Nov. ’43 Sept. ’45]

#27074. AZUSA. 154 and Dix from 148.

Octopus cables 18 January that partisans report experiments being conducted on atomic bombs
at Sopron, Hungary and west of Vienna. We are asking that further inquiries be made discreetly.
Meanwhile cable me whether you have had other indications on these localities. Ask Major Furman
if Major Ham is still his representative in this Theater.

[This intelligence report may or may not have been talking about Redl Zipf specifically, but it is
further confirmation that nuclear weapons development was being conducted in that area.

Experiments “west of Vienna” might refer to research installations at Redl Zipf, Gusen/Bergkristall,
Zell-am-See, Lofer, Melk/Quarz, and/or other locations.

What was going on at Sopron, Hungary? Sopron is approximately 65 km south of Vienna, just
across the border into Hungary. Can any other documents concerning wartime nuclear research
there be located?]
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Report No. 551/158. 13 February 1945. Austria—Economic: Factory Redl-Zipf, district
Vöcklabruck. [AFHRA 25177 electronic version pp. 944–947]

Source
LULLABY from Czechoslovak refugee who worked in the factory.

Date of Information
6.2.45

Reliability
Good

Subsource is available for interrogation until 20 Feb. 45. Urgent comments are requested.

1. The secret name of the factory is SCHLIER. All transports for this factory are delivered under
this name or “Zentralbauleitung Redl-Zipf”. The number of workers employed in this factory is not
known exactly to me, but I guess that about 1,000 men are now working there. The camp of these
workers is situated in the buildings of the brewery in ZIPF. The brewery works only in a restricted
measure. These workers are specialists—German only.

2. The factory has no name. It belongs to the Hermann Göring concern, LINZ (Austria).

3. High-explosive gas is manufactured in the underground tunnels and stored in vertical kettles (20
x 4 m), the pressure being 50–100 atm. These kettles are in the underground tunnels as well.

4. Two entrances lead to this underground factory and, out of these corridors, other corridors were
hewn in the rock which lead into working rooms, the number of these being 23. From these rooms
are pipe lines leading into the kettles. Some rooms have 2 or 4 (one has even 8) kettles. The total
number of kettles I do not know.

5. These kettles, made of steel, are vertical, hewn into the rock under the surface of the corridors
and on the top of the kettles is a layer of ash-like material. The whole kettle is cemented into the
rock.

6. I have seen machines in 4 rooms only. These 4 rooms were the biggest—12 m width, 100 m
length, 5 m high. The firring of these machines, where I helped, lasted one month. In each of these
rooms were two machines that looked like huge pumps—dimensions 3 m width, 3 m height, 5 m
length. Other installations in these rooms were a steel ball, walls 7 cm thick, 2 m diameter (I know
the thickness of this ball as other workers were cleaning the interior of the ball). This ball has not
been of one piece, but welded out of several square pieces. Into the ball leads a pipe, the diameter
being about 50 cm and another pipe of the same dimension which leads out opposite the first pipe.
Two pipes 10 cm diameter lead into a measuring apparatus which has been sufficiently accurate to
measure 1/260th of a gramme. This apparatus I suppose has been devised to measure the pressure
and probably other qualities of the product.

7. This product has been referred to by German personnel as “Masse”.

8. The ball rested on an iron pedestal and under this pedestal the aforementioned measuring
apparatus has been placed. This apparatus has been of a sort of weigh[ing]. During the time of fitting
one Russian prisoner left a chisel, probably on purpose, a chisel in this weigh so that the apparatus
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would not function, the chisel staying upright. He has been shot. This apparatus had several dials
which were connected with a camera. This camera has been connected with a “Prüfungsraum”
situated on the top of the rock and separated from the working rooms. This ‘Prüfungsraum” was
in a pill-box, camouflaged with dry trees painted green. In the same manner has been camouflaged
the whole rock on a surface of about 300 m x 300 m. On the rocket has been put a layer of cement,
about 30 cm, and in this layer the dry trees stuck in and sprayed with green paint.

9. At the first trial producing the “Masse” an explosion occurred and a fire broke out lasting five
minutes. A flame shot out of the tunnels, white in colour (Stichflamme) and a temperature of
3000 oC—as I heard from the Germans—all the brass, aluminium and copper parts of machines
disappeared. The repair lasted for three months (the factory has been built from April 1943–
May 1944). All the occupants in the rooms were killed—my party removed 9 bodies, completely
unrecognisable, 70 cm long.

10. The other rooms were much smaller, about 3 x 3 x 3 m and some were only enlargements of
the corridors. There were a few machines which had been transported there in parts so that I could
not guess what sort of machines they were when fitted together. Ten rooms were probably larger,
but always behind a curtain. In one of them has been probably a power station, as different electric
material has been transported inside. I guess that chemical products were manufactured as cases
from the societies: Vereinigte Chemische Fabrik Kreidel & Heller, Wien XXI, Sebastian Kohlgasse
(I know the first exactly as near there I have been working—the factory until XII/1944 has not been
hit, though the Vacuum Shell Company on the opposite side of the street is completely destroyed).

11. The daily output of the factory is 4 railway-cisterns. These cisterns resist high pressure. At the
closing of the cisterns a white snow-like layer forms itself and the so evaporating gas has a slightly
green colour, without any smell and when inhaled is harmless.

12. Locating this factory is helped by the brewery in ZIPF which has a high factory chimney painted
green. The two corridors leading underground are immediately at the brewery (see sketch) towards
North.

13. The rock in ZIPF, where the factory is, is of sandstone and it happened several times during
the construction that the corridors broke down. At the entrance the thickness of sandstone is about
1 m, the deepest corridor is 18 m. On that point is a shaft, the Germans said, 18 m deep.

14. The station REDL-ZIPF is on the main railway line LINZ-SALZBURG.

15. Electricity comes from the power station TIMELKAM situated 20 km to the East of the station
Redl-Zipf. The tension is 110,000 V. I worked on the fitting of switchboards. From the transformer
station (see sketch) electricity comes to the factory with two high tension wires and two underground
cables. Here the tension is lowered to 10,000 volts.

Another high tension wire was being erected to the West as I know there is also a power station in
STEINDORF, 20 km to the West from REDL-ZIPF.

16. What I heard, and what the workers think, is that gas for the V.1 weapon is being manufactured
in this factory.

17. The postal address of this factory is: Attnang-Puchheim, Postschliessfach 26.
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I heard about other factories of this sort, but I have not been there. They are:-

1. The factory in ST. GEORGEN, near LINZ. The secret name of this factory is ESCHE. The
postal address: LINZ/DONAU 2 Postschliessfach 999/XX.

2. The factory in MELK, near Vienna. The secret name is QUARZ, the postal address is not known
to me.

We were told by the Germans that, upon being asked by relatives etc we have to say that we are in
Esche, Quarz etc. Where is this unknown place? At Attnang-Puchheim. Of course, what is being
done there, we were forbidden to tell.

3. Another factory of this sort in WIENER NEUSTADT has been destroyed by bombing. Work
not resumed.
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BIOS 31. Rocket Developments in South Germany and Austria. pp. 35–37.

Target: Steinbruchverwertungs G.m.b.H.
Betrieb Schlier

Location: Brauerei Zipf, Redl. N.49 XV2954
(U.S. zone)

Nature of Target: Underground liquid oxygen plant
and firing station for static
proof of A.4 rocket motors.

Date visited: 24.8.45.

Personnel interviewed: Dr. Kretz, (E), the owner
of the brewery.
Available at the brewery.

1. The brewery’s storage vaults, which were constructed in the side of a hill, had been used by the
above-named organisation for the erection in 1943 of an underground liquid oxygen plant.

This plant consisted of seven units, operating on the Linde principle, capable of producing 80 tons
of liquid oxygen per day.

Each unit comprised a compressor, alkali absorption towers for removal of CO2, and a still for
separation of liquid oxygen and nitrogen.

The compressor, built by Borsig, operated in five stages and developed 600 Kw. Compression to
160 atms. was attained.

The nitrogen was expanded after separation from the oxygen, giving a recovery of 10 per cent. of
the power input. After running off the liquid, residual gaseous oxygen was bottled.

The liquid oxygen was pumped from the plant’s storage tanks into specially constructed railway
wagons, each holding 30 tons. It was stated that the loss by evaporation from these wagons was
one ton per day.

Production had been continuous until April 1945, when transportation became impossible on ac-
count of disruption of railway services.

The plant had not been attacked by air and was completely undamaged although provision had
been made by the S.S. for blowing up the entrances. This plan was frustrated by the early arrival
of U.S. ground forces.

Dr. Kretz stated that a similar plant consisting of 15 units had been operating at Saalfield. (Russian
occupied zone).

Maintenance of the plant is at present being carried out, pending a decision as to its utilisation.
(Redl is in Austria).
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2. A static firing station, for testing A. 4 rocket motors, had been constructed on top of the hill.
This was directly accessible by a lift from the underground factory, in which the motors awaiting
test were stored. (Nine motors, mounted on trolleys running on a narrow gauge railway, were seen).
[...]

The whole station was of massive dimensions and solid construction.

Two bursts during firings had occurred since tests commenced in October, 1943. The first of these
occurred in February, 1944, and the second which partially destroyed the firing bay, in August 1944,
since when no firings had been done.

After the first of these bursts, all iron pipe lines for liquid oxygen were replaced by aluminium,
which does not become so brittle at extremely low temperatures.

It was stated by Dr. Kretz that no other rocket work was carried out at the factory. No rocket
materials, other than those mentioned above, were discovered by this team.

It is of interest to record that the underground factory contained one “secret room”, open to S.S.
officials only, in which counterfeit Bank of England notes, from L1 to L50 denomination, were
printed.

Visits by other rocket teams to this target are not considered necessary.

[This is one of several Allied reports that described Redl Zipf as just an oxygen production plant
(e.g., see p. 2922).

It is possible that part of the Redl Zipf facility did produce oxygen, but if that were the only product
of Redl Zipf, that would not be consistent with many of the details provided by PW Johann Raab (p.
2410): (1) long-term toxicity to the workers; (2) extreme corrosivity to all materials except a white
metal (nickel, aluminum, or an alloy containing one or both of those metals?) and ceramics; and
(3) consumption of large quantities of nuclear-related materials such as lead, beryllium, thorium,
etc.

If Redl Zipf were only an oxygen plant, it would also contradict the intelligence report that specif-
ically stated that Redl Zipf was doing work related to nuclear weapons (p. 2417), as well as other
intelligence reports that indicated that Redl Zipf had far greater secrecy and security than one
would expect of a simple oxygen plant [e.g., AFHRA electronic versions A6091 p. 1287l, 25082 pp.
106–108, 25177 pp. 919–951, 25216 pp. 385–386].

Was the Redl Zipf plant really only producing oxygen the whole time, or was it converted to
that later, or only using oxygen production as a cover story? For example, at the end of the war,
German industrial plants that had been producing nerve gas were stripped of all evidence and
even completely overhauled to appear to have been nothing more than harmless soap factories
throughout the war [Jacobsen 2014, pp. 24–29, 73–75].

BIOS 31 was a British report. U.S. officials also personally inspected the Redl Zipf plant after the
war (p. 2922). What exactly did they find there? Where are their reports?]
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R. V. Shepherd. BIOS 313. Report on Visit to Czechoslovakia by Armament Design
Department. 16th November to 9th December, 1945.

[p. 11:]

Black List
Number Target

[...]

2/462 Dubnica—An underground factory built before the war by Skoda. It was taken over by the
Germans and operated by them. It was completely destroyed by the Germans when the Russians
advanced into Slovakia. [...]

C2/788 Vitkowice—Skoda had no works here but probably owned coal mines for which this area is
noted. The main works are the Vitkowice Steel Works which were in the Herman Goering Trust in
the steel making section. The firm is NOT linked with Skoda. Head of the Firm is von Ringhoffer—
German. Also a Director of Skoda.

PARAGRAPHS 30, 31 of MFIU/HQ/CSDIC/12. Undated but apparently late 1944
or early 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY:
US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

PARAGRAPHS 30, 31 of MFIU/HQ/CSDIC/12

V. EXPLOSIVES

30. Dynamit AG, Kaufering/Landsberg. The source of the following is the same as for paras 28–29
supra. The plant—the approximate location of which is 10o 50’ E., 48o 4’ N—was started at the
end of 1939. It was said to be of no importance, but the local people are convinced that something
very secret is going on there. In May/43 there was a sudden increase in activity after which date
the place was put under heavy guard.

31. The whole complex is set in woods and heavily camouflaged, while an extensive net-work of
roads was built into and through the woods. The P/W knew of about 30 tanks being built, partially
under ground, near the factory and that these tanks were topped with earth in which trees and
shrubs were planted. He was certain that some sort of munitions were being made there.
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H. K. Calvert to Francis J. Smith. 29 January 1945. Subject: I.G. Farben Plant, LE-
VERKUSEN. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY:
US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

29 January 1945

Subject: I.G. Farben Plant, LEVERKUSEN

To: Major Francis J. Smith
Room 5119, New War Dept. Bldg., Washington, D.C.

1. The following information has been extracted from a PW report dated 11 January 1945:

“At the LEVERKUSEN I G Farben Works, PW learned through an uncle, who is a
director, that a special department has been installed in concrete structures like pill-
boxes, to which access is gained only through special passes, even high-ranking officers
being refused admission under a special order issued 18 Nov by factory police. There is
heavy A.A. defence of all calibers, and the general belief is that experiments are being
made with special weapons of some kind.”

2. The PW is Obergefreiter, captured between Bastogne and Longvilly 30 December 1944. He was
serving as a messenger for the 7th Co., III Battalion, 31st Regt, 167th Volksgrenadier Div. 18. Oct
44 his home in Bonn was bombed out, and he applied for 30 days’ leave. During November he made
a trip through most of southern Germany to find a place to resettle his family.

3. There is enclosed herewith three interpretation reports covering I.G. Farben, Leverkusen. As
heavy concrete constructions are characteristic of some phases of our project, it is believed that
these interpretation reports and photos should be made available to technicians available to your
office for their interpretation as being of interest to us.

For the Military Attaché:

H. K. CALVERT
Major, F.A.

Assistant to the Military Attaché.

Incls. 3 reports:
No. D.251; D.918R; D.643(R)
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Monthly Intelligence Summary. February 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

II INFORMATION ON POSSIBLE T A SITES

7. Saalfeld-Thüringia.

A report dated 19 April 1944 was received from OSS stating that a new weapon is being manufac-
tured in an underground factory at SAALFELD-THÜRINGIA, Germany. The report added that
experimental laboratories formerly in Berlin have been transferred to STRASBOURG and installed
in a hospital there. The casings and tubings for the weapon were reported to be manufactured in
the mechanical workshops in Bitschwiller (Haut-Rhin). Some significance is attached to this re-
port because of the fact that a laboratory of interest to us has been discovered in a hospital in
Strasbourg. Air coverage of the Saalfeld area has been obtained and is now being studied.

10. Leitmeritz.

An ungraded report indicated that the production of precision instruments for V-3 is being carried
on by the Germans in the town of LEITMERITZ in Sudetenland. According to this report, a large
volume of electric power is being directed to the factory. A power survey and aerial coverage of the
area have been obtained and are being forwarded to General Groves’ office for review.

11. LEHESTEN.

An OSS report states that possible manufacture of long range projectiles is being carried on in
a semi-underground installation about 1.5 K.M. north of Lehesten in Germany. T A interest in
the report arises from the fact that Siemens and Halske are said to be in charge of the plant, and
a reference to the breaking down of water by electrolysis at this site. Aerial coverage has been
requested.

Monthly Intelligence Summary. March 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168,
Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

k. Air photos of a German plant at Muhldorf were forwarded to Major Smith for submission to Dr.
Morrison. Interpreters on this side were unable to establish what sort of work was being pursued
here.
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FF4936 Research on Secret Weapons (January 1945) [NARA RG 226?, Entry ??, Box
??, Folder ??. Published in https://www.hsozkult.de/publicationreview/id/reb-7382].

FF4936
Date: January 1945
Evaluation: C-3 (7)

Very urgent INTELLIGENCE
Germany

Research on Secret Weapons

A center of research has been set up at KAPPEL, 37 km. north of Berlin, in a disguised woods.
Near this center, and camouflaged by the same woods, there is the whole of E. M. de DOENITZ.

Researches are carried on vigorously upon the “atomic explosion”, at the SS Technical Academy
at ZELLENDORF (700 m. south of the (RR) station) and especially at BRNO in Bohemia. These
experiments are pursued intensively by the old establishments of BAYER (the special section of
the I. G. Farben near Berlin and in the vicinity of Regensburg).

[Apparently added later:]

see paragraphs 3 and 4 of cable 2877 December 21, 1944, from Bern IN—29784

MAR 20 1945

[It is very interesting that this report took on a renewed urgency for the U.S. on 20 March 1945,
and that the information added then refers to a cable from Bern by U.S. spy Moe Berg; note that
the actual date of that cable appears to be December 31, not December 21 [Petersen 2008, p. 625].]

Monthly Intelligence Summary. March 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168,
Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

c. A report was received that a research center engaged in work on “atomic explosion” has been set
up near Koralle, 37 kilometers north of Berlin. A study of air coverage of this area failed to reveal
any visual evidence of TA activity.

[The correct name of this site appears to be Koralle as mentioned in the second document, not
Kappel as mentioned in the first. (Perhaps the “p”s were “ρ”s, indicating a Slavic origin for this
intelligence?) The German Naval High Command was located there during 1943–1945 (the first
document mentioned Admiral Doenitz), and there may well have been other facilities in the same
general area.]
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Figure D.21: At Štěchovice, German forces built a large dam, hydroelectric power plant, and as-
sociated facilities that became operational in 1943. The installation may have been conducting
nuclear-related work such as uranium enrichment.
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Figure D.22: In February 1946, a U.S. military team made an unannounced in-
cursion deep into Czechoslovakia to recover important German papers buried at
Štěchovice. The contents of most of the papers have never been publicly revealed
[www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/2007/winter/stechovice.html].
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Figure D.23: In February 1946, a U.S. military team made an unannounced in-
cursion deep into Czechoslovakia to recover important German papers buried at
Štěchovice. The contents of most of the papers have never been publicly revealed
[www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/2007/winter/stechovice.html].
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Figure D.24: In February 1946, a U.S. military team made an unannounced in-
cursion deep into Czechoslovakia to recover important German papers buried at
Štěchovice. The contents of most of the papers have never been publicly revealed
[www.archives.gov/publications/prologue/2007/winter/stechovice.html].
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[NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime
Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SERVICES
WASHINGTON, D.C.

DISTRIBUTED 27 March 1945 DISSEMINATION NO. A-52702
COUNTRY Germany, Austria, and Protectorate ORIGINAL REPORT NO. B-1879, B-2040
SUBJECT Research Institutes; DATE OF REPORT 6, 15 March 1945

Alcohol EVALUATION F-3

CONFIRMATION
SOURCE Z SUPPLEMENT
SUB SOURCE CORRECTION

NUMBER OF PAGES 2
DATE OF INFORMATION 1 March 1945 ATTACHMENTS
PLACE OF ORIGIN Switzerland THEATRE

Research Institutes

1. According to informant, eight research institutes whose purpose is the development of V-
weapons, gases, bacteriological means of warfare, and atom smashing devices have existed or
are functioning in Germany and Austria. Their locations are as follows:

(a) Peenemünde (about 40 km northwest of Swinemünde)

(b) Tegernsee (about 50 km south-southeast of Munich)

(c) Schloss Hohenzollern at Sigmaringen

(d) A stone quarry near Lebestan (sic—this may be Lehesten, about 50 km west of Plauen)

(e) Tübingen. Nothing definite is known about this institute.

(f) Floridsdorf, in the northeastern portion of Vienna. The institute is now closed, and its
equipment is believed to have been moved to Tegernsee.

(g) Freiburg-im-Breisgau. The institute is now closed, and its equipment is believed to have
been moved to Sigmaringen.

OSS Washington Comment: According to another informant, the Schloss Hohenzollern men-
tioned is located about 20 km south-southwest of Tübingen, not at Sigmaringen. This may
be the missing eighth location.

Alcohol

2. A ball bearing factory in Hronow (about 130 km northeast of Prague) is adding alcohol to
the gasoline for starting and landing rocket planes and for the new ramming plane (Ramm-
flugzeug).

3. Alcohol is being distilled from wine for this purpose. It is expected that 2,000,000 liters will
be obtained from the Schlumberger Co. of Vöslau (30 km south-southwest of Vienna).
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Doc. No. 112, Subject: Waldow, Willi (27 September 1946). [NARA RG 319, Entry
A1-134A, Box 17, Folder XE 169886, Russian Deportation of German Scientists and
Technicians]

[...] Subject, while traveling between the Russian and American Zones on the 29th August 1946,
made the acquaintance of a Mr. BRUECKNER in the railroad station STASSFURT (M52/D66).
The conversation that took place consisted of BRUECKNER’s description of his recent forced
employment and subsequent escape from a Russian underground factory, located at SALZBERG-
WERKE (M52/D66) near STASSFURT. BRUECKNER, a German engineer, formerly engaged in
atomic research as early as 1934 stated that a group of between two or three thousand Germans with
scientific and technical backgrounds are being forcibly engaged at working on experiments dealing
with atomic energy pertaining to development of the atomic bomb, as well as rocket experiments
with the “V 2”. The site of this factory is supposedly that of a former German underground factory
used to manufacture special types of weapons during the war, located as SALZBERGWERKE.
According to Subject BRUECKNER further stated that despite his previous knowledge of atomic
energy, the work now being conducted is in an entirely new field.

Danish island of Bornholm

[Many 1945–1948 newspaper articles alleged that there was some sort of German nuclear work on
Bornholm island, and that Soviet forces occupying the island after the war removed material from
that work:

Clearing of Bornholm: Germans Who Refused to Surrender. The Times (London, 15
May 1945).

Danes Seek Restoration of Communications. The Times (London, 18 May 1945).

Russians Believed Near Atom Secret. New York Times (15 October 1945 p. 4).

Russia Will Have Secret Soon. News Chronicle (15 October 1945 p. 1).

Russia Confident on Bomb. New York Times (31 October 1945 p. 6).

Atomic Energy May Be Behind Bornholm Mystery. Sydney Morning Herald (20 April
1946 p. 2).

Rich Uranium Ore on Danish Island Russia Evacuated. Spokane Daily Chronicle (16
March 1948 p. 6).

Is there indeed evidence that German nuclear research was conducted on Bornholm, who conducted
it, or what exactly was done there? With advanced rockets under development at Peenemünde East,
advanced aircraft under development at Peenemünde West, biological weapons under development
on Riems island, and a possible nuclear test on or near Rügen island, it would make sense for
some of the nuclear development programs to be conducted on Bornholm or elsewhere in that
general area. Highly secretive and potentially dangerous military research projects seem to have
been deliberately clustered in this sparsely populated area, far from Allied forces in both directions
at the time that work was begun.]
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Werner Grothmann on enrichment of U-235 [Krotzky 2002]. For a discussion of the
background and reliability of this source, see p. 2363.

[p. 6] Ich weiß allerdings nicht, woher das
Material kommen sollte, denn unsere eigene
Anlage im Erzgebirge lief ja auch erst ganz
kurz und lieferte nur sehr wenig, wie ich hörte.

[p. 32] Die erste Schwierigkeit bestand in
der Herstellung des Materials, also des
Sprengstoffes. Das hat sich bis wenige Monate
vor Kriegsende auch nicht drastisch verbessern
lassen. Erst für 1946 rechneten wir eigentlich
mit der Serienproduktion von Atombomben.

[p. 33] Auch ich habe manches erst sehr
spät erfahren und einiges auch erst nach
dem Krieg. Zum Beispiel die Sache mit der
Anreicherung. Es stimmt wirklich, dass die
Reichspost 1944 die großtechnische Tren-
nung der erforderlichen Substanzen für die
Bombenfabrikation hinbekommen hat. Es war
von Ardennes Verdienst. Die Einrichtung, wo
das lief, lag weit außerhalb Berlins und ist
vermutlich nach Kriegsende unter russischer
Aufsicht noch eine Weile weiterbetrieben
worden. Später hat man angeblich die Anla-
genteile abgebaut und in den Osten gebracht.
Vielleicht stehen die heute noch irgendwo
herum. Die Tarnung für diese Anlage war
hervorragend, weil sie trotz ihrer enormen
Größe nicht auffiel. Das Beste war aber, dass
überhaupt kein großer Personalaufwand be-
trieben werden musste. Das erzeugte Material
war aber nur für die Reichspostforschung
vorgesehen. Diebner hatte seine—ebenfalls
begrenzten—Quellen und wir konnten für
unsere Projekte kurz vor Kriegsende auch auf
eigene Anlagen zurückgreifen, die aber auch
noch lange nicht soviel liefern konnten, wie wir
damals wünschten. Die gesamten Mengen kann
ich nicht nennen, sie waren nicht umwerfend.

[p. 6] However, I do not know where the
material came from, because our own plant
in the Erzgebirge ran only very briefly and
delivered very little, as I heard.

[p. 32] The first difficulty lay in the pro-
duction of the material, the explosive. That did
not improve dramatically until a few months
before the end of the war. We did not expect
mass production of atomic bombs until 1946.

[p. 33] I also learned many things very
late, and some things only after the war. For
example, the matter of enrichment. It is true
that in 1944 the Reichspost achieved the great
technical separation of the necessary substances
for the bomb production. It was thanks to Ar-
denne. The facility where it ran was far outside
of Berlin and probably continued to operate for
a while after the end of the war under Russian
supervision. Supposedly they later dismantled
the plant parts and brought them to the east.
Maybe they are still around somewhere today.
The camouflage for this plant was outstanding
because it did not attract attention despite its
enormous size. The best thing, however, was
that a large workforce was not necessary. The
material produced was, however, intended only
for Reichspost research. Diebner had his—also
limited—sources, and we were able to use our
own equipment for our projects shortly before
the end of the war, but they could not deliver
as much as we wanted then. I cannot name the
total quantities; they were not overwhelming.
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[p. 36] Frau Beinhorn hat ihn uns empfohlen,
weil der rund um die Uhr arbeiten konnte und,
wie es schien, nie müde wurde. Diebner hat
ihn mal [deshalb] als das wandelnde schlechte
Gewissen seiner Kollegen bezeichnet. Schwiet-
zke hat [...] auf die Frage nach dem Energiebe-
darf für eine bestimmte Anlage gesagt, das, was
wir da reinstecken, bekommen wir bald hun-
derttausendfach zurück.

[p. 36] Mrs. Beinhorn recommended him to us
because he could work around the clock and,
as it seemed, never become tired. Diebner once
[therefore] described him as the walking guilty
conscience of his colleagues. Schwietzke said
[...], when asked about the energy requirements
for a particular installation, that what we put
in there will soon come back a hundred thou-
sandfold.

[Grothmann stated that he knew very little about where or how enriched uranium was produced,
but he gave several important clues:

• The Reichspost had at least one U-235 enrichment facility that was located “far outside
Berlin.” For security, presumably that facility would not be part of some other facility, but for
convenience, it might be located near another relevant facility. Most uranium ore in Germany
was processed at Auer in Oranienburg, approximately 35 km north of Berlin, so that is
one possible location. The Reichspost had major research facilities in Miersdorf (now part
of Zeuthen) approximately 22 km southeast of Berlin, Kleinmachnow 19 km southwest of
Berlin, and Manfred von Ardenne’s mansion in Lichterfelde approximately 12 km southwest
of central Berlin, so those are other possible locations [Zeman and Karlsch 2008, p. 12].
Grothmann said that the enrichment facility used von Ardenne’s designs, which suggests
that it was electromagnetic enrichment similar to the U.S. calutrons at Oak Ridge. (Von
Ardenne was an expert on electromagnetic manipulation of charged particles in electron
microscopes and television picture tubes, and is known to have designed electromagnetic
enrichment devices.) The facility was noteworthy for its “enormous size,” which also suggests
electromagnetic enrichment; uranium ions are separated out in low-density ion beams that
travel up to several meters each, so hundreds of such bulky machines might be required to
function in parallel. This facility became fully operational no later than 1944, or 1943 if it
supplied fuel for what Grothmann said was a failed autumn 1943 test in the North Sea.

• The SS had at least one U-235 enrichment facility in the Erzgebirge region, but Grothmann
did not provide any clues about what enrichment method(s) it used. This region was heavily
mined for uranium by the Russians after the war. If the SS chose to locate an enrichment
facility there, it suggests that Germans were mining uranium there during the war.

• Werner Schwietzke apparently designed and promised great returns from a special installation;
he is known to have spent the war developing uranium gas centrifuges with Werner Holtz for
the Army Ordnance Office [p. 2379].

• Kurt Diebner had sources of enriched uranium that were independent of the Reichspost and
SS facilities, but Grothmann did not elaborate. Those might be (1) Schwietzke’s centrifuges,
(2) centrifuges in the Hamburg/Kiel area managed by Paul Harteck, Wilhelm Groth, and
Konrad Beyerle, (3) the “isotope sluice,” a centrifuge-like device developed by Diebner’s close
collaborator Erich Bagge, and/or (4) presently unknown additional sources.

It is important to find more information about all of these uranium enrichment facilities. It is also
possible that there were other important enrichment facilities that Grothmann did not know about
or did not mention in the interviews.]
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H. Plutonium-239 (or Uranium-233) Breeding in a Fission Reactor

[The following documents demonstrate the knowledge of scientists in Germany:

• By 1934, scientists knew that element 94, or plutonium-239, could be produced and purified
(p. 2435).

• No later than 1940, scientists understood that plutonium-239 could be used to create a bomb
(pp. 2436–2440).

• During the war, scientists also understood that uranium-233 could be produced and used to
create a bomb (pp. 2441–2442).]

Ida Tacke Noddack [Noddack 1934]

Man kann ebensogut annehmen, daß bei dieser
neuartigen Kernzertrümmerung durch Neutronen
erheblich andere “Kernreaktionen” stattfinden,
als man sie bisher bei der Einwirkung von
Protonen- und α-Strahlen auf Atomkerne
beobachtet hat. Bei den letztgenannten Be-
strahlungen findet man nur Kernumwandlungen
unter Abgabe von Elektronen, Protonen und
Heliumkernen, wodurch sich bei schweren Ele-
menten die Masse der bestrahlten Atomkerne
nur wenig ändert, da nahe benachbarte Ele-
mente entstehen. Es wäre denkbar, daß bei der
Beschießung schwerer Kerne mit Neutronen diese
Kerne in mehrere größere Bruchstücke zerfallen,
die zwar Isotope bekannter Elemente, aber nicht
Nachbarn der bestrahlten Elemente sind.

[...A]us dem β-strahlenden Element 93 das
Element 94 entstehen müßte. Dieses Element
sollte man verhältnismäßig leicht chemisch von
93 trennen können.

One could assume equally well that when
neutrons are used to produce nuclear dis-
integrations, some distinctly new nuclear
reactions take place which have not been
observed previously with proton or alpha-
particle bombardment of atomic nuclei. In
the past one has found that transmutations
of nuclei only take place with the emission of
electrons, protons, or helium nuclei, so that
the heavy elements change their mass only a
small amount to produce near neighboring
elements. When heavy nuclei are bombarded
by neutrons, it is conceivable that the nu-
cleus breaks up into several large fragments,
which would of course be isotopes of known
elements but would not be neighbors of the
irradiated element.

[...B]eta decay of element 93 would pro-
duce element 94. It should be relatively easy
to separate this chemically from element 93.

G-55. Josef Schintlmeister and Friedrich Hernegger. Concerning a Heretofore Un-
known Alpha Emitting Chemical Element. June 1940.

Mit diesen Konzentraten wird gegenwärtig das
chemische Verhalten des neuen Elementes weiter
erforscht. Seine bisher festgestellten chemischen
Eigenschaften ermöglichen übrigens bereits eine
weitgehende Anreicherung, prinzipiell sogar schon
die Reindarstellung. Sie können unserer Auffas-
sung nach nur so gedeutet werden, dass ein Eka-
Osmium (Ordnungszahl 94) oder allenfalls ein
Eka-Rhenium (Ordnungszahl 93) vorliegt.

With these concentrates, the chemical be-
havior of the new element is currently being
researched further. Incidentally, its chemical
properties that have hitherto been determined
already make it possible to enrich it exten-
sively, and in principle, even to purify it. In
our opinion, they can only be interpreted as
having an eka-osmium (element 94) or at least
an eka-rhenium (element 93) present.
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G-59. Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker. The Possibility of Obtaining Energy from U238.
17 July 1940.

[...] 238U durch thermische Neutronen [...] Das
erste Neutron erzeugt das Isotop 239U, das
nach Hahn in 23 Minuten zerfällt. Dabei muss
239Eka-Re entstehen. Im folgenden wird die
Wahrscheinlichkeit der Entstehung und der
Spaltbarkeit dieses Kerne geprüft. [...]

Dieses Eka-Re kann dann in dreifacher
Weise verwendet werden:

1. zum Bau sehr kleiner Maschinen

2. als Sprengstoff

3. durch Beimischung zur Umwandlung
anderer Elemente in grossen Mengen.

[...] 238U by thermal neutrons [...] The first
neutron produces the isotope 239U, which
according to Hahn decays in 23 minutes. That
must produce 239Eka-Re [a new element]. In the
following, the probability of the creation and
the fissionability of these nuclei is examined. [...]

This Eka-Re can then be used in three
ways:

1. to build very small reactors

2. as an explosive

3. by mixture for the conversion of other
elements in large quantities.

Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker. 1941. Energieerzeugung aus dem Uranisotop der Masse
238 und anderen schweren Elementen (Herstellung und Verwendung des Elements 94).
6 June 1941. [AMPG 7314; Karlsch 2005, pp. 320–324]

Patentansprüche.

1. Verfahren zur Energieerzeugung aus 238U,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß 238U mit zwei
thermischen Neutronen beschossen wird,
wodurch zunächst über β-Zerfälle ein Element
94 der Masse 239 entsteht, das durch das zweite
Neutron eine Kernspaltung erfährt, bei der
sowohl eine ungeheure Energie abgegeben wird,
als auch neue Neutronen und Kerne entstehen.

2. Verfahren zur Energiegewinnung aus 238U
nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß
die zur Umwandlung größerer Mengen des 238U
in Element 94 notwendigen Neutronen in einer
“Uranmaschine” erzeugt werden.

Patent claims.

1. Method for the production of energy from
238U, characterized in that 238U is bombarded
with two thermal neutrons, whereby after beta
decays forms an element 94 with mass 239,
which by the second neutron experiences a
nuclear fission, in which both a tremendous
energy is released, as well as new neutrons and
nuclei arise.

2. The method for generating energy from
238U according to claim 1, characterized in
that the neutrons necessary to convert large
quantities of the 238U into element 94 are
generated in a “uranium machine.”
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3. Verfahren zur Energieerzeugung aus 238U
bzw. Element 94 nach Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daß das durch Neutrone-
nanlagerung erzeugte Element 94 durch
bekannte chemische Verfahren von dem
verbleibenden Uran abgetrennt wird und dann
in reiner bzw. geeignet wählbarer Konzentra-
tion verwendbar vorliegt.

4. Verfahren zur Energieerzeugung und
Neutronenproduktion aus schwer spaltbaren
schweren Kernen (z.B. 238U, Thorium, Blei,
Bismut etc.), dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das
nach Anspruch 3 erhaltene Element 94 diesen
Elementen in geeigneter Menge zugesetzt wird,
so daß sie einen autokatalytischen Spaltprozess
durch Neutronen durchmachen können, bei
dem Energie erzeugt wird und neue Atomkerne
entstehen.

5. Verfahren zur explosiven Erzeugung von
Energie und Neutronen aus der Spaltung des
Elements 94, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das
nach Anspruch 3 hergestellte Element 94 in
solcher Menge an einen Ort gebracht wird, z.B.
in eine Bombe, daß die bei einer Spaltung
entstehenden Neutronen in der überwiegenden
Mehrzahl zur Anregung neuer Spaltungen
verbraucht werden und nicht die Substanz
verlassen.

6. Verfahren zur Erzeugung sehr kleiner
handlicher Maschinen zur Gewinnung von
Kernenergie und von Neutronen, z.T. nach
Anspruch 3 and 4 und unter Zugrundelegung
der Kenntnisse über eine “Uranmaschine”,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß man nur so viel
Element 94 an einem Ort vereinigt, (u.U. nach
Beimischung geeigneter, neutronenbremsender
und/oder absorbierender Zusatzelemente)
daß Explosionen vermieden werden, und die
Energieabgabe kontinuierlich erfolgt.

3. The method for generating energy from the
element U or element 94 according to claim
1, characterized in that the neutron-produced
element 94 is separated from the remaining
uranium by known chemical methods, and
then is available in pure or suitably selected
concentration.

4. Method for the production of energy
and neutron production from heavy fissionable
nuclei (for example, 238U, thorium, lead, bis-
muth, etc.), characterized in that the element
94 obtained according to claim 3 is added to
these elements in a suitable amount, so that
they can undergo an autocatalytic fission pro-
cess by neutrons, in which energy is generated
and new atomic nuclei are formed.

5. Method for the explosive generation of
energy and neutrons from the fission of the
element 94, characterized in that the element
94 produced according to claim 3 is brought
to a location in such an amount, e.g. in a
bomb, that the vast majority of the neutrons
produced during each fission event are used to
produce new fission events and do not leave the
substance.

6. Process for the production of very small,
handy machines for obtaining nuclear energy
and neutrons, in part according to claims 3
and 4, and on the basis of the knowledge of a
“uranium machine,” characterized in that one
brings together only so much element 94 in one
place (depending on the admixture of suitable,
neutron-slowing and/or absorbing additional
elements) that explosions are avoided and the
energy is discharged continuously.
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G-94. Fritz Houtermans. Zur Frage der Auslösung von Kern-Kettenreaktionen. August
1941. Same as report G-267.

[U.S.-created English abstract:] Brief summary covering the following aspects: Analysis of the fac-
tors which prevent nuclear fission. Possibility of fission with fast neutrons. Fission with thermal
neutrons. Need for enrichment of U235. Difficulty and expense of isotope separation. Moderators:
D2O, beryllium or beryllium oxide, carbon. Effect of temperature on absorption of thermal neutrons.
Possibility of chain reaction with natural isotope mixtures of U at low temperatures. Calculations
for critical mass. Although difficulty of getting economical power from lower temperature pile, there
are other gains possible, e.g., radioisotopes; formation of 239 isotope, which is also subject to fission
by thermal neutrons.

[Excerpts:]

[I.] Kernspaltung wurde bisher bekanntlich an
den Atomkernen U238, U235, Th232, Pa231 und
Jo230 beobachtet. Kernspaltung kann durch
geladene Teilchen (Protonen oder Deuteronen)
einer Energie von etwa 5–6 MeV, γ-Quanten
einer Energie der gleichen Größenordnung und
durch Neutronen ausgelöst werden. [...]

[VII.] Vergleichen wir etwa die Neutronen-
ergiebigkeit einer solchen Apparatur mit der
besten bisherigen Neutronenquelle, einem
Zyklotron, so zeigt sich leicht, daß eine
solche Anlage mit einer Menge natürlichen
Urangemischs von ca. 1 t der Leistung von
etwa 104 bis 105 Zyklotrons entspricht. [...]

Denn bei allen denkbaren Apparaturen,
die eine Kettenreaktion an isoliertem U235

gestatten, würde ja nur 1/139 der gesamten
zur Verfügung stehenden Uranmenge als
“Brennstoff” oder “Explosivesstoff” benutzt
werden, während bei der Isotopentrennung
auch für die unverwertbaren Mengen von U238

Energie aufgewandt werden muß.

[I.] Nuclear fission has been observed to date
for the atomic nuclei U238, U235, Th232, Pa231

and Jo230. Nuclear fission can be triggered
by charged particles (protons or deuterons)
with an energy of approximately 5–6 MeV, γ
photons with an energy of the same magnitude,
and by neutrons. [...]

[VII.] If, for example, we compare the neutron
yield of such a reactor with the best previous
neutron source, a cyclotron, it is easy to see
that such a reactor, with a quantity of natural
uranium mixture of about 1 ton, has a power
of about 104 to 105 cyclotrons. [...]

For all conceivable devices that permit a
chain reaction with purified U235, only 1/139
of the total available uranium would be used
as “fuel” or “explosive”, while during isotope
separation, impractical amounts of energy must
also be expended on U238.
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Um diesen Punkt näher zu verstehen, müssen
wir uns die Frage stellen, was aus denjenigen
Neutronen wird, die bei der hier behandelten
Kettenreaktion (U–schwere Bremssubstanz
bei tiefer Temperatur) entstehen und nicht
nach außen entweichen. Wir sehen oben,
daß durch Ausschaltung der Neutronen-
einfangung durch den Wasserstoff der einzig
noch vorhandene Konkurrenzprozess, der in
der Tat einen großen Teil der Neutronen
schluckt, die Resonanzeinfangung des U238

ist. Bei dieser Resonanzeinfangung entsteht
bekanntlich zunächst der 23 min-Körper,
ein U239

92 , aus dem durch β-Zerfall zunächst
Ek-Re239

93 entsteht, das wahrscheinlich selbst
wieder β-aktiv ist und einem weiteren Körper
der (4n+3)-Reihe liefert. [...] Im letzteren
Falle aber muß das entstehende langlebige
Isotop des Atomgewichts 239 selbst wieder
Thermospaltung zeigen. [...] Jedes Neutron,
das anstatt an U235 Spaltung zu bewirken von
U238 eingefangen wird, schafft also einen neuen,
durch thermische Neutronen spaltbaren Kern.
Wir können daher eine Apparatur, die es ge-
stattet, mit einem Energieumsatz an wägbaren
Mengen U235 die Kettenreaktion ablaufen
lassen, gleichzeitig als eine Isotopenumwand-
lungsapparatur ansehen. Der Vorteil gegenüber
einer Isotopentrennungsapparatur ist aber der,
daß das neugeschaffene Produkt, das ja eine
Kernladung von 93 oder mehr hat, chemisch
nicht mehr mit dem Uran identisch und da-
her mit gewöhnlichen chemischen Methoden
abzutrennen ist. Da nun viel größere Mengen,
nämlich das 139fache an U238 zur Verfügung
stehen, so ist die Verwertbarmachung desselben
als “Brennstoff” für eine Kettenreaktion ein
für unsere Themenstellung viel wichtigerer
Vorgang, als die Isotopentrennung, die bloß
das U235 zu verwerten gestattet.

Für die Anregung zu dieser Arbeit und
deren Ermöglichung danke ich Baron Manfred
von Ardenne.

To understand this point in more detail, we
have to ask ourselves what will become of
the neutrons that are formed during the chain
reaction (U-moderator at low temperature) and
do not escape to the outside. We see above that
by eliminating neutron capture by hydrogen,
the only competitive process that actually
absorbs a large portion of the neutrons is the
resonance capture by U238. This resonance
capture is known to produce the 23-minute
nucleus, U239

92 , for which β decay results in
Ek-Re239

93 , which is likely to be β-active again
and produces another (4n+3)-type body. [...] In
the latter case, however, the resulting long-lived
isotope of atomic weight 239 must again be
fissionable by thermal neutrons. [...] Every
neutron which, instead of fissioning U235, is
captured by U238 creates in this way a new
nucleus, fissionable by thermal neutrons. We
can therefore regard an apparatus that allows
the chain reaction to proceed with an energy
conversion of measurable amounts of U235 as an
isotope conversion apparatus. The advantage
over an isotope separation apparatus, however,
is that the newly created product, which indeed
has a nuclear charge of 93 or more, is no longer
chemically identical to uranium and therefore
can be purified by ordinary chemical methods.
Since much larger quantities are available,
namely 139 times more U238, the utilization of
it as “fuel” for a chain reaction is a much more
important process for our topic than isotope
separation, which only allows U235 to be used.

For suggesting this work and making it
possible, I thank Baron Manfred von Ardenne.
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[German reports captured by the U.S. Alsos Mission also show that there was wartime work on
chemical methods for processing irradiated fission fuel and purifying different components from it.
Unless otherwise noted, text for G-series captured German nuclear reports cited here consists of
the English-language abstracts prepared by American scientists who studied the German reports.]

G-259. Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann. The Chemical Separation of Elements and
Atomic Species Produced by Uranium Fission (General Part). 1944.

Introductory considerations on separation of U fission products are given. Extraction of U as nitrate
is possible if amounts larger than several 100 g are irradiated, the other method is more advisable
for amounts smaller than that: three methods are proposed for extraction of the remaining smaller
amounts of U from the fission products, separation of the U as sodium pyrouranate by precipitation
with a solution of caustic soda, precipitation by ammonium to ammonium pyrouranate, dissolv-
ing of this by surplus ammonium carbonate to uranium carbonate, and precipitation as sodium
uranylacetate.

G-260. Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann. Chemical Separation of Uranium Fission
Products. Halogens, Rare Gases, Earth Metals and Alkaline Earth Metals. 1944.

Distillation methods, precipitation by Ag ions, and solvent extraction for I and Br separation
are reported in detail. Indirect identification of Xe and Kr proved less reliable than their direct
identification in specially constructed counting tubes. Different tubes and methods of operation are
illustrated. Indirect identification of halogens by determination of noble gases formed by halogen
decay are given for Rb and Cs, Sr and Ba. Detailed extraction methods for the single elements
are given for Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc, Sn, Sb, Te, Se, As, Ge, Ga, Zn, Co, and Ni. Isotopes intermediary
between Br35 and Br39 could not be identified. A procedure to separate all fission products from a
single sample of irradiated U concludes the report.

G-111. Josef Schintlmeister. The Placing in the Periodic Table of the Element with
Alpha Rays of 1.8 cm Range. 1941.

See reports G-55 and G-112 for chemical identification of this element. Element can be atomic
number 93 or 94 but its alpha decay energy and stability as regard beta decay shows it is not 93.
It mass number is most likely 244 but it could be 246, or 242. This can be determined, for 244 and
242 can be split by thermal neutrons while 246 will require faster neutrons.

This element is precipitated by H2S from strongly acid solutions and it does not form compounds
in strongly oxidizing solutions (HNO3 and H2SO4).

G-112. Josef Schintlmeister and Friedrich Hernegger. Further Chemical Investigation
of an Element with Alpha Rays of 1.8 cm Range. 1941.

Some chemical properties of new element. Ammonia and sodium hydroxide precipitate about half
the element. Carbonate precipitates it quantitatively. In distillation with nitric acid or hydrochloric
acid the element is not distilled, but with sulfuric acid a high percentage of the element is distilled
over. Hydrogen sulfide precipitates it quantitatively from strong acid solutions. Other chemical
properties listed.
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[The following document demonstrates that scientists in Germany understood how to convert Th-
232 to make a U-233 bomb.]

Fritz Houtermans, How to use thorium for nuclear energy from fission. 3 September
1945. Typographical errors in the original document have been retained below. [NARA
RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 173, Folder 60.22-1 RUSSIA: Research—TA (43–Jun 46)]

How to use Thorium for nuclear energy from fission.

Take pure thorium or thoriumoxide, mix to it some U 235 or Pu 239 separated from U238. The
amount of U235 or 239 necessary will presumably be lower than 0.7%, because resonance capture
in Th seems to be stronger than in U238. By neutron capture Th233 is formed. The mixture should
be such that in heavy water, possibly also in metallic beryllium, or even BeO, or in graphite the
chain reaction is just started, retarded only by resonance capture of Th232. It may be that the
chain reaction will work only at low temperatures, if the width of the Th-resonance capture is given
by Doppler-broadening. This will be true especially, the heavier the material is for slowing down
the neutrons, i.e for graphite. It might be necessary to cool away even at low temperatures the
energy released by the chain reaction, but any neutron lost will form an atom of Th 233, which
decays with T=23 min to Pa 233, a body known to emit β-rays also and to decay into U 233. U 233
seems to have rather a long half life, and may be α-active. But from general considerations similar
to those of Bohr-Wheeler, I should be rather think that U 233 has a fission treshold low enough
that thermal neutrons will be able to make thermofission. Since you get weighable quantities of
neutrons from the chain reaction in the separeted isotope U235 or 239 you will thus be able to
enrich either U 233 to such an extent, that the chain reaction will start at normal temperatures or
else to separete U 233 chemicall from the thorium mixture and use it as U235 or 239 as fuel for the
machine.

September 3rd, 1945 F.G. Houtermans

P.S. by Gerard P. Kuiper, Frankfurt-Hochst, 7 Sept., 1945.

This is Prof. Houtermans’ prediction of how the Russians will make the atomic bomb. No copy
of it has been made; this is the original. If any “profit” or “credit” will result from his proposal
its author requests that the benefits will go to his wife, Mrs. Houtermans, Physics Department,
Radcliffe College, Cambridge, Mass.

Gerard P. Kuiper

Alsos Mission

G2, HQ, USFET
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F. A. C. Wardenburg. Interrogation of Dr. Ing. Ernest Nagelstein. 2 November 1944.
[NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 169, Folder 32.7002 GERMANY—ALSOS MIS-
SION Administrative Matters (1940–1945); www.deutsches-museum.de/archiv
/archiv-online/geheimdokumente/alsos-mission/protokoll-nagelstein/dokument-1/]

[...] The atomic bomb is made of either thorium or uranium, Nagelstein is not sure which. He was
told by Doering, however, that Auer is making metal thorium and no uses of thorium in the metallic
state are known. [...]

S.A. Goudsmit and F.A.C. Wardenburg. 17 October 1944. Subject: Thorium Products
taken to Auer Gesellschaft, Germany. [AFRHA A5189 frame 0018]

The following information was obtained from M. Paul Gregory, acting Director of the Societé des
Terres Rares, 67, Rue de Preny, Paris (17o).

During the occupation the company was under the supervision of employees of the Auer Gesellschaft.
The president of Auer, Dr. Quadebert [???], visited Paris occasionally. The man in direct charge of
all Auer interests in occupied territory was Dr. Ihwe, who did much travelling.

The Germans showed at first only mild interest in Thorium. They did buy various rare earth
compounds, probably for use in colored glasses. Early in 1944, however, they requisitioned all
available Thorium sufate, namely about 95 tons. They took 85 tons, but left 10 tons for the French.
During the occupation they had acquired about 850 tons of monazite, which is equivalent to about
86 tons of Thorium oxide.

The sudden interest in Thorium products is unusual, according to M. Gregory. He stated that
is considered as a waste product in rare earth production. He claimed not to understand what
the Germans wanted it for. (Dr. Blumenfeld, the director of the company, now in New York, had
previously called our attention to the use of Thorium oxide in the Fischer-Tropsch process).

BIOS 675. The Production of Thorium and Uranium in Germany.

Metallic thorium and uranium were produced on a large scale in Germany by the reduction of their
respective oxides with calcium using a calcium chloride flux. The major part of the production
during the war came from Werk II of the Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheide-Anstalt (Degussa)[...]

Thorium oxide was supplied by Auer Gesellschaft, Berlin, which had large stock piles of Monazite
sand, i.e., an enriched sand consisting mostly of Monazite, Magnetite, Zirconia, Thoria and Quartz.
After reduction of the oxide, the thorium metal was returned to Auer Gesellschaft or in some cases
sent under their control directly to the consumers[...] The uranium ore was coming from Czecho-
Slovakia and Belgium Congo and was supplied from their stock piles by the Auer Gesellschaft for
reproduction. [...]

Raw calcium, obtained under the form of large ingots, was melted under special conditions to obtain
a pure metal free from oxide or nitride contamination. [...]
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[Plutonium-239 or uranium-233 could be bred in a fission reactor. There is evidence for several
reactors or possible reactors constructed in territory controlled by the Third Reich, and it is possible
that one or more of those reactors may have been operational during the war:

1. The reactor of Werner Heisenberg’s group, first located at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for
Physics in Berlin-Dahlem, and later moved to Haigerloch (pp. 2444–2450). This is by far the
best known of the German fission reactors, but it never achieved criticality (a self-sustaining
neutron chain reaction) during the war [Goudsmit 1947; Groves 1962; Irving 1967; Pash 1969;
Powers 1993; Walker 1989].

2. The reactor of Kurt Diebner’s group, first located at Gottow/Kummersdorf, and later moved
to Stadtilm (pp. 2451–2464). According to official histories, this reactor never achieved criti-
cality during the war. In fact, there is some evidence that it may have achieved criticality in
late 1944 in Gottow, and/or in March 1945 in Stadtilm [Karlsch 2005].

3. A reactor built and operated by the SS, likely in an underground facility in Thuringia, that
was reported to have been operational in March 1945 (pp. 2461–2464).

4. A possible reactor and fuel reprocessing facility in the Bergkristall tunnel complex at St.
Georgen/Gusen near Linz, Austria, that may have been operational during the war (pp.
2465–2487 and 2919–2927).

5. A possible reactor at Unterraderach near Friedrichshafen (on the coast of the Obersee Bo-
densee) that was reported to have been operational in 1944 (pp. 2490–2492).

6. A possible reactor at an underground facility in Berlin-Lichterfelde that was reported to have
been operational in 1944 (p. 2494).

7. “Atomic reactors” that were reportedly located in East Prussia and that may have been
operational during the war (p. 2495).

8. A tightly guarded, heavy concrete installation at the I.G. Farben Leverkusen plant that might
have been a fission reactor (p. 2424).

9. Other possible sites for fission reactors?

If one or more fission reactors were functioning during the war, that could help explain the high
priority that Germany placed on producing heavy water (an excellent neutron moderator for fission
reactors) at multiple locations (p. 2523).]
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1. The fission reactor of Werner Heisenberg’s group

G-371. Alvin M. Weinberg and Lothar W. Nordheim. Memorandum on the State of
Knowledge in Nuclear Science Reached by the Germans in 1945. 8 November 1945.
[Note: Despite being listed in the G-series, this was a United States report analyzing
some of the German reports. “P-9” was the U.S. codename for heavy water. “P-9U”
would be a heavy-water-moderated uranium reactor.]

We have just had an opportunity to read a few of the German Kernphysikalische Forschungsberichte.
We are writing in order to correct what we believe to be a very prevalent misconception concerning
the state of the art as known to the Germans in 1945. We will proceed by posing a number of
relevant questions and then answering them insofar as we can from the few reports we have been
allowed to see. Presumably when more reports are made available we will be able to document our
statements more fully.

I. Did the Germans know the correct lattice dimensions for a P-9U system?

Via the grapevine we have heard rumors that the Germans were experimenting with plate lattices
far too rich in U. Apparently these rumors were based on very early reports which are not yet avail-
able to us. At present, however, the answer to the above question is an unequivocal yes. The March
1944 “Forschungsberichte” contain a description of experiments on various lattice arrangements per-
formed by Bothe and Fünfer. The experiments are integral ones in which the strength of a source is
measured with and without the lattice in place. The main conclusion drawn from these experiments
is “eine Kombination von 20 cm D2O und 1 cm U-Metall der Dichte 18 (wird) etwas die günstigste
sein . . . Bisher hat man wohl mit einem grösseren U-Bedarfgerechnet.” This conclusion is exactly
the same as that reached by us, on the basis of calculations in August 1943 (CP-923). The German
work apparently was done at the same time as ours.

Plates seem to have been preferred because they were most convenient for experiments. The ad-
vantage of cubes was recognized as early as June 1943 (Höcker), and the use of cylinders had been
suggested on technical grounds.

II. Did the Germans know the critical dimensions of the P-9 machine?

We have not had access to the reports in which critical size calculations are made. However, there
are repeated references, in the reports available to us, of about 4 tons as the required amount of
P-9. This figure is essentially correct.

The Laplacians measured by the Germans are of the order 1000 × 10−6 cm−2. This value is in
excellent agreement with ours. It indicates, and this is important, that the U metal used by them
was about as pure as ours.

III. What was the state of German theory of the chain reaction?

Here we are badly hampered by the unavailability of the reports. What we do have shows:

(1) Calculation of optimal lattice dimensions was understood and followed pretty much the same
lines as ours. The calculated results on P-9 spheres agree well with ours.

(2) The group model for reflector calculations was introduced in early 1944. This was a little later
than the time we began to use it extensively.
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(3) Generally we would say their approach was in no wise inferior to ours; in some respects it
was superior.

IV. Why didn’t the Germans succeed in establishing a chain reaction with P-9?

The answer is simple; they did not have sufficient P-9. The latest reference is to a 1.5 ton P-9
experiment. According to our estimates, with the volume ratio they used (20:1), they would have
needed somewhat less than 4 tons.

V. Are there any “scientific secrets” concerning the design of the chain reaction which the
Germans do not seem to have understood?

From the general state of the art as deduced from the few reports we have seen, we would say their
understanding of the principles is comparable to ours. The only non-engineering “secrets” we can
think of which might affect the design of a chain reaction is the poisoning by Xe135, and possibly,
the properties of Pu240.

VI. What bearing does this have on publication of the parts of the PPR [Performance Progress
Report (?)] dealing with principles of the chain reaction?

The Germans knew how to design a lattice which will work. From the practical standpoint this
is all that matters. The details of elegant perturbation theory or transport theory (which would
be contained in Vol. III) or the details of heat transfer calculations (Vol. IV) would tell them
nothing essential to the determination of lattice dimensions. They already know how to calculate
the optimum dimensions.

A question of ethics is raised by the existence of the German reports. In many cases useful informa-
tion is contained therein. It is certainly extraordinary, in a scientific treatise, to attribute a given
result to an American author without at the same time giving due credit to his German counterpart
who is known to have also done the work. Such a situation will arise for example, in Vol. III in the
discussion of the multi-group methods where the Germans have duplicated our work.

VII. What bearing does this have on the general question of our “secrets”?

On this we can presume to speak only as individuals.

The general impression from the German reports is that they were on the right track and that
their thinking and developments paralleled ours to a surprising extent. The fact that they did not
achieve the chain reaction is primarily due to their lack of sufficient amounts of heavy water.

In one of the reports a vivid description is given of the German efforts in this respect. The heavy
water factories in Norway were designed for a capacity of 3–4 tons a year and were successfully
operating during part of 1942 and 1943. This capacity would have been sufficient for the construction
of a pile. However, the production was interrupted by sabotage and finally the main factory was
destroyed by a bombing attack. Toward the end of 1944 plans were made to initiate production of
heavy water in Germany and to use enriched uranium in order to reduce the material requirements.

It is also fairly clear that the total German effort was on a very considerably smaller scale than the
American effort. This may be due to the strained German economy or to the less favorable attitude
of their government. The fact remains that an independent group of scientists, of much smaller size
than ours, operating under much more adverse conditions achieved so much.
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We must proceed therefore on the basis that anyone knowing what is in the German reports can
establish a chain reaction, provided he has sufficient materials. The Smyth report will give additional
very helpful hints. The time when others can establish a chain reaction is therefore no longer a
matter of scientific research but mostly a matter of procurement. The policies of our authorities
must, it seems to us, be formulated with a clear realization of these facts.

[Alvin Weinberg and Lothar Nordheim were experts in the U.S. fission reactor program. There are
several important points regarding their memo:

• Even among the well-informed personnel of the U.S. Manhattan Project and over half a year
after the war ended in Europe, there was a “very prevalent misconception” that the Germans
had a poor understanding of applied nuclear physics. That misconception was apparently
propagated by people such as Samuel Goudsmit, and has remained widespread ever since,
despite this U.S. scientific memo stating that that misconception was entirely false.

• Weinberg and Nordheim, two high-ranking people in the U.S. Manhattan Project writing
6–12 months after the U.S. Alsos Mission had retrieved the relevant reports from Europe,
repeatedly protested that about the “few [German] reports we have been allowed to see,” and
that “we have not had access to the reports.” Do those statements indicate that the United
States was concealing German reports even from its leading Manhattan Project scientists,
or that the United States was taking over 6–12 months before finally getting those reports
to its leading scientists? If so, why was the United States suppressing information about
the German nuclear program? Alternatively, if Weinberg and Nordheim had all the German
reports that Alsos captured, their complaints suggest that a large number of relevant reports
had been destroyed or hidden by the Germans.

• “The Germans knew how to design a [fission reactor] lattice which will work,” “the German
work apparently was done at the same time as” the U.S. work, “their approach was in no
wise inferior to” the U.S. approach, and “in some respects it was superior.”

• That equivalent work was achieved by a German group (apparently meaning the Kaiser Wil-
helm Institute group led by Werner Heisenberg) that was much smaller than the corresponding
American program. That shows great ability on the part of the German scientists, but it also
demonstrates that Weinberg, Nordheim, and other high-ranking U.S. officials were unaware
of all of the other parts of the German nuclear program—the large majority of the program.

• Allied sabotage and bombing of the heavy water factories in Norway (not any German lack
of scientific ability) greatly delayed operation of a fission reactor in Germany.

• Weinberg and Nordheim were aware of heavy water production in Norway, and of German
plans to produce heavy water elsewhere. Since their knowledge was admittedly very incom-
plete, it is possible that significant amounts of heavy water were actually produced elsewhere.

• Although Weinberg and Nordheim were unaware of a German pile that achieved a chain
reaction, they admitted that their knowledge was very incomplete; it is possible that there
was a German chain reaction that was unknown to these and perhaps even all U.S. officials.

• Weinberg and Nordheim essentially stated that it would be unethical for the United States to
give public credit for applied nuclear physics innovations to scientists working in the wartime
U.S. program but not to scientists from the wartime German program who were documented
to have made the same (or better) innovations. That is in fact what the United States did
and has continued to do.]
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Figure D.25: The former Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics, the original site of the Heisenberg
group’s fission reactor experiments, now houses the archive of the Max Planck Institute.
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Figure D.26: U.S. personnel dismantling the Haigerloch fission reactor experiment in 1945.
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Figure D.27: Atomkeller Museum in Haigerloch now.
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Figure D.28: Atomkeller Museum in Haigerloch now.
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2. The fission reactor of Kurt Diebner’s group, and

3. A possible fission reactor built and operated by the SS (in Thuringia?)

English translation of Walther Gerlach. 2 January 1945. Citation for Award of the War
Service Cross First Class with Swords to Dr. K. DIEBNER, Member of the Board
of Works. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 166, Folder 32.22-1—GERMANY—
Research—TA—(1943–June 1946)]

After uranium fission by means of neutrons became known back in 1939, Dr. Kurt Diebner, Member
of the Board of Works, pointed out the importance of this discovery as a possible source of energy
and was thereupon ordered by his superiors to form an association which was first made a part
of Army Ordnance but which is now subordinated to the Deputy for Nuclear Physics. Within the
framework of this Association, he and his own work-group took part in the experiments.

The geometric arrangement (cube arrangement) employed on the basis of his deliberations has
turned out to be the most successful arrangement yet hit upon, although at the time ranking
scientists saw nothing particularly significant in it; for example, with only one-third the supply of
uranium and heavy water, he succeeded in achieving the same results that Prof. Bothe and Prof.
Heisenberg did employing other geometrical arrangements. Diebner got a neutron increase of 106%
with his experimental model; that is, he achieved a most efficient production of energy. The scope
of the arrangement was limited because of the amount of material available to him at the time.

The results achieved by his work-group were so decisive that the cube arrangement is now em-
ployed in a large-scale experiment in which, in Prof. Heisenberg’s opinion, a practicable uranium
burner from the available supply of D2O and metallic uranium is anticipated, so far as large-scale
experiments can be judged with certainty from laboratory efforts.

[Publicly, after the war Samuel Goudsmit of the U.S. Alsos Mission and Leslie Groves of the
Manhattan Project denigrated Kurt Diebner as being far inferior to Heisenberg in scientific talent,
and in fact as being mainly an administrator and not a scientist.

Privately they found this document that proved that Diebner had been given a formal award by
Walther Gerlach (an impeccable physicist, and presumably a good judge of physics) for doing ex-
tensive scientific research, and for achieving much better results than Werner Heisenberg. Markings
on the document show that U.S. officials responded to this document by classifying it Top Secret
and burying it in their files.
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Leslie Groves even wrote a secret 1946 memo stating that Diebner “has a pretty good grasp of
the German project” and explicitly recognizing that he was among the handful of “those German
scientists of outstanding ability in the field of nuclear physics and chemistry who, by their past
reputation and present knowledge, would be of more value to the national interest of this country
if they could be employed here rather than in any other country. [...I]t is extremely important that
these persons be prevented from giving their services to a potential enemy of the United States”
(p. 2880).

In 1939, Kurt Diebner may well have been the only person on Earth whose scientific expertise
included:

1. TNT implosion bomb designs (“hollow-charge explosives”).

2. Fission chain reactions (proposals for uranium reactors and bombs).

3. High-energy-induced fusion reactions (“high-voltage particle accelerator for atomic transfor-
mations”).

Those are the three major elements of the German nuclear device that was apparently tested by
March 1945 (see p. 2722), or of modern nuclear bombs.

Likewise, Diebner occupied leadership roles that included the Army (Heereswaffenamt), Kaiser-
Wilhelm Institute for Physics, Reich Research Council (Reichsforschungsrat), and the SS (when
the SS controlled most research in the later stages of the war, if not earlier), and that spanned the
entire German nuclear program from its very first meetings in 1939 in Berlin to the last days of
the war in May 1945 in Thuringia.

Thus Diebner was one of the most important people in the German nuclear program, and possibly
even the single most important person.

However, the false public depictions of Diebner’s abilities by Samuel Goudsmit and Leslie Groves
after the war were highly effective, and most historical books and documentaries for the last 75
years have unquestioningly followed their lead in treating Diebner as a minor, peripheral official or
even a scientific loser.]
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Figure D.29: Kurt Diebner (left) and Gerhard Hoffmann (right) setting up a nuclear physics exper-
iment at the University of Halle-Wittenberg ca. 1932.
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Figure D.30: Four unidentified members of Kurt Diebner’s group at Gottow/Kummersdorf wearing
protective suits while working on fission experiments in 1941.
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Figure D.31: Kurt Diebner’s Gottow III fission pile (1943–1944) [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv
Freiburg N 822/13].
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Figure D.32: Historisch-Technisches Museum Versuchsstelle Kummersdorf: Former location of the
Diebner group’s Gottow fission pile.
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Figure D.33: Historisch-Technisches Museum Versuchsstelle Kummersdorf: Apparent chemical pro-
cessing building with special waste water streams.
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F. A. C. Wardenburg, Stadtilm Operation, 30 April 1945 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June
45)].

I. Instructions have been received to forward all captured TA documents to Washington for final
analysis. No further analysis of Stadtilm documents will, therefore, be made by the Alsos Mission.

II. For the benefit of Washington personnel who will study the documents, the following summary
is given of classification already started on this side:

(a) The material consists of unfiled papers, mainly technical data and reports, and of correspondence
files and folders. Each of these file folders has been numbered on the back. Many of them have been
read and an index of the important material made on separate cards.

(b) Now folders with the following general subject titles have been set up:

1. Organization
2. Financial
3. Pile experiments
4. Heavy Water
5. Uranium
6. Ultra centrifuge
7. Isotope Separation Other
8. Betatron
9. Medical

10. Miscellaneous
11. KWI for Chemistry
12. Personnel
13. Instruments & Measurements
14. Target Data
15. Non-TA General Intelligence

(c) Some of the original files have been stripped of important material which has been put in the
above folders according to the subject. Cards for these folders which have been [illegible] but not
yet classified are included in the envelope marked “Folders [illegible] done.” Folders for [illegible]
cards appear in neither envelope have not yet been read.

[Tubealloy or TA was the U.S. code name for uranium.

Where are these files now?]
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Figure D.34: The former Atomkeller in Stadtilm. Note the modern cube sculpture and water foun-
tain to commemorate Diebner’s experiments with uranium cubes and heavy water.
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Figure D.35: The former Atomkeller in Stadtilm. In the lower photo, note the circular pit in the
floor, now filled in with concrete, which once held the heavy water with uranium cubes suspended
in it from the overhead beam.
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Werner Grothmann on reactor breeding of Pu-239 (and U-233) [Krotzky 2002]. For a
discussion of the background and reliability of this source, see p. 2363.

[p. 40] Es gab klare Erkenntnisse, dass nicht
alleine das Uran als Sprengstoff dienen konnte
sondern auch Plutonium und weitere Stoffe, da
kenne ich mich aber noch weniger aus als bei
diesen Bezeichnungen. Jedenfalls ist wohl 1943
klar geworden, dass man mit Plutonium eine
große Sache machen kann. Es war aber so, dass
die Erzeugung ganz schwierig sein würde.

[p. 40] There was clear evidence that not only
uranium could serve as an explosive, but also
plutonium and other substances, about which I
know even less than these names. In any case,
it was clear in 1943 that one could do a great
deal with plutonium. It was the case, however,
that production would be quite difficult.

[p. 43] Ich vermute, dass es bei der Plutonium-
Forschung zwischen einzelnen Wissenschaftlern
eine Konkurrenz gab. Konkret kann ich dazu
sagen, dass Diebner in einem Gespräch mit dem
Chef [Himmler], das ganz kurzfristig angesetzt
war betont haben muß, ich war ja bei solchen
Gesprächen nie dabei, höchstens wenn es darum
ging, was unsere Leute an begleitenden Maßnah-
men leisten sollten, aber das hatte dann ja nichts
mit der Forschung zu tun, also da gab es ein
Gespräch mit Diebner, als sein Reaktor in Betrieb
gegangen war, wo er sich über die Möglichkeiten
geäußert hatte, bald richtige Bomben zu bauen.
Das wussten wir schon, wenn ein Atomreaktor
läuft, ist es viel leichter, Material für die Bombe
zu erhalten. [...] Das weiß ich noch ganz genau,
dass Himmler danach eine Besprechung hatte bei
der angeregt worden war, eine Verbindung zwis-
chen Kammler und jemand von den Physikern zu
schaffen, damit man die Bedingungen besprechen
konnte, die man braucht, wenn man einen neuen
Reaktor einrichten will. Was danach gemacht wor-
den ist, weiß ich nicht, mir ist nur bekannt, dass
unser eigener Reaktor auch noch laufen lernte,
das war ein großer Tag für uns, leider war das
aber schon kurz vor Kriegsende, deshalb konnte
das nichts mehr bewirken. [...] Zu Diebner muß
ich aber noch sagen, dass ich nicht sicher bin, ob
sein Reaktor von ihm oder von seinen Leuten so
geregelt worden ist, daß der deshalb angelaufen
ist. Es war ja so, daß wir erfuhren, daß es ja
einen Unfall gegeben hatte. Ich weiß nicht, war
es ein Unfall im Betrieb, oder hat es einen Unfall
gegeben, bei dem das Ding losging. Ich hörte da
verschiedene Gerüchte.

[p. 43] I suspect that there was competition
among individual scientists in plutonium re-
search. In concrete terms, I can say that there
was a conversation with Diebner and the boss
[Himmler], which had been scheduled at very
short notice; I was never present at such con-
versations, at most when it came to what our
people were supposed to do in accompany-
ing measures that had nothing to do with
the research. So there was a conversation with
Diebner when his reactor went into operation,
where he himself talked about the possibilities
to build real bombs soon. We already knew
that when an atomic reactor is running, it is
much easier to get material for the bomb. [...]
I remember that Himmler had had a meet-
ing to create a connection between Kammler
and someone from the physicists to discuss
the conditions needed to set up a new reactor.
What happened afterwards, I do not know, I
only know that our own reactor was still run-
ning, that was a great day for us, but unfortu-
nately it was already shortly before the end of
war, so that nothing more could be done. [...]
Regarding Diebner, however, I must say that
I am not sure whether his reactor was con-
trolled by him or by his people, which is why
it started. It was true that we learned that
there had been an accident. I do not know, it
was an accident in the plant, or there was an
accident, at which the thing went off. I heard
different rumors.
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[p. 31] Es gab dann auch noch ein Unglück ohne
schlimme Folgen in Gottow bei Diebner. Dem
ist sein Reaktor vielleicht durchgegangen, wie
ich ja sagte. Das war möglicherweise die erste
wirkliche Kettenreaktion auf der Welt, die sich
selbst erhalten hat. Leider ließ sie sich nicht
stoppen.

[p. 8] Unser Reaktor, der im März 45 anlief,
war ja lange vorher schon eingebaut worden
und auch nur noch mit viel Glück in Betrieb
gegangen.

[p. 43] Ich bin mir bis heute fast sicher,
dass zum Beispiel bis jetzt nur ganz wenige
wirklich etwas über unseren eigenen Atomreaktor
wissen und dass der wirklich gelaufen ist. Die
Konstruktion war schon sehr modern, das hat
Diebner doch begeistert, weil es seine Ideen ja
letztlich nochmals bestätigt hatte und er hatte
ja zuvor schon Erfahrungen mit seinem Reaktor
gehabt.

[p. 31] There was then also an accident
without bad consequences in Gottow with
Diebner. His reactor may have run away, as
I said. This was perhaps the first real chain
reaction in the world that sustained itself.
Unfortunately it did not stop.

[p. 8] Our reactor, which started in March 45,
had already been installed a long time before
and had only just started with good luck.

[p. 43] I am still almost certain that,
for example, only very few really know some-
thing about our own nuclear reactor and that
it really ran. The construction was already
very modern, Diebner was enthusiastic about
that, because it had finally confirmed his
ideas and he had already had experience with
his reactor.

[As potential fission fuels that were known during the war, Grothmann mentioned uranium [235],
plutonium [239], and “other substances, about which I know even less than these names”—probably
a reference to transmuting thorium-232 into uranium-233.

Grothmann knew of at least two fission reactors that had gone critical during the war:

1. The Diebner group’s reactor, which went critical and actually had an accident before it could
be stopped. That incident apparently occurred in late 1944 while the reactor was still at
Gottow.

2. A completely separate reactor that was directly operated by the SS. According to Grothmann,
that reactor first became operational in March 1945, but it had been built quite some time
before that. Its “construction was already very modern,” which suggests that the SS reactor
was designed to breed fuel for nuclear weapons and not simply to be a small initial science
experiment to achieve criticality. Although Grothmann did not specify a location for this SS
reactor, it may have been in an underground installation somewhere in Thuringia, since most
of Grothmann’s knowledge in the interview was focused on nuclear and rocket research at
underground installations in Thuringia.]
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Helmut J. Fischer. 1987. Hitler und die Atombombe: Bericht eines Zeitzeugen. pp.
77–78.

Es war wohl der letzte Tag im März 1945,
als am frühen Morgen Dr. Graue vom Kaiser-
Wilhelm-Institut für Physikalische Chemie und
Elektrochemie in meinem Büro erschien. “Die
Uranmaschine läuft”, berichtete er aufgeregt
und bat mich zu seinem Chef, Prof. Thiessen,
der in der Nacht zuvor einen Telefonanruf von
Gerlach erhalten hatte. Ich verständigte meinen
vorgesetzten Gruppenleiter Dr. Spengler, und
bald saßen wir zu viert beieinander in Thiessens
Institut: Thiessen, Graue, Spengler und ich.
Das Telefongespräch, von dem Thiessen
berichtete, war offenbar unter großen Mühen
zustande gekommen, die Verständigung war
sehr schlecht gewesen. Immerhin ergaben sich
aus Gerlachs Anruf zwei wichtige Nachrichten.
Die erste meldete den großen Erfolg mit einer
kritischen Uranmaschine. Die zweite Nachricht,
die Gerlach mir übermitteln wollte, bezog sich
auf die Gefährdung der Forschungsstätte in
Stadtilm durch das Vorrücken der amerikanis-
chen Truppen auf Thüringen.

Hier muß ich nun aus dem, was mir später
bekannt wurde, hinzufügen, daß Gerlachs
übergroße Freude über den erfolgreichen Ver-
such mit einer Uranmaschine berechtigt, seine
Nachricht aber nicht ganz richtig übermittelt
worden war. Die kritische Uranmaschine war
noch nicht fertig, sondern nur “beinahe fertig”.
Es fehlte eine vergleichsweise geringe Menge
von Uran und eine entsprechende Menge
von Schwerem Wasser, um den Versuch ganz
so, wie man es gewünscht hatte, ablaufen
zu lassen. Dieses restliche Material war in
Haigerloch nicht mehr vorhanden, wohl aber
in Stadtilm. Daher die Sorge Gerlachs um die
Forschungsstätte Stadtilm. Nur dort war das
Material, das den krönenden Abschluß der
Bemühungen um eine kritische Uran-Maschine
ermöglichen konnte.

It was probably the last day in March 1945
when Dr. Graue from the Kaiser Wilhelm
Institute for Physical Chemistry and Electro-
chemistry appeared in my office early in the
morning. “The uranium machine is running,”
he reported excitedly and referred me to his
boss, Prof. Thiessen, who had received a phone
call from Gerlach the night before. I contacted
my superior group leader, Dr. Spengler, and
soon four of us sat together in Thiessen’s insti-
tute: Thiessen, Graue, Spengler and me. The
telephone conversation Thiessen reported had
apparently come about with great difficulty,
the communication had been very poor. After
all, two important messages resulted from
Gerlach’s call. The first reported the great
success with a critical uranium machine. The
second message that Gerlach wanted to send
me related to the threat to the research site
in Stadtilm from the advance of the American
troops to Thuringia.

From what I learned later, I must add that
Gerlach’s overjoy at the successful attempt
with a uranium machine was justified, but that
his message had not been transmitted quite
correctly. The critical uranium machine was
not yet finished, but rather “nearly finished.”
There was a comparatively small amount of
uranium and a corresponding amount of heavy
water missing to allow the experiment to run as
desired. This remaining material was no longer
available in Haigerloch, but in Stadtilm. Hence
Gerlach’s concern about the Stadtilm research
site. Only there was the material, which could
make the crowning conclusion of the efforts
possible around a critical uranium machine.
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Commentary from Rainer Karlsch on the previous passage from Helmut Fischer
[Jonastalverein Archive].

Rund zwanzig Jahre vor der zitierten
Schilderung hatte Fischer den Verlauf der
Ereignisse anders wiedergegeben: “Es musste
schnell gehandelt werden. Denn der entschei-
dende Versuch mit der Uranmaschine war
in Stadtilm erzielt worden.” [Diese Sätze
hat Fischer später gestrichen. Vgl. Helmut
J. Fischer, Feuerwehr für die Forschung, In-
stitut für Zeitgeschichte München, Ms. 321/1-4]

Auch Fischers Vorgesetzter Spengler schrieb
von einem funktionierenden Reaktor: “Im
Anschluss an diese Sitzung [an 23. März fand
im Harnack-Haus eine Sitzung mit Graue,
Fischer, Schumann, Geist und Diebner statt—
Dienstkalender Walther Gerlach, Deutsches
Museum München] erzählten sie [Gerlach] mir,
wie nahe die deutsche Atomkraftmaschine
vor ihrem Abschluss stünde. Einige Wochen
[Tage?] später berichtete Dr. Graue vom
Erfolg, aber auch gleichzeitig von der drohen-
den Gefahr, dass die Forscher [in Stadtilm]
vom Feind überrollt würden. Es war mir
möglich, den Chef der Sicherheitspolizei zu
bewegen, eine Autokolonne unter der Leitung
des Oberführers Ehrlinger in Marsch zu setzen,
und die Atomforscher, ihre Unterlagen und
ihre Einrichtungen in Schutz zu bringen.”
[Schreiben von Spengler an Gerlach vom 12.
März 1948, Institut für Zeitgeschichte München]

Beide SD-Mitarbeiter sprachen nicht von
Haigerloch, sondern von Stadtilm. Gerlach
befand sich seit dem 30. März in Hechingen
und sorgte sich um seine Leute in Stadtilm. Das
dürfte der Hauptgrund für seinen hektischen
Anruf am 31. März bei Thiessen gewesen sein.
Thiessen verständige sofort den SD. Fischer
und Spengler machten sich daraufhin auf den
Weg zu Graue in der Kriegswirtschaftsstelle
des Reichsforschungsrates. Unklar bleibt wo
der SS-Reaktor gestanden haben soll.

About twenty years before the description
quoted, Fischer had given a different account
of the course of events: “We had to act quickly.
For the decisive attempt with the uranium
machine had been made in Stadtilm.” [Fischer
later deleted these sentences. Cf. Helmut J.
Fischer, Fire Department for Research, Institut
für Zeitgeschichte Munich, Ms. 321/1-4]

Fischer’s superior Spengler also wrote of a
functioning reactor: “Following this meeting
[on 23 March a meeting with Graue, Fischer,
Schumann, Geist and Diebner took place in
the Harnack House—Dienstkalender Walther
Gerlach, Deutsches Museum München] they
[Gerlach] told me how close the German
nuclear engine was to its conclusion. A few
weeks [days?] later Dr. Graue reported about
the success, but also about the threatening
danger that the researchers [in Stadtilm] would
be overrun by the enemy. It was possible for
me to persuade the chief of the security police
to march a motorcade under the leadership
of Chief Ehrlinger and to protect the nuclear
researchers, their documents and their facili-
ties.” [Letter from Spengler to Gerlach dated
12 March 1948, Institut für Zeitgeschichte
Munich]

Both SD employees did not talk about
Haigerloch, but about Stadtilm. Gerlach had
been in Hechingen since March 30 and cared
for his people in Stadtilm. This must have been
the main reason for his hectic call to Thiessen
on March 31. Thiessen immediately informed
the SD. Fischer and Spengler then made their
way to Graue in the War Economic Office of
the Reich Research Council. It remains unclear
where the SS reactor is said to have been.
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4. A possible fission reactor in the Bergkristall tunnel complex in Austria

[Rudolf Haunschmied and Andreas Sulzer have gathered a huge amount of unpublished archival
documents, witness statements, aerial photographs, and other evidence that strongly suggests that
part of the Bergkristall tunnel complex at St. Georgen/Gusen near Linz, Austria was conducting
nuclear-weapons-related work during the war. From some of the evidence, it sounds as if the complex
may have even included an operational fission reactor and facilities for extracting bred plutonium-
239 or uranium-233 from irradiated reactor fuel. German forces sealed the entrances and air shafts
to that part of the tunnel complex shortly before the end of the war, and they have remained sealed
for 75 years. Air and water samples taken from the site in recent years have remarkably high levels
of radioisotopes, which may or may not be due to purely natural causes.

Until all of the documentary evidence is available, and/or until the site can be properly exca-
vated and analyzed, the true nature of this facility cannot be settled. A very small sample of the
documentary evidence is presented below and on the following pages.

U.S. officials inspected this site and interrogated witnesses after the war; see pp. 2919–2927. Their
reports on what they found and learned there have never been publicly released. Can those reports
be located in archives and declassified?]

PW Intelligence Bulletin 2/50. 1 April 1945 [AFHRA A5186 frames 0598–0599]

13. V-2 Factory, ST GEORGEN a/Gusen (Austria)

Preamble. Most of PW’s information came from a girl who lives in ST GEORGEN. He met the girl
while hospitalized in LINZ during Nov and Dec. 44. PW also saw the factory from the train while
passing through ST GEORGEN en route to LINZ from FRESTADT.

Location and Layout. GSGS 4416/W9/974858. The entrance to the tunnel in which the factory is
located is appr 3 m x 4 m. It is visible from the RR line appr 200 m away. A narrow-gauge RR
leads to the site.

Production. PW’s only indication that V-2s are manufactured at the factory is his informant’s
statement to the effect that because of an explosion in the factory in Sept 44 the commitment of
the V-2 was delayed considerably. The explosion caused the death of 100 persons and the destruction
of important machinery.

Personnel. Five large wooden barracks, located adjacent to the RR tracks, house an undetermined
number of foreign workers. In addition, prisoners are brought in daily from the concentration camp
in MAUTHAUSEN for work at the factory. Civilian workers are billeted in villages in the vicinity.

At the time of PW’s departure in Dec 44 it was planned to keep workers inside the factory at all
times, using artificial sunlight to keep them in good health. The plan was devised to eliminate the
frequent breaches of security which had occurred.

Workers who lived in the barracks adjacent to the RR line were completely dissatisfied with living
conditions. Once they even set fire to the barracks.

Flak. PW is not informed about Flat defenses.

(Source: C/Gefr Julius WAGNER, Feld Ers Stl 256)
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Figure D.36: One of a series of photographs of Hitler visiting the Reichswerke Hermann Göring at
Linz, Austria on 4 April 1943, apparently surrounded by nuclear scientists.
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Figure D.37: Map of the Gusen concentration camps and the Bergkristall and Kellerbau tunnel
complexes [AFHRA, courtesy of Rudolf Haunschmied].
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Key for Fig. D.37:

(1) Mariengrube or Mögle-Grube (central access to individual tunnels of Bergkristall).

(2) Main entrance to Bergkristall (former Huemer sand pit near Saurüsselberg).

(3) Boiler and bath house for Bergkristall civilians.

(4) St. Georgen/Gusen railway station and start of the SS Schleppbahn to Gusen I and Gusen II
camps.

(5) Dump for sand excavated by inmates during tunnel construction; called “Kippe.”

(6) Bergkristall wastewater treatment plant, which was built for approximately 10,000 people.

(7) Home of DEST apprentices and first office of Karl Fiebinger’s construction company at St.
Georgen.

(8) Ventilation tower of Bergkristall at the Karlinger house.

(9) Chain of Bergkristall sentry posts with watchtowers.

(10) DEST garages at the Rapata house (later tank garages for the Soviet occupation force).

(11) Second settlement of DEST in St. Georgen, called “Deutsche Erd- und Stein Siedlung.”

(12) Air-raid shelter of the DEST leadership at St. Georgen (outpost of the WVHA).

(13) Gusen I camp roll call area with prisoner kitchen and brick prisoner blocks.

(14) Not shown.

(15) Main entrance to Gusen I camp (so-called “Jourhaus”). In front are the barracks of the SS
guards for Gusen.

(16) Coal bunker, depot, blacksmith’s shop, and farm yard.

(17) Messerschmitt production halls (from 1943 onward, production of fuselages and wings for the
Me 109).

(18) Sewage treatment plant for Gusen I camp and production halls I-V for Steyr-Daimler-Puch
AG.

(19) Gusen II camp (housing for prisoners for Bergkristall construction and production).

(20) Kastenhof-Oberbruch quarry and guard chain.
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(21) Kastenhof quarry with huge gravel crusher and terminal station of SS Schleppbahn at Gusen
I.

(22) Chain of guards.

(23) High water tank for KL Gusen II.

(24) Chain of items.

(25) Pierbauer quarry. A separate field railway track also went up to this quarry.

(26) Gusen quarry.

(27) Unidentified.

(28) Gusen gravel pit.

(29) Deep vertical shaft where there may be an underground concentration camp [see pp. 2475–
2476].

(30) Housing barracks I-IV for harbor construction.

(31) Kellerbau underground plant where production facilities of Messerschmitt GmbH, Steyr-
Daimler-Puch AG, and Waffentechnische Lehranstalt der Waffen-SS Graz were located.

(53) Gravel crusher and loading site for Danube gravel to make concrete for Bergkristall. A separate
railway connected the Danube bank with the concrete mixer at the Bergkristall construction site.
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Figure D.38: Composite of U.S. aerial surveillance photos of the area including the Bergkristall
tunnel complex at St. Georgen/Gusen, taken on 2 April 1945. [AFHRA, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer].
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Figure D.39: U.S. aerial surveillance photo of the area including the Bergkristall tunnel complex at
St. Georgen/Gusen, taken on 2 April 1945. At the upper left, note the two labelled “new pipelines”
that were apparently bringing water to and from the tunnels that may have been involved in nuclear
work. At the left end of the upper pipeline “(i)” is a mysterious octagonal structure that was filled
in by German forces before the arrival of the U.S. military [AFHRA Report U 57 on St. Georgen,
courtesy of Rudolf Haunschmied].
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Figure D.40: Enlargement of the upper left of U.S. aerial surveillance photo of the area including
the Bergkristall tunnel complex at St. Georgen/Gusen, taken on 2 April 1945. Note the two labelled
“new pipelines” that were apparently bringing water to and from the tunnels that may have been
involved in nuclear work. At the left end of the upper pipeline “(i)” is a mysterious octagonal
structure that was filled in by German forces before the arrival of the U.S. military [AFHRA
Report U 57 on St. Georgen, courtesy of Rudolf Haunschmied].
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Figure D.41: U.S. aerial surveillance photo of the area directly northwest of the known Bergkristall
tunnels, taken on 15 March 1945. Just to the right of the center of the photo is a large octagonal
structure with very thick walls. The center of the octagon is open and appears to be rather deep
in the ground. Also note other nearby structures and air vents. These structures do not appear on
any surviving maps of the Bergkristall tunnels [AFHRA, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer].
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Figure D.42: U.S. aerial surveillance photo of the area directly northwest of the known Bergkristall
tunnels, taken on 16 April 1945. The octagon and adjacent structures have been filled in with fresh
dirt, indicating that this part of the underground installation has been sealed by German forces
before the arrival of the U.S. military [AFHRA, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer].
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Figure D.43: U.S. aerial surveillance photo of the area directly south of the Gusen II camp, ap-
proximately 1.5 km southeast of the Bergkristall tunnel complex, taken on 2 April 1945. In the
lower half of the photo, note all of the open air vents to a very large underground installation. This
underground installation does not appear on any surviving maps of tunnels in the area. Zigzag pat-
terns were air-raid trenches that were filled with prisoners as human shields against Allied bombing,
suggesting great military value for the installation [AFHRA, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer].
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Figure D.44: U.S. aerial surveillance photo of the area directly south of the Gusen II camp, ap-
proximately 1.5 km southeast of the Bergkristall tunnel complex, taken on 16 April 1945. In the
lower half of the photo, note that almost all of the air vents have been filled in, indicating that the
underground installation has been sealed by German forces before the arrival of the U.S. military
[AFHRA, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer].
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Figure D.45: 1944 photograph of Bergkristall entrances, clearly showing at least three levels of
tunnels [Sammlung Jakob, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer]. Surviving maps only show the uppermost
level of tunnels, not the lower levels.
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Figure D.46: Map of 7 kilometers of the Bergkristall tunnel complex now. Up to 19 kilometers of
additional tunnels were sealed by the Third Reich shortly before the end of the war and are not
shown on this map. The blue octagonal structure appears in 1945 aerial photos but not in any
surviving tunnel maps.
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Figure D.47: Site of the former Gusen I concentration camp now.
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Figure D.48: The entrance to the Bergkristall tunnel complex. [Above: Wikicommons. Below: Rudolf
Haunschmied]
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Figure D.49: Inside the Bergkristall tunnel complex now. [Courtesy of Rudolf Haunschmied]
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Figure D.50: In the Bergkristall tunnel complex, the Austrian government has installed a gas-proof
transparent plastic barrier between the publicly accessible tunnels and those beyond, in order to
block radioactive gases that are coming from the inaccessible tunnels. Even so, the radioactive gas
levels in the publicly accessible tunnels are so great that the Austrian government has stipulated
that (1) they can only be open to public visitors twice per year, (2) they must be thoroughly
ventilated for many hours before each public visiting day, and (3) visitors cannot remain in the
tunnels longer than one hour. [Courtesy of Rudolf Haunschmied]
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Figure D.51: One of a series of logbooks of train shipments to and from St. Georgen an der Gusen
[Collection Rudolf A. Haunschmied, from St. Georgen an der Gusen train station].
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Logbooks of train shipments to and from St. Georgen an der Gusen [Collection Rudolf
A. Haunschmied, from St. Georgen an der Gusen train station]. [The complete records
fill several books. The entries below are just a few individual examples.]

[Day.mo.yr] [From] [To] [Cargo (cover names)]

24.04.44 Salzgitter Waffen SS Atomgruppen [Domgruppen?]
26.04.44 Witkowitz DEST Mineralwasser
10.05.44 Oranienburg Waffen
15.05.44 Redl Zipf DEST Maschinen
20.05.44 Redl Zipf DEST Maschinen
23.05.44 Redl Zipf SS Maschinen
27.05.44 Redl Zipf Arge Mave Pressluftrohre
06.06.44 Oranienburg
22.08.44 Fiebinger Witkowitz Mineralwasserflaschen
23.08.44 Ohrdruf Ing. Kammler Abwasserreinigungsanlage
23.08.44 Jambes Nord (Belgien) SSWVHA Scharfwasser
29.08.44 Witkowitz Eckermann Mineralwasser
04.09.44 Ing. Kammler Witkowitz leere Flaschen
05.09.44 Oranienburg SSWVHA Maschinen
06.09.44 Oranienburg SSWVHA Maschinen
07.09.44 Salzgitter Schachtbau/Böhm/Flügge Baugeräte
07.10.44 Salzgitter Flügge, Böhm Baugeräte
09.10.44 Auschwitz KZL Unterkunftgeräte
10.10.44 Auschwitz KZL Effekten
11.10.44 Oranienburg SSWVHA E-Teile
12.10.44 Witkowitz Eckermann Mineralwasser
25.10.44 Nettingsdorf Ing. Kammler Kessel
28.10.44 Oranienburg SSWVHA Maschinen 2 wgs
02.11.44 Nettingsdorf Ing. Kammler Kessel
25.12.44 Limburgerhof Fiebinger Eisenteile
31.12.44 SS Führungsstab Arnstadt Maschinen 2 wgs
05.01.45 Auschwitz KZL Wehrmachtsgut 9 wgs
09.01.45 Brömme Crawinkel Baumaterial 3 wgs
12.01.45 Brömme Crawinkel Baumaterial
14.01.45 Limburgerhof Kammler O.V.
24.01.45 Brömme Crawinkel Eisenwaren
26.01.45 Oranienburg DEST Ersatzteile
04.02.45 Pribram DEST Geräte
05.02.45 Oranienburg KDZ L Zugladung 2 wgs
05.02.45 Berlin-Lichtenberg Fiebinger Eisen
09.02.45 Ing. Kammler Kirchdorf/Tirol Elektromaterial
09.02.45 Pribram DEST Geräte
22.02.45 Redl Zipf DEST Agelin Tank
22.02.45 DEST Redl Zipf Stoffflaschen
24.02.45 Ing. Kammler Kirchdorf/Tirol Elektromaterial
04.03.45 Oranienburg DEST 7653069 11 wgs
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[Note that the sources of these trains appear to be linked to the nuclear program:

• Witkowitz was part of the city of Maehrisch-Ostrau, mentioned in the document on p. 2409
as having one of at least two I.G. Farben factories that were using “30,000 employees” to
produce “the component of a new explosive” that was of great interest to U.S. intelligence.

• Ohrdruf was alleged to have underground facilities for nuclear-related work and is where a
nuclear weapon was apparently tested (pp. 2694 ff., 2717 ff.).

• Belgium is where the uranium refineries and storage facilities of Union Minière du Haut
Katanga were located [Irving 1967, p. 65]. After being controlled by Germany for over four
years, they were captured by Allied forces in early September 1944 (p. 2841), just a couple of
weeks after that train left on 23 August.

• Oranienburg was the home of both Auergesellschaft, which processed uranium and thorium
ore [Irving 1967; Nagel 2016], and an even more mysterious SS facility that appears to have
been involved with nuclear weapons development (pp. 2590, 2592).

• Salzgitter was the primary location of the Reichswerke Hermann Göring, a massive government-
run metallurgical company for refining and casting iron and other metals of military impor-
tance (in this case perhaps uranium or plutonium, or other metal parts for nuclear bombs or
reactors?).

• Auschwitz apparently had a heavy water production facility (p. 2700) and was said to be
linked to the production and testing of atomic bombs (p. 2708).

Also note that the recipients of these trains appear to be related to the nuclear program [Haunschmied
et al. 2007; Haunschmied in Joseph Fisher 2017, pp. 175–240]:

• DEST (Deutsche Erd- und Steinwerke GmbH) was an SS-run company originally founded in
1938 to exploit concentration camp labor in granite quarries like Gusen or Mauthausen and
belonged to the SS-WVHA from March 1942. Its regional headquarters for the Mauthausen-
Gusen complex were located at St. Georgen/Gusen since 1940. In 1943 the St. Georgen
branch of DEST became a key contractor for companies like Steyr-Daimler-Puch AG and
Messerschmitt GmbH in order to safeguard the production of advanced weapons in huge
factories in Gusen and St. Georgen above ground as well as underground. Even SS quarries at
Beneschau [Benesov] in Bohemia were controlled by the St. Georgen branch of DEST during
the period 1943–1945.

• Karl Fiebinger was the chief engineer of many massive underground facilities for advanced
weapons production in the Third Reich.

• Hans Kammler was the SS general who controlled virtually all of the advanced weapons
programs, including the nuclear program, by the end of the war.

• SS-WVHA (SS-Wirtschafts- und Verwaltungshauptamt) was the SS Main Economic and Ad-
ministrative Office, which provided huge amounts of funding and political support for SS-run
weapons programs and production facilities.
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• SS-Obersturmführer Werner Eckermann was chief of the SS-Führungsstab (leadership staff)
“B8” for the construction and operation of the “Bergkristall” underground plant at St. Geor-
gen/Gusen. He was Kammler’s representative for his St. Georgen operations and reported to
Kammler’s SS-Sonderinspektion IV. In the period between October 1943 and June 1944 he
was also responsible for Kammler’s operation “Schlier” at Redl-Zipf, Austria.

• Siegfried Flügge was one of the very first nuclear physicists to propose how fission reactions
could be used to create reactors and bombs (p. 2346), and he was a leading figure in the
German nuclear weapons program from its beginnings in 1939 until the end of the war (pp.
2351, 2396).

• Böhm is listed immediately alongside Siegfried Flügge as a recipient for important com-
ponents. A Technical Sergeant Böhm was in charge of coordinating engineering tasks and
deliveries at Gusen.

• KZL (Konzentrationslager) was the general designation for a concentration camp, in this case
the Gusen concentration camp and production facility.

After the war, the United States gained detailed knowledge from most of these places and people,
yet has never released reports on what it learned:

• The Belgian facilities of Union Minière du Haut Katanga were captured by U.S. forces in
September 1944 (p. 2841).

• The Salzgitter headquarters of the Reichswerke Hermann Göring was captured by U.S. forces
in April 1945.

• The Ohrdruf area was captured by U.S. forces in early April 1945 (pp. 2783–2787). Other
than photos of concentration camp inmates, details of what the United States learned from
the underground installations and from interrogations of personnel have never been publicly
released. In order to succeed with the construction task at Ohrdruf, Karl Fiebinger sent his
best on-site planning manager at the end of 1944 directly from St. Georgen an der Gusen
(Bergkristall) to Ohrdruf [Rudolf Haunschmied, in Joseph Fisher 2017, pp. 175–240] .

• Gusen itself was captured by U.S. forces in early May 1945 (p. 2919 ff.). As with Ohrdruf, other
than a few photos, details of what was learned from the underground installations and from
interrogations of personnel have never been released [Haunschmied et al. 2007; Haunschmied
in Joseph Fisher 2017, pp. 175–240].

• The United States received intelligence on nuclear-related work at Auschwitz (p. 2700), the
Ohrdruf/Arnstadt/Crawinkel area (pp. 2783, 2787), Oranienburg (p. 2852), and Witkowitz
(p. 2409).

• Karl Fiebinger worked in the United States for many years after the war as a “consultant” on
secretive government projects (p. 2935). His accomplishments in the United States included
designing underground missile silos for intercontinental ballistic missiles, which may shed light
on the true nature and extent of his wartime work for Germany [Freund and Perz 1987, p.
44].
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• Siegfried Flügge worked in the United States after the war at the extremely specific and
highly unusual invitation of Edward Teller, the leading physicist in the postwar U.S. nuclear
weapons program (p. 2937).

• Hans Kammler was captured by the United States and interrogated for many months or
perhaps even years after the war (pp. 2910–2916).

Walter Chmielewski, the son of Karl Chmielewski, the former Commandant of the
Gusen concentration camp. 2016 filmed interview with Andreas Sulzer [Sulzer and
Brauburger 2019a, 2019b].

Es war nur die Rede von insgesamt (sollen es)
30–40 Kilometer sein was da an Stollen angelegt
worden sind und zum Teil eben auf zwei Ebe-
nen. Also das kam durch bei Gesprächen mit
SS-Leuten und dort findet jetzt Atomforschung
statt. Mit Hochdampf geforscht werden soll,
das noch zur Rettung der Nation, so ungefähr,
die Atombombe fertig werden könnte, damit da
noch einmal agiert werden kann, Ja. Das war
eindeutig bei Gusen im Gespräch, dass diese
Forschungen bereits stattfinden.

There was the precise talk of a total (of about)
30–40 kilometers of tunnels which have been
created and partly in fact on two levels. This
came through in talks with SS people and there
is now nuclear research being carried out there.
Under high pressure there is research, which
could still save the nation, so to speak; the
atomic bomb could be constructed, so that the
initiative can be recovered again, yes. This was
clearly stated at conversations in Gusen, that
this research is already taking place.

[In Chmielewski’s complete interview, he stated that:

• There was a huge underground concentration camp between St. Georgen and Langenstein.

• By mid-1944 a direct order from Hitler was received to accelerate the work on the atomic
bomb (at any cost in material or human life) at St. Georgen and slow down the efforts on the
Me-262 jet, given that only the first weapon was “war decisive” (“kriegsentscheidend”).]
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Figure D.52: After the war, a U.S. military “Special Projects” team investigated underground
facilities in Austria [AFHRA C5098 electronic version p. 925].
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Figure D.53: The cover letter for the U.S. military’s “Special Projects” investigation of Austria is
prominently labelled “Underground Pile” and underlined three times to emphasize the importance
of those words [AFHRA C5098 electronic version p. 923]. Did the U.S. military find evidence of
a wartime “underground pile” (fission reactor) in Austria, for example at St. Georgen/Gusen? Or
was it just a remarkably excessive way of labeling that document to go with the “pile” of other
documents on underground facilities? Where is the report that this cover letter referred to?
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5. A possible fission reactor at Unterraderach near Friedrichshafen

A Signaler d’Urgence. Undated but apparently late 1943. [Archives of the French
Army Ministry of Defense, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer]

On a decouvert en Allemagne l’existence d’une
usine spéciale qui fabrique des engins nouveaux
et redoutables: Projectiles de 200 Kgrs, à
enveloppe d’aluminium qui seraient lancés par
dessus le Détroit. Ces engins exploseraient à
l’arrivée et détraraient tout ce qui est vivant
dans un rayon de 20 Km.

L’usine se trouve dans une dépression de
terrain assez accentuée (40 m.), elle est
protégée par 40 pièces de D.C.A. [défense
contre l’aviation] et à la moindre alerte, est
camouflée par un nuage de fumée.

L’emplacement de cette usine est dans le
WURTEMBERG dans le triangle formé par
FRIEDRICHSHAFEN au Sud, MARKDORF
au NORD-OUEST, OBERTEMINGEN au
NORD.

D’apres le croquis ci-joint, la dépression
de terrain dans laquelle se trouve l’usine, parait
être orientée sensiblement EST-OUEST, a
son extrémité EST aboutit la route venant de
FRIEDRICHSHAFEN, qui, à ci-cet, endroit
tourne brusquement à droite.

Les tirs doivent commencer fin Décembre
ou commencement de Janvier.

Ce sont peut-être les représailles annonçées par
le Maréchal GOERING.

Il est extrèmement difficile et dangereux
de s’approcher de cette usine. Tout le personnel
employé doit vivre dans l’enceinte même de
l’usine et ne peut sortir sous aucun prétexte.

Ces renseignements sont absolument sûrs,
l’usine a été visitée

In Germany was discovered the existence of a
special factory which manufactures new and
formidable machines: 200-kilogram projectiles,
with an aluminum envelope, which would be
launched over the [English] Channel. These
devices would explode upon arrival and destroy
everything that is alive within a radius of 20 km.

The factory is located in a fairly deep depres-
sion (40 m.), it is protected by 40 anti-aircraft
guns, and at the slightest alert is hidden by a
cloud of smoke.

The location of this plant is in WURTEM-
BERG in the triangle formed by
FRIEDRICHSHAFEN in the south, MARK-
DORF in the northwest, OBERTEMINGEN in
the north.

According to the attached sketch, the de-
pression of the ground in which the factory
is located, seems to be oriented essentially
EAST-WEST, at its EAST end ends up on
the road coming from FRIEDRICHSHAFEN,
which, at this point, turns abruptly to the right.

Firing must start at the end of December
or beginning of January.

These may be the reprisals announced by
Marshal GOERING.

It is extremely difficult and dangerous to
approach this factory. All staff employed must
live within the factory premises and may not
leave under any circumstances.

This information is absolutely certain, the
plant has been visited
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Autre renseignement donné par un officier
Alsacien travaillant en Allemagne au sujet de
l’arme secrète:

Les Allemands avaient préparé pour la Iere
quinzaine d’Aoùt, le bombardement de Londres.

Ce bombardement devait avoir lieu au moyen
d’engins qui auraient lancé de BERLIN même
des bombes à gaz et à microbes propulsées
par un dispositif à air comprimé. Cela ne s’est
pas réalisé jusqu’a présent mais semble vouloir
l’être bientôt.

Other information regarding secret weapons
provided by an Alsatian officer working in
Germany:

The Germans had prepared for the first
fortnight of August, the bombing of London.

This bombardment was to take place us-
ing devices that would have thrown gas and
microbial bombs from BERLIN itself, propelled
by a compressed air device. This has not been
achieved so far but seems to be happening
soon.

Figure D.54: Wartime French map showing the location of a highly secret nuclear facility near
Friedrichshafen that may have been a fission reactor.
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S. McClintic, Headquarters U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe, Office of the Director
of Intelligence, to George C. McDonald. 6 January 1945. Big Ben (Rockets). [AFHRA
A5734 electronic version p. 1092]

[...] At UNTERRADERACH, near FRIEDRICHSHAFEN, there is a large semi-underground fac-
tory which was constructed early last winter where strange experiments were taking place. Heavy
clouds of smoke filled the sky in the day and at night a red glow. The experiments caused the earth
to shake. These experiments are with atoms and when the experiments proved successful the plant
went into operation. Workmen were not allowed to leave the factory. [...]

[This appears to be the same location as that described in the previous French report. Could this
have been the location of a working fission reactor?

• The work was atomic, and so secret that “workmen were not allowed to leave the factory,”
as stated by both the American and French intelligence reports.

• The area is on the southern border of Germany, far from Allied forces at that time.

• The area is also on the coast of the Obersee Bodensee, which could have supplied as much
water as needed to cool the reactor. The heavy clouds of smoke might have been steam from
water coming out of the reactor.

• If the reactor was not operated very carefully, times at which it briefly went supercritical,
or occasional buildups of steam, hydrogen, or other gases, might have “caused the earth to
shake.”

• If there was no containment structure around the reactor, there might have been a visible
glow at night.

• “When the “experiments... with atoms... proved successful the plant went into operation” to
produce something new and dangerous.

• The plant produced material for “200-kilogram projectiles, with an aluminum envelope,
which... would explode upon arrival and destroy everything that is alive within a radius
of 20 km.” While the radius of destruction seems to have been exaggerated by the French
intelligence report, a large radius of destruction for a small device definitely sounds nuclear,
consistent with the plant involving “experiments... with atoms.”

• One possible explanation that is consistent with the very limited available data is that the
plant was producing fission fuel for ∼200-kg low-yield tactical fission weapons such as those
described by Eric Schumann (pp. 2614–2616) and Werner Grothmann (pp. 2631–2634). An-
other possibility is that the plant was producing irradiated fission reactor fuel that could
be combined with conventional explosives in a ∼200-kg bomb to make a radiological “dirty
bomb.”

• This plant may have been related to the Forschungsanstalt Graf Zeppelin in Friedrichshafen,
and specifically to the brothers Georg Madelung (German, 1889–1972, a bomb and aerospace
expert) and Erwin Madelung (German, 1881–1972, an atomic physicist) who worked there.

Can other reports about this facility be found in archives?

Can the possible site near Friedrichshafen be located and inspected now?]
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6. A possible fission reactor at an underground facility in Berlin-Lichterfelde

RENSEIGNEMENT. Origine: Officier de l’E.M.G.G. 18 January 1950. [Archives of
the French Army Ministry of Defense, courtesy of Andreas Sulzer]

Io.—RENSEIGNEMENTS D’ARCHIVES.—

a)—Docteur ENGEL
—Ingénieur allemand travaillant à ANDILLY
pour le compte de l’O.N.E.R.A.

b)—Société X......

Io.—RENSEIGNEMENTS PROPREMENTS
DITS.—

ENGEL (a) aurait été, à la fin de la guerre,
après avoir été Directeur de SKODA, Chef
des recherches du groupe d’armement HER-
MANN GOERING; à ce titre, il aurait eu rang
d’égalité avec les Directeurs des six usines de
ce groupe dont les raisons sociales auraient été:
SKODA, EXPLONIA, etc... Il aurait reçu le
pouvoir absolu de prélever dans ces 3 usines
tout matériel ou tout personnel qu’il lui aurait
semblé bon.

Par ailleurs, un groupe français que l’on
désignera par “Société X...” (b) et qui en tout
cas ne serait pas SCHNEIDER, aurait détenu
28 % des actions de SKODA et les Allemands
n’auraient pas pu s’en emparer. Le groupe qui
détiendrait ces actions exercerait actuellement
so activité à PARIS, où il se liverait à la vente
de divers matériels, dont des armes.

Le 6 Janvier 1950, le Dr. ENGEL (a), à
la recherche d’instruments de laboratoire,
est entré fortuitement en relations avec cette
Société X... dont il aurait ignoré l’existence
auparavant. Il y aurait été reconnu par des
personnes d’ailleurs inconnues de lui, et des
membres de cette société lui auraient dit ce qui
suit:

Io. —ARCHIVAL INFORMATION.—

a)—Doctor ENGEL
—German engineer working at ANDILLY for
O.N.E.R.A.

b)—Company X........

Io.—PROPERTY INFORMATION.—

ENGEL (a) was, at the end of the war,
after having been Director of SKODA, Head
of Research of the HERMANN GOERING
armaments group; as such, he had equal
rank with the Directors of the six factories
of this group whose corporate names were:
SKODA, EXPLONIA, etc... He was given the
absolute power to take from these 3 plants any
equipment or personnel that he thought were
appropriate.

In addition, a French group that will be
referred to as “Society X...” (b) and which
in any case would not be SCHNEIDER, held
28 % of SKODA’s shares and the Germans
did not take them. The group that held these
shares currently operates in PARIS, where it
sells various items, including weapons.

On 6 January 1950, Dr. ENGEL (a), in
search of laboratory instruments, fortuitously
entered into a relationship with this Society
X... of whose existence he was previously
unaware. He was reportedly recognized by
people unknown to him, and members of this
society reportedly told him the following:
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“Au cours de leur avance, les Soviets se seraient
emparés du centre d’essais de PIEBRANZ,
qu’aurait dirigé ENGEL (a). Ils auraient
gardé trois des ingénieurs de ce centre et bien
qu’ENGEL eut détruit, avant l’armistice, dans
la région de MUNICH, les documents qu’il
aurait évacués, les Russes auraient pu, avec
l’aide de ces trois ingénieurs, reconstituer les
projets en cours d’étude à PIEBRANZ, à la fin
de la guerre.”

[...]

Plus loin, le même article ajoute:

A peu près à ce moment (1944?) la Direc-
tion de l’Étude de l’Uranium passa de ESAU
(c) à GERLACH (f).

A côté de cette version officielle, les faits
suivants ont été rapportés par le Docteur
ENGEL (a) au cours d’une conversation, à
PARIS, le 22 Décembre 1949.

En 1944, à LICHTERFELD, une pile atom-
ique aurait été montée par THIESSEN (g),
ARDENNE (h) et ESAU (c) dans un abris
souterrain spécialement aménagé, gardé et
très surveillé. Leur travaux auraient abouti à
la séparation rapide de l’Uranium 235 et les
Allemands se seraient trouvés à quinze jours
de la réalisation de la bombe atomique quand
un raid de blindés soviétiques, perçant le front
et s’avançant en flèche de 30 Kms, se serait
emparé de LICHTERFELD.

La colonne aurait été parfaitement au courant
de l’existence de l’organisme de recherches
et même de la disposition des lieux, car les
Russes auraient pénétré directement dans
l’usine souterraine sans même qu’on ait pu y
donner l’alerte. Le matériel aurait été aussitôt
photographié minutieusement, puis démonté et
expédié à ATOMGRAD.

“During their advance, the Soviets seized the
PIBRANS test center, which ENGEL directed
(a). They kept three of the engineers of this
center and although ENGEL had destroyed,
before the armistice, in the MUNICH region,
the documents he evacuated, the Russians
could, with the help of these three engineers,
have reconstituted the projects under study in
PIBRANS, at the end of the war.”

[...]

Further on, the same article adds:

At about this time (1944?) the leadership
of the Uranium Study passed from ESAU (c)
to GERLACH (f).

In addition to this official version, the fol-
lowing facts were reported by Doctor ENGEL
(a) during a conversation in PARIS on 22
December 1949.

In 1944, in LICHTERFELD, an atomic
pile was allegedly assembled by THIESSEN
(g), ARDENNE (h) and ESAU (c) in a spe-
cially equipped, guarded and highly guarded
underground shelter. Their work supposedly
led to the rapid separation of Uranium 235, and
the Germans allegedly were fifteen days from
completing the atomic bomb when a raid of
Soviet tanks, piercing the front and advancing
30 Kms, seized LICHTERFELD.

The [Soviet] unit was apparently fully aware
of the existence of the research organization
and even of the layout of the premises, as
the Russians entered the underground plant
directly without even triggering an alarm.
The material was immediately photographed
thoroughly, then dismantled and shipped to
ATOMGRAD.
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ESAU (c) n’aurait pas été pris, mais se serait
rendu aux Américains à quelque temps de là.
Ce serait lui qui leur aurait indiqué le procédé
permettant d’isoler l’Uranium 235, procédé
tellement plus rapide que ceux qui avaient été
utilisés jusqu’alors, qu’il aurait permis aux
Américains de gagner dix-huit mois sur la
fabrication de la bombe.

La réalisation de cette deuxième bombe
(la première celle de LOS ALAMOS étant au
plutonium) et la possibilité de pour-suivre la
production à un rythme très rapide, aurait
motivé la décision du Président TRUMAN de
faire lancer les bombes sur HIROSHIMA (la
deuxième, dont il vient d’être parlé) et sur
NAGASAKI (une troisième bombe, fabriqué en
un temps très court grâce au même procédé).

ESAU (c) was not taken, but surrendered to
the Americans some time later. It was he who
allegedly told them the process for isolating
Uranium 235, a process so much faster than
those used until then, that it would have saved
the Americans eighteen months in manufactur-
ing the bomb.

The completion of this second bomb (the
first one from LOS ALAMOS being plutonium)
and the possibility of following the production
at a very fast rate, may have motivated Presi-
dent TRUMAN’s decision to drop the bombs on
HIROSHIMA (the second, just mentioned) and
on NAGASAKI (a third bomb, manufactured
in a very short time using the same process).

7. Possible fission reactors in East Prussia

Heinrich Himmler’s diplomatic contact, Muhammad Amin Al-Husayni, the Grand
Mufti of Jerusalem. Translated and paraphrased in: Wolfgang G. Schwanitz. Review
of Karlsch, Rainer; Petermann, Heiko, Für und Wider “Hitlers Bombe”: Studien
zur Atomforschung in Deutschland. H-Soz-u-Kult, H-Net Reviews. February 2009.
[www.h-net.org/reviews/showrev.php?id=24129] For the rest of this reference, see pp.
2791–2792.

After 1945 the Grand Mufti said that the enemy espionage by “Jewish, English and American
intelligence services” caused “the greatest damage.” They were able to discover the locations of
“atomic reactors” in East Prussia.

8. A possible fission reactor at I.G. Farben Leverkusen

See p. 2424 for a U.S. intelligence report on a tightly guarded, heavy concrete installation at the
I.G. Farben Leverkusen plant that might have been a fission reactor.
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I. Plutonium-239 (or Uranium-233) Breeding in an Electronuclear System

[The following documents show that in German-controlled areas, a considerable number of high-
energy particle accelerators were produced, and in some cases used, as high priorities during the
war. Purely scientific research would not have been sufficient justification for all of the funding,
labor, and materials that went into these accelerators when war needs and shortages were so dire. As
discussed in Appendix C (p. 2130), one motivation for some of the accelerator work was apparently
the development of directed energy weapons, yet that would only account for some small fraction
of the accelerators that were produced. Most of the accelerators appear to have been closely linked
with the German nuclear weapons program.

There are at least three possible applications for accelerators in a nuclear weapons program:

1. Measuring fundamental nuclear properties that are relevant to designing nuclear reactors and
bombs. One or two modest accelerators would have been sufficient for that purpose, and
Germany already had access to the Joliot-Curie cyclotron in Paris for such measurements.

2. Using a compact ∼6 MeV (million electron volt) betatron to produce free neutrons in a fission
bomb at the optimal time during implosion, as discussed on pp. 2729 and 3018.

3. Using a number of accelerators in parallel to produce enough neutrons without a fission
reactor in order to breed militarily useful amounts of fissile plutonium-239 from uranium-238,
or fissile uranium-233 from thorium-232. This process is called electronuclear breeding.

The sheer number and high priority of the accelerators covered in the following documents suggests
that many of those accelerators were intended for, or perhaps even used for, electronuclear breeding.

For information on the physics of electronuclear breeding, see p. 2992.]

See also Georgy Flerov’s story about multiple cyclotrons in a highly secret under-
ground SS/Reichspost installation in Silesia on pp. 2740–2746.

Werner Grothmann on electronuclear breeding of Pu-239 [Krotzky 2002]. For a dis-
cussion of the background and reliability of this source, see p. 2363.

[p. 40] Wichtig ist aber, dass dann später,
als wir uns in die Forschung eingeklinkt hat-
ten, auch versucht worden ist, Plutonium
herzustellen, auch ohne einen Reaktor. Ich kann
dazu nur sagen, das, was ich dazu heute noch
weiß, habe ich erst ganz kurz vor Kriegsende
erfahren und es sind auch nur einige Teile von
dieser Sache, weil mich das ja auch nicht im Amt
betraf, mit Ausnahme von besonderen Maßnah-
men, die ich im Auftrag von Himmler persönlich
übernehmen musste. Aber da hat mich auch nie-
mand von den Fachleuten informiert, sondern
ich hörte nur mal so Andeutungen.

[p. 40] It is important, however, that later, when
we were engaged in the research, attempts were
also made to produce plutonium, even without a
reactor. All I can say is that what I know about
it today I did not learn until very shortly before
the end of the war, and then only a few parts
of this matter, because that did not concern me
in office, except for special measures that I per-
sonally had to undertake on behalf of Himmler.
But I was not informed by any of the experts
about that, rather I only heard hints.
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[p. 41] Es war jedenfalls so, dass versucht
worden ist, Plutonium zu erzeugen, ohne dass
man den Reaktor hatte. In der Theorie war das
möglich, wie man Himmler erklärt hatte, in
der Praxis so gut wie unwahrscheinlich. Zum
Beispiel fehlten dazu erst mal die Geräte. Es
hat aber Versuche gegeben, im Labormaßstab,
also da sind in kleinstem Maßstab Versuche
gemacht worden, Plutonium herzustellen. Man
muß sich das so vorstellen, dass die Ergebnisse,
die man erzielen wollte, nur unvorstellbar
geringe Mengen erbracht hätten, vielleicht so
Milligramm oder noch weniger. Es ging ja erst
mal auch nur darum zu sehen, ob die Theorie
stimmt und ob das überhaupt klappen würde.
Ich hörte dann mal, dass man das vor allem
in Österreich versucht hatte, dass die Physiker
aber enttäuscht waren, weil es eben nicht ging,
Ich weiß nicht, woran es lag, das habe ich nicht
erfahren, es gab aber dazu Besprechungen. Im
Sommer 1944, als sich die Uran-Geschichte
schon ordentlich entwickelt hatte, sind dann
entschiedene Maßnahmen vorgenommen wor-
den, weil es dann doch Hinweise daraufgegeben
hatte, dass man Plutonium herstellen könnte,
wenn auch mühsam und mit sehr geringen
Mengen. Es hat dazu von Himmler den Auftrag
gegeben, unsere technischen Möglichkeiten zu
nutzen, um die ersten Geräte dafür zu bauen.
Die Konstruktionszeichnungen dafür waren
aber nicht von unseren Leuten. [...]

Außerdem hatte die Reichspost in der
Nähe eine eigene ganz geheime Forschung-
seinrichtung, zu der ich aber nichts weiß.
Die Maschinenanlage für die Plutonium-
Sache ist von österreichischen Firmen und im
Protektorat hergestellt worden. Das war so,
weil es ja bessere Kontakte österreichischer
Wissenschaftler zu ihren eigenen Firmen gab,
die arbeiteten übrigens hervorragend. [...]

[p. 41] At any rate, it was attempted to pro-
duce plutonium without having a reactor. In
theory this was possible, as Himmler was told,
though as good as unlikely in practice. For
example, the equipment was missing. However,
attempts were made to produce plutonium
on the laboratory scale, that is, on a small
scale. One has to imagine that the results
which one wanted to achieve would have only
produced inconceivably small amounts, perhaps
a milligram or even less. There was only time
to see whether the theory was correct and
whether it would work at all. I heard then that
this had been tried especially in Austria, but
that the physicists were disappointed because
it just was not possible, I know I did not know
what it was, but there were discussions about
it. In the summer of 1944, when the uranium
program had already been developed properly,
decisive measures were taken, because there
was evidence that plutonium could be pro-
duced, albeit with difficulty and in very small
quantities. It was Himmler who commissioned
us to use our technical capabilities to build the
first machines for it. The construction drawings
for it were not from our people. [...]

In addition, the Reichspost had its own
very secret research facility nearby, but I do
not know anything about it. The equipment
for the plutonium matter was manufactured by
Austrian companies and in the Protectorate.
This was so because Austrian scientists had
better contacts to their own companies, which
did excellent work by the way. [...]
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[p. 41] Der Betrieb der Anlage sollte so organ-
isiert werden, daß wir die Einrichtung stellen
und auch den Bau der unterirdischen Räume.
Die Techniker dort sollten sie für uns betreiben
und die fachliche Aufsicht hätten Ohnesorges
Leute bekommen. [...]

Nach dem Krieg habe ich dann mal gehört, wir
hätten Material für eine oder zwei Plutonium-
Bomben gehabt. Ich kann dazu nur sagen, dass
ich das nicht glaube. Ich bin ja in dem Thema
nicht drin. Wir haben nach meiner Kenntnis
dazu nichts gehabt. Ob andere Gruppen ir-
gendwo etwas erzeugt haben, weiß ich nicht,
ich weiß aber, wie unglaublich schwierig das
alles war. [...]

Ob von den Österreichern noch was konkret
zum Plutonium gemacht worden ist, kann ich
mir eigentlich nicht vorstellen, obwohl man
manchmal so Gerüchte hörte.

[p. 41] The operation of the facility was sup-
posed to be organized such that we provided
the facility and also the construction of the
underground rooms. The technicians there
should operate them for us and Ohnesorge’s
people would provide the technical supervision.
[...]

After the war I heard that we had mate-
rial for one or two plutonium bombs. I can
only say that I do not believe it. I am not on
that topic. We had nothing to my knowledge.
Whether other groups produced something
anywhere, I do not know, but I know how
incredibly difficult it all was. [...]

Whether from the Austrians still what
concrete to the plutonium was made, I can not
really imagine, although one sometimes heard
rumors.

[Grothmann’s description certainly sounds like electronuclear breeding. It agrees well with other
sources here, such as the manufacture of cyclotrons in the Czechoslovakian Protectorate and Flerov’s
account of what may have been an electronuclear breeding facility in Silesia. (Details on both of
those only came out after Grothmann’s death, so his story appears to have been an independent
confirmation.) The details remembered by Grothmann are also highly consistent with the physics
of electronuclear breeding, even though Grothmann was not a scientist. Note that because of the
extreme secrecy of the nuclear program, even Grothmann was unsure how much plutonium was
produced by the end of the war.

As shown in Appendix C (p. 2130), numerous documents demonstrate that there was extensive
work throughout the war on particle accelerators, which would have been highly suitable for elec-
tronuclear breeding. Please see all of those documents in Appendix C. A few additional relevant
documents are presented on the following pages.]
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Caperton B. Horsley. CIOS Evaluation Report 174: C. H. F. Müller A.G., Hamburg,
Fuhsbuttel, Rentgenstrasse 24. 16 July 1945.

This company designed and manufactured the following equipment:

a) A line of X-Ray tubes, and a number of valve tubes for X-ray equipment

b) A line of X-Ray tube housings with flexible high tension cables.

c) A small transformer and X-Ray tube head for use with dental and Army field units.

d) Certain miscellaneous X-Ray equipment items.

e) “Cascade” high voltage generators, from 900 to 2,400 Kv. for deutron acceleration.

The following equipment was manufactured, but not designed by this company:

a) “Underwater Sound Equipment” assemblies.

b) Aircraft instrument and electrical equipment components.

c) Gas filled rectifiers for communication work.

[...] In addition to the above:

a) They were about to start the production of a magnetron that had been designed by Tele-
funken.

b) They had designed and constructed an experimental 2 M.V. betatron.

c) Working on specifications supplied by the “MV Research Assn”, at Wrist, they had con-
structed and delivered to Wrist a 15 M.V. betatron.

The following persons were interviewed, all of whom were cooperative:

Otto Gundermann, Administration Manager
Dr. Werner Fehr, Assistant Manager
Kurt Weigel, Manager of X-Ray Tube Division
Arthur Lipphaus, Mechanical Engineer
Alfred Kuntke, Chief Research and Development Engineer
Adolf Hoffmann “Construction” Engineer

The following information was obtained:

a) General information regarding their recent production figures.

b) Complete information regarding their X-Ray tube developments during the past 5 years.

c) Complete information regarding their design and construction of their “Cascade” high voltage
unit.
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d) Complete information regarding their patent applications since 1938.

e) Miscellaneous information regarding magnetrons, betatrons, infra-red photoelectric cells, the
use of their “Cascade” units, and the activities of Dr. Ritz and Dr. Müller, both of whom
were formerly connected with this company.

A number of photostats and blueprints were made of existing documents and drawings to provide
the information outlined above. The only original documents removed from this plant covered
miscellaneous information regarding magnetrons and betatrons.

The following production items were taken from this plant for further examination:

a) Several of their more recently developed X-Ray tubes.

b) Several high voltage rectifier tubes.

c) An end-ground industrial X-Ray tube head

d) 1 dental X-Ray tube head.

e) 1 magnetron

f) An experimental 2 M.V. betatron

g) A few miscellaneous production parts.

The total floor area of this plant is about 80,000 square feet. As of the first of this year the number
of employees was about 500. The plant is in good condition and well equipped. [...]

List of Equipment, etc., Evacuated by Mr. Horsley of T.I.I.C. from 21 AG Area 1, July, 1945.

No originals except Dr. Müller’s Betatron Notebooks and Misc. Magnetron Data from C.H.F.
Müller.

BOX 1.
A. Müller Drawings re. Tubes 300 Kv. Rectifier, etc.
B. Seifert Data.
C. Miscellaneous (Electron Microscope, Philips Valve Works data, Seifert Industrial X-Ray book,
Infrared data etc.)
D. Müller Underwater Sound Unit assembly drawings.
E. Müller Patent Applications.
F. Müller Magnetron Parts.
G. Müller gas filled Communication Tubes and Special resistance Wire.
H. Siemens & Halske Three Part Anode.

BOX 2.
2 M.V. Betatron Tubes.

BOX 3.
A. Müller Drawings of New Tubes and Dental Head.
B. Müller Neutron generator Drawings.
C. Müller Technique and Sales Bulletins, Philips Organization Chart, write-up of Hydrogen Casting
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and Thoriated Filament Processes.
D. Müller Patent Applications.
E. Philips Technical Roundups.

BOX 4.
A. Müller Drawings of New Tubes and Dental Tube Head.
B. Müller, Neutron Generator Drawings.
C. Müller Technique and Sales Bulletins, Philips Organization Chart, write-up of Hydrogen Casting
and Thoriated Filament Processes.
D. Müller Patent Applications.
E. Philips Technical Round-up.
F. 15 M.V. Betatron Drawings.
G. 200 M.V. Betatron Layouts.
H. Kulenkampff Paper.
I. Wrist Generator Data.
J. Wrist Patent Applications.
K. Contact Therapy Book.

[This company was designing and manufacturing high-voltage deuterium-filled tubes for use as
fusion neutron sources. It was also designing and manufacturing high-voltage betatrons. Both of
those would have made excellent neutron initiators for a fission bomb. In fact, both of those neutron
initiators were apparently described in Ilyichev’s March 1945 intelligence report on a German fission
implosion bomb design; see pp. 2722 and 3016. If these devices were mass-produced, they might
have also been useful for electronuclear breeding of fission fuel.]

Monthly Intelligence Summary. July–August 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

X SECURITY

a. It came to the attention of this office that one Caperton B. HORSELY, a CIOS investigator, had
conducted an investigation in Germany during the course of which he had obtained considerable
information about betatrons. The CIOS evaluation report referring to the betatron information
was distributed in regular channels but this office censored the detailed report and prevented the
distribution of undesirable information in the final report.

The system in effect with CIOS for censorship of TA material was reviewed with the secretariat of
that organization and measures were taken calculated to tighten TA security.

[Caperton Horsley’s CIOS report was censored by Leslie Groves’s office because it discovered critical
information regarding the German nuclear program. Is that confirmation that the German neutron
generators and betatrons were specifically intended to breed fission fuel and/or to initiate a neutron
chain reaction at the optimum time during the implosion of a fission bomb? What exactly did
Horsley discover? Where is the original, complete version of his report?]
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US Embassy, Prague, 15 September 1945 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 160,
Folder APR 45–Dec. ’45; NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-58 Box 7 Folders TO: CZECHOSLO-
VAKIA 9-16-45–12-31-45 and FR: CZECHOSLOVAKIA 9-3-45—12-31-45]

From: US Embassy, Prague, Czechoslovakia

To: War Department

Nr: 18 15 September 1945

TOP SEC Msg nr 18 to Milid and USFET Main for G-2 sgd Woldike.

War Minister Svoboda, General Bocek and General Molotkov arrived Moscow 14th for purpose of
pressing for withdrawal of Russians troops per original agreement and also to endeavor to stop
continued industrial requisitioning by Russians.

Russians have demanded and forced General Bocek to direct compliance that all German plans,
models, parts, formulas pertaining atomic bomb, new rocket weapons, Radar disturbing submarine,
disturbing paint etc. be turned over to them. At recent London Conference of Foreign Ministers
source states that China Russia and France unsuccessfully demanded secrets of Atomic Bomb; The
following day one Battalion Russian Infantry plus Technical Troops occupied Jachimov (Achimuv)
(St Joachimsthal) mine and factory, only place producing Uranium in central Europe, despite fact
that occupation this area not provided for in Russo-Czech agreement. Russians have since demanded
Czechs treble output. My source is Czech General Staff Colonel directly concerned rated A.

End

Corrected copy of CM-IN-12983 (16 Sept 45) Gen Bissell
ACTION: Gen Bissell
INFO: Gen Arnold, Gen Hull, Gen Groves, C of S
CM-IN-13810 (17 Sept 45) DTG 15/1800B da

[To aid in visualizing the locations mentioned in this document and the following
several documents, see p. 1490.

Note that this and the following messages to and from Prague involve very high-level U.S. military
officials responsible for air and nuclear defense:

General of the Army Henry H. Arnold, Commanding General of the Army Air Force.

Major General Leslie Groves, Commanding General of the Manhattan Project for all nuclear-
weapons-related work and intelligence.

Major General Clayton Bissell, who was Chief of Intelligence for the Army Air Force.

Brigadier General John Edwin Hull, who was Head of the Operations Division, War Department,
General Staff.]
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Military Intelligence Division W.D.G.S., Military Attache Report Czechoslovakia.
Subject: Scientists Experimenting on Secret Weapons. I.G. No. 0403.0700. Prague.
Report No. R-42. 2 October 1945. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-85M, Box 19, Folder
925256]

Source and degree of reliability: Czechoslovak Counter Intelligence Officer — A-3

1. In accordance with directions contained in War Department Cable No. 68418, of 24 September
1945, the following list of scientists, Czech and German, with their specialties and present status,
is submitted.

2. a. the HÜTTIG GROUP is probably the most important. Professor HÜTTIG was the head of the
Czechoslovak Radiological Institute during the Occupation; this is the only group which worked on
practical application in warfare of the splitting of the atom. They are not known to have conducted
any practical experiments, but they worked on the theory under the supervision of a German,
Professor Dr. BRAUN, who has just been located in Czechoslovakia and is expected in PRAHA
today’s date, where he will be available to Czech authorities. In addition to the calculations for
the atomic bomb, Professor HÜTTIG perfected a radar-disturbing paint for U-boats, a sample
of which has been promised this office. Within the last few days a complete Cyclotron, which I
understand is an apparatus used in the splitting of the atom, was found in the VOLLMAN Factory
at CELAKOVICE, Central Bohemia, and has been moved to PRAHA.

The HÜTTIG Group consists of:

Professor HÜTTIG, German, free but available to Czech authorities.

His principal assistant, Dr. KAFKA, German, free but available to Czech authorities.

Professor Dr. ZACEK, Czech, free but available to Czech authorities.

Professor BIEHONEK, Czech, free but available to Czech authorities.
The two latter are subject to arrest at any time.

Professor Dr. PANZAKIEWITZ, a specialist on Measuring Devices, German, in protective custody.

Professor Dr. KARAS, mathematician; he also worked on and presumably perfected a “Mother
Rocket” or multiple rocket, German, in protective custody.

Professor Dr. v. MEYEREN, specialist on Measuring Devices, German, in protective custody.

Dr. SEDLACEK, Assistant to HÜTTIG, German, protective custody.

Dr. PAUL WENZEL, principal chemist of the HÜTTIG GROUP, German, protective custody.

An engineer named PSCHERA, assistant to HÜTTIG, German, protective custody.

Three engineers named BREUER, THEIMER and WAGENKNECHT, also HÜTTIG assistants,
Germans, in protective custody.

Dr. GIESOLF, Dutch Collaborator, in protective custody, already exploited by American Technical
Intelligence Team.
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b. Next in importance are,

Dr. HELMAR FRANK, an expert on Infra-Red Rays; he is a German and in protective custody.

An engineer, GEORG GILLES, who worked on V weapons. He is a German, and in protective
custody. It is understood that an agreement has been reached whereby GILLES will ultimately be
released and turned over to American authorities to work for them, but this has not been definitively
established.

Dr. ROHSMANN, expert on explosives, German, free, but available.

An engineer named NEUMANN, an expert on Ground Installation for V-3 and on the so-called
“HAWAII” and “HAASE-GERÄTE”, German, free but available.

Professor WIECHOVSKI, an expert on mechanical details of the V-3; formerly worked in PEENEMÜNDE;
German, free but available.

c. An engineer named KOSAK, German, voluntarily or otherwise left PRAHA to work for the
Russians (see paragraph 4, Report R-32, this office, dated 30 September 1945).

d. The LEINWEBER GROUP, which worked on rockets of various kinds, consists of,

Engineer LEINWEBER, expert on Acoustic Rockets; German, in protective custody.

Engineer GÜNTHER, assistant to LEINWEBER, who also independently worked on Submarine
Rockets; German, protective custody.

Engineer SALAMOUN, expert on “Waterfall” or “Cascade” [Wasserfall surface-to-air] Rockets;
German, protective custody.

e. Two German engineers named BAUER and KÄSER, who are at liberty in LIBEREC where they
have a small factory, are the inventors of a new system of rapid automotive propulsion. They are
said to possess a number of world-widepatents; for the time being, they are being left alone by the
Czech authorities.

3. All of the above can be made available at any time for interview.

AAGE WOLDIKE
Lt. Col GSC
Military Attache

[This report stated that the Hüttig group was working on theoretical calculations for the atomic
bomb, under the supervision of a “Professor Dr. Braun” who may have helped to coordinate their
work with a larger German nuclear weapons program. Who was Braun? What organization was he
from?
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The Alsos Mission found reports from some members of the Hüttig group in the files of Walther
Gerlach, the German Plenipotentiary for Nuclear Physics during the final stages of the war.

Note that the report mentioned a cyclotron that was produced in wartime Czechoslovakia; this
cyclotron is also mentioned in subsequent documents.

Some of the engineers who worked on the “V-3” rocket are specifically identified here.

For more information on Helmar Frank, see pp. 818–819, 1907–1908, 3246, 3252, and 3269.]

BIOS 871. Work of Professor Hüttig on Ferromagnetic Substances for Use in Radar
Camouflage. p. 25.

(d) Prof. Dr. GUSTAV F. HÜTTING

Autobiography. H.12

G. F. Hüttig was born in Prague/Czechslovakia May 13th 1890. From 1907 he was studying technical
chemistry in Prague, where he became 1912 Engineer and got 1913 the doctors degree of technical
science. [...H]e became scientific collaborator of A. Hantzsch on the University of Leipzig. In 1914
he became Assistant in the institute of W. Biltz on the mining academy in Clausthal a. Harz in
Hannover[...] In 1921 he became in Clausthal University teacher of inorganic and physical chemistry.
From 1922–26 he was professor of inorganic, analytical and physical chemistry at the university of
Jena. From 1926 till May 5th, 1945, he was Professor of inorganic and analytical chemistry at the
German High Technical School in Prague and director of the institute. In the last years he was also
Professor of the University of Prague[...] From 1929 on he was scientific collaborator and counsellor
of the “Deutsche Gold- und Silberscheideanstalt” in Frankfurt a. Main.

Scientific Works.

The own research-works concern in the main point the following spheres: the knowledge of the
chemical affinity especially its application on the chemistry of complexes, hydrates of salts, oxide-
hydrates/hydroxides, active matters, stoichiometry, catalysis, mixed catalyzisers, reactions between
solid bodies, system of reactions-types, powder-metallurgy production of aluminium from silicates,
producing of matters with certain qualities and more. [...]
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The Puzzle of Podmokly. Time. 12 November 1945:

Had the atomic armaments race begun? In Moscow a writer for The New Times declared that
reactionary forces in the U.S. were bent on “blackmailing humanity” by trying to keep the atomic
bomb a U.S. property.

From western Czechoslovakia, where the Elbe river bursts through the Sudeten mountains into the
flat meadow lands bordering Germany, came a different story.

Nestled in the mountains six miles from Podmokly was a vast underground factory, the Weser
Works. In the first three months of liberation the Weser Works were quiet, deserted. Now they
hummed with hidden activity. Czech and Russian security police kept close watch on the difficult
mountain approaches.

The underground factory was a product of the war. When the Germans came to Podmokly (which
they called Bodenbach) they seized the Krizek Works, Czechoslovakia’s largest producer of copper
wire, the area was rich in coal and hydroelectric power, and had excellent communication facilities.
Later they imported French, Belgian and Russian laborers, and set them to work expanding the
Krizek plants. Laboratories were built, buildings enlarged, new units erected. One of the new units
was put underground, and was supersecret. It was known simply as “the Weser.”

The Losing Race.

In time the first secret of the Weser became apparent. Its parent plant was producing V-weapons.
But it also manufactured cyclotrons for atomic experimentation. As the Allies bombed German
laboratories, the Weser shipped new cyclotrons to secret destinations in the Reich where Hitler’s
scientists were running a losing race with history. At least three cyclotrons were shipped in the last
year and a half of war.

The retreating Germans left the Weser grounds littered with the fuselages, fins and working parts of
V-bombs. In iron safes were plans for Vergeltungswaffe-4, said to be a giant, radio-controlled rocket
capable of being fired from Prague to the Americas. The Germans also left parts of cyclotrons and
other equipment for research in nuclear physics.

For a time the Russians showed no particular interest in the underground factory. Strangers wan-
dered in & out at will. But the explosions over Hiroshima and Nagasaki brought a quick change.
The security police moved in, and Germans who had worked in the factory were rounded up, put
back to work. Former officials of the Krizek Works were kept out. In northern Bohemia the Russians
took over the Jachymov mine, famed for its uranium deposits.

If the Weser’s cyclotrons were what interested the Russians, Moscow was still in the experimental
stage of atomic development. The U.S. had entered the production stage in 1943.

[The Weser and Krizek Works near Podmokly was a very large German weapons research, devel-
opment, and production complex during the war. It was reportedly involved in nuclear weapons
work, advanced rockets, and other revolutionary innovations.

What exactly was the V-4 rocket?

Why did Weser/Krizik produce at least three cyclotrons (or maybe more) during the war?

Can all of the records from the Weser/Krizik complex be located in Russia and released?]
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Joint Intelligence Committee. Exploitation of German Scientists and Technicians. 5
January 1946. J.I.C. 317/10. [NARA RG 218, Entry UD-1, Box 475, Folder CCS
471.9... (5-1-45)... Sec. 3]

[...]

3. The most important factors currently limiting increases in Soviet military power are shortages
of (1) industrial facilities, and (2) competent scientists and technicians. The U.S.S.R. is making
vigorous efforts to overcome the latter shortage by the intensive exploitation of German scientists
and technicians. Unless the migration of important German scientists and technicians into the
Soviet Zone is immediately stopped, we believe that the Soviets within a relatively short time may
equal U.S. developments in the fields of atomic research and guided missiles and may be ahead of
U.S. development in other fields of great military importance, including infra-red, television, and
jet propulsion. In the field of atomic research, for example, we estimate that German assistance
already has cut substantially, probably by several years, the time needed for the U.S.S.R. to achieve
practical results. (See Appendix “C” for additional details).

4. Important German scientists and technicians in the U.S. Zone are steadily migrating openly
or clandestinely into Soviet hands. The U.S.S.R. is offering such men employment under excellent
conditions both in the Soviet Zone of Germany and in the U.S.S.R. Where Soviet offers have not
been a sufficient inducement to German scientists and technicians to leave the U.S. Zone, the Soviets
have secretly removed them by force. American visits to the Soviet Zone are, furthermore, strictly
limited to a particular purpose and are permitted only with Soviet escort to see that the mission
authorized is strictly adhered to. Departure of German scientists and technicians from the Soviet
Zone is apparently limited only to those Germans for whom the U.S.S.R is certain it will have no
further use.

5. Virtually every important German laboratory, research establishment, or factory in the Soviet
Zone concerned with new devices, not bombed out, is either in full operation or has been transferred
to the U.S.S.R. with all its key personnel. The Soviets already have acquired technical knowledge,
equipment, and personnel from the Germans which should eventually enable them not only to
duplicate many important German developments, but also to continue along the lines of German
research. There is no doubt, however, that the continued recruiting by the Soviets of large numbers
of German scientists and technicians from outside the Soviet Zone will accelerate materially the
results to be obtained, as well as deny them to the United States.

6. A comprehensive list of important German scientists and technicians in the U.S. Zone, their
technical competence, and the size and composition of their families has not been compiled. Such
a list is necessary to determine the capabilities of these Germans, estimate the specific effort their
continued denial to the U.S.S.R. would have on Soviet scientific and technical progress and to
determine what, if any, long-range plans are appropriate. Such a list would also be of assistance to
the War and Navy Departments in determining what German scientists and technicians should be
exploited for military purposes in the United States. It would be desirable also to have available in
the U.S. accurate information regarding Germans whom government agencies other than the War
and Navy Departments might desire to exploit for non-military purposes. [...]
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APPENDIX “C”

U.S.S.R. EXPLOITATION OF GERMAN SCIENTISTS AND TECHNICIANS

1. Interrogation of qualified German personnel both in Europe and this country, as well as numerous
intelligence reports, all indicate that long-range exploitation of German scientific and technical
personnel and facilities is both thorough and intelligent throughout the Soviet Zone. Briefly the
situation in some fields is:

a. Atomic research: The 7 top men working on atomic research in Germany were: Prof. HEISEN-
BERG, Prof. HERTZ, Baron VON ARDENNE, Prof. BOTHE, Prof. STETTER, Dr. GERLACH,
and Prof. BEVILOGUE [Ludwig Bewilogua, wartime expert on uranium piles and low temperature
physics at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics in Berlin]. Of these HERTZ, BEVILOGUE, VON
ARDENNE, and BOTHE (Formerly in the U.S. Zone) are now working for the U.S.S.R. with many
of their assistants. Practically the entire staff of the German “URANMOTOR” Project at KRAZEK
[actually Krizik-Werke or Krizek Works, part of the Weser-Werke complex near Podmokly] in
Czechoslovakia under Prof. HUETTIG is working for the U.S.S.R., so are large numbers of the staff
of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute connected with atomic research.

Still in the U.S. Zone at Zell-Am-See are an important group of German atomic scientists under
Dr. STETTER and Prof. MATTAUCH. Tempted by alluring Soviet offers, this group is drifting
one by one into Soviet employ.

b. Infra-red and television. Many of Germany’s finest factories and engineers in the field of elec-
tronics are now in Soviet hands. Of special important are Dr. STUETZER, formerly Reich Plenipo-
tentiary for High Frequency Research, and Dr. STEIMEL of TELEFUNKEN. Among the many
important plants that have fallen intact into Soviet hands are several plants of BLAUPUNKT and
FERNSEH, outstanding manufacturers of infra-red and television equipment. There is little doubt
that in these fields, German developments were ahead of those in other countries. [...]

c. Guided Missiles. A number of the best men in this field, including such men as Prof. VON
BRAUN and Prof. WAGNER are at present in this country. Prof. KRAMER is at present in French
hands, but they too will be the object of solicitation by the U.S.S.R. on their eventual return to
Germany. Whereas the Soviets transferred the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes at LICHTERFELDE and
LANKWITZ to the Soviet Union, with all the available equipment and personnel, and control the
research and testing establishments at PEENEMUENDE, BORNHOLM, and DRESDEN, they still
lack the best scientists in the guided missiles fields. Hence, their continuing efforts to obtain the
services of such scientists outside the Soviet zone.

d. Aircraft research and manufacturing establishments. Aircraft research establishments and engi-
neers already in Soviet hands include [...]

[Note statements such as: “unless the migration of important German scientists and technicians into
the Soviet Zone is immediately stopped, we believe that the Soviets within a relatively short time
may equal U.S. developments in the fields of atomic research,” and “in the field of atomic research...
German assistance already has cut substantially, probably by several years, the time needed for
the U.S.S.R. to achieve practical results.” This once-top-secret report of the U.S. Joint Intelligence
Committee seems to acknowledge that wartime German scientists had knowledge and capabilities
equal to U.S. developments in the field of atomic research, by stating that those scientists had the
ability to rapidly confer such knowledge and capabilities to the postwar U.S.S.R.
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The report appears to acknowledge that wartime German knowledge and accomplishments in mis-
siles, electronics, and jet aircraft significantly surpassed any non-German-assisted U.S. or Soviet
programs in those areas.

What exactly did Ludwig Bewilogua accomplish in nuclear physics during and after the war?
Where are the records on him and all of his work? He is listed here alongside Werner Heisenberg
and Walther Gerlach, yet he and his work are almost unknown.

Gustav Hertz and Manfred von Ardenne were generously rewarded by Stalin for their contributions
to the development of the Soviet atomic bomb. What all did they accomplish in Germany during
the war? What information about their wartime accomplishments reached the Soviets and made
them so eager to find and employ Hertz and von Ardenne? What exactly did they do for the Soviet
program?

What was “the German ‘URANMOTOR’ Project” at Krizek, which had an “entire staff”?

What exactly were all the wartime and postwar research and development projects at the Krizik-
Werke/Weser-Werke complex near Podmokly?]

Hewlett Thebaud. 2 February 1946. France Ordnance Atomic Bombs. [NARA RG 38,
Entry 98C, Box 9, Folder TSC # 2601–2700]

Information has been received from what are believed to be thoroughly reliable sources that during
the German occupation of Holland, the Dutch constructed a cyclotron at the Headquarters of the
Philips Lamp Works at Eindhoven, Holland.

The cyclotron was built from copper and other metals allocated to the German Army, yet its
construction was so cleverly concealed from the Germans as never to have been made known to
them.

There is no evidence of any atomic research in connection with the cyclotron. Work is now pro-
gressing in the television field and a larger screen model is now in the process of demonstration.

[It seems highly unlikely that a German-occupied Dutch factory would spontaneously decide to
build a cyclotron for themselves using misappropriate German materials. Far more likely is that
the cyclotron was built by the Dutch factory under contract to the German Army, but not delivered
before the end of the war. This appears to be another example of the abundance of particle accel-
erators that were being produced and utilized for high-priority but unspecified purposes during the
final years of the Third Reich.]
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Vladimir L. Rychly. Report No. 2655: Report on Visit to Czechoslovakia. 11 February
1946. [NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 9, Folder TSC # 2601–2700]

A. Between 3 January and 22 January, arrangements were made with the Czech’k General Staff to
visit a number of plants that had been working for the German Navy during the war. Contact was
made with this Staff through the British and U.S. Military Attaches who introduced me to Gen.
BOCEK. The Czech authorities granted the permission but informed me that I would have to be
escorted throughout by the Czech Secret Police (O.B.Z.). The plants visited were the following:

1. C.S.R. ZBROJOVKA at BRNA (Moravia). This firm has in all some eight plants in a radius of 70
Klms of BRNO. [...] Also removed [by the Russian Tech Control Commission] were all documents,
drawings and a number of leading technicians.

2. PRVNI PRNENSKA STROJIRNA, BRNO (Moravia). [...] From this plant all documents were
removed by the Russians, but no further work was carried out under their supervision.

3. BATA, ZLIN (Moravia). [...] Rubber for experimental [anti-sonar and/or anti-radar stealth]
coverings of U-boat hulls. [...]

4. ZIKMUND-CHEMA at LUTIN (Moravia). [...] All documents and valuable machinery were
removed by the Russians who, however, evacuated none of the technicians and scientists.

5. STEIN and SPOL at BRNO (Moravia). [...] Everything of interest was removed by the Russians.

6. SCHMIDDING at PODMOKLY (Bohemia). [...] By October 1945 the Russians stopped produc-
tion, removed the completed torpedoes and other weapons, duplicates of all documents and number
of German engineers to Russia.

7. WESERWERKE at DECIN (Teschen) (Bohemia). A lot of inaccurate reports have been cir-
culated about the work carried on in the vast underground workshops of this plant. It has been
reported that cyclotrons were manufactured and that in laboratories work was being carried out
on atom smashing in conjunction with uranium isotope 235.

In actual fact the following work was carried out: production of V-1 and V-2. 55mm rockets.
Schlange. Wespe. 30mm pneumatic cannon. Remote control rockets.

This plant was very strictly guarded until 1 December 1945, and it is thought that German tech-
nicians were still employed there up to that date. The plant has now been evacuated.

8. A.E.G. at BEDRICHOV (Bohemia). Manufactured F.B. Zielsuchgeraet. Pfau. Amsel. Ida 105
mine, accoustic, induction and reacting to change in water pressure. V-1 and V-2 fuses. The com-
pleted V-4. Lichtspiegelanlage.

The German scientists Pfister and Bakes, with whom I had the opportunity to speak, and some 22
other German scientists are still working on the development of the above under Czech supervision
for the Russians. The program on which this firm is still engaged is much more extensive than that
listed above. Pfister tried to pass me a copy of the complete program of work, but this was seized
from my hand by one of the O.B.Z. officials present.

The O.B.Z. official promised that I should obtain a copy of this program in Prague. On arrival
there General Bocek gave orders for it to be surrendered to me, but this got to the ears of Colonel
Reicin, the right hand man of General Svoboda, who forbade the authorities to let me have a copy.
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Both Pfister and Bakes seemed most keen to be of assistance to us.

9. VOLLMANN at CELAKOVICE (Bohemia). Manufactured 3 cyclotrons that were removed to
Russia. No work was proceeding in the factory.

10. CESKO-MORAVSKA. KOLBEN-DANEK at SLANY and PRAGUE (Bohemia). [...] This plant
was bombed out entirely and as far as is known the Russians removed nothing. [...]

11. HAVEILKA PRAGUE (Bohemia). Manufactured bridge superstructures and conning towers
for U-boat types XXI, XXIII, and XXVI W. [...]

The chief engineer of the firm carried out a tirade against the management of the works in my
presence and was there and then removed by the O.B.Z.

12. ASKANIA PRAGUE (Bohemia). Works in Prague were bombed out. No permission was granted
to see the other Askania works which were reported to me by a friendly major of the Czech General
Staff as being inaccessible to Czechs and under Russian control.

B. Further information was obtained about a number of firms by unofficial visits and by enquiries
in the right quarter.

1. Jet Propulsion laboratory at Turnov (Bohemia). This was cleaned out by the Russians in October
or November 1945, and the scientists including Germans were removed by the Russians.

2. Radium production plant at Jachymov (Bohemia). The following information about this plant
was given by a secretary in the Ministry of Mines in Prague who will produce a detailed report
of work going on in this mine. Since 1863 uranium ore has been mined here and utilized for
the manufacture of radium. Pre-war production of radium amounted to about 2 grams per year.
When the Germans moved in, they destroyed the whole factory. At this time, the entire stock of
radium amounted to 20 grams. The Germans put mining on a high priority and only mining was
done throughout the 6 years occupation. The ore was delivered by special planes to Germany and
Austria.

Before the Russians entered Czechoslovakia they made arrangements with the Allies to alter their
western boundary for the purpose of including the Jachymov mine which they considered of such
importance. On arrival, they put a strong guard around the mine. It has been reported that they
removed the ore by night in trucks, but this is unconfirmed. Since then the Russians have officially
left and the mine is under Czech administration though almost certainly under Russian control.
The production at present is 1 gram of radium from 10,000 kgms of ore. Engineer Koblitz has been
commissioned to put the radium processing plant into production and has been or will be sent to
England or the U.S. to study our method of production. It is not yet certain whether the output
will go to the Czechoslovak State for medical purposes or will be exported to Russia.

3. POLDINA-HUT at VITKOVICE (Moravia). [...] The Russians have taken over the whole plant.

4. SIEMENS at CESKE BUDEJOVIC (Bohemia). Two factories were seen from the outside in this
town. There was a strong guard outside. Work is going on in altogether 17 Siemens factories and
according to a Czech staff officer, it is under Russian supervision because only specially authorized
Czechs are allowed there.

5. STALIN WORKS at DUCHCOV (Bohemia). [...] The plant is at present guarded by 400 of the
Czech militia.
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C. General Report on State of Czech Factories.

All factories formerly engaged on war production and many others besides have been nationalized
and are under the control of the so-called National Administrator, who in every case is a Communist
and has been installed under Russian influence. In almost all cases, these administrators have proved
themselves incapable of running a factory with the result that there has been trouble in the form
of protests among the employees. In some cases these administrators have already been removed
and replaced by more competent Communists.

[...] None of the Russian Naptha promised in exchange for Czech coal and textile products has been
delivered.

D. OBZ [...]

History: OBZ is the secret Service of Czechoslovakia. It was formed... on the instigation of the Red
Army. [...]

The whole organization is based on the lines of the NKVD. [...]

The Russians are by no means dependent on the OBZ for secret service activities inside Czechoslo-
vakia. They have their own excellent independent agents who in fact guide the activities of OBZ.
[...]

[Vladimir “Val” Rychly was born in the U.S. in 1909 to parents who were immigrants from
Czechoslovakia. He grew up speaking Czech, knew ten other languages, and had a celebrated career
in U.S. Naval Intelligence. See: Marvin B. Durning. 2007. World Turned Upside Down: U.S. Naval
Intelligence and the Early Cold War Struggle for Germany. Washington, D.C.: Potomac Books.

Rychly’s report demonstrates how little postwar U.S. inspectors were able to learn of wartime
German work in Czechoslovakia. This rare visit, by a lone Navy lieutenant, came after many other
U.S. inspectors were denied or sent away empty-handed. Rychly’s report does not even mention
some of the major known wartime German research and development locations in Czechoslovakia
such as Skoda in Pilsen. Of the locations that Rychly does list, most he was not allowed to visit,
or everything had been removed from them by the time he visited. Where Rychly was allowed to
visit a site that was still active, he was closely escorted by the OBZ Czechoslovakian secret service
and denied access to any information they did not want him to have.

Virtually all documentation, prototypes, laboratories, and scientists connected to wartime German
work in Czechoslovakia were removed to the Soviet Union. Presumably that information is still
buried in Russian archives if it can be found and released.

Is there any relevant surviving information about wartime German work in Czech archives that
was not removed or destroyed by the Soviets or their Czech allies?

What other information about wartime German work in Czechoslovakia do the U.S. and U.K. have
from intelligence reports or from individuals who escaped to the west? What else can be found in
U.S. and U.K. archives?
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Rychly’s report does not necessarily negate other reports about the Weser/Krizik complex being
involved with work related to nuclear weapons and advanced rockets. Since the plant was cleaned out
by the time Rychly visited, his only official information about Weser was presumably whatever his
OBZ escorts wanted him to hear. As shown in item 8 of Rychly’s report (A.E.G. at BEDRICHOV),
actual work at these locations was much more extensive than admitted, and details of that work
were blocked by the OBZ and other Czech officials.

From several available documents, “Pfau” seems to have been a general name for certain types of
automated guidance systems for missiles and torpedoes [see for example p. 3272; Trenkle 1982, pp.
121, 123].

Rychly states that the V-4 rocket was actually “completed,” so it was far more than a paper design.
The fact that Rychly can mention the V-4 without further explanation suggests that the high-
ranking U.S. military officials to whom he was reporting were already well aware of the existence
and details of the V-4 rocket. For much more information surrounding this Rychly report and the
V-4 rocket, see pp. 3246ff. in Appendix E.

Why were the Germans mass-producing cyclotrons at Vollmann? They reportedly shipped at least
three to other German programs during the war, and had at least three left over that were claimed
by the Soviet Union after the war. Were cyclotrons being mass-produced at Vollmann (and perhaps
elsewhere) and then being used somewhere for isotope enrichment of fission fuel, like the wartime
calutrons at Oak Ridge in the United States?

Note that advanced U-boats were being produced, and in the mountains of central Europe. Ad-
vanced jet propulsion work was being done there too.

This report is strong evidence that from 1939 to 1945, Germans used uranium ore from Jachy-
mov (and perhaps other sources as well) for a secret, high-priority purpose that was not radium
extraction:

• The Germans put uranium ore mining at Jachymov on a high priority no later than 1939 and
continued until 1945.

• 10,000 kg of uranium ore yields 1 gram of radium, so if the Germans were primarily interested
in the radium, extracting the radium at or near Jachymov would reduce how much material
needed to be transported by a factor of 10,000,000, and also avoid contaminating Germany
with all the waste byproducts of the extraction. Instead, the Germans destroyed the radium-
extraction factory at Jachymov in 1939, never replaced it, and transported away all the ore.

• Uranium ore is very heavy, yet instead of using trains or trucks, the Germans used “special
planes” to carry away the ore, again indicating a very high priority as well as a sense of urgency.
It is also much harder to trace where planes go than where trains go, so this arrangement
conferred a much higher level of security too.

• Officially Germany only had one uranium ore processing facility, Auer near Berlin, but the
“special planes” also delivered uranium ore to Austria. What facility or facilities in Austria
were processing the uranium ore—Treibacher or other places? Of the ore delivered to Ger-
many, did any go to facilities other than Auer? Did ore only go to Germany and Austria, or
could there have been deliveries to processing facilities elsewhere, such as Poland?

• The extreme level of Russian interest in Jachymov may indicate that the Russians knew how
the Germans had been using the ore from Jachymov.]
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Vladimir L. Rychly. Cyclotrons Manufactured in Czechoslovakia. 2 September 1946.
[NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 11, Folder TSC # 3101–3200]

1. Attempts to manufacture cyclotrons for Laboratory nuclear physics research were made in
C̆elakovice, Czechoslovakia (15 miles East of Praha) by three major C̆elakovice Industrial plants:

a.) Vollman, C̆elakovice,

b.) Radioslavia, C̆elakovice,

c.) Kr̆iz̆́ık, C̆elakovice.

All original plans for the Cyclotron construction originated in Germany. The work in C̆elakovice
was under German supervision, and the construction was the responsibility of the following German
engineers:

a.) dr. Bajer,

b.) dr. Salow,

c.) dr. Ing Tönies.

The cyclotron completed in C̆elakovice was originally intended for the German nuclear physics
research laboratory in MIERSDORF in Germany. It was composed out of 6 main sections, namely:

a.) electro-magnet,

b.) vacuum pumps,

c.) tubes,

d.) crown-chamber with D-poles,

e.) cylinder,

f.) railes.

C̆elakovice was responsible for the last three sections of the Cyclotron. The first three sections
were the commitment of other factories either in Germany or in Czechoslovakia. There is some
scant evidence to believe that the Siemens plant in Praha was charged with the responsibility
of completing the required tubes for the cyclotron. The electro-magnet, according to engineers
responsible to the German authorities was a huge affair of several hundred tons. This was a mere
guess, as the electro-magnet, when seen completely crated, loaded on two large flat-cars and ready
for shipment.

2. The attached sketch of the Cyclotron section d. e. and f. obtaind from dr. Ing. Ruz̆ek, Chief
Constructor of the Vollman plant in C̆elakovice, may provide possibilities for detailed information.
As all original drawings and documents were confiscated by the Soviet missions during the days of
occupation, the only possible indication of the capacity of the completed cyclotron in C̆elakovice,
is the intensity of the radiation (illumination) in that section of the cyclotron in which the protons
hasten the nucleus of the hydrogen atom as the circulating electrons are freely released. The intensity
of the radiation (illumination) is claimed to be 6 · 106 volts.
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3. The main difficulties encountered during the work on the first attempts to complete a cyclotron
in C̆elakovice were defeated as the work progressed. [...]

4. As soon as the Russian troops occupied Czechoslovakia, the three plants in C̆elakovice were
completely surrounded by Russian guards, and members of the Soviet Technical Units made nec-
essary arrangement to have the cyclotron pre-tested, and all defective materials removed. As more
commissions arrived from Russia the popularity of the C̆elakovice Cyclotron increased. However,
it was not until November 1945 that the Cyclotron was carefully crated and removed to Russia.
Destination unknown. [...] However, not one single part of Cyclotron construction remained in
Czechoslovakia.

Vladimir L. Rychly. 31 October 1946. Cable IN 175. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 160, Folder 205.2 Cables Incoming, Top Secret]

Volmann never engaged nuclear physics research. Refer CNO 122106. He was proprietor of famous
Czecho factory in Celakovice near Praha and directly responsible for cyclotron delivery to German
Reichspost nuclear physics laboratory in Miersdorf, Germany. Factories Radioslavia and Krizik
both located Celakovice only assisted in construction. German specialists Dr Baier, Dr Salow, Ing
Tonies supervised cyclo construction all three plants. Rheotron designations used by Soviets during
inspection Volmann plant.

New Subject:
All pitchblende ore from Jacymov leaving Czecho for Soviet Zone Germany. Present status activity
Jacymov mines under investigation.

[These further reports by Rychly give a great deal of additional information about the cyclotron(s)
produced in wartime Czechoslovakia.

Based on the reported 6 MeV energy and the physical size of the cyclotron, it sounds very similar
to the cyclotrons at the University of California Berkeley that Ernest Lawrence used to produce
microgram quantities of plutonium in 1940. Was the German program in 1945 at roughly the same
point as Lawrence’s experiments in 1940? Or as an alternative to using a fission reactor to produce
plutonium, were the Germans trying to produce physically useful quantities of plutonium-239 (or
possibly uranium-233) by operating a number of cyclotrons in parallel for a long period of time?

On the other hand, perhaps the cyclotrons were intended to serve as electromagnetic separators to
enrich uranium-235 from natural uranium.

One of the Reichspost’s nuclear research facilities was located in Miersdorf. Scholars should inves-
tigate much further to find out exactly what work was conducted at that and other Reichspost
facilities.]
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Vladimir L. Rychly. 17 December 1946. Russia—Soviet Nuclear Research Apparatus.
[NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 12, Folder TSC # 3401–3500]

During one of his lectures conducted at the Charles University in Praha, Czechoslovakia, Dr. Ing.
Kolmann who spent over 15 years in Russia, in a brief discussion on Atomic Research in U.S.S.R.,
claimed:

(1) The Soviets have in their possession one of the largest cyclotrons that was ever built. It was
originally designed for the Soviet Academy of Science.

DESCRIPTIONS:

(a) The weight of the electro-magnet approximately 1000 tons.
(b) The size of poles were estimated as follows:

(1) diameter——————— 3 meters
(2) height———————— 8 meters
(3) length———————— 8 meters

Serious difficulties were encountered as the cyclotron was installed. The building in which the
cyclotron at present is located was heavily insulated. The estimated size of the building is about
12,000 cubic metres.

It was stated that this cyclotron is capable of producing deut[er]ons with an energy of approximately
50 million electron-volts.

(2) The Soviet Academy of Science is about ready to install the newly developed synchrotron for
experimental purposes. It is expected that the energy of the synchrotron will be about 300 million
electron-volts.

(3) In his technical publication Dr. Ing. Kolmann made some mention of the betatron which has
several advantages over the cyclotron. The betatron is said to be much smaller than the cyclotron.
Based upon the principal of an electronic lamp with a diameter of about 300 millimeters, the electric
current produced by the electronic lamp receives quicker action from the installed magnetic fields.
The energy produced by this so-called “electronic speedster” was estimated at about 100 million
electronic volts.

[It seems quite unlikely that these very large particle accelerators were produced by the Soviet
Union during or after the war, when the Soviet Union was desperately fighting or recovering from a
war, very deficient in both scientists and scientific equipment, and devoting all available resources
to more fundamental priorities.

Rather, it seems much more likely that these very large particle accelerators were produced by and
for wartime German programs. The report mentioned that “serious difficulties were encountered as
the cyclotron was installed.” That suggests that the cyclotron was not designed and built for the
space where it was ultimately installed, and that it was not installed by the people who designed
and built it.

This is yet another document that raises the same question. Why was Germany building so many
particle accelerators, and accelerators with such high energies, as a very high priority during and
even late in the war? That could not have been justified by pure science experiments. There must
have been a clear wartime purpose, such as electronuclear breeding of Pu-239 and/or U-233.]
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J. Removal and Disposal of German Fission Fuel After the War

Uranium and thorium removed from Germany by the United States and Soviet Union
[translated and adapted from Nagel 2016, pp. 543–547]

Taken by United States

Garmisch: uranium
Haigerloch: 1.5 tons uranium metal
Oolen (Belgium): 80 tons uranium ore
Stadtilm: 10 tons uranium oxide
Stassfurt (Kalischacht): uranium ore for Auer 1100–1200 tons
WiFo Leopoldshall (near Calbe): ?? tons uranium ore
Toulouse: 30 tons uranium ore
U-234 submarine: 560 kg uranium oxide (enriched?)

Announced total taken by United States:
Approximately 1200 tons uranium, mostly unprocessed ore

Taken by Soviet Union

Berlin (Auer): uranium oxide
Berlin (KWI Ph): 250 kg uranium metal, 3 tons uranium oxide
Berlin (Schering): 1500 kg thorium oxalate, 50 kg thorotrast
Berlin (Toran): 30 kg mesothorium
Berlin-Grunau (Auer/Degussa): 100 kg uranium products
Goldberg (Mecklenburg): 70 tons? uranium compounds, stored by Roges in Hoffmann and Malzew
warehouse
Johanngeorgenstadt (mine): uranium oxide
Kummersdorf (Gottow): 3.5 tons uranium oxide
Landsberg/Warthe: uranium oxide
Neustadt-Glewe (Mecklenburg): 100 tons uranium oxide, stored by Roges in Hoffmann and Molzen
warehouse
Oranienburg (Auer): 100 tons uranium oxide, Monazit 1340 tons
Radebeul (Heyden): 300 kg thorium products, 100 kg monazite sand
Schneeberg (mine): uranium oxide
Wien: 560 kg U-Metall 24 kg uranium oxide
Zeuthen/Miersdorf (Reichspost): APS uranium oxide

Announced total taken by Soviet Union
Approximately 300 tons uranium
(not counting vastly more which was extracted from the mines 1945–1989)
Approximately 1340 tons of thorium, mostly unprocessed ore

[These estimates are based on numbers in various individual reports that have been released by the
United States and Russia. There may well have been significant amounts of uranium or thorium
that were not covered in those reports but that were removed by the United States, Russia, United
Kingdom, or France. It is also possible that Germany concealed or disposed of significant amounts,
or sent them to other countries.]
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Monthly Intelligence Summary. July–August 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

IX CENSORSHIP.

[...]

g. A Mr. Richard P. FISCHER representing the OCE, War Department, has completed an investi-
gation of German supplies of uranium during the war. A copy of his report was obtained by this
office and some of the material contained therein is considered objectionable. Major SMITH’S Of-
fice was notified and this office suggested that Col. MEIDLING, the present custodian of the report
in ETO, be directed by OCE to forward the report to OCE to be censored by General GROVES’
Office.

Alfred L. Busch et al. June 1994. Memorial to Richard Philip Fischer 1910–1991.
Memorials Vol. 25, Geological Society of America.
[http://www.geosociety.org/documents/gsa/memorials/v25/Fischer-RP.pdf]

[...] Throughout the war years (1941–1945) he was in charge of the Colorado Plateau vanadium
project, with greater emphasis after May 1944 on the uranium component at the request of the
Manhattan Engineering District (better known as the Manhattan Project). Earlier, in 1942, he had
reported on the world’s uranium resources for the Office of Scientific Research and Development.
At one stage of his wartime studies of uranium, he was prohibited by the government, overly intent
on security, from borrowing from the library one of his own publications! The Colorado Plateau
work was interrupted in 1945 by an assignment in Germany for the Intelligence Section of the Army
Corps of Engineers, European Theater of Operations (ETO), to study German ore supplies and
the use of vanadium, uranium, niobium, lead, and zinc; the engineering geology of underground
bunkers and factories; and, in addition, military geology functions and personnel. [...]

[Richard Fischer was a highly respected expert on the mining of uranium and other heavy metals,
with a Ph.D. in geology from Princeton and a long career with the U.S. Geological Survey. At the
end of World War II, he was hired by the U.S. War Department specifically to survey the status
of German uranium supplies and underground bunkers and factories, and to write a report on his
findings. Leslie Groves personally censored his report, so his results were never released. Fischer
was even denied access to his own reports that he had written. Just what facts regarding German
uranium and underground factories did Fischer discover that were considered too “objectionable”
to be made public?]
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Alwin Urff, deputy technical plant manager of the Asse nuclear disposal site in Ger-
many. Hasso Ziegler. Die “Konzertsäle” von Asse sind strahlensicher: Endlagerung
radioaktiver Abfallprodukte in 500-Meter tiefen Abbaukammern. Hannoversche All-
gemeine Zeitung. 29 July 1974.

Wolfenbüttel.—Zehn starke Scheinwerfer
tauchen das Betriebsgelände des vor zehn
Jahren stillgelegten Salzbergwerks Asse bei
Wolfenbüttel—rund acht Kilometer vor der
Grenze zur DDR gelegen—des Nachts in
taghelles Licht. Die Polizei fährt das abgelegene
Bergwerk zwei- bis dreimal pro Nacht an
und kontrolliert, ob es besondere Vorkomm-
nisse gibt. Außerdem steht eine telefonische
Direktleitung zur Polizei Wolfenbüttel zur
Verfügung, um sofort Alarm schlagen zu
können. Die Sicherheitsvorkehrungen dienen
dem Schutz vor der “verbannten Materie”,
wie die volkstümliche Umschreibung für die
radioaktiven Abfälle lautet, die—zentral für
die ganze Bundesrepublik—seit 1967 in dem
ehemaligen Salzbergwerk in Tiefen bis zu 750
Metern als “Endlagerung” deponiert werden.
[...]

Das ehemalige Salzbergwerk Asse bot
im übrigen, als es 1965 von der Bun-
desregierung für 750 000 Mark von den
vorherigen Eigentümern gekauft wurde, ideale
Voraussetzungen, um die radioaktiven Abfälle
aus der ganzen Bundesrepublik für die nächsten
Jahrzehnte deponieren zu können. Von 1908
bis zu seiner Stillegung 1964 waren rund vier
Millionen Kubikmeter Salz abgebaut worden,
die wiederum rund 130 leergebliebene Ab-
baukammern hinterließen—in der Größe von
durchweg 60 Metern Länge, 40 Metern Breite
und 15 Metern Höhe. Knapp die Hälfte dieser
leeren, weißglitzernden “Konzertsäle” gelten
als geeignet für die Einlagerung radioaktiver
Abfälle, ein Volumen mithin von 1,5 Millionen
Kubikmetern—genug für Jahrzehnte. [...]

Wolfenbüttel.—Ten powerful headlights illu-
minate the site of the Asse salt mine near
Wolfenbüttel, which was shut down ten years
ago, and is located about eight kilometers
from the border of East Germany. The police
drive to the remote mine two or three times
a night and check whether there are any
unusual occurrences. In addition, a direct
telephone line to the Wolfenbüttel police is
available, to be able to respond immediately.
The precautionary measures are designed to
protect against the “banished matter,” as is
the national description of radioactive waste,
for which the former salt mine at depths up to
750 meters has been the central “final disposal”
for the whole of West Germany since 1967. [...]

The former Salzberg mine Asse, when bought
in 1965 by the federal government for 750,000
Deutschmarks from the previous owners, was
the ideal requirement for the disposal of ra-
dioactive waste from all of West Germany for
the next decades. Between 1908 and its closure
in 1964, around four million cubic meters of
salt had been mined, which in turn left behind
around 130 empty mining chambers—in the
size of 60 meters long, 40 meters wide, and 15
meters high. Just half of these empty white
glittering concert halls are considered suitable
for the storage of radioactive waste, a volume of
1.5 million cubic meters—enough for decades.
[...]
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Für die hochaktiven Abfälle schließlich, die
frühestens ab 1976 in der Bundesrepublik
anfallen und dann in Asse eingelagert werden
sollen (vornehmlich die Rückstände aus wieder-
aufbereiten Spaltprodukten, zum Beispiel
Brennstäbe), laufen noch umfangreiche Vo-
rarbeiten. Es ist daran gedacht, sie—zuvor
zu Glas verschmolzen—in Spezialkammern
(Bohrlöcher) in fünfzehnhundert Meter Tiefe
zu versenken.

Über die gelegentlich auftauchenden Hiobs-
botschaften befragt, die dann und wann über
die vermeintlich gefährliche Lagerung der
radioaktiven Abfälle auftauchen, konnte Al-
win Urff, Bergingenieur und stellvertretender
Betriebsleiter in Asse, im übrigen nur den
Kopf schütteln: “Hier im Berg kann jedenfalls
nichts mehr passieren. Als wir 1967 mit der
Einlagerung begannen, hat unsere Gesellschaft
als erstes radioaktive Abfälle aus dem letzten
Krieg versenkt, jene Uranabfälle, die bei der
Vorbereitung der deutschen Atombombe anfie-
len. Die mußten wir nämlich aus Betonbunkern
in der Nähe von München herausholen, wo
sie seinerzeit deponiert worden waren, weil
man damals ja nicht wußte, wo in drei Teufels
Namen man das Zeug denn lassen sollte...”

Extensive preparatory work is still going on
for the highly radioactive waste, which will
accumulate at the earliest from 1976 onwards in
West Germany and be stored in Asse (mainly
the residues from reprocessed fission products,
for example reactor fuel rods). It is thought
to sink them—vitrified beforehand—in special
chambers (drill holes) to a depth of fifteen
hundred meters.

Asked about the occasional job messages
that appear every now and then regarding the
supposedly dangerous storage of radioactive
waste, Alwin Urff, mining engineer and deputy
technical plant manager in Asse, only shook his
head: “Here in the mine nothing can happen
anyway. When we began storage in 1967, our
company first sank radioactive waste from
the last war, that uranium waste which arose
in the preparation of the German atomic
bomb. Specifically we had to get that out of
concrete bunkers near Munich, where it had
been deposited at the time, because back then
one did not know where the devil one should
leave the stuff...”

[As evidence that dangerous radioactive waste can be safely stored in the salt mine, Urff said that
the “radioactive uranium waste” from the “preparation of the German atomic bomb” during the
war had been safely stored since 1967. He seemed to be in a position to have detailed and accurate
knowledge about that waste, and his statement included several key points:

• Urff’s statement appears to demonstrate that there was a considerable amount of wartime
radioactive uranium waste, since it filled multiple concrete bunkers before it was moved to
Asse. What was the actual location of the storage bunkers?

• It also seems to indicate that the wartime waste was quite radioactive, since he was using that
as an example that strongly radioactive modern waste could also be safely stored at Asse. He
explicitly referred to the waste both as “radioactive” and as “uranium waste.”

• It appears to indicate that the atomic bomb waste was stored at Asse, which would lend
strength to his argument about the safety of storage at Asse, and also correspond to the
1967 date that radioactive waste storage began at Asse. Nonetheless, there is the possibility
that he simply meant that his company safely “sank” the bomb waste someplace in 1967, not
necessarily at Asse. Some nuclear waste was even disposed of at sea in the 1960s.
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• Contrary to how Urff’s quote was interpreted by many later articles, he did not say that all of
the nuclear waste stored in the Asse complex came from the war. An unspecified amount of
wartime waste was deposited in 1967, and postwar radioactive waste has been deposited ever
since. Erroneously and without any foundation, some later articles attributed over 126,000
barrels of radioactive waste in Asse to the wartime program [http://www.dailymail.co.uk
/news/article-2014146/Nazi-nuclear-waste-Hitlers-secret-A-bomb-programme-mine.html].

Was the waste from a bomb program, or merely a nuclear research program? Large amounts of
uranium in various chemical states from the research program were found at locations around
Germany and removed by the United States and Soviet Union. Why was it so important to bury
this particular “radioactive uranium waste”? The major possibilities for what the waste was could
include any (or some combination) of the following:

• Natural (unenriched) uranium in common wartime forms, such as uranium ore, uranium oxide,
or uranium metal. That would not be any more radioactive than natural uranium ore from
the ground, or any different from all of the uranium materials that were left for Allied forces
to find. Moreover, it would be potentially useful material for the postwar nuclear program
and not technically waste. Thus this possibility does not seem very likely. However, it may
have been desired to simply get rid of any remaining uranium from wartime work, no matter
how relatively benign the uranium and the work may have been.

• Chemically toxic and/or corrosive compounds of uranium, such as uranium hexafluoride. But
significant quantities of such compounds were stored and found elsewhere in Germany. Why
was this waste handled differently, if that is all it was?

• Depleted uranium from which U-235 has been extracted. That would be no more radioactive
that natural uranium, which was freely stockpiled at Stassfurt and elsewhere without such
special handling, and would not seem to serve Urff’s example that the wartime waste was quite
radioactive and yet had been safely “sunk.” On the other hand, if the waste were depleted
uranium, that would reveal how much enriched uranium had been produced, and it might
have been desirable to hide that evidence in order to cover up the traces of an advanced
nuclear program.

• Irradiated uranium that had been in a functioning fission reactor or electronuclear breeder.
Such irradiated uranium would have been highly radioactive early on, although that radioac-
tivity would fall off over time. This case would best fit the example that Urff was trying to
make, although it may or may not have been correct.

• U-235, U-233, or Pu-239 that was produced for weapons, but buried to cover up evidence of
an advanced nuclear program.

How did Urff know that that was indeed “radioactive uranium waste” from the “preparation of the
German atomic bomb” during the war? What did Urff do during the war?

In 2013, paragraph 57b of the German Atomic Energy Act was amended to the effect that the
radioactive waste stored in the Asse II mine must be retrieved before the mine is decommissioned.
The current timetable assumes that retrieval will begin in 2033. Before being prepared for interim
and final storage elsewhere, all waste must be examined in order to characterize its composition. If
the wartime waste can be distinguished from the later waste, what will be learned from it?]
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D.2.2 Other Nuclear-Related Materials

[During the war, Germany produced large quantities of materials that had non-nuclear applications,
yet would also have been extremely useful for a nuclear weapons program, as summarized in Table
D.1.]

Material Non-nuclear applications Nuclear applications

Deuterium and Isotope labelling of molecules Producing tritium, neutrons, fusion;
heavy water neutron moderator for fission reactor

Lithium Processing ceramics, glass, metals Producing tritium, neutrons, fusion

Beryllium Metal alloys Neutron production/reflection

Boron Producing glass, ceramics, metals Neutron absorber

Graphite Rocket rudders Neutron moderator for fission reactor

Fluorine Industrial production Uranium hexafluoride for enrichment

Aluminum Metal structures, packaging Reactor fuel cladding, bomb casings

Calcium Metal alloys Thorium/uranium/plutonium purification

Nickel Batteries, alloys Resists corrosion by uranium hexafluoride

Zirconium High-temperature metals, ceramics Reactor fuel cladding

Cadmium Nickel-cadmium batteries Neutron absorber

Table D.1: Materials with both non-nuclear and nuclear applications that were mass-produced in
wartime Germany.

[The following documents illustrate the large-scale production of these materials. From these doc-
uments, it is not possible to determine whether or how much of the material was used for nuclear
applications, but clearly the materials were readily available if some quantity of them had been
requested by a high-priority nuclear program. Intriguingly, significant quantities of these materi-
als were also shipped to Japan, Germany’s wartime ally, along with at least 560 kg of (possibly
enriched) uranium and other cutting-edge military technologies—see p. 2887.]
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A. Deuterium/Heavy Water

[Deuterium (D, a hydrogen isotope with one neutron, compared to normal hydrogen without any
neutrons) is a great fusion fuel and can be used as a source for producing neutrons and tritium (T,
a hydrogen isotope with two neutrons). In the form of deuterated or heavy water (D2O), it is also
an excellent neutron moderator for fission reactors.

The following documents illustrate the extreme importance of heavy water production for the
German nuclear program. According to official histories, Germany never even got a small prototype
fission reactor operational before the end of the war, heavy water was only produced in significant
quantities at the Norsk Hydro hydrogen factory in Vemork, Norway, and heavy water was only
used for research purposes. In fact, the following documents demonstrate that known German
heavy water production facilities were located at:

1. Vemork, Norway (pp. 2524–2529).

2. S̊aheim, Norway (according to Vemork archives)

3. Notodden, Norway (according to Vemork archives)

4. I.G. Farben Leuna Werke and Halle plants (pp. 2530–2534).

5. Kiel, probably adjacent to the Deutsche Werke Kiel (pp. 2536–2541).

6. Dräger Werke, Lübeck (p. 2542).

7. I.G. Farben Auschwitz in Poland (pp. 2543, 2700).

8. Chemische Fabrik Griesheim-Elektron, Frankfurt am Main (pp. 2543–2544).

9. Weer, near Wattens, Tyrol, in the Austrian Alps (p. 2545).

10. Near the Schmiedeberg (now Kowary, Poland) uranium mine [Witkowski 2013, p. 224].

11. The B9 Quarz tunnels near Roggendorf and Melk, Austria (p. 2549–2550)?

12. Bayrische Stickstoffwerke in Piesteritz (p. 2700)?

13. Other possible locations?

The following documents show that Germany placed great importance on the production of large
quantities of heavy water at many locations—not just Vemork. This fact suggests that one or more
reactors may have actually been operational during the war, or at least that Germany was trying to
get reactors operational as soon as possible. Germany may have also needed significant quantities
of deuterium/heavy water for electronuclear breeding of fission fuel or for fusion fuel production.]
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Heavy water production at Vemork for the years 1934/35–1944/45 [courtesy of Gun-
hild Lur̊as, Norwegian Industrial Workers Museum archive, Vemork]

Time period D2O produced

1 July 1934–30 June 1935 37.44 kg
1 July 1935–30 June 1936 81.50 kg
1 July 1936–30 June 1937 89.70 kg
1 July 1937–30 June 1938 77.35 kg
1 July 1938–30 June 1939 104.92 kg
1 July 1939–30 June 1940 20.35 kg
1 July 1940–30 June 1941 287.75 kg
1 July 1941–30 June 1942 870 kg
1 July 1942–30 June 1943 1179 kg
1 July 1943–30 June 1944 487 kg
1 July 1944–30 June 1945 0 kg

[According to the Vemork production reports, the produced heavy water had a typical purity of
99.6% during this period.

According to the Vemork archives, a significant quantity of deuterium was also produced and
shipped to Germany in forms other than heavy water—as deuterium gas, deuterated ammonia, etc.
From the surviving records, it is unclear what the total quantities of deuterium were.

The Vemork archives show that Norwegian plants at S̊aheim and Notodden were also producing
and shipping heavy water and/or deuterium to Germany. The surviving records do not indicate
how much was produced and shipped by those plants.

In December 1939, Vemork received an order from I.G. Farben for 10 kg of heavy water, presumably
in order to test its quality. (Up to that time, Vemork had only sold a total of 40 kg of heavy water
since beginning production.)

In January 1940, Vemork then received an order from I.G. Farben for 2000 kg of heavy water.

Germany invaded Norway on 9 April 1940 and took over Vemork in early May 1940.

Paul Harteck, Hans Suess, Karl Wirtz, Kurt Diebner, and other German and Austrian scientists
worked closely with Vemork to increase its heavy water production. Ongoing orders for heavy water
were placed by the Heereswaffenamt (Army Ordnance Office) in Berlin-Dahlem.

Thus Germany had a strong interest in obtaining large amounts of heavy water from 1939 onward,
consistent with its strong interest in obtaining large amounts of uranium from 1939 onward (see
for example p. 2511).

After several attacks and acts of sabotage by the British Special Operations Executive (SOE) and
the Norwegian Resistance 1942–1944, heavy but unsuccessful Allied aerial bombing in November
1943, and the threat of further Allied bombing, in 1944 the Vemork heavy water production equip-
ment was disassembled and sent to Germany. It is unclear if or where it was reassembled and
restarted.]
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G-188. Paul Harteck, H. Suess, Konsul Schoepke, N. Stephansen, and J. Brun. Minutes
of the Meeting at Norsk Hydro. 27 May 1942.

Brief notes on proposed catalysts, procurement of a ventilator, mixers, preheaters, coolers, steel
flasks, etc. Plant again in operation since May 12 and about 60 kg D2O now on hand.

G-262. Paul Harteck. Status of Deuterium Production. 1944.

Progress of D production in Norway and difficulties resulting from sabotage and bombing are re-
ported for the period from 1941 to 1943 when production was discontinued. Suitability of various
procedures for production of D in Germany are discussed. Procedures proposed use either distilla-
tion of equilibrium exchange (H2 + HDO ↔ HD + H2O; or H2S + HDO ↔ HDS + H2O.)

William Casey. 1988. The Secret War Against Hitler. Washington, DC: Regnery Gate-
way. p. 54.

In April 1945, the dismantled high concentration plant was found in Bavaria, together with uranium
and heavy water on the brink of going critical, lacking about 700 liters of additional heavy water.
The Germans were never able to get out of Norway much more than half the heavy water they
needed. Nobel prize-winner [Eugene] Wigner, one of the physicists driven out of Germany, had in
1942 told the American government that the Germans would produce a nuclear weapon in two
years. If Vemork had been allowed to maintain its rate of heavy water output through 1943 and
1944, he might have been right.

[Was Casey referring to Diebner’s pile that had been evacuated to Bavaria? Or the Haigerloch pile
(not in Bavaria)? Or something else?]
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Figure D.55: The Norsk Hydro Vemork power plant in Norway. During the war, heavy water was
produced in the hydrogen factory building (now mostly demolished) that stood in front of the power
plant.
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Figure D.56: German AEG electric generators inside the Vemork power plant.
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Figure D.57: Remains of the Vemork heavy water collection cellar of the hydrogen factory (above)
and a museum display of what the heavy water cellar looked like during the war.
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Figure D.58: A memorial plaque beside Lake Tinn near Vemork commemorates the location where
the DF Hydro ferry carrying the final barrels of heavy water was sunk by the Special Operations
Executive and the Norwegian Resistance. The plaque gives the names of those who died in the
sinking.
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G-268. Compilation of Material on Heavy Water Production by Staff Members of the
I. G. Farben Aktiengesellschaft Patent Office.

The folder combines different proposals for methods of heavy water production, including designs
of apparatus and applications for patents; correspondence between the patent office of the I. G.
Farben in Ludwigshafen, the army, the Leuna Werke in Merseburg, the federal bureau in charge
of nuclear physics, etc.; reports on experiments in heavy water production conducted in Meran
and reports on electrolysis experiments conducted in Merlango, and notes by Professor Domenico
Argentieri on the differential equation for enrichment of heavy water in the electrolytic cell; and
some reprints.

G-341. Technical Papers and Correspondence on Heavy Water Production from the
Files of Dr. Harteck.

[Six large volumes of detailed papers and letters regarding heavy water production, primarily be-
tween Paul Harteck’s group and I.G. Farben Leuna Werke.]

CIA Information Report. Dismantling of the Leuna Plant, Merseburg, Germany. 1948.
FOIA CIA-RDP81-01028R000100080011-0
[www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP81-01028R000100080011-0.pdf].

The dismantling of the Leuna Plant in Merseburg, Thuringia, Germany (Soviet Zone), was initiated
in March 1946. [...]

3. The following large installations were dismantled: [...]

(j) The heavy water installation operating at atmospheric pressure was dismantled and possibly
placed in a building near the Agricultural Exhibition Grounds in Moscow.

(k) The heavy water installation operating at 700 atmospheres was taken to the Karpov Institute
were it was being installed when we left in July 1948.

[This CIA report was classified until 2001, and parts of it still remain classified. According to
this report, the massive I.G. Farben complex at Leuna had at least two “large installations” for
producing heavy water that were operational in early 1946. They would not have been built in
the desperate postwar conditions, so presumably they had been operational during the war. Those
heavy water installations and all information about them were removed to Moscow.]
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Figure D.59: The massive I.G. Farben Leuna Works chemical plant had at least two heavy water
production installations that were removed by the Soviet Union after the war.
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7 June 1946. Recruitment of German Scientists; Heavy Water Production at Halle.
Strategic Services Unit, Top Secret report [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-85M, Box 51,
Folders 926136–926139].

[See Figs. D.60–D.61.]

U.S. intelligence card catalog [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-84E, Box 124].

[See Fig. D.62.

U.S. intelligence cover pages and card catalog entries show that there was a heavy water production
plant at Halle, but documents about the plant are still classified and unavailable to the public. Why?

Was this the same as the Leuna Werke heavy water plants, or was this a separate heavy water
plant? Halle is very close to Leuna/Merseburg.]
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Figure D.60: A U.S. intelligence cover page shows that there was a heavy water production plant
at Halle, but documents about the plant are still classified and unavailable to the public [NARA
RG 319, Entry NM3-85M, Box 51, Folders 926136–926139].
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Figure D.61: A U.S. intelligence cover page shows that there was a heavy water production plant
at Halle, but documents about the plant are still classified and unavailable to the public [NARA
RG 319, Entry NM3-85M, Box 51, Folders 926136–926139].
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Figure D.62: A U.S. intelligence card catalog shows that there was a heavy water production plant
at Halle, but documents about the plant are still classified and unavailable to the public [NARA
RG 319, Entry A1-84E, Box 124].
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Charles Chamberlain. Reveal Allied Capture of Nazi Atom Factory. Chicago Daily
Tribune. 9 August 1945 p. 4. [http://archives.chicagotribune.com/1945/08/09/page
/4/article/reveal-allied-capture-of-nazi-atom-factory/]

KIEL, Germany, Aug. 8 (AP)—The largest heavy water plant in Germany, where Nazi scientists
were working feverishly to perfect an atomic bomb, was captured almost intact by the allies three
months ago in a heavily wooded section four miles from Kiel.

Cobwebs of plastic pipes connected eight huge vats holding thousands of gallons of plain water for
processing into heavy water.

I stumbled onto the factory two weeks after it was taken over by American and British technicians.
Altho they gave me freedom to roam around the grounds, I was called on the carpet the next day
for entering without authority from high officials and was required to pledge not to reveal what I
had seen until it was released. Altho the race to perfect the bomb was led by American and British
experts, the Germans had made great strides and were catching up. The war against Germany
ended just in time.

Charles Chamberlain. Atom Race Won By Extremely Narrow Margin. Ogden Standard
Examiner. 13 August 1945 p. 9.
[http://newspaperarchive.com/ogden-standard-examiner/1945-08-13/page-9/]

KIEL, Germany, Aug. 13 (AP)—A race against time was won by the allies by a narrow margin
three months ago when the largest heavy water plant in Germany, where nazi scientists labored
furiously to perfect an atomic bomb, was captured intact.

It may now be disclosed that the allies were so concerned over possible German progress with the
bomb that they planned a bold mass parachute attack on Kiel as early as last March to take the
experimental station, just outside this base.

The plan was dropped only after the successful allied crossing of the Rhine, this correspondent
learned.

The Kiel plant, captured almost intact three months ago and turned over to the British and
American specialists, was buried in a camouflaged concrete vault on a wooded hillside and contained
eight vats for the manufacture of “D-2O,” or heavy water—used in one of the possible processes
for producing atomic bombs.

The extent of the Nazis’ atomic discoveries remains a top secret. But they were making great
strides. The European war ended just in time.

Among the secret weapons in production at the factory were acoustics torpedoes driven by “Ingo-
lene” a fuel described by some sources as 800 times as powerful as high octane gasoline.
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[See also Charles Chamberlain. Germans’ Bomb Plant Located: Nazis Worked Hard on Atomic
Device. San Bernardino Sun. 12 August 1945 p. 3.
[https://cdnc.ucr.edu/cgi-bin/cdnc?a=d&d=SBS19450812.1.3]

According to Charles Chamberlain, “the largest heavy water plant in Germany” was located ap-
proximately four miles from central Kiel, was part of a larger factory that also produced torpedoes,
and was hidden in a large concrete bunker buried in an adjacent “heavily wooded hillside.” See pp.
2539–2541 for the likely location. Can any remains of this heavy water plant be found now?

Chamberlain also reported (based on what he saw and what he heard from Allied forces at the
Kiel heavy water plant) that “Nazi scientists were working feverishly to perfect an atomic bomb”
and that “The extent of the Nazis’ atomic discoveries remains a top secret. But they were making
great strides.” Chamberlain made it clear that his description of the advanced state of the German
nuclear program came directly from Allied investigators, not just his own opinions: “the allies
were so concerned over possible German progress with the bomb that they planned a bold mass
parachute attack on Kiel as early as last March to take the experimental station.”

The sequence of events behind Chamberlain’s reports appears to be:

1. Chamberlain said that he “stumbled onto the factory two weeks after it was taken over by
American and British technicians,” so he probably discovered it in early or mid-May 1945.

2. Chamberlain was promptly reprimanded by Allied officials for even visiting the heavy water
plant—he “was called on the carpet the next day for entering without authority from high
officials.” That censorship explains why Chamberlain did not publish any articles about the
heavy water plan in May 1945.

3. In Allied countries, nuclear-related news articles were commonly censored during the war, up
until the public announcement of the Hiroshima bombing. After widespread media reports
about Hiroshima and the unveiling of the U.S. nuclear program, Chamberlain presumably
thought he could finally report what he had learned in May 1945 regarding the German
nuclear program. That explains why his first articles on this topic appeared in August 1945.

4. While it had become permissible to reveal (some) information about the U.S. nuclear pro-
gram, apparently most details about the former German nuclear program were still closely
guarded and publicly denied. Since Chamberlain’s reports of this otherwise secret Kiel heavy
water production facility and his description of the advanced state of the German nuclear pro-
gram somehow slipped through censorship and got published in August 1945, he was likely
reprimanded for a second and final time by government censors and/or his own newspaper
employers. He does not seem to have ever mentioned the Kiel heavy water plant again.

5. In fact, when Chamberlain published an article about the Vemork heavy water plant in
February 1946 (p. 2538), he made no mention of the Kiel heavy water plant that he had seen
with his own eyes, even though it would have been relevant to the article. He also downplayed
the state of the German nuclear program that he himself had reported only six months earlier
was quite advanced.

6. The existence of the Kiel heavy water plant and Allied plans to attack it in March 1945
because the German nuclear program was so advanced appear to be historical facts that
Allied governments buried in 1945 and that remain buried to this day.]
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Charles Chamberlain. Germans Failed to Split Atom: Experiments With Heavy Wa-
ter Futile. Council Bluffs Nonpareil (Council Bluffs, Iowa). 9 February 1946 p. 1
[www.newspapers.com/clip/1957966/council bluffs nonpareil/].

MINDEN Germany, (AP)—German experiments with heavy water in attempts to split the atom
during the war were unsatisfactory Prof. Otto Hahn, Germany’s Nobel prize winning atomic scien-
tist said Saturday.

‘In itself heavy water is not an effective radio-active substance, but is used as an auxiliary for the
splitting of uranium atoms,’ he explained. ‘We expected to need heavy water, but it was not so.
Americans have proved that this can be done more simply and effectively by using carbon.’

Heavy water plants were built by the Nazis in Norway for atomic bomb research work. British and
Norwegian commandos in a highly successful raid blew them up.

(Heavy water has a specific gravity greater than ordinary water. Its hydrogen content is of atomic
weight two, rather than atomic weight one).

Another atom scientist in the British occupation zone of Germany—Prof. Paul Harteck of the Kaiser
Wilhelm institute of physics in Berlin—said that the light rays thrown out during the enormous
explosion of an atomic bomb added greatly to the destructive force.

‘The splitting of the atom causes a temperature of more than 10,000,000 degrees and aerial allure
which destroy everything,’ Harteck said.

This frees an amount of light which is beyond the visible spectrum. Only a few people know that
the reflection of beams of light on solid bodies also exerts a mechanical pressure. This pressure is
so small where our normal light is concerned that it is not noticed. The amount of light freed by
an atomic bomb is so great it destroys walls.
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Figure D.63: The Deutsche Werke Kiel torpedo factory (shown here with bomb damage in 1941) was
approximately four miles north of central Kiel, and is likely the location that Charles Chamberlain
described.
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Figure D.64: Site of the former Deutsche Werke Kiel now. The round concrete bunker (lower photo)
was built during the war. Other bunkers are known to have been built, but have been demolished
or paved over.
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Figure D.65: There is a heavily wooded hillside immediately adjacent to the former Deutsche Werke
Kiel, exactly as Charles Chamberlain described. Are the remains of the heavy water bunker in this
area?
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OSS London. 5 December 1944. Report T-2805-a. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

Original No. T-2805-a

Report from Sweden

OSS LONDON

Distribution: Information Date : Not Given
CALVERT Report Date : 13 November 1944

PARIS Dissemination Date : 5 December 1944
Value : B-3
Source : OSS

———————————————

GERMANY : ATOMIC PHYSICS

Heavy Water Experimental Station.

Heavy water experiments are being carried out at the Dräger Werke, Lübeck, which is reported
to be the largest gas factory in Germany. The plant’s experimental station is connected with the
experimental station at Peenemünde.
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U.S. Embassy, Warsaw. 12 August 1947. Report No. R-107-47, MIS-390731. Subject:
Plants producing heavy water. [NARA RG 319, Entry 85A, Box 2534, Folder 390731–
390740] See p. 2700 for more information.

1. It is believed that no plants designed specially for the production of heavy water exist in Poland.
It is reliably reported that the Germans built one such plant near OSWIECIM (Auschwitz) but
that it was destroyed or moved out by the SOVIETS in 1945.

[It was “reliably reported” that the Germans had built a heavy water production plant in Poland
during the war, and that it was removed by the Soviets.]

Report on Interrogation of PW MAYER. 14 July 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (July–Oct.
44)]

1. SUBJECT PW is an educated man in his late thirties, a physical chemist by profession and states
that he is anti-Nazi and wishes to collaborate. He studied at the Universities of FREIBURG and
MUNICH for six years, receiving a degree equivalent to a Doctorate of Philosophy in Chemistry.
[...]

7. Manufacture of Hydrogen Peroxide and of Heavy Hydrogen.

[...] PW believes that D2O (Heavy Hydrogen) is manufactured principally at GRIESHEIM ELEK-
TRON in fairly large quantities for distribution to research and scientific establishments.
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Figure D.66: Former administration building of Chemische Fabrik Griesheim-Elektron, Frankfurt
am Main. Griesheim-Elektron reportedly produced large quantities of heavy water during the war.
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Ferdinand Cap. 23 November 1950. Gutachten [courtesy of Silke Fengler].

Über Einladung von Herrn Oberst GOUS-
SOT, Innsbruck, hatte ich die Möglichkeit,
am 21.XI.50 die Schwere-Wasser-Gewinnungs-
Versuchsanlage des Herrn Werd in Wehr [sic:
Weer] bei Wattens in Tirol zu besichtigen. Das
Prinzip der Anlage besteht in Folgendem: An
schwerem Wasser angereichertes Wasser wird
den drei (später neun) Zellen der Apparatur
zugeführt. In jeder Zelle befindet sich ein
Diaphragme, eine Kathode und eine Anode.
(Spannung pro Zelle 3 Volt, Gesamtstrom 60
A) Als Elektrolyt dient verdünnt Natronlauge.
Die durch die Elektrolyse freigesetzten Gase
Wasserstoff und Sauerstoff werden an Pala-
diumoberflächen katalytisch verbrannt; das
entstehende Wasser, das an schwerem Wasser
ärmer ist als das in der jeweiligen Zelle elek-
trolysierte Wasser, wird in die vorhergehende
Zelle geleitet; von der ersten Zelle wird es in
die Vorkonzentrieranlage geleitet.

Das in jeder Zelle zurückbleibende an schw-
erem Wasser reichere Wasser wird in die
nächstfolgende Zelle überdestilliert—ein ein-
faches Einleiten ist nicht möglich, da sonst
die Konzentration des Elektrolyten stark
steigen würde. In weit beim Destillation-
sprozess gewöhnliches Wasser und schweres
Wasser gemeinsam übergehen oder ob hi-
erbei eine kleine (der Apparaturanlage also
rückläufige) Trennung eintritt, ist dem Un-
terzeichneten nicht bekannt und müsste aus
Spezialabhandlungen geklärt werden. Sollte
eine Verschlechterung der Trennwirksamkeit
eintreten so wäre es immerhin wohl möglich
durch einen anderen Prozess des überleitens
diesen Verlust auszugleichen.

At the invitation of Colonel Colonel GOUS-
SOT, Innsbruck, I had the opportunity to
visit Mr. Werd’s heavy water extraction test
facility in Wehr [sic: Weer] near Wattens in
Tyrol on 21 November 1950. The principle
of the plant consists in the following: Water
enriched with heavy water is supplied to the
three (later nine) cells of the apparatus. Each
cell contains a diaphragm, a cathode and an
anode. (Voltage per cell 3 volts, total current
60 A) Sodium hydroxide solution diluted serves
as electrolyte. The gases hydrogen and oxygen
released by the electrolysis are catalytically
burned on palladium surfaces; the resulting
water, which is poorer in heavy water than the
water electrolysed in the respective cell, is led
into the preceding cell; from the first cell it is
led into the pre-concentration plant.

The water that remains in each cell and
is richer in heavy water is distilled into the
next cell–a simple discharge is not possible, as
otherwise the concentration of the electrolyte
would increase sharply. The undersigned does
not know whether the distillation process
involves the combined use of water and heavy
water or whether this results in a small sep-
aration (i.e. a retrograde separation of the
equipment). Should a deterioration of the
separation efficiency occur, it would at least
be possible to compensate this loss by another
process of transfer.
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Der Grundgedanke der Apparatur von Herrn
W. ist physikalisch vollkommen einwandfrei.
Ob jedoch auf dieser Basis eine Grosspro-
duktion aufgebaut werden kann, wagt der
Unterzeichnete nicht zu entscheiden; En-
twicklungsarbeiten durchzuführen ist jedoch
nicht anzuraten, da diesbezüglich sowohl in
Deutschland und Norwegen, als auch in den
USA ausgedehnte Untersuchungen bereits
vorgenommen wurden. Die Frage nach dem
Aufbau einer Grossproduktion kann daher
nur nach genauem Studium der einschlägigen
Literatur (etwa Monographie von Urey, AEC
Reports, FIAT Reports etc.) beantwortet
werden. Die von Herrn W. angegebenen
Schätzungen über den Strombedarf (rund 1000
kWh für ein Gramm schweres Wasser von 96
% Reinheit) könnten an sich richtig sein, sind
aber mit grösster Vorsicht aufzunehmen. Eine
Überprüfung ist ohne spezieller Angaben über
den Trennfaktor der Elektrolyse nicht möglich.

Jedenfalls müsste ein Vergleich der Wirk-
samkeit mit den Methoden der NORSK
HYDRO, RJUKAN, Norwegen, angestellt
werden; auch soll noch auf eine neue, hier noch
nicht genügend bekannt gewordene amerikanis-
che chemische Methode (Löslichkeitsmethode)
hingewiesen werden, die allem Anschein
noch möglicherweise eine grössere Ausbeute
verspricht, also die Elektrolysenverfahren.

The basic idea of Mr. W.’s apparatus is
physically perfect. However, the undersigned
does not dare to decide whether a large-scale
production can be built on this basis; however,
it is not advisable to carry out development
work, as extensive investigations have already
been carried out in this respect in Germany
and Norway, as well as in the USA. The
question of setting up a large-scale production
can therefore only be answered after a detailed
study of the relevant literature (e.g. monograph
by Urey, AEC Reports, FIAT Reports etc.).
The estimates given by Mr. W. of the electricity
requirement (about 1000 kWh for a gram of
heavy water of 96 % purity) could be correct in
themselves, but must be taken with the greatest
caution. A check is not possible without special
information about the separation factor of the
electrolysis.

In any case, a comparison of the effective-
ness with the methods of NORSK HYDRO,
RJUKAN, Norway, would have to be made;
also, a new American chemical method (sol-
ubility method), which has not yet become
sufficiently known here, should be pointed out,
which to all appearances still possibly promises
a higher yield, i.e. the electrolysis methods.

[See also the interview with Ferdinand Cap on the following two pages. This heavy water plant in
the Austrian Alps was apparently quite large and fully operational during the war. It was likely
built by or at least for the SS.

This facility was apparently only discovered by outsiders in 1950. It does not seem to be mentioned
in any other known documents. Can more information be located in any archives around the world?

If there is so little surviving historical record of this large heavy water production plant, what
other wartime heavy water plants (or other nuclear-related facilities) may have existed yet remain
unknown today?]
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Rainer Karlsch. Interview with Ferdinand Cap. 5 February 2009 [courtesy of Rainer
Karlsch].

Karlsch: Mich interessiert, wer diese Anlage
gebaut hat. Sie erwähnten damals einen Herrn
Werdt (W.). Er kann doch unmöglich allein
eine solche Anlage Gebaut haben. Wer waren
seine Auftraggeber? Natürlich ist es denkbar,
dass die SS die Anlage im Zillertal in Auftrag
gegeben hat. Gibt es dafür Belege?

Cap: Wer die Anlage gebaut hat, weiss
ich nicht, glaube Norsk Hydro. Herr W. war
nur Werksleiter und hat mich und Schroedinger
geführt.

Karlsch: Prof. Oberkofler schreibt in seiner
Studie “Ferdinand Cap und Otto Hittmair.
Aus den Pionierjahren der Innsbrucker The-
oretischen Physik”, Innsbruck 2006, auf S.
27f.: “Auf dringliche Anforderung von Seiten
der französischen Besatzungsmacht besichtigte
Schrödinger in Begleitung von Cap im Novem-
ber 1950 die von der SS wie in Norwegen auch
im Zillertal gebaute Anlage zur Gewinnung
von Schwerem Wasser durch Elektrolyse.” Mir
ist nicht bekannt, dass die SS in Norwegen
eine Schwerwasseranlage gebaut hat. Die
dortigen Elektrolysezellen der Norsk Hydro
(Anteilseigner war die IG Farbenindustrie AG)
wurde nach den Entwürfen von Prof. Paul
Harteck (Hamburg) und seiner Mitarbeiter
1942 erweitert und im August 1944 demontiert
und ins Reichsgebiet geschafft. Mit dem Betrieb
der Schwerwasseranlage in Norwegen hatte die
SS meines Wissens nichts zu schaffen.

Cap: Harteck und WIRTZ sind mir bekannt.
ICH HABE NIE BEHAUPTET DASS DIE SS
DIE ANLAGE GEBAUT HAT.

Karlsch: Oder ist noch eine andere Anlage
gemeint? Es gab ja nicht nur das Werk in
Rjukan, sondern auch noch Anlagen in Saa-
heim und Nodotten, die sich aber ebenfalls in
Regie der Hydro befanden.

Karlsch: I am interested in who built this
plant. You mentioned a Mr. Werdt (W.) at
that time. He couldn’t have built such a plant
on his own. Who were his clients? Of course it
is conceivable that the SS commissioned the
plant in the Zillertal. Is there any evidence of
this?

Cap: I don’t know who built the plant,
Norsk Hydro I believe. Mr. W. was just a plant
manager and led me and Schroedinger.

Karlsch: Prof. Oberkofler writes in his study
“Ferdinand Cap and Otto Hittmair. From the
pioneering years of Innsbruck’s Theoretical
Physics,” Innsbruck 2006, on p. 27f: “On
urgent request of the French occupying power
Schrödinger, accompanied by Cap, visited in
November 1950 the plant for the production
of heavy water by electrolysis built by the
SS in the Zillertal as in Norway.” I do not
know that the SS built a heavy water plant in
Norway. The electrolysis cells of Norsk Hydro
there (the shareholder was IG Farbenindustrie
AG) were expanded in 1942 according to the
designs of Prof. Paul Harteck (Hamburg) and
his employees and dismantled in August 1944
and transported to the territory of the Reich.
To my knowledge, the SS had nothing to do
with the operation of the heavy water plant in
Norway.

Cap: I know Harteck and WIRTZ. I NEVER
CLAIMED SS BUILT THE PLANT.

Karlsch: Or is there another plant meant?
There was not only the plant in Rjukan, but
also plants in Saaheim and Nodotten, which
were also directed by Hydro.
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Cap: Nein, nur Zillertal mir bekannt.

[...]

Karlsch: Die Norsk Hydro scheidet als Bauherr
oder Betreiber m.E. aus. Weder in den Unterla-
gen der Norsk, noch in den Erinnerungen ihrer
leitenden Mitarbeiter und auch nicht in den
Papieren der IG Farben, damals Hauptaktionär
bei der Norsk, findet sich ein Hinweis darauf.
Es bleibt also unklar, wer die Auftraggeber für
die Anlage waren.

Cap: Leider, offenbar. Ich wäre laut H.
W. der Meinung gewesen NORSK HYDRO.

Karlsch: Können Sie sich daran erinnern,
wo genau die Anlage stand?

Cap: Ziemlich ganz am Ende des Ziller-
tales, nahe einem Gletscher.

Karlsch: Welche Ausmaße hatten die Elektrol-
ysezellen ungefähr?

Cap: Hunderte Zellen, verschiedene Groesse,
kleinere wie Waschbecken, mittlere wie Bade-
wanne.

Karlsch: War Herr Werdt Ingenieur oder
Physiker?

Cap: Ich würde sagen H. Werdt war
Gewerbeschultechniker. Sicher nicht
Akademiker.

Karlsch: Stand er in Verbindung mit der
Physiker-Gruppe des Physikalisch-Chemischen
Instituts der Universität Innsbruck, die 1944
nach Wattens zur Firma Swarovsky verlegt
wurde?

Cap: Meinen Sie Frau Prof Erika Cremer,
die im Krieg beim Berliner “URANVEREIN”
war?

Cap: No, I only know Zillertal.

[...]

Karlsch: Norsk Hydro is no longer the
owner or operator in my opinion. Neither in
the documents of Norsk, nor in the memories of
its leading employees, nor in the papers of IG
Farben, then the main shareholder of Norsk,
is there any indication of this. It therefore
remains unclear who the contractors for the
plant were.

Cap: Unfortunately, apparently. I would
have thought, according to Mr. W., NORSK
HYDRO.

Karlsch: Can you remember exactly where
the plant was located?

Cap: Quite at the end of the Zillertal,
near a glacier.

Karlsch: What were the approximate di-
mensions of the electrolysis cells?

Cap: Hundreds of cells, different sizes, the
smaller like a sink, the medium like a bathtub.

Karlsch: Was Mr. Werdt an engineer or a
physicist?

Cap: I would say Mr. Werdt was a voca-
tional school technician. Certainly not an
academic.

Karlsch: Did he stand in contact with the
physicist group of the Physical-Chemical Insti-
tute of the University of Innsbruck, which was
transferred to Swarovsky in Wattens in 1944?

Cap: Do you mean Prof. Erika Cremer,
who was in the Berlin “URANVEREIN”
during the war?
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Figure D.67: Map of the B9 Quarz tunnels near Roggendorf and Melk, Austria that may have been
involved in heavy water production [Schmitzberger 2004].
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Figure D.68: One of the entrances to the B9 Quarz tunnels near Roggendorf and Melk, Austria
that may have been involved in heavy water production [Schmitzberger 2004].
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B. Lithium

[Lithium was used for processing ceramics, glass, and metals, but it would also have been extremely
useful for producing tritium, neutrons, and/or fusion reactions. The following documents demon-
strate large-scale production of lithium, as well as shipment of a large amount of lithium to Japan
(along with other nuclear-related materials).

For documentation about wartime German separation of lithium isotopes, for which the only sig-
nificant applications would be nuclear-related, see p. 2662.]

FIAT 295. Lithium Extraction and Uses. p. 9.

[...] Metallgesellschaft produced in 1942:

11637 kilograms Lithium from Lithium Mica
11702 ” ” Amblygonite in form of

1942 1941.
Lithium Carbonate 18987 kgr. 12130 kgr.
Lithium Chloride 12630 ” 13725 ”
Lithium Hydroxide 40506 ” 38003 ”
Lithium Metal 01230 ” 00505 ”

Lithium Carbonate and Hydroxide were sold to Merck and other chemical concerns to make medical
salts, and Lithium Fluoride. Lithium Hydroxide is also used for storage to batteries. All the Lithium
Chloride was used entirely for making Lithium metal. [...]

The amount of Lithium mica received from Metallgesellschaft were:

Year Tons
1943 530
1st half 1944 293
July-Sept 1944 149

Marguardt A.G. plant in Beuel, near Bonn produced the following Lithium salts in:

July 1944:

1000 Kilograms Lithium Carbonate, technical
1025 ” ” ” pure
3140 ” Lithium Chloride, technical
2580 ” ” ” pure
1373 ” Lithium Fluoride
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FIAT 750. Rare and Minor Metals. pp. 8–9.

The use of lithium apparently has progressed further in Germany than in the United States, es-
pecially its use in special alloys of light metals as well as lead. [...] Lithium salts are used in heat
resisting glass and ceramic ware inasmuch as they lower the thermal expansion coefficient. Lithium
carbonate is the starting point for certain pharmaceutical products[...] Lithium chloride is found
in soldering and welding fluxes[...] Lithium hydrate is used in alkaline storage batteries. [...] Total
production in Germany for specified years follows:

Metal Salts Total
Year in kg. in kg. in kg.
1935 855 2,326 3,181
1939 1,920 8,076 9,996
1940 1,404 10,272 11,676
1941 1,308 9,804 11,112

[...] The price of the metal declined from RM 140 per kg. before the war to RM 115 in 1940.

Tokyo to Berlin ULTRA message 1443. 16 January 1945. [Published in Henshall 2000,
p. 57. What is the archival source of this document???]

NAVAL SECTION ULTRA/ZIP/SJA/1443
JNA 20 C/S 114/1/2/3 MEW/535
TOO 161920 January 1945
From: TOKYO
Action: BERLIN

Action: BWG [Chief Technical Superintendent].
From: CJR [Naval Technical Directorate].

Your secret telegram No. 848 [SJA/1358: enquires what cargo is to be shipped in submarines
proceeding to the Far East].

It is desired to obtain the following material urgently by means of the German transport submarines
proceeding to Japan.

2. For Department No. 3: [This line is typed differently than the rest, and there is some blank space
here. Was information deleted here, and if so by whom?]

1) Diamond dies (diameter between 0.02 and 0.08 mm., as large a quantity as possible of all kinds).

2) Metallic zirconium (500 kg of a standard of 99.5 per cent or over).

3) Metallic lithium, 500 kg.

4) Neon gas (as much as possible).
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5) Insulating material for ultra high frequencies, 10 kg of each kind.

6) 2,000 or more [HASPEKERNE, ? clamp cores].

[Clamp cores/nuclear, or nuclear/core clamps?]

3. For Department No. 5:

1) As many BOSCH fuel pumps models 10 and 6 as possible.

2) 1 polarizing microscope.

3) 10 cam shaft grinders.

4) 10 MAAG gear wheel grinders.

[Were there other related messages? Since zirconium and lithium seem like materials for nuclear
work, are the other materials for “Department No. 3” also related to nuclear work? What exactly
were the “HASPEKERNE” [Henshall 2000, pp. 56–58]?]

For more information on wartime lithium production and applications, see:

BIOS 1356. Grinding and Treatment of Minerals. [Lithium production]

FIAT 786. The Lithium Electrolytic Cell. (Degussa, Rheinfelde.)
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C. Beryllium

[Beryllium was used for producing certain metal alloys, but it also could have been quite useful
as a neutron reflector and multiplier in a fission reactor, electronuclear breeding system, or fission
bomb. The following documents illustrate that wartime production of beryllium was sophisticated
and on a large scale.]

BIOS 158. Production of Beryllia and Beryllium at Degussa Plants.

Production of Beryllium Oxide and Beryllium at the Degussa Plant in Frankfurt

Year Beryllium (Techn) Beryllium (Flakes)

1938 about 200 kg about 500 kg

1939 till about 300 kg about 200 kg
Sept
Oct to Dec 869.100 kg None

1940 3367.195 kg 1689.480 kg

1941 6305.680 kg 214.094 kg

1942 3096.575 kg 1297.770 kg

1943 4224.500 kg 601.620 kg

1944 947.000 kg 302.605 kg

1945 None None

Totals

Production before the war 500 kg 700 kg

Production during the war 18810.050 kg 4105.614 kg

BIOS 319. Production of Beryllium “Degussa.”

The whole of our party visited this Factory, spending about three hours with Dr. Völkel, who clearly
knew his subject. [...]

Maximum production reached 160/180 Kg. pure beryllium per month.
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For more information on wartime beryllium production and applications, see:

BIOS 36. Magnetic Materials and Beryllium.

BIOS 441. The Platinum Metals Industry in Germany. [Beryllium-platinum alloys.]

BIOS 550. Investigation of Beryllium Production in Germany and Italy Including Pro-
duction and Uses of Oxides and Alloys.

BIOS 945. Beryllium at Degussa.

BIOS 1338. Developments in Magnesium Production and Fabrication. [Beryllium, zir-
conium at Degussa; also fluorine and carbon at I.G. Farben]

BIOS 1660. A General Survey of the German Non-Ferrous Industry. [aluminum, beryl-
lium]

CIOS XXVII-95. Heraeus Vacuumschmelze AG, Hanau. [Beryllium manufacture.]

FIAT 387. The German Steel Casting Industry [Beryllium in steel castings.]

FIAT 522. The Beryllium Industries of Germany and Italy (1939 to 1945).

FIAT 617. The Electrical and Technical Ceramic Industry of Germany. [Beryllia use in
ceramics.]

FIAT 785. Electrical Contacts. [Beryllium alloys for contacts.]

G-81. Erwin Fünfer and Walther Bothe. The Absorption of Thermal Neutrons and the
Increase of Fast Neutrons in Beryllium. 1941.

G-153. Wilhelm Hanle. Spectroscopic Analysis of Carbon, Aluminum, and Beryllium.
1942.

JIOA 46. Data on the German X-Ray Industry. [Beryllium X-ray windows.]

The following documents are examples of German plans to ship large quantities of
beryllium to Japan [Henshall 2000, p. 55]:

Berlin to Tokyo ULTRA message 1201. 22 November 1944. Cargo lost on I-52? [TNA
file number???] Lists 2590 kg of beryllium alloy for shipment from Germany to Japan.

Berlin to Tokyo ULTRA message 1809. 15 April 1945. Cargo loaded on U-873 [which
later surrendered to United States on 11 May 1945]. [TNA file number???] Lists 1,402
bars of beryllium alloy for shipment from Germany to Japan.
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D. Boron

[Boron was used for producing certain types of glass, ceramics, and metals, but it also would have
been very useful as a neutron absorber. The following documents are examples of boron production,
applications, and measurement.]

BIOS 676. German Metallurgical Laboratories for Ferrous Metals with Special Reference
to the K. W. Institute for Iron Research. [KWI measuring boron in steel]

BIOS 925. Tungsten Carbide Research in Germany. [Boron carbide for tool tips.]

BIOS 1406. [Boron carbide abrasives manufacture.]

BIOS 1535. Report on Investigation of Methods of Gaseous Metal Treatment. [Boron-
diffusion treatment of ferrous metals.]

FIAT 617. The Electrical and Technical Ceramic Industry of Germany. [Boron carbide
and boron nitrate.]

FIAT 738. The Production of Some Rare Metals and Their Compounds as Practiced
by E. Merck, Chemische Fabrik, Darmstadt: Boron, Caesium, Gallium, Germanium,
Rubidium.

FIAT 750. Rare and Minor Minerals. [Boron production]

G-85. Wilhelm Hanle. The Determination of Boron and Cadmium in Carbon. 1941.

G-153. Wilhelm Hanle. Spectroscopic Analysis of Carbon, Aluminum, and Beryllium.
1942.
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E. Graphite

[High-quality graphite was widely used for high-temperature exhaust steering rudders on the A-4
(V-2) and other rockets, and was used for making electrodes, filters, and other components too.
However, graphite could also have been quite useful as a neutron moderator to slow down neutrons
and promote chain reactions in a fission reactor. The following documents illustrate that wartime
production of graphite was widespread and sophisticated.]

Acheson Graphite Corporation to Frank Hodson. 29 July 1942. [NARA RG 77, Entry
UD-22A, Box 169, Folder 32.32 Germ. Incl. TA]

Continental European Electrode Plants

Further to my letters of July 24th and 25th, I am glad to send along what information and estimates
we have in regard to commercial electrode plants in Continental Europe.

Germany

Graphite

According to estimates made by our people in Europe at the end of 1939, the graphite electrode
production in Germany during that year was approximately as follows:

Siemens-Planiawerke, Meitingen 8,500 tons
Conradty, Kolbermoor 2,000 ”
I. G. Farben, Bitterfeld 5,000 ”

15,500 tons

In 1939 the German industry was already substantially on war production but a fifty percent
increase over the above figure might not be unreasonable for the present time. This would bring
the total to about 23,000 tons. [...]

Coal Electrodes

Our estimate of the production capacity of the three German firms is as follows:

Siemens-Planiawerke, Ratibor 50,000 tons
Conradty, Nürnberg 6,000 ”
I. G. Farben, Bitterfeld 3,500 ”

59,500 tons
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FIAT 397. Survey of the Carbon and Graphite Electrode Industry of Germany. With
two supplements. pp. 6, 11.

[...] The discussions with the SIEMENS technical organization showed the possession of the exten-
sive empirical know-how needed for successful operation in this industry, compounded as it must
be of experience and science. Thus, as respects empirical know-how, the German industry could be
rated as perhaps about equal to the U.S.

As far as scientific know-how and study of the fundamentals of carbon technology are concerned,
the German industry has depended very largely upon collaboration with academic researchers,
mainly with Prof. ULRICH HOFFMANN. The German industry has directed its technical work
more along development lines. [...]

The following tabulation shows the total German production capacity for the baked basic stock
for either carbon or graphite electrodes, comparing the installed capacity near the end of the war
with that now available in the U.S. Zone [of Germany]. There is no other baked electrode capacity
except at some of the aluminum plants which produce their own special electrodes.

The tabulation is in terms of baked weight. The indicated tons are of 1,000 kg. = 2,200 lb.

Firm Location Installed Production Capacity

Total at End Now in U.S.
of War Zone

SIEMENS RATIBOR 60,000 – t/yr.
” BERLIN 30,000 – ”

CONRADTY NÜRNBERG 19,000 19,000 ”
I.G.F. GRIESHEIM 15,000 15,000 ”

124,000 34,000 ”

[Note that this postwar U.S. survey found that by the end of the war, the actual German annual
production of graphite was even larger than what the United States had estimated during the war.]
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For more information on wartime graphite production and applications, see:

BIOS 258. Carbon Electrodes, I.G. Farben, Griesheim.

BIOS 337. German Graphitising Furnances at Meitingen (Siemens Plania).

BIOS 338. German Carbon Electrode Manufacture at Griesheim (I.G.F.).

BIOS 533. Electric Furnace Design. Manufacture and Application in Germany.

BIOS 715. The Microanalytical Methods Employed in the Analytical Laboratories of
I.G. Farben, Elberfeld-Wuppertal, Germany. [Micro-analytical measurement of carbon
at I.G. Farben.]

BIOS 819. Blast Furnaces. Notes on German Practice. [Carbon hearths to blast fur-
naces; carbon paste and bricks.]

BIOS 845. Constructional Details of Chlorine Plant at Hoechst and Gendorf. [Carbon
anodes for chlorine cells.]

BIOS 895. Aluminium Production at Vereinigte Aluminiumwerke (V.A.W.), Lünen.
[Carbon paste for Soderberg electrodes manufacture.]

BIOS 1181. [Graphitising of carbon electrodes: graphite brushes.]

BIOS 1230. [Carbon rocket rudders]

BIOS 1338. Developments in Magnesium Production and Fabrication. [Beryllium, zir-
conium at Degussa; also fluorine and carbon at I.G.]

BIOS 1399. The Production of Carbon Black from Carbon Monoxide.

BIOS 1596. Carbon Electrodes. Report on the Interrogations of Dr. Diederich Wilm.

BIOS 1823. German Carbon Industry and Hydraulic Press Manufacture.

CIOS XVII-2. Englebert Factories—Liege and Aachen Kabelundgummiwerke-Eupen.
[Carbon black.]

CIOS XVIII-1. Chemical Installations in the Cologne Area. [Carbon black.]

CIOS XXVI-51. Plant of Chemische Werke, Huls. [Carbon black.]

CIOS XXVII-84. I.G. Farben AG, Ludwigshafen and Oppau Wehrmacht Items. [Carbon
black.]

CIOS XXIX-14. I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G., Leverkusen, Germany. [Carbon, activated,
production.]

CIOS XXIX-19. Aluminum Reduction and Scrap Recovery at the Erftwerk of the Vere-
inigte Aluminum-Werke AG, Grevenbroich. [Carbon anode plant.]

CIOS XXXIII-31. Investigation of Certain Chemical Factories in the Leipzig Area of
Germany. [Artificial gems, graphite at I.G. Farben]
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FIAT 104. Survey of the Arc Carbon Industry of Germany.

FIAT 105. Survey of Manufacture of Graphite Rudders for V-2 Rockets.

FIAT 115. Survey of the Carbon Brush Industry for Electrical Equipment in Germany.

FIAT 408. Metallurgical Coke.

FIAT 524. Production of Aluminum. [Carbon paste for Soderberg electrodes.]

FIAT 617. The Electrical and Technical Ceramic Industry of Germany. [Graphite resis-
tors.]

FIAT 732. Electrochemical Operations at I.G. Farbenindustrie A.G., Bitterfeld. With
30 supplements.

FIAT 816. Horizontal Mercury Chlorine Cells, I.G. Farbenindustrie, A.G. [Graphite
anodes.]

FIAT 817. Vertical Mercury Chlorine Cells, I.G. Farbenindustrie, A.G. [Graphite an-
odes.]

FIAT 863. Activated-Carbon Production at I.G. Farbenindustrie, Leverkusen.

FIAT 986. Carbon Electrodes in Germany for the Aluminum Reduction Industry.

FIAT 993. The Aluminum Reduction Industry in Germany. [Carbon electrodes for alu-
minum production.]

FIAT 1052. The High Current Carbon Arc.

G-35. Wilhelm Hanle. Investigation of Cadmium Content of Carbon. 1940.

G-46. Georg Joos. The Production of Extremely Pure Carbon. 1940.

G-85. Wilhelm Hanle. The Determination of Boron and Cadmium in Carbon. 1941.

G-153. Wilhelm Hanle. Spectroscopic Analysis of Carbon, Aluminum, and Beryllium.
1942.
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F. Fluorine

[Fluorine was used for various industrial chemical production processes, but it also would have
been essential for producing uranium hexafluoride for the enrichment of uranium-235. The following
documents demonstrate large-scale production of fluorine.]

BIOS 1595. German Fluorine and Fluoride Industry. pp. 5–7.

The first system has been developed by Dr. Siemans of Riedel de Haen. This has been installed at
Vereinigte Flusspatgruben where six sets of retorts were erected complete with absorption systems
and redistillation equipment and a further six in process of erection. The completed factory would
have been capable of producing at least 6000 tons of pure anhydrous hydrofluoric acid per year.
[...]

The completed plant at Leverkusen Works is capable of producing hydrofluoric acid at 80% strength
equivalent to 9,600 tons per year, of which 960 tons per year would be 98–100% without redistilla-
tion. [...]

An unique system has been installed at the I.G. Oppau Works for the production of cryolite from
low grade feldspar. The process is cyclic and appears very efficient. [...]

The production of fluorides from hydrofluoric acid (aqueous) and the corresponding metallic salt
followed the conventional procedure. In the older plants the processes were very crude, but in the
new plants, particularly at Leverkusen, sufficient plant of suitable design has been installed for the
production of all the fluorides, bifluorides, fluoborates and silica fluorides. [...]

At Falkenhagen, Berlin, plant had been erected for the production of 720 tons fluorine per an-
num. When the Russian Army was approaching the Works, the entire plant was dismantled and
despatched to Stulln in Bavaria, where it was hoped to re-erect on the site of the plant producing
anhydrous hydrofluoric acid. [...]

During discussions with Prof. Helfrich and Dr. Schmidt-Dupont at Bonn University, information was
obtained indicating that I.G. at Leverkusen had produced fluorine and other fluorine compounds
for general use and that in conjunction with the University of Göttingen, investigations had been
conducted into the problems of fluorine production, together with those associated with metallic
fluorides of the earths and rare earths. [...]

[Metallic fluorides could have included uranium hexafluoride.]
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J. A. Lane. 5 April 1945. SUBJECT: Interrogation of Doctor Halberland. [NARA RG
77, Entry UD-22A, Box 166, Folder 32.22-1—GERMANY—Research—TA—(1943–
June 1946)]

1. Doctor Halberland, technical director of the lower Rhine division of the I. G. Farben Company,
was located at I. G. Farben’s plant at Uerdingen on the Rhine. [...]

3. [...] Large quantities of fluorine are produced at Leverkusen as well as Germany’s major produc-
tion of titanium. [...]

5. [...] In his opinion, eight days only would be required to bring the plant to 70 per cent production.
[...]

6. [...] Halberland was questioned about I. G. Farben’s relation with other companies such as
DeGussa, Auer, Roges, etc., but no positive answers were obtained. When questioned about the
sources of interests in rare materials, he was very vague but mentioned that rare earths come from
the Black Forest region. [...]

[I.G. Farben produced large quantities of fluorine. DeGussa, Auer, Roges, and other companies
produced uranium. To produce uranium hexafluoride, it would have been necessary for I.G. Farben
to collaborate with those companies. When the I.G. Farben director, Dr. Halberland, was interro-
gated about such collaborations, he refused to provide answers, but apparently indicated that they
did exist. Notes from this interrogation were considered so important regarding Germany’s nuclear
program that they were placed in the files of Leslie Groves’s Foreign Intelligence Unit of the U.S.
Manhattan Project.]

For more information on wartime fluorine production and applications, see:

BIOS 261. Hydrofluoric Acid Vereinigte Flusspathgruben G.m.b.H. Stulln.

BIOS 714. The Development of New Insecticides and Chemical Warfare Agents. [Fluo-
rine compounds.]

BIOS 764. Production of Aluminium Compounds in Germany. [Fluoride of aluminum
manufacture.]

BIOS 785. The German Mica Industry. [Fluorine-phlogopite (synthetic mica) manufac-
ture and properties.]

BIOS 896. The Manufacture of Zirconium-Potassium Fluoride, Zirconium Oxide and
Zirconium Oxychloride.

BIOS 1095. Developments in Methods and Materials for the Control of Plant Pests and
Diseases in Germany. [Fluorine compounds.]
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BIOS 1335. The Fluorspar Industry in Germany. Mines and Treatment Plants in the
Nabburg and Regensburg Districts, Upper Palatinate (Bavaria).

BIOS 1338. Developments in Magnesium Production and Fabrication. [Beryllium and
zirconium at Degussa; also fluorine and carbon at I.G. Farben]

BIOS 1433. I.G. Farbenindustrie, A.G. The Manufacture of Triphenylmethane Dyestuffs
at Hoechst, Ludwigshafen and Leverkusen. [Fluorol 5G manufacture at Ludwigshafen.]

BIOS 1480. The Manufacture, Formulation and Application of the Major Pest Control
Products in the British, U.S. & French Zones of Germany. [Fluorides.]

BIOS Misc. 14. [Fluorine organic compounds.]

CIOS XXIX-14. I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G., Leverkusen, Germany. [Fluoride produc-
tion.]

FIAT 524. Production of Aluminum. [Fluoride recovery from aluminum furnace gases.]

FIAT 747. The Synthesis of Fluorine-Mica of the Phlogopite Group.

FIAT 838. Elemental Fluorine, I.G. Farbenindustrie—Leverkusen.

FIAT 1114. Recent German Research Work on Fluorine and Fluorine Compounds. [W.
Kwasnik and P. Scherer.]
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G. Aluminum

[Aluminum was used for fabricating a wide variety of metal structures and packaging. On the
other hand, aluminum could have been quite useful as cladding around fission fuel in a reactor, or
as spherical pusher and casing shells in an atomic bomb as described on p. 2723. The following
documents illustrate that wartime production of aluminum was widespread and sophisticated.]

BIOS 127. The Aluminum Fabricating Plant of Aluminium Wals-on Persbedrljvon N.
V., Utrecht, Holland.

BIOS 144. Wrought Light Alloy Plants in North-West Germany.

BIOS 151. German Aluminum and Magnesium Melting and Rolling Practices.

BIOS 179. German Cable Industry.

BIOS 214. Non-destructive Testing of Materials, Siemens-Werner Werk “M”, Berlin/Siemenstadt.

BIOS 229. Wrought Light Alloy Plants in Southern Germany.

BIOS 264. German Brass and Copper Wire Industry.

BIOS 279. German Technique in the Production of Light Alloys.

BIOS 288. Aluminium Hydrate and Alumina Production in German Factories.

BIOS 316. German Light Alloy Foundry Industry.

BIOS 374. German Aluminum Foil Industry.

BIOS 376. Recovery of Aluminium Alloys from Aircraft Scraps.

BIOS 392. Welding of Aluminium and Aluminium Alloys with Particular Reference to
the Manufacture of Pressure Vessels.

BIOS 462. Impact Extrusion.

BIOS 465. High Temperature Refractories and Ceramics.

BIOS 470. Specialized Ceramic Materials with Particular Reference to Ceramic Gas
Turbine Blades.

BIOS 504. Visit to Metallgesellschaft A.G., Frankfurt a.M.

BIOS 527. Iron, Steel and Non-Ferrous Metal Works Plant and Machinery.

BIOS 533. Electric Furnace Design. Manufacture and Application in Germany.

BIOS 605. Some Marine Applications of Light Alloys in Germany.

BIOS 643. German Anodising Practice.

BIOS 681. German Cold Rolled Strip Industry.

BIOS 693. Investigation of the Light Alloy Forging Industry in Germany.

BIOS 720. Metallurgical Research and Testing Laboratories in the Stuttgart Area.

BIOS 724. Electronic Principles as Applied in Germany to the Testing of Materials.

BIOS 764. Production of Aluminium Compounds in Germany.

BIOS 766. The Manufacture of Pharmaceuticals and Fine Chemicals in the U.S. and
French Zones of Germany.

BIOS 895. Aluminium Production at Vereinigte Aluminiumwerke (V.A.W.), Lünen.
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BIOS 974. Alumina and Aluminium Production at the Lippewerk of the Vereinigte
Aluminium-Werke A.G. Lünen.

BIOS 975. Alumina Production at Martinswerk Bergheim/Rhineland.

BIOS 976. Electro-Thermic Production of Aluminium-Silicon Alloys at Lurgi-Thermie
G.m.b.H., Horrem.

BIOS 981. Light Alloys. Notes on German Technique on Continuous Casting and Extru-
sion of Aluminium Alloys with Particular Reference to Tube Extrusion, Tube Reducing
Machines and Vertical Extrusion Presses.

BIOS 982. Light Alloy Rolling, Osnabrück Kupfer and Drahtwerke Osnabrück.

BIOS 995. Hot-Dipping and Electro-Deposition of Tin and Tin Alloys in Germany.

BIOS 1084. German Aluminium Fabricating Equipment.

BIOS 1089. Aluminium Refining and Scrap Recovery at V.A.W. Erftwerk Grevenbroich.

BIOS 1099. Survey of Secondary Aluminium Industry in Germany.

BIOS 1100. German Aluminium Foil Industry.

BIOS 1165. Aluminium Holloware Industry in the British Occupied Zone of Germany.

BIOS 1190. German Cable Industry.

BIOS 1205. Chemische Fabriken, Oker and Bramschweig. Aktiengesellschaft, Oker and
Harz. Manufacture of Aluminium Hydroxide Pigment (Tonerde-Gel) and Aluminium
Sulphate.

BIOS 1215. German Methods of Rhodiumizing, Aluminizing, Anti-Reflection Surface
Coating and Allied Subjects.

BIOS 1231. The German Container and Canning Industries. [Aluminum cans]

BIOS 1271. Food Preparing Machinery. [Aluminum cans]

BIOS 1295. The Production of Certain Types of Phosphor Bronze, Brass and Light
Alloy Castings in Germany. Composite Report of Interrogations of Dr. Heinrich Bauer,
Dürener Metallwerke, Düren.

BIOS 1342. German Optical Mirrors and Reflectors.

BIOS 1366. The Production in Germany of Extruded Sections and Tubes in Aluminium
and Magnesium Alloys.

BIOS 1405. Impact Extrusion. German Practice. 1946.

BIOS 1409. Cold Impact Extrusion of Aluminium, Etc.

BIOS 1423. The Application of Aluminium and Its Alloys in Germany.

BIOS 1454. Aluminium Pressings.

BIOS 1467. German Methods of Production of Aluminium Coated and Continuous Elec-
troplated Steel Strip.

BIOS 1535. Report on Investigation of Methods of Gaseous Metal Treatment.

BIOS 1550. Sheathing of Cables with Aluminium.

BIOS 1567. Manufacture of Aluminium Clad Steel Strip by Wickede Eisen und Stahlw-
erke.
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BIOS 1595. German Fluorine and Fluoride Industry. [Aluminum fluoride manufacture
and analysis.]

BIOS 1656. Extrusion of Light Alloys at I.G. Farbenindustrie, Bitterfeld. Interrogation
of Herr K. F. Brauninger.

BIOS 1660. A General Survey of the German Non-Ferrous Industry.

BIOS 1667. Some Notes on Open Hearth Furnace Design and Operation.

BIOS 1703. Manufacture of Aluminium at I.G. Farben Factory, Bitterfeld.

BIOS 1757. Manufacture of Super-Purity Aluminium at the Vereinigte Aluminium Werke,
Erftwerk, Grevenbroich.

BIOS 1770. High Strength Aluminium-Zinc-Magnesium Alloy Development in Germany.

BIOS 1861. Light Alloy Foundries in Germany.

CIOS XXII-4. Aluminum Woerwerke, Erftwerke, Gravenbroich.

CIOS XXIV-22. The Electrochemical Industry, Bitterfeld Area.

CIOS XXV-17. The Electrochemical Industry, Burghausen Area.

CIOS XXV-30. Felten and Guilleaume Carlswerke, Cologne.

CIOS XXV-31. Suddeutsche Kabelwerke, Mannheim.

CIOS XXV-32. Hackethal Draht Und Kabelwerke AG, Hanover.

CIOS XXVI-47. Gelr. Guifine G.m.b.H., Ludwigshafen Am Rhein.

CIOS XXVI-60. Light Metal Production and Development for Aircraft, I.G. Farben.

CIOS XXVII-9. Kupfer U Drahtwerke, Osnabruck.

CIOS XXVII-94. Vereinigte Deutsche Metallwerke AG.

CIOS XXIX-14. I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G., Leverkusen, Germany. [Aluminum fluoride
production.]

CIOS XXIX-18. Metal Fabrication at Mansfeld AG Kupfer Und Messing Werke, Hettst-
edt.

CIOS XXIX-19. Aluminum Reduction and Scrap Recovery at the Erftwerk of the Vere-
inigte Aluminum-Werke AG, Grevenbroich.

CIOS XXX-72. Aluminum and Magnesium Fabrication, Leipziger Leichtmetall, Werk-
Rackwitz, Rackwitz.

CIOS XXX-73. Aluminum Fabrication, Osnabrucker Kupfer and Drahtwerk, Osnabruck.

CIOS XXX-85. A Survey of the German Can Industry During the Second World War.

CIOS XXXI-57. Hugo Schneider AG, Messingwerke Aluminum Werke, Leipzig.

CIOS XXXI-73. Vereingte Leichtmetall Werke G.m.b.H., Hannover Linden.

CIOS XXXII-21. Aluminum from Clay.

CIOS XXXII-55. Recovery of Metals from Scrapped Airplanes.

CIOS XXXII-59. Aluminum and Magnesium Production and Fabrication.

CIOS XXXIII-31. Investigation of Certain Chemical Factories in the Leipzig Area of
Germany.
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CIOS XXXIII-32. The Vereinigte Leightmetall-Werke, Hanover.

CIOS XXXIII-59. The Vereinigte Leightmetall-Werke, Hanover.

FIAT 395. Metallurgical Practices in Germany. The Fields of Non-Ferrous Melting and
Casting.

FIAT 406. Non-ferrous Metal Rolling Mill Practice in Germany.

FIAT 417. “Press-Welding” Aluminum for Aircraft Radiators.

FIAT 501. The German Aluminum and Magnesium Industries.

FIAT 516. Report on Recent Cable Development in Germany.

FIAT 522. The Beryllium Industries of Germany and Italy (1939 to 1945). [Alloys of
beryllium with Al, Cu, Ni, Mg, etc.]

FIAT 524. Production of Aluminum.

FIAT 569. Manufacturing Bronze, Aluminum or Other Flake Metal Powders.

FIAT 602. Aluminum Pistons for Automobile and Aircraft Engines.

FIAT 686. Casting Methods for Aluminum and Aluminum Alloys Billets.

FIAT 699. Magnesium Determinations in Aluminum.

FIAT 731. Technology of Aluminum and Aluminum Alloy Production in Germany In-
cluding Early Fabrication and Recoveries from Scrap.

FIAT 754. Vibrating Ball Mill for Pulverizing Fine Materials.

FIAT 787. Precious Metal Refining and Fabrication by W. C. Heraeus and G. Siebert
Platinschmelze of Hanau. [Aluminum and rhodium mirrors]

FIAT 805. German Research on Experimental Aluminum-Base Bearings.

FIAT 829. Non-ferrous Metal Production Processes in the Hamburg District.

FIAT 876. Continuous Casting of Metals in Germany.

FIAT 907. Review of Recent Developments in Aluminum Refining.

FIAT 927. Production of High Alumina Slags in Blast Furnaces and Allied Processes
for Recovering Alumina.

FIAT 980. German Aluminum Industry.

FIAT 986. Carbon Electrodes in Germany for the Aluminum Reduction Industry.

FIAT 989. Alumina Production in Germany.

FIAT 992. The Electrothermal Production of Aluminum Silicon Alloy.

FIAT 993. The Aluminum Reduction Industry in Germany.

FIAT 997. German Research in the Light Metals Industry.

FIAT 1011. Fabrication of Aluminum in Germany. A Study of Some Specialized Prac-
tices and Techniques Employed in the Industry.

G-80. Rudolf Fleischmann. The Capture Cross Sections of Aluminum for Thermal Neu-
trons. 1941.

G-153. Wilhelm Hanle. Spectroscopic Analysis of Carbon, Aluminum, and Beryllium.
1942.
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H. Calcium

[Calcium was used in making certain metal alloys, but it also would have been extremely useful
in key steps of the purification of thorium, uranium, and/or plutonium. The following documents
demonstrate large-scale production and use of calcium, and even methods of utilizing calcium to
purify thorium and uranium.]

BIOS 236. Developments in Pure and Applied Microbiology (American, British and
French Zones) During World War II. [Calcium gluconate from hydrolysis of starch.]

BIOS 489. Chemische Fabrik Joh. A. Benckiser, G.m.b.H. Ladenburg Works. Manufac-
ture of Calcium Citrate.

BIOS 636. Mineralölwerke F. Harmsen, Kiel—Germany: Lubricants. [Calcium soap
greases.]

BIOS 675. The Production of Thorium and Uranium in Germany. [Using calcium to
process thorium and uranium—see pp. 2570–2571.]

BIOS 798. The German Ferro-Alloy Industry. [Calcium silicide manufacture.]

BIOS 883. Notes on Casting and Fabrication of Lead and Production of Bahnmetall.
[Calcium-lead alloy manufacture.]

BIOS 1044. German Carbide and Cyanamide Industry. Carbide Production. [Calcium
carbide manufacture.]

BIOS 1045. German Carbide and Cyanamide Industry. Handling of Carbide in Bulk.
[Calcium carbide, bulk transport of.]

BIOS 1046. German Carbide and Cyanamide Industry. Manufacture of Calcium Cyanamide.
[Calcium cyanamide manufacture from carbide.]

BIOS 1385. The German Hard Metal Industry. [Electron microscope, zirconium, ura-
nium, thorium, calcium tungstate manufacture, etc.]

BIOS 1443. The German Nitrogenous Fertiliser Industry (Excluding Cyanamide) in the
Western Zones. [Calcium nitrate manufacture for fertilizers.]

BIOS 1480. The Manufacture, Formulation and Application of the Major Pest Control
Products in the British, U.S. & French Zones of Germany. [Calcium compounds.]

BIOS 1490. German Gypsum Industry (British, American and French Zones). [calcium
sulfate mining]

BIOS 1539. German Chlorate Industry. [Calcium chlorate manufacture.]
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BIOS 1700. The Manufacture of Glycerophosphates and Hypophosphites in Germany.
[Calcium glycerophosphate and calcium hypophosphite manufacture.]

CIOS X-1. Caves at Bad Mor Mories, Near Vaas Used for Storage of Peroxide. [Calcium
permanganate underground tank storage.]

CIOS XVIII-1. Chemical Installation in the Cologne Area. [Calcium carbide.]

CIOS XXV-17. The Electrochemical Industry, Burghausen Area. [Calcium cyanamide
production.]

CIOS XXVII-83. AG für Stickstoffdünger, Knapsack. [Calcium carbide production.]

CIOS XXVII-85. Miscellaneous Chemicals, I.G. Farben AG, Ludwigshafen and Oppau.
[Calcium carbide.]

CIOS XXVII-92. German Carbide, Cyanamide and Cyanide Industry. [Calcium car-
bide.]

CIOS XXXIII-31. Investigation of Certain Chemical Factories in the Leipzig Area of
Germany. [Calcium manufacture at I.G. Farben, Bitterfeld.]

CIOS XXXIII-47. Manufacture of Sodium and Calcium Permanganate.

FIAT 229. Copper, Lead, Zinc, Tin, and Antimony Smelting and Refining in North-
western Germany. [Calcium-lead alloys.]

FIAT 431. A Survey of the Chlorine and Caustic Plants in Western and Southern
Germany. [Calcium chlorate production.]

FIAT 665. German Fertilizers and Soil Fertility. [Calcium magnesium phosphate fertil-
izer.]

FIAT 728. AG für Stickstoffdünger, Knapsack. [Calcium cyanamide.]

FIAT 732. Electrochemical Operations at I.G. Farbenindustrie AG, Bitterfeld. [Calcium
manufacture.]

FIAT 750. Rare and Minor Metals. [Calcium production.]

FIAT 756. Calcium Metal and Calcium Hydride.

FIAT 859. Continuous Chilling and Cooling of Calcium Carbide.
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Figure D.69: Flowchart of German methods of using calcium to process uranium and thorium [BIOS
675].
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Figure D.70: Flowchart of German methods of using calcium to process uranium and thorium [BIOS
675].
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Henry S. Lowenhaupt. 1996. Chasing Bitterfeld Calcium. CIA Historical Review Pro-
gram. [www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/kent-csi/vol16no4/
html/v17i1a04p 0001.htm]

In December 1946 a chemical engineer from the former I. G. Farben plant at Bitterfeld in East
Germany volunteered in Berlin that this plant “had started in the past few weeks producing 500
kilograms per day of metallic calcium. Boxes of the chemical are sent by truck every afternoon to
Berlin, labeled to Zaporozhe on the Dnieper. Calcium is believed to be used as a slowing agent in
processes connected with the production of atomic explosive.”

This was the lead we in the Foreign Intelligence Section of the Manhattan District Headquar-
ters had been waiting for. We had read the technical investigation reports from FIAT (Field
Information Agency /Technical) on the production of uranium at the Auergesellschaft Plant in
Berlin/Oranienburg. We also knew that Dr. Nikolaus Riehl—with his whole research team from
Auergesellschaft—had met the Russians, volunteering to help them make uranium for their atomic
bomb project. We knew from intercepted letters that the group was still together, writing from the
cover address PO Box 1037P, Moscow. We knew Auergesellschaft during World War II had made
the uranium metal for the German Uranverein—the unsuccessful German atomic bomb project—
by using metallic calcium to reduce uranium oxide to uranium metal (not as “slowing agent”). We
had analyzed the two-inch cubes of uranium metal from the incomplete German nuclear reactor
which the Alsos Mission had found in the minuscule village of Stadtilm in Thuringia. We knew
German uranium was terrible—full of oxides and voids, though it was fairly pure otherwise by
non-atomic standards. The files also disgorged that in 1945 the Russians had started to dismantle
and take to Russia the small calcium plant at the enormous Bitterfeld Combine, in addition to the
big magnesium facility.

Cables went out immediately to the European Command in Germany via G-2 and directly to Col.
Edgar P. Dean, Manhattan District representative in London, to locate and interrogate all engineers
who had fled Bitterfeld to the West or were currently willing to sell information on their unloved
masters. We wanted to know how much calcium was to be produced, what its specifications were,
and where it was to be shipped. We wanted to know what non-atomic normal German industries
used calcium, and in what quantities. We wished Col. Dean to keep our British colleagues in the
Division of Atomic Energy, Ministry of Supply, informed.

At home, the Scientific Division of the Office of Special Operations in the newly-formed Central
Intelligence Group was also apprised of our needs. Col. Frank A. Valente of our section was asked
to take time out from his task of organizing an atomic detection system to talk to the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission in depth about the use in the U.S. program of calcium to reduce uranium
salts to uranium metal. Major Randolph Archer, also of our office, was asked to talk to U.S, firms
making calcium metal, and find out what it was used for and in what quantities.

As so often happens, the people involved and their experience were crucial ingredients. On the
American side was the Foreign Intelligence Section of the Washington Liaison Office of the Man-
hattan District, then in the process of transferring as a unit to the newly formed Central Intelligence
Group. It was headed by Col. L. E. Seeman, a career Corps of Engineers officer who had run the
American engineering forces of the CBI theater during World War II and would go on to become
major general. The section was staffed with a few career Corps of Engineers personnel, several
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officers and civilians trained in science, and the remainder trained in investigative procedures in
the Counter Intelligence Corps.

The orientation toward engineering on the part of our management led directly to a pragmatic
approach—do what works, and get on with the job. The engineering orientation also led materially
toward the estimative method of technical evaluation. Engineering officers are accustomed to laying
out engineering tasks to find out how long they will take at a minimum—and then to evaluate likely
slippage. They think in quantitative terms—man days, truckloads, cubic yards. The scientific side
of the section, Col. Valente, Mr. Charles Campbell, Mr. Donald Quigley, and I learned gradually
to ferret out the crucial technical facts, the bottlenecks as it were, that could be used in these
engineering-type evaluations.

A remnant of the wartime cooperation in the atomic field was the direct liaison at that time with the
Intelligence Section of the British Division of Atomic Energy of the Ministry of Supply. Col. Dean,
Assistant Military Attaché, was our representative in London. This cooperation was normalized
gradually into more regular country-to-country liaison channels after our section was deployed to
the newly formed CIG early in 1947. The Atomic Energy Act of 1946, which restricted much atomic
data to “cleared” U.S. personnel, also tended to perpetuate differences between the U.S. and UK
intelligence efforts already in being in 1946 because of the “nationalistic” policies on the parts of
both General Leslie R. Groves, Manhattan District Commander, and Sir John Anderson, head of
the UK atomic effort.

The British office was staffed with technical personnel, much as our own was. Mr. David Gattiker,
their liaison to our section, had been a chemical engineer with Imperial Chemicals Incorporated be-
fore World War II. Mr. Kenneth Townley, one of the London members, was a geologist by profession
with some experience in uranium prospecting. Its leader, Commander Eric Welsh, however, was
also a career member of MI-6. Commander Welsh had masterminded the sabotage of Norsk Hydro
in Norway in 1943 to prevent the Germans from getting heavy water and completing an operating
reactor at Stadtilm. In 1940 he had been instrumental in smuggling the great nuclear physicist
Niels Bohr out of occupied Denmark. And in the thirties he had been a chemist at Bitterfeld.

Returning to the calcium problem, by mid-January 1947 the Bitterfeld activity was definitely
confirmed, and indeed amplified: Russian requirements were for 30 tons of metallic calcium per
month, and distillation was needed to achieve adequate purity. A number of former Bitterfeld
engineers were soon interviewed, especially by Major Paul O. Langguth working for Col. Dean
in London. As we learned more, some were even re-interviewed. I remember, for instance, flying
to Wright Patterson Airbase in late 1947 to talk once again to a Bitterfeld metallurgist whom
Langguth had previously interrogated, and who had in the interim come to the U.S. as a member
of the Air Force’s Operation PAPERCLIP. [...]

[During the war, German industry produced calcium and used it to purify uranium and thorium (pp.
2570–2571). After the war, German industry continued to produce calcium for nuclear purposes—
for the Soviet Union, as shown by the above document.]
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I. Nickel

[Nickel was used for nickel-cadmium batteries and certain alloys. Yet because nickel is much more
resistant than other metals to corrosion by uranium hexafluoride (used in uranium enrichment), it
would have been invaluable in a nuclear program. The following documents demonstrate large-scale
production of nickel.]

German Nickel Refineries. Undated but probably 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 169, Folder 32.32 Germ. Incl. TA]

Information from Section H of Economic Survey of Germany.
The Metal Industries, Ministry of Economic Warfare.

CONCERN LOCATION OF PLANT ESTIMATED PRODUCTION (Tons)

I. G. Farben Oppau, Piesteritz 5000–2500

Sacksische Aue
Blaufarben and 2500
Nickelwerke AG Oberschlema

Vereinigte
Deutsche
Metallwerke AG Altena 2500
(Basse und Selva)

Norddeutsche Veddel—Harburg 500
Affinerie near Hamburg

————
Total 13,000

[This U.S. intelligence document was considered so important with regard to Germany’s nuclear
program that it was placed in the files of Leslie Groves’s Foreign Intelligence Unit of the Manhattan
Project.]
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For more information on wartime nickel production and applications, see:

BIOS 26. Copper Smelting and Refining, Together with Related Metallurgical Activities
at Nord Deutsche Affinerie, Hamburg. [Nickel ores (Petsamo) treatment.]

BIOS 263. Part I. I.G. Farben Industrie-Oppau Works, Ludwigshafen (Report on Nickel
and Iron Powder Plants. Part II. Nord Deutsche Affinerie, Hamburg (Report on the
Treatment of Nickel-Copper Ores and Residues).

BIOS 358. Acrylic Esters, Synthesis from Acetylene and Nickel Carbonyl. [Nickel car-
bonyl regeneration from nickel salts.]

BIOS 371. Regeneration of Nickel Carbonyl (from Aqueous Solutions). [Nickel carbonyl
regeneration from nickel salt solutions.]

BIOS 511. Ruhr-Chemie A.G. Sterkrade Holten. Interrogation of Dr. O. Roelin. [Nickel
catalysts in Fischer-Tropsch process.]

BIOS 681. German Cold Rolled Strip Industry. [Nickel plated steel strip manufacture.]

BIOS 708. German Alkaline Accumulator Industry. [Nickel for alkaline accumulators:
nickel carbonyl]

BIOS 755. Manufacture of Butanol, Methoxybutanol, Butyraldehyde, Glycerogen at I.G.
Hoechst. [Nickel catalyst preparation for glycerogen manufacture.]

BIOS 778. German Manufacture of Wires and Strips for Electrical Heating. [Nickel-
chromium and Ni-Cr-Iron alloys for heating.]

BIOS 779. [Nickel-chrome alloys for pyrometers.]

BIOS 1003. Some Aspects of Copper, Nickel and Cobalt Production in Germany. [Nickel,
nickel sulfate, and nickel carbonate.]

BIOS 1009. A Survey of German Electro-Plating Methods. [Nickel plating methods.]

BIOS 1241. The Manufacture of p:p’ Diaminodicyclohexyl Methane (Dicykan). [Nickel
oxide catalyst manufacture.]

BIOS 1323. The Production of Powdered Iron and Sintered Iron Driving Bands in Ger-
many. [Nickel-iron sheets from sintered metal.]

BIOS 1372. German Silver & E.P.N.S. Holloware Industry. [Nickel-silver holloware
manufacture.]

CIOS XXXI-20. Refining of Cobalt, Nickel, Zinc and Cadmium.

CIOS XXII-15. I.G. Farbenindustrie Plant, Frose, Germany. [Nickel production.]
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CIOS XXIV-12. I.G. Farben—Oppau Works, Ludwigshafen. [Nickel production.]

CIOS XXXIII-59. German War List for Ferrous Materials (Kreigsliste).

FIAT 422. Manufacture and Regeneration of Catalysts at I.G. Farbenindustrie, Lud-
wigshafen Oppau. [Nickel sulfate.]

FIAT 522. The Beryllium Industries of Germany and Italy (1939 to 1945). [Alloys of
beryllium with Al, Cu, Ni, Mg, etc.]

FIAT 879. Notes on the Peeling of Nickel Deposits.

FIAT 800. Nickel Cadmium Storage Batteries in Germany.

FIAT 881. Contribution to the Production of Cast Nickel Anodes.

FIAT 882. Anodes. [Nickel anodes in electrolytic processes.]
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J. Zirconium

[Zirconium was used for high-temperature metals and ceramics in non-nuclear applications, but its
high temperature resistance and other properties also would have made it ideal as a fuel cladding
material in fission reactors.]

FIAT 750. Rare and Minor Metals. p. 16

[...] The element is imported principally in the form of zircon mixed with monazite. In 1936 the
production of metallic zirconium was 2,000 kg. and the pre-war price (1938) was RM 35 per kg.
There are three producers of the metal:

Deutsche Gold- und Silver-Scheideanstalt[...]

I.G. Farbenindustrie A.G.[...]

I. D. Riedel—E. de Haen A.G.[...]

The following documents also demonstrate commercial production and utilization of zirconium:

BIOS 276. Telefunken Gesellschaft für Drahtlose Telegraphie m.b.h., Berlin; Special
Materials for Radio Valves. [Zirconium for radio valves, treatment of.]

BIOS 896. The Manufacture of Zirconium-Potassium Fluoride, Zirconium Oxide and
Zirconium Oxychloride.

BIOS 1338. Developments in Magnesium Production and Fabrication. [Beryllium, zir-
conium at Degussa; also fluorine and carbon at I.G. Farben.]

BIOS 1385. The German Hard Metal Industry. With Addenda. [Electron microscope,
zirconium, uranium, thorium, etc.]

CIOS XXIX-14. I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G., Leverkusen, Germany. [Zirconium com-
pounds, production.]

FIAT 89. Metallurgical and Industrial Developments in Magnesium. [Zirconium alloys]

FIAT 617. The Electrical and Technical Ceramic Industry of Germany. [High temp
zirconium ceramics]

FIAT 774. Anhydrous Chlorides Manufacture. [Zirconium chlorides.]

FIAT 785. Electrical Contacts. [Zirconium alloys for electrical contacts.]

FIAT 1048. The Production of Zirconium Oxide.

Deutsches Zirkonium war für erstes Atom-U-Boot der Welt bestimmt: Tauscher bargen
geheime Fracht des See-Helden Kapitän Carlsen. Ruhr-Nachtrichten (Dortmund). 24
January 1987.

For documentation of the shipment of zirconium to Japan, along with other apparently nuclear-
related materials, see p. 2551.
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K. Cadmium

[Cadmium was used for nickel-cadmium batteries and soldering, but it also could have been ex-
tremely useful as a neutron absorber. The following documents illustrate the production and appli-
cations of cadmium, as well as methods for electroplating thin layers of materials such as cadmium
onto aluminum (which could be useful for nuclear applications).

German capabilities to electroplate cadmium on aluminum are potentially quite relevant for creating
a neutron-absorbing cadmium layer on a spherical aluminum pusher as in the German fission
implosion bomb described in March 1945—see p. 2723. For a description of how cadmium was
mined on a large scale with specific knowledge of its utility in atomic bombs, see p. 2704.]

English translation of Rudolf Fleishmann to Georg Stetter [both nuclear scientists].
12 June 1942. [Deutsches Museum Archive, Munich, FA 002/0401]

[...] I am having thin cadmium sheets (foil) 0.5 mm and 1 mm thickness rolled out at the G. A.
Scheid Co. refinery, Gumpendorferstrasse 85, Vienna VI. To be sure I must obtain the cadmium. I
used to get it from the organization in Berlin you know about. [...]

English translation of Rudolf Fleishmann to Dr. Th. Schuchardt Firm, Goerlitz. 14
December 1943. [Deutsches Museum Archive, Munich, FA 002/0401]

[...] We require cadmium sheets for work with slow neutrons: 4 sheets 50 x 40 cm x 0.6 mm. [...]

BIOS 1159. The Uses of Zinc in Germany.

[p. 27:] 3 CADMIUM—Supply and Consumption

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The information on supply was obtained from the same sources as that on the supply of zinc, viz;
the Reichsstelle Eisen und Metalle and the Metallgesellschaft. The production figures obtained from
the former were said to be actual figures and not estimates; but it is thought that the export and
import figures from the latter are estimates only.

TOTAL SUPPLY

The following table, in metric tons, shows German and Austrian production and includes that from
Upper Silesia from September, 1939, from the following Smelters—Giesche (Kattowitz), Hohenlohe
and Schlesag:

1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944

PRODUCTION 437 477 531 608 484 496 404
Imports 100 253 86 1 72 10 7

TOTAL SUPPLY 537 730 617 609 556 506 411
less exports 50 47 62 37 128 108 29

NET SUPPLY 487 683 555 572 428 398 382
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[p. 28:] CONSUMPTION

No figures on consumption for various purposes could be obtained, but the team was informed that
the main uses before the war were alkaline accumulators for mining lamps, cadmium pigments,
cadmium plating instead of nickel for bearing alloys.

During the war the main uses were in accumulators [nickel-cadmium batteries] for the Forces—
submarines, etc. and in cadmium alloy solders used as a substitute for tin-lead solders. [...] Other
uses were severely curtailed, cadmium pigments being used only for military requirements.

For more information on cadmium production and uses, see:

BIOS 264. German Brass and Copper Wire Industry. [Cadmium copper wire substitute
production.]

BIOS 379. The German Zinc Smelting Industry. [Cadmium production.]

BIOS 708. German Alkaline Accumulator Industry. [Cadmium—iron “masse” for alka-
line accumulators]

BIOS 813. Zinc Works at Porto Marghera, Italy (Montecatini-Montevecchio, Soc. Ital-
iana del Piombo e dello Zinco). [Cadmium recovery in zinc refining.]

CIOS XIII-5. Photo Lenses and Optical Instruments. [Cadmium glass preparation.]

CIOS XXIX-14. I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G., Leverkusen, Germany. [Production of
cadmium compounds.]

CIOS XXXI-20. Refining of Cobalt, Nickel, Zinc and Cadmium.

CIOS XXXI-56. George Von Giesche’s Erben, Magdeburg. [Cadmium production.]

FIAT 733. Vertical Retort Zinc and By-Products: Oker, Harz Mts.

FIAT 800. Nickel Cadmium Storage Batteries in Germany.

FIAT 814. German Production of Some of the More Important Inorganic Pigments.
[Cadmium pigments manufacture.]

FIAT 882. Anodes. [Cadmium anodes]
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BIOS 1009. A Survey of German Electro-Plating Methods.

[p. 24:] CADMIUM.

A process of cadmium deposition by immersion was mentioned MR. MEYER but this was not seen.

[p. 67:] CADMIUM PLATING.

This was produced in small quantities but it appeared that zinc was used in practically all cases.
This may have been due to shortage.

[p. 68:] CHROMIUM PLATING OF ALUMINIUM.

This had been done on a commercial scale but seemed to have faded out, due possibly to general
disuse of decorative chromium plating during the war and the imperative saving of man power.
One or two firms catalogued the finish. Interrogation brought little information.

BIOS 1615. The German Metal Finishing Industry

[p. 5:] Cadmium Plating

This is employed to a limited extent and the solutions are analogous to the higher current density
type used in this country. [...]

[p. 8:] Plating on Aluminium and its Alloys

Although aluminium is widely used in Germany, no actual samples of nickel plus chromium plated
aluminium were seen. Samples of lead plated battery lugs were encountered at Robert Bosch,
Stuttgart and direct chromium plated aluminium at Blasberg’s, Sollingen. Numerous references
are made to the plating of aluminium and its alloys, however, and the most popular treatment
for plating on this metal appears to be a primary application of a zincate dip followed by either a
copper or brass deposit and then final plating.

For more technology for electroplating on aluminum, see:

BIOS 429. German Electroplating Industry.
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D.2.3 Fission Bomb Design

[The following documents appear to demonstrate that the German nuclear program had sophisti-
cated implosion bomb designs that would be highly suitable for either a fission implosion bomb or a
fusion-boosted fission implosion bomb, and moreover that the German program carried out serious
experimental work on implosion bombs from an early date. The most important design details are
summarized in Table D.2.

Some sources in this appendix, such as Werner Grothmann and also Erich Schumann and Walter
Trinks, stated that there were actually several different versions of the implosion bomb design for
different geometries (spherical vs. cylindrical), sizes, and fuels.

German scientists also appear to have been aware of the gun-type fission bomb design [Karlsch
and Walker 2005; Thirring 1946]. However, any development seems to have been focused on the
implosion design, since it requires much less fission fuel and has a much higher efficiency than the
gun design.

Other documents stated that there was a German atomic bomb or atomic bomb design, even
though they did not give any details of the bomb’s design. For example, a 1946 U.S intelligence
report (which was not declassified until 2006) stated that at the end of the war, General Hans
Kammler’s deputy Erich “Purucker was driving a large civilian car which contained many of the
plans on the atom bomb. This car plus material fell into the hands of the Russians.” See p. 2907
for more information.]
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Table D.2: Details about fission implosion bomb design from primary sources.
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Thomas Siemon. Hessen-Niedersächsische Allgemeine 24 July 2014
[http://www.hna.de/lokales/kassel/henschel-wollte-atombombe-kriegseinsatz-bauen-
3727289.html].

Pläne aus Zeiten des Zweiten Weltkrieges

Schriftsatz aufgetaucht: Henschel wollte
Atombombe für den Kriegseinsatz bauen

Kassel. 1945 sorgten die Atombomben auf
Hiroshima und Nagasaki für zehntausende von
Opfern und furchbare Zerstörungen. Bereits
vier Jahre zuvor gab es bei der Kasseler Firma
Henschel konkrete Überlegungen für den Bau
einer Nuklearwaffe. Das belegt ein Schriftsatz
aus dem Jahr 1941, der jetzt aufgetaucht ist.

Er hat 260 Seiten und liegt der HNA vor.

Mit ganzer Kraft müsse an der Erforschung der
Kettenreaktionsvorgänge gearbeitet werden,
heißt es da. Zwar wird auch die Nutzung der
Atomenergie für den Antrieb von Kampf-
flugzeugen, U-Booten, die Medizin und zur
Stromerzeugung erwähnt. Das klare Ziel der
Entwicklung ist aber die “Herstellung einer
Uran-Bombe für den jetzigen europäischen
Krieg als furchtbarste Waffe”.

Mehr zum Thema Henschel finden Sie im
Regiowiki (http://regiowiki.hna.de/Henschel).

An der Echtheit der handgebundenen
Dokumente besteht kein Zweifel. Helmut
Weich, der ehrenamtliche Leiter des Kasseler
Henschel- Museums, hat die erwähnten Namen
und Örtlichkeiten überprüft. Demnach hat
der damalige Chefentwickler der Henschel-
Flugzeugwerke in Berlin-Schönfeld, Professor
Herbert Wagner, das umfangreiche Dossier mit
Unterstützung von weiteren Fachleuten erstellt.

Plans from the times of the Second World War

Written brief found: Henschel wanted to
build a nuclear bomb for war use

Kassel. In 1945, the atomic bombs on Hi-
roshima and Nagasaki caused tens of thousands
of victims and terrible destruction. Four years
earlier, the Kassel-based company Henschel
had already given concrete consideration to
the construction of a nuclear weapon. This is
documented in a document from 1941, which
has now appeared.

It has 260 pages and is available to the
HNA.

It says that the research of chain reaction
processes has to be done with all one’s
strength. The use of atomic energy for the
propulsion of combat aircraft, submarines,
medicine and power generation is also men-
tioned. But the clear goal of the development
is the “production of a uranium bomb for the
current European war as the most terrible
weapon.”

You can find out more about Henschel in the
Regiowiki (http://regiowiki.hna.de/Henschel).

There is no doubt about the authenticity
of the hand-bound documents. Helmut Weich,
the honorary director of the Henschel Museum
in Kassel, has checked the names and locations
mentioned above. Accordingly, the then chief
developer of the Henschel-Flugzeugwerke in
Berlin-Schönfeld, Professor Herbert Wagner,
prepared the extensive dossier with the support
of other experts.
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Henschel war damals nicht die einzige Firma,
die sich intensiv mit den Möglichkeiten der
Atomenergie beschäftigte. Auch Siemens, die
IG Farben und Degussa hatten großes Interesse
an diesem Thema.

In der gedruckten Ausgabe am Freitag
lesen Sie außerdem:

- Es blieb bei Plänen für die Bombe: Nach 1941
keine weiteren Aktivitäten zur militärischen
Nutzung der Kernenergie bei Henschel bekannt

Bekannt ist, dass eine Delegation von Hen-
schel in Paris war, um sich dort über die
Forschung zur Kernspaltung mit einem so-
genannten Zyklotron zu informieren. Nach
Einschätzung von Fachleuten waren weder
Henschel noch die anderen Firmen in der
Lage, die Bombe wirklich zu bauen. Nach dem
Krieg sprachen alle Beteiligten davon, lediglich
Grundlagenforschung betrieben zu haben.

Henschel was not the only company at the time
to be intensively involved with the possibilities
of nuclear energy. Siemens, IG Farben and
Degussa were also very interested in this topic.

You can also read in the printed edition
on Friday:

- It remained with plans for the bomb:
After 1941 no further activities for the military
use of nuclear energy known at Henschel.

It is known that a delegation of Henschel
was in Paris to inform themselves about the
research on nuclear fission with a so-called
cyclotron. According to experts, neither Hen-
schel nor the other companies were able to
really build the bomb. After the war, all those
involved said that they had only carried out
basic research.

HEC 10722. On Shock Waves from Cylindrical and Spherical Waves of Compression.
W. Hantzsche and H. Wendt. 1940. [U.K. Imperial War Museum, Duxford Archive,
Halstead Exploitation Centre reports]

[This report demonstrates that no later than 1940, German scientists had carried out calculations
applicable to both spherical and cylindrical implosion bombs. Gottfried Guderley’s more famous
1942 paper with similar calculations is shown on pp. 2585–2586.]
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Figure D.71: English translation of 1942 paper by Gottfried Guderley (1910–1997), a hydrodynamics
expert working for the German military, predicting the pressure, density, and temperature of highly
compressed and accelerated matter in both spherical and cylindrical geometries for power-law
equations of state, as would be directly applicable to implosion bombs.
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Figure D.72: Detailed 1942 calculations by Gottfried Guderley predicting the pressure, density, and
temperature in a spherical implosion bomb (without explicitly calling it that in public).
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Background on Frederick Loofbourow [Powers 1993, p. 271]

Dulles never lacked for reports of new German explosives. One dated October 28, 1943, came from
an OSS officer ostensibly serving as a senior economic analyst in the American consulate in Zurich
who signed all his reports “493.” This was Frederick Read Loofbourow, an executive of the Standard
Oil Company of New Jersey, sent to Switzerland in 1942 by the Board of Economic Warfare to
gather intelligence on German petroleum production. After the border was closed, Loofbourow was
tapped by Dulles for OSS work and given a wide range of jobs through the end of the war.

Intelligence via Frederick Loofbourow [NARA RG 226, Entry 125, Box 6, Folder 78]

[Handwritten:] From Berg’s man in Bâle [Basel, Switzerland]

19.9.1943

[...] Unsere Gewährsleute behaupten, dass
sich in Hiltersheim, Bezirk Magdeburg, grosse
Sprengstofffabriken befinden. Diese Fabriken
sollen von Ludwigshafen hierher verlegt wor-
den sein. Sie befinden sich in unterirdischen,
bombensicheren Räumen. Es wird hier ein
Strengstoff hergestellt, der eine ungeheuere
Sprengwirkung haben soll. In Ludwigshafen
wurde dieser Sprengstoff versuchsweise zur
Sprengung von stark beschädigten Häusern und
ganzer Quartiere verwendet. Mit einem Kilo-
gramm soll in einem Umkreis von ca. 4 Kilo-
metern alles buchstäblich wegrasiert worden,
bzw. zu Staub und Asche zerfallen sein. Dieser
Sprengstoff soll, wie man uns sagt, für andere
Zwecke demnächst verwendet werden. [...]

[...] Our sources claim that there are large ex-
plosive factories in Hiltersheim, Magdeburg dis-
trict. These factories are said to have been
moved here from Ludwigshafen. They are in un-
derground, bomb-proof spaces. They are mak-
ing a high-density material here that is sup-
posed to have an enormous explosive effect. In
Ludwigshafen, this explosive was used on a trial
basis to blow up severely damaged houses and
entire quarters. With one kilogram, everything
should be literally razed away, or disintegrated
to dust and ashes, within a radius of approx-
imately four kilometers. We are told that this
explosive will be used for other purposes in the
near future. [...]

October 28, 1943.

NEW GERMAN EXPLOSIVE—SECRET WEAPON

Dr. Berg tells me that his friends know from countless sources that several factories and hundreds
of workers have been transported from the Wiesental near Bâle to northern Germany. The workers’
letters home are mailed from a great variety of towns—but all these towns are on the periphery of
the Lüneburger Heide.

The story he hears is that they are all working in vast underground factories putting out a new
explosive in aerial bombs. He has even heard that the container of the explosive is spherical.

A very large number of runways are being built in that region with calculated slowness and care
to prevent detection from the air—and these are to accommodate the planes that will eventually
come to load up with the new bombs for an attack on England.

While I am gone he will assemble the details of this story for me—what kind of factories were
removed—what kind of training the workers had had—names of any chemicals they may have
worked with. He heard some part of the explosive was previously manufactured in the Wiesental
before the whole business was concentrated in Lüneburger Heide.
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The concentration took place about 9 months ago.

Suggests we take a good look from the air.

493.

[Loofbourow seemed to have great confidence in his source “Dr. Berg” (not to be confused with
Moe Berg, an OSS spy). Would it possible now to trace who that person actually was?

The new explosive reported by Dr. Berg was said to have “an enormous explosive effect” and
clearly was not a conventional explosive. A fuel-air explosive (such as was being developed by
Mario Zippermayr and others) could have an enormous explosive effect, but it would require on
the order of a ton, not a kilogram, of fuel, and the fuel would be relatively low density. This report
of a new explosive that was “a high-density material,” and that was so powerful that one kilogram
of the new explosive could have a blast radius of several kilometers, seems to accurately describe
the properties of weapons-grade uranium or plutonium. Dr. Berg reported that large factories with
hundreds of people were producing the new explosive, which sounds like a large-scale production
operation, not just small-scale lab experiments with minute quantities.

According to Dr. Berg, production began no later than early 1943. Based on current evidence about
the technologies that were available in Germany at that time and that would have been suitable for
producing fission bomb fuel, the most likely production method would have been electromagnetic
separation of uranium-235. That approach would have been highly similar to the U.S. calutrons at
Oak Ridge, which also required hundreds of minimally trained workers to operate. Other possibilities
would have been gas centrifuges or gaseous diffusion for enriching uranium-235, or a reactor or
particle accelerators for breeding plutonium-239 or uranium-233.

For aerodynamic, stability, and targeting reasons, bombs are generally not spherical. The only
reason to make a spherical bomb is if the bomb physics compels that choice—a spherical implosion
bomb. Actually, this report gives many relevant details. It describes a bomb that:

1. Was spherical in overall shape, which strongly suggests an implosion design.

2. Contained on the order of a kilogram of a high-density material that was a new type of
explosive.

3. Required large factories, hundreds of people, and over a year to produce enough of that
high-density material.

4. Contained other components that are alluded to but not specified.

5. Had a blast radius of several kilometers.

Those details are highly consistent with others descriptions of a German fission implosion bomb.

The Lüneburger Heide or Heath is an area just south of Hamburg. Note the measures taken to
avoid aerial surveillance (“to prevent detection from the air”) and aerial bombardment (“vast
underground factories,” distribution “in a number of towns”) of this program. If those measures
were successful, and if the equipment was evacuated, blown up, or buried before the end of the war,
the whole program could have remained unnoticed by Allied countries, apart from a few intelligence
reports such as those of Dr. Berg and the following documents, which do not appear to have been
seriously pursued.]
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Figure D.73: Several documents reported that there was a hidden underground nuclear facility
somewhere in the Lüneburger Heide area south of Hamburg.
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From US Military Attache Madrid Spain to War Department. 21 June 1944. Cable
12547. [NARA RG 165, Entry NM84-489, Box 175, Folder G-2 Book III a (Cables)]

To London and MILID, 12547.

Contact named Handtusch now returned to Germany eval FO states sea pointed last several days
is aerial torpedo. Proof fired from Luene Burger Heide in direction Baltic Sea, impact area approx-
imately 100 KM from Kiel. He stated storage depots these torpedos located in Luene Burger Heide
near Luene Burg. Manufactured in new underground plants between Rostock and Stralsund.

Sharp.

BIOS 142. Information Obtained from Targets of Opportunity in the Sonthofen Area.
1945.

A. The S. S. Hauptamt (information from various sources)

Scientific research on new weapons and the production of armaments in Germany was controlled
not only by the established ministries such as the R.L.M. but also by Speer’s ministry and by the
S. S. Hauptamt. [...]

Obergruppenführer Professor Kammler, one of the directors of the S.S. Hauptamt, was said to
have great influence on Himmler and more influence on Hitler than Speer himself; and he was kept
informed on all questions concerning armaments. The New Weapons section of the Waffenamt was
apparently directed by a man called Bree. Standartenführer Klumm worked in this section and
under him Lt. Kreutzfeld, who was interrogated.

One of the functions of the S.S. was to control the work of politically unreliable scientists who were
kept in concentration camps. One of these camps was at Oranienburg, and research was done here
on new weapons. [...] Another such camp was located at Nordhausen in the Harz, and came under
the direct control of Kammler. Here the prisoners worked in an underground factory engaged on
production. [...]

B. Information obtained from K. Kreutzfeld [...]

(g) Liquid air bomb

As the research on the atomic bomb under Graf von Ardenne and others was not proceeding as
rapidly as had been hoped in 1944, it was decided to proceed with the development of a liquid air
bomb. [...]
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C. Interrogation of Josef Ernst [...]

(c) Scientific concentration camps

Ernst stated that he had been imprisoned at a concentration camp for politically unreliable scientists
called “Camp Mecklenburg” in the Lüneburger Heide. This place was not known to Kreutzfeld,
who was however acquainted with the Oranienburg camp. The possibility of bringing Ernst over to
Oranienburg was also mentioned in Ernst’s personal file, which had been given to him by Kreutzfeld
for identification purposes. There was no mention of Camp Mecklenburg in this file. Ernst also
stated that there was a similar camp at Maudhausen, near Vienna, but this was also unknown to
Kreutzfeld. [...]

(f) Other work at Camp Mecklenburg

Ernst also stated that work was carried out at this camp on a new liquid air bomb, and liquid air
gun (?), while trials on some kind of atomic bomb were made at or near the camp.

[The BIOS investigators interrogated Kurt Kreutzfeld, who had apparently been a member of the
SS, and Josef Ernst, who had apparently been a “politically unreliable” scientist sentenced to work
in concentration camps under the supervision of Kreutzfeld and other SS members. Ernst said he
had worked at a concentration camp in the Lüneburger Heide where scientists were developing
atomic bombs and other advanced weapons. Kreutzfeld denied that such a place existed and ap-
parently implied to the BIOS investigators that Ernst was crazy. From the report, it seems that
the BIOS investigators chose to believe the SS man’s denials, and disbelieve the captive scientist’s
report about atomic bomb development.

The veracity of Ernst’s statements is strongly supported by two points he includes that are corrob-
orated by other sources but would have been very far from common knowledge:

• His description of Lüneburger Heide having a very large, very secret facility for the develop-
ment of an atomic bomb is highly consistent with the statements of Otto Hahn and Frederick
Loofbourow’s informant, Dr. Berg.

• Ernst said there was another similar concentration camp where scientists were apparently
forced to work on atomic bomb development at “Maudhausen, near Vienna.” The Mau-
thausen concentration camp system west of Vienna included Gusen, a large underground
complex where nuclear scientists worked on advanced weapons development (see pp. 2484,
2885, 2919ff.).

This report directly links Manfred von Ardenne and the atomic bomb development work, which
strongly suggests that one of von Ardenne’s specialties, electromagnetic isotope enrichment of
uranium-235, was involved in the program. That aligns very well with Dr. Berg’s report that many
hundreds of workers in the Lüneburger Heide were operating factory equipment to produce small
quantities of the special high-density material required by the new type of bomb, very much like
the calutron operators at Oak Ridge. For another report linking Lüneburger Heide with atomic
bomb development, see p. 2682.

See also: Lüneburger Heide: “Wir wissen nicht genau, was drin ist”—C-Waffen in der Heide aufge-
taucht. [Lüneburger Heide: “We don’t know exactly what is in there”—chemical weapons appear
in the Heide.] Focus, 28 March 2017. https://www.focus.de/panorama/welt/lueneburger-heide-wir-
wissen-nicht-genau-was-drin-ist-c-waffen-in-der-heide-aufgetaucht id 6845571.html]
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Memo to Lt. Col. P. M. Wilson. Atom-Bomb Specialist. 4 April 1946 [TNA FO
1031/112].

1. The following information has just come to hand and we should be glad if it could be passed on
to the appropriate interested agencies.

2. Karl Heinz BOSECK, former Ustuf in the Waffen SS, alleges that he is an Atom-Bomb expert.
He is now interned in No. 2 CIC, SANDBOSTEL and his P.O.W. No. is 204526.

[Karl-Heinz Boseck, born in 1915, was a mathematician who studied under Erich Schumann and
became a member of the SS [Nagel 2011; Nagel 2012a, pp. 550, 560; Segal 2003, pp. 321–333].

“Atom-Bomb expert” implies much more than just early research. Boseck apparently worked in the
SS’s nuclear weapons development groups, which remain even more mysterious than other branches
of the German nuclear program. Specifically, he helped run the “Mathematical Institute” at the
Sachsenhausen concentration camp in Oranienburg [Nagel 2012a, p. 550; Segal 2003, pp. 321–333],
an extremely interesting intersection of mathematical calculations, uranium from Auer Gesellschaft
in Oranienburg, and slave labor from the concentration camp (perhaps for uranium enrichment?).
That also supports Josef Ernst’s assertion that the camp at Oranienburg did work related to the
nuclear bomb development work at Lüneburger Heide (pp. 2590–2591).

Can other documents from Allied interrogations of Boseck be located, declassified, and released?
What other information can be found about Boseck?]

Otto Hahn’s autobiography [Otto Hahn 1968, p. 200].

Professor Staudinger schrieb mir, ein Offizier
hätte ihm sein Ehrenwort gegeben, daß in
der Lüneburger Heide kurz vor Kriegsende
drei deutsche Atombomben einsatzbereit gele-
gen hätten.

Professor Staudinger wrote me that an officer
had given him his word of honor that three Ger-
man nuclear bombs had been ready for deploy-
ment in the Lüneburg Heath shortly before the
end of the war.

[As Otto Hahn reported in his autobiography, after the war a German military officer in a position to
know confirmed that this Lüneburger Heide program did indeed exist and had actually produced
three completed fission bombs by the end of the war. With over two years to produce enough
material, that could be quite possible. It is also possible that this Lüneburger Heide program
produced one or more bombs that were used in the reported late 1944/early 1945 test explosions
(Sections D.2.5–D.2.7). For a report that appears to link the Lüneburger Heide facility the Baltic
atomic bomb test, see p. 2682.

Hermann Staudinger was a Nobel-Prize-winning German chemist just as Otto Hahn was, and of
roughly the same age as Hahn. Hahn would have placed great faith in something that Staudinger
told him. Since Hahn thought the statement was worthy of inclusion in his autobiography, and
since he made no attempt to refute the statement (based on his own knowledge of wartime nuclear
work), he seemed to imply that he accepted the statement as credible. Hahn’s autobiography was
only released after his death.]
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V-3. Time. 27 November 1944 p. 88.

The terrible novelty of V-2 had by no means worn off yet, but London last week was already abuzz
with speculations about V-3—supposedly an atomic bomb. [...]

The speculative London report suggested that the Nazis are using the same pressure principle
to crush atoms. The crusher: A “Neuman” demolition charge, which explodes inward instead of
outward. Used in a sphere, the Neuman charge might develop pressures of tens of thousands of tons
per square inch at the center, perhaps enough to disintegrate an unstable atom such as uranium
and release its explosive atomic energy.

[Egon Neumann developed sophisticated shaped charge explosives in 1910 [George Brown 1998, p.
166; Walters and Zukas 1989, pp. 12–13]. His name was presumably attached here to describe the
general principle, not to imply that he was directly involved in the reported wartime atomic bomb
development.

This article appears to describe the Schumann-Trinks implosion bombs or very similar work, and
it supports the view that the work described in the postwar writings of Schumann and Trinks was
indeed carried out during the war.]

General Ivan Ilyichev. 1944. Intelligence report to General Antonov and Joseph Stalin
(15 November 1944) Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45)
37.

[For this very important document on the design and testing of the German fission
implosion bomb, see p. 2718.]

General Ivan Ilyichev. 1945. Intelligence report to General Antonov and Joseph Stalin
(23 March 1945) Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37.

[For this very important and extremely detailed document on the design and testing
of the German fission implosion bomb, see p. 2722.]
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Ordnance Technical Intelligence press release. August 1945. [NARA RG 498, Microfilm
MP63-9 0137, Frames 623–624]

Ordnance OTI
For Immediate Release

For over two years, “detectives” of the Army Ordnance Department kept close tabs on German
progress in the development of atomic weapons, it was revealed today by Lt. Col. John A. Keck,
Chief Enemy Technical Intelligence Branch, Technical Division, Ordnance Service, TSFET.

“This shadowing of German science began in 1942,” said Col. Keck, “when several Ordnance
Officers, including myself, commenced work with British Intelligence in the United Kingdom. During
the period before D-Day, allied agents on the continent were able to obtain from German proving
grounds and research laboratories, information which gave definite evidence of steady progress in
the atomic field. For some time, the race between German and American science was a close one,
and had the Nazis been able to reach their goal, the outcome of the European war might have been
entirely different.”

Atoms had top priority on Col. Keck’s list when he arrived in France with the 1st Army on D-Day.
Information at his disposal gave several leads to the location of experimental stations in this line,
but in the process of following them up, he hit several discouraging blind alleys. The first road took
him to Cherbourg, where the absence of atomic proving grounds was somewhat compensated by the
discovery of V-Bomb launching sites. Throughout the Normandy and Northern France campaigns,
his searches gave little in the way of results. However, when the breakthrough in Germany got
underway, the evidence began to pile up, culminating in the discovery of the great Nazi proving
ground at Hillersleben. Here, it was learned that the Germans had gone far in the development of
atomic bombs.

“However,” said Col. Keck, “they weren’t able to go far enough for several reasons, particularly
the fact that they didn’t have the facilities with which to conduct their experiments, and that
our saturation bombing raids would throw their program far behind schedule. Nevertheless their
progress was considerable and indicated that they were coming very close to the solution of the
problem.”

We were fully aware of their plans in this field, for sometimes whatever information we got from
our agents went to the proper authorities in the States. This information was undoubtedly put at
the disposal of our own scientists. However, it’s interesting to note that our knowledge of enemy
experiments in the atomic field far exceeded our knowledge of the closely-guarded experiments in
the United States.

[The U.S. Army Ordnance Technical Intelligence office publicly stated that evidence proved “the
Germans had gone far in the development of atomic bombs.” What information were “allied agents
on the continent... able to obtain from German proving grounds and research laboratories” during
the war? What nuclear-related work was discovered at Hillersleben at the end of the war? Can the
relevant U.S. reports be found at NARA or elsewhere?

Keck and the Ordnance Technical Intelligence office described an extended program to monitor
German nuclear progress and gave accurate information about Hillersleben, Erich Schumann, and
other aspects of German research in this and other press releases. As shown on the next page, other
U.S. government officials later forced them to deny all of that.]
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Ordnance Technical Intelligence press release. August 1945. [NARA RG 498, Microfilm
MP63-9 0137, Frames 625–626]

Ordnance OTI
For Immediate Release

“If the power of the Army’s new atomic bomb is equal to that of 20,000 tons of TNT, its area of
destruction would be a circle approximately one mile in diameter,” said Colonel Leslie E. Simon,
Director of the U.S. Army Ordnance Ballistics Research Center, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.
Colonel Simon, who was interviewed shortly after release of information on the Army’s latest secret
weapon, has been in this theater on a special mission which included a 10,000 mile tour of German
Ordnance installations and proving grounds.

[...]

When asked of the extent to which the Germans had gone in the development of atom bombs,
Colonel Simon said that several groups of German scientists had made some progress, but that
they had not equalled our developments. He added, however, that they were definitely on the right
track and it was a matter of time before they would be able to work something out.

One of the chief experts in this field, he said, was a Dr. Schumann, who was in charge of the research
group of the Waffenamt (ordnance) in Berlin. With several other brilliant scientists, Dr. Schumann
did much outstanding work, but, according to Colonel Simon, the Germans lagged behind us.

Colonel Simon said he did not believe that any German scientists had gone to Japan to continue
their work, chiefly because they would be obliged to leave their laboratory facilities.

[Colonel Leslie Simon conducted extensive on-site visits and wrote detailed reports on German
research facilities [Simon 1947a, 1947b, 1971]. He and the U.S. Army Ordnance Technical Intelli-
gence office publicly stated that Erich Schumann (German, 1898–1985) was a “brilliant scientist”
who “did much outstanding work,” and that “the Germans had gone far in the development of
atomic bombs.” That view appears to be strongly supported by documentation about Schumann’s
wartime work (p. 2601). However, the Alsos Mission publicly declared that Schumann was only
a “second-rate physicist” whose “main interest was the physics of piano strings” (p. 2329), and
threatened the Ordnance Technical Intelligence office “against making further statements on this
subject” (see below).]

Monthly Intelligence Summary. July–August 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

IX CENSORSHIP. [...]

e. The first wave of publicity after the use of the atom bomb brought forth a story from Lt. Col. John
A. KECK, Chief of the Enemy Technical Intelligence Branch Ordnance Services, ETO, in which
KECK purports to have conducted intelligence operations to determine the scope of enemy work
on an atomic bomb. Col. KECK was interviewed by a representative of this office and admitted
that he had not performed such a mission but denied having given the story to the Press. KECK
stated that the story was released by the Public Relations Section of the Ordnance Services. Both
KECK and the PRO were warned against making further statements on this subject.
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Figure D.74: Historisch-Technisches Museum Versuchsstelle Kummersdorf: Apparent testing area
for implosion designs; note numerous ports for mounting diagnostic equipment.
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Erwin Respondek, 6 November 1945 [NARA RG 226, Entry A1-210, Box 447, Folder
WN 16162–16171]

Übersicht des Standes der wissenschaftlichen
Arbeiten in Deutschland zur Atom-Bombe (bis
Mai 1945)

[...] Prof. Schumann äusserte etwa 1944,
dass das Problem der Uran-Bombe gelöst
sei. Die Bombe solle an einem Fallschirm
abgeworfen werden. Die Zündvorrichtung sei
in technisch einfacher Form gelöst worden.
Hierzu diene eine Neutronenquelle. Prof.
Schumann sagte aber zugleich, dass es bisher
nicht gelungen sei, das Uran zum explosiven
Spontanzerfall zu bringen. [...]

Overview of the State of Scientific Work in
Germany on the Atomic Bomb (until May
1945).

[...] Prof. Schumann stated around 1944
that the problem of the uranium bomb had
been solved. The bomb should be dropped on
a parachute. The ignition device was solved in
a technically simple form. For this purpose,
a neutron source is used. At the same time,
however, Prof. Schumann said that so far it had
not been possible to bring about the explosive
spontaneous disintegration of uranium. [...]

[Erwin Respondek (1894–1971) was a German economist who secretly passed information to the
United States throughout the 1940s. Despite the juicy title of Respondek’s report, he appears to
have been most familiar with the well-known basic nuclear research of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute,
to which he devoted most of the report.

However, he did include one intriguing paragraph about the development of an actual German
atomic bomb. According to Respondek, the bomb:

• Involved Erich Schumann in its design, which strongly suggests that the bomb design employed
shaped charges and implosion, Schumann’s area of technical expertise.

• Used uranium as the fission fuel.

• Used a parachute. (This agrees with other accounts—see for example p. 2694.)

• Was intended to be dropped by an aircraft, at least up until 1944 (based on the parachute).

• Used a neutron source to initiate fission reactions at the right time. (That would be during
implosion, and is consistent with the other accounts of the bomb design—see for example p.
2722.)

• Had been completed but not yet successfully tested, as of sometime in 1944. (That is consistent
with the first successful test(s) being in late 1944/early 1945—see Sections D.2.5–D.2.7.)

• Was separate from and much more secret than the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute program (based
on how much less Respondek knew about it).]
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Erich Schumann. 1949. Die Wahrheit über die deutschen Arbeiten und Vorschläge
zum Atomenergie-Problem (1939–45). Unpublished manuscript from Schumann estate
[courtesy of Rainer Karlsch].

[This manuscript is an unfinished, unpublished attempt by Schumann to describe the parts of
the German nuclear program with which he was involved. In its current form, the manuscript is
missing many pages, and those that do exist are often simply abbreviated notes for what Schumann
intended to write.]

[p. 38] Wenn über die in Deutschland gegen
Kriegsende geplanten und vorbereiteten Ver-
suche bisher nichts berichtet worden ist, so
hat das seinen Grund darin, das nur wenige
Wissenschaftler darüber unterrichtet waren
und die Akten im April 1945 vernichtet werden
mußten.

[p. 39] Diese Vorschläge, die ich im Herbst 1944
dem Chef des Heereswaffenamts, General d.
Art. Leeb, vorlegte, basieren auf gemeinsam
mit Trinks angestellten Überlegungen im
Anschluss an unsere Arbeiten2) auf dem Gebiet
der Sprengstoffphysik.

2) niedergelegt in den Berichten des Reichs-
forschungsrats (Sprengstoffphysikberichte,
herausgegeben vom Bevollmächtigten für
Sprengstoffphysik), ferner in den Berichten der
Forschungsabteilung des Heereswaffenamts und
in etwa 40 Geheimpatentschriften.

[p. 121] Immer wieder, insbesondere in
der Presse und von nicht kompetenten Stellen
wird behauptet, Hitler habe an die A-Bomb
geglaubt, diese sei die unausgesprochene Wun-
derwaffe in seinen Bluffreden gewesen.

Alle mit der Atomangelegenheit sachlich
befassten amtlichen Stellen wissen, dass das
nicht der Fall war. Erst Ende 1941 ist Hitler
durch den Postminister Dr. Ohnesorge über
das Atomenergieproblem unterrichtet worden.
[...] Hitler war skeptisch und lehnte ab, noch
schärfer als bei seiner Unterrichtung über die
Rakete.

[p. 38] If nothing has been reported about the
experiments planned and prepared in Germany
towards the end of the war, this is due to the
fact that only a few scientists were informed
and the files had to be destroyed in April 1945.

[p. 39] These proposals, which I submit-
ted to the Chief of the Army Ordnance Office
in the fall of 1944, General d. Art. Leeb,
presented, are based on considerations shared
with Trinks following our work in the field of
explosives physics2).

2) set forth in the reports of the Reich
Research Council (Explosives Physics Reports,
issued by the Explosives Physics Commis-
sioner), in the reports of the Army Ordnance
Research Department and in about 40 secret
patents.

[p. 121] Again and again, especially in the
press and from incompetent sources, it is
alleged that Hitler had believed in the A-bomb,
which had been the unspoken miracle weapon
in his bluffing stories.

All the official bodies concerned with the
nuclear issue know that this was not the case.
At the end of 1941, Hitler was briefed by
the postmaster Ohnesorge about the nuclear
energy problem. [...] Hitler was skeptical and
rejected it, even more sharply than his briefing
on the rocket.
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[p. 127] Im übrigen machte sich schon der
Einfluss der Waffen-SS geltend, der dahin
ging, ein eigenes Waffenamt aufzubauen und es
selbstverständlich ablehnte, dass das OKW in
irgendeiner Weise hinein zureden vermochte.

[p. 131] Deutschland hat nie reines 235U
in nennenswerten Mengen hergestellt; nur
Harteck 1943 bis 44 mittels Zentrifuge (Anre-
icherung). Clusius-Verfahren ging nicht, weil
Thermodiffusionskoeffizient negativ war.

[p. 127] Moreover, the influence of the Waffen-
SS, which set out to set up its own weapons
office and, of course, refused to allow the Army
to speak in any way, became apparent.

[p. 131] Germany never made pure 235U
in appreciable quantities; only Harteck 1943
to 44 by means of centrifuge (enrichment).
Clusius method did not work because thermal
diffusion coefficient was negative.

[Erich Schumann (German, 1898–1985), a high-ranking physicist in the wartime German Army
Ordnance Office, was an expert on conventional explosives, and on using those explosives to im-
plode materials in a spherical implosion bomb or other geometries. Schumann’s implosion systems
would be highly suitable for compressing fission fuel, thus making a complete fission bomb. In
this manuscript, Schumann did not describe that; with the highly compartmentalized security of
German secret weapons programs, he may not have known much about it, or he would not want
to admit anything that he had learned about it.

Schumann stated that he filed “about 40 secret patents” during the war, which presumably covered
the material for which he was granted patents in the postwar period. The view that Schumann’s
postwar papers reflect wartime work is strongly supported by the fact that in August 1945, the
U.S. Army Ordnance Technical Intelligence office publicly stated that based on evidence they
had collected, Erich Schumann was a “brilliant scientist” who “did much outstanding work” “in
the development of atomic bombs”; other U.S. officials then threatened the Ordnance Technical
Intelligence office “against making further statements on this subject” (p. 2595). The importance
of Schumann’s work is supported by Erwin Respondek’s 1945 testimony too (p. 2597). The notion
that Schumann’s postwar papers accurately reflect wartime work is also supported by an April 1947
Russian report that is highly similar to Schumann’s work and likely based on some of his wartime
papers that were captured by the Russians [Kozyrev 2005].

Schumann confirmed (1) the fact that the SS eclipsed the Army Ordnance in the German nuclear
program, (2) the extreme secrecy of the nuclear program during the war, and (3) the destruction
of evidence at the end of the war, all consistent with the testimony of Werner Grothmann.

Schumann wrote that he was unaware of enriched uranium sources other than Paul Harteck’s cen-
trifuges. Yet Werner Holtz and Werner Schwietzke in his own Army Ordnance Office spent several
years developing uranium centrifuges; the fact that Schumann completely omitted any mention of
that fact demonstrates that he withheld important information in this and other writings.]
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Figure D.75: The table of contents of an unpublished 1949 manuscript by Erich Schumann, a high-
ranking physicist in the wartime German Army Ordnance Office, describing wartime work on a
spherical implosion bomb design with multiple concentric layers.
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Figure D.76: A page from an unpublished 1949 manuscript by Erich Schumann, describing a spher-
ical implosion bomb design with multiple concentric layers.
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Erich Schumann and Walter Trinks. Patent DE977825. Vorrichtung, um ein Material
zur Einleitung von mechanischen, thermischen oder nuklearen Prozessen auf extrem
hohe Drücke und Temperaturen zu bringen. [Device for the introduction of a material
for the introduction of mechanical, thermal or nuclear processes to extremely high
pressures and temperatures.] Filed 13 August 1952.
[https://worldwide.espacenet.com/advancedSearch?locale=en EP]

[...] In solchen Fällen kann man sich eines
Verfahrens bedienen, das darauf beruht, die
kinetische Energie einer größeren Masse nahezu
vollständig auf eine möglichst kleine Masse in
einem sehr kleinen Raumgebiet zu übertragen.
Man erreicht durch den Übergang von großen
zu kleinen Massen größte Energiedichten,
ganz analog wie man einen hohen Druck beim
Übergang von großen zu kleinen Flächen erhält
oder große Lasten mit einer kleinen Kraft durch
Anwendung langer Wege hebt.

Dieses Prinzip der Übertragung der kinetischen
Energie großer Massen auf kleinere findet z.B.
Anwendung beim sogenannten Wasserham-
mer oder hydraulischen Widder; eine größere
in Strömung befindliche Wassermenge wird
plötzlich gebremst; der dabei auftretende
Staudruck hebt einen Bruchteil der gestauten
Wassermenge auf eine bestimmte Höhe empor
und verleiht demselben so einen höheren Betrag
an potentieller Energie pro Volumeneinheit, als
das ursprünglich fließende Wasser an kinetis-
cher Energie besaß.

Gemäß der Erfindung wird für die Erzeu-
gung extrem hoher Drücke und Tempera-
turen eine Vorrichtung vorgeschlagen, die
eine geschlossene Kammer für das auf die
Drücke und Temperaturen zu bringende Ma-
terial besitzt, bei der eine jenem Material
gegenüberliegende, selbst nicht aus Sprengstoff
bestehende Wand der Kammer mit einem
Sprengstoff belegt ist, wobei diese Wand und
ihre Sprengstoffbelegung so ausgebildet sind,
daß die Wand durch den bei der Detonation
des Sprengstoffes auftretenden Druck auf das
genannte Material hin bewegt und in eine zu
dem genannten Material hin konkave Form
plastisch verformt wird.

[...] In such cases, a method can be used which
is based on transferring the kinetic energy of
a larger mass almost completely to a mass as
small as possible in a very small spatial region.
From the transition from large to small masses
one attains the greatest energy density, just as
a high pressure is obtained in the transition
from large to small surfaces, or large loads are
lifted with a small force by the application of
long paths.

This principle of transferring the kinetic
energy of large masses to smaller ones is, for
example, applied in the so-called water hammer
or hydraulic ram; a larger stream of water is
suddenly braked; the pressure occurring in
the process lifts a fraction of the accumulated
water to a certain height and thus gives it a
higher amount of potential energy per unit
volume than the kinetic energy of the initially
flowing water.

According to the invention, an apparatus
is proposed for the production of extremely
high pressures and temperatures, which has a
closed chamber for the material to be subjected
to pressures and temperatures,
in which a wall of the chamber, which does
not consist of explosives itself, is lined with an
explosive, this wall and its explosive covering
being designed in such a way that the wall is
moved towards the said material by the pressure
occurring during the detonation of the explosive
and is plastically deformed into a concave shape
towards the said material.
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Diese Vorrichtung beruht zum Teil auf dem
Prinzip der sogenannten Hohlsprengladung.
Der maßgebende Teil solcher Hohlsprengladun-
gen besteht aus einem metallischen Hohlkörper
von vorzugsweise kegel-, glocken- oder
flaschenförmiger Gestalt, welcher außen mit
einem Sicherheitssprengstoff, z.B. Hexogen oder
Trinitrotoluol, umgeben ist. Bei der Detonation
des letzteren gehen die einzelnen Wandele-
mente des genannten Hohlkörpers unter dem
Einfluß des Druckes von etwa 100 000 Atm
in den plastischen Zustand über und erhalten
eine nach innen gerichtete Geschwindigkeit von
mehreren Kilometern pro sec. Beim Zusam-
mentreffen der beschleunigten Wandelemente
auf der Hohlraumachse wird ihre Bewegung
gebremst, wobei auf einen geschmolzenen
Anteil ihrer Masse ein hoher Druck ausgeübt
wird. Durch diesen Druck werden die flüssig
gewordenen Teilchen in Form eines feinen
Strahles mit großer Geschwindigkeit aus
dem sich zusammenziehenden Hohlraum her-
ausgepreßt. Bei geeigneter Hohlraumform
erreicht man in solchen Hohlsprengladungen
Strahlgeschwindigkeiten bis zur doppelten
Detonationsgeschwindigkeit, also beispielsweise
bei Hexogen 2 × 8 km/sec = 16 km/sec.
Dieser Geschwindigkeit entspricht ein Druck im
Quellgebiet des Strahles von etwa 107 kg/cm2.
[...]

An dem folgenden speziellen Beispiel soll
dies näher erläutert werden. Die zu verdicht-
ende Substanz sei in gasförmigem Zustand in
einer metallischen Hohlkugel untergebracht,
welche außen mit einer Schicht eines brisan-
ten Sprengstoffes belegt ist. Bei geeigneter,
gleichmäßig über die ganze Oberfläche ein-
geleiteter Zündung der Sprengstoffschicht wird
für kurze Zeit ein sehr hoher Druck auf die
Kugelschale ausgeübt, unter dessen Einwirkung
das Metall wie bei den Hohlsprengkörpem
in den plastischen Zustand gerät und zum
Kugelmittelpunkt hin beschleunigt wird.
Dadurch wird die eingeschlossene Gasmasse
außerordentlich rasch verdichtet und dabei sehr
hoch erhitzt.

This device is based, in part, on the principle
of the so-called shaped-charge blasting. The
decisive part of such hollow-spring bladders
consists of a metallic hollow body of preferably
conical, bell-shaped or bottle-shaped shape
which is externally provided with a safety
explosive, for example hexogen or trinitro-
toluene. During the detonation of the latter,
the individual wall elements of said hollow
body are converted into the plastic state under
the influence of the pressure of about 100,000
atmospheres, and receive an inward velocity
of several kilometers per second. When the
accelerated wall elements meet on the cavity
axis, their movement is braked, a high pressure
being exerted on a molten portion of their
mass. By this pressure the particles, which
have become fluid, are pressed out of the
constricting cavity in the form of a fine jet at
high speed. With a suitable cavity shape, jet
velocities of up to twice the detonation velocity
are achieved in such hollow-jet blowers, for
example, in the case of hexogen 2 × 8 km/sec
= 16 km/sec. This pressure corresponds to a
pressure in the source region of the jet of about
107 kg/cm2. [...]

This will be explained in more detail in
the following specific example. The substance
to be compacted is placed in a gaseous state
in a metallic hollow sphere, which is externally
coated with a layer of a high explosive. In the
case of a suitable ignition of the explosive layer
uniformly introduced over the entire surface, a
very high pressure is exerted on the ball shell
for a short time, under the effect of which the
metal becomes, as in the case of the hollow
bubble bodies, into the plastic state and is
accelerated towards the ball center point. As
a result, the enclosed gas mass is extremely
rapidly compressed and thereby heated very
high.
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Die dabei auftretenden Beschleunigungen sind
ungeheuer groß. Während der Kontraktion der
Hohlkugel nimmt ihre Wandstärke dauernd
zu. Nähert sich dabei die Innenfläche dem
Kugelmittelpunkt, so erhalten die an der In-
nenfläche gelegenen Materialteilchen sehr hohe
Geschwindigkeiten. Man erkennt dies sofort,
wenn man sich vergegenwärtigt, welchen Raum
das von der Außenfläche—auch bei einem
nur kleinen zurückgelegten Weg derselben—
überstrichene Volumen einnimmt, wenn es als
Kugel um den Mittelpunkt angeordnet wird.

Geht man beispielsweise von einer Hohlkugel
vom Innendurchmesser 2R = 100 cm und der
Wandstärke 2 cm aus, so füllt das Schalenma-
terial eine Kugel vom Durchmesser

The accelerations occurring in this case are
enormous. During the contraction of the
hollow spheres their wall thickness increases
continuously. As the inner surface approaches
the center of the sphere, the material particles
located on the inner surface are given very high
velocities. This is immediately apparent when
we consider the space being spanned—even for
a small distance travelled—when it is arranged
as a sphere around the center.

If, for example, a hollow sphere with an
internal diameter of 2R = 100 cm and wall
thickness 2 cm is compacted, the shell material
fills a sphere of diameter

2R0 = 2
3
√

523 − 503 = 2
3
√

15608 ≈ 50 cm, (D.1)

wenn die Hohlkugel völlig zusam-
mengeschrumpft ist, und legt während des
letzten Teiles der Kontraktion die Außenfläche
einen Weg von nur 1⁄10 mm zurück, so beträgt
in der gleichen Zeit der entsprechende Weg der
Innenfläche 2,66 cm, das ist 266mal soviel.

In Fig. 1a bis 1d ist die Kontraktion einer
Hohlkugel im Schnitt schematisch dargestellt.
Die starke Schrumpfung des Innenraumes,
besonders gegen Ende des Vorganges im
Vergleich mit der verhältnismäßig geringen
Abnahme des Außendurchmessers, macht
das Auftreten enormer Beschleunigungen
verständlich. [...]

Bei der Beschleunigung mittels detonierender
Sprengstoffe sind Anfangsgeschwindigkeiten
von v̄ = 3000 bis 4000 m/sec. noch bequem
erreichbar. [...]

when the hollow sphere is completely shrunk,
and during the last part of the contraction the
outer surface is a path of only 1⁄10 mm, the
corresponding distance of the inner surface is
2.66 cm, which is 266 times as much.

In Figs. 1a to 1d, the contraction of a
hollow sphere is shown schematically in section.
The severe shrinkage of the interior, especially
towards the end of the process compared with
the relatively small decrease in the outside
diameter, makes the occurrence of enormous
accelerations understandable. [...]

During acceleration by means of detonat-
ing explosives, initial velocities from v̄ = 3000
to 4000 m/sec are yet easily accessible. [...]
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Figure D.77: Figure from Schumann-Trinks patent application showing the implosion of a spherical
shell to form a solid sphere of matter.
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Zur technischen Durchführung des vorgeschla-
genen Verfahrens ist folgendes zu bemerken:

Bei der visuellen Beobachtung eines Sprengvor-
ganges, beispielsweise der Detonation einer
Bombe, gewinnt man leicht den Eindruck,
als ob dieser Vorgang sich recht ungeordnet
vollzöge und daß man sich bei den ungeheuren
Belastungen des Materials immer mit gewis-
sen nicht steuerbaren Zufälligkeiten abfinden
müsse.

Die modernen Untersuchungsmethoden
mit mechanischen Hochleistungszeit-
dehnern, Funken-, Kerrzellen- und
Röntgenblitzkinematographen haben je-
doch ergeben, daß Detonationsvorgänge mit
derselben Exaktheit ablaufen wie andere
physikalische Vorgänge und daß ihr Ablauf
und der eintretende Endzustand genau repro-
duzierbar sind, wenn nur stets von den gleichen
Anfangszuständen ausgegangen wird.

Man darf daher bei der Vorbereitung einer
Sprengung nicht glauben, es komme nicht so
genau darauf an, sondern es ist sehr wichtig,
aber auch zugleich lohnend, äußerste Sorgfalt
dabei aufzuwenden. Es ist häufig vorgekom-
men, daß erwartete Effekte erst verspätet
nachgewiesen werden konnten, weil man sie
nach einem nicht genügend sorgfältig vorbere-
iteten und deshalb mißglückten Vorversuch
voreilig abgetan hat.

Für die Vorbereitung von Anordnungen
zur Durchführung des beschriebenen Ver-
fahrens gilt das eben Gesagte ganz besonders,
und es ist nicht zuletzt aus diesem Grunde
in den angeführten Beispielen von einer
Hohlkugel mit dem verhältnismäßig großen
Durchmesser von 1 m gesprochen worden, weil
dann Ungenauigkeiten leichter zu vermeiden
sind.

For the technical implementation of the pro-
posed method, the following should be noted:

When visually observing a blasting pro-
cess, for example the detonation of a bomb, one
easily gains the impression that this process
is quite disordered, and that with respect to
the enormous loads, one must always accept
certain uncontrollable, random incidents.

However, the modern methods of investi-
gation with high-performance mechanical
time-lengtheners, spark-, Kerr-cells, and X-
ray flash kinematographs have shown that
detonation processes proceed with the same
exactness as other physical processes and that
their sequence and the final state are exactly
reproducible when only the same initial states
are always assumed.

It is therefore not permissible, when preparing
a blasting, to believe that it is not so impor-
tant, but it is very important, but at the same
time worthwhile, to devote extreme care to
it. It has often happened that the expected
effects could not be demonstrated until later,
because they were prematurely dismissed after
a preliminary experiment which had not been
carefully prepared and therefore failed.

For the preparation of arrangements for
carrying out the described method, the above
is particularly true, and for this reason, in
the examples given, a hollow sphere with the
comparatively large diameter of 1 meter has
been discussed, since inaccuracies are then
easier to avoid.
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Besonders ist es die möglichst strenge Einhal-
tung der Gleichzeitigkeit der Zündung, die in
allen vorliegenden Fällen von besonderer Be-
deutung ist und die sich bei größeren Körpern
leichter erzielen läßt als bei kleineren. Es ist
verhältnismäßig schwierig, einen Sprengkörper
an allen Punkten einer beliebig geformten
Oberfläche gleichzeitig zu zünden. Statt
einer flächenhaften Zündung empfiehlt es
sich deshalb, eine solche in möglichst vielen
Einzelpunkten vorzunehmen.

Einen verhältnismäßig hohen Grad der
Gleichzeitigkeit erreicht man dabei mit Hilfe
der sogenannten detonierenden Zündschnur
(kabelähnlich umsponnene Nitropentaerythrit-
oder Fulminat-Seele), indem man Hil-
fszündpunkte ZH anwendet, von denen
man zu den eigentlichen Zündpunkten Z1, Z2,
Z3,... gleich lange Stücke dieser Zündschnur
mit konstanter Detonationsgeschwindigkeit
(etwa 7500 m/sec) führt.

In Fig. 7 ist eine spreng-physikalische Anord-
nung zur Erzielung sehr hoher Drücke und
Temperaturen dargestellt. Die metallische
Hohlkugel B ist von einer Sprengstoffschicht
Sp umgeben mit einer Anzahl von Zündern
Z, die unter Verwendung von Hilfszündern
ZH und gleich langer Stücke detonierender
Zündschnüre gleichzeitig gezündet werden
können. Die punktierten Halbkreise in der
schraffiert gezeichneten Sprengstoffschicht
deuten die Fronten der von den einzelnen
Zündern ausgehenden Detonationswellen
kurz vor Erreichen der Außenbegrenzung der
metallischen Hohlkugel B an.

It is particularly important to observe as closely
as possible the simultaneity of the ignition,
which is of particular importance in all cases,
and which is easier to obtain in larger bodies
than in smaller ones. It is relatively difficult to
simultaneously ignite an explosive at all points
of any arbitrarily shaped surface. Instead of a
large-area ignition, it is therefore recommended
to carry out such an operation in as many
individual points as possible.

To reach a relatively high degree of simul-
taneity place with the help of so-called
detonating fuse (braided nitropentaerythrite or
fulminate-soul) by introducing secondary igni-
tion points ZH , from which one of the actual
ignition points Z1, Z2, Z3,... pieces of equal
length this detonating cord leads (about 7500
m/sec) at a constant velocity of detonation.

Fig. 7 shows an explosive physical arrange-
ment for achieving very high pressures and
temperatures. The metallic hollow sphere B
is surrounded by an explosive layer Sp with a
number of detonators Z which can be ignited
simultaneously using auxiliary detonators ZH
and equally long pieces of detonating cords.
The punctured semicircles in the shaded
explosive layer indicate the fronts of the det-
onation waves emanating from the individual
detonators shortly before the outer limit of the
metallic hollow sphere B is reached.
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Figure D.78: Figure from Schumann-Trinks patent application showing a spherical implosion bomb.
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Bei Verwendung elektrischer Zünder ist da-
rauf zu achten, daß diese eine sehr geringe
und konstante Verzugszeit aufweisen. Einer
Zeitdifferenz von einer millionstel Sekunde
entspricht bereits ein Weg der Detonationsfront
von rund 1 cm, jedoch ebenfalls ein solches
Stück der detonierenden Zündschnur, so daß
bei deren Verwendung gute Genauigkeiten
zustande kommen. Fehler durch etwa vorhan-
dene Fehlstellen oder Unregelmäßigkeiten in
der Schnur können dadurch vermieden werden,
daß für jede Übertragungsstrecke mehrfache
Schnüre verwendet werden.

Eine Glättung der gewünschten kugelförmigen,
zum Mittelpunkt hinlaufenden Detonations-
front ist in Anlehnung an die Optik durch die
Verwendung von “Sprengstofflinsen” möglich.
Ähnlich wie dort die Lichtstrahlen kann man
hier ein divergentes Bündel von Detonation-
sstrahlen in ein konvergentes umwandeln,
indem man in dem Sprengkörper mit der Det-
onationsgeschwindigkeit D entweder konvexe
oder konkave Linsen aus einem Sprengstoff
mit größerer Detonationsgeschwindigkeit als
D zwischen den Zünder und die zu beschle-
unigende Hohlkugeloberflache einschiebt. So
kann man beispielsweise konvexe Linsen aus
Trinitrotoluol bei einem Hauptsprengkörper
aus Hexogen oder konkave Linsen aus Hexogen
oder Nitropentaerythrit bei einem Haupt-
sprengkörper aus Trinitrotoluol verwenden.

Sprengstoffe mit noch kleineren Detona-
tionsgeschwindigkeiten, beispielsweise Berg-
werkssprengstoffe, sind für derartige Anwen-
dungen nicht geeignet.

Obgleich sie einen größeren “Brechungsin-
dex” ergeben würden, wird man doch wegen
ihrer zu geringen Homogenität von ihrem
Gebrauch für den vorliegenden Zweck absehen.

When using electric igniters, care must be
taken that these have a very low and constant
delay time. A time difference of one millionth
of a second corresponds already to a distance
of about 1 cm of the detonation front, but also
to such a portion of the detonating fuse, so
that good accuracies are obtained when they
are used. Flaws caused by any imperfections
or irregularities in the cord can be avoided by
using multiple cords for each transfer path.

A smoothing of the desired spherical det-
onation front leading to the center is possible
according to principles similar to those in
optics through the use of “explosive lenses.”
Similar to the light beams, a divergent bun-
dle of detonation beams can be transformed
into a convergent one by inserting either the
convex or concave lenses of an explosive with
a greater detonation velocity than D between
the detonators and the hollow spherical surface
to be accelerated. For example, convex lenses
made of trinitrotoluene can be used within a
main body made of hexogen, or concave lenses
made of hexogen or nitropentaerythrite within
a main body made of trinitrotoluene.

Explosives with even lower detonation ve-
locities, for example mining explosives, are not
suitable for such applications.

Although they would give a larger “index
of refraction,” their inadequate homogeneity
will be considered to be of no use for the
present purpose.
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Die Form der Trennflächen zwischen den
Sprengstoffen mit den verschiedenen Detona-
tionsgeschwindigkeiten (D1 und D2) ergibt sich
sehr einfach aus der folgenden Bedingung für
die Wege s der Detonationsstrahlen

The shape of the interfaces between the explo-
sives with the different detonation velocities (D1

andD2) is obtained very simply from the follow-
ing condition for the paths s of the detonation
rays

s1

D1
+

s2

D2
= const =

s10

D1
+

s20

D2
(D.2)

für eine einfache Trennfläche

oder

for a simple separation surface

or

s1

D1
+

s2

D2
+

s′1
D1

= const =
s10

D1
+

s20

D2
+

s′10

D1
(D.3)

für eine doppelte Trennfläche bei “Linsen”,
wobei sich die Indizes 1 und 2 auf die beiden
Sprengstoffe und der Index 0 auf den kürzesten
Detonationsweg beziehen.

In der Fig. 8 ist eine solche Umkehr der
Krümmung der Detonationsflächen bei der
Verwendung von Trinitrotoluol mit D1 = 6500
m/sec und eines Zwischenkörpers aus Nitropen-
taerythrit mit D2 = 7800 m/sec dargestellt. Die
Figur zeigt, wie durch Einschaltung derartiger
Sprengstoff-Linsen die gestrichelt dargestellten
Detonationsflächen im Lauf ihres Fortschreitens
der Krümmung der zu beschleunigenden Masse
M angepaßt werden.

Zur Erzielung einer möglichst großen
Energiedichte ist es vorteilhaft, einen
Sprengstoff mit möglichst hoher Detona-
tionsgeschwindigkeit, z.B. Hexogen, für die
Beschleunigung der Hohlkugelwand zu ver-
wenden. Zweckmäßig preßt man dann die
Sprengstoffumhüllung des Druckgefäßes als
einzelne Teilstücke. Auf diese Weise läßt sich
eine bessere Homogenität der Sprengstoffhülle
und damit ein gleichmäßigerer Ablauf der
Detonation erzielen als mit gegossenen Mis-
chungen, welche häufig Lunker und andere
Inhomogenitäten enthalten.

for a double separation surface for “lenses,” the
indices 1 and 2 refer to the two explosives and
the index 0 to the shortest detonation path.

Fig. 8 shows such a reversal of the curva-
ture of the detonation surfaces during the use
of trinitrotoluene with D1 = 6500 m/sec and
an intermediate body of nitropentaerythritol
with D2 = 7800 m/sec. The figure shows how,
by the activation of such explosive lenses, the
detonation surfaces represented by dashed lines
are adapted in the course of their progress to
the curvature of the mass M to be accelerated.

In order to achieve the greatest possible
energy density, it is advantageous to use an
explosive with the highest possible detonation
speed, for example, hexogen [RDX], for the
acceleration of the hollow ball wall. Expedi-
ently, the explosive lining of the pressure vessel
is then pressed as individual parts. In this
way, a better homogeneity of the explosive
shell and thus a more uniform discharge of
the detonation can be achieved than with cast
mixtures, which often contain voids and other
inhomogeneities.
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Figure D.79: Figure from Schumann-Trinks patent application showing an explosive lens containing
shaped segments of two different explosive materials with different explosion velocities.
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Im Hinblick auf einen möglichst gleichmäßigen
Ablauf der Detonation, insbesondere auch auf
ein möglichst regelmäßiges Anlaufen derselben
in der Umgebung der Zündstellen sowie auf
eine gute Aus- nutzung des Sprengstoffes ist
es ferner vorteilhaft, die Sprengstoffschicht
außen mit einer Verdämmung zu versehen und
den ganzen Körper beispielsweise in Beton
oder Erdbereich einzubetten. Beispielsweise
ist es zweckmäßig, die nach außen frei wer-
dende Sprengstoffenergie zugleich anderweitig
auszunutzen, indem man derartige Versuche in
Bergwerken oder Steinbrüchen durchführt.

Zur besseren Beobachtung der Vorgänge
während und kurz nach der Detonation sowie
zur leichteren Auffindung der verbleibenden
Rückstände, welche die wertvollen Endpro-
dukte enthalten, wird es sich jedoch auch
häufig empfehlen, den Sprengkörper un-
verdämmt einige Meter über einer möglichst
ebenen und glatten Fläche des Erdbodens frei
aufzuhängen.

Im übrigen ist eine Zerlegung der Hohlkugel
in viele Einzelteile nicht zu erwarten, da sie
zusammenschrumpft und ihre Wandstärke
dann 20- bis 30-mal so groß wie der Innenraum
weit ist. Nachteilig ist bei den erwähnten
Ausführungsbeispielen, daß sich bei den
größeren der geplanten Körper recht erhe-
bliche Gewichte ergeben, so daß auch aus
diesem Grunde gegossene Sprengkörper kaum
in Frage kommen, weil diese zu unhandlich
werden würden. Eine eiserne Hohlkugel vom
Durchmesser 1 m und der Wandstärke von nur
1 cm wiegt z.B. etwa 250 kg. Dazu kommt bei
20 cm starker Belegung ein Sprengstoffgewicht
von etwa 1500 kg. Zusammen mit der Außen-
verdämmung ergibt sich so ein Gesamtgewicht
von rund 2 t. [...]

With a view to the as uniform as possible of
the detonation, in particular also to a regular
start-up of the same in the vicinity of the
ignition points, as well as to a good utilization
of the explosive, it is also advantageous to
provide the explosive layer with an external
tamper and to place the whole arrangement
in concrete or in earth, too. For example,
it is practical to simultaneously exploit the
outwards-released explosive energy by perform-
ing such experiments in mines or quarries.

For the better observation of the processes
during and shortly after the detonation as
well as for the easier detection of the remain-
ing residues, which contain the valuable end
products, it is also frequently recommended to
freely hang the explosive device a few meters
above a flat and smooth surface of the ground.

Moreover, it is not to be expected that
the hollow spheres will be decomposed into
many parts, since they shrink together and
their wall thickness is then 20 to 30 times as
large as the interior space. It is disadvanta-
geous in the case of the mentioned exemplary
embodiments that the larger of the planned
bodies produce quite considerable weights so
that explosive bodies cast for this reason are
scarcely to be considered because they would
become too bulky. An iron hollow sphere
of diameter 1 m and wall thickness of only
1 cm weighs for example about 250 kg. In
addition, an explosive weight of about 1500 kg
is obtained when the coating is 20 cm thick.
Together with the outer insulation, this results
in a total weight of around 2 t. [...]
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Neben der eben beschriebenen Abänderung der
prinzipiell sehr einfachen, jedoch in der prak-
tischen Durchführung etwas komplizierten rein
kugelförmigen dynamischen Druckzelle gibt es
noch eine ganze Reihe anderer Möglichkeiten,
die Grundidee der Übertragung der kinetischen
Energie größerer, sprengphysikalisch beschleu-
nigter Massen auf wesentlich kleinere Massen
und der Erzeugung hoher Drücke und Temper-
aturen auf diesem Wege zu verwirklichen.

Hierzu werden noch einige
Ausführungsbeispiele angegeben. Zunächst
soll auf eine Anordnung mit zylindrischer
Druckkammer eingegangen werden. Diese hat
eine Reihe von Vorzügen, insbesondere auch
deshalb, weil sich dabei besonders einfache
Wege zur Einleitung der Zündung ergeben. Als
Beispiel hierfür ist in der Fig. 11 schematisch
eine solche Anordnung im Aufriß dargestellt.
Die Druckkammer B besteht aus einem Zylin-
der, auf dessen Grundflächen Halbkugeln
aufgesetzt sind. Der Sprengstoff Sp umgibt die
Zylinderwand in Form eines Doppelkegels, längs
dessen Grundlinie die Zündung gleichzeitig
erfolgt. Dazu ist der Sprengstoff Sp umhüllt
mit einem Mantel aus inertem Material J ,
beispielsweise Zement, welcher selbst wiederum
außen mit einer dünnen Sprengstoffschicht Sp
verkleidet ist. Wird dann letztere gleichzeitig
in den beiden Spitzen des entstandenen Dop-
pelkegels gezündet, so läuft die Detonation
zugleich in zwei Ästen die beiden Kegelmäntel
entlang, ohne dabei zunächst den inneren
Sprengkörper zu beeinflussen, weil jener durch
die inerten Zwischenschichten geschützt ist.

In addition to the modification of the purely
spherical dynamic pressure cell which has
been described above, but which is somewhat
complicated in practice, there are also a whole
series of other possibilities for the transfer
of the kinetic energy of larger, physically
accelerated masses to substantially smaller
masses and the generation of high pressures
and temperatures in this way.

For this purpose, a few exemplary embod-
iments are given. First, an arrangement with a
cylindrical pressure chamber will be described.
This has a number of advantages, in particular
also because there are particularly simple ways
of initiating the ignition. An example of such an
arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 11.
The pressure chamber B consists of a cylinder,
on the bases of which are placed hemispheres.
The explosive Sp surrounds the cylinder wall
in the form of a double cone, along which
the ignition takes place at the same time.
For this purpose, the explosive Sp is covered
with a jacket of inert material J , for example
cement, which itself is once again covered with
a thin explosive layer Sp. If the latter is then
ignited simultaneously in the two peaks of
the resulting double cone, the detonation runs
simultaneously into two branches along the two
conical coats, without first affecting the inner
explosive, because the latter is protected by
the inert intermediate layers.
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Figure D.80: Figure from Schumann-Trinks patent application showing a biconic implosion bomb.
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Bei dem Zusammentreffen der beiden Zündäste
wird dann erst der innere Sprengstoffdop-
pelkegel längs seiner Grundlinie, an welcher die
inerte Umhüllung unterbrochen ist, intensiv
gezündet. Durch die Wahl der symmetrischen
Zündungsäste von den beiden Spitzen des Dop-
pelkegels aus wird eine größere Gleichmäßigkeit
mit einer besonders kräftigen Einleitung der
Zündung des Hauptkörpers verbunden. Bei
dieser Zündung werden nun die Elemente der
mittleren Zone des metallischen Hohlzylinders
gleichzeitig von der Detonation erfaßt und
zur Achse hin beschleunigt. Dort werden
nun entweder durch die rasche Kompression
einer Gas-oder Dampffüllung oder aber, bei
evakuiertem Hohlraum, beim Zusammentreffen
der Wandelemente auf der Hohlraumachse hohe
Drücke und Temperaturen erzeugt.

Eine im Prinzip ähnliche Anordnung mit
zylindrischer Druckkammer B ist in der Fig.
12 dargestellt. Der Unterschied gegenüber
der im vorhergehenden beschriebenen besteht
erstens darin, daß hier die Druckkammer B an
ihren Grundflächen durch starke verdämmende
Metallplatten Me abgeschlossen ist, und
zweitens die Wellenfront bei der Detonation
durch linsenähnliche Sprengstoffanordnungen,
beispielsweise aus Trinitrotoluol und Hexogen,
weitgehend einer Zylinderfläche angeglichen
wird. Die Zündführung Zf verläuft innerhalb
einer Packung aus inertem Material J .

When the two ignition branches meet, the inner
explosive double cone is then intensively ignited
along its basic line, at which the inert enclosure
is interrupted. By selecting the symmetrical
ignition branches from the two tips of the
double cone, greater uniformity is combined
with a particularly powerful introduction of
the ignition of the main body. At this time, the
elements of the central zone of the metallic hol-
low cylinder are simultaneously caught by the
detonation and accelerated towards the axis.
In this case, high pressures and temperatures
are generated either by the rapid compression
of a gas or steam filling or, in the case of an
evacuated cavity, when the wall elements meet
on the cavity axis.

A basically similar arrangement with a
cylindrical pressure chamber B is shown in
Fig. 12. The difference compared to the one
described above consists, first, in that the
pressure chamber B is terminated at its base
surfaces by strong, damming metal plates Me,
and second the wavefront is largely matched to
a cylinder surface by detonation by means of
lens-like explosive arrangements, for example
from trinitrotoluene and hexogen. The ignition
guide Zf runs within a pack of inert material
J .
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Figure D.81: Figure from Schumann-Trinks patent application showing a cylindrical implosion
bomb.
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Walter Trinks. German patent DE977862. Vorrichtung nach Patent 977825 zur Be-
handlung von Material mit hohen Drücken und Temperaturen. Filed 13 August 1952.
[https://worldwide.espacenet.com/advancedSearch?locale=en EP]

Die Verformung und Beschleunigung der
Hilfsmasse erfordert eine beträchtliche En-
ergiemenge, die für die Druckerzeugung
innerhalb der Kammer verlorengeht. Es besteht
daher das Bedürfnis, diese Hilfsmasse aus
einem relativ leichten und plastischen Material
herzustellen, und es bewährte sich besonders
Aluminium.

Auch die Kammerwände kann man ganz
oder teilweise aus Aluminium herstellen. [...]

PATENTANSPRUCH:

Vorrichtung nach Patent 977 825 zur Be-
handlung von Material mit hohen Drücken und
Temperaturen, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß
die durch die Detonation zu beschleunigende
Masse (und gegebenenfalls die Kammerwand)
aus Aluminium besteht.

The deformation and acceleration of the aux-
iliary mass requires a considerable amount of
energy which is lost for the generation of the
printer within the chamber. There is therefore
a need to manufacture these auxiliary materials
from a relatively light and plastic material, and
aluminum has proved particularly suitable.

The chamber walls can also be made en-
tirely or partly from aluminum. [...]

PATENT CLAIM:

Apparatus according to patent 977,825 for
the treatment of material with high pressures
and temperatures, characterized in that the
mass to be accelerated by the detonation (and,
if appropriate, the chamber wall) consists of
aluminum.

Walter Trinks. German patent DE977839. Vorrichtung nach Patent 977825 zur Erzielung
hoher Drücke und Temperaturen zwecks Einleitung mechanischer, thermischer oder
nuklearer Prozesse mittels einer gleichmaessig mit Sprengstoff belegten, die Reaktion-
skammer umschliessenden Hohlkugel. Filed 13 August 1952.
[https://worldwide.espacenet.com/advancedSearch?locale=en EP]

PATENTANSPRUCH:

Vorrichtung nach Patent 977 825 zur Be-
handlung von Material mit hohen Drücken und
Temperaturen, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß
mehrere Kugeln mit von innen nach außen
zunehmender Wandstärke und Sprengstoffbele-
gung ineinander angeordnet sind.

PATENT CLAIM:

A device according to patent 977,825 for
the treatment of material with high pressures
and temperatures, characterized in that a set
of spherical shells are arranged concentrically
with wall thickness and explosive material
increasing from the inside outwards.
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Erich Schumann and Walter Trinks. Patent DE977863. Vorrichtung zur Behandlung
von Material mit hohen Drücken und Temperaturen. Filed 13 August 1952.
[https://worldwide.espacenet.com/advancedSearch?locale=en EP]

Das Hauptpatent betrifft eine Vorrichtung,
um Material zur Einleitung von mechanischen,
thermischen oder nuklearen Prozessen auf
extrem hohe Drücke und Temperaturen zu
bringen. Dabei sieht man eine geschlossene
Kammer für das auf die Drücke und Temper-
aturen zu bringende Material vor und belegt
eine jenem Material gegenüberliegende, selbst
nicht aus Sprengstoff bestehende Wand der
Kammer mit einem Sprengstoff. Die Wand und
ihre Sprengstoffbelegung werden so ausgebildet,
daß die Wand durch den bei einer Detonation
des Sprengstoffes auftretenden Druck auf das
genannte Material hin bewegt und in eine zu
dem genannten Material hin konkave Form
plastisch verformt wird.

Für die Freimachung von Atomenergie auf
der Uranbasis ist es von großem Nachteil, daß,
abgesehen von dem verhältnismäßig seltenen
Vorkommen der Uranerze, ein ganz ungeheurer
Aufwand erforderlich ist, um das spaltbare,
nur mit ganz geringem Prozentsatz im Uran
enthaltene Isotop abzutrennen oder um das
ihm gleichwertige Plutonium zu gewinnen.

Bei diesem Sachverhalt ist es von großer
Bedeutung, daß außer den Spaltungen der
wenig stabilen schweren Kerne, z.B. des Uran
235 oder des Plutoniums, noch andere Kern-
prozesse existieren, bei denen ebenfalls große
Energiebeträge frei werden, wobei jedoch die
Ausgangsprodukte dieser Prozesse viel häufiger
vorkommen und mit verhältnismäßig geringem
Aufwand, z.B. aus Wasser, rein dargestellt
werden können.

Es handelt sich hier im Gegensatz zu den
Spaltprozessen der schweren Kerne, welche am
Ende des periodischen Systems der Elemente
stehen, um Reaktionen zwischen den Kernen
der leichtesten Elemente, z.B. leichter und
schwerer Wasserstoff, Lithium, Beryllium und
Bor. [...]

The main patent relates to a device for bring-
ing material to extremely high pressures and
temperatures to initiate mechanical, thermal
or nuclear processes. In this case, a closed
chamber is provided for the material to be
subjected to the pressures and temperatures,
and a wall of the chamber, which is opposite to
the material, is exposed to an explosive. The
wall and its explosive coating are formed in
such a way that the wall is moved towards the
said material by the pressure occurring upon
detonation of the explosive and is plastically
deformed into a concave shape towards the said
material.

For the liberation of atomic energy on the
basis of uranium, it is a great disadvantage
that, apart from the relatively rare occurrence
of the uranium ores, a tremendous effort is
required to produce the fissionable, separable
small percentage of the isotope contained in the
uranium or to obtain the equivalent plutonium.

In this state of affairs it is of great im-
portance that, besides the fission of the less
stable heavy nuclei, for example uranium 235
or plutonium, other nuclear processes also
exist in which large amounts of energy are
also released, but the starting products of
these processes are much more common and
are produced with relatively little effort, for
example from water.

Here, in contrast to the fission processes
of the heavy nuclei, which are at the end of
the periodic table of the elements, in order to
establish reactions between the nuclei of the
lightest elements, for example light and heavy
hydrogen, lithium, beryllium and boron. [...]
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Temperaturen und Drucke der erforderlichen
Höhe lassen sich experimentell und kurzzeitig
mit sprengphysikalischen Mitteln erreichen
und zur Einleitung und Durchführung von
Atomkernreaktionen verwenden, wenn man die
in dem Patent 977 825 beschriebenen Vorrich-
tungen zur Erzeugung höchster Drücke und
Temperaturen nutzbar macht.

[...] Eine andere Form der Druckkammer
besteht gemäß Fig. 4 in einer mit der zu
behandelnden Substanz angefüllten, in brisan-
ten Sprengstoff Sp eingebetteten Hohlkegel
B, beispielsweise aus Eisen, Kupfer, Zink,
Aluminium, Blei, Wolfram, Graphit od. dgl.,
deren Wandung gleichzeitig als zu beschleuni-
gende Hilfsmasse dient. Die Schrumpfung des
Innenraumes bei gleichzeitiger Zündung der
auf der Oberfläche der Sprengstoffumhüllung
angeordneten Zünder Z macht das Auftreten
enormer Beschleunigungen verständlich.

Zur Glättung der Detonationsfront und zur
Anpassung derselben an die Außenoberfläche
der Kugel in der Umgebung der einzelnen
Zündstellen können auch hier Linsen aus
Sprengstoffen mit verschiedenen Detonations-
geschwindigkeiten angeordnet sein.

Zur Verlängerung der Einwirkungszeit können
zwei oder mehrere der Hohlkugeln ineinan-
dergeschachtelt sein, wobei Wandstärke und
Sprengstoffbelegung der jeweils folgenden
äußeren Hohlkugel stärker dimensioniert sind
als diejenigen der jeweils vorhergehenden
inneren Hohlkugel. [...]

Wird z.B. 1⁄2 Kubikmeter schweren Wasserstof-
fgases vom Anfangsdruck 0,1 at, das sind rund
9 g, nach den Reaktionsgleichungen

Temperatures and pressures of the required
magnitude can be obtained experimentally and
for short times by explosive-physical means and
can be used to initiate and carry out atomic
nuclear reactions if the devices described in
patent 977,825 are used to generate the highest
pressures and temperatures.

[...] According to Fig. 4, another form of
the pressure chamber consists of a hollow
cone B, which is filled with the substance
to be treated and is embedded in explosive
explosive Sp, for example of iron, copper, zinc,
aluminum, lead, tungsten, graphite or the like,
at the same time serves as an auxiliary mass
to be accelerated. The shrinkage of the interior
while simultaneously igniting the detonator
Z located on the surface of the explosive
envelope makes it possible to achieve enormous
accelerations.

For smoothing the detonation front and
adapting it to the outer surface of the ball in
the vicinity of the individual ignition points,
here, too, lenses of explosives with different
detonation velocities can be arranged.

To prolong the exposure time, two or more of
the hollow spheres can be nested within each
other. Both the wall thickness and the thickness
of the explosive liner of the next outer hollow
sphere must be shaped larger than those of the
preceding inner hollow spheres. [...]

For example, 1⁄2 cubic meter of deuterium
gas with the initial pressure 0.1 atmosphere,
which is about 9 g, according to the reaction
equations becomes

2
1D + 2

1D = 3
2He + 1

0n + 3.3 MeV (D.4)

und and

2
1D + 2

1D = 3
1H + 1

1H + 4.0 MeV (D.5)
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[...] Ferner ist zu beachten, daß bei den dann
erreichten hohen Temperaturen auch andere
Kernprozesse genügend wahrscheinlich werden,
so daß sie mit zur Energieerzeugung herange-
zogen werden können.

Bei Anwesenheit von Protonen wird z.B.
auch die sehr energiereiche Reaktion

[...] It should also be noted that, in the case
of the then high temperatures, other nuclear
processes become sufficiently probable so that
they can be used for the generation of energy.

In the presence of protons, for example,
also the very energetic reaction

3
1Tr + 1

1H = 4
1He + 20 MeV (D.6)

stattfinden, welche nach den Deuteronen-
prozessen die wahrscheinlichste Kernreaktion
ist, oder bei Anwesenheit von Lithium die Reak-
tionen

takes place, which is the most probable nuclear
reaction after the deuteron processes, or the re-
actions in the presence of lithium

7
3Li + 1

1H = 2 4
2He + 17 MeV (D.7)

und and

6
3Li + 2

1D = 2 4
2He + 22.5 MeV (D.8)

sowie just as

7
3Li + 2

1D = 2 4
2He + 1

0n + 15 MeV (D.9)

welch letztere wiederum Neutronen befreit.

Die Deuteronenprozesse spielen dann ver-
gleichsweise die Rolle des leicht entzündlichen
Zündholzes, das die schwerer entzündlichen
Brennstoffe anzündet.

Diesem Umstand kann man gemäß der
Erfindung dadurch nutzbringend Rechnung
tragen, daß man zugleich mit der Füllung der
anzuwendenden Druckzellen mit Wasserstoff,
insbesondere schwerem Wasserstoff, andere
leichte Elemente, z.B. Lithium, Beryllium, Bor
oder auch leichten Wasserstoff als Elemente
oder in Form von chemischen Verbindungen an
der Innenwand der Druckzellen oder auch in der
Wand der Druckzellen, durch dünne Schichten
vom Innenraum getrennt, zur Anwendung
bringt. So empfiehlt sich beispielsweise die
Verwendung von schwerem Lithiumhydrid
(LiD).

which in turn liberates neutrons.

The deuteron processes then play compar-
atively the role of the highly flammable match
that ignites the heavy flammable fuel.

According to the invention, this circum-
stance can be taken advantage of by virtue
of the fact that, at the same time as the
filling of the pressure cells to be applied with
hydrogen, in particular heavy hydrogen, other
light elements, for example, lithium, beryllium,
boron or also light hydrogen as elements or in
the form of chemical compounds on the inner
wall of the pressure cells or also in the wall
of the pressure cells, separated from the inner
space by thin layers. For example, the use of
heavy lithium hydride (LiD) is recommended.
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Insgesamt wird so die Befreiung eines En-
ergiebetrages möglich, der die zur Einleitung
dieser Kernreaktionen aufzuwendende chemis-
che Energie des Sprengstoffes (ungefähr 1016

erg) sehr beträchtlieh überschreitet.

Auch die bei der einen der D-Kernreaktionen
frei werdenden Neutronen können zur weiteren
Befreiung von Energie herangezogen werden.
Die Reaktion

In general, the liberation of an energy supply
is possible, which greatly exceeds the chemical
energy of the explosive (about 1016 erg) to be
expended for the initiation of these nuclear
reactions.

The neutrons released in one of the D nu-
clear reactions can also be used to further
release energy. The reaction

6
3Li + 1

0n = 3
1Tr + 4

2He (D.10)

würde z.B. auf Grund der Massenbilanz die
Energie von 4,7 MeV befreien, oder die
entsprechende Reaktion mit Bor

would, for example, free the energy of 4.7 MeV
on account of the mass balance, or the corre-
sponding reaction with boron

10
5 B + 1

0n = 7
3Li + 4

2He (D.11)

würde ungefähr 3 MeV freisetzen.

Ferner kann man die bei der Deuteronen-
reaktion frei werdenden Neutronen dazu
benutzen, die Spaltung des U235 in dem
natürlichen Uran, also dem gewöhnlichen
Isotopengemisch, vorzunehmen.

Wenn die Innenwand der das Deuterium
enthaltenden Druckzelle mit einer genügend
starken Graphitschicht ausgekleidet wird,
auf die eine Schicht Uran folgt, werden die
frei werdenden Neutronen mit sehr hohem
Energiegehalt auf thermische Neutronen abge-
bremst, ehe sie die Uranschicht erreichen. Dort
werden sie dann nicht vom U238 eingefangen,
sondern können an dem U235 die Spaltung
hervorrufen. Man müßte dann nur, wie in
allen Fällen, in denen die frei werdenden
Neutronen herangezogen werden sollen, durch
eine geeignete Außenhülle der anzuwendenden
Druckzellen ein Entweichen nach außen verhin-
dern, ähnlich wie dies bei den Atombomben
durch den sogenannten “Tamper” geschieht.

would release about 3 MeV.

Furthermore, the neutrons liberated in the
deuteron reaction can be used to carry out the
fission of U235 in natural uranium, that is, the
ordinary isotope mixture.

When the inner wall of the pressure cell
containing the deuterium is lined with a suffi-
ciently strong graphite layer followed by a layer
of uranium, the liberating neutrons with a very
high energy content are decelerated to thermal
neutrons before they reach the uranium layer.
There they are not caught by the U238, but
can cause the fission of the U235. As in all
cases in which the neutrons which are liberated
are released, it is only necessary to prevent
the escape from the outside by means of a
suitable outer shell of the pressure cells to be
applied, similar to that of the atom bombs by
the so-called “tamper.”
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Man kann auch die frei werdenden Neutronen
aus den D-Kernreaktionen zunächst zu einer
unmittelbaren Temperatursteigerung im Zen-
trum der Druckzelle benutzen, indem man dort
eine winzige Menge Cadmium anbringt, welches
die Neutronen unter Erhitzung absorbiert.

Wesentlich wichtiger als die Befreiung von
Atomenergie zu militärischen Zwecken ist die
Herstellung und Verwendung von Neutronen
für friedliche Aufgaben.

Auf die Bedeutung und die große Inten-
sität der bei der Umsetzung von Deuterium
entstehenden Neutronenstrahlung wurde bere-
its weiter vorn hingewiesen. Hier sei nur noch
hinzugefügt, daß selbst, wenn mit Hilfe des
beschriebenen Verfahrens nur eine Temperatur
von 2 Millionen Grad erreichbar wäre, aus nur
2 g schwerem Wasserstoff während 1 zehn-
tausendstel sec nach den Resultaten von Bethe
sowie Gamow und Teller ungefähr 3 · 1021

Neutronen frei gemacht werden, was etwa
1018 Curie bzw. einer Radium-Berylliumquelle
von rund 1 Milliarde kg entspricht. Eine
starke Hochspannungsanlage würde 350 Jahre
benötigen, um diese Neutronenmenge zu erzeu-
gen.

Derartige Neutronenintensitäten sind bisher
nur in den “Uran-piles” beobachtet worden.
Ihre Erzeugung erfordert dort jedoch einen
unvergleichlich größeren Aufwand, als er bei
dem vorgeschlagenen Verfahren erforderlich ist.

PATENTANSPRÜCHE:

1. Vorrichtung nach Patent 977 825 zur
Behandlung von Material mit hohen Drücken
und Temperaturen, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
daß die Wandung der Wasserstoff, insbesondere
schweren Wasserstoff, enthaltenden Druckzelle
leichte Elemente, wie Lithium, Beryllium, Bor
oder leichten Wasserstoff als Element oder in
gebundener Form aufweist.

It is also possible to use the free neutrons from
the deuterium nuclear reactions for a direct
increase in temperature at the center of the
pressure cell by applying a minute quantity
of cadmium which absorbs the neutrons while
heating.

Essentially more important than the liber-
ation of nuclear energy for military purposes is
the production and use of neutrons for peaceful
tasks.

The importance and the great intensity of
the neutron radiation generated during the
reaction of deuterium has already been pointed
out before. In this case, it should be added that
even if, by means of the method described,
only a temperature of 2 million degrees is
attainable, from only 2 g of heavy hydrogen is
formed during one ten-thousandth of a second,
according to the results of Bethe, and Gamow
and Teller, approximately 3 · 1021 neutrons,
which is about 1018 Curie, or corresponding to
a radium-beryllium source of around one billion
kg. A strong high-voltage system would take
350 years to produce this neutron quantity.

Such neutron intensities have hitherto been
observed only in “uranium piles.” However,
their production requires an incomparably
greater effort there than is required in the
proposed method.

PATENT CLAIMS:

1. Apparatus according to patent 977,825
for the treatment of material with high pres-
sures and temperatures, characterized in that
the wall of the pressure cell containing hydro-
gen, in particular heavy hydrogen, has light
elements, such as lithium, beryllium, boron or
light hydrogen as element or in bound form.
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2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch-
gekennzeichnet, daß die leichten Elemente die
Innenwand der Zelle bedecken.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daß die leichten Elemente
durch eine dünne Schicht abgedeckt sind.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder fol-
genden, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die
Wand wenigstens teilweise aus Uran, insbeson-
dere natürlichem Uran, besteht.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daß das Uran durch Graphit
abgedeckt ist.

2. Device according to Claim 1, characterized
in that the light elements cover the inner wall
of the cell.

3. Device according to Claim 2, character-
ized in that the light elements are covered by a
thin layer.

4. Device according to Claim 1 or the fol-
lowing, characterized in that the wall is at
least partly of uranium, in particular of natural
uranium.

5. Device according to Claim 4, charac-
terized in that the uranium is covered by
graphite.

Top Secret Cable from Warsaw to Secretary of State. 7 March 1946 [NARA RG 77,
Entry UD-22A, Box 160, Folder 205.2 Cables Incoming, Top Secret]

[As shown on p. 2704, this cable quoted a “capable young engineer” in Poland as stating that
atomic bomb case designs use a layer of cadmium, apparently based on his personal experience in
the wartime German program. That detail is highly consistent with the bomb descriptions given
by Schumann and Trinks (above) and also by Ilyichev (p. 2722).]
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Kurt Diebner. 1962. Fusionsprozesse mit Hilfe konvergenter Stosswellen—einige ältere
und neuere Versuche und überlegungen. Kerntechnik 4:3:89-93.

3 Fission fuel 

2 Gaseous 
deuterium-tritium 

1 Shock- 
compressed 

size 

4 Conventional explosive 

5 Enclosure 

Kugelschalenanordung von Kernspaltstoff (3)
und gewöhnlichem Sprengstoff (4), die in
einer Verdämmung (5) eingeschlossen sind. Im
Hohlraum (2) der Schichtfolge befindet sich
gasförmiges Deuterium bzw. ein Deuterium-
Tritium-Gemisch. Das Reaktionsvolumen der
Stoßwelle ist wieder (1). Die Schale (3) ist so
dimensioniert, daß der Kernspaltstoff erst dann
eine kritische Anordnung darstellt, wenn durch
Detonation der Schale (4) eine Stoßwelle die
Hohlkugel in der Nähe des Konvergenzzentrums
zu einem kompakten Gebilde zusammenschiebt.

A spherical shell arrangement of fission fuel (3)
and conventional explosive (4) which is enclosed
in a casing (5). In the central cavity (2) of the
sequence of layers, there is gaseous deuterium
or a deuterium-tritium mixture. The reaction
volume of the shock wave is (1). The shell (3) is
dimensioned in such a way that the fission fuel
is only a critical assembly when, by detonation
of the layer (4), a shock wave compresses the
hollow sphere into a compact structure around
the convergence center.

Figure D.82: Redrawn and translated version of Kurt Diebner’s schematic illustration of a spherical
implosion fission bomb design with a deuterium-tritium fusion boost in the center.
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Kurt Diebner. UK Patent 841,387. Thermonuclear Reactions. Filed 30 November 1956.

The present invention consists in a method for the ignition of the thermonuclear fuels deuterium
and tritium, to initiate thermonuclear reactions, wherein converging compression shock waves are
produced in a hollow body by solid or liquid explosives, the generation of high temperatures in the
centre of convergence of the shock waves being combined with an increase of temperature generated
by concentrated electrical discharges in the fusionable nuclear fuels so that the temperature raising
effects are superimposed and temperatures necessary for fusion processes are produced at the centre
of the converging shock wave. [...]

In carrying the invention into effect according to one convenient mode by way of example, reference
1 (figure 1) denotes an explosive body of spherical shell shape provided with two openings in the
shape of a truncated cone, in which a spherically shaped high pressure container 5 is embedded for
the uptake of the deuterium 2, perhaps in gaseous form under very high pressure. The spherically
shaped high pressure container can however also be dispensed with, and the deuterium can be
incorporated directly under pressure into the explosive material. The explosive body 1 can be
surrounded by a further spherical shell 6, which tamps the explosive body towards the outside.
Two insulated electrodes, for example lithium (lithium 6), between which an electric arc 4 can
burn, are introduced into the high pressure container 5. For this purpose the electrode material
should have a low nuclear charge number and be as thin as possible in order to maintain at a
low level the larger proton reflection with its related higher nuclear charge number. Lithium 6 is
furthermore particularly suitable because with it tritium is formed in the thermonuclear combustion
process.

An example is shown in Figure 2 of an electric connection for the electric arc and the connected
condenser, in which C represents a condenser. S is a suitable switch which can connect the condenser
to the electric arc. V is the voltage source for the electric arc 4. The release of the thermonuclear
reaction in the deuterium gas 2 is now to proceed as follows:

The explosive material is so ignited at the boundary surface between 6 and 1, that a converging
shock wave results, which after exceeding the boundary surface 5, runs towards the centre of the
electric arc 4, and there contributes to an increase of the temperature of the already burning electric
arc. The electric arc burns thereby in a gas of high pressure, so that under these circumstances it
can already operate on its own at temperatures of the order of 10,000 degrees and more.

The height of the temperature to be reached in the moment when the shock wave reaches the centre
of convergence 4, depends amongst other things on the geometry of the arrangement, and on the
explosive material used (trinitrotoluol or hexogen or others). It also depends on whether a high
pressure container 5 is used, and the material from which it is composed, as well as finally on the
temperature, power and shape of the electric arc.
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When the shock wave has reached the centre of convergence, further suitable measures are provided
according to Figure 1, which permit further considerable heating of the gas (plasma) which is
under the highest pressure and which has thereby become highly conductive. Because of this in
the example provided, a further additional heating of the deuterium by the electric spark follows,
directly before the compression shock reaches in its last phase the centre of convergence. Through
this combination of the various methods in an appropriate sequence it is possible to attain the
highest temperatures during the arrival of the shock wave in the centre of convergence. A further
condition is that the electrodes are still active at the moment of the setting in of the discharge.
Since it is an electrical process which is being dealt with, when the condenser C which has been
charged with high voltage is suddenly discharged, and since on the other hand the deuterium gas
in the electric arc 4 is already extensively pre-ionised, it is possible to add at least partially, to
the convergence centre, the energy accumulated in the condenser. Furthermore, at the moment
of connecting the condenser, because of the magnetic effects in the discharge path, an adiabatic
contraction of the highly ionised plasma in the sense of the pinch-effect takes place, which has the
effect of raising the temperature. In the given circumstances it is merely a question of the amount
of energy accumulated in the condenser and which is available for the continuation of the working
process, and the temperature in the convergence centre 4 can be increased additionally to such an
extent, that the added energy is great enough to allow the thermonuclear ignition of the deuterium
gas to take place.
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Figure D.83: Figures from Kurt Diebner’s U.K. Patent 841,387.
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Ingeborg Brandt, who worked in the Hans Lindemayer group in Anklam and then
Friedland. Letter to Karl Spietz. 20 October 1995. Heimatmuseum Friedland, Akte
Nr. 157. [Karlsch 2005, pp. 169, 230]

Vor unserer Halle war so eine Art Terrasse. Man
nannte dies Prüfstand. Dort stand so eine Kugel
[...] Ich selbst schätze sie auf einen Durchmesser
von 1,80 Meter.

There was a kind of terrace in front of our hall.
This was called the test stand. There was such
a ball [...] I estimate it to be 1.80 meters in
diameter.

Irene König, who worked in Anklam and then Friedland. 16 July 2004 interview by
Heiko Petermann. [Karlsch 2005, pp. 169–170]

Da wurden zwei Aluminiumkugeln ineinander
gesetzt, eine große und eine kleine, und die
dampften. Zuerst dachte ich, die kochen darin
Wasser. Aber ich habe mich natürlich nicht ge-
traut zu fragen, das war ja alles so geheim.
Wir wurden dann nach dem Bombenangriff
nach Friedland verlagert. Lindemayer ging nach
Nordhausen, und Johann Grüner übernahm
die Leitung der Gruppe. In Friedland wurden
die Kugeln in einem großen Kessel mit ho-
her Geschwindigkeit gedreht. Manchmal war ein
gewaltiges Getöse und Donnern zu hören. Die
Ingenieure erzählten uns dann, dass sie Ver-
suche mit Druckminderern durchführen.

There were two aluminum spheres, one placed
inside the other, one large and one small, and
they steamed. At first I thought they were boil-
ing water in them. But of course I did not
dare to ask, it was all so secret. We were then
transferred to Friedland after the bomb attack.
Lindemayer went to Nordhausen, and Johann
Grüner took over the management of the group.
In Friedland the spheres were turned in a large
cauldron at high speed. Sometimes there was
a tremendous roar and thunder. The engineers
then told us that they were doing experiments
with pressure reducers.

[Ilyichev’s March 1945 description of the German implosion bomb design (see p. 2722) includes two
hollow aluminum spheres, a large outer aluminum explosive case and a smaller aluminum pusher
inside that.

“In addition to the Lindemayer group, a second research team headed by Dr. Ing. Wolfgang Steurer
came to Friedland in 1944. He was considered to be one of the best experts in the field of material
testing and was particularly well-known in aluminum alloys. His group consisted of 24 scientists,
technicians and assistants. [...] Employees had been seen in protective suits during materials trans-
port and at work. Details were not disclosed.” [Karlsch 2005, p. 170]

See also:

Christoph Regel, Die Erprobungsstelle Rechlin, in: Flugerprobungsstellen bis 1945. Bonn 1998, pp.
60ff.

Heimatmuseum Friedland, Nr. 157: Karl Spietz to Gerhard Remdt 26.4.1966, 24.2.1967; Karl Spietz
to Neue Friedländische Zeitung 15 September 1995.

Wer waren die Gummimänner von Friedland? Neue Friedländer Zeitung 7 June 1995.]
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Vincent Nouzille and Olivier Huwart. 1999. Comment la France a recruté des savants
de Hitler. L’Express no. 2498 (20 May), p. 122. https://www.lexpress.fr/informations/
comment-la-france-a-recrute-des-savants-de-hitler 633743.html

La France recrute d’autres savants au passé
controversé. En mars 1945, le Pr Hubert
Schardin, l’un des patrons du centre de
recherches de la Luftwaffe à Berlin-Gatow,
formait des stagiaires en vue de créer une
ultime “arme miracle” pour Hitler! Replié
à Biberach, dans le Wurtemberg, il est fait
prisonnier par le commandant Lutz, de la 1re
division blindée de l’armée française. Le 7
mai 1945, Lutz indique à Schardin qu’il aura
“toute liberté d’action”. Le lendemain, jour
de la capitulation allemande, le savant note
dans son agenda: “Le travail a repris”... Avec
une trentaine d’autres ingénieurs, il s’installe
près de la frontière franco-allemande et devient
codirecteur du Laboratoire de recherches
balistiques et aérodynamiques de Saint-Louis
(Haut-Rhin), créé spécialement par le ministère
de l’Armement.

Parmi la centaine de recrues allemandes
qui rejoignent progressivement ce laboratoire
militaire se trouve le Dr Rudi Schall, un physi-
cien berlinois de renom, venu d’un autre centre
de recherches militaires. Agé aujourd’hui de 85
ans, retiré près du lac de Constance, il confie à
L’Express: “C’est vrai que j’étais membre du
parti nazi, comme beaucoup de mes collègues
qui y étaient plus ou moins obligés, sans être
forcément actifs. En 1945, les Américains
nous ont embarqués, mais ils nous traitaient
comme des moins-que-rien. Les Britanniques,
eux, m’ont proposé de m’embaucher, mais
sans que ma femme puisse me rejoindre. Alors
que les Français ont été très chaleureux. La
dénazification des postes était en cours en
Allemagne. Mais on nous a dit que cela ne nous
concernait pas. Je suis arrivé début 1946 à
Saint-Louis.” Rudi Schall succédera à Schardin
comme codirecteur de ce laboratoire, devenu
en 1959 le symbole de la nouvelle coopération
militaire franco-allemande!

France is recruiting other scientists with a
controversial past. In March 1945, Professor
Hubert Schardin, one of the bosses of the
Luftwaffe Research Centre in Berlin-Gatow,
prepared assistants to create a final “miracle
weapon” for Hitler! Folded back to Biberach,
Württemberg, he was taken prisoner by Com-
mander Lutz, of the 1st Armoured Division
of the French Army. On May 7, 1945, Lutz
told Schardin that he would have “complete
freedom of action.” The next day, the day of
the German surrender, the scientist noted in
his diary: “Work has resumed”... With about
thirty other engineers, he settled near the
Franco-German border and became co-director
of the Laboratoire de recherches balistiques et
aérodynamiques de Saint-Louis (Haut-Rhin),
created especially by the Ministry of Arma-
ment.

Among the hundred German recruits who
are gradually joining this military laboratory
is Dr. Rudi Schall, a renowned Berlin physicist
from another military research centre. Now
85 years old, retired near Lake Constance,
he told L’Express: “It is true that I was a
member of the Nazi party, like many of my
colleagues who were more or less obliged to do
so, without necessarily being active. In 1945,
the Americans took us in, but they treated
us like less than nothing. The British offered
to hire me, but my wife could not join me.
While the French were very warm and friendly.
The denazification of posts was under way
in Germany. But we were told that this did
not concern us. I arrived in early 1946 in
Saint-Louis.” Rudi Schall succeeded Schardin
as co-director of this laboratory, which became
the symbol of the new Franco-German military
cooperation in 1959!
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Certaines embauches sont encore plus trou-
blantes. Selon l’historien allemand Ulrich
Albrecht, le comte Helmut Zborowski, ingénieur
chez BMW, est emprisonné en 1945 à cause de
son appartenance aux Waffen SS. Ce lourd passé
n’empêche pas la France, en 1947, de convier
Zborowski à rejoindre la Société européenne de
propulsion par réaction (SEPR). Ce scientifique
controversé créera, en 1950 à Paris, le Bureau
technique Zborowski. Subventionné sur fonds
publics par la Snecma, l’ex-SS concevra un
drôle d’engin à décollage vertical, le Coléoptère,
véritable gadget technique, dont les essais en vol
se révéleront dangereux...

Le gouvernement tient également à conserver
quelques chimistes allemands. Arrêtés par les
Américains, Walter Reppe—qualifié de “nazi
bon teint”—et Karl Wurster—présumé “crim-
inel de guerre”—seront blanchis et rejoindront
leurs postes à l’usine de Ludwigshafen, avec
la bienveillance des Français. Tous les Alliés
pratiquent le même cynisme. Le cas d’Otto
Ambros, un des directeurs d’IG Farben, est
exemplaire. Ambros a participé à la décision
d’utiliser le zyklon B dans les chambres à gaz. Il
a également supervisé une usine de caoutchouc
synthétique à Auschwitz-Buna-Monowitz, dans
laquelle de nombreux déportés ont été maltraités.
Interrogé par des militaires français en aot 1945,
il rédige un rapport ultrasensible sur la pro-
duction allemande de nouveaux gaz de combat
(tabun, sarin, soman). De quoi intéresser les
promoteurs d’armes chimiques françaises! Puis,
selon l’historienne Marie-France Ludmann-Obier,
ce scientifique, considéré comme “criminel de
guerre”, est invité par le ministère de la Guerre à
Paris pour faire des conférences! Après des mois
de pressions américaines, les Français finissent
par livrer Ambros à des GI. Un tribunal de
Nuremberg le condamne en 1948 à huit ans de
prison pour esclavage. Libéré en 1951, il fera
carrière comme conseiller d’un grand groupe
chimique aux Etats-Unis...

Some hires are even more troubling. Accord-
ing to the German historian Ulrich Albrecht,
Count Helmut Zborowski, an engineer at
BMW, was imprisoned in 1945 because of his
membership of the Waffen SS. This heavy
history did not prevent France, in 1947, from
inviting Zborowski to join the European
Society for Jet Propulsion (SEPR). This
controversial scientist created the Zborowski
Technical Office in Paris in 1950. Subsidized
on public funds by Snecma, the ex-SS will
design a strange vertical take-off device, the
Beetle, a real technical gadget, whose flight
tests will prove dangerous...

The government also wants to keep some Ger-
man chemists. Arrested by the Americans,
Walter Reppe—described as a “well-rounded
Nazi”—and Karl Wurster—allegedly a “war
criminal”—were cleared and returned to
their posts at the Ludwigshafen factory,
with the goodwill of the French. All Allies
practice the same cynicism. The case of Otto
Ambros, one of the directors of IG Farben,
is exemplary. Ambros was involved in the
decision to use zyklon B in the gas chambers.
He also supervised a synthetic rubber factory
in Auschwitz-Buna-Monowitz, where many
deportees were mistreated. When questioned
by French soldiers in August 1945, he wrote
a highly sensitive report on the German
production of new poison gases (tabun, sarin,
soman). This is of interest to French chemical
weapons promoters! Then, according to
historian Marie-France Ludmann-Obier, this
scientist, considered a “war criminal,” was
invited by the Ministry of War in Paris to
give lectures! After months of American
pressure, the French finally delivered Ambros
to GIs. A Nuremberg tribunal sentenced him
in 1948 to eight years in prison for slavery.
Released in 1951, he made a career as an
advisor to a large chemical group in the
United States...

[Ambros, Schardin, Schall, and Zborowski appear to have played important roles in the German
nuclear weapons program, and likely used that knowledge to help the postwar French nuclear
weapons program. Presumably there are extensive French files on their wartime and postwar work,
but those files remain unavailable.]
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Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann on nuclear weapon designs
[Krotzky 2002]. See p. 2363 regarding the background and reliability of this source.

[p. 9] Was ich weiß ist die tatsächliche Vor-
bereitung für die Prototypenproduktion der
zwei durchkonstruierten Atombombentypen
für Uran und Plutonium. [...] Ich durfte davon
nichts wissen, deshalb kann ich nur sagen, dass
es um zwei Standardtypen für den Einsatz
gegen Städte ging und noch zwei weitere
unterschiedlich grosse, die sollten frontver-
wendungsfähig sein und kleinere Ladungen
enthalten. Ich erfuhr erst nach dem Krieg
davon, dass die eine von den beiden kleineren
ein Ladungsäquivalent, also eine vergleichbare
Sprengmaterialmenge, von ich glaube 130 Ton-
nen gehabt hätte. Die sollte gegen Bahntunnels,
Hafenanlagen und Militäreinrichtungen einge-
setzt werden. Der Punkt war, dass die kleinen
Waffen nur ganz wenig Material benötigten,
denn daran bestand ja erstmal der Mangel.
Von der grösseren hörte ich nur eine Angabe,
die ich nicht bestätigen kann, da ging es um
drei Kilotonnen, das muss offen bleiben.

[p. 18] Was da im einzelnen alles gelaufen
ist, erfuhr ich nie. Es war aber so, dass es
zwei ganz verschiedene Konstruktionen gab,
von einer dritten, zu der ich sonst nichts weiß,
hörte ich erst recht nicht viel. Die muß wie
eine aufgequollene Bombe ausgesehen haben.
Zu den beiden anderen weiß ich, dass die
kleinere ungefähr die Größe der SC 250 gehabt
hatte, aber das Gewicht war höher. Die größere
Waffe hätte eine Kugelform besessen mit einem
Durchmesser von über einem Meter. Die war
sehr schwer, obwohl der Bombenkörper selbst
aus Aluminium gewesen sein soll. Es hieß,
wenn man das Gewicht reduziert, geht die
Ladung nicht hoch. Dann war eine Variante
geplant, bei der der Bombenkörper selbst
Bestandteil des Sprengsytems gewesen sein soll.
Ich kann das jetzt nicht besser sagen, es ging
jedenfalls darum, das Gewicht zu reduzieren
und trotzdem eine richtig große Sprengkraft zu
erhalten.

[p. 9] What I know is the actual preparation
for the prototype production of the two fully
constructed atomic bomb types for uranium
and plutonium. [...] I was not allowed to know
anything about it, so I can only say that
there were two standard types for use against
cities and two more of a different size, which
were supposed to be front-usable [for tactical
battlefield use] and contain smaller charges.
I learned only after the war that one of the
two smaller ones would have had a charge
equivalent, that is a comparable explosive ma-
terial quantity, of I believe 130 tons. This was
supposed to be used against railway tunnels,
port facilities and military installations. The
point was that the small weapons required only
very little material, which overcame first of
all the shortage [of fission fuel]. Of the larger
one I heard only a statement, which I cannot
confirm, that it was about three kilotons, that
must remain [an] open [question].

[p. 18] I never heard what all was going
on in detail. It was true, however, that there
were two entirely different constructions; of
a third, about which I do not know anything
else, I did not hear much. It must have looked
like a swollen bomb. About the other two, I
know that the smaller was about the size of the
SC 250, but the weight was higher. The larger
weapon would have possessed a spherical shape
with a diameter of over one meter. It was very
heavy, even though the bomb body itself was
supposed to be out of aluminum. It was said,
if one reduces the weight, the yield is not as
high. For this purpose, a variant was planned,
in which the bomb body itself was supposed
to have been a component of the explosive
system. I cannot say better now, it was anyway
to reduce the weight and still get a really big
explosive energy.
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[p. 44] Ja, jetzt kommt noch das dritte Problem.
Wir haben ja schon mal darüber gesprochen,
dass die Wissenschaftler eine Zündung in der
Luft in einer bestimmten Höhe haben wollten.
Es sollte eine Höhe von ungefähr 400 Metern
sein. Es gab aber erst mal keinen einzigen
Zündmechanismus, der das zuverlässig schaffte,
obwohl viele daran gearbeitet hatten. Es ist
sogar überlegt worden, das mit Zeitzünder
zu machen, ich weiß aber nicht, ob das
durchgeführt worden ist. Das Problem war ja,
wenn man einen Aufschlagzünder nimmt, ver-
pufft der größte Teil der Wirkung. Dann wäre
die Waffe die ganze Mühe nicht wert gewesen.
Bei dem Versuch, der im Spätherbst 44 mit
dem Fallschirmabwurf durchgeführt worden
war, hatten sie etwas ausprobiert. Ich weiß aber
nicht, ob das wirklich ein Annäherungszünder
gewesen ist.

[p. 42] Übrigens, was die Physiker Himm-
ler im Privatvortrag zur Wasserstoffbombe
sagten, das hatte ihn wirklich elektisiert, weil
er hörte, dass die Sprengwirkung hundertmal
größer sein würde als bei der Uranbombe.

[p. 44] Yes, now comes the third problem. We
have already talked about the fact that the
scientists wanted to have an ignition in the air
at a certain altitude. It should be an altitude of
approximately 400 meters. But there was not
even a single ignition mechanism that made it
reliable, even though many had worked on it.
It was even thought of doing this with a time
fuse, but I do not know if this was done. The
problem was, if one uses an impact fuse, most
of the effect fizzles. Then the weapon would not
have been worth the effort. In the test, which
was carried out in late autumn 44 with the
parachute drop, they had tried out something.
But I do not know if this was really a proximity
fuse.

[p. 42] By the way, what the physicists
told Himmler in their private lecture on the
hydrogen bomb had really electrified him,
because he heard that the explosive effect
would be a hundred times greater than that of
the uranium bomb.

[Can other relevant documents from or about the following people be located in archives?

• Alfred Baubin

• Adolf Busemann

• Rolf Engel

• Siegfried Flügge

• Erich Purucker

• Hubert Schardin

• Karel Staller

• Walter Trinks

• Others?]
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[Grothmann appeared to describe work on at least five different types of nuclear weapons:

1. A tactical bomb using U-235 (produced in any of several uranium enrichment facilities that
Grothmann alluded to) with an explosive yield of less than a kiloton (Grothmann thought he
remember 130 tons). He compared it to the size of an SC 250 bomb, a common cylindrical
German bomb with a 37-cm diameter and 120-cm body length, but said it was heavier than an
SC 250 (250 kg). In principle, a bomb of that size might have been an implosion bomb design
employing cylindrical compression as considered by Gottfried Guderley as well as Erich Schu-
mann and Walter Trinks; see p. 2616. Alternatively it might have been an biconic implosion
bomb design employing focused compression from each end, as considered by Schumann and
Trinks; see p. 2614. The bomb described by Grothmann does not match the characteristics of
a gun-type fission bomb. For example, the U.S. Little Boy had a mass of 4400 kg, diameter
of 71 cm, and length of 300 cm, and because of its inherent physics used a very large amount
of uranium, had a very low efficiency, and produced a large explosive yield, in contrast to the
weapon that Grothmann described.

2. A tactical bomb using Pu-239 (produced in any of several plutonium breeding facilities that
Grothmann alluded to). Other than the difference in fuel, presumably this bomb had the
same design as the tactical uranium bomb, as well as a roughly comparable yield.

3. A strategic bomb using U-235 with an explosive yield of several kilotons. (Grothmann thought
he remembered 3 kilotons, but he seemed uncertain; that value may have been the yield of one
of the small tests, not the yield that a fully fueled and deployed version of the bomb would
have.) The bomb was a sphere with a diameter of somewhat over 1 meter, an aluminum shell,
and a large mass. It apparently used a sophisticated implosion system. All of these details
are highly consistent with the bomb design reported by Ilichev (pp. 2718 and 2722).

4. A strategic bomb using Pu-239. Presumably this bomb had the same design as the strategic
uranium bomb, as well as a roughly comparable yield.

5. A hydrogen bomb or H-bomb using fusion reactions but initiated by reactions in fission fuel.
According to Grothmann, its explosive yield would be a hundred times larger than a fission
bomb, or on the order of a megaton. Grothmann knew much less about this bomb design,
but he described it as “a swollen bomb.” That might be taken to mean an oversized spherical
implosion bomb, which could match the description of a “sloika” or layer-cake H-bomb design.
Alternatively, Grothmann’s wording might be construed to mean an ellipsoidal shape, which
could match the description of a Prandtl-Meyer two- or three-stage H-bomb design (p. 2676).
This bomb was expected to be operational by late 1945 (p. 2675) or early 1946 (p. 2367),
which suggests that it was at a fairly advanced stage of development, not merely a paper
design. For more information on German development of fusion fuels and fusion bombs, see
Sections D.2.4 and D.4.5.]
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Figure D.84: SC 250 bomb, which Grothmann said was comparable in size to the smallest German
nuclear weapon. See pp. 2614 and 2616 for what the internal structure may have looked like.
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D.2.4 Fusion Fuel and Bomb Design

[The documents presented in this section demonstrate that scientists working during the Third
Reich appear to have pioneered experiments with and practical applications of fusion reactions and
fusion fuels, including several potential applications for nuclear weapons:

• Neutron generators using fusion fuel and high voltage, suitable for initiating a neutron chain
reaction in a fission bomb.

• Small amounts of fusion fuel at the center of a fission implosion bomb, suitable for giving
a “fusion boost” of many extra neutrons to greatly increase the number of fission chain
reactions, and therefore the fission fuel efficiency and explosive energy yield of the bomb.

• “Hydrogen bomb” designs (quite possibly a “sloika” or layer-cake spherical implosion bomb
with alternating layers of fission and fusion fuel, and/or a two- or three-stage design with
separate but interacting fission and fusion components).

• Lithium deuteride fusion fuel, which is well suited for use in weapons since it is an easily
storable solid.

In addition to the documents in this section, see the postwar patents of Erich Schumann and Walter
Trinks, apparently based on wartime work on fusion reactions and their use in bombs, on:

pp. 2618–2623

See also the postwar papers of Kurt Diebner, apparently based on wartime work on fusion reactions
and their use in bombs, on:

pp. 2624–2627

Finally, see Werner Grothmann’s brief description of the wartime German hydrogen bomb devel-
opment program on:

p. 2367

p. 2632]
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Table D.3: Details about fusion bomb design from primary sources.
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Rausch von Traubenberg. 1933. Die bei der Lithiumzertrümmerung auftretende durch-
dringende Strahlung. Die Naturwissenschaften 21:694.

Wie wir kürzlich zeigen konnten, treten bei der
künstlichen Umwandlung des Lithiumkernes
durch Protonen auch γ-Strahlen auf, deren
Nachweis uns mit Hilfe des Geiger-Müllerschen
Zählrohres gelang. Wir haben inzwischen die
Versuche mit verbesserten Hilfsmitteln wieder-
holt und eine Abschätzung der Härte der γ-
Strahlen vorgenommen. Die Messungen wurden
wieder so gestaltet, daß Lithium und ein bei un-
seren geringen Protonengeschwindigkeiten nicht
zertrümmerbares Element, in diesem Falle
Eisen, abwechselnd in den Gang der Wasser-
stoffkanalstrahlen gestellt wurden. Durch solche
Differenzmessungen machten wir uns ebenso
wie bei den früheren Untersuchungen von
der Röntgenstrahlen sowie von der NZ (=
Höhenstrahlen + radioaktiven Strahlen) frei
und maßen die Lithiumstrahlung allein. Es
wurde durch Zwischenschalten verschieden
dicker Bleischichten als Hauptanteil eine we-
iche Komponente nachgewiesen, deren In-
tensität durch etwas 0,3 mm Blei auf die
Hälfte geschwächt wurde. Bei einer maxi-
malen Röhrenspannung von 58 kV und einem
Röhrenstrom von 1 mA erhielten wir bei 1
mm Blei und einem Abstand von 48 mm des
Zählrohrendes vom Lithium etwa 3 Quanten pro
Minute.

As we have recently shown, the artificial trans-
formation of the lithium nucleus by protons also
involves γ rays, which we were able to detect
with the aid of the Geiger-Müller tube. In the
meantime we have repeated the experiments
with improved aids and made an estimate of the
intensity of the γ rays. The measurements were
again designed in such a way that lithium and
an element which can not be broken down at
our low proton velocities, in this case iron, were
alternately placed in the path of the hydrogen
beams. As a result of these differences, we were
able to distinguish between the effects of the X-
ray beams and the NZ (= cosmic radiation +
radioactive rays) and the lithium. A soft com-
ponent, the intensity of which was weakened by
half by 0.3 millimeter of lead, was detected as a
major component by interposing different thick-
nesses of lead. At a maximum tube voltage of
58 kV and a tube current of 1 mA, we obtained
about 3 quanta per minute with 1 mm lead and
a distance of 48 mm from the tube end of the
lithium.

[See also:

H. Rausch von Traubenberg, A. Eckardt, and R. Gebauer. 1933. Zeitschrift für Physik 80:557.

Rausch von Traubenberg. 1937. Rückstreuung von Neutronen und die Herstellung von Räumen mit
erhöhter Neutronenkonzentration. Zeitschrift für Physik 104:442–447.]
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Arno Brasch and Fritz Lange, AEG, German Patent 662036. Verfahren zur Anregung
und Durchführung von Kernprozessen [Process for the Excitation and Execution of
Nuclear Processes]. Filed 21 December 1934. Issued 9 June 1938.

Die vorliegende Erfindung bezieht sich auf ein
Verfahren, um Eingriffe in den Atomkern in
erheblich größerem Umfange und vor allen
Dingen mit größerem Nutzeffekt vorzunehmen,
als dies bisher möglich war.

Erfindungsgemäß können nicht nur ra-
dioaktive Substanzen in wesentlicher Menge
wirtschaftlich erzeugt werden, sondern es bietet
sich auch die Möglichkeit, zur Energiegewin-
nung aus dem Atomkern zu gelangen. [...]

Die wesentlichen Methoden zur Erzeugung
von Neutronen sind bisher:

1. Heliumteile werden auf Beryllium geworfen
und lösen dort Neutronen aus.

2. Röntgen- oder Gammastrahlen von mehr
als 1,5 Milionen Volt fallen auf Beryllium und
rufen dort den gleichen Vorgang hervor.

3. Der kürzlich entdeckte sog. schwere Wasser-
stoff (Diplogen) wird auf Diplogen geschossen.

Das letzte Verfahren ist das weitaus ergiebigste
und im Rahmen der vorliegenden Erfindung
deshalb von Bedeutung, weil es damit möglich
war, die Auslösung von Neutronen und anderen
Kernreaktionen bei sehr niedrigen Spannungs-
bereichen bis hinunter zu einigen 1000 Volt zu
erzielen.

The present invention relates to a method for
carrying out reactions of the atomic nucleus
to a considerably greater extent and, above
all, with greater efficiency than was previously
possible.

According to the invention, not only can
radioactive substances be produced econom-
ically in a substantial amount, but there is
also the possibility of getting energy from the
atomic nucleus. [...]

So far the essential methods for the gen-
eration of neutrons are:

1. Helium particles impact on beryllium
and release neutrons.

2. X-rays or gamma-rays of more than 1.5
million volts fall on beryllium and there cause
the same process.

3. The recently discovered so-called heavy
hydrogen (deuterium) is fired at deuterium.

The last method is by far the most pro-
ductive and important in the present invention,
since it has thus been possible to achieve
the triggering of neutrons and other nuclear
reactions at very low voltage ranges up to a
few thousand volts.
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Die kinetische Energie von Atomen oder Elek-
tronen, die mit etwa 0.13 Volt beschleunigt
sind, ist etwa gerade so groß wie die von
Atomen oder Elektronen, deren Temperatur
1000o C beträgt. Wenn man sich die Aufgabe
stellt, Kernprozesse dadurch anzuregen und
durchzuführen, daß man Stoffe niedriger Ord-
nungszahl hohen Temperaturen unterwirft, so
gelingt dies nur, wenn man die Temperatur so
hoch steigert, daß die kinetische Energie der
Atome oder Elektronen etwa gerade so groß ist,
wie zur Einleitung von Kernprozessen mit Hilfe
von durch elektrische Felder beschleunigten
Atomen oder Elektronen erforderlich wäre. Es
ist somit zur Einleitung derartiger Prozesse
eine Steigerung der Temperatur auf ungefähr
10 Millionen Grad Celsius erforderlich. [...]

Zur Herstellung des gleichzeitigen Auftretens
beider Vorgänge wird man den Vorgang der
Erzeugung des Vordrucks verhältnismäßig
langzeitig im Vergleich zu dem eigentlichen
Entladungsprozeß wählen. Wenn z.B. die
Dauer des Funkenentladungsvorganges etwa
10−6 Sek. beträgt, wird man die Dauer des
Vordrucks etwa zu 10−4 Sek. wählen.

Die Erzeugung des Vordrucks kann en-
tweder mit dem Verfahren nach Ramsauer, wo
Zeiten von ungefähr 10−4 Sek. gerade erreicht
werden können, vorgenommen werden oder
ebenfalls durch eine zweite länger dauernde
Entladung, die räumlich von der eigentlichen
Funkenentladung getrennt ist.

Zu ihrer Herstellung kann man sich mit
Vorteil einer schnellaufenden Dynamomaschine
bedienen, die durch Entnahme elektrischer
Energie in sehr kurzer Zeit abgebremst wird
und in Zeiten bis zu 1⁄10 Sek. Leistungen von der
Größenordnung 1 Million kW zu entnehmen
erlaubt.

The kinetic energy of atoms or electrons accel-
erated at about 0.13 volts is about the same as
that of atoms or electrons whose temperature
is 1000o C. If the task is to stimulate and carry
out nuclear processes by subjecting substances
of low atomic number to high temperatures,
this is only achieved by raising the temperature
so high that the kinetic energy of the atoms
or electrons is about the same as that for the
initiation of nuclear processes by means of
electrons accelerated by electric fields. Thus,
an increase of the temperature to about 10
million degrees Celsius is required to initiate
such processes. [...]

In order to produce the simultaneous oc-
currence of both processes, the process of
producing the preliminary pressure will be
selected relatively long in comparison with
the actual discharge process. If, for example,
the duration of the spark discharge process
is approximately 10−6 seconds, the duration
of the pre-pressurization will be chosen to be
about 10−4 seconds.

The pre-pressurization can be produced
either by means of the method of Ramsauer,
where times of approximately 10−4 seconds
can be achieved, or by a second longer-lasting
discharge which is spatially separated from the
actual spark discharge.

To establish the pre-pressurization, one
can advantageously use a high-speed dynamo
machine, which is decelerated by withdrawal
of electrical energy in a very short time and
in periods of up to 1⁄10 seconds, of the order of
magnitude of a million kilowatts.
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Die mit diesen Verfahren erzeugbaren Temper-
aturen und Drucke sollen nun erfindungsgemäß
angewendet werden zur Einleitung von Kern-
reaktionen. Hierfür kommen insbesondere
Elemente niederer Ordnungszahl in Betracht,
also Wasserstoff, schwerer Wasserstoff, Lithium
und Bor.

Die Reaktion, die mit den geringsten Hilf-
smitteln einzuleiten ist, ist die Reaktion eines
schweren Wasserstoffkernes mit einem anderen
schweren Wasserstoffkern. In diesem Falle
würde also entweder bei der Ramsauer Meth-
ode der Gewehrlauf, in den hineingeschossen
wird, mit Diplogengas gefüllt sein bzw. bei
dem Funkenverfahren würde die Entladung
in schwerem Wasser oder vielleicht einem
Kohlenwasserstoff, dessen Wasserstoffatome
aus schwerem Wasserstoff bestehen, stat-
tfinden. Hierbei bilden sich dann Neutronen,
die natürlich in üblicher Weise zur Erzeu-
gung radioaktiver Elemente verwendet werden
können. Es ist auch denkbar, daß Reaktionen
von dem Gas bzw. der Flüssigkeit mit Stoffen
der Kammerwand bzw. in der Flüssigkeit
suspendierter Teilchen eingeleitet werden. Es
sind aber bekanntlich zu allen Prozessen mit
Elementen höherer Ordnungszahl entsprechend
höhere Temperaturen notwendig.

Als weitere Reaktionen kommen in Frage
die Reaktion von Wasserstoff mit Lithium
und Bor. Wenn es gelingt, überhaupt einmal
so hohe Temperaturen zu erreichen, daß
Kernreaktionen in Gang kommen, so ist die
Möglichkeit gegeben, die aus diesen Reaktionen
frei werdenden Energien wieder zu benutzen,
um neue Stoffmengen auf die nötige Reaktion-
stemperatur zu bringen.

Im Falle des Arbeitens mit Gasen wird
es erforderlich sein, beträchtliche Drucke
anzuwenden.

The temperatures and pressures which can be
produced with these processes are now to be
used according to the invention for initiating
nuclear reactions. Particularly suitable for this
purpose are elements of low atomic number,
such as hydrogen, heavy hydrogen, lithium and
boron.

The reaction to be initiated with the slightest
aid is the reaction of a heavy hydrogen nucleus
with another heavy hydrogen nucleus. In this
case, therefore, either the Ramsauer method’s
gun barrel, into which one would shoot, would
be filled with deuterium gas, or the spark
would be discharged in heavy water, or perhaps
a hydrocarbon, the hydrogen atoms of which
are composed of heavy hydrogen. In this case,
neutrons are formed, which can, of course,
be used in a conventional manner to generate
radioactive elements. It is also conceivable
that reactions from the gas or the liquid are
introduced with substances of the chamber
wall or in the liquid of suspended particles.
However, as is known, correspondingly higher
temperatures are necessary for all processes
with elements of higher order number.

Further reactions are the reaction of hy-
drogen with lithium and boron. If it is possible
at all to reach such high temperatures as to
cause nuclear reactions to take place, the pos-
sibility exists of reusing the energies released
from these reactions in order to bring new
quantities of matter to the necessary reaction
temperature.

In the case of working with gases, it will
be necessary to apply considerable pressures.
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Bei Reaktionen oder Radioaktivitäten, die mit
der Emission schneller geladener Korpuskeln
verbunden sind, besteht die Möglichkeit, die
Energie dieser Teilchen auszunutzen, indem
man sie in einem Vakuumentladungsgefäß für
sehr hohe Spannungen, insbesondere einem
Ring oder Lamellenrohr, gegen ein elektrisches
Feld entsprechender Höhe anlaufen läßt. Als
besondere Anwendungsgebiete der Strahlun-
gen, die bei Kernreaktionen bzw. künstlicher
Radioaktivität auftreten, muß die Möglichkeit
der Wetterbeeinflussung durch Schaffung von
Kondensationskernen in Luft, insbesondere
vom Flugzeug aus, erwähnt werden. Dabei wird
es zweckmäßig sein, die Strahler in möglichst
großem Abstand vom Flugzeug zu halten
(durch Nachschleppen).

Außerdem kommen die Strahlungen von
den erwähnten und anderen Kernreaktionen
für medizinische Zwecke in Frage. Dabei wird
besonders eine schnelle Elektronenstrahlung
von Wert sein.

Da bekanntlich das Geschwindigkeitsspektrum
aller β-Strahlungen kontinuierlich ist und bis zu
sehr geringen Geschwindigkeiten herabreicht,
ist es erforderlich, für den erwähnten Zweck
eine solche Strahlenquelle immer in Verbindung
mit einer magnetischen Monochromatisierung-
seinrichtung zu verwenden.

Als wesentlichster Punkt kommt ganz all-
gemein die Gewinnung von Energie aus dem
Atomkern in Frage, indem man z.B. die
Wärmeentwicklung der auftretenden Strahlen
benutzt, um damit eine Wärmekraftmaschine
zu betreiben.

Hierbei ergibt sich die Möglichkeit, unter
Verzicht auf großen Nutzeffekt Maschinen mit
sehr großer Leistung pro Gewichtseinheit zu
bauen.

In the case of reactions or radioactivities
which are associated with the emission of fast
charged particles, it is possible to utilize the
energy of these particles by starting them in a
vacuum charging vessel for very high voltages,
in particular a ring or lamellar tube, against
an electric field of corresponding magnitude.
The possibility of influencing the weather by
the formation of condensation nuclei in air, in
particular from aircraft, must be mentioned
as special fields of application of the radi-
ation which occur during nuclear reactions
or artificial radioactivity. In this case, it will
be expedient to keep the radiators as far as
possible from the aircraft (by towing them).

In addition, the radiations from the men-
tioned and other nuclear reactions for medical
purposes come into question. A high-speed
electron beam will be of particular value.

Since, as is known, the velocity spectrum
of all beta-rays is continuous and runs down
to very low velocities, it is necessary for such a
purpose to always use such a radiation source
in conjunction with a magnetic monochromati-
zation device.

In general, the most important point is to
obtain energy from the atomic nucleus, for
example by using the heat produced by the
emitted rays in order to operate a heat engine.

This makes it possible to build machines
with both high efficiency and very high power
per unit of weight.
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Hartmut Kallmann and Ernst Kuhn. U.S. Patent 2,251,190. Method of Producing
Neutrons. Filed 16 March 1938. Issued 29 July 1941.

This invention relates to a method for the production of neutrons, particularly by the interaction
of deuterons.

In order to obtain neutrons with the aid of ions with relatively slight acceleration (for instance 300
kv.) the nuclear reaction

D + D = He3 + n (D.12)

is employed. The procedure in this connection is to bombard a layer containing heavy hydrogen
nuclei with heavy hydrogen ions or deuterons. For the layer containing hydrogen, use is often made
of ice, sal ammoniac, phosphoric acid and similar substances in which ordinary hydrogen is replaced
by heavy hydrogen. These layers very rich in hydrogen have the disadvantage that they conduct heat
and electricity poorly and are therefore easily destroyed by ionic bombardment. It would be better
if more resistant layers were used, for instance, metallic layers. That is possible, however, only when
metals that contain large amounts of dissolved or adsorbed hydrogen are employed. These are a few
such metals, but they have the disadvantage that they gradually give off hydrogen in the vacuum. It
would be still better therefore if substances could be used that contain hydrogen adsorbed only on
the surface or in a surface layer but give it off to the outside less easily. These substances placed in
the ion stream give only a small output of neutrons when impinged on vertically since the thickness
of the adsorbed hydrogen layer is very small in comparison with the range of the ions projected
into the metal. Nuclear processes can occur therefore only in a fractional portion of the path of
the ions. In case, however, the path of the ions is maintained as nearly as possible entirely within
the thin hydrogen layer, a large neutron output is obtained with the aid of these thin adsorbed
hydrogen layers.

A principal purpose of the invention is the provision of a highly efficient method for the production
of neutrons by the interaction of deuterons. According to the invention this is attained by allowing
the stream of ions to impinge on the layer at an angle—preferably in as grazing a manner as
possible.

The adsorption layer containing hydrogen need not consist of pure hydrogen. It might under certain
conditions be more advantageous if the adsorption layer consists of gases or vapors containing
hydrogen, for instance, methane or water. This is particularly satisfactory when these substances
are adsorbed especially strongly.

The body impinged on by the ions is preferably made of a substance that strongly adsorbs the
molecules containing heavy hydrogen and at the same time possesses only a slight retarding ca-
pacity for the impinging ions. Carbon and beryllium have been found useful for these reasons. It
is especially desirable to employ substances that adsorb the molecules containing hydrogen in as
thick a layer as possible. This can be accomplished for instance by using, as adsorption body, a
substance that is porous or roughened at least at the surface.

The surface of the adsorbing body is heated up by the energy of the impinging ions. In this
way the giving off of the adsorbed substance is promoted. It is, therefore, advisable to cool the
adsorbing body. This cooling has the advantage, moreover, that at low temperature the adsorbed
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layer adheres much more firmly. A reduction of the temperature of only 10oC., for instance from
20oC. room temperature to 10oC., can produce a considerable improvement. In many cases, it is
advisable to use solid carbon dioxide or even liquid air for the cooling.

The adsorbed layer can be produced in the usual way, for instance by taking up heavy hydrogen or
molecules containing heavy hydro gen from the surroundings, for instance from the gas chamber;
but it may also be produced by bombarding the surface with heavy hydrogen ions. It is advisable
to free the surface intended for the adsorption of heavy hydrogen as far as possible from other
adsorbed molecules, such as ordinary hydrogen, for example, by heating in vacuum.

The replacement of the hydrogen given off during the ion bombardment can be accomplished,
for instance, by simultaneous or subsequent bombardment with ions containing heavy hydrogen.
This bombardment can be accomplished, for instance, with advantage from a different direction,
for example, from the back or at a more acute angle from the front, than the bombardment for
producing neutrons. The replacement of the heavy hydrogen may be accomplished, for example,
by diffusion or by adsorption from the surroundings.

The principles of the invention are illustrated in the accompanying drawing in which:

Fig. l is a diagrammatic representation of apparatus embodying the principles of the invention; and

Fig. 2 is a partial diagrammatic representation of a modified embodiment of the invention.

In Fig. 1 a beam of high velocity ions of heavy hydrogen 14 is produced by the device described
in copending application Serial No. 234,504 of Kuhn and Kallmann, filed October 11, 1938. In
this device a beam of negative ions 4 generated at cathode 1 and focussed at 2 by electrode 16
is transformed into a beam of positive heavy hydrogen ions of increased velocity by means of
the transforming electrode 5, supported in space 3 by tube 7 and insulator 15. A low pressure is
maintained in 3 by means of a pump (not shown) connected at 8. A stream of heavy hydrogen is
supplied to channel 6 through tube 7. The high velocity beam of heavy hydrogen ions obtained in
this manner passes through apertured member 9 into cathode 10 where they impinge at a grazing
angle on the target 11. The high velocity heavy hydrogen ions in the beam react with heavy
hydrogen adsorbed on the surface of 11 to produce neutrons.

In the form shown in Fig. 2, a supply of heavy hydrogen is maintained on target 11 by diffusion
into 11 of a substance 13 containing heavy hydrogen which is maintained in capsule 12.
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Figure D.85: High-voltage tube for generating fusion neutrons from Kallmann and Kuhn’s U.S.
Patent 2,251,190.
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Hartmut Kallmann and Ernst Kuhn. U.S. Patent 2,288,717. Method for Investigation
of Substances with the Aid of Neutrons. Filed 10 March 1939. Issued 7 July 1942.

The present invention relates to improvements in methods of, and means for, investigating objects
or substances with the aid of neutrons.

It has already been suggested to investigate substances by depicting them with the aid of neutrons.
This investigation may be carried out by directing a beam of neutrons through the body or substance
under investigation and causing the neutrons that emerge from it to encounter a layer in which
heavy charged particles or electrons (+ and -) or gamma rays are produced under the action of the
impinging neutrons upon an element, contained in said layer, which is reactive toward neutrons.
These particles are in turn caused to act upon a layer of fluorescent material, or an adjacent
photographic layer or a combination thereof, thus depicting the investigated body or substance
visibly or photographically. Neutron reactive layers particularly suited for this purpose are, for
instance, such containing lithium or boron. In these two substances the following reactions take
place under the influence of the impinging neutrons:

1. n1
0 + Li63 = He4

2 + H3
1 (D.13)

2. n1
0 + B10

5 = Li73 + He4
2 (D.14)

In the lithium or lithium compounds existing in nature the contents of the effective Li63 amounts
only to about 10%, and in the boron and boron compounds existing in nature the contents of the
effective B10

5 amounts only to about 20%. The main mass of these elements consists of Li73, or B11
5 ,

respectively.

It is an object of the present invention to increase the sensitiveness of the above-mentioned method
of depicting objects by means of neutrons. Another object of the invention is to provide improved
means for depicting objects by means of neutrons.

This inventive object is attained by using as neutron reactive layer containing an element in which
the neutron reactive sort of isotopes is enriched beyond the proportion corresponding to the natural
distribution of this isotope in the respective element. Using the above mentioned special reactions
the neutron reactive sorts of isotopes being artificially enriched are Li63 or B10

5 . The enrichment
may be accomplished by any of the known methods for separating or concentrating isotopes, i.e.
diffusion, mass spectrograph, electrolysis and chemical processes.

With a given intensity of the neutron radiation the number of the emitted heavy particles and
therewith the blackening of the photographic plate, or the excitation of the fluorescent screen
respectively, is determined not by the thickness of the intermediate layer, but by the range of
the heavy particles liberated from said layer if the thickness of said intermediate layer is larger
than said range. The number of the heavy particles emitted per neutron is the greatest if within
a layer adjacent to the surface the thickness of which corresponds to the range as many neutrons
as possible cause the emission of heavy particles by collision with neutron reactive atomic nuclei.
As in general within a layer the thickness of which being equal to the range of said particles only a
small fraction of the neutrons passing through liberate heavy particles, it is extremely important, as
regards the output, to provide in said layer as many neutron reactive atomic nuclei as possible. An
increase of the number of the neutron reactive atomic nuclei is obtained, by artificially enriching the
intermediate element with Li63 or B10

5 , respectively, beyond the proportion of its natural distribution
in the respective element.
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This method can advantageously be used also in connection with intermediate layers which do
not emit heavy particles, but which emit electrons or gamma rays under the action of impinging
neutrons, if the mixture of isotopes of the respective element, as existing in nature, is not the
most favorable one for one of said neutron reactions. Therefore, the present improved method
is not restricted to boron and lithium, but it will prove advantageous with every other neutron
reactive element if only a fraction of all neutrons passing through the neutron-reactive layer is
being absorbed in it, or if very thin neutron-reactive layers are used, or if the neutrons in the
neutron-reactive layer are also absorbed by atomic nuclei which only contribute very little to the
blackening of the photographic layer, or to the excitation of the fluorescent screen respectively
by the emission of particles or gamma rays. The present improved method becomes particularly
important if the neutron reactive element is applied as an emulsion upon the photographic layer
or upon the fluorescent screen. Such emulsions are able to contain a small concentration of the
neutron reactive element only. If, therefore the element contained in the emulsion is artificially
enriched with the effective sort of isotopes beyond the proportion of its nature distribution in the
respective element, an extraordinarily great increase of the sensitiveness can be attained.

Also neutron reactive layers containing cadmium may be used in which the cadmium is artificially
enriched with its active isotope beyond the proportion corresponding to its natural distribution in
cadmium. The isotope of cadmium to be used in each instance depends upon the neutron energy
employed. The choice is made by observing which gives the greatest effect.

The accompanying drawing is a diagrammatic representation of an embodiment of the invention.
The neutron beam 2 emitted by the neutron source 1 passes through the investigated substance
or body 3. The emerging neutrons 4 impinge upon the neutron reactive layer 5 which is enriched
with the effective sort of isotopes beyond the proportion corresponding to its natural distribution
in the respective elements. In this layer 5 the neutrons liberate charged particles or gamma rays
which energize the adjacent layer 6 which consists of fluorescent or photo-sensitive material thus
producing a visible or photographic image of the investigated substance or body 3.

[The patents of Kallmann and Kuhn are directly relevant to high-voltage fusion neutron initia-
tors for fission bombs, but also to neutron imaging, analysis of materials, well logging, etc. These
technologies have had wide-reaching influence from the postwar period to the modern world. In con-
nection to nuclear weapons, note that in March 1939 Kallmann and Kuhn specifically described:

• The reaction n1
0 + Li63 → He4

2 + H3
1, half of the Jetter cycle (p. 2666 of this appendix).

• The need to enrich the lithium-6 isotope from naturally occurring lithium, as Alfred Klemm
did in 1942–1943 (p. 2662).

See also numerous other related patents by Kallmann and Kuhn, such as:

U.S. Patent 2,219,033. Method and Device for Generating a Beam of Ions of High Velocity. Filed
21 October 1937. Issued 22 October 1940.

U.S. Patent 2,188,115. Investigation of Materials with Neutrons. Filed 25 March 1937. Issued 23
January 1940.

How far did Kallmann and Kuhn or others take these technologies during the war? Note that
Kallmann and Kuhn worked for AEG in Berlin.]
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G-367. Wolfgang Ferrant. Proposal for a New Method of Releasing Nuclear Energy
by a Beam of Heavy Particles. 1945. pp. 23–24, 35.

2. THE PROBLEM OF KEEPING THE WORK OF IONIZATION AT A MINIMUM

However, the choice is in fact restricted to lithium, the latter being a substance which does not
carry more than three enveloping electrons. Moreover, the lithium readily combines with heavy
hydrogen to form a hydride: LiD. The compound, that is the lithium D hydride, contains a total
of only four electrons, so that the total work of ionization is, at worst, only a small amount.

All aside from other considerations, lithium D hydride is well suited as the choice of substance both
for the “large particles” and for the recipient substance, not only because heavy hydrogen partic-
ipates in the atomic reaction, but also because the lithium, likewise, participates. The following
reactions are to be anticipated: 2

1D(d,n)3
2He; 2

1D(d,p)3
1H and 6

3Li(d,p)7
3Li; 6

3Li(d,α)4
2He; 7

3Li(d,n)4
2He.

There occurs in the reaction area a formation of charged particles α, p, but also a formation of
neutrons that can easily split off. Our method, therefore, results directly in the creation of a source
of neutrons of greatest intensity. [...]

If the purpose is to obtain energy alone, the neutrons formed will be utilized in splitting the uranium
atom; and in that manner extraordinary amounts of energy will be liberated, as a first product, by
way of the neutrons.

The lithium-D-hydride, recipient, therefore, will be surrounded by a coat of uranium.

Quite possibly a special advantage could be obtained by adding a quantity of uranium D compound
to the “large particles” and to the recipient mass; because in this manner a considerable amount
of energy will be given off by uranium fragments located within the reaction area, and this state of
affairs might possibly result in further increases of temperature within the reaction area. [...]

4. SELF HEATING

Under this subject it will be necessary to distinguish between two types of cases: Self heating of
the reaction area, and self heating in the reaction field outside the reaction area proper.

1) If a very great number of atomic reactions comes about within the reaction area itself, the
particles charged as a result of these reactions (α, p) will produce heat within the reaction area,
increasing the latter’s temperature until the entire material within the reaction area is consumed.

2) The alpha rays and protons of high energy resulting from the atomic reactions will pass through
the reaction area, penetrating to the latter’s “wall;” and they will penetrate much more deeply
than the D and Li atoms, since the alpha rays and protons are much richer in energy.

If the alpha, p particles occur in such large numbers about the environs of the reaction area become
ionized and heated, there will be formed an external reaction zone within which atomic reactions
may likewise occur. Finally, the outer reaction zone will assume such dimensions that even the
alpha rays and protons forming the reactions no longer leave that zone, and are compelled by the
magnetic field to move along circular paths.

If an external reaction zone of this nature is developed, there will result an explosion of the entire
LiD mass, since the external reaction zone is capable of enlarging itself on the strength of its own
energy production.
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[Wolfgang Ferrant wrote this report after the war, apparently at the behest of the U.S. Alsos
Mission. The report seems to have been based on wartime work that Ferrant conducted, participated
in, or was aware of, and he complained in this report that he did not have access to any wartime
documents in order to more accurately reconstruct the scientific details.

In writing this report, Ferrant appears to have censored himself and/or to have been censored
by U.S. officials. The report primarily focused on proposed methods for controlled fusion reactors
using magnetic confinement, and it was amazingly prescient on that topic. However, the report also
touched on applications to nuclear explosives, and its insights in that direction were extraordinary.
Specifically, the report described:

• Using lithium deuteride as a storable solid fusion fuel with excellent physics properties.

• Harnessing a number of fusion reactions that can occur within the lithium deuteride fuel. Fer-
rant omitted the 6

3Li(n,α)3
1H reaction from his list, likely either because he wrote this report

without access to any wartime papers or because he was censored or self-censored. Nonethe-
less, his colleagues at AEG, Hartmut Kallmann and Ernst Kuhn, filed a patent featuring that
reaction in 1939 (p. 2645), so the reaction presumably would have been known to Ferrant.

• Initiating fusion reactions in the lithium deuteride by creating sufficiently high initial tem-
peratures and pressures in the fuel.

• Creating an explosive chain reaction in which fusion reactions within a small region of the
lithium deuteride produce enough radiation, heat, and pressure to generate fusion reactions
in surrounding regions of the lithium deuteride.

• Producing large amounts of high-energy fusion neutrons from reactions in the lithium deu-
teride.

• Surrounding the lithium deuteride with a layer of uranium that would absorb the fusion
neutrons, undergo fission reactions, and greatly increase the total energy that is released.

• Utilizing the fission reactions in the uranium to increase the heat and pressure and therefore
the fusion reaction rate in the lithium deuteride.

All of these details are directly relevant for producing a hydrogen bomb. Ferrant’s report demon-
strates that all of these details were known and being actively utilized in wartime Germany.

What exactly did Ferrant do during the war? During the early part of the war, he worked at AEG in
Berlin, alongside Hartmut Kallmann and Ernst Kuhn. In this report, he referenced a letter he had
written in Linz in September 1945, so he apparently was working in Austria at the end of the war.
Where and with whom did he work? AEG had its own “Bauleitung” (construction directorate) at
St. Georgen/Gusen near Linz, and St. Georgen may have been involved in nuclear work (p. 2465).
Did Ferrant work or visit there during the war?

Did Ferrant tell U.S. officials anything that is not in this report? Did he write an uncensored, more
highly classified version of this report, or divulge more details in classified interrogations?

After the war, where did Ferrant work, and what did he work on?

Can additional information be located in archives, and declassified if necessary?]
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G-76. G. von Droste. The Absorption Cross Section of Boron and Lithium for Thermal
Neutrons. 1941.

Boron absorption cross section = 545 barns. Lithium = 55.6 barns.

G-298. Karl G. Zimmer and Otto Peter. Radiobiological Investigations with Fast Neu-
trons. 1944.

Biological effects were compared with 180 kV x-ray and Li + D fast neutron total body irradiations
on blood, haemopoietic organs and male gonads of rats. Fast neutrons cause noticeable radiation
injuries with much smaller dosages than x rays. Effects of intensity of radiation could not be detected
in the range of fast neutrons investigated. Secondary radiation injuries in the blood were found for
prolonged periods after radiation and speedy recovery after irradiation with neutrons cannot be
expected. Urgency of further investigations and determinations of tolerance dosages are emphasized
in the interest of personnel working in nuclear physics installations.

G-303. Walter Herrmann, Georg Hartwig, Heinz Rackwitz, Walter Trinks, and H.
Schaub. Experiments on Initiation of Nuclear Reactions by Explosives.

Experiments were conducted with the aim to increase the effect of explosions by using the gas
velocity of the explosive to initiate nuclear reactions. Small cones of deuteroparaffin were set into
the base of trinitrotoluol cylinders. The shock waves of the explosive were expected to accelerate
the D atoms of the deuteroparaffin and collision of D atoms to produce neutrons. Ag indicators
were put below the paraffin cones for detection of the activities. Theoretical investigations show
that the expected effect could not take place since the energy of explosion gas is not applicable for
the purpose.

[This was one of the Schumann-Trinks implosion experiments, tested using fusion fuel but no fission
fuel (at least not yet).]
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G-387. Siemens & Halske Corporation. Cost Estimates for the 1000 kV Neutron Gen-
erator for the University of Vienna. 1941–1942.

Blueprints, photographs, and cost estimates for a neutron generator for the Institute of Radioac-
tivity Research of the University of Vienna are included in this report.

Research Work Undertaken by the German Universities and Technical High Schools for
the Bevollmaechtigter fuer Hochfrequenztechnik; Independent Research on Associated
Subjects [CIOS XXXI-2 p. 74, AFHRA A5188 frame 1731]

[...]

II. PROF. SIZOO of the VRIJE UNIVERSITEIT AMSTERDAM supplied the following informa-
tion regarding BUTCHER:

BUTCHER’S early work was on light alloys and he had been making X ray investigations. PROF.
VON STOKAR, the former German head of Education in APELDOORN had told Prof. SIZOO
that BUTCHER was working in Holland because a very important institute in Germany had been
bombed (thought to be an S.S. institute) and BUTCHER apparently had great plans for rebuilding
this institute in Doetinchem. STOKAR also said that BUTCHER was working under the auspices
of a research organization controlled by GÖRING. When asked about the nature of the work,
STOKAR would give very little information but did say to Prof. SIZOO “Das hängt mit neuem
Waffen zusammen” (It has to do with new weapons). When asked by Prof. SIZOO why his Neutron
generator must be taken by BUTCHER, STOKAR had inferred that the Germans were getting
as many of these generators as they could; he also said that the installation of Prof. JOLIOT
in PARIS (Mme. Curie Laboratory) was being used by the Germans, mentioned installations in
COLOGNE and BERLIN and also said that two Neutron generators working with 1,000,000 Volts
had been made in HAMBURG (MÜLLER factory) but one of them had been destroyed. Prof.
SIZOO was impressed by the fact that STOKAR—a classical scholar—should know so much about
the distribution of these equipments in Europe, and concluded that the S.S. placed high importance
on obtaining Neutron generators.

[...] It was suggested by Prof. SIZOO that information regarding the attitude of the S.S. to the
subject generally and also further information on what has been done in producing NEUTRON
and CYCLOTRON generators could be obtained from the former Chief of the Röntgen dept. of
PHILIPS, Dr. BOUWERS now with the OPTISCHE INDUSTRIE, OUDE DELFT.

DATE OF ASSESSMENT 14 May 1945.

ASSESSOR’S (NAME’S) F.W. Trenouth, Capt. REME. Army Group 21.
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Visit to Eindhoven, Holland, October 1944 [CIOS X-13 Appendix B, AFHRA A5188
frames 2120–2121]

Developments in Germany of Radiological Apparatus and Applications

Very little real information was known at Philips, Eindhoven, Holland, or in German occupied
countries but the following points were notes as being potentially interesting: [...]

3. Dr. Böttcher, Research Station at Doetinchem, Holland, is stated to have collected ultra-high
voltage X-ray apparatus up to 5 million volts.

4. F. Kirchner (Köln) is reported to have built a 5 million volt Van de Graaff machine.

5. Mattauch & Hahn, Kaiser Wilhelm Institut (Berlin-Dahlem) are said to have built similar ma-
chines.

The same Institute is reputed to have in operation a 2 million volt Müller Cascade generator.

6. K.W. Institut für Hirnforschung (Berlin Buch)

Dr. Karl Zimmer is known to have been working on a neutron generator of 600 k.v. and in one of
his laboratories there was seen in July, 1943, a few boxes (20 x 30 x 30 cms) filled with Uranium.

It is not known whether any work was done on the separation of isotopes of Uranium.

7. Dr. W. Heisenberg, Siemens, Berlin Dahlem, said to have built special H.T. plant.

8. Dr. W. Bothe, Heidelberg & Dr. G. Herk, Siemens-Gesellschaft said to be operating several cy-
clotrons.

9. Dr. K. Clusius, Breslau, said to be engaged on the problem of separating isotopes of Uranium.
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Fritz Houtermans. Letter to Werner Czulius. 28 November 1944. AMPG, I. Abt. Rep.
34, Nr. 53, Bl. 1–2 [Nagel 2012a, pp. 639–640].

[...] Das beste ist zweifellos möglichst weit hin-
aus zu messen und mit 0,105 oder 0,106 zu ex-
trapolieren. Den Bakkerschen Wert halte ich
für zu niedrig. Ich sprach auch mit Bothe
kürzlich über die Frage, wie weit, sich der Ab-
fall von Acr

2 bei grossen Entfernungen durch
eine Exponentialfunktion approximieren lässt,
und er sagte mir, dass er durch Rechnung ge-
funden habe, dass sich bei komplexem Spek-
trum schliesslich ein Wert von B einstellt, der
wohl durch die freie Weglänge der schnell-
sten Neutronen bedingt isst, aber nur sehr
langsam, d.h. bei sehr grossen Entfernungen. Es
ist eben wie immer bei mehreren Exponential-
funktionen, z.B. beim radioaktiven Zerfall von
2 Körpern mit kurzer und langer H.W. Zeit,
nur meinte er, es gehe hier noch langsamer.
Welchen Wert sie für die Fluoridquelle nehmen
sollen, weiss ich nicht, denn ich habe mit einer
solchen Quelle nicht gearbeitet. Wenn Sie es
nicht selbst messen können, würde ich aus den
Tuve-Hafsad-Werten künstlicher Quellen einen
aussuchen der einem primären Neutronenspek-
trum mit ungefähr ähnlicher oberer Grenze (ich
glaube D+D, nach vorne, käme ungefähr hin)
entspricht bezw. extrapolieren. Für Li + D
haben wir 1/B = 10,8 cm gefunden, auch nach
vorne, also ziemlich dasselbe, wie für Ra+Be,
woraus man sieht, dass die Energieabhangigkeit
nicht sehr viel ausmacht. Man wird also sicher
auch für CaF2 mit einem geeigneten inter-
polierten Wert rechnen dürfen. [...]

[...] The best is undoubtedly to measure as far
as possible and to extrapolate it with 0.105 or
0.106. Bakker’s value I think is too low. I also
talked with Bothe about the question of how far
the decay of Acr

2 can be approximated by an
exponential function at great distances, and he
told me that for a complex spectrum he had cal-
culated a value of B, which is probably due to
the free path of the fastest neutrons, but only
very slowly, i. e. at very great distances. It is
just as always with several exponential func-
tions, e.g. in the radioactive decay of two bodies
with short and long half lives, he just meant,
it was slower. I do not know which value you
should take for the source of fluoride, because
I have not worked with such a source. If you
cannot measure it yourself, I have chosen one
from the Tuve-Hafsad values of artificial sources
which extrapolating corresponds to a primary
neutron spectrum with a similar upper limit (I
believe D+D, forward, approximately). For Li
+ D, we have found 1/B = 10.8 cm, also for-
ward, which is quite the same as for Ra+Be,
which shows that the energy dependence does
not matter very much. Thus, CaF2 may also be
expected to have a suitable interpolated value.
[...]

[This document appears to demonstrate that scientists in Germany had been routinely using deu-
terium + deuterium and lithium + deuterium fusion reactions (presumably in high-voltage tubes)
as neutron sources for experiments during the war; they are casually mentioned alongside a much
more conventional radium+beryllium neutron source. For producing neutrons, the lithium reaction
would have been lithium-7 + deuterium → neutron + 2 helium-4 (alpha) particles.

A high-voltage tube containing such fusion fuel would make a good neutron initiator in a fission
bomb and is apparently described in Ilyichev’s March 1945 intelligence report on a German fission
implosion bomb design; see pp. 2722 and 3016.

From unclassified references on nuclear weapons designs, lithium deuteride makes excellent fusion
fuel in H bombs or can be used at the center of a fission bomb to provide a fusion neutron boost
to greatly increase the fission efficiency and explosive yield.]
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G-378. Georg Stetter. Technische Energiegewinnung mit Hilfe von Kernreaktionen.
FA 002/0762. Deutsches Museum Archive, Munich. This early 1939 draft of a patent
application covered both fusion and fission reactions. A key section on fusion is given
below. In reviewing this patent draft, Karl Wirtz raised concerns that the fusion claims
were too similar to Brasch and Lange’s German Patent 662036 [AMPG 34/29]. The
final patent application deleted the fusion claims and polished the fission claims (see
p. 2347).

In der Durchführung haben wir im wesentlichen
zu unterscheiden zwischen den Auslösung von
Kernreaktionen durch ionisierende, das sind
rasch bewegte geladene Teilchen, und der
analogen Wirkung von (ungeladenen) Neu-
tronen. Im ersten Falle kommt es darauf an,
den bei der Ionisierung eintretenden Energiev-
erlust zu vermeiden, das heißt, die gesamte
von den Einzelteilchen abgegebene Energie
muß dem System erhalten bleiben, um als
Geschwindigkeit anderer Teilchen (Kerne),
zumindest in der Hauptsache, für weitere
Kernreaktionen ausgenützt zu werden. Dies
wird ermöglicht durch höchste räumliche
und zeitliche Konzentrationen des Vorganges;
derselbe muß also auf kleinem Volumen und
annähernd adiabatisch geführt werden, weil die
sich einstellende sehr hohe Temperatur nur auf
ganz kurze Zeit bestehen kann. Als Beispiel
wird eine Hochspannungskondensatorent-
ladung durch hochkomprimiertes Deuteriumgas
genannt: energiereiche, kurzzeitige Entladung
(etwa Stoßspannung von 1 Million Volt), kleine
Elektroden von geringer Wärmekapazität,
allenfalls auch aus zertrümmerbarem Material,
Entladevolumen von einigen mm Ausdehnung
bei solchem Druck, daß sich die entstehenden
ionisierenden Teilchen (H1, H3, He3) praktisch
totlaufen. Die Anordnung ergibt eine Explosion
von enormer Energieentwicklung; ein langsames
Abbrennen ist allerdings nicht möglich, weil,
wie schon angedeutet, Temperaturen, bei denen
diese Reaktionen noch ausreichend eintreten,
nicht auf längere Zeiten aufrechterhalten wer-
den können.

An eine erweiterte technische Anwendung
wäre etwa durch periodisch aufeinander
folgende Explosionen zu denken.

In the main we have to differentiate between
the induction of nuclear reactions by ionizing,
that is rapidly moving charged particles, and
the analogous effect of (uncharged) neutrons.
In the first case, it is important to avoid the
loss of energy occurring during ionization, that
is, the total energy released by the individual
particles must be retained by the system, as
speed of other particles (nuclei), at least in
the main, for further nuclear reactions to be
exploited. This is made possible by highest
spatial and temporal concentrations of the
process; the same must therefore be performed
on a small volume and approximately adi-
abatic, because the very high temperature
condition can exist only for a very short
time. As an example, a high-voltage capacitor
discharge by highly compressed deuterium gas
is considered: high-energy, short-term discharge
(about 1 million volts surge), small electrodes
of low heat capacity, if necessary also from
fissile material, discharge volume of a few mm
expansion at such pressure that the resulting
ionizing particles (H1, H3, He3) practically run
into each other. The arrangement results in an
explosion of tremendous energy development;
However, a slow burning off is not possible
because, as already indicated, temperatures at
which these reactions still sufficiently occur
cannot be maintained for longer periods of
time.

An advanced technical application would
be to think about successive periodical explo-
sions.
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Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, Department of the Army, Washington, DC. Lintner, Karl
Rudolf Josef. Undated but apparently 1951. [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box 103,
Folder Lintner, Karl]

According to information received in Aug 1949 from an untested source, one Dr. Karl LINTNER
was assistant to Prof Karl PRZIBAM at the Second Institute of Physics in Vienna. Source declared
PRZIBAM to be pro-Russian and believed without being sure that he was in Moscow early 1949.
PRZIBAM had been carrying out infra-red research for the Russians. During the war, the nuclear
physicists of the Second Institute of Physics in Vienna engaged in a research project of releasing high
amounts of energy through nuclear reactions of the lithium hydrite crystal *Li H*. The research
was carried out mainly by Dr. Karl LINTNER under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Georg K. F.
STETTER. The project failed because according to source, it was impossible to procure strong
enough electrodes and equipment sufficiently resistant to heat.

[What lithium and hydrogen isotopes and what reactions did Stetter’s group consider? Did they
originate the “Jetter cycle” (see p. 2666)?]

Robert A. Snedeker, CIC Sub-Det “C” (Vienna). Agent Report. Dr. Georg Stetter’s
Patent Concerning Production of Atomic Energy, Technical Intelligence, Vienna. 29
September 1953. [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-134B, Box 749, Folder 23 Nov 95 Georg
Stetter XA001081]

On 23 September 1953, Dr. Karl Lintner, Second Physical Institute of the University of Vienna,
was interviewed by Informant 1063 and stated the following:

Source [Lintner] was Dr. Georg STETTER’s assistant in the Second Physical Institute during
World War II, when STETTER was working on the splitting of the lithium nucleus. STETTER
intended to have certain processes patented, in connection with splitting nuclei, but Source is
unaware of the result of this intention. All of STETTER’s research material and notes fell into the
hands of the Soviets in 1945 and to Source’s knowledge STETTER has not concerned himself with
nuclear research since that date. Source considers STETTER the best nuclear physicist in Austria.
STETTER, before obtaining a position with the Second Physical Institute, University of Vienna,
was affiliate with the United Austrian Iron and Steel Works and the Austrian Nitrogen Works.

[Note that Stetter applied or intended to apply for a patent on his fusion approaches. Was that just
the deleted early 1939 patent sections on p. 2653, or did he write additional, more detailed patent
drafts? Can any of his group’s material be found in Russian archives?]
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Russian Department of the Archives of the State Cooperation of Atomic Energy
(OOFR), Österreich 2, pp. 302–304, Gutachten von Kokin zur Annotation einer Aus-
sage von Dr. Rober [Kober], 21 August 1945.

Prof. Stetter aus Wien, der sich mit dem
Zerfall des Kernes von Lithium-Hydrid [...]
beschäftige, hat entdeckt, dass diese Reak-
tion nicht stabil ist, das heisst, dass sie sich
nach dem Anfang automatisch weiter fortsetzt,
dabei wird eine ausserordentlich grosse En-
ergie des Kernes freigesetzt, und die ganze Ver-
suchseinrichtung explodiert (Versuch auf dem
Erprobungsgelände). Prof. Bethe schätzt diese
Reaktion als Quelle der Sonnenenergie ein,
außerdem bringt diese Reaktion eine Wende in
der Technik der Sprengstoffe, weil die Stärke
der Explosion 106-mal größer ist als bei Ni-
troglyzerin. Diese Reaktion wurde in vielen In-
stituten untersucht, unter Teilnahme der Pro-
fessoren Gerlach und Tomaschek—in München.
Prof. Stetter aus Wien hat eine Theorie en-
twickelt, dass diese Reaktion bei der Temper-
atur 106 oC beginnen soll. Falls diese Theorie
richtig ist, ist eine Versuchsanlage, die diese En-
ergie zum praktischen Zweck benutzen darf, le-
icht zu bauen. [...] Dr. Rober [Kober] bittet um
Erlaubnis, such damit zu beschäftigen und wies
darauf hin, dass AEG schon einige Patente in
dieser Frage hat.

Prof. Stetter from Vienna, who is concerned
with the disintegration of the nucleus of lithium
hydride, has discovered that this reaction is not
stable, that is, that it continues automatically
after the beginning; exceptionally large energy
of the nucleus is released, and the whole ex-
perimental facility explodes (experiment at the
test site). Prof. Bethe regards this reaction as a
source of solar energy. In addition, this reaction
brings about a change in the technique of explo-
sives because the strength of the explosion is 106

times greater than in the case of nitroglycerin.
This reaction was studied in many institutes,
with the participation of professors Gerlach and
Tomaschek—in Munich. Prof. Stetter from Vi-
enna has developed a theory that this reaction
should begin at the temperature of 106 oC. If
this theory is correct, a test facility that can
use this energy for practical purposes is easy to
build. [...] Dr. Rober [Kober] asks permission to
do so, and pointed out that AEG has already
patented this issue.

[Again, which specific isotopes and reactions were considered? The general description sounds like
the autocatalytic Jetter cycle (p. 2666). What experiments were done? What were the “many
institutes” that also participated in this research? What exactly did Walther Gerlach and Rudolf
Tomaschek do? Kober was known as a radar expert—what if any involvement with nuclear research
did he have before or after the war? The existing AEG patent was that of Brasch and Lange (p.
2638).]
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Immigration of Austrian Scientists to Soviet Zone. [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-134A,
Box 31, Folder 02/006 430]

K SCHINTLMEISTER, Dr Josef Peter—USSR. Born 15 June 1908. Nuclear physicist. Listed on
National Scientific Intelligence Requirements—Nuclear Energy—USSR, 23 July 1947. Reportedly
anti-communist and had requested that be brought into contact with British. Released as Chief of
Physics Institute because of NSDAP membership. Formerly associated with [Gustav] ORTNER,
[Georg] STETTER, [Josef] MATTAUCH, [Werner] CZULIUS, and [Willibald] JENTSCHKE. Dur-
ing war, succeeded in isolating Transuranen to Transuranen 104. In summer of 1945, subject with
other members of Radium Institute, fled to Thumersbach. In 1946 he accepted Soviet employment
and was taken to Moscow. In September 1948 he reportedly contacted JOLIOT CURIE on problem
of extracting plutonium. Censorship intercept indicates subject is currently interested in lithium
hydride bombs, originally begun with STETTER.

[If Josef Schintlmeister really produced and identified transuranic elements through element 104
during the war, that long predates the recognized historical achievement of that milestone in 1969
in the United States. What evidence is this based on, and can it still be found? If transuranic
elements were produced, was that in a cyclotron, a fission reactor, or by other methods?]

Friedrich Berkei. 1944 (probably). Page from laboratory notebook [Karlsch 2005, p.
330].

[This document is shown on the following page. Friedrich Berkei was a member of Kurt Diebner’s
research group. Virtually all of the rest of Berkei’s notes were taken away from him after the war.
This surviving page shows an amazingly comprehensive list of fusion reactions.]
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Figure D.86: Friedrich Berkei. 1944 (probably). Page from laboratory notebook systematically list-
ing fusion reactions. [Courtesy of Rainer Karlsch]
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Hans Thirring. 1946. Die Geschichte der Atombombe. Vienna: Neues Österreich. pp.
130–134, 138–139.

Es liegt deswegen die Idee nahe, ob man nicht
die so schwer herstellbaren und deswegen
immer nur in geringen Mengen zur Verfügung
stehenden Stoffe U-235 and Plutonium in
irgendeiner Weise “strecken” könnte, oder
ob man nicht die bisherige Atombombe als
eine Art “Zündpille” zur Einleitung weiterer
Kernprozesse an anderen Stoffen verwenden
könnte. [...]

Die Energie, die dem gestoßenen Deuteron
verliehen wird, beträgt allerdings nur einen
kleinen Bruchteil, höchstens etwa 1/25 der
Energie des ursprünglichen Sprengstückes, aber
diese Energie kann immerhin groß genug sein,
damit das getroffene Deuteron, wenn es mit
einem anderen Deuteron zusammenstößt, mit
diesem die sogenannte d-d-Reaktion ausführt,
die durch die Gleichung gegeben ist

The idea is therefore whether one might not
be able in any way to “stretch” the substances
U-235 and plutonium, which are so difficult to
produce and therefore can only be produced
in small quantities, or whether one might not
be able to use the original atomic bomb as a
kind of “sparkplug” to initiate further nuclear
processes in other substances. [...]

The energy given to the destroyed deuteron is,
however, only a small fraction, at most about
1/25 of the energy of the original explosive, but
this energy can still be large enough for the
deuteron to fuse when it collides with another
deuteron, in the so-called d-d reaction, which
is given by the equation

2
1H (d, n) 3

2He

In Worten ausgedrückt: zwei Deuteronen stoßen
zusammen (daher der Name d-d-Reaktion) und
vereinigen sich zu dem Heliumisotop 3

2He,
während gleichzeitig ein Neutron ausgestoßen
wird. [...]

Eine andere Substanz, in der gegebenen-
falls auch durch Zündung mittels einer
Atombombe ein thermischer Kernkettenprozeß
hervorgerufen werden könnte, ist das Lithi-
umhydrid (LiH), in dem sich bei einer Tem-
peratur von Milliarden Graden der folgende
Prozeß abspielen könnte

Expressed in words: two deuterons collide
(hence the name d-d reaction) and fuse to form
the helium isotope 3

2He, while a neutron is
simultaneously emitted. [...]

Another substance, in which a thermal
nuclear chain reaction could be induced by
an atom bomb, is lithium hydride (LiH), in
which the following process can take place at a
temperature of billions of degrees

7
3Li (p, α) 4

2He
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Die Gleichung bedeutet: Beim Aufprall eines
Protons auf einen Lithiumkern 7

3Li entsteht
ein Zwischenkern der Masse 8 und der Ladung
4, der in zwei mit großer Wucht auseinander-
fliegende α-Teilchen zerfällt.

[...] die Energie, die man durch Bildung
von Helium aus LiH gewinnen kann, fast
dreimal so groß wie die bei der Kernspaltung
aus der gleichen Menge von U-235 erzeugte.
Dabei ist nun Lithium ein gar nicht so
seltenes Element, so daß man in einer “Su-
peratombombe” ungefähr ebensoviel Tonnen
Lithiumhydrid verwenden könnte, als man jetzt
Kilogramm Plutonium verwendet, derart, daß
sich eine Wirkung ergäbe, die wiederum einige
tausendmal gegenüber der bisher bekannten
gesteigert werden könnte. Gott gnade jenem
Lande, über dem eine Sechstonnenbombe von
Lithiumhydrid zur Explosion gebracht wird!

Sofern die Idee überhaupt realisierbar ist,
würde in solch einer Superatombombe die
bisherige Uranbombe oder Plutoniumbombe
nur die Rolle einer “Zündpille” spielen. [...]

The equation means that when a proton collides
with a lithium nucleus 7

3Li, an intermediate
nucleus of mass 8 and charge 4 is formed,
which breaks up into two alpha particles which
separate with great energy.

The energy which can be obtained by the
formation of helium from LiH is almost three
times as great as that produced by nuclear
fission from the same quantity of U-235. In
this case, lithium is not a rare element, so
that in a “super atom bomb” it would be
possible to use on the order of tons of lithium
hydride compared to kilograms of plutonium
[for fission], in such a way as to produce an
effect several thousand times as large as before.
God have mercy on the country over which
a six-ton bomb of lithium hydride is made to
explode!

If the idea is realizable at all, the former
uranium bomb or plutonium bomb would only
play the role of a sparkplug in such a super
atom bomb. [...]

[Thirring was correct that lithium hydride would make an excellent solid fuel for a hydrogen bomb,
and that such a bomb could be thousands of times more powerful than a fission bomb (megatons
instead of kilotons of explosive yield). However, the specific isotopes and reaction that he proposed
(7Li + 1H) are too difficult to use for fusion, because of the strong repulsion between the three
positive charges in the lithium nucleus and the one positive charge in the hydrogen nucleus.

By using 6Li, 2H (deuterium), and two coupled nuclear reactions, the Jetter cycle (p. 2666) avoids
that problem. Did scientists consider that possibility during the war?

Note that Thirring gave an extremely specific example of a fusion bomb: “a six-ton bomb of lithium
hydride.” Thirring was in direct contact with scientists who worked in the wartime German nuclear
program. Why did he choose such a specific mass for a fusion bomb? Was there wartime work
on a six-ton lithium hydride (lithium deuteride?) bomb? Immediately after the war, several other
scientists and engineers mentioned wartime work on a mysterious six-ton bomb–see pp. D.2.4–
D.2.4.]
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[...] Man weiß seit fast einem Vierteljahrhun-
dert, daß es α-strahlende Substanzen gibt, die
etwas anderes sind als die bekannten α-Strahler
der drei radioaktiven Familien. Sehr einge-
hende Messungen mit verfeinerten Appareten
sind am Physikalischen Institut der Wiener
Universität und am Wiener Radiuminstitut
vorgenommen worden und ergaben, daß es eine
ganze Gruppe von sieben neuen α-Strahlern
mit verschiedener Reichweite gibt, die bisher
keinem Isotop irgendeines der bekannten Ele-
mente zwischen Nr. 1 und Nr. 92 zugeschrieben
werden konnten. Es ist einer Wiener Forscher-
gruppe, die aus den Herren Schintlmeis-
ter, Jentschke, Brukl, Hernegger und Frl.
Hilbert besteht, gelungen, aus Zinkblende und
aus anderen sulfidischen Erzen die α-Strahler
anzureichern, aber die gewonnenen Mengen
sind noch nicht groß genug, um mit Hilfe
von Röntgen-spektralaufnahmen die chemische
Natur festzustellen. Es wäre möglich, daß es
sich um Transurane handelt, und zwar um an-
dere und langlebigere als Neptunium und Plu-
tonium, weil diese infolge ihrer Kurzlebigkeit
schon längst nicht mehr im natürlichen Zus-
tand auf der Erde vorkommen, sondern nur
künstlich hergestellt werden können. Weil nun
jedes Element mit einer Kernladung von 90
und darüber zur Kernspaltung neigt, ist mit
Warscheinlichkeit anzunehmen, daß diese noch
nicht identifizierten α-Strahler—falls sie wirk-
lich Transurane sind—entweder selber Stoffe
sind, in denen Kernkettenreaktionen eintreten
können, oder als Ausgangsmaterial zur Her-
anzüchtung solcher Stoffe dienen können. Sub-
stanzen dieser Art würden dann sowohl für die
Atomwaffe als auch für die reine Energiegewin-
nung das Uranmonopol brechen.

[...] It has been known for almost a quarter of
a century that there are alpha-emitting sub-
stances that are different from the known al-
pha emitters of the three radioactive families.
Very detailed measurements with refined equip-
ment have been made at the Physics Institute
of the University of Vienna and at the Vienna
Radium Institute, and showed that there is a
whole group of seven new alpha-emitters with
different ranges which have hitherto not been
associated with any isotope of any of the known
elements between no. 1 and 92. It is a Vien-
nese research group consisting of Schintlmeister,
Jentschke, Brukl, Hernegger, and Frl. Hilbert,
who succeeded in enriching the alpha emitters
from zincblende and other sulphide ores, but
the quantities obtained are not yet large enough
to be combined with help of Roentgen spectral
recordings to determine the chemical nature.
It is possible that they are transuranics, and
others are more durable than neptunium and
plutonium, because, as a result of their short-
livedness, they are no longer present in the natu-
ral state on the earth, but can be produced only
in a manner which is artificial. Since every ele-
ment with a nuclear charge of 90 or over tends
to undergo nuclear fission, it is probable that
these unidentified alpha-emitters, if they are re-
ally transuranics, are themselves substances in
which nuclear chain reactions can occur, or as
starting materials for the production of such
substances. Substances of this kind would then
break the uranium monopoly both for nuclear
weapons and for pure energy production.

[Thirring provided more information about Schintlmeister’s possible experiments with transuranic
elements. Apparently Schintlmeister used the energies (range) of emitted alpha particles to try to
identify the specific isotopes that emitted those alpha particles. If only isotopes from naturally oc-
curring samples were analyzed, there should be no transuranic elements, and any results indicating
that there were would presumably be spurious. Did the analyzed samples come from an artificial
source, such as a cyclotron or fission reactor?]
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Hans Thirring. Undated (circa 1971). In den nächsten zehn Jahren muss es zwis-
chen den Supermächten USA, UdSSR, China, England und Frankreich zu einer allge-
meinen Abrüstung kommen. Sondersammlung der Österreichischen Zentralbibliothek
für Physik (ZBP), Universität Wien, Nachlass Broda, Box 24, File 55, Fiche 54.

Schon vor 25 Jahren wußte ich, daß man
Wasserstoffbomben erzeugen wird, die eine
zehntausendfache Sprengkraft der Hiroshima-
Bombe haben würden. In den Jarhren 1951–1967
haben fünf Staaten an diesem Projekt gearbeitet
und Megatonnenbomben erzeugt; es sind bereits
genügend Bomben vorhanden, um die ganze
Welt in einen chaotischen Zustand unvorstell-
baren Ausmaßes bringen zu können. [...]

Im Juli 1946 diskutierte ich über das Problem
der Entwicklung noch stärkerer Vernich-
tungswaffen mit meinem Kollegen Jentschke,
einem jungen österreichischen Physiker, jetzt
Generaldirektor des CERN in Genf. Jentschke
war als reiner Physiker nicht so sehr von der
Wichtigkeit der Kernvernschmelzung überzeugt;
aber ich als Physiker und Politiker wußte,
daß das Gelingen dieser Experimente (zur
Herstellung der Wasserstoffbombe) leider von
welthistorischer Bedeutung sein wird.

Im Herbst 1946 veröffentlichte ich mein Buch,
“Die Geschichte der Atombombe”. [...]

Die meisten Leute fanden die darin beschriebene
historische Entwicklung sehr interessant, aber
über die Berechnungen der Lithiumhydrid-
Reaktion lasen sie, als zu wissenschaftlich,
einfach hinweg. [...]

Im Studienjahr 1946/47 war ich Dekan an
der Universität Wien und sprach in einem Sem-
inar, das ich damals hielt, über die Möglichkeit,
daß nicht nur die Amerikaner sondern auch
die Russen sehr bald über Wasserstoffbomben
verfügen könnten.

25 years ago, I knew that hydrogen bombs,
which could have ten thousand times the
explosive force of the Hiroshima bomb, would
be produced. In the years 1951–1967 five
countries worked on this project and produced
megaton bombs; there are already enough
bombs to turn the whole world into a chaotic
state of unimaginable proportions. [...]

In July 1946, I discussed the problem of
the development of even more powerful
weapons of destruction with my colleague
Jentschke, a young Austrian physicist, now
General Manager of CERN in Geneva.
Jentschke, as a pure physicist, was not so
much convinced of the importance of nuclear
fusion; but as a physicist and politician I knew
that the success of these experiments (for
the production of the hydrogen bomb) would
unfortunately be of historical importance.

In the autumn of 1946 I published my
book, The History of the Atomic Bomb. [...]

Most people found the historical develop-
ment described therein very interesting, but
they simply ignored the calculations of the
lithium hydride reaction as too scientific. [...]

In the academic year 1946/47, I was a
dean at the University of Vienna, and I spoke
in a seminar I held at the time about the
possibility that not only the Americans, but
also the Russians, could soon have hydrogen
bombs.

[Thirring acknowledged that an important source for his book was Willibald Jentschke, who was a
member of Georg Stetter’s research group during the war. Does the information in Thirring’s book
accurately convey what the Austrian nuclear scientists knew (or did not know) during the war, or
were any important details omitted? How much involvement did Thirring himself have with nuclear
work during the war? What other sources of information did he use for his book?]
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Alfred Klemm, Heinrich Hinterberger, and Philipp Hoernes. 1947. Anreicherung der
schweren Isotope von Li und K durch elektrolytische Ionenwanderung in geschmolzenen
Chloriden. Zeitschrift für Naturforschung. 2a:245–249.
[http://zfn.mpdl.mpg.de/data/Reihe A/2/ZNA-1947-2a-0245.pdf]

Anreicherung der schweren Isotope von Li und
K durch elektrolytische Ionenwanderung in
geschmolzenen Chloriden.

Durch elektrolytische Ionenwanderung wurde
an der Grenzfläche zwischen geschmolzenem
LiCl mit 2 Molprozent KCl einerseits und
geschmolzenem PbCl2 andererseits bei einer
Stromdichte von 5 A/cm2 in 48 Stdn. K
stark angereichert, das Mischungsverhältnis
[7Li]/[6Li] von 12,3 auf 44,3 und das Mis-
chungsverhältnis [41K]/[39K] von 0,0714 auf
0,0885 verschoben. Als Quotienten der Io-
nenwanderungsgeschwindigkeiten wurden
gefunden: wLi/wK = 1,156, w6/w7 = 1,021 und
w39/w41 = 1,016. Faßt man diese Quotienten
als Trennfaktoren einer Stufe auf, so bedeuten
die angegebenen Anreicherungen eine wirksame
gesamte Trennstufenzahl von 61,5 bei den
Li-Isotopen und 13,4 bei den K-Isotopen. Für
den Masseneffekt µ = ln(wj/wk)/ ln(mj/mk),
(m = Isotopenmasse), folgt µ = -0,135 für Li
und µ = -0,32 für K. Der große Masseneffekt
und die kleine Trennstufenzahl beim K kann
durch dessen geringe Konzentration erklärt
werden.

[...] Der Trennversuch und die Auswertung
der Analysenergebnisse wurde von A. Klemm,
die massen-spektrometrische Analyse von H.
Hintenberger und die chemische Arbeit von Ph.
Hoernes durchgeführt. Hrn. Prof. J. Mattauch
danken wir für die Förderung der Arbeit und
den Assistentinnen H. und U. Scheid für ihre
gewissenhafte Mitarbeit.

Enrichment of the heavy isotopes of Li [lithium]
and K [potassium] by electrolytic ion migration
in molten chlorides.

By electrolytic ion migration at the boundary
between molten LiCl with 2 mole percent
KCl, on the one hand, and molten PbCl2, on
the other hand, was strongly enriched in 48
hours of K at a current density of 5 A/cm2,
the mixing ratio [7Li]/[6Li] from 12.3 to 44.3
and the mixing ratio [41K]/[39K] from 0.0714
to 0.0885. As quotients of the ion migration
rates were found: wLi/wK = 1.156, w6/w7 =
1.021 and w39/w41 = 1.016. If these quotients
are taken as the separation factors of a step,
the indicated enrichment means an effective
total separation step number of 61.5 for the
Li isotopes and 13.4 for the K isotopes. For
the mass effect µ = ln(wj/wk)/ ln(mj/mk), (m
= isotope mass), µ = -0.135 for Li and µ =
-0.32 for K. The large mass effect and the small
number of separation stages in the K can be
explained by its low concentration.

[...] The separation experiment and the analysis
of the results of the analysis were carried out by
A. Klemm, the mass spectrometric analysis by
H. Hintenberger, and the chemical work of Ph.
Hoernes. We thank Prof. J. Mattauch for the
support of the work and the assistants H. and
U. Scheid for their conscientious cooperation.

[This was a delayed publication of work that was done during the war [e.g., Alfred Klemm to Walther
Gerlach, 16 March 1945, in NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 167, Folder 32.12-2 GERMANY:
Personnel (Jan 45–Dec 45)]. Lithium has two naturally occurring isotopes: 6Li (approximately 7.5%
of natural lithium) and 7Li (approximately 92.5% of natural lithium). Thus their naturally occurring
ratio is [7Li]/[6Li] ≈ 92.5%/7.5% ≈ 12.3. Within 48 hours, Klemm’s process enriched them to a
ratio [7Li]/[6Li] ≈ 97.8%/2.2% ≈ 44.3. The isotopes are virtually identical chemically; the only
major reason to separate them would be for nuclear reactions. What exactly was the purified 6Li
intended for?
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During the war, Josef Mattauch was head of the physics department at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute
for Chemistry in Tailfingen where Klemm worked. Prior to the war, Mattauch was at the University
of Vienna for 26 years, and thus closely connected to Georg Stetter’s research group. Was the purified
6Li for the Stetter group’s work on fusion? If so, that could suggest that they were working on the
Jetter cycle, which requires 6Li.]

Alfred Klemm. 1958. Lithium in der Kerntechnik. Angewandte Chemie 70:1:21–24.

Lithium kann in der modernen Kerntechnik auf
vielfache Weise verwendet werden, so zur Her-
stellung von Tritium (etwa für thermonucle-
are Reaktionen), als Abschirmungsmittel, zum
Nachweis thermischer Neutronen, als Reak-
torkühlmittel, als Moderator oder in Form von
geschmolzenem LiF als Lösungsmittel für Kern-
brennstoffe. Zur Anreicherung der Lithium-
Isotope 6 bzw. 7 sind die Ionenwanderung
in geschmolzenem LiCl und das Lithium-
Amalgam-Verfahren von besonderem Interesse.

Lithium can be widely used in modern nuclear
engineering, for instance to produce tritium (for
thermonuclear reactions), as a shielding agent,
for detecting thermal neutrons, as a reactor
coolant, as a moderator, or as a molten LiF as
a solvent for nuclear fuels. The ion migration in
molten LiCl and the lithium-amalgam process
are of particular interest for the enrichment of
the lithium isotopes 6 and 7, respectively.

[This postwar article by Klemm may suggest that his wartime work was indeed intended for nuclear
purposes.]

Heiko Petermann, Discussion notes with Prof. Alfred Klemm, Mainz, Saarstr. 23,
Max Planck Institut für Chemie. 5 March 2004. 06131-305-223 [courtesy of Heiko
Petermann].

Klemm wirkte sehr nervös und wich meinen
Fragen immer wieder aus. Er war bemüht, mich
so schnell wie möglich wieder los zu werden.

Klemm hat sich während des Krieges auss-
chließlich mit Isotopentrennung beschäftigt und
war sozusagen sein ‘eigener Herr’ . Das von ihm
entwickelte Elektrolyt-Verfahren funktionierte
bei Uranhexaflorid nicht.

Klemm hatte mit Hahns Truppe wenig zu
tun, da er separat arbeitete, sich selbst als
‘eigen’ bezeichnet

Klemm ging mit nach Tailfingen

Klemm looked very nervous and always gave
up my questions. He tried to get rid of me as
soon as possible.

During the war, Klemm concentrated ex-
clusively on isotopic separation and was, so to
speak, his own master. The electrolyte process
he developed did not work with uranium
hexafluoride.

Klemm had little to do with Hahn’s group,
since he worked separately, calling himself
‘independent’

Klemm also went to Tailfingen
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Schwerpunkt der Arbeit war die Herstellung
von Li6 durch Trennung von Li7. Dies gelang
im elektrolytischen Verfahren sehr gut. Ab
1942–43. Klemm wies darauf hin, dass er
wohl der erste war, dem die Trennung mittels
Elektrolyse gelungen sei (wissenschaftliche
Priorität, siehe auch Z. f. Naturforschung 2a, S.
245 ff, 1947, unter Mitarbeit v. H. Hintenberger
u. P. Hoernes)

Über die Tritium-Problematik wusste er
Bescheid, es war aber damals nicht seine
Aufgabe. (wessen denn?)

Diskutiert wurde die Verwendung von metallis-
chem Li7 als Reaktorkühlmittel

Klemm kannte die AEG-Hochspannungsanlage
und meinte Flammersfeld hat dort mit Be-
strahlung von Material gearbeitet
(Vorsicht bei dieser Aussage, sie passt zwar,
doch es ist nicht klar ob Klemm da nicht einiges
bezüglich der Hochspannungsanlage des KWI f.
Chemie durcheinanderbringt, ich fasse brieflich
nach—hp)

Klemms Vater gehörte die Dietrichsche
Verlagsbuchhandlung. 1946 entstand dann als
Ableger der Verlag der Zeitschrift für Natur-
forschung, die seitdem A. Klemm leitet.

Brieflich dürfte er präziser sein, denn der
Besuch hat ihn in erheblichste Unruhe gestürzt.

Vielleicht lässt sich aus seinem Archiv noch ein
Schätzchen heben.

Nachtrag: Mit Antwortschreiben v. 4.4.04
notierte er handschriftlich, daß er Li6 im
Grammbereich produzierte. Gegen Kriegsende
hat er es ‘weggeworfen’.

Er bestätigte weiterhin, daß die Tritiumprob-
lematik (Zerfall Li6 in Tritium) bereits vor
1945 diskutiert wurde.

Main focus of the work was the production of
Li6 by separation of Li7. This was achieved
very well in the electrolytic process. From
1942–43. Klemm pointed out that he was
probably the first to achieve the separation
by means of electrolysis (scientific priority, see
also Z. f. Naturforschung 2a, pp. 245 ff, 1947,
with the collaboration of H. Hintenberger and
P. Hoernes)

He knew about the tritium problem, but
it was not his job at the time. (Whose then?)

The use of metallic Li7 as a reactor coolant
was discussed

Klemm knew the AEG high voltage in-
stallation and said Flammersfeld worked there
with irradiation of material
(Caution with this statement, it fits, but it is
not clear whether Klemm was referring in part
to the high-voltage plant of the KWI for Chem-
istry disagrees, I will get the correspondence
after—hp)

Klemm’s father owned the book publisher
Dietrich. In 1946, the publishing house of
the Zeitschrift fúr Naturforschung (Journal of
Natural Research), which has been headed by
A. Klemm since then, was founded.

In correspondence he might be more precise,
for the visit has plunged him into considerable
disquiet.

Perhaps one can pick up a clue from his
archive.

Addendum: With a reply from v. 4.4.04
he noted in handwriting that he produced Li6
in the gram range. He “threw it away” at the
end of the war.

He also confirmed that the tritium prob-
lem (disintegration of Li6 into tritium) was
already discussed before 1945.
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[If Klemm’s wartime work was for purely scientific reasons, why was he so nervous to discuss it 60
years later, and shortly before his death?

Klemm twice confirmed that scientists were working on tritium during the war. Who and where?
Was his 6Li bombarded with neutrons to produce tritium during the war? The knowledge of that
reaction during the war, as shown by both Klemm and also Kallmann and Kuhn (p. 2645) may
help demonstrate that the Jetter cycle (p. 2666) originated in the German-speaking world during
the war.

An amount of 6Li “in the gram range” (one gram? several grams?) would be extremely useful for
fusion boosting of a fission bomb, or for producing a similar amount of tritium for the same purpose.

If Klemm’s work was performed during 1942–1943, planning for fusion reactions must have begun
early in the war. If Klemm’s work was perfected at that time, was his 6Li purification process
transferred to other locations and scaled up later in the war?

If the gram-range amount of 6Li was difficult to create and was produced for purely scientific
reasons, why would Klemm “throw it away” at the end of the war? If he did throw it away, does
that suggest that he knew its real purpose was much more serious? Or did he not throw it away—
was it transferred to the German nuclear program, or seized by Allied forces, or hidden to protect
it?]

Pavel V. Oleynikov. 2000. German Scientists in the Soviet Atomic Project.

After 1950, Hertz moved to Moscow where, together with Werner Schuetze, he started to work on
analysis of lithium and purification of tritium.

Documents about German scientists who helped the Soviet Union develop an atomic
bomb. 29 October 2019. [https://www.mbs.news/2019/10/documents-about-german-
scientists-who-helped-the-soviet-union-develop-an-atomic-bomb.html]

Manfred von Ardenne, the scientific director of the A kurulan institute, established in another
sanatorium in the USSR, was also awarded the Stalin Prize twice in 1947 for inventing the electronic
microscope and in 1953 for obtaining the lithium 6 isotope necessary for the creation of nuclear
warheads.

[After the war, Gustav Hertz, Werner Schuetze, and Manfred von Ardenne separated lithium iso-
topes and produced tritium for the Soviet hydrogen bomb project. Was their expertise in that area
derived from work they did during the war to separate lithium isotopes and produce tritium for
the German nuclear program?]
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Ulrich Jetter. 1950. Die sogenannte Superbombe. Physikalische Blätter (1950) 6:199-
205.

Die beiden Reaktionen... “gehen” ungewöhnlich gut: das leichte Lithiumisotop hat einen sehr großen
Wirkungsquerschnitt gegenüber der D-D-Reaktion eine tiefere Energieschwelle und bei gleicher
Temperatur die rund hundertfache Ausbeute. Sofern also genügend Tritonen oder Neutronen zuge-
gen sind, wird der Zyklus

n + 6Li −→ 4He + Tr

↑ ↓ (D.15)

n + 4He ←− D + Tr

die Hauptreaktion bilden.

The two reactions... “go” [together] unusually well: the light lithium isotope has a very large cross
section over the DD reaction, a lower energy threshold and at the same temperature a hundredfold
yield, so if sufficient tritons or neutrons are present, the cycle

neutron + lithium-6 −→ helium-4 + tritium

↑ ↓ (D.16)

neutron + helium-4 ←− deuterium + tritium

will become the main reaction.

[This reaction uses lithium-6 deuteride and is the main reaction in modern hydrogen bombs. It was
not demonstrated by the United States and Soviet Union until the 1950s.

Due to Allied restrictions on research in Germany and Austria after the war, it seems likely that this
paper was based on wartime research. Where and when was that research done, and by whom? Can
this paper be connected to wartime research by Georg Stetter’s group or other groups on lithium-
based fusion reactions? Ulrich Jetter (1914–??) studied at the University of Stuttgart 1931–1941,
worked at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Metal Research 1941–1945, and served as an editor
for Physikalische Blätter 1945–1951 [Jetter 1954]. Could Jetter’s 1950 article, 1952 book, and 1954
article (Fig. D.87) on the scientific details of H-bombs have been based on information he learned
during the war? Did Jetter do nuclear research during the war, or did he interact with other
scientists who did? Lithium is a metal; was lithium fusion research being done at the KWI for
Metal Research during the war?

Alternatively, could Jetter’s article be based on wartime research that he learned about after the
war in his capacity as an editor at the journal? Or does the paper truly demonstrate an insight
that only came to Jetter, and only in 1950?

Note that Jetter was invited to Washington, D.C. as a “cultural exchange fellow” in 1951, before
the U.S. produced and tested its first H-bombs.]
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Figure D.87: Ulrich Jetter worked on mysterious research programs for the German government
during the war, published a book and articles on the scientific details of H-bombs after the war,
and was invited to Washington, D.C. as a “cultural exchange fellow” before the U.S. produced and
tested its first H-bombs [Jetter 1950, 1952, 1954].
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Major Edmund Tilley to Lt. Col. P. M. Wilson. Secret Missiles. EPES/FIAT, Control
Commission for Germany, British Element, 13 July 1946 [TNA FO 1031/57].

1. Lt. F.T. GUTMANN, of 2940th Engineer Technical Intelligence Team (R), U.S. Army, has just
returned from Austria with three of SCHULZ-KAMPFHENKEL’s assistants, all of the Forschungs-
staffel.

2. Lt. GUTMANN went into the Russian Zone in Austria and saw a gendarme, Anton KÄSTNER,
in EURATSFELD near AMSTETTEN, in Lower Austria. KÄSTNER told Lt. GUTMANN of
a new radio-active bomb, weighing six tons. This bomb has no fins and is lowered by parachute.
KÄSTNER himself claims to have been connected only with the fuze part of this new secret missile.

3. Colonel PETERSEN was said to have been in charge of this secret missile at OKW. KÄSTNER
claimed that Colonel PETERSEN’s papers and documents were left by him at Kloster ANDECHS
in AMMERSEE, Upper Bavaria. Colonel PETERSEN is presumed to be in Spain.

4. A Hauptmann (Captain) SORG is said to have been Colonel PETERSEN’s Chief Administrative
Officer and also in charge of organization. SORG is still living at UTTING on the AMMERSEE.
[...]

8. Lt. GUTMANN, who has not had much sleep for the last few days, will give me a copy of his
report on this new missile on Monday and I shall show it to you before I go to DUSTBIN with Lt.
GUTMANN.

[The six-ton bomb was specifically described as radioactive, which might mean a dirty bomb of
conventional explosives releasing radioactive material, a fission bomb, or a hydrogen bomb. There
was no apparent reason to make a six-ton dirty bomb—the same material could have been packaged
into several smaller bombs that would have been much easier to deliver. There was also no apparent
reason to make a six-ton fission bomb—the U.S. Gadget was approximately three tons without its
fins or bomb casing, and the German fission bomb reported to have been tested in Thuringia in
March 1945 was approximately two tons (p. 2722). In contrast, an early hydrogen bomb would
be fairly much required by fundamental physical principles to be very large, since it would need
to contain enough fission fuel, enough fusion fuel, enough conventional explosives to implode the
fission fuel, and the structure necessary for the fission fuel to ignite the fusion fuel. Therefore the
reported six-ton bomb seems to best match the description of a hydrogen bomb.

Note that Hans Thirring, who was in close contact with Austrian scientists who had worked on the
wartime German nuclear program, specifically mentioned “a six-ton bomb of lithium hydride” (or
perhaps lithium deuteride?); see p. 2659.

Can Lt. F. T. Gutmann’s more detailed report on the six-ton radioactive bomb be located in
archives, declassified, and released?]
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Notes on an Interrogation of Edmund Sorg at Dustbin. 7 August 1946 [TNA FO
1031/112].

REGARDING SPECIES OF V-2s

[...] I have never seen any plans of the steps in development of the V-2. I had nothing to do with
the V-2 either personally or officially. When I mentioned 10–12 types of V-2 it is only personal
supposition.

REGARDING ATOM BOMBS

I have never heard of the existence of atom bombs in connection with the German Wehrmacht. I
can thus give no information as to whether the V1 was to have an atomic charge.

REGARDING V-1s WITH POISON GAS, BIOLOGICAL or BACTERIOLOGICAL CHARGES

I have never heard of V-1s being loaded with poison gas, biological matters or bacteria.

REGARDING 6 TON BOMBS

I never made any tests with 6 ton bombs and have never heard of them.

REGARDING USE OF POISON GAS, BIOLOGICAL MEANS and BACTERIA IN ROCKETS &c.

I have no knowledge of the use of poison gas, biological or bacteriological means in rockets, other
missiles or in planes.

[Elsewhere in this file at The National Archive (UK), Major Tilley provided evidence that Sorg
had detailed personal knowledge of many of the things he denied, such as V-2 rocket information.
See p. 2903 for another example. Thus the fact that Sorg denied German atomic bombs, six-ton
bombs, biological weapons, multiple types of large rockets, etc. is much less important than the
fact that Sorg’s Allied interrogators seemed convinced of the reality of those weapons, over a year
after the war had ended. What other information did Allied officials have about those weapons
from interrogations, captured documents, and/or capture hardware?]

Major Edmund Tilley to Lt. Col. P. M. Wilson. October 1946 [TNA FO 1031/112].

The general background of this brief report on the hiding by SORG of documents of the E-Stellen
(testing stations) at RECHLIN, TARNEWITZ, TRAVEMÜNDE, WERNEUCHEN, UDETFELD,
PEENEMÜNDE, GOTENHAFEN (GYDNIA) was given in a memorandum by the undersigned
to Lt-Col. P.M. Wilson on 6 Oct 46. Information was received in Austria late summer 46 that a
Captain SORG had hidden V-2 documents in Kloster ANDECHS on the Ammersee in Spring 45
and that Captain SORG was the administrative officer of Colonel PETERSEN.
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[...] the return of Colonel PETERSEN from the United Kingdom where he had been interrogated.
[...] Both SORG and Colonel PETERSEN claim to have revealed all their secrets to the Americans
and British. Neither of them has admitted hiding documents in Kloster ANDECHS; therefore we
may safely assume that both of them are still in possession of secrets which, for reasons best known
to themselves, they are still withholding from us. [...]

SORG refuses to admit any knowledge of the contents until after he had collected the boxes [...] He
also remembers that 2 flat ammunition boxes contained the records of the E-7 Stellen (on Luftwaffe
bombs and fuzes, probably also on a 6-ton bomb which he himself tested). Unfortunately SORG
cannot give us from memory a detailed list of all the boxes and exactly what each one contained.

[Allied interrogators believed that the six-ton radioactive bomb had reached the point of testing
before the end of the war. Thus that weapon was much more than a paper design or a long-term
project. This information is consistent with other reports that a German hydrogen bomb could
have been deployed later in 1945 or in 1946.]

J. P. E. Peters. Interrogation of Dipl. Ing. Hermann Zumpe at F.I.A.T. (Main) on 7th
November, 1946. [TNA AIR 40/2832]

[...] 2. On 22nd October, 1946, ZUMPE presented himself at the headquarters of F.I.A.T. (Forward)
in Berlin with the request that passage be provided for himself and his family to the British
Zone of Germany. It transpired that ZUMPE had been working for the Russians in the GEMA
Buildings, Wendelschlossstrasse, 3, Berlin-Kopenick, but did not wish to move to Russia with that
organisation.

3. ZUMPE was interrogated by the Intelligence Department, Air Division, CCG. (BE), and was
then evacuated by air to F.I.A.T. (Main), where he is at present lodged in “Dustbin”. [...]

14. ZUMPE also had in hand a new project for a rocket motor on the same principles as the new
C2, but developing a thrust of 50 tons for use in a 26 ton rocket of the A4 type. This project was
still in the early stages; the only decision made was that the maximum weight allowable for the
motor, fuels, and shell was 20 tons, leaving 6 tons for the warhead. He claims that he can complete
the calculations for this project in 4–6 weeks. [...]

16. ZUMPE states that it was impossible to gain access to departments other than the one in which
he worked, as his pass was clearly marked with the department for which it was valid, and even the
Russian officers on the unit were not allowed to enter buildings with which they were not directly
concerned. [...]

[The Russians apparently found plans or prototypes for the German 6-ton bomb, and conscripted
German scientists and engineers to try to develop methods to deliver it.]
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Nazis Were Working On 100-Ton Rocket. The Courier-Mail (Brisbane, Australia). 5
December 1946 p. 1. [http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/49363386]

NEW YORK, December 4.—When the war ended the Nazis were building a 100-ton rocket with
which to strike at the United States.

This has been revealed by the brilliant German scientist, Wernher von Braun, who invented the
V2 rocket.

Von Braun is now in the United States working with American experts on rocket experiments.

The super-rocket, he said, was on the drawing-board when Germany was over-run. It would have
carried an explosive charge of six tons, and would have been capable of travelling thousands of
miles.

He claimed that the V2 rocket failed in only about 5 per cent of its tests in Germany.

Von Braun and his associates from Germany are being kept at work under the utmost secrecy by
the Army as they help to train American ordnance men, industrialists, and scientists from leading
American universities in the secrets of rocket bombs.

U.S. Gain

An estimate that German and Austrian scientists had saved the United States more than £235
million in basic research in rockets alone was disclosed by the War Department in announcing that
730 additional experts were to be brought to the United States.

Former enemy brain-power, the department said, had advanced American research in several fields
by from two to 10 years.

Already 270 former enemy scientists are at work in the United States. They include the former chief
designer for the Messerschmitt aircraft works and the technical director of the Nazis’ Peenemunde
rocket proving ground. They came to the United States voluntarily.

The scientists are being paid on contract, the maximum being £975 annually, plus 37/ daily expense
allowance. This is considerably less than the salaries paid to American civil service workers doing
comparable work.

The work of the foreign scientists covers the fields of electronics, supersonics, guided missiles, jet
propulsion, and fuels.

[“100-ton rocket” was a name sometimes used by the Peenemünde engineers for the A-9/A-10.
Usually the expected payload of the A-9/A-10 is given as 1 ton. That could be stretched to 2 tons
without much trouble. A German rocket design capable of carrying a 6-ton payload is unknown in
the official histories. Was this a different version of the A-9/A-10, or a different rocket entirely?

Because of the extreme difficulty of accommodating a 6-ton payload on a rocket, that would have
been attempted only if the payload could not be made smaller. Conventional explosives, chemical
weapons, biological weapons, or a radioactive dirty bomb could be made as small as desired, and
delivered on multiple rockets if necessary. Even a fission bomb would only weigh 2–3 tons. This
must have been a weapon whose physical constraints at that time required it to be no smaller than
6 tons—presumably a hydrogen bomb.]
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Nazi Scientists Work On U.S. Rocket Experiment. Newcastle Morning Herald and
Miners’ Advocate (NSW, Australia). 5 December 1946 p. 3.
[http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/133178482]

NEW YORK, Dec. 4.—Before the war ended the Nazis were building a 100-ton rocket to strike
the United States. This was revealed by the brilliant German scientist Wernher von Braun, who
invented the V2 rocket, and who is now in the United States.

Von Braun is at present working with American experts on rocket experiments.

He said the Nazis’ super-rocket was on the drawing board when Germany was overrun. It would
have carried an explosive charge of six tons and be capable of travelling thousands of miles.

Von Braun claimed the V2 failed in only about five per cent of its tests in Germany.

Von Braun and his associates from Germany are being kept at work under the utmost secrecy
by the army as they help to train American ordnance men, and industrialists and scientists from
leading American Universities in the secrets of rocket bombs.

Saved U.S. Millions

A statement issued by the War Department in Washington said it was estimated that German and
Austrian scientists had saved the United States more than 750 million dollars (£A234 1/2 millions)
in basic research in rockets alone.

The department announced that about 730 additional experts would be brought to the United
States.

The statement said that former enemy brainpower had advanced American research in several fields
two to ten years. The number of experts put to work since September 1945 had grown to 270, and
the total would be increased to about 1000 as soon as transportation arrangements were completed.

The scientists and technicians include the former Chief Designer for the Messerschmitt Aircraft
Works and the Technical Director of the Nazis’ Peenemunde rocket-proving ground. They came to
the United States voluntarily.

Nazis Planned Rocket to Hit U.S. New York Times. 4 December 1946.

Wernher von Braun, 34-year-old German scientist who invented the deadly V-2 supersonic rocket,
revealed today that before the war ended the Nazis were building a 100-ton rocket to strike at the
United States.

Von Braun told reporters that the 100-ton rocket was on the drawing board when the Allies overran
Europe. He said it would have carried a “pay-load” of six tons and would have traveled thousands
of miles to strike the United States.
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Air Intelligence Report No. 100-13/1-100, Significant Developments and Trends in
Aircraft and Aircraft Engines, Antiaircraft Guided Missiles (15 June 1946). pp. 3,
90–93. [NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 11, Folder TSC # 3001–3100]

[...] b. Russia is known to have acquired German technicians and V-weapon production and experi-
mental sites. [...] In addition, German developments in the atomic energy field and the possibilities
for use of this energy as a guided missile warhead are known to the Russians.

(3) Step rockets. This type of rocket had been considered by the Germans who anticipated ranges
of 3,000 miles or more with successors of the V-2. Such a rocket would consist of a main body
containing the demolition charge and control units and two or more detachable sections containing
propulsion units. These sections would be dropped from the missile as they were exhausted in
flight. Such a rocket in the hands of the Russians would make the transpolar routes probable
tactical approaches. [...]

e. Russian Atomic Energy. The development of atomic weapons and guided rocket projectiles go
hand in hand. It was the Germans who realized that the rocket was “the ideal vehicle for atomic
warhead” and it has been established that they intended the A-4 (V-2) rocket to be such a vehicle.
In the construction of a long-range rocket, space allotted to payload is of necessity reduced to a
minimum by the increase in space allotted to fuel. Adaptability of the atomic warhead to such a
missile can be fully appreciated because the ratio of destructive power to unit weight is far in excess
of conventional explosives and a radical increase in the destructive power is not accompanied by a
similar increase in volume of the warhead.

Little is known concerning the Russian activity with regard to atomic energy. [...]

g. Heavy Hydrogen Bomb. In Germany a letter was picked up by the American censors. It had been
written by a German desirous of exchanging information for an opportunity to go to the United
States. The writer professed knowledge of “heavy water” research in Germany and of an “even
more deadly weapon than the atomic bomb”.

h. German Heavy Hydrogen Bomb. During 1943 the Germans were experimenting with the pro-
duction of “heavy water” in Norway. Their installation at Rjukan, Norway was deemed important
enough at that time to warrant a visit from the heavy bombers of the Eight Air Force. It was
evident that the Germans recognized the potentialities of “heavy water” as a source of Heavy Hy-
drogen and were taking advantage of the abundance of electric power available in Norway for the
production of this substance.

The war brought the German activity in connection with “heavy water” to a close but the question
can now be posed, “Have the Russians obtained German personnel formerly employed in the project
and if so will they exploit them in an effort to devise an atomic weapon which requires none of the
radio active minerals so closely guarded throughout the world?” If the Russians are successful in
this attempt, they will have within their grasp the new atomic weapon which is reported to have
made the Uranium bomb obsolete. Research in the United States confirms the comparison of the
Heavy Hydrogen bomb to the Uranium bomb.

[How exactly did U.S. intelligence know that Germany intended to build an atomic bomb, intended
to deliver it via rocket, and made “developments” that fell into Russian hands? No significant
information about H-bombs was public until fall 1946 (pp. 2658–2661), so the German letter writer’s
knowledge presumably came directly from wartime work. Can this letter be located now?]
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G. Ward Price. Fly-bombs Were Meant for U.S.: Huge Ramp Found. Daily Mail. 30
October 1944.

Immense concrete works on top of a hill in Artois, near Saint Omer, were intended as a launching
place for flying bombs, which, the Germans boasted, would wreck New York.

Thousands of workmen were employed in tunnelling and building a cylindrical cupola on top of the
hill, 250ft. in diameter.

Lorries, and even trains, could drive right into the heart of the hill.

German engineers told local French people that when the vast machinery was installed and ready
to fire, the district would have to be evacuated for six miles around.

Frequent attacks by the R.A.F. kept on delaying work until the Allied advance from Normandy
obliged all the enemy engaged on it to pack up hurriedly.

Footnote.—A German U-boat commander recently told naval cadets at Esjberg, Denmark, that
Germany was preparing a new secret weapon for use against America. He said that U-boat crews
would play a decisive part in the use of the weapon.

[The six-mile radius suggests that the bomb would have had that blast radius. A 6-mile or 10-
km blast radius corresponds to an explosive energy of (10, 000/85.5)3 ≈ 1,600,000 tons of TNT
equivalent, or 1.6 megatons. This is well beyond the kiloton-ranges of fission bombs, as the German
scientists knew from basic calculations of fission energies, and suggests that they were developing
much more powerful hydrogen (H) or fusion bombs.

This site sounds like a launching sled track for the Sänger-Bredt Silbervogel space plane, or possibly
a slightly smaller launching track for the winged A-9 rocket. For more discussion on track-launched
rockets, see Section E.2.3. Also see the article on p. 2798 that mentions development of a catapult-
launched atomic bomb delivery system in Norway.]
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Germans Timed Atom Bomb for October. Evening Standard (London). 7 August 1945.

The Germans had an atom bomb which would have been ready by October.

A colossal blast effect was claimed for the German bomb. It was said it would wipe out everything
inside a radius of six miles, said B.U.P. today.

The German atomic plans were uncovered four months ago, when an Allied search party walked
into a small silk factory at Celle, north of Hanover.

A laboratory of two rooms was buried away in the heart of the factory. A famous research scientist
[Wilhelm Groth] was still at work. He was flown to Britain the same day.

This man, with others, had been working on the Atom bombs for months. The Nazi Government
poured out money on it. Apparently they had not asked for immediate results.

Nazis Five Months from Completion of Atomic Bomb. Pittsburgh Press. 7 August
1945 p. 14.

21ST ARMY GROUP HEADQUARTERS, Germany, Aug. 7 (UP)—Germany was within five
months of completing her own atom bomb when the European war ended.

A British task force four months ago discovered that German scientists almost had completed work
on the bomb in a two-room laboratory in the heart of a small silk factory north of Hannover.

The bomb, it was calculated, would wipe out everything within a radius of six miles.

A famous German research scientist [Wilhelm Groth, in] charge of the experiments was flown
immediately to Britain at the time. He estimated his work would have been completed by October.

He said the German Government had given him unlimited funds and equipment and had not
demanded any immediate results.

[Also reported in:

6-Miles Radius Bomb. Toronto Daily Star. 7 August 1945. p. 1.

6-Miles Radius Bomb. Madera Tribune (Madera, California). 7 August 1945. p. 1.

Bomba de 10 Kilómetros. ABC (Madrid). 8 August 1945.

These articles also mention a bomb with a 6-mile blast radius. As already noted, a 6-mile or 10-km
blast radius would correspond to a ∼1.6 megaton bomb, which would suggest a hydrogen bomb and
not a simple fission bomb. Wilhelm Groth, a very talented physicist who along with Paul Harteck
had played a major role in numerous aspects of the German nuclear program since early 1939,
stated that Germany was five months away from completing such weapons. If true, that was a feat
that the U.S. and U.S.S.R. did not actually accomplish until the 1950s.]
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Friedwardt Winterberg. 1981. The Physical Principles of Thermonuclear Explosive
Devices. New York: Fusion Energy Foundation.
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In the Prandtl-Meyer ellipsoid shock wave focusing principle, only one fission bomb F is
used to induce a spherical implosion onto the thermonuclear explosive T by shock wave
reflection from the wall inside the ellipsoidlike cavity. P is the point where the incoming
wave intersects with the wall; M is the Mach number of the hypersonic flow associated
with the diverging wave at P; θ is the angle between the wall slope and the incoming
ray; r1 and r2 are the rays of the shock wave.

Figure D.88: Diagram from Friedwardt Winterberg (1929–), who worked very closely with Kurt
Diebner after the war, showing a fission-fusion H-bomb design that appears to be deeply steeped in
prewar German hydrodynamic theory (Ludwig Prandtl, Theodor Meyer, Ernst Mach, etc.) and not
derivative of the Teller-Ulam H-bomb design used in the United States [redrawn from Winterberg
1981, Fig. 4]. Is this what Werner Grothmann meant by “a third” German nuclear bomb design
that was under development during the war, that was apparently quite different than the fission
bombs with which Grothmann was more familiar, and that “must have looked like a swollen bomb”
(see p. 2632)? This design could have used the lithium deuteride mentioned in other German
documents (see earlier documents in this section). It could have a weight consistent with the 6-
ton bomb mass reported in documents such as those on pp. 2659 and 2668–2672. If it worked as
intended, it could have had a megaton-level explosive yield, which would also be consistent with
the 6-mile blast radius reported in documents such as those on pp. 2674–2675.
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Walther Gerlach. Notebooks 1943/44 and 1944 [Deutsches Museum Archive NL 080/270-
66 and NL 080/270-67].

[Walther Gerlach kept a series of small notebooks for scientific notes to himself. They are now
in the Deutsches Museum Archive in Munich. Since these notebooks served simply as scientific
reminders for Gerlach, they do not contain detailed explanations, as formal laboratory notebooks
would. However, they also do not contain any random artistic doodles such as some people make
during meetings. Everything in them appears to have had a specific scientific purpose for Gerlach.

Notizbuch 1943/44 [Deutsches Museum Archive NL 080/270-66] is a small orange notebook cov-
ering the period 10 November 1943 to March 1944. On the final page, Gerlach drew an ellipsoid
remarkably similar to Friedwardt Winterberg’s postwar diagram of a hydrogen bomb in Fig. D.88.
On the same page, Gerlach also included nuclear reactions involving deuterium and sketches of
converging shockwaves [Karlsch 2005, pp. 205, 321, 333].

Notizbuch 1944 [Deutsches Museum Archive NL 080/270-67] is a small dark red notebook that
apparently began in March 1944; it is not clear when the final entry was made, but that was
likely sometime in 1944 or possibly early 1945. Entries in the notebook show that Gerlach had
scientific discussions (although the notebook does not give the scientific details) with Kurt Diebner,
Siegfried Flügge, Wilhelm Groth, Fritz Houtermans, and other scientists on nuclear topics, including
specifically the use of lithium.

After the war, Kurt Diebner wrote about bombs employing fusion reactions (pp. 2624–2627) and
worked closely with the young Friedwardt Winterberg. Edward Teller apparently tried to recruit
Siegfried Flügge to help develop the U.S. hydrogen bomb (p. 2937). Wilhelm Groth was reported
to have been working on a megaton-level bomb during the war, which is consistent with the physics
of hydrogen bombs but not fission bombs (p. 2675). Fritz Houtermans was the first scientist to
propose and analyze the fusion reactions in stars (p. 1138).

While these surviving notes from Gerlach are cryptic and certainly not conclusive, they do suggest
the existence of a wartime program that was very active by March 1944 and that involved the use
of deuterium, lithium, and both fusion and fission reactions in an ellipsoidal hydrogen bomb design
highly similar to that in Fig. D.88. Any more detailed documents on such a program would have
been either destroyed by the Germans at the end of the war or captured by Allied countries and
still buried in their classified archives.]
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Figure D.89: March 1944 diagram from Walther Gerlach showing an ellipsoid (upper left) in con-
junction with nuclear reactions involving deuterium and converging shock waves. Compare it to
Fig. D.88 [Karlsch 2005, pp. 205, 321, 333; photo courtesy of Deutsches Museum Archive, NL
080/270-66].
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D.2.5 Possible October 1944 Test Explosion on the Baltic Coast

[A number of sources mentioned an apparent test explosion that occurred in October 1944 on the
Baltic coast of Germany, as summarized in Table D.4.]
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Table D.4: Details about possible October 1944 test explosion from primary sources.
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Rocket File [AFHRA A1260 frame 0951]

REMOTE-CONTROL ROCKET BOMBS:

A prisoner has heard that current tests of the remote-controlled rocket bombs are being carried out
on the Island of Ruegen, which has been made a prohibited area and completely evacuated. His
version of the range for these projectiles is 500 (??) km., and he dates the moment for launching
an attack with them upon England at the end of the year.

Source: P/W report, #B-488, 11 November 1943.

[Although the entire island of Rügen was not evacuated during the war, significant parts of it, such
as the Bug peninsula on the northwestern side, were indeed evacuated and tightly controlled by the
German military, which is presumably what this prisoner of war was referring to.]

Howard G. Bunker. German Aircraft Research Establishments. 11 May 1944. [AFHRA
A5729 frame 1148]

APPENDIX ‘A’

G.A.F. Experimental Stations

Rechlin: Chief experimental field.
Adlershof: Research on a/c in advanced state and likely to be used in this war.

Aerodynamic experimental station.
Aichach: Radio controlled aircraft.
Ainring: Radio controlled bombs.
Darmstadt/Griesheim: Experimental glider station.

Research on jet propelled aircraft.
Diepensee: Night fighter apparatus.
Garz: Rockets (also advanced training on special weapons)
Göttingen: Experiments in supersonic flight.
Koethen/Anhalt: Air Signals Research Regiment.

Merseburg: Glider experiments.
Oberpfaffenhofen: Radio experimental center.
Oranienburg: High altitude experimentation.
Peenemünde: Rockets and jet propulsion.

Zinnowitz: Satellite of Peenemunde.
Repelort: Die Motte
Rügen: Most secret research.
Tarnewitz: New types aircraft armament.
Travemünde: Sea plane experiments.
Usedom: Most secret research (field not established)
Werneuchen: Night fighter testing

Research work at Guidonia (jet propulsion ?) transferred here.

[What research occurring on Rügen island and Usedom peninsula (adjacent to Peenemünde) was
considered “most secret,” even more secret than the listed work on rockets, missiles, and jets? Could
that “most secret research” have been associated with the upcoming possible atomic test on the
Baltic coast in October 1944 and the production and testing of possible atomic bomb components
on Usedom (see p. 2628)?]
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Baltimore Branch Office, Manhattan Engineer District. 4 August 1944 [NARA RG
77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int.
(July–Oct. 44)]

Subject: Positive Intelligence Secured from Prisoners of War at Camp Reynolds, Pa., Relative to
“Secret Weapon”

Summary of Information:

The following information has been received from what is believed to be a reliable source relative
to use by the Germans of a secret weapon.

“According to informant, the Germans are at present working on an extremely secret explosive.
Informant knows very little about it and states that it has something to do with ‘Heavy Water’
(Schweres Wasser). Experiments are conducted on an estate in Pomerania and it is alleged that
this explosive is capable of destroying everything in a radius of several kilometers.”

[...]

Philip Morrison to Joseph Volpe, 20 October 1944, Loose Ends [NARA RG 77, Entry
UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.60-2 Germany: Summary Reports (1945–1946)]

There are a number of things to be done by the Washington office which have not yet been done.
[...]

3. The recent reports of Baltic explosions should be covered by Major Calvert as usual. [...]

OSS London. 5 December 1944. Report T-2805-a. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

Original No. T-2805-a

Report from Sweden

OSS LONDON

Distribution: Information Date : Not Given
CALVERT Report Date : 13 November 1944

PARIS Dissemination Date : 5 December 1944
Value : B-3
Source : OSS

———————————————

GERMANY : ATOMIC PHYSICS

Heavy Water Experimental Station.

Heavy water experiments are being carried out at the Dräger Werke, Lübeck, which is reported
to be the largest gas factory in Germany. The plant’s experimental station is connected with the
experimental station at Peenemünde.
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Headquarters, United States Strategic Air Forces in Europe, Office of the Director
of Intelligence, An Evaluation of German Capabilities in 1945. The Commanders In-
telligence Digest. 19 January 1945. [AFHRA A5729 electronic version p. 255 onward
(esp. pp. 289-290) and p. 561 onward (esp. pp. 596–597), and paper document 519.635,
1945; NARA RG 319 Entry UD-1041, Box 27, Folder 925497].

1. In the following paragraphs are listed the actual or potential weapons which the Germans may
use against USSTAF operations in 1945. For the most part they include the so-called V weapons.
No consideration is given to those for which there is lacking evidence of possible use for some time
to come. [...]

2. V-2:

[...] The V-2, or rocket projectile, with a warhead of approximately one ton, and a current range
of 225 miles, is being fired at London at the rate of 180/250 per month, and against Continental
ports at the rate of approximately 300 per month.

[...] Larger rockets (68 feet in length as against 45 feet) are known to exist, and may appear in
small quantities during the year. They would have a considerably larger warhead. [...]

7. ATOMIC BOMB: Close check of every report, and close surveillance of the area in which tests
are alleged to have taken place lead to the conclusion that such bombs are not a likelihood in 1945.

[Point 1 suggests that there was significant evidence for each of the weapons listed thereafter.

Point 2 proves that rockets 50% longer than the V-2 (21 m vs. 14 m), and with a warhead “con-
siderably larger” than one ton (suitable for an atomic bomb?), were “known to exist.”

Point 7 suggests U.S. knowledge of multiple alleged German atomic bomb tests prior to January
1945, in a particular area that was under close Allied surveillance. This likely means the Baltic
coast (which was being closely monitored for activities at Peenemünde and other locations), and
might therefore include the October 1944 test.]

Harry K. Lennon. 23 May 1945. SUBJECT: Addition to Preliminary Report on
OLMES, Friedrich. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 167, Folder 32.12-2 GER-
MANY: Personnel (Jan 45–Dec 45)]

The following information was given by OLMES, after he had recovered his notebook buried in the
LUENEBURGER HEIDE. [...]

2. The experiments with the atom-splitting bomb had almost been brought to conclusion. The
proven effect of a one kilogram bomb is to cause a crater of 18 miles wide. Only 8–10 more weeks
work would have been required to put the bomb into the operational stage.

3. Laboratory experiments were conducted in DANZIG and BERLIN. Practical experiments were
conducted on the Baltic coast. [...]

[Olmes stated that “practical experiments” with an “atom-splitting bomb” were “were conducted on
the Baltic coast,” corroborating information from the other sources in this section. Intriguingly, he
apparently obtained that information from documents, people, or personal experience he had found
in the Lüneburger Heide, an area just south of Hamburg that several other independent sources
said contained factories producing atomic bombs or major components for them (pp. 2587–2592).]
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Interrogation of Zinsser, Rudolph G. Papers attached: Memo of 17 July 1945, 609th
CIC Detachment [AFHRA C5094 frames 1546–1552].

[...] 1. SUMMARY

Subject was investigated because of his appearance under suspicious circumstances at the Signal
Intelligence Section project which is being conducted at Bad Kissingen. Interrogation of subject
revealed that he was formerly the director of a German research project, Code Name DERNA,
whose purpose was the development of a fully automatic, self-steering anti-aircraft rocket. Subject
stated that he is willing to develop this device for the American authorities.

2. INVESTIGATION

Subject ZINSSER, Rudolph G. was born 6/9/13 in Vienna of Austrian parents. Subject became
an engineer at the Technische Hochschule in Darmstadt in 1933–1935 and later took his doctorate
degree at University J. W. Goethe in Frankfurt 1935–1939.

In 1939 subject entered the Luftwaffe and served in Norway, France, Italy and Africa. Subject was
discharged from the Luftwaffe late in 1944 because of wounds received in combat. Highest rank
attained was Oberleutnant. [...]

Previous to his discharge from the Luftwaffe subject stated that he was granted space at the
Luftkriegs Academy, Berlin/Gatov, to work on above mentioned rocket-steering device. He left the
academy in September 1944 having secured financial backing from the Flugzeugwerk Siebl in Halle
and opened his own laboratory at Jibka in the Sudeten. [...]

On the 26 April subject stated that the factory was evacuated to the vicinity of Bad Aussee and
that at the present time he does not know what happened to his equipment or personnel. [...]

A.P.W.I.U. [Air Force Prisoner of War Interrogation Unit] (Ninth Air Force) 96/1945.
19 August 1945. Investigations, Research, Developments, and Practical Use of the
German Atomic Bomb. [NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 9, Folder TSC # 2601–2700;
AFHRA B-5737 electronic version pp. 340–345]

2. Dr. EDSE, well known chemist, wrote:
At the Institute for Physical Chemistry of the Hamburg University I worked on problems con-
cerning nuclear physics under the direction of Prof. Dr. P. HARTECK, and engaged in investiga-
tions of behavior and properties of the so-called trans-uraniums, already mentioned by HAHN and
STRASSMANN in Berlin, and by JOLIOT-CURIE in Paris. [...]

9. Furthermore the improvement and application of ultra-centrifuge, thermo-diffusion, and distil-
lation had its effect on the success of these experiments. For this reaction the material to be split
must have the form of a liquid, a gas, or a solution; UF6 was used which will melt at 69.2o C. under
light over-pressure. This is advantageous as Fluor (UF6) has not isotope. In this manner only the
uranium isotopes are separated. [...]

14. When Germany was at this stage of the game, the war broke out in Europe. At first investigations
on this disintegration of 235

92 U were somewhat neglected because a practical application seemed too
far off. Later, however, this research continued, especially in finding methods of separating isotopes.
Needless to say that the center of gravity of Germany’s war effort at that time lay on other tasks.
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15. Nevertheless the atomic bomb was expected to be ready toward the end of 1944, if it had not
been for the effective air attacks on laboratories engaged in this uranium research, especially on
the one at Rjuken in Norway, where heavy water was produced. It is mainly for this reason that
Germany did not succeed in using the atomic bomb during the war. [...]

17. [...] The disintegration of one kg 235
92 U delivers an amount of energy of 1000

235 · 160 · 23 · 106 kg cal
= 1.6 · 1010 kg cal, whereas one kg of TNT only delivers 1000 kg cal when detonating. Out of this
follows that an atomic bomb of 3 lbs 235

92 U has the same effect as a bomb of 20,000 tons of TNT.
[...]

47. A man named ZINSSER, a Flak rocket expert, mentioned what he noticed one day: In the
beginning of Oct. 1944 I flew from Ludwigslust (south of Lubeck), about 12 to 15 km from an
atomic bomb test station, when I noticed a strong, bright illumination of the whole atmosphere,
lasting about 2 seconds.

48. The clearly visible pressure wave escaped the approaching and following cloud formed by the
explosion. This wave had a diameter of about 1 km when it became visible and the color of the
cloud changed frequently. It became dotted after a short period of darkness with all sorts of light
spots, which were, in contrast to normal explosions, of a pale blue color.

49. After about 10 seconds the sharp outlines of the explosion cloud disappeared, then the cloud
began to take on a lighter color against the sky covered with a gray overcast. The diameter of the
still visible pressure wave was at least 9000 meters while remaining visible for at least 15 seconds.

50. Personal observations of the colors of the explosion cloud found an almost blue-violet shade.
During this manifestation reddish-colored rims were to be seen, changing to a dirty-like shade in
very rapid succession.

51. The combustion was lightly felt from my observation plane in the form of pulling and pushing.
The appearance of atmospheric disturbance lasted about 10 seconds without noticeable climax.

52. About one hour later I started with an He 111 from the A/D [aerodrome] at Ludwigslust and
flew in an easterly direction. Shortly after the start I passed through the almost complete overcast
(between 3000 and 4000 meter altitude). A cloud shaped like a mushroom with turbulent, billowing
sections (at about 7000 meter altitude) stood, without any seeming connections, over the spot
where the explosion took place. Strong electrical disturbances and the impossibility to continue
radio communication as by lightning, turned up.

53. Because of the P-38s operating in the area Wittenberg-Merseburg I had to turn to the north
but observed a better visibility at the bottom of the cloud where the explosion occurred. Note [by
U.S. investigator]: It does not seem very clear to me why these experiments took place in such
crowded areas.

[Although Zinsser did not admit it, he had presumably been ordered to make multiple flights over
the test area in order to make visual observations of the atomic bomb test (and perhaps to carry
cameras or measuring equipment). One flight at the right place and time might have simply been
a remarkable coincidence, but two flights shows deliberate intent to observe the test, especially
coupled with his highly detailed description.]
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Figure D.90: Rudolf Zinsser reported observing an apparent atomic bomb test near the Baltic
coast in October 1944. U.S. documents state that Rudolf Edse worked on the German atomic
bomb program.
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S. D. Felkin. 9 October 1945. [NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 9, Folder TSC # 2601–
2700]

SECRET.

A.P./W.I.U. (9th. AIR FORCE) REPORT NO. 96/1945.

Will all recipients of the above report please note that it has now been upgraded to TOP SECRET.

S. D. Felkin
Group Captain

[By spring 1945, the U.S. Alsos Mission concluded that Germany never even made a serious attempt
to develop an atomic bomb during the war, yet Zinsser’s testimony about an apparently successful
October 1944 German atomic bomb test was given wide circulation and credence in U.S. military
intelligence circles several months later, in August 1945. That fact suggests that U.S. intelligence
officials had good reasons to doubt the conclusions of the Alsos Mission.

Moreover, the fact that the Zinsser report was then upgraded from Secret to Top Secret in October
1945 suggests that intelligence about German atomic bomb tests became more credible, not less
credible, with further time and investigation. What new information did U.S. intelligence learn
about the German atomic bomb program and/or Zinsser between August and October 1945 that
prompted them to increase the classification level of Zinsser’s report?]

Loose memo with no title, date, or signature [NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 9, Folder
TSC # 2601–2700]

The Enclosure to this report previously obtained from MIS and incorporated in report on the atomic
bomb. A copy of the previous enclosure in Mr. Alberti’s file. This report filed without further action
or distribution.

[MIS was the Military Intelligence Service. This note appears to have originally been attached to a
report, but what report and what enclosure does it reference?

“Mr. Alberti” was presumably Jack H. Alberti, a Naval Intelligence investigator who was one of
the first to board the U-234 submarine in May 1945, who conducted many of the interrogations of
its passengers and crew, and who was in charge of cataloging and processing its cargo. Alberti also
performed the same functions for other captured German submarines (pp. 2892–2899). Does this
loose memo suggest that Alberti obtained information from U-234 (or other German submarines)
that was related to the Zinsser report about the German atomic bomb program? If so, what
information?]
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Edse, Rudolf. Foreign Scientist Case File. [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box 35,
Folder Edse, Rudolf]

DATE: 9 May 1946

The following information in the case of Dr. Rudolf Edse is submitted in accordance with letter,
Headquarters, Army Air Forces [...]

a. [...] Department head of Chemical Research Branch at LFA, specialist for nuclear physics, chem-
ical basic research, powdered rockets, and thermodynamics.

b. [...] Has written report on possibilities of atomic research at Wright Field.

c. [...] Because of his work on the production of isotopes related to atomic research, he might be
employed along similar lines in this country. [...]

D. L. PUTT
Colonel, Air Corps
Deputy Commanding General
Intelligence (T-2)

Date 26 September 45 [...]

BASIC PERSONNEL RECORD Arrived: 20 Sept. 1945

I. Name: EDSE, Rudolf [...]

XV. Remarks: Worked on atomic bomb (see attached report)

[The same 19 August 1945 report that included Rudolf Zinsser’s description of an October 1944
German atomic bomb test also included information from Rudolf Edse, who said that he had worked
on the German nuclear program, and that it had had the goal of having an atomic bomb ready
by late 1944. The Foreign Scientist Case File (“Paperclip” file) for Rudolf Edse reaffirms that he
did work on the German atomic bomb. It also indicates that he gave detailed descriptions of his
work for Germany and how he could do similar work for the United States, although those details
are not in the files. Edse was brought to the United States in 1945 (much sooner than many other
Paperclip scientists) and given lifetime employment in the United States. He does not appear to
have ever again mentioned the German nuclear work.]
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29 October 1944 memo for Luigi Romersa to meet with Mussolini [Archivo Centrale
dello Stato Rom, SPD CO RSI B 65, Akte 5680]

Telefona il Tenente Romersa per informare
che è rientrato dal suo viaggio in Germania
e per chiedere di essere ricevuto dal DUCE,
possibilmente in giornata.

29 ott. XXIII

Lieutenant Romersa called to report that he
has returned from his trip to Germany and
to ask to be received by the DUCE, possibly
within the day.

29 Oct. 1944
[beginning of year XXIII of Mussolini’s reign]

[Romersa, shown in Fig. D.91, was an Italian military and aerospace journalist who had a long and
distinguished career both during and after the war. According to him (and supported by documents
such as that above and others [Karlsch 2005]), Mussolini sent him to Germany in October 1944
as his special representative to observe the latest German secret weapons tests and to report back
to Mussolini to strengthen his flagging confidence that Germany could win the war. Along with a
long list of now well known advanced German rockets, missiles, and jets, Romersa was also briefed
about V-3 and V-4 rockets and an atomic bomb.]

Luigi Romersa. May-June 1955. Le armi segrete di Hitler [Hitler’s Secret Weapons].
Civilta Delle Macchine.

Il dottor Schaeffer, referente per la stampa
italiana presso il ministero della propaganda
tedesco, mi combinò il primo incontro col
sottosegretario Neumann [Werner Naumann],
braccio destro di Goebbels. Il 6 ottobre 1944,
Schaeffer mi comunicò all’albergo che Neu-
mann mi avrebbe ricevuto alle quattordici al
Propaganda Ministerium, nel suo ufficio. [...]

Si raccolse per un istante poi scandendo
le parole riprese: “Abbiamo raggiunto la
disgregazione dell’atomo. Abbiamo la bomba
disgregatrice i cui effetti vanno al di là di ogni
umana immaginaziono...” [...]

Alla fine del suo lungo monologo, Neu-
mann venne a parlare delle “V 2”, “V 3”
e “V 4” precisando che gli ultimi due tipi,
ai quali ne dovevano seguire altri tre, erano
radiocomandati e perciò infallibili. Ottenni
anche la promessa di una visita alle fabbriche
sotterranee e del suo interessamento, presso
Goebbels, per assistere a un esperimento di
bomba disgregatrice che doveva aver luogo in
quei giorni in un’isola del Baltico. [...]

Dr. Schaeffer, the Italian press representa-
tive at the German Ministry of Propaganda,
arranged for my first meeting with Undersecre-
tary Neumann [Werner Naumann], Goebbels’
right-hand man. On 6 October 1944, Schaeffer
informed me at the hotel that Neumann would
receive me at 2:00 p.m. at the Propaganda
Ministerium, in his office. [...]

He gathered for a moment then scanned
the words taken: “We have achieved the
disintegration of the atom. We have the disin-
tegrating bomb whose effects go beyond any
human imagination...” [...]

At the end of his long monologue, Neu-
mann came to talk about the “V 2,” “V 3,”
and “V 4,” pointing out that the last two types,
followed by three others, were radio-controlled
and therefore infallible. I also got the promise
of a visit to the underground factories and his
interest, at Goebbels, to attend an experiment
of bomb disintegration that was to take place
in those days on an island in the Baltic. [...]
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Figure D.91: Luigi Romersa reported observing an apparent atomic bomb test near the Baltic coast
in October 1944.
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Il 10 ottobre 1944 fui avvertito di tenermi
pronto a partire per il nord.

Lasciai Berlino nella notte dell’11 in auto-
mobile; mi accompagnavano due ufficiali, uno
mi disse che al ritorno sarei stato ricevuto da
Goebbels.

Avevo passato quasi tutta la serata nel
rifugio dell’albergo Adlon. Mi era rimasta
negli orecchi la voce di un altoparlante che nel
corso del bombardamento diceva ai berlinesi
dove erano cadute le bombe, il numero degli
apparecchi incursori e le località in cui si erano
sviluppati incendi. Molti, ancora prima di
lasciare il rifugio, sapevano che all’uscita non
avrebbero più trovato la casa. Viaggiammo per
diverse ore nel buio umido che s’incollava ai
vetri come nebbia. Pareva che sui vetri della
macchina invece di nebbia colasse buio. Solo
alla fine del viaggio seppi che mi trovavo nei
pressi di Stralsund, davanti all’isola di Rugen
che raggiungemmo con un motoscafo della
marina militare.

Rugen era un centro d’esperimenti dove
venivano collaudate le nuove armi germaniche.
Speciali reparti di truppe d’assalto pro-
teggevano l’isola e ne impedivano l’accesso a
chiunque. Per recarsi a Rugen occorreva un
salvacondotto a firma del capo dello stato
maggiore della Wehrmacht. Ci recammo subito
in una zona folta di alberi dove trovammo altri
ufficiali e alcuni tecnici. Nel bosco erano stati
costruiti rifugi in cemento e piccole case in
mattoni. Entrammo in una torretta blindata,
semisepolta, attraverso una porticina metallica
che venne richiusa con ogni cura. Dentro
eravamo in quattro: i due ufficiali che mi
avevano accompagnato, un altro uomo vestito
di una tuta e io. Aspettavo mezzogiorno col
cuore in gola. A mezzogiorno, secondo quanto
aveva detto l’uomo in tuta, ci sarebbe stato
l’esperimento della “bomba disgregatrice”.

On 10 October 1944, I was warned to be ready
to leave for the north.

I left Berlin on the night of the 11th by
car; two officers accompanied me, one of whom
told me that on my return I would be received
by Goebbels.

I had spent most of the evening in the
refuge of the Adlon Hotel. In my ears remained
the voice of a loudspeaker, telling the Berliners
during the bombing where the bombs had
fallen, the number of raiders and where the
fires had broken out. Many, even before leaving
the refuge, knew that they would never find
their home at the exit. We traveled for several
hours in the damp darkness that stuck to the
glass like a fog. It seemed that on the windows
of the car instead of fog it dripped dark. Only
at the end of the trip did I know that I was
near Stralsund, in front of the island of Rügen,
which we reached with a Navy motorboat.

Rügen was an experimental center where
the new German weapons were tested. Special
units of assault troops protected the island
and prevented access to it by anyone. To get
to Rügen you needed a safe-conduct signed
by the chief of staff of the Wehrmacht. We
immediately went to an area full of trees where
we found other officers and some technicians.
Concrete shelters and small brick houses
had been built in the woods. We entered an
armored turret, half-open, through a metal
door that was closed with every care. Inside
there were four of us: the two officers who had
accompanied me, another man dressed in a
suit and me. I waited for noon with my heart
in my throat. At noon, according to what the
man in the suit had said, there would be the
experiment of the “disintegration bomb.”
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La bomba doveva scoppiare a terra, a due
chilometri circa dal nostro osservatorio
blindato.

Il tempo non passava mai; i minuti erano
ore. Aveva ripreso a piovere e una fumana
densa saliva dal sottobosco. La terra, davanti
a noi, era marcia e scura, color del saio dei
monaci. Squillò un telefono nell’interno del
bunker. Avvertirono che l’esperimento era stato
anticipato alle 11,45. Mancavano perciò cinque
minuti. Feci appena in tempo a consultare
l’orologio che sentii un boato tremendo. Il
pavimento mi dondolò sotto i piedi e per un
istante mi parve che le pareti del rifugio si
chiudessero. Davanti non vedevo che fumo, un
fumo biancastro, lanoso, che ribolliva come la
melma vomitata da una fogna. Si sentirono altri
scoppi seguiti da lampi accecanti. Il cielo, tetro
e chiuso, era stracciato da lampi bianchissimi.
Mi passai una mano sulla faccia, sudavo.
Nessuno apr̀ı bocca. Al boato di poc’anzi segùı
un silenzio che metteva i brividi. Fu l’uomo in
tuta che parlò per primo. Era un colonnello
dell’“Heereswaffenamt”, l’organo addetto alla
preparazione degli armamenti. “Quello che
vedremo oggi—disse—è di capitale importanza.
Quando potremo lanciare la nostra bomba sulle
truppe d’invasione o su una città nemica gli
angloamericani saranno costretti a meditare se
valga la pena di continuare la guerra o di finirla
ragionevolmente. Sono anni che studiamo.
Siamo finalmente arrivati in porto”. Le sue
parole caddero nel silenzio. Lo ascoltavamo
tutti con gli occhi.

The bomb was to explode on the ground, about
two kilometers from our armored observatory.

Time did not pass; the minutes were hours. It
had started raining again and a dense fog was
rising from the undergrowth. The ground in
front of us was rotten and dark, the color of
the monks’ habit. A telephone rang inside the
bunker. They warned that the experiment had
been brought forward to 11:45 a.m. There were
therefore five minutes left. I was just in time
to consult the clock that I heard a tremendous
roar. The floor rocked under my feet and for a
moment it seemed to me that the walls of the
refuge were closing. In front of me I could only
see smoke, a whitish, woolly smoke, boiling like
the slime vomiting from a sewer. Other bursts
of light followed by blinding flashes. The sky,
dark and closed, was torn by very white flashes.
I passed a hand on my face, I was sweating. No
one opened their mouth. The roar just before
was followed by a silence that gave the creeps.
It was the man in the suit who spoke first. He
was a colonel of the “Army Ordnance Office,”
the body in charge of the preparation of the
armaments. “What we will see today—he
said—is of paramount importance. When we
can drop our bomb on invading troops or on
an enemy city, Anglo-Americans will be forced
to meditate whether it is worth continuing
the war or ending it reasonably. We’ve been
studying for years. We have finally achieved
our objective.” His words fell into silence. We
all listened to him with our eyes.
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Uscimmo dal bunker verso la diciassette, dopo
che erano arrivati alcuni nomini vestiti di una
tuta mostruosa; in testa portavano uno scafan-
dro del tipo di quello dei palombari, soltanto
che era floscio e non aveva viti. Anche noi in-
dossammo uno strano camiciotto di stoffa ru-
vida, bianchiccia e pantaloni dello stesso tes-
suto. Camminammo preceduti dai soldati. A
mano a mano che avanzavamo la terra ci ap-
pariva sconvolta, arata, straziata da paurose
voragini. Faceva freddo eppure tutto era arso
come se fosse passata sull’isola una ventata di
fuoco. Gli alberi non avevano più chioma nè
rami; erano ridotti a tronconi abbrustoliti. Col
piede urtai qualcosa; mi abbassai e vidi una
capra carbonizzata. Si capiva che era una capra
perché sulla carne strinata si vedevano ciuffi di
peli; aveva la testa schiacciata, come pestata
col martello. Le casette di pietra, erano muc-
chi di calcinacci. Solo le torrette in cemento
armato avevano resistito. Qualche capra mori-
bonda belava in maniera disperata; pareva il
lamento di un uomo.

We left the bunker around 5:00 p.m., after some
representatives had arrived dressed in a mon-
strous suit; on their heads they wore a helmet
like that of a diving suit, only that it was floppy
and had no screws. We also wore a strange shirt
of rough, white fabric and trousers of the same
fabric. We walked ahead of the soldiers. As we
advanced, the earth appeared to us to be up-
set, ploughed, torn apart by fearful chasms. It
was cold and yet everything was burned as if
a blast of fire had passed over the island. The
trees had no more foliage or branches; they were
reduced to toasted trunks. With my foot I hit
something; I lowered myself and saw a charred
goat. One could see that it was a goat, because
on the flesh you could see tufts of hair; its head
was crushed, as if it had been beaten with a
hammer. The stone houses were piles of rubble.
Only the reinforced concrete turrets had sur-
vived. A few dying goats whispered desperately;
it seemed like a man’s lament.

[A French translation of Romersa’s Civilta Delle Macchine article was published as:

Luigi Romersa. J’ai Vu Exploser La Bombe Atomique de Hitler!
Paris-Presse L’Intransigeant. 19 November 1955 p. 14.

In 1984, Romersa repeated his claims in a Spanish article:

Luigi Romersa. August-September 1984. Las “Armas Secretas” de Hitler,
algo más que fantaśıa. Defensa No. 76–77.

He continued to make the same claims for the rest of his life, as shown by:

Luigi Romersa. 2005. Le Armi Segrete di Hitler. Milan: Mursia.

and the following article.]
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John Hooper. 30 September 2005. Author fuels row over Hitler’s bomb. The Guardian.
[https://www.theguardian.com/world/2005/sep/30/books.italy]

Mr Romersa [...] lives today in an elegant flat in the Parioli district of Rome. His study walls are
covered with photographs from a career during which he interviewed many of the major figures of
the 20th century, from Chiang Kai-shek to Lyndon Johnson. Though he suffers from some ill-health
these days, he is still lucid and articulate.

He told the Guardian how, in September 1944, Italy’s wartime dictator, Benito Mussolini, had
summoned him to the town of Salo to entrust him with a special mission. Mussolini was then
leader of the Nazi-installed government of northern Italy and Mr Romersa was a 27 year-old war
correspondent for Corriere della Sera.

Mr Romersa said that when Mussolini had met Hitler earlier in the conflict, the Nazi dictator had
alluded to Germany’s development of weapons capable of reversing the course of the war. “Mussolini
said to me: ‘I want to know more about these weapons. I asked Hitler but he was unforthcoming’.”

Mussolini provided him with letters of introduction to both Josef Goebbels, the Nazi propaganda
chief, and Hitler himself. After meeting both men in Germany, he was shown around the Nazis’ top-
secret weapons plant at Peenemünde and then, on the morning of October 12 1944, taken to what
is now the holiday island of Rügen, just off the German coast, where he watched the detonation of
what his hosts called a “disintegration bomb”.

“They took me to a concrete bunker with an aperture of exceptionally thick glass. At a certain
moment, the news came through that detonation was imminent,” he said. “There was a slight
tremor in the bunker; a sudden, blinding flash, and then a thick cloud of smoke. It took the shape
of a column and then that of a big flower.

“The officials there told me we had to remain in the bunker for several hours because of the effects
of the bomb. When we eventually left, they made us put on a sort of coat and trousers which
seemed to me to be made of asbestos and we went to the scene of the explosion, which was about
one and a half kilometres away.

“The effects were tragic. The trees around had been turned to carbon. No leaves. Nothing alive.
There were some animals—sheep—in the area and they too had been burnt to cinders.”

On his return to Italy, Mr Romersa briefed Mussolini on his visit. In the 1950s, he published a
fuller account of his experiences in the magazine Oggi. But, he said, “everyone said I was mad”.
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Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann on test explosions [Krotzky
2002]. For a discussion of the background and reliability of this source, see p. 2363.

[p. 31] Also, es ist so: Mir ist bekannt, dass es
vier Atomversuche gab. Der erste noch 1943 im
Herbst in der Nordsee, der ist gescheitert. Dann
zwei 1944 im Herbst und im Spätherbst. Einer
davon am Boden, also auf einem niedrigen
Gestell, der spätere in der Atmosphäre am
Fallschirm. Der im Winter 1944 in der Luft war
brisant und die Ladung war auch größer. Das
könnte im November gewesen sein. Der letzte
Versuch war dann wieder mit kleiner Ladung
im März 1945. Wo die Versuche waren, möchte
ich jetzt noch nicht sagen, weil sich sonst die
Bevölkerung unnötig aufregen würde.

[p. 32] Ich kann aber mit Bestimmtheit
erklären, dass mir von sechs Atombomben
berichtet wurde, die aus drei verschiedenen
Forschungsanlagen stammten. Alle waren
Prototypen. Darüber hinaus gab es einige
Kleinstkörper, die für die Laborversuche vorge-
sehen waren. Für den Versuch im Winter 1944
ist allerdings eine größere Ladung verwendet
worden, wie ich ja schon sagte.

[p. 13] Als im Oktober 1944 klar war, dass die
Theorie zur Atombombe grundsätzlich stimmt,
ist in verschiedenen Kreisen natürlich auch
darüber nachgedacht worden, was man dann
machen sollte, um den Krieg schnellsten zu
beenden.

[p. 17] Ich möchte aber mal etwas zu dem
Hintergrund sagen, warum Himmler nicht zu
dem Atombombentest am vierten März nach
Thüringen gekommen ist.

[p. 40] Dieser Versuch sollte den Beweis
bringen, dass das Zündsystem stabil arbeitet
und der Vorbereitung eines entsprechenden
Angriffs dienen, der mit einer Rakete geflogen
werden sollte.

[p. 31] Well, it is so: It is known to me that
there were four atomic tests. The first still in
1943 in the autumn in the North Sea, which
failed. Then two in 1944 in the autumn and
the late autumn. One of them on the ground,
that is on a small stand, the later one in the
atmosphere on a parachute. That one in winter
1944 in the air was highly explosive and the
charge [fuel] was also larger. That could have
been in November. The last test was then again
with a small charge in March 1945. Where
the tests were I would like to not say now,
because otherwise the population would be
unnecessarily upset.

[p. 32] I can definitely declare that I was
told of six atomic bombs that came from
three different research installations. All were
prototypes. In addition, there were some very
small devices that were intended for laboratory
experiments. For the experiment in the winter
of 1944, a larger charge was indeed used, as I
already told you.

[p. 13] When, in October 1944, it was clear that
the theory of the atomic bomb was in principle
correct, various circles had, of course, also been
thinking about what should be done to end the
war as quickly as possible.

[p. 17] But I would like to say something
about the background, why Himmler did not
come to Thuringia for the atomic bomb test on
the fourth of March.

[p. 40] This test was to provide proof that the
ignition system worked stably and to serve as
preparation for a corresponding attack that
was supposed to be flown with a rocket.
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[p. 40] Das sind aber alles Projekte gewesen,
wo die Industrie auf die eine oder andere Weise
beteiligt war. Ob die Facharbeiter stellten, oder
ihre spezielle technische Kompetenz. Natürlich
lieferten die auch Einzelstücke oder Bauteile
für Prototypen oder für die Versuche. Das war
ja kein Problem, weil man einem Metallstück ja
nicht ansieht, für welchen Zweck es gebraucht
wird. Sehen Sie, das ging soweit, dass das
Gestell für unseren Atomversuch in Thüringen
von einer Schlosserei aus Thüringen hergestellt
wurde. Ich weiß es deshalb, weil, als man sich
dort traf, Diebner auf die Frage von jemandem,
ob den unsere Leute gebaut hätten erklärte, der
wäre von einer Schlosserei aus der Gegend. Die
hätten ja nicht erfahren, wofür der gedacht war.

Der Versuch ist gerade dort durchgeführt
worden, obwohl das ja in bewohntem Gebiet
liegt, weil wir durch den Kriegsverlauf nicht
mehr viel Auswahl hatten und natürlich, weil
ja auch die Zeit drängte. Also sind wir gleich
dort geblieben, wo auch das erforderliche
Material erzeugt und auch gelagert worden
war. Außerdem hatten hier unsere Leute und
die von Diebners anderer Gruppe ihre Labors
und die Entwicklungsabteilung. Und hier in
der Nähe war ja auch die Serienproduktion
der Uran-Bombe geplant gewesen. Außerdem
sollte Anfang Januar die Zünderfertigung
oder zumindest die Entwicklung eines für die
Uran-Bombe vorgesehenen Zündsystems nach
meiner Erinnerung ebenfalls hierher verlagert
werden. Das war aber in einem aufgelassenen
Bergwerk untergebracht, nicht in einer der
Anlagen vor Ort. Diebner hatte angeblich,
versichert, die Sprengwirkung wäre bei der
geringen Menge, die der Versuch kosten würde,
ganz gering. Leider hat sich seine Vorhersage
aber nicht bestätigt. Das was da geschehen
ist, war scheußlich. Außerdem hat es in der
Umgebung noch Folgen gegeben, wobei ich nur
hörte, dass Ärzte, die bei uns unter Vertrag
standen, dort eingesetzt werden mussten.

[p. 40] But these were all projects where
industry was involved in one way or another.
Whether the skilled workers were placed, or
their special technical competence. Of course,
they also supplied individual pieces or compo-
nents for prototypes or for the tests. That was
not a problem, because one cannot tell from a
piece of metal for what purpose it is needed.
You see, that went so far that the stand for
our atom test in Thuringia was manufactured
by a metalworking shop in Thuringia. I know
it because when meeting there, Diebner ex-
plained, in response to someone’s question
about whether our people had built it, it was
from a metalworking shop from the area. They
would not have known what it was meant for.

The test was carried out directly there,
even though that was in an inhabited area,
because due to the course of the war we did
not have a lot of choice and, of course, because
time was also critical. So we just stayed where
the necessary material was produced and
stored. In addition, our people and those of
Diebner’s other group had their laboratories
and the development department. And here
close by, too, the mass production of uranium
bombs had been planned. In addition, at the
beginning of January, the ignition [system]
production or at least the development of
an ignition system intended for the uranium
bomb was likewise supposed to be relocated
here, according to my memory. But this was
placed in an abandoned mine, not in one of the
facilities on site. Diebner allegedly assured that
the explosive effect would be quite small for
the small amount [of fuel] that the test would
require. Unfortunately his prediction was not
confirmed. What happened there was horrible.
In addition, there were other consequences in
the surrounding area, of which I only heard,
that doctors, who were under contract with us,
had to be deployed there.
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[p. 13] Nach dem dritten Versuch, also das war
dann der vom März in Thüringen, ist Hitler
informiert worden. [...] Es war doch so, als
der Versuch in Thüringen gelang, sind nach
meiner Kenntnis unbeabsichtigt Arbeitskräfte
aus einem Lager ums Leben gekommen. Die
Leute, die bei dem Versuch dabei waren, hatten
zum Teil größte Bedenken, ob man die Waffe
einsetzen sollte, also ich meine, es war ja klar,
dass im Einsatz nicht mit einem Testkörper
operiert werden würde.

[p. 43] Was bleibt, sind die drei gelungenen
Atomwaffenversuche, darunter ein größerer, ein
Fehlschlag und ein Unfall.

[p. 13] After the third attempt, which was
the one from March in Thuringia, Hitler
was informed. [...] It was like this: when the
test in Thuringia succeeded, according to my
understanding, workers from a camp died acci-
dentally. The people involved in the test had
some of the biggest concerns about using the
weapon, I mean, it was clear that deployment
would not involve an experimental device.

[p. 43] What remains are the three suc-
cessful atomic weapons tests, including a big
one, a failure and an accident.

[According to Grothmann, at least six prototype atomic bombs were produced at at least three
different facilities. Of those, at least four were detonated in test explosions:

1. A test in autumn 1943 in the North Sea that failed. Grothmann provided no other details,
and no other details are known from other sources. Elsewhere, Grothmann stated that fission
fuel was very scarce even in 1944–1945 and that the implosion system was not perfected until
1944. Although it is very surprising that a test would even be attempted in 1943, either or
both of those problems could have easily caused the failure.

2. A test in the first half of October 1944 at a location that Grothmann refused to name for
fear of public reaction. The bomb was on a low stand or holder, and its explosion successfully
demonstrated the principles of the device. This information is consistent with statements
from Rudolph Zinsser (p. 2683), Luigi Romersa (pp. 2688–2693), Elisabeth Mestlin (p. 2697),
and other sources, who described a test explosion on the Baltic coast, possibly on Rügen
island, on approximately 12 October 1944. That area of the Baltic coast has long been a
popular tourist destination for people from all of Germany and beyond, which may explain
Grothmann’s reluctance to name the location.

3. A test during or around November 1944 at another location that Grothmann refused to name
for fear of public reaction. That bomb was suspended from a parachute (presumably after
having been dropped by a large aircraft), contained more fission fuel, and had a larger explo-
sive yield. This information is consistent with statements from Robert Jackson (p. 2705), Felix
Kersten (p. 2709), Wilhelm Wulff (p. 2710), and other sources, who described a test explosion
near Auschwitz, which was said to have occurred over a specially constructed concentration
camp and its inmates. If that is true, both that specific war crime and the larger issue of war
crimes at Auschwitz and elsewhere in Poland could explain why Grothmann would not name
the location.
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4. A test on 4 March 1945 in Thuringia. Although Grothmann did not name the specific lo-
cation, he said the test occurred very close to the research installation, and he separately
said the research installation was located at or adjacent to the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz
military base. According to Grothmann, the bomb was mounted on a test stand, used a
smaller amount of fission fuel, and had a smaller explosive yield, but was intended to test an
improved implosion system that would be light enough to be carried on a rocket. Nonethe-
less, the explosive yield was still larger than had been expected, killed a number of workers,
contaminated the area, and necessitated the use of special doctors to treat local people who
were affected by the “horrible” event. This description closely matches those given by Ivan
Ilyichev (pp. 2718–2722), Oscar Koch (p. 2783), Cläre Werner (p. 2771), Heinz Wachsmut (p.
2775), and other sources.

Assuming that Grothmann did not overlook any tests or failures and that there were at least six
bombs as he stated, at least two bombs remained at the end of the war. Grothmann reported that
the United States captured at least one bomb (p. 2946).]

2004 testimony of Elisabeth Mestlin, as described by Wolfgang Ebsen [Karlsch and
Petermann 2007, p. 163]

Sie erinnerte sich aufgrund glaubwürdiger
Umstände genau an das außergewöhnliche
Ereignis. Frau Mestlin fuhr nach der Bom-
bardierung von Stralsund am 6. Oktober 1944
zu ihren Kindern nach Vitte auf der Insel
Hiddensee. Auf der Insel Hiddensee hörte sie
am 12. Oktober 1944 eine heftige Explosion
und sah eine große Staubwolke an der Südspitze
der Halbinsel Bug.

Interview mit Elisabeth Mestlin vom 5.10.2004,
aufgezeichnet von Lutz Riemann, ausgestrahlt
vom NDR am 13.3.2005.

She remembered the extraordinary event
because of credible circumstances. After the
bombardment of Stralsund on 6 October 1944,
Ms. Mestlin went to see her children in Vitte
on the island of Hiddensee. On the island of
Hiddensee on 12 October 1944, she heard a
violent explosion and saw a large cloud of dust
on the southern tip of the Bug peninsula.

Interview with Elisabeth Mestlin from 5
October 2004, recorded by Lutz Riemann,
broadcast by NDR on 13 March 2005.

[In some sources, Elisabeth Mestlin’s name is given as Ilse Menslin.

Bug is a peninsula on the northwestern side of Rügen island. During the war, it was used as a
German naval base. It is geographically rather isolated from the rest of Rügen and from the Baltic
coastline of Germany. Because of its relative isolation and its highly secure military status, it would
have been a good location for atomic bomb development and/or testing. It is known that new types
of bombs were tested in that area [e.g., Stüwe 1999, pp. 451, 461]. Advanced scientific testing was
conducted at other locations on the Baltic coast of Germany—virology at Riems island, rockets
and jets at Peenemünde, radar on the German-occupied Danish island of Bornholm off the coast,
etc.

Vitte is the main village on Hiddensee island. It is approximately 3 km west of the southern tip of
the Bug peninsula. It would be reasonable to expect a large explosion on Bug to be audible and
visible from the eastern ocean side of Vitte.]
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D.2.6 Possible ∼November 1944 Test Explosion in Poland

[These documents contain testimony about an apparent test explosion that occurred in Poland
during or around November 1944, as summarized in Table D.5.]
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Table D.5: Details about possible ∼November 1944 test explosion from primary sources.
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PW Intelligence Bulletin No. 2/25. 9 January 1945. [AFHRA A5186 frames 0023–0027]

[...]

PW INTELLIGENCE BULLETIN No. 2/25

21. Bunawerke MONOWITZ nr AUSCHWITZ

See ANNEXES I and II.

Preamble. PW, a Slovak, was drafted into the Slovakian labor service 15 April 43 and sent to a
guard coy in AUSCHWITZ. After three days black SS uniforms were issued the coy. PW remained
there until July 44.

Location. The factory, commonly known as Bunawerke MONOWITZ, houses the two firms BUNA
and IG FARBEN. Completely underground, it can nevertheless be located easily by six large wooden
barracks, used as quarters for foremen and head mechanics, and situated atop a hill.

Personnel. Employed in the factory are appr 30,000 workers, all political prisoners whose work is
supervised by SS guards. The workers—Poles, Russians, Czechs, and Jews—march to and from the
factory from the nearby concentration camp at AUSCHWITZ, where a total of 680,000 prisoners
are detained. There are two shifts, 0600 to 1800 and 1800 to 0600.

Products. Synthetic rubber products and Flak guns are turned out in the BUNA section. Although
never inside the factory, PW has seen tanks (believed to be Tiger IIs) being taken from the factory
grounds by rail.

PW does not know what is manufactured by the IG FARBEN section of the factory, but he saw
the name on some of the barracks and on papers.

Guards. A total of 37 guard towers are situated at irregular intervals around the area. Every second
tower has one machine gun. Encircling the area is electrically-charged wire fencing four meters high,
run in 2 rows three meters apart. The area is flood-lighted at night.

Rubber Plants. There are appr 35 sq km of fields covered with rubber plants brought from RUSSIA.
The fields and plants are maintained entirely by Russian civilians. The plants are used in the
manufacture of rubber product.

LEGEND FOR ANNEX I (ITEM 21)

[...] 15. PW believes a new plant was under construction here. Circles indicate reservoir-like concrete
pits 8 m in diameter.

16. Incomplete concrete foundations 6-7 m in diameter.

LEGEND FOR ANNEX II

[...] Note: The factory grounds are completely grassed. There are heavy Flak installations through-
out the area. Over the whole area are barrage balloons. PW does not know where the entrances to
the actual underground factory are located.
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H. W. Dix to Francis Smith. Subject: Heavy Water. 26 December 1944. [NARA RG
77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int.
(Nov. 44–June 45)]

This office has received the following comments from our Swedish people and it is dated 22 November
1944 and has a B-2 rating.

Heavy water is manufactured primarily in Norway by I. G. at Norsk Hydro. However,
manufacture in Germany at the Bayrische Stickstoffwerke in Piesteritz or Auschwitz is
certainly a possibility.

I have heard nothing about experiments with heavy water as an explosive. After all,
that would be a case of splitting the atom!

Monthly Intelligence Summary. II Information on Possible TA Sites. January 1945.
[NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined
Intell Rpts.]

Report received from OSS Stockholm mentions the possibility that heavy water is being made in
Germany at Piesteritz or Auschwitz at The Bayrische Stickstoffwerke, but the same source said he
has heard nothing about heavy water in connection with an explosive. While coverage of these two
towns has been requested, Auschwitz is in that part of Germany which is now in Russian hands.

Monthly Intelligence Summary. II Information on Possible TA Sites. February 1945.
[NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined
Intell Rpts.]

Reference Monthly Intelligence Summary, January 1945, II 5, page three. All available air cover-
age and Interpretation Reports of Auschwitz and Piesteritz have been obtained and forwarded to
General Groves’ office for further study.

U.S. Embassy, Warsaw. 12 August 1947. Report No. R-107-47, MIS-390731. Subject:
Plants producing heavy water. [NARA RG 319, Entry 85A, Box 2534, Folder 390731–
390740]

1. It is believed that no plants designed specially for the production of heavy water exist in Poland.
It is reliably reported that the Germans built one such plant near OSWIECIM (Auschwitz) but
that it was destroyed or moved out by the SOVIETS in 1945.

2. A definite potentiality exists for the production of heavy hydrogen as a by-product of coal
hydrogenation. There is believed to be small likelihood of the realization of this potential, since the
Polish government insists on the complete orientation of industry toward the physical reconstruction
of the country. [...]

[Heavy water would be of little use for anything other than nuclear work, specifically as a moderator
for fission reactors. Because it was “reliably reported” that the Germans had built a heavy water
production plant near Auschwitz and that the Soviets had removed, and that heavy water manufac-
turing was given such a high priority amid all the other war-related materials that urgently needed
to be produced, these documents appear to confirm that the I.G. Farben and/or other installations
at Auschwitz were (at least in part) manufacturing materials for a nuclear weapons program.]
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BIOS 562. The German Phosphorus Industry at Bitterfeld & Piesteritz. p. 41.

[Piesteritz]

The plant was well laid out and in excellent condition but at the time of inspection was partially
dismantled. The whole of the dearsenicating equipment had been removed.

BIOS 889. Manufacture of Nitric Acid, Ammonium Nitrate and Fertilizers at Bitter-
feld, Wolfen and Piesteritz. p. 1.

Little information however was obtained from Piesteritz. The plant for making nitric acid and
ammonium phosphate had already been completely dismantled, for transfer to Russia. It is believed
that information on these plants had been obtained earlier by American investigators.

[If there was any nuclear-related work (such as heavy water production) at Piesteritz, the Russians
would have removed all evidence of that before other countries ever had a chance to see it.]
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Figure D.92: U.S. aerial surveillance photo of Auschwitz on 26 June 1944, showing very large
industrial installations built next to three rivers.
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Strategic Services Unit, War Department. Explosives Factory in Bydgoszcz. 4 February
1946. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 173, Folder 57.70 Poland Misc]

Sub-source (1): Polish DP, native of Bydgoszcz, editor of DP paper in Salzburg, known and trusted
informant.

Sub-source (2): Russian officer, deserter from Polish Army, who left Poland in late November 1945.

1. According to sub-source (1), the Germans constructed a dynamite plant in 1940 in a forest along
the Bydgoszcz canal between Bydgoszcz and the river Wisla; the distance between the two points
is approximately 8 kilometers. The forest covers about nine square kilometers. Some units of the
plant extend two stories below ground. Sub-source obtained this information from reliable friends
living in the area.

2. Sub-source (2) was in the vicinity of this plant with his unit clearing mine fields during the last
week of October 1945. He noted barbed wire fences enclosing the entire area, a strong guard of
NKVD soldiers, and heavy Russian traffic, stringently controlled, moving in and out of the area.
His men were not permitted to approach the perimeter of the fence in their search for mines. From
conversations with natives living nearby, Sub-source (2) learned that immediately after Russian
occupation of the area, fences were thrown around the forest, strong guards were posted, and
about 3,000 Russian soldiers were brought in and housed within the grounds. The natives told
Sub-source that German scientists had been brought to live and work there.

[From the details provided, it sounds as if this plant was manufacturing something far more secret,
more complex, and more valuable than dynamite. It could have been enriching uranium-235, or
breeding and/or purifying plutonium-239 or uranium-233. Apparently General Leslie Groves and
intelligence officers of the U.S. Manhattan Project thought so too, which is why they included this
report in their foreign intelligence files.

With intelligence reports of apparent nuclear-related work at Auschwitz, Bydgoszcz, and possibly
Posen (see p. 2321), there are indications that the wartime German nuclear program may have
involved extensive production work at a number of sites in Poland. All of those sites were taken
over by the Russians, while the western Allies only received fragmentary reports about them.]
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Top Secret Cable from Warsaw to Secretary of State. 7 March 1946 [NARA RG 77,
Entry UD-22A, Box 160, Folder 205.2 Cables Incoming, Top Secret]

From: Warsaw

To: Secretary of State

Nr: 300 7 March 1946

Nr 300. Signed Lane.

Information has been given this Embassy by a capable young engineer working in the zinc industry,
that one of the best if not the only material for atomic bomb containers is cadmium. According to
the informant the cadmium output of Poland in 1945 amounted to 49.15 tons, and in January of
1946 to 10.9 tons. In 1945 there was exported to Russia the total Polish cadmium output.

End

ACTION: General Groves

INFO: General Spaatz, General Hull, General Vandenberg

From Capt. Volpe to Colonel Shuler. Subject: Cable to Secretary of State from War-
saw. 12 March 1946. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 173, Folder 57.70 Poland
Misc]

1. I discussed the attached cable with Marks. The State Department is cabling Warsaw that subject
matter is of interest and all pertinent information should be forwarded.

2. Perhaps Lt. Rugg might look into the question of the relative importance of the quantities
specified in the cable. It might also be useful to determine if possible normal industrial uses of
cadmium. This information might serve to explain the Russian demand for the Polish output.

[A detailed description from March 1945 of the German atomic bomb said that the bomb casing
design included a very important layer of cadmium—see p. 2723. The above highly specific, early
1946 statement by the “capable young engineer” in Poland suggests that he in particular, and
wartime German industry in Poland in general, had been involved in developing atomic bombs.
The capable young engineer’s supreme confidence in the suitability of cadmium for the bomb design
may also suggest that he knew the bomb had been successfully tested, perhaps in Poland.

When the United States followed up with the capable young engineer, what else did they find out?
Where are those documents?]
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Robert Jackson, chief U.S. prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials. Cross-examination of
Albert Speer. 21 June 1946. [http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/06-21-46.asp and
http://law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/nuremberg/speer.html]

MR. JUSTICE JACKSON: And certain experiments were also conducted and certain researches
conducted in atomic energy, were they not? [...] Now, I have certain information, which was placed
in my hands, of an experiment which was carried out near Auschwitz and I would like to ask
you if you heard about it or knew about it. The purpose of the experiment was to find a quick
and complete way of destroying people without the delay and trouble of shooting and gassing and
burning, as it had been carried out, and this is the experiment, as I am advised. A village, a
small village was provisionally erected, with temporary structures, and in it approximately 20,000
Jews were put. By means of this newly invented weapon of destruction, these 20,000 people were
eradicated almost instantaneously, and in such a way that there was no trace left of them; that
it developed, the explosive developed, temperatures of from 400 to 500 [4000 to 5000?] centigrade
and destroyed them without leaving any trace at all. Do you know about that experiment?

SPEER: No, and I consider it utterly improbable. If we had had such a weapon under preparation,
I should have known about it. But we did not have such a weapon. It is clear that in chemical
warfare attempts were made on both sides to carry out research on all the weapons one could think
of, because one did not know which party would start chemical warfare first.

MR. JUSTICE JACKSON: The reports, then, of a new and secret weapon were exaggerated for
the purpose of keeping the German people in the war?

SPEER: That was the case mostly during the last phase of the war.

[What information about atomic energy experiments or weapons tests near Auschwitz was “placed
in” Jackson’s “hands”? Has that information been preserved in archives?

It is interesting that Speer answered a question about atomic energy experiments and an alleged
atomic weapons test by immediately deflecting the discussion to talk about chemical warfare plan-
ning instead.]
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Figure D.93: Robert Jackson and Felix Kersten both mentioned an atomic bomb test that killed
concentration camp inmates in Poland.
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DI 092.-76 FIAT. Subject: Periodic Intelligence Report 1. 2 August 1946 [TNA FO
1031/59]

[...] Completely unreliable source described the following: ARDENNE made experiments with an
atom gun (Atomkanone). About Christmas 1944, successful experiments were conducted in Pomera-
nia with V-1 and atomic warheads, radio directed. The ensuing crater was 2 km in diameter. Because
the time for developments was too short nothing more came of it. Source has heard this from a
man who participated in experiments but inconsiderately died in winter of 1945. It has not been
possible to verify this statement from any other source although rumours to this effect, although
with different names, have been persistent. [...]

R. W. Shaw to L. E. Seeman, 5 December 1946, Transmittal of Item from DAILY DI-
GEST OF WORLD BROADCASTS AND RADIO TELEGRAPH SERVICES [NARA
RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.60-2 Germany: Summary Reports (1945–
1946)]

[...] Hahn said that a rumour which went the rounds in Germany about six months before the
capitulation was equally untrue. According to this rumour, atom bomb tests had been carried out
in Poland during the last year of the war which were supposed to have had an effect similar to the
first atom bomb dropped on Hiroshima though on a considerably smaller scale. [...]

[The rumor reported by Hahn seems to agree very well with other reports of an atomic bomb test
in Poland in October–December 1944.

Hahn does not appear to have been involved in the German nuclear weapons program, only basic
nuclear physics experiments. It is unclear how much he knew or had been informed about the
nuclear weapons program.

Note also that from April 1945 until January 1946, Hahn had been imprisoned (mostly at Farm
Hall) and eavesdropped upon by the U.K. and U.S. military. After he was released, his public
statements were still closely monitored and controlled by Allied officers. Even if Hahn knew that
the rumor of an atomic bomb test in Poland was true, he would have undoubtedly been aware that
it would be extremely unwise personally and politically to admit that information publicly.]
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Letter of Prof. Dr. Gezo Mansfeldt, Professor of Physiological Institute of the Univer-
sity of Budapest (former inmate of the Rajsko camp) to Dr. Hans Münch (during the
war at the SS-Hygiene Institute in Rajsko). 5 December 1946. US Holocaust Memorial
Museum. RG-15.169M (1998.A.0247) microfilm reel 8.

Der nachste Tag verlief ereignislos und am
27. Januar 4 Uhr Nachmittag marschierte
die erste russische Vorhut durch das Lager
Auschwitz. So wurden wir etwa 3000 Mann–
Aerzte, Pfleger und Kranke—frei. [...] Ich war
der einzig lebende Zeuge, der über das Hygiene-
Institut Bescheid wusste und so wurde ich min-
destens 2–3 mal wöchentlich einem Verhör un-
terzogen und musste freilich einigemal, aber
jetzt schon im feinen Auto nach Raisko fahren,
um dort alles zu zeigen. Die verschiedenen
wissenschaftlichen Kommissionen waren nur
schwer davon zu überzeugen, dass dort nicht
giftiges Gas und dergleichen fabriziert wurde
und was man eigentlich vermutete wurde mir
erst viel später klar, als ich von den Atom-
bombenversuchen erfuhr.

The next day was uneventful, and on January
27th [1945], 4:00 in the afternoon the first Rus-
sian vanguard marched through the Auschwitz
camp. Thus we approximately 3,000 men—
physicians, nurses, and patients—were free. [...]
I was the only living witness who knew about
the Hygiene Institute information and so I was
at least 2–3 times weekly interviewed and had
to drive to Raisko several times, but now in the
fine car, and show everything there. The vari-
ous scientific commissions were difficult to con-
vince that poison gas and the like was not pro-
duced there, and what was actually suspected
was clear to me only much later, when I learned
of the atomic bomb tests.

[Mansfeldt’s testimony suggests that something of great scientific interest to the Soviets was pro-
duced at Auschwitz during the war, and that this was connected to multiple German atomic bomb
tests that had occurred during the war. It is not clear if he means that one or more of those tests
occurred near Auschwitz, as reported by Robert Jackson, Felix Kersten, and Wilhelm Wulf. Ap-
parently his Soviet interrogators were keenly interested in an atomic bomb test that had already
occurred by the time Soviet forces took control of Auschwitz in January 1945. That would put an
Auschwitz-associated test in late 1944, consistent with Grothmann’s testimony of a test during or
around November 1944.

I.G. Farben Auschwitz was a very large and very expensive facility whose products are not well
documented. The following documents provided additional evidence to support the ideas mentioned
by Mansfeldt that at least part of I.G. Farben Auschwitz produced materials related to nuclear
and/or chemical weapons of mass destruction.]
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Heinrich Himmler’s physical therapist, Felix Kersten [Kersten 1947, pp. 252–253, 256-
258].

When I returned to Himmler’s headquarters in December [1944] I found him singularly optimistic.
Once again he was prophesying a German victory! [...] Himmler saw my bewilderment and said:
“Very soon we shall put our last secret weapon into use. And that will change the war situation
entirely!” [...]

Early in March 1945 I paid one of my last visits to Himmler’s headquarters... He was more optimistic
than ever before! In his conversations with me he returned to the subject of the mysterious secret
weapon. He made some strange assertions, and I kept a careful record of these. “Most people,” he
said, “think we have lost the war, and I cannot deny that apparently they have reason. But we
have not yet used our last secret weapon. V-1 and V-2 bombs are effective secret weapons, but the
secret weapon we still have up our sleeves will have an effect no one can even imagine. One or two
shots and cities like New York or London will simply vanish from the earth! Allied aviation has
destroyed many essential factories for its manufacture. That is why we are behind in our schedule.
But in a month or two you will read all about it in the papers. Then you will realize that I know
what I am talking about.” [...]

This talk aroused my curiosity. I began giving heed to some very wild rumors–or so I had thought
them–which seemed to be in line with Himmler’s veiled disclosures. And when Kriminalrat Ober-
sturmfuehrer Goering, a trustworthy man (unlike his homonym) told me something about the
“secret weapon” I believed him. He said that a village had been built near Auschwitz for exper-
imental purposes. They wanted to “try out” the new weapon. For the purpose, twenty thousand
Jewish men, women, and children had been brought to live in this village. A single shell had been
fired on the settlement. It had caused six thousand degrees of heat, and the whole village–houses,
human beings, and animals included–was burnt to ashes.

Obviously, as I see it now in retrospect, the Germans had nearly completed their atomic bomb and
were almost ready to use it on the enemy when the encirclement of Berlin was complete.
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Heinrich Himmler’s personal astrologer, Wilhelm Wulff [Wulff 1973, pp. 147, 160–161].

On March 10, Kersten, who had returned from Hohenlychen, came to my room and said that
Himmler wished me to report to him the next day for a consultation. [...]

There were also reports of other secret weapons that were ready for mass production, all of which
tended to contribute to Himmler’s vacillation.

He [Himmler] went on to talk about a quite different missile, one of incredible power. Cities like
New York and London, he said, could be wiped off the face of the earth with the help of this new
weapon. This particular report was not entirely unfounded but meant little now that the Allies had
already crossed the Rhine and the Russians had reached Küstrin, Stettin, and the Oder River and
were threatening to occupy the whole of the Brandenburg region.

I had already heard about these new missiles and their enormous destructive power from Franz
Göring in February, 1944. What he had told me was basically true, for work was already being
done on the German atom bomb at the time.

Franz Göring also told me that the new missiles had been tested. According to him, a large town
was especially built near Auschwitz concentration camp and some 20,000 Jews, mostly women and
children, were sent to live in it. A single missile was then fired into the settlement. In the ensuing
explosion, which developed a heat output of 6,000o C at its center, the whole town and the entire
population were burned to cinders in a flash. Stories such as this also reached Himmler’s ears. Was
it surprising, then, that he pinned his hopes on the effect of such weapons? Was it surprising that
he hesitated to depose Hitler?

[Did Wulff mean that Franz Göring told him about the weapons test near Auschwitz in February
1944? Or did he mean that Franz Göring first told him about the new weapon in February 1944,
and then at some later date told him that the weapon had been tested near Auschwitz? The second
meaning would allow a much wider range of dates for when the Auschwitz test might have occurred.
A successful nuclear weapons test in late 1944 seems much more probable than a successful test in
early 1944.

Note that the alleged nuclear test on a village near Auschwitz does not appear to be simply a
garbled account of the 27 January 1945 burning of the Fürstengrube concentration camp (30 km
from Auschwitz) and several hundred of its inmates by the SS just before Soviet troops arrived.
Although the date of the test to which sources refer remains vague, the sources seem to place the
test as having occurred sometime prior to late January 1945.]

Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann [Krotzky 2002]

[For testimony from Werner Grothmann apparently about the ∼November 1944 test,
see p. 2694.]
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Trials of War Criminals Before the Nuernberg Military Tribunals Under Control Coun-
cil Law No. 10. Nuernberg October 1946–April 1949. Volume VIII. Washington, DC:
U.S. Government Printing Office. 1952. [The I.G. Farben Case]
[https://www.loc.gov/rr/frd/Military Law/NTs war-criminals.html]

[pp. 334–335:] TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT NI-11783

Buna IV
Mineral Oil Construction Company Limited
Berlin SW 61, Belle-Alliance Stresse 7-10

To Direktor Ambros
I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G.
Ludwigshafen/Rhein

Our reference Si/Th/Kb
Berlin SW 61
11 January 1941

Dear Sir,

With reference to yesterday’s discussion, I am enclosing excerpts from the report of the conference
of 10 December 1940 concerning the site for 2 new hydrogenation plants. [...]

When inspecting the third building site (east of Auschwitz) it was noticed that there is an excellent
site of about 5 square kilometers which offers still better possibilities for expansion. In addition, the
water situation is very favourable because the draining works can be placed below the confluence of
the Weichsel [Vistula], Przemsza, and Sola Rivers and sufficient water will be available, even with
minimum outflow. Exact outflow data will be obtained from the Katowice Water Office.

Coal can be procured from 3 sides; to wit, the Cracow district, the central district, and the coal
deposits southwest of the building site, where the new Brzeszcze and Jawiszowitz shafts of the
Hermann Goering Werke are located, and from the Silesia Shaft, near Dzieditz, which is supposed
to be the property of Elektroindustrie/Berlin. The distance from the central and Cracow districts
is about 25 kilometers by rail, and from the southwestern district about 9-10 kilometers by rail. It
would be preferable to get supplies from the southwestern district because a private works railroad
could be built for that purpose. [...]

Since it may be expected that the greater part of the inhabitants will be evacuated when con-
struction begins, in view of the population policy, there would be suitable quarters available to
accommodate building workers and later on factory staff.

In addition, the site is very favorably located from the point of view of possible air pollution, so
that, taking everything into account, it can be said that this building site would in every respect
satisfy the requirements.
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[pp. 535–537:] TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT NI-14291

The Reichfuehrer SS and Chief of the German Police SS Economic and Administrative Main Office
Group D-Concentration Camps

Ref. No. D II/114/16 So. Hue.
Oranienburg near Berlin, 31 July 1943
Enclosure to letter, Dy [Dyhernfurth] dated 27 August 1943
Re: Use of Inmates

To firm, Max Haaf, Certified Engineer,
Local Construction Management
Attention: Regierungsbaumeister Wuerz
Falkenhagen via Fuerstenwalde/Spree

As a consequence of the conference between the SS Lt. General and General of the Waffen SS
Pohl and Dr. Ambros, the site in Falkenhagen near Fuerstenwalde was inspected by Dr. Schaefer,
Certified Engineer Weirich, and Regierungsbaumeister Wuerz together with SS 1st Lt. Grimm on
20 July 1943. [...]

Chief of Office D II
[Signed] BAUER
SS Lt. Colonel

Reichsfuehrer SS and Chief of German Police,
D ill SS Economic and Administrative Main Office
Copies to: Dr. Schaefer, I. G. Farbenindustrie, Berlin, with request for transmittal to your office
Breslau No. 56551.

[p. 1243:] Ambros was manager of the following plants: Schkopau (buna I), 1935–45; Ludwigshafen-
Oppau (organic, intermediates and dyestuffs plants and laboratories), 1938–45; Huels (buna II),
1938–45; Ludwigshafen (buna III), 1941–45; Auschwitz (buna IV), 1941–45; Gendorf (inorganic),
1941–45; Dyhernfurt, 1941–45; Falkenhagen, 1942–45; which produced synthetic rubber, inorganics
and nitrogen, organic intermediates, solvents, plasticisers, methanol, plastics, accelerators, dyestuffs,
dyeing and printing auxiliaries, detergent raw materials, poisonous gas and intermediates. [...]

Kuehne was plant leader of Leverkusen, 1933–43, which produced inorganics, organic intermediates,
buna, plastics, pharmaceuticals, insecticides, acetylcellulose, synthetic fibres.

[p. 1361:] AMBROS, OTTO (def.)—Professor of chemistry; member of Vorstand, Technical Com-
mittee, and Chemicals Committee of I. G. Farben, 1938–45; chairman of three Farben committees
in the chemical field; plant leader of eight of the most important Farben plants, including Buna-
Auschwitz; member of control bodies in several Farben enterprises, including Francolor; member of
Nazi Party and German Labor Front; Military Economy Leader; chief of Special Committee “C”
(Chemical Warfare) of the Main Committee Powder and Explosives, Reich Ministry of Armaments
and War Production; chief of a number of units in the Economic Group Chemical Industry.
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[pp. 1363–1364:] FAUST, MAX—Engineer; entered employment of Badische Anilin und Sodafabrik
as construction engineer in 1922; until 1929, plant engineer at the Oppau plant of Farben; construc-
tion engineer at Ludwigshafen plant, 1929–36; in charge of construction of Farben’s Rattwitz and
Dyhernfurth plants, 1940–41; Farben Prokurist, 1941–45; construction chief of Auschwitz plant,
1941–45.

[For additional details, including the long series of I.G. Farben’s payments for the Auschwitz facility,
see Final Brief of the Prosecution Part IV. 1 June 1948. Especially pp. 54–56. [http://www.profit-
over-life.org/rolls.php?roll=95]

The requirements for the I.G. Farben Auschwitz facility seem greatly excessive for a routine buna
plant, but highly consistent with a facility that was intended (at least in part) to produce materials
for a nuclear and/or chemical weapons program:

• Immediate proximity to not just one but three rivers.

• Proximity to a number of different coal deposits, to provide very large amounts of electricity.

• Proximity to not just one but several rail lines, with more to be built.

• The inhabitants of the region were removed.

• The site was quite remote to alleviate concerns about possible “pollution.”

• Work at the facility was directly managed by Otto Ambros, a brilliant chemist who was one of
the key figures in the highly secretive and very advanced German chemical weapons program,
and who had conducted revolutionary research in other areas as well. Such expertise would
not be required to manufacture buna, a routine process in Germany by the 1940s.

• The facility was built and operated by Max Faust and a large number of other people who
had been involved in building and operating chemical weapons development facilities such as
Dyhernfurt (tabun and sarin production), Falkenhagen (sarin production), and Gendorf (mus-
tard gas production). Those other facilities featured extremely high levels of military security,
chemical confinement, and technological sophistication. They were also given benign-sounding
descriptions (production of detergents, insecticides, etc.) in wartime German documents and
even in postwar Allied documents. Were these same things also true for the Auschwitz facility?]
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Joseph Borkin. 1978. The Crime and Punishment of I. G. Farben: The Unholy Alliance
Between Hitler and the Great Chemical Combine. New York: Free Press. pp. 3, 116,
127.

Drawn by the almost limitless reservoir of death camp labor, I.G. chose to build a great indus-
trial complex at Auschwitz for the production of synthetic rubber and oil. So enormous was this
installation that it used as much electricity as did the entire city of Berlin. More than 25,000 camp
inmates paid with their lives to construct it. [...]

Rather than let the German government finance the building of the installations, the I.G. directors
voted to put up the funds to make I.G. Auschwitz a privately owned I.G. enterprise and to assume
the entire risk. With almost no opposition, they committed more than 900 million Reichsmarks,
over $250 million, to the building of the single largest project in the I.G. system. With such an
enormous risk, officials of I.G. carefully watched over their huge investment. [...]

From the bare records available, 300,000 [30,000?] concentration camp workers passed through I.G.
Auschwitz of whom at least 25,000 were worked to death. The plants when completed were so
enormous that they used more electricity than the entire city of Berlin. But in the final tally, I.G.
Auschwitz was a miserable failure. Despite the investment of almost 900 million Reichsmarks and
thousands of lives, only a modest stream of fuel and not a single pound of Buna rubber was ever
produced.

[Borkin was in charge of investigating and prosecuting I.G. Farben on behalf of the United States
after the war, so his statements should be considered authoritative.]

Peter Hayes. 1996. The European Strategies of IG Farben, 1925–45. In: Volker R.
Berghahn, ed. 1996. Quest for Economic Empire: European Strategies of German Big
Business in the Twentieth Century. Providence, Rhode Island: Berghahn Books. p.
63.

IG took some 30,000 camp prisoners between 1941 and 1944, 90 percent of whom died there or in
the gas chambers when they could no longer work, yet only one installation was ever completed.
No buna had been produced on the site by the time IG’s managers evacuated it in January 1945.
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Peter Hayes. 2001. Industry and Ideology: I.G. Farben in the Nazi Era. 2nd ed. Cam-
bridge, UK: Cambridge University Press. pp. 367–368.

Throughout 1944, then, the Auschwitz project continued on its gruesome course, more impeded by
continuing labor shortages than by the Allied air strikes that hit the plants on August 20, September
13, and December 18 and 26. No rubber had flowed by the time the SS ordered evacuation of the
site on January 19, 1945. While some nine thousand inmates of Monowitz marched west toward
Gleiwitz, were the war had begun, IG’s employees began dismantling or destroying the factories.
Eight hundred and fifty ill inmates remained behind to receive the Russians. Two hundred died in
the week before the arrival of the Red Army, but the survivors escaped at least the final horror
visited on the sick at Fürstengrube, who were burned in their huts. Having descended to the very
depths of complicity with Nazism, IG Farben came away from Auschwitz still showing a net loss
on its books for the development of buna.

Diarmuid Jeffreys. 2008. Hell’s Cartel: IG Farben and the Making of Hitler’s War
Machine. New York: Bloomsbury. pp. 290–291.

The IG, meanwhile, had pulled its people home. The last of them left Auschwitz in the second
week of January 1945 on two special trains reserved for the town’s remaining civilian male Reich
Germans (German women and children had been evacuated in October 1944). In the days before
their departure, Walter Dürrfeld and Max Faust had toured the Buna-Werke, supervising the
dismantling of key equipment and the destruction of documents that hadn’t been sent back to
Frankfurt and Berlin. Despite their efforts (and a last brief Allied raid after their departure on 19
January), most of the factory’s infrastructure remained intact. But it mattered not; IG Auschwitz
had been an almost total failure. Around 150,000 people (Reich Germans, foreign labourers, POWs
and Auschwitz prisoners) had been engaged at different times on the plant’s construction, at a
cost of over 900 million reichsmarks and—estimated conservatively—some 35,000 human lives.
This number rises to over 40,000 if the death toll at the IG’s Fürstengrube and Janina mines is
taken into account. Some Nuremberg prosecutors put the figures much higher, concluding that
some 200,000 people had died while working for IG Auschwitz, either on-site or as a consequence
of being dispatched from the IG’s employ to the gas chambers at Birkenau—but this was almost
certainly an overestimate based on the incomplete information available at the time. Whichever
figure is correct, one thing is clear: although some explosive-grade methanol was produced, not a
single pound of buna or one litre of synthetic gasoline ever emerged from the Buna-Werke’s gates.
After nearly four years of intense activity, all that IG Farben really had to show for its efforts was
a reputation stained forever with the blood of those murdered in the Holocaust. Now, as the Red
Army drew near, the huge Buna-Werke stood silent and waiting, a bomb-scarred monument to the
ambition, greed and folly of a once mighty company.
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[Carter Hydrick was apparently the first person to propose that the characteristics of the I.G.
Farben Auschwitz facility were highly inconsistent with those of a synthetic rubber (buna) plant,
but highly consistent with those of a nuclear production facility [Hydrick 1998, 2016]:

• The facility never produced any buna (or gasoline).

• Construction of the facility began in January 1941, and the facility operated until January
1945. Comparable plants were built and manufacturing final products within a matter of
months [e.g., Hydrick 2016, pp. 76–77].

• The facility cost over 900 million Reichsmarks, or over 250 million wartime U.S. dollars. That
appears to be over 25 times the cost of other typical buna plants [Hydrick 2016, p. 74]. For
contemporary comparisons, the construction of the massive and highly advanced Peenemünde
rocket facility cost approximately 300 million Reichsmarks [Neufeld 1995, p. 273], and the
construction of the U.S. Oak Ridge electromagnetic uranium enrichment facility cost 304
million U.S. dollars [Groves 1962, p. 97].

• The facility consumed more electricity than the city of Berlin (which at the time was the eighth
largest city in the world), vastly more than would be required for a buna plant [Hydrick 2016,
p. 73]. However, the electricity consumption is consistent with uranium enrichment methods
such as electromagnetic separation and gaseous diffusion, which are very energy-intensive.

• The facility employed around 150,000 people at various points during its four-year history.
While that is far more than would be expected for a buna plant, it is consistent with a nuclear
production facility. Even Oak Ridge only employed around 22,000 people at its wartime peak.

The Auschwitz facility was also producing heavy water; see p. 2708. Heavy water is not required
for uranium-235 enrichment, but would be very helpful to operate a fission reactor and produce
plutonium-239 (or uranium-233). On the other hand, production of plutonium-239 would not require
enormous amounts of electricity. Could the Auschwitz facility have contained both a uranium-235
enrichment program and a plutonium-239 production program? Both programs would have required
significant quantities of uranium as an input material. Furthermore, a uranium-235 enrichment
program could have provided enriched uranium to accelerate a plutonium-239 production program.

Whereas the United States showed little interest in Manfred von Ardenne and Gustav Hertz and
merely stated that they had played insignificant roles in the German nuclear program, as soon as the
war ended, the Soviet Union immediately sought out both von Ardenne and Hertz and made them
very lavish offers (by Soviet standards). Was that because Soviet forces sweeping through formerly
German-held areas such as Auschwitz discovered technologies or documents that demonstrated
that von Ardenne (an expert on electromagnetic separation) and/or Hertz (an expert on gaseous
diffusion) had designed nuclear-related production plants that were in operation at Auschwitz or
elsewhere in the east?

As shown in the document on pp. 2711–2712, Otto Ambros was the scientific manager of the I.G.
Farben Auschwitz facility for its entire history. He is documented to have been deeply involved in
the German chemical weapons program, and quite likely he was equally involved in the nuclear
weapons program. After the war, Ambros was variously interrogated, imprisoned, and employed by
the United States. Where are the transcripts of his interrogations and scientific reports to the United
States? Did he reveal the scientific details about nuclear-related or other work at Auschwitz?]
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D.2.7 Possible March 1945 Test Explosion in Thuringia

[The following documents contain testimony related to an apparent test explosion that occurred in
March 1945 in Thuringia, as summarized in Table D.6.]
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Table D.6: Details about possible March 1945 test explosion(s) from primary sources. The prove-
nance of the 1962 Werner and Wachsmut sources is unknown and open to question (p. 2771).
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[The following wartime Russian intelligence reports on the German nuclear program are part of a
large archive, of which some selected documents were published in Riabev 2002a. These intelligence
reports were first analyzed in Karlsch 2005 and Karlsch and Petermann 2007.]

General Ivan Ilyichev. 15 November 1944. Intelligence report to General Antonov and
Joseph Stalin. Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37.

Peoples’ Commissariat of Defense of the USSR
Chief Intelligence Department of the Red Army
15 November 1944
Moscow

To the Head of the Red Army General HQ
General of the Army, Comrade Antonov

Report:

Our trustworthy source in Germany reports:

“The Germans are preparing to conduct tests of a new secret weapon, which has a large destructive
power. The test explosion of a bomb of unusual construction is being prepared under highest secrecy
in Thuringia. For the preparations of the tests the local residents are supposed to be transported
away by an SS detail; the whole operation is reported to be undertaken in strictest secrecy.

The explosions are supposed to take place in a wooded area. For that, special roads to the presump-
tive test site are being created. The bomb to be tested has a diameter of one and a half meters. It
consists of several hollow spheres that nest inside each other. It will be brought to the explosion
place with a transporter specially constructed for it. It is still unclear when the test is supposed to
take place, but the preparations are going at the maximum fastest pace.

CONCLUSION.

In the last months our source has reported more and more often about the feverish efforts of the
Germans to test ever more powerful weapons and their means of delivery. Probably these experi-

ments lead directly to an attempt of the Germans to actually carry out tests of atom bombs, about
whose existence we have only incomplete, scanty information.”

Head of Chief Intelligence Department
of the Red Army
Lieutenant General Ilyichev

Typed 4 copies
Copy Nr. 1 — Comrade Stalin
” Nr. 2 — Comrade Molotov
” Nr. 3 — Comrade Antonov
” Nr. 4 — into archive
8 pp.
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Figure D.94: General Ivan Ilyichev. 15 November 1944. Intelligence report to General Antonov and
Joseph Stalin, p. 1 [Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37, courtesy of
Rainer Karlsch].
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Figure D.95: General Ivan Ilyichev. 15 November 1944. Intelligence report to General Antonov and
Joseph Stalin, p. 2 [Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37, courtesy of
Rainer Karlsch].
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Figure D.96: Hanomag ST100W tractor pulling a specially designed trailer with a liquid oxygen
tank for fueling up A-4 (V-2) rockets [Deutsches Museum Archive, photo CD74787]. Could similar
vehicles have been used for the test described by General Ivan Ilyichev? See p. 2722: “The bomb,
supposedly filled with uranium 235 and weighing approximately two tons, was brought to the test
site on a specially constructed truck. Dewars of liquid oxygen were delivered together with it.”
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General Ivan Ilyichev. 23 March 1945. Intelligence report to General Antonov and
Joseph Stalin. Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37.

Peoples’ Commissariat of Defense of the USSR
Chief Intelligence Department of the Red Army
[2]3 March 1945
Moscow

To the Head of the Red Army General HQ
General of the Army, Comrade Antonov

Report:

Our trustworthy source from Germany reports:

“The Germans have in recent times carried out two large-capacity bomb explosions in Thuringia.
The explosions took place in a forest area, under conditions of strictest secrecy. Trees fell at a
distance of 500–600 meters from the center of the explosion. Buildings and fortifications specially
constructed for the tests have been destroyed.

Prisoners of war who were near the epicenter of the explosion died, often without leaving a trace.
Prisoners of war who were in the area beyond the center of the explosion have burns on their face
and body, the strength of which depends on their position in relation to the epicenter of the
explosion. The tests were carried out in a remote deserted area. The regime of secrecy at the test
site was at maximum level. Entrance and exit from the territory are by special pass only. SS soldiers
have surrounded the area of tests and interrogated any person approaching the area.

The bomb, supposedly filled with uranium 235 and weighing approximately two tons, was brought
to the test site on a specially constructed truck. Dewars of liquid oxygen were delivered together
with it. The bomb was permanently guarded by 20 guards with dogs. The bomb explosion was ac-
companied by a large explosive wave and high temperature. In addition, a massive radioactive effect
was observed. The bomb is a sphere with a diameter of 130 cm.

The bomb consists of:

1. High-voltage discharge tube, which is charged by special generators

2. A sphere made of metal uranium 235

3. A delay mechanism

4. Protective casing

5. Explosive substance

6. Detonating mechanism

7. Steel casing

All parts of the bomb fit inside each other.
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Initiator or bomb fuse.

Consists of a special tube, which creates fast neutrons. It is charged by special generators, which
create high voltage inside the tube. As a result, fast neutrons attack active material.

Active bomb material.

Active bomb material is uranium 235. It represents a sphere with an opening into which an initiator
is inserted. Once this is done, the opening is sealed by a cork made of uranium 235.

Protective casing.

The uranium sphere is encased in a protective aluminum casing, which is covered by a layer of
cadmium. This significantly slows down thermal neutrons emanating from uranium 235, which can
cause premature detonation.

Explosive matter.

After the layer of cadmium it is placed inside explosives that consist of porous TNT saturated with
liquid oxygen; TNT is made up of bars of a specially chosen shape. The inner surface of the bars
has a spherical curvature, which is the same as that of the external surface of the cadmium layer.
Each of the bars is supplied with one detonator or two electrical fuses.

Casing.

TNT is covered by a protective layer made of a light aluminum alloy. A blasting mechanism is
attached on top of this casing.

Exterior casing.

An exterior casing of armored steel is installed above the blasting mechanism.

Fairing.

A fairing made of a light alloy can be installed on top of the armored casing for future installation
on a rocket of the V-type.

Bomb assembly.

The sphere, which consists of metal uranium, is placed inside a protective casing, which consists
of aluminum, covered in a layer of cadmium, so that the opening in the sphere coinciding with the
opening is sealed off by a uranium cork. After this the aluminum sphere, covered in cadmium, is
sealed off by a cork, on top of which the last bar of TNT is placed. Next, liquid oxygen is pumped
through the opening inside a protective casing, which covers the TNT. After this the bomb is ready
for deployment.
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Bomb ignition.

The bomb ignition is carried out with the help of a high-voltage discharge tube. It forms a flow
of neutrons, which attack the active material. When the flow of neutrons impacts upon uranium,
element 93 fissions, which speeds up the creation of a chain reaction. Next, the detonating mecha-
nism detonates the explosive matter, after which a shock from the explosion of the external layer
of TNT mixed with liquid oxygen takes place, which is directed toward the center. This allows the
uranium to reach a critical mass.

Ahead of this, before the explosion, the uranium sphere is irradiated with gamma-rays, the energy
of which does not exceed 6 million electron volts, which many times increases its explosive qualities.

CONCLUSION.

Without doubt, the Germans are carrying out tests of a bomb of high destructive force. In the
event of their successful conclusion and production of such bombs in sufficient quantities, they will
have weapons capable of slowing down our advance.

Head of Chief Intelligence Department
of the Red Army
Lieutenant General Ilyichev

Typed 4 copies
Copy Nr. 1 — Comrade Stalin
” Nr. 2 — Comrade Molotov
” Nr. 3 — Comrade Antonov
” Nr. 4 — into archive
16 pp.
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Figure D.97: General Ivan Ilyichev. 23 March 1945. Intelligence report to General Antonov and
Joseph Stalin, p. 1 [Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37, courtesy of
Rainer Karlsch].
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Figure D.98: General Ivan Ilyichev. 23 March 1945. Intelligence report to General Antonov and
Joseph Stalin, p. 2 [Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37, courtesy of
Rainer Karlsch].
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Figure D.99: General Ivan Ilyichev. 23 March 1945. Intelligence report to General Antonov and
Joseph Stalin, p. 3 [Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37, courtesy of
Rainer Karlsch].
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Figure D.100: General Ivan Ilyichev. 23 March 1945. Intelligence report to General Antonov and
Joseph Stalin, p. 4 [Archive of the President of the Russian Federation, 93-81 (45) 37, courtesy of
Rainer Karlsch].
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[As will be discussed on p. 3013, Ilyichev’s report gives a highly detailed and scientifically very
plausible design for a fission implosion bomb, especially considering that the original design has been
passed through several nonscientific hands, translated from German to Russian, and compressed
into a Russian spy’s succinct long-distance report. A few points deserve clarification:

“3. A delay mechanism” presumably refers to the heavy tamper, whose large inertia “delays” the
expansion of the exploding fission fuel and which is located between the fission fuel (item 2 in
Ilyichev’s list) and the aluminum protective casing (item 4). This component is mentioned in the
numbered list but not in the more detailed descriptions that follow that list. The best tamper would
be (natural) uranium, so the spy may have simply lumped the uranium fission fuel and the uranium
tamper together in the more detailed descriptions.

Two different neutron initiators are apparently described, perhaps to be used together (for redun-
dancy in case one fails during the implosion, or to maximize the number of initial neutrons and
therefore the amount of fission chain reactions that occur before the fission fuel blows apart) or to
be used in two different versions of the bomb:

• There are three similar descriptions: (a) “1. High-voltage discharge tube, which is charged by
special generators.” (b) “Consists of a special tube, which creates fast neutrons. It is charged
by special generators, which create high voltage inside the tube.” (c) “The bomb ignition is
carried out with the help of a high-voltage discharge tube. It forms a flow of neutrons, which
attack the active material. When the flow of neutrons impacts upon uranium, element 93
fissions, which speeds up the creation of a chain reaction.” These three descriptions seem to
refer to a high-voltage tube that is presumably filled with fusion fuel (deuterium, tritium,
and/or lithium) that produces high-energy fast neutrons when a high voltage is applied to
the tube. Those neutrons initiate fission reactions in the uranium, releasing more neutrons
and starting the fission chain reaction. Such tubes were known to exist in wartime Germany.
The term “Element 93” was widely and scientifically loosely used in the German nuclear
program to mean uranium that had absorbed a neutron, sometimes meaning neptunium and
sometimes plutonium. Here it simply seems to mean the excited uranium compound nucleus,
just after it has absorbed a high-energy fusion neutron and just before it fissions.

• A completely different description is also included under “Bomb ignition”: “Ahead of this,
before the explosion, the uranium sphere is irradiated with gamma-rays, the energy of which
does not exceed 6 million electron volts [MeV], which many times increases its explosive
qualities.” Gamma rays in that energy range can cause photofission of uranium, again releasing
neutrons and starting the fission chain reaction. Gamma rays with energies up to 6 MeV in
the uranium could be produced in the early stages of the implosion process by bombarding the
uranium with a beam of electrons with energies of at least 6 MeV from a compact betatron;
absorption of the high-energy electrons would produce the high-energy gamma rays. Such
compact betatrons were known to exist in wartime Germany. By maximizing the number of
initial neutrons and hence the number of resulting chain reactions, the gamma irradiation
would indeed “many times increase” the “explosive qualities” of the uranium, just as Ilyichev
reported. The betatron would also need “special generators, which create high voltage,” so
that part of Ilyichev’s description could apply to either or both neutron initiators.

Note that Igor Kurchatov was puzzled by these statements and did not know how to correctly
interpret them; see p. 2733.
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The authenticity of the two Ilyichev reports appears beyond doubt:

• The Ilyichev reports are part of an extended paper trail that includes published responses by
Kurchatov and Georgy Flerov, so they cannot be more recent fabrications.

• Since these documents cast grave doubt on the Soviet Union’s claim to be the second nuclear
nation or to have achieved that status by its own scientific strength, there appears to be no
incentive for Russians of any time period to have forged or embellished them.

• These reports do not appear to have been a wartime German attempt to bluff the Russians
into believing that the Germans possessed a weapon that they did not actually have. A bluff
would surely have claimed that the test explosion was much larger, and would not have handed
the Russians a highly detailed and presumably quite effective design for a fission bomb.

Of course, despite the authenticity of these documents, how accurate or inaccurate they may be
depends on the competence of the unnamed Soviet spy who transmitted the details from Germany.
That raises an obvious question—who was the “trustworthy source from Germany” who provided
all the information to Ilyichev for the short 15 November 1944 report and the long 23 March 1945
report?

Within the U.S. nuclear program, there were Russian spies from Los Alamos to Oak Ridge trans-
mitting every last technical detail to the Russians. Klaus Fuchs is the most famous, but he was only
one of many. Therefore there may well have been multiple Russian spies within the German nuclear
program. Because there are so few surviving German records of the program, we may have never
even heard of the people who were the key Russian spies within the German program. Those names
are probably still in Russian records, but unfortunately historians will probably not be allowed to
view more of those records for a long time.

A different approach is to try to think about the types of source people who could have created
these reports, just as some scholars divide up books of the Bible into multiple hypothetical sources.
Taking that approach, there appear to be at least three possible sources within these reports, which
could all be the same single person, or could be two, three, or more people providing information
for the reports:

Source 1 was able to write long, detailed reports and transmit them to Russia without being
detected by the Germans. Considering how tight German security for the nuclear weapons program
was, and how viciously the SS treated anyone even suspected of disloyalty, that was a major
accomplishment. Source 1 was also well known by and highly valued by the highest levels of the
Russian military/intelligence system/government, apparently due to previous reports that we do
not currently have.

Source(s) 2 was one or more people with detailed knowledge of the bomb design. Source 2 could
have been a scientist or engineer who worked on the design or the practical assembly, or could have
simply been someone who could observe and describe details accurately and who spent enough time
with the bomb plans, with the bomb components as they were being assembled, and/or with the
scientists who designed or assembled the bomb. Source 2’s knowledge covers virtually every major
component of the bomb, so this was a person who had comprehensive access, not just someone
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familiar with only some parts of the bomb. Moreover, source 2’s information on all of those bomb
components is highly accurate in all cases yet intriguingly is generally not described in very scientific
language, which is why it puzzled Kurchatov. Collectively, that evidence suggests that source 2 had
unfettered access to the complete bomb and/or complete bomb plans but quite possibly was not a
formally educated scientist.

Source(s) 3 was one or more people very familiar with the SS security situation on the ground in
Thuringia. That source was likely in the SS in Thuringia, or at least had access to detailed SS
reports going to and from Thuringia (maybe in Berlin, or at one of Hans Kammler’s other research
installations that was closely coordinating with Thuringia). Source 3 knew about all SS security
aspects in Thuringia from advanced preparations for the test, to setup of the test, to the effects of
the test.

This same combination of sources 1–3 appears in both the short 15 November 1944 report and the
long 23 March 1945 report. The identity of the one unified source, or the composition of the team
of sources, did not change noticeably during that time period.

As already mentioned, sources 1–3 could have been several different people, or they could have all
been the same person. If it was all the same single person, the most plausible profiles (which may
or may not be correct) for that person might be:

A. An SS member in Thuringia, who was directly involved in helping to assemble the bomb and
prepare for the tests, but probably was not a trained scientist or one of the designers of the
bomb.

or

B. Someone in an SS headquarters office in Berlin, Austria, or Czech territory with unrestricted
access to both bomb plans and also SS security reports sent to and from Thuringia. That
person could have been anyone from a highly trusted courier or secretary to a high-ranking
SS officer, but likely was not a trained scientist.

Someone in the position of profile A above would have been in a far less populated area and
perhaps better able to occasionally escape security to send messages to Russia. On the other hand,
someone in the position of profile B above would have been surrounded by far more people and
communications infrastructure that could potentially be used to send messages to Russia.]
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Figure D.101: Ivan Ilyichev, Igor Kurchatov, Georgy Flerov, and Georgy Zhukov were some of the
key Soviet officials who investigated the German nuclear program.
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Letter from Igor Kurchatov to General Ilyichev. 30 March 1945. Published in L. D.
Riabev, ed. 2002. Atomnii Projekt SSR [Soviet Atomic Project] 1938–1945. Vol. 1,
Part 2. Moscow. pp. 260–261.

Opinion of I. V. Kurchatov on the document “About a German atomic bomb” that was received
by the head office of the General Staff of the Red Army, March 30, 1945

“Secret classified information” (strictly confidential)

The material is extremely interesting. It contains a description of the construction of a German
atomic bomb, which is intended to be transported by a carrier rocket of the type “V.”

The bringing together of uranium-235 over the critical mass that is required for the achievement
of a nuclear chain reaction is caused by the described construction, the explosion of the mixture of
granulated trinitrotoluene and liquid oxygen surrounding the U235. The ignition of the uranium is
carried out by fast neutrons, which are generated by means of a high-voltage gas discharge tube
fed by special generators.

To protect against thermal neutrons, the uranium container is surrounded by a cadmium layer. All
of these design details are very credible and agree overall with those according to us that underlie
the project of an atomic bomb.

It should be noted that I am not totally convinced on the basis of the reviewed material that the
Germans have actually made experiments with an atomic bomb.

The level of destruction of a nuclear bomb would be greater than stated, and spread over several
kilometers and not just a few hundred meters. The events mentioned in the documents may be
preparatory tests with nuclear weapon designs, but conducted without U235 explosive.

It would be desirable to obtain additional information about the course of the experiments, in
order to get a more precise location and to obtain a sample of the uranium 235.

Some aspects that, judging from the description, very convincingly demonstrate the effect of a
bomb, remain unclear to me.

These include: 1) the preliminary irradiation of uranium with gamma rays, whose energy potential
does not exceed 6 million electron volts; 2) the indication that the radioactive element 93, which
is obtained from uranium by neutron irradiation, acts extremely positively on the decay of the
uranium-235.

It is hard to imagine that some kind of exposure to gamma rays or neutrons could change the
explosion characteristics of U235 crucially. Only by the strong intensity of this radiation from
utilizing a fission reactor can one change the properties of uranium-235 significantly. Here the
wording of specific details at the beginning of the explosion process is rather based on some sort of
new physical factors on exposure of the atomic nucleus of uranium to neutrons.
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It would be extremely important to obtain detailed and accurate information on these issues.

Even more important would be to learn more details about the process of extracting uranium-235
from natural uranium.

I must note that it would be extremely important for our physicists to have a conversation with
the person who gave the information reviewed here.

30 March 1945

I. Kurchatov
Single copy
(Note:) Copy sent to Gen. Ilyichev with No. 3GVS-s distribution. A. Vasin

[A copy of the original 30 March 1945 letter from Igor Kurchatov to General Ilyichev is on the
following pages (courtesy of Rainer Karlsch and Heiko Petermann).]
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Figure D.102: Igor Kurchatov. 30 March 1945. Letter to General Ilyichev, p. 1.
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Figure D.103: Igor Kurchatov. 30 March 1945. Letter to General Ilyichev, p. 2.
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Figure D.104: Igor Kurchatov. 30 March 1945. Letter to General Ilyichev, p. 3.
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Figure D.105: Igor Kurchatov. 30 March 1945. Letter to General Ilyichev, p. 4.
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Circa 21 May 1945 letter from Georgy Flerov to Igor Kurchatov. Published in Oleynikov
2000 and L. D. Riabev, ed. 2002. Atomnii Projekt SSR [The Soviet Atomic Project]
1938–1945. Vol. 1, Part 2. Moscow. pp. 310–311.

[...] Today or tomorrow we are going to fly in the direction that you know. I am taking with me
Dubovsky’s instrument [Geiger counter], but its sensitivity is, probably, too low. If we determine
on site that there are objects of interest for examination and sensitivity of the instrument is the
issue, I’ll send you a cable.

You will have to assign Stoljarenko or Davidenko (if he gets back by then) to this work. Instruct them
to assemble the instrument [Geiger counter] in the lightweight option: powered from the mains by
220 volts... Along with the instrument, let them pack the tables for finding the appropriate periods
[half lives]...

29 May 1945 letter from Georgy Flerov to Igor Kurchatov. Published in Oleynikov
2000 and L. D. Riabev, ed. 2002. Atomnii Projekt SSR [The Soviet Atomic Project]
1938–1945. Vol. 1, Part 2. Moscow. pp. 312–315.

[...] Possibly, you can send somebody from the staff to help me. I think that as a result of such
search we will be able to find what we need—a person who occasionally was there nearby, as there
were a lot of escapees wandering through forests at the time. If successful, we will get objective
confirmation of the fact, tantamount to as if we personally had been at that site. This must be done
right here and right now, because afterwards all people crossing the border are dispersed through
camps in Germany and then are transferred to the Soviet Union, and then even such an enthusiast
as myself would question our ability to catch the right people. [...]

The second direction is connected to what I wrote you in the previous letter. In order to determine
finally what was really tested there, we shall of course look after artificial, not natural radioactivity.
Unfortunately, a lot of time has passed since, but I think that with [our instruments] we will be
able to attain the required sensitivity. [...]
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Georgy Flerov, 1983, Warsaw private interview. Stanis law Michalik, Tajemnice kopalni
Wa lbrzycha, G los G luszycy 2008-04-24
[www.gornictwo.walbrzych.pl/news-91-Tajemnice kopalni Walbrzycha.php].

G. N. Fro low—Czemu interesujecie si	e
niemieckimi badaniami atomowymi?

JR—Bywam u nas na po ludniu Polski w
Górach Sowich, w okolicach Wa lbrzycha, tam
s	a podziemne sztolnie z okresu wojny i kr	aż	a
legendy o tym, że Niemcy zacz	eli tam jakieś
badania naukowe, a ja przecież wiem, że nie
mieli bomby atomowej. Pog loski te jednak
wyst	epuj	a tak cz	esto, że temat mnie zaintere-
sowa l, a pan Szymański mówi, że wy Grigoriju
Niko lajewiczu wiecie na ten temat wszystko.

GNF—(śmiech)—Nikt nie wie wszystkiego,
bo Niemcy dużo dokumentów i materia lów
doświadczalnych poniszczyli, a też dużo zabrali
sojusznicy, Amerykanie. A gdzie bylíscie w tych
górach ko lo Waldenburga?

JR—Chyba wsz	edzie, w G luszycy, w Wal-
imiu,

GNF—Chwila, chwila, używajcie niemiec-
kich nazw. Ja tak pami	etam, polskich nie
znam.

JR—To musz	e je sobie przypom-
nieć: Wüstegiersdorf, Ludwigsdorf,
Wüstewaltersdorf, Dörnau,

GNF—A w miejscowości Rudolfswald bylíscie?

JR—Rudolfswald, to chyba Sierpnica.
Oczywíscie by lem

GNF—Sierpnica? No nie wiem. W doku-
mentach ja potem chyba inn	a polsk	a nazw	e
widzia lem, coś od drzewa—Modrzew chyba.
Powiedzcie co tam by lo?

Flerov—Why are you interested in German
atomic research?

JR—[interviewer]: I sometimes visit the
south of Poland in the Owl Mountains, near
Wa lbrzych [Waldenburg in German], where
there are underground tunnels from the time
of the war and there are rumors circulating
about the fact that the Germans started some
scientific research there, but I know that
they did not have an atomic bomb. However,
these rumors appear so often that the topic
interested me, and Mr Szymanski says that
you, Georgy Nikolayevich, know everything
about this subject.

Flerov—(laughs) Nobody knows everything,
because the Germans destroyed a lot of doc-
uments and experimental materials, and the
Allies, the Americans, took a lot. And where
were you in those mountains near Waldenburg?

JR—I think everywhere, in Gluszyca, in
Walim,...

Flerov—Wait, wait, wait, use German names. I
remember it this way, I don’t know any Polish
names.

JR—Then I have to remember
them: Wüstegiersdorf, Ludwigsdorf,
Wüstewaltersdorf, Dörnau,...

Flerov—Were you in Rudolfswald?

JR—Rudolfswald, I think it is Augustine.
Of course I was.

Flerov—Augustine? I don’t know. In the
documents I later saw a different Polish name,
something from a tree—Larch, I think. Tell me
what was there?
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JR—Na po ludniowy wschód od wsi, niedaleko,
jakieś pó ltora kilometra takie sztolnie wykute
w skale wi	eźniowie budowali.

GNF—To si	e zgadza. (Zgadza si	e
rzeczywíscie—w 1945 roku ta wieś nosi la
nazw	e Modrzewki -JR) W 1945 roku nasze
wojsko tam by lo. Ciekawe rzeczy stamt	ad
przywieźli.

JR—Jakie wojsko, przecież armia posz la
dalej?

GNF—Armia tak, ale mielísmy takie odd-
zia ly specjalne (waha si	e).

JR—SMIERSZ?

GNF—No nie, SMIERSZ—sporo wiecie
(uśmiecha si	e)—Szymański dobrze o Was
mówi l. W Rudolfswaldu i gdzie indziej by l
wywiad naukowy—no naukowcy w mundurach,
ale nie podlegli NKMD.

JR—Wspó lpracowalíscie z nimi Grigoriju
Niko lajewiczu?

GNF—Nie, z nimi nie, dopiero w Moskwie
raporty czyta lem.

JF—Jak to dopiero w Moskwie, to nie
bylíscie na Dolnym Śl	asku po wojnie?

GNF—Na Dolnym Śl	asku nie, nie by lem
(waha si	e), ja by lem tylko w Waldenbergu.

JR—Czy możecie mi powiedzieć, co żeście
tam robili wy najlepszy radziecki fizyk atom-
owy?

GNF—(śmieje si	e) Takich komplementów
mi nie mówcie, ja nie dziewczyna. Wielu
lepszych ode mnie by lo. I u nas, choćby Igor
Kurczatow, a i u Niemców jak si	e okaza lo.

JR—Southeast of the village, not far from
there, about a kilometer and a half from there,
prisoners built such tunnels carved in the rock.

Flerov—That is right. (That is right—in
1945 the village was called Modrzewki—JR.)
In 1945 our army was there. They brought
interesting things out of there.

JR—What army, after all, the army went
further?

Flerov—The army did, but we had such
special forces (he hesitates).

JR—SMIERSZ?

Flerov—No, not SMIERSZ—you know a
lot (smiles)—Szymanski spoke well of you.
In Rudolfswald and elsewhere there was a
scientific investigation—scientists in uniforms,
but they were not part of the NKVD.

JR—Did you work with them Georgy Niko-
layevich?

Flerov—No, not with them, I read the re-
ports only in Moscow.

JR—What do you mean only in Moscow,
you were not in Lower Silesia after the war?

Flerov—Not in Lower Silesia, I wasn’t (hesi-
tates); I was only in Waldenburg.

JR—Can you tell me what you, the best
Soviet atomic physicist, were doing there?

Flerov—(laughs) Don’t give me such com-
pliments, I’m not a girl. There were many
better than me. With us there was for example
Igor Kurchatov, but also [some] with the
Germans, as it turned out.
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JR—Jak to u Niemców? Wi	ec to prawda z t	a
niemieck	a bomb	a atomow	a?

GNF—Prawda i nieprawda—to zawsze si	e
ze sob	a miesza (milczy d luższ	a chwil	e). Ile lat
min	e lo, trzydzieści osiem chyba, no dobrze—
opowiem Wam, pytajcie.

JR—Powiem szczerze, nie wiem, o co mam
pytać. Wiem za ma lo. Jak by lo w Rudolf-
swaldu, co tam by ly za ciekawe rzeczy, o
których mówilíscie?

GNF—Rudolfswald to inna historia. Tam
wojsko bada lo i o tym mówić nie mog	e.

JR—A w Wa lbrzychu bylíscie?

GNF—W Waldenbergu by lem, ale tuż przed
powrotem z Niemiec do Moskwy.

JR—Po co jechalíscie do Niemiec, czy możecie
opowiedzieć?

GNF—Mnie tam Stalin i Kurczatow wys lali.
Meldunki by ly, że Niemcy badania atomowe
prowadz	a. Pojecha lem tam jako przedstawiciel
Ministerstwa Maszyn Lekkich. Okaza lo si	e na
miejscu, że Niemcy byli bardziej zaawansowani
w tych badaniach niż można by lo przypuszczać.

JR—Przekazywali Wam informacje?

GNF—Informacje i wyniki badań, różne
miejsca pokazywali, i dlatego w Waldenbergu
si	e znalaz lem.

JR—Pokazywali coś w Wa lbrzychu?

GNF—Nie, w Waldenbergu nie, ale
dowiedzia lem si	e, że w Dreźnie wywiad
trzyma l niemieckiego naukowca, fizyka, który
mi opowiada l o tajnych badaniach w Walden-
burgu, to go wzi	a lem i pojechalísmy, ale
wiedzia l zbyt ma lo.

JR—What do you mean by Germans? So it is
true about the German atomic bomb?

Flerov—Truth and untruth—they are al-
ways mixed with each other. (He is silent for a
long time.) How many years have passed, 38, I
think? Well, I will tell you, ask me.

JR—I will tell you honestly, I do not know
what to ask you. I know too little. How was
it in Rudolfswald, what were the interesting
things there that you mentioned?

Flerov—Rudolfswald is a different story.
The military was investigating there and I
cannot talk about it.

JR—Were you in Wa lbrzych?

Flerov—I was in Waldenburg, but just
before I came back from Germany to Moscow.

JR—Why did you go to Germany, can
you tell me about it?

Flerov—Stalin and Kurchatov sent me there.
There were reports that the Germans were
conducting atomic tests. I went there as a rep-
resentative of the Ministry of Light Machines.
It turned out on the spot that the Germans
were more advanced in the tests than one could
have imagined.

JR—Did they give you information?

Flerov—Information and test results, vari-
ous locations came up, and that is why I went
to Waldenburg.

JR—Did they show anything in Wa lbrzych?

Flerov—No, not in Waldenburg, but I found
out that in Dresden the “Service” [NKVD]
had captured a German scientist, a physicist,
who told me about secret experiments in
Waldenburg, so I took him with me and we
went there, but he knew too little.
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JR—Jak to—za ma lo?

GNF—Widzicie, Niemcy mieli dużo
badawczych grup. Mój Niemiec pracowa l
w instytucie drezdeńskim podleg lym Minis-
terstwu Poczty, tylko raz by l w Waldenbergu
instalować urz	adzenia, bo tamten ośrodek
podlega l SS.

JR—Zaraz, zaraz, pogubi lem si	e. SS mog lo
prowadzić badania, ale Ministerstwo Poczty?
Co Poczta ma wspólnego z badaniami
naukowymi?

GNF—(śmieje si	e) Takie czasy by ly, prze-
cież mówi lem. Nikt by si	e nie spodziewa l
atomu w Ministerstwie Poczty i (śmiech) w
Ministerstwie Maszyn Lekkich jak u nas też.

JR—Ale Wasz Niemiec, ten fizyk pracowa l w
Wa lbrzychu.

GNF—Jego instytut przekazywa l cz	eść
urz	adzeń dla SS i on tylko pomaga l w insta-
lacji, ja to laboratorium chcia lem koniecznie
zobaczyć, ale nic z tego nie wysz lo.

JR—Niemcy wysadzili?

GNF—Wysadzić chyba nie wysadzili, bo
to pod samym miastem by lo, tylko on trafić nie
móg l.

JR—?

GNF—By l tam tylko raz. Samochód, który
go wióz l z dworca kolejowego d lugo jeździ l
po mieście i Niemcowi droga si	e pogubi la.
Później wjechali na teren kopalni i zwieźli go
pod ziemi	e. Dwa dni tam siedzia l, pracowa l,
jad l i spa l pod ziemi	a. Jak skończy l, to znów
samochód powozi l go po mieście, zanim dotar l
na stacj	e. I dlatego ze mn	a Niemiec niczego nie
móg l znaleźć.

JR—What do you mean—too little?

Flerov—You see, the Germans had a lot
of research groups. My German worked in
an institute in Dresden that belonged to the
Postal Ministry. He was in Waldenburg only
one time to install equipment, because that
institute belonged to the SS.

JR—Wait a minute, wait a minute, I got
lost. The SS could carry out research, but the
Postal Ministry? What does the Post Office
have to do with scientific research?

Flerov—(laughs) Times were like that, I
told you. No one would have expected atom
[research] in the Postal Ministry and (laughs)
also in the Ministry of Light Machines in our
country.

JR—But your German, this physicist, worked
in Wa lbrzych.

Flerov—His institute gave some equipment to
the SS and he only helped with the installation.
I wanted to see the laboratory, but was not
able to.

JR—Did the Germans blow it up?

Flerov—I do not think they blew it up,
because it was just outside the city, but he
could not find it.

JR—?

Flerov—He was there only once. The car
that carried him from the railway station drove
around the city for a long time until the Ger-
man had forgotten the way. Then they drove
into the mine and drove him underground. He
sat there for two days, worked, ate, and slept
underground. When he finished, the car drove
him around the city again, before he reached
the station. And that is why the German could
not find anything with me.
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JR—Ale przecież kopalni w Wa lbrzychu nie
jest tak dużo nie - móg l poznać otoczenia,
budynków?

GNF—Jeździ lem z nim d lugo, namawia lem,
straszy lem, nic nie da lo. On mówi l, że wtedy,
gdy by l pierwszy raz też si	e ba l. Mówi l, że
wsz	edzie pilnowali ludzie SS, określi l ich jako
“ostrych”, mówi l że mieli takie dziwne znaczki
przy mundurach, jakich wcześniej nie widzia l.

JR—Mówi l coś o tym co by lo w kopalni?

GNF—Tak, mówi l, że z kolegami zawióz l
tam cyklotron, ale okaza lo si	e, że to drugi,
bo jeden już tam by l. Oni zamontowali ten
drugi. Opowiada l, że kopalni	e specjalnie
dostosowano. By ly wózki, sto ly, wszystkie
konieczne urz	adzenia, a na wej́sciach śluzy i
wartownicy. On wej́sć nie móg l, bo nie mia l
specjalnej przepustki.

JR—Czy opowiada l o podziemnym laborato-
rium atomowym, uwierzylíscie mu Grigoriju
Niko lajewiczu?

GNF—Uwierzy lem. Mówi l o drobiazgach,
które zna l nasz wywiad. Oni tam mieli w
tej kopalni pod ziemi	a  l	aczność telefoniczn	a
z ca lymi Niemcami. By la podobno telewizja.
Tak, ja mu uwierzy lem, on nie mia l potrzeby
k lamać, za to by la wtedy kula.

JF—Nie szukalíscie dalej tej kopalni?

GNF—Jak to nie szukalísmy? Jak można
by lo nie szukać? Ja już nie, ale nasi d lugo
szukali. Mieli niemieckie plany kopalni, chodzili
z polskimi górnikami. Na nic by lo. Nie znaleźli,
a kilku zgin	e lo.

JR—But there are not so many mines in
Wa lbrzych—could he recognize the surround-
ings, buildings?

Flerov—I drove around with him for a
long time, I persuaded him, I threatened him,
it did not work. He said that when he was there
for the first time he was also afraid. He said
that SS people were guarding everywhere; he
described them as “sharp.” He said they had
strange emblems on their uniforms that he had
never seen before.

JR—Did he say anything about what was
in the mine?

Flerov—Yes, he said that with his col-
leagues he had installed a cyclotron there,
but it turned out that it was the second one,
because one was already there. They installed
the second one. He told us that the mine had
been specially adapted. There were trolleys,
tables, all the necessary equipment, and at the
entrances there were locks and guards. He could
not enter because he did not have a special pass.

JR—Did he talk about the underground
atomic laboratory, did you believe him Georgy
Nikolayevich?

Flerov—I believed him. He described little
details that our intelligence knew. They had
a telephone connection with all the Germans
in the underground mine. Apparently, there
was television. Yes, I believed him; he had no
reason to lie, otherwise he would have been shot.

JR—Did you not search any further for
this mine?

Flerov—What do you mean did we not
search for it? How could one not search? I
myself did not [search] further, but others were
searching on our behalf for a long time. They
had German plans for mines; they went out
with Polish miners. It was for nothing. They
did not find it, and a few died.
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JR—Zawa l by l jakís w kopalni?

GNF—Nie zawa l, tylko Niemcy pracuj	acy
z Polakami w kopalni potajemnie podk ladali
miny. To i przestali szukać.

JR—I Niemcy mieli bomb	e atomow	a?

GNF—Ja Wam na to pytanie nie odpowiem,
ale historia może da odpowiedź. Oni mieli
znacznie wi	ecej niż moglísmy si	e spodziewać.

JR—Was there a heart attack in the mine?

Flerov—Not a heart attack, but Germans
working with Poles in the mine had secretly
laid explosive mines. So they stopped searching.

JR—And did the Germans have an atomic
bomb?

Flerov—I will not answer that question
for you, but maybe history will give you an
answer. They had much more than we could
have expected.

[Some especially noteworthy points from Flerov’s interview include:

• Apparently a very advanced German scientific facility was located at Rudolfswald/Modrzewki
(now called Sierpnica) and was removed by the Russians. It was so important and so secret
that it was handled by special Russian scientists working with the Russian military, and Flerov
could not discuss it even 38 years later. What work was conducted at that facility—was it
nuclear or something else?

• Another advanced German scientific facility was located at Waldenburg/Wa lbrzych and con-
ducted important nuclear work during the war.

• According to conventional histories, the various underground facilities that were part of the
Riese construction project in Silesia were never finished, let alone utilized. According to
Flerov, though, at least two underground scientific facilities there (in Waldenburg/Wa lbrzych
and Rudolfswald/Modrzewki) were fully equipped and fully operational. How many other
Riese facilities were equipped and operational during the war? See Figs. D.106–D.114 for
examples of other Riese facilities.

• German security on the nuclear program was extremely tight. Even a German physicist work-
ing on the program was taken on a lengthy car detour between the train station and the
underground nuclear facility on his way to and from the facility, so that he would not know
where the facility was. He and the other workers there were not able to leave the underground
facility, so they worked, ate, and slept there round the clock. Everything was tightly locked
up and closely guarded. The SS guards were described as being especially “sharp,” even by
the standards of wartime SS members.
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• At the end of the war, “the Germans destroyed a lot of documents and experimental materials”
from their nuclear program. Germans kept the nuclear program very secret both during and
after the war.

• Likewise, at the end of the war, the Germans sealed and booby-trapped their underground
scientific facilities. That helps to explain why so little has been found, and it also poses
challenges for modern researchers hoping to find and open those underground facilities.

• At the end of the war, “the Americans took a lot” of documents and materials from the
German nuclear program. Flerov could not have been referring to the documents and materials
that were taken by the Alsos Mission but then publicly disclosed (especially regarding the
small group around Heisenberg), because he lamented that the documents and materials
to which he referred were not available. What other—more important and more secret—
documents and materials from the German nuclear program were taken by the United States,
and where are those documents and materials now?

• Even the Russian scientific investigators like Flerov who scoured large parts of the former
Third Reich and conscripted thousands of German scientists and engineers never got a com-
plete understanding of the full extent and accomplishments of the German nuclear program,
due to material that was destroyed by the Germans or removed by other Allied countries.

• The Reichspost (Post Office) and the SS were collaborating on a highly secret, high-priority
nuclear program, and they had a number of advanced laboratories in remote locations, exactly
as independently stated by Werner Grothmann.

• The Germans were operating multiple cyclotrons in remote locations for a highly secret,
high-priority war program. That information strongly suggests that they were conducting
electronuclear breeding of fission fuel for nuclear weapons.

• Even in such remote areas, German underground scientific facilities were able to communicate
with other German facilities not just by telephone, but apparently also by television for video
conferencing in a remarkably modern manner.

• Members of the specialized SS division that was conducting advanced nuclear work wore
a strange emblem on their uniforms that even a German physicist has never seen before.
Different parts of the SS had different emblems, but I am not aware of an example of what
this one would have been. What was the emblem of the SS’s most advanced and most secret
scientific division? It must have been quite distinctive to have stood out in the memory of
the German physicist, and then to have been mentioned by Flerov too 38 years later.

• When asked if the Germans had an atomic bomb, rather than saying no, Flerov replied, “They
had much more than we could have expected,” and predicted that history might later reveal
it.

Can additional relevant documents written by Flerov, written to Flerov, or related to Flerov’s
investigations of the German nuclear program be located and released from Russian archives?]
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Figure D.106: Some of the known underground complexes that were part of the wartime Riese
construction project in Silesia.
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Figure D.107: The former Schloss Fürstenstein, Ksiaż castle in Silesia, and the tunnels under it.
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Figure D.108: The tunnels under the former Schloss Fürstenstein, Ksiaż castle in Silesia.
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Figure D.109: The former Säuferhöhen tunnel complex, Osówka in Silesia.
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Figure D.110: The former Säuferhöhen tunnel complex, Osówka in Silesia.
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Figure D.111: The former Dorfberg tunnel complex, Rzeczka/Walim in Silesia.
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Figure D.112: The former Dorfberg tunnel complex, Rzeczka/Walim in Silesia.
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Figure D.113: The former Wolfsberg tunnel complex, W lodarz in Silesia.
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Figure D.114: The former Wolfsberg tunnel complex, W lodarz in Silesia.
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Marshall Georgy Zhukov. 2 October 1945 report to Stalin. [Moscow archive, courtesy
of Matthias Uhl.]

On the basis of the materials we have collected, one can conclude that the Germans have achieved
good results in the field of theoretical and practical research and application of nuclear power up
to the construction of an atomic bomb.

Rainer Karlsch. 2013. Die Abteilung Atomphysik der PTR in Ronneburg und das
deutsche Uranprojekt. PTB-Mitteilungen 123:1:73–81. [See also Karlsch 2005, p. 211.]

Am 28. Februar 1945 kamen Diebner und Ger-
lach von Berlin nach Ronneburg und forderten
von Carl-Friedrich Weiss die Übergabe des
gesamten Poloniumvorrates. Wofür das Polo-
nium gebraucht wurde, erfuhren die Wissen-
schaftler der PTR nicht: “Bei den Besuchen
hat er [Gerlach] mit mir [Weiss] nicht über
die Uranfragen gesprochen, zumal wir nicht
allein waren. Auf Verletzung der Geheimhal-
tung standen schwerste Strafen; keiner durfte
mehr erfahren, als unbedingt nötig war.” Was
danach mit den Polonium-Präparaten geschah,
ist unklar. Sie wurden nach Kriegsende nicht
mehr gefunden. Die Polonium-Anlage sowie das
gesamte noch in Kisten befindliche Bleinitrat
mußte von Mitarbeitern der PTR am 25. Juni
1945 einer amerikanischen Militärkommission
übergeben werden.

On 28 February 1945, Diebner and Gerlach
came from Berlin to Ronneburg and demanded
the transfer of the entire stock of polonium from
Carl-Friedrich Weiss. For what the polonium
was needed, the scientists of the PTR did not
learn: “During the visits he [Gerlach] did not
talk with me [Weiss] about the uranium ques-
tions, especially since we were not alone. Viola-
tions of secrecy were severely punished; no one
was allowed to know more than was absolutely
necessary.” What happened afterwards with the
polonium preparations is unclear. They were no
longer found after the end of the war. The polo-
nium plant as well as all of the lead nitrate still
contained in boxes had to be handed over to an
American military commission on 25 June 1945
by employees of the PTR.

[This information comes from these archival references:

Protokoll der Befragung von Dr. Carl-Friedrich Weiss am 28.10.1945, Archiv der Max Planck
Gesellschaft, Abt. I, Rep. 34, KWI für Physik, Nr. 99a, Diebner-Gruppe, Nr. 19208.

Görken: Bericht über den Abtransport der Anlage zur Polonium-Gewinnung, 6.7.1945, BArch,
Berlin-Lichterfelde, DF-5, Nr. 14.]
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Russian summary of information obtained from Robert Döpel. 1946 [from Moscow
archive, courtesy of Rainer Karlsch]. See Fig. D.115.

Some information related to materials of Prof. Döpel about extremely powerful atomic bombs and
an atomic heat source for energy-generating machines.

1. A method has been found to split atoms of uranium with the help of heavy water and rays of
radium, which is accompanied by the discharge of a large amount of energy.

2. The names of institutes that worked on this problem are provided in the note.

3. It is noted that the problem of a uranium bomb has been developed to the point of testing on a
[military] base.

4. The solution of the problem of a uranium heat source for use in energy-generating machines is
outlined.

5. The Americans forcibly removed over 20 individuals, professors and scientists, working on this
problem, and over 20 grams of radium was also removed after the transfer of the region by our
troops.

6. In order to heighten the attention of Prof. Döpel to the technical content of the note, the NKTM
engineers (Vidman and Pevzner) indicated to Prof. Döpel that his document would be received by
the famous physicists, Joffe or Kapitsa, more likely Kapitsa, who is located in Moscow.

This explains the fact that the note is addressed to Academic Kapitsa.

7. Döpel is a professor who worked at Leipzig University on the use of atomic energy. He has been
awarded two iron crosses. He is emotionally broken. He lost his wife during the bombing and was
left alone and is now extremely hostile toward the Americans and the English.
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Figure D.115: 1946 Russian summary of information obtained from Robert Döpel, in which he
mentioned a German atomic bomb test on a military base.
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Report of the Head of the Special Camp Department of SMAD, Colonel Sviridov, No.
00400 of 11 June 1946 to the Deputy Minister of Interior of the USSR General Serov,
GARF, Fund 9409, Catalog 1, File 14, Sheet 72 [discovered by Rainer Karlsch].

3. Kirfes, Horst—born 1916 in Erfurt (Thuringia), recently living in central Berlin; engineer for
aircraft engine construction, took part in the production of the aircraft “jet fighter,” a diesel fighter
without propeller and with a speed of 1600 km/h. He was acquainted with the director of the
department for the production of the V1, 2 and 4. That one told about how the V2 was made and
that it was equipped with an atomic bomb. (The director died.) (At present [Kirfes] is in Special
Camp 7.)

[During interrogation in the Soviet Union after the war, the engineer Horst Kirfes said he was
involved in the wartime production of a supersonic jet aircraft. From his testimony, apparently
that program was also somehow connected to nuclear weapons production (possibly to deliver a
nuclear weapon, or to use nuclear power for the propulsion?). See p. 3437 for a very similar account
of the wartime production of a nuclear-related supersonic jet aircraft by Josef Ernst, an engineer
found by British investigators after the war.

Kirfes mentioned the “production” (not merely design) of the V-4. Since several different projects
were vying for the title of “V-4,” which one did he mean?

The department director who gave detailed information on rocket and nuclear programs to Kirfes
but later died may have been Dr. Albin Sawatzki of Peenemünde.

According to the information from Kirfes, an atomic bomb was actually produced, and it was
designed to be carried by a V-2 or similar rocket. That information agrees with the March 1945
report by Ivan Ilyichev (p. 2722).]

Commentary on Horst Kirfes from Rainer Karlsch [Karlsch 2005, p. 224].

Dazu gehören die Schilderungen von Ger-
hard Rundnagel und Horst Kirfes. Letzterer
berichtete in sowjetischer Gefangenschaft über
die Verlegung von Atomforschern mitsamt fer-
tiger Bomben aus Berlin Anfang 1945.

These include the descriptions of Gerhard
Rundnagel and Horst Kirfes. The latter re-
ported in Soviet captivity on the transfer of nu-
clear researchers together with finished bombs
from Berlin in early 1945.
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Rainer Karlsch. Stalin, der Bluff und die Bombe: Verwirrspiel um den ersten sowjetis-
chen Atomtest. Osteuropa December 2007 pp. 117–175. English translation courtesy
of Rainer Karlsch. [www.zeitschrift-osteuropa.de/hefte/2007/12/stalin-der-bluff-und-
die-bombe/ and www.freitag.de/autoren/der-freitag/der-grosse-bluff]

[...]In May 1949, the central committee of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) decided to send a
government delegation headed by the second highest party functionary of the CCP, Liu Shaochi,
to Moscow. [...] Stalin met with Liu Shaochi for five rounds of discussions. The first reception took
place at Stalin’s dacha in Kuntsevo and the second that is of special interest to us, took place in
the evening of July 11 in the Kremlin. [...]

However, Stalin denied the wish of Liu Shaochi. It was not in his calculation to provide nuclear
technology to the Chinese. As compensation and a demonstration of his own strength, he invited
his guests to a film showing instead. It showed the test explosion of an atomic bomb! The test,
according to Stalin, had taken place in the upper north of the Soviet Union, in a deserted region
near the polar circle. After the showing of the film Stalin bragged about the progress in science and
technology achieved by the Soviet Union. His country was soon to be in the position to manufacture
substantially effective weapons.18 One thing about this story is extremely noteworthy: The showing
of the film took place a few weeks before the first successful test of a Soviet atomic bomb in
Semipalatinsk (on August 29, 1949). [...]

Kovalev, Stalin’s China expert and the most important of Soviet functionaries in China, has re-
ported the film showing in his unpublished memoir. He presented the background of the Soviet-
Chinese relation in a series of articles in 1991/1992.20

Shi Zhe held a position comparable to Kovalev’s function. [...] Shi Zhe also mentioned the film
showing in his memoirs.22 The Chinese historian Zhu Yuanshi also drew upon it in his account of
the secret visit of Liu Shaochi in Moscow.23

[...] Possibly the said film was found after the war somewhere in Germany. That sounded at first
like a wild conspiracy theory. Yet there are written records that support this theory. For example, a
very interesting inventory of sources is in the Archive of Russian Contemporary History in Moscow.
In it, hundreds of German files on the rocket development are listed. All these documents were
looted in the German Reich, taken to Moscow and inventoried. Besides files, films were also listed.
The content of one roll of film is written word for word as follows: “Film on the launch of a
V2 and the explosion of an atomic bomb.”25 This film and still a few others, and the complete
documentation on German rocket development were turned over in May 1946 by the Director of
the Main Administration for Artillery of the Red Army, Marshall Nikolai Jakovlev, to the Deputy
Chairman of the Special Committee for Rocket Technology, Ivan G. Zubovic.26 [...]

For our connection, it is important to make a note of the fact that the films of interest to us
were discovered sometime between May 1945 and April 1946 in Germany by workers of the Special
Committee for “Reactive Technology.” Likely, these films are mostly about the recordings of various
rocket launches. But on one roll of film, not only a rocket launch was to be seen, but also the
“Explosion of an Atomic Bomb,” according to the archive inventory. This title designation seems
to have been carried over word by word from the German film roll into Russian, particularly it was
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similarly experienced in cases of other film rolls. A translation error is to be ruled out. [...]

Unexpectedly, we came across the sequel of this saga at another station. It concerns more papers
of the Special Committee for Rocket Technology (Committee No. 2) and Interior Ministry from
1948 to 1950 related to the “top-secret special films.” On October 28, 1948, the already mentioned
Ivan G. Zubovic turned over “top-secret’ Special Film No. 185 in eight parts to the Secretary of
the Interior Ministry Haritov.30 [...]

The deputy Interior Minister Serov was responsible for the archiving. He will have inquired at the
Technical Archive of the Committee No. 2 as to where the films were. Thereupon he was informed on
September 23, 1949 by Zubovic that at the instigation of Nikolai Bulganin, one of Stalin’s deputies,
one copy of the special film had been loaned to the Ministry of Interior already on October 28,
1948.37 A second copy, which the Committee No. 2 got from the Ministry of Armament, should
be also handed over to Serov. It comes from the chief of Stalin’s private chancellery, Alexander N.
Poskrebyschew.38 [...]

The last letter concerning the films was dated January 20, 1950.39 In it, Haritonov informed his
boss Serov that the archive of the MVD had turned over both top-secret special films no. 185 and
no. 127 to the National Movies and Photo Archive for final safekeeping. The letter was enclosed
with the film copy in turnover action. Accordingly the National Movies and Photo Archive took
over the special film 185 in eight parts and also the suitcase with the second copy of the special
film. All seals on the suitcase were undamaged. Furthermore the top-secret film no. 127 in two
copies with four parts each were turned over to the National Movies and Photo Archive. At the
end, one passage was yet included: “Inspection in the file on the movie films is prohibited without
the expressed consent of the MVD.”

Up until today the top secret “special films” still could not be located. They were removed in the
mid-fifties from the inventory of the National Movies and Photo Archive at the instigation of the
MVD (Serov’s Department) and have since been missing. [...]

18 Cf. Sergei Goncharov, John Lewis, Xue Litai, Uncertain Partners, Uncertain Partners, Mao and
the Korean War. Stanford 1993, p. 71.

20 Cf. Ivan Kovalev, Stalin’s Dialogue with Mao Zedong, Two parts, in: Problems of the Far East,
No. 6, 1991 and No.1-3, 1992; unpublished memoirs.

22 Cf. Shi Zhe, Zai Lishi Juren Shenbian Shi Zhe Huiyilu (Beside Great Historical Figures: The
Memoirs of Shi Zhe), Beijing 1991, p. 410.

23 Cf. Zhu Yuanshi, Liu Shaoqi’s Secret Visit to the Soviet Union in 1949, in: Dang de Wenxian
(Party Documents), no. 3, 1991, p. 76f.

25 Archive list with material on the reactive technology for safekeeping by the Cadre Administration
of ZK KPSU and for preparation of tasks of Special Committee of the Soviet Minister Council,
May 1946, RGASPI Moscow, Fond 17, Cat. 127, file 1294, p. 7f.
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26 Cf. letter of May 1946 from Ivan Zubovic to Cadre Department of KPSU, Georgij Malenkov,
and the Special Committee, Ibd., p. 16.

30 Cf. top-secret file note of Haritonov (Committee No. 2) of October 29, 1948, GARF (National
Archive of the Russian Federation), Fond 9401, Cat. 1, File 4153, p. 366.

37 Vgl. Documentation of the handover of film number 185 from the Special committee Nr. 2 to
the Deputy of the Minister of Inferior of October 29, 1948. GARF Moscow, Fond 9401, Cat. 1, file
4153, p. 366.

38 Cf. top-secret letter of September 3, 1949 from the Director of the Liquidation Commission of
the Committee No. 2, Ivan Zubovic, to Ivan Serov (MVD), ibid, p. 361.

39 Cf. top-secret letter of January 20, 1950 from Haritonov (Committee No. 2) to Serov (MVD),
ibid, p. 364f.
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Figure D.116: 12 August 1944 U.S. aerial reconnaissance photo of Ohrdruf military training base,
showing location (red arrow) before possible March 1945 test explosion. Note the absence of visible
craters or blast damage, and the rectangular structures to the east that appear to be partially
camouflaged buildings.
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Figure D.117: 21 March 1945 U.S. aerial reconnaissance photo of Ohrdruf military training base,
showing location after possible March 1945 test explosion. Note the apparent crater with many
streaks of ejecta radiating outward from its center (denoted by the red arrow), and the removal or
alteration of buildings.
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Figure D.118: 21 March 1945 U.S. aerial reconnaissance photo of Ohrdruf, zoomed in on the ap-
parent crater, with a circle to show the scale of a possible 500-meter blast radius.
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Figure D.119: 21 March 1945 U.S. aerial reconnaissance photo of Ohrdruf, zoomed in further to
more clearly show the many streaks of ejecta radiating outward from the center (red arrow) of the
apparent crater.
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Figure D.120: 9 June 1945 U.S. aerial reconnaissance photo of Ohrdruf military training base,
showing location after possible March 1945 test explosion. Note the circular shape with a center
denoted by the red arrow and a radius approximately the same size as the red arrow. Again, note
the apparent removal or alteration of buildings that had previously been on the field.
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Figure D.121: Entrance to the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz now, and overview of the base and the
surrounding area.
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Figure D.122: Even now, the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz is a mixture of fields and forested areas
in close proximity.
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Figure D.123: Memorials to concentration camp victims at the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz.
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Cläre Werner. 16 May 1962 SED transcript. Jonastalverein Archive, Arnstadt.

[In the 1990s after the reunification of East and West Germany, a document surfaced in southern
Thuringia that appeared to be transcripts of 1962 interrogations of local residents by officials
from the then-ruling East German communist party, the Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands
(SED, Socialist Unity Party of Germany). In these transcripts, a number of people who had lived
in southern Thuringia for many years were asked what they knew about secret German military
research and development that occurred in that area during World War II. Some of the respondents
described witnessing or hearing about tests of a powerful new explosive and separate tests of a new
rocket. The chain of custody of the transcripts from 1962 until the 1990s is unclear, and therefore
their authenticity cannot be proven. It is possible that the transcripts are simply fictions that were
created by a forger in the 1990s or earlier, or that they are real transcripts that contain fictional
insertions supplied by a forger. Indeed, some researchers have raised serious questions about the
transcripts [e.g., Frank Doebert, in Geheimnis Jonastal 2011, No. 11, p. 25].

It is also possible that the testimony in the 1962 SED transcripts is authentic. Due to the highly
sensitive nature of the statements in these transcripts, East German officials would presumably not
have stored them in a regular archive where they could be routinely and permanently accessed.
In any event, the 1990 transition from communist rule to unified German government rule was
chaotic, and many files were destroyed, stolen, or hidden to avoid embarrassing or implicating East
German officials and citizens. The 1962 SED transcripts seem to be consistent in appearance with
other East German interrogation transcripts from that place and time.

Cläre Werner (1913–2003) was a wartime lookout living in Veste Wachsenburg, a castle on a hill
with an excellent view of the Ohrdruf Truppenübungsplatz military base and the surrounding area
(see Fig. D.124). In several interviews conducted between 1998 and 2003, she confirmed that she
had seen extraordinary explosions from the castle in March 1945, consistent with the more detailed
account attributed to her in the 1962 SED transcripts [Petermann 2000; Karlsch 2005, pp. 215–
216; Karlsch and Petermann 2007, pp. 34–36]. Werner’s testimony in the 1962 transcripts is also
consistent with those of other witnesses in the transcripts and consistent with details from the other
sources quoted in this section that reported the 4 March 1945 test, as summarized in Table D.6.
As shown in the scientific analysis beginning on p. 2997, the transcribed testimony of Werner and
others is highly consistent with the physics of nuclear weapons, in ways that could not have been
foreseen by Werner, her interrogators, or a document forger who was not a nuclear physicist.

Therefore, despite many unanswered questions about the 1962 SED transcripts, they are quoted
and analyzed in Appendices D (for parts relevant to nuclear tests) and E (for parts relevant to
rocket tests; see pp. 3148–3151). I certainly do not and cannot claim that this analysis “proves”
the authenticity of the SED transcripts, yet the transcripts do seem to be in remarkably good
agreement with all of the other evidence.

I strongly recommend that researchers search for information to either support or refute the au-
thenticity of the 1962 SED transcripts. Please contact me if you find relevant information.]
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Figure D.124: Wachsenburg castle now, and the view from the castle of the village of Röhrensee
and beyond.
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Auch dies habe ich schon alles gesagt. Ich kann
mich noch gut an den Tag erinnern. Es war
der 4. März 1945. Für den Tag hatten wir eine
Geburtstagsfeier für den Abend, diese wurde
abgesagt. Am Nachmittag war der BDM von
Gotha auf der Burg. Hans war auch da und
half uns noch, dann sagte er uns, daß heute
auf dem Platz Weltgeschichte geschrieben wird.
Es wird etwas gemacht, was es auf der Welt
noch nicht gegeben hat. Wir sollen am Abend
auf den Turm [der Wachsenburg] gehen und
in Richtung Röhrensee schauen. Er wisse auch
nicht, wie das neue Ding aussehen wird. So
waren wir ab 20 Uhr auf dem Turm.

Nach 21 Uhr, gegen halb Zehn, war hinter
Röhrensee mit einmal eine Helligkeit wie
Hunderte von Blitzen, innen war es rot und
außen war es gelb, man hätte die Zeitung
lesen können. Es war alles sehr kurz, und wir
konnten dann alle nichts sehen, wir merkten
nur, daß es eine mächtige Sturmbö gab, aber
dann alles ruhig war.

Ich wie auch viele Einwohner von Röhrensee,
Holzhausen, Mühlberg, Wechmar und Bittstädt
hatten am anderen Tag oft Nasenbluten, Kopf-
schmerzen und auch einen Druck auf den
Ohren. Am Nachmittag, gegen 14 Uhr, waren
so zwischen 100 und 150 SS-Leute auf einmal
auf der Burg, sie fragten wo die Leichen seien,
wo sie hingebracht worden seien und wer
schon da war. Wir wußten von nichts, und
sie fragten uns, ob sie hier im “Objekt Burg”
seien. Ich sagte ihnen, sie seien hier auf der
Veste Wachsenburg, die im Volk immer nur als
Burg bezeichnet wird. Ein Kradfahrer gab eine
Meldung ab, daß die “Burg” über Ringhofen zu
erreichen ist. Daraufhin fuhren die Autos von
der Burg nach Mühlberg. Ich sah vom Turm,
daß sie dann zum Übungsplatz fuhren.

I have already said all of this. I still remember
the day well. It was March 4, 1945. For the
day, we had a birthday party for the evening
that was canceled. In the afternoon the BDM
[Federation of German Girls] of Gotha was at
the castle. Hans was also there and was helping
us, and then he told us that today world history
would be written on the [military training]
ground. Something would be made that had
not previously existed in the world. We should
go on top of the tower [of Wachsenburg castle]
in the evening and look in the direction of
Röhrensee. He also did not know what the new
thing would look like. So we were on top of the
tower by 20:00.

After 21:00, at 21:30, behind Röhrensee
there was all at once a brightness like hundreds
of lightning bolts, it was red on the inside and
yellow on the outside, you could have read the
newspaper. It was all very brief, and then we
could not see anything, we only realized that
there was a powerful squall, but then all was
quiet.

Like many residents of Röhrensee, Holzhausen,
Mühlberg, Wechmar, and Bittstädt, the next
day I also had frequent nosebleeds, headaches,
and also a pressure on the ears. In the after-
noon, at 14:00, between 100 and 150 SS men at
one time came to the castle, they asked where
the bodies were, where they had been brought
and who was already there. We knew nothing,
and they asked us if this was “Installation
Castle [Burg].” I told them that they are here
in the Veste Wachsenburg which is popularly
always referred to as a castle. A motorcyclist
gave a message that the “Castle” is accessible
via Ringhofen. Then the cars drove from the
castle toward Mühlberg. I saw from the tower
that they then drove to the training ground.
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Bei der zweiten Explosion war Hans mit
einigen Leuten auf dem Turm, wir waren nur
im Turmzimmer. Es war am 12. März 1945
gegen 22.15 Uhr. Es war nicht eine so große
Helligkeit wie das erste Mal. Auch hatten wir
kein Nasenbluten usw.

Auch hatte er uns verboten, etwas über
die Blitze zu sagen.

For the second explosion, Hans was with some
people on top of the tower, we were only in
the tower room. It was on March 12, 1945, at
22:15. It was not so great a brightness like the
first time. We also had no nosebleeds, etc.

He had also forbidden us to say anything
about the lightning.

Figure D.125: Cläre Werner.
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Heinz Wachsmut. 16 May 1962 SED transcript. Jonastalverein Archive, Arnstadt.

[Heinz Wachsmut’s testimony was also part of the 1962 SED transcripts. As discussed on p. 2771,
the chain of custody for the 1962 SED transcripts is uncertain and hence their authenticity cannot
be proven. However, the written testimony of Wachsmut is consistent with stories he told his family
before he died [Karlsch and Petermann 2007, p. 37], consistent with Cläre Werner’s testimony, and
consistent in appearance with other East German interrogation transcripts from that place and
time. It is also consistent with other reports of the 4 March 1945 test quoted in this section, as
summarized on p. 2717. As shown in the scientific analysis beginning on p. 2997, Wachsmut’s
testimony is highly consistent with the physics of nuclear weapons, in ways that would not have
been possible for Wachsmut, his interrogators, or a document forger to foresee. Nonetheless, I cannot
claim that this analysis “proves” the authenticity of the SED transcripts. Much more research is
needed to investigate their background and authenticity.]

Nach einer Straftat... wurde ich
zwangsverpflichtet. Wir waren sechs Deutsche
und hatten zur Hilfe 18 Häftlinge, darunter
sieben Ungarn, fünf Polen und vier Russen;
es waren alles Techniker, sie trugen keine
Häftlingsanzüge, sondern Felddienst, und
wurden auch mit uns verpflegt. Unsere Haup-
taufgabe war, Tarnarbeiten durchzuführen. An
gelandeten Flugzeugen, an Objekten, an Trans-
portgut, das nicht immer sofort eingelagert
werden konnte, und auch zu Hilfsarbeiten (wur-
den wir eingesetzt), wenn zu viele Häftlinge
verstorben waren. Dazu mußten wir dann oft
Holzhaufen errichten, wo die Leichen dann
draufgelegt und angezündet wurden. Es gab
keine Listen über die verstorbenen Häftlinge.

After a crime... I was conscripted. We were six
Germans and had help from 18 prisoners, in-
cluding seven Hungarians, five Poles, and four
Russians; they were all engineers, they wore no
prisoner suits, rather field service uniforms, and
were also fed with us. Our main task was to
conduct camouflage work at landed airplanes,
bases, transported goods, which could not al-
ways be immediately removed, and also for aux-
iliary work (we were used) if too many prisoners
had died. For that we often had to build wood
piles, upon which the bodies were laid and set
on fire. There were no lists of the prisoners who
died.
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Ein Tag, der immer in meinem Leben Bilder vor
den Augen macht, war der Nachmittag des 5.
März 1945. Wir mußten in der Polte Rudisleben
Gerüste errichten für einen Versuch, der in weni-
gen Tagen stattfinden sollte. Am Nachmittag
fuhr die SS mit LKWs vor, eigentlich hatte uns
die SS nichts zu sagen, da wir ja immer mit Son-
derbefehlen arbeiteten, die immer die Stempel
der Reichspost bzw. des Forschungsrates tru-
gen und nach dem Lesen sofort vernichtet wer-
den mußten. Es war ein Befehl, der die Unter-
schrift von Kammler trug. Wir mußten alles
Holz, das verfügbar war, aufladen. Die Fahrt
ging nach Röhrensee, dort waren einige SS
Ärzte tätig, da eine große Anzahl von Bewohn-
ern Kopfschmerzen hatte und Blut spuckte. Wir
waren dort falsch und wurden sofort nach Gut
Ringhofen bei Mühlberg gebracht. Dort wurde
uns gesagt, wir müssen Holzhaufen am Wald-
rand errichten, ca. 12x12 m und nur höchstens
1 m hoch, dazu mußten wir Vollschutz tra-
gen, auch unsere Häftlinge. Am Waldrand sa-
hen wir schon einige Haufen von Menschen-
leichen, die wohl ehemalige Häftlinge waren.
Die Menschen hatten alle absolut keine Haare
mehr, teils fehlten Kleidungsteile, sie hatten
aber auch zum Teil Hautblasen, Feuerblasen,
nacktes rohes Fleisch, teilweise waren einige
Teile nicht mehr vorhanden. SS und Häftlinge
brachten die Leichen an. Als wir die ersten sechs
Haufen fertig hatten, wurden die Leichen da-
rauf gelegt, je Haufen ca. 50 Stück, und Feuer
gelegt. Wir wurden zurückgefahren. Im Gut
mußten wir den Schutz und unsere gesamte
Kleidung ausziehen. Diese wurde ebenfalls so-
fort von der SS angezündet, wir mußten uns
waschen und erhielten neue Kleidung und neuen
Schutz, dazu jeder eine Flasche Schnaps, auch
unsere Häftlinge.

A day whose images I see before my eyes
throughout my life, was the afternoon of 5
March 1945. In the Polte Rudisleben we had
to erect scaffolding for a test that was supposed
to take place in a few days. [16 March A-9/A-
10 launch? See pp. 3148–3151.] In the afternoon
the SS drove up with trucks, actually the SS did
not have anything to say to us since we always
worked with special orders that always bore the
stamp of the Reich Post Office or the Research
Council and had to be immediately destroyed
after reading. It was an order that bore the
signature of Kammler. We had to load up all
the wood that was available. The trip went to
Röhrensee, where some SS doctors were busy,
since a large number of residents had headaches
and were spitting up blood. We were there mis-
takenly and were immediately brought to the
Ringhofen estate by Mühlberg. There we were
told we must build woodpiles at the edge of the
forest, approximately 12x12 m and only 1 m
high at the highest, plus we had to wear full pro-
tection, as did our prisoners. At the edge of the
forest we saw there were already a few piles of
human corpses that were probably former pris-
oners. The people all had absolutely no more
hair, some missing items of clothing, but they
had also some skin blisters, fire blisters, exposed
raw flesh, some were missing some [body] parts.
SS and prisoners brought the bodies. When we
had made the first six piles ready, the bodies
were placed on them, approximately 50 per pile,
and set on fire. We were driven back. At the es-
tate we had to take off the protection and all
our clothes. This was also immediately burned
by the SS, we had to wash ourselves and re-
ceived new clothes and new protection, to each
a bottle of Schnaps, including our prisoners.
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Ein hoher SS-Mann sagte mir, es habe da oben
eine große Stichflamme gegeben gestern, man
hat etwas neues gemacht, davon wird die ganze
Welt sprechen, und wir Deutschen sind die
ersten. Leider sei dabei einiges nicht so gelaufen
wie geplant und einige Nichtsnutze habe man
weniger.

Beim zweiten Einsatz wurden nochmals
drei Haufen errichtet. Dabei sahen wir, wie
aus dem Wald einige völlig unmenschliche
Lebewesen angekrochen kamen. Wahrscheinlich
konnten einige nichts mehr sehen.—Pause—Ich
kann es auch heute nicht beschreiben. Von zwei
SS Leuten wurden diese ca. zwölf bis fünfzehn
Menschen sofort erschossen. Ob sie wirklich
schon erschossen waren, kann ich nicht sagen,
da einige noch den Mund bewegten. Sie wurden
bzw. mußten von anderen Häftlingen auf die in
Flammen stehenden Haufen getragen werden.
Wir wurden wieder zum Gut gebracht und es
wiederholte sich alles. Gegen 23 Uhr fuhren
wir zurück zur Polte. Am Waldrand waren 14
Feuerstellen zu sehen. Wir konnten an diesem
und am nächsten Tag nichts essen, es gab für
uns und die Häftlinge immer wieder Schnaps.

Einer unserer russischen Häftlinge sagte
uns, er habe einen der Erschossenen noch
verstanden, “... großer Blitz—Feuer, viele
sofort tot, von der Erde weg, einfach nicht
mehr da, viele mit großen Feuerwunden, viele
blind, Gruß an Mutter von Olek Barto nach
Gurjew...”

A high-ranking SS man told me, there had
been a big flash of flame up there yesterday,
something new had been made, of which the
whole world will speak, and we Germans are
the first. Unfortunately some things did not
go as planned and some unwanted people had
been eliminated.

During our second operation three more
piles were erected. There we saw, out of the
forest some totally inhuman creatures came
crawling. Probably some of them could no
longer see. (Pause.) I cannot describe it even
today. These approximately 12 to 15 people
were immediately shot by two SS men. I cannot
say whether they were really [all] shot, as
some still moved their mouths. They were or
had to be carried to the flaming pile by other
prisoners. We were brought back to the estate
and it [decontamination] was all repeated. At
23:00 we drove back to Polte. At the edge of
the forest there were 14 fires to be seen. [14
fires × 50 bodies each = 700 bodies?] We could
not eat anything on this and the next day,
there was for us and the prisoners always more
Schnaps.

One of our Russian prisoners told us that
he had understood one of the injured: “... big
flash—fire, many dead immediately, gone from
the earth, simply not there any more, many
with large burns, many blind, greetings to
Mother in Guriev from Olek Barto...”
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Figure D.126: The Ringhofen estate now.
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Figure D.127: 1907 map of test area described by Cläre Werner and Heinz Wachsmut.
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Figure D.128: Test area with clues described by Cläre Werner and Heinz Wachsmut. Green: ap-
proximate boundary of military training base. Red: population centers reporting sickness from ra-
dioactive fallout. Yellow: Direction in which Werner reported seeing explosion. Blue: driving range
(1 km per circle) for Wachsmut from Ringhofen estate. Purple: 1-km-diameter explosion centered
on the apparent crater from aerial photos (pp. 2763–2767).
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Report on interview of Erich Rundnagel. 8 July 1966 SED Arnstadt transcript. MfS-
Kreisdienststelle Arnstadt, BStU Außenstelle Erfurt. Rundnagel was a plumber who
worked with Fritz Rehbein and Heinz Rackwitz, members of Kurt Diebner’s research
group. As shown on the next page, his nephew confirmed that he had spoken to the
Stasi and did not dispute the details.

[...] Weiterhin will er Gesprächen mit Dr. Re-
hbein entnommen haben, daß sich in dem an-
deren Panzerschrank zwei Atombomben befun-
den haben sollen, die seiner Vermutung nach
später auf Hiroshima und Nagasaki abgeworfen
wurden. [...]

[...] Furthermore he [Rundnagel] wanted to in-
fer from conversations with Dr. Rehbein that
two atomic bombs were supposed to have been
found in the other safe, which in his speculation
were later dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
[...]

Erich Rundnagel [Remdt and Wermusch 2006, pp. 125–126]

[...] Ich hatte vor allem mit Dr. Rehbein und
Ingenieur Rackwitz zu tun, mit denen ich in
eine Art Vertrauensverhältnis kam. Es war
also am 7., nein am 9. Juli [1944], als mir Dr.
Rehbein sagte: “Rundnagel, nun hören Sie mal
ganz genau Nachrichten, innerhalb von ein paar
Tagen werden Sie eine entscheidende Meldung
hören, von der abhängt, wie der Krieg ausgeht.”
[...] Am 20. Juli war dann das Attentat auf
Hitler. Als ich Rehbein fragte, ob er das gemeint
habe, lachte er nur und sagte: “Jetzt kommt sie
nicht mehr zum Einsatz, der Krieg ist verloren.”

Ich unterhielt mich öfters mit ihm darüber,
was hier eigentlich gemacht werde; denn nach
Arbeit sah das alles wirklich nicht aus. Da
erzählte er mir, dass hier etwas entwickelt
werde, das eine größere Sprengkraft habe als
all das, was ich mir als alter Pionier vorstellen
könne. Mit einer einzigen Bombe könne man
im Umkreis von zwanzig Kilometern alles
Leben vernichten, und wenn es hunderttausend
Menschen wären. Ich antwortete, das sei doch
Quatsch, mir altem Soldaten könne er so was
nicht vormachen, das gebe es nicht. Ein biss-
chen kenne ich mich wirklich mit Sprengstoffen
aus. Rehbein lächelte nur und sagte, die ganze
Bombe sei nur ein paar Dezimeter groß, wiege
aber so um die acht Kilo. Als ich ihn fragte, ob
ich das Ding mal sehen könnte, winkte er ab:
“Das könnte uns beide den Kopf kosten.” [...]

[...] I was mainly involved with Dr. Rehbein
and engineer Rackwitz, with whom I came into
a kind of relationship of trust. It was on the
7th, no on the 9th of July [1944], when Dr.
Rehbein told me: “Rundnagel, now you listen
closely to the news, within a few days you will
hear a decisive report, on which will depend
how the war ends.” [...] On July 20th was then
the assassination attempt on Hitler. When I
asked Rehbein whether he meant that, he just
laughed and said, “Now it will no longer come
to deployment, the war is lost.”

I often talked to him about what was re-
ally being done here, because after work, it
really did not look like anything. Then he
told me that something was being developed
here that had a greater explosive power than
anything I could imagine as an old pioneer.
With a single bomb, you could destroy all
life within a radius of twenty kilometers, and
if there were a hundred thousand people. I
replied, that was nonsense, that he could not
make such a claim to me the old soldier, that
was not the case. I know something about
explosives. Rehbein just smiled and said the
whole bomb was only a few decimeters tall, but
weighs about eight kilograms. When I asked
him if I could see the thing, he waved it off:
“That could cost us both our heads.” [...]
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Gerhard Rundnagel. Letter to Der Spiegel. 21 March 2005 p. 14.

Sie haben aus Rainer Karlschs Buch “Hitlers
Bombe” die Behauptung übernommen, ich
hätte gegenüber der Stasi Aussagen über
deutsche Atomwaffentests in Ohrdruf gemacht.
Das stimmt nicht. Es war mein Onkel Erich
Rundnagel, der mit der Stasi gesprochen hat.

Based on Rainer Karlsch’s book “Hitler’s
Bomb,” you made the assertion that I had made
statements to the Stasi about German atomic
weapons tests in Ohrdruf. That is not correct.
It was my uncle Erich Rundnagel who spoke to
Stasi.

Rainer Karlsch. 2013. Die Abteilung Atomphysik der PTR in Ronneburg und das
deutsche Uranprojekt. PTB-Mitteilungen 123:1:73–81.

Unterdessen hatte die 3. US-Armee unter
General Patton ihren schnellen Vorstoß
nach Thüringen begonnen. Georg Graue,
der die Kriegswirtschaftsstelle des Reichs-
forschungsrates leitete und die Details der
Uranversuche nicht kannte, reagierte auf die
Meldung über den amerikanischen Vorstoß mit
den Worten: “Ja, von Stadtilm muss sofort die
Atombombe weg.”

In the meantime the 3rd US Army under Gen-
eral Patton had begun its rapid advance to
Thuringia. Georg Graue, who headed the War
Office of the Reich Research Council and did
not know the details of the uranium tests, re-
sponded to the report of the American attack
with the words: “Yes, the atomic bomb must be
immediately removed from Stadtilm.”

[The original quote is from an interview with Georg Graue on 4 April 1966, Institut für Zeit-
geschichte (IfZ) München, Irving collection.]
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Oscar W. Koch with Robert G. Hays. 1999. G-2: Intelligence for Patton. Atglen,
Pennsylvania: Schiffer. pp. 115–118. Note: Koch died in 1970, but he worked on this
manuscript with Hays in the 1960s, and it was published after his death.

Time had run out on Hitler’s grand plan; the final chapter of the war in Europe began when soldiers
of the First United States Army crossed the Remagen Bridge on March 7. The Third Army attack
jumped off that same day.

In the next week, 38,572 prisoners of war passed through Third Army cages. [...]

On March 15, with well over 185,000 prisoners taken since the preceding August 1, the actual count
varied from our advance intelligence estimates by only 518.

Prisoners of war could prove valuable sources of intelligence information. German soldiers, experi-
ence had shown, were remarkably well-informed. Experience had also shown that some were willing
to talk. Sometimes too willing.

The Third Army intelligence staff would never forget one particular prisoner captured sometime
earlier who had told us a convincing story.

His unit had been working on a new and unusual weapon, the PW told interrogators. Then, he
said, while he was temporarily away from his post, there had been a terrific explosion. Everything
at the site was a shambles and trees in a wide area of the surrounding forest had been laid low. No
aircraft had been near and the blast—the most forceful he ever had witnessed—could not possibly
have resulted from a bomb.

To add even more intrigue, the soldier was unable to say just what kind of weapon he had been
working on. It was so secret that the individuals in his unit never knew the complete story. He
knew only enough to be able to carry on his own duties.

The prisoner knew precisely where he was at the time of the blast. He readily pinpointed the exact
location on a map.

His story aroused great interest in the intelligence section. The Germans had already launched
V-1 and V-2 rockets, and Hitler had promised a “secret weapon” which would one day make its
appearance and bring the Allies to their knees. With no other information explaining the explosion,
the prisoner’s account might very well mark the Allied discovery of a significant new enemy weapon.

The prisoner’s story was put through the usual process of challenge. Was the information hearsay?
No, it came from an eyewitness. Was the witness reliable? There was no way to know. Was the
information confirmed by other sources? No, it was not. Did the information make sense in light of
other data at hand? Somewhat.

There was only one loophole in the story. Through calculations of time and space, we concluded
that the witness himself should have been caught in the death-dealing blast. But perhaps he had
misjudged his own position, an understandable error under the circumstances. In any event, his
story was worthy of further investigation. If it turned out to be true, it would be of enormous
intelligence significance.

Fortunately, the story could be checked through a relatively simple expedient. If the trees had been
laid low over a wide area of the forest as the prisoner said, the effects of the explosion would be
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readily apparent in aerial photos. Such a mission was requested and flown. The results were awaited
with great anticipation.

But the photos showed that all of the trees were still standing; the area was undisturbed. The
prisoner’s story had been pulled out of the blue.

One of the prisoners taken in the early days of the March offensive, on the other hand, was to prove
an extremely valuable source of intelligence information. [...]

Spreading the map, the prisoner explained that his duties as a German officer had been concerned
with construction. Symbols on his map, he said, marked locations selected by the German high
command for construction of proposed military installations as the war progressed. These were to
become communications centers housed in bombproof underground shelters. A color code indicated
the status of work in progress at the various sites. The map, he added, was current; none of the
work had been ordered stopped.

Command requires communications. A marked map showing locations of communications centers
would reflect as well the proximity of major headquarters. And from the location of headquarters
sites the future planning of the German high command could be deduced. [...]

In view of the possible significance of information gained from the German major, we wanted to
check the credibility of his story as quickly as possible. Some of the installations shown on his map
were located in the Third Army zone of advance and could be confirmed on the ground in the near
future. Until such a time, however, the prisoner’s disclosure would be known to only a few persons.
Patton, of course, was briefed at once.

On April 6, early in the morning, word was received that advance elements of the 4th Armored
Division were approaching Ohrdruf. The closest of the reported secret underground centers would
be nearby. Colonel Allen, personally selected for the mission by General Patton, departed for the
4th Armored Division command post. Following a briefing there, he would head a small inspection
party which, on the following day, would visit the reported site of the enemy installation to see if
things there supported the prisoner’s story.

[...] At the Ohrdruf site, however, they visited the location described by the prisoner. Construction
of the underground, bombproof center was complete, although the equipment was not yet operative.
Time had obviously been insufficient to allow completion of the installation of the expensive and
highly technical equipment. The building had never been occupied. But the site confirmed, at least
in part, that the story the German major had told [...] was true.

[The German prisoner of war was apparently captured by the Americans sometime around mid-
March 1945, apparently placing the test in early March. Can records of the interrogation and aerial
photos be located in U.S. archives?

The account of the test is consistent with the other reports in this section, but why was it not
possible to confirm the test by aerial photos? Did the test not actually occur? Were the aerial photos
not of the correct location? Did senior U.S. military officials suppress aerial photos confirming the
test due to secrecy? Or did the Germans replant trees or otherwise camouflage the damage at the
test site?

This account also confirms the existence of some German underground installations.]
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Figure D.129: Oscar Koch mentioned a massive test explosion in Thuringia, and Robert Allen was
sent in to investigate the area.
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Robert S. Allen. [Allen 1947, pp. 369, 371–372]

The mop-up of the hilly Meiningen-Gotha-Eisenach sector produced some startling war trophies.

At Ohrdruf, 4th Armored liberated the first of the grisly Nazi horror camps and uncovered a
number of astounding subterranean installations. And in the little town of Merkers, 90th Division
discovered the German gold reserve.

It was found in a chemical-salt mine of tremendous proportions. The main shaft descended over
2,000 feet and there were more than 200 miles of tunnels. Some were 30 feet in height and width.
[...]

The grisly horror camp and a vast, indescribably nauseous open-pit crematorium were on the
outskirts of Ohrdruf.

The main architectural feature of this little Thuringian city is an imposing stone Schloss built
before the war by a local baron. Surrounded by handsome landscaped grounds, the massive edifice
was lavishly furnished and equipped with modern facilities, including tiled bathrooms, flush toilets,
and an elevator. The baron was a large “employer” of inmates of the horror camp who slaved in
his chemical plant. The baron also was a leading dignitary of the local Nazi organization. [...]

The underground installations were amazing. They were literally subterranean towns.

There were four in and around Ohrdruf: one near the horror camp, one under the Schloss, and
two west of the town. Others were reported in near-by villages. None were natural caves or mines.
All were man-made military installations. The horror camp had provided the labor. An interesting
feature of the construction was the absence of any spoil. It had been carefully scattered in hills
miles away.

Over 50 feet underground, the installations consisted of two and three stories several miles in
length and extending like the spokes of a wheel. The entire hull structure was of massive, reinforced
concrete. Purpose of the installations was to house the High Command after it was bombed out of
Berlin. The Ohrdruf installations were to have been used by the Signal Communications Section.
One, near the horror camp, was a huge telephone exchange equipped with the latest and finest
apparatus. Signal Corps experts estimated their cost at $10,000,000.

This place also had paneled and carpeted offices, scores of large work and store rooms, tiled bath-
rooms with both tubs and showers, flush toilets, electrically equipped kitchens, decorated dining
rooms and mess halls, giant refrigerators, extensive sleeping quarters, recreation rooms, separate
bars for officers and enlisted personnel, a moving-picture theater, and air-conditioning and sewage
systems.

Begun in 1944, the installations had been completed but never occupied. Third Army’s lightning
advance through central Germany had blocked that.
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[U.S. government censors limited what Robert Allen could write. However, he did mention that
there were many massive and well-equipped underground installations in the greater Ohrdruf area,
and that U.S. forces visited “a number of astounding subterranean installations.” Where are the
detailed reports of what they found there?

Allen only mentioned (or was only allowed by censors to mention) a command center and a com-
munications center, but it is likely that most of the underground installations were involved in
research, development, and production for advanced weapons.

In fact, a brief report from U.S. Army’s 80th Infantry Division in April 1945 mentioned an under-
ground plant close to Wölfis (near Ohrdruf) and described the whole region as a “very important
production area” (p. 3166).]

G-2 Periodic Report No. 177. 7 April 1945. [NARA RG 407, Entry NM3-427, Box
12342, Folder 604-2.1 G-2 Periodic Reports 4th Armored Div 1 Jan–18 May 45]

Murdercamp, vic[inity] OHRDRUF: A PW, NCO, rpts that a Concentration Camp of political
prisoners, existed in the vic of OHRDRUF. According to stories told him by members of the guards,
several thousand persons were killed during this winter at the camp. The PW himself happened
onto an open mass grave some weeks ago, and he states that he saw nude bodies laying in lakes
of blood. The PW further rpts that many, or perhaps all, of the bodies were exhumed lately and
burned in the woods, vic J 115565. On 28 Mar 45, PW believes, several hundred of the political
prisoners were still alive. He further states that guards in part belonged to the SS Das REICH and
in part to SS LEIB-STANDARTE Adolph Hitler.

The entire area btwn OHRDRUF – SCHWABHAUSEN – WOLFIS – WECHMAR (J 1156) was a
tk troop drill and maneuver ground. PW was told by an ordnance man stationed at OHRDRUF
that from here a new secret wpn will shortly rise (wird steigen). It is believed that the entire
area should be very thoroughly examined for new material. If any of the above mentioned political
prisoners can be found alive, interesting evidence should also be forthcoming. (Source: 89 Inf Div
Per Rpt No. 27).
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Office of Military Government for Germany (US). Field Information Agency, Tech-
nical. DI 254-82 (FIAT) EP. 24 June 1946. Personality List No 2. [NARA RG 238,
Entry NM70-160, Box 30, Folder FIAT—Misc.—Reports—No. 1–10]

BÜHL Dr. Alfons

Dir. of Inst. of Physics, Technische Hochschule, KARLSRUHE (Laboratory equipment for atomic
research evacuated and also ballistic measurement apparatus)

FROM: HILDBURGHAUSEN

TO: HEIDENHEIM

[This is one of several lists of German scientists and technicians who had been relocated from the
Russian Zone of postwar Germany to U.S.-controlled territory. Why did Bühl have “laboratory
equipment for atomic research” and “ballistic measurement apparatus” at Hildburghausen, south
of Ohrdruf? Does that confirm wartime nuclear work in the general Ohrdruf area? What exactly
did Bühl do during the war? What information, hardware, or assistance did Bühl give the Soviets
during his time in the Soviet Zone? What information, hardware, or assistance did Bühl give the
Americans after that? Where are other U.S. records about Bühl?

Note that after the war, Bühl worked at the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center, was an advisor
to the West German government in the field of nuclear civil defense, and wrote a book on nuclear
weapons [Bühl 1972].]

Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann [Krotzky 2002]

[See p. 2694 for Werner Grothmann’s testimony about the March 1945 test in Thuringia.]
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D.2.8 German Plans to Use Nuclear Weapons

[The following documents demonstrate that there was high-level Axis political support for the
development and deployment of nuclear weapons, and high-level Allied political belief in the reality
of those weapons.]

Raymond J. Batvinis. 2014. Hoover’s Secret War Against Axis Spies: FBI Counteres-
pionage During World War II.

[p. 156:] This priceless German smorgasbord included three dots filled with questions[...]

The next instruction raised terrifying concerns for the small group of scientists who would soon
offer their recommendations to President Roosevelt regarding a decision to move forward on the
atomic bomb:

Decay Uran. According to some information obtained there is reason to believe that
the scientific works for the utilization of the atoxic [sic]—kernel energy are being driven
forward into a certain direction in the U.S. partly by use of helium. Continuous infor-
mation about tests made on this subject are required particularly 1. What process is
practiced in the U.S. for sending of heavy uran? 2. When are being made [sic] tests
with more important quantities of uran? (Universities, industrial laboratories, etc.) 3.
Which other raw-materials are being used at these tests? It is recommended to entrust
only best experts with this test, and if not available, to abstain from it. [13 April 1942]

[...] The contents of these eleven microdots provided military analysts with a goldmine of insights
into German intelligence gaps concerning U.S. readiness, capabilities, and strategic planning so
soon after the Pearl Harbor attack.

[p. 187:] [Hans] Blum then raised another consideration, atomic research, ordering [Jorge] Mosquera
to search out any information concerning “experiments performed in the United States relative to
shattering of atoms.” The German military was anxious to develop high explosives from atom
sources that they believed would weigh no more than a pound to a pound and a half. In what was
almost a premonition of the future five years hence, Blum speculated that the nation which “will
be victor in this war will be the one which has accomplished the task of shattering the atoms and
applying the results thereof.” With training behind him and instructions in hand, Mosquera left
Hamburg by train on June 15, 1941[...]
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[The preceding information demonstrates that remarkably early in the war (spring 1941 to spring
1942):

• The German military knew that nuclear technology could create extremely powerful bombs
(not just reactors).

• The German military was committed to developing nuclear weapons.

• The German military believed that whichever country was the first to perfect nuclear weapons
would win the war.

• Germany was aware that the United States had also begun work on nuclear weapons.

• Germany was actively seeking as much information about the U.S. program as possible.

• Germany’s awareness of the U.S. nuclear weapons program, combined with its belief that the
first country to create such weapons would win the war, was a strong incentive for Germany
to proceed as rapidly as possible with its own program.

• No later than spring 1941, German scientists believed that the critical mass of fission fuel
required for a bomb would be less than one kilogram.

• That value for the critical mass appears to indicate that German scientists had a very good
understanding of the relevant nuclear physics.

• That value for the critical mass also appears to show that German scientists intended to use
an implosion bomb design with compression to achieve that critical mass. (A gun-type design
without compression would require a far larger critical mass.)

[See also a similar version of this story in Bryden 2014, pp. 223–226.]]
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Heinrich Himmler’s diplomatic contact, Muhammad Amin Al-Husayni, the Grand
Mufti of Jerusalem. Translated and paraphrased in: Wolfgang G. Schwanitz. Review
of Karlsch, Rainer; Petermann, Heiko, Für und Wider “Hitlers Bombe”: Studien
zur Atomforschung in Deutschland. H-Soz-u-Kult, H-Net Reviews. February 2009.
[www.h-net.org/reviews/showrev.php?id=24129]

Am selben Tage (nach Widmung auf ihrem
gemeinsamen Foto der 4. Juli 1943) habe Himm-
ler ihm, neben einem Bericht über Panzer,
eine Geheiminformation gegeben, die, wie er
ihm sagte, nicht mehr als zehn Eingeweihte
im Deutschen Reich kennen: den Bau einer
Atombombe, die den Sieg garantiere. Dies trug
seine Siegesgewissheit. Die Deutschen kamen,
erläuterte Himmler dem Großmufti, in der
Atomforschung voran. Die Atomwaffe werde die
stärkste Waffe sein, die den Sieg garantiere.” Wir
haben erfahren, dass Engländer und Amerikaner
auch begonnen haben, eine Atomwaffe zu er-
langen. Jedoch sind wir ihnen um drei Jahre
voraus. Wir werden die Atomwaffe wenigstens
drei Jahre vor ihnen haben.” Abd al-Karim
Umar, Muzakkirat al-Hagg Muhammad Amin
al-Husaini [The Memoires of al-Hagg Muhammad
Amin al-Husaini], Damascus 1999, S. 127, 162f.
Al-Husaini beschrieb in (alliiert abgefangenen)
Briefen an den Araber Shakib Arslan 1944
“V-Waffen”.

Nach 1945 meinte der Großmufti, dass die
Feindspionage durch “jüdische, englische und
amerikanische Geheimdienste” Deutschland
“größten Schaden” zufügte. Sie konnten die
Orte der “Atomreaktoren” in Ostpreußen ent-
decken. Ein Teil der Spione sei unter den 17
Millionen Fremdarbeitern gewesen. Sie hätten
auch die geheimen Plätze in Peenemünde an
der Ostsee in Ostdeutschland verraten, die die
Alliierten dann zerstörten. Auch wären eine
Anzahl deutscher Atomforscher getötet wor-
den. So hätten die Alliierten verhindert, dass
Deutschland eine Atombombe baute. Deutsche
seien gezwungen gewesen, Betriebe auf eine
Insel vor Dänemark mit unterirdischen Werken
der Atomforschung zu verlagern. Abd al-Karim
Umar, Guerilla-Fidaiyun-Kommandos, S. 145.

On the same day (after the dedication in the
joint photo of 4 July 1943), Himmler had
given him, besides a report on tanks, secret
information which, as he told him, was known
to only ten people in the German Reich:
the construction of an atomic bomb guaran-
teeing victory. This bore its certainty. The
Germans, Himmler explained to the Grand
Mufti, were advanced in atomic research.
The atomic weapon would be the strongest of
all weapons, guaranteeing victory. “We have
learned that the British and Americans have
also begun to develop an atomic weapon, but
we are three years ahead of them, and we will
have the atomic weapon at least three years
before them.” Abd al-Karim Umar, Muza-
kkirat al-Hagg Muhammad Amin al-Husaini
[The Memoirs of al-Hagg Muhammad Amin
al-Husaini], Damascus 1999, p. 127, 162f.
In 1944 Al-Husaini described “V-weapons”
in (Allied intercepted) letters to the Arab
Shakib Arslan.

After 1945 the Grand Mufti said that
the enemy espionage by “Jewish, English and
American intelligence services” caused “the
greatest damage.” They were able to discover
the locations of “atomic reactors” in East
Prussia. Some of the spies were among the 17
million foreign workers. They also betrayed
the secret places in Peenemünde on the Baltic
Sea in eastern Germany, which were then
destroyed by the Allies. A number of German
atomic researchers were also killed. Thus the
Allies prevented Germany from building an
atomic bomb. Germans had been forced to
relocate operations to an island off the coast
of Denmark with underground installations
for atomic research. Abd al-Karim Umar,
Guerilla-Fidaiyun-Kommandos, p. 145.
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[The Grand Mufti provided numerous details that are very useful (if they are accurate):

• German intelligence was aware of the U.S. Manhattan Project.

• The goal of the German nuclear program was to develop a bomb as rapidly as possible, before
the United States could.

• As of mid-1943, Heinrich Himmler (and hence the SS) was in charge of the German nuclear
program.

• Security for the German nuclear program was highly compartmentalized—“only ten people”
knew the whole truth about it.

• As of mid-1943, Himmler thought the German nuclear program was “three years ahead” of
the U.S. program, meaning that the German program was at least three years old and could
have begun no later than mid-1940. Since Himmler knew that the U.S. program was already
underway in 1943, that would push the origin of the German program back even earlier, likely
to 1939 when war was declared.

• There were one or more fission reactors under construction (or operational?) in East Prussia
(now northeastern Poland and western Russia).

• Allied intelligence was aware of the German nuclear program.

• Allied bombing and sabotage caused significant delays in the German nuclear program.

• Some nuclear work was being conducted at Peenemünde (or elsewhere on the Baltic coast).

• Some nuclear work was being conducted on the island of Bornholm.

• To avoid Allied bombing, some nuclear work was being conducted in underground installa-
tions.

The Mufti’s account was not translated from Arabic until after Werner Grothmann had already
died, yet all of these details are remarkably consistent with Grothmann’s account of the German
nuclear program and lend credibility to Grothmann as an historical source. Whether the details
are accurate could still be debated, but both the Mufti and Grothmann were close associates of
Heinrich Himmler and heard the same information from him.]
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Otto Hofmann. 22 June 1944 letter. [Bundesarchiv (Berlin Lichterfelde), Collection
NS 19 (Persönlicher Stab Reichsführer SS), 317]

Reichsführer-SS [Himmler] hat bei seiner heuti-
gen Anwesenheit wiederholt seiner Auffas-
sung Ausdruck gegeben, daß überall, wo es
nur einigermaßen angängig ist, empfindliche
Rüstungsbetriebe oder zumindest die empfind-
lichsten Teile der Rüstungsbetriebe unterirdisch
und bombensicher unterzubringen sind. Er
hat kein Verständnis dafür, wenn ihm Be-
triebsführer erklären, daß es im Augenblick ja
doch schon zu spät sei, mit entsprechenden
Bauten zu beginnen. Die Dauer des Krieges
sei noch nicht abzusehen, außerdem dürfte das
nicht der letzte Krieg sein und zukünftige
Kriege werden sicherlich nicht mehr durch lange
Erklärungen eröffnet, auch nicht durch Anflüge
von Luftflotten, die einigermaßen rechtzeitig
erkannt werden können. Er ist der Mein-
ung, daß durch die Fortschritte der Tech-
nik urplötzlich Sprengkörper auftauchen, deren
Wirkungen und deren Schnelligkeit unsere
neuesten Sprengmittel der Vergeltungswaffe in
den Schatten stellen. [...]

In his presence today, the Reichsführer-SS
[Himmler] has repeatedly expressed his view
that, wherever there is only a moderate risk,
sensitive armament plants, or at least the most
sensitive parts of them, must be accommodated
underground and bomb-proof. He has no sym-
pathy for the fact that plant managers tell him
that it is already too late at the moment to
start building such facilities. The duration of
the war could not yet be foreseen, it would also
not be the last war and future wars would cer-
tainly not be opened by long explanations, not
even by approaches of air fleets which could be
recognized in time. He is of the opinion that
with the progress of technology, explosives are
suddenly emerging whose speed and effect over-
shadow the newest explosives of the retaliatory
weapon. [...]

[As shown on the next page, Albert Speer later quoted part of the above 22 June 1944 announcement
by Himmler and explained that Himmler was specifically referring to the development of an atomic
bomb.]
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Heinrich Himmler’s political rival, Albert Speer. [Speer 1981, pp. 150–152]

A few months earlier, Himmler had been hot on the trail of new explosives. On June 22, 1944,
he had announced “that with the progress of technology, explosives are suddenly emerging whose
speed and effect overshadow the newest explosives of our retaliatory weapons.” In my ministry, we
had long since come to realize than an atomic bomb (that was the only thing he could have meant)
could not be produced before the winter of 1945...

Himmler was reticent in the area of atomic research. Nevertheless, he rebuked me for neglecting
it, precisely because of the consequences of nuclear fission. Himmler’s letter is not extant. But
my reply shows that I was forced to defend myself. On September 23, 1944, “in order to prevent
misunderstandings,” I informed Himmler of the following: “There can be no doubt that research
must go on even in wartime, and indeed very intensively... Ultimately, however, the main issue in
research is that projects advantageous to the war effort should be given preference...”

Ohlendorf [one of Himmler’s deputies] interfered to a huge extent with atomic research in a letter of
January 25, 1945. He accused me of neglecting a discipline that had been labeled “Jewish physics”
for many years, and he rebuked me for not paying the necessary attention to atomic research...

As a precaution, I had already written to Professor Gerlach on December 19, 1944: “Because of
urgent tasks, I am unable to come into personal contact with you and your work. However, I place
extraordinary value on research in the field of nuclear physics and I am following your work with
great expectations...”

All these orders and arrogance on the part of the SS and especially Himmler reduced our capacity
for research and development and created uncertainty about the command channels and areas of
responsibility.

[Speer confirmed that:

• Heinrich Himmler was strongly interested in developing nuclear weapons.

• Interest in the German nuclear program intensified further in 1944 (the Allies invaded Nor-
mandy on 6 June 1944, and there was an attempted assassination of Hitler on 20 July 1944).

• There was political rivalry for the control and direction of the German nuclear program.

This information is consistent with Werner Grothmann’s account of the German nuclear program.]
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Luis Alvarez and J. Robert Oppenheimer to Robert Furman. 5 June 1944. [NARA RG
77, Entry UD-22A, Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

P. O. BOX 1663
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

June 5, 1944

Major Robert Furman
P. O. Box 2610
Washington, D.C.

Dear Major Furman:

We have had a request from Dr. Morrison to send you some account of what sort of installation,
equivalent to Y [Oak Ridge], the Germans might have or need. We have discussed this matter
informally with you in the past and the present statement is only for the record.

1. The answer to this question is complicated to the point where it may be useless by the fact that
the program of Y is a fairly ambitious one and that it may be paralleled in Germany, but that a
possible program making less advantageous use of material and requiring a much greater production
schedule could be carried out with much more meager facilities and less talented personnel.

2. In general we should say that any program involving the use of 49 [plutonium-239] would have as
indispensable parts a large chemical and metallurgical group, a group working on nuclear physics
experimentally, some strong theoretical advice, and an ordnance program, not necessarily very
extensive but involving unconventional ordnance problems and at least one proving ground. We
should doubt whether even with modest objectives and reasonably long time scale effective use could
be made of 49 by an installation with a personnel under 200, and our estimate of the time needed
for the development of the necessary methods would be at least two years from the foundation of
the organization, and at least six months from the time when macroscopic amounts of 49 would be
available.

3. In the case of an organization devoted exclusively to the application of 25 [uranium-235] and
operating along conservative lines we should again expect a group of experimental nuclear physi-
cists, strong theoretical advice, and a metallurgy and engineering group which might operate with
conventional means, but which would undoubtedly need a proving ground of some kind. For this
problem we believe that a minimum of 100 people would be needed and that probably a year
and half would be required to carry out the necessary development. These estimates of time and
personnel are minimal and imply no radical development work.

4. It is possible that the Germans may be contemplating other methods of solving the problems
of Y than have occurred to us or seem to us promising. Any installation would have to have a
rather strong group in experimental nuclear physics, would have to have competent theoreticians,
engineers and metallurgists. An installation of the size of Y would imply on the part of the Germans
an effort to make the most effective use of the material and to provide weapons of great military
significance with a somewhat restricted production schedule.

5. It has already been pointed out to you that the position of Heisenberg in German physics is
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essentially unique. If we were undertaking the Y program in Germany, we should make desperate
efforts to have Heisenberg as collaborator. It is hard for us to believe that they would be embarked
on this program without taking advantage of his help.

Sincerely yours,

Luis Alvarez

J. R. Oppenheimer

cc: General Groves
Philip Morrison

Philip Morrison and Karl Cohen. 31 July 1944. Appraisal of Enemy Bomb Production.
[NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168, Folder 203.11—Tech. Countermeasures +
RW—1943–1944]

APPRAISAL OF ENEMY BOMB PRODUCTION

Summary

Recent evidence essentially confirms our earlier general statements on enemy bomb production.
The reports now at hand lead us to conclude:

1. A German “Y” project has been underway since early 1943.

2. A D2O pile is in operation, but we do not believe that this is on production level.

3. It is implied that a separation method is operating at a production level, for it is surely
improbable that the enemy will organize a utilization group without something to use.

We include a time schedule, and a technical discuss of the probable means employed.

Enemy production of devices can be as high as:

1. 1 device every 3 months—on the assumption that 30 kg of material are required per device.

2. 1 device every month—on the assumption that 10 kg of material are required per device.

In either case the first completed device could be in enemy hands now.

[Morrison and Cohen then spent several pages of their 31 July 1944 memo explaining their assump-
tions and calculations that led to these estimates.
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U.S. Manhattan Project scientists wrote a number of memos that proposed various scenarios by
which Germany could be pursuing a nuclear weapons program that would be consistent both
with what little information Allied intelligence had from Germany and also with the scientific
requirements of U-235/Pu-239/U-233 production that the Manhattan Project scientists had learned
firsthand. The above Alvarez-Oppenheimer and Morrison-Cohen memos are just two examples. For
some other examples, see:

• J. Robert Oppenheimer to Robert R. Furman. 22 September 1943. [NARA RG 77, Entry
UD-22A, Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

• E. D. Eastman to Arthur H. Compton. 15 December 1943. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

• Glen T. Seaborg to Arthur H. Compton. 27 January 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

• Arthur H. Compton to Glen T. Seaborg. 29 February 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

• Arthur H. Compton to A. V. Peterson. 29 February 1944. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

• Karl Cohen. 27 March 1944. Report on Literature. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 170,
Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

• Karl Cohen. 24 May 1944. Requirements. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 170, Folder
32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

• Philip Morrison. 31 May 1944. Plant Description: 49 Production. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 170, Folder 32.60-1 GERMANY: Summary Reports (1944)]

The basic conclusion of all of these memos was that as far as Allied intelligence and the inherent
requirements of nuclear physics could tell, it was entirely possible (although certainly not proven)
that Germany could be producing enough U-235, Pu-239, and/or U-233 for nuclear weapons.]
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Nazis’ Atom Bomb Plans: Britain Ready a Year Ago. Daily Telegraph and Morning
Post. 11 August 1945.

Britain prepared for the possibility of an atomic bomb attack on this country by Germany in
August, 1944.

It can now be disclosed that details of the expected effect of such a bomb were revealed in a highly
secret memorandum which was sent that summer to the chiefs of Scotland Yard, chief constables
of provincial forces and senior officials of the defence services.

An elaborate scheme was drawn up by the Ministry of Home Security for prompt and adequate
measures to cope with the widespread devastation and heavy casualties expected if the Germans
succeeded in launching atomic bombs on this country.

Reports received from our agents on the Continent early last year indicated that German scientists
were experimenting with an atomic bomb in Norway. According to these reports the bomb was
launched by catapult, and had an explosive radius of more than two miles.

In view of our own progress in devising an atomic bomb, the Government gave the reports serious
consideration. Thousands of men and women of the police and defence services were held in readiness
for several months until reliable agents in Germany reported that the bomb had been tested and
proved a failure.

[Allied intelligence reports confirmed that Germany was developing an atomic bomb. A blast ra-
dius of over 2 miles or over 3200 meters corresponds to an explosive energy of approximately
(3200/85.5)3 ≈ 50,000 tons of TNT, definitely nuclear and over twice the explosive energy of the
first U.S. fission bombs.

Allied intelligence also confirmed that there was at least one attempted test of the German atomic
bomb. It was reported to have been a failure and to have been associated with Norway (as the devel-
opment and/or test location?). Was that the same failed atomic bomb test that Werner Grothmann
reported as having taken place in the North Sea in late 1943 (p. 2694)?

It is known that the German nuclear program was producing heavy water in Norway. Were there
other important aspects of the program in Norway?

The catapult launch suggests that the bomb may have been designed to be carried on a V-1 cruise
missile, which was launched by catapult, or by some other aircraft or rocket that had been designed
or modified to be launched by catapult. The Sänger-Bredt Silbervogel space plane would have been
launched by catapult, and some versions of the A-9 rocket were designed to be launched by catapult.

Allied fears that the German bomb was nearly ready for deployment heightened in autumn 1944.
(The first successful German nuclear test may have occurred in October 1944—see p. 2679).]
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Discussion between Hitler and Romanian dictator Ion Antonescu on 5 August 1944.
Reported in: Andreas Hillgruber, ed. 1970. Staatsmänner und Diplomaten bei Hitler:
Vertrauliche Aufzeichnungen über Unterredungen mit Vertretern des Auslandes 1942-
1944. Vol. 2. Frankfurt am Main: Bernard & Graefe. pp. 482–484.

In diesem Zusammenhang machte der Führer
noch technische Ausführungen über weitere
neue Sprengstoffe, deren Entwicklung bis zum
Experimentierstadium durchgeführt sei. Er
habe den Eindruck, daß der Sprung von den
jetzt gebräuchlichen Explosivstoffen bis zu
diesen neuartigen Sprengmaterialien größer
sei, als der vom Schwarzpulver bis zu den bei
Kriegsbeginn gebräuchlichen Sprengmaterialien
gewesen wäre.

Als der Marschall darauf erwiderte, dass
er hoffe, die Zeit der Anwendung dieser neuen
Explosivstoffe, die vielleicht das Ende der
Welt herbeiführen würden, nicht mehr zu
erleben, erwähnte der Führer die von einem
deutschen Schriftsteller vorausgesehenen weit-
eren Entwicklungsstufen auf diesem Gebiet,
die bis zu einem Punkt führen würden, wo
die Materie als solche sich auflöse und dann
allerdings Katastrophen von ungeahnter Größe
herbeiführen würde.

Bei dieser Forschungstätigkeit müsse man
zwei Richtungen unterscheiden: einmal die
militärische Auswertung bereits vervollkomm-
neter und voll durchentwickelter Waffen und
andererseits die wissenschaftlich vorbereitete,
experimentell allmählich erprobte und langsam
bis zur fabrikatorischen Massenherstellung
durchgeführte Entwicklung neuartiger Stoffe.

In this context the Führer gave technical
explanations about further new explosives,
whose development had been brought to the
experimental stage. He had the impression that
the leap from the currently used explosives
to these new explosive materials was greater
than that from black powder to the explosive
materials used at the beginning of the war.

When the Marshal replied that he hoped
not to live to experience the time of the
utilization of these new explosives, which
would perhaps lead to the end of the world,
the Führer mentioned the further development
stages foreseen by a German writer in this
field would lead to a point where matter as
such would dissolve, and then disasters of
unimagined size would be produced.

In these research activities, one had to
distinguish two directions: on one hand the
military utilization of already perfected and
fully developed weapons, and on the other
hand, the scientifically prepared, experimen-
tally gradually tested and slowly developed
creation of novel substances.
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Ganz allgemein gelte bei der Einführung neuer
Waffen der Grundsatz, dass man sie nur dann
unverzüglich zur Anwendung bringen könne,
wenn man der felsenfesten Überzeugung sei,
dass sie mit einem Schlage den Krieg beenden
würden. In der Mehrzahl der Fälle bestehe
jedoch die Gefahr, dass der Gegner sich nach
Ablauf von zehn bis zwölf Monaten der gle-
ichen Stoffe bedienen würde, so dass man solche
Stoffe erst praktisch anwenden könne, wenn
man selbst vorher ein Abwehrmittel entwickelt
habe. [...]

Dabei sei V1 nur eine von 4 Waffen, die
Deutschland einsetzen würde. Eine andere
dieser Waffen habe z.B. eine so gewaltige
Wirkung, dass in einem Umkreis von 3–4 km
von der Einschlagstelle alles menschliche Leben
vernichtet würde.

In general, the introduction of new weapons is
based on the principle that they can only be
applied without delay if one is firmly convinced
that they will end the war in one stroke. In
the majority of cases, however, there is a
danger that the opponent would use the same
substances after ten to twelve months, so that
such substances can only be applied in practice
if a defensive agent has already been developed.
[...]

V1 is only one of four weapons that Ger-
many would use. Another of these weapons has
for example such a tremendous effect that all
human life would be destroyed within a radius
of three to four kilometers from the impact
point.

Big Projectile Reported New Hitler Weapon. Los Angeles Times. 30 September 1944.
p. 3.

SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE, Sept. 23 (Delayed.) (AP)—American 3rd Army troops have obtained
information indicating that a 14-ton projectile with an explosive radius of three kilometers—almost
two miles—is scheduled as the third in Hitler’s series of vengeance weapons.

V-1 is the robot bomb launched from a platform.

V-2 is the long-range rocket fired from a carrier plane, for which the Germans are reported using
the Heinkel 111.

V-3, so far as is known here, has not yet been used against either England or the attacking Allied
armies.

Information disclosed the projectile is just short of 60 feet in length, is five feet five inches in
diameter and weighs 14 tons at the take-off. Propelled by a mixture of liquid air and alcohol, it is
shot into the air vertically, then is controlled by radio.
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[Germany had many secret weapons in development, and the “V” number would simply indicate the
order in which they happened to be publicly announced. The V-1 cruise missile or “robot bomb”
had been fired at London since June 1944 and was well known by the time of this article. However,
the existence of the V-2 or A-4 rocket was not publicly known when this article was released. V-2 or
A-4 rocket attacks on Allied countries began on 8 September 1944 but were not publicly admitted
by Germany until 8 November 1944, and by the UK until 10 November 1944. The aircraft-fired
rocket referred to as “V-2” in this article was not the large A-4 rocket that ultimately gained the
V-2 name, but could have been any of several air-to-ground or air-to-air rockets under development
in Germany at the time.

The V-3 rocket specifications given in the article closely match those of the A-4 rocket that became
the real V-2. The diameter was indeed five feet five inches (1.65 meters), the launch weight was
indeed 14 tons, the propellant was indeed liquid oxygen (“liquid air”) and alcohol, and the rocket was
indeed controlled by radio. The one specification that does not match is the stated length of “just
short of 60 feet,” or approximately 18 meters. The actual A-4 rocket length was approximately 14
meters. This could simply be a mistake in the Allied intelligence or reporting, or it could indicate
that 18-meter-long extended versions of the A-4 rocket were being developed or built. The 14-
meter A-4 rocket could carry a 1-ton payload of conventional explosives to a maximum range of
approximately 350 km. An 18-meter extended version of the A-4 rocket (very similar to the postwar
Soviet SS-2 or R-2 missile that was produced using captured German technology) would have been
able to accommodate more propellant, and therefore would have been able to carry a significantly
heavier payload, such as a nuclear bomb.

A blast radius of 3000 meters corresponds to an explosive energy of approximately (3000/85.5)3 ≈
40,000 tons of TNT, definitely nuclear and approximately twice the explosive energy of the first
U.S. fission bombs. This suggests that Germany had been developing and was close to deploying
a nuclear bomb, and that its large rockets had been intended from the beginning to be delivery
systems for that bomb, not merely for conventional explosives.

What exactly did the Third Army discover that formed the basis of this article? Where was “some-
where in France”?

Note that the AP report was delayed for a full week by Allied censors. What details did the censors
not allow to be included?

Similar versions of this AP news report were also published in:

Americans Get Hint of New German Bomb. New York Times. 30 September 1944 p. 3.

Hitler’s V-3 Said to Blast 2-Mile Area. Washington Post. 30 September 1944 p. 5.

Radio Controlled, 14 Ton Projectile New Nazi Weapon. Blood and Fire (Journal of U.S. Army 63rd
Infantry Division). 30 September 1944 p. 1.]
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OSS Report No. FF-83. 21 October 1944. Atom Smashing Secret Weapon. [NARA
RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-2 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive
Int. (July–Oct. 44)]

1. The Germans have completed a weapon which is founded on the principle of the disintegration of
matter (Atomzertruemmerung). Experiments have been performed which have proved conclusive.
The effect of this weapon is like that of a thunderbolt, naturally much magnified.

2. It would be possible to direct the effect of this weapon in any given direction. Possibly it is a
question of a sort of projectile rather than of a weapon properly so-called. The radius of action
is supposed to be about three kilometers. The devastation produced by this weapon is said to
be such that Hitler plans to use it only in the air, against planes, for example. Nevertheless, the
Germans say that in case of necessity they will not hesitate to use it on the ground as well. This
weapon seems to be ready, in fact, for use upon the battlefield, but it still exists only in the form
of a model. Germany needs—and this appears to be absolutely certain—a delay of at least three
months. Practically speaking, it seems that only within five months could the weapon be ready for
use.

3. Different conversations which have taken place with industrial leaders in charge of concentration
of production of German war material give the impression that Germany has unlimited confidence
in the use of this weapon, which is to bring them certain victory.

4. Herr Schneider, one of the directors of the German factories called Deutsche Waffen u. Munitions-
fabrik (a combine representing some fifteen factories and 250,000 workers) declared with a smile:
“We shall gain the victory by new weapons, we are absolutely sure of that. Just now it is simply a
case of gaining time, because the new arms will not be ready before three or four months. Bombing
cannot keep us from building them. Our important factories where the assembly is carried out are
all subterranean. An immense quantity of accessories is made in small lots everywhere throughout
the country, so that bombing cannot interrupt the production. Our troops may retire within our
frontiers. That does not matter, for nothing will be able to stand up for any length of time against
these new weapons and we shall resume our overwhelming advance.”

5. Directors of certain other factories have shown the same inveterate optimism, aroused by the
confidence which they have in the effects of these new weapons.

6. Names of certain industrialists with whom the interviews took place:

Herr Schneider—Director of the Deutsche Waffen und Munitions-Fabrik. His German
title is Wehrwirtschaftsbeauftragter (Superintendent of Armament Production) in the
region of the Duchy of Baden and Wurtemberg. He has charge of the plants of the
Karlsruhe region.

Director Dr. Buesse, who directs the DWM factories at Karlsruhe.

Dr. Quant, Administrator of a part of the DWM combine of factories.
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Division of Naval Intelligence. 15 June 1945. German Technical Aid to Japan: A Sur-
vey. ETO S(or N)-13960, 177647, p. 177 [https://ww2aircraft.net/forum/threads/german-
technical-aid-to-japan.20033/].

ITEM: ATOM SMASHING

INTELLIGENCE: 1. In November 1944 PW heard from his Platoon Leader, a 1st Lt. Military
Academy graduate, that some time during 1944 the Japs exchanged the blueprints of their V-12
diesel tank engine used in the Type 97 Med. Tanks (HAKE) for the formula of the German Atom
Bomb. According to the officer, the bombs were match box size and had an effective radius of 1,000
meters. PW did not know if the bombs were being manufactured by the Japs, nor how they would
be employed. They were not used in the Philippines.

2. The U-234 had uranium oxide aboard (destination Tokyo) at the time of its surrender. It is not
known that this cargo was earmarked for research on the atom bomb, but its presence in quantity
is of possible significance.

[Presumably “match box size” referred to the size of the fission pit or the quantity of fission fuel
required for the bomb, and not the overall size of the complete bomb.]
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Letter from J. Edgar Hoover to Harry Hopkins. 16 November 1944. [Franklin Delano
Roosevelt Library, Hyde Park, New York. Small Collections. ATOMIC BOMB FILE.
Box-1, Folder-3]

A German espionage agent presently in the United States under the control of this Bureau advised
that he was instructed to obtain, among other subjects, information concerning (1) the progress
made by the United States since 1941 with respect to the development of atomic explosives, (2)
whether “heavy water” is used instead of helium in their manufacture, (3) the type of container
in which the atom of uranium is split, and (4) the probable reaction of the people of the United
States if Germany used the explosive power obtained through the splitting of the uranium atom.

This information is being made available to you as possibly indicating the degree to which the
Germans have progressed in the development of atomic explosives. There are two other recent
developments of possible interest in this connection. The first of these is that the Germans have
recently made numerous inquiries of other espionage agents controlled by this Bureau concerning
the exact size, number of employees, and location of various armament plants in the United States.
For example, the following inquiry was received from Germany by a double agent controlled by this
Bureau:

“OF GREAT INTEREST IS SIZE, FLOOR AREA, TOTAL EMPLOYEES OF BELL,
BOEING, BREWSTER, BRIGGS, BUDD, CHRYSLER, CONSOLIDATED VULTEE,
CURTISS WRIGHT AIRPLANE DIVISION, DOUGLAS, EASTERN, FISHER BODY,
FORD, GOODYEAR, GRUMMAN, HIGGINS, HUDSON, KAISER FACTORIES. CON-
TINUATION FOLLOWS.”

The continuation of the above message has not as yet been received.

The second recent development of interest is the receipt of an inquiry from the Germans through a
controlled double agent channel indicating that the Germans are desirous of determining the extent
of off-shore coastal protection on the Atlantic seaboard of the United States and particularly as to
any areas where this protection may have been curtailed.

[The first four questions suggest that Germany had or expected to soon have an atomic bomb that
it could use, and wanted to know how the United States would react and whether the United States
could retaliate with an atomic bomb of its own.

The questions about armament plants suggest that Germany was compiling a large list of U.S.
targets to bomb in the near future, which in turn implies that Germany had or expected to soon
have methods of delivering an atomic bomb or a large amount of conventional bombs to those
targets via long-range bombers, long-range rockets, or submarine-launched rockets.

The final questions seem to confirm German capability for submarine-launched rockets.]
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OSS Report No. B-624. 20 November 1944. Secret Weapons. [NARA RG 77, Entry
UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov.
44–June 45)]

The source, a highly placed and sober-minded neutral industrialist, reports the following conversa-
tion with a prominent German in mid-October 1944.

According to the testimony of this German, well-informed circles in Germany say that the em-
ployment of secret weapons V-2 and V-3 was set back as a result of the invasion of the Continent
which came before the moment anticipated by the Germans. Still according to this German, the
final development of the new weapons is supposed to have been interrupted by the invasion and at
the time of the conversation this work had still not been completed. However, work and tests are
being pushed very hard and the new arms are expected to come into play before mid-winter.

On the new arms themselves the sub-source gave the following details:

V-2 is supposed to be an anti-aircraft weapon containing an explosive so powerful that by its mere
deflagration everything within a radius of one kilometer would be literally pulverized. (The sub-
source used the term: “Destruction of atoms.”) The Germans pin great hopes on this new device;
they hope that with the help of this arm they will be able to destroy or at least completely handicap
all the Allied air forces in a short time.

The new weapon V-3 is said to be identical with V-2 with the sole difference that it is supposed to
be destined for use against ground troops and that its power of destruction would cover a radius
of about two kilometers. V-3 would be launched against hostile troops on a flat trajectory (en
trajectoire tendus).

The German informant declared that Nazi leaders are said to be convinced that V-2 and V-3 will
assure final victory for the Germans. He himself, however, seemed rather sceptical on this point,
particularly because of the fact that in certain German technical circles it is known that the question
of the production and use of these new devices is not in a very advanced stage and that trials have
not yet given really positive results.

Admiral William D. Leahy. 9 December 1944. Memorandum for the President. [Franklin
Delano Roosevelt Library, Hyde Park, New York. Map Room Files, Box 20. Folder
Warm Springs, Dec. 9-18, 1944]

Reference MR-in 217

Possibility of V-3 stratospheric bomb attack on U. S. was discussed at a meeting of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff yesterday. General Marshall and Admiral King have sent messages to defense commands,
sea frontiers and the First Air Force at Mitchell Field ordering precautionary measures taken.
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1944 diary of Margaret Suckley, personal secretary of Franklin Roosevelt [Ward 1995,
pp. 357–358].

Dec 9 Friday... A quiet evening by the fire. I think the Pres. looks a little better, but he needs a lot
of quiet and sun. Just one week more.

He spoke very seriously at dinner about the German menace. He has just had a secret report from a
German source which has been quite reliable in the past, to the effect that the Germans have a V3
bomb which will kill by concussion everything within a mile. They are planning to use it on New
York for morale purposes—again, not seeming to realize that it will have the exact opposite effect
to that which they expect. The entire Atlantic seaboard has relaxed all its dim-outs and air-raid
precautions, etc. & the Pres. sent word to the Gen. staff that all previous preparations of that sort
should be reviewed on the chance that the report about the V3 may be true. He said that in the
next war, the side which first uses these new explosives will undoubtedly win. The Germans are
way ahead of us in that direction, though we are doing a lot of research trying to catch up to them.
We found one of their V1 robots, unexploded, & are improving on it.

[What was Roosevelt’s secret “German source which has been quite reliable in the past”? Can the
relevant briefing material for Roosevelt be located in archives? Did the Manhattan Project, Alsos
Mission, and other relevant parts of the U.S. intelligence community know about that source, or
only Roosevelt?]

Enemy Production of Atomic Bombs—Summary, Third Draft. 11 December 1944
[NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.60-2 Germany: Summary Reports
(1945–1946)]

1. Intelligence indicates that the enemy is working in the project field. It is likely that he has
undertaken one or several of the various processes for the production of bombs on a small scale and
to have organized an installation equivalent to our project on final utilization. (TAB A).

2. The various methods for the production of U-233, U-235 and Pu-239 have been considered in
the light of scientific development, basic materials, and industrial effort required. (TAB B). The
liquid thermal diffusion process for production of U-235 on a moderate scale and the pile process
using heavy water for the production of Pu-239 on a small scale appear to be the most likely
possibilities; the production of U-233 on a useful scale appears to be unlikely. Activities inferred
from the intelligence and other reports indicate that these processes could have come into operation
during 1943. (TAB C).

3. On the basis of the above analysis it is possible for the enemy to have at least one device in his
hands now, but it is improbable for him to have more than three.

[Handwritten in lower right corner:] Cross referenced in Enemy Prod.[uction] of Devices—G[roves?]

[...] TAB A: In the review of this file this item was removed because access to it is restricted.

[What specific information was in Tab A? Can that part of the document be declassified?]
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Figure D.130: TAB A, which the 11 December 1944 report said contained intelligence showing that
Germany was likely producing atomic bombs, remains classified and unavailable.
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Benito Mussolini. 16 December 1944 speech in Milan Opera House. Variously known
as the “Discorso della Riscossa” (“Speech of Revenge” or “Counterattack Speech”),
“Ultimo discorso di Mussolini” (“Last Speech of Mussolini”), or “Discorso di Milano
al Teatro Lirico” (“Speech at the Milan Opera House”).
[http://www.mussolinibenito.net/lultimo-discorso-del-dvce-dal-teatro-lirico-di-milano]

Nel periodo di tale euforia venivano svalutate
e dileggiate le nuove armi tedesche, impropria-
mente chiamate “segrete.” Molti hanno creduto
che grazie all’impiego di tali armi, a un certo
punto, premendo un bottone, la guerra sarebbe
finita di colpo. Questo miracolismo è ingenuo
quando non sia doloso. Non si tratta di armi
segrete, ma di “armi nuove,” che, è lapalissiano
il dirlo, sono segrete sino a quando non vengono
impiegate in combattimento. Che tali armi
esistano, lo sanno per amara constatazione gli
inglesi; che le prime saranno seguite da altre,
lo posso con cognizione di causa affermare;
che esse siano tali da ristabilire l’equilibrio
e successivamente la ripresa della iniziativa
in mani germaniche, è nel limite delle umane
previsioni quasi sicuro e anche non lontano.

Niente di più comprensibile delle impazienze,
dopo cinque anni di guerra, ma si tratta di
ordigni nei quali scienza, tecnica, esperienza,
addestramento di singoli e di reparti devono
procedere di conserva. Certo è che la serie
delle sorprese non è finita; e che migliaia di
scienziati germanici lavorano giorno e notte per
aumentare il potenziale bellico della Germania.

In the period of this euphoria, the new German
weapons, incorrectly called “secret,” were
written down and ridiculed. Others believed
that through the use of such weapons, at
some point, by pressing a button, the war
would end abruptly. This concept is naive
or even shows bad faith. There are no secret
weapons, but “new weapons,” and it is obvious
but has to be said, that they are secret until
they have been used in combat for the first
time. The bitter experiences of the English
people have shown them that these weapons
exist indeed; and I can affirm with full knowl-
edge of the facts that the first types will be
followed by others. That they will be able
to reestablish the balance and then put the
initiative back into German hands, is some-
thing as sure as it can be within the limits of
human foresight, and is not far off in the future.

After five years of war it is easy to under-
stand the impatience, but these are weapons in
which science, technology, experience, training
of individuals and departments must proceed in
tandem. What is certain is that the succession
of surprises is not over; and that thousands of
German scientists are working day and night
to increase the war potential of Germany.
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H. K. Calvert to Robert Furman. 30 December 1944. Subject: C.S.D.I.C. (U.K.)
G.R.G.G. 238. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY:
US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

1. In the above report which was prepared on P/W information gathered between the dates 23–26
December 1944, the following statement is noticed:

“In conversation with General EBERBACH, Generalleutnant HEIM said he thought
the counter-attack was only justified if it was intended to win time for the further
development of secret weapons and in particular the atom-bomb. There was otherwise
no point in just winning time at this stage of the war.”

2. This particular paragraph has been called to the attention of C.S.D.I.C. with the request that
more information be obtained from Generalleutnant HEIM, if possible, concerning what he describes
in his conversation as the “atom-bomb”.

3. You will be advised of the result, if any, of our inquiry.

Theodor Souchek. 4 May 2001 filmed interview with Heiko Petermann [Karlsch 2005,
p. 203].

[Joseph Goebbels speaking with German military officers on 6–7 January 1945:]

Meine Herren, es kommt darauf an, dass die
deutsche Wehrmacht den Feind vom Reichskern
sechs Monate fern hält, dann wird die neueste
Waffe, über die wir verfügen, zum Einsatz kom-
men, und in 24 Stunden wird dieser Krieg mit
dem Sieg Deutschlands entschieden sein.

Gentlemen, it is important that the German
Wehrmacht keeps the enemy away from the
central Reich for six months, then the newest
weapon we have will be used, and in 24 hours
this war will be decided with the victory of Ger-
many.
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Letter from J. Edgar Hoover to Harry Hopkins. 9 February 1945. [Franklin Delano
Roosevelt Library, Hyde Park, New York. Small Collections. ATOMIC BOMB FILE.
Box-1, Folder-3;
http://blog.nuclearsecrecy.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/1945-Hoover-to-Hopkins-
German-spies.pdf]

As you are well aware, the Army for the past two years has been vitally interested in a highly
secret project for the development of an atomic explosive. This explosive, as you know, involves the
release of energy through the shattering of atoms of heavy elements.

During the period that the Army has been engaged in the supervision of this experimentation,
numerous efforts have been made by the Soviets to obtain the highly secret information concerning
the experimentation and this Bureau has been actively following such Soviet efforts.

The German Government has also been interested in the same type of experimentation in Germany
and has attempted to get information regarding the atomic experimentation in the United States.

Recently, in connection with the operation of a radio station by a German agent under control of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation but which station the Germans believe to be a free station,
an inquiry was received from Germany containing the following questions regarding the status of
atomic explosive experimentation in the United States:

First, where is heavy water being produced? In what quantities? What method? Who
are users?

Second, in what Laboratories is work being carried on with large quantities of uranium?
Did accidents happen there? What does the protection against Neutronic Rays consist
of in these Laboratories? What is the material and the strength of coating?

Third, is anything known concerning the production of bodies or molecules out of metal-
lic uranium rods, tubes, plates? Are these bodies provided with coverings for protection?
Of what do these coverings consist?

We have already advised the appropriate authorities in the War Department concerning these
German inquiries.

I thought the foregoing would be of considerable interest to the President.

[The Germans sounded very concerned about criticality accidents with large quantities of unshielded
uranium housed in the same laboratory. That is generally only a problem with highly enriched
uranium, and suggests that the Germans may have had large quantities of highly enriched uranium
and may have already had a criticality accident.]
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Wilhelm Haus, letter from the Wetzlar Court Prison to the Chairman of the 1st
Criminal Chamber of the District Court in Limburg on 20 June 1947. Hessian Haupt-
staatsarchiv Wiesbaden, section 463, number 920, pp. 109–112. [Porezag 1996, p. 46]

Etwa Anfang Februar 1945 erzählte mir der
damalige Wehrkreisbeauftragte, Ingenieur
Marsch aus Gießen, im Beisein meines dama-
ligen ständigen Kreiswirtschaftsberaters, Dr.
Hans Hensoldt, in meinem Dienstzimmer von
neuen Waffen und dem ‘Schweren Wasser’,
welche bald eingesetzt werden sollten und
kriegsentscheidend wären.

Ebenfalls im Februar 1945 besuchte mich
der Oberingenieur Coenders von den Röchling-
Werken im Buro. Er erzählte mir von neuen
Waffen, die aber nicht vor April eingesetzt
werden könnten. Herr Coenders war öfters
beim Führer gewesen und hatte den ersten
Fritz-Todt-Preis erhalten, so daß ich des
Glaubens sein konnte: Der Mann weiß sehr viel.
Auch er sprach vom Sieg.

Am 26. März 1945 abends erschien auf
meiner Dienststelle der damalige Gauamtsleiter
von Koblenz, Andreas Bang. Er zeigte mir
ein Flugblatt, welches über dem Westerwald
und dem Siegerland abgeworfen wurde. Dieses
Flugblatt vom Oberkommando der Deutschen
Wehrmacht forderte die Bevölkerung auf, eine
Zone von 50 km vom Rhein zu räumen, da
mit dem 1. April neue, kriegsentscheidende
Waffen eingesetzt würden, die den deutschen
Sieg verbürgten. Ein gleiches Flugblatt wurde
mir am 28.3.45 in Frankenberg/Eder gezeigt.

Hätte ich eine deutsche Niederlage vor Augen
gehabt, hätte ich den Befehl zur Vollstreckung
des Standgerichtsurteils wohl nicht befolgt,
denn bei einer Niederlage hätte ich keine Folgen
wegen Nichtbeachtung eines gegebenen Befehls
zu fürchten brauchen.

Around the beginning of February 1945, in my
office in the presence of my former ever-present
economic council adviser, Dr. Hans Hensoldt,
the then Military District Supervisor, Engineer
Marsch from Giessen, told me about new
weapons and ‘heavy water’ that were supposed
to be used soon and would be decisive for the
war.

Also in February 1945, I was visited in
my office by Chief Engineer Coenders from
the Röchling factory. He told me about new
weapons which however could not be used
before April. Mr. Coenders had often been
with the Führer and had received the first Fritz
Todt Prize, so I could be sure: The man knows
a lot. He also spoke of victory.

On the evening of 26 March 1945, the
then Office Head of Koblenz, Andreas Bang,
appeared in my office. He showed me a leaflet,
which had been dropped over the Westerwald
and Siegerland regions. This leaflet from the
High Command of the German Armed Forces
urged the population to clear a zone of 50 km
from the Rhine, as on April 1, new war-decisive
weapons would be used, which would guarantee
German victory. A similar leaflet was shown to
me on 28 March 1945 in Frankenberg/Eder.

If I had envisioned a German defeat, I
would probably not have followed the order
for enforcing the court-martial’s judgment,
because in a defeat I would have had no need
to fear consequences for non-compliance of a
given instruction.
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David Irving. 2002. Hitler’s War and the War Path. London: Focal Point. p. 789.

It was 6:15 a.m. before Hitler retired. At one p.m. the next day, February 14 [1945], he was awak-
ened with word that the American bomber forces were continuing the immolation of Dresden; the
‘Florence on the Elbe’ had vanished, and huge fires were raging.

After the all-clear sounded in Berlin, Hitler was surprised to meet in a chancellery hallway the
army ENT-specialist who had treated his ear injuries after July 20; Dr. Giesing had been visiting
an adjutant when the alert sounded. Twice the Führer absently asked where his family was; twice
the doctor replied, ‘They are in Krefeld, mein Führer.’ Twice Hitler then asked Giesing which
hospital he worked at, and twice the doctor told him. Then Hitler turned to the war. ‘In no time at
all,’ he said, ‘I’m going to start using my Victory weapon (Siegwaffe) and then the war will come
to a glorious end. Some time ago we solved the problem of nuclear fission, and we have developed
it so far that we can exploit the energy for armaments purposes (Rüstungszwecke). They won’t
know what hit them! It’s the weapon of the future. With it Germany’s future is assured. It was
Providence that allowed me to perceive this final path to victory.’* [...]

* Giesing wrote this account on June 21, 1945—six weeks before Hiroshima. The origin of Hitler’s
optimism is puzzling. [...]

Monthly Intelligence Summary. March 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168,
Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

a. In a broadcast by German Home Service the program took the form of two Germans discussing
the reasons for the Germans continuing to fight. The following conversation was noted:

“In the air war a first victory has likewise been won by the German mind over material.
The...... retaliation weapon goes on its destructive uncanny way without needing men
or a costly return flight...... Do not forget that all these things had to be created at five
minutes to twelve out of nothing. We need time to exploit all possibilities, to make them
reality. Our enemies know this and this is the point of this gruesome race for time.”

It was also recalled that “Hitler once said: ‘May God forgive me for the last ten minutes of the
war!’”
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Leroy Vogel. Interrogation Records Prepared for War Crimes Proceedings. Activities
of Jürgen Stroop. 1945. [https://www.fold3.com/image/232067115]

14 Apr Held 20 minute talk with HIMMLER who convinced STROOP that Germany could still
win the war. Received instructions to convey this opinion to all HSSPF’s in Southern Germany.
HIMMLER gave STROOP full freedom of action.

[Jürgen Stroop was an SS general who reported directly to Heinrich Himmler. The above interroga-
tion record indicates that Himmler told him about a weapon so powerful that even in April 1945,
it had the potential to help Germany win the war.

In 1949, Stroop spent over eight months in the same Polish jail cell as Kazimierz Moczarski, a
dissident journalist who later wrote about his conversations with Stroop. In the conversation below,
Stroop confirmed to Moczarski that the powerful new weapon was indeed an atomic bomb.

During the war, Stroop would have had direct knowledge of the development of the German atomic
bomb, both from his conversations with Himmler and likely from other conversations within the
SS, which was deeply involved in running the German nuclear program in the final years of the war.
After the war, on the other hand, Stroop would have been left wondering why the German atomic
bomb had not been employed by the end of the war, so his 1949 explanations for that below must
be regarded as simply his own speculations.]

Kazimierz Moczarski. 1981. Conversations with an Executioner: An Incredible 255-
Day-Long Interview with the Man Who Destroyed the Warsaw Ghetto. Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall. p. 214

One day the talk turned to the wonder weapons which Germany had dreamed of producing in
1944–45.

“What were they going to be?” I asked. “Improved V rockets? A new kind of artillery along the
lines of the Russian Katyusha? Jet aircraft?”

“None of those, Herr Moczarski,” Stroop said firmly. “We hadn’t started mass-producing jet planes
yet, although we had prototypes in the air. I saw one once in my district. It flew amazingly fast.
But new planes, rockets, and artillery weren’t what Adolf Hitler was after.” Stroop paused, then
continued dramatically: “We were one step away from discovering a new explosive to be used in
aerial warfare.”

I tried not to smile.

“You mean you were about the invent the atomic bomb?”

“Exactly. All through the war, German and Anglo-Saxon scientists raced neck and neck to perfect
such a weapon. . . .”

“And guess who crossed the finish line first? The Americans at Hiroshima,” I said with satisfaction.

“Inevitable, Herr Moczarski. Inevitable. We lacked topflight physicists, and our research laborato-
ries had been badly bombed.”
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Erwin Bartmann. 2013. Für Volk und Führer: The Memoir of a Veteran of the 1st SS
Panzer Division Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler. pp. 160–161, 231.

‘What I am about to tell you is top secret—you must not repeat this—tell no one.’

Wide-eyed with expectation, Papa and I nodded.

Mama’s brows furled. ‘Then perhaps you shouldn’t tell us, Horst.’

‘I trust my own family Mama,’ replied Horst, brushing across her concerns. He leaned forward in
his seat and whispered, ‘As you know, I am responsible for making the telephone connections when
calls are made to and from the Air Ministry. Listen to this—the other day I made a connection
between Göring and the Führer.’

Mama gasped. ‘Oh Horst.’

‘Göring asked the Führer for permission to use three special bombs but he refused. “If I use them
in the east they will get us from the west,” said the Führer.’

Papa pulled his chair closer to the table. ‘What were these special bombs?’

‘I don’t know for sure but they must be powerful—although Göring clearly mentioned three I got
the impression there might be more.’

‘This is the Wunderwaffe,’ exclaimed my father. ‘Our scientists have done well with their rockets—
who would put it past them to come up with something like this? It would really surprise the
British if they put one of these special bombs in a rocket.’

—

After the war, I became friends with Rochus Misch, a fellow Leibstandarte veteran and communi-
cations officer in the Führerbunker until the final days of the Reich. The topic of the special bombs
came up in conversation. ‘Three bombs,’ he said, ‘where did you hear that? There were nine.’

There has been much speculation about the possession of atomic weapons by Germany. Whether
the bombs that my brother mentioned were conventional or atomic remains a matter of conjecture.
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Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann on why nuclear weapons were
not used in combat [Krotzky 2002]. For a discussion of the background and reliability
of this source, see p. 2363. See also Grothmann’s testimony on pp. 2363, 2631, and
2694.

[p. 13] Himmler hat sich jedenfalls Bericht
erstatten lassen und es wurde beraten, was
wir jetzt noch machen können. Das eine Prob-
lem war die geringe Menge und immer noch
die Unsicherheit, wie es im Einsatz klappen
würde. Das andere war die Frage nach der
tatsächlichen politischen Wirkung.

[p. 13] Manche meinten, ein Volltreffer auf
Moskau müßte das erste Ziel sein. Dem ist aber
widersprochen worden mit dem Argument, das
würde an der Ostfront nichts mehr ändern.

[p. 14] Wenn wir also jetzt auf Hitlers Be-
fehl eine solche Waffe zum Beispiel über
London einsetzen würden, ergäbe sich eine
völlig neue Situation, aber nicht in unserem
Sinne. Wenn die Waffenwirkung den Berech-
nungen entspricht, fallen zwar wichtige Teile
der politischen und militärischen Führung
aus, aber viele andere Ebenen, die außerhalb
untergebracht waren, bleiben erhalten. Es gibt
schwere Verluste unter der Zivilbevölkerung
und wenn sich das Entsetzen gelegt hat stellt
man fest, dass die Versorgung der englischen
Truppen, die im Reich stehen, über ihre Häfen
und die unter ihrer Kontrolle weiter möglich
ist. Außerdem stehen die Engländer eben auf
unserem Gebiet. Und das wichtigste Argument:
bei uns glaubte niemand wirklich daran, dass
die dann abziehen würden. Ganz im Gegenteil.
Ihre Reaktionen gegenüber unserer Bevölkerung
konnten wir uns ausmalen. Die andere Seite, die
man auch betrachten muß, sind die Amerikaner.

[p. 15] Bei den Besprechungen, die ich er-
lebt hatte oder über die ich in Andeutungen
erfuhr, war keiner so verrückt, eine Waffe
einzusetzen, die uns nicht mehr helfen konnte,
sondern nach Lage der Dinge alles nur noch
viele schlimmer machen würde.

[p. 13] Himmler had in any case come up with a
report, and a consultation took place regarding
what we could make now. The one problem
was the small quantity [of fuel] and always still
the uncertainty of how it would work in action.
The other was the question of the real political
effect.

[p. 13] Some said that a direct hit on Moscow
must be the first goal. But this has been
countered by the argument that this would not
change anything on the eastern front.

[p. 14] If we were now to use such a weapon
on Hitler’s order, for example to employ it
on London, a completely new situation would
arise, but not in our favor. If the weapon’s im-
pact corresponds to the calculations, important
parts of the political and military leadership
will fall, but many other levels that have been
relocated outside will be preserved. There are
heavy casualties among the civilian population,
and when the horror has subsided, it is clear
that the supply of potential British troops
in the Reich is still possible via their ports
and is still under their control. Besides, the
British are also on our territory. And the most
important argument: with us, no one really
believed that they would then withdraw. Quite
the contrary! We could picture their reactions
to our population. The other side, which must
also be considered, is the Americans.

[p. 15] At the meetings I attended, or about
which I learned in hints, no one was so crazy
to use a weapon which could no longer help us,
but would only make things even much worse.
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[p. 16] Also, der erste Punkt war, dass die
Entscheidungsträger wissen mussten, was ihnen
persönlich blüht, wenn eine völlig neue, furcht-
bare Massenvernichtungswaffe von unserer
Seite eingesetzt würde, Wirkung erzielt, der
Krieg aber trotzdem von uns verloren wird.
Was die Sieger dann aus der Genfer Konvention
herauslesen würden war klar.

Der zweite Punkt war der hier: Damals
lag doch die Forderung nach bedingungsloser
Kapitulation schon längst auf dem Tisch. Und
die war das Ergebnis der normalen Kriegslage.
Was hätte sich dann ergeben nach dem Einsatz
unserer Atombombe? Ihnen sind bestimmt auch
die Vorstellungen von Morgenthau bekannt. Es
würde alles noch viel schlimmer kommen.

[p. 16] So, the first point was that the decision-
makers had to know how they personally fared,
if a completely new, terrible mass-destruction
weapon were deployed by our side and achieved
its effect, but the war were nevertheless lost by
us. What the victors would then read out of
the Geneva Convention was clear.

The second point was that: At that time,
the demand for unconditional surrender had
long been on the table. And that was the result
of the normal war situation. What would have
happened after the use of our atomic bomb?
You are certainly familiar with the ideas of
Morgenthau. Everything would be much worse.

[Grothmann made several points:

• By the end of the war, there was only enough fission fuel for a very small number of bombs.

• With the possibilities of rockets malfunctioning, aircraft getting shot down, or the bombs
themselves malfunctioning, there was no guarantee that those bombs could be successfully
delivered to Allied targets.

• Even if the bombs were successfully delivered and destroyed a very small number of Allied
cities, they would not stop the large Allied military forces that were invading Germany, and
in fact they would only inspire the Allied forces to defeat Germany more quickly before it
could deliver more bombs.

• If Germany had used nuclear bombs against Allied targets, the Allies would have retaliated
with even greater destruction (such as firebombing or mustard gas) against German targets
than what the Allies were already doing.

• If Germany had used nuclear bombs against Allied targets, those individuals who were re-
sponsible would have been prosecuted for war crimes after the war.

• If Germany had used nuclear bombs against Allied targets, the Allies would have imposed
much harsher terms on Germany after the war. Grothmann mentioned the Allied Morgenthau
plan that was actually considered but not implemented, which would have eliminated all
industry in postwar Germany.

Grothmann’s arguments are the same reasons why Germany did not use its stockpile of very
advanced nerve gas [Tucker 2006], which was far larger than its stockpile of nuclear weapons as
estimated by Grothmann.]
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Allen Dulles. 1 April 1945. Cable IN 9061 from Bern, Switzerland to Office of Strategic
Services. [NARA RG 226, Entry UD-90, Box 6, Folder 64 SUNRISE]

[...] 8. In his conversation with Emperor [Kesselring], latter said to Critic [Wolff] our situation
is desperate, nobody dares tell truth to Fuehrer who surrounded by small group of advisers who
still believe in a last specific secret weapon which they call “Verzweiflunge” weapon [die Verzwei-
flungswaffe or the “desperation weapon”]. Emperor believed this weapon can prolong war but not
decide it, but might cause terrible blood bath on both sides. Emperor said if Fuehrer gave him
order to use weapon he would surrender his command. [...]

Allen Dulles. 5 April 1945. Cable IN 9470 from Bern, Switzerland to Office of Strategic
Services. [NARA RG 226, Entry UD-90, Box 7, Folder 86 BERN–IN OUT 1944–1945]

[...] Following information given by Wood mostly dated middle March when he left Berlin. [...]

4. Archivabteilung of Foreign Office is located in the Harz near Quedlinburg and archives distributed
in old salt mines. Current files were still Berlin middle March.

5. Burning of archives proceeding on large scale and instructions to this effect have been given to
every government office in case of danger of enemy occupation. Unfortunately material which Wood
had put in his office safe was burned during his last absence from Berlin. [...]

Karlsch 2005, pp. 253–254, 388, citing: CIC Documentation “Adolf Hitler” 1944–1953,
Interrogation of Hans Fegelein. 21 September 1945. Institut für Zeitgeschichte (IfZ),
Munich, F 135/3, pp. 384ff.

Mit Vorsicht kann dies auch aus einer Befragung
von Hans Fegelein, dem Vater Hermann Fegeleins,
geschlossen werden. SS-Gruppenführer Hermann
Fegelein, seit 1944 Himmlers Verbindungsof-
fizier im Führerhauptquartier und Schwager Eva
Brauns, war noch am 28. April 1945 wegen Fahnen-
flucht standrechtlich erschossen worden. Sein Vater
berichtete den Amerikanern im September 1945
über die dramatischen letzten Kriegstage. Hitler
sei sehr erregt darüber gewesen, dass ihm Himmler
die neue Atombombe vorenthalten hätte. Er wollte
damit noch eine Kriegswende herbeiführen.Im Be-
fragungsprotokoll heißt es: “Die Ingenieure, die
zuletzt im Führerhauptquartier waren, und auch
der Führer selbst erwarteten täglich den Ge-
fechtseinsatz der Atombombe. Aber Saboteure ver-
hinderten dies.” Wer die Saboteure gewesen sein
sollen, erwähnte Hans Fegelein nicht.

With caution this can also be inferred from
a survey conducted by Hans Fegelein, the fa-
ther of Hermann Fegelein. SS group leader
Hermann Fegelein, since 1944 Himmler’s li-
aison officer at the Führer’s headquarters
and brother-in-law of Eva Braun, had been
legally shot dead on 28 April 1945 because of
desertion. His father told the Americans in
September 1945 about the dramatic last war
days. Hitler was very angered that Himmler
had deprived him of the new atomic bomb.
He wanted to turn the war around. The sur-
vey report states: “The engineers who were
last at the Führer Headquarters and also the
Führer himself expected the atomic bomb to
be deployed every day. But saboteurs pre-
vented this.” Hans Fegelein did not mention
who the saboteurs were.
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Germany Calls on Allies to Turn the Other Cheek. Toronto Daily Star. 30 June 1945
p. 6. http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=O7E7AAAAIBAJ&sjid=
KisMAAAAIBAJ&pg=719,18615434&dq=herbert+agar&hl=en

London, June 30—(BUP)—The Germans came within six months of splitting the atom and possibly
destroying the world in the process, Herbert Agar, special assistant to the U.S. ambassador, said
in a speech last night.

“If the war had gone on another six months, it was quite possible that this planet would have
ceased to exist, because it was probable that someone would have learned to break the atom
without controlling it,” Agar said.

“There was a danger that the Germans would learn how to split it first, and our scientists gave the
date as Aug. 6 of this year. I sincerely believe that in a very few years human beings will know how
to destroy the human race.”

[In June 1945, Agar appeared to suggest that Germany planned its first nuclear attack for 6 August
1945. If that information was correct, the planned date may have been determined both by the
production schedule of the weapon and its delivery system and also by the historical significance of
that date for Germans. On 6 August 1870 Germany (still in the process of uniting under Prussia)
won decisive battles against France, and on 6 August 1914 Germany launched its first U-boats to
fight World War I. Later, 6 August 1945 turned out to be the actual date that the United States
launched its first nuclear attack, on Hiroshima. Was that simply an extraordinary coincidence, or
was the Hiroshima date chosen in part to send a political message to anyone who knew about the
earlier German plans? See also:

• Atomic Bomb Discovery of Germans Told. Los Angeles Times. 20 July 1945 p. 5.

• Description of New Bomb Called ‘Leak.’ Syracuse Herald-Journal. 21 July 1945 p. 7.

• Germans Aimed to Split the Atom. The Scotsman. 30 June 1945 p. 5.

• Splitting of Atom within Grasp. The Mercury (Hobart, Tasmania). 2 July 1945 p. 2.

• World Saved by 6 Months. The Courier-Mail (Brisbane, Queensland). 2 July 1945 p. 1.]

Edlund to Groves. 2 July 1945. Cable 44165. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 160,
Folder APR 45–Dec. ’45]

From: US Military Attache, London, England
To: War Department
Nr: 44165 2 July 1945

To MILID from Edlund for Davis to Groves for Smith serial number 44165. TOP SECRET.

London papers 30 June mention speech here by Commander Herbert Agar, Special Assistant to
American Ambassador to the effect that someone would have learned TA [tubealloy—nuclear tech-
nology] without controlling it if war had continued another six months, danger that Germans would
have learned first and our scientists gave the date as 6 August. Will interview subject and transmit
clippings and report forthwith.

End

ACTION: Gen Groves
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Monthly Intelligence Summary. April–June 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
168, Folder 202.3-1 LONDON OFFICE: Combined Intell Rpts.]

XII CENSORSHIP.

The period covered by this report has been marked by an increase in the problem of keeping
newspapers in the U.K. from printing stories undesirable from a TA standpoint. An increasing
tendency on the part of both the press and the censorship authorities to excuse stories on grounds
of previous publication has been noted. A system is now in effect in U.S. whereby stories on TA,
which are submitted to Censorship, are passed on to editors with a note asking that they not be
published. Admiral THOMPSON, Chief Press Censor of the Ministry of Information, remains firm
in his opposition to sending a circular to editors asking them not to print any reference to TA.

Colonel WARDEN, Chief Press Censor, SHAEF issued a directive to all SHAEF Censors ordering
them to stop all TA stories regardless of previous publications.

The most embarrassing incident from the Censorship standpoint occurred when British papers
carried a story reporting a speech by Commander AGAR, Special Assistant to the American Am-
bassador to Great Britain, in which AGAR stated that, “Had the war gone on a little longer, our
scientists believed the Germans would have perfected TA.” This story resulted in several inquiries
from the Press as to whether they would still be expected to refrain from printing stories on this
subject. All such inquiries were answered in the affirmative.

Stories dealing with the sabotage of the heavy water plant at Norsk Hydro (Norway) also appeared
in print during the period.

A party of SHAEF correspondents was taken to Norsk Hydro on a facility visit as a result of which
fifteen stories were submitted to censorship authorities. These stories were all stopped.

Patrick S. Washburn. 1988. The Office of Censorship’s Attempt to Control Press Cov-
erage of the Atomic Bomb during World War II.
[http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED295201.pdf]

Yet, several days later, another “very bad bust,” as it was labeled by the Office of Censorship,
originated in London. Cmdr. Herbert Agar, assistant to the U.S. ambassador to Great Britain,
gave an address at an English college on June 29 that made no mention of atom splitting. However,
three London newspapers obtained copies of his speech which contained some remarks that were
deleted. These included the fact that American scientists estimated the Germans might have been
able to split the atom by August 6, and thus if the war had lasted another six months, the Germans
may have dominated the world.

The London newspapers rushed Agar’s written comments about atom splitting into print without
checking with the government to see if they should be used, and then every American wire service
filed stories. Since these were based solely on the newspaper stories, the English censor could not
stop them because of prior publication. Agar was severely reprimanded by both the Navy and the
American ambassador for being careless, but the Office of Censorship refused to try to get the wire
services to suppress copy that had been approved by a foreign censor. However, it did discourage
attempts by the United Press and others to further develop Agar’s remarks.
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Unconditional Bombs for More Jap War Bases Soon: How We Dropped It: By Atomic
Raiders. The Daily Express (U.K.) 8 August 1945 p. 1, column 1.

[...] General Spaatz, who commanded the U.S. strategic air forces in Europe, said that one of his
major worries then was the fear that the Germans had perfected some secret weapon comparable
with the atomic bomb.

Date fixed last year

“They were experimenting in this direction in a huge factory at Oranienburg, on the northern edge
of Berlin, but we wiped out the factory in a big raid in the spring of this year,” he added.

(Gordon Young, cabling from Paris last night, said that the Germans planned to have atomic V2s
in use by this month.)

Replying to a question whether the atomic bomb would have speeded the end of the European war,
General Spaatz said: “If we had had it, it might have shortened the war by six or eight months.
We might not even have had a D Day.” [...]

Brigadier-General Thomas F. Farrell, aide to Major-General Leslie Groves, who was in charge of the
bomb development programme, disclosed that the date for dropping the first atomic bomb—August
6, 1945—was set well over a year ago.

[George Gordon Young (English, 1908–1963) was a field reporter on staff at The Daily Express.
He was stationed in continental Europe to find, write, and cable back to the U.K. stories for his
newspaper (or others on the wire service) to print. He would not have sent a cable from Paris to
his newspaper telling them to add one tangential sentence to an article they had not even finished
writing yet—he would have sent a complete story of his own. Judging from the one sentence above,
on the evening of 7 August 1945, Gordon Young sent The Daily Express an article stating that
during the war, the Germans had developed an atomic bomb, had adapted a V-2 rocket to carry
it, and had made definite plans to begin launching nuclear-armed V-2 rockets at Allied targets
by early August 1945 if the war had continued. Gordon Young interviewed Wernher von Braun,
Walter Dornberger, and other German rocket engineers in Germany in June 1945, so presumably
this information came directly from them. The following sequence of events seems likely:

• Gordon Young presumably wrote a story about German plans to launch nuclear-armed V-
2s immediately after interviewing von Braun and Dornberger in June 1945. Finding and
immediately reporting sensational stories was what he was paid to do.

• A story about atomic bombs, and certainly German atomic bombs, would have been rejected
by government censors in June 1945, when the United States was still racing to finish its own
highly classified atomic bomb program. This general policy is confirmed by the document on
p. 2819, and the censors’ specific rejection of Young’s June 1945 story is confirmed in the
following documents.

• Once the United States dropped an atomic bomb on Japan and publicly announced its capa-
bilities to the world, Gordon Young presumably decided to submit an updated version of his
story for publication, now that (he thought) atomic censorship had been lifted. He filed his
story on the evening of 7 August and expected it to be published on 8 August 1945.
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• Young’s story, announced in advance by the one sentence in the article above, never appeared
in The Daily Express or any other European or American newspapers. The government censors
must have still banned the story.

• However, as shown below, a version of Young’s story went out on the wire to affiliated newspa-
pers in Australia, and a few of them published it before the censors realized what happened.

• The story as it appeared in the Australian newspapers is curiously brief, as if parts were still
cut out. Perhaps the Australian newspapers received a brief summary of Young’s story, and
not the actual story itself. Alternatively, maybe the cautious newspaper editors significantly
censored the story themselves, or maybe a government censor in charge of Australia had at
least approved part of the story.

• In any event, the Australian stories do reveal the basic details: there was a German atomic
bomb, there were V-2 rockets designed to carry that it, and there were detailed plans to
begin launching such nuclear-armed rockets by early August if the war had continued. The
Australian stories also explicitly confirmed that government censors had prevented Young
from publishing his story in June 1945.

• The story was never mentioned again by Gordon Young or anyone else. Apparently the censors
succeeded in erasing the history of what had really happened.]

Hitler’s Physicists Hoped to Blast British Cities with Atomic Bombs. The Mercury
(Hobart, Tasmania, Australia) 9 August 1945 p. 2. [http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper
/article/26155313?browse=ndp%3Abrowse%2Ftitle%2FM%2Ftitle%2F10%2F1945%
2F08%2F09%2Fpage%2F1873289%2Farticle%2F26155313]

Radio-steered rockets with atomic bombs in their warheads to blast British cities were “weapons
to end war,” which Hitler’s scientists hoped to produce, says Gordon Young, “Daily Express”
correspondent in Paris.

“When I met the rocket inventor, Prof von Braun, and Gen Dornberger, head of the Wehrmacht’s
rocket research branch, they referred to ‘much more powerful explosive’ with which they had planned
to load V-2s,” Young says.

“There seemed little doubt that they envisioned the atomic bomb, but nothing could be written
then because of a censorship ban.

“The explosion which shattered Hiroshima will have blasted the hopes of von Braun, Dornberger,
and 400 other German research workers under guard in Bavaria that the German general staff
might be able to keep their atomic bomb for use in another war after just—but only just—failing
to use it in this.

“A member of the American Embassy in London recently disclosed that the Germans hoped to
have the atomic bomb ready this month.”
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Nazis Planned to Link Atomic Bomb with V-2’s. The Courier Mail (Brisbane, Queens-
land, Australia, 9 August 1945 p. 2). [http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/
article/50272870?browse=ndp%3Abrowse%2Ftitle%2FC%2Ftitle%2F12%2F1945%
2F08%2F09%2Fpage%2F2010451%2Farticle%2F50272870]

LONDON, August 8 (Special).—Hitler’s scientists hoped to produce radio-steered rockets, with
atomic bombs in the war heads.

The Daily Express correspondent in Paris, reporting this, says that the rocket inventor (Professor
von Braun) and the head of the Wehrmacht Rocket Research (General Dornberger) had referred
to “much more powerful explosives” with which they planned to load V-2’s.

“There is little doubt that they envisioned the atomic bomb,” he writes.

“The explosion which shattered Hiroshima will have blasted the hopes of von Braun, Dornberger,
and 400 other German research workers under guard in Bavaria.”

The German General Staff had no doubt planned to keep their atomic bomb for use in another war
after just—but only just—failing to use it in this.

An American of the Embassy staff in London recently disclosed that the Germans hoped to have
had their atomic bomb ready this month.

[The above version of the article from The Courier Mail was also reprinted verbatim (with only
a few punctuation changes) as: Nazis Planned Atom Rocket. Army News (Darwin, Australia) 16
August 1945 p. 3. [http://trove.nla.gov.au/
newspaper/article/47723184?browse=ndp%3Abrowse%2Ftitle%2FA%2Ftitle%2F47%2F1945%
2F08%2F16%2Fpage%2F3354045%2Farticle%2F47723184]

Note that these stories also reference Herbert Agar’s June 1945 statement that Germany had
planned to use atomic bombs by 6 August 1945; see pp. 2818–2819.]
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Press release, Office of War Information, Franklin-2994, NB-3297, Technical Industrial
Intelligence Committee. 25 August 1945. [NARA RG 40, Entry 75, Box 62 (Old 158);
NARA RG 208, Entry 198, Box 1042]

Germany’s inner war secrets ranged from experiments with the atomic bomb, anti-radar devices,
and piloted rocket missiles that they expected to cross the Atlantic in 17 minutes, to butter made
from coal, the Office of War Information reported today. [...]

CIOS teams combed Germany for Germany’s hidden secrets on weapons, oil production, raw ma-
terials, synthetics, new engineering and chemical processes, inventions, patents, finance, economics,
and German machinations in the political field.

Already more than 2,000 visits to German “intelligence targets” have been made by CIOS and 3,000
preliminary assessment reports have filtered through military channels to Washington, where they
are made available to appropriate agencies. The agencies are authorized to translate the findings
into projects useful to the allied cause and for post-war purposes.

Many of the German secrets, at the time CIOS uncovered them were considered of great potential
value in the war against Japan and many of them were being adopted for use in the Pacific when
the war ended. However, they are also of real value in the long-range control of Germany and also
will facilitate technological advances in many industrial fields in peacetime, OWI reported on the
basis of information provided by military authorities.

The secrets, it is conservatively estimated, would have saved the Allies many millions of dollars for
research and scientific development, if the war had continued to the end of 1945 or longer. They
indicate that German invention was far ahead of her capacity to translate theory into industry.
The rapid advances of the Allied armies prevented her from putting into practice many of the
technological advances evolved in the laboratories of her scientists. These same secrets, in some
cases may shortly make some American technical processes obsolete and outmoded.

While German Government files yielded many of the secrets, the intelligence teams, which began
to go into action on the heels of General Eisenhower’s troops, soon after D-Day, often found vital
clues through casual conversation with individuals, through close observation of physical facilities
of war plants, in interviews with technical personnel and through meticulous and thorough search
for hidden documents. [...]

Some of the more startling of the secrets that may be disclosed at this time, show that not only had
Germans made significant progress in the development of an atomic bomb and in the production
of “heavy water” but they:

1. Had contemplated a piloted missile with a possible range of 3,000 miles. The designer envisaged
commercial applications for trans-Atlantic passenger crossing in 17 minutes.

2. Were working on a formula for new war gases that they hoped would prove more deadly than
any chemical agent yet developed.

3. Had specifications and construction details for naval vessels of advanced design, including sub-
marines with high underwater speeds and apparatus for sustained underwater operations.
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4. Had developed a system of radar camouflage consisting of anti-radar coverings and coatings to
be employed on submarines and other weapons.

5. Had highly advanced jet engine, rocket assisted take-off and aero-dynamics designs.

6. Had found new uses for many staples, as for example, coal. From coal the Germans were making
a synthetic butter as well as alcohol of both beverage and industrial types, aviation lubricants,
soap, and gasoline.

7. Had designs for various secret types of guns and gun sights, novel gear and transmission con-
struction and air-cooled diesel engines.

Other German war secrets ranged from records on the location of German capital in neutral coun-
tries, and the status and composition of German cartels, to specifications of long-range rocket
developments that scientists describe as “sensational.” In addition to the missile that they ex-
pected to have a range of 3,000 miles, the Germans had plans for V-type weapons much more
advanced than those which they directed against the British Isles last year. [...]

The numerous German medical and pharmaceutical developments included the production of a
“froth” clothing compound. This was designed to insulate and protect aviators lost in arctic waters.

Although many of the synthetics devised by the Germans are pronounced inferior to American
products, a number of others are highly advanced. Processes used in their synthetic rubber industry,
for example, are being made available to United States war manufacturers.

Similarly, synthetic gasoline and lubricants provide important keys for United States industry; some
of the German methods already have been made available to United States produces, and will result
in improved products for peacetime use.

Gasoline from coal, eventually to cost little more than the standard petroleum product of today,
is also a possibility based on a German war formula. Technological improvements that may result
from adaptation of the techniques in United States plants, scientists say, may make this and many
other products envisioned by the Germans highly practical from a commercial standpoint.

Designs of long-range German smooth-bore guns that fire rocket-assisted finned projectiles, a
“squeeze” gun that obtained higher velocities and longer range through use of a tapered bore,
a device for reducing the wear on gun barrels, and data on the substitution of steel cartridge cases
for both small and large calibre weapons (thus reducing requirements for copper and other criti-
cal materials), are now Allied possessions. Still other German developments range from improved
acoustic, magnetic and non-magnetic anti-tank and anti-personnel mines to the use of salt water
in electric torpedo propulsion. [...]

CIOS investigations were carried out in the field in two ways. First, Combined Advanced Field
Teams, groups of technically qualified men who followed the combat forces, gave a rapid preliminary
assessment of the technical value of the targets. More than 200 expert United States and British
assessors were continuously in the field during the period of rapid military advance.

Second, following up plans already made and the reports coming back from the assessors, teams
of expert scientists and technologists carried out detailed investigations. The number of such visits
by July 1945 had exceeded 2,000.
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Both the assessments and the investigations were carried out by teams, combining U.S. and British
representatives. Government leaders, scientists, industrialists, economists and historians were repre-
sented in the groups. The small teams, each made up of experts in a particular field, were attached
to the intelligence staff of all the major army commands on the Western Front.

Some of the industrial fields covered were: aeronautics, automotive production, building materials,
chemicals, communications, food, forest products, general industrial equipment, liquid fuels and
lubricants, machinery, medical wares, metals and materials, railroad equipment, rubber, safety and
technical equipment, shipbuilding, solid fuels, textiles and utilities. [...]

The German processes, it was realized, not only would reduce research work in British and United
States laboratories, releasing them for other scientific ventures, but would save millions of man-
hours in war production and on the fighting fronts and, additionally, might alleviate shortages of
some types of war materials. [...]

[The U.S. Office of War Information publicly stated that Germany had conducted “experiments
with the atomic bomb,” which is an extraordinary statement that cannot (or at least should not) be
ignored. This Office of War Information press release, as well as any related discussions of reporters
with officials, prompted numerous newspaper articles such as the following examples, which stated,
“The Germans... had reached the experimental stage with the devastating atomic bomb,” “an
atomic bomb, on which... the Germans had made considerable progress,” and “Not all the secrets
have been disclosed.”]

James E. Chinn, Nazis Almost Had Rocket for Atlantic Hop. Washington Post. 27
August 1945.

God blessed America.

Just before the European war ended the Nazis were experimenting with a piloted rocket missile
designed to span the Atlantic in 17 minutes, the Office of War Information revealed yesterday as
it unveiled a variety of Germany’s inner war secrets.

The Germans also, according to OWI, had reached the experimental stage with the devastating
atomic bomb, devices to destroy the sight of the all seeing eyes of radar, and new war gases they
hoped would prove more deadly than any chemical agent yet developed. And that’s not all.

Many More “Up Sleeve”

[...]
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17-Minute Oversea Rocket Plane Among Germany’s War Secrets. New York Times.
27 August 1945 p. 10.

American and British technicians, closely and quickly following the Allies’ military advances across
France and Germany, have taken possession of a wealth of information about German “secret
weapons” on which the enemy counted so much but that he did not have time enough to develop.

Besides an atomic bomb, on which, as has been made known, the Germans had made considerable
progress, German scientists and engineers had developed a defense against radar and experimented
on piloted rocket missiles that it was thought would be capable of crossing the Atlantic in sev-
enteen minutes. These and many other German war secrets were disclosed today by the Office of
War Information in reporting on the operations of a combined American and British intelligence
organization that made daring forays on targets containing vital war information. [...]

They concentrated on the “targets” believed to be richest in vital information on weapons, oil
production, raw materials, synthetics, new engineering and chemical processes, inventions, patents
and machinations in finance, economics and politics.

More than 2,000 missions to such “targets” have already been made, and the information obtained
was estimated by the receiving authorities as being worth “millions of dollars” in research and
scientific development. The findings indicated, the OWI reported, that “German invention was far
ahead of her capacity to translate theory into industry.

The rapid advances of the Allied armies prevented her from putting into practice many of the
technological advances evolved in the laboratories of her scientists,” the OWI said. It added that
some of the unlocked secrets might soon make some American technical processes “obsolete and
outmoded.”

Some Secrets Unrevealed

Not all the secrets have been disclosed, but the most startling ones were said to pertain to the
development of the atomic bomb and the production of “heavy water,” used in one method of
making the bomb. The defense against radar was a system of radar camouflage consisting of anti-
radar coverings and coatings. It would be employed, presumably, on submarines and other weapons.

The Germans contemplated a piloted missile with a possible range of 3,000 miles. The designer
envisioned for it a commercial application for flying passengers across the Atlantic in a little more
than a quarter hour.

[Also reported in:

The Times (London). 27 August 1945.

Nazis Had 10,000 mph Atom Plane—In Theory. Eighth Army News. 28 August 1945.]
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R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts. 15 September 1945. The Intelligence Exploitation of
Germany. Report of Combined Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee. G-2 Division,
SHAEF. Ch. 4, pp. 37, 47–51. [AFHRA A5186 electronic version pp. 904–1026]

Certain items have been omitted because of security considerations. [...]

United States and British specialists have obtained complete information covering all German
directed missiles from the pioneer model “A sub-o”, which employed oxygen and alcohol fuel in
attaining a range of 18 miles, to the latest model of the A-9 which was capable of a 3400 mile
per hour speed and a range of 2400 miles. The A-9 was an improved development of the V-2 or
A-4, and was equipped with wings thereby enabling it to level off at a height of 70,000 feet. One
model of this missile was equipped with a Lorin tube which provided propulsion at the peak of the
trajectory, the missile was expected to result in a maximum range of 2400 miles. Other variations
of this model were capable of attaining altitudes 60 miles above the earth’s surface and speeds in
excess of 7300 feet per second. Improved radio controls were developed to supercede the “integrating
accelerometer” used in early V-weapons. Some measure of the accuracy which could be achieved
with these controls is evidenced by the fact that the radio controlled models were capable of an
accuracy of plus-or-minus 150 feet in contrast to a plus-or-minus 50 mile error inherent in the V-2.

German scientists engaged in directed missiles envisaged important commercial applications of the
long range missile. Experiments had already been conducted on piloted models. Missiles capable of
trans-Atlantic crossings in approximately 40 minutes were found on design boards and scale models
were undergoing wind tunnel tests. Amazing performances were considered practical because of the
lessened atmospheric resistance and gravitational pull in stratospheric regions. [...]

Of particular significance were the statements, made by German experts in the rocket and controlled
missile field, that much of the priority accorded their work by the German High Command was
in anticipation of the use of atomic explosives. These authorities stated that KWI had repeatedly
assured Hitler that an atomic explosive would be available for use within a comparatively short
time. During the last months of work by the Peenemünde staff, V-weapons were designed with much
smaller war-heads. Quite possibly this trend was in anticipation of the successful development of a
German atomic explosive.

[This report was written by the CIOS chairs, U.S. General Thomas Jeffries Betts, Deputy G-2 of
SHAEF, and U.K. Ministry of Supply chief advisor and F.R.S. Professor Reginald Patrick Linstead.
Based on specific discoveries by their CIOS investigators, these high-ranking officials reported that
“the latest model of the A-9 ... was capable of a 3400 mile per hour speed and a range of 2400 miles,”
and that “experiments had already been conducted on piloted models.” That statement sounds like
a description of completed hardware, not a mere drawing board design. What specific hardware
and information were discovered that are not discussed in the presently unclassified reports? Can
any reports that are still classified be located and released?

The CIOS chairs also reported that Hitler, the German High Command, and the leading experts in
the rocket programs had been “repeatedly assured ... that an atomic explosive would be available for
use within a comparatively short time.” Thus the CIOS chairs contradicted the public statements
of the Alsos Mission and confirmed that there was indeed a German program to develop an atomic
bomb, and that it was far more than a paper design program—its hardware had passed through
sufficient development, production, and testing by the end of the war that it was ready or nearly
ready to be used in combat.]
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General George C. Marshall. 1945. In George C. Marshall. 1996. Biennial Reports of
the Chief of Staff of the United States Army to the Secretary of War: 1 July 1939 –
30 June 1945. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office. pp. 132, 210.
[history.army.mil/html/books/070/70-57/CMH Pub 70-57.pdf]

Victory in this global war depended on the successful execution of OVERLORD. That must not
fail. Yet the Japanese could not be permitted meanwhile to entrench in their stolen empire, and
China must not be allowed to fall victim to further Japanese assaults. Allied resources were searched
through again and again, and strategy reconsidered in the light of the deficiencies. These conclusions
seemed inescapable: France must be invaded in 1944, to shorten the war by facilitating the advance
westward of the Soviet forces. At the same time German technological advances such as in the
development of atomic explosives made it imperative that we attack before these terrible weapons
could be turned against us. In addition, the pressure on the Japanese in the Pacific must not be
relaxed. Communications with China must be reopened. Resources were allocated accordingly. The
balance was extremely delicate but we had to go ahead. [...]

Between Germany and America in 1914 and again in 1939 stood Great Britain and the USSR,
France, Poland, and the other countries of Europe. Because the technique of destruction had not
progressed to its present peak, these nations had to be eliminated and the Atlantic Ocean crossed
by ships before our factories could be brought within the range of the enemy guns. At the close of
the German war in Europe they were just on the outer fringes of the range of fire from an enemy in
Europe. Goering stated after his capture that it was a certainty the eastern American cities would
have been under rocket bombardment had Germany remained undefeated for two more years. The
first attacks would have started much sooner. The technique of war has brought the United States,
its homes and factories into the front line of world conflict. They escaped destructive bombardment
in the second World War. They would not in a third.

[George Marshall was the Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army during World War II, responsible for the
overall conduct of the war in both Europe and the Pacific. From that lofty position, he received
reliable intelligence that:

1. “German technological advances such as in the development of atomic explosives made it
imperative that we attack before these terrible weapons could be turned against us,” thus
necessitating his decision to launch Operation Overlord in early June 1944. The statement
and decision suggest a potential timeline:

(a) The United States received intelligence reports of an advanced German nuclear weapons
program no later than late 1943.

(b) Those intelligence reports indicated that Germany could have a functional nuclear weapon
as soon as summer or autumn 1944.
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2. “At the close of the German war in Europe,” American cities “were just on the outer fringes
of the range of fire from an enemy in Europe.” That statement suggests that:

(a) No later than April 1945, Germany had developed one or more methods of delivering
a payload to the United States: intercontinental jet bombers, intercontinental ballistic
missiles, and/or submarine-launched missiles.

(b) No later than April 1945, Germany had developed a payload so destructive that it
justified the enormous expense of delivering it to the United States: presumably a nuclear
weapon.

Where did Marshall’s wartime intelligence come from? Where are those reports now?

What did the United States discover after the war that apparently confirmed that intelligence?
Where are those reports and any collected materials now?

Marshall’s statements suggest that there were profound reasons behind the ways that Germany
and the Allies prosecuted the war that have been omitted from history books ever since.

Marshall’s statements also appear to contradict the public conclusions of the Alsos Mission.]

George C. Marshall. Text of Marshall’s Address Warning of Peril in Loss of Concept
of World Responsibility. New York Times 30 October 1945 p. 6.

In the current emotionalism of the hour we turn for relief from positive action to new theories, new
discoveries—the supersonic rocket, of atomic power or explosion. If these remarkable products of
our science are merely to turn us from action to inaction on one plea, one theory or another, they
may well have a more tragic influence on the destiny of the United States than the most pessimistic
fear they will have on civilization. I have been considering the military ramifications of atomic
explosion for more than two years, since my job placed me in the middle of the grim race toward
this scientific power. I think I have—if only because of my head-start—spent much more time than
most Americans thinking about such bombs and what they will mean to military operations as well
as to civilization at large.

I cannot escape the conclusion that the possibilities of atomic explosion make it more imperative
than ever before that the United States keep itself militarily strong—and use this strength to
promote cooperative world order.

No one can foresee unerringly into the future but it is not hard to predict that supersonic atomic
rockets will have a profound influence on any war that ever again has to be fought. But, rather
than decrease the necessity for our preparation, both in manpower and materiel, this terrible new
weapon will tremendously increase it.

The present public apathy regarding our military obligations for the future comes as no surprise to
me. [...]
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Eisenhower to See Bomb: He Tells California Group He Will Watch Tests in Pacific.
New York Times. 23 February 1946 p. 14.

Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, Army Chief of Staff, will witness the atomic bomb tests in the Pacific
in May[...]

There was no thought of using the atomic bomb on Germany, General Eisenhower said.

“My main concern was that the Germans did not get the atomic bomb to use on us,” he asserted.

Dwight D. Eisenhower. 1948. Crusade in Europe. Ch. 13–14, pp. 229, 258–260.

Alarming Intelligence reports concerning the progress of the Germans in developing new long-range
weapons of great destructive capacity also indicated the advisability of attacking [launching D-Day]
early.

From time to time during the spring [1944] months staff officers from Washington arrived at my
headquarters to give me the latest calculations concerning German progress in the development
of new weapons, including as possibilities bacteriological and atomic weapons. These reports were
highly secret and were invariably delivered to me by word of mouth. I was told that American
scientists were making progress in these two important types and that as a result of their own
experience they were able to make shrewd guesses concerning some of the details of similar German
activity. All of this information was supplemented by the periodic reports of Intelligence agencies in
London. In addition, aerial photographs were scrutinized with the greatest care in order to discover
new installations that would apparently be useful only in some new kind of warfare.

The finest scientific brains in both Britain and America were called upon to help us in evaluation
and in making estimates of probabilities. Our only effective counteraction, during the preparatory
months of 1944, was by bombing. We sent intermittent raids against every spot in Europe where the
scientists believed that the Germans were attempting either to manufacture new types of weapons
or where they were building launching facilities along the coast.

During this long period the calculations of the Intelligence agencies were necessarily based upon
very meager information and as a consequence they shifted from time to time in their estimates of
German progress. Nevertheless, before we launched the invasion, Intelligence experts were able to
give us remarkably accurate estimates of the existence, characteristics, and capabilities of the new
German weapons.

[...]
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On June 12, 1944, the first flying bomb, known as V-1, reached London. The V-1 [...] contained a
large amount of explosive which detonated upon contact, and the blast effect was terrific. The first
V-2 was not used until early August. [...]

The V-2 bomb was particularly destructive when it fell directly into a structure of some kind.
Owing to its speed, it penetrated deeply into the ground and its great explosive effect was exerted
directly upward. As a consequence, when it fell into open spaces it was relatively ineffective, but
so great was its explosive charge when it hit a building that destruction was almost complete.

The development and employment of these weapons were undoubtedly greatly delayed by our
spring bombing campaign against the places were we suspected they were under manufacture.
Peenemünde, in Germany, was known to be one of the largest of the German experimental plants
and periodically we sent large formations of bombers to attack that area. There were other places
indicated to us as suspicious. One was Trondheim, in Norway, where we thought that the Germans
were engaged in atomic development. We also bombed the suspected launching sites along the
coast of northwestern Europe, where our reconnaissance photography showed numerous facilities
and installations that could not be interpreted in terms of any known weapon. These areas were
continuously hammered.

The effect of the new German weapons was very noticeable upon morale. [...]

It seemed likely that, if the German had succeeded in perfecting and using these new weapons six
months earlier than he did, our invasion of Europe would have proved exceedingly difficult, perhaps
impossible. I feel sure that if he had succeeded in using these weapons over a six-month period,
and particularly if he had made the Portsmouth-Southampton area one of his principal targets,
Overlord might have been written off.

[Eisenhower’s statements seem to agree with Marshall’s statements about the very real and very
urgent nuclear danger from Germany.

According to Eisenhower, U.S. intelligence information about the German nuclear program was so
secret that it was only given to him in oral presentations, not in writing. That can help explain
the absence of surviving documents in U.S. archives. Just how much did top U.S. intelligence
officials know about the German nuclear program, and how did they know it? The time period
that Eisenhower described was in early-mid 1944, long before the Alsos Mission, which in any event
reported negative findings.

What German atomic weapons development was being conducted at Trondheim? According to
official histories, the only significant nuclear-related work in Norway was heavy water production
at Vemork, but that was hundreds of kilometers to the south of Trondheim, so it seems unlikely
that Eisenhower confused the two locations.]
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Army To Use V-2 Bombs To Test Radar As Atom-Rocket Defense. New York Times.
1 March 1946 p. 1.

WASHINGTON, Feb. 28—The Army Air Forces disclosed today that it was seeking a means of
protecting the United States against possible future atomic bombardment by experimenting with
techniques for radar detection of captured German V-2 rockets.

Brig. Gen. William L. Richardson, chief of the Air Staff’s Guided Missiles Division, explained that
the idea was to devise a means of detecting and “tracing” by radar the enemy rockets as they came
whizzing through the stratosphere at 3,000 miles an hour. [...]

General Richardson said that it was important that a means be found “as quickly as possible” to
defend the United States against “a sudden enemy rocket attack.”

He stated that the Air Forces had been working on rocket defense since 1943, and also stressed
that, through the recently activated First Experimental Guided Missiles Group, it was conducting
“extensive research” in offensive uses of rockets.

[General Richardson’s desperation to find a means “as quickly as possible” to defend against “a
sudden enemy rocket attack” by nuclear-armed German rockets suggests that some other nation
already had that capability. Did he know that Germany had already developed that capability,
prompting him to worry that German engineers would confer that capability on the Soviet Union?]
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Charlotte Knight. 1946. German Rocketeers: German Rockets and Guided Missiles
Almost Won the War for the Nazis. AAF Review (July) 29:6:24-26, 48.

That the Allies won the war in Europe by a terrifyingly narrow margin is a fact now accepted by
almost all military leaders who have seen at first hand Germany’s progress in the guided missiles
field. Just how narrow that margin really was will probably be a matter of considerable debate for
a long time to come, but many guided missile experts who should know whereof they speak say
that it was relatively small.

It was too close for comfort, and simply serves to underline even more emphatically the substantial
edge the Nazis had in this field. Most Allied rocket experts will now concede that edge to have been
at least a 10-year lead in the research and development of guided missiles. [...]

At war’s end, in spite of her defeat, Germany’s scientists and technicians had nevertheless left
behind them at Peenemunde, Brunswick, Wiener Nieustadt and elsewhere the signposts of future
air wars. From the captured results—some in production lines, some in stages of near-completion,
and others on paper—we have since learned much that is enlightening, much that is disquieting.
[...]

With the hindsight we now have as a result of our discoveries, several things become clear. One
is that the Nazis’ oft-repeated threats concerning the “secret weapons” they would shortly direct
against the Allies were far from being purely “propaganda.” Hitler had boasted that England and
the whole world would soon feel their effect. Examination of Germany’s missiles at war’s end left
very little doubt that Der Fuehrer had come uncomfortably close to making good his boast.

Also understandable now on the basis of our present knowledge is Germany’s almost suicidal last-
ditch stand after Allied forces had crossed the Rhine in overwhelming numbers. Assuming that the
Nazis were completely whipped, the Allied populace could not understand why they would not give
up and put an end to senseless, wholesale slaughter. But German commanders, it now appears,
were aware that if they could hold out for just a short time longer they could very well effect at
least a stalemate, if not a short-cut victory, on the European battlefront.

It is now also fairly generally known that the atomic bomb race was close—again, closer than we
care to think about. And paralleling the Nazis’ research on atomic explosives was their accelerated
development of the V-2 program. Linking these two projects together makes credible another theory
which is current among Allied guided missile groups: namely, that it was the intention of Nazi
technicians to put some sort of atomic device in the warhead of the V-2.

This, they point out, would then have made the V-2s economical beyond question. One of the facts
which has puzzled observers is that the V-2, with its small-sized warhead permitting only one ton of
conventional explosives, did not justify the tremendous cost of each missile. The damage achieved—
actually less than that of the V-1 which was many times cheaper and took only 800 man-hours to
make—did not begin to compensate for the 12,950 man-hours required for the manufacture of every
V-2. But if, as they now believe it had been originally planned, even a few of these supersonic V-2s
could have carried atomic warheads, there is little doubt that they could have wiped our invasion
ports off the map and reduced England to the shambles that are Nagasaki and Hiroshima.

It is thought that the only reason the Germans did resort to their uneconomical use of the V-2s
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with ordinary explosives is the obvious one that the atomic warhead devices simply were not yet
ready, and Nazi military leaders, with their backs against the wall, were forced to throw at the
Allies any weapon they had available, regardless of cost. Actually, however, the terrorizing effect of
these 3,500 mph missiles—against which there was absolutely no defense—on London and Antwerp
that winter of 1944–45 must certainly have made the Nazis feel that the V-2s had a psychological
value alone far in excess of their actual dollars and cents cost for amount of damage inflicted.

Allied bombings of the Nazi heavy-water plants in Norway quite obviously retarded her atomic
development, as did also the consistent sabotage on the part of many Norwegian scientists. But
it is still a matter of scientific conjecture just how many weeks—or days—it might have taken
Germany to be ready with her atomic devices for the V-2s.

And continue this same subject of Hitlerian threats, the Nazi claim that Germany had rockets which
could bombard the US was not too far removed from actual achievement. Long-range missiles were
in the design stage when Allied troops moved into Germany. Larger than the V-2s, these winged
rockets, carrying smaller rockets which would take off on their own at a specific point, attain speeds
up to 5,800 mph, and finish their trajectories in a long glide, were predicted to be capable of ranges
up to 3,000 miles.

[...] Even now, more than a year after V-E Day it is still frightening to imagine what might have
happened had we not halted Germany when we did. We now know that it was later than we thought.
It is not enough to concede that the call was close unless, in that closeness, we have learned one of
the war’s most valuable lessons.

[This article appears to be based in part on Donald Putt’s March 1946 presentation (see p. 3234),
as well as on other reports from Allied inspectors. Published in the official U.S. Army Air Force
Review, it stated that:

• German scientists had “at least a 10-year lead” over Allied countries in the field of guided
missiles.

• Hitler’s promised new secret weapons were not simply propaganda or paper designs, but
missiles that were subjected to “examination... at war’s end.”

• At the war’s end, the German military was fiercely defending territory that held those secret
weapons in the expectation that they would be used.

• It was “fairly generally known that the atomic bomb race was... closer than we care to think
about,” and it was just a matter of scientific conjecture whether it was weeks or days that
separated Germany from deploying rocket-launched nuclear bombs at the end of the war.

• “Almost all military leaders” accepted “that the Allies won the war in Europe by a terrifyingly
narrow margin.” This conclusion by contemporary observers best positioned to know all the
facts is quite different than the conventional historical view that has been propagated for 75+
years.]
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D.2.9 Public U.S./U.K. Failure to Find the German Nuclear Weapons Program

[At least in the reports that have been made public to date, the United States and United Kingdom
failed to find any wartime German nuclear weapons program. The documents in this section cover
the two most prominent aspects of the U.S./U.K. investigation:

A. Alsos Mission. The U.S.-led Alsos Mission searching Germany for evidence of nuclear-weapons-
related work at the end of the war found an incomplete fission reactor prototype at Haigerloch,
some papers on basic nuclear physics, and apparently not much else, according to the public
accounts. However, the Alsos Mission failed to properly investigate numerous specific organi-
zations, scientists, and locations that could have revealed a more advanced nuclear program.
If any more advanced nuclear work had in fact been discovered, that information would have
been automatically classified at the time, and could remain classified or buried in archives
and unreleased to this day.

B. Farm Hall recordings. Ten German nuclear scientists (Erich Bagge, Kurt Diebner, Walther
Gerlach, Otto Hahn, Paul Harteck, Werner Heisenberg, Horst Korsching, Max von Laue, Carl
Friedrich von Weizsäcker, and Karl Wirtz) rounded up by the Alsos Mission were kept under
house arrest from July 1945 until January 1946 at Farm Hall in the United Kingdom, where
their private conversations were recorded without their knowledge. The transcripts, which
were not released to the public until 1992, record the scientists’ surprise at news of the 6
August 1945 Hiroshima bombing and do not reveal significant apparent knowledge of nuclear
weapons design and development. On the other hand, there is evidence that the scientists sus-
pected surveillance and presumably conducted their conversations accordingly. The preserved
transcripts document only a small fraction of the discussions that may have occurred during
those six months. Moreover, the preserved transcripts are only English translations, which
may or may not accurately reflect the original German conversations. The original recordings
were taped over and lost.]
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A. Alsos Mission

[Popular accounts of the Alsos Mission were written by Samuel Goudsmit, the scientific leader of
Alsos, Boris Pash, the military leader, and Leslie Groves, their U.S.-based supervisor. In addition,
a large number of Alsos documents, long classified, are now available.]

Samuel A. Goudsmit. 1947. Alsos. New York: Henry Schuman.

[pp. 11–12]: If only we could get hold of a German atomic physicist, we felt, we could soon find
out what the rest of them were up to. To us physicists the problem seemed very simple. Even
those of us who were not working on the atom bomb project knew pretty well what was going
on over here. No amount of military security could have prevented us from knowing, difficult as
it was for the military to understand this. Active scientists engaged in the same general field of
research inevitably form a kind of clan; they work closely together and know all about each other’s
specialties and whereabouts. [...] The same thing, we knew, would be true of the Germans.

[pp. 31–33]: There are still a few secrets which members of the Mission are not supposed to reveal.
We are not supposed to tell just who among the Army personnel were directly connected with
the A-bomb Intelligence. We cannot divulge how much uranium and heavy water was found in
Germany and what was done with it. We helped find it, but never knew how much it was until
later press dispatches from Germany told us about it. [...]

To an outsider, a professor is a professor, but we knew that no one but Professor Heisenberg could
be the brains of a German uranium project and every physicist throughout the world knew that.

There are people who ask us every so often, whether we are absolutely sure we now know everything
the Germans did. How can we be sure that somewhere in Germany, still hidden, there isn’t a group
of men, whom we have never heard of, secretly manufacturing atom bombs even now. There were
even Intelligence reports referring to such a possibility. During the time the Russians occupied the
Danish island of Bornholm, one heard frequent official and unofficial rumors to the effect that there
was a group of German scientists on the island who had completed an atom bomb. We came across
similar rumors frequently during our investigations.

I still do not know how to explain the absurdity of these rumors and how to convince non-scientists.
Possibly a paper hanger can become a military expert, and a wine merchant a diplomat; but an
outsider simply can’t acquire the necessary scientific knowledge for making an atom bomb overnight.
We are always told, with some exaggeration, that only a dozen people in the world understand
Einstein. It follows that at least one of that dozen must be included in any atom bomb project
since its construction is so closely tied up with Einstein’s theory! In other words, we knew who our
chief targets were in Germany before we started. What we had to find out was how far they had
advanced on their atom bomb project.

[pp. 80–83]: The director at that Medical Institute was the famous organic chemist, Richard Kuhn.
When the chemists with our Mission, Professors Louis Fieser of Harvard and Carl Baumann of
Wisconsin, met him, Kuhn was most co-operative. They had known him before and he welcomed
them back in his laboratory. He told them that he had no connection with war work, but that it
was all directed by the chemist Thiessen in Berlin. He had no secret reports and had merely worked
on the chemistry of modern drugs. [...]
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Richard Kuhn’s record did not seem too clean to me. As president of the German Chemical Society
he had followed the Nazi cult and rites quite faithfully. [...] I could not believe that he was not
familiar with important war work, although I had no time to look into this matter further. We
knew, however, that he had been one of the administration bosses of German war chemistry, and
later in Berlin Baumann discovered some valuable secret reports on applied chemistry which were
no doubt familiar to Kuhn. Back in Heidelberg we had him picked up by one of our officers.

I showed him the secret reports, and reproached him for not having told us about them half a year
earlier, when he knew all the time what we were after and when he acted as if he were co-operating
with us. [...]

It was quite important. It contained articles on industrially valuable applications of chemistry, such
as the production of plastics, asbestos, the use of coal tar, aluminum, cellulose, sulfur, etc. This
rare set of documents is now in the possession of the American Chemical Society, and I am still
sore for allowing myself to be fooled by Herr Kuhn. We could have got these documents in April
instead of September.

[pp. 112]: A few days afterward Munich fell. Here Carl Baumann, accompanied by a few officers and
men, located Walther Gerlach, who had been in charge of nuclear research and all physics research
for the last year. He also discovered Diebner and the uranium, which the Gestapo had taken from
the secret laboratory in Thüringen, and brought back more interesting documents.

[pp. 121–122]: [Gerlach’s] only wish was to save and to promote German physics without the help
or obstruction of the Nazis. [...] But it was all too late. The war was over before Gerlach’s influence
took hold.

We could get nothing out of Diebner. He was as sullen as a real prisoner. He must have felt like an
outcast, living in the same house with members of the Heisenberg clique. Their conversations with
him were limited to monosyllables.

[pp. 123–126]: It was not until late in July that a small Alsos group was allowed to enter Berlin.
As we expected, we found no new information but what we learned was very satisfying. It was like
the last pieces of a jigsaw puzzle; the pieces of haphazard information we gathered completed the
picture, plugged up a few minor holes, but the pattern remained the same.

We found, for instance, the chief chemist of the Auer Chemical Company, for whom we had been
looking ever since we had entered Belgium. But he could tell us nothing we did not already know,
nor could the few industrial physicists who still remained in Berlin. The Gestapo scientists had all
cleared out before our arrival, some of them leaving sufficient clues in their deserted homes for us
to track them down later. [...]

Our chief visit was, of course, to the now empty Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics, where the
uranium research had started in 1939. [...] We went in and found one room furnished with two
desks and one officer. [...] He did not understand our interest in this building.

“It’s all empty,” he said. “Everything, even switches and wiring, has been removed by the Russians.
We found some junk which we dumped in the back yard.” [...]

We inspected the place thoroughly. The backyard “junk” contained various pieces of equipment
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for nuclear physics as well as blocks of pressed uranium oxide. There were also some notebooks
indicating the type of research that had been going on.

[pp. 142–145]: Army research was conducted by the Ordnance Department headed by the mediocre
physicist, Erich Schumann. Professor Schumann’s right hand man was Diebner. [...]

Schumann was actually professor of military physics at the University of Berlin, although his few
publications deal only with the vibrations of piano strings—an interest derived, presumably, from
the fact that he was a descendant of the composer, Schumann.[...]

In Schumann’s case, the work had been shrouded in secrecy even before the war, and so no one
knew quite what was going on in the Second Institute, although the first rate physicists knew, from
the type of personnel he was using, it could not be very important or successful. [...]

But the uranium problem is rather more difficult than the mysteries of piano strings and Schumann
became impatient. By the end of 1942 he had lost interest in the project; he turned Diebner,
personnel, equipment and material over to the civilian research organization, the Reich’s Research
Council, which had just been placed under Goering. He did not, however, turn over the two million
marks his research group had been granted by the Army.

Schumann next devoted his talents to bacterial warfare. It is probable that in this field his com-
petence was even less than in physics and its wartime applications. But he liked to be involved in
things that looked important and his name shows up on many rosters of research committees.

When Berlin fell, Schumann fled to Bavaria. The Alsos Mission followed his trail for a short while,
mainly out of curiousity, but we soon gave up. He was so obviously unimportant.

[pp. 160, 164–166]: As scientific adviser to Army Ordnance, Professor Schumann made immediate
preparations for secret research into the uranium problem with a view to producing the super-
explosive. But he himself was only a second-rate physicist, and his helpers were not much better.
[...]

What made this even more irritating was that the academic scientists considered Schumann and
his group far below their level. They thought it outrageous that such men should be given so much
power, and felt certain that they would never succeed in their researches. [...]

Von Ardenne was not a physicist in the German academic sense, but he was a first-rate experimenter;
a designer and builder of important laboratory apparatus, and a successful business man. He found
out that the Postal Department had a research section with a large budget that was not being used.
Contacting Ohnesorge, the gullible Postal Minister, he told him all about the wonders of atomic
power and explosives.

And so it came about that Von Ardenne’s Berlin laboratory was made a branch of Postal Research,
and Ohnesorge, at a cabinet meeting, informed Hitler about the uranium bomb. [...]

For a time the technician Baron Manfred von Ardenne was the official expert on nuclear physics to
the Nazi government. Even today the academic physicists refer to this as one of the severest insults
they ever received from the government, and the reason for some of them becoming anti-Nazi. “If
only the government had taken the true scientists into its confidence instead of those charlatans
like Von Ardenne and Schumann,” they complained to us on the Alsos Mission. [...]
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The real brains of the project was Werner Heisenberg.

[pp. 176–177]: They knew, of course, of the possibility of a U-235 bomb, but they considered it
practically impossible to separate pure U-235. One can hardly blame them for this. Perhaps only
in America could one have visualized and realized an Oak Ridge, where pure U-235 was produced
by the huge combined efforts of science, engineering, industry, and the Army. No such vision was
apparent among the German scientists and certainly no such gigantic combination of all forces
working on all cylinders.

Furthermore, the Germans never thought of using plutonium in the bomb, which enormously sim-
plified the problem. The existence and probable properties of plutonium, though still unnamed,
had been mentioned in scientific literature before the war, and in a few German secret reports, but
they overlooked the practical phase of this side of the problem completely.

In fact, the whole German idea of the bomb was quite different from ours and more primitive in
its conception. They thought that it might eventually be possible to construct a pile in which the
chain reaction went so fast that it would produce an explosion. Their bomb, that is, was merely an
explosive pile and would have proved a fizz compared to the real bomb.

[pp. 201–202:] During the war the SS had a few technical research laboratories of its own, under
the direction of an SS-General Schwab, but these did not amount to anything. They tried some
work on heavy water, but soon gave up and sent their “expert” on this subject to the University
of Hamburg to continue his work with the legitimate physicists.

The principal “scientific” interest of the SS was ancient Germanic history, with a view to proving
the greatness of their Teutonic ancestry. It was for this purpose that Himmler created his own
“scientific academy” in 1935, Das Ahnenerbe, or Academy of Ancestral Heritage. Because some
of the activities of this strange academy were shrouded in mystery that might just possibly have
concealed something really important, we assigned Carl Baumann to make a thorough investigation
of the organization for Alsos.

Except for Himmler’s letter to hangman Heydrich about the physicist Heisenberg, [...] Baumann
did not discover anything connected with atomic research in the Ahnenerbe material. [...]

[Due to censorship in 1947, Goudsmit could only refer to Major Robert Furman as the “Mysterious
Major,” and he could not mention the specific quantities of uranium that had been found. In their
books written much later, in the 1960s, Groves and Pash were able to mention the name of Robert
Furman and the specific quantities of uranium.

Even as Goudsmit complained about the “absurdity” of people asking him if he might have over-
looked any German scientists who could build atomic bombs, in 1947 there were many dozens of
German scientists whom Goudsmit had overlooked and who were developing the Soviet Union’s
first atomic bombs.

Goudsmit’s opinion that (unlike America) Germany was incapable of “huge combined efforts of
science, engineering, industry, and the Army” is clearly contradicted by a number of massive and
very successful German programs that involved all of those sectors: the missile programs, the nerve
gas program, the jet programs, and others. In fact, whereas the United States was still very new to
that sort of approach, it had been the foundation of German research and development for decades.]
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Boris T. Pash. 1969. The Alsos Mission. New York: Award House.

[pp. 156–158:] Our scientists soon joined us in Strasbourg. Bob Furman and Lt. Tony Biot, a Navy
physicist, had already arrived. Sam Goudsmit and Fred Wardenberg reported two days later.

[...] Our scientific sleuths were more than usually agitated by the material probed although they
would be the last to admit it. After a while, I heard Sam Goudsmit exclaim, “We’ve got it!”

“I know we have it,” I remarked. “But do they?”

The two scientists were the only ones who knew to what I was referring. They smiled, and Sam
Goudsmit’s eyes were wide with excitement.

“No, no!” he said. “That’s it. They don’t!” The scientists remained up far into the night, poring
over the papers. [...]

Interrogation of the captured scientists, study of the seized documents and inspection of the lab-
oratories took several days. But the two days during which Sam Goudsmit, Fred Wardenberg and
Bob Furman worked on our priority interest were as important to our top leaders and to the British
as any other phase of the war. It was our Strasbourg operation which disclosed that it was unlikely
that the Nazi could unleash an atom bomb in the near future.

Thus Alsos exploded the Nazi super-weapon myth that had so alarmed Allied leaders. The fact
that a German atom bomb was not an immediate threat was probably the most significant single
piece of military intelligence developed throughout the war. Alone, that information was enough to
fully justify Alsos. [...]

[pp. 216–218:] In Hechingen, the entire Alsos scientific contingent was interrogating the German
scientists and trying to locate significant lab reports and documents. [...]

Upon our return we learned that the secreted uranium of the Haigerloch pile, as well as the supply
of heavy water, was buried near an old water-drive grist mill outside town. [...]

The 1269th provided trucks that hauled the uranium and heavy water, along with recovered
graphite, to SHAEF Scientific Section for transhipment to the United States.

Thus ended Operation Big.

With the exception of Doctors Heisenberg, Gerlach and Diebner [who were found shortly later],
Alsos had taken into custody every German scientist whose name appeared on the “wanted” list.

And the German atomic pile, with all related equipment and documents, were in American hands.

Upon receiving my report that “Alsos has hit the jackpot,” General Harrison immediately sent a
message to General Devers stating, “Boris Pash has hit the jackpot.”

[Pash confirmed that the scientific conclusions of Alsos were dominated by Goudsmit, that those
conclusions were reached in Strasbourg in November 1944 (long before visiting most of the areas
and scientists involved in the nuclear program), that Alsos was only interested in a few famous
scientists on their short predetermined list, and that they were satisfied they were finished once
they found the Haigerloch fission pile.]
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Manhattan District History, Book I, Volume 14, Foreign Intelligence Supplement No.
1. Undated but apparently ∼1947.
[https://ia802303.us.archive.org/26/items/ManhattanDistrictHistory/]

4-1. General.

[...] Lt. Col. Boris T. Pash and Dr. Samuel A. Goudsmit had respectively been appointed Mission
Chief and Scientific Chief.

[...] Based on preliminary lists from the United States, much of the early definition of German
intelligence targets was accomplished at the London headquarters with the assistance of British
technical and intelligence personnel. Priorities were assigned to locations and personnel, and while
later events proved some of the investigations to be unproductive, no important elements were
missed as far as the interest in atomic energy was concerned. [...]

4-2. Paris Operations.

[...] Advance personnel of the ALSOS Mission entered Paris on August 1944, with leading elements
of the Allied troops, and promptly secured initial targets. [...] Joliot [...] added very little to the
knowledge already possessed by the Manhattan Project; however, the following items were clarified:

(1) The College de France (Joliot’s laboratory) cyclotron had remained in service at that institution,
although, at one time, the enemy had given some consideration to transporting it into Germany

(2) Schumann, Diebner, Bothe, Esau, Gentner, Bagge, and Maurer, all enemy personnel of interest
to the Manhattan Project, had spent varying lengths of time during the war at the College de
France laboratory, concerning themselves with the cyclotron operation. [...]

[...] ALSOS Mission reached Brussels, Belgium, on 5 September 1944. A Mr. Gaston André, in
charge of uranium, at the main office of the Union Minière du Haut Katanga, was contacted. [...]

(1) Prior to the war a number of German firms had received uranium products from Belgium for
normal peacetime application or retrade. The shipments had, in general, consisted of quantities of
less than one ton per month of assorted refined materia.

(2) From June, 1940, until August, 1941, the Auer Gesellschaft, a well-known German chemical
concern, which had not been a recipient prior to the war, suddenly became an outstanding consumer
of uranium products. Auer received about 60 tons of refined material during that period. It was
learned that a Dr. Ihwe was apparently in charge of purchases for the Auer company.

(3) The next large German shipment of interest was in November, 1941, and consisted of about
nine tons of uranium products to [...] Degussa. [...]

(4) During June, 1942, unusually large amounts of uranium products were sent to “Roges, m.b.H”.
[...] Within this organization a Dr. Faust was in charge of uranium ores. The amounts of uranium
products ordered by Roges consisted of about 115 tons of assorted refined and half refined materials.
In addition they obtained 610 tons of crude material, 17 tons of ferro-uranium, and about 110 tons
of impure products (rejects). Also, in January and May, 1943, respectively, 50 tons and 80 tons of
refined products were delivered to them.
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[...] During the preceding investigation at Brussels, a preliminary study of uranium stock, by the
Union Minière du Haut Katanga, indicated that a quantity of material remained in Belgium. [...]
The captured material, amounting to 68 tons, was placed under joint American and British control
and removed from Belgium.

[...I]t was learned that nine carloads of uranium (approximate total net weight 72 tons) had been
shipped, in advance of the German invasion, from Hoboken, Belgium to le Havre, France, in May,
1940. Reports indicated subsequent German seizure, at le Havre, of two of the nine carloads and
the movement of the remainder to Bordeaux. [...] 30 tons of the reported material was found at the
Poudrerie de Toulouse, in Toulouse. This material was secured and shipped from Marseilles to the
United States. Investigation continued for the remaining 42 tons, but that particular search was
not successful. [...]

4-3. Strasbourg Operation.

On 25 November 1944, advance military members of the ALSOS Mission joined the T-Force in
Strasbourg.

[...] Concerning the interest of the Manhattan Project, four of the academic personal targets—
Rudolf Fleischmann, Head of the Physics Department; Fritz Weygand, Head of the Chemistry
Department; Hugo Neuert, Experimental Physicist; and Werner Mauer, Experimental Physicist,
had such backgrounds and occupations as to warrant their separation from other internees and
transfer, at a later date, to the United States. [...] Field interrogation of these individuals failed to
confirm that any of them had engaged in direct research on a nuclear weapon, and their replies
to repeated questioning actually provided little worth-while information. [...] In contrast to the
meager information obtained from personal targets, the written matter located at Strasbourg served
as a source of outstanding intelligence. [...] While the information was unclassified, through the
mediums of notes of meetings, fragments of computations, protocols of experiments and vague
hints in personal correspondence, a revealing picture of the German nuclear research program was
presented.

[...] That evidence in a great measure modified the fear of enemy competition with the Manhattan
Project, but it was still believed to be highly essential that those encouraging indications be con-
firmed beyond all possible doubt. [...] All of the foregoing information, after being subjected to an
analysis by both the Manhattan District and the OSRD, resulted in a comprehensive report “TA
Targets–German” [...] which served as a dependable guide for subsequent exploitation.

4-4. Heidelberg Operation.

[...] Professor Walther Bothe, Director, Physics Division of KWI for Medical Research, Heidelberg,
was interrogated on 30 and 31 March [...]

(1) It was confirmed that Hahn had been evacuated to Tailfingen, and that Heisenberg and von
Laue were at Hechingen.

(2) The installation, including the experimental uranium pile which was at Berlin-Gottow, had
been removed to Haigerloch.

(3) A German shortage of heavy water was reported, and reference was made to the only production
having been that in Norway.
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(4) Professor Bothe listed the following as having worked on the nuclear physics phase of the
uranium problem.

(a) Himself, with three helpers

(b) Heisenberg, with ten men

(c) Döpel, in Leipzig, assisted by his wife only

(d) Kirchner, in Garmisch, with possibly two men

(e) Stetter, in Vienna, with four or five men

(5) Approval of Gerlach was required for physicists to secure means for scientific work, and if a
“DE” (highest) priority was desired the additional approval of [Albert] Speer, Minister of War
Production, had to be obtained.

(6) Bothe expressed his opinion that the separation of uranium isotopes by the thermal diffusion
method was impossible. He indicated that the only work on isotope separation in Germany was
being done by the centrifugal method under the direction of Harteck. Bothe was not aware of the
location of this activity.

(7) Bothe believed that uranium hexafluoride was made by I.G. Farben, at Leverkusen.

(8) Bothe stated that no element higher than 93 was definitely known; however, he recognized that,
as element 93 was a beta emitter, 94 must exist.

(9) Bothe repeatedly expressed his opinion that the uranium pile, as a source of energy, was decades
from realization and that the use of uranium as an explosive was impracticable. He claimed not to
know of any theoretical or experimental work being done in Germany on the military application
of nuclear fission; but indicated that such work could be under way without his knowledge.

(10) After repeated questioning concerning the military value of the cyclotron, Bothe said it had
been considered as a means of obtaining radioactive material for bombs.

(11) All secret documents in connection with his work were reported by Bothe to have been burned
in accordance with government instructions.

[...] Dr. Wolfgang Gentner was interrogated on 1 April and, in general, confirmed the information
given by Bothe. [...]

4-5. Frankfurt Operation.

On 31 March and 1 April, 1945, several of the Degussa plants were contacted and a number of the
employees were interviewed. It was confirmed that Degussa had produced uranium metal under the
name of “Spezialmetall”; however, personnel investigated professed indefinite knowledge concerning
the use of the metal and the ultimate destinations to which it was shipped.

[...] Dr. Kohl, Works Manager, Degussa Plant No. 2, was interrogated on 3 April 1945, concerning
the manufacture of “Spezialmetall”. According to him the material was required by the Reich’s
Research Council (RFR) and all administrative matters were handled directly with RFR by Auer,
in Oranienburg. Degussa acted as a sub-contractor for Auer and Kohl understood that deliveries
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of metal were made either to Auer or to the RFR, at Berlin-Dahlem. The use of the metal was
secret, but Kohl believed it to be concerned with experiments in atomic physics. He stated that the
material was manufactured, to a purity of 98 to 99 percent, from ammonium uranate which was
converted to U3O8. The ammonium uranate was secured either from Joachimstahl or the Union
Minière du Haut Katanga. Kohl referred to an early process where metallic uranium had been
mixed with coal dust, with Tragacanth gum as a binding material, and pressed into blocks. The
material was later delivered as powdered metallic uranium, production being between one and
two tons. Kohl was emphatic that no deliveries of uranium were made to I. G. Farben Industrie.
The Degussa plant, at Frankfurt, had been partially destroyed and parts of the equipment were
reported to have initially been moved to a location in Mark Brandenburg, and later to the plant of
the Chemische Fabrik Grünau at Berlin-Grünau. Approximately three tons of ammonium uranate
were shipped with the equipment to Berlin-Grünau. It was reported that, prior to the war, about
three tons per month of sodium uranate were used in the ceramic color business but that during
the war such use had been prohibited.

[...] Dr. Baerwind, director of Degussa in charge of technical matters, was also interrogated at Frank-
furt, on 3 April. Subject to the following comments Baerwind’s statements in general confirmed
those previously made by Kohl.

(1) While Baerwind was then a member of the Supervisory Board of Auer, nevertheless he was not
familiar with the dealings between Auer and the nuclear scientists.

(2) Baerwind indicated his unfamiliarity with the technical details, and expressed his opinion that
Kohl might also have been uninformed; however, he stated definitively that the uranium powder
was not mixed with coal dust.

(3) Reference was made to Degussa production of from five to six tons per year of beryllium metal.
Most of this material was reported to have been sent to Heraeus, for the manufacture of beryllium
copper alloys, but a small amount had been sent to the RFR for experiments with radioactive
materials.

(4) Baerwind believed that the “Spezialmetall”, even under the secret handling, could have nothing
to do with military weapons because the quantities involved were so small. He stated definitively
that Degussa was the only manufacturer of uranium metal in Germany and that until 1944 the
Frankfurt plant production constituted all of the Degussa production.

[...] In September, 1945, an account of the production of uranium metal by Degussa was obtained by
the ALSOS Mission. This account was prepared by a Degussa employee (Völkel [...]) and presented
production and shipping details as well as a description of the process employed. It revealed that
the Frankfurt Plant No. 2 had handled about 12,8000 kg. of the material from 1940 to 1945. [...]
The progress of the war had caused manufacture of uranium metal to be transferred from the
Degussa, Frankfurt, plant to a factory at Berlin-Grünau. Production at Grünau started at the end
of 1944. It was indicated that “Spezialmetall” had only been manufactured in quantities suitable
for experimental purposes and that the purity of the product was not impressively high.

[...] The ALSOS Mission had learned that 11 tons of crude sodium uranate had been delivered to
the Radium Chemie Companie, of Frankfurt, from Wirtschaftliche Forschungsgesellschaft, in July,
1943, and that information prompted a contact with the Frankfurt firm on 25 April, 1945. [...]
Through questioning the Deputy Director of the firm it was learned that a stock of 11 tons of
uranium products, 1⁄2 ton of Schmiedberg ore and a few drums of monazite sand were on hand.
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That material was confiscated. In addition to the material obtained, this operation proved to be of
interest in providing evidence that the Joachimstahl mines were being worked and that the shortage
of radium in Germany made it worth while to exploit the Schmiedeberg deposits. [...]

4-6. Stadtilm Operation.

[...] ALSOS team arrived at Stadtilm, Thuringen, on 12 April 1945, directly after fighting in the
town had ceased. The laboratory and offices of Dr. Kurt Diebner were located in an old schoolhouse.
It was found that the majority of the target personnel, together with their documents, materials
and equipment, had been evacuated by the Gestapo, on 8 April, in order that they might carry
on their work elsewhere. However, the following individuals, of interest to the ALSOS Mission,
had been allowed to remain at Stadtilm: Hartwig, Physicist; Ebeling, Mechanic; Leimert, Librar-
ian; Stuhlinger, Physicist; Pfetscher, Physicist; Berkei, Physicist; Ehlert, Office Manager; Seeger,
Engineer; and Schutzmeister, Physicist.

[...] Gerlach was a frequent visitor at Stadtilm.

[...] The physics institute of the KWI and of the THS [Technische Hochschule] Berlin had been
partially evacuated to Stadtilm about 6 months previously but, for some unknown reason, a number
of the personnel had been extremely slow in the relocation.

[...] Documents, materials and equipment at Stadtilm consisted of: many files; 8 tons of uranium
oxide; parts of a small low temperature pile; air liquefaction apparatus; heavy water equipment
from Norway; counters; miscellaneous equipment; and an extensive physics laboratory.

For about four years [Dr. Berkei] had worked for the KWI for Physics, at Berlin-Dahlem and
Berlin-Gottow, and later served as administrative assistant to Diebner. While, in his administrative
capacity, he had not had the opportunity to learn of many of the technical details, nevertheless
Berkei appeared to have a good overall picture of Diebner’s work...

4-7. Göttingen Operation.

The subject of interest to the Manhattan Project was discussed with Professors Kopfermann and
Houtermans, at Göttingen, on 17 April 1945. [...] Kopfermann and Houtermans had been only on
the fringe of the German nuclear fission project and were unable to contribute additional intelligence
of any particular consequence. [...]

4-8. Lindau Operation.

[...] Osenberg surrendered with some ceremony, making his personnel, files and the general es-
tablishment available for investigation. ALSOS scientific members began their examination of the
Planning Board on the afternoon of 12 April, and continued with the interrogation of Osenberg,
questioning of his personnel and study of his papers during the following three days. [...]

4-9. Celle Operation.

[...] Those Mission members entered Celle on 17 April and readily located the centrifuge laboratory.
That laboratory was found to be under British guard. [...]
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(1) The ultra-centrifuge experments, evacuated the preceding November from Hannover, were lo-
cated within a spinning mill at Celle.

(2) The director of the activity, Harteck, was not present and was reported to be at Hamburg. Dr.
W. Groth was in charge of the Celle laboratory, together with Dr. Suhr and Dr. Faltings.

(3) The equipment consisted of a small-scale set-up. When working smoothly it was estimated to
be capable of a production of 50 grams per day of enriched material. The enrichment was at best
about 15 percent.

(4) The separation was done with gaseous UF6. Groth discovered that it was possible to produce
the gas directly from the oxide, without having to make metal first. This method had been patented
by him, and the material was produced by I. G. Farben, at Leverkusen, in quantities of about 30
pounds per month.

(5) The oil used in the centrifuge contained powered sodium fluoride in suspension so as to saturate
against the effect of UF6.

(6) The centrifuge was manufactured by Anschutz Gesellschaft at Kiel.

(7) In general, the net result of the investigation was that it confirmed former investigations in
revealing the nuclear energy effort in Germany to be on a relatively small scale.

4-10. Stassfurt Operation.

The ALSOS Mission investigation at Brussels, Belgium, in September 1944, revealed that certain
quantities of Belgian uranium products had been removed to Germany. [...] Based upon that intel-
ligence a considerable portion of the material was believed to have been delivered to a plant of the
Wirtschaftliche Forschungsgesellschaft (WIFO), on the outskirts of Leopoldshall, near Stassfurt.
That firm had been formed during the war as a storage agency for Roges. [...]

Removal of 260 truck loads of the material to the Hildesheim Air Strip was accomplished between
20 and 27 April. The material seized consisted of crude sodium uranate, refined products and ferro-
uranium. The total weight was in the neighborhood of 1,000 metric tons. It was held at Hildesheim
until 30 April, moved to Antwerp and then shipped to a location under Allied control.

4-11. Caterode and Nordhausen Operations.

Fragmentary information suggested material possibilities at Caterode and Nordhausen and these
targets were visited with negative or minor results.

4-12. Haigerloch, Hechingen, Bisingen, and Tailfingen Operations.

Scientific members of the ALSOS Mission left Heidelberg on 23 April and proceeded to Haigerloch
where it was found that the targets had been secured and placed under guard. Those members of
the Mission then went directly to Hechingen.

At Hechingen, the branch of the KWI for Physics was located and secured. Important personnel
apprehended consisted of von Weizsäcker, Wirtz, von Laue, Moliere, Hoecker, Hiby, Sauerwein,
Gysae, Bagge, Korsching, Bopp, Fischer and Menzer. [...] The enemy personnel at first stated
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that all secret documents had been burned in accordance with a government order, but, later
following the capture of a complete set of secret reports at Tailfingen, and after demands had
been made, von Weizsäcker admitted that certain reports had been concealed in a cesspool. Those
reports were recovered. Two new isotope separation experiments of interest were in progress at
Hechingen—Bagge’s velocity selector, and Korsching’s diffusion apparatus. The facilities for both
of these experiments were dismantled and evacuated.

[...] The experimental pile [at Haigerloch...] had been located in a cave. The pile did not contain
metal or heavy water. It was photographed, dismantled and the cave laboratory destroyed by
explosives. Approximately one and one-half tons of heavy water and one and one-half tons of
uranium metal were subsequently found buried near Haigerloch. This material was evacuated to a
more secure location.

On 24 April, Bisingen was taken and a research station (Forschungsstelle D) of the Kaiser-Wilhelm
Gesellschaft was secured. Dällenbach, the Director, had gone to Switzerland in December 1944 but
his assistant, Dr. Karl Weimer, was interrogated. Construction of a small experimental model of a
10,000,000 volt cyclotron had been started, and drawings, technical data and patent specifications
were secured.

Tailfingen was captured on 24 April, and, with it, headquarters of the KWI Für Chemie. All
members of Hahn’s staff including Hahn, Mattauch, Strassmann, Erbacher, Klemm, Flammersfeld,
Radoch, Seelmann-Eggebert, Waldmann, Wietig and others were located. The three groups of the
KWI Für Chemie at Tailfingen were led respectively by Hahn, Mattauch and Erbacher.

Professor Hahn’s group had been working on the separation, distribution and energy of the fission
products of uranium. According to him the results of that work had all been published, even though
it was originally treated as secret. [...] He stated that the development of an atomic bomb was not
then possible, and had so been considered by the Germans since 1942. Hahn did, however, believe
that the pile as a source of energy would be successfully developed in a few years. [...]

Dr. Erbacher assisted in an inspection of his laboratory where work was being done on the chemical
separation of isotopes; on the protection of uranium from corrosion, and on the separation of an
active element from its inactive isotopes. [...]

Dr. Mattauch’s laboratory was then inspected. Work was being performed at that location on the
mass-spectrographic method of fission-product (or isotope) analysis. One member of Mattauch’s
group had been working on a method of isotope separation by the electrolysis of a fused salt;
however, such a method had not at that time proved feasible.

From the Manhattan Project viewpoint the above operations were the most important of the
ALSOS Mission investigations of the German effort in nuclear development. Interrogation of the
enemy scientists, study of the documents obtained and inspection of the experimental equipment
added further confirmation to previous evidence and definitely revealed the extremely small-scale
activity of the whole German uranium project. In view of the fact that this exploitation involved
the main group of laboratories it could be appreciated that the German work was far behind that
which had been accomplished in the United States. [...]

4-13. Urfeld and Munich Operations.

[...] The advance to Urfeld was resumed and on 3 May the ALSOS group was successful in contacting
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Heisenberg. Heisenberg was taken to Heidelberg on the next day.

The second ALSOS team had entered Munich on 1 May 1945, and located the residence of Gerlach.
Gerlach was not at home, but was found at the Physics Laboratory of the University of Munich. [...]
On 2 May, a portion of the ALSOS group went to Schongeising, located their target and evacuated
Diebner, certain of his documents, and a quantity of uranium (previously evacuated by the Gestapo
from the laboratory at Stadtilm), to Munich. On 3 May, Gerlach and Diebner together with the
captured material were transferred to Heidelberg.

Heisenberg, Gerlach and Diebner were interrogated upon their arrival at Heidelberg. As was ex-
pected, the interrogations failed to produce any new positive information of interest to the Man-
hattan Project.

[...] Gerlach was merely in administrative charge of the nuclear physics project. He had a superficial
knowledge of the status of the project but knew little of the technical details.

[...] Diebner was not cooperative and seemed to be rather antagonistic toward Heisenberg. Gerlach
and Heisenberg were on very cordial terms with each other but appeared to consider Diebner an
inferior scientist.

4-14. Hamburg Operation.

After the City of Hamburg had fallen into Allied hands, members of the ALSOS Mission went to
that location, on 5 May 1945, to contact Professor P. Harteck.

[...] Harteck’s statement was to the effect that after the initial research it was soon discovered that
the development of a weapon was unlikely, if not entirely impossible. Emphasis was then placed on
the production of energy from a uranium pile, but, in this connection also, he was of the opinion
that there were numerous detailed questions which had to be solved before such a device could be
successful.

[...] Harteck referred to a plan which had been considered to provide ultra-centrifuge machines, each
of which was to produce above 180 kgs. of 1 percent enriched material per year. The centrifuges
were planned to be located at Kandern, but the progress of the war prevented the work.

[...] Harteck had studied the production of heavy water and believed that his improved method
would have made it possible to reach a production of almost 10 tons per year, at an appreciable
reduction in the pre-war cost. It was stated that the Norsk-Hydro project was under the supervision
of I. G. Farben.

4-15. Berlin Operation.

The Berlin location of the Kaiser-Wilhelm Institute for Physics was inspected on 30 July 1945. It
was found that practically all of the laboratory equipment had been evacuated by the Russians.
[...]

4-16. Vienna Operation.

Dr. C. P. Smyth and other members of the ALSOS Mission visited Vienna during the later part of
August, 1945, and obtained information of the research carried out at the Physical Institute and
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the Radium Institute. Information of uranium materials taken by Russian investigators in May,
1945, as well as of the transportation to Moscow of Drs. Wombacker and Ortner, was obtained.
Little additional useful intelligence of the German uranium projected resulted.

4-17. Overall Results and Termination of Western and Central European Investigations.

a. The rapid advance of the Allies in Germany caused difficulty in making thorough and deliberate
investigations of many of the detailed items of enemy nuclear research. Nevertheless, all principal
locations of that research activity were contacted, and, as of May, 1945, the ALSOS Mission had
apprehended the following German scientific personnel of interest to the Manhattan Project:

At Strasbourg.
. Fleischmann
. Weygand
. Neuert
. Maurer

At Heidelberg.
. Bothe
. Kuhn
. Gentner

At Hechingen.
. von Weizsäcker
. Wirtz
. von Laue
. Moliere
. Hoecker
. Hiby
. Sauerwein
. Gysae
. Bagge
. Korsching
. Bopp
. Fischer
. Menzer

At Bisingen.
. Weimer

At Hamburg.
. Harteck

At Marburg.
. Justi

At Stadtilm.
. Hartwig
. Berkei

At Gottengen.
. Houtermans
. Kofpermann

At Lindau
. Osenberg

At Celle.
. Groth

At Tailfingen.
. Hahn
. Mattauch
. Strassmann
. Erbacher
. Klemm
. Flammersfeld
. Radoch
. Seelmann-Eggebert
. Waldmann
. Wietig

At Urfeld.
. Heisenberg

At Munich
. Gerlach

At Schongeising
. Diebner
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Early in the German endeavor the uranium problem had been separately approached by a number
of more or less competing groups. There was one group under Army Ordnance, another under the
Kaiser-Wilhelm Institute for Physics, and still another under the Postal Department. A certain
amount of bickering over the supply of material and a non-cooperative attitude in the exchange of
information existed between those groups. The research efforts of the Postal Department amounted
to little and did not continue for very long. [...] Many German scientists worked along their own
lines and were not required to work at particular projects. Development of an atomic weapon was
not believed to be possible.

As a consequence of the foregoing, atomic energy development in Germany did not pass beyond the
laboratory stage; utilization for power production rather than for an explosive was the principal
consideration; and, though German science was interested in this new field, other scientific objectives
received greater official attention.

[A number of original Alsos documents are reproduced near the end of this file, with varying degrees
of legibility.

Why are nearly all of the references in this file redacted, when nothing else seems to be?]
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The History of the CIC in the US Army (30 Volumes). Volume VIII (The CIC With
Special Projects). Part-III: CIC With the ALSOS Mission, pp. 116–130 [NARA RG
319, Entry UD-1080, Box 3]

[This document generally gives the same information as the Manhattan District History previously
quoted, but in much less detail. The few noteworthy exceptions are included below.]

[...] In December 1945 Lt Col George R. Eckman prepared a final report on the ALSOS Mission; it
is from this document that the following history of CIC in the Mission has been extracted.128

128 “Final Report on the ALSOS Mission,” prepared by Lt Col George R. Eckman, (Conf), is on
file in the G2 Documents Lib, Pentagon, Wash DC.

[...] On 22 March, Colonel Pash led the ALSOS “spearhead” group into Ludwigshaven while the
city was still being shelled by the enemy, who were holding their bridgehead on the west side of
the Rhine to protect their retreat. The ALSOS party proceeded at once to the huge I. G. Farben
Industries plant and secured guards for this important target from the armored unit driving through
the city toward the Rhine. This major war plant was held by the ALSOS team and attached guards
until the “T” Force moved in the next day.

[...] Other targets visited by members of the Northern Base during this closing period of the war in
Europe included personnel and institutional objectives at Hamburg, Jena, Braunschweig, Clauthal,
Halle, Erfurt, and Essen. In the early days of May, ALSOS investigators uncovered additional caches
of uranium compounds and “heavy” water which had been hidden away by the Nazis in the Harz
and the Bavarian Mountains.

[...] During the early planning stages of ALSOS in 1943 and early 1944, many potential Berlin
targets had been evaluated and listed for ultimate examination. However, as ALSOS intelligence
was collected in operations in the liberated countries and Western Germany, it became evident that
Berlin would become an area of only secondary interest. Most high priority targets had already
been discovered by the ALSOS teams.

As the Air Force continued to rain down high explosives on the city, many of the war research
laboratories and bureaus of institutes and factories were evacuated or obliterated. Following the
German surrender and the Soviet Occupation of Berlin, it was expected that what ALSOS targets
remained had been thoroughly “worked over” by Russian intelligence agencies.

There were certain missing items, however, that ALSOS officials thought might be discovered among
the rubble of Berlin, and Colonel Pash headed a party of 14 Mission members that entered Berlin on
28 July. Three weeks were spent in following investigative leads, including documents and personnel
of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute. The effort was well spent, for a number of additional facts were
added to the ALSOS dossiers.

The Berlin Operation was the last major expedition of the Mission. Colonel Pash returned to Paris
headquarters in the second week of August 1945.

[The Pentagon Library told me that they do not have a copy of Eckman’s final report. Did the
Pentagon Library actually lose the final report of one of their most famous missions? Can a copy
of this report be located someplace?]
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Leslie R. Groves. 1962. Now It Can Be Told: The Story of the Manhattan Project.
New York: Harper.

[The three chapters on Alsos in Groves’s book appear to be very closely based on the Manhattan
District History quoted previously. The events, details, and wording of the sentences are all highly
similar. The most noteworthy exceptions are included below.]

[pp. 196–197:] Thorium seemed out of the question, since it is mined chiefly in Brazil and India
and, because of embargoes, Germany had been unable to import any since the war began, and had
had only insignificant stocks on hand before the war. The basic fuel was thought to be uranium.
Considering our own firsthand knowledge of the enormous industrial effort required to produce
U-235, we were confident that we would have seen evidences of any such program had one existed.
It seemed more likely that they would use plutonium. That they had enough to launch an atomic
program seemed to be within the realm of possibility, for we knew there had been a large stockpile
of refined uranium ore at Oolen, Belgium, a few miles outside Brussels, which originally had been
the property of Union Minière.

The only other possible supply of uranium was the mines at Joachimsthal, Czechoslovakia, which
was not a particularly significant source. Most of this ore was shipped to a uranium plant outside
Berlin, the Auer-Gesellschaft. British Intelligence kept in touch with the activities of these mines,
and in July, 1944, Calvert’s group started periodic aerial surveillance over the entire mining area,
studying the pictures in detail for new shafts and aboveground activity. Tailing piles from each
mine were microscopically measured from one reconnaissance to the next. By knowing the general
grade of the ore and measuring the piles, we could determine with some degree of accuracy the
mine’s daily production. There were no signs of extraordinary activity.

[pp. 230–231:] I have always considered Goudsmit’s opinion much to the point: “On the whole,
we gained the definite impression that German scientists did not support their country in the war
effort. The principal thing was to obtain money from the government for their own researches,
pretending that they might be of value to the war effort. One genuine selling point which they used
extensively was that pure research in Germany in many fields was far behind the United States.”

Although most of our objectives in Germany lay in the French zone of advance, one that was
particularly important to us—the Auergesellschaft Works in Oranienburg, about fifteen miles north
of Berlin—lay in what was to be the Russian zone. The information that Alsos had uncovered in
Strasbourg had confirmed our earlier suspicions that the plant was engaged in the manufacture of
thorium and uranium metals which were to be used in the production of atomic energy and hence
probably for the manufacture of an atomic bomb. Since there was not even the remotest possibility
that Alsos could seize the works I recommended to General Marshall that the plant be destroyed
by air attack.

When he approved, I sent Major F. J. Smith, of my office, to explain the mission to General Carl
Spaatz, who was then in command of our Strategic Air Forces in Europe. Spaatz co-operated whole-
heartedly and, in the period of about thirty minutes during the afternoon of March 15, 612 Flying
Fortresses of the Eighth Air Force dropped 1,507 tons of high explosives and 178 tons of incendiary
bombs on the target. Poststrike analysis indicated that all parts of the plant that were aboveground
had been completely destroyed.
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[pp. 238–239:] [...O]n April 23, I handed the following memorandum to General Marshall:

In 1940 the German Army in Belgium confiscated and removed to Germany about 1200
tons of uranium ore. So long as this material remained hidden under the control of the
enemy, we could not be sure but that he might be preparing to use atomic weapons.

Yesterday I was notified by cable that personnel in my office had located this material
near Stassfurt, Germany, and that it was now being removed to a safe place outside
of Germany where it would be under the complete control of American and British
authorities.

The capture of this material, which was the bulk of uranium supplies available in Europe,
would seem to remove definitely any possibility of the Germans making any use of an
atomic bomb in this war.

[pp. 245–246:] In the fall of 1944, Himmler’s Security Service Organization apparently became
interested in the atomic project and formed a War Research Pool, which remained under Göring
to avoid duplication and useless work. Himmler’s people did not seem to be entirely satisfied with
progress under the National Research Council, however, and they subsequently proposed a plan to
remove all obstacles to the project and obtain maximum results. Although this plan was sound, it
came too late.

[p. 248:] After V-E Day, a number of searches for specific information and materials were conducted
in various parts of Germany. Alsos sent groups to Berlin and Salzburg, but, by that time, I was
no longer too much concerned with their work, beyond insuring that no information remained that
might eventually fall into Russian hands. These operations only confirmed what we already knew
and it was quite clear that there was nothing in Europe of further interest to us.

OSS Director William Donovan to Allen Dulles. 20 November 1944. Cable Out 23415.
[NARA RG 226, Entry A1-134, Box 219, Folder 1371: OUT AZUSA Nov. ’43 Sept.
’45]

#0857. AZUSA. 110 from 109 and 106. Answering your #0747 and #737 to Paris.

If Furman and Wardenburg are pressing to contact Flute [Paul Scherrer] and others recommend:

A. Preliminary discussions be held with you and [Moe] Berg always present.

B. If later meetings can be held over until about December 15th, [Martin] Chittick can be present
and carry through for long control as your special representative. Am told Goudsmit somewhat
tactless and possibly should not be included to work with temperamental people. Wardenburg said
to be the better informed.

[According to OSS Director William Donovan, Samuel Goudsmit was “tactless,” not recommended
to work with people, and even less “informed” about nuclear weapons physics than Frederic War-
denburg, a junior Alsos member and middle manager from Du Pont whose only scientific education
was a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from two decades earlier (1927).]
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From A. E. Britt to F. J. Smith. 7 March 1945. SUBJECT: Conversation between
Col. Lansdale and Dr. Harold Wilson [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 169, Folder
32.7002 GERMANY—ALSOS MISSION Administrative Matters (1940–1945)]

1. Col. Lansdale talked to Dr. Tolman and the latter stated that Dr. Harold Wilson was concerned
about the complaints received from Goudsmit. This apparently is the recent letter of which you are
cognizant. Col. Lansdale told Dr. Wilson—

a. That we are not concerned with the organization of Alsos in the Theater;

b. This organization [Alsos] is not responsible for TA in the Theater, however that Furman and
our organization is and that it is up to us to determine what we want, and how much of what
they have obtained that we want and the priority to be established;

c. That it was none of Goudsmit’s business as to whether or not the reports were sent to Dr.
Tolman. Goudsmit is inclined to want to write reports and direct them to scientists. He
was told that it was his responsibility to write reports in a way that non-scientists could
understand them inasmuch as this office is the using office.

2. There is some question as to whether or not the above points contradict the basic principles of
the Alsos agreement. However in talking to Dr. Wilson, Col. Lansdale pointed out to him that we
did not think such as the case.

3. Suggest you talk to Col. Lansdale regarding the above matter.

BRITT

[Although the details of the behind-the-scenes politics are somewhat unclear, it appears that U.S.
officials were quite unhappy with Goudsmit’s strong opinions, and that they wanted him to do only
what they told him to do and have access only to the information they wanted him to.]

Vannevar Bush to Samuel A. Goudsmit. 15 March 1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 169, Folder 32.7002 GERMANY—ALSOS MISSION Administrative Mat-
ters (1940–1945)]

There were several matters which you discussed with Dr. Waterman and Mr. Wilson, prior to
your return to the ETO, relating to the activities of the ALSOS Mission on behalf of the Special
Project. Subsequent discussion of these matters with Dr. Tolman and Lt. Col. Lansdale have, I
believe, clarified the points which were on your mind and resulted in bringing these matters into
satisfactory form. Undoubtedly since you have now returned, you will be conferring with Major
Furman and Major Calvert and the scientific members of ALSOS who are concerned with this
subject and will presently have a full picture of the situation as it now stands in the ETO.

One point which I believe you felt needed clarification concerned the action which you and your
colleagues should take in regard to the execution of plans for gathering intelligence in this area,
which might be requested from Washington and alter materially the priorities and plans already
agreed upon by the military and scientific group in the ETO. I do not anticipate that such situations
are likely to arise, but if this were to occur, I understand it was your feeling that you would be
satisfied if you were assured that any major changes were reviewed by and concurred in by Dr.
Tolman. I am assured by Dr. Tolman and Colonel Lansdale that such will be the case. I expect
that you will find upon your return that plans for targets and priorities are fairly well agreed
upon and details have been worked out to the extent possible with available data. I understand
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that these plans have been closely coordinated with the requirements and information available
in Washington. I expect that these plans are now clear enough so that there is little likelihood of
important differences of opinion.

Another matter which has been discussed with Dr. Tolman and Colonel Lansdale concerns the
nature of the intelligence reports which you prepare relating to the Special Project. We can give
you full assurance that all of these reports are available to Dr. Tolman and reach him. As to the
matter of writing them in “lay language,” this writing must be done either in the ETO or here.
If your reports are not received in such form someone here, namely Dr. Tolman, would have to
re-write them in a form understandable to the non-scientific group. This is a burden which Dr.
Tolman cannot take on nor can his staff. Hence we feel that it is reasonable to ask that your group
prepare these reports in a form directly useable by the military group. Moreover, such reports can
best be prepared with the full information available in the ETO rather than attempt to expand
abbreviated scientific reports.

On the matter of interviewing German scientists taken into custody and sent to this country, this
comes under two headings; firstly, interviewing for information on the Special Project; and secondly,
interviewing for information in other fields. As to the first, it is Colonel Lansdale’s group which
can arrange the interviews. As to the second, it is a matter for Colonel Adams to arrange, for it
is a G-2 function, and I understand that Dr. Waterman is taking this up with Colonel Adams.
As to the PW’s described in your memorandum, it is the conclusion of Colonel Lansdale’s group,
with which Dr. Tolman concurs, that the marginal material on the Special Project which might be
obtained from these men, in addition to that already obtained by you and your colleagues in the
interviews in the ETO, is not sufficiently promising to warrant the risks involved in giving them
more information which might result from further interviews on this subject. Dr. Waterman will
advise you of the results of his discussion with Colonel Adams regarding interviews for the purpose
of obtaining information on other subjects.

I believe that you have found upon your return that the organization of intelligence on the Special
Project from the military side has been clarified since your departure in December, and I trust that
matters will progress smoothly during the remainder of this important and interesting assignment. I
also hope that the targets will soon be available and that the circumstances, planning and execution
of the missions will permit achieving results which are up to the Strasbourg standard. I am sure
that all groups concerned will exert their best efforts to bring about this result.

Very sincerely yours,

V. Bush, Director

cc: General Groves
Dr. Tolman
Dr. Waterman

[Vannevar Bush, who ran all wartime U.S. R&D, apparently agreed with all of the concerns about
Goudsmit that had been laid out in the 7 March 1945 memo from A. E. Britt. Bush’s letter to
Goudsmit was diplomatically phrased but undoubtedly severe.

Also note that Goudsmit had previously been ordered out of Europe from December 1944 until
March 1945. Reading these documents, one could get the impression that Goudsmit’s superiors
spent a considerable amount of time and energy keeping him from pursuing (or interfering with?)
the subject that he was supposedly studying.]
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Samuel Goudsmit. 18 April 1945. SUBJECT: Preliminary Report on TA Information
Obtained at Stadtilm. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3
GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

[...] 2. Targets to be removed from TA list.

a. Freiburg.

b. Posthalde bei Hinterzarten in the Black Forest.

c. Miersdorf bei Zeuthen, where the Reichspost worked.

d. Gottow

e. Berlin

f. Oranienburg, Auer.

All of the above places have been evacuated as far as TA targets are concerned.

[...] 6. Evaluation.

We are more convinced that the German TA effort is small. [...]

Note attached to Samuel Goudsmit’s 18 April 1945 memo. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-
22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June
45)]

Capt BRITT

This report seems a bit “fuzzy” to me—the arrangement (indentation, e. g.,) doesn’t clarify the
meaning for me.

R.

I imagine Goudsmit’s talking thru ’is ’at when he says certain Targets are to be REMOVED from
TA list—on what ground? Freiburg, e. g., he hasn’t been there that I know of.

[Handwritten:] Major Smith has read.

[Even officers who were supporting Goudsmit’s activities were exasperated by his penchant for
declaring that no significant nuclear (TA) evidence could exist at certain places without even
bothering to visit or investigate them. According to them, Goudsmit was known for “talking through
his hat,” a colloquial British phrase for talking about something without understanding it at all.]

Sean Longden. 2009. T-Force. p. 193, citing TNA FO800/565 or some other TNA
document???

Among the 106 targets investigated by T-Force in the ruins of Hamburg were some that related
to nuclear research. They included the laboratory of the nuclear physicist Dr Paul Harteck, an
associate of Dr Groth. In May 1945, his detention caused some controversy, since he was picked up
by a specialist team with an interest in nuclear research [Alsos] that was working within the 21st
Army Group’s area. This team had been operating without notifying T-Force HQ or coordinating
their activities with T-Force teams in the field. As a result, the atomic research team’s work within
the British zone was temporarily suspended and similar teams were withdrawn from the area. The
issue was rectified when the team in question agreed to abide by existing operational orders. [...]
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Upon arriving back in Germany, Dr. Groth discovered that the centrifuge needed for his work was
missing. Investigations carried out by T-Force HQ revealed that the centrifuge had been disas-
sembled and sent to SHAEF for the attention of the Operation Alsos mission. It was one of the
few examples of evacuations that had been unsuccessful. The hurried nature of the work and the
involvement of outsiders, added to the importance of the research equipment, meant that the stan-
dard procedures had not been followed. Due to an administrative oversight, no serial number had
been issued and the shipment was untraceable. Dr. Harteck was later informed that the centrifuge
was unlikely to be located...

[The Alsos Mission was officially reprimanded and removed from the field for behaving improperly
and/or finding things they should not have. Apparently they also carelessly lost (or confiscated and
deliberately concealed?) a highly important advanced uranium gas centrifuge prototype.]

W. A. Consodine to Leslie Groves. 12 July 1945. Intelligence Setup in Europe. [NARA
RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 168, Folder British–U.S. Relations on Atomic Energy
Intelligence (War Period) to 8 Oct 1945]

1. In a discussion with Major Furman I learned his ideas as to the Intelligence setup in Europe
as you requested me. He thinks there should be a study of German research in Tube Alloys and
industrial research and also of personnel. He thinks that now is the time to do it in Germany. He
also believes that all reports of all other U.S. and U.K. agencies should be correlated as quickly as
possible.

2. He says that there is no one in Paris now and someone should be there who reads and speaks
German, who has a knowledge of the project, who is field grade in rank, preferably Lieut. Colonel,
who can work with Spears, Oaks and Davis, etc.

3. He commended that there are a lot of T.A. reports in various American channels now. He
thinks that Goudsmit is the ideal man to do the German job in Paris. He mentioned that he has
a personality difficulty. He, however, said that Goudsmit is the one who did the job for Alsos and
that everything done by Alsos was done by Goudsmit. He said the British respect Goudsmit.

4. He mentioned that Welsh was insecure and a braggart. He substantiated previous statements
that he is anti-American. He said that Gattiger is hard to control but all right. He stressed that we
must start right away, that if we do not we will lose the advantages we can get out of the transition
period.

5. He concluded that the man or men you use must have the following qualifications: (1) knowledge
of American and British scientific war groups (2) rank (3) know the project (4) be able to handle
prima donna scientists and prima donna military officers.

[If the German nuclear program was as small and accomplished as little as Alsos reported, why did
Robert Furman recommend that a detailed study of its research and its personnel be conducted in
July 1945, after Alsos had basically already officially wrapped up its mission?

In addition to the Alsos reports, there were “a lot of T.A. reports in various American channels”
as of July 1945. Who wrote all of those other reports, and where are the reports now?

Furman explictly stated that Samuel Goudsmit had “a personality difficulty” and that “everything
done by Alsos was done by Goudsmit.”]
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Questions from Senator Edwin Johnson regarding Samuel Goudsmit’s December 1945
testimony to the U.S. Senate. Hearings Before the Special Committee on Atomic En-
ergy, United States Senate, Seventy-Ninth Congress, First Session, Pursuant to S.
Res. 179, a Resolution Creating a Special Committee to Investigate Problems Relat-
ing to the Development, Use, and Control of Atomic Energy, Part 2, December 5, 6,
10, and 12, 1945. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1946, p. 254.
[Goudsmit 1945]

Dr. GOUDSMIT. [...] The total effort expended by the Germans on the project was rather small,
but it was among the scientific projects the one of the highest priority; still it was very small
compared to our effort.

Senator JOHNSON. In your investigation of the German effort, did you have access to all of the
efforts of Germany? Press reports have inferred, or at least I have understood from them, that
certain German efforts had been taken over by the Russians, and that such plants as they took
over were not open to inspection.

Now, did you have access to all the plants in Germany, and when you speak of what the Germans
did, are you speaking of everything that the Germans did in the Russian-occupied zone as well as
in the American-occupied zone?

Dr. GOUDSMIT. I speak with confidence of everything the Germans did on the atomic bomb
project. I am certain that I have inspected all the papers and have talked to all the key men on the
project, and have seen all the documents and most of the laboratories have been visited by me or
by men who worked in connection with me.

Senator JOHNSON. In the Russian-occupied as well as in the American- and British-occupied
zones? Have you visited any Russian-occupied laboratories?

Dr. GOUDSMIT. I think that is classified information.

Senator JOHNSON. You cannot testify on that?

Dr. GOUDSMIT. I cannot testify in open session as to that.

[From this exchange, it appears that Goudsmit had additional information about the German
nuclear program that he was unwilling to share with the U.S. Senate. What exactly was that
information?

Alternatively, was Goudsmit simply bluffing the U.S. Senate? If providing honest answers to Senator
Johnson’s questions would have revealed that Goudsmit had failed to pursue many important
leads, did Goudsmit evade Johnson’s questions by falsely claiming that the answers were “classified
information” that he could not discuss?

For much more of Goudsmit’s December 1945 testimony to the Senate, see pp. 2329–2330. In
general, Goudsmit’s December 1945 testimony was highly similar to (and likely a first draft of) his
1947 book (pp. 2836–2839).]
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[As illustrated in the preceding documents, the Alsos Mission failed to properly pursue a large
number of leads that might have revealed that the German nuclear program was much larger and
much more advanced than Alsos claimed. Some of the fundamental problems included:

• Whatever evidence Samuel Goudsmit wanted to pursue (or not), and whatever conclusions he
drew from that evidence, apparently became the official view of Alsos. Boris Pash and other
military men were there to move the Alsos scientists around safely and to retrieve any German
scientists/materials that the Alsos scientists wanted, not to express their own opinions in Alsos
reports. Likewise, there does not appear to be any documentation of junior Alsos scientists
offering different opinions or disagreeing with Goudsmit. Contemporary documents from U.S.
officials show that they realized that Alsos basically was Goudsmit.

• Goudsmit was trained as a physicist, yet his only significant scientific accomplishment (calcu-
lations of electron spin) occurred when he was still a student, and it seems to have been due
much more to his doctoral adviser Paul Ehrenfest and his fellow student George Uhlenbeck
than to Goudsmit himself. Goudsmit was selected for Alsos specifically because he did not
know or understand the scientific details of the Manhattan Project, in case he was captured
by the Germans or the Russians. He spent his postwar career essentially as a bureaucratic
administrator in scientific organizations, not a research scientist.

• In his writings, Goudsmit appeared to show a strong belief in the superiority of his own insight
and an equally deep prejudice against Germans, specifically a strong desire to believe that
wartime German science and German scientists were inferior and incompetent. Presumably
Goudsmit’s mindset was strongly influenced by his parents having been killed during the war,
although perhaps other factors influenced him as well. While his grief would be quite under-
standable, he did not sound at all like an open-minded and intellectually rigorous investigator
for this topic, based on his own words. U.S. officials who worked with Goudsmit openly stated
that he had a number of undesirable psychological characteristics.

• Goudsmit and other investigators incorrectly assumed that any significant details about the
German nuclear program would be widely shared among German scientists, and freely di-
vulged by those scientists to Alsos investigators. Yet in fact the German program seems to
have been highly compartmentalized, with each person knowing only as much as they needed
to know to perform their own job in the program. Furthermore, it was in the best per-
sonal interests of any German scientists interviewed by Goudsmit to minimize their wartime
knowledge, work, and accomplishments as much as possible, in order to avoid further interro-
gations, detention (at Farm Hall, Dustbin, Ashcan, in the United States, etc.), or war crimes
trials that could lead to their imprisonment or execution. Thus they told Goudsmit exactly
what he wanted to hear—that German science was inferior and had not accomplished much.
Goudsmit was apparently very satisfied with that answer. Even if Goudsmit had been more
open-minded, he had been trained as a physicist to hold academic discussions and to accept
the answers at face value, not to hold strong, probing, skeptical interrogations and to apply
as much psychological pressure as possible.

• Goudsmit and the rest of Alsos never investigated work, personnel, equipment, or documents
in the large and scientifically very important Soviet-occupied areas of Germany (apart from
a token trip to the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics in Berlin in late July 1945, after the
Soviets had already stripped it bare).
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• Alsos never investigated other Soviet-occupied territory such as Poland, Czechoslovakia, and
Hungary, where considerable German work is known to have occurred.

• Alsos never investigated Norway and Denmark, where important German work had also been
conducted.

• Alsos never investigated sites in Thuringia other than Stadtilm and Nordhausen, even though
Thuringia was filled with a large number of potentially relevant sites, especially underground.

• Alsos did not seriously investigate Austria (apart from interviewing some scientists from
Vienna, after the Soviets had already removed personnel and materials from Austria).

• Alsos dismissed and did not seriously pursue work that had been conducted by the Reichspost,
Ohnesorge, von Ardenne, Houtermans, Flügge, etc.

• Alsos dismissed and did not seriously pursue work that had been conducted by the Army
Ordnance Office, Erich Schumann, Walter Trinks, etc.

• Alsos dismissed and did not seriously pursue work that had been conducted under the SS.

• Alsos did not seriously investigate work that had been conducted at I.G. Farben.

• Alsos did not consider the large number of German documents that were destroyed, hidden,
or captured by other groups from the United States or from other countries (especially the
Soviet Union).

• From the outset, Alsos was highly focused on a few German scientists such as Heisenberg who
were already well known before the war. Alsos dismissed and did not seriously pursue other,
newer, or previously unknown scientists and engineers that it encountered.

• Alsos stated incorrectly that German scientists had no concept for a bomb, other than a
vision of a highly impractical and inefficient out-of-control fission reactor.

• Alsos stated incorrectly that German scientists had not given serious consideration to pro-
ducing and using plutonium.

• Richard Kuhn was one of the top brains behind Germany’s massive, long-running, and highly
advanced chemical weapons program that successfully researched, developed, tested, mass-
produced, and stockpiled the world’s first nerve gases. Despite interrogating Richard Kuhn
in April 1945, Goudsmit and the other Alsos investigators were completely oblivious to the
existence of the nerve gas program or Kuhn’s role in it. Even when they pressed Kuhn for
more information in September 1945, all they learned was that he had been involved in the
production of plastics and other basic materials. (See p. 2836.) By that time Alsos had spent
more than a year searching all of Europe for any evidence of any types of German weapons
of mass destruction. This demonstrable and complete failure by Alsos to even discover (let
alone properly understand) the massive German chemical weapons program appears to cast
grave doubt on the competence of Goudsmit and the other Alsos investigators, as well as the
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validity of their conclusions about the German nuclear program, which involved the same
organizations as the nerve gas program (Army Ordnance, SS, I.G. Farben, etc.).

• Well before the war even ended, Goudsmit and/or his superiors apparently decided to divert
most of the personnel, time, and resources of the Alsos Mission away from weapons of mass
destruction (WMD), and instead to analyze other German technological developments such
as anti-aircraft missiles and proximity fuzes. That shift is documented by the large number
of reports that Alsos personnel wrote on those other subjects in spring and summer 1945.
That effort duplicated non-WMD field work that was being carried out by many other teams
of Allied investigators (BIOS, CIOS, FIAT, NavTecMisEu, etc.). It also left Alsos even less
able to track down leads on German nuclear or other WMD programs. (Or perhaps it got
Alsos out of the way so that some much more capable but more secretive Allied team could
investigate the German nuclear program?)

• If Goudsmit concluded that there was no advanced German nuclear program, and stated
that in official reports and public statements at the time, it would have been in his own best
interests to keep saying that, even if he eventually learned otherwise sometime after the war.
Goudsmit’s ego about his own abilities, his prejudice against German scientists (including
his irrational fixation on Heisenberg, both during and after the war), and his desire not to
jeopardize his continuing U.S.-government-funded career and his public credibility would have
been strong reasons for him to maintain his conclusions, even if sometime after the war he
eventually heard some secret evidence that did not fit into his conclusions.

If there was in fact an advanced German nuclear program and the United States learned of that
during or after the war, that knowledge does not appear to have flowed through or been shared
with the Alsos Mission. Any such knowledge seems to have resided with whatever officials or groups
warned Franklin Roosevelt of an advanced German nuclear program; directed U.S. forces straight
to Thuringia, Austria, and Czechoslovakia; captured and interrogated Hans Kammler; handled the
personnel and materials from the German submarine U-234 or other submarines; etc. (see p. 2869).]
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B. Farm Hall Recordings

[Ten German nuclear scientists (Erich Bagge, Kurt Diebner, Walther Gerlach, Otto Hahn, Paul
Harteck, Werner Heisenberg, Horst Korsching, Max von Laue, Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker, and
Karl Wirtz) rounded up by the Alsos Mission were kept under house arrest from July 1945 until
January 1946 at Farm Hall in Great Britain, where their private conversations were recorded without
their knowledge. The transcripts were not released to the public until 1992.]

Farm Hall transcripts [page numbers refer to Frank 1993; see also Bernstein 2001 and
NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Boxes 164–165.]

[6 July, soon after arrival, p. 33:]

DIEBNER: I wonder whether there are microphones installed here?

HEISENBERG: Microphones installed? (laughing) Oh no, they’re not as cute as all that. I don’t
think they know the real Gestapo methods; they’re a bit old fashioned in that respect.

[18 July, p. 46:]

WIRTZ: A man like GOUDSMIT doesn’t really want to help us; he has lost his parents.

HARTECK: Of course GOUDSMIT can’t forget that we [Germans] murdered his parents. That’s
true too and it doesn’t make it easy for him.

[21 July, pp. 55-57:]

BAGGE: For the sake of the money, I should like to work on the Uranium-engine; on the other
hand, I should like to work on cosmic rays. I feel like DIEBNER about this.

KORSCHING: Would you both like to construct a Uranium-engine?

DIEBNER: This is the chance to earn a living.

KORSCHING: Every layman can see that these ideas are exceedingly important. Hence there won’t
be any money in it. You only make money on ideas which have escaped the general public. If you
invent something like artificial rubies for the watch making industry, you will make more money
than with the Uranium-engine. Well, DIEBNER, we’ll both go to the Argentine.

DIEBNER: I shall come with you.

KORSCHING: Still, I should like to get to HECHINGEN once more to collect the rest of my things.
After all I still have all my books there and the telescope—though mind you I have hidden it from
the French. Of course I did not hand that over. I have got all my glass prisms, lenses, etc. I lifted
a floorboard, hid the stuff and nailed the board down again. [...]

KORSCHING: [Talking to BAGGE...] (DIEBNER leaves the room) If you work together with
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HEISENBERG on a Uranium-engine then you can write off your share. If you want to work on a
Uranium-engine, then you would have to do it somewhere else. Of course it would be a good idea
to go to the Argentine with 2 people and say: “Here we are, we know how to do this and that;
we have a good method for the separation of isotopes, we do not need to produce heavy water.”
Somehow in this fashion we have to do it. It would not come to anything if you collaborated with
HEISENBERG on a Uranium-engine. They did not even bring along the small fry to this place;
that is how outsiders judge the work. They get there and read all the secret reports before they
take the people away from there.

BAGGE: How long before did they have the secret reports?

KORSCHING: Two or three days before. The principal question which GOUDSMIT put to me, was
“Is that your idea? Has that been published already is that anything new?”—that is all he wanted
to know. And BOPP and FISCHER they just ignore one and say “Oh well, they just made some
calculations for HEISENBERG.” Apart from that for instance, the ordering of apparatus from the
firms and all the other various things which we have done, WIRTZ just told him (GOUDSMIT): “I
have done that.” Do you think WIRTZ is going to be modest in front of Mr. GOUDSMIT? No [...]
And that is how WIRTZ has excluded them. GOUDSMIT takes his word for it. BOPP was quite
disgusted and astonished that suddenly he was dropped like that. And that is how it is all over the
world. A scientist is asked “What have you thought out, where is your idea?” If you then make the
strategic mistake of moving in the shadow of a man who is already world famous, then you are out
of the limelight for the rest of your life and if you then raise your voice against that, then on top
of it you will be called a trouble maker.

[30 July, p. 50:]

HAHN: I read an article in the Picture Post about the Uranium bomb; it said that the newspapers
had mentioned that such a bomb was being made in Germany. Now you can understand that we
are being “detained” because we are such men. They will not let us go until they are absolutely
certain that no harm can be done or that we will not fall into Russian hands or anything like that.
To my mind it is a mistake to do anything. [...]

[5 August, p. 68:]

DIEBNER: It doesn’t look as though BOTHE will join us.

BAGGE: I think GEHLEN (?) is behind it. It looks as though GEHLEN (?) had the decency to
keep BOTHE informed of what was going on so that BOTHE could make his plans as far as these
people are concerned and act accordingly. [...]

DIEBNER: In the end we really had no more radium. There was an awful row as someone wanted
some. I fetched another 3 grammes at the last moment.

BAGGE: Didn’t firms like BRAUNSCHWEIGISCHE CHEMIEFABRIK have any more?

DIEBNER: I don’t know. They may have had 1 gramme; all the rest had been requisitioned by the
State. I got mine from the HARZ, I sent a car specially for it.

BAGGE: That was the Reichsstelle for radium?
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DIEBNER: Yes, the Reichsstelle for Chemistry had the radium—25 g (?).

BAGGE: It’s a pity they didn’t hide 10 grammes out of the 24 grammes.

DIEBNER: I wasn’t there. If I had been there we wouldn’t have handed it over. The cars drove up
and it disappeared. A pity, I had made up my mind not to hand it over.

[6 August discussion after learning of Hiroshima, pp. 70–79:]

HAHN: They can only have done that if they have uranium isotopes.

WIRTZ: They have it too.

HAHN: I remember SEGRE’s, DUNNING’s and my assistant GROSSE’s work; they had separated
a fraction of a milligramme before the war, in 1939.

LAUE: 235?

HAHN: Yes, 235.

HARTECK: That’s not absolutely necessary. If they let a uranium engine run, they separate “93”.
[...]

GERLACH: They have got “93” and have been separating it for two years, somehow stabilised it
at low temperature and separated “93” continuously.

HAHN: But you need the engine for that.

DIEBNER: We always thought we would need two years for one bomb. [...]

HAHN: [To Heisenberg] But tell me why you used to tell me that one needed 50 kilogrammes of
235 in order to do anything. Now you say one needs two tons.

HEISENBERG: I wouldn’t like to commit myself for the moment, but it is a certainty that the
mean free paths are pretty big. [...]

HAHN: I think it’s absolutely impossible to produce one ton of uranium 235 by separating isotopes.

WEIZSACKER: What do you do with these centrifuges.

HARTECK: You can never get pure 235 with the centrifuge. But I don’t believe that it can be
done with the . . . centrifuge.

WIRTZ: No, certainly not.

HAHN: Yes, but they could do it too with the mass-spectrographs. EWALD has some patent.

DIEBNER: There is also a photo-chemical process. [...]

WIRTZ: I would bet that it is a separation by diffusion with recycling. [...]

HARTECK: They have managed it either with mass-spectrographs on a large scale or else they
have been successful with a photo-chemical process.
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WIRTZ: Well I would say photo-chemistry or diffusion. Ordinary diffusion. They irradiate it with
a particular wave-length.—(all talking together).

HARTECK: Or using mass spectrographs in enormous quantities. It is perhaps possible for a mass-
spectrograph to make one milligramme in one day—say of “235”. They could make quite a cheap
mass-spectrograph which, in very large quantities, might cost a hundred dollars. You could do it
with a hundred thousand mass-spectrographs.

HEISENBERG: Yes, of course, if you do it like that; and they seem to have worked on that scale.
180,000 people were working on it.

HARTECK: Which is a hundred times more than we had.

BAGGE: GOUDSMIT led us up the garden path.

HEISENBERG: Yes, he did that very cleverly. [...]

KORSCHING: That shows at any rate that the Americans are capable of real cooperation on a
tremendous scale. That would have been impossible in Germany. Each one said that the other was
unimportant.

GERLACH: You really an’t say that as far as the uranium group is concerned. You can’t imagine
any greater cooperation and trust than there was in that group. You can’t say that any one of them
said that the other was unimportant.

KORSCHING: Not officially of course.

GERLACH: (Shouting). Not unofficially either. Don’t contradict me. There are far too many other
people here who know. [...]

WEIZSACKER: How many people were working on the V 1 and V 2?

DIEBNER: Thousands worked on that. [...]

KORSCHING: You try and vaporise one ton of uranium.

HARTECK: You only need ten men for that. I was amazed at what I saw at I.G.

HEISENBERG: It is possible that the war will be over tomorrow.

HARTECK: The following day we will go home.

KORSCHING: We will never go home again.

HARTECK: If we had worked on an even larger scale we would have been killed by the “Secret
Service”. Let’s be glad that we are still alive. Let us celebrate this evening in that spirit.

DIEBNER: Professor GERLACH would be an Obergruppenfuhrer and would be sitting in LUX-
EMBOURG as a war criminal. [...]

WEIZSACKER: If you had wanted to a make a bomb we would probably have concentrated more
on the separation of isotopes and less on heavy water.

(HAHN leaves the room)
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WEIZSACKER: If we had started this business soon enough we could have got somewhere. If they
were able to complete it in the summer of 1945, we might have had the luck to complete it in the
winter of 1944/45.

WIRTZ: The result would have been that we would have obliterated LONDON but would still not
have conquered the world, and then they would have dropped them on us. [...]

HARTECK: The uranium content in the stone in the radium mines near GASTEIN was said to be
so great that the question of price does not come into it.

BAGGE: There must be enormous quantities of uranium in UPPER SILESIA. Mining experts have
told me that.

DIEBNER: Those are quite small quantities.

Top Secret cable 70221 from U.S. Military Attaché London England to War Depart-
ment. 25 January 1946 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 160, Folder 205.2 Cables
Incoming, Top Secret January 1946 thru December 1946]

Signed Tindall to MILID serial nbr 70221 TOP SECRET Loco personal to Groves for Shuler from
Dean

Conference held yesterday afternoon at War Cabinet Office on disposition of GUESTS. [...]

(A) Harteck to return to his old position University of Hamburg. This proposal so logical it evoked
no discussion.

(B) Gerlach to proceed to University of Bonn.

(C) Diebner more of an administrator than scientist will be detached and probably arrested as
professional Nazi.

(D) Hahn, Heisenberg, Von Laue, Von Weizsäcker, Bagge, Korsching and Wirtz go to University
of Göttingen.

[...]
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[The Farm Hall transcripts record the scientists’ surprise at news of the 6 August 1945 Hiroshima
bombing and do not reveal significant apparent knowledge of nuclear weapons design and develop-
ment. Proponents of the conventional history use that evidence to argue that the German nuclear
program never attempted or accomplished much. However, that argument assumes that all of the
following three conditions are true:

1. It assumes that these ten scientists knew all of the details of the German nuclear program.
Wartime German programs such as the nuclear work, chemical weapons development, and
other advanced military programs were highly secretive and compartmentalized, such that
each individual scientist knew only what they needed to know in order to do their job. Max
von Laue does not appear to have even been involved in the wartime nuclear program, and
some of the others may not have played major roles in it.

2. It assumes that the scientists were telling the truth and the whole truth in their recorded
conversations. These scientists had just survived more than a decade in Germany where secret
SS informers and hidden microphones were commonplace, so that they had had to be very
careful with their words at all times in order to survive. Almost immediately after arriving at
Farm Hall, Diebner openly speculated to the other scientists that there could be microphones
there. Later, Hahn stated that the German scientists would only be released if the Allies
were convinced that they were harmless. Still later, Harteck said they would be killed if the
Allies thought they had done “larger scale” work. Diebner said they would be tried as war
criminals if that were the case. The 25 January 1946 cable demonstrates that even at the
end of the Farm Hall internment, Allied officials were still formally debating which if any of
the German scientists to put on trial. In addition to the Germans’ open acknowledgement of
the possibility that microphones might be present, presumably they would have been very
cognizant that their British hosts might overhear their conversations, or even that some of
their own members (such as von Laue or others) might give the British information about
the others’ conversations. Thus it would be reasonable to assume that the scientists withheld
a great deal of useful information from their conversations, or even gave false information to
make themselves appear as naive as possible for any audience that might be listening.

3. It assumes that the published Farm Hall transcripts contain all relevant conversations. How-
ever, the transcripts give just a small faction of the conversations that would have occurred
with ten scientists interacting among themselves and with their British hosts on a daily
basis over a period of six months. The original tapes were reused for new recordings and
consequently unavailable. Even the original German conversations are unavailable—all that
survives in the written transcripts are English translations of those conversations. It is possible
that the scientists found locations or methods for conversing that were not recorded. Finally,
if a particular conversation had revealed an advanced German nuclear program, would that
conversation have been released with the other transcripts (which were all classified until
1992), or might it have been handled differently and remain classified to this day?

Hahn complained that during that war, Heisenberg used to say “that one needed 50 kilogrammes
of 235 in order to do anything” (which is a very good value for the required mass of U-235 without
implosive compression; the U.S. Little Boy bomb used 64 kg of 80% U-235), but that in Allied
custody Heisenberg had changed to saying he thought it was two tons. This seems to be a good
example of the German scientists making their Allied interrogators believe that the wartime work
was much less advanced than it actually was.
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The conventional historical view is that roughly 100 or fewer people worked on the German nuclear
program. Harteck seemed to indicate that he knew of approximately 1800 people working on the
program, and there may have been many others of whom he was not aware.

The scientists remarked that Samuel Goudsmit was very prejudiced because his parents had been
killed in the Holocaust. They were surprised that Goudsmit simply asked each scientist what work
he had done and just “takes his word for it.”

Harteck said that one ton of uranium could be vaporized for enrichment by as few as ten men, saying
that he was “amazed at what [he] saw at I.G.” Farben. What did he see? Which I.G. Farben facility
was that? Did I.G. Farben have a large-scale uranium enrichment program, or technologies that
could have been readily adapted to large-scale enrichment? Note that as soon as Harteck brought
up this mysterious large-scale activity at I.G. Farben, the other scientists immediately changed the
subject.

Some of these conversations could suggest that the Germans had considered lasers and laser isotope
separation. The scientists repeatedly mentioned a “photochemical process” for isotope separation
that would require irradiation “with a particular wavelength.” It would be virtually impossible to
produce optical radiation with both a sufficiently narrow wavelength range and a sufficient intensity
without a laser. Note that when Wirtz started to discuss the photochemical process in more detail,
the other scientists all immediately drowned out his words and changed the subject.]
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D.2.10 Secret U.S./U.K. Success in Finding the German Nuclear Weapons Pro-
gram

[Whereas the Alsos Mission and Farm Hall recordings rather publicly failed to find any signs of a
significant German nuclear weapons program, there is evidence that some U.S. or U.K. officials did
apparently find information, personnel, or even materials that revealed some aspects of the German
nuclear weapons program. For reasons first of World War II secrecy and then of early Cold War
security, any such evidence would have been kept highly classified. Presumably most of it remains
classified. This section will summarize the best documentation that is currently publicly available,
yet these documents clearly point to much more documentation that apparently remains unreleased
in U.S. (and possibly other national) archives.

Currently available evidence that the United States found traces of the German nuclear weapons
program falls into several categories:

A. There is evidence that some Alsos personnel, or other personnel associated with Alsos, may
have found information on some aspects of the German nuclear weapons program (p. 2870).

B. There are indications that Dutch intelligence may have provided information about the Ger-
man nuclear weapons program to the United States during and after the war (p. 2883).

C. There is evidence that French intelligence may have provided information about the German
nuclear weapons program to the United States during and after the war (p. 2885).

D. In May 1945, the German submarine U-234 surrendered to the United States. It contained
560 kg of uranium oxide (possibly enriched), bomb detonators, other materials, plans, and
technical experts that may have shed light on the German nuclear program. Other submarines
may have carried additional relevant materials, documents, and personnel (p. 2887).

E. Many high-level German military and political officials who presumably would have known a
great amount about the German nuclear program were captured and interrogated at length
by the United States and/or United Kingdom. That includes Dr. Ing. Hans Kammler, the
SS General who controlled all German advanced weapons programs by the end of the war,
was allegedly killed in May 1945, but apparently was actually captured and interrogated
for months or perhaps even years by the United States. Available documents show that
those officials did indeed discuss the German nuclear program, although currently available
declassified documents do not reveal most of the details that those German officials provided
(p. 2903).

F. At the end of the war, investigators from the United States personally inspected many of the
facilities where German nuclear work may have occurred. Reports on what they found have
never been publicly released (p. 2919).

G. Many German and Austrian scientists who appear to have been involved in the nuclear
program visited the United States after the war, and may have provided information about
wartime German work. Files for some scientists are still not available to the public (p. 2935).

H. There is evidence that other U.S. investigators, or intelligence services from other countries,
may have found information about the German nuclear program (p. 2939).]
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A. Alsos-Related Intelligence

[A large number of Alsos-related documents from Samuel Goudsmit’s files remain classified, as
illustrated by some examples on pp. 2871–2872 [NARA RG GOUDS, Entry UD-7420].

Some very important Alsos-related files from the Manhattan Project’s Foreign Intelligence Unit
also remain classified and unavailable, as shown by the example on p. 2807.

Where is George Eckman’s missing December 1945 final report on the Alsos Mission (p. 2851)?

Are there other files on the German nuclear program that remain classified, without even a yellow
card to mark where they should be in the NARA files?

Can all of these files be declassified?]
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Figure D.131: Many Alsos-related documents from Samuel Goudsmit’s files remain classified [NARA
RG GOUDS, Entry UD-7420].
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Figure D.132: Many Alsos-related documents from Samuel Goudsmit’s files remain classified [NARA
RG GOUDS, Entry UD-7420].
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OSS. TOP SECRET—CONTROL Number 67. Subject: Experts on Atomic Fission.
Late 1945 (?). [NARA RG 226, Entry A1-215, Box 6, Folder WN26150–26164].

1. The following list includes the names, approximate locations, field of interest, and relative impor-
tance of the scientists now living in Germany who are outstanding for their theoretical knowledge
of atomic fission.

NAME ADDRESS FIELD RATING
BAGGE Goettingen Nuclear physics B
BERKEI, Fritz Berlin Nuclear physics B–C
*BONHOEFFER, K. F. Leipzig Phys-chemistry; heavy water A
*BORN, Dr. H. J. Berlin-Karlshorst Bio-physics B
BOTHE, Prof. Walter Heidelberg Nuclear physics A
BRILL, Prof. Dr. R. Darmstadt Inorganic chemistry A
BRUNA, Dr. Otto Tailfingen Nuclear physics B–C

CLUSIUS, Klaus Munich Nuclear physics A
CZULIUS, Werner Berlin (?) Nuclear physics B–C

DAENZER, Dr. H. Heidelberg (?) Nuclear physics A–B
DIEBNER, Dr. K. Br. Zone Nuclear physics C
DIECKEL Munich Nuclear physics B
DOPEL, R. Leipzig (?) Nuclear physics B
DROSTE, Dr. G. von Berlin-Dahlem Nuclear physics B

ERBACHER, Prof. Otto Tailfingen (?) (May Nuclear physics B
be in Berlin-Dahlem)

EWALD, Dr. Heinz Tailfingen (?) Mass spectroscopy B

FLAMMERSFELD, Dr. Arnold Berlin-Dahlem Theoretical physics B
FUCHTBAUER, Prof. Dr. Beboldehausen Spectroscopy B

(Formerly Bonn)

FLÜGGE, Siegfried Goettingen (?) Nuclear physics A–B

GENTNER, Dr. Wolfgang Heidelberg Nuclear physics B
GERLACH, W. Bonn Nuclear physics B
GERTHSEN, Prof. Berlin Nuclear physics A–B
GOTTE, Dr. Hans Tailfingen (?) Nuclear physics B
GRASSMAN, E. Berlin (?) Nuclear physics C
GROTH, Dr. Will Hamburg Physical chemistry B

HAHN, Prof. Dr. Otto Goettingen Nuclear physics A
HARTECK, P. Hamburg Nuclear physics A
HAXEL, O. Berlin (?) Nuclear physics B
HILSCH, Dr. R. Erlangen Experimental physics B
HEISENBERG, Werner Goettingen Nuclear physics A
*HILGERS, Dr. Berlin-Oberschoeneweide Nuclear physics C
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HINTERBERGER, Dr. Heinrich (?—is Austrian) Mass spectroscopy B
HOCKER, Karl Heinz Hechingen Nuclear physics C
HOFFMAN, Prof. Leipzig Physics B
HOUTERMANS, Fritz G. Goettingen Physics B

JENSEN, Dr. J. Hannover Theoretical physics B
JORDAN, Pasqual Berlin Theoretical physics A
JUILFS, Dr. Berlin Theoretical physics B–C

KIRCHNER, Dr. Garmisch Nuclear physics B
KLEMM, Dr. Alfred Tailfingen (?) Nuclear physics B
KLUGE, Dr. Berlin (?) High frequency cables (AEG) C
KOCHENDORFER, Dr. Albert Stuttgart Physics B
KOPPERMANN, H. Goettingen Nuclear physics A
KOSSEL, Prof. W. ? Physics A

LAUE, Max von Goettingen Nuclear physics A
LINDNER, Dr. Roland Tailfingen (?) Nuclear physics C

MATTAUCH, Dr. Joseph Tailfingen Nuclear physics A
MECKE, Prof. Dr. F. Freiburg Theoretical physics B

(Spectroscopy)
MOLIERE, G. Heckingen Theoretical physics B

(Cosmic Rays)

PHILIPP, Kurt ? Physics B
Geiger-Mueller counters

POHL, Dr. R. W. Goettingen Physics A
POSE, H. Leipzig (?) Heckingen (?) Nuclear physics B

RAMSAUER, Prof. Dr. K. W. Berlin (?) Physics A–B
REGENER, E. Weissenantal (Ravensburg) Cosmic radiation; A

physics of ionosphere
REHBEIN, F. Stadtilm, Thur. Nuclear physics B–C
RIEZLER, Prof. Dr. W. Garmisch Nuclear physics B
RUCHARDT, E. Munden Nuclear physics B–C

SAUERWEIN, Kurt Tailfingen Theoretical physics B
SCHMIDT, Dr. Theo Greifswald (N. of Berlin) Theoretical physics B
SEELMANN-EGGEBERT, Dr. Walter Tailfingen Nuclear chemistry B
STRASSMANN, Dr. Fritz Goettingen Nuclear physics A
*STEIMEL, Dr. Berlin (?) Electronic tubes B

WALDMANN, Dr. Ludwig Tailfingen Theoretical physics A
WEIZSAECKER, Carl Fred. von Goettingen Nuclear physics B
WIRTZ, Karl Goettingen Nuclear physics B

*ZIMMER, Dr. Berlin-Karlshorst Bio-physics B
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(Asterisks denote men who have been invited to work in Russia but have declined.)

2. Any of these men becomes an important intelligence target whenever it appears that his services
have been sought by any other nation. Any attempts to recruit these scientists should be reported
in detail; especially the name and German address of the man, exactly what he is being recruited
for, where he would go, and all inducements offered. This information should be forwarded by the
quickest means possible.

3. The following is a list of German scientists known to be working in the USSR at the invitation
of the Russians.

ARDENNE, Baron Manfred von: Germany’s foremost builder of cyclotrons. Taken to Russia June
1945; now reported in Taupse on Black Sea. Rating: A.

HERTZ, Prof. G.: Partially Jewish; non-Nazi. Went to Russia in June 1945 with 25 assistants.
Rating: A.

MIE, Dr.: Nazi; physicist. Arrived Moscow July 1945. Rating: C.

RIEHL, Prof. N.: Non-Nazi; Director of Research for the Auergesellschaft AG Oranienburg, Berlin.
Radio chemist. Went to Russia June 1945. Rating: A.

STEENBECK, Dr.: Nazi; atomic physicist and rheotron expert. Arrested by Russians and sent to
Moscow in September 1945. Rating: A.

THIESSEN, Prof. P. A.: Former Director Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for physical chemistry. Taken
to Russia in October 1945 with two assistants and VON ARDENNE. Rating: B.

VOLMER, Prof. M.: Non-Nazi; physical chemist. In Russia with HERTZ. Rating: A.

4. The activities of these men are of the greatest interest, as are those of any other men who may
be added to the list. If any of these men returns to Germany information as to his whereabouts
should be forwarded at once.

5. The names and activities of engineers and other technical experts possibly connected with atomic
research also become of great intelligence interest when such men are known to be working for other
nations or to have been successfully recruited or even approached by another nation. Full details
are required.

[This is the final version of a list that was created and distributed by the Alsos Mission. There
was a similar but separate list for Austrians such as those Georg Stetter’s group—see the following
pages. If the U.S. government truly believed that these scientists knew and accomplished so little
during the war, why were they so concerned about what these scientists might tell or do for other
countries that wanted to develop nuclear weapons?

In some respects this list shows a remarkably detailed knowledge of wartime German nuclear work,
including many relatively obscure scientists. In other respects this list reveals areas of ignorance
about the wartime German nuclear program. It underestimates the importance of some people.
For example, it assigns the lowest value (C) to Diebner, who appears to have been instrumental in
running the nuclear program, and gives a B to Jensen, who went on to win a Nobel Prize for his
nuclear work. It also omits a number of important people.]
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T. M. Odarenko. 26 October 1945. Problem of Displaced Scientists Now Residing in
the American Zone of Austria. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 167, Folder 32.12-2
GERMANY: Personnel (Jan 45–Dec 45)]

1. This memorandum is prepared for Col. R. M. Osborne, Chief of FIAT, and Dr. H. P. Robertson,
Chief of Scientific and Technological Branch of FIAT, upon their request to point out certain
problems arising out of the presence of a very large group of displaced German and Austrian
scientists, now residing in and around Zell-am-See, south of Salzburg, Austria. [...]

3. The total number of scientists is not known to the undersigned. It was variously estimated for
him by the officers of G-2 and OSS in Salzburg as being between 150 to 250 individuals. They come
from the high institutions of learning originally located in Berlin, Insbruck, Graz, Wien, Dresden,
etc. A complete list of the evacuated organizations might be in the hands of OSS, Salzburg, or
in the hands of Education, Religion, Muniment and Fine Art Office of the military government of
Salzburg. [...]

6. Among these evacuees there is a very large group of capable scientists who worked in the field
of nuclear physics and chemistry and who have been carrying this work with such facilities as
they have been able to assemble. There are two (or possibly more) institutes which were directly
involved before the end of the war in a secret German project called “Uranmotor” whose purpose
was to split uran atoms in order to obtain a powerful source of intra-atomic energy. It is apparent
that the end result of this work is a method of obtaining an explosive release of atomic energy, or
atomic bomb. The two groups definitely identified with the Uranmotor project are Kaiser Wilhelm
Institute and Institut für Neutronenforschung. Professor Stetter, Professor Matauch [Mattauch],
Professor Thiering [Thirring], Dr. Schindelmeister [Schintlmeister], Dr. Jentschke, Dr. Ortner, Dr.
Ing. F. Focke are some of the names reported to the undersigned to have been directly involved in
the project and capable of completing it as soon as the opportunity will present itself.

7. The undersigned spent a day with one of these groups, namely Professor Stetter and his men. He
was assured that the work on the project reached the state before the end of the war when small
scale experiments were completed and were quite satisfactory. The present status is that if given
an opportunity to return to Vienna, where certain equipment and raw materials were left (and are
still intact in the hands of Professor E. Haschek, Poltzman Gasse S, Wien IX) and given a supply
of uran, the project could be completed in three to six months with the available personnel and
equipment.

8. Professor Smythe of the Alsos Mission visited the region and Professor Stetter’s group three times
(last on August 14, 1945) and spent considerable time with them. It is reasonable to assume that
he is fully cognizant of the significance of the experience and qualification of the group, since his
recommendation to OSS in Salzburg was to keep the group under a “constant and strict survey”.
[...]

10. It must be also kept in mind that because of the decision of the United States not to share
the secrets of atomic explosion with other nations, there is an ever increasing desire on the part of
certain nations to arrive at the solution of the atomic disintegration problem by an independent
method. The undersigned has some information indicating that USSR has a large scale research
organization with the best of German scientists working on the problem and expect the solution
shortly. They are also reputed to be anxious to get certain of the men now in Austria to join their
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organization. Thus, it would appear that a careful consideration must be given promptly to the
disposition and utilization of the scientific personnel in Austria. It has been repeatedly stated to
the undersigned by the occupational officers in Austria that the final decision on the disposition of
the displaced scientists in Austria must come from the highest quarters in USFET, and that if the
decision does not come soon enough it might come too late. [...]

T. M. Odarenko. FIAT 63. Activities of the Second Institute of Physics of the Uni-
versity of Vienna. [The original German version of this report is G-345.]

1.0 Introduction.

The material presented here on the activities of the Second Physics Institute of Vienna University
was obtained from Prof. Stetter, as the result of my visit to Thumersbach and to Zell-am-See
between October 10 and 13, 1945. The primary purpose of the visit was to establish the contribution
of the Institute to the atomic work on the so-called “Uran-Motor” project, and to determine the
work of the Institute on radiation absorption materials. Two days were used for interviews with
Prof. Stetter and his associates, at the end of which a series of reports were obtained, the English
translation of which is attached herewith, as Appendix I.

Although some of these reports, and additional documents, were removed from the Institute earlier
by Prof. Smyth of the Alsos Mission, the reports obtained were translated and are released herewith
as a matter of record. The original German reports were turned over to the Naval Intelligence
Division, Navy Department, Washington, D.C.

2.0 General Observations on the Institute and its Work.

2.1 The Institute.

The Institute, with its present component parts, was the largest and the most important research
organization in Austria. Before the war, it was involved primarily in the so-called pure research.
During the war, it became engaged in certain special problems, of which the Uran-Motor project
was one. In addition, the problems relating to the radar field, high frequency development work on
testing equipment and the radiation absorption materials, received a certain amount of attention.
A very brief review of these activities is undertaken below. A series of the reports prepared by the
members of the Institute is attached for a more searching study.

2.2 Work in Nuclear Physics.

Not having been intimately connected with the work on atomic energy release, I am not in a position
to fully evaluate the importance of the Institute’s work in this field. The significance of the work of
the Institute, from the point of view of the potential utilization of its research, was very sketchily
discussed in my reports on “Atomic Bomb Research in the Russian Zone of Czechoslovakia”, dated
October 26, 1945, and on “Problems of Displaced Scientists Now Residing in the American Zone
of Austria”, dated October 26, 1945.
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Contrary to the statements, attributed by the U.S. newspapers to the various U.S. atomic experts,
that it “would take the Germans some 100 years to solve the problem of atomic disintegration on
an explosive basis” (for the manufacture of bombs), the opinion of the members of the Institute
themselves was that, given a supply of radium and uranium, and permitting their return to Vi-
enna, where certain of their materials and equipments are stored, they would be able to “complete
their work” in some 3 to 6 months. Some small scale experiments were claimed to be performed
successfully by the Institute before the end of the war in Europe.

That these claims of the Institute are not to be disregarded too readily would follow from the
fact that Prof. Smyth spent considerable time with the Institute, revisited them several times, and
thought it necessary to insist on the most stringent type of control over the scientific activities of
the group, as well as on close individual observations. Perhaps equally significant are the indications
of the substantial interest of the Russians in several members of the Institute.

Incidentally, the following list of materials was obtained from Prof. Stetter, as held in Vienna by
Prof. E. Haschek of the Vienna University: a mass-spectrograph, amplifiers, oscillographs, an X-ray
equipment, various testing devices for work on nuclear physics, 200 kg. of Wolfram, some Beryllium,
Heavy water, 500 kg. of Lead, a small quantity of Uranium, (most of the Uranium had been removed
by the Russians from the laboratories of the University).

As a result of the forced idleness, the group has occupied itself with the problems of Uranium
split-up on a considerably more concentrated basis than they were able to do in Vienna. They also
managed to attract the attention to this problem of other members of the scientific body in the
region around Zell-am-See. I am inclined to think that, given an opportunity, such as their return
to Vienna, and some sort of inducement, the Institute would concentrate on this problem to the
exclusion of other activities, with a good chance of success.

[The information from Odarenko was forwarded to Leslie Groves—see: Shuler to Leslie R. Groves.
26 November 1945. Subject: Problem of Displaced Scientists in American Zone of Austria. [NARA
RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 174, Folder 10.10 Austria: Personnel].

As shown by Alsos personnel schedules, “Professor Smythe” was Charles P. Smyth, a Princeton
chemistry professor and member of the Alsos Mission. He should not be confused with Henry
DeWolf Smyth, a Manhattan Project physicist who wrote the August 1945 “Smyth Report” that
gave public information about the U.S. atomic bomb program.

As a result of the reports of Odarenko and Smyth, the Austrian nuclear scientists were closely
monitored and controlled for years by U.S. intelligence and military agencies. The leader of the
Austrian group, Georg Stetter, was kept under virtual house arrest until sometime in the 1950s,
nearly destroying his career [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-134B, Box 749, Folder 23 Nov 95 Georg
Stetter XA001081].]
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John Weckerling. 6 February 1946 secret memorandum. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-
47B, Box 991, Folder Implementation, General Policy & History]

MIL 920 6 February 1946

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDING GENERAL, ARMY SERVICE FORCES:

SUBJECT: Plans for Extended Exploitation of OVERCAST Personnel

1. In the event that governmental policies are promulgated that will permit long-term exploitation
of German scientists with inducements such as legal status in the United States, possible transfer
of families, patent protection, etc., it is desirable that the War Department be prepared to take
immediate advantage of such a policy. It is requested that you submit lists of scientists, in the
following categories, whose indefinite stay in this country appears to be in the national interest[...]

Leslie Groves. 20 February 1946 secret memorandum. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-
47B, Box 991, Folder Implementation, General Policy & History]

20 February 1946

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDING GENERAL, ARMY SERVICE FORCES:
THRU: Chief, Personnel Division, Office Chief of Engineers.

SUBJECT: Plans for Extended Exploitation of OVERCAST Personnel.

1. Reference is made to memorandum for the Commanding General, ASF, subject as above, dated
6 February 1946, from Brigadier General John Weckerling, WDGS, MID G-2, reference MIL 920.

2. Government measures to encourage the long term exploitation of German scientists by the United
States are desirable, particularly with reference to nuclear physicists and chemists who might be of
some service to scientists in this country in the field of atomic energy.
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3. There are a number of German scientists who might well be included for the policies and pro-
cedures set forth in reference memorandum. However, they do not fall within any of the categories
listed in paragraph 1 of that memorandum. The atomic bomb was created without the direct ex-
ploitation of any German scientists. I suggest, therefore, a fifth category, defined as, those German
scientists of outstanding ability in the field of nuclear physics and chemistry who, by their past
reputation and present knowledge, would be of more value to the national interest of this country
if they could be employed here rather than in any other country. A list of the men falling within
such category is given below. In order for you to place them in the proper priority group, I have
included a brief critical analysis of their relative merit. It should be borne in mind that strong
opposition will be encountered in placing these men in American institutions best fitted to exploit
their efforts. The Manhattan District does not want them because of obvious security reasons.
However, it is extremely important that these persons be prevented from giving their services to a
potential enemy of the United States.

PROFESSOR OTTO HAHN

He is one of the greatest living chemists in the field of radioactivity, and winner of the 1944 Nobel
prize in Chemistry for the discovery of the fission of uranium. Hahn is not known to have been a
Nazi and is apparently well disposed to both England and America.

PROFESSOR MAX VON LAUE

He never actively worked on the German nuclear physics project. However, he is or has been well
disposed toward America. His son is presently in the United States Army and was formerly at
Princeton. Von Laue is noted in the field of physical chemistry and X-ray diffraction as a top flight
man. He is over seventy years of age.

PROFESSOR WALTHER GERLACH

Gerlach is an experimental atomic physicist of considerable ability but is a thorough Nazi and
served as Goering’s deputy in charge of the German atomic energy effort in its later stages. He is
reported to feel like a defeated general because of the failure of the German nuclear project and
has discussed suicide. He is not believed sympathetic to other countries but is essentially a German
nationalist.

PROFESSOR W. HEISENBERG

He is a theoretical nuclear physicist, a Nobel prize winner and probably the present German leader in
physics. He is particularly known for his work in quantum mechanics and nuclear theory. Although
Heisenberg may not have been an active Nazi he is a patriotic German. It is conceivable that some
persuasion might be necessary as he may desire to take his chances in Germany or England.

PROFESSOR P. HARTECK

He is a famous physical chemist who seems to have what has been characterized as an “American
approach” to atomic energy problems, i.e.—he demonstrated a competence in the engineering phases
of the work. He is not believed to have any profound political sympathies but has confined himself
to his research work.
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PROFESSOR C. P. VON WEIZSACKER

He is a first-class physicist and astro-physicist quite interested in philosophy and certain philosoph-
ical implications of his work. He is an opportunist and son of a diplomat. He is not believed to be
a Nazi.

DR. K. WIRTZ

He is an experimental physicist, comparatively unknown prior to the German atomic energy project
but the author, while on the project, of a number of worthwhile reports, particularly on pile theory.
Wirtz is the sort who will go to another country if offered what he considers good terms.

DR. E. BAGGE

He is a fairly young, reasonably competent, experimental physicist who has done considerable
work on isotope separation. Bagge is of humble origin, a serious, hard-working, completely German
nationalist. He might work for another country.

H. KORSCHING

He is a rather obscure physicist who has done good work on isotope separation on the German
energy project. He was probably a Nazi.

K. DIEBNER

He was Gerlach’s administrative assistant on the German atomic energy project. He is not a par-
ticularly well known physicist although he has a pretty good grasp of the German project.

FREDERICK WEYGAND

He is a chemist and biologist and not a physicist. He is believed to be anti-Nazi and has been
cooperative with American authorities. He has until recently been located in an American P/W
camp. He has recently written the Rockefeller Foundation and requested a position with them.

DR. WERNER MAUER

He has been, until recently, in an American P/W camp but is presently on his way back to Germany.
Maurer is a relatively young physicist who did considerable experimental work in Joliot’s laboratory
in Paris after the German occupation. He is unquestionably a reliable Nazi in addition to being an
able young physicist.

DR. RUDOLPH FLEISCHMANN

He was, until recently, in an American P/W camp. He is a first-rate physicist formerly head of the
Physical Research Division of the Medical Institute of the University of Strassburg and is generally
considered to be an extreme Nazi. His particular field has centered around the application of induced
radioactivity in the field of biological research.

PROFESSOR FRITZ G. HOUTERMANS

Houtermans is of Dutch extraction, grew up in Austria, lived in Germany until 1933 when he left
because of the Nazi Party and worked at Cambridge University in England. He subsequently went
to Kharkov, Russia, where he worked at the Kharkov Physico-Technical Institute. In 1937, as he was
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preparing to leave Russia, Houtermans, according to his own statement, was arrested by the NKVD
on vague charges of counter-revolutionary activity for Germany. As a result of the intervention of
Dr. R. A. Millikan of Cal. Tech., he was released in 1940 after preparing what he claims was a false
confession of technical espionage which he framed in such a manner as to be obviously scientifically
fallacious, but which satisfied the NKVD, who exiled him to Germany in spite of his requests not
to be sent there. In Germany, Houtermans says he was immediately imprisoned by the Gestapo
but was released after questioning as to why he had left Russia.

Houtermans’ connection with the German nuclear physics project was not great, although he was
in close contact with von Weizsacker and von Ardenne and worked with the latter on a cyclotron.
Houtermans’ official position was with the PTR (German Bureau of Standards) at Ronneburg,
Thuringen, where he worked with counter-tubes. He was the first man in Germany to propose the
fissionability of plutonium and wrote several memoranda on the subject, but little attention was
paid to him in Germany.

L. R. GROVES,
Major General, U.S.A.

[Publicly, Leslie Groves agreed with Samuel Goudsmit’s statements that the wartime German nu-
clear program was very small and very primitive, had never considered plutonium, and had never
even tried to produce a fission bomb. Privately, Groves wrote this secret memorandum admit-
ting that the German program had recognized the potential of plutonium very early on, had done
“considerable work” on uranium isotope separation, and had a number of “nuclear physicists and
chemists who might be of some service to scientists in this country in the field of atomic energy.”
Groves also warned that because of those scientists’ “present knowledge,” “it is extremely impor-
tant that these persons be prevented from giving their services to a potential enemy of the United
States.” This document also shows that in addition to the ten nuclear scientists who were held
at Farm Hall, a significant number of German nuclear scientists were taken to the United States
for extended interrogations in “American P/W camps.” How many scientists were interrogated?
Where are the reports on their interrogations? What did Groves learn from those interrogations or
other intelligence sources that convinced him to write this secret memo, which contradicts what
Groves and Goudsmit publicly asserted?]

Sean Longden. 2009. T-Force: The Race for Nazi War Secrets, 1945. pp. 194–195,
339.

Such was the value of these scientists [Farm Hall detainees] that General Groves was convinced they
were ‘superior in all-round ability to the group which had started the New Mexico laboratory’.6

4 [Kew, The] National Archives FO800/565. 5 Ibid. 6 Ibid.
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B. Dutch Intelligence

[There is some evidence that Dutch intelligence may have provided information about the German
nuclear weapons program to the United States during and after the war.]

Nazis’ Secret Weapon Declared One of Horror; Wipe Out Civilization. Indiana Evening
Gazette (Indiana, Pennsylvania). 30 March 1945 p. 1.
[http://newspaperarchive.com/indiana-evening-gazette/1945-03-30]

PORTLAND, Ore., March 30—(AP)—A member of the Dutch underground declared today the
Nazis do have a secret—and deadly effective—weapon.

Jacob van Berkel, here under auspices of the Netherlands Information Bureau, told an interviewer
the European front is now a race between victory for the Allies and Germany’s resort to the ultimate
weapon—“so powerfully destructive it is almost inconceivable.”

“The new weapon, a tiny gadget which could be placed in a rocket bomb, may be launched with
complete effectiveness against the continental United States,” Van Berkel said.

He declared the Germans are saving it for a last stand, probably in the Bavarian Alps. “They are
confident that their secret weapon will wipe out civilization and save them at the very end.”

Van Berkel—fictitious name to hide his identity from the enemy—gave no details, except to say
that the weapon does not involve poison gas. He said that while Allied officials know of the weapon,
they do not know in what form it might be launched.

The 27-year-old economist, who has made 60 secret trips through Germany in the last four years,
said the weapon was discovered by espionage agents.

[Based on photographs and other evidence, “Jacob van Berkel” may have been Dr. Jacob Kistemaker,
a Dutch expert on uranium enrichment who after the war helped to found the AMOLF Dutch nu-
clear physics institute and the Urenco uranium enrichment company. If so, based on his scientific
expertise, his postwar success, his connections in German-occupied Netherlands, and his 60 reported
trips through Germany, his 30 March 1945 comments should not be dismissed lightly.

This story was also reported in:

The Evening Independent (St. Petersburg, Florida) 30 March 1945 p. 8. [http://news.google.com/
newspapers?id=cwNQAAAAIBAJ&sjid=DlUDAAAAIBAJ&pg=2700,2575615&dq=underground
+secret+weapon&hl=en]

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 30 March 1945 p. 2. [http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=
ULhRAAAAIBAJ&sjid=wWkDAAAAIBAJ&pg=4865,6710842&hl=en]

The Palm Beach Post (West Palm Beach, Florida) 30 March 1945 p. 1. [http://news.google.com/
newspapers?nid=1964&dat=19450330&id=gHgyAAAAIBAJ&sjid=q7YFAAAAIBAJ&pg=
5127,6454302]

The Deseret News 29 March 1945 p. 1. [http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=
0r0KAAAAIBAJ&sjid=nE0DAAAAIBAJ&pg=4566,2984860&dq=jacob+van+berkel]

Daytona Beach Morning Journal (Florida) 30 March 1945 p. 3. [http://news.google.com/
newspapers?nid=1873&dat=19450330&id=vvonAAAAIBAJ&sjid=6sYEAAAAIBAJ&pg=
3599,5349888]
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Daily Journal-World (Lawrence, Kansas) 30 March 1945 p. 9. [http://news.google.com/
newspapers?nid=2199&dat=19450330&id=YBhGAAAAIBAJ&sjid=uugMAAAAIBAJ&pg=
5384,4064567]]

Figure D.133: Samuel Goudsmit’s entire folder of Dutch intelligence on the German nuclear program
remains classified and unavailable [NARA RG GOUDS, Entry UD-7420, Box 3].
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C. French Intelligence

[Likewise, there is evidence that French intelligence may have provided information about the
German nuclear weapons program to the United States during and after the war.]

Rodney P. Carlisle, ed. 2005. Encyclopedia of Intelligence and Counterintelligence.
New York: M.E. Sharpe. p. xxi.

c. 1940
Jacques Bergier of the Red Orchestra network helps establish French MARCO POLO group which
gains information about German atomic program under Werner Heisenberg and the development
of the V-1 and V-2 rockets.

Présidence du Gouvernement Provisoire de la République Française. 30 April 1945.
No. 205/2. English translation. [Document courtesy of Andreas Sulzer]

Source: Commandant CHIGOT

Origins: Interrogation of repatriates of the Reprisal Camp of MAUTHAUSEN, particularly the
following:

MARCO POLO whose correct name is not known, but is probably known to the D.G.E.R.

RABATE, member of the Communist Party, whose wife is Communist Municipal Councilor in
Paris.

—————

Information received indicates that the Germans started on 22 April the massacre of the 80,000
men and women interned in this camp.

These massacres would be completed before the arrival of Russian troops.

Mr. BURCKARDT sent a message, by a convoy leaving for MAUTHAUSEN, to the German com-
mander of the camp, warning him that he would be held responsible if these massacres continued.

It would seem necessary to intervene by force, or if that is impossible to parachute arms and
ammunition in order to at least permit these men to defend themselves before being killed.

—————

The Germans have removed from MAUTHAUSEN the Spanish Communists and the Austrian anti-
Nazis, dressed them in SS uniforms, and placed them on the bridge of LINZ to be massacred by
the Russian troops.
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—————

In Block VI of the camp at MAUTHAUSEN is M. Jacques BERGIER, a great specialist on the
splitting of the atom.

The Germans have given him a false identification as a Polish Jew; it is requested that everything
humanly possible be done to find M. J. BERGIER and to save him regardless of cost.

Jacques Bergier. 1977. Je Ne Suis Pas Une Legend. Paris: Retz. pp. 131–132.

Le convoi qui m’emmenait de Sarrebruck arriva
à Mauthausen dans la soirée du 2 avril 1944.
[...]

Personnellement, je n’ai quitté le camp
que le 19 mai 1945, car avant d’être rapatrié
par avion, il me fallait régler un certain nombre
de problèmes d’importance vitale pour l’avenir.
J’avais en effet reçu des confidences, in articulo
mortis, donnant la solution d’importantes
affaires de trahison et il convenait d’en avertir
immédiatement le gouvernement français afin
qu’il procède à l’arrestation des coupables,
ce qui fut fait. Je possédais aussi des ren-
seignements sur de nouvelles armes allemandes
et sur les endroits où l’on pouvait soit les
trouver à l’état de prototype, soit se procurer
la documentation les concernant. Près de huit
cents kilomètres de microfilms sur les armes
secrètes ont été ainsi découverts.

The convoy that took me from Saarbrücken
arrived in Mauthausen on the evening of 2
April 1944. [...]

Personally, I did not leave the camp until
19 May 1945, because before being repatriated
by plane, I had to solve a number of problems
of vital importance for the future. I had indeed
received confidences, at the moment of death,
giving the solution of important treason cases
and it was necessary to immediately inform the
French government so that it could arrest the
guilty parties, which was done. I also had in-
formation on new German weapons and where
they could be found in prototype form or where
to obtain documentation about them. Thus
nearly eight hundred kilometers of microfilm
on secret weapons have been discovered.

[Jacques Bergier had a scientific background, like many others who were sent to the underground
Gusen facilities that were part of the St. Georgen-Gusen-Mauthausen camp system
[https://www.jewishgen.org/databases/Holocaust/0117 Mauthausen-Gusen-Death-Book.html].
From the available documentation and Bergier’s own writings, it is very unclear what work he did
at Gusen, but it may have been related to his knowledge of nuclear physics. The fact that even
the scientific prisoners at Gusen were issued false identification papers suggests an extreme level of
security about the work that was conducted there.

From the available documentation, Bergier and his associates appear to have provided valuable
information about German technologies to Allied intelligence, both during and after the war. That
suggests that at least parts of those technologies were being developed at Gusen. However, it is
quite unclear just what the technologies or the information were.

Can additional relevant documents be located and released from French, U.S., or other archives?]
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D. German and Japanese Submarines

[In May 1945, the German submarine U-234 surrendered to the United States and was found to be
carrying a large and diverse cargo of high-tech materials (including uranium), prototypes, plans,
and scientific experts originally intended for Japan. Details of that cargo and how it was ultimately
used by the United States remain very mysterious, despite the efforts of a number of investigators
[e.g., Brooks 1992, 2002; Grunden 2005; Gutzeit 2001; Hirschfeld 1991; Hirschfeld and Brooks 1996;
Hydrick 1998, 2016; Naujoks and Nelson 2002; Scalia 2000; Trevethan 1999; Wilcox 2019; Boston
Globe 1993-07-27; NYT 1995-12-31].

Note that a number of other German and Japanese submarines evacuating materials, documents,
and personnel from Germany were also captured or sunk by Allies, or made it through to countries
such as Japan and Argentina; details of what those submarines carried are even less clear than for
U-234.]

Wolfgang Hirschfeld, Chief Radio Operator of U-234. Wolfgang Hirschfeld and Ge-
offrey Brooks. 1996. Hirschfeld: The Story of a U-Boat NCO 1940-1946. Annapolis,
Maryland: Naval Institute Press. pp. 198–200, 216–217. [Hirschfeld’s spelling, Falk, has
been corrected to Falck in the passage below.]

The most important and secret item of cargo, the uranium oxide, which I believe was highly
radioactive, was loaded into one of the vertical steel tubes one morning in February, 1945. Two
Japanese officers were to travel aboard U-234 on the voyage to Tokyo: Air Force Colonel Genzo
Shosi, an aeronautical engineer, and Navy Captain Hideo Tomonaga, a submarine architect who,
it will be recalled, had arrived in France aboard U-180 about eighteen months previously with a
fortune in gold for the Japanese Embassy in Berlin. I saw these two officers seated on a crate on
the forecasing engaged in painting a description in black characters on the brown paper wrapping
gummed around each of a number of containers of uniform size. At the time I didn’t see how many
containers there were, but the Loading Manifest showed ten. Each case was a cube, possibly steel
and lead, nine inches along each side and enormously heavy.

Once the inscription U235 had been painted on the wrapping of a package, it would then be carried
over to the knot of crewmen under the supervision of Sub-Lt Pfaff and the Boatswain, Peter Schölch,
and stowed in one of the six vertical mineshafts.

I asked Tomonaga what the lead cubes contained, and he said, ‘It is the cargo from U-235. That boat
is no longer going to Japan.’ When I enquired at the 5th Flotilla Office, they told me that U-235
was a small Type VII training U-boat which had never been earmarked for operations outside the
Baltic. So I knew that Tomonaga had lied to me. I mentioned all this to Lt Cdr Fehler that evening,
but he told me not to bring up the subject again with the Japanese. Recently I was informed by the
naval historian Professor Jürgen Rohwer that the nuclear material had been requested, probably
in the military attaché code, at the end of December, 1944, or very early in 1945. The Japanese
Military Attaché in Berlin, Kigoishi, organized the transport of the material with the German
authorities and from the quayside at Kiel had watched the loading of the ten cases of uranium
oxide into U-234. This seemed to me to confirm that the uranium oxide was of a nature which
rendered it of especial value to the Japanese.

When the loading of U-234 was finished it was estimated that the total weight of the cargo was
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260 tons.

[...] The eleven passengers boarding in Germany were the two Japanese, Lt Cdr Richard Bulla, a
specialist in air-sea cooperation, who was also the First Lieutenant, and the following eight;

Colonel Fritz Sandrath (Luftwaffe); former head of Bremen AA defences.

Colonel Erich Menzel (Luftwaffe): technical aide to the Air Attaché, communications

Lt Cdr Heinrich Hellendorn (Navy); specialist in naval AA gunnery.

Captain (Eng.) (S) Heinz Schlicke (Navy, honorary rank); radar, infra-red and direction
finding scientist.

Lt Colonel Kai Nieschling (Luftwaffe): Nazi military judge.

Captain Gerhard Falck (Navy): specialist in shipbuilding and design.

August Bringewald: Senior Messerschmitt engineer, Me 262, Me 163 and rocketry.

Franz Ruf: procurement specialist for Messerschmitt.

The final passenger was to board in Norway. Nieschling, the judge, was going to investigate al-
legations against Embassy staff implicated in the Sorge spy scandal and to keep an eye on other
passengers during the voyage. The two Japanese, Nieschling and Falck slept in the deck below the
NCO’s quarters while all remaining passengers slept where they could.

The US National Archive has now declassified a document under reference 373/3679/Box 22/FOLDER
OP-16-Z Day File 1/1/45. This is a memorandum concerning the interrogation of Judge Nieschling.
No Memorandum regarding the interrogation of Captain Gerhard Falck has ever been released.

Personally I saw very little of Falck who never socialized except with the Judge.

In the Memorandum [...] Nieschling said that ‘the meaning behind the ore’ was known to Gerhard
Falck, who had taken some secret courses before he boarded U-234 and was to be chief technician
on all naval matters in Tokyo under Admiral Wenneker.

On the afternoon of 25 March, 1945, squatting low in the water from all the fuel, ammunition,
provisions, and cargo she had aboard, U-234 dieseled out of the U-boat basin into the Förde.

[... After surrendering to the USS Sutton:] The Sutton dropped anchor outside the harbour of
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, on the glorious morning of 19 May, 1945. [...]

The ten specialists were driven off to a secret destination. We located them all after the war with
the exception of Captain Gerhard Falck. Possibly, like Peter Schölch, our Boatswain, and Lt Pfaff,
who loaded and unloaded the uranium cases, he accepted US citizenship in exchange for his silence.
But as Judge Nieschling said, Falck knew everything about the uranium oxide, and he probably
knew too much for his own good. His eventual fate after he disappeared into the abyss on 19 May,
1945, remains a mystery.
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[Gerhard Falck was apparently the resident expert on the uranium and how to use it. Note that he
was closely guarded during the voyage and mysteriously vanished after it. In the publicly available
transcripts of his May–July 1945 interrogations by U.S. authorities, the uranium is never mentioned
[NARA RG 38, Entry UD-38, Box 13]. Can transcripts of his interrogations about the uranium be
located, declassified, and released? Could his prior history and connections in Germany be traced?

Heinz Schlicke may have been in charge of detonators for fission implosion bombs, as shown in the
documents on p. 2900.

The U.S. National Archives appears to have only seven small boxes of information from or about
the U-234’s cargo [NARA RG 38, Entry UD-16, Boxes 3–8 and RG 38, Entry UD-38, Box 13].
Where are the many tons of documents, prototypes, and other cargo from the U-234, as well as all
of the information the United States compiled in the process of analyzing them?]

Figure D.134: German submarine U-234 surrendering to the USS Sutton on 14 May 1945.
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Figure D.135: U-234 German cargo manifest and English translation, both listing 10 cases totaling
560 kg of uranium oxide [NARA RG 38, Entry UD-16, Box 4, Folder Manifest of U-234].
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Figure D.136: U-234 Captain Johann Fehler, Lt. Karl Pfaff, radio operator Wolfgang Hirschfeld,
and Dr. Heinz Schlicke [NARA RG 38, Entry UD-38, Box 13, Folder U-234 and RG 330, Entry
A1-1B, Box 145, Folder Schlicke, Heinz].

U.S. Navy Confidential Dispatch 131509. Subject: Interviewing of Prisoners. 13 May
1945. [NARA Boston RG 181]

1. Press representatives may be permitted to interview officers and men of German submarines
that surrender. This message applies only to submarines that surrender. It does not apply to other
prisoners of war. It does not apply to prisoners of the U-234. Prisoners of the U-234 must not be
interviewed by press representatives.
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U.S. Navy Secret Dispatch 151716. 15 May 1945. [NARA Boston RG 181]

Documents and personnel of U-234 are most important and any and all doubtful personnel should
be sent here.

U.S. Navy Secret Dispatch 151942. Subject: Disposition of U-234 Prisoners. 15 May
1945. [NARA Boston RG 181]

Maintain prisoners U-234 incommunicado and send them under Navy department representative
to Washington for interrogation.

Jack H. Alberti to John L. Riheldaffer. 22 May 1945. Subject: U-234. [NARA RG 38,
Entry UD-38, Box 13, unlabelled folder]

1. The cargo of this U-boat consisting of some eight tons of documents, one ton of diplomatic mail
and approximately 210 tons of miscellaneous cargo including numerous explosives, fuses, prototypes
of radar, etc., is stowed in steel tubes fitted into the mine shafts of the boat. It is believed that
the documents are not stowed in separate shafts but together with other cargo. The Portsmouth
Navy Yard intends to unload these tubes and forward them “as is” to their destination. It is
believed possible that some of these tubes contain hydrostatic scuttling charges designed to blow
up the tubes in case of jettisoning. The tubes are sealed shut and will have to be opened with an
oxyacetylene torch. Instructions are requested as to whether or not these tubes are to be opened at
Portsmouth for segregation of their contents or if they are to be shipped to Washington unopened.

U-234, U-805, U-873. Undated but apparently late May 1945. [NARA RG 38, Entry
UD-38, Box 13, unlabelled folder]

U-234

U-234, a type XB boat under Fehler, left Kristiansand on 14 April 1945[...] She carried 240 tons
of cargo for Japan including one ton of diplomatic mail. While in transit she made or received no
attacks. The ship’s ciphers and papers were jettisoned, Fehler saying this was done by orders of
Bdu. [...]

U-805

Interrogation of crew of U-805 reveals she left Kiel 10 February and Trondheim on 17 March. [...]
After receipt of surrender orders, the commanding officer destroyed the envelope containing the
special CO code, Kartenschluessel and Kurzsignal heft. Commanding Officer and second watch
officer will be sent Washington for further investigation. [...]

U-873

U-873, commanded by Steinhoff, left Kristiansand about 1 April[...] All ship’s papers and code
machines were destroyed. In her ballast tanks was stowed a cargo of mercury and optical glass, and
she was originally scheduled for Japan voyage instead of U-234. [...]
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Jack H. Alberti to John L. Riheldaffer. 22 May 1945. Subject: Report on Events at
Portsmouth Navy Yard in Connection with the Surrender of German Submarines
U-234, U-805, U-873 and U-1228. [NARA RG 38, Entry UD-38, Box 13, unlabelled
folder]

I. LOOTING

The usual extensive looting by boarding parties from the DE’s had taken place. In the case of
the USS SUTTON, which captured the U-234, interrogators were able to board the destroyer and
examine the “souvenirs”. Items of possible intelligence interest were removed, but the great majority
of souvenirs were left in the hands of the ships’ crews. There was no looting of prisoners about the
USCG ARGO or aboard the tugs ENSEMORE and YAKIMA.

Because of the need of the presence of one of the interrogators, Lt. Cdr. Hatton, aboard U-234 until
her docking, the passengers aboard this U-boat were accompanied to the Portsmouth Naval Prison
on arrival by interrogators Lt. Maxwell and Mr. J. H. Alberti. These passengers were personally
searched by these two interrogators.

The crew of the U-boat and their baggage were searched in the cell block by Marine guards in
the presence of five or six Marine officers and at least two U.S.N. Medical Officers attached to
the prison. Practically all items of value, such as watches, rings, decorations, wallets, even those
containing personal photographs, etc. were looted from the prisoners. In some instances where
enlisted men had taken watches from prisoners, these watches were taken from the enlisted men by
Marine officers who retained them as souvenirs. This action has had a most detrimental effect on
interrogation of the crew and jeopardizes the willingness to cooperate on the part of those members
of the crew retained aboard the U-boats.

After the departure for Washington of the passengers, accompanied by Lt. Maxwell, the presence
of Mr. Alberti was required aboard the U-boat. [...]

Looting aboard the U-boats at the dock has been carried on in a very large scale, both by members
of the naval working party aboard and the Marine guard establishment. [...]

II. SAFETY OF THE CAPTURED GERMAN U-BOATS

All four U-boats carried large quantities of liquor. [...]

On the morning of 20 May, Lt. Ewald of Op-20-G boarded U-234 and found U.S. Naval ratings
drunk aboard. At various times on 20 and 21 May, U.S. Naval ratings were found asleep in the
bunks while on duty in U-234. [...]

The captain of the U-234, while complaining to interrogating officers about the looting of the
personal effects of his crew and himself, mentioned that he was all the more indignant at this
treatment considering that all he had to do was to pull a lever and everyone of his mine shafts
would have been emptied of their contents. [...]

[Jack Alberti, though an American himself, did not paint a flattering portrait of the Americans who
received this submarine filled with amazing technology. The “extensive looting” that was “carried
on in a very large scale” makes it even more difficult to reconstruct exactly what information and
items were carried by the submarine and its personnel.]
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U.S. Navy Secret Dispatch 222115. U-234, Disposition of. 23 May 1945. [NARA Boston
RG 181]

Desire following accomplished cargo U-234... All material after rendering safe by mine disposal
personnel placed safe stowage and inventory list sent CNO who will give shipping instructions and
will control access to and disposition of all cargo due to vital importance to Pacific War.

Lt. Best. 24 May 1945. Report of Interrogation: PW: NIESCHLING, Kay. [NARA
RG 38, Entry UD-38, Box 13, Folder U-234]

Veracity:

The following is believed reliable.

Report: Regarding “URANIUM OXIDE” and other CARGO aboard U-234:

P/W does not know anything in particular about this ore, but only heard that it was valuable and
that it was to be exchanged for some other valuable ore that the Germans needed.

Lt. PFAFF was the man responsible for loading the U-Boat.

The meaning behind the ore would, according to P/W be known by the technician Fregattenkapitan
FALCK (Commander). The latter also knows magnetic problems, Naval mine problems, Naval
building problems. He also took some secret courses before he boarded the U-Boat. Was to be chief
technician on all naval matters under Admiral WENNECKER.

Captain FEHLER as commander of the U-Boat should also know something about the ore.

It may be important to contact a man named Korvettenkapitan BECKER (Lt. Commander), living
in KIEL-WIG, who was a member of the Marine Sonderstabzweigstelleheimat. (Special Naval Home
Sub-station Branch).

This man traveled to the various factories in NUERNBERG and others in South Germany. He was
responsible for contacting the various agencies regarding what and how much was to be included
in the cargo.

The Marine Attache Abt. in Berlin Oberkommando, Referat Japan under Captain zur see “SOU-
CHON” decided together with the Japanese just what the most important things were that should
be included in the cargo. The latter’s assistant a Korvettenkapitan von KROSIGK (Lt. Comman-
der) also should know the details.
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U.S. Navy Secret Dispatch 262151. Subject: Mine Tubes, Unloading of. 27 May 1945.
[NARA Boston RG 181]

Interrogation Lt Pfaff second watch officer U-234 discloses he was in charge of cargo and personally
supervised loading all mine tubes.

Pfaff prepared manifest list and knows kind documents and cargo in each tube.

Pfaff states long containers should be unpacked in horizontal position and short containers in
vertical position.

Uranium oxide loaded in gold lined cylinders and as long as cylinders not opened can be handled
like crude TNT.

These containers should not be opened as substance will become sensitive and dangerous.

Pfaff is available and willing to aid unloading if RNEDT desires.

Advise.

[Lt. Pfaff, the German naval officer in charge of loading the U-234’s cargo, specifically informed
the U.S. Navy that the uranium oxide was stored in many separate, sealed, gold-lined cylinders.
Moreover, he told the U.S. Navy that the uranium oxide could be dangerous if the cylinders were
opened and it were mishandled, just as TNT would. Pfaff’s warning suggests that the uranium
might have been capable of starting a neutron chain reaction if the cylinders were opened and gold
shielding no longer separated the individual pieces of uranium from each other.

Gold is very resistant to chemical corrosion, and it is extremely dense, which makes it good at
shielding neutrons or other radiation. Unenriched uranium oxide is not dangerously radioactive
and would require no special shielding or packaging. Furthermore, unenriched uranium oxide could
not form a critical mass and initiate a neutron chain reaction no matter how much was brought
together and how it was mishandled, so there would be no need to package it into many separate,
sealed, gold-lined cylinders and issue warnings about it being dangerous and explosive if mishandled.

On the other hand, storing small quantities of uranium in many separate, sealed, gold-lined cylinders
would be exactly the right approach for handling weapons-grade, highly enriched uranium. When
the United States produced and shipped weapons-grade, highly enriched uranium from Oak Ridge
to Los Alamos, it did in fact divide the uranium into many separate, sealed, gold-lined cylinders,
as documented on the next page.

Of course, there are many possibilities. Maybe all of the uranium oxide cargo of U-234 had been
highly enriched, in which case 560 kg would provide enough for a shockingly large arsenal of∼10–100
fission bombs, depending on their size and design. Perhaps the uranium oxide had been somewhat
enriched, but not yet to weapons-grade levels. Maybe different batches of the uranium oxide had
been enriched by different amounts. Perhaps the uranium oxide was unenriched or only somewhat
enriched but had been neutron-irradiated inside a functioning fission reactor somewhere in the
Third Reich, which would have made it highly radioactive and also a good source for extracting
plutonium-239 that had been produced in the process. One might imagine other possibilities as
well. Thus it is very important for future archival researchers to find historical documents that will
answer these questions.]
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Operations start and shipments begin.
[www.y12.doe.gov/sites/default/files/assets/document/07-12-06.pdf]

The first successful shipment from Y-12 served also to demonstrate that the concept of a production
factory was basically in place. The process included the full sequence of events required to take
uranium ore and process the material to the final special end product of uranium 235 suitable for
shipment by courier.

A most unusual method was used to transport this extremely valuable material. It was carefully
packaged in a small room in the center of Building 9733-1. Then the material was placed in gold-
lined nickel containers about the size of coffee cups. Two of these containers were placed in a
briefcase size container and the container strapped to an Army Lieutenant’s arm. He was dressed
in a suit to look like a salesman and along with a couple of other Army personnel also dressed as
salesmen, was driven to Knoxville where he boarded a passenger train to Chicago.

At Chicago, the courier transferred his case to yet another Army Lieutenant also dressed as a
salesman who took the material on to Los Alamos. A new set of escorts were assigned to this new
courier and the original group returned to Oak Ridge by way of Knoxville.

In The New World, by Richard G. Hewlett and Oscar E. Anderson Jr., the following description is
provided regarding the transportation of uranium-235 from Y-12 to Los Alamos.

“Transporting the precious material to Los Alamos involved all the melodrama of an
undercover operation.

“Since air travel seemed too risky, the Army shipped the product by rail. The containers
of uranium tetrafluoride were placed in special luggage. At 10:30 a.m. on specified
days, armed couriers wearing civilian clothes took the shipments to Knoxville in an
unmarked Chevrolet sedan with Tennessee license plates. At 12:50 p.m., the couriers
left for Chicago in a private compart- ment aboard the ‘Southland.’

“Arriving in Chicago the next morning, the Oak Ridge couriers were met by Chicago
couriers who boarded the Santa Fe ‘Chief’ for the long ride west. The next day at
2:10 p.m., a car from Los Alamos met the train at Lamy, a way station in the New
Mexico desert. There was some danger that conductors, porters, and station attendants
might come to recognize the couriers no matter how hard they tried to make themselves
inconspicuous, but train transportation was cheap and relatively safe.”

That “special luggage” mentioned in the book was a briefcase-type container with two coffee-cup-
sized gold-lined nickel containers. The “briefcase” was strapped to the arm of an Army lieutenant
who was dressed to look like a salesman.

This method of shipment kept folks in Knoxville asking, “What’s going on over there at Y-12?”
They saw trainload after trainload of building materials going to Oak Ridge, but they never saw
anything being shipped out because they did not expect the product to be shipped in something
as small as a briefcase.

Here’s another story that shows the value placed on the uranium 235. The entire Y-12 production
of U- 235 prior to the dropping of the bomb Little Boy passed through room 22 of Building 9733-1.
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At one time, there were bars on the windows and a guard was posted outside the door to protect
the output of Y-12’s calutrons. The material was processed in one kilogram batches.

Twenty-four karat gold trays weighing about four pounds were used to process the material. The
first batches were ground by hand using a mortar and pestle made of nickel. After the grinding oper-
ations, the workers had to check under their fingernails to be sure the material had not accumulated
there.

The coffee-cup-size nickel cylinders used to transport the U-235 were made by a group in the Y-12
shops headed by Jack Case, Y-12 plant manager from 1967 to 1982 and namesake of the Jack
Case Center. They were gold plated in Slack’s Plating Shop in Knoxville. Johnsson was driven to
Knoxville to deliver and pick up the cylinders by one of Y-12’s Motor Pool drivers (a Mrs. Justice).

The filled cylinders were delivered to Captain Lloyd Zumwalt, who was located in an office two
blocks from Building 9733-1. When the captain found out they were walking with cylinders con-
taining U-235, he instructed those delivering it to, “Call for a car. If you got run over it would be
a mess to dig up the ground to recover the uranium but in a car it would be all in one place.”

U.S. Navy Secret Dispatch 292045. Subject: U-234, Cargo Information. 30 May 1945.
[NARA Boston RG 181]

Lieut Comdr Karl B Reese USNR, Lieut (JG) Edward P McDermott USNR and Major John E
Vance CE USA [Corps of Engineers, United States Army] will report to commandant May 30th
Wednesday in connection with cargo U-234.

It is contemplated that shipment will be made by ship to ordnance investigation laboratory NAVPOW-
FAC Indian Head Maryland if this is feasible.

[John Vance worked for the Manhattan Project and was presumably involved in transporting the
uranium from U-234 to the Manhattan Project.]
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William J. Broad, Captured Cargo, Captivating Mystery. New York Times 1995-12-31
p. A22.

Historians have quietly puzzled over that uranium shipment for years, wondering, among other
things, what the American military did with it. Little headway was made because of Federal secrecy.
Now, however, a former official of the Manhattan Project, John Lansdale Jr., says that the uranium
went into the mix of raw materials used for making the world’s first atom bombs. At the time he
was an Army lieutenant colonel for intelligence and security for the atom bomb project. One of his
main jobs was tracking uranium.

Mr. Lansdale’s assertion in an interview raises the possibility that the American weapons that
leveled the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki contained at least some nuclear material
originally destined for Japan’s own atomic program and, perhaps, for attacks on the United States.

[...] But Mr. Lansdale, the former official of the Manhattan Project, displayed no doubts in the
interview about the fate of the U-234’s shipment. “It went to the Manhattan District,” he said
without hesitation. “It certainly went into the Manhattan District supply of uranium.”

[John Lansdale wrote or received many of the memos on the German nuclear program in the
Manhattan Project’s files [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A]. He stated unequivocally to the New
York Times that the U-234’s uranium cargo went to Oak Ridge (“the Manhattan District supply of
uranium”), and he presumably would have been in a good position to know that. It makes perfect
sense that the U-234’s uranium would go to Oak Ridge, regardless of its state of enrichment. Its
precise composition could be tested much more thoroughly and easily at the Oak Ridge laboratory
than in the field at the Portsmouth Navy Yard. If the U-234’s uranium was unenriched, it would have
gone into the general stockpile of uranium awaiting enrichment by Oak Ridge’s gaseous diffusion
plant and calutrons. If the uranium was somewhat enriched, it would sent to the calutrons for
further enrichment. Even if it were highly enriched, it would been inspected and repackaged, and
likely would have had its chemical form altered (at that time, the United States preferred to ship
highly enriched uranium as uranium tetrafluoride, not uranium oxide) before it was sent on to Los
Alamos.

I spent several days searching Oak Ridge’s 1945 files at the NARA Atlanta archive, including
detailed files of uranium shipments received at Oak Ridge, weekly enrichment reports from the
gaseous diffusion plant and the calutrons, and records of enriched uranium shipped out of Oak
Ridge. As Carter Hydrick first pointed out [Hydrick 1998, 2016], there was a significant increase
in the output of highly enriched uranium from the calutrons beginning in mid-June 1945, but that
appears to have been due to the first moderately enriched uranium from the gaseous diffusion plant
being forwarded to the calutrons at that time, not the arrival of the U-234’s uranium. In fact, I
could find no records whatsoever of the U-234’s uranium entering Oak Ridge or being processed
there. Perhaps I overlooked those records among the vast collection of files, or maybe they are
stored elsewhere, or perhaps they are still classified. Alternatively, maybe the U-234’s uranium was
officially entered into the record books as something else, for example by falsely labelling it as a
shipment of uranium oxide from the Belgian Congo, a batch of uranium that had already been
partially enriched by Oak Ridge’s gaseous diffusion plant, or some other such subterfuge.

Again, hopefully future archival researchers can dig even more deeply into these mysteries and
finally find some answers.]
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[In addition to the uranium, the following documents suggest that detonators from the U-234
submarine, as well as passenger Heinz Schlicke’s knowledge of those detonators, may have been
useful for the U.S. plutonium implosion bombs.]

Jack H. Alberti to John L. Riheldaffer. 24 May 1945. Subject: U-234. [NARA RG 38,
Entry UD-16, Box 4, Folder Manifest of U-234]

The following information has been obtained from P/W Leutnant Menzel of the Luftwaffe, passenger
on U-234.

1. The two after mine shafts of the forward line of six mine shafts amidships contain the per-
sonal baggage, documents and other property belonging to General Kessler, Col. von Sandart and
Leutnant Menzel, in addition to some other cargo.

2. The Captain of U-234, Kapitänleutnant Fehler, and the II.W.O., Leutnant Pfaff (believed at
Fort Meade), and the engineer of the boat (retained aboard U-234), between them, know most
about cargo stowage and can be of great assistance in identifying it, as well as in proper and safe
unloading.

3. In the U-Raum of U-234 there are two steel chests, marked Erich Menzel. These contain 15 rolls
of secret films and all documents concerned with Menzel’s mission.

4. U-843, C.O. Kapitänleutnant Herwartz, arrived in Norway from Japan about 10 April. She was
sunk on her way to Kiel and two survivors were rescued by the Germans.

5. U-864, C.O. Kapitänleutnant Wolfram, was to go to Japan. She was sunk off Bergen with two
Messerschmidt experts on board. Lt. Col. Stepp of the Luftwaffe and Baurat Wahlfeldt, the high-
frequency expert, who were to sail on this boat were not aboard and remained in Horten.

6. The packages for Dr. Schlicke, one of the passengers, and contained in one of the tubes are
marked “TONI”. Dr. Schlicke knows about the infra-red proximity fuses which are in some of these
packages. He warns that they must be handled with the utmost care as they may either explode
or be irreparably damaged if handled improperly. Dr. Schlicke knows how to handle them and is
willing to do so.

7. Fregattenkapitän Falck states that in addition to the mine shafts there are containers with cargo
and documents inside the fuel tanks.

8. General Kessler, who was going to Japan to relieve General von Gronau, had originally planned
to go to Japan via Northern Norway in a Junkers 290. Although this plan was abandoned in his
case, it is possible that others went to Japan in this manner.

9. An empty envelope, found in the passport of Col. von Sandrat, is inscribed on the outside to the
effect that it originally contained 1500 Swiss Francs. Since General Kessler only claims to own 1500
Swiss Francs, and since only 1800 francs have been recovered, 1200 francs must still be scattered
among the souvenir hunters at Portsmouth, and this is on the assumption that none of the other
passengers had any Swiss Francs.
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Secret dispatch from Commander of Naval Operations to Portsmouth Naval Yard.
Subject: POW and fuses from U-234. 25 May 1945. [NARA Boston RG 181]

Lt (JG) H E Morgan, Lt (JG) F M Abbott, Ens F L Granger with Dr Schlicke POW in custody
leaving Anacostia noon Friday via plane. This party expert in bomb disposal and proximity fuses
and being sent to assist in securing certain infra red proximity fuses important BUORD [Navy
Bureau of Ordnance] and in cargo U-234. Fuses when secured to be returned Washington custody
above party.

First lecture given by Dr. Schlicke at the Navy Department. 19 July 1945. [NARA
RG 38, Entry UD-38, Box 13, Folder U-234]

After Dr Schlicke completes his lecture he will be available for questions that people ask. But we
will kindly ask you not to ask any questions during the lecture and after the lecture Mr Alvarez
will sit at the table and the person who wishes to ask a question is asked to come forward so that
we can get in the microphone and keep a record of all the questions and answers. Thank you.

Luis W. Alvarez. 1987. Alvarez: Adventures of a Physicist. New York: Basic Books.
p. 137.

The gamma-ray records proved less definitive than we had hoped but helped the implosion design.
I cleaned up some loose ends in detonator design. By April 1945 that work had moved on to
engineering, and I was again unemployed.

[...] Normally a new weapon is proof fired at a proving ground before it’s used in combat. We had
only one U-235 weapon, however, every atom of which had been run twice at enormous expense
through the Oak Ridge calutrons, and as of July 1945, there would be about one plutonium bomb
a month, the first of which would have to be used up in a static test to make sure the Fat Man
implosion system worked as we predicted it would.

[Note from this passage that Alvarez had been directly involved in the design of the detonators for
the U.S. implosion bomb, was available for additional assignments by April 1945, and recognized
there was still uncertainty about whether the implosion bomb detonation system would work as
intended. From the document on p. 2795, Alvarez was also directly involved in U.S. intelligence
efforts to analyze the progress of the German nuclear weapons program. Thus if U-234 and Heinz
Schicke indeed had improved detonators for an implosion bomb, Alvarez would have been an ideally
qualified person to assign to that task.]
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Dr. Delmar Bergen, former director of the nuclear weapons program at Los Alamos
National Laboratory [Hydrick 2016, pp. ix–xi].

I began my career at Los Alamos in the summer of 1957, directly involved in nuclear weapons work,
which remained the case until my retirement. I started as a staff member working on nuclear weapon
design, and eventually was promoted to Director of the LANL (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
Nuclear Weapons Program. Other assignments included serving as a consultant to the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Atomic Energy, and as a consultant to the US delegation developing the
protocols for the Short and Intermediate Range Missile Treaty between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.

[...] I would like to stress two points that I believe materially change the important history of the
birth of the Nuclear Age as we know it:

First, it is my view as a physicist, based on documentation provided here in Critical Mass that the
effort the Germans put into preparing and shipping the 560 kilograms of uranium oxide surrendered
on board the German submarine U-234, was enriched in the isotope U235. In other words, it was
enriched to create a nuclear weapon. [. . .]

The second material information you should take note of, I believe, is that the contributions to
the Manhattan Project of the surrendered U-234 did not stop there. I believe the surrender of
U-234 had impact on the development of the implosion device—the plutonium bomb dropped on
Nagasaki—as well.

I was well acquainted with the development of the implosion device and the difficulties our scientists
experienced in developing a detonation system that would give a proper spherical implosion. This
concern kept the entire group on edge until the famous Trinity Test in New Mexico proved it to
be successful... Surprisingly, as the date of the test approached, last-minute improvements in the
firing system reduced their concern enough about the reliability of the detonation system...

I was never told how the details of the improvements came about, but it was during this period
that the passengers on board U-234 were debriefed and it was learned that one in particular, the
scientist Heinz Schlicke, had knowledge of fast operating energy transfer systems. The rapid and
consistent release of electrical energy was a key part of the problem the LANL scientists were
experiencing triggering the detonators with the simultaneity necessary to achieve a clean spherical
implosion. There apparently is no written unclassified record available to provide us with what may
have come from the debriefing of Heinz Schlicke but this we do know, over the summer months after
his capture and the surrender of U-234 the confidence in the detonation system greatly improved,
and the production of uranium for the gun weapon increased significantly.
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Operation LUSTY. January 1946. [AFHRA C5098 electronic version p. 586;
www.indianamilitary.org/FreemanAAF/OperationLusty/OperationLusty.htm]

A casual remark made by a technical engineer, who stated that he had recently been offered a
position in Japan, led to his being thoroughly interrogated for significant technical information.
As an aside, and what he probably considered a relatively unimportant incident, he stated that
less than a month ago, about the middle of April, ten submarines heavily loaded with the latest
German equipment relative to aerial warfare, were dispatched from Kiel to Japan. When Lt Col.
O’Brien was thus informed he immediately advised the Directorate of Intelligence, USAFE, who
in turn notified the Japanese Intelligence Section of SHAFE. A cable was then dispatched to all
commands.

In every theater of war, all vessels in ports and at sea were notified, and one of the biggest searches
ever undertaken during the war for submarines was initiated. What route they had taken, whether
they had gone alone or together, no one knew. But so extensive was the search and so carefully was
it executed by warships of all Allied nations, that by the end of June, six of these ten submarines
had been captured intact, some a relatively short distance away from their bases, others perilously
close to Japan.

[What technologies were on the U-234 submarine, in terms of its cargo, documents, and the knowl-
edge of its passengers and crew?

What technologies were on other submarines (both German and Japanese) that evacuated materials
and personnel from Germany?

What technologies were evacuated from Germany by other means—aircraft, smuggling across bor-
ders, etc.?]
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E. High-Level Interrogations

[Many high-level German military and political officials who presumably would have known a great
amount about the German nuclear program were captured and interrogated at length by the United
States and/or United Kingdom. Available documents show that those officials did indeed discuss
the German nuclear program, although currently available declassified documents do not reveal
most of the details that those German officials provided.]

Nazis’ A-Bomb 90 Days Late, Says Goering. Chicago Daily Tribune. 26 January 1946
p. 10.

Germany was within 90 days of producing its first atom bomb when the war ended, Hermann
Goering, former Luftwaffe chief, told his jailers at an American army prison in Mondorf, Luxemburg.

Authority for this statement is former Tech. Sgt. Robert Bock, 1203 S. 57th St., Milwaukee, who
was warden of “Ashcan” prison, where Goering and other top flight Nazis were questioned for 100
days prior to the trails at Nuernberg, Germany.

“Goering told me Germany had made extensive progress in the use of the element uranium as a
source of destructive atomic power, and that he had plans for an atomic anti-aircraft grenade which
would have crumpled the wings of every plane within one kilometer (5/8 of a mile) of its bursting
point,” Bock asserted.

But Goering believed America would have defeated Germany even if the Nazis had developed the
atom bomb, Sgt. Bock said.

Edmund Sorg. 17 August 1946. Betrachtungen über die bemannte V 1 im Zusammen-
hang mit Atomenergie. [TNA FO 1031/57]

Betrachtungen über die bemannte V 1 im
Zusammenhang mit Atomenergie.

Bei der Durcharbeitung der Interrogation
vom 16.8.46 habe ich folgende Gedankengänge
über die Verwendung der bemannten V 1 in
Zusammenhang mit Atomenergie erwogen:

Die Betrachtung der in viele Millionen
Menschen gehenden Verluste und ungeheuren
Materialzerstörungen, die ein moderner An-
greifer im Laufe mehrerer Jahre verursacht,
zwingt zu der Überlegung, welche Möglichkeiten
gegeben sind, einen Angriffskrieg und damit
diese Verluste und Schäden zu verhindern.

Reflections on the manned V 1 in the context
of atomic energy.

In working through the interrogation of
16.8.46, I thought about the use of manned V
1 in connection with atomic energy:

The consideration of the losses in many
millions of people and immeasurable material
destruction caused by a modern attacker in the
course of several years compels us to consider
the possible ways of preventing an attack and
thus to prevent these losses and damage.
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Jedes sich mit Angriffsabsichten tragende Land
ist durch Vernichtung einer verhältnismässig
kleinen Zahl von Punkten, die für den Angreifer
lebenswichtig sind, schlagartig zu lähmen. Es
sind dies, wie allgemein bekannt, z.B. Werke
der Energiewirtschaft (Kohle, Elektrizität), der
Öl Förderung, Aufbereitung und Lagerung,
Kunstbauten des Verkehrs, Schlüsselindustrien
der Rüstungswirtschaft, Schlachtschiffe u.s.w.
Die Zahl dieser verwundbaren Stellen ist zwar
bei den einzelnen Staaten verschieden, liegt
aber zahlenmässig bei allen im Bereich der
praktischen Einwirkungsmöglichkeit. Es liegt
ebenfalls im Bereich der Möglichkeit, die kleine
Zahl Menschen zu finden, die als interna-
tionale Polizeitruppe—als Flugzeugführer einer
bemannten V 1—jederzeit bereit sind, eine
Bedrohung des Weltfriedens durch sofortige
Vernichtung der oben erwähnten lebenswichti-
gen Punkte des angreifenden Staates zu
verhindern.

Eine verbesserte bemannte V 1 mit Atom-
energie als Ladung, kurz eine bemannte
steuerbare Atombombe, die mit Sicherheit von
modernen schnellen Grossflugzeugen in der
Nähe ihres Zieles abgesetzt wird, gewährleistet
bei Lenkung von Menschenhand und bei
Selbstaufopferung des Piloten eine sichere
Vernichtung ihres Zieles. Die Lenkung einer
solchen Bombe durch Fernsteuerung, gle-
ich welcher Art, gewährt nicht die absolute
Sicherheit, das Ziel richtig zu treffen. Denn
die technische Beeinflussungsmöglichkeit der
Fernsteurung sowie des die Fernsteurung bedi-
enenden Menschen durch den Feind liegt zur
Zeit im Bereich des möglichen. Daraus ergeben
sich Fehlerquellen, die die Erfolgsaussichten
einer solchen Bombe sehr in Frage stellen.
Dagegen bietet eine durch Menschenhand
gesteuerte Bombe die nach menschlichem
Ermessen grössten Erfolgsaussichten.

Every country with hostile intentions could be
immediately paralyzed by the destruction of a
relatively small number of places that are vital
for this aggressor. As is well known such places
are for instance the factories for the production
of energy (coal, electricity); the oil production,
processing, and storage industries; engineering
infrastructures for transport; key sectors of
the armament industry; battleships; etc. The
number of these vulnerable places may differ in
each nation, but is numerically in a range that
makes a practical intervention possible. It is
also within the realm of possibility, to find the
small number of people necessary to establish
an international police force—pilots of manned
V1—ready at any time to stop a menace to
world peace by the immediate destruction of
the vital places of an aggressive nation of the
kind mentioned above.

An improved manned V1 with atomic energy
as a charge, in short a manned controllable
atomic bomb, which can certainly be released
by modern, fast, large airplanes close to its
target, ensures a safe destruction of this target
given that it is steered by the hands of a pilot
ready to sacrifice himself. Guiding such a bomb
by a remote control of any kind does not ensure
the absolute certainty of hitting the target
correctly. This happens because at this time it
is technically possible for the enemy to interfere
with the remote control and also influence
the people controlling the remote guidance.
This results in sources of error that seriously
jeopardize the success of such a bomb. On the
other hand, a human-controlled bomb offers
the greatest possible prospects of success.

[For another document on the interrogation of Edmund Sorg, see p. 2669. It seems likely that there
are many other detailed documents summarizing information that was learned from interrogating
Sorg. Can those documents be located and declassified?]
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Brief Operational Report on [censored] and Other Germans and Italians Connected
with Project Abstract. 19 August 1947. [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-134A, Box 29,
Folder Operation Oberjoch]

1. On 11 August 1947 [censored] on the Italian phase of PROJECT ABSTRACT, which, in a few
previous reports, was called Operation Arrival or Arrivederci, [censored] Headquarters, USAFE,
by Captain R.R. SNEIDER of the CIC Detachment, BAD KISSINGEN. Major A J. LEOCHA
[censored]

2. [Censored]

SANITIZED COPY
SENSITIVE INFORMATION DELETED

[...] New Facts and Re-affirmation of Statements on PROJECT ABSTRACT.

4. Thorough cross-examination has not been effective in shaking [censored] on matters directly
concerned with or related to PROJECT ABSTRACT.

a. Atomic research and development at TUCHELER HEIDE was coupled with research on guided
missiles, in 1943 and 1944. (Note: In March 1947 Professor W. von BRAUN admitted that in the
summer of 1943 he had been interested in atomic energy for use in V-2. Von BRAUN claimed to have
dropped the project for lack of available raw materials. It may be mere coincidence that [censored]
also places the beginning of combined research and development in 1943.—In March and April 1945
the undersigned heard rumors in Germany of such a combination. The most persistent rumors in I.G.
FARBEN circles had it that this combination would be linked with Chemical Warfare, especially
with the new nerve gases, i.e., the TABUN series. These rumors were repeated by responsible
members of I.G. FARBEN, who added that this vague plan or hope had been abandoned. At the
time no progress was made in the investigation of the atomic side of the problem because all effort
was concentrated on a solution of the new Chemical Warfare problem. [Censored] now reveals that
the ampullae (phials) he saw in four boxes in Italy had originated with I.G. FARBEN. (See b
below).

b. Four boxes, probably originating in the Luftwaffe Ministry in Berlin, were sent in March 1945 by
SD, POTSDAM, to ITALY in the care of a FELDWEBEL (Sergeant) HEINZ (surname forgotten!),
[censored] and a Private (name forgotten!). The boxes contained (i) reports and research data on
V-weapons and atomic research; (ii) 40–50 small ampullae (phials) “full of a whitish liquid”, labeled
U-234, U-235 and PLU, stamped “IG” (= IG Farbenindustrie); (iii) a new and not completely de-
veloped optical instrument probably intended for measuring speed and trajectory of guided missiles
at the firing point; (iv) various small and delicate parts of guided missiles, fastened to cardboard
by fine wires, with full description of each item attached to the cardboard.

c. The boxes were buried near VERONA by the FELDWEBEL, [censored] and a third soldier.
(The site has been explored. Parts of wooden boxes or of a wooden box, fragments of paper and an
ampullae (phial) marked U234 or U235 were seen by Captain SNEIDER and [censored]. The rest
had vanished). [...]
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BREE may be the same “person with a French name” (BOREU?) who worked spasmodically
on “electric fuses for guided missiles” at TUCHELER HEIDE in 1943 and 1944. Thus he would
know valuable details on the combined “guided missiles–atomic energy” research and development
and would perhaps know where the missing documents were sent, whether they went first from
TUCHELER HEIDE to BERLIN, as [censored] vaguely stated, and thence to SD, POTSDAM,
and to Italy.

24. Ingenieur KRUEGER should be traced and brought at once to ECIC. He may give us valuable
information on the combined “guided missiles–atomic energy” program at TUCHELER HEIDE in
1943 and 1944 and may know exactly where documents and instruments have been sent. [Censored]
obtained most of his information on activities at TUCHELER HEIDE from KRUEGER, in 1944.

25. Prof. Dr. NIELS [Walter Nielsch?], now said to be in the United States, was, according to
[censored,] concerned with chemical and atomic problems at TUCHELER HEIDE and produced a
number of atomic bombs, weighing from 1 to 5 kilograms. NIELS should be traced and questioned
in detail.

26. Prof. Dr. HUETTEN. Present whereabouts unknown to [censored.] He should be located and
brought to ALASKA for questioning. According to [censored] he was the originator of the combined
project of research and development of atomic energy and guided missiles at TUCHELER HEIDE.
This project was named “Aktion HUETTEN” after him. He was transferred elsewhere, probably
in 1943 (see paragraph 7).

27. Prof. Dr. HOFMANN, successor of HUETTEN as chief of the combined program at TUCHELER
HEIDE, is now at “ALEXANDROWKA Kononien” near BAKU where he is continuing his former
work. [...]

28. Prof W. Von BRAUN should be re-interrogated on the following: [...]

[Dr. Walter Nielsch (German, 1915–20??) was an expert on chemical metallurgy [e.g.,
https://www.semanticscholar.org/author/Walter-Nielsch/16969230] and a plausible candidate to
have been involved in the purification of uranium-235, uranium-233, or plutonium-239. What ex-
actly did Dr. Nielsch and/or Dr. Niels do during the war and also after the war?

Were the “number of atomic bombs, weighing from 1 to 5 kilograms” fission fuel pits for bombs?

Was this work on a nuclear-armed projectile at Tucheler Heide in Poland related to the alleged test
of a nuclear-armed projectile in Poland (p. 2698)?

The March 1947 interrogation of Wernher von Braun, mentioned in this document, is described in
more detail in the document on p. 3438.]
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HQ CIC, USFET, Region Munich IV, Munich Sub-Regional Office, 25 April 1946.
Subject: Wilhelm Voss. Declassified 2006 [NARA RG 263, Entry ZZ-18, Box 133, File
Voss, Friedrich Wilhelm].

1. Dr. Wilhelm VOSS reported to this office 24 April 1946. Subject was the director of the Skoda
Works and Bruenner Waffenwerke in Prague, Czechoslovakia from 1939–1945. Subject claims that
he has valuable information on atom bomb research in Germany. He also states that he has infor-
mation on a new type torpedo which is radar controlled and leave no trace in water.

2. Dr. Wilhelm VOSS was born 1 July 1896 in Rostock, Mecklenburg. [...] He was one of the founders
of Reichswerke Hermann Goering and in 1938 became its commercial director. In 1939 VOSS was
appointed director of Skoda and Bruenner Waffenwerke by Goering.

3. Subject states that the two men that were responsible for research on the most secret weapons
at Skoda were SS Gruppenfuehrer Prof. KAMMLER and his deputy SS Oberfuehrer PURUCKER.
On the 10 May 1945 VOSS and PURUCKER were in Schimelitz, fleeing in the direction of the
American troops. PURUCKER was driving a large civilian car which contained many of the plans
on the atom bomb. This car plus material fell into the hands of the Russians, and VOSS was
separated from PURUCKER. VOSS at present does not know where PURUCKER is located.

4. Subject was held prisoner by the Czechs in the concentration camp Modran. He was released
two weeks ago and at present resides in Odelzhausen near Munich. Subject is moving on 25 April
46 to Egern/a, Tegernsee, Seestrasse 68, c/o REINHOLD. CIC in Tegernsee was notified by phone
on the 24 April 1946, and VOSS was told to report to CIC Tegernsee immediately on arrival there.

5. VOSS states that the following men know more detailed plans on the atom bomb and other
secret weapons.

a. Director Alfred BAUBIN of the staff of KAMMLER. Middle of March BAUBIN was
supposed to have still been in Internment Camp Schtehowitz near Prague. He was slated
to be returned to his native Austria.

b. Director ENGEL, manager of research laboratory in Pibrams and closely connected
with KAMMLER. VOSS believes that ENGEL escaped from Czechoslovakia and might
subsequently have become PW in American hands.

c. Members of the Research Group could be found in the secret “Mitteilungsblatt des
Ruestungsministeriums.”

Wilhelm Voss. Statement. 18 September 1946. The first two pages are present in the
U.K. copy of this document [TNA FO 1031/64] but appear to have been redacted in
the U.S. copy [NARA RG 263, Entry ZZ-18, Box 133, File Voss, Friedrich Wilhelm].

1. Professor Kammler (G).

He was the Head of a staff of specialists who developed highly secret weapons and war-equipment.
Whereas up to a recent date each Branch of the Wehrmacht and its competent authorities had
their developments carried out separately, Kammler succeeded in creating in his field a centralized
command for all Branches of the Wehrmacht. His field consisted mainly of V-weapons, rocket
apparatus, remote control, atomic energy, jet-propulsion and other similar subjects.
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According to my information, Kammler, who shifted his office to Prague during the last month of
the war—committed suicide on May 9th near Prague. His first assistant and second in command
was

2. Generaldirektor (General Manager) [Erich] Purucker (G).

He was General Manager of the Vereinigte Industriewerke, Spandau, and of the Berliner Spreewerk
(production of guns and ammunition). He was in the first place the liaison between SS, Heereswaf-
fenamt (Army Ordnance Branch) and Ruestungsministerium (Ministry of Armaments and War
Production) and in the end he became the assistant of Kammler. On May 10th I met him at the
American demarcation line outside Schimmelitz on the road Pibrams–Strakonitz, where a large
convoy of civilian lorries and military formations stopped, in order to be taken over and directed
into the Reich by American troops. We stayed there until May 12th. On that day an order was given
all of a sudden to the effect that not the Americans, but approaching Russian Formations would
take us over. Therefore Purucker and I tried to hand over to the Americans the very bulky material
of the staff of scientists under Kammler, which Purucker had packed and carried with him in a
large lorry and in order to hand the material over to the Americans, Purucker called an American
officer. This officer promised to inform his Commanding Officer according to our wish and to fetch
us and the material within an hour latest. Apparently, however, he did not realize the importance
of this matter, because he did not come back. Therefore Purucker handed all his material over to
Russian officers. I was still with him on May 15th in the Russian camp in Zlavonice at the southern
border of Bohemia. Purucker was interrogated there several times by night by the Russians and
one day he was moved together with his material. Where—I don’t know—but recently I heard by
chance that he is working in Moscow and that his family has joined him there.

3. Ing. Karel Staller (C)

This man is the most versatile and intelligent designer and scientist I ever met. Towards the end
he became second General Manager of the Bruenner Waffen-Werke under me—worked, however, as
before, mainly in the field of research and development. He himself was the designer of the famous
British machine-gun (Bren ZB 26 and 37) and he carried out more or less himself all developments
within the Bruenner Waffen-Konzern in the fields of optics, machine-construction, construction of
arms, fuzes, ammunition, rocket-projectors, etc. [...]

4. Fritz (?) [actually Rolf] Engel (G)

This man was, if I am not mistaken—until 1942/43 Head of the experimental workshops at Hela-
muende, which he founded himself. Then I took him over (with the experimental workshops) and
made him Chief of our research institute at Pibrams. Engel was a specialist for many years in the
field of rockets and he was a member of the Central Commission for rocket-research, Berlin. For a
long time he worked together with Kammler, and he knew almost everything of the secret research
and development work, especially because he was the President of a special Commission which had
to carry out the entire calculations in the chemical and physical fields with regard to ballistics of
special weapons and apparatus. Engel and his wife lived in Pibrams. I suppose that he escaped in
time across the American demarcation line into Germany and that he lives probably somewhere in
the American Zone.

5. Ing Odstracil (C)

After Staller he is, according to my opinion, the best scientist and designer of the Bruenner-
Waffen-Konzern, of which he was the official Chief designer. He worked mainly in the fields of
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rocket projectors, automatic weapons, fuzes and ammunition. [...]

6. Ing. Adolf Vambersky (C).

This man was General Manager of the Skoda Konzern (Combine) and in that capacity he was more
or less the Chief of research and development in all fields with regard to the combine. [...]

7. Ing. Alesch (C).

Until May 1945 he was Chief of Explosia AG and Synthesia AG He is a former Austrian Officer of
the Engineers in Blumen. Alesch is an excellent expert in the field of high explosives, therefore he
directed our latest developments in high explosives. [...]

8. Dr. Kappel (G).

He, as a chemist was in charge of the laboratories of our plants for high-explosives in Semtin. He
himself was a scientist and the inventor of the latest patents. [...]

11. Ing. Novy (C)

He was the Chief of our foundries, including the attached plants and the casting houses. He was a
specialist in the field of light metal. He is an excellent expert as well as technician. [...]

12. Professor Dr. Maurer (G).

Before he worked with Krupp’s, then he was advisor with the Skoda Konzern in all questions of
metallurgy and foundries. He was in the first place a University professor (ordentlicher Professor)
at the Academy for Mining in Freiberg/Saxony. As far as I know he had to resign at the instigation
of the Russians. He is an excellent scientific capacity on iron and steel including the working-up
process and he is also very practical-minded. [...]

14. Dr. Pavlicek (G).

He was the Chief of the Optiko-Techna.—the optical plants of the Bruenner Waffen Konzern in
Prerov. His field was mainly research and development. He was also informed with regard to many
particulars concerning his field, inside Germany, as he had to function at general conferences and
discussions in these questions, created by various firms under the leadership of Zeiss. [...]

[This document supports the story of Purucker fleeing with (atomic bomb) plans in his car and
being forced to surrender to Russians instead of Americans.

It also provides more information on Rolf Engel and other experts working in wartime Czechoslo-
vakia, and demonstrates that their expertise covered many of the areas necessary to build an atomic
bomb.]
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[According to official histories, Hans Kammler died in early May 1945. However, documents in U.S.
government archives prove that he surrendered to U.S. forces in May 1945 and was alive and being
interrogated by the United States long after the war.]

Albert Speer. 1981. Infiltration: How Heinrich Himmler Schemed to Build an SS
Industrial Empire. p. 243

[...] Kammler [...] came to me in early April in order to say goodbye. For the first time in our
four-year association, Kammler did not display his usual dash. On the contrary, he seemed insecure
and slippery with his vague, obscure hints about why I should transfer to Munich with him. He
said efforts were being made in the SS to get rid of the Führer. He himself, however, was planning
to contact the Americans. In exchange for their guaranty of his freedom, he would offer them the
entire technology of our jet planes, as well as the A-4 rocket and other important developments,
including the transcontinental rocket. For this purpose, he was assembling all development experts
in Upper Bavaria in order to hand them over to the Americans.

Hans Kammler’s Adjutant Heinz Schürmann. 6 November 2003 filmed interview with
Heiko Petermann [courtesy of Heiko Petermann].

[Kammler’s last words to Schürmann before leaving him on 4 May 1945:]

Wenn es heisst, Hänschen ist tot, ist Hans noch
lange nicht tot.

If it is said that little Hans is dead, Hans is far
from dead.
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Colonel Loyd K. Pepple. 30 May 1945 Memorandum to Colonel Sheldon. [AFHRA
C5089 electronic version pp. 792–806]

HEADQUARTERS
UNITED STATES STRATEGIC AIR FORCES IN EUROPE

Office of Asst. Chief of Staff A-2
Exploitation Division, Operations Section

30 May, 1945

MEMORANDUM: Summary of Activities, Operations Section, Exploitation Division.

TO: Colonel Sheldon

[...]

47. The following is a list of key German Air Force non-technical personnel presently being held
for interrogation.

Reichsmarschall Hermann Goering Commander in Chief of Luftwaffe.

Generalfeldmarschall Ehrhard Secretary of State for Air and
Milch Inspector General of the GAF—Director

General of Equipment.

General der Flieger Koller Chief of General Staff of Luftwaffe.

Dr. Albert Speer Minister for Armament and War
Production.

[...]

SS-Obergruppenführer Kammler Inspector of all units of the Luftwaffe
working with rocket-propelled arms.

[...]
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Figure D.137: 30 May 1945 memorandum from Colonel Loyd K. Pepple to Colonel Sheldon, proving
that Hans Kammler was alive and being interrogated by the United States as of 30 May 1945
[AFHRA C5089 electronic version pp. 792–806].
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Figure D.138: 30 May 1945 memorandum from Colonel Loyd K. Pepple to Colonel Sheldon, proving
that Hans Kammler was alive and being interrogated by the United States as of 30 May 1945
[AFHRA C5089 electronic version pp. 792–806].
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Figure D.139: 30 May 1945 memorandum from Colonel Loyd K. Pepple to Colonel Sheldon, proving
that Hans Kammler was alive and being interrogated by the United States as of 30 May 1945
[AFHRA C5089 electronic version pp. 792–806].
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Louis D. Caplane and William G. Magee. 15 July 1949. Source of certain funds held
for Sammelkonto Accounts by the Austrian National Bank at Linz, Upper Austria.
Records of the German External Assets Branch of the U.S. Allied Commission for
Austria Section, 1945–1950. [NARA RG 260, Microfilm Roll 0084]

[...] Shortly after the occupation, Hans Kammler appeared before the CIC in Gmunden and made
a detailed statement on the operations and activities on the Baustelle Ebensee, as well as on the
account, and his own authority and authority of Karl Engelhardt. None of the present American
Officers at the CIC, Gmunden, is familiar with his statement but it should be in the files there.
Mr. Morrison of the CIC, Gmunden was requested by the team to send a copy of this statement to
Mr. Loehr. [...]

George C. McDonald to Ernst Englander. 2 November 1945. Subject: German Un-
derground Installations. [AFHRA C5098 frame 0886; original paper copy in folder
570.6501A 1945–46, Special Projects—Current]

HEADQUARTERS
UNITED STATES AIR FORCES IN EUROPE

Office of Asst. Chief of Staff A-2
APO 633

AAF Station 179
2 November 1945

SUBJECT: German Underground Installations.

TO: Major ERNST ENGLANDER, A.C., Headquarters USAFE, APO 633.

1. I have been instructed by the AC of S A-2, Headquarters Army Air Forces, Washington, D.C. to
furnish detailed information from many aspects on enemy underground installations, techniques,
etc.

2. In view of recent scientific developments, it is considered of the utmost importance for future
planning and of the highest priority that we obtain all the benefit of the experience of German
industry regarding the use of such facilities.

3. To implement the required study, you are directed to make the necessary arrangements to
personally interrogate Speer, Kammler and Sauer and report your findings to me as soon as possible.

GEORGE C. McDONALD
Brigadier General, U.S.A.
Asst. Chief of Staff A-2.
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Figure D.140: Original paper copy of 2 November 1945 letter from General George C. McDonald
to Major Ernst Englander, proving that Hans Kammler was alive and being interrogated by the
United States as of November 1945 [AFHRA folder 570.6501A 1945–46, Special Projects—Current].
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[By the end of the war, SS General (and Dr. Ing.) Hans Kammler controlled and knew the details
of virtually all secret German weapons research and development. There are a number of reasons
to believe that Kammler’s authority and knowledge also included the nuclear program by the end
of the war:

• In postwar interrogations, Skoda chief Wilhelm Voss stated that Kammler and his staff were
in charge of the “most secret” weapons, including the atomic bomb (p. 2907).

• Heinrich Himmler’s adjutant, Werner Grothmann, repeatedly said that Kammler was in
charge of executing the nuclear program for Himmler and the SS, in direct association with
Wilhelm Ohnesorge from the Reichspost [see for example pp. 2368 and 2461, and many other
examples in Krotzky 2002].

• Surviving documents demonstrate that Kammler was indeed closely involved in technical
discussions between Himmler at the SS and Ohnesorge at the Reichspost, and apparently
directly responsible for implementing their programs (pp. 2360–2362).

• According to the 1962 interrogation of Heinz Wachsmut, written orders related to the March
1945 Thuringia nuclear test were signed by Hans Kammler, along with other SS and Reich-
spost offices (p. 2776).

• Kammler was in charge of all underground factories, including those where nuclear work
apparently occurred, as well as the concentration camps that supplied the labor for those
factories.

• Kammler was listed as a recipient for train shipments of supplies at the Gusen underground
facility, alongside scientists such as the nuclear physicist Siegfried Flügge and the implosion
bomb expert Hubert Schardin (p. 2484).

• Refugees from a nuclear facility in Lüneburger Heide seemed to indicate that Kammler was
in charge of that and other similar facilities (p. 2590–2591).

• By the end of the war, Kammler controlled the potential delivery methods for nuclear
weapons, including long-range rockets and jet aircraft.

• Kammler steadily amassed power over all types and aspects of advanced weapons development
over the course of the war, apparently due to a combination of great political skill, extreme
ambition, and ruthless efficiency. It would seem inevitable for the nuclear program to have
eventually fallen under his control—he would not have let anything stop him.

• The documents on pp. 2910–2916 demonstrate that the United States concealed the fact
that Kammler was alive after the war, shielded him from prosecution, and relied on his
knowledge and assistance. Moreover, the United States has tried to keep that secret for 75
years. Kammler must have offered the United States information that was especially useful—
and especially damning—to have justified such extraordinary measures. Details of the German
nuclear program would qualify as sufficiently important information.
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The documents on pp. 2910–2916 prove that Kammler did not die in early May 1945, as was
reported in various conflicting accounts, but rather that Kammler was alive, in U.S. custody, and
available for interrogation at least as of November 1945. Apparently he surrendered to U.S. forces
in early May, so he would have been in U.S. custody for approximately six months by the time of
McDonald’s memo, and perhaps for many more years afterward.

The U.S. government must possess lengthy transcripts or even audio/video recordings of Kammler’s
interrogations. It would also possess any documents and materials that Kammler had with him
when he was captured, or that he was able to direct the Americans to afterward. Kammler’s
interrogations and documents would presumably have provided the United States with considerable
detail about the German nuclear program and other very advanced developments, such as the
transcontinental rocket mentioned by Speer. (Albert Speer’s own capture and interrogation, also
referenced in McDonald’s memo, resulted in many shelves full of documents.)

How can all of that Kammler material be located and declassified from U.S. government archives?
For starters, where are:

• Kammler’s detailed statement to the U.S. Counter-Intelligence Corps (likely in May 1945)?

• Ernst Englander’s “as soon as possible” report to George McDonald about what he learned
from interrogating Kammler (likely in November 1945)?

[For background information and more details, see Agoston 1985; Döbert and Karlsch 2019; Karlsch
2014; Michalski et al. 2019; Reuter et al. 2019; Sulzer and Brauburger 2014, 2019a.]]
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F. U.S. Inspections of Possible Nuclear Facilities

[At the end of the war, investigators from the United States personally inspected many of the
facilities where German nuclear work may have occurred. Reports on what they found have never
been publicly released.]

German Underground Structures [AFHRA C5098 frames 0886–0890]

HEADQUARTERS
UNITED STATES AIR FORCES IN EUROPE

Office of Asst. Chief of Staff A-2

AAF Station 379
APO 633, U S Army
29 August 1945

SUBJECT: German Underground Structures.

TO: Commanding General, U. S. Air Forces in Europe, APO 633, U S Army.

1. In compliance with your instructions, the following report on German underground structures is
rendered.

2. This is based on the writer’s personal observations during the period 14 May to 1 August 1945. It
is of necessity in the nature of a preliminary report for an insufficient number of undergrounds were
visited to make a complete report on so large a subject. Again, these installations were inspected
primarily for their equipment installations of urgent ATI interests, rather than for the details of
their construction. However, the main structural features were examined and noted.

3. A list of the undergrounds visited is attached hereto as Appendix 1. These varied in size from
approximately five (5) to twenty-six (26) kilometers, lineal measure, of underground galleries. Di-
mensions of the galleries varied from four (4) to twenty (20) meters in width and five (5) to fifteen
(15) meters in height, the floor space from twenty five thousand (25,000) to one hundred thirty
thousand (130000) square meters.

4. All of the undergrounds examined are level entries driven into solid limestone, requiring drilling
and blasting for excavation, to a soft, fine-grained sandstone which could be dug by pick alone.
These last are all well supported by heavy masonry or concrete linings. Some of the solid limestone
galleries are also lined. In all cases the workmanship (though chiefly done by slave labor) is excellent
and the construction is of permanent nature for long endurance, rather than to meet temporary
war construction.

5. All entries are in steep hillsides having slopes of thirty (30) degrees or more. In nearly every case
an open cut was excavated in the hillside so that even the portals are under one hundred (100)
feet, or more, of overburden. From the portals the rising slope of the surface increased the solid
overburden rapidly to two hundred (200) to five hundred (500) feet.
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CONCLUSIONS

6. Even though well drained, lighted and ventilated, these underground structures are, of necessity,
inferior to surface buildings for housing industrial plants. Their only advantage is protection from
bombing and they, therefore, have no place in a peacetime industry. Their continued existence is a
military asset.

7. Well supported excavations under the protection of a deep solid rock overburden are extremely
stable and are impervious to damage by attack from the air by any existing bomb. The future
developments of the atomic bomb cannot now be predicted. However, to destroy the workings from
the air, the entire overlying hill would have to be blown off, a matter of shattering solid rock, from
above, to a depth of 200 feet or more. This is now considered impractical.

8. Neutralization of level entry undergrounds must include nearly complete destruction to be effec-
tive. Sealing the entrances only would be merely a short delaying action. However, where entry is
by vertical, or inclined shaft, the destruction of the shaft may render reopening impractical under
certain conditions. It would in any case cause a long delay.

9. So long as these undergrounds remain intact they are available for bombproof housings of im-
portant industries in any future war. It is recommended that careful consideration be given to their
neutralization even though its accomplishment will be a difficult and costly work.

10. To approach this problem, it is recommended that all existing undergrounds be examined by
personnel qualified to judge not only the strength of the supporting structures, but the character of
the overlying rock, its structure, joints, bedding planes and other lines of weakness. Maps showing
the underground galleries should also have the surface contours superimposed to show depth of
overburden at all points. The above information is needed before any detailed plan of neutralization
can be made.

11. It is believed that the most effective method will follow the general plan of blasting out the
strategic supporting column of rock with explosive blasts strong enough to shatter the overlying
rock along lines of natural weakness sufficiently to render its support impractical.

RECOMMENDATIONS

12. The overall problem can best be evaluated under the direction of a geologist with practical
experience in underground development. He can correlated the primary factors:

a. the overlying rock structure and strength, with

b. its support.

With him should be associated men of extended practical experience in underground construction
and an explosive expert.

13. It is recommended that this paper be forwarded to Headquarters, Army Air Forces, with the
idea of selecting targets of above mentioned types for secret experiment of rocket propelled atomic
bomb.

GEORGE C. McDONALD
Brigadier General, U.S.A.
Asst. Chief of Staff A-2.

2 Incls: List of undergrounds.
Map of Camp St. Georgen.
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Figure D.141: Map of Camp St. Georgen from General McDonald’s report.
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APPENDICES

1. List of undergrounds examined.

Camp Gusen Aircraft component factory
Camp St. Georgen ” ” ”
Camp Ebensee ” ” ”
Kahla ” ” ”
Between Kahla and Jena Optical lens grinding plant.
Redl-Zipf Oxygen making plant.

2. Attached is the map of the underground workings at Camp St. Georgen. This illustrates the
general type of structure though it is more regularly laid out than the others.

[This document demonstrates several important facts:

• There were a very large number of German underground installations (the six that McDonald
visited were only an “insufficient number,” Point 2 and Appendix 1).

• The German underground installations were massive (Point 3—up to 26 km of galleries each,
with the galleries up to 15 m high and up to 20 m wide), built with “workmanship” that was
“excellent... for long endurance” (Point 4) and “well drained, lighted and ventilated” (Point
6).

• The German underground installations that he described sounded fully functional during the
war, not still under construction and unoccupied at the end of the war.

• Allied personnel conducted detailed inspections of the underground installations, yet (with
only a few exceptions) the results of those inspections, or even the facts that they occurred
at all, have not been made public.

• The Allies removed urgent war-critical materials from the underground installations (Point
2). What materials could have been so urgently needed by the United States in its continuing
war with Japan—perhaps materials related to nuclear weapons development?

• After the war, the Allies expended great effort to destroy and prevent access to the many
underground installations (Points 8–12).

• Underground installations that were so numerous, so large, and so advanced could have pro-
vided suitable locations not only for the aircraft, lens, and oxygen production that McDonald
mentioned, but also potentially for producing large rockets, nuclear materials or weapons, or
other advanced weapons systems or components.
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• McDonald could only describe what he observed. It is possible that some German underground
installations were evacuated and/or destroyed by German troops before Allied military forces
even arrived.

• Point 13: Presumably McDonald was not suggesting nuclear test strikes on these facilities in
postwar Austria and Germany, which would cause radioactive contamination of the area, not
be a “secret experiment” at all, and likely provoke negative reactions from local countries and
from the Soviet Union. Rather, he was presumably suggesting that the United States should
build test structures similar to those he described (likely in the southwestern United States
or on a Pacific island) and then detonate an atomic bomb on that test structure to see how
much damage the bomb could do.

• Point 13: During the war, Heinrich Himmler apparently wanted German underground facilities
to be so well built that they could even survive an Allied strike by an atomic bomb (see p.
2793). McDonald may have been aware of that intention, and may have wanted to put it to
the test (but somewhere else where the test could be conducted safely and secretly, as already
discussed).

• Point 13: In August 1945, the U.S. was apparently preparing “secret experiment of rocket
propelled atomic bomb.” However, the only atomic bombs that the United States officially
possessed were more Fat Man bombs weighing 3000-4000 kg (depending on the casing), and
the largest rockets that the United States officially possessed were captured German V-2
rockets, which could not carry a payload that heavy. Officially the United States did not
develop its first rocket-propelled atomic bombs until the early 1950s [Hansen 1988, pp. 189–
191]. In August 1945, how could the U.S. military have, or expect to soon have, a rocket-
propelled atomic bomb for a “secret experiment”? Does that suggest that the United States
acquired German rockets larger than the V-2 that could carry a larger payload like the
U.S. Fat Man? Does it suggest that the United States acquired a German atomic bomb
(or plans thereof) that was smaller than the U.S. Fat Man? Or does it suggest that the
United States acquired an advanced German rocket and atomic bomb that were already an
integrated system? (There is also an earlier draft of this report with the comment about a
rocket propelled atomic bomb added in handwriting [AFHRA C5098 frames 0990–0991].)

• McDonald was involved in preparing the U.S. Army Air Force’s January 1945 “Evaluation of
German Capabilities” that discussed existing German rockets larger than the V-2, as well as
sites of possible German atomic bomb tests (see pp. 3145–3146). After the end of the war in
Europe, he spent months visited highly secret German weapons production plants (Point 2
and Appendix 1). He knew that Hans Kammler survived the war, was in U.S. custody, and
was being interrogated (see pp. 2910–2916). Thus McDonald was probably one of the best
informed Americans in terms of his knowledge of the German secrets weapons programs.]
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Figure D.142: Photos taken by U.S. soldiers at the “Bergkristall” tunnel complex at St. Georgen an
der Gusen near Linz, Austria, in May 1945 [AFRHA 00043922 SQ-BOMB-34-HI 1–31 July 1945].
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Figure D.143: More photos taken by U.S. soldiers at the Bergkristall tunnel complex at St. Georgen
an der Gusen in May 1945 [AFRHA 00043922 SQ-BOMB-34-HI 1–31 July 1945].
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Figure D.144: More photos taken by U.S. soldiers at the Bergkristall tunnel complex at St. Georgen
an der Gusen in May 1945 [AFRHA 00043922 SQ-BOMB-34-HI 1–31 July 1945].
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Figure D.145: Another photo of entrances to the Bergkristall tunnel complex at St. Georgen an der
Gusen in 1945.
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SHAEF to War Department. Cable 422. 31 May 1945 [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A,
Box 160, Folder APR 45–Dec. ’45]

From: Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Forces, Forward, Frankfurt, Germany

To: War Department

Nr: 422 31 May 1945

Multiple address. 3112000 May COSITINTREP nr 422, Part 1—Land, Section B. From HQ 12th
Army Group from Bradley signed Eisenhower, ref nr QX 21736.

2. Intelligence. [...]

F. Uncovering of new or improved enemy weapons and equipment:

A laboratory containing equipment and documents related to experimental work on atomic bombs
and AA rockets was located near Lofer, E 7399 by Third US Army. [...]

PARAGRAPHS 8, 9, 10 of MFIU/HQ/CSDIC/12. Undated but apparently late 1944/early
1945. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US
Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

PARAGRAPHS 8, 9, 10 of MFIU/HQ/CSDIC/12

I. “SECRET WEAPONS”

8. Factory nr: Pilsen. (No date). A P/W, who lives near Pilsen, supplies the following information
which he had only at second-hand from friends working in Pilsen.

9. A large underground factory is being constructed in the woods within 8–9 km of Pilsen and was
said to be finished shortly. Workers of many nationalities were employed in this construction work
and were confined to the site of the plant at all times.

10. Rumour has it that one of the secret weapons is to be produced there.
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Figure D.146: U.S. soldiers in Pilsen in May 1945.
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Figure D.147: Location of the former Skoda R&D complex in Pilsen.
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David Gattiker and George C. Davis. 16 May 1945. Report on visit to Joachim-
sthal/Jáchymov. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 160, Folder APR 45–Dec. ’45]

I and Davis entered Czechoslovakian target yesterday morning and spent three hours with Dr.
Patzochke, German director of the mines.

There has been intensive exploratory and development work at two out of three mines directed at
increasing the production of uranium, bismuth, cobalt and nickel. The shaft of one mine has been
extended to about twice its original depth, and a new underground shaft has been added to the
other mine. Plans for sinking a shaft on a new site are prepared.

Uranium ore production has been increased from the equivalent of about one and one-half grams
radium per year before the war to three and one-half grams per year in 1943–1944. From 1939 to
1944 inclusive ore equivalent to about fourteen grams radium was mined and concentrated at the
mine site. These concentrates contain 60 per cent U3O8 and were sent to Germany and Austria for
radium extraction, and were divided equally between Auer, Buchler at Brunswick, and Goldschmidt
at Treibach in Austria. Dr. Patzochke informed us that exploratory work indicates that mine could
be maintained at present output for at least five years, and probably for at least ten years. It might
even be possible to increase output to the equivalent of five grams of radium per year.

Radium and uranium refinery at site has been closed down since 1939, and only the concentration
plant has been worked. This can handle ten tons of crude ore per day. Stocks consist of about four
tons of 60 per cent concentrates, twenty tons of 10 per cent crude ore and three thousand tons of
residues having a U3O8 content not exceeding one per cent.

The mines used to be the property of the town until they were taken over by Auer. They will now
presumably return to Czechoslovakian ownership. At present all directors are German, and most
technical staff are Germans. We asked for and were given copies of some of the mine plans.

The town has not yet been occupied either by the United States or the Russian armies, and we were
the first Allied soldiers to enter. The Russians were expected hourly from Carlsbad which made it
necessary to reduce time spent in target area to minimum. There was a provisional Czechoslovakian
Military Government in the town with whom we did not come into contact.

The mine shafts lend themselves to destruction, but we do not, repeat do not, recommend such an
action in view of tactical and other general considerations. It would doubtless be possible to place
contract for output of mines at a later date when ownership has been re-established, provided, of
course, that we are not forestalled by our eastern Allies.

A WWII smuggler helped Cambridge get its new ice rink. Cambridge News. 7 Novem-
ber 2017. [https://www.cambridge-news.co.uk/news/wwii-smuggler-helped-cambridge-
new-13863896]

[...] David Gattiker, who studied chemistry from 1929 to 1931, bequeathed £1 million to the uni-
versity to build a permanent ice hockey facility in the city. [...]

During the Second World War, Gattiker was involved in smuggling uranium ore out of Germany,
as recounted in his book ‘The Uranium Trail’, which he wrote under a pseudonym.

He moved to Canada after the war and became an agricultural chemist. [...]
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Cordell Richardson [David Gattiker]. 1977. Uranium Trail East pp. 8, 104.

Some names have been altered where otherwise embarrassment might occur. [...]

Dr. Fischer [Patzochke] was surprised to see that his visitors were British and American officers.
“Gentlemen, I am delighted to see you. I was expecting the Russians. They are reported to be
already at Carlsbad, only ten miles south. Does your presence mean that the Sudetenland and my
mine will come under British and American control?” His eyes were bright at the thought. [...]

“During the war the mine has produced to capacity,” he explained with pride, “nearly fifteen grams
of radium, a record. It was all sent to Germany. And it is interesting to note that the Germans
suddenly wanted the uranium waste product as well! For the first time! Nearly 500 tons but I don’t
know what for...”

Vladimir L. Rychly. Czechoslovakia—Jachymov Uranium Mines—General Informa-
tion. 5 December 1946. [NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 12, Folder TSC # 3301–3400]

Czechoslovak miners, formerly employed in the Pribram area, and now resettled with their fami-
lies at Jachymov, Czechoslovakia, furnished the following general information on the pitchblende
deposits in Jachymov: [...]

There are three individual uranium mines at Jachymov. [...]

(a) “Werner” Mine is located about 2 km northeast of Jachymov. The “Werner” mine contains two
vertical shafts which at present are in full operation. During the German occupation of Czechoslo-
vakia, the Germans continued operations in this mine to the very last moment.

(b) “Stalin” Mine (formerly “Rovnost” Mine) is located in the southwest outskirts of Jachymov.
This mine, now in operation, has only one entrance for both miners and bogietrucks.

(c) “Svornost” Mine is located in the northern section of the city of Jachymov. During the German
occupation of Czechoslovakia, the Germans abandoned this mine and claimed it was unproduc-
tive. However, the Svornost mine kept on supplying most of Jachymov’s Health Institutions with
radioactive water at a depth of 530 meters—radioactivity of 500 Mache units with temperature
of 28oC. It might be for this reason that the Soviet geologists are so keenly interested in starting
operation in this mine. The difficulties encountered by the Soviets are greater than expected as
most tunnels are flooded. [...]
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Figure D.148: Joachimsthal or Jáchymov uranium mine and uranium ore circa 1945. [NARA RG
38, Entry 98C, Box 12, Folder TSC # 3301–3400. Vladimir L. Rychly, 5 December 1946]
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Underground Factories in Europe [AFHRA C5098 frames 0931–0932]

Underground Factories in Europe

Commanding General, Air Material Command, Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. Attn: TSDIN

1. In compliance with Restricted letter, Subj: Request for Information on German Underground
Plants, dated 19 Oct 1945 (Incl. 1), a report has been prepared entitled “Preliminary Report on
Underground Factories and Facilities in Germany and Austria” (Incl. 2).

2. The completed survey disclosed a considerably larger number of German underground factories
than had hitherto been suspected. In addition to Germany and Austria, the Germans built under-
ground factories in France, Italy, Hungary and Czechoslovakia. Although the Germans did not go
underground on a large scale until March, 1944, they managed to get approximately one-hundred
and forty three (143) underground factories into production by the last few months of the war.
Statistics are as follows:

a. Number of factories in production by the end of the war...................... 143

b. Number of factories being built, being excavated, and planned............. 107

c. Number of factories reported, and potential sites (mines and caves)..... 600

Grand Total...... 860 [850?]

3. In summarizing the results of the survey three facts are outstanding:

a. The tremendous advantages of placing factories under ground are concealment and protection.
Of these two concealment is at least of equal importance as protection, since more underground
factories remained undetected during the war than were discovered prior to the termination of
hostilities. This is especially true of those located in old mines and natural caves where the presence
of the mine or cave was not known to the Allies.

b. Self-contained underground factories are practical for any industry with the possible exception of
those classified as heavy industries. All technical problems, mainly ventilation and air conditioning,
appear to have been solved by the Germans by the end of the war.

c. The Germans initiated the movement of industry under ground so late that the program did not
have an opportunity to seriously affect the outcome of the war. It is a matter of conjecture as to
what would have occurred if the Germans had gone under ground before the beginning of the war.

[Where are detailed reports on what was in all of these facilities?

How much work in these facilities was buried, overlooked, and forgotten?]
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F. German and Austrian Scientists in the United States

[Many German and Austrian scientists who appear to have been involved in the nuclear program
visited the United States after the war, and may have provided information about wartime German
work. See Figure D.149 for a few examples. Files for some scientists are still not available to the
public. For example, almost the complete file of nuclear physicist Otto Haxel has been redacted (p.
2936), and Wernher von Braun’s file is missing entirely [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B].]

Figure D.149: Examples of scientists who were apparently involved in the German nuclear program
and were brought to the United States to work after the war [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B].
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Figure D.150: Virtually the entire “foreign scientist case file” on Otto Haxel remains classified, with
the documents removed or completely blanked out [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-1B, Box 66].
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Edward Teller’s request for Siegfried Flügge’s assistance. [NARA RG 330, Entry A1-
1B, Box 43, Folder: Flügge, Siegfried]

July 18, 1947

From: Chief of Naval Research

To: Chief of Naval Intelligence

Subj: Foreign Scientists, Request for assistance on.

1. Professor Edward Teller, Physics Department, University of Chicago, is supervising under con-
tract to this Office a research program on various phases of research in physics of the solid state.
This program is of interest and importance to the national security. Professor Teller is very de-
sirous to obtain the services of the German physicist, Dr. Siegfried Flügge, who can be of marked
assistance in carrying out the aforementioned program.

2. Professor Teller has requested the Office of Technical Services, Department of Commerce, to
obtain Dr. Flügge from Germany. It is requested that the Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency be
informed of the Navy’s interest in this case, and asked to provide such assistance as is possible to
Professor Teller in aiding Dr. Flügge to come to this country.

C. M. Bolster
Capt., USN
Acting Chief of Naval Research

cc: Mr. Robert Frye, OTS, Dept. of Commerce
Professor Edward Teller, Physics Dept.
University of Chicago

[In 1947, Edward Teller was arguably the leading theoretical physicist of the U.S. nuclear weapons
program, since most of the other prominent physicists from the Manhattan Project returned to
civilian projects after the war. Throughout the 1940s, Teller was obsessed with creating a working
fusion (hydrogen or H) bomb that would be much more powerful than the Manhattan Project’s
fission bombs. In 1946, a panel of other U.S. physicists concluded that Teller’s proposed “classical
Super” design for an H bomb would not work and that they did not know how to improve upon
it, so in 1947 Teller would have been especially desperate for advanced nuclear weapons design
solutions.

Siegfried Flügge was arguably the leading theoretical physicist of the wartime German nuclear
weapons program, although that was far from public knowledge at that time (or even today).
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Some German-speaking scientists who had already settled in the United States, such as Hermann
Mark and Theodore von Kármán, actively worked to bring many other German-speaking scientists
to the United States after the war. However, I am not aware of other examples of Edward Teller
actively recruiting German-speaking scientists from Europe after the war.

Thus this letter shows an extraordinary degree of interest and a singular focus. The leading physicist
of the U.S. nuclear weapons program was “very desirous to obtain the services” of the leading
physicist of the wartime German nuclear weapons program, who could “be of marked assistance in
carrying out” an unspecified physics program “of interest and importance to the national security.”

If the United States had discovered, sometime after the war, that Germany had actually had an
advanced nuclear weapons program, it would have needed a particular type of person to help
interrogate people who were most closely associated with that program and who could provide the
most detailed technical information about it. Specifically, the United States would have needed
someone (the fewer people the better, for security reasons) who:

• Was a physicist with an intimate knowledge of nuclear weapons designs from the Manhattan
Project. (Samuel Goudsmit did not have that knowledge.)

• Was fluent in German, including very technical German.

• Was extremely close to the U.S. military, and could be trusted to strongly advocate for its
interests and to religiously keep its secrets.

There would have been a number of possible candidates for that position (see p. 1144), but those
best matching the above three qualifications probably would have been Edward Teller, Hans Bethe,
J. Robert Oppenheimer, and John von Neumann. Of those four, after the war only Teller was
still truly focused on nuclear weapons designs. Teller would have been the ideal physicist to help
interrogate top scientists from the German nuclear program such as Flügge, or top administrators
from the program such as Hans Kammler (if he was indeed in U.S. custody), in order to learn
as many technical details as possible about the German program’s weapons designs, production
methods, and results.

Flügge did eventually visit the United States in 1949–1950 and 1953. Did he ultimately meet with
Teller, either in the United States or in Europe? If so, can records of their meetings or discussions
be found?

How much did the United States know about the German nuclear weapons program’s structure (e.g.,
that Flügge was its leading physicist) and accomplishments (e.g., that it had conducted advanced
work on H-bombs designs, lithium deuteride, fusion boosting, etc.) prior to Teller’s request? How
much did it ultimately learn?

How much influence did information, scientists, and materials from the German nuclear weapons
program have on the U.S. nuclear program, both during and after the war?]
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G. Other Intelligence Services

[Other U.S. investigators, or intelligence services from other countries, may have found information
about the German nuclear program.]

Charles A. Crowley to W. F. Heimlich. 31 August 1945. Headquarters United States
Air Forces in Europe (Main). Berlin Intelligence Party. German V-1 and V-2 Person-
nel. [AFHRA C5094 frames 0957–0958]

1. In view of the fact that the wants of USAFE on V-1 and V-2 personnel have been satisfied, I am
inclosing information on those men whose evacuation we have recommended. My memory of the
conversation which we had a few weeks ago is to the effect that USFET was still anxious to either
exploit or to know the exact location of these individuals. The list follows:

[...] g. Gerald Klein (Dr.), Dipl.-Eng., Manager of LGW.

Address: Berlin-Dahlem, Hohe Ähren 10b.
Specialty: Electrical flying control, V-2 control. A very efficient electrical engineer. Developed V-2
control devices. Worked at Peenemünde and later became group director of atomic devices in RLM.
At present being used by the British. Evacuated by “T” Force.

[Dr. Gerald Klein was listed as the manager of “LGW,” which was the Luftgerätewerk Hakenfelde
A.G., part of the huge Siemens electrical company. If wartime Germany never had atomic devices
or even serious plans to make them, as maintained by official histories, why did the RLM or
Reichsluftfahrtministerium (Ministry of Aviation) have an entire group dedicated to atomic devices,
of which Dr. Klein was the director? Note that Dr. Klein was evacuated by T-Force and “used by
the British” after the war. Where are the reports on his interrogations? Where are the reports on
his postwar work for the United Kingdom, or perhaps for other countries after that?

The U.S. Army Air Force officers writing and reading this memo seemed to casually understand
what it meant that the Reichsluftfahrtministerium had an entire group on atomic devices, with
no further explanation required in this memo. They also appeared to know about Dr. Klein from
American interrogations of him. Where are the U.S. reports on American interrogations of Dr.
Klein? Where are the U.S. reports explaining exactly what the atomic device group of the Re-
ichsluftfahrtministerium was, what it accomplished during the war, and how it related to other
nuclear-related work during the Third Reich?]
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From Office of Strategic Services Shepardson to Amzon. 10 September 1945. [NARA
RG 226, Entry A1-134, Box 219, Folder 1371: OUT AZUSA Nov. ’43 Sept. ’45]

#3567. AZUSA. Wisner and Rositzke from 154 and Dix. Reur #2417 (IN 23590).

Any information gained concerning German scientists on AZUSA send only to Lt. Col. Horace K.
Calvert care U. S. Embassy, London, and do not pass to G-2 USFET. This also applies other fields.
Send copies Washington.

H. W. Dix to Francis J. Smith. 13 September 1945. Office of Strategic Services memo
AA-217. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 171, Folder 32.7003-3 GERMANY: US
Wartime Positive Int. (Nov. 44–June 45)]

Cable from our German office reads in accordance with the two following paragraphs:

1. Referring further our recent exchange cables RE handling Azusa material, General
Sibert who has just returned here from Washington has informed us (A) that when
in Washington he was given full information concerning this subject and all matters
pertaining to it including U.S. policy (B) that he was designated as coordinator all such
information in this theater and (C) that we are to disseminate all our information this
subject to him and no one else in theater.

2. As OSS Germany is under direction command USFET, we consider General Sibert’s
instructions this subject as an order which we cannot ignore. If you disapprove we
suggest as only solution that you approach War Department Washington with request
that Sibert’s instructions be altered.

This is different than our instructions to our office in Germany. The instructions we forwarded were
from your office.

Please advise which way you desire our office in Germany to handle

(a) the information about the search for German scientists

(b) all information on this topic.
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From Office of Strategic Services Shepardson to Berlin via Amzon. 14 September 1945.
[NARA RG 226, Entry A1-134, Box 219, Folder 1371: OUT AZUSA Nov. ’43 Sept.
’45]

# WASH 6437. AZUSA. To 110 Berlin from 154 and Dix. Information: Wisner Amzon.

RE BERL 1059 (IN 23766), please see WASH 3567 to Wisner. Our work on this subject is to
correlate and cooperate with specially appointed general who has charge of the whole AZUSA
situation and has overall responsibility.

In order that he may make decisions we pass our information to him, and thereby proceed as he
may direct.

On present sub feature of AZUSA about assisting locating German scientists, special general asked
to have the information sent only to Calvert, London Embassy, or to Washington.

RE your AMZO 4437 (IN 240370); our WASH 1167 and WASH 3567 were special general’s instruc-
tions until he could talk with Sibert here. This now done and all AZUSA information obtained by
OSS in ETO and applicable in ETO situations now to be coordinated only between you or Wisner
Sibert and Calvert and advising OSS Washington of resulting decisions or information. This insures
desired maximum security with fewest number persons involved. Copies of any reports to be sent
OSS Washington without delay and showing action taken.

This subject so tight at this time we are playing very close with special general.

Phrase “other fields” from your BERL #2417 interpreted here as within scope AZUSA matters
only and not applicable to all technical matters. WASH 3567 repeated the words “other fields”
thereby trying to eliminate misunderstanding. This answers AMZO 3917.

[Do these OSS cables show that the U.S. started to really appreciate the extent of the wartime
German nuclear program by September 1945, and took steps to limit that knowledge to the “fewest
number persons”? Is that why Zinsser’s report of a German atomic bomb test was upgraded from
Secret to Top Secret in early October 1945 (p. 2686)? Who was the “special general”—Leslie Groves
or someone else?]

Captain Hugh T. Cunningham, Strategic Services Unit, to Brigadier General Edwin
L. Sibert, U.S. Army, 6 May 1946. Subject: German Atomic Research [NARA RG 226
Entry A1-215, Box 6, Folder WN26150–26164]

1. One of our reliable sources is in contact with a certain Chef-Chemiker Sallie, at present employed
in a chemical industry in Constance, who claims to be able to give detailed information on German
atomic research as of February 1945. Sallie was in Berlin when the Russians blew up the Treasury
Building in which the documents on German atomic research were stored, and claims to know
exactly what documents thereby fell into the hands of the Russians.

2. If this man is of interest for further exploitation we can instruct our source accordingly.
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Outgoing cable WAR 92817. 27 June 1946. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 160,
Folder 205.4 CABLES OUTGOING, TOP SECRET]

TOPSEC to McNarney from the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

1. Except for most cogent reasons you will not permit representatives of nations other than British
Commonwealth (excluding Eire) to have access in any U.S. zone of occupation under your jurisdic-
tion to technical information on the following subjects or to related intelligence targets:

applied nuclear physics;

radar and Asdic [sonar] countermeasures;

pressurized aerials for 3- and 10-cm GSR [radar] in U-Boats;

control of guided missiles and homing devices;

information concerning codes, cyphers, methods of communication, w/t deception or
intelligence gained;

Kurier Gerät;

depth-keeping gear for submarines;

very high voltage investigation;

position-finding instruments (Prof. Pidery);

method of causing temporary blindness by ultraviolet rays;

biological warfare;

infrared equipment;

underwater propulsion employing hydrogen peroxide;

URSEL (underwater rocket gun);

LERCHE (wire-controlled homing torpedo);

PASAN (acoustic pattern torpedo);

NIBELUNG (Asdic device);

manufacturing routine of new German war gas SARIN;

results of trials with SARIN;

German physiological trials with CW gases;

laboratory developments in connection with SOMAN;

supersonic aircraft, missiles, and engines.

[...]
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Outgoing cable WAR 99857. 9 September 1946. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box
160, Folder 205.4 CABLES OUTGOING, TOP SECRET]

To McNarney from Joint Intelligence Committee

Under authority in WAR 92817 the Joint Intelligence Commitee hereby modifies list therein to
include the following:

Applied and theoretical nuclear physics, including design and operation of devices for
producing highly energetic particles, and isotope separation.

Control of guided missiles and homing devices (air and water).

All asdic (sonar) devices.

All proximity fuzes.

Extremely potent chemicals producing physiological effects.

Cold weather operations including guided missile launching.

[These lists come from people who presumably definitely knew what they were talking about. They
were classified Top Secret and sent directly from the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff to General Joseph T.
McNarney, who at the time was both the military governor of the U.S.-occupied zone of Germany
and also the commander in chief of the U.S. Forces of Occupation in Europe. Others who received
the lists (and probably helped to create them) included General Leslie Groves, who was still in
charge of all U.S. nuclear work and intelligence on foreign nuclear work. These lists were written
over a year after the end of the war in Europe, after the U.S. had had time to investigate wartime
German R&D in detail. Coming from that authoritative position, these lists appear to show that:

• All of these German programs (including nuclear and biological warfare) actually existed;
otherwise the Joint Chiefs would not have included them in such a carefully chosen high-
priority list, putting them on the same level as well documented programs such as sarin and
soman.

• German work in these areas was so advanced that the United States was determined both to
obtain that German work for itself and also to try to prevent other countries (other than the
United Kingdom) from obtaining it.

What was the “method of causing temporary blindness by ultraviolet rays”?]

U.S. Department of Commerce. The Chemical Problem in Germany. Undated press
release, probably from 1946, p. 8 [NARA RG 40, Entry UD-75, Box 3, Folder Press
Releases].

Spectacular accomplishment in uranium, nitrogen, oxygen recovery, plastics, nuclear physics and
many other fields, have been uncovered in the investigation of the chemicals field alone.
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Figure D.151: A U.S. intelligence card catalog shows that there were postwar reports detailing
German atomic bomb plans, but those reports are still classified and unavailable to the public
[NARA RG 319, Entry A1-84E, Box 124].
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Figure D.152: A U.S. intelligence card catalog shows that there were postwar reports detailing
German atomic bomb plans, but those reports are still classified and unavailable to the public
[NARA RG 319, Entry A1-84E, Box 124].
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Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann on nuclear technology transfer
to the United States [Krotzky 2002]. For a discussion of the background and reliability
of this source, see p. 2363.

[p. 32] Die zweite Schwierigkeit bestand darin,
dass die Zünder für die Waffe nicht so funktion-
ierten, wie man sich das ursprünglich dachte.
Die haben mit allem möglichen experimentiert.
Es war, glaube ich, erst im Herbst 1944, dass
jemand bei Diebner eine praktikable Lösung
fand, die aber immer noch sehr aufwendig war.
Und ungefähr zur selben Zeit hat dann bei
uns jemand in Zusammenarbeit mit..., glaube
ich, und noch ein Unternehmen war beteiligt,
oder dort ein Experte, mit Infrarot-Zündern
einigen Erfolg. Wir nannten, die Dinger damals
Ultrarot-Zünder.

[p. 45] Die Zünderentwicklung muß für alle
Beteiligten eine richtige Nervensache gewesen
sein. Ich bin ja kein Technik-Sachverständiger
gewesen, aber im Laufe der Zeit bekam man
doch etwas mit. Deshalb kann ich wenigstens
sagen, dass Himmler wiederholt Fehlschläge
gemeldet worden sind. Dabei hatte man ja
wirklich die erste Garnitur von Experten damit
beauftragt und außerdem ist an verschiede-
nen speziellen Zündern für die Atombombe
gearbeitet worden. Wenn ich jetzt überlege,
was mir dazu noch einfällt, ist es die Ultra-
Rot-Sache. An Zündern die auf dieser Basis
funktionieren sollten, ist nach meiner Erin-
nerung von ganz wenigen Leuten bei einer
Optik-Firma in Zusammenarbeit mit einem
Elektro-Unternehmen gearbeitet worden. Den
Auftrag haben wir aber nicht vergeben, so weit
ich weiß, der ist wahrscheinlich von Ohnesorge
weitergegeben worden. Dieser Zünder soll noch
kurz vor Kriegsende als Laborgerät für die
ersten Funktionsprüfungen vorbereitet worden
sein, mehr weiß ich dazu nicht. [...]

[p. 32] The second problem was that the fuse
for the weapon was not working as originally
intended. They experimented with all kinds of
things. I believe it was first in the autumn of
1944 that someone with Diebner found a viable
solution, which was still very elaborate. And
about the same time, someone with us [SS] who
worked in collaboration with ..., I believe, and
another company was involved, or there was an
expert, with infrared detonators some success.
We called the things then infrared igniters.

[p. 45] The ignition development must have
been a real problem for everyone involved. I was
not a technical expert, but in the course of time
one learned something about it. That is why I
can at least say that Himmler had repeatedly
received reports of failed tests. Therefore the
first set of experts had been commissioned, and
out of that a number of special detonators for
the atomic bomb had been worked on. If I think
what else I can remember now, then it is the
infrared thing. According to my memory, a very
small number of people at an optics company,
cooperating with an electrical company, worked
on detonators that were supposed to function
on this basis. We did not give the assignment,
however, as far as I know, it was probably
passed on by Ohnesorge. This detonator is said
to have been prepared shortly before the end
of the war as a laboratory device for the first
functional tests, more I do not know. [...]
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Dann gab es einen Vorschlag, der kam aus
Österreich und war sehr gut begründet.
Der schien ganz pfiffig. Mir war er nur als
Netzzünder bekannt geworden. Im Versuch
funktionierte er aber nur wie ich hörte, wenn
die Position bestimmter Zünderteile ganz
genau, also wirklich millimetergenau einge-
halten werden konnte. Gab es eine winzige
Lageveränderung war alles umsonst. Den
konnte man natürlich so nicht einsetzen. Dieb-
ner hat übrigens selbst Zünder-Experimente
angeregt, aber erst im Herbst 44 bekam man
ein einigermaßen funktionierendes Ding hin.

[p. 34] Für das hier verbürge ich mich aber: Aus
unseren Forschungs- und Entwicklungslabors
in Thüringen sind Teile des Materials ver-
bracht worden, aber nicht alles. Warum das so
geschah, weiß ich nicht. Zumindest das wenige
radioaktive Material für die erste Bombe und
einen Teil des Zündmechanismus sollen dann
die Amerikaner mitgenommen haben. Die von
den Amerikanern erbeuteten Prototyp-Teile für
unsere erste richtige Atombombe sind sofort
von ihnen zum “Adlerhorst” gebracht worden.
Ab da weiß ich nichts mehr dazu. Es gibt noch
vielleicht, noch jemanden, der das bestätigen
kann.

[p. 40] Die Sieger haben die Beute mitgenom-
men und spater der Öffentlichkeit ihre
glänzende Rüstung vorgeführt. Bei Flugzeugen
war das so, bei der U-Boot-Technik, in der
Chemie und auch so manchen unserer tüchtigen
Atomphysiker haben sie dann für sich arbeiten
lassen, genauso wie die Raketenleute.

Then there was a proposal from Austria, which
was justified very well. It seemed quite clever. I
only knew it was called network ignition. In the
experiment, however, it only worked as I heard,
if the position of certain detonators was very
exact, that is, precise to the millimeter. If there
was a tiny change of location, all was in vain.
Of course you could not use it that way. By
the way, Diebner himself suggested detonator
experiments, but it was not until autumn 44
that a well-functioning thing was discovered.

[p. 34] For this, however, I can vouch my-
self: Parts of the material had been removed
from our research and development laboratories
in Thuringia, but not everything. Why this
happened, I do not know. The Americans are
supposed to have taken at least the small
amount of radioactive material for the first
bomb and a part of the ignition mechanism.
The prototype parts for our first real atomic
bomb that were captured by the Americans
were immediately taken to the “Eagle’s Nest.”
I do not know any more about it, there may be
someone who can confirm it.

[p. 40] The winners took the booty and
later presented their shining armaments to
the public. That was true for airplanes, with
submarine technology, in chemistry, and with
many of our capable nuclear physicists, who
worked for them [Allied countries], just like the
rocket people.
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[In the first three quoted paragraphs, Grothmann told how German engineers successfully invented
one or more detonation timing systems to allow the spherical implosion bomb (which he described
elsewhere) to create a detonation with “millimeter-exact” accuracy across all of the ignition points
around the bomb. He stated that at least one of those ignition systems was a sophisticated optical
method using infrared detonators. This description sounds remarkably similar to the technology
that Heinz Schlicke may have transferred to the United States from the U-234 submarine’s cargo.

Adlerhorst or Eagle’s Nest was located near Bad Nauheim, and should not be confused with the
better known Eagle’s Nest or Kehlsteinhaus near Berchtesgaden. Adlerhorst was captured by the
U.S. Army on 30 March 1945, and subsequently was used by the Allies as “Operation Dustbin” to
imprison and interrogate high-value German intelligence targets, including Albert Speer, Wernher
von Braun, and many others.

If the United States captured German atomic bomb components and immediately took them to
Adlerhorst, those components could have been captured no earlier than April 1945. Since the United
States could have taken the components to many other sites that were equally or more secure,
Grothmann’s statement that they were taken to Adlerhorst suggests that those components were
shown to high-value German detainees so that they could not deny the existence of the German
nuclear program. Furthermore, that would suggest that the United States had not captured a
satisfactory amount of information about the nuclear program, and was desperate to learn more
from the detainees. Is it possible to locate and declassify any U.S. records on what German atomic
bomb components were found, or what the United States learned from German detainees?

Some German and Austrian nuclear-related scientists and engineers who temporarily visited or per-
manently moved to the United States after the war included Rudolf Brill, Adolf Busemann, Rudolf
Edse, Gerhard Falck, Rudolf Fleischmann, Siegfried Flügge, Gottfried Guderley, Paul Harteck,
Richard Herzog, Johannes Hans Jensen, Willibald Jentschke, Ulrich Jetter, Hartmut Kallmann,
Heinz Maier-Leibnitz, Heinz Schlicke, Kurt Starke, Ernst Stuhlinger, Hans Suess, Karl Wirtz, etc.]
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[There are a number of Allied intelligence officials who would/should have known about the German
nuclear weapons program, and whose files may reveal useful information if any relevant documents
in them could be located, declassified, and released:

• Commander Herbert Agar (1897–1980), assistant to the U.S. ambassador to Great Britain.

• Civilian investigator Jack H. Alberti (??–??), U.S. Navy intelligence.

• Colonel Robert S. Allen (1900–1981), U.S. Army.

• Dr. Luis Walter Alvarez (1911–1988), Manhattan Engineering District.

• General Henry H. Arnold (1886–1950), U.S. Army Air Force.

• General Clayton L. Bissell (1896–1972), U.S. Army Air Force intelligence.

• A. E. Britt (??–??), affiliation?

• Major Horace K. Calvert, (1915–2006), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District intelli-
gence.

• Dr. Karl P. Cohen (1913–2012), Manhattan Engineering District.

• Captain George C. Davis (??–??), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District intelligence.

• Colonel Howard W. Dix, (??–??), Office of Strategic Services

• William Donovan (1883–1959), Office of Strategic Services Director.

• Allen Dulles (1893–1969), Office of Strategic Services spy and later Central Intelligence
Agency Director.

• Colonel George R. Eckman (??–1971), U.S. Army/Alsos Mission.

• G. Verner Edlund (??–??), U.S. Army Counter Intelligence Corps.

• Major Ernst Englander (??–??), U.S. Army Air Force.

• Major Robert R. Furman (1915–2008), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District intelli-
gence.

• David Gattiker (??–1993), U.K. Atomic Energy Office.

• Dr. Samuel Goudsmit (1902–1978), Alsos Mission scientific head. [Did he really not know
about the much larger and much more advanced parts of the German nuclear program, or did
he just publicly pretend not to know? Many of his files are still classified and not available to
scholars. Why?]

• General Leslie Groves (1896–1970), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District commanding
officer.

• General John Edwin Hull (1895–1975), U.S. Army.

• Justice Robert H. Jackson (1892–1954), U.S. Prosecutor, Nuremberg trials.

• Colonel John A. Keck (??–??), U.S. Army Ordnance.
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• Colonel Oscar Koch (1897–1970), U.S. Army intelligence.

• Dr. Gerard P. Kuiper (1905–1973, p. 607), Alsos Mission.

• Colonel John Lansdale, Jr. (1912–2003), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District intelli-
gence.

• General George C. McDonald (1892–1969), U.S. Army Air Force intelligence.

• General Joseph T. McNarney (1893–1972), U.S. Army Air Force.

• Dr. Philip Morrison (1915–2005), Manhattan Engineering District.

• Dr. Todos M. Odarenko (1900–1975), AT&T Bell Laboratories.

• Lt. Colonel John A. O’Mara (19??–19??), U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe, Office of the
Director of Intelligence.

• Donald Richardson (1917–1996) or other relevant U.S. Army Counter Intelligence Corps per-
sonnel.

• Lt. Vladimir L. Rychly (1909–1992), U.S. Navy intelligence.

• A. J. Saxon (??–??), Manhattan Engineering District.

• Whitney Shepardson (1890–1966), Office of Strategic Services.

• Colonel W. R. Shuler (??–??), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District intelligence.

• General Edwin L. Sibert (1897–1977), U.S. Army intelligence and Central Intelligence Group.

• Colonel Leslie E. Simon (1900–1983), U.S. Army.

• Major Francis J. Smith, (??–??), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District intelligence.

• Dr. Charles P. Smyth (1895–1990), Alsos Mission.

• Major Edmund Tilley (??–??), U.K. military intelligence.

• Dr. Richard C. Tolman (1881–1948), Manhattan Engineering District.

• Major H. S. Traynor (??–??), Manhattan Engineering District.

• Dr. Major John E. Vance (1905–1975), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District.

• Joseph Volpe, Jr. (1914–2002), U.S. Army/Manhattan Engineering District.

• Frederic A. C. Wardenburg III (1905–1997), Alsos Mission.

• Colonel Lowell P. Weicker (1903–1978), U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe, Office of the
Director of Intelligence.

• Colonel P. M. Wilson (??–??), affiliation?

• Are there other people who should be included here???

Intelligence sources or agencies for the United States, United Kingdom, France, Soviet Union, and
Netherlands have already been mentioned. Was useful information on the German nuclear weapons
program handled by intelligence agencies or spy networks in other countries—Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, etc.?]
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D.3 Analysis of the German Nuclear Program

Based on information from the preceding sources quoted in this appendix, this section will sum-
marize the known and extrapolated characteristics, secrecy, timeline, organization, uranium-235
enrichment methods, and plutonium-239 or uranium-233 breeding methods of the wartime Ger-
man nuclear weapons program. As instructive references, that program will be compared to other
wartime German programs on revolutionary new weapons technologies, as well as to the wartime
U.S. nuclear weapons program.

D.3.1 Characteristics of the German Nuclear Program

The conventional historical narrative is that the wartime German nuclear program was very small,
poorly funded, and badly misguided both scientifically and politically, and that as a result it
never accomplished much.4 On the other hand, the conventional historical view does recognize that
other revolutionary German military programs such as those for rockets, jets, and chemical warfare
agents were large and accomplished a great deal.5 While currently available information on the
German nuclear program is very incomplete, the data from the key sources quoted earlier in this
appendix does not match the picture of a small and inconsequential program, but rather a large
and advanced nuclear program quite comparable to the most successful German programs such as
those on rockets, jets, and chemical warfare agents:

1. A large nuclear program would have begun with early theoretical research and proof-of-
concept experiments. For example, in order to test their earlier designs and calculations,
Wernher von Braun’s team began experimenting with rockets in 1932 at Kummersdorf. Hans
von Ohain began experimenting with jet engines in 1935 at Göttingen and then at Heinkel.
Gerhard Schrader produced the first organophosphate nerve agents in 1936.

(a) Fritz Houtermans was doing work on nuclear fusion at least as early as 1929 [Atkinson
and Houtermans 1929a].

(b) Rausch von Traubenberg, Arno Brasch and Fritz Lange, and others were conducting
laboratory experiments with nuclear fusion reactions from 1933 onward [pp. 2637–2638].

(c) Ida Noddack correctly predicted nuclear fission of uranium in 1934 [Noddack 1934].

4See for example: Bernstein 2001; Goudsmit 1947; Hentschel and Hentschel 1996; Pash 1969; Rose 1998; Schaaf
2001; von Schirach 2015; Walker 1989, 1995.

5See for example: Amtmann 1988; Bohr 2013; Butler 1994, 2007; Christensen 2002; Christopher 2013; Cole 2015;
Conner 2001; Constant 1980; Cooke and Ingells 1945; Daso 2002; Dornberger 1958, 1994; Dorr 2013; Duffy 2012;
Erfurth 2006; Forsyth and Creek 2007; Franz 1985; Friedrich et al. 2017; Gellermann 1986; Gleichmann 2013; Gle-
ichmann and Bock 2009; Griehl 1990, 2004, 2005, 2015; Gröhler 1989; Hager 2008; Harris and Paxman 2002; Heinkel
1956; Hellmold 1999; Herwig and Rode 2000; Hirschel et al. 2004; Hein Hofmann 2008; Hölsken 1994; Huzel 1962;
Hyland and Gill 1998; Irving 1965; Jakobs et al. 2009; Jacobsen 2011, 2014; Johnsen 2014; Kay 2002; King and Kutta
1998; Klee and Merk 1963; Kober 1990; Leyes and Fleming 1999; Lommel 2005; Longden 2009; Masters 1982; Meier
2010; Jürgen Michels 1997; Miranda 2015; Miranda and Mercado 1996; Myhra 1998a, 1998b, 2000a, 2000b, 2001,
2002, 2003; Neufeld 1995; Nowarra 1988; Ordway and Sharpe 2003; Pavelec 2007; Pfingsten 2003; Samuel 2004, 2010;
Shepelev and Ottens 2015; Simons 2016; Smith and Creek 1992, 2001; Smith and Kay 2002; Stuhlinger and Ordway
1994a, 1994b; Stüwe 1999, 2014, 2015; Thomas 1946; Trischler 1992a, 1992b; Tucker 2006; Vajda and Dancey 1998.
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(d) Otto Hahn and Fritz Strassmann demonstrated and explained nuclear fission of uranium
in late 1938 [Hahn and Strassmann 1939].

2. A nuclear program would have first become a major government program shortly before or
at the beginning of the war. For example, the Peenemünde rocket center was set up in 1937,
Luftwaffe-funded jet programs began in 1939, and organophosphate nerve agents became a
major Army-funded program in 1937.

(a) High-level, coordinated, and secret government meetings regarding nuclear research and
development began in April 1939 [Irving 1967, p. 33].

(b) Government programs for nuclear research and development were formalized in Septem-
ber 1939 [Irving 1967, pp. 38–43].

3. A large nuclear program would have been given the highest priority, just as the rocket, jet,
and chemical warfare programs were given high priorities by the government.

(a) Even Samuel Goudsmit admitted that the nuclear program “had the highest priority
among all scientific research projects in Germany” [Goudsmit 1945] (see pp. 2329–2330).

(b) The nuclear program was personally directed and supported by Heinrich Himmler [Krotzky
2002].

4. A large nuclear program would have been conducted in great secrecy, just as the rocket, jet,
and chemical warfare programs were.

(a) Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann described the entire nuclear weapons
program as being kept very secret (see p. 2363).

(b) According to Ivan Ilyichev’s 23 March 1945 intelligence report: “The regime of secrecy at
the test site was at maximum level. Entrance and exit from the territory are by special
pass only. SS soldiers have surrounded the area of tests and interrogated any person
approaching the area.” (See p. 2722).

5. A large nuclear program would have vigorously pursued all possible types of nuclear weapons
in parallel, just as the rocket program pursued dozens of different types of missiles, the jet
program pursued all possible types of engines and aircraft, and the chemical warfare program
pursued hundreds of possible nerve agents and other compounds.

(a) According to Werner Grothmann, the German nuclear program developed bombs using
uranium, bombs using plutonium, bombs that apparently incorporated fusion fuel, at
least two types of large bombs for cities, at least two types of small bombs for tactical
targets, air-dropped bombs, and bombs that could be delivered via rockets (see p. 2363).

(b) As will be discussed on p. 3027, there is other evidence that a wide variety of bomb
types were pursued by the German nuclear program.

6. A large nuclear program would have been conducted by a large number of groups distributed
throughout German-held territory yet coordinated with each other, just as the rocket, jet,
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and chemical warfare programs were conducted by numerous distributed but coordinated
groups throughout Germany and German-occupied territory. Like the rocket, jet, and chemical
warfare programs, a large nuclear program would have had at least half of its operations
outside of Germany, and much of its German operations in areas with high concentrations
of military research and development, especially on the Baltic coast, near Berlin, and in
Thuringia.

(a) Within Germany proper, nuclear work was reported at Peenemünde, Rügen, and else-
where on or near the Baltic coast (including the occupied Danish island of Bornholm just
off the Baltic coast); at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics, Manfred von Ardenne’s
laboratory, Auergesellschaft/Oranienburg, Kummersdorf/Gottow, and elsewhere in the
greater Berlin area; and at Stadtilm, Ohrdruf, and elsewhere in Thuringia.

(b) A great deal of work apparently occurred outside the traditional borders of Germany, in
Norway, Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Poland.

(c) Those various activities were not independent, parallel, small-scale efforts, but rather
were all funded and coordinated from the highest levels by people such as Abraham
Esau and Walther Gerlach, with joint backing from the Army, SS, Reichspost, and other
agencies.

7. A large nuclear program would have experienced delays caused by Allied attacks, just as the
rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs did.

(a) The Allied sabotage and then destruction of the Vemork heavy water plant in Norway
is widely regarded as a major setback for the German nuclear program [Bascomb 2016;
Dahl 1999; Rhodes 1986, pp. 455–517].

(b) Other major Allied attacks included the August 1943 bombing of Peenemünde, the 1943–
1944 bombings of the Frankfurt Degussa plant, bombings of targets around Berlin, and
other attacks.

(c) The Allied attacks were credited with delaying the German programs [see for example:
Arnold 1949, p. 491; Casey 1988, p. 54; Knight 1946; Putt 1946b; Thomas 1946; Chicago
Daily Tribune 1946-01-26 p. 10; Daily Express 1945-08-09; Daily Mail 1945-06-14 p. 1;
Daily Mail 1945-08-09; Daily Telegraph 1945-08-09; NYT 1945-08-09].

8. A large nuclear program would have conducted the first phase of its experiments in more
academic settings, just as the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs did. In fact, nuclear
work was conducted by:

(a) Werner Heisenberg and others at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physics in Berlin.

(b) Otto Hahn, Fritz Strassmann, and others at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry
in Berlin.

(c) Josef Mattauch, Alfred Klemm, and others at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Chemistry
in Tailfingen.

(d) Manfred von Ardenne, Fritz Houtermans, and others at von Ardenne’s laboratory in
Berlin.
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(e) Paul Harteck, Wilhelm Groth, Johannes Jensen, and others at the University of Ham-
burg.

(f) Walther Gerlach, Klaus Clusius, and others at the University of Munich.

(g) Georg Stetter, Josef Schintlmeister, Willibald Jentschke, and others at the University of
Vienna.

9. A large nuclear program would then have transferred mass-production based on those results
to other locations featuring heavy industry, just as the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare
programs did. For the nuclear program, those locations are known or suspected to have
included:

(a) Several Degussa locations.

(b) Several I.G. Farben locations.

(c) AEG locations.

(d) Siemens locations.

(e) Other industrial locations.

10. A large nuclear program would have shifted to locations that were more remote, more dis-
persed, and/or underground in order to be more resistant to Allied attacks, as the rocket, jet,
and chemical warfare programs did. For the nuclear program, such locations included:

(a) Underground installations in or near the Lüneburger Heide (pp. 2587–2592 and 2682).

(b) Numerous underground installations reported around Thuringia [Baranowski 2013; Brun-
zel 2013; Fäth 1999, 2000; Gleichmann and Dörfer 2011; Mayer and Mehner 2001, 2002,
2004a, 2004b; Mehner 2004; Schambach 2011; Schilling 2010; Seidler and Zeigert 2006;
Wichert 1999; Zeigert 2003; CIOS XXXIII-38].

(c) Underground installations such as Gusen, Bergkristall, and Quarz in Austria [Bouchal
and Sachslehner 2013; Joseph Fisher 2017; Haunschmied et al. 2007; Köberl 1993; Perz
2014; Schmitzberger 2004; Sulzer and Brauburger 2014, 2015, 2019a, 2019b].

(d) The large underground Weser works near Podmokly, as well as other locations in Czechoslo-
vakia, far from Allied bombing (pp. 2502–2516).

(e) Underground installations in Silesia (pp. 2740–2746).

11. Like the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs, a large nuclear program would have used
large-scale slave labor, with very poor working conditions and systematic extermination of
any surviving slave laborers in order to maintain security. In fact, there was mass slave labor
and mass extermination at:

(a) Underground installations in Thuringia [Baranowski 2013; Brunzel 2013; Fäth 1999,
2000; Gleichmann and Dörfer 2011; Mayer and Mehner 2001, 2002, 2004a, 2004b; Mehner
2004; Schambach 2011; Schilling 2010; Seidler and Zeigert 2006; Wichert 1999; Zeigert
2003; CIOS XXXIII-38].
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(b) Underground installations in Austria [Bouchal and Sachslehner 2013; Joseph Fisher
2017; Haunschmied et al. 2007; Köberl 1993; Perz 2014; Schmitzberger 2004; Sulzer
and Brauburger 2014, 2015, 2019a, 2019b].

(c) Underground installations in Silesia (pp. 2740–2746).

12. A large nuclear program would have been partially under SS control for most of the war
(especially in occupied areas outside of Germany), and would have come under complete SS
control in the final stages of the war, as the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs did.

(a) Rudolf Mentzel, an SS Oberführer with a Ph.D. in chemistry, was a central figure in the
government nuclear program meetings from 1939 onward. He also played a key role in
facilitating the scientific leadership transition from Abraham Esau to Walther Gerlach
[Irving 1967].

(b) Werner Grothmann, Heinrich Himmler’s aide, said the nuclear program was run by the
SS. Other people who were close to Himmler, such as Felix Kersten, Wilhelm Wulff, and
Muhammad Amin Al-Husayni, all reported that Himmler had detailed knowledge of the
nuclear program.

(c) Ivan Ilyichev’s 23 March 1945 intelligence report described the nuclear weapons tests as
being under very tight SS control.

13. Between extreme pressure from the SS and intense bombing from the Allies in the final stages
of the war, a large nuclear program would have been racing to perfect its weapons, would
have been running late, and would have achieved or been on the verge of achieving its most
significant results only at the very end of the war, just as the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare
programs did.

(a) Reportedly the first successful nuclear weapons tests did not occur until the final stage
of the war, between October 1944 and March 1945; see Sections D.2.5–D.2.7.

(b) A number of sources reported that military deployment of a nuclear weapon would not
have been possible until the very end of the war, or a few months beyond that if the war
had continued [see for example: Knight 1946; Putt 1946b; Thomas 1946; Chicago Daily
Tribune 1946-01-26 p. 10; Daily Mail 1945-06-14 p. 1].

14. In the final stages of the war, a large nuclear program would have conducted major tests
of prototypes in areas with relatively low populations of Germans but with very high con-
centrations of high-technology military research, development, and testing, such as on the
Baltic coast, in German-occupied central Europe, and in Thuringia, just as the rocket and
jet programs did.

(a) There is some evidence for a nuclear weapons test on the Baltic coast; see Section D.2.5.

(b) There is also some evidence for a nuclear weapons test in German-occupied Poland; see
Section D.2.6.

(c) There is significant evidence for nuclear weapons tests near Ohrdruf in Thuringia; see
Section D.2.7.
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15. A large nuclear program would have been prevented by high-level bureaucratic decision mak-
ing from effectively using its weapons during the final stages of the war, just as the rocket,
jet, and chemical warfare programs were.

(a) As reported by Allen Dulles on 1 April 1945: “In his conversation with Kesselring, latter
said to Wolff our situation is desperate, nobody dares tell truth to Fuehrer who sur-
rounded by small group of advisers who still believe in a last specific secret weapon which
they call “Verzweiflunge” weapon [die Verzweiflungswaffe or the desperation weapon].
Kesselring believed this weapon can prolong war but not decide it, but might cause ter-
rible blood bath on both sides. Kesselring said if Fuehrer gave him order to use weapon
he would surrender his command.” See p. 2817.

(b) Werner Grothmann said that military use of the German nuclear weapons was debated
and ultimately rejected (see p. 2815).

16. At the very end of the war, a large nuclear program would have been seen by German
government officials directly in charge of it more as a bargaining chip to be offered to the
Allies than a weapon to be used against the Allies, just as the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare
programs were.

(a) Documents in U.S. government archives prove that Hans Kammler, who was most di-
rectly in command of the nuclear and other high-technology military programs at the
end of the war, made a deal with U.S. officials, avoided war crimes trials, and was taken
to the United States for extended interrogations after the war (pp. 2910–2916).

(b) There is also evidence that Martin Bormann or other German government officials may
have tried to offer German nuclear materials to the United States [Hydrick 2016].

17. A large German nuclear program that had occurred in what ultimately became Soviet-
occupied areas inside and outside of Germany would have been rapidly taken over, fully
exploited, and completed removed by the Soviets at the end of the war and after the war,
without much opportunity for western Allied observers to learn about the wartime German
program, and would have been largely concealed by Russia ever since, just as happened with
the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs.

(a) Soviet forces controlled and could have easily removed any nuclear-program-related per-
sonnel, materials, and information from the Baltic coast, greater Berlin area, Thuringia
(after the relatively brief U.S. presence there), Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bul-
garian uranium mine, parts of Austria, northern Norway, and Bornholm island.

(b) Other than a few highly staged and closely escorted trips, U.S. and U.K. officials were
never allowed to inspect those areas, interview German scientists there, or view all of
the documents and materials that the Soviets removed from those areas.

(c) Access to virtually all of this material in Russian archives is still restricted.

18. A large nuclear program would have had a direct impact on subsequent Soviet programs, just
as the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs did.
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(a) Many dozens of German nuclear scientists played critical roles in all major branches of
the postwar Soviet nuclear weapons program, and many of them were even officially rec-
ognized with Stalin prizes for their vital contributions. Uranium captured from Germany
fueled at least the first two Soviet nuclear reactors, including their plutonium production
program.

(b) The contributions of German scientists, materials, and information appear to have saved
the Soviet program many years of work [Albrecht et al. 1992; von Ardenne 1990, 1997;
Barkleit 2008; Barwich and Barwich 1970; Boch and Karlsch 2011; Fengler 2014; Fen-
gler and Sachse 2012; Goncharov 1996; Goncharov and Riabev 2001; Graham 1993;
Heinemann-Gruder 1992; Holloway 1994; Karlsch 2011; Karlsch and Laufer 2002; Karlsch
and Zeman 2016; Kozyrev 2005; Kruglov 2002; Maddrell 2006; Mick 2000; Nagel 2016;
Naimark 1995; Oleynikov 2000; Pondrom 2018; Riabev 1998, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2002d;
Riehl and Seitz 1993; Siddiqi 2009; Sokolov 1955; Wellerstein and Geist 2017; West 2004;
Yudin; Zeman and Karlsch 2008; News Chronicle 1945-10-15 p. 1; NYT 1945-10-15 p.
4, 1945-10-31 p. 6, 1946-01-29 p. 1, 1946-11-28 p. 16, 1946-12-06 p. 17, 1947-02-24 p.
1, 1948-05-26 p. 3, 1948-12-28 p. 10b; Spokane Daily Chronicle 1948-03-16 p. 6; Sydney
Morning Herald 1946-04-20 p. 2; Times 1945-05-15, 1945-05-18].

(c) Can the designs of Soviet advanced fission bombs (Joe-2 and beyond) and H-bombs be
traced to wartime German work?

19. Any U.S. or U.K. information on a large wartime German nuclear program would have been
classified and concealed (even more so than the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs
were) in order to (i) try to hide that information or western knowledge of that information
from the Soviet Union; (ii) make imported German scientists more palatable to the U.S.
public and politicians (avoiding questions along the lines of “Why are we hiring scientists this
month who were on the verge of nuking us last month?”); (iii) downplay wartime German
technological accomplishments; and (iv) play up U.S. wartime and postwar accomplishments
to both domestic and foreign audiences.

(a) Samuel Goudsmit’s job as scientific head of the Alsos Mission was to investigate the
German nuclear program in great detail and report his findings, yet there is well-
documented evidence that completely contradicts his public portrayal of the German
program. Goudsmit appears either to have been incredibly incompetent at his assigned
job or else to have been deliberately making false public statements about the German
program. Here are just a few examples:

i. Goudsmit testified to the U.S. Senate that the German nuclear scientists “were still
a hundred years away from” producing a bomb at the end of the war. Just a fraction
of those scientists, completely starting over in the technologically backward Soviet
Union, built an atomic bomb in four years.

ii. Goudsmit stated that “approximately 100 scientists were active on this project,”
and that many of those “worked only part time on this important research and the
rest of the time did routine teaching or administrative work.” The list of known
German nuclear scientists is much larger, the total number working on the program
may well have been far larger still, and the urgency and time commitment that these
scientists accorded to their wartime nuclear work is documented in many of their
postwar accounts.
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iii. Goudsmit claimed that Erich Schumann was “a second-rate physicist” whose “main
interest was the physics of piano strings.” It is well documented that Erich Schu-
mann was the Ph.D. thesis advisor of Wernher von Braun, spent years during the
war developing, demonstrating, and optimizing highly sophisticated implosion bomb
designs, and was directly involved in a number of other groundbreaking military re-
search and development programs [Nagel 2012a].

iv. Goudsmit characterized Manfred von Ardenne as merely “a clever technician and
businessman” who tried to divert government funding away from “the really com-
petent scientists.” After the war, von Ardenne was the German nuclear scientist
most highly courted by the Soviet Union (presumably based on Soviet intelligence
about his wartime nuclear accomplishments in Germany), and he was ultimately
awarded a first class Stalin prize for helping the Soviets build their first atomic
bombs [Oleynikov 2000].

(b) A large number of Alsos-related documents from Samuel Goudsmit’s files remain classi-
fied (see for example pp. 2871–2872 and 2884).

(c) Some very important Alsos-related files from the Manhattan Project’s Foreign Intelli-
gence Unit also remain classified and unavailable, as shown by the example on p. 2807.

(d) Numerous other files related to the German nuclear program and its scientists have been
removed from the U.S. National Archives as evidenced by yellow withdrawal cards (see
for example pp. 2936), or never were there yet are referenced in documents that are
present.

20. A large German nuclear program would have had a direct impact on subsequent U.S. pro-
grams, just as the rocket, jet, and chemical warfare programs did.

(a) As discussed in Section D.2.10, there is evidence that captured German enriched ura-
nium and implosion bomb detonators may have significantly aided and accelerated the
final phase of the wartime U.S. nuclear program. The United States also captured large
amounts of unenriched uranium, beryllium, zirconium, and other materials that presum-
ably aided the postwar U.S. nuclear program. German-developed rockets, missile silos,
jet bombers, cruise missiles, and submarines proved to be the ideal delivery methods
for U.S. nuclear weapons after the war, just as they were likely intended to be delivery
methods for any nuclear weapons that Germany had been developing during the war.

(b) More archival research is needed to determine whether postwar nuclear weapons work in
the United States was influenced by German nuclear scientists, materials, or information
that had been found at the end of the war, especially for lighter and smaller implosion
systems, high-voltage fusion neutron initiators, lithium deuteride fusion fuel, the layer
cake H-bomb design, two- and three-stage H-bomb designs, and improved U-235 enrich-
ment methods. Evidence such as the U.S. capture and interrogation of Hans Kammler
(pp. 2910–2916), Edward Teller’s invitation to Siegfried Flügge (p. 2937), files on Ger-
man fusion research (Section D.2.4), and redacted or missing files from German scientists
(e.g., p. 2936) raise very serious questions that deserve to be thoroughly investigated.
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D.3.2 Secrecy of the German Nuclear Program

It seems reasonable to expect that any German nuclear weapons program would have had secrecy
equal to or greater than that of the German chemical weapons program. The chemical weapons pro-
gram developed revolutionary nerve agents, operated highly specialized research and manufacturing
facilities all over German territory, created and tested dozens of different nerve agents, produced
and stockpiled over 12,000 tons of nerve agents, and developed and stockpiled a wide variety of
rockets, bombs, and other delivery methods that were specifically designed for those agents.

Despite the enormous size and strategic implications of this German chemical weapons program,
Allied intelligence, military forces, and leaders were essentially unaware of the existence of the
program and the nerve agents until the war was over [Tucker 2006, pp. 49, 55, 85–86]:

Because of the elaborate counterintelligence measures designed to protect the secrecy
of Tabun and Sarin, the Allies remained unaware of these dramatic developments. A
U.S. intelligence report in July 1942 titled “New German Poison Gas” reads as follows:
“Disclosures relative to so-called ‘Blau Gas’ have occurred numerous times in the past
and... are no longer seriously regarded. Intelligence reports lend considerable weight
that new German agents are not of the nature of so-called nerve gases.” In hindsight,
this assessment could not have been more wrong. [...]

On May 11, 1943, the British captured a German Army officer in Tunisia. Under inter-
rogation, he revealed that he was a chemist who had done chemical weapons research
at Spandau Citadel in Berlin. He described the development of a new warfare agent
that was colorless, had little odor, and possessed “astounding properties.” Minute doses
made the pupils shrink to pinheads and constricted the bronchial tubes, causing an
asthmalike shortness of breath, and higher doses were lethal within fifteen minutes. [...]

The British interrogators judged the prisoner’s information to be reliable and wrote a
ten-page secret report that was sent on July 3, 1943, to Military Intelligence in London
and the Chemical Warfare Experimental Establishment at Porton Down. [...] Because of
a lack of corroborating evidence, however, British officials had doubts about the veracity
of the intelligence report and decided to take no action. [...]

On April 23 [1945], a CIOS chemical weapons team consisting of ten British and nine
American and Canadian specialists, led by Commander A. K. Mills of the British Min-
istry of Aircraft Production, examined the unidentified German munitions. With the
cooperation of German chemists from Raubkammer who had been taken into custody,
British experts from the Chemical Defence Experimental Establishment at Porton Down
analyzed the contents of one of the German 250-kilogram bombs. [...]

According to the scientists’ laconic report, “The shells were found to contain a markedly
potent and hitherto unknown organophosphorus nerve agent.” [...]

The realization that the Germans had secretly developed and produced a new chemical
warfare agent of unprecedented power came as a terrible shock to the Allies. Although a
few intelligence reports from 1943 and 1944 could be interpreted in retrospect as having
referred to a German nerve agent, they had contained no firm evidence or tangible clues
about its composition.
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Even though in April 1945 the U.S. Alsos Mission captured and interrogated Richard Kuhn, one
of the top brains of the nerve agent program, they learned nothing about the program or his role
in it, and they let him go. Moreover, even when they found Kuhn again in September 1945 and
pressed him for more information, all they learned was that he had been involved in the production
of plastics and other basic materials. (See p. 2836.)

One of the main reasons that security in the chemical weapons program was so effective was
that knowledge was highly compartmentalized. Despite the huge numbers of scientists and workers
involved in the program, each of them knew only enough to do their own job, and no more. In fact,
the program was so compartmentalized that Richard Kuhn, who invented many of the nerve agents
such as Soman, and Gerhard Schrader, who invented many other of the nerve agents such as Tabun
and Sarin, were completely unaware of each other’s work [Tucker 2006, pp. 48–49, 62–63]:

All aspects of life at Dyhernfurth were overshadowed by elaborate security measures.
Access to the site was strictly controlled and required passing through a series of heav-
ily guarded perimeters and checkpoints. In addition, the technical details of the Tabun
manufacturing process were classified and the “need to know” principle was strictly en-
forced: factory personnel were informed only about those operations in which they were
directly involved. Although IG Farben chemists and engineers were naturally curious
about other aspects of the production process, they did not ask their colleagues too
many questions for fear of being informed on or suspected of espionage, which could
result in interrogation and torture by agents of the Geheime Staatspolizei (abbreviated
Gestapo), or secret state police. [...]

German counterintelligence officials also developed elaborate methods to conceal the
nerve agent program from foreign intelligence services. Tabun was given a variety of
cover names [...], while Sarin was referred to as “Gelan III” or “Trilon 46.” Chemical
ingredients used in the manufacture of Tabun were also designated with code names
to make it harder for enemy spies to track shipments. [...] Whenever an ingredient for
Tabun arrived at Dyhernfurth, it was assigned another local code name, making correct
identification nearly impossible if the plant and its records were to fall into enemy hands.
The code-name system also had the effect of keeping most of the technical staff in the
dark about the precise chemical reactions involved in the manufacture of Tabun. [...]

[D]uring the spring of 1944, Richard Kuhn, working at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute in
Heidelberg, made a striking discovery. He was continuing his research for the German
Army by screening a wide variety of organophosphorus compounds—some of which he
had synthesized himself—for the ability to inhibit cholinesterase. Because of the Nazi
obsession with secrecy, his research was “compartmented”: he was not put into contact
with other scientists in the nerve agent field and was completely unaware of Schrader’s
work.

When Kuhn replaced the isopropyl alcohol used to make Sarin with a more complex alco-
hol known as pinacolyl, the resulting substance (which he called Compound 25075) had
a camphorlike odor and was roughly twice as potent as Sarin in inhibiting cholinesterase.
The War Office code-named this new compound “Soman” [...]
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For more information on how such highly compartmented security was the usual practice for secret
German weapons programs, and for the example of how Richard Kuhn was unaware of Gerhard
Schrader’s work, see p. 1782.

Another important reason that security in the chemical weapons program was so effective was that
most of the labor involved in production was performed by concentration camp inmates, and those
inmates either died in the course of their work or were systematically tracked down and killed
afterward [Tucker 2006, pp. 70–71]:

On January 24 [1945], shortly before the first vanguard of Soviet troops reached the
Oder River, the Dyhernfurth director, Dr. Albert Palm, gave the order to evacuate all
staff members and the 3,000 inmates of the two satellite labor camps. [...]

By the time the forced laborers reached the Gross-Rosen concentration camp, two thirds
of the original 3,000 had died or been killed. On February 11, the SS transferred the
survivors from Gross-Rosen to Mauthausen concentration camp. [...] Because the Nazis
wanted to eliminate all outside witnesses of nerve gas production at Dyhernfurth, the
Gestapo tracked down the survivors at Mauthausen and murdered them. [...]

The same German organizations (Army Ordnance Office, SS, I.G. Farben, etc.) that were involved
with the chemical weapons program were involved with the nuclear program. If those organizations
could conduct a very large, very advanced, and very successful chemical weapons program from the
1930s until the very end of the war without Allied intelligence and the Alsos Mission discovering
that, they could have done the same for a nuclear weapons program.

In fact, existing sources of information on the German nuclear weapons program, such as Ivan
Ilyichev (see pp. 2718–2722) and Werner Grothmann (see p. 2366), depicted the severe secrecy and
security measures of that program. More specifically, they described the nuclear program as having
employed both the same extreme compartmentalization of knowledge and the same systematic use
and killing of large numbers of concentration camp inmates as are known to have been employed
in the chemical weapons program.

In the years after the war, any scientists, military personnel, or political leaders who did have
real insight into the nuclear weapons program would have been strongly motivated to permanently
conceal their involvement for fear of being tried for war crimes by the Allies or secretly killed by
surviving members of the SS. If any of those personnel went to work for Allied governments and
revealed any of the information to them, they would have been equally sworn to secrecy by their
new employers.
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D.3.3 Timeline of the German Nuclear Program

The timeline of the wartime German nuclear program may be analyzed by comparing it to the
timelines for the early U.S. and Soviet nuclear weapons development programs.

Figure D.153 shows the timeline of the early U.S. nuclear weapons program, whose history is well
documented.6 The U.S. program was prompted by the famous 2 August 1939 letter from Albert
Einstein and Leo Szilard to Franklin Roosevelt, but up until the end of 1941, the program accom-
plished remarkably little other than some relatively inexpensive academic experiments and some
paper feasibility reports written by a succession of different study commissions. The 7 December
1941 Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor was the critical catalyzing event that brought the United
States into the war and persuaded it to pursue a large and urgent nuclear weapons program from
approximately the beginning of 1942 onward. The features most closely associated with the mem-
ory of the Manhattan Project generally happened very late in the war. The Los Alamos laboratory
began operating in April 1943, just two years before the end of the war in Europe, and did not
begin truly serious work on the implosion bomb design until July 1944, only 10 months before the
end of the war in Europe. Sizeable quantities of uranium-235 and plutonium-239 were not available
until the summer of 1945, when they were largely consumed by the 16 July Gadget plutonium
implosion bomb test in New Mexico, the Little Boy gun-type uranium bomb dropped on Hiroshima
on 6 August, and the Fat Man plutonium implosion bomb dropped on Nagasaki on 9 August.

Similarly, Fig. D.154 shows the timeline of the early Soviet nuclear weapons program, whose history
was shrouded in mystery for many decades but is now relatively well documented.7 Although the
Soviet government and its scientists had been interested in the possibility of nuclear weapons for
several years, they were not in any position to pursue a serious program until 1945, when the war
ended and they swept up as many scientists, materials, and information as possible from the former
German nuclear program. Klaus Fuchs, Ted Hall, and other spies in the U.S. program also gave
the Soviet government extremely detailed designs for the U.S. nuclear bombs, uranium enrichment
plants, and plutonium production plants. According to the published histories, however, it was the
6 and 9 August 1945 U.S. nuclear attacks on Japan that served as the critical catalyzing event that
persuaded Joseph Stalin to give his own nuclear program the greatest possible priority, funding, and
urgency. The first Soviet fission bomb (RDS-1 or Joe-1), a direct copy of the U.S. Gadget/Fat Man
plutonium implosion bomb, was successfully tested on 29 August 1949, and two more refined bombs
(RDS-2 and RDS-3, or Joe-2 and Joe-3) were tested on 24 September and 18 October 1951. As
with the U.S. program, significant quantities of uranium-235 and plutonium-239 were not available
until very late in the Soviet program.

6 Bird and Sherwin 2005; Jennet Conant 2005; Coster-Mullen 2012; Davis 1968; Groves 1962; Hansen 1988, 2007;
Hawkins et al. 1983; Hoddeson et al. 1993; Jungk 1958; Kelly 2007; Nichols 1987; Norris 2002; Oppenheimer 1984;
Reed 2015, 2019; Rhodes 1986, 1995; Serber 1992; Smyth 1945; Sublette 2019.

7 Albrecht et al. 1992; von Ardenne 1990, 1997; Barkleit 2008; Barwich and Barwich 1970; Boch and Karlsch 2011;
Fengler 2014; Fengler and Sachse 2012; Goncharov 1996; Goncharov and Riabev 2001; Graham 1993; Heinemann-
Gruder 1992; Holloway 1994; Karlsch 2011; Karlsch and Laufer 2002; Karlsch and Zeman 2016; Kozyrev 2005; Kruglov
2002; Maddrell 2006; Mick 2000; Nagel 2016; Naimark 1995; Oleynikov 2000; Pondrom 2018; Riabev 1998, 2002a,
2002b, 2002c, 2002d; Riehl and Seitz 1993; Siddiqi 2009; Sokolov 1955; Wellerstein and Geist 2017; West 2004; Yudin;
Zeman and Karlsch 2008; News Chronicle 1945-10-15 p. 1; NYT 1945-10-15 p. 4, 1945-10-31 p. 6, 1946-01-29 p. 1,
1946-11-28 p. 16, 1946-12-06 p. 17, 1947-02-24 p. 1, 1948-05-26 p. 3, 1948-12-28 p. 10b; Spokane Daily Chronicle
1948-03-16 p. 6; Sydney Morning Herald 1946-04-20 p. 2; Times 1945-05-15, 1945-05-18.
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Figure D.153: Timeline of the early U.S. nuclear weapons program.
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Figure D.154: Timeline of the early Soviet nuclear weapons program.
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The timelines of the U.S. and Soviet programs are remarkably similar, given that they happened
at different times, in very different countries, and with different resources:

• The time from the critical catalyzing event to the first atomic bomb detonation was ap-
proximately 43.3 months for the U.S. program (7 December 1941 to 16 July 1945), and
approximately 48.7 months for the Soviet program (6 and 9 August 1945 to 29 August 1949).
If the United States benefitted significantly from information, materials, or personnel from
the German program as some of the evidence in Section D.2.10 suggests, an unaided U.S.
program would have required several more months and thus would have been even closer to
the duration of the Soviet program.

• A fission reactor is a necessary step for a Pu-239 bomb program (unless a country resorts
to accelerator-driven electronuclear breeding on a large scale); a fission reactor is optional
(though potentially helpful) for a U-235 bomb program. The United States demonstrated its
first fission reactor (Chicago Pile 1, or CP-1) on 2 December 1942, approximately 12 months
after its critical catalyzing event. The Soviet Union demonstrated its first fission reactor
(F-1) on 25 December 1946, approximately 16.5 months after its critical catalyzing event,
or approximately 12 months after it was able to begin setting up its spoils from Germany
(including at least 300 tons of German-produced uranium oxide, which fueled both F-1 and
the larger second Soviet fission reactor).

• For both the U.S. and Soviet programs, significant quantities of Pu-239 were not available
until just weeks prior to the first atomic bomb detonation, with a period of several years being
required to build and test the infrastructure and equipment necessary to breed and purify Pu-
239, and several months required to actually produce it. (An electronuclear breeding program
would also require several years to build and operate enough particle accelerators to produce
a sufficient quantity of Pu-239 or U-233 for a bomb.)

• For both the U.S. and Soviet programs, significant quantities of highly enriched U-235 were not
available until just weeks or months prior to the first uranium bomb detonation, with a period
of several years being required to build and test the infrastructure and equipment necessary
to do high-level enrichment, and several months required to actually do the enrichment.

By comparison to the U.S. and Soviet programs, the timeline of the wartime German nuclear pro-
gram is much less clear and much more controversial. Figure D.155 shows the “minimalist” scenario
for the German timeline, based on the widely held conventional historical view that relatively little
of significance was accomplished during the program [Bernstein 2001; Cassidy 1992, 2009; Frank
1993; Goudsmit 1945, Goudsmit 1947; Groves 1962; Hentschel and Hentschel 1996; Irving 1967;
Pash 1969; Powers 1993; Rose 1998; Schaaf 2001; von Schirach 2015; Walker 1989, 1995]. The min-
imalist scenario may or may not be the correct view of the actual historical events, but the basic
details claimed for the program and its timeline have remained relatively fixed across a wide range
of minimalist authors for 75+ years; thus at least in that sense, one may regard the minimalist
scenario as fairly well documented and relatively well understood.
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Figure D.155: Timeline of the German nuclear weapons program, based on the minimalist scenario.
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Figure D.156: Timeline of the German nuclear weapons program, based on the maximalist scenario.
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In stark contrast to the minimalist scenario, Fig. D.156 shows the “maximalist” scenario for the
German timeline, based largely on 2000–2002 interviews with Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant
Werner Grothmann, the source that both (a) made specific claims for the greatest amount of
progress in the German nuclear program and (b) still had a plausible case for being historically
well-informed. From p. 2694, the most profound claims made by Grothmann are that there was a
failed nuclear weapons test in autumn 1943 in the North Sea, two successful tests in autumn 1944
(which could agree with the tests on the Baltic coast and in Poland that were reported by several
other sources), and a test in March 1945 in Thuringia (or two tests, as reported by Ivan Ilyichev
and Cläre Werner), and that Germany developed uranium bombs, plutonium bombs, and bombs
apparently incorporating significant fusion reactions. As shown by the other documents quoted in
this appendix, there is evidence from other sources that appears to support each of Grothmann’s
major claims. As was stated for the minimalist scenario, this maximalist scenario may or may not
be the correct view of the actual historical events, but it is worthy of serious consideration and
scrutiny.

The defining characteristics of the maximalist scenario are its end points—the development of
uranium, plutonium, and fusion bombs, and the staging of at least five nuclear weapons tests
before the end of the war. Unfortunately the key sources for the maximalist scenario give relatively
little information about the program, intermediate steps, and timeline that led to those end points.
Nonetheless, by using known historical events and parallels to the early U.S. and Soviet nuclear
programs, one may “fill in the gaps” in the maximalist scenario and make plausible conjectures
about the steps that would have been necessary for the German nuclear program to arrive at those
end points:

1. For the very large and very urgent U.S. and Soviet nuclear programs, the time from the
critical catalyzing event to the first atomic bomb detonation was roughly four years. Postwar
Allied military accounts stated that the intense Allied bombing of Germany during the last
two years of the war delayed Germany’s development of new rockets, jets, and other strategic
military technologies by at least six months. Coupled with materials shortages due to the
Allied bombing and blockades, the total delay may have been more like 12 months. Thus
one might expect that the German nuclear program would require roughly five years from its
critical catalyzing event to its first successful bomb test. If the alleged 12 October 1944 atomic
bomb test on the Baltic coast was indeed real and was indeed Germany’s first successful test,
one would look for a critical catalyzing event approximately five years before that, and the
September 1939 declarations of war appear to be the most obvious choice. Corollaries to this
line of reasoning are that:

(a) If the German nuclear program began around September 1939 and truly did conduct a
successful nuclear bomb test within five years (including the delays for Allied bombing
and blockades), then during that five-year period the German nuclear program presum-
ably had a size and urgency comparable to the U.S. and Soviet programs.

(b) If the German nuclear program had been significantly smaller or less urgent than the
wartime U.S. and postwar Soviet nuclear programs, it seems unlikely that it could have
succeeded before the end of the war.
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2. If Germany developed Pu-239 (or U-233) bombs, it would have needed to construct and
operate one or more fission reactors (or a large electronuclear breeding program, which would
have required a comparable amount of time). For the U.S. and Soviet programs, processed
uranium oxide was already available prior to the critical catalyzing event (from earlier work for
the U.S. program, and from German work for the Soviet program), and the first fission reactor
became operational 12–16 months after the catalyzing event. A second, alternative criterion
is that for both the U.S. and Soviet programs, the first fission reactor became operational
approximately 32 months before a functional plutonium implosion bomb, due to the time
required to transition from a small laboratory reactor to a large industrial reactor, create
and optimize the plutonium extraction process, and actually produce enough plutonium for a
bomb. Using the first criterion, if Germany had a critical catalyzing event in September 1939
and began processing uranium ore into uranium oxide at the beginning of 1940, one would
expect the first fission reactor to become operational no earlier than the beginning of 1941.
Using the second criterion, if Germany had a functional plutonium bomb ready no later than
April 1945, one would expect the first fission reactor to have become operational no later
than August 1942. How much evidence is there that Germany had one or more functional
fission reactors? Is there any evidence that Germany’s first fission reactor became operational
sometime between early 1941 and summer 1942? If that actually happened, Germany would
have demonstrated the world’s first fission reactor sometime before the U.S. CP-1 became
operational. Corollaries to this line of reasoning include:

(a) If Germany did not have a functional fission reactor (or a very large electronuclear
breeding program), it could not have had a serious plutonium bomb program.

(b) If Germany had a functional fission reactor but it first became operational much later
than August 1942 (or if the electronuclear breeding program became operational too
late in the war), any plutonium bomb design would probably have still been waiting to
receive a sufficient mass of Pu-239 when the war ended.

(c) If Germany had a plutonium bomb program and operational fission reactors or elec-
tronuclear breeders, an industrial plant for extracting Pu-239 from spent uranium fuel
(or U-233 from thorium) would have likely been adjacent to one or more of the fission
reactors or electronuclear breeders.

3. It took the U.S. and Soviet programs at least 2.5 years to construct and test infrastructure
and equipment to enrich U-235 to weapons-grade levels and to produce enough U-235 for their
first uranium bombs; even before building that infrastructure, significant time was spent to
research and develop the underlying scientific techniques. If Germany had enough enriched
uranium to attempt a U-235 bomb test in late 1943, it presumably would have to have begun
building industrial enrichment plants no later than early 1941, and to have been researching
and developing enrichment techniques in laboratories before that. If Germany did not have
enough enriched uranium for a bomb until March 1945, construction of industrial enrichment
plants could have begun as late as around September 1942.

(a) What evidence is there for large-scale, early, and/or high-level uranium enrichment work
in Germany?

(b) What possible industrial uranium enrichment plants began construction in 1941–1942?
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4. If Germany conducted a failed bomb test in autumn 1943 but successful tests in autumn
1944, much of the work during the intervening period would have been focused on solving
the problem(s) that led to the failure. (The failed autumn 1943 test may also account for the
replacement of Abraham Esau by Walther Gerlach as “Plenipotentiary of Nuclear Physics”
in late 1943.) The most obvious improvements would be:

(a) Improving the implosion system to better synchronize and improve the symmetry of the
implosion, and/or to increase the degree of compression of the fission fuel during the
implosion.

(b) Increasing the mass and/or purity of the fission fuel.

(c) Improving the neutron output and/or reliability of the neutron source used to initiate a
chain reaction when the fission fuel is maximally compressed.

5. If Germany conducted one or more successful bomb tests in autumn 1944 but still felt the
need to conduct more bomb tests in March 1945, the simplest explanation is that the autumn
1944 bomb was so large and heavy (like the U.S. bombs) that it was much better suited to
being dropped from an aircraft than carried by a rocket. Most German aircraft had become
vulnerable to Allied attacks, whereas rockets could not be intercepted. Thus much of the work
between autumn 1944 and March 1945 would have been focused on:

(a) Reducing the mass and diameter of the bomb.

(b) Increasing the payload capacity, range, and accuracy of rockets to carry the bomb.

It is important to reiterate that both the minimalist and maximalist scenarios considered here are
hypothetical constructs that may be useful in thinking about this murky area of history. Each
of these scenarios may or may not actually be true history; certainly both scenarios cannot be
simultaneously correct. What were the actual historical events of the real German wartime nuclear
program (Fig. D.157)? Were they some suitably refined version of the minimalist scenario, some
refined version of the maximalist scenario, or something intermediate between those two scenarios?
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Figure D.157: Timeline of the German nuclear weapons program, based on actual historical events.
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D.3.4 Organization of the German Nuclear Program

The German nuclear program was very large and highly compartmentalized. Because so much of
the relevant information was destroyed by the Germans at the end of the war or captured and
classified by different Allied countries after the war, it is quite difficult for modern historians to
accurately reconstruct the organizational details of the program.

Figure D.158 presents a tentative organizational chart of the German nuclear program, based on
information such as that from pp. 1156–1187 and 2368–2369. In a nutshell, the overall management
of the program was handled by the Army in the earlier years of the war and by the SS in the later
years of the war, both with some input from the Reich Research Council. Those managing agencies
oversaw work that was spread over at least a couple dozen different organizations (military groups,
other government-run laboratories, companies, and universities), many of which had multiple phys-
ical locations. There was considerable redundancy among those organizations in their work, which
may seem inefficient to the modern observer but appears to have served well to make the German
nuclear program much less vulnerable to Allied intelligence and bombing.

In order to understand the science of the German nuclear program, it is helpful to look at the
program from a different viewpoint other than organizational approach of Fig. D.158. In the film
All the President’s Men, the advice to “follow the money” was the key to investigating Watergate.
Similarly, the key to investigating the wartime German nuclear program should be to “follow the
actinides.” Actinides are fissionable heavy elements, chiefly thorium, uranium, and plutonium.
Unfortunately, relatively little is presently known about the flow of actinides in the Third Reich.
As a guide in understanding the currently available information and in seeking more extensive
information, Fig. D.159 presents a tentative and simplified overview of the actinide pathways and
possibilities. Much more research is needed to investigate and to clarify whether and
how these pathways were actually implemented during the war.

During the war, Germany obtained over 1500 tons of uranium ore and over 1300 tons of thorium
ore (p. 2517), and had access to additional uranium and thorium ore from a number of different
sources, by:

• Acquiring at least 1200 tons of uranium ore (originally mined in the Belgian Congo) from
Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Expanding uranium mining at St. Joachimsthal (Jachymov), Bohemia [Hayes 2004, pp. 132–
133, 235, 243].

• Mining uranium at Schmiedeberg, Silesia; see p. 2845.

• Possibly using any of several uranium deposits in Thuringia [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Mining uranium at Schneeberg, Saxony [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Mining uranium at Johanngeorgenstadt, Saxony [Zeman and Karlsch 2008].

• Acquiring a uranium mine at Buchovo, Bulgaria [Hayes 2004, p. 235].

• Acquiring uranium mines at Viseu/Guarda, Portugal [Hayes 2004, p. 235].

• Procuring all available monazite thorium ore in occupied Europe [Irving 1967].

• Exploiting other possible sources?
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Figure D.158: Very tentative organizational chart of the German nuclear program.
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Figure D.159: Known and extrapolated actinide (thorium, uranium, and plutonium) use in the
German nuclear program.
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A February 1946 U.S. intelligence report noted (p. 2511): “The Germans put [uranium] mining on
a high priority... throughout the 6 years occupation. The ore was delivered by special planes to
Germany and Austria.”

Germany processed uranium and thorium ore to uranium oxide and thorium oxide at:

• Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Auer in Oranienburg [p. 2931; Nagel 2016].

• Buchler in Braunschweig [p. 2931].

• Treibacher Chemische Werke [pp. 2371–2373, 2931; Gollmann 1994]

• Possibly other facilities.

Germany processed uranium or thorium oxide to uranium or thorium metal or to a variety of useful
chemical compounds (uranium hexafluoride, uranium tetrachloride, uranium nitrate, etc.) at:

• Union Minière in Brussels [Irving 1967, p. 65].

• Auer in Oranienburg [Nagel 2016].

• Treibacher Chemische Werke [Gollmann 1994]

• Degussa Frankfurt [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Degussa Berlin [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• Degussa Stadtilm [Hayes 2004; Nagel 2016].

• I.G. Farben (which locations?) [Mader 1965, pp. 193–202]

• Mauer AG Radium Chemische Industrie und Laboratorium [Oleynikov 2000].

• Possibly other facilities.

German scientists developed and demonstrated methods of enriching uranium-235 from natural
uranium:

• Konrad Beyerle, Wilhelm Groth, Werner Holtz, Werner Schwietzke, and many others worked
in teams that developed gas centrifuges to enrich uranium-235. Centrifugation proved so
superior to the U.S. Manhattan Project’s enrichment methods that the German gas centrifuge
designs are now the worldwide standard for uranium enrichment (p. 2374).

• Manfred von Ardenne, Heinz Ewald, Wolfgang Paul, Wilhelm Walcher, and many others
worked in teams that developed electromagnetic separators to enrich uranium-235. These
electromagnetic separators were comparable to the Manhattan Project’s calutrons (p. 2382).

• Erich Bagge invented and successfully demonstrated a unique uranium enrichment device
called an isotope sluice, which combined some features of centrifuges, electromagnetic sepa-
rators, and gaseous diffusion (p. 2398).

• Erika Cremer, Rudolf Fleischmann, Gustav Hertz, and others developed gaseous diffusion
methods suitable for enriching uranium-235 that were comparable to the Manhattan Project’s
gaseous diffusion technology (p. 2400).
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These enrichment methods are analyzed in Section D.3.5.

If Germany scaled up any of these proven uranium enrichment methods in order to produce nuclear
weapons, it would presumably have distributed that production capability among a number of small
underground locations for protection against Allied bombing. Archival documents mention dozens
of highly suspicious sites that might have been used for that purpose and that still have not been
properly investigated (p. 2404).

Two or more enrichment methods might have been used together, with one method enriching
natural uranium to a level moderately enriched in uranium-235, then forwarding that material to
another method to be enriched to a higher level.

Among the few currently available sources, there is some evidence that German scientists were
working on breeding plutonium-239 or uranium-233:

• Ludwig Bewilogua, Kurt Diebner, Paul Harteck, Otto Haxel, and many others worked in
teams trying to develop fission reactors suitable for breeding plutonium-239 from natural
uranium-238 or uranium-233 from natural thorium-232. Two reactors were on the brink of
criticality by the end of the war, and there is some evidence that other reactors may have
actually become operational during the war (p. 2435).

• Walther Bothe, Walter Dällenbach, Max Steenbeck, Rolf Wideröe, and many others worked on
particle-accelerator-driven electronuclear systems suitable for breeding plutonium-239 from
natural uranium-238 or uranium-233 from natural thorium-232. There is some evidence that
such systems may have been operational during the war (p. 2496).

These breeding methods are analyzed in Section D.3.6.

One or more enrichment methods might have also been used in conjunction with one or more
breeding methods, providing uranium somewhat enriched in uranium-235 to a fission reactor or
electronuclear breeder to make it easier to produce neutrons and thus easier to breed plutonium-
239 from the remaining uranium-238.

Various subsets of the above processes could have produced any or all of these fission fuels for
nuclear weapons:

• Uranium-235.

• Plutonium-239.

• Uranium-233.

If the Third Reich ever truly had significant quantities of any bomb-grade fission fuel, as well as the
actinide waste products from enriching and/or breeding that fuel, they must have been disposed of
in one or more of the following ways:

• Used up in test explosions.
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• Smelted together with large enough quantities of natural uranium or other materials to render
them effectively unusable.

• Buried in the ground or a bunker, sunk in a lake or ocean, or otherwise hidden so well that
they were never found, or were found only after the Soviet nuclear program was already very
far along.

• Captured by the United States.

• Captured by the United Kingdom.

• Captured by France.

• Captured by Russia (only small quantities and/or discovered years later8).

• Shipped to Japan.

• Sent to other sympathetic countries, such as Switzerland, Spain, Argentina, etc.

8While the postwar Soviet program benefited enormously from all of the German scientists, materials, equipment,
and information it acquired, it still required four full years after the war to produce enough plutonium for one
plutonium bomb test, RDS-1/Joe-1, and even longer to produce enough highly enriched uranium for its first uranium-
235-based bomb test, RDS-2/Joe-2. Stalin was desperate to test a nuclear weapon as soon as he possibly could, in
order to show the world that the United States was not the only nuclear superpower (p. 2760). Therefore, the timeline
of the Soviet nuclear program appears to prove that as many spoils as the Soviets found in Germany and former
German-occupied territories, useful quantities of plutonium-239, uranium-233, or highly enriched uranium-235 were
not among them, or perhaps were only discovered after the Soviets had produced enough of their own fission fuel.
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D.3.5 Enrichment Methods to Produce U-235

Uranium ore in most deposits typically consists of 0.1-2% uranium mixed with other elements. As
the first step in processing, the uranium ore is milled or refined to at least 80% U3O8; this refined
product is called yellowcake due to its color.

By mass, natural uranium contains approximately 0.72% 235U, 99.275% 238U, and just a trace
amount (0.005%) of 234U. Natural uranium can be used in fission reactors employing either heavy
water or very pure graphite (not contaminated by neutron-absorbing boron) as a moderator to slow
down the neutrons and facilitate the chain reaction. For use in reactors using light (ordinary) water
as a moderator, the 235U content of the fuel must be increased to 2–4%. For use in fast reactors or
fission bombs, the 235U content must be increased to ∼50–90% (the higher the better). The excess
238U that is removed is called depleted uranium or tails; it used for other applications such as
military ammunition and nuclear bomb casings, due to its very high density and other properties.

Preferentially accumulating one isotope versus another of the same element is called enrichment.
As shown in Fig. D.160, there are several different methods of enrichment: (a) electromagnetic
separation, (b) gaseous diffusion, (c) centrifugation, and (d) laser isotope separation. The first two
are were used by the United States during World War II; centrifugation is most widely used now, and
laser isotope separation holds great potential for the future. Once enriched, the uranium is generally
converted to UO2 and formed into pellets that are then assembled into zircaloy- (zirconium alloy)
or stainless-steel-clad fuel rods for use in modern reactors.

There is evidence that the wartime German nuclear program conducted research on all four of
these enrichment methods. It is possible that any or all of the first three methods were used to
produce enriched uranium for nuclear weapons, although most of the relevant information was either
destroyed or may remain buried in classified archives. Much more work is needed to investigate the
locations and methods of uranium enrichment that were used in the German nuclear program, as
well as the amount and purity of the material that was produced.
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Figure D.160: Uranium enrichment methods include (a) electromagnetic separation, (b) gaseous
diffusion, (c) centrifugation, and (d) laser isotope separation.
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a. Electromagnetic Separation

Mass spectrometers or circular particle accelerators can separate particles with different masses, as
illustrated in Fig. D.160(a). If uranium atoms are ionized and accelerated to a certain energy, an
applied magnetic field can bend the paths of the uranium ions, with the trajectories of lower-mass
235U ions having more curvature than those of higher-mass 238U ions. This effect creates spatial
separation between the two isotopes and thus can enrich the isotopes to very high purities. However,
because of the very low particle densities and sophisticated equipment required, this enrichment
approach tends to be very expensive for fission fuel. Nonetheless, all highly enriched 235U pro-
duced in the United States during and soon after World War II was purified using electromagnetic
separators called calutrons. Since the calutrons could produce highly enriched uranium but were
limited by how much uranium they could process, they were most effective when they were fed with
low-enriched uranium (from a separate gaseous diffusion plant) instead of natural uranium [Reed
2015, 2019].

Manfred von Ardenne and other German scientists developed methods for enriching uranium-235
via electromagnetic separation that were comparable to the U.S. calutrons (p. 2382). If Germany was
secretly able to mass-produce and operate separators copied from those prototypes, it could have
enriched enough uranium for one or more implosion bombs, especially test bombs with relatively
small explosive yields such as those described by Werner Grothmann (p. 2694) and other witnesses.
Indeed, according to Grothmann, the Reichspost built and operated a large uranium enrichment
facility somewhere outside Berlin apparently based on von Ardenne’s technology (p. 2374).

The physical size of an electromagnetic separator, and the distance by which it can separate uranium
isotopes into two different streams, can be estimated from basic physics. The Lorentz force on an
ion of mass m, velocity vector v (magnitude v), and singly ionized charge e in a magnetic field
vector B (magnitude B) is

m
dv

dt
= e v ×B (D.17)

If the centripetal acceleration of the ion from Eq. (D.17) is the centripetal acceleration v2/rc required
to go in a circular cyclotron orbit of radius rc,∣∣∣∣dvdt

∣∣∣∣ =
e v B

m
=

v2

rc
, (D.18)

then one can use the ion’s kinetic energy E = mv2/2 and mass A in atomic mass units to calculate
the cyclotron radius:

rc =

√
2 E m

eB
= 0.456

√
EkeV
BT

√
A cm (D.19)

The diameter dc of such a circular orbit is twice its radius:

dc = 2

√
2 E m

eB
= 0.912

√
EkeV
BT

√
A cm (D.20)
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Two types of ions of masses A1 and A2 that begin at the same point with the same energy will be
maximally separated by a distance ∆d after half an orbit by the difference of their orbital diameters:

∆dc = 2(rc1 − rc2) = 0.912

√
EkeV
BT

(√
A1 −

√
A2

)
cm (D.21)

The U.S. calutrons used 35 keV beams of singly ionized UCl4 molecules, which had masses of
A1 = 378 for 238UCl4 and A2 = 375 for 235UCl4. There were two types of calutrons: alpha calultrons
with a magnetic field of 0.34 Tesla, and beta calutrons with a magnetic field of 0.68 Tesla. Using
these numbers, the separation distance between beams of U-238 and U-235 was:

∆dc ≈ 1.2 cm for alpha calutrons with B = 0.34 T (D.22)

≈ 0.6 cm for beta calutrons with B = 0.68 T (D.23)

The calutrons had to be sufficiently large to contain the orbits of the uranium beams:

dc ≈ 3.1 m for alpha calutrons with B = 0.34 T (D.24)

≈ 1.5 m for beta calutrons with B = 0.68 T (D.25)

German electromagnetic separators would presumably have had roughly comparable sizes and sep-
aration distances.

Fundamental physics can also give a ballpark estimate for the number of electromagnetic separators
that would be required to achieve a given U-235 production rate. If N is the number of independent
uranium ion beams, I is the current per beam in Amps, and e ≈ 1.602 × 10−19 Coulombs is the
electric charge of singly charged ions in the beam, the total number of ions per second is simply
NI/e. Since there are 365×24×60×60 = 3.1536×107 seconds per year, the annual ion production
rate is

Separated ions

year
= 3.1536× 107 N I

e

ions

year
(D.26)

Using Avogadro’s number NA ≈ 6.022×1023 and the mass A of the ions in atomic mass units, there
are NA/A ions per gram of mass in the beam, or 1000NA/A ions/kg. Combining this information
with Eq. (D.26), the annual production rate of mass is

Separated mass

year
= 3.1536× 104 N I A

e NA

kg

year
(D.27)

Space charge effects and other phenomena limit practical values of the current in the separated
U-235 beam to around half a milliamp, or I ∼ 5× 10−4 A. (The current of the initial beam will be
much larger, since most of the beam will be composed of U-238 ions.) Realistically the ion beams
might operate at a somewhat lower current and would be taken offline periodically for maintenance
and cleaning. Lowering the current to an average value of I ∼ 3 × 10−4 A to account for those
limitations, and using A = 235 for U-235, Eq. (D.27) becomes

Separated U-235

year
∼ 0.023 N

kg

year
(D.28)
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In early 1945, the U.S. Y-12 plant at Oak Ridge was producing approximately 0.2 kg U-235 per
day, or approximately 73 kg/year. Equation (D.28) predicts a ballpark number on the order of
3200 calutron ion beams would be required for that production rate. In fact, the Y-12 plant used a
two-stage process, with 2688 alpha calutron beams (4× 2× 96 + 5× 4× 96) enriching to ∼ 20%
U-235 in the first stage, and then 432 beta calutron beams (6 × 2 × 36) further enriching that
material to ∼ 80% U-235 [Reed 2015, 2019]. Lumping the alpha and beta calutrons together, that
makes 3120 ion beams, very close to the crude estimate from Eq. (D.28).

The U.S. electromagnetic separation plant was designed to produce so much U-235 because the
United States planned to use that uranium in Little Boy, a gun-type fission bomb that needed over
60 kg of fuel because it did not compress the fuel and had a very low efficiency. The U.S. plant
provided enough uranium for approximately one bomb of that design per year.

The sources that describe the German fission bomb design all indicate that it was an implosion
bomb, which compresses the fuel, is much more efficient than a gun-type bomb, and therefore
requires roughly 1/10 as much fuel as a gun-type bomb. If a German enrichment facility were
designed to produce enough U-235 for one full-sized bomb per year (or several test bombs with
smaller amounts of fuel and smaller explosive yields, as described by the sources), that German
enrichment plant could have been roughly 1/10 the size of the U.S. Y-12 plant, as extrapolated in
Table D.7.

Characteristic U.S. Y-12 Plant Hypothetical German Plant

U-235 production rate 73 kg/year ∼ 7 kg/year

Number of ion beams 3120 ∼ 310

Number of workers 22,482 ∼ 2, 200

Facility floor space ∼ 400, 000 m2 ∼ 40, 000 m2

Electric power consumption 200 MW ∼ 20 MW

Cost (1940s U.S. dollars) $477,631,000 ∼ $48,000,000

Table D.7: Known characteristics of the U.S. electromagnetic separation plant and extrapolated
characteristics of a hypothetical German electromagnetic separation plant.
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b. Gaseous Diffusion and the Isotope Sluice

If a gas contains two isotopes with different masses mheavy and mlight but the same temperature

T , the thermal velocity of the lighter isotope will be
√
mheavy/mlight times faster than that of the

heavier isotope (v ∼
√
kBT/m). If pressurized gas is forced to diffuse through a barrier containing

small pores, the lighter isotope will thus diffuse
√
mheavy/mlight times faster than the heavier

isotope, permitting a small amount of enrichment per barrier stage, as shown in Fig. D.160(b).
By connecting many such diffusion barriers in series, significant amounts of enrichment can be
obtained.

The only compound of uranium suitable for enrichment by gaseous diffusion is uranium hexafluoride
(UF6), which is solid below 56oC but gaseous above that temperature. UF6 is very chemically
reactive with water and highly corrosive to organic materials (except Teflon) and most metals
except nickel and aluminum, so the diffusion barriers are generally formed from porous nickel or
possibly porous aluminum. The fluorine mass per molecule (6 × 19.0 = 114) is small enough not
to completely obscure the small mass difference between 235U and 238U. Including the fluorine, the
ratio of the diffusion velocities vlight of 235UF6 and vheavy of 238UF6 is

vlight

vheavy
=

√
mheavy

mlight
=

√
238 + 114

235 + 114
≈ 1.0043 (D.29)

In practice, at least 1000 pressurized barrier stages in series are required to obtain reactor-level
(2–4%) enrichment, and many more to obtain bomb-level (> 50%) enrichment. The United States
employed this method during and for quite some time after World War II, but it is very cumbersome
and energy-intensive, due to the large number of stages and the energy required to pressurize each
stage. Thus more efficient methods such as centrifugation are used nowadays [Benedict et al. 1981;
Reed 2015, 2019].

Gustav Hertz pioneered gaseous diffusion enrichment, starting before 1923, continuing to work
in Germany throughout the Third Reich (even though he was partially Jewish), and playing a
critical role in uranium enrichment in the Soviet Union after the war (p. 2400). Historians should
investigate whether there may have been any secret programs in wartime Germany to mass-produce
and operate copies of Hertz’s technology, either by Hertz or anyone else.

Whereas Erich Bagge’s isotope sluice had its own unique method of operation (p. 2398), ultimately
its isotope separation was due to the same velocity ratio between light and heavy isotopes as Eq.
(D.29) for gaseous diffusion. Thus Bagge’s isotope sluice would have require a number of stages
comparable to gaseous diffusion in order to achieve large-scale enrichment. Again, historians should
dig more deeply to determine if such devices may have been mass-produced and operated anywhere
within the Third Reich.
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c. Gas Centrifuges

Centrifuges are routinely used to separate liquids of different densities, but specially designed
centrifuges can also separate gas molecules of different masses. As with gaseous diffusion, the
uranium is in the form of hot corrosive UF6, so centrifuge components must be made from resistant
materials such as aluminum, nickel, and Teflon.

Paul Harteck, Wilhelm Groth, and other scientists and engineers in the German nuclear program
developed a succession of improved gas centrifuges during the war (p. 2374). According to official
histories, these centrifuges were one-of-a-kind prototypes that were simply used for research pur-
poses. Yet if those centrifuge designs were secretly mass-produced and used at other locations in
the Third Reich, they could have been a highly effective method of producing enriched uranium
for both fission bombs and fission reactors. After the war, German gas centrifuge technology (along
with the German experts on that technology) was ultimately adopted by the United States, Soviet
Union, France, and other countries, gradually displacing the much less efficient and much more
expensive enrichment technologies that the United States had developed during the war.

Figure D.160(c) shows a highly simplified illustration of a gas centrifuge. The centrifuge is essentially
a long rotating drum, and UF6 is brought in along the axis of rotation. Heavier 238UF6 molecules
tend to move toward the outer walls of the centrifuge, while lighter 235UF6 is more buoyant and
tends to remain closer to the axis. Of course, the two isotopes still intermingle, but gas somewhat
depleted of 235U can be removed near the outer wall of the cylinder, and gas somewhat enriched
for 235U can be drawn off closer to the axis. The centrifuge operates in a continuous fashion with
fresh gas entering the chamber and old gas leaving it.

The enrichment that can be achieved by one such centrifuge can be estimated by a simple model.
During operation, most of the gas is in a thin layer adjacent to the outer wall. If the wall is at radius
R and rotates at velocity v, gas molecules with mass m immediately adjacent to it will move at the
same velocity and have kinetic energy mv2/2. If molecules move to a radial position r closer to the
axis, in equilibrium they must assume a rotation velocity (r/R)v, or a kinetic energy (r/R)2mv2/2.
The difference in kinetic energies between molecules at radii r and R is

E =

(
1− r2

R2

)
mv2

2
(D.30)

From statistical physics, in a thermal distribution the density of particles n with different energies
E varies like n(E) = n(0) exp(−E/kBT ). In the rotating frame of reference at the outer wall,
molecules adjacent to the wall have zero energy and molecules that climb “higher” (closer to the
axis) have energy E from Eq. (D.30) relative to that. Therefore the ratio of the densities at radii r
and R is

nr
nR

= exp

[
− mv2

2kBT

(
1− r2

R2

)]
(D.31)
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By applying Eq. (D.31) first to the densities of light molecules (235UF6) and second to the densities
of heavy molecules (238UF6), and then by taking the ratio of those densities, one finds:

(nlight/nheavy)r
(nlight/nheavy)R

= exp

[
(mheavy −mlight)v

2

2kBT

(
1− r2

R2

)]
(D.32)

Note that the amount of separation that can be produced by centrifugation in Eq. (D.32) only
depends on the difference of the isotope masses, not their ratio as was the case for gaseous diffusion
in Eq. (D.29). The difference in masses between uranium isotopes is several mass units, yet their
ratio is only a minute fraction over unity, so centrifugation is inherently superior to gaseous diffusion
for uranium enrichment.

To better see the efficacy of centrifugation, one can use Eq. (D.32) with a mass difference of 3
atomic mass units (the difference between uranium-238 and uranium-235) and a temperature of
340oK (just comfortably above the sublimation point of UF6):

(nlight/nheavy)r
(nlight/nheavy)R

≈ exp

[(
v

1370 m/sec

)2
(

1− r2

R2

)]
(D.33)

Using rough estimates of v = 500 m/sec (4800 revolutions per minute and R = 0.1 m) and r/R =
0.8, Eq. (D.33) yields

(nlight/nheavy)r
(nlight/nheavy)R

≈ 1.049 (D.34)

As shown by Eq. (D.34) vs. Eq. (D.29), the enrichment that can be obtained by one stage of gas
centrifugation is ∼ 10x greater than that obtained from one stage of gaseous diffusion. Therefore,
enrichment of natural uranium to reactor-grade material can be accomplished by ∼ 100 gas cen-
trifuge stages vs. ∼ 1000 gaseous diffusion stages. Each gas centrifuge also uses less energy than
each gaseous diffusion stage (due to the large pressure loss across each diffusion barrier), so enrich-
ment via centrifuges consumes ∼ 25x less energy than enrichment via gaseous diffusion. Because of
these advantages, centrifuges are now widely used for enrichment.

Actual gas centrifuges are considerably more complicated than indicated by the schematic illustra-
tion in Fig. D.160(c) or the simplified calculations above. Among other complexities, they include
mechanisms to induce gas circulation within the chamber to optimize isotope separation while
allowing for continuous throughput [Benedict et al. 1981].

Historians need to clarify exactly how far gas centrifuge technology progressed in Germany during
the war, how many gas centrifuges were used and where they were located, and how much uranium
of what enrichment percentage was produced in the Third Reich. The critical role of German
scientists and engineers in spreading this technology to other countries after the war also deserves
to be much better known than it currently is.
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d. Laser Isotope Separation

In the Farm Hall transcripts, the captured German nuclear scientists (who had previously and
correctly voiced suspicion that their conversations were being recorded) briefly mentioned another
enrichment method, a “photo-chemical process” of enriching uranium that would “irradiate it with a
particular wave-length,” before they seemingly stopped themselves and talked about something else
(see p. 2864). The scientists were correct—the mass of the nucleus has a very small but measurable
effect on the energy levels of orbiting electrons, termed the hyperfine interaction in quantum physics,
so different isotopes of the same element have slightly different energy levels and thus can be excited
by photons at slightly different wavelengths. As shown in Fig. D.160(d), this principle can be used
to separate different isotopes when they are in the form of either individual atoms or molecules:

• In Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation (AVLIS), pure uranium metal is heated to 2300oC
to vaporize it. Due to hyperfine interactions, the wavelength to elevate one electron to an
excited state is 502.74 nm for 235U but 502.73 nm for 238U. Therefore a dye laser precisely
tuned to 502.74 nm can excite 235U atoms in the vapor without affecting 238U. Photons
with a wavelength of 262.5 nm from a second laser have enough energy to ionize (completely
free the one excited electron) the excited 235U but not the unexcited 238U atoms. Electric
and/or magnetic fields can remove the singly charged 235U while leaving the neutral 238U, as
illustrated in Fig. D.160(d). In practice, charge exchange between the two isotopes leads to
some neutral 235U and some charged 238U, limiting the enrichment that can be achieved by
one pass through an AVLIS system. Even so, natural uranium can be enriched to reactor-
grade levels in one or at most a few passes, versus ∼ 100 for centrifugation and ∼ 1000
for gaseous diffusion. Moreover, AVLIS is precise enough that it can even harvest the small
amount of 235U that remains in the depleted uranium tails left by diffusion or centrifugation
enrichment plants. For a given quantity of uranium and degree of enrichment, the input energy
cost of AVLIS is roughly comparable to that of gas centrifuges, while the equipment cost is
potentially lower, since the cheaper cost of a centrifuge vs. the laser setup is outweighed by
the far larger number of centrifuges required for comparable enrichment.

• In Molecular Laser Isotope Separation (MLIS), UF6 gas is used, just as it is for enrichment
by diffusion and centrifugation. This is a great advantage over AVLIS, since UF6 must only
be heated to 56oC to become a gas (vs. 2300oC for pure uranium). However, UF6 molecules
must then be cooled to 30-77oK to put them into their vibrational ground state, which largely
conflicts with the goal of keeping them in the gaseous phase instead of solid phase [Benedict et
al. 1981]. If this can be accomplished, photons from a carbon dioxide laser with a wavelength
of 16 µm can be used to boost 235UF6 (but not 238UF6) molecules to the first excited vibra-
tional state. Photons with a wavelength of 308 nm (or in some implementations, an infrared
wavelength) from an excimer laser can then dissociate the excited 235UF6 molecules (but not
the unexcited238UF6 molecules) into UF5 plus atomic fluorine. Under these conditions, UF5

is a solid, so 235U precipitates out in the solid pentafluoride phase, whereas 238U remains in
the gaseous hexafluoride phase. An improved version of this process, Separation of Isotopes
by Laser Excitation (SILEX) apparently overcomes the previously conflicting requirements
of MLIS by using the difference in electrical charge between the two laser-irradiated isotopes
to separate them, but details of SILEX are still classified.
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Officially, the first laser was created in 1960 in the United States, and the United States and other
countries have worked on AVLIS, MLIS, or SILEX laser isotope separation off and on ever since.
However, it is possible that significant work on this method actually began in the wartime German
nuclear program, since (1) the German scientists clearly recognized the potential of this method,
(2) generally only a laser could provide sufficiently intense light at just the right wavelength for
this method to work, and (3) there is evidence that German scientists were conducting research
to develop lasers (see Appendix C). Much more archival research is needed to explore whether
Germany did indeed explore laser isotope separation, how far it got, and how any wartime German
work influenced postwar programs in the United States and other countries.
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D.3.6 Breeding Methods to Produce Pu-239 or U-233

As discussed in the previous section, enrichment of uranium is difficult due to the fact that highly
fissionable uranium-235 and relatively inert uranium-238 are chemically identical and very close in
mass. In contrast, one can use a fission reactor or a particle accelerator to breed highly fissionable
plutonium-239 from natural uranium-238, or highly fissionable uranium-233 from natural thorium-
232, then exploit the differences in chemical properties between the bred fission fuel and the natural
starting material in order to rapidly purify the fuel for a bomb. This section will discuss (a) the
fundamental nuclear physics of creating plutonium-239 and uranium-233, (b) how a fission reactor
could be used to breed either fuel, (c) how a particle accelerator could be used to breed either fuel,
and (d) what chemical processes could be used to separate the bred fuel from the natural starting
material.

a. Fundamental Nuclear Physics of Creating Plutonium-239 and Uranium-233

By mass, approximately 99.275% of natural uranium is uranium-238 (238
92 U), which will not fission

unless it is hit with high-energy (at least a few MeV) neutrons. However, if uranium-238 is irradiated
with low energy neutrons, such as in a fission reactor, it can absorb a neutron (n) and release
the excess energy as a gamma (γ) ray, then undergo two successive beta (β) decays to become
plutonium-239 (239

94 Pu), which is an excellent fission fuel:

238
92 U + n

(n,γ)−→ 239
92 U

β 23.5 min−→ 239
93 Np

β 2.36 days−→ 239
94 Pu (D.35)

The two beta decays to plutonium-239 happen within a few days, which means that they tend to
happen before the fuel is removed from the breeding reactor, or within a few days of being removed
from the breeding reactor. Many highly radioactive isotopes with short half-lives are created by
fission of uranium-235 in the fuel, so it is customary to let the fuel “cool off” for a month or so
after being removed from the breeder reactor before it is processed by people. Since the German
nuclear program would have had a great sense of urgency and likely did not value the lives of its
low-level workers, it might have processed irradiated fuel with a much shorter cooling off period.

If uranium-238 were irradiated with low-energy neutrons for a long enough period of time, most of it
would convert to plutonium-239. Unfortunately, two problems greatly limit how long the uranium-
238 can be exposed to neutrons, and therefore how much of it can be converted to plutonium-239. If
significant amounts of plutonium-239 build up in the sample, slow neutrons will make them undergo
fission reactions and burn up before they can be removed and purified for use in a bomb. Yet even
before that effect becomes a problem, a second constraint is even more limiting: plutonium-239
that absorbs a neutron but does not fission becomes plutonium-240:

239
94 Pu + n −→ 240

94 Pu + γ (D.36)

Plutonium-240 is chemically identical to plutonium-239 and only one atomic mass unit different in
mass, making these plutonium isotopes even harder to separate from each other than uranium-235
and uranium-238 (with three mass units of difference). Thus most bred plutonium-239 will contain
some amount of contaminating plutonium-240.
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Whereas plutonium-239 essentially only fissions when hit with a neutron, and therefore will wait to
release its energy in a chain reaction in a bomb, plutonium-240 sometimes fissions spontaneously.
The neutrons that are constantly emitted by this spontaneous fission of plutonium-240 could initiate
a fission chain reaction too soon as the critical mass of a bomb is being brought together, greatly
decreasing the net energy release of the bomb. A gun-type (Little Boy) bomb design assembles the
critical mass too slowly to overcome this problem; only an implosion (Fat Man) bomb design can
assemble the critical mass rapidly enough before the spontaneous fission events hinder the process.

Even with an implosion bomb design, it is important to minimize the amount of plutonium-240
contamination and the spontaneous fission rate, so for weapons production, typically uranium-238
is irradiated with neutrons only until <0.01% of the uranium-238 has become plutonium-239. That
means that an enormous amount of (highly radioactive) irradiated uranium must be chemically
processed to recover a small amount of plutonium.

In addition to uranium, another actinide that can be mined in useful quantities is thorium, virtually
all of which is thorium-232 (232

90 Th). While thorium-232 itself is not a good fission fuel, if it is
irradiated with low energy neutrons, such as in a fission reactor, it can absorb a neutron and
release the excess energy as a gamma ray, then undergo two successive beta decays to become
uranium-233 (233

92 U), which is an excellent fission fuel:

232
90 Th + n

(n,γ)−→ 233
90 Th

β 21.8 min−→ 233
91 Pa

β 27.0 days−→ 233
92 U (D.37)

The processes for breeding uranium-233 in Eq. (D.37) and for breeding plutonium-239 in Eq. (D.35)
are clearly highly similar, though beta decay to uranium-233 takes over ten times longer, mandating
that the fuel sit for at least a month or so after being removed from the breeder reactor.

Just as the buildup of an undesirable contaminant limits how much plutonium-239 can be bred
from uranium-238, the buildup of another undesirable contaminant limits how much uranium-233
can be bred from thorium-232. Neutron bombardment can actually remove a neutron from the
highly desirable uranium-233, converting it to the highly undesirable uranium-232:

233
92 U + n −→ 232

92 U + 2n (D.38)

Uranium-232 undergoes a series of alpha (α) decays with a net half-life of roughly 70 years, produc-
ing thallium-208 which emits intense gamma rays. Although that process does not interfere with
fission reactions, steady decay of contaminating uranium-232 into gamma-emitting thallium-208
means that bred uranium-233 is intensely radioactive and harmful to people working with it, and
remains that way for many years after its creation. Again, if the German nuclear program did not
value the lives of its low-level workers, this concern may not have limited their use of this method
of fission fuel production.
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b. Breeding in a Fission Reactor to Produce Pu-239 or U-233

German scientists knew how to breed plutonium-239 or uranium-233 in a fission reactor, had two
reactors on the brink of criticality by the end of the war (the Heisenberg group’s Berlin/Haigerloch
pile and the Diebner group’s Gottow/Stadtilm pile), and may have had other reactors that actually
became operational during the war (p. 2435). Such reactors could have used heavy water (D2O)
and/or pure graphite (without neutron-absorbing boron impurities) as a moderator to slow down
the neutrons emitted by the fission reactions, so that the neutrons would be much more likely to
create a chain reaction and also to breed plutonium-239 (or uranium-233).

In the wartime U.S. nuclear program, the main reactors breeding plutonium were three reactors
in Hanford, Washington, dubbed reactors B, D, and F. When fully operational, each of those
reactors produced approximately 250 MW of thermal power from approximately 250 tons of natural
uranium, or about 1 MW/ton [Reed 2015, 2019]. None of that energy was converted to electricity
as in a modern power reactor; water was used to cool the reactor and carry the heat away, so the
reactors needed direct access to large quantities of fresh water.

At that power, each reactor bred approximately 0.19 kg of plutonium-239 per day, or approximately
69 kg per year. To limit the production of plutonium-240, the 250 tons of reactor fuel was removed
after approximately 100 days, and then the reactor was restarted with fresh natural uranium fuel
[Reed 2015, 2019]. Comparing the plutonium-239 production rate of 0.19 kg/day to the rate of
using natural uranium, 250 tons/100 days = 2.5 tons/day, the amount of plutonium-239 bred per
ton of natural uranium was

Bred Pu-239

Natural uranium
≈ 0.19 kg/day

2.5 tons/day
≈ 0.076

kg

ton
(D.39)

Note that the amount of fissionable plutonium-239 produced from a ton of natural uranium is
roughly 100 times smaller than the maximum amount of fissionable uranium-235 (7.2 kg) that
could be extracted from that same ton of natural uranium via the enrichment methods of the
previous section. Again, this low level of production is due to the need to avoid creating much
plutonium-240 in the fuel. As a result, a fission fuel breeding program would use ∼100 times more
uranium than a fission fuel enrichment program (unless the irradiated uranium were reused in
the breeder reactor after the plutonium had been removed, but that would be even more time
consuming, and a wartime program would presumably be under extreme time pressure).

Counterbalancing that disadvantage is the advantage that a breeder reactor and the accompanying
chemical purification processes handle fission fuel in a very dense solid or liquid state, whereas
enrichment methods handle fission fuel in a far less dense gaseous or plasma state. Therefore the
equipment for breeding would be much more compact, and could potentially be built and operated
by fewer people, than the equipment for enrichment.
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Characteristic Approximate value (scales linearly)

Thermal power 25 MW

Reactor core volume 100 m3

Moderator 150 tons of graphite, or
80 tons of heavy water,

or some of both

Natural uranium in reactor 25 tons

Replace uranium every 100 days

Uranium consumption rate 91 tons/year

Plutonium production rate 6.9 kg/year

Cost (1940s U.S. dollars) $6,000,000

Table D.8: Approximate characteristics of a breeder reactor for producing plutonium-239.

As long as the reactor is large enough to have a self-sustaining fission chain reaction, these charac-
teristics can be scaled up or down in a linear fashion, using the approximate numbers in Table D.8
as a basis for reference [Kemp 2005; OTA 1977]. For example, if each Hanford reactor held 250 tons
of natural uranium and produced approximately 69 kg of plutonium-239 per year, a hypothetical
German reactor holding approximately 22 tons of natural uranium could produce approximately 6
kg of plutonium-239 per year, enough for one full-sized ∼20 kiloton implosion bomb (like the U.S.
Gadget and Fat Man bombs) per year. From Eq. D.39, producing 6 kg of plutonium would require
processing approximately 79 tons of uranium.

Thorium-232 is useful for breeding uranium-233 but cannot sustain a fission chain reaction on its
own. The reactor would need to contain natural uranium or uranium enriched in uranium-235.
On the order of ∼90% of the neutrons from the uranium would be needed to sustain the chain
reaction, so only ∼10% of the neutrons could be spared to breed uranium-233 from thorium-232,
and hence only ∼10% of the total fuel in the reactor could be thorium. Thus a fission reactor for
breeding uranium-233 might be ∼10 times larger in volume or mass than a reactor for breeding
plutonium-239. (Of course, plutonium would also be bred within the ∼90% of the reactor fuel that
was uranium, and that plutonium could be extracted as well.) For this reason, it seems likely that
the German nuclear program would have generally preferred producing plutonium-239 instead of
uranium-233, although scientists may have certainly tried uranium-233 (especially because of the
large amount of thorium that was available to the German nuclear program).
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c. Breeding with an Accelerator to Produce Pu-239 or U-233

Even without a fission reactor, it is possible to produce significant amounts of Pu-239 or U-233
via a process called electronuclear breeding. In this process, a particle accelerator fires a beam
of high-energy charged particles (typically protons, deuterons, or electrons with a kinetic energy
of many millions of electron-volts or MeV) at a target containing U-238 or Th-232. When those
energetic charged particles strike the nuclei of the target material, they knock some neutrons free,
and those neutrons are absorbed by U-238 atoms to become Pu-239 atoms, or by Th-232 atoms to
become U-233 atoms. In more sophisticated and efficient systems, the target may also contain an
initial layer of lithium or beryllium, which are especially good at releasing neutrons when struck by
high-energy charged particles. If furthermore the target is immersed in a neutron moderator (such
as heavy water or pure graphite) and surrounded by a neutron reflector (such as beryllium), each
neutron that is originally generated can lead to a cascade of several more neutrons by subcritical
fission reactions, yielding several atoms of bred fuel per charged particle in the beam.

If the target is lithium without uranium or thorium, electronuclear breeding can be used to produce
tritium, which would be very useful for fusion boosting of fission bombs or for creating a hydrogen
bomb.

Electronuclear breeding was seriously pursued by the United States and other countries after World
War II, and even now is of concern as a proliferation risk for how new countries could produce
nuclear weapons [Barashenkov et al. 1987; Barber and George 1959; Kemp 2005; Livdahl 1981;
Magill and Peerani 1999; Riendeau et al. 1999]. German scientists knew how to breed plutonium-
239 (or uranium-233) in a particle-accelerator-driven electronuclear system, and built and operated
suitable accelerator systems (pp. 2496–2516 and 2740–2746) that appear to have been a high priority
part of the wartime German nuclear program.

Simple physics can give a ballpark estimate for the amount of Pu-239 or U-233 that could be
produced by electronuclear breeding. If N is the number of particle accelerators, I is the beam
current per particle accelerator, and e ≈ 1.602× 10−19 Coulombs is the electric charge of particles
(protons, deuterons, or electrons) in the beam, the total number of charged particles per second
is simply NI/e. Since there are 365 × 24 × 60 × 60 = 3.1536 × 107 seconds per year, the annual
charged particle production rate is

Charged particles

year
= 3.1536× 107 N I

e

particles

year
(D.40)

Let η be the number of bred Pu-239 or U-233 atoms per accelerated charged particle, or in other
words the efficiency of converting accelerated charged particles to neutrons and then letting those
neutrons be captured to breed the desired atoms. Thus the atom breeding rate is

Bred atoms

year
= 3.1536× 107 N I η

e

atoms

year
(D.41)

Using Avogadro’s number NA ≈ 6.022 × 1023 and the mass A of the bred atoms in atomic mass
units, there are NA/A atoms per gram of mass, or 1000NA/A atoms/kg. Combining this information
with Eq. (D.41), the annual production rate of mass is

Bred mass

year
= 3.1536× 104 N I η A

e NA

kg

year
(D.42)
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Space charge effects and other phenomena generally limit practical values of the beam current to
around a milliamp, or I ≈ 10−3 amp [Kemp 2005]. For 10 accelerators operating in parallel to breed
Pu-239 (A = 239) with an efficiency η ∼ 1, Eq. (D.42) becomes

Bred Pu-239

year
∼ 0.78

kg

year
(D.43)

Similarly, for 10 accelerators with I ≈ 10−3 amp breeding U-233 (A = 233) with an efficiency η ∼ 1,
Eq. (D.42) gives

Bred U-233

year
∼ 0.76

kg

year
(D.44)

Likewise, for 10 accelerators with I ≈ 10−3 amp breeding tritium (A = 3) with an efficiency η ∼ 1,
Eq. (D.42) becomes

Bred tritium

year
∼ 9.8

g

year
(D.45)

From these crude estimates, a year-long electronuclear breeding program could produce ∼ 0.8 kg of
plutonium-239 or uranium-233, or ∼ 10 g of tritium. The equations reveal several ways to improve
this output:

• The German program could have built and operated more than 10 particle accelerators in
parallel. That is not unreasonable, considering that the United States built and operated 3120
calutron ion beams at Oak Ridge for U-235 enrichment.

• The beam current might have been increased. 1 mA per beam is a representative value but not
a hard limit. Increasing the beam current by a factor of two or three would correspondingly
increase the amount of bred fission fuel by a factor of two or three.

• The German program might have operated particle accelerators for longer than a year. If the
accelerators began operation two years before the end of the war, twice as much fuel could
have been produced.

• Most importantly, the efficiency η could have been optimized. Depending on the conditions,
the efficiency could be as low as η ∼ 0.001 or as high as η ∼ 100 [Kemp 2005]. Using the highest
possible beam energy, choosing the best type of charged particle for the beam (in some cases,
deuterons work better than protons or electrons), and using a neutron-multiplying target
could give efficiencies toward the upper end of that range. A neutron-multiplying target
would essentially be a small, subcritical fission reactor, for example chunks of unenriched
uranium metal immersed in heavy water and surrounded by a beryllium reflector. Whereas
the reactor would not be large enough to create its own self-sustaining chain reaction of fission
events, each neutron generated by the accelerator would trigger a small cascade of additional
neutrons in the subcritical reactor, yielding several bred atoms per initial neutron.

Based on this simple analysis, it is evident that electronuclear breeding of kilograms of plutonium-
239 or uranium-233 for a fission bomb, or of grams of tritium for fusion boosting a bomb, would
be technically challenging but nevertheless quite feasible for the wartime German program. It is
important for historians to search for more evidence of such an electronuclear breeding program,
both in archival documents and at locations that may have been involved in this work.
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d. Chemical Reprocessing to Purify Bred Pu-239 or U-233

In nuclear power programs, chemical reprocessing of “spent” fuel that has been in a fission reactor
is used to recover plutonium-239 that has been bred during the time in the reactor, as well as
any leftover uranium-235 that was not burned up inside the reactor. Those fissionable fuel compo-
nents can be repackaged and used again for reactor fuel; uranium-238 can also be recycled. Many
other actinides in the fuel can be recycled without adversely affecting the repackaged reactor fuel.
For nuclear weapons programs, the same techniques may be used to extract and concentrate the
plutonium-239 from a uranium reactor (or from an electronuclear breeding particle accelerator) to
make high-grade fuel for fission bombs.

Documents show that German scientists knew how to produce plutonium-239 from uranium-238
(p. 2435) and how to produce uranium-233 from thorium-232 (p. 2441), and knew that both of
those fission fuels would be suitable for bombs. If one or more fission reactors were operational
before the end of the war (p. 2435), or if accelerators were able to produce a significant amount
of fission fuel (p. 2496), it seems likely that Germany would have developed and utilized chemical
reprocessing methods to extract and purify the bred plutonium-239 or uranium-233. In fact, in the
highly fragmentary documentation that is now available to scholars shows that there was in fact
work to develop such reprocessing methods (p. 2440).

Although it is current unknown just how far that work may have progressed during the war, or in
what geographic locations, the scientific details of reprocessing constrain where and how it could
have been done, and may guide historians in locating relevant documents and geographic sites:

• Due to the relatively sophisticated chemistry involved in reprocessing and the fact that it
would be tied to secret weapons development, it seems probable that any such reprocessing
would have been run by I.G. Farben, or at the very least would have intimately involved I.G.
Farben.

• Because of the large amount of spent uranium that would need to be processed for a much
smaller amount of plutonium, and because of the great personal danger involved in exposure
to the associated high levels of radiation and toxic chemicals, it moreover seems likely that
any such work in wartime Germany would have involved slave labor (at least if it advanced
beyond small-scale proof-of-concept laboratory experiments).

• Because of the large amount of material to be processed and the extreme danger in handling
it, chemical reprocessing would probably have been conducted at or near the fission reactor(s)
or electronuclear breeding site(s) where the plutonium was bred.

• For cooling of the fission reactor and for both cooling and chemical steps during reprocessing,
a breeding/reprocessing facility would likely be located next to an abundant source of fresh
water.
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The most widely used chemical method for reprocessing spent fission fuel is called the Purex process.
Although it is quite complex [Benedict et al. 1981], a very simplified overview is illustrated schemat-
ically in Fig. D.161. This description covers modern reprocessing for nuclear power programs, but
a wartime weapons program would use very similar (or perhaps streamlined) steps:

1. Spent fuel rods are soaked in hot nitric acid, which dissolves uranium, plutonium, and fission
products, but not zirconium alloy claddings and other hardware. Thus non-fuel reactor ma-
terials can be separated out for waste disposal. Gaseous fission products are also removed at
this time.

2. Then the polar aqueous nitric acid solution containing uranium nitrates, plutonium nitrates,
and fission-product nitrates is mixed with a nonpolar organic solvent, which is a kerosene-like
mixture containing n-tributyl phosphate (TBP). At this point, uranium is in a hexavalent
state (VI) and plutonium is in a tetravalent state (IV), both of which prefer to pass into
the nonpolar TBP layer of the immiscible polar-nonpolar fluid combination. In contrast, the
fission products are generally in a pentavalent state (V) and prefer to remain in the polar
nitric acid layer, so they can be separated out, concentrated, and vitrified for disposal as
high-level radioactive waste.

3. The TBP organic solution containing uranium and plutonium is treated with a limited re-
ductant (such as ferrous ions, Fe+2), which reduces plutonium (IV) to plutonium (III) but
leaves the uranium (VI) unaffected. The nonpolar organic solvent is again mixed with polar
aqueous nitric acid. The uranium (VI) still prefers the nonpolar solvent, but unlike plutonium
(IV), plutonium (III) actually prefers the polar solvent. Thus plutonium and uranium can be
separated for individual processing.

4. Uranium nitrate is purified from the nonpolar solvent and converted to uranium hexafluoride
for enrichment if desired.

5. Plutonium nitrate is purified from the polar solvent and converted to plutonium dioxide for
reactor fuel or plutonium metal for bombs.

In practice, up to three rounds of polar-nonpolar solvent purification are used to achieve high purity
of the fission product, uranium, and plutonium fractions.

A similar reprocessing method used for separating thorium, uranium, and fission products from
spent fuel in thorium-232/uranium-233 fuel cycles is called the Thorex process [Benedict et al.
1981]. By means of this process, one could supply a fission reactor or electronuclear breeding
accelerator with natural thorium-232 and produce high-grade uranium-233 for fission bombs.
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Figure D.161: Chemical reprocessing of spent fission fuel.
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D.4 Analysis of Reports of Test Explosions

While there are many potential metrics for the progress of the German nuclear program, the
definitive litmus test would be a successful wartime nuclear weapons test.

D.4.1 Collation of Data from Primary Sources

Of the alleged Baltic, Polish, and Thuringian test explosions described by the primary sources
quoted earlier in this appendix, there is the largest amount of evidence for the Thuringian test,
including numerous details that may be subjected to scientific analysis. Without discounting the
other possible tests, the remainder of this discussion will focus on analyzing all of the currently
available details about that March 1945 Thuringian test. Several of the primary sources provided
general background information for this test. Wartime and postwar documents showed that within
the top echelons of the SS, there was a prolonged and intense interest in developing a nuclear
weapon, and an expectation around March 1945 that battlefield use of such a weapon was immi-
nent. Likewise, wartime and postwar documents from Diebner, Schumann, Trinks, Guderley, and
others confirmed that there were very active research programs on fission reactions, fission fuel
production, fusion reactions, fusion fuel production, and spherical implosion bomb designs. How
far those programs got, and whether or how they were combined together, is very unclear from the
primary sources themselves, but perhaps answerable at least in part by modern theoretical and/or
experimental analysis of the available data.

As summarized on p. 2717, at least ten primary sources specifically addressed the Thuringian test:

1-2. Ilyichev’s November 1944 and March 1945 Soviet intelligence reports described the prepa-
rations for the Thuringian tests, the immediate consequences of the tests, and the detailed
design of the nuclear device that was supposedly tested. The authenticity of the documents
appears beyond doubt, since they are part of an extended paper trail that includes published
responses by Kurchatov and Flerov, and that went all the way to Joseph Stalin. Furthermore,
since the documents cast doubt on the Soviet Union’s claim to be the second nuclear nation
or to have achieved that status by its own scientific strength, there appears to be no incentive
for Russians of any time period to have forged or embellished them. Likewise, these reports do
not appear to have been a German attempt to bluff the Russians into believing that the Ger-
mans possessed a weapon that they did not actually have; a bluff would surely have claimed
that the test explosion was much larger, and would not have handed the Russians a highly
detailed and very effective design for a fission bomb. Of course, despite the authenticity of
these documents, how accurate or inaccurate they may be depends on the competence of the
unknown Soviet spy who transmitted the details from Germany.

3-4. Kurchatov’s March 1945 letter and Flerov’s two brief reports from May 1945 repeated many
of the details from Ilyichev’s second report, supporting the authenticity of that document.
Most of their information was directly derived from Ilyichev’s second report (which did not
give a specific location for the nuclear test). However, the fact that by May 1945 Kurchatov
and Flerov apparently knew of a specific location where they wanted to measure residual
artificial radioactivity seems to indicate that they had received additional information not in
Ilyichev’s November 1944 and March 1945 reports.
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5. Robert Döpel’s testimony under interrogation by the Russians in 1946 confirms that there
was an atomic bomb test on a German military base (such as those in Thuringia) before the
end of the war. Unfortunately the only Russian interrogation summary that has been found
thus far does not give any further details.

6-7. The testimonies of Werner and Wachsmut described the Thuringian test and its immediate
aftermath. Although the 1962 East German transcript’s chain of custody is uncertain and
hence its authenticity is difficult to prove, the written testimonies by Werner and Wachsmut
are consistent with oral testimonies that they each gave later in life, consistent with each
other, consistent with details from the other sources that reported the Thuringian test, and
consistent in appearance with other East German interrogation transcripts from that place
and time. As will be shown, they are also highly consistent with the physics of nuclear weapons,
in ways that would not have been possible for Werner and Wachsmut, their interrogators, or
a document forger to foresee. Therefore, the testimonies of Werner and Wachsmut will be
included in the discussion here with appropriate caution. These two testimonies are the only
sources that named a specific location for the Thuringian test, but otherwise the basic facts
of the Thuringian test do not depend upon their testimonies.

8. The 1966 East German reports on the interrogation of Erich Rundnagel appear to be authentic
and were confirmed by Rundnagel’s nephew. Although Rundnagel did not address the actual
test, he gave details that seem relevant to the bomb design and preparations.

9. Oscar Koch’s 1960s description of a high-level 1945 U.S. intelligence report appears as credible
as the Soviet intelligence report. Although it gave fewer details than Ilyichev’s reports, those
that it did contain are highly consistent with those given by Ilyichev. The most puzzling aspect
is that Koch stated that U.S. aerial surveillance photos did not show the blast damage that
had been reported in the test area. Some plausible explanations are (a) that the Germans
quickly replanted, restored, cleaned, or camouflaged the affected area, (b) that the aerial
surveillance photos were not of the correct location, and/or (c) that the Americans were
looking for much larger-scale blast damage than the Thuringian test actually produced.

10. The interviews with Grothmann described many details about the Thuringian test, its back-
ground, and its aftermath. Major caveats are that the interviews were conducted in private,
that they were held 55–57 years after the events in question, and that tapes of the inter-
views were erased. Nonetheless, historians have been able to independently confirm a large
number of obscure details covered in the interviews [Karlsch and Petermann 2007, p. 29;
Karlsch 2006; Nagel 2011, p. 64], and scientific details from the interviews are very consistent
with known physics and engineering principles, even though Grothmann was not a scientist
or engineer. Grothmann provided information that is in excellent agreement with Ilyichev’s
reports, which were discovered in a Moscow archive only after Grothmann had already died,
and Grothmann’s statements agree with other sources about the secret wartime programs
that have only emerged in recent years. For a more extensive discussion of the reliability of
this source, see p. 2363.

As shown on p. 2717, there is remarkably good agreement among these ten primary sources about
the details of the test date, location, organizations or people who were involved, blast, radioactivity,
resulting casualties, and device design. Those details will next be used as the basis for preliminary
theoretical estimates of the explosive yield, radioactive release, and device design parameters.
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Figure D.127 is a map of the Ohrdruf and Arnstadt area that was possibly involved in the March
1945 test. In Fig. D.128, colored lines illustrate clues to the location of the test as described by
Werner and Wachsmut. These clues include the approximate boundary of the military base (green),
population centers with possible sickness from radioactive fallout (red), the direction in which
Werner reported seeing the explosion (yellow), driving distances for Wachsmut from the Ringhofen
estate (blue), and the location of an apparent crater on aerial photos from pp. 2763–2767 (purple).
Note that those clues place the test roughly in the center of the Ohrdruf military base, which would
also make sense from a security perspective.

If information from Werner and Wachsmut is excluded from the analysis, the key facts and data
regarding the nuclear test remain the same, except the exact location in Thuringia is then unknown.
Based solely on the other sources, the test might have occurred on the Ohrdruf military base, or
it might have occurred in some other remote wooded location in Thuringia that could be tightly
secured by the SS (likely a military base).
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D.4.2 Estimating Explosive Yield from Primary Sources

Simple estimates of the relationship between the energy released in an explosion and the radius
of damage caused by that explosion can easily be made from first principles. The explosion will
be assumed to release an energy E at a point source at radial position r = 0 at or very near the
surface of the earth, surrounded by atmosphere of initial pressure patm, as shown in Fig. D.162. For
reference, one ton of TNT high explosive is defined to produce an energy of 4.184× 109 Joules (J)
(although the actual yield from real TNT can vary somewhat around this value). The energy of
the explosion will be distributed throughout a hemispherical volume of ever-expanding radius R,
where the surface at r = R is a shock wave propagating outward into the atmosphere. Using the
volume (2/3)πR3 of the hemisphere and defining the average energy density deposited within the
hemispherical volume as Uavg, the explosive energy yield may be written as

E =
2

3
π R3 Uavg (D.46)

r = 0 

r = R 

Uavg = 
average energy 
density within 

the blast volume 

Shock wave 

Earth 

patm = atmospheric pressure 
        = average energy density 
           outside the blast volume 

Figure D.162: Hemispherical shock wave expanding from an initial point on the earth’s surface.
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Since the total energy E is constant (neglecting any losses), the average energy density Uavg of the
explosion will decrease as the explosion radius R increases with time. The explosion will be the domi-
nant force in the local environment until its average energy density drops below the pressure-derived
potential energy density of normal atmospheric pressure, patm ≈ 1.01×105 Pascals (Pa=J/m3) (us-
ing the sea-level average pressure). Of course, the shock wave at the expanding surface contains
more energy density than the volume-averaged value, and the explosive energy density can do se-
rious damage to buildings, trees, and people even when it is only a fraction of normal atmospheric
pressure.

If one assumes that the explosion will do major damage until the average energy density drops to
Uavg ≈ patm/10 at some blast radius R = Rblast, the energy from Eq. (D.46) may be written as:

Emax ≈ 2

3
πR3

blast

patm

10
=

(
2π · 1.01× 105 J/m3

3 · 10 · 4.184× 109 J/ton

)
R3

blast

≈
(

Rblast

58.3 meters

)3

tons , (D.47)

in which Eq. (D.47) expresses the explosive energy yield in equivalent tons of TNT.

On the other hand, if one assumes that the explosion will do significant damage until the average
energy density drops much further to Uavg ≈ patm/100 at some blast radius R = Rblast, the explosive
yield from Eq. (D.46) may be written as:

Emin ≈ 2

3
πR3

blast

patm

100
=

(
2π · 1.01× 105 J/m3

3 · 100 · 4.184× 109 J/ton

)
R3

blast

≈
(

Rblast

126 meters

)3

tons (D.48)

For a given measured blast radius, the released explosive energy could vary somewhere between
the minimum value given by Eq. (D.48) and the maximum value given by Eq. (D.47), depending
on how resistant to blast damage the surround area is, deviations of the actual terrain from the
assumed perfectly flat surface, and other factors. Note that Eq. (D.47) gives a maximum energy 10
times larger than the minimum energy of Eq. (D.48), since its assumed energy density is 10 times
larger (patm/10 vs. patm/100). Within that range, a good single value for a ballpark approximation
would be the geometric mean, found by using Eq. (D.46) with Uavg ≈ patm/(10

√
10):

Egeo mean ≈ 2

3
πR3

blast

patm

10
√

10
=

(
2π · 1.01× 105 J/m3

3 · 10
√

10 · 4.184× 109 J/ton

)
R3

blast

≈
(

Rblast

85.5 meters

)3

tons (D.49)
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Ilyichev described the blast radius as Rblast = 500–600 meters. Using Eqs. (D.47)–(D.49), a blast
radius of Rblast = 500 meters corresponds to an explosive energy somewhere in the range E =63–
630 tons, with a geometric mean of 200 tons. Likewise, the larger blast radius Rblast = 600 meters
corresponds to an explosive energy somewhere in the range E = 110–1100 tons, with a geometric
mean of 350 tons. These values are consistent with previous estimates based on the same data
[Eilers 2007, 2015; Mineev and Funtikov 2007].

Ilyichev also described the bomb as having a total weight of approximately 2 tons and being filled
largely with TNT. If such a bomb had exploded in a conventional, non-nuclear manner, its explosive
energy would therefore be only ∼ 2 tons. The absolute minimum explosive energy consistent with
the reported blast radius is 30 times larger than that value, and the actual energy may well have
been several hundred times greater than the non-nuclear yield of TNT alone. Thus some sort of
nuclear explosion appears to be the only satisfactory explanation for the reported blast size.

An independent method of estimating the explosive energy would be to use the dimensions of the
crater it created in the ground. Unfortunately, if the bomb had an explosive energy less than 1000
tons and was mounted on a tower for the test (to facilitate diagnostics, as in the first U.S. fission
bomb test in New Mexico on 16 July 1945, and as described by Schumann and Grothmann), it would
likely not leave a significant crater [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, p. 255]. If the aerial reconnaissance
photos on pp. 2763–2767 do indeed show the correct location of the test, the suggestive ejecta
pattern that is visible in the 21 March 1945 and 9 June 1945 aerial reconnaissance photos may have
been the only physical trace of the blast, apart from radioisotopes.
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D.4.3 Estimating Radioactive Release from Primary Sources

In addition to the reported blast radius, the reports of radioactive effects or radiation sickness by
Ilyichev, Grothmann, Werner, and Wachsmut seem to suggest some sort of nuclear explosion. In
theory, a nuclear explosion could be due to fission reactions alone, fusion reactions alone, or some
combination of fission and fusion reactions. In the 75+ years since 1945, scientists have been unable
to create a net-energy-producing pure fusion reaction without the assistance of fission reactions
[Gsponer and Hurni 2009, pp. 139–141; Winterberg 2010, pp. 297–298, 302], so the possibility that
the described 1945 test was a pure fusion weapon seems too remote to consider. Both pure fission
and fission-fusion hybrid designs are quite possible however. Even for plausible fission-fusion hybrid
weapon designs, the fraction of released energy that comes from fusion reactions is negligible.
Therefore the explosive energy yield (calculated from the reported blast radius) may be used to
find the amount of fission fuel consumed and hence the amount of radioactive fallout.

Fission fuel consumed

By definition, one mole (6.022× 1023) of uranium-235 atoms has a total mass of 235 grams. Upon
fission, each atom releases approximately 180 million electron-volts (eV) of energy (not counting
energy lost as neutrinos, or energy released in delayed radioactivity), which can be converted
into Joules or equivalent tons of TNT energy by the conversion factors 1.602 × 10−19 J/eV and
4.184×109 J/ton. Putting all of this information together, the number of grams of U-235 that must
be completely fissioned to produce one ton TNT equivalent of explosive energy is:

(235 g) (4.184× 109 J/ton)

(6.022× 1023) (180× 106 eV) (1.602× 10−19 J/eV)
≈ 0.0566

grams

ton
(D.50)

Ilyichev specifically said the device used U-235 as fission fuel. In principle, two other fission fu-
els could have been used: uranium-233 (U-233, created by bombarding natural thorium-232 with
neutrons) or plutonium-239 (Pu-239, creating by bombarding natural uranium-238 with neutrons).
Energy values for those other fission fuels are approximately the same as that for U-235, so Eq.
(D.50) can safely be used as the basis for any fission calculations.

For explosive yields in the range of 63–1100 tons with a geometric mean of 200–350 tons, as
calculated in Section D.4.2, the mass of fuel completely fissioned is:

Mfissioned = 3.6–62 grams, with a geometric mean of 11.3–19.8 grams. (D.51)

Thus the best ballpark guess is that the reported explosion would have completely fissioned ∼ 10–20
grams of uranium. This is a very small quantity considering that nuclear weapons would normally
have many kilograms of fission fuel, but Grothmann reported that only a very small amount of fuel
was used in this test device, and that larger amounts of fuel were ready to be used in subsequent
devices. For a small test, the total amount of fissionable fuel might have been as little ∼100 grams,
which is very consistent with the result in Eq. (D.51), since only some fraction of the fuel would
have time to fission during the very brief time that the core of the bomb was maximally compressed.
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Initial radiation from the explosion

People who were very close to the test site would have been exposed to the initial radiation (gamma,
neutrons, and beta) released during the actual explosion. For a fission explosion of 200–350 tons, the
lethality (10 Grays or 1000 rads) radius for this prompt radiation is ∼ 500 meters, very comparable
to the blast radius [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, p. 333]. Thus anyone present on the field where
the device was tested would have been either killed immediately or left injured and dying from
the blast, radiation, and heat. This is highly consistent with the reports of Ilyichev, Grothmann,
Werner, and Wachsmut.

If the blast radius was 500–600 meters as reported by Ilyichev, Wachsmut’s estimate of 700 bodies
was correct, and those victims had been uniformly spread out within an area πR2 ∼ 785,000–
1,130,000 m2 around the device when it was tested, the spacing would have been

∼ 1100–1600 m2 per person on average (D.52)

or

∼ 33–40 m between people if uniformly spread out (D.53)

Thus 700 people could have easily fit within the blast radius, even if they were spread out. It
seems highly unlikely that the detonation would have been accidentally triggered at an unexpected
time before people had had time to take cover. A far more plausible explanation is that the SS
scattered POWs around the test area to serve as human guinea pigs to measure the effects at
varying distances from the explosion.

Indeed, Ilyichev’s report appears to suggest that the SS made detailed correlations of prisoners’
positions before the explosion and their conditions after the explosion (p. 2722): “Prisoners of war
who were near the epicenter of the explosion died, often without leaving a trace. Prisoners of war
who were in the area beyond the center of the explosion have burns on their face and body, the
strength of which depends on their position in relation to the epicenter of the explosion.”

It is well documented that POWs were used as human test subjects for new nerve agents [Tucker
2006, p. 51] and for new biological weapons.9 Thus the allegations made separately by Ilyichev
and Wachsmut are highly consistent with what is known to have taken place in other Third Reich
programs to develop weapons of mass destruction.

In fact, if the statements of Grothmann and Wachsmut are correct, the large size of the explosion
and the large number of casualties for the very small amount of fission fuel used apparently surprised
even the SS.

9Barenblatt 2004; Blome 1941; Michael Carroll 2004; Deichmann 1996; Geißler 1998a, 1998b; Gold 1997; Haagen
1941; Hansen 1993; Kater 1989; Keremidis 2013; Klee 2001; Leitenberg and Zilinskas 2012; Posner and Ware 2000;
Regis 1999; Reinhardt 2013; Vivien Spitz 2005; Tokyo War Crimes Trial 1950; U.S. Army 1956.
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Radioactive fallout from the explosion

From the explosive yield and amount of fuel fissioned, one can also calculate the amount of ra-
dioactive fallout. The radioactive fallout decays rapidly, emitting 80% of its total radiation within
the first 24 hours, and gradually emitting the remaining 20% over the following days, months, and
years [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, p. 397]. Radioactive fallout from a 1 kiloton fission explosion,
spread uniformly over a flat area of 1 square mile, would cause a radiation exposure 3 feet above
the ground (the approximate center of an adult human) of 2900 rads per hour 1 hour after the
explosion, or 21,750 rads total within the first 24 hours after the explosion [Glasstone and Dolan
1977, pp. 390, 395—24 hour cumulative dose is dose rate at 1 hour multiplied by 7.5 hours due
to decay]. Converting that information from kilotons to tons, from square miles to km2, and from
rads to Grays (Gy, where 1 Gy=100 rads), one finds:

1
ton

km2
=⇒ 0.0751

Gy

hr
at 1 hour averaged over area (D.54)

=⇒ 0.563 Gy within 24 hours averaged over area (D.55)

As calculated in Section D.4.2, the explosive yield had a geometric mean of 200–350 tons. The
area over which the corresponding amount of fallout would be distributed could vary significantly
depending on local winds and topography, but a plausible ballpark estimate for the affected region
might be a ∼ 10 km × ∼ 10 km area, or ∼ 100 km2. Taken together, those estimates give an average
of 2–3.5 tons/km2, and Eqs. (D.54)–(D.55) can be scaled accordingly:

2–3.5
tons

km2
=⇒ 0.150–0.263

Gy

hr
at 1 hour averaged over area (D.56)

=⇒ 1.13–1.97 Gy within 24 hours averaged over area (D.57)

Gamma and beta radiation emitted by fission products in the fallout would begin to produce
noticeable symptoms of radiation sickness after a cumulative exposure of ∼ 1 Gy, very serious
illness at ∼ 2 Gy, and fairly consistent lethality (within hours or days after exposure) at ∼ 10 Gy
[Glasstone and Dolan 1977, pp. 575–587, using 1 rad ≈ 1 rem or 1 Gray ≈ 1 Sievert for gamma,
beta, and neutrons]. Thus the expected average dose from Eq. (D.57) falls perfectly within that
1–2 Gy window for noticeable but readily survivable radiation sickness.

Ilyichev reported that most the civilian population in the surrounding area had been evacuated.
Someone who remained in the surrounding area (within the ∼ 100 km2 general area but not at
the test site), and who was exposed to the fallout with the first day or so after the test by being
outside or consuming water or food that had been outside, might have experienced mild symptoms
of radiation sickness that would have resolved themselves within a matter of days. People who
remained in the surrounding area but did not have much exposure to the fallout may not have had
any noticeable symptoms.
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In the area immediately around the test site, the radioactive fallout and dosage would be signif-
icantly higher than in the larger surrounding region. Just how much higher would again depend
on the local winds and topography, and also on the relative sizes of the areas in question. Data
from a number of U.S. nuclear tests suggests that the fallout dosage immediately around a test site
is ∼ 10–100 times higher than that in the much larger surrounding area that receives significant
fallout, with a geometric mean value of ∼ 30 times higher [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, pp. 419–439].
Using that mean value to multiply Eqs. (D.56)–(D.57), ballpark values for the radiation dose at
the Thuringia test site would be:

4.50–7.89
Gy

hr
at 1 hour at test site (D.58)

33.9–59.1 Gy within 24 hours at test site (D.59)

As mentioned, those estimates use the estimated geometric mean from the fallout patterns, and the
actual values might have been between ∼ 3 times smaller and ∼ 3 times larger than the results in
Eqs. (D.58)–(D.59). Since a cumulative dose of ∼ 10 Gy will cause fairly consistent lethality within
hours or days after exposure, even a person who was fully protected from the initial radiation,
heat, and blast of the explosion but then visited the test site in the hours after the explosion could
rapidly acquire a lethal dose. This factor may help account in part for the lack of later witnesses.

Based on the above analysis (which was derived only from the known physics of fission explosions
and Ilyichev’s statement that the blast radius was 500–600 meters), the explosion’s prompt radiation
at the test site, the radioactive fallout at the test site within the first 24 hours, and the radioactive
fallout in nearby towns within 24 hours would easily fit Ilyichev’s description that a “massive
radioactive effect was observed.”
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Comparison of theoretical results with numerical estimates based on the statements
of Werner and Wachsmut

Although the chain of custody and historical authenticity of the written testimonies by Werner and
Wachsmut cannot be verified, those testimonies made several specific claims that can actually be
tested numerically against the preceding physics calculations.

Werner and Wachsmut (and also Grothmann) reported symptoms of what sounded like radiation
sickness among the populations of towns near the test site. Werner specifically listed the towns
in which she said people had reported those symptoms, and they are indicated by red circles on
p. 2780. The purple circle in that figure is the suspected location of the explosion. Note that the
affected towns generally range from north to east of the explosion, which is plausible if the local
winds were blowing from the southwest at the time of the test. Based on the distribution of affected
towns around the test site, a reasonable estimate for the affected region is a ∼ 100 km2 area. (For
reference, the outermost blue circle in Fig. D.128 has a diameter of 10 km.)

Noticeable but readily survivable radiation sickness in that area within a day after the test, as
reported by Werner and Wachsmut (and also Grothmann), suggests an average dose of

1–2 Gy within 24 hours averaged over area of ∼ 100 km2 (D.60)

Thus the area-averaged dose in Eq. (D.60), which was derived from the testimonies of Werner and
Wachsmut, agrees extremely well with the prediction from Eq. (D.57), which was derived from
Ilyichev’s report and the physics of fission explosions.

A completely independent estimate of the radioactivity at the test site may also be derived from the
testimony of Werner and Wachsmut. Werner stated that the test occurred at 9:30 p.m. on 4 March
and that a large SS group came by at 2:00 p.m. on 5 March on their way to dispose of the bodies.
Wachsmut testified that he worked to burn bodies at the test site from sometime in the afternoon
until sometime before 11:00 p.m. on 5 March, with a break of unstated length in the middle for
decontamination at the Ringhofen estate some distance away. Wachsmut also stated that he and his
fellow workers were unable to eat for at least a couple of days afterward, which suggests moderate
radiation sickness in the ∼ 1–2 Gy cumulative dose range. (An alternative interpretation is that
the inability to eat for days was simply a psychological reaction to what they witnessed. That
explanation is possible, but seems insufficient to account for the symptoms as Wachsmut stated
he and his fellow workers were already very experienced at disposing of badly tortured prisoners’
bodies, and that the inability to eat affected all of his work crew.)

To take nice round numbers as a very simple approximation, one could assume that Wachsmut
was exposed to the fallout at the test site from ∼ 3:30 p.m. until ∼ 9:30 p.m. on 5 March, or
in other words from 18 to 24 hours after the test. The cumulative dose from fallout between 18
and 24 hours after an explosion is equal to the dose rate 1 hour after the explosion multiplied by
approximately 0.25 hours [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, p. 395, 7.5 hours - 7.25 hours = 0.25 hours
for the multiplier]. Thus if Wachsmut received 1–2 Gy between 18 and 24 hours at the test site,
the dose rate at the test site 1 hour after the explosion would have been
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1–2 Gy

0.25 hr
= 4–8

Gy

hr
at 1 hour at test site or (D.61)

30–60 Gy within 24 hours at test site (D.62)

Therefore Eq. (D.61)’s completely independent estimate of the dose rate at the test site immediately
after the test, derived from the testimonies of Werner and Wachsmut, agrees extremely well with the
prediction from Eq. (D.58), which came from Ilyichev’s report and the physics of fission explosions.
The corresponding cumulative dose rate at the test site for the first 24 hours is given by Eq. (D.62),
which may be compared with Eq. (D.59).

Furthermore, one should note that Werner and Wachsmut’s statements suggest that the fallout
dose at the test site, given by Eq. (D.62), was ∼ 30 times larger than the average fallout dose
received by the larger community, given by Eq. (D.60). That is in excellent agreement with typ-
ical fallout patterns for nuclear weapons [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, pp. 419–439], and is quite
remarkable considering that this ratio was derived purely from unrelated details given in Werner
and Wachsmut’s statements.

In making these numerical assessments of details from the written statements of Werner and
Wachsmut, one should bear in mind several very important caveats:

• These equations are simply ballpark estimates for the average exposure, based in turn on
both a ballpark estimate for the explosive yield and also a ballpark estimate for the size of the
affected region, so the actual average exposure could have been significantly higher or lower.

• The relative distribution of fallout at the test site and in the larger surrounding area would
depend greatly on the local winds and geography, so again these are simply ballpark estimates.

• Since the numerical results derived from Ilyichev’s report are ballpark estimates, and those
derived from the statements of Werner and Wachsmut are ballpark estimates, at best one can
say that the agreement between those two independently derived sets of numerical results is
simply in the right ballpark. The fact that the numbers happened to be so similar is not of
any physical significance, beyond confirming that the independent ballparks overlap well.

• This physics analysis cannot address whether the written statements of Werner and Wachsmut
are authentic, or whether they might have been forged or altered. This analysis can only
conclude that the statements of Werner and Wachsmut are highly consistent with the known
physics of nuclear weapons, and with physics estimates derived from Ilyichev’s report, which
was not released until after the written statements of Werner and Wachsmut had already
been published.
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Expected radioisotopes after 75+ years

After 75 years, the radioactivity of the fallout would have dropped to ∼ 2×10−9 of its radioactivity
1 hour after the explosion [Glasstone and Dolan 1977, p. 393]. Using Eqs. (D.56) and (D.58) with
this information, the residual radioactivity would be

Averaged over area: 3.0–5.3× 10−10 Gy

hr
at 75 years (D.63)

2.6–4.6× 10−6 Gy

yr
at 75 years (D.64)

At test site: 8–16× 10−9 Gy

hr
at 75 years (D.65)

7–14× 10−5 Gy

yr
at 75 years (D.66)

Since typical radioactive background from terrestrial, solar, and cosmic sources is at least 1–2×10−3

Gy/yr, the residual radioactivity at the test site would be at least ∼ 10–30 times smaller than the
natural background and hence extremely difficult to detect.

Put differently, the estimated initial values that went into calculating this final value of the residual
radioactivity would have to be off by a factor of ∼ 10–30 times, and in the right direction, in order
for the residual radioactivity to be detectable above the natural background level. For that to have
been the case, the explosive yield would have to have been ∼ 10–30 times larger than was estimated
here, or ∼ 2–10 kilotons, which seems highly unlikely given the descriptions of the test, and also
the German military’s logical desire to minimize the fission fuel consumed and the radioactivity
produced on German soil by the test. Alternatively, for the residual radioactivity to be detectable
with the explosive yield estimated here, the fallout would have to have been confined to an area ∼
10–30 times smaller than has been assumed here, which also seems highly unlikely. In fact, after
75+ years of water, wind, and human activity, the fallout could easily have become scattered over
a significantly larger area than the initial area assumed here, and/or become buried to varying
depths in the ground, making it even harder to detect than has been calculated here. As discussed
above, the radioactivity in the larger surrounding area would be even lower than that at the test
site, by a factor of ∼ 10–100.

From fundamental physics, one must therefore conclude that measurements of residual
radioactivity cannot be used to try to prove or disprove whether the March 1945
Thuringian nuclear test occurred. This same conclusion, for the same reasons, also
applies to the Baltic, Polish, or any other possible wartime German nuclear tests.

Nonetheless, it is possible that methods other than radiation sensors might be used to detect
residual products left by the test. For that approach to have some chance of success, the residual
products should be (a) unique to the nuclear test, and (b) present in the largest quantities possible.
The first criterion rules out common explosives such as TNT and RDX, as well as common metals
such as aluminum and iron, that presumably would have made up large fractions of the nuclear
device, but that could also have been left by conventional weapons that have been stored, tested,
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or used at that location for more than a century.

In addition to the radioactive fallout from fission products, any unfissioned uranium would be
scattered by the explosion. If only ∼ 100 g U-235 was used (and only a faction of that was fissioned)
and was surrounded by only non-uranium materials (gold, tungsten, rhenium, etc.) in the device, as
little as ∼ 100 g of unfissioned uranium may have been scattered. On the other hand, if the device
used a ∼ 100 kg natural uranium tamper as was reportedly used in the 1945 U.S. Gadget and Fat
Man implosion bombs, as much as ∼ 100 kg of unfissioned uranium may have been scattered. Again
assuming that the explosion and winds initially scattered the fallout over a ∼ 100 km2 area, the
expected amount of unfissioned uranium could be anywhere in the range:

∼ 1 g – 1 kg of unfissioned uranium per km2, or (D.67)

∼ 10−6 – 10−3 g of unfissioned uranium per m2 (D.68)

As with the other explosion products, that is only the expected initial amount in 1945. After 75+
years, any unfissioned uranium could have become spread over a much larger area and/or seeped
down into the ground, so the current amount could be far lower than this initial estimate.

Thus the residual radioactivity from a 1945 nuclear test of the magnitude described would now be
far smaller than the average natural background radiation and therefore undetectable. Nonethe-
less, it might be possible to detect fission products or unfissioned fuel from the test by analyzing
soil samples via mass spectrometry, particle-induced X-ray emission, neutron activation analysis,
or other highly sensitive methods. Unfortunately, even these methods might have difficulty distin-
guishing the small amount of remaining telltale products from a background that would include not
only naturally occurring isotopes but also fallout from the 1986 Chernobyl fission reactor accident
and contamination from decades of Cold War military exercises (including both nuclear materials
and depleted-uranium conventional projectiles).

Uranium-235 tends to fission into a light fragment with mass number A1 ∼ 95 and a heavy fragment
with A2 ∼ 140. The sizes of the resulting light and heavy fragments vary somewhat, creating a
double-peaked mass distribution [Fig. D.163(a)]. Fig. D.163(b) shows that for different masses of
the fissioning nucleus, the heavy fragment mass peak remains essentially fixed, while the light peak
is left to shift with the changes in total mass. If there is very little energy initially put into the fission
reaction, the trough between the light and heavy mass peaks is quite deep. Yet as the input energy
increases, the trough becomes less and less deep [Fig D.163(c)]; the fissioning nucleus becomes able
to fall into almost any final state, not just the energetically lowest ones.

In general, fission products are inherently β emitters due to their excess of neutrons inherited from
the massive original nucleus, with some γ emission as well. Most fission products have half-lives
less than a couple of years or so and thus will largely decay to more stable isotopes within a few
years. Of the vast array of fission products, only a handful do not decay within a few years; these
are listed in Table D.9 [using data drawn from Benedict et al. 1981]. (Note that actinides are not
included.)

.
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Figure D.163: Mass distributions of nuclear fragments resulting from fission. (a) Low-energy
neutron-induced fission of 235U. (b) Effect of increasing the initial mass of the nucleus undergoing
fission by ∆A. (c) Effect of input energy on neutron-induced 235U fission.

Nuclide Half-life (years)

Europium-154 16
Strontium-90 29
Cesium-137 30

Samarium-151 87
Technetium-99 2.1× 105

Selenium-79 1.1× 106

Zirconium-93 1.5× 106

Cesium-135 2.3× 106

Iodine-129 1.6× 107

Table D.9: Major long-lived radioactive fission products.
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Despite background contamination and the passage of time, the use of three approaches in combi-
nation might be able to provide good evidence of a wartime German nuclear weapons test:

1. Ion mass spectrometry, particle-induced X-ray emission, neutron activation analysis, or other
highly sensitive methods could detect very low levels of fission products, even non-radioactive
fission products or other bomb components, and identify not just elements but specific isotopes
and their relative concentrations.

2. Analyzing numerous samples from suspected test sites as well as surrounding regions could
determine what background levels of which isotopes are present (from Chernobyl, Cold War
military programs, or natural sources), and how much variation there is in those background
levels. If multiple samples from a suspected test site contain fission products that generally
agree with each other but are well outside the range expected of background contamination,
that finding would be of great interest.

3. From Fig. D.163, the relative quantities of different fission products depend on whether they
came from highly enriched U-235, low-enriched reactor-grade U-235, Pu-239, or U-233. The
relative quantities also depend on the neutron energies used in the fission reactions—fast neu-
trons for weapons and slow neutrons for reactors (although could there have been significant
fast fission during the Chernobyl event?). Thus the relative quantities of various isotopes in
the sample could indicate the specific type of fission fuel and fission reactions from which they
originated. However, there may not be enough fission products to detect (for a 200-ton explo-
sion, ∼ 10 grams of fission products scattered over the area). In that case, the most promising
component to detect would be the tamper (likely ∼ 100 kg of mostly U-238 scattered over
the area), if that could be distinguished from U-238 background contamination.
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D.4.4 Estimating Device Design Parameters from Primary Sources

Very tentative design parameters for the device that may have been tested in Thuringia in March
1945 may be estimated from the primary sources, simple physics, and unclassified documents about
the United States’ first implosion bombs (Gadget, shown in Fig. D.164, that was detonated in New
Mexico on 16 July 1945, and its fully packaged version, Fat Man, shown in Fig. D.165, that was
dropped on Nagasaki on 9 August 1945) and other nuclear weapon designs [Coster-Mullen 2012;
Goncharov 1996; Goncharov and Riabev 2001; Gsponer and Hurni 2009; Hansen 1988, 2007; Reed
2015, 2019; Rhodes 1986, 1995; Serber 1992; Smyth 1945; Sublette 2019; Wellerstein and Geist
2017; Winterberg 2010].

Of the primary sources, by far the most detailed and most authoritative is Ilyichev’s March 1945
intelligence report, so it will be relied upon heavily here. Details from that report are supported
by more general comments from Ilyichev’s November 1944 intelligence report and the documents
of Schumann, Trinks, Diebner, and Guderley. The most relevant design details from these sources
are summarized on p. 2582.

The results of the following analysis are consistent with those of previous analyses [Eilers 2007,
2015; Mineev and Funtikov 2007].

(Can any information on wartime German work be extrapolated from the postwar Soviet program,
especially RDS-2/Joe-2 (or later tests)? Soviet rockets were highly derivative of German rockets.
The Soviet nuclear program and designs were likely highly derivative of German work as well,
although RDS-1/Joe-1 was directly copied from the U.S. Fat Man design.)
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Figure D.164: Gadget device being prepared for 16 July 1945 test in New Mexico.
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Figure D.165: Scale drawing of Fat Man design according to unclassified sources
[https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Fat Man Internal Components.png].
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Table D.10 compares the Gadget/Fat Man design details from unclassified sources with extrapo-
lated parameters for what the March 1945 Thuringian device design may have been. Each major
component will then be discussed briefly.

Component Gadget/Fat Man Thuringian Device

Neutron ∼ 7 g beryllium/polonium-210 Deuterium + lithium with high voltage
initiator “urchin” ∼ 1.25 cm radius

1.25 cm radius and/or external 6 MeV betatron

Pit 6.2 kg Pu-239 For test: ≥ 100 g U-235 inner layer
4.6 cm radius with ∼ 5–10 kg natural or

low-enriched U outer layer
For deployment: ∼ 5–10 kg U-235

∼ 5 cm radius

Reflector/ 108 kg natural U ∼ 100 kg natural U
tamper 11.1 cm radius ∼ 11 cm radius

Neutron Boron-10 plastic ∼ 6 kg cadmium
absorber 3.2 mm thick ∼ 1 mm thick

Pusher 130 kg aluminum ∼ 130 kg aluminum
23.5 cm radius ∼ 23 cm radius

Explosive Composition B and baratol TNT, RDX, and liquid oxygen
2500 kg, segmented ∼ 1400 kg, segmented
∼ 70 cm radius ∼ 63 cm radius

Explosive ∼ 180 kg aluminum ∼ 140 kg aluminum
case 72.5 cm radius ∼ 64 cm radius

Ballistic Steel ∼ 190 kg steel
case 4.5 mm thick ∼4.5 mm thick

75 cm radius 65 cm radius

Overall radius 75 cm ∼ 65 cm

Total mass 3000 kg (bomb only) ∼ 2000 kg
4670 kg (with shell and fins)

Delivery Boeing B-29 A-4, A-9, or A-9/A-10
system heavy bomber ballistic missile

Explosive 20 kilotons For test: < 1 kiloton
yield For deployment: ∼ 5–100 kilotons

Table D.10: Comparison of the U.S. Gadget/Fat Man implosion design (from unclassified sources)
with extrapolated design parameters of the March 1945 Thuringian device.
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Neutron initiator

According to the unclassified references, fission bombs are generally equipped with a neutron source
or initiator, which provides neutrons to initiate a fission chain reaction just as the fission fuel is
being compressed toward its maximum density by implosion with conventional explosives. These
references also indicate that the Gadget/Fat Man design used an internal polonium-210/beryllium
initiator nicknamed the “urchin” that produced neutrons when crushed at the center of the bomb,
and that modern bombs use an external (not inside the imploding part of the bomb) tube filled
with deuterium and tritium gas that produces high-energy “fast” fusion neutrons when high voltage
(several thousand volts) is applied.

There are at least five possible neutron initiators that could have been used in the Thuringian
device, and there is some evidence for each one. Perhaps combinations of these were used to provide
redundancy (in case one failed) or to increase the number of initial neutrons, or perhaps they were
intended to be used in different versions of the bomb:

1. Fusion fuel with high voltage at the center of the bomb. Ilyichev’s March 1945 report
gave three similar descriptions (p. 2722):

(a) “1. High-voltage discharge tube, which is charged by special generators.”

(b) “Initiator or bomb fuse: Consists of a special tube, which creates fast neutrons. It is
charged by special generators, which create high voltage inside the tube. As a result,
fast neutrons attack active material.”

(c) “The bomb ignition is carried out with the help of a high-voltage discharge tube. It forms
a flow of neutrons, which attack the active material. When the flow of neutrons impacts
upon uranium, element 93 fissions, which speeds up the creation of a chain reaction.”

These three descriptions seem to refer to a high-voltage tube that is presumably filled with
fusion fuel (deuterium, tritium, and/or lithium) that produces fast neutrons when a high
voltage is applied to the tube. Those neutrons initiate fission reactions in the uranium, re-
leasing more neutrons and starting the fission chain reaction. (The term “Element 93” was
widely and scientifically loosely used in the German nuclear program to mean uranium that
had absorbed a neutron, sometimes meaning neptunium and sometimes plutonium. Here it
simply seems to mean the excited uranium compound nucleus, just after it has absorbed a
high-energy fusion neutron and just before it fissions.)

Ilyichev made it clear that the neutron initiator was at the center of the bomb; he described
the core of the bomb as a

uranium 235 [...] sphere with an opening into which an initiator is inserted. Once
this is done, the opening is sealed by a cork made of uranium 235.

Due to the constraints of the small volume available at the center of the fission fuel pit, the
requirement to avoid including any materials that could hinder the nuclear reactions, and the
need for the electrical connections to the central neutron initiator to be functional during the
implosion process, the internal high voltage fusion neutron source would need to have a very
ingenious design. In fact, after the war Kurt Diebner published a diagram of just such a high
voltage fusion neutron source at the center of an implosion bomb (p. 2627).
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2. External fusion fuel with high voltage. Since this neutron initiator would be external
to the imploding part of the bomb and not be at the center of the bomb, there would be
far fewer constraints on its design, which is why the unclassified references report that most
modern bombs have used this method. High-voltage tubes that used fusion fuel to produce
neutrons were well known and used in the wartime German nuclear program (pp. 2642–2652).

3. Internal fusion fuel (without high voltage). Even without high voltage, fusion fuel
placed at the center of the bomb might experience sufficient compression and heating during
the implosion process that it would undergo some fusion reactions. While these fusion reac-
tions would not create a measurable amount of released energy (as confirmed by the efforts of
Schumann, Trinks, and others to implode pure fusion fuel), they might produce enough neu-
trons to initiate a fission chain reaction in the surrounding, imploding fission fuel. After the
war, Schumann and Trinks and also Diebner published diagrams showing fusion fuel (without
high voltage) at the center of an imploding uranium sphere (pp. 2601–2624).

4. An internal polonium-210/beryllium urchin-like neutron initiator. Although such an
initiator was used in the early U.S. fission bombs, it is not mentioned in existing documents
about German bomb designs. However, general use of an alpha emitter (such as radium,
polonium, etc.) plus beryllium to produce neutrons was well known and widely practiced in
the German nuclear program (see for example pp. 2349 and 2652). Many tons of beryllium
were produced (p. 2554). A special installation also produced polonium-210. In fact, on 28
February 1945, just four days before the 4 March test in Thuringia, Kurt Diebner and Walther
Gerlach appropriated Germany’s entire stock of prepared polonium for a purpose that was
too secret to specify (p. 2756).

5. An external compact betatron directing electrons with energies of at least 6 MeV
toward the center. The >6 MeV electrons would produce <6 MeV gamma-ray photons in
the uranium via bremsstrahlung and other absorptive processes, the photons would induce
photofission reactions in the uranium, and neutrons would be released. Ilyichev’s March 1945
report appears to indicate that the fission bombs tested in Thuringia used this process:

Ahead of this, before the explosion, the uranium sphere is irradiated with gamma-
rays, the energy of which does not exceed 6 million electron volts [MeV], which
many times increases its explosive qualities.

The more initial neutrons are provided via the betatron or other methods, the larger the
resulting fission chain reaction that can occur during the brief time before the bomb core blows
apart—thus the betatron-induced radiation “many times increases its explosive qualities”
as stated by Ilyichev. The betatron would also need “special generators, which create high
voltage,” so that part of Ilyichev’s description could apply to betatron and/or high-voltage
fusion neutron initiators.

The basic physics of this process has been described in detail [Wagemans 1991, pp. 103–197].
Remarkably, documentation demonstrates that German scientists were aware of this process
mediated by 5–6 MeV gamma rays no later than 1941 (p. 2438). One of the most detailed yet
unclassified modern references on nuclear weapons states that this process has indeed been
considered as a neutron initiator for fission bombs [Sublette 2019, Section 4.1.8.2]:

An additional type of ENI [External Neutron Initiator], not based on fusion reac-
tions, has been successfully tested but apparently never deployed. This is the use
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of a compact betatron, a type of electron accelerator, to produce energetic photons
(several MeV). These photons cause photon induced fission, and photon→ neutron
reactions directly in the core.

Intriguingly, when Diebner fled Stadtilm ahead of U.S. forces, among the papers he left behind
was a whole folder worth of papers on betatrons (p. 2458). A number of betatrons were
available for the wartime German nuclear program (Appendix C). In particular, a betatron
model produced by Siemens-Reiniger Werke in Erlangen was specifically described as having
an energy of 6 MeV (pp. 2171–2172). There may have been other 6-MeV betatrons as well.

Whatever other neutron initiators may have been present or considered, if Ilyichev’s description is
correct, at least a small amount of fusion fuel was at the center to serve as a neutron source when
triggered with high voltage. If that fusion fuel was deuterium + tritium or deuterium + lithium (but
not pure deuterium, which is harder to fuse), it may have produced further high-energy neutrons
once the surrounding fission fuel reached high enough temperatures and pressures. If so, those
additional fusion neutrons could have significantly increased the number of fission reactions that
could occur in the fission fuel before that fuel was scattered by the explosion.

In previous experiments, Schumann and Trinks had tried unsuccessfully to initiate reactions in pure
fusion fuel by imploding it with conventional explosives [Irving 1967, pp. 193–197; Karlsch 2005, pp.
144–155; Nagel 2016, pp. 220–242]. If the designers of the Thuringian device did not expect further
reactions from the central fusion fuel after the momentary high voltage, yet fusion reactions in the
center and fission reactions in the surrounding U-235 mutually aided each other, the yield of the
device could have been boosted to be significantly larger than the designers had expected, especially
if only a small amount of fission fuel was used. This could explain comments from Wachsmut and
Grothmann that the energy yield and casualties were much larger than expected. Potentially this
might also explain why there may have been a second and apparently less dramatic test on 12 March
1945 (according to Werner), if the scientists wanted to run the experiment again but without the
boosting effect, in order to make sure they fully understood how much difference the boosting effect
had made and/or how well their design imploded under more controlled conditions.

On the other hand, perhaps the designers intended for fusion reactions to continue in the center
and for fusion neutrons to boost the number of fission reactions in the surrounding fission fuel. In
that case, the experiments imploding pure fusion fuel might be viewed merely as preliminary tests
before imploding the full fission-fusion design. If one makes some allowances for Ilyichev’s specific
wording, the center might have been filled with a significant amount of fusion fuel, potentially up
to several grams:

• Deuterium-tritium gas would be the most effective [Gsponer and Hurni 2009, p. 10]. Gram
quantities of deuterium could easily have been spared from the heavy water production pro-
grams. Alfred Klemm mentioned that there was apparently some sort of secret wartime pro-
duction and use for tritium (p. 2664). Tritium could have been produced by bombarding
either deuterium (or heavy water) or lithium with neutrons, in either a fission reactor or a
particle accelerator.

• Solid lithium-6 deuteride might also be effective [Gsponer and Hurni 2009, p. 10]. Alfred
Klemm produced gram quantities of lithium-6 in his laboratory (pp. 2662–2665), and his
process could have been replicated elsewhere. A number of documents show that there was
wartime work using lithium and deuterium together as fusion fuel (pp. 2647–2661). Because
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lithium deuteride is solid and not a gas or cryogenic liquid, it makes a very convenient material
for bombs.

• Pure deuterium might conceivably have worked in the high-voltage neutron initiator, but
probably would not have been useful for producing further fusion neutrons during the implo-
sion [Gsponer and Hurni 2009, p. 10].

Pit

According to the unclassified sources, “pit” is the customary name for the fission fuel in a bomb.
Ilyichev’s March 1945 report described the pit of the Thuringian device: “Active bomb material is
uranium 235. It represents a sphere with an opening into which an initiator is inserted. Once this
is done, the opening is sealed by a cork made of uranium 235. ...A shock from the explosion of the
external layer of TNT mixed with liquid oxygen takes place, which is directed toward the center.
This allows the uranium to reach a critical mass.”

Although Ilyichev gave the fission fuel as uranium-235, either uranium-233 or plutonium-239 might
conceivably have been used instead, so we will consider all three possible fission fuels. Table D.11
gives the critical masses for spheres of uranium-235, uranium-233, or plutonium-239 under various
ideal conditions. Critical masses assuming no compression from implosion, no surrounding neutron
reflector/tamper, and no fusion neutrons are taken from unclassified information [Reed 2015, 2019].
At most, a single ideal shock wave could compress the fission fuel density by a factor of 4, or reduce
the critical mass by a factor of 42 = 16 [Sublette 2019, Section 2.1.4]. Similarly, at most an ideal
neutron reflector could reduce the critical mass by a factor of 23 = 8 [Serber 1992, p. 31]. Neutrons
from fusion reactions at the center could also significantly reduce the critical mass; the exact factor
of improvement depends on a number of details, but some theoretical predictions of the fusion-
assisted critical mass are as low as 10 grams [Winterberg 2010, pp. 36, 206–208]. Of course, these
are theoretical minimum values for the critical mass under ideal conditions. Real systems would
have various inefficiencies and design tradeoffs and hence larger critical masses. Nonetheless, the
critical masses in Table D.11 give some idea of the range of design possibilities that may have been
involved in the Thuringian device.

Conditions Uranium-235 Uranium-233 Plutonium-239

No compression
No reflector 45.9 kg 14.2 kg 16.7 kg
No fusion

Max compression
No reflector 2.87 kg 0.888 kg 1.04 kg
No fusion

Max compression
Max reflector 0.359 kg 0.111 kg 0.130 kg

No fusion

Max compression
Max reflector < 0.359 kg < 0.111 kg < 0.130 kg

Fusion neutrons

Table D.11: Critical masses for spheres of uranium-235, uranium-233, or plutonium-239 under
various ideal conditions.
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While Table D.11 assumed that the U-235 was 100% enriched, that would not be required. In fact,
the Little Boy bomb that the United States dropped on Hiroshima used 64 kg of 80% enriched U-
235, which obviously worked. 70% enriched U-235 would also work but would require approximately
twice the critical mass of 100% enriched U-235 under the same conditions (compression, reflector,
fusion boost, etc.). Similarly, 45% enriched U-235 would require approximately four times the critical
mass of 100% enriched U-235 under the same conditions [Sublette 2019]. Bomb performance would
become much worse or impossible with enrichment levels significantly lower than those levels.

Grothmann reported that the device was tested with a very small amount of fission fuel but ready
to be deployed with a much larger amount. Possible numbers might be ∼100 grams for the tested
version and ∼5–10 kg for the version to be deployed. Rundnagel specifically mentioned 8 kg for
what was apparently the fission pit stored in a safe. Based on information about implosion device
designs from the unclassified sources, it seems likely that the pit would have had a deployed mass
in the range

Mpit ≈ 5− 10 kg (D.69)

For the implosion of the test version to function as intended in the deployable version, any amount of
fission fuel (U-235, or possibly U-233 or Pu-239) that was omitted from the test version would have
been replaced with a less precious but similarly dense material for the outer pit, with the remaining
true fission fuel at the inner surface of the pit. By far the best and most logical replacement would
be low-enriched uranium, which may have been available, or natural uranium, which certainly was
available. Considering that the density of uranium is 19.1 g/cm3 and that of plutonium is 19.8
g/cm3, other possible replacement materials include gold (19.3 g/cm3), tungsten (19.3 g/cm3), and
rhenium (21.0 g/cm3). Any of those materials would have also made a good neutron reflector to
keep as many neutrons as possible within the small amount of fission fuel. Natural or low-enriched
uranium would have acted as a good neutron reflector and also to some degree as additional fission
fuel.10

Since U-235 makes up only 0.0072 of natural uranium, 13.9 kg of natural uranium would need to
be completely processed to obtain 100 g of pure U-235, or 694–1390 kg of natural uranium would
need to be processed to obtain 5–10 kg of pure U-235. (Of course, the U-235 may not have been
enriched to 100% purity.) Any strategically useful nuclear weapons program would require multiple
bombs and hence at least a few tons of completely processed natural uranium. Exactly how far did
uranium enrichment programs progress during the war (p. 2978)?

Alternatively, could enough U-233 fission fuel have been produced from thorium-232, or enough
Pu-239 fission fuel have been produced from uranium-238, using an operational fission reactor
somewhere and/or particle accelerators (p. 2988)?

10Large amounts of gold were available in the German-speaking world during the war, as shown by the large
stashes of gold that were found at the end of the war.

Large quantities of tungsten were also available, as indicated for example by BIOS 684, Production of Molyb-
denum & Tungsten for Radio Valves & Electric Lamps, Metallwerke Plansee, Reutte, Tyrol, p. 16: “During the war
the finished Tungsten production [from this factory] was stated to be 11⁄2 tons per month for which they required 3
tons of Oxide. For carbide manufacture they used about 4 tons per month of metal powder made from oxide.” For
another example of tungsten production, see BIOS 1356, Grinding and Treatment of Minerals.

Rhenium was available but much more scarce and therefore unlikely to have been used for this purpose [FIAT 697,
750].
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Reflector/tamper

According to the unclassified sources, the reflector serves both to reflect neutrons back into the pit
and also (if it has much more mass than the pit) as a tamper to slow the explosion of the pit long
enough to allow more fission reactions to occur. The most logical reflector/tamper material would be
natural or low-enriched uranium. Although Ilyichev’s March 1945 report did not specifically mention
a reflector or tamper, it may have simply lumped the uranium pit and uranium reflector/tamper
together in describing the inner part of the bomb as being “filled with uranium.” Intriguingly
though, Ilyichev did initially list a “delay mechanism” between the “sphere made of metal uranium
235” and the aluminum “protective casing,” then go on to give more detailed descriptions of the
uranium-235 and the protective casing but not the delay mechanism between them. Considering
the imperfections inherent in translating from specialized scientific language to common language
and also from German to Russian in a spy’s brief report, “delay mechanism” would actually be a
fairly accurate succinct description of the tamper’s function.

According to the unclassified sources, the Gadget/Fat Man reflector/tamper was 108 kg of natural
uranium. It seems reasonable to assume that the Thuringian device also had a tamper with a mass
in the neighborhood of:

Mtamper ≈ 100 kg (D.70)

If for some reason it was decided not to use uranium for the reflector/tamper, the same alternative
materials that might have formed the outer pit for the test version would also make good alternative
materials for the reflector/tamper: gold, tungsten, and rhenium. Thorium (11.7 g/cm3) and lead
(11.3 g/cm3) are lower density but might also be possibilities. Beryllium (1.85 g/cm3) has a very
low density and would not make a good tamper (unless combined with a heavier element), but it
is an excellent neutron multiplier/reflector.

All of those candidate tamper materials would have been readily available in sufficient quantities
in wartime Germany, with the possible exception of rhenium.

Pusher

Ilyichev’s March 1945 report stated: “The uranium sphere is encased in a protective aluminum cas-
ing.” From the unclassified sources, the Gadget/Fat Man design used a 130 kg aluminum “pusher”
between the conventional explosive and the uranium reflector/tamper, so it seems reasonable to
assume a comparable mass for the Thuringian device’s aluminum pusher:

Mpusher ≈ 130 kg (D.71)

Because the aluminum pusher’s density (2.70 g/cm3) is higher than that of the explosive (∼ 1.6
g/cm3) but lower than that of the uranium (19.1 g/cm3), the pusher helps to efficiently transfer
the imploding shockwave from the explosive to the uranium.

There is some evidence that the aluminum pusher and aluminum explosive case spherical shells
for fission implosion bombs were produced on Usedom peninsula (p. 2628), but if not, suitably
sophisticated aluminum production and machining was widespread in wartime Germany (p. 2564).
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Neutron absorber

According to Ilyichev’s March 1945 report: “The uranium sphere is encased in a protective alu-
minum casing, which is covered by a layer of cadmium. This significantly slows down thermal
neutrons emanating from uranium 235, which can cause premature detonation.” According to the
unclassified sources, in the Gadget/Fat Man design, the inner surface of the aluminum pusher was
lined with a 3.2-mm-thick layer of plastic that was rich in boron-10. The boron-10 was intended to
absorb any fast neutrons escaping from premature spontaneous individual fission events in the pit,
so that they would not enter the hydrogen-rich conventional explosives, slow down to “thermal”
speeds that are much more effective at inducing fission reactions, and find their way back into the
pit to cause even more premature fission events.

Cadmium is also an excellent neutron absorber and would have served the same purpose in the
Thuringian device. Ilyichev described the cadmium layer as lining the outer surface of the alu-
minum pusher, unlike in the Gadget/Fat Man design. Of course, it is possible that the information
in the Ilyichev report was incorrect and that the cadmium was in fact on the inner surface of
the aluminum pusher, or even on both the inner and outer surfaces of the pusher. In theory, the
cadmium would have been effective if used on either the inner or the outer surface of the pusher.

Erich Schumann also mentioned a layer of cadmium in implosion bomb designs (p. 2622). After
the war, a “capable young engineer” in Poland told the U.S. embassy there that “one of the best if
not the only material for atomic bomb containers is cadmium” (p. 2704), which may have reflected
knowledge that he gained from the construction and/or testing of a German fission bomb in Poland.

Cadmium was produced in large quantities in wartime Germany and widely used as a neutron
absorber in the German nuclear program (p. 2578). Because cadmium is so dense (8.65 g/cm3)
compared to the density of boron or plastic (< 2 g/cm3), only a very thin layer of cadmium would
have been needed, probably less than 1 mm. German cadmium is known to have been produced
in foils of thickness 1 mm or less, which could have been suitable for covering the aluminum
pusher. For even better uniformity of coverage, especially to avoid any asymmetries during the
implosion process, the cadmium could have been electroplated onto the aluminum. Technologies
for electrodepositing cadmium, and electroplating layers onto aluminum, are documented to have
existed in wartime Germany (p. 2578).

Assuming that the cadmium layer was indeed on the outer surface of the aluminum pusher and
had a radius of 23 cm (comparable to the outer pusher radius in Gadget/Fat Man), thickness of 1
mm, and density of 8.65 g/cm3, its mass would have been:

Mcadmium ≈ 4π (23 cm)2 (0.1 cm)
8.65 g/cm3

1000 g/kg
≈ 6 kg (D.72)

Explosive

Ilyichev’s March 1945 report stated: “After the layer of cadmium, it is placed inside explosives
that consist of porous TNT saturated with liquid oxygen; TNT is made up of bars of a specially
chosen shape. The inner surface of the bars has a spherical curvature, which is the same as that of
the external surface of the cadmium layer. Each of the bars is supplied with one detonator or two
electrical fuses. ...Liquid oxygen is pumped through the opening inside a protective casing, which
covers the TNT. ...The detonating mechanism detonates the explosive matter, after which a shock
from the explosion of the external layer of TNT mixed with liquid oxygen takes place, which is
directed toward the center.”
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Most of the interior of the Gadget and Fat Man bombs was filled with TNT-based explosives (com-
position B and baratol) with shapes and a segmented design intended to optimize the creation of
a spherical implosive shock wave. Thus one would expect something very similar in the Thuringian
device, especially given the participants’ extensive experience designing and testing implosion de-
vices powered by conventional explosives [Irving 1967, pp. 193–197; Karlsch 2005, pp. 144–155;
Nagel 2016, pp. 220–242]. Erich Schumann and Walter Trinks demonstrated a sophisticated knowl-
edge of TNT, hexogen/RDX, other explosives, and explosive lenses using combinations of those
explosives (pp. 2595–2623). There were also many other experts on implosion techniques, such as
Rolf Engel, Rudi Schall, and Hubert Schardin.

Ilyichev said the Thuringian device used TNT, although that might possibly mean any of several
TNT-based explosives as in the Gadget/Fat Man design. The average density of solid TNT is 1.654
g/cm3. If the TNT-based explosive were porous to allow for liquid oxygen penetration, its density
would be somewhat lower, say perhaps ρ ≈ 1.4 g/cm3.

Assuming that the Thuringian device’s explosive layer had an outer radius of approximately Ro = 63
cm (slightly less than Ilyichev’s stated 65 cm outside radius for the case), an inner radius of
approximately Ri = 23 cm (if the pusher had an outer radius similar to that in Gadget/Fat Man),
and an average density of ρ = 1.4 g/cm3, the explosive layer’s mass would be:

Mexplosive layer =
4

3
π
(
R3
o −R3

i

)
ρ ≈ 1400 kg (D.73)

TNT molecules (C7H5N3O6) contain relatively few oxygen atoms and normally release their explo-
sive energy by decomposing into a number of smaller molecules. If liquid oxygen were provided, all
of those products could be fully oxidized and significantly more explosive energy would be released.
Thus the provision of liquid oxygen might make the ∼1400 kg of TNT in the Thuringian device
comparable to or even more powerful than the 2500 kg of explosive in the Gadget/Fat Man design.

Explosive case

According to Ilyichev’s March 1945 report: “TNT is covered by a protective layer made of a light
aluminum alloy. A blasting mechanism is attached on top of this casing.” From the unclassified
sources, the Gadget/Fat Man design used a cork-lined aluminum case to enclose the explosives.
The aluminum case of the Thuringian device may have been unlined, or the Soviet spy may have
simply not known about or considered it worth mentioning the lining. If the aluminum explosive
case had an outside radius of R = 64 cm (just smaller than Ilyichev’s quoted radius for the outer
steel case), a thickness of 1 cm, and a density of 2.70 g/cm3, its mass would have been

Maluminum case ≈ 4π (63.5 cm)2 (1 cm)
2.70 g/cm3

1000 g/kg
≈ 140 kg (D.74)

As already mentioned, the aluminum pusher and aluminum explosive case spherical shells for fission
implosion bombs may have been produced on Usedom peninsula (p. 2628), but in any event, suitable
aluminum production and machining was widespread in wartime Germany (p. 2564).
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Ballistic case

Ilyichev’s March 1945 report stated: “An exterior casing of armored steel is installed above the
blasting mechanism.” It is not clear if the steel case was actually installed on the Thuringian device
as tested, or if it only would have been installed on deployed versions. The tested Gadget bomb did
not include a steel case, but the deployed Fat Man bomb had an outer 4.5-mm-thick steel case.

Steel alloys have densities in the range of 7.75–8.05 g/cm3, so one may use an average density of
7.9 g/cm3. If the Thuringian device had a steel ballistic case with an outside radius of R = 65 cm
and the same thickness as Fat Man’s case (0.45 cm), the mass of the case would have been:

Mballistic case ≈ 4π (64.8 cm)2 (0.45 cm)
7.9 g/cm3

1000 g/kg
≈ 190 kg (D.75)

Overall radius

Ilyichev’s March 1945 report stated that the bomb diameter was 1.3 m (65 cm radius). On the other
hand, his November 1944 report gave the bomb diameter as 1.5 m. That difference in numbers might
mean that the Soviet spy’s November details were more approximate (consistent with the much
shorter and much less detailed November report). Alternatively, it might mean that the Germans
had been able to reduce the bomb diameter from 1.5 m to 1.3 meters between November 1944 and
March 1945, for example by adding the liquid oxygen to reduce the amount of TNT required.

Total mass

Ilyichev’s March 1945 report gave the bomb’s weight as “approximately two tons.” The weight was
not stated more precisely, and it is not entirely clear if the weight given includes the outer steel
ballistic case or not.

Adding up all of the extrapolated Thuringian device component masses from Table D.10 (including
the ballistic case) yields a total mass of:

Mtotal ≈ 2000 kg (D.76)

Thus the total mass is in excellent agreement with Ilyichev’s reported estimate.
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Delivery system

According to Ilyichev’s March 1945 report: “A fairing made of a light alloy can be installed on
top of the armored casing for future installation on a rocket of the V-type.” This fits very well
with all known data. V-2/A-4 rockets had become fairly reliable methods of delivering a payload
to a target up to several hundred km away and could not be shot down by air defenses (unlike
bomber aircraft or V-1 cruise missiles). Rockets with much longer ranges (A-4b, A-9, A-9/A-10)
were apparently under development. The maximum payload fairing diameter for all of these rockets
was approximately 1.37 meters, so a bomb with a diameter of 1.3 m would have been the largest
implosion device that could fit within that space. (Alternatively, the bomb might have been placed
in the middle of the rocket at the center of gravity, but space between the propellant tanks there
would also be quite constrained.) These rockets used liquid oxygen as oxidizer for propulsion,
and hence liquid oxygen would have been readily available to supplement the TNT in the bomb.
The standard payload for the V-2/A-4 was one ton. If the Thuringian device was two tons, that
would explain why it was never deployed militarily in the well tested standard V-2/A-4 rocket. It
would have required either a modified V-2/A-4 with a larger payload capacity or one of the more
advanced rocket designs, and such improved rockets were apparently still in the experimental phase
(see Appendix E).

Explosive yield

As discussed in Section M.4, the blast radius of 500–600 m stated in Ilyichev’s March 1945 report
suggests that the explosive yield of the Thuringian device as tested was around 200–350 tons.
However, the device diameter, mass, and design details given by Ilyichev seem like those of a full-
fledged fission bomb comparable to the 20-kiloton Gadget/Fat Man design, as shown in Table D.10.
If the Thuringian device had been furnished with a full-sized (∼ 5–10 kg) pit of high-quality fission
fuel (U-235, U-233, or Pu-239) comparable to that in Gadget/Fat Man, it seems likely that it would
have had a comparable explosive yield in the ∼ 20-kiloton range. If the pit was smaller and/or the
fission efficiency was lower than in the U.S. design, the explosive yield may have been only a few
kilotons. If the pit was ∼ 5–10 kg of high-quality fission fuel and significant fusion neutron boosting
occurred from the deuterium-tritium (or deuterium-lithium) neutron initiator at the center, or if the
center was deliberately filled with deuterium-tritium (or deuterium-lithium) fusion fuel, the device
could have fissioned far more of its fission fuel and hence achieved far larger yields—potentially ∼
100 kilotons or more for a ∼ 10 kg pit with > 50% efficiency.
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D.4.5 Possible Evidence for Other Device Designs

The wartime German rocket program developed and demonstrated dozens of different types of
missiles with a wide variety of designs, sizes, and applications. The German jet program produced
designs, prototypes, and in some cases production-line models for jet aircraft with a similarly
wide range of designs, sizes, and applications. Likewise, wartime German programs on submarines,
electronics, chemical warfare, biological warfare, directed energy technologies, and other areas all
pursued a wide variety of developments in each of those areas. If a wartime German nuclear program
had been run with determination and methods at least comparable to all of those other wartime
scientific programs, one would expect it to have developed or at least investigated a whole range of
designs, sizes, and applications for nuclear weapons. Indeed, Werner Grothmann stated that there
were at least five different nuclear weapon types under development (pp. 2631–2633).

While Ilyichev reported that a 1.3-meter-diameter spherical implosion bomb was tested at Thuringia
(p. 2722), and that report seems plausible from the preceding physics analysis, there is some known
evidence that appears to support Grothmann’s assertion that the German nuclear program was
also working on other nuclear weapons designs:

Larger spherical implosion bombs

A spherical implosion bomb is mostly filled with TNT-based explosives, which have an average
density of approximately 1.654 g/cm3. The average density of the smaller amount of other materials
in the bomb does not deviate much from that density; for example uranium tends to be present in
much smaller amounts, and its higher density is typically offset by hollow spaces. Thus one may
take 1.654 g/cm3 as an approximate average density for a spherical implosion bomb. For the 65-cm
radius of the Thuringian device, that density predicts a total bomb mass of 1900 kg, very close to
the 2000 kg estimate reported by Ilyichev in March 1945.

Larger implosion bombs could compress the fission pit to a higher degree, decreasing the probability
of failure and increasing the fission efficiency and explosive yield. Larger bombs could also use more
fission fuel for a larger explosive yield. The Thuringian device appears to have been limited to a
1.3-meter diameter simply to allow an A-4 or similar rocket to accommodate its size and mass.

1.5-meter-diameter bomb. Ilyichev’s November 1944 report gave a bomb diameter of 1.5 meters,
or a radius of 75 cm (p. 2718). That may have just been a less accurately reported estimate of the
actual 1.3 meter bomb diameter. However, it seems at least as likely that the 1.5 meter value
was indeed the correct diameter of the German implosion design as it existed in November 1944,
prior to the final push to reduce its size by supplementing the TNT with liquid oxygen. The U.S.
Gadget/Fat Man implosion bomb design had a radius of 75 cm (not counting the bomb shell and
fins), so the number reported by Ilyichev in November 1944 seems extremely reasonable. At an
average density of 1.654 g/cm3, a 75-cm-radius implosion bomb would have a total mass of 2900
kg, very close to the 3000 kg approximate mass of the U.S. Gadget. Thus one version of the German
implosion bomb may have had a diameter of 1.5 meters and a mass of approximately 3000 kg. That
would make it more challenging to deliver via rocket, but still quite reasonable for an air-dropped
weapon to be delivered by aircraft. Any nuclear weapons design program would have begun earlier
in the war, when rockets were still an unproven technology and Luftwaffe aircraft were making
routine bombing runs over Allied territory, and would presumably have expected the first nuclear
weapons to be delivered by aircraft.
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1.8-meter-diameter bomb. Reports of earlier German programs producing and testing spherical
aluminum shells for secret purposes indicated a diameter of approximately 1.8 meters (p. 2628). If
those reports are accurate (and not a misremembering of 1.3-meter- or 1.5-meter-diameter spheres),
they would suggest a spherical implosion bomb design with even more conventional explosives, a
larger fission pit, and/or a larger hollow space in the center of the pit. At an average density of
1.654 g/cm3, a 90-cm-radius implosion bomb would have a total mass of approximately 5 tons. If
the radius were slightly larger or if the average density (due to larger amounts of uranium and other
dense materials) were slightly higher, the bomb mass could be closer to 6 tons. Intriguingly, there
were multiple reports of a new type of German bomb that weighed 6 tons, was radioactive, and
would be delivered to the United States by a giant rocket (see pp. 2659 and 2668–2672). The 1.8-
meter-diameter spherical aluminum shells were reportedly being produced and tested in Anklam
and Friedland, not far from Peenemünde.

As already covered, a spherical implosion bomb design could be used with U-235, U-233, or Pu-239
fission fuel, and with or without a small amount of fusion fuel at the center to add neutrons and
boost the overall efficiency of the fission explosion. Therefore, even for spherical implosion bombs,
there could be a number of variations with different sizes, fuels, and explosive yields.

Nonspherical implosion bombs

Spherical implosion gives the greatest efficiency and highest explosive yield for a given amount
of conventional explosives and fission fuel, since the fission fuel is uniformly compressed from all
sides. Likewise the larger an implosion bomb is, the more efficient it tends to be, as discussed
above. However, very large spherical shapes are not particularly well suited for air-dropped bombs
or for ballistic projectiles. Thus there would be a strong motivation to consider smaller and/or
non-spherical implosion bombs, even if their explosive yield would be considerably less than that
of a large spherical implosion bomb. Whereas a large implosion bomb can have an explosive yield
of tens of kilotons and destroy an entire city (like Nagasaki), a smaller non-spherical bomb might
have a yield on the order of one kiloton or less, but that could still make it useful for destroying
certain tactical military targets, especially considering the radioactive as well as the blast effects.
As a further motivation, smaller bombs would require less fission fuel than larger bombs; fission
fuel would be in short supply in the early phases of any nuclear weapons program, as Werner
Grothmann specifically stated that it was for the German program.

In fact, Grothmann mentioned that at least two different nuclear weapons had been designed for
tactical battlefield use or demolition work (p. 2631). He likened them to the size of an SC 250
bomb, a common cylindrical German bomb with a 37-cm diameter and 120-cm body length (p.
2634), but said they were heavier than an SC 250, or in other words heavier than 250 kg. In
principle, a bomb of that size might have been an implosion bomb design employing cylindrical
compression as considered by Gottfried Guderley as well as Erich Schumann and Walter Trinks
(p. 2616). Alternatively it might have been an biconic implosion bomb design employing focused
compression from each end, as considered by Schumann and Trinks (p. 2614).
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Gun-type fission bomb

German scientists also appear to have been aware of the gun-type fission bomb design [Karlsch
and Walker 2005; Thirring 1946]. However, any development seems to have been focused on the
implosion design, since it requires much less fission fuel and has a much higher efficiency than the
gun design.

The U.S. gun-type fission bomb, Little Boy, had a mass of 4400 kg, diameter of 71 cm, and length
of 300 cm. That is far larger than the SC-250-like bomb described by Grothmann, and descriptions
of other bombs alleged by Grothmann, Ilyichev, and other sources to have been constructed have
geometries very different than Little Boy. Thus from the available evidence, the gun design appears
to have been understood but not developed, presumably due to its inherent disadvantages relative
to implosion designs.

Radiological dirty bombs

As discussed in Section D.3.6, several sources stated that Germany possessed one or more opera-
tional fission reactors before the end of the war. If that were true, it would have been technologically
very straightforward to remove highly radioactive spent fission fuel from a reactor, pack it around
conventional explosives in a bomb, and detonate such a device over a target to scatter highly ra-
dioactive isotopes over the target area. Such a bomb would have no required critical mass and could
be made as large or small as desired, so it could easily be carried by an A-4 or other rocket, missile,
or aircraft. Because that approach would be so straightforward once a reactor was operational,
and because there was such strong political and military pressure for Germany to develop powerful
new weapons, it seems highly likely that this approach would have been pursued. During the war,
high-level officials in the United States and United Kingdom wrote classified memos about the
possibility of the Germans using such a radiological dirty bomb, although it is not clear if that was
purely speculation or based on actual intelligence from Germany [TNA AB 1/608].

Layer cake H bomb

There were multiple reports that the Germans were developing and expected to soon deploy a
weapon with a 6-mile blast radius; see for example pp. 2674–2675. From Eq. (D.49), a 6-mile or
10-km blast radius corresponds to an explosive energy of (10, 000/85.5)3 ≈ 1,600,000 tons of TNT
equivalent, or 1.6 megatons. This is well beyond the kiloton ranges of fission bombs, as the German
scientists knew from basic calculations of fission energies, and suggests that they were developing
much more powerful hydrogen (H) or fusion bombs. German sources stated that they expected to
complete a deliverable version of such a weapon later in 1945 (see p. 2675) or in 1946 (see p. 2367).
If true, that was a feat that the United States and Soviet Union did not actually accomplish until
1953–1955 (Soviet Joe-4/RDS-6s, U.S. Castle Bravo, and Soviet RDS-37).

According to unclassified references, there are two major types of H-bomb designs [Goncharov 1996;
Hansen 1988, 2007; Rhodes 1995; Sublette 2019; Wellerstein and Geist 2017]. The simpler one to
build is what the Soviets later called a “layer cake” (sloika), a spherical implosion bomb with layers
of fusion fuel interspersed with layers of fission fuel. The fusion reactions contribute only a modest
amount of energy, but a huge number of neutrons that enable the consumption of far more fission
fuel than would otherwise be possible.
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Since the German program was apparently producing fusion fuel such as deuterium and lithium,
building spherical bombs with a diameter of at least 1.8 meters (significantly larger than even
the U.S. Gadget/Fat Man fission implosion bomb), and expecting a blast radius corresponding to a
megaton-level explosive yield, it is possible that a layer cake H-bomb design was under development.
This view might also be supported by the multiple reports of a new type of German bomb that
weighed 6 tons, was radioactive, and would be delivered to the United States by a giant rocket (see
pp. 2659 and 2668–2672). Furthermore, the postwar Soviet nuclear program was heavily dependent
upon German scientists, materials, and ideas, and the first Soviet H-bomb (Joe-4 or RDS-6, tested
on 12 August 1953; see p. 1198) employed the layer cake design.

Joe-4 is reported to have weighed 4.5 tons, had a diameter of 1.5 meters, and produced an explo-
sive yield of 400 kilotons; it is also reported that the bomb’s yield could have been higher if its
surrounding layer of conventional explosives had been better able to compress the layers of fission
and fusion fuel [Wellerstein and Geist 2017]. (Joe-4’s size was apparently constrained by the Soviet
desire to make it no larger than the Joe-1 fission bomb, in order to facilitate delivery by aircraft).
If there was a wartime German design that was very similar but had 1.5 tons more of surrounding
conventional explosives (total weight of 6 tons), its diameter would have been around 1.8 meters,
and its explosive yield could easily have been in the 1.5-megaton range.

Prandtl-Meyer H bomb

According to unclassified references [Goncharov 1996; Hansen 1988, 2007; Rhodes 1995; Sublette
2019; Wellerstein and Geist 2017], the second major type of H-bomb is a “two stage” design, in
which the outer bomb casing surrounds both a fission implosion bomb (the first stage) and a
neighboring mass of fusion fuel (the second stage). When the fission bomb detonates, its heat and
pressure ignite fusion reactions in the adjacent fusion fuel. If the outer bomb casing is made of fission
fuel (even natural uranium), high-energy neutrons from the fusion reactions can trigger extensive
fission reactions in the outer bomb casing, making it effectively a third stage of the explosion. Two-
or three-stage H-bombs are often called the “Teller-Ulam” design, since in the United States they
were first proposed by Edward Teller and Stan Ulam.

Friedwardt Winterberg, who worked very closely with Kurt Diebner after the war and never worked
in the U.S. nuclear program, produced a book of designs for two- or three-stage fusion explosive
devices that look rather different than published Teller-Ulam or modern H-bomb designs but that
are deeply steeped in earlier German hydrodynamics and physics research [Winterberg 1981]; see
p. 2676. Whereas the bomb casing of the Teller-Ulam design is generally depicted as cylindrical
in the unclassified references, the bomb casing of the Winterberg or Diebner H-bomb design has a
pronounced ellipsoidal shape. In addition to the more straightforward fission bomb designs, Werner
Grothmann mentioned that an H-bomb was being developed during the war, and that it was of
an entirely different design that “looked like a swollen bomb” (p. 2632). The Winterberg/Diebner
ellipsoidal H-bomb design would seem to fit Grothmann’s description perfectly.

The multiple reports of a 6-ton bomb (pp. 2659 and 2668–2672) and a bomb with a 6-mile blast
radius (pp. 2674–2675) might also relate to this type of bomb.

If enough archival material can be found, declassified, and released, it would be extremely interesting
to find out how far German work on H-bomb designs may have progressed during the war, and
how much that work (and the associated scientists, materials, and plans) influenced postwar work
on H bombs in the United States, Soviet Union, or other countries.
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D.5 Conclusions

Plausibility of the primary source evidence

The fundamental question underlying this appendix is the accuracy of the conventional historical
view that Germany made little progress toward nuclear reactors and weapons during the war. While
there are many types of potential documentation that Germany may have made significantly more
progress than has been commonly acknowledged, the most dramatic proof would be the successful
test explosion of a nuclear device. There is at least some evidence of several test explosions: one on
or near the Baltic coast in October 1944, one in Poland during or around November 1944, and one
or two in Thuringia in March 1945. Of those possible tests, currently there is the greatest amount
of evidence for the early-March 1945 Thuringian test.

Wartime and postwar documents show that within the top echelons of the SS, there was a pro-
longed and intense interest in developing a nuclear weapon, and an expectation around March 1945
that battlefield use of such a weapon was imminent. Likewise, wartime and postwar documents
from Diebner, Schumann, Trinks, Guderley, Harteck, Stetter, and others confirm that there were
very active research programs on spherical implosion bomb designs, fission reactions, fission fuel
production, fusion reactions, and fusion fuel production. The surviving documents do not indicate
whether or how those research programs were combined or ultimately tested.

At least ten primary sources specifically address the March 1945 Thuringia test:

1. Ivan Ilyichev’s November 1944 intelligence report to Stalin.

2. Ilyichev’s 23 March 1945 report to Stalin.

3. Igor Kurchatov’s 30 March 1945 response to Ilyichev.

4. Georgy Flerov’s two brief May 1945 reports to Kurchatov and 1983 interview.

5. Robert Döpel’s 1946 interrogation by the Russians.

6. Cläre Werner’s testimony in 1962 and later in life.

7. Heinz Wachsmut’s testimony in 1962 and later in life.

8. Erich Rundnagel’s 1966 testimony.

9. Oscar Koch’s 1960s testimony about a 1945 U.S. intelligence report.

10. Werner Grothmann’s 2000–2002 testimony.

The details described in these ten primary sources are remarkably consistent with each other, as
shown on p. 2717. The details are also consistent with other wartime and postwar primary sources
that reported German work on a fission implosion bomb (see for example p. 2582). As shown in
Section D.4 above, the details from all of these primary sources agree to a striking degree with the
now well-established physics of nuclear weapons.
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This may seem like an unacceptably small amount of evidence for such a dramatic historical claim
as a German nuclear weapons test. However, even if the claim is true, it is not surprising that there
is not more evidence. It is well known that Germans destroyed or buried documentation of military
technologies at the end of the war.11 Motivations for those actions included denying that technology
to Allied nations, using that information as a bargaining chip, and/or avoiding imprisonment or
execution for war crimes associated with the development, testing, use, or intended use of that
technology. It is also well known that Allied nations vacuumed up as much documentation as they
could find, and then kept it secret from the other Allies, or claimed it as their own technology,
or simply lost the information within their large bureaucracies and the vast amount of material
removed from Germany.12

Likewise it is not surprising that there is not more witness testimony. According to the ten primary
sources, the test occurred in a sparsely populated area, most of the residents who did live there were
evacuated ahead of time, and most of the residents who remained were sent to air raid shelters by
warnings shortly before the test. Virtually all of the prisoners involved in the test or the preparations
were worked to death, died in the test, or were killed afterward by the SS. Anyone else who spent
much time at the test site in the hours immediately after the explosion would likely have received
enough exposure to die of radiation sickness that would have been unrecognized in the chaos and
hardship shortly before and after the end of the war. Scientists and military personnel who were
involved would be strongly motivated to permanently conceal the test for fear of being executed
for war crimes. Any others involved were threatened by the SS and sworn to secrecy or killed, and
would have remained fearful of reprisals from former SS members for the rest of their lives if they
revealed what they knew.

The Soviet intelligence reports from Ilyichev, Kurchatov, Flerov, Zhukov, and Döpel seem to prove
that there was definitely some sort of test event, even if one might argue about the details of
that event. The intelligence reports began at least as early as 15 November 1944, continued into
1946, went all the way to Stalin, and led to the commitment of major Soviet scientists, forces, and
resources to investigate. These are certainly not forgeries, and it does not seem plausible that they
are merely faulty intelligence about a completely nonexistent event.

11See for example Huzel 1962, pp. 138, 151–162; Petersen 2008, p. 491; p. 2817 in this appendix.

12See for example Albrecht et al. 1992; Bar-Zohar 1967; Bower 1987; Buyer and Jensen 1948; Byrd 1948; Crim
2018; DOW 1945, 1946; Gimbel 1986, 1990a, 1990b, 1990c; Goudsmit 1947; Glatt 1994; Hall 2019; Linda Hunt 1985;
Morton Hunt 1949; Jacobsen 2014; Jensen 1948; Jösten 1947; Judt and Ciesla 1996; Kurowski 1982; Lasby 1971; Mick
2000; Nagan 1947; Nagel 2016; O’Reagan 2014, 2019; Simpson 1988.
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Nuclear vs. non-nuclear explanations of the primary source evidence

All possibilities for what that test event might have been can be considered. Most of those possi-
bilities can be rejected unless the primary sources are greatly in error:

• A conventional bomb would not have the blast radius reported by Ilyichev and Koch, the
radioactive effects reported by Ilyichev, Werner, Wachsmut, and Grothmann, the design re-
ported by Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann, or the intense security reported by Ilyichev,
Rundnagel, Grothmann, Werner, and Wachsmut.

• A fuel-air explosive device might have caused blast damage to an area as large as reported,
but it would not have had the radioactive effects reported by Ilyichev, Grothmann, Werner,
and Wachsmut, or the design reported by Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann.

• A chemical agent test might have killed, burned, or sickened as many people as reported, but
it would not have the blast radius reported by Ilyichev and Koch, or the design reported by
Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann.

• A fuel-air explosive device that dispersed a chemical agent might theoretically account for
both the blast damage and the symptoms of the casualties, but would not be consistent with
the design reported by Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann, and a fuel-air explosion would be far
more likely to incinerate a chemical agent than to efficiently disperse it.

• A radiological “dirty bomb,” with radioactive elements packed around and dispersed by a con-
ventional explosive, might explain the radioactive effects, but would not have the blast radius
reported by Ilyichev and Koch, or the design reported by Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann.

• A “hydrodynamic” test of a nuclear bomb without any of its nuclear fuel, purely to scientifi-
cally validate the design details, would have the outward appearance of a conventional bomb
explosion; it would not have the blast radius reported by Ilyichev and Koch, or the radioactive
effects reported by Ilyichev, Grothmann, Werner, and Wachsmut.

• A pure fusion device, with fusion fuel at the center of an implosion design powered by con-
ventional explosives, would not produce a significant amount of nuclear reactions, radiation,
or energy. Even with over 70 years of effort and steadily improving technology, scientists have
not been able to trigger significant fusion reactions with conventional explosives [Gsponer and
Hurni 2009, pp. 139–141; Winterberg 2010, pp. 297–298, 302]. Thus such a device would not
have the blast radius reported by Ilyichev and Koch, or the radioactive effects reported by
Ilyichev, Grothmann, Werner, and Wachsmut. It would also not contain uranium as reported
by Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann.

• A pure fission device would be highly consistent with the blast radius reported by Ilyichev
and Koch, the radioactive effects reported by Ilyichev, Grothmann, Werner, and Wachsmut,
and the design reported by Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann.

• A hybrid fission-fusion device could also be highly consistent with the blast radius reported
by Ilyichev and Koch, the radioactive effects reported by Ilyichev, Grothmann, Werner, and
Wachsmut, and the design reported by Ilyichev, Döpel, and Grothmann.
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Type of nuclear device

Therefore the only possibilities that seem consistent with the evidence from the primary sources
appear to be either a pure fission device or a hybrid fission-fusion device. If it was a fission-fusion
device, the fusion reactions would not have made a significant direct contribution to the energy
output, but their neutrons could have greatly reduced the critical mass of fission fuel required.

If the device tested had an explosive energy yield of a few hundred tons or so (as found in Section
D.4), that would make its energy ∼ 100 times larger than that of a conventional bomb of the same
size, yet ∼ 100 times smaller than that of well-known fission bombs such as the Gadget and Fat
Man bombs that the United States detonated in July and August 1945. Even in March 1945, Igor
Kurchatov was puzzled by the reported energy yield (p. 2733). If the explosive energy of the test
was indeed in the few-hundred-ton range, there are three possible explanations:

• The most likely explanation is that the device was a full-sized bomb capable of an energy
yield in the range of tens of kilotons if used with a pit containing several kilograms of U-235,
but was tested with a pit containing very little U-235, perhaps as little as ∼ 100 grams. Any
U-235 that Germany had produced would be a highly precious commodity that would be
saved for battlefield deployment of such devices, not used up in a test. The Germans would
also be reluctant to create a very large blast and very large amount of radioactivity deep in
the heart of Germany, especially just for a test. (For the same reasons, several of India’s 1998
Shakti nuclear detonations tested devices that produced explosions of less than 1 kiloton each
yet successfully demonstrated their designs would have much higher yields if deployed.) This
explanation fits well with Grothmann’s statements that the test deliberately used only a very
small amount of fuel. It is also very consistent with all of the other primary sources.

• A less likely but still possible explanation is that the device was a full-sized bomb, tested
with the full amount of U-235, but misfired (for example if the neutron initiator failed or if
the implosion was not spherically symmetric), causing the energy yield to be much smaller
than expected. Evidence against this explanation includes the statements of Grothmann and
Wachsmut that the energy yield was actually larger than expected, the comments of Groth-
mann that only a small amount of fuel was used, and the military undesirability of using up
too much scarce U-235 or making too large of a mess purely for a test.

• Another unlikely but possible explanation is that the device was a small-sized “mini nuke”
design, never intended to have a large yield even if deployed on the battlefield. Evidence
against this explanation includes the large bomb diameters given in both of Ilyichev’s reports,
the large bomb mass given in Ilyichev’s second report, the statement of Rundnagel that the
bomb was designed to use at least 8 kg of fuel, the statements by Grothmann that these
late-war efforts were focused on developing a large strategic nuclear weapon that could be
delivered by rocket, and the military futility of testing or deploying a low-yield tactical weapon
at that late stage of the war.
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Reasons for not using a nuclear weapon in the war

One might try to argue that if Germany had really developed a nuclear bomb, it would have
immediately used it during the war, so the fact that such a weapon was never used proves that it
never existed. However, there are several reasons why Germany may not have used a nuclear bomb
even if it had one in its possession. Conceivably any or all of these reasons might be true:

• The bomb may have been developed too late to be deployed. This seems quite plausible if
the bomb was still being tested in March 1945 and the area was overrun by Allied forces on
4 April.

• A suitable delivery system for the bomb may have been developed too late or not at all.
This also seems quite plausible if, as Ilyichev described and Grothmann implied, the bomb
was intended for delivery by rocket but weighed two tons. Existing A-4 or V-2 rockets were
designed to carry a one-ton payload, and any rocket with a larger payload capacity would
have still been in the experimental stage.

• There may have been only enough fission fuel for one or a very small number of bombs,
and German leaders may have realized that even if those were used, they could not halt the
advance of Allied forces into Germany from all sides. This seems very plausible, especially in
light of Grothmann’s comments about the uncertain political effect of any battlefield use of
the weapon, and Grothmann’s and Rundnagel’s comments about the small amount of fuel.

• German leaders may have realized that if they used a nuclear bomb, Allied forces would
respond by escalating their conventional explosive bombings of Germany, or by dropping
poison gas on Germany. This explanation is very plausible, since that same reasoning seems
to have prevented German leaders from deploying the large amounts of advanced nerve gas
that the country had in its arsenal [McFarland 1997]:

The Joint Chiefs of Staff assigned the Army Air Forces to prepare for this battle
that never took place. While B-17s and B-24s battled their way to Schweinfurt,
Regensburg, Gotha, Heiterblick, Leipzig, and Berlin, hundreds of thousands of gas
bombs were being stockpiled in England for what many thought was their inevitable
use once the V-1s and V-2s began dropping out of the sky with a hiss, not a bang.
The Allies would not strike first; Churchill and Roosevelt had already declared
this. But if Germany did initiate chemical or biological warfare, the Allies would be
ready to raise the ante. The Army Air Forces retaliatory plan, in conjunction with
the Royal Air Force, identified Germany’s thirty-eight largest cities for destruction
with anticipation of killing upwards of twenty million people, making over one-half
of Germany’s urban area uninhabitable, and reducing industrial production by 60
percent. Ready in time for the Normandy invasion, 4,600 American heavy bombers
then in the Eighth and Fifteenth Air Forces would launch a fifteen-day all-out
blitz, each carrying a 75 percent mustard gas bomb load mixed with a 25 percent
high explosive bomb load to help spread the gas. German civilians did not receive
gas masks until late 1944 and then only for Nazi Party officials. Germany had no
penicillin to fight the bacterial infections that would accompany the blistering effects
of mustard gas. An average gas persistence of thirty days guaranteed a holocaust
of unprecedented proportions.
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Other examples of this deterrence include public warnings to Germany by both Winston
Churchill and Franklin Roosevelt that there would be massive retaliation in kind if Germany
used chemical weapons. See for example:

Urgency of Gas Warning. The Courier-Mail (Brisbane, Queensland, Australia)
1943-04-24 p. 2.

Axis Warned Not to Use Gas. Examiner (Launceston, Tasmania, Australia) 1943-
06-10 p. 1.

• To extend the previous two points, German strategic plans may never have involved the use
of just one or two nuclear bombs. In the final years of the war, Allied forces were approach-
ing Germany from all sides; it would have been obvious throughout those final years that
destroying one or two Allied cities with nuclear bombs would never halt all of those Allied
forces. Accordingly, the strategic thinking behind the German nuclear program may have
been to mass-produce and stockpile nuclear weapons and the means to deliver them. Those
weapons would have only been used once their numbers surpassed a capability threshold that
would have enabled many simultaneous nuclear attacks on Allied targets and/or the credible
threat of further attacks if German demands were not met. That approach appears to be
supported by Grothmann and other sources that described mass-production or attempts at
mass-production for nuclear weapons as well as their delivery methods. (If that was indeed
the German strategy in the final years of the war, it suggests that the scale and level of
advancement of the nuclear weapons/delivery programs may have been quite extraordinary,
and that the world may have narrowly escaped a level of devastation that was unthinkable,
at least until much later in the Cold War. Intriguingly, U.S. General Henry Arnold described
exactly this kind of devastating massive nuclear attack only a few months after the end of
the war—see pp. 3217–3229.)

• Political or military leaders in charge of the deployment of a nuclear bomb may have realized
that Germany would lose the war very soon regardless, and feared that they would be exe-
cuted as war criminals if they actually deployed the bomb. That same reasoning may have
prevented them from employing their nerve gas. For example, according to a 1 April 1945
Allied intelligence document, Luftwaffe General Albert Kesselring mentioned deliberations
among Hitler’s top staff about whether to use a final secret weapon, referred to as the “des-
peration weapon,” that would cause a “terrible blood bath”; “Kesselring said if Fuehrer gave
him order to use weapon he would surrender his command” (p. 2817). Grothmann confirmed
this line of reasoning in the high command.

• Political or military leaders in charge of the deployment of a nuclear bomb may have realized
that Germany would lose the war very soon, and come to individual decisions that they
had more to gain personally by secretly offering the bomb technology and other advanced
technologies to Allied countries than by employing the bomb against Allied forces. This is
quite plausible since SS General Hans Kammler seems to have been directly in command of
all advanced weapons (including any nuclear weapons) in the final stages of the war, and he
secretly disappeared to America after faking his death—see pp. 2910–2916 [Agoston 1985;
Döbert and Karlsch 2019; Karlsch 2014; Michalski et al. 2019; Reuter et al. 2019; Sulzer and
Brauburger 2014, 2019a].
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Technological state of the German nuclear program vs. the U.S. program

Much more work is needed to gather and analyze relevant data from primary sources and physical
evidence in order to verify that the Germans indeed tested a nuclear device, and to work out the
design details of that device. With that large caveat, the extrapolated design details above and
further details in the works of Schumann, Trinks, Diebner, Guderley, and others suggest that the
wartime German nuclear program was actually ahead of the wartime and postwar U.S. nuclear
programs:

• The implosion design reported by Ilyichev seems very detailed, physically feasible, and deeply
grounded in experimental and engineering details. While similar to the U.S. Gadget design,
it does not appear to be a carbon copy of that design, suggesting that it was arrived at
independently and not by any German espionage of the U.S. program. It seems to be much
more than an abstract concept never reduced to practice, or a hasty idea thrown together at
the end of the war. It appears to be the end product of a well-funded, long-running, highly
scientifically skilled nuclear weapons development program.

• As stated by Werner Grothmann (pp. 2631–2633) and supported by other evidence as dis-
cussed in Section D.4.5, the German program appears to have developed not just one nuclear
weapon design, but rather a whole range of specialized designs for a variety of strategic and
tactical applications. The United States did not have comparable diversity in its own nuclear
arsenal until many years after World War II.

• German nuclear scientists appear to have been aware of the gun design, but seem to have
focused their work on the implosion design from early on, since that would use much less
fission fuel and offer much higher efficiency, which is why the implosion principle is still used
in modern bomb designs. In contrast, the U.S. Manhattan Project spent most of its time and
resources developing the gun-type design (called Thin Man in the early versions and Little
Boy in the final version), and only began a serious program to develop an implosion design
(Gadget/Fat Man) in July 1944.

• Germany appears to have conducted a test explosion of a nuclear device on 4 March 1945,
four and a half months before the first U.S. test, and the German test appears to have been
of a device that, if deployed, would have had a yield comparable to or even greater than the
first U.S. fission bombs. If the reported October 1944 Baltic test explosion was real and was
a successful nuclear test, that would have been over 9 months before the first U.S. test.

• The United States had produced no functioning nuclear weapons whatsoever by V-E Day, and
only three by V-J Day (those detonated at Trinity, Hiroshima, and Nagasaki). In contrast,
there is evidence that before V-E Day, Germany may have produced at least three nuclear
weapons that were used in successful tests (Sections D.2.5–D.2.7), and apparently several
more that were held in a stockpile for possible military use (e.g., pp. 2592, 2694, 2814, and
2817). If that information is correct, then by the end of the war, Germany held an enormous
lead over the United States in the world’s first nuclear arms race.

• If allegations are true that the United States removed nuclear weapons technologies from
Germany, used enriched uranium and bomb detonators obtained from the German submarine
U-234, and relied at least in part upon those captured nuclear weapons technologies, captured
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enriched uranium, and captured experts for the first U.S. fission bombs (Section D.2.10), the
German program was even further ahead of the U.S. program.

• The German nuclear program accomplished as much as it did despite the tremendous handi-
caps and setbacks of years of heavy Allied bombing, sabotage, and blockades, which the U.S.
program did not have to endure.

• If the Thuringian device used a high-voltage fusion neutron source as an initiator, that was a
more advanced solution than the U.S. polonium-210/beryllium initiator, and was ultimately
adopted much later after the war by the United States.

• If the Thuringian device used a compact betatron as an initiator, that was also a more
advanced solution than the U.S. polonium-210/beryllium initiator.

• If the Thuringian device and other proposed German designs used neutrons from fusion fuel in
the center to greatly “boost” the yield of the fission fuel, that was a major advance that could
increase the energies of fission bombs by a factor of ∼ 10 (from tens of kilotons to hundreds
of kilotons). Officially, fusion boosting was first considered in the U.S. by Edward Teller in
1945 and in the Soviet Union by Andrei Sakharov in 1948, was first tested by the U.S. in
1951 and by the Soviet Union in 1953, and is commonly used in modern bombs [Goncharov
1996; Hansen 1988, 2007; Rhodes 1995; Sublette 2019; Wellerstein and Geist 2017].

• The Thuringian device appears to have been designed to be launched on a rocket (perhaps
even the intercontinental A-9/A-10), which the United States was not prepared to do until
1958 (after help from hundreds of German-speaking scientists and engineers it had acquired).

• The Thuringian device appears to have packed a full-fledged implosion design (and presumably
an explosive yield to match) into a bomb with a total deployed mass less than half that of
the first U.S. fission bombs (2000 kg for the Thuringian device vs. 4670 kg for Fat Man).
Grothmann reported that Germany possessed tactical nuclear bombs that were even smaller.
It took the United States several years to reduce the size and mass of fission bombs.

• Whereas the U.S. program relied heavily on a very inefficient and expensive gaseous diffusion
process to help enrich uranium, the German program developed and employed (among other
techniques) gas centrifuges, which were much more efficient and therefore subsequently be-
came the preferred modern method. There is also evidence that the German program studied
“photochemical” methods of uranium isotope enrichment, many decades before laser isotope
separation was perfected in the United States.

• There is evidence that the German program developed electronuclear breeding of fission fuel
(p. 2496), a technology that the United States did not seriously pursue until years after the
war, and that is still of concern for nuclear weapons proliferation in the modern world.

• The German nuclear program appears to have produced and perhaps even used lithium-
6 deuteride as readily storable solid fuel for producing fusion reactions in nuclear bombs
(Section D.2.4), as an alternative to the much more troublesome cryogenic deuterium and
tritium. Officially, lithium-6 deuteride was first considered in the United States by Edward
Teller in 1947 and in the Soviet Union by Vitaly Ginzberg in 1949, was first tested by the
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United States in 1954, and is commonly used in modern H bombs [Goncharov 1996; Hansen
1988, 2007; Rhodes 1995; Sublette 2019; Wellerstein and Geist 2017].

• A 1948 U.S. intelligence document stated that Austrian and German scientists such as Josef
Schintlmeister had produced and identified transuranic elements through element 104; if true,
that is a feat that was not accomplished until 1969 in the United States (p. 2656).

• In addition to possibly using fusion fuel to improve a fission bomb design, there is signifi-
cant evidence that the German program was working on full-fledged H-bomb versions with
megaton-level yields (pp. 2367 and 2631–2633 and Sections D.2.4 and D.4.5). German sources
stated that they expected to complete a deliverable version of such a weapon later in 1945
(see p. 2675) or in early 1946 (see p. 2367). If true, that was a feat that the United States and
Soviet Union did not actually accomplish until 1953–1955 (Soviet Joe-4/RDS-6s, U.S. Castle
Bravo, and Soviet RDS-37).

Final perspective and recommendations

The very incomplete information that is currently available about the wartime German nuclear
weapons program appears to best match the pattern of a large and advanced program. For this
reason, historians should actively search for additional information that could help confirm or refute
this picture:

1. Any relevant records in U.S., U.K., French, Russian, or other national archives should be lo-
cated, declassified, and released to the public. While those would not include any records that
were destroyed or buried by the Germans before Allied forces arrived, they would probably
shed a great deal of light on the German program.

2. Any relevant information in personal collections (war diaries, preserved documents, pho-
tographs, etc.) should be located, authenticated, and analyzed in the context of other available
data.

3. Thorough scientific analyses of suspected test sites should be conducted (especially using mass
spectrometry, particle-induced X-ray emission, neutron activation analysis, or other highly
sensitive methods; looking for U-238 from the tamper; and comparing data at and away from
the test sites to eliminate background signals), although after 75+ years of radioactive decay
and weathering, even the most diligent testing might be inconclusive.

4. Extensive and meticulous industrial archaeological digs should be conducted at sites suspected
to have been involved in developing or storing nuclear materials or nuclear weapons. Even
if much of the material at those sites had been removed by German or Allied forces, any
remaining evidence could provide conclusive proof about the nature and extent of the wartime
nuclear program.

Until those searches have been thoroughly conducted, historians and physicists should avoid making
authoritative-sounding declarations that the nuclear program was small and unsuccessful, since
there is already considerable evidence to the contrary.
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An analogous historical mystery may be the 1960s Soviet program to land a cosmonaut on the
moon. Prior to the U.S. manned landing on the moon, it was widely believed that the Soviet
Union was very close to achieving the same goal. Yet once the United States had achieved victory,
the Soviet Union denied that it had ever even attempted a manned lunar program. Soviet denials
continued for two decades, and concrete proof of a Soviet manned lunar program could not be
found. Most historians ignored the Soviet program, and only a handful of authors sifted through
the small amount of available evidence and speculated about the program [Oberg 1981; Phelan
2013]. In 1990, Soviet officials finally revealed the entire former program and put five of the LK
manned lunar landers that had been built for it on display in various museums [Siddiqi 2000].

Similarly, for most of World War II, it was widely believed that Germany was developing a nuclear
bomb and might well beat the United States to that goal. Yet once Germany was defeated, there
were denials that it had ever even attempted to develop a nuclear bomb. Those denials have
continued for decades and concrete proof has not been found. Most historians have ignored the
German nuclear weapons program, and only a handful of authors have sifted through the small
amount of available evidence and speculated about the program. Whether those authors are correct,
and whether concrete proof of the program will ever be released, remains to be determined.

If the German nuclear weapons program was indeed successful, one can understand why the major
countries involved would have wanted to conceal that fact at the end of World War II and the
beginning of the Cold War. Germans would not want to appear guilty of additional acts for which
they might be punished after the war; key German players could find much greater personal reward
in offering the fruits of the nuclear program to Allied nations and remaining silent. For purposes
of internal morale and external public image, Allied countries might prefer to claim that such
technological accomplishments were really their own, and in any event would be highly motivated
to try to protect any new weapons technologies from rival Allied nations in the incipient Cold War.

Likewise, if the German nuclear weapons program was successful, one can also understand why the
major countries involved might want to preserve that secret even over 75 years later. Germans and
Austrians might not want yet another Third Reich offense from their past for which they would
need to apologize. Former Allied countries might not want to admit that their wartime and postwar
technological prowess was not as great as they had boasted for so many years, or that that of their
vanquished enemy was greater than they had claimed for so long. In any event, routine security
classification rules would prevent the release of archival documents with useful details about nuclear
weapons designs and production methods, no matter what their age, history, and country of origin
might have been.

Yet if the German nuclear program was truly successful, on the whole it would seem far more
beneficial for all countries to finally acknowledge that fact than to continue to deny it:

1. As with “truth and reconciliation commissions” in other countries, Germany and Austria
could finally acknowledge and address the full extent of the Third Reich’s actions, their
current citizens (who were too young to have been involved in any of those events) could have
a detailed understanding of those actions and history, and these countries could move forward
with that chapter fully closed, rather than still having to hide or fear further revelations in
the indefinite future.

2. Carefully inspecting and cleaning up any sites involved in producing or storing nuclear mate-
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rials would prevent contamination of local drinking water and farms with radioactive isotopes,
heavy metals, or other toxic chemicals.

3. Elucidating all the concentration camp prisoners who died in the preparation, production,
and testing of nuclear weapons would finally bring justice to what may be many thousands
of currently forgotten victims of the war.

4. The media-consuming public in former Allied countries seems fascinated with and proud of
their countries’ roles in World War II, so they should be extremely interested in new details
about that war, and should in fact find it exciting that their victory was even more hard-won
and more consequential than previously known (somewhat similar to how sports fans are
more excited by especially close or high-stakes wins).

5. Everyone would gain a much better understanding of the strategic decisions made by all
countries during and after the war, making more sense of events and actions which have
previously not been as well explained in the history books.

6. All nations would benefit tremendously by learning exactly how such revolutionary technolo-
gies were created then, so that they could employ similar methods of innovation to create and
enjoy the benefits of new revolutionary technologies in the future.
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Appendix E

Advanced Creations in Aerospace
Engineering

Für den Ring nimm nun auch mein Roß!
Ging sein Lauf mit mir
einst kühn durch die Lüfte,
mit mir
verlor es die mächt’ge Art;
über Wolken hin
auf blitzenden Wettern
nicht mehr
schwingt es sich mutig des Wegs.

For the Ring take now my horse!
Though he once carried me
boldly through the air—
with me
he lost all his magic powers;
above the clouds
through lightning and thunder
no more
will he brave the way.

Richard Wagner. 1874. Götterdämmerung [Twilight of the Gods]. Prologue. Brünnhilde.

As discussed in Chapter 9, a tremendous number of aerospace technologies were invented by
German-speaking creators, especially shortly before and during World War II: helicopters, guided
missiles, smart bombs, jet engines and jet aircraft, ejection seats, ramjets, the V-1 cruise missile, the
A-4 or V-2 single-stage rocket, supersonic wind tunnels, radar stealth technology, etc. There is also
good documentation (though regrettably little modern memory) that German-speaking creators
personally carried those aerospace technologies to their limits during the postwar era, with funding
and support from the United States, United Kingdom, France, Soviet Union, and other countries.

However, evidence presented in this appendix strongly suggests that there are several areas in
which aerospace technologies may have advanced significantly further in wartime Germany than
has been officially acknowledged in the conventional historical narrative. Those areas include (1)
intercontinental jet bombers, (2) liquid propellant rockets larger than the A-4 or V-2, (3) space
planes or space shuttles, (4) large solid propellant rockets and submarine-launched rockets, and (5)
longer-term technologies for space exploration. Much more archival research should be conducted
in order to clarify the histories of these technologies.

3043
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E.1 Overview

Areas of aerospace engineering in which wartime German accomplishments may have surpassed the
conventional historical narrative include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following:

1. German-speaking engineers designed and built intercontinental jet bombers and
other advanced jets during the war and transferred that technology to other
countries after the war (Section E.2.1).

English-language histories tend to regard intercontinental jet aircraft as an invention that
originated primarily during the postwar period and primarily in Allied countries. For example,
Oxford’s Biographical Dictionary of Scientists says of Frank Whittle: “British engineer and
inventor of the jet engine. The developments from his original designs were used first in the
Gloster Meteor at the end of World War II. Direct descendents of these engines are now
the sources of power for all kinds of military and civil aircraft” [Porter 1994, pp. 721–722].
This biographical dictionary does not mention Hans von Ohain or other German-speaking
inventors of jet engines and jet aircraft, apart from briefly mentioning that “the Germans
had produced the Messerschmitt Me 262 slightly earlier” than the British. While the existing
literature does document the German production of small, shorter-range jet aircraft such as
the Me 262, it generally describes more advanced jet aircraft as projects that never progressed
much beyond the design stage [e.g., Griehl 2004; Masters 1982; Myhra 1998a].

In fact, there is evidence that even very advanced jet aircraft projects such as large intercon-
tinental jet bombers may have progressed much further in wartime Germany than has been
acknowledged in the conventional historical narrative, and that in turn those projects and
their creators led directly to the postwar jet aircraft programs in Allied countries:

(a) A May 1944 article in the British magazine Flight reported that the Luftwaffe was
rapidly constructing several large airfields near Oslo, including workshops for Heinkel,
which was known for designing and building new jet aircraft, and BMW, which was
known for building engines for jet aircraft (p. 3057).

(b) On 5 January 1945, Colonel Lowell Weicker at the Headquarters of the U.S. Strategic
Air Forces in Europe wrote: “Germany... is leading the world in tested jet propelled
airplanes... A large part of her manufacturing facilities have gone underground and she
is bending every sinew for the last stand on the Vaterland frontiers. Our Ground Armies,
despite superiority in manpower and quantity of equipment, are presently engaged more
in defensive than offensive fighting and, unless this state of affairs is quickly changed
or the Russians actually drive through to Berlin and victory, we must face the grim
expectation of fighting Germany and her new capabilities through greater 1945... The
first cycle and period of the war has ended without the capitulation of Germany and
with Germany leading in the development of principal new weapons and methods, which
will be included in her capabilities during 1945” (p. 3145).

(c) Based on a 10 May 1945 U.S. interrogation of former Luftwaffe head Hermann Goering,
the New York Times reported on 8 June 1945 that the Germans had built a prototype
Messerschmitt 264 “New York” bomber with four jet engines, found at an undisclosed
place in France, and were “within a few months of working out the kinks” when the war
ended (pp. 3065–3067).
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(d) On 29–30 June 1945, numerous major newspapers reported that at the end of the war,
“40 giant Heinkels of a new type, with a range of 7,000 miles” had been found near
Oslo at “the largest Luftwaffe field I have ever seen” according to senior British military
officers. The articles reported that “German ground crews said the planes were held in
readiness for missions to New York,” and that the planes had been captured by the
British (pp. 3063–3064).

(e) On 26 June 1945, Henry Fowler, Director of the Enemy Branch of the U.S. Foreign Eco-
nomic Administration testified to a U.S. Senate committee: “According to recent reports
from Germany, it appears that if the Germans could have held out only 6 months longer
they would have been able to smash New York City with improved V-2 bombs. Only a
little longer period would have been needed to bring into production the jet-propelled
planes that could have reached Washington. It is not necessary here to elaborate upon
the terrifying scientific discoveries which our economic and industrial intelligence is grad-
ually uncovering as we work beneath the lid in Germany. With the memories of her new
V-weapons fresh in our minds, little needs to be added except to point out that they just
didn’t appear out of thin air. They were the fruit of carefully organized and adequately
financed research institutions in which large numbers of highly trained and specialized
scientists went about their business of inventing and developing the weapons that would
establish German world supremacy... Germany could rapidly set up plants for such new
products because of its enormous capacity to produce machines and machine tools, and
the huge supplies of machine tools that were built up in advance of need” (p. 3068).

(f) On 27 August 1945, Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation (Convair) stated in Life
magazine: “In a converted salt mine, our ordnance officers examined nearly complete jet-
propelled heavy bombers... bombers claimed by the Germans to be capable of crashing
high explosives into the industrial cities of the eastern United States and flying back
again across the Atlantic. Goering himself said that the planes had been successfully
test-flown and would have been in operation if Germany could have held out 3 months
longer” (p. 3069).

(g) In his 1956 autobiography, Ernst Heinkel did not mention the 40 giant Heinkel inter-
continental bombers found in Norway, perhaps due to Cold-War censorship or to avoid
self-incrimination. However, he did mention that he had long been a strong proponent
of jet bombers that he believed could be built quickly, that his company participated in
a late-war push to build new jet aircraft that nearly came to fruition, that those aircraft
were found by the Allies, that his top designer Siegried Günter had been engrossed with
flying wing bomber designs, and that Günter had submitted his information on the flying
wings to U.S. Army Air Force Major Robert L. Cardenas by the end of September 1945
(p. 3081).

(h) According to a report apparently written by Siegried Günter and filed by Major Cardenas
on 1 October 1945, Heinkel engineers had been working on four-jet-engine long-range
bombers with a flying wing design before the end of the war. Günter described 26-ton
and 60-ton versions of the design with intercontinental ranges (p. 3084).

(i) If the British captured novel German intercontinental jet bombers with oversized wings
at the end of the war, the first British intercontinental jet bombers with oversized wings
such as Vulcan (1957) may be based on those German aircraft (p. 3087).
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(j) Large numbers of German-speaking creators, designs, documentation, and prototypes
for a wide range of jet engines and jet aircraft were taken to the United States and other
Allied countries, directly shaping the course of postwar jet programs in those countries
(pp. 1225, 3090).1

(k) German-speaking creators also developed a number of anti-radar stealth materials, coat-
ings, configurations, and other techniques during that war that were captured and used
by Allied countries after the war (p. 924).

(l) Today these directly German-derived technologies are represented by one third of the
military “nuclear triad” (intercontinental jet bombers), as well as jet fighters, stealth
aircraft, jet passenger aircraft, and gas turbines used in everything from helicopters to
electric power plants.

2. German-speaking engineers designed and built large liquid propellant rockets
during the war and perfected that technology in other countries after the war
(Section E.2.2).

Official histories acknowledge that Germans designed a two-stage liquid propellant interconti-
nental ballistic missile, A-9/A-10, during the war, but state that the project never progressed
further. For example, Michael Neufeld, Senior Curator at the Smithsonian National Air and
Space Museum, wrote: “The A-9/A-10 was never more than a drawing-board concept and
was shelved in 1942” [Neufeld 1995, p. 283].

However, known evidence that suggests otherwise includes:

(a) David Irving wrote of the giant underground rocket launch complex that Germany built
at Wizernes, France during 1943–1944: “The remaining site, at Wizernes, caused some
anxiety, as it was not obviously aligned on any city in Europe. One interpreter caused a
high degree of alarm early in the year when he discovered that one facet of the workings
was within half a degree of the accurate Great Circle bearing on New York. [...I]t is a
remarkable fact that the enormous bombproof doors and handling gear were all capable
of handling a rocket about twice the height of the A 4[...]” (p. 3134).

(b) A 26 October 1944 U.S. report derived from a German prisoner of war indicated that
there were advanced rocket installations near Erfurt, that two-stage rockets had already
been tested up to a maximum altitude of 360 km, that an upper-stage rocket engine
had successfully used liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen, and that research was being
conducted on ion rocket engines (p. 3134).

1 Amtmann 1988; Bohr 2013; Butler 1994, 2007; Christensen 2002; Christopher 2013; Cole 2015; Conner 2001;
Constant 1980; Cooke and Ingells 1945; Daso 2002; Dorr 2013; Duffy 2012; Erfurth 2006; Forsyth and Creek 2007;
Franz 1985; Gleichmann 2013; Gleichmann and Bock 2009; Griehl 1990, 2004, 2005; Griehl 2015; Herwig and Rode
2000; Hirschel et al. 2004; Hyland and Gill 1998; Jacobsen 2011, 2014; Jakobs et al. 2009; Johnsen 2014; Kay 2002;
Kober 1990; Leyes and Fleming 1999; Longden 2009; Masters 1982; Meier 2010; Miranda 2015; Myhra 1998a, 1998b,
2000a; Nowarra 1988; Pavelec 2007; Samuel 2004, 2010; Shepelev and Ottens 2015; Simons 2016; Smith and Creek
1992, 2001; Smith and Kay 2002; Thomas 1946; Vajda and Dancey 1998; CIOS XXV-9, XXVI-27, XXVI-28, XXVI-29,
XXVI-30, XXXII-41; Air World 1946; Chicago Daily Tribune 1945-06-29 p. 4; Daily Telegraph 1, 2, 5, 9 Oct. 1945, p.
4 each issue; L.A. Times 1945-06-29; NYT 1945-06-08, 1945-07-26 p. 6, 1948-04-15 p. 17, 1948-12-04 p. 3; Washington
Post 1945-06-29.
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(c) In July 1944, U.S. Army Air Force General Henry Arnold stated that the Germans were
currently developing “large 75 ton rockets,” over five times the weight of an A-4 (V-2)
rocket (p. 3139.

(d) A 14 December 1944 U.S. report derived from another German prisoner of war stated:
“Two types of V-2 have been built: Type A 1, which is about 23 m long and 4.5 m in
diameter, and Type A 4, which is about 18 m long and 2.5-3 m in diameter. Only the
latter is in mass production... PW heard that German technicians intended to launch
them to an altitude of 120 km, which would have permitted them to reach NEW YORK.”
The description of the first type does not match the very small and decade-old A-1, but
does match the A-10 if a “0” was dropped somewhere along the way (p. 3143).

(e) On 5 January 1945, Colonel Lowell Weicker at the Headquarters of the U.S. Strategic
Air Forces in Europe wrote: “Germany... is leading the world... in long range missiles...
A large part of her manufacturing facilities have gone underground and she is bending
every sinew for the last stand on the Vaterland frontiers” (p. 3145). A 19 January 1945
report from the Headquarters of the U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe further stated:
“The V-2, or rocket projectile, with a warhead of approximately one ton, and a current
range of 225 miles, is being fired at London at the rate of 180/250 per month, and against
Continental ports at the rate of approximately 300 per month... Larger rockets (68 feet
in length as against 45 feet) are known to exist, and may appear in small quantities
during the year. They would have a considerably larger warhead.” The larger rockets
“known to exist” sound like an enlarged V-2/A-4 or an A-10, despite the conventional
historical narrative’s denials of both possibilities (p. 3146).

(f) According to numerous press accounts on 26 January 1945, the German “head of an
experimental station for V-bombs in Jutland” had just defected to Sweden and revealed
that the V-3 was “an improved version of V-2,” and the V-4 rocket, which could reach
New York and other eastern U.S. cities from Europe, was “now in production” (p. 3147).

(g) In a transcript of her testimony before an East German government inquiry on 16 May
1962, Cläre Werner, a wartime lookout at the Veste Wachsenburg castle near Ohrdruf,
reported watching the launch of a large new type of rocket on 16 March 1945 near
Rudisleben, as well as being informed of the historic nature of the launch by visiting
military and SS officials (p. 3148). In transcripts from the same 1962 East German
inquiry, three witnesses (Werner Kasper, Albin Kummer, and Alfred Gründler) who
worked at the Rudisleben complex reported seeing the 16 March 1945 rocket prior to its
launch and described it as a two-stage rocket over 30 meters tall and over 4 meters in
diameter at the base (pp. 3148–3151). Several U.S. intelligence documents mentioned the
existence of very large military complexes at Rudisleben and Ichterhausen (pp. 3152–
3155).

(h) In his 1995 autobiography, Otto Skorzeny, who had been a very prominent SS officer
during the war, wrote: “Included in the V-weapons program was the construction of a
rocket capable of bombarding New York or Moscow. This rocket was practically finished
at the end of March 1945 and could have gone into series production beginning in July”
(p. 3156). In his 2000 autobiography, U.S. “Mercury Seven” astronaut Gordon Cooper
said that Wernher von Braun and his fellow team member Joachim “Jack” Kuettner had
privately told Cooper that shortly before the end of the war, Germany had fully prepared
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a manned rocket capable of reaching New York (p. 3157). In 2000–2002 interviews,
Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant, Werner Grothmann, stated that prototypes of the
two-stage “America rocket” were completed during the war, and that a prototype of
some sort of large rocket was successfully test-launched on 16 March 1945 in Thuringia
(pp. 3158–3162).

(i) A 7 April 1945 U.S. Army report stated that a German prisoner of war “was told by an
ordnance man stationed at OHRDRUF that from here a new secret wpn will shortly rise
(wird steigen)” (p. 3166). A 9 April 1945 U.S. Army report stated that near Ohrdruf
was a large “underground plant. French workers... were escorted by armed guards, not
allowed to look right or left... considered to be very important production area” (p.
3166).

(j) Several 8 April 1945 U.S. Army intelligence documents reported: “...underground factory
... employs some twenty to thirty thousand Russians, Poles, French, etc. They are making
the V-4, which is a two man rocket of some sort... weapon then is sent to Weimar...”
Another report from the same date clarified that the “gadget holds 2 men” (pp. 3168–
3176). 18 April 1945 articles in French and British newspapers gave the accounts of
French workers who had just been released from a 24-square-kilometer underground
factory, where they had been building V-4 rockets. They also mention that the V-3 was
a known, improved, and enlarged version of the V-2 (p. 3178–3179).

(k) Captain Heinz Stoelzel, a close associate of Wernher von Braun and Walter Dornberger
at Peenemünde, was apparently relocated to near Erfurt, Thuringia no later than 3
November 1943, and fled to Switzerland at the end of the war to avoid Allied capture.
Shortly after the war, he hand-copied detailed drawings showing the planned A-9/A-10
trajectory to New York and the design of an A-9 with a two-man crew to pilot it to its
target [http://www.printsandprinciples.com]. Most of his papers were destroyed after
his death, including any information on the A-10 he may have had (pp. 3185–3188).

(l) A Russian description of German technology captured in 1945 showed a diagram of a
complete A-9 upper stage on an A-10 lower stage (p. 3189). At least two A-9 or A-4b
rockets were test fired without the A-10 booster in December 1944 and January 1945,
and more A-9 rockets were known to have been built (p. 3190). According to a 1947 U.S.
Army Air Force report, one of the German scientists employed in the United States after
the war had been developing “a guidance system for the transoceanic A-10 surface-to-
surface missile when the war ended” (p. 3196).

(m) In a 13 May 1945 speech, Winston Churchill said: “When the Americans captured vast
stores of rockets of all kinds near Leipzig, ...and when all the preparations being made on
the coasts of France and Holland could be examined in detail ... only just in time did the
Allied armies blast the viper in his nest. Otherwise the autumn of 1944, to say nothing of
1945, might well have seen London as shattered as Berlin” (p. 3196). Newspaper articles
from 14 June 1945 reported that according to Allied investigators and German scientists,
3000-mile-range rockets would have been mass-produced by fall 1945, or even sooner if
Allied bombing had not delayed the program (pp. 3197–3198).

(n) On 26 June 1945, Henry Fowler, Director of the Enemy Branch of the U.S. Foreign
Economic Administration, testified to a U.S. Senate committee: “According to recent
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reports from Germany, it appears that if the Germans could have held out only 6 months
longer they would have been able to smash New York City with improved V-2 bombs...
It is not necessary here to elaborate upon the terrifying scientific discoveries which our
economic and industrial intelligence is gradually uncovering as we work beneath the lid
in Germany. With the memories of her new V-weapons fresh in our minds, little needs to
be added except to point out that they just didn’t appear out of thin air.” It would be
impossible to go from paper plans to deployed intercontinental ballistic missiles within
six months, so the rockets must have been far beyond the paper design phase in May
1945 (p. 3068).

(o) On 27 August 1945, Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation (Convair) stated in Life
magazine: “Especially in the last months of the war, our margin of safety was slim-
mer than most of us suspected. Just how slim it was is known best to certain American
military experts who have since inspected some of Germany’s underground research labo-
ratories and war plants. Here they saw secret weapons in various stages of development...
weapons which might conceivably have turned the trick for the Nazis if they could have
used them boldly in a last desperate gamble. Some of these things can now be revealed.
Others cannot—yet... In a V rocket plant, burrowed 800 feet deep in limestone rock, our
technicians found blueprints for a fearful V bomb with an estimated range of 3000 miles.
‘We planned to destroy New York and other American cities starting in November,’ said
a German rocket engineer” (p. 3069).

(p) On 29 August 1945, Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal announced that Germany
had been actively developing “at least two or three rockets which represented advances
over what we call V-2” (p. 3208–3210). A 15 September 1945 U.S. intelligence report
stated that “experiments had already been conducted on piloted models” of long range
missiles, and that the missiles were intended to carry atomic explosives (p. 3211–3212).

(q) In October 1945, U.S. Army Air Force General Henry H. Arnold testified to Congress
that “German V-2 bombs alone, perfected with wings, radar and electronic devices, can
now travel over 3000 miles and at 2000 miles hit a target on the button” (p. 3217. In
December 1945, U.S. Army Air Force General Carl Spaatz wrote regarding rockets: “The
Germans were readying a transatlantic model when the war ended” (p. 3228). In General
Arnold’s 1949 autobiography, he wrote: “The V-10 (A-10), a very large rocket intended
especially for New York, was being built” (p. 3229).

(r) In November 1945, numerous newspapers reported that a Swedish spy who had been
working undercover in the German rocket programs provided detailed evidence that
Germany had been developing the “V-10, which... was to cross the Atlantic in thirty-five
minutes and devastate American industries and cities,” and also “it should be possible
to cruise around in space under human control” (p. 3221–3222).

(s) In a 7 March 1946 presentation to the Society of Automotive Engineers, U.S. Army
Air Force Colonel Donald L. Putt, who was in charge of the aerospace engineers, docu-
ments, and prototypes brought back from Germany, stated: “The Germans were prepar-
ing rocket surprises for the whole world in general and England in particular, which would
have, it is believed, changed the course of the war if the invasion had been postponed
for so short a time as six months... The most highly publicized missile of the Germans
was the V-2, or as the Germans themselves knew it, the A-4. There were 10 variations of
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this weapon. Three were prototypes. Four were improved models. One was a launching
device intended to increase the already great range to 5000 km. Interestingly enough,
one of the improved models was to be equipped with wings, wheels, a pressurized cabin,
and to carry a pilot” (p. 3234).

(t) A U.S. Army card catalog of intelligence documents shows that the U.S. government
once possessed a complete history of the A-9/A-10 trans-Atlantic rocket, written two
years after the war’s end, but that this history was either destroyed or not transferred to
NARA with the other files; no copies of this report have ever been located. If the A-9/A-
10 never entered active development during the war, why would the U.S. government
have commissioned a detailed history of its development in 1947, and why would the
government have later ordered that history to be suppressed? Does the fact that the
Army Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence specifically filed this report under “Nuclear
Physics (Atomic Energy)—Uses” indicate that the A-9/A-10 had a nuclear warhead (p.
3241)?

(u) In December 1946, many newspapers reported that Wernher von Braun said that before
the war ended, he and his team had been developing a rocket with a launch mass of 100
tons (approximately seven times larger than an A-4 or V-2 rocket) that was specifically
designed to carry a mysterious explosive payload of six tons from Germany to the United
States (pp. 3244–3245). A six-ton payload would have been beyond the capability of even
an A-9/A-10, so was this an even more powerful rocket? Why was it so important to
carry a six-ton payload? Even a fission bomb would be smaller. Was the intended payload
a hydrogen bomb?

(v) A number of 1945–1947 U.S. intelligence reports indicated that Soviet forces had restarted
production in German rocket factories including wartime rocket factories in the Erfurt
area, plants producing hydrogen as well as oxygen, and factories producing manned A-9
rockets apparently manned. The reports also mentioned rockets called the V-3 and V-4
that were larger than the V-2, had longer ranges than the V-2, and were successfully
produced in Germany and/or Bohemia during the war. From the described dimensions,
these V-3/V-4 rockets were apparently not the A-9/A-10, but rather some roughly com-
parable long-range rockets that had been designed and produced in parallel with the
A-9/A-10 (pp. 3246–3279).

(w) A 1957 U.S. Air Force report stated: “A program known to the Germans as the A9/A10
development was designed to use a winged V-2 rocket as the second stage of a two-stage
system. This vehicle was under development and test by the Germans when the war
ended” (p. 3304).

(x) These large wartime liquid propellant rockets and their creators led directly to the post-
war development of large liquid propellant rockets in Allied countries, including modern
intercontinental ballistic missiles (the second component of the nuclear triad) and launch
vehicles for satellites and spacecraft.

3. German-speaking engineers designed and built space planes (or space shuttles)
during the war and perfected that technology in other countries after the war
(Section E.2.3).
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In addition to the winged A-9 rocket, an even larger winged manned space vehicle capable
of reaching New York was the Silbervogel (Silver Bird) prototype space shuttle designed by
Dr. Eugen Sänger and Dr. Irene Bredt (who later married). A rocket-powered catapult sled
on a 3 km long earthbound track would essentially serve as the first stage, and the rocket-
powered Silbervogel would effectively be the second stage. The Silbervogel is relatively well
known in the published literature [e.g., Griehl 2005 Vol. 2 and Myhra 2002], which tends to
describe it as purely a paper design project that never found political and financial support
for actual development and testing. For example, aerospace historian Manfred Griehl stated:
“Since creation of such a dreadful project was pure fantasy in the 1940s, theoretical research
work was halted and Professor Sänger himself was reassigned...” [Griehl 2005 Vol. 2 p. 329].

In contrast, several pieces of evidence suggest that major parts of the Silbervogel system may
have actually been built or even tested:

(a) Eugen Sänger and Irene Bredt completed and submitted a 900-page proposal giving
details of the Silbervogel design and development program to the German government
in 1941 [Myhra 2002].

(b) Wind tunnel models of Silbervogel are known to have been constructed and tested (p.
3296).

(c) At least one photograph exists of a full-sized Silbervogel engine that had been constructed
for testing no later than 1944 (p. 3297).

(d) In January 1946, five Canadian aerospace experts reported that while visiting a German
research station, they viewed “a rocket motor 10 times larger than those used on V-2s.”
That description could match either the Silbervogel motor or the A-10 booster rocket
motor (p. 3232).

(e) Detailed orbital calculations were performed in 1944 to find the best trajectory for the
Sänger-Bredt vehicle to reach New York (pp. 3298–3300).

(f) An article published in the 30 October 1944 Daily Mail reported that the Germans in
occupied France had been constructing a “huge ramp” that was “intended as a launching
place for flying bombs, which... would wreck New York.” The size of the ramp, the
reference to flying bombs, and the claimed target of New York seem consistent with the
Silbervogel launch catapult (p. 3301).

(g) U.S. Army Air Force Colonel Donald Putt, in charge of overseeing all German rocket
scientists and related equipment and information rounded up at the end of the war,
reported in March 1946: “Test model was made that carried one man and had landing
gear, although it is not known if this model ever flew; it is known, however, that test
runs were made on its engine.” Thus according to an authority with arguably the best
access to the available information, the Silbervogel engine was constructed and tested, a
Silbervogel vehicle complete with cockpit and landing gear was constructed, its engine
was operational, and postwar U.S. officials were left wondering if flight tests of the Silber-
vogel may have even been conducted (p. 3302). What German witnesses and documents
was this information based on? What became of the prototype Silbervogel vehicle—was
it destroyed by the Germans, removed by the Americans, or removed by the Soviets?
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(h) A lengthy and detailed October 1946 article in Harper’s Magazine stated that the Sil-
bervogel system “was never completed merely because of the war’s quick ending” (p.
3242).

(i) A 1957 U.S. Air Force report stated: “The boost-glide concept was... partially tested by
the Germans in the early 1940’s” (p. 3304).

(j) Wernher von Braun and other German-speaking engineers published detailed descrip-
tions and illustrations of a space plane in 1952 in Collier’s magazine, in order to try to
excite U.S. public interest and government funding for such a project [Collier’s 1952-03-
22].

(k) Also in 1952, Walter Dornberger led the Bell Aerospace team that proposed the Bomi
(Bomber Missile) space plane, which was heavily based on the wartime Silbervogel
designs—see p. 1343. In 1954, Dornberger’s team designed the X-15 rocket plane, which
had many similarities to the wartime manned A-9 designs [Käsmann 2013, p. 105]. After
the Bomi proposal was rejected, Dornberger was instrumental in recycling the Bomi and
Silbervogel designs to create the X-20 Dyna-Soar space plane; a prototype was built but
the program was cancelled in 1963 [Robert Godwin 2003].

(l) Hans Multhopp (German, 1913–1972) designed the Martin Marietta X-24 lifting body,
which first flew in 1969 [Reed 1997, pp. 129–130, 136]; see pp. 1344 and 3309.

(m) In 1965, Walter Dornberger named the newest U.S. space plane program the “Space
Shuttle” [Dornberger 1965a, 1965b].

(n) The U.S. Space Shuttle (Fig. 9.107) incorporated design features, experience, and per-
sonnel from the earlier Silbervogel, Bomi, Dyna-Soar, and X-24 space plane programs
[Winter 1990, pp. 42–44, 113–122]; see pp. 3305 and 3307.

(o) Adolf Busemann (German, 1901–1986) suggested ceramic tiles for thermal insulation on
the Space Shuttle, and also contributed his detailed knowledge of hypersonic aerody-
namics for the design and reentry [NYT 1986-11-05]; see p. 3308.

(p) Krafft Ehricke (German, 1917–1984) was deeply involved in space plane projects from
Bomi to the Space Shuttle [Freeman 2008].

(q) The Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSMEs) were directly derived from engine designs with
especially high combustion chamber pressures that were developed during and after
the war (such as the MBB P111 engine and the Rocketdyne HG-3 engine) by Klaus
von Riedel, Karl Stöckel, Hans Georg Paul, Dieter Huzel, and other German-speaking
engineers (see pp. 3310–3314).

(r) The Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Boosters (SRBs) were based on enormous German-
speaking contributions to solid propellant rockets (see Sections 9.8 and E.2.4).

(s) Thus the Silbervogel and the manned winged A-9, as well as the German-speaking
scientists who worked on them, led directly to postwar space plane programs such as the
X-20 Dyna-Soar, the U.S. Space Shuttle (first launched in 1981, Fig. 9.107), the Soviet
Buran (first launched in 1988, Fig. 9.108), and other space planes [Chertok 2005–2012,
Vol. 1, pp. 262–265; Winter 1990, pp. 42–44, 113–122].
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4. German-speaking engineers developed large solid propellant rockets and submarine-
launched rockets during the war and perfected that technology in other countries
after the war (Section E.2.4).

Official histories claim that the major innovations underlying modern solid propellant rockets
and submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) were invented primarily in the United
States, and primarily after World War II. For example, Vaclav Smil, a prolific science historian
at the University of Manitoba, wrote [Smil 2006, p. 84]:

In 1942 John W. Parsons, an explosives expert at California Institute of Technology,
formulated the first castable composite solid propellant by combining asphalt (fuel
and binder) with potassium perchlorate (an oxidizer).

Key improvements in the preparation of these propellants were made during the
late 1940s and the early 1950s. In 1945 Caltech’s Charles Bartley and his cowork-
ers replaced asphalt with Thiokol (synthetic rubber). This polysulfide polymer was
synthesized for the first time in 1926 by Joseph C. Patrick, and the eponymous cor-
poration was formed in 1928. In 1947 Thiokol Corporation began the systematic,
and still continuing (now as Morton-Thiokol), development of solid propellant rock-
ets. The second key innovation was the replacement of potassium perchlorate by
ammonium perchlorate (AP) as an oxidizer. Another critical discovery was made
at the Atlantic Research Corporation by Keith Rumbel and Charles B. Hender-
son, who found that adding large amounts of aluminum (Al) greatly increased the
specific impulse of composite propellants: they used 21% Al, 59% AP, and 20%
plasticized polyvinyl chloride (PVC).

Solid propellants, configured inside the casings mostly in five- to twelve-pointed
stars, were used in America’s first SLBMs (Polaris in 1960, with AP/Al/polyurethane
propellant) and ICBMs.

However, evidence demonstrates that these innovations were imported from earlier German-
speaking scientists and engineers:

(a) During the war, German-speaking scientists developed and demonstrated solid propellant
rockets that used ammonium perchlorate oxidizer (pp. 3368, 3371).

(b) The same German-speaking scientists also developed and demonstrated solid propellant
rockets that used polybutadiene “buna” synthetic rubber in the propellant to act as
both fuel and binder (pp. 3368, 3371).

(c) The same German-speaking scientists also added plasticizers to enable the propellant to
be molded into any desired shape, to adhere tightly to metal walls, and not to be prone
to crumbling or brittleness (pp. 3368, 3371).

(d) During the war, German-speaking scientists added powdered aluminum to rocket pro-
pellants and closely related solid explosives in order to improve performance (pp. 3373–
3376).

(e) During the war, German-speaking scientists used a wide variety of grain designs for the
geometrical shape of the combustion surface inside the propellant to give the desired
variation of thrust with time (pp. 3352–3353, 3371, 3376).
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(f) The Rochen ammonium perchlorate/polybutadiene short-range missile was first fired in
1944 (p. 1324).

(g) The Rheintochter two-stage solid-propellant surface-to-air missile was first launched in
1943 (p. 1325).

(h) The Rheinbote four-stage solid-propellant long-range rocket was first launched in 1943
(p. 1326).

(i) The V-101, an ammonium perchlorate/polybutadiene propelled, 140-ton, 30-meter-tall,
long-range ballistic missile, was under development when the war ended 1327).

(j) Submarine-launched small ballistic rockets were successfully demonstrated during the
war (pp. 3317–3333).

(k) Submarine-launched V-1 cruise missiles were developed, tested, and possibly even de-
ployed (pp. 3315–3316).

(l) Methods of firing large ballistic missiles from deeply submerged submarines were per-
fected by the end of the war (p. 3424).

(m) Towed submarine carriers for A-4 or V-2 rockets were designed and possibly developed
during the war (pp. 3317–3345).

(n) Rockets with dimensions suitable for submarine launch were developed by wartime lab-
oratories under contract with the German navy (p. 3259).

(o) A January 1946 U.S. report stated that the Germans had developed a wide variety of
guided missiles including “underwater launched to air, surface, and underwater targets”
(p. 3203).

(p) German-speaking scientists were directly involved in developing Jupiter, a postwar U.S.
ballistic missile designed to be launched from submarines (but ultimately only deployed
on land; see p. 3231).

(q) German-speaking scientists were deeply involved in the development of the U.S. Polaris
solid propellant submarine-launched ballistic missile in ways that have never been fully
disclosed to the public (pp. 3381–3412).

(r) German-speaking scientists were also deeply involved in the development of the U.S.
Pershing solid propellant ballistic missile in ways that have never been fully disclosed to
the public (pp. 3381–3413).

(s) German-speaking scientists were similarly involved in the development of the U.S. Min-
uteman solid propellant intercontinental ballistic missile in ways that have never been
fully disclosed (pp. 3381–3414).

(t) The wartime and postwar German technologies and the associated scientists were directly
responsible for the development of large solid propellant rockets for modern ballistic
missiles, strap-on rocket boosters, and some satellite launch vehicles.
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(u) The German-derived technologies and scientists led directly to the postwar development
of submarine-launched nuclear missiles, the third component of the nuclear triad. (Thus
the entire modern nuclear triad was a wartime German creation.) The wartime programs
included both submarine-launched ballistic missiles—direct ancestors of postwar SLBMs
such as Polaris, Poseidon, and Trident—and submarine-launched V-1 cruise missiles—
direct ancestors of modern versions such as the U.S. Tomahawk and Russian Kalibr.

5. German-speaking engineers designed longer-term technologies for space explo-
ration during the war and built those technologies in other countries after the
war (Section E.2.5).

The prevailing public perception is that technologies for space exploration were developed
by the United States and the Soviet Union, beginning with the October 1957 launch of the
Soviet Sputnik satellite. However, scientists in wartime Germany did a great deal of work
on technologies for space exploration, and continued to develop those technologies in other
countries after the war:

(a) Walter Hohmann published a detailed textbook of calculations for spacecraft trajectories
and orbits in 1925 [Hohmann 1925]. See pp. 3416–3419.

(b) In 1928, Hermann Potočnik, under the pen name of “Hermann Noordung,” published a
book with detailed designs of a large, circular, rotating space station, as shown on pp.
3420–3423 [Noordung 1928].

(c) Guido von Pirquet and Hermann Oberth separately designed space stations in 1928–1929
[Ley 1928; Oberth 1929]. See Fig. 9.112.

(d) Plans for a space station were seriously considered by the German government during
World War II, especially with regard to potential military applications. See p. 3424.

(e) There were detailed wartime designs for large three-stage rockets (A-11 through A-15)
capable of launching cargo or vehicles into earth orbit or beyond (p. 3200).

(f) Scientists at Peenemünde and the Reichspost began programs on fission thermal rocket
propulsion no later than 1942 (p. 3433). Creators such as Krafft Ehricke continued those
programs in the United States after the war.

(g) External pulse propulsion by nuclear explosives was first proposed in approximately
1942 by Wernher von Braun. By the end of the war, work in this area had apparently
progressed at least as far as creating small test models powered by conventional chemical
explosives. After the war, external fission pulse propulsion was explored in the United
States by Stanislaw Ulam, another creator from the greater German-speaking world. See
p. 3446.

(h) Electric rocket propulsion systems were first proposed by Hermann Oberth in 1929 (p.
3448). Experimental development of electric propulsion in Germany began no later than
1937 and continued until at least 1944 (p. 3134). Ernst Stuhlinger, Wernher von Braun,
and other German-speaking scientists continued to develop and promote electric propul-
sion after the war (pp. 1363, 3448).
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(i) Eugen Sänger was the first to propose matter-antimatter rockets and to work out their
details, including using anti-hydrogen made from positrons and antiprotons, storing the
antimatter without letting it come into contact with ordinary matter, and using highly
novel types of nozzles to direct the matter-antimatter reaction products out the back of
the rocket. See pp. 1361, 1363, and 3449.

(j) These wartime German creators and their creations were directly responsible for the
postwar space exploration programs in the United States, Soviet Union, and other coun-
tries [e.g., Chertok 2005–2012; Jürgen Michels 1997; Ordway and Sharpe 2003; Uhl 2001].

Although comprehensive and conclusive proof for these wartime developments is not available at
this time, there is significant credible evidence to suggest that officially accepted histories have
underestimated or omitted these developments. That evidence is summarized in the next sections,
then analyzed later in this appendix. At a minimum, this available evidence should spur much more
extensive searches in archives worldwide, which could uncover documentation clarifying just how
far development work proceeded during the war, how those technologies were transferred to other
countries after the war, and which scientists were most responsible for the wartime and postwar
work.
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E.2 Key Sources

E.2.1 Intercontinental Jet Bombers

[This section presents evidence that very advanced jet aircraft projects such as large intercontinental
jet bombers may have progressed much further in wartime Germany than has been acknowledged in
the conventional historical narrative, and that in turn those projects and their creators led directly
to the postwar jet aircraft programs in Allied countries.]

Behind the Lines. Flight. 11 May 1944 p. 503.

Preparing

Only time will show the real purpose of the new chain of airfields now being established by the
Luftwaffe in Norway. But whether for defence or offence, reports indicate a feverish activity in the
expansion of existing landing facilities and the construction of new ones.

Over 300 acres of forest have been cleared to make room for the big airfield which the Germans are
building at Halsemoen, Flisa, about twenty miles from the Swedish border and about fifty miles
from the big air base at Gardemoen which has recently been substantially enlarged.

The work on the Haslemoen airfield started in January and large areas have been evacuated, schools
and churches requisitioned, and farms devastated. The whole district has been practically destroyed.
One thousand Russian prisoners and 800 Norwegian slave labourers are engaged on the work.

Only twelve miles from this airfield another temporary one is being rapidly built, and the construc-
tion of a third situated close to the Swedish border, was started at the end of last month.

Both the Fornebu airfield, near Oslo, and the Bardufors, in the county of Troms, are being expanded.

The method used for the construction of these temporary airfields on frozen ground or lakes is first
to remove the snow from the ice, then cover it with a layer of sawdust which acts as an insulator,
and then a layer of gravel.

Ice treated in this way—it is said—can last until midsummer, provided the weather in the spring
does not become unusually warm.

In Denmark, too, the Luftwaffe is preparing; the Kastrup airfield is being transformed from a
training to an operational base; many bombers are reported to have arrived and stocks of bombs
are placed around the periphery.

On the Avedore airfield the B.M.W. have installed repair workshops for their engines, while the
Heinkel concern has taken over the engine shops of the naval dockyards.

[BMW was noted for its jet engines, and Heinkel was noted for its advanced jet aircraft models.
Eggemoen airfield, though not specifically named here, was another important wartime airfield near
Oslo.

The airfield construction was also described in very similar terms in Behind the Lines, Flight, 29
June 1944, p. 693.]
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Figure E.1: Fornebu airfield, approximately 5 miles west of Oslo, in 1940 (above) and in the late
1970s (below).
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Figure E.2: Gardermoen airfield, approximately 23 miles northeast of Oslo, in 1942 (above) and in
2010 (below).
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Figure E.3: Eggemoen airfield, approximately 23 miles northwest of Oslo, under construction in
1943 and operational in 1944.
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Figure E.4: Eggemoen airfield, approximately 23 miles northwest of Oslo, in 2007.
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[These facts are firmly established:

• During the war, Germany built several separate airfields in southern Norway.

• Each of those airfields was massive.

• Each airfield had a remarkably large runway with the same dimensions: 1800 meters long and
60 meters wide.

• The German military placed a very high priority on finishing those airfields in 1944.

• The German military stubbornly held those airfields until V-E Day, making them an even
higher priority than defending the German homeland.

The above facts are not explained in conventional histories of the war.

The above facts strongly suggest that:

• Germany expected by late 1944 or early 1945 to have huge aircraft that would need such
large runways.

• Germany expected to have large numbers of those aircraft.

• Germany expected those aircraft to make war-critical missions to Allied targets—not just the
United Kingdom, but also the east coast of the United States.

• Germany expected that those aircraft would be fast enough to make the trip before Allied
defenses could be fully mobilized, and that at least some fraction of the aircraft could evade
Allied propeller airplanes—apparently the large German aircraft were jet-propelled.

• Germany expected those aircraft to have payloads destructive enough to justify such expen-
sive infrastructure and equipment—likely nuclear weapons, or at the very least chemical or
biological weapons.

The following news articles prove that such aircraft were indeed built and stationed at the Norwegian
airfields.]
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Planes to Bomb N. Y. Uncovered. The Stars and Stripes (Paris). 30 June 1945 p. 8.

Planes to Bomb N. Y. Uncovered

21st ARMY GROUP. June 29 (AP).—The Germans had “almost completed” preparations to bomb
New York from a “colossal airfield” near Oslo when the war ended, RAF officers disclosed today.

“Forty giant bombers, with a 7000-mile range, were found on this base—the largest Luftwaffe field I
have ever seen,” a senior officer said. “They were the new type bombers developed by Heinkel. They
are now being dismantled for study. German ground crews said the planes were held in readiness
for missions to New York.”

Hundreds of different type planes were taken intact on the field, cut through a pine forest about
five miles from Oslo. Some of the latest model fighters, including the JU88 night fighters, equipped
with intricate Radar devices to guide pilots to their target, were found.

RAF officers said they were indications that the Germans had planned a “last-ditch stand” in the
area and were hoarding their newest bombers and fighters.

Bombing New York. The West Australian (Perth, WA). 30 June 1945 p. 7.

Bombing New York.

New Giant Heinkel.

Nazi Plan Disclosed.

London, June 29.—RAF officers have disclosed that the Germans had nearly completed preparations
to bomb New York from a colossal airfield carved out of a forest 23 miles from Oslo, says a
correspondent of the American Associated Press at Field Marshal Montgomery’s HQ.

A senior officer said that 40 giant Heinkels of a new type, with a range of 7,000 miles, had been
found there.

German ground staff members admitted that they were being held in readiness for raids against
New York.

Were Ready to Bomb N.Y. Washington Post. 29 June 1945.

Twenty-first Army Group Headquarters, June 28 (AP)—RAF officers said today that the Germans
had nearly completed preparations for bombing New York from a “colossal airfield” near Oslo when
the war ended.

“Forty giant bombers with a 7000-mile range were found on this base—the largest Luftwaffe field
I have ever see,” one senior officer said.

“They were a new type of bomber developed by Heinkel. They now are being dismantled for study.
German ground crews said the planes were held in readiness for a mission to New York.”
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[Discovery of the 40 giant Heinkel intercontinental bombers was also reported in many other news-
papers worldwide, such as:

Planned N.Y. Bombing. Chicago Daily Tribune. 29 June 1945 p. 4.

Plan to Bomb New York Told. Los Angeles Times. 29 June 1945.

To Rocket Mail over Atlantic in 40 Minutes. Toronto Daily Star. 29 June 1945 p. 1.

Bombing New York: Germans’ Plan Disclosed. Kalgoorlie Miner (Australia). 30 June 1945 p. 5.
[https://www.myheritage.com/research/record-10450-31024931/kalgoorlie-miner-wa]

Planes Ready to Bomb New York. Examiner (Launceston, Tasmania). 30 June 1945 p. 1.
[https://www.myheritage.com/research/record-10450-33164384/examiner-launceston-tas]

Bomb New York. The Daily News (Perth, WA, Australia). 29 June 1945 p. 3.

Nazis Almost Ready to Blast New York. The Calgary Herald. June 29, 1945 p. 7.

German Preparations to Bomb New York. Cairns Post (Queensland). 30 June 1945 p. 2.]

Long-Range Weapons. The Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 29 June 1945 p. 5.
[https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/imageserver-newspapers/EP19450629.pdf]

Schenectady Gazette (New York). 29 June 1945 pp. 1, 5.
[http://fultonhistory.com/newspaper%208/Schenectady%20NY%20Gazette/Schenectady%20NY
%20Gazette%201945%20Grayscale/Schenectady%20NY%20Gazette%201945%20Grayscale%20-
%203174.pdf]

The articles disagreed on whether the airfield was 5 miles from Oslo (the approximate distance of
Fornebu) or 23 miles from Oslo (the approximate distances of both Gardermoen and Eggemoen).
See Figs. E.1–E.4. The Luftwaffe used all of those airfields during the war, as well as Haslemoen.
The Heinkel long-range bombers and other advanced German aircraft may have been found at all
four airfields when the war ended. A combination of those or similar airfields likely would have been
necessary to launch a coordinated, simultaneous, intercontinental mission by 40 large bombers and
to receive the returning planes, which would have been running low on fuel after the round trip.]
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Interrogation of Reich Marshall Hermann Goering. 10 May 1945. [Cornell University
Donovan Archive]

(Because General Patch is personally responsible for the safe custody of the prisoner, it was neces-
sary for General Spaatz’ party to go from Headquarters Ninth Air Force to Headquarters Seventh
U.S. Army). [...]

Interpreter provided by the Seventh Army.

Those present were:

Reich Marshal Hermann Goering.
General Spaatz, CG, USSTAF.
Lt. Gen. Patch (part of the time), CG, 7th Army.
Lt. Gen. Vandenberg, CG, Ninth Air Force.
Brig. Gen. E. P. Curtis, C/S, USSTAF.
Brig. Gen. Paul Barcus.
Major Alexander de Seversky, Special Consultant to Secretary of War.
Dr. Bruce Hopper, Historian, USSTAF.

SPAATZ: Would you tell us something of the organization of the Luftwaffe and the plans, especially
the factors which went into the non-fulfillment of those plans?

GOERING: In the early years when I had supreme command of the Luftwaffe, I had definite plans,
but in 1940 Hitler began to interfere, taking air fleets away from our planned operations. That was
the beginning of the breakdown of the Luftwaffe efficiency. [...]

SPAATZ: Did the jet airplane really have a chance to win against us?

GOERING: Yes, I am still convinced, if we had only four to five months more time. Our underground
installations were practically all ready. The factory at Kahla had a capacity of 1000 to 1200 jet
airplanes a month. Now with 5000 to 6000 jets the outcome would have been different.

VANDENBERG: But could you train sufficient jet pilots, considering your shortage of oil?

GOERING: Yes, we would have had underground factories for oil, producing a sufficient quantity
for the jets. The transition to jets was very easy in training. The jet pilot output was always ahead
of the jet aircraft production.

SPAATZ: Could Germany have been defeated by air power alone, using England as a base, without
invasion?

GOERING: No, because German industry was going underground, and our counter measures could
have kept pace with your bombing. [...]

GOERING: We had too few long-range airplanes and then, later, when you got to Algiers the
airfields in Italy were inadequate. You have no idea what a bad time we had in Italy. If they had
only been our enemies instead of our Allies we might have won the war. [...]

SPAATZ: Have you any knowledge of a proximity fuze?

GOERING: Yes, in three or four months there would have been production. [...]
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SPAATZ: If you had to design the Luftwaffe again, what would be the first airplane you would
develop?

GOERING: The jet fighter and then the jet bomber. The problem of speed has been solved. It is
now a question of fuel. The jet fighter takes too much. The jet bomber, ME 264, designed to go to
America and back, awaited only the final solution of the fuel consumption problem. I might add
that according to my view the future airplane is one without fuselage (flying wing) equipped with
turbine in combination with the jet and propeller.

SEVERSKY: In view of your diminishing manufacturing resources, who made the decision to divert
a large portion of your national effort to manufacture of V-1 and V-2 weapons instead of building
up the Luftwaffe?

GOERING: Well, there was great confusion of thought in Germany. Prior to the invasion the V-1
would have been effective. After the invasion our effort should have been concentrated on the ME
262 (jet). The decision on the V-2 project was made at higher headquarters. [...]

SPAATZ: Did you have a three-inch gun for the jet?

GOERING: The 5.5 centimeter machine gun, only now going into production, would have made
a great difference in the jet. While waiting for that we used the 5.5 centimeter rocket. You might
find around Germany some jet airplanes equipped with anti-tank guns. Don’t blame me for such
monstrosities. This was done on the explicit orders of the Fuehrer. Hitler knew nothing about the
air. He may have known something about the Army or Navy, but absolutely nothing about the air.
He even considered the ME 262 to be a bomber; and he insisted it should be called a bomber.

SEVERSKY: I know that four-engine Focke-Wulf planes were in production in 1939. When you
found after the Battle of Britain that your planes did not have sufficient fire power and bombing
power, why didn’t you concentrate on these four-engine planes as a heavy bomber?

GOERING: Instead of that, we were developing the HE 177 and tried to develop the ME 264
which was designed to go to America and return. We did use the Focke-Wulf against shipping from
Norway. Because our production capacity was not so great as that of America we could not produce
quickly everything we needed. Moreover, our plants were subject to constant bombing so that it
was difficult to carry out our plans for heavy bomber production.

SEVERSKY: The reason why I asked the previous question was because I wanted to establish
whether you failed to build the big bombers because you did not believe in strategic air power
or because your productive capacity was restricted to the production of tactical aircraft for the
Russian campaign.

GOERING: No, I always believed in strategic use of air power. I built the Luftwaffe as the finest
bomber fleet, only to see it wasted on Stalingrad. My beautiful bomber fleet was used up in
transporting munitions and supplies to the army of 200,000 at Stalingrad. I always was against
the Russian campaign.
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New York Bomber Built in Germany. New York Times. 8 June 1945.

New York Bomber Built in Germany.

De Seversky Says Principal Bar to Use Was Its High Rate of Fuel Consumption

The Germans planned to bomb New York and other eastern American ports and, according to
Hermann Goering, were within a few months of working out the kinks in a jet-propelled plane that
would do it, Maj. Alexander P. de Seversky, airplane designer and airpower advocate, said today.

Major de Seversky, World War I commander of the Russian Navy’s Baltic fighter plane force,
has been touring Germany as a special air consultant to Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson. He
interviewed Goering with Gen. Carl A. Spaatz right after Goering was captured at Augsburg.

[...] The Germans’ “New York” bomber, a prototype of which was found at an undisclosed place in
France, was a Messerschmitt 264. It had four engines with jet propulsion for high altitudes, Major
de Seversky said. The Germans started working on it before the war, designing it to cross the
Atlantic and return nonstop with two or three tons of bombs. The only obstacle to its introduction
was its big fuel consumption, but this, Goering asserted, the Germans had expected to solve in a
few months.

[The intercontinental jet bomber described in the Goering interrogation and the article above was
built by Messerschmitt and found in France. It was presumably similar to, but should not be
confused with, the intercontinental bombers described in the previous articles, which were built by
Heinkel and found in Norway.]

Chicago Daily Tribune 1945-04-13 p. 9. German ‘Flying Wing’ Factory Found by
Yanks. 718 M.P.H. Claimed; Plane Tailless.

GOETTINGEN, Germany, April 9 [Delayed]—A factory in which the Germans had been exper-
imenting with a “flying wing,” a super-powerful plane without fuselage or tail, has been overrun
by American infantry. Both bomber and fighter types had been produced, with one to six engines.
Later models were jet propelled.

Eight German technicians who had been left behind said they had flown the flying wings and found
them much more maneuverable and of greater stability than conventional type planes.

One model was said to have a speed of 625 miles an hour at an altitude of 3,280 feet and 718 miles
an hour at 4,600 feet. The plane’s ceiling is about 52,500 feet, with a climbing rate of 65.6 feet a
second. Its flying radius was reported at 937 miles.

This plane was designed to carry two bombs under the wings. [...]
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Testimony of Henry H. Fowler, Director, Enemy Branch, Foreign Economic Admin-
istration. Elimination of German Resources for War. Hearings Before a Subcom-
mittee of the Committee on Military Affairs, United States Senate, Seventy-Ninth
Congress, First Session, Pursuant to S. Res. 107 (78th Congress) and S. Res. 46 (79th
Congress) Authorizing a Study of War Mobilization Problems. Part 3: Testimony of
Foreign Economic Administration and Materials on German Penetration of European
Industry. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. 26 June 1945.) p. 162.
[www.economicsvoodoo.com/wp-content/uploads/Elimination-of-German-Resources-
for-War-Hearing-1945-Part-3-German-Infiltration-of-European-Industry-mas-0015.pdf]

In assessing these bare bones of Germany’s industrial war potential certain other less tangible,
but none the less important, aspects of her economic base for aggression should be appraised.
These include her amazing technical ability to produce new weapons as a result of technological
invention, her vast pool of skilled workmen and highly trained scientists, the existence abroad of
extensive economic assets and activities, and finally, a highly integrated organization and control
of her economy. Each of these aspects of Germany’s base for aggression deserves a brief reappraisal
as of today.

Ability to produce new weapons and products.—According to recent reports from Germany, it ap-
pears that if the Germans could have held out only 6 months longer they would have been able to
smash New York City with improved V-2 bombs.

Only a little longer period would have been needed to bring into production the jet-propelled planes
that could have reached Washington.

It is not necessary here to elaborate upon the terrifying scientific discoveries which our economic
and industrial intelligence is gradually uncovering as we work beneath the lid in Germany. With the
memories of her new V-weapons fresh in our minds, little needs to be added except to point out that
they just didn’t appear out of thin air. They were the fruit of carefully organized and adequately
financed research institutions in which large numbers of highly trained and specialized scientists
went about their business of inventing and developing the weapons that would establish German
world supremacy. The results they achieved and would still achieve if opportunities are provided,
spring from the existence of a laboratory here and pilot plant there and a research institution in
another place. These institutions and these scientists are still on hand ready to do business for a
new Germany when the break comes. Nor will their ideas and inventions be fruitless because of a
lack of German capacity to translate them into mass production.

Germany could rapidly set up plants for such new products because of its enormous capacity to
produce machines and machine tools, and the huge supplies of machine tools that were built up in
advance of need. The plants the victors so innocently permitted to operate after the last war to
turn out agricultural, construction, and textile machinery for the devastated regions of Europe were
expanded and re-equipped to supply German factories to meet the needs of the war of 1939—already
being planned when the armistice of 1918 was signed.

German economic assets and activities outside Germany.—One of the most important bases for
German aggression consists of the properties owned or controlled by Germans, which are located
outside the physical borders of the country. Coupled with these properties and based upon them,
there are a wide variety of economic activities which act as transmission lines for the achievement
of German economic and political objectives.
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Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation (Convair). 1945. ...By the Skin of Our Teeth.
Life (27 August) 19:9:2-3. [https://books.google.com/books?id=e0gEAAAAM
BAJ&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs ge summary r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false]

...by the Skin of our Teeth

Several times during the European phase of this war, victory was almost within Germany’s grasp...
on land, on the sea, or in the air.

Above all, knowing the vital importance of air supremacy, the Nazis tried time and again to wrest
it back from the Allies.

And they almost succeeded.

Time ran out

Especially in the last months of the war, our margin of safety was slimmer than most of us suspected.

Just how slim it was is known best to certain American military experts who have since inspected
some of Germany’s underground research laboratories and war plants.

Here they saw secret weapons in various stages of development... weapons which might conceivably
have turned the trick for the Nazis if they could have used them boldly in a last desperate gamble.

Some of these things can now be revealed. Others cannot—yet.

In one plant, the U.S. Army officers found partially assembled jet fighter planes of radical new
design. There were planes potentially better than anything the Allies had in combat at that time.

If time hadn’t run out on the Germans, quantities of these jet planes might have changed the
balance of air power in their favor.

In a V rocket plant, burrowed 800 feet deep in limestone rock, our technicians found blueprints for
a fearful V bomb with an estimated range of 3000 miles.

“We planned to destroy New York and other American cities starting in November,” said a German
rocket engineer.

Target: U.S.A.

In a converted salt mine, our ordnance officers examined nearly complete jet-propelled heavy
bombers... bombers claimed by the Germans to be capable of crashing high explosives into the
industrial cities of the eastern United States and flying back again across the Atlantic.

Goering himself said that the planes had been successfully test-flown and would have been in
operation if Germany could have held out 3 months longer.

But those catastrophes, and others, never quite came to pass on the German timetable of war. We
managed, right to the end, to maintain the air supremacy we had achieved... sometimes just by the
skin of our teeth. [...]
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[This two-page spread from Life is reproduced in full on the following pages.

Although it was published on 27 August 1945, it was written before the 6 August 1945 bombing of
Hiroshima, since it said the war with Japan was still a very serious concern. It references the end
of the war in Europe and makes extensive use of postwar Allied discoveries in Europe, several of
which are mentioned here but were never publicly disclosed in any other documents. Therefore the
spread appears to have been written and finalized between May and July 1945.

The “nearly complete jet-propelled heavy bombers” for intercontinental missions found in the salt
mine have never been publicly revealed, and appear to be distinct from the 40 intercontinental
jet bombers discovered in Norway. Can documentation on this discovery be found and released?
According to information given here, these long-range jet bombers had been successfully test-flown
and mass produced, and would have been deployed to bomb American cities no later than the
beginning of August 1945. For all of the time and money that Germany must have spent to develop
such bombers, and for the long distance they would have had to travel, would their cargo really
have been only conventional “high explosives,” or would it have actually been atomic bombs? Note
that U.S. government censorship would not have allowed any publications to write about atomic
bombs prior to the public announcement of the Hiroshima bombing (and this spread was written
before that time).

A German rocket engineer was specifically quoted as saying, “We planned to destroy New York and
other American cities starting in November.” He was not only talking about New York, but many
American cities, which would have required a number of intercontinental rockets. Furthermore,
he said that those cities would be “destroyed,” which would have required atomic bombs and
not merely one-ton conventional explosive warheads such as the V-2 rockets delivered to London.
Thus this engineer who was apparently deeply involved with and knowledgeable about the German
programs indicated that mass-production of both numerous intercontinental rockets and numerous
atomic bombs apparently would have been completed before November 1945. That would have
required mass production of both to begin well before that time, and prototype intercontinental
rockets and atomic bombs to have been completed and tested even before that. From that timeline,
the intercontinental rocket and atomic bomb programs must have been extremely advanced by the
end of the war—they would have been far beyond the stage of just “blueprints for a fearful V
bomb.”]
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Figure E.5: Two-page spread from Life, 27 August 1945.
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Figure E.6: Two-page spread from Life, 27 August 1945.
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Figure E.7: Example of an underground factory for Heinkel jets (in this case, He 162 fighters at the
Salzberwerk in Tarthun) discovered and photographed by the U.S. Army on 15 April 1945.
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Figure E.8: Another photo of the underground factory for Heinkel jets (He 162 fighters at the
Salzberwerk in Tarthun) discovered and photographed by the U.S. Army on 15 April 1945.
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Figure E.9: 1945 photo of the huge underground factory for Me 262 jet fighters at Kahla. This
factory was approximately 15 km from the reported location of an underground factory that was
said to have been producing “V-4 two-man rockets” near the end of the war (pp. 3168–3176). There
were also other large underground factories for Me 262 fighters throughout Reich territory, such as
St. Georgen/Gusen in Austria (pp. 2924–2926).
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Figure E.10: Remains of the huge underground factory for Me 262 jet fighters at Kahla.
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Figure E.11: Remains of the huge underground factory for Me 262 jet fighters at Kahla [photo
courtesy of Frank Doebert].
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Figure E.12: Remains of the huge underground factory for Me 262 jet fighters at Kahla [photo
courtesy of Frank Doebert].
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Albert Ducrocq. 1947. Les Armes Secrètes Allemandes. Paris: Berger-Levrault. pp.
163–164.

Les bombardiers lourds intercontinentaux
Heinkel

C’est vraisemblablement à partir du mois
de juin 1945 que l’Allemagne pensait attaquer
le territoire américain. Notons-le: alors que
la mise en action d’autres armes secrètes,
comme les bombes volantes et les nouveaux
avions-fusées, était littéralement imminente,
cette menace contre les États-Unis doit être
située à six semaines ou deux mois après la
date qui marqua l’effondrement du Reich. On
nous permettra de la trouver pratiquement
tout aussi dangereuse, d’autant plus que les
V-2 amphibies, elles aussi, auraient très bien
pu transporter des bombes atomiques.

Mais les Allemands préparaient, en plus,
des raids de bombardement sur l’Amérique à
partir de leurs bases européennes. Ils avaient,
en effet, mis en construction sur une assez vaste
échelle des bombardiers géants de type Heinkel,
capables de couvrir sans escale de 11.000 à
12.000 kilomètres, c’est-à-dire largement un
aller et retour Europe-Amérique!

La Norvège avait été choisie comme point
de concentration de ces bombardiers inter-
continentaux. Les Allemands avaient aménagé
près d’Oslo le plus grand aérodrome de toute
la Luftwaffe. Et il n’est pas sans intérêt de
noter que, le 27 avril 1945—trois jours avant
la fin de la bataille de Berlin et la disparition
d’Hitler—400 [sic: 40] de ces bombardiers
étaient bel et bien rassemblés sur l’aérodrome
en question, prêts à prendre leur envol vers
l’Amérique. C’est le 21e Groupe d’armées
américain [sic: U.K.] qui devait les découvrir
deux semaines plus tard...

Heinkel intercontinental heavy bombers

Germany was probably thinking of attack-
ing American territory beginning in June 1945.
It should be noted that while the use of other
secret weapons, such as flying bombs and new
rocket planes, was literally imminent, this
threat to the United States must be located
six weeks or two months after the date of
the collapse of the Reich. We are allowed to
consider it almost as dangerous, especially
since the amphibious V-2s, too, could very well
have carried atomic bombs.

But the Germans were also planning bombing
raids on America from their European bases.
They had, in fact, built giant Heinkel-type
bombers on a fairly large scale, capable of
covering non-stop 11,000 to 12,000 kilometers,
i.e. a round trip from Europe to America!

Norway had been chosen as a concentra-
tion point for these intercontinental bombers.
The Germans had set up near Oslo the largest
airfield of the Luftwaffe. And it is not without
interest to note that, on April 27, 1945—three
days before the end of the battle of Berlin
and the demise of Hitler—400 [sic: 40] of these
bombers were indeed gathered on the airfield
in question, ready to take off for America. It
was the 21st American [sic: actually British]
Army Group that was to discover them two
weeks later...
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[Albert Ducrocq (1921–2001) was a French scientist and science writer who was involved in the
French investigations of German science and German scientists near the end of the war and after
the war. He would have had considerable first-hand knowledge about German scientific plans and
abilities, although some of his knowledge would have been second- or third-hand. His story of the
Heinkel intercontinental bombers agreed with the 29/30 June 1945 articles in English-speaking
newspapers, but he also included several details that were not in those stories. It is not clear where
Ducrocq got those details.

Note that Ducrocq suggested that Germany possessed atomic bombs and planned to deliver them
via the Heinkel bombers or other means. Note too that he mentioned “amphibious V-2s,” presum-
ably submarine-launched missiles that also would have been nuclear armed; see Section E.2.4.]

Rudolf Lusar. 1956. Die deutschen Waffen und Geheimwaffen des 2. Weltkrieges und
ihre Weiterentwicklung. 1st ed., Munich: J. F. Lehmanns. p. 49

Kurz vor dem Kriegsende kam Professor Heinkel
noch mit einem schweren Vierstrahltriebwerk-
Bomber heraus, anscheinend He-343 (?), der
eine Reichweite von 11000 bis 12000 km
haben sollte. Dieses Bombenflugzeug war bes-
timmt Amerika anzugreifen. Nach amerikanis-
chen Berichten waren am 27. April 1945
mehrere dieser Maschinen auf einem Flugplatz
bei Oslo, Norwegen, versammelt, wo sie der
amerikanischen 21. Armee in die Hände gefallen
sein sollen. Sie sollten im Mai den ersten Einsatz
gegen New York fliegen.

Just before the end of the war, Professor Heinkel
came out with a heavy four-jet engine bomber,
apparently He-343 (?), which was supposed to
have a range of 11,000 to 12,000 km. This
bomber was destined to attack America. Ac-
cording to American reports, on April 27, 1945,
a number of these machines were massed at an
airfield near Oslo, Norway, where they were to
fall into the hands of the American [sic: actually
British] 21st Army. They were supposed to be
flying to New York in May.

[The details provided by Lusar were very similar to those provided by Ducrocq. Did Lusar ob-
tain his information from Ducrocq, or did Lusar and Ducrocq have other sources that provided
the same information? Lusar was apparently speculating about the exact identity of the Heinkel
intercontinental bomber.]
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Ernst Heinkel [Heinkel 1956, pp. 236–241, 246–247; see also Myhra 1998a, pp. 156–160]

On this occasion [early 1942] I was so upset that I declared, “At the present stage of jet units I am
convinced we can produce jet bombers as well as very fast fighters in an extremely short time. I
cannot see why we should delay for a moment. The Ministry must form a commission to eliminate
all difficulties. It’s a matter of indifference whether Junkers or BMW units [jet engines] or any other
units are used. The plane can, in any case, be built by the middle of next year.”

The conference ended without result. Neither Milch nor his colleagues would decide upon the
building of jets. [...]

No one will take exception to my having had my doubts about the technical soundness of the
reasons for scrapping my He 280...

After the rejection of the He 280 I remained excluded until the summer of 1944 from the development
of jet airplanes, which Sauer now carried on with great vigor. This development, however, remained
limited chiefly to the Me 262 and the outstanding Arado reconnaissance plane Ar 234. Much time
had been lost and the general situation was now so precarious that up to October, 1944, only from
one to three Me 262’s appeared each month. Then for the first time Sauer’s ruthlessness and powers
of organization and improvisation made themselves felt, and by the end of the war about 1,600 Me
262’s were built, under the indescribable conditions that prevailed during those last six months.

They were produced in countless factories and small workshops, both above and below ground.
Because of the disorganized railroad system, road convoys had to bring the individual parts to
the assembly sheds. Smaller parts were brought by courier in haversacks. It is understandable that
only a few hundred of these planes actually reached the last front-line units which still remained in
South Germany and were largely destroyed from the air simply because it was no longer possible
to supply them with some last piece of equipment, such as a cabin canopy. German industry could
not bring the two-engined Me 262 into mass production, in spite of all improvisations and efforts.
Destruction by enemy bombing, shifting of plants, the flight from occupied territory and constant
communications breakdowns made it impossible. [...]

When I, too, received orders at Vienna to build a light single-engined jet fighter, I realized that
this was a last attempt to struggle against the inevitable. Yet the fact that I had been shut out
from the revolutionary development of jet aircraft, even though I had been the first to take it up,
had left such scars in me that I was eager to prove my supremacy in the field once more.

[...] Now we started to work on the last jet fighter of the German Luftwaffe in World War II. It was
the He 162, misnamed “people’s fighter.”

Construction began on September 24, 1944, in Vienna. [...]

All arrangements had been made when the heavy Allied attacks on German communications started
in the spring of 1945. A few weeks later, despite our efforts, there was no further possibility of
achieving a regular output. On April 1, 1945, we had to close all our factories in Vienna in the face
of the advancing Russian armies.

Thus ended the last great effort in the field of jet-plane building, without a single plane ever getting
to the front. Most of the completed planes were destroyed in the factories or in Oranienberg, where
the Lufthansa had tried to open a test-flight center, or they fell into the hands of the British,
American or Russian engineers advancing with their victorious armies through Germany. [...]
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After returning home on August 5, 1945, I wanted to see the situation in Jenbach with my own
eyes. [...]

Stopping at Landsberg, I searched for Siegfried Günter, who had escaped there in the middle of
April, 1945, and had managed to carry on a primitive office with thirty-five other employees from
my design office. I found him—the most important expert on airplane structures and aerodynamics
that Europe had at that time—living with his wife in a small room. He was working with ten of
my people in a technical office that an American, Major Cardenas, had established on the airfield.
They had tried in vain to call the attention of the American military authorities to the importance
of Günter.

Günter was too modest and shy to blow his own horn. Now he was happy that Cardenas had
enabled him to carry on his scientific work. This work embraced everything we had planned for
the future in the way of fresh developments in jet propulsion. He was particularly engrossed with
new “flying wing” types. I hoped on this visit that Günter would find a permanent outlet for his
activities, either in Landsberg or in America.

I knew him. His only happiness was in scientific work and I told this to Cardenas. A few weeks
later, however, at the end of September, Cardenas closed his office and flew to England. He informed
Günter that a larger office was planned in Wiesbaden and that he would send for him, but he never
did.

Günter remained in Landsberg until the spring of 1946, when his money ran out. During the last
weeks he constantly repeated that he had no skill for anything else—he had to build airplanes. If the
West didn’t want him, he might have to work for the East. At that moment, I was empty-handed
and could do nothing for the man who for so many years had been my closest collaborator and
whose unique abilities no one could appreciate better than myself.

In the spring of 1946 he used the last of his money to go to Berlin to see his father-in-law, who
kept a garage. He still hoped the Americans would send for him, and left his address in case some
message should arrive, but no message came.

Instead, the Soviet special experimental unit OKB IV, in Berlin, took him on. Günter continued
to work on our latest designs and was then taken to Russia, where, I am convinced, he worked on
constructions that today have become a problem for the Western world.

[Ernst Heinkel did not mention the 40 giant bombers in Norway, but due to Cold War censorship
and Heinkel’s motivation to avoid self-incrimination, one would not expect him to. However, he did
mention that he had long been a strong proponent of jet bombers that he believed could be built
quickly, that his company participated in a late-war push to build new jet aircraft that nearly came
to fruition, that those aircraft were found by the Allies, that his top designer Siegried Günter had
been engrossed with flying wing bomber designs, and that Günter had submitted his information
on the flying wings to Major Robert L. Cardenas [see Johnsen 2014, pp. 119–120] by the end of
September 1945.]
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Figure E.13: Siegfried Günter and Ernst Heinkel (1941).
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Dieter Herwig and Heinz Rode. 2000. Luftwaffe Secret Projects: Strategic Bombers
1935-1945. 2nd ed. Hinckley, UK: Midland. p. 68:

Heinkel Projects for a Four-Jet Long-Range Bomber

According to a report which Dipl-Ing Siegfried Günter—who had been head of Heinkel’s Project and
Design Department in Vienna—was required to write for the US Technical Service on 1st October
1945, Heinkel engineers had been engaged on designs for four-jet long-range bombers right up until
May 1945. These designs included not only aircraft of standard ‘fuselage and tail’ configuration,
but also of flying-wing layout.

Work was concentrated particularly on one flying-wing bomber which was powered by four HeS
109-011 jet engines, each developing 1,300 kg (2,865 lb) static thrust, and which weighed 26 tons.

Another flying-wing bomber was to have been fitted with either four BMW 109-018s, each of 3,000
kg (6,612 lb) static thrust, or six Junkers Jumo 004 jet engines, each of 1,300 kg (2,865 lb) static
thrust. This machine which possessed a very high wing loading, would have weighed 60 tons.

[...] Again according to Günter’s report, the 60-ton flying-wing project was to have combined a
3,000 kg (6,612 lb) bomb load with a range of 28,000 km (17,388 miles).

[Can this 1 October 1945 report by Siegfried Günter be located? It appears to have been filed by
Major Robert Cardenas when he left Germany.

Is this information directly related to the 40 Heinkel intercontinental bombers that were reported
to have been found in Norway?

Oslo to New York is approximately 5930 km (3680 miles), or approximately 11,860 km (7360 miles)
roundtrip. Oslo to Los Angeles is approximately 8570 km (5320 mi), or approximately 17,140 km
(10,640 mi) roundtrip.

Are there UK or US aerial surveillance photos of the Oslo-area Luftwaffe airfields from 1944 or
1945?

Are some postwar Allied long-range jet bomber designs such as the British Valiant, Victor, and
Vulcan series directly descended from these planned or completed German bombers?

Other German intercontinental jet bombers had been designed and may have been in various stages
of development, testing, or production by the end of the war. [Herwig and Rode 2000; Miranda
2015; Masters 1982, especially pp. 79–80; Myhra 1998a, especially pp. 156–160; Griehl 2005, Vol.
2].]
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Figure E.14: Wartime Heinkel jet bomber designs now in the U.K. Imperial War Museum, Duxford
[Newton 1946].
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Figure E.15: Wartime Heinkel jet bomber designs now in the U.K. Imperial War Museum, Duxford
[Newton 1946].
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Figure E.16: British Vulcan bombers (1957).
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R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts. 15 September 1945. The Intelligence Exploitation of
Germany. Report of Combined Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee. G-2 Division,
SHAEF. Ch. 4, pp. 37, 62–67. [AFHRA A5186 electronic version pp. 904–1026]

Certain items have been omitted because of security considerations. [...]

German progress in aerodynamics, particularly aircraft capable of super-sonic speeds, was the
subject of intensive investigation by British and U.S. specialists. A wind tunnel, which is considered
as probably the most advanced in the world was discovered near Kochel in the Bavarian Alps. This
tunnel, with a test section 40 inches square, was capable of developing wind speeds of 3,360 miles
per hour by utilizing only 880 kilowatts of electrical power. The maximum wind speed which could
be obtained by this tunnel approached a Mach No. of 7.6 or 5,800 miles per hour. The power plant
of this wind tunnel had a rated capacity of 57,000 horsepower.

The exceptional testing facilities provided by the German super-sonic wind tunnels made possible
aerodynamic research by German experts which, at this writing, appears to be more advanced than
any similar development in the United Kingdom or United States.

Perhaps the most important aerodynamic intelligence obtained related to the “swept-back” wing.
Many authorities believe the development of the swept-back wing had never received the attention
it deserved in British and United States aero-research establishments. Investigation of new German
models and prototypes incorporating these wing features has disclosed apparent advantages. The
sharply swept-back wing results in a substantial increase in the critical Mach number in speeds
approaching supersonic velocities, therefore the development of shock waves and excess drag at
extremely high speeds is minimized.

A second enemy aerodynamics development of perhaps equal significance is the trapezoidal wing.
When tested at supersonic speeds, this type of wing has resulted in improved ease of control due
to the slight shift of “center of pressure” in relation to center of gravity occurring when this wing
design is used.

It was discovered that German designers had placed considerable emphasis on air duct designs for
high-speed aircraft. An important design feature for which full data has been obtained is that of
a center rod placed in the air duct. This device minimized pressure build-up and eliminated shock
waves.

A research airplane known as the DFS-346 had been designed for the purpose of testing all flying
qualities at extremely high speeds in the free air. This prototype was designed to test stability,
controllability, maneuverability, the values and distributions of the forces of directional controls
on the wing and on the tailplanes, and other essential conditions of flight. This plane was to
be capable of a 1,250 miles per hour speed and a 66,000 foot ceiling. Investigation of German
aerodynamic research records and interrogation of leading design personnel has disclosed that tests
of aerodynamic speeds in wind tunnels did not always agree with actual tests of prototypes in the
free air. The DFS-346 was designed for further research into the unknown conditions of supersonic
speeds, notably the pronounced shifts of the center of pressure.

Of probably equal importance was German research activity in jet and rocket propulsion. Enemy de-
velopments in these latter fields were in general more advanced than our own. Interesting discoveries
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were encountered in the design of combustion chambers for greatly increased thermal efficiency and
minimum pressure loss. Enemy technicians had devoted energy and skill to the design of jet turbine
blades capable of withstanding extreme stresses and high temperatures. A particularly interesting
development is that of the ceramic metal turbine blade which was molded with a composition of
100% metal at the rotor end of the blade with a gradual decrease in metal content until the com-
position became 100% ceramic at the blade tip. This type of construction had the advantage of
providing the strength of metal at the base of the blade, where the greater stresses occur, and the
heat resistant qualities of ceramics at the outside tip where temperatures are most extreme. Other
innovations of blade design provided ingenious air vents or water-circulation-blade cooling. Hollow
steel blades were discovered which possessed considerable advantage over blade types previously
known. Another discovery was a construction and assembly technique in the production of tur-
bine blades and rotors which used a novel method of welding pressed-steel materials. This method
eliminates the cost of extensive machining and slashes man-hours required from approximately six
hundred to ten.

German design of automatic controls for jet motors are believed to hold much promise when applied
to similar work in the United States and the United Kingdom. These controls automatically regulate
fuel ratios for optimum performance under given conditions. It was discovered that German jet
motors normally incorporated bullet shaped devices which could be moved back and forth in the
jet outlet varying the area of the nozzle, thereby keeping the engine working at maximum efficiency
and economy.

A vast amount of enemy development on jet fuels was discovered. Test and development data cov-
ering 1,100 different fuel combinations have been obtained as a result of CIOS investigations. Of
special importance are the German “multi-fuels” which provide specific chemical-dynamic charac-
teristics for given combustion chamber designs. Fuel and water injection for turbojets permitted
development of sudden bursts of speed when required. Test results indicate that a 14% increase in
jet thrust can be sustained for five minutes.

[...] A new enemy method of attaching fins to air cooled engines is expected to provide a substantial
saving in labor and expense.

United States and British experts were impressed with the extremely compact and simple arrange-
ment of engine accessories in integral power units. The methods used have resulted in improved
engine serviceability.

Investigation of German accomplishments in the aircraft instrument field revealed a new process
which permits winding of potentiometers with very fine wire (approximately 1000th of an inch in
diameter). This process permits extremely refined control by automatic pilot operation.
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U.S. Air Forces in Europe. 1946. [AFHRA C5098 electronic version pp. 586–602;
www.indianamilitary.org/FreemanAAF/OperationLusty/OperationLusty.htm]

At a medieval inn near Thumersbach near Berchtesgaden, early in May 1945, the German General
Air Staff patiently awaited the outcome of surrender negotiations taking place in the North. They
had arrived by car and plane during the past weeks, when the fall of Berlin was imminent, and
had kept in contact by radio with Admiral Doenitz at Flensburg. Through the interception of
one of these messages, their location, which had previously been unknown, was discovered. Within
twenty-four hours Lt Col. O’Brien and his small party, representing the Exploitation Division of the
Directorate of Intelligence, USAFE, had arrived, located the party and conducted the first of a series
of discussions with General Koller, who was then in command. All documents and records that had
been brought by the High Command were immediately turned over, and the first unearthing of
buried records and documents, in and around Berchtesgaden, as well as the initial interrogation of
the staff officers present, took place.

A casual remark made by a technical engineer, who stated that he had recently been offered a
position in Japan, led to his being thoroughly interrogated for significant technical information.
As an aside, and what he probably considered a relatively unimportant incident, he stated that
less than a month ago, about the middle of April, ten submarines heavily loaded with the latest
German equipment relative to aerial warfare, were dispatched from Kiel to Japan. When Lt Col.
O’Brien was thus informed he immediately advised the Directorate of Intelligence, USAFE, who
in turn notified the Japanese Intelligence Section of SHAFE. A cable was then dispatched to all
commands.

In every theater of war, all vessels in ports and at sea were notified, and one of the biggest searches
ever undertaken during the war for submarines was initiated. What route they had taken, whether
they had gone alone or together, no one knew. But so extensive was the search and so carefully was
it executed by warships of all Allied nations, that by the end of June, six of these ten submarines
had been captured intact, some a relatively short distance away from their bases, others perilously
close to Japan.

In a mountain side near the camp of the German Staff officers, an air raid shelter had been blocked
up and then carefully covered and concealed with dirt. Its presence was eventually revealed by the
officer who had directed this concealment, but only after he had noticed that a hole, large enough for
a man to crawl through, appeared in one or the sides. Thinking that the cache had been discovered,
he explained to the USAFE party the location of the shelter, informed them that he had been in
charge of the burying of some extremely important records of the High Command, and would be
glad to supervise their excavation. When the contents were eventually removed, one important
document after another was laid out and carefully examined. One file contained correspondence
from 1 Gruppe/6 Abteilung, German Air Ministry Intelligence, dated January 1943 to March 1945,
concerning the supply to Japan of all types of equipment for aerial warfare, including models of
Me 262 and Me 163, quantities of V1 equipment, high explosives, incendiary bombs, bomb sights,
radar apparatus of all description, including models of the Wurzburg and Freya radio and signals
installations, telephone, teleprinters, and so forth, and all types of aircraft parts. Another contained
the precise location of every plant in Japan presently engaged in the manufacture of the latest aerial
plane designs, every research institution connected with the Japanese Air Force, and, many vital
targets hitherto unknown and unsuspected by Army Air Force Intelligence officers. These volumes
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were flown at once to Washington, D.C., and shortly thereafter bombers of the 20th Air Force were
doing precision bombing of the secret targets whose existence had been disclosed in the documents
captured at Berchtesgaden.

A report reached Lt Col O’Brien’s party that a “strange aircraft” had been seen in a mountainous
retreat near Salzburg. Investigation quickly determined that this “strange aircraft” was a jet-
propelled helicopter, the only one of its kind in the world. The inventor and his entire staff, who
had laboriously worked ten years to perfect it, were present, guarding his invention as one would
a precious jewel. The helicopter was examined, and a preliminary superficial interrogation of the
staff was sufficient to reveal its tremendous importance. It was carefully loaded in a large truck and
taken to Munich. From there it was sent across Europe to France, placed on a boat and shipped to
Wright Field, together with the confiscated notes, drawings, and meticulous records of experiments
conducted by the scientist and his assistants. After lengthy and detailed interrogations of these
persons by technical experts assigned to USAFE, the men were sent to P/W cages. After ten years
of labor they were left with only their memories of a remarkable technical achievement. The only
jet-propelled helicopter in the world had been found and disposed of in such a way that it would
prove advantageous to American scientists and the government.

The presence of the USAFE party at Berchtesgaden before surrender negotiations had been con-
cluded, the interrogation of a technical engineer and the subsequent seizure of six submarines, the
unearthing of a detailed list of important and unknown Japanese laboratories, plants, and facto-
ries, the finding of a jet-propelled helicopter, and invaluable documents and records of the German
General Staff, was neither accidental nor the result of fortuitous circumstances, but rather the
outcome of a well-defined and executed policy known as “OPERATION LUSTY”, which was the
code designation for a project with a priority equal to those of military operations that had been
put into immediate effect in April 1945. This project was a combined effort of the Exploitation
Division of the Directorate of Intelligence, USAF, and the Disarmament Division of the IX Air
Force Service Command. Its mission was the complete and minute exploitation of air intelligence
and technical air objectives in liberated and hostile countries, which at that time were divided up
into zones either already occupied or to be presently occupied by the 6th, 12th, and 21st Army
Groups.

There was a substantial foundation for the belief that the Germans had made many, if not all, of
their recent scientific developments available to the Japanese. The knowledge of these developments,
consequently, was vitally needed to devise effective technical and tactical countermeasures, and to
insure the technical superiority of our own equipment in the war in the Pacific. In February 1945,
officers at Wright Field had prepared a list of enemy equipment, which subsequently became known
as the CATEGORY “A” LIST, that they desired for technical intelligence and research purposes
necessary for the execution of the above needs. This list, which was later supplemented and revised
in the light of discoveries made, became the guide and working manual for teams later sent into
the field by the Exploitation Division to discover, guard, and dispatch material for the expressed
intelligence purposes. Headquarters, Army Air Forces, also prepared a large detailed pamphlet
entitled “Air Staff Post Hostilities Requirements”, which was an outline of proposed studies to be
written on the German Air Force from evidence subsequently to be unearthed, discovered, and
captured by members of the Exploitation Division. Thus, the exploitation logically fell into two
categories: Technical and Non-Technical.

The Technical Intelligence Objectives were classified in two categories: (a) equipment or documents
of immediate interest and value to technical research centers in the United States for evaluation
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and immediate application in the war against Japan, and (b) equipment or documents of interest
to technical research centers in the United States for extended period of study and development.
The Non-Technical Intelligence Objectives included the obtaining of equipment and information
that would fulfill, in part, the requirements as outlined in the “Air Staff Post Hostilities Require-
ments”. In general, these included the finding of such material as would enable officers to prepare
scholarly reports on every aspect of the German Air Force: Organization & Personnel, Records
& Reports Systems, Tactical Employment, Training, Installations, Air Defense, Maintenance &
Supply, Aviation Medicine, Intelligence Organization and Procedures, Flying Safety, and Weather.

To handle, expeditiously, captured German aeronautical and industrial equipment the Directorate of
Intelligence set up three collecting points in the forward area on 1 May 1945: Merseberg, Nuremberg,
and Stuttgart airfields. Additional sub-collecting points were also established to feed the main
centers. Later, when Merseberg fell under British jurisdiction, after Germany had been divided
into zones, it was closed, and Munich, which eventually became the chief collecting center, was
opened. Each of the points was maintained by technical personnel thoroughly acquainted with the
type of intelligence material desired and the necessary equipment to explore all technical intelligence
targets in the areas. An ATI (Air Technical Intelligence) team control section was established at
each collecting point to supervise the several hundred mobile ATI teams, which usually consisted of
two to four technicians and a driver fluent in German, exploiting both technical and non-technical
targets in the forward areas. Captured technical equipment was taken to one of the collecting points
where it was flown either directly to Washington or Wright Field, depending upon its importance,
or across Europe to shipping ports in France. Technical documents and reports were likewise sent
to collecting points and from there to the Air Documents Research Center in London, which was
specifically set up to receive the thousands of sheaves of documents being sent from the various
collecting points in Europe.

These ATI teams, upon whom fell the often laborious task of ferreting valuable information from
German civilian scientists and enemy personnel who were frequently reluctant to talk or to tell
the truth, were composed of perhaps the most heterogeneous group of men ever collected in the
army to execute a valuable and important job. There were Army officers and enlisted men flu-
ent in German, Austrian, Russian and the Slavonic languages, skilled lawyers, scientists, research
scholars, historians, and technical representatives from such corporations as Bell Aircraft, Jack &
Huntz, Western Electric, General Electric, Standard Oil, Sperry, Packard, Boeing, Bendix, Detroit
Broach, Remington Rand, and Victor Adding Machine. In six weeks of operation they had exploited
more than five hundred important targets and interrogated hundreds of eminent German scientists,
research professors, technicians, and workers.

The difficulties encountered by ATI teams sent into the field to investigate a target were numerous
and complex, offering, in some cases, no reward, or little at all, after days of laborious travelling,
often in foul weather, over deteriorated roads, and after gruelling hours of interrogation in unfavor-
able circumstances. The information given a team about a target, moreover, was often too vague
for quick and successful exploitation, and the quest frequently turned into a sleuthing job with
information so scanty that a well-trained detective would have despaired. Excerpts from several
reports from such teams present a graphic picture of the discouragement and difficulties so often
encountered:

“Of the 11 cases of ZWB (Central Publishing Agency for German Scientific reports) in a chapel”,
writes an Air Force officer in charge of a team sent to investigate German Research Installations at
Schloss Pullach/Aibling in Bavaria, “5 were empty......Herr Becker explained that Herr Strohmeier,
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the Secretary of the Lilienthal Gesellschaft, had disposed of them....... when the latter showed
up, we were able to interrogate him in Becker’s presence. The result was a considerable flop on
the part of both gentlemen, since Strohmeier told an entirely different story. After hours of heated
interrogation, Strohmeier gave way and led us to a spot in the garden where we ultimately recovered
about a ton of buried documents. There was also a smaller hoard which he yielded up.”

In search of additional documents, the President of the Lilienthal Gesellschaft was interrogated at
Schloss Pullach, a few kilometers away.

“He had no documents and told substantially the same story as Strohmeier that the documents
had been conveyed by rail from the Schloss to a “Tischlerei” in the Mittel Zelle Church. When the
French Army approached, Baeumker and Strohmeier first tried to throw the cases of documents
in the lake in the hope that they would sink, but that failed. Then they got a number of people
together and burned the lot on the beach. This took them two days, and they were barely able to
get back to Schlagenhofen and Bibling respectively before occupation.”

From Pullach the team went to Ainring in an attempt to locate the Forschungs-Fuehrung. After
two days of investigation they found........

“that the greater part of the important documents was gone, and that the place had, in general,
been cleared of interesting documents by occupying troops as well as looters, although a substan-
tial quantity of peculiar airplanes and mechanisms remained on the field ........we found our main
problem the necessity of locating the ”Forschungs-Fuehrung, over which Georgii had presided.

After much travelling in quest of the members of the ”Forschungs-Fuehrung”, the team located
some of them on a cart road near a swamp.

“These people were briefly interrogated and proved to have very few documents or anything else
left all parties told the same story of the fate of the major portion or their records, namely, that
they were destroyed by fire and bombs in a raid. The Germans in the area were thoroughly spoiled
and had lost most of their rear of us.”

In locating desired target intelligence, teams all too frequently found German personnel reluctant
to reveal the location of missing material, which, they claimed, was usually either already burned,
destroyed, or forever lost. They manifested a reluctance to speak, deliberately lied to mislead, the
intelligence workers, or feigned complete ignorance of the subject under question. One team captain
in a report of a trip that took his party to survey the Luftfahrtforschungsanstalt found that....

“there was always some kind of a Restkommande” Jerry waiting to give a conducted tour of
whatever we were investigating; generally someone surprisingly well informed The appearance of
these various individuals so ready to collaborate with us is part of a pre-arranged plot controlled
by unknown parties with the following objectives:

(1) To keep a close check on our activities and to learn our purpose from our questions.

(2) To establish themselves, especially in the factories and other concerns, as a kind of quisling
government, operating under our nominal and their actual control.

(3) To guide us away from really important information.

(4) To make themselves indispensable and so keep alive the framework of the IVth Reich.
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(5) To sow dissension among the various allied governments. (This might easily take the form of
claiming that certain vital records have fallen into the hands of another government.)”

But, on the other hand, there were many scientists willing and anxious to collaborate and work
for the United States. Various team captains stated over and again in their reports that the better
grade scientists were not ill-disposed toward the Allies.

“They seem to regard”, one wrote, “the initial stages of the occupation as a temporary and regret-
table interruption of their work, and are interested only in continuing their activities under any
auspices. They do not understand why the Allies do not put them to work at once for our purposes.
At Gottingen, some asked if they could not get grants of money from American institutions, such as
the Carnegie Institute, for resuming their work..... There is no evidence”. he concludes, ’ ”that the
war has changed moral values; but rather evidence to the effect that the loss of the war is regarded
merely as an unpleasant and passing material incident. The hazard of continuing any scientific war
work in Germany, even under the closest supervision, is all too obvious.

Team members often found, after initiating the exploitation of targets, that there were clues at each
target which lead to others unknown: these usually were investigated at once. Quite frequently it
was discovered that the Germans had almost always abstracted the documents they considered most
valuable, generally hiding rather than burning them. Under pressure, however, their presence was
revealed, quite frequently in lakes, swimming pools, mines, barns, buried in closed over shelters,
tucked away in attic corners or in cellars of houses scattered over the country, in jails, insane
asylums, or even grocery stores.

This detailed search throughout Germany, specially made to capture technical equipment to further
our war against Japan and to provide research and materials for extended periods of study and
development, was responsible far the successful and quick completion of scientific developments
upon which the Government had already been directly or indirectly engaged. As ATI ordnance flak,
armament, electronics, and other exploitation teams, fanned out in their extensive and exhaustive
searches through arsenals, laboratories, factories, supply dumps, and airdromes in Germany, one
important high priority target or opportunity and one combined intelligence objective target after
another were investigated and exploited to the maximum.

The targets briefly discussed below may serve as illustrative examples of the tremendous scope
and nature of exploitation that took place under the name of “OPERATION LUSTY”. One may
reasonably be assured, moreover, that in this exhaustive intelligence search nothing of importance
escaped detection, examination, and subsequent application. Practically everything of importance
that was obtained and accomplished was done so during the first six operative weeks of the project,
when it was so imperative that every technical effort be made to bring to a quick and successful
conclusion the War in the Pacific.

(1) The Hermann Goering Aeronautical Research Establishment, located near Brunswick, yielded
the greatest return in the field of research. Members of the Exploitation Division arrived on the 22nd
April to organize and conduct the scientific exploitation of this establishment. Dr. von Kármán,
General Arnold’s personal aeronautical advisor, and his Group, remained at this place, on several
occasions for periods varying from several days to a week. According to Dr. von Kármán, seventy-
five to ninety per cent of the technical aeronautical information in Germany was available at this
establishment, and that information on research and development which had not previously been
investigated in the United States would require approximately two years to accomplish with the
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facilities available there. Information obtained on jet engine developments available at the Goering
establishment, it was stated, would expedite the United States development by approximately six
to nine months. In less than two months, one hundred and nineteen reports were written on the
facilities, the research conducted there, and on the interrogation of many of the German scientists
previously employed in the various institutes. The permanent members of the organizing party
recovered from localities, as far as 50 kilometers from Brunswick, large quantities of buried and
hidden documents and equipment which had been removed by the Germans to prevent their falling
into the hands of Allied forces.

(2) During the exploitation of the aviation fuel objective—of which the I. G. Farben Ind. at Lud-
wigshaven and Leuna, was the largest and most important—concealed documents were uncovered
and interrogation of key personnel made with respect to the fuel for the conventional Otto-cycle
aircraft engines, fuel for jet aircraft power plants, and fuel for rocket aircraft. All the basic in-
formation on these, as they existed in Germany, is now in possession of the Army Air Forces.
The exploitation conducted at these objectives indicated that the Germans were more advanced in
rocket fuel and chemical supercharging than the AAF, but the material now in our possession is
more than sufficient to supply the necessary intelligence on these subjects. A substantial portion
of the information on production of aviation fuel and lubricants has already been made available
and is in the possession of U.S. agencies and corporations interested in this field.

(3) A document covering a complete source of instruction in the handling of plastic welding, a
process which had been employed by the German aircraft industry, was located at Halle. This
novel method of fabrication provided for the joining of plastics by flame gas welding and enabled
the sections joined together to possess the same strength at juncture as the original material. This
information was reported to the AAF for joint study with the Office of Scientific and Research
Development.

(4) An acoustic-controlled guided missile research development program, together with operating
personnel; was located at Bad Kissingen. The experimental control system developed there con-
tained four electrical circuits that are activated by sound with the intended purpose of launching a
rocket-propelled missile into the space occupied by a heavy bombardment formation, and constantly
correcting the missile’s course by means of incoming sound waves from the aircraft engines. The
group of scientists who were engaged upon this development were detained in American custody
at the laboratory to develop the program for Allied use.

(5) Athodyd (Lorin Engine) units that developed thrust in excess of 1500 kilograms were uncovered,
and sufficient data was in our possession in May 1945 to permit immediate application in the field
of high-speed aircraft. production.

(6) High-altitude engine test beds, the most elaborate in the world, which were capable of supplying
refrigerated low-pressure air both for engine cooling and combustion, thus simulating atmospheric
conditions at approximately 40,000 feet, were found at the BMW plant the largest German plant
engaged In manufacturing aircraft engines. The application of these test beds for experiments,
intended to assist ’our own manufacturers and thus improve the of efficiency of our aircraft, was
initiated at once.

(7) Complete information on the Freya and Reise “G” Wurtzburg and of the Jagdschloss radar
equipment was uncovered at the research laboratory located at Koethen.

(8) After the Aerodynamic-Ballistics Research Station at Kochelsee was discovered about 15 May
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1945, the Directorate of Intelligence, USAFE, assigned personnel to exploit fully this important tar-
get. Over one hundred and ninety German civilian research specialists under their original director,
Dr. Herman, continued their work, the results of which, however, were turned over to us More than
one hundred detailed reports concerning the station were prepared. The “Kochel Wind Tunnel”
located there, had the largest testing sections and the greatest air flow of any known supersonic
wind tunnel. It was considered by Army Air Forces of such exceptional importance for research
in connection with jet fighter and fighter bomber priority projects that the War Department di-
rected that it be dismantled at once and shipped to the United States. Approximately twenty key
German scientists, including Dr. Herman, the director, were removed to America to assist in the
reassembling of the tunnel.

(9) Documents of all descriptions and nature were eventually discovered. The records of the German
Patent Office, for instance, were found buried 1500 feet underground in a potash mine near Bacha.
There were approximately 225,000 volumes, which included secret files. An attempt had been made
to destroy them but the resulting explosions brought down a mass of debris which had served to
smother the fire. Eventually, the files were evacuated and studied.

(10) Five hundred and eleven microfilm rolls of copies of records of the Oberkommando der Luft-
waffe, which was the supreme air force command, were recovered from a mine near Hildescheim
where they were hidden. They comprised, for the most part, records of the GAF personnel office,
together with statistics on climate at GAF airdromes.

(11) The records of a department of the Speer Ministry, the German Ministry of Production, which
dealt with the secret weapons program, particularly V-weapons, rockets and jets, was seized and
evacuated through air channels, together with Dr. Rickhei, who was charged with the primary
responsibility for the program.

(12) The GAF main equipment depots at Schwein and Kolleda were exploited. The former depot
was found dispersed to 53 sub-depots, and although a large proportion of the records was destroyed,
sufficient documents were obtained to initiate studies into the GAF system. The Administrative
and Quartermaster records of the GAF were recovered from hiding places near Berchtesgaden. The
Flying Personnel records, included about 50,000 pilots’ qualification cards, together with weather
staff records, which were discovered in a swimming pool at Stradtroda. The pilots’ cards are of
particular value, from an intelligence viewpoint, for future control measures of German air force
flying personnel.

(13) Practically the latest type of every German aircraft, some of which never saw combat, eventu-
ally were located intact, or a sufficient quantity-of available parts discovered for German mechanics
to assemble a certain-type. Usually these were sent across Europe to France, where they were
shipped to Wright Field. Occasionally some were flown back. At least one, in some cases as many
as ten, of the following, which represent only a fraction of the types, were located, some only after
extensive searching throughout Germany, and forwarded to the United States for extended study
and development.

The Messerschmitt aircraft series 1101, 1106, 1110, 1111 and 1112, a series particularly
interesting in that it illustrates a phase of coordinated aircraft design into which Amer-
ican aircraft is only now entering; seven rocket-propelled piloted aircraft specifically
designed for anti-bomber interception work; a jet-propelled helicopter;

Flettner 282 helicopter;
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Horton 9, a flying winged glider;

Ju 88, a radar equipped twin-engine night fighter;

Ju 290, four-engine long range transport;

seven Me 163s, rocket-propelled interceptor fighters;

ten Me 262s, twin jet-propelled fighter-interceptors;

HE-162, single place fighter powered by jet engines;

flying bombs, type V1 single and dual piloted;

Lippisch P-13 Jager, a tailless twin rocket-propelled wing for supersonic speeds;

designs and models of small rocket-propelled piloted aircraft created-for bomber inter-
ception work;

three sets of FX-1400, a radio controlled bomb,

and seven complete A-4 rockets (V2s).

Numerous types of aerial equipment and instruments of all models of latest designs were obtained
and likewise quickly dispatched for evaluation and study. A specimen of the German secret weapon,
the X-4 rocket-propelled, winged, flight-controlled anti-aircraft missile, intended for launching from
fighter aircraft against United States heavy bombardment daylight formations, and the new anti-
aircraft missile HS-117, which was launched from the ground, were found and sent to the British
Air Ministry for examination.

However great in quantity and extensive in scope the captured equipment, documents, and records
of industrial concerns and technical research laboratories were, greater still was the extensive scope
of information and salient facts gathered from eminent German scientists, technicians and factory
managers through personal interrogations. During the early phase of “OPERATION LUSTY”, ATI
teams and skilled American aeronautical engineers and scientists investigating intelligence targets
carried out such detailed and extensive interrogations that a wealth of technical information of
extreme importance was extricated from brilliant minds once directed to our own destruction. A
typical team report submitted after a field trip, vividly illustrates the nature of such interrogations
that took place. One team, composed of C. W. Chilson, representing Curtis Wright Company,
and E. G. Haven and S. R. Puffer, from General Electric, prepared the following reports after an
inspection of the BMW Company and interrogation of their key German personnel:

(a) Outline of Jet Propulsion Development Program Being Actively Followed in Germany.

(b) Outline of Entire Program of Non-Reciprocating Power. Plants Under Development in Ger-
many.

(c) Metallurgical Data Used by BMW on Gas Turbines.

(d) Information on Gas Turbines for Propeller and Jets.

(e) Description of BMW 003 Jet Jumo, Together with the Rocket Assist for the Same Unit.
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(f) Description of BMW 801 High Altitude Engine, with Turbo Supercharger and Automatic
Control, Together with a Performance Report.

Interrogation reports flowed into the Directorate of Intelligence, USAFE, on such topics as Hollow
Steel Jet Turbine Blades, Wind Tunnel Blades, Mica Substitutes, Ceramics, Lacquers, Cements,
Buna Rubber, Rocket, Propellants (Fluid and Solid), German Aircraft Engine Types, Safety Fuels,
Interferometer Measurements of Pressure Distribution of Wind Tunnel Models, Safety Fuels, Navy
Torpedo Models, Temperature Controls on Me Planes, Electrical Controls on Me Planes, Production
Design and Manufacturing, Technique Covering Hard Rubber Used in Aircraft Magnetos, Oxygen
and Pressurized Cabin Control Equipment. Such reports were immediately prepared and forwarded
to Washington for dissemination to various industrial concerns and laboratories for further study
and development. Quite frequently it became necessary to keep in custody for extended periods
groups of German scientists whose extensive information of the particular subjects precluded the
possibility of obtaining for intelligence purposes in one or two interrogations the essence of their
knowledge. For this reason, Albert Speer, Director of the German Ministry of Production, together
with key members of his staff: Dr. Wurster, designer of the Great Enzian, a rocket-propelled guided
missile capable of operating at 53,000 feet with speeds approximating the speed of sound; Profes-
sor Willi Messerschmitt; five technical research professors from Darmstad Technische Hochschule;
Dr. Alexander Lippisch, who had accomplished important work on aerodynamic designs and super-
sonic speed flying wings; Dr. Kurt Tank, President and Chief designer of Focke-Wulf; fifteen brilliant
scientists and technicians of the Peenemunde Research Institute; and scores of others equally as
proficient in their Individual scientific accomplishments, were indefinitely retained for interrogation
purposes. When the nature of the work being carried out in German research laboratories was of
such vital importance that its completion would materially assist the U. S. Government, moreover,
either in the prosecution of the war or in protecting her interests against future aggression, it was
found expedient and wise to allow the research professors and technicians to execute their work
under American supervision. This was accomplished both in Germany itself and in America, where
many scientists were quickly sent during the early summer of 1945. Certain technical objectives,
such as The Hermann Goering Aeronautical Research Establishment, the Aerodynamic-Ballistics
Research Station, the Aerodynamic Institute & Kaiser Wilhelm Institute, and the Bayerische Mo-
toren Werke, were of such outstanding importance that investigation by specially chosen teams,
over extended periods, will be required if everything about them is to be completely exploited.

To catalogue and file the thousands of tons of German documents that were rapidly being discovered
throughout the country and then forwarded to one of the three collecting points, the Assistant Chief
of Staff (A-2) USAFE, together with the Chief of Technical Intelligence Division, set up in London
in June 1945, an Air Documents Research Center, which became the temporary repository for all
German air documents. This Center was housed in a six-story building containing approximately
28,000 square feet of usable space. All air documents from the British and American occupation
zones in Germany and Austria flowed to this Center. In three months time, alone, over 111,000
tons of such documents were flown from Germany to the Center for processing before being sent
elsewhere to one or more agencies interested in the subject.

As the documents poured in, enlisted personnel with a good knowledge of the German language,
separated them into technical and non-technical categories. All non-technical documents were then
distributed to their proper agencies, while the technical documents received a detailed processing.
Each was subsequently catalogued, examined, their worth assessed, and then filed or distributed
according to their importance. To assist in the proper screening, it was necessary to prepare a
technical German-English dictionary, and a cataloguer’s handbook to bring up-to-date the U. S.
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Aeronautical Index. Two British agencies of the Air Ministry, A. D. I (K) and A.I.2(g), which
were partially housed in the Center, not only met the responsibilities assigned to them by the Air
Ministry, but materially assisted in the processing and cataloguing of documents. The U.S. Navy
Bureau of Aeronautics also assisted in processing by supplying personnel, microfilm equipment
and operators, and film-processing facilities, while twenty-five prominent American scientists and
aeronautical engineers, such as Jean Piccard and Dr. John Akerman, University of Minnesota, Dr.
Ernest Robischon, California Institute of Technology, Dr. Paul E. Hemke, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, and Dr. Richard Hartenberg, Northwestern University, acted in a consulting and advisory
capacity. Individual unit libraries within the Center were set up to handle documentary material
belonging to giant German concerns. Such libraries existed for the Messerschmitt Company, the
ZBW, an organization which existed in Germany for the cooperation and dissemination of all for-
mal technical aeronautical reports, the BMW, the Daimler-Benz, and others. Libraries, as well as
sections, were set up to file documents of similar technical nature, such as Aircraft, Armament,
Engines, Turbines and Propellers, Electronics, Rockets, Jets, and Guided Missiles. Once the doc-
uments were indexed and given a permanent library number, the laborious job of microfilming
everything of importance, needed both in England and America, took place. The positive copies of
the original microfilms were then sent to U. S. Army Air Forces, U.S. Navy, and British Agencies
for further distribution. That which did not lend itself to reproduction by-this method was either
photographed, photostated, or blueprinted. Eventually, a German Technical Air Documents Card
Index will be prepared and copies distributed throughout Gt. Britain and the United States to
Using Agencies, which include the aeronautical industry, government agencies, research establish-
ments and educational institutions. At present, there are two hundred of these using agencies in the
United States alone that have already made extensive use of captured German technical informa-
tion gathered originally by ATI teams-from industrial firms, research institutions, and universities
in Germany.

Non-technical documents after leaving the Documents Center were delivered to a combined research
agency of USAFE, and Air Ministry known as “A.I.12/USAFE”. This section was created in the
fall of 1944 to meet the requirements of Post Hostilities planning staffs, and in anticipation of Air
Intelligence requirements for the disarmament and demobilization of the German Air Force, as well
as a comprehensive long range study of all phases of the GAF. The library on the German Air Force
that had slowly been built up by British specialists and American officers under the Directorate
of Intelligence, USAFE, prior to “OPERATION LUSTY”, became suddenly augmented to such an
extent by quantities of documents located by ATI teams that the staff of officers and enlisted men
had to be substantially increased. In spite of the tremendous work involved—cataloguing, micro-
filming, photo-stating, translating, and preparing detailed library lists and reports for dissemination
to interested agencies—the staff handled the work in a thorough and expeditious manner. By the
time the first Air Force officers arrived from the United States in June to prepare staff studies on
aspects of the German Air Force, practically all of the necessary material had been collected and
catagorized so that work could immediately. commence.

Eventually, over two hundred officers, chosen, for the most part, by Hq Army Air Forces, from
various air force commands in the United States, were engaged in scholarly research to fulfill their
assigned requirements. Working from offices located in London and under the direction and guidance
of the Assistant Chief of Staff A-2, USAFE, the officers exploited every available pertinent document
located in repositories in London, A.I.12/USAFE, Air Documents Research Center, British and
American Navy and Army libraries, and the British Museum. It was soon discovered, however,
that in spite of the tremendous quantity and excellent quality of captured material available, too
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many questions remained unanswered and too many enigmas concerning various aspects of the
enemy’s air force unsolved. It became imperative, consequently, for field trips to be made into
Germany in an attempt to fulfill the exact and comprehensive requirement’s laid down, not only
by Hq Army Air Forces, but by the staff officers themselves, who, through a desire to accomplish
a superior research job and obtain for future-reference every iota of information relative to their
enemy’s strength, weakness, and ambitions of the past and future, refused to satisfy themselves
with incomplete answers and results.

Officers preparing a study of German Air Defenses visited the Flak defenses at Bremen, Hamburg,
Munster, Nuremberg, and Augsburg, interrogated General von Axthelm, Chief of German Air
Force flak units, and his staff, as well as members of various flak organizations, such as the 8th Flak
Division, and 8th Flak Brigade. A detailed study was made of the Air Force at Grove, Denmark,
where a complete fighter defense installation was captured intact with plotting center and all-key
personnel necessary for its operation. Similarly, officers preparing other staff studies made trips
that took them as far south as Austria and as far north as Norway in their quest for the desired
facts and figures, inspecting supply dumps, aerodromes, and other installations and interrogated
appropriate German P/W officers located both in British and American zones.

Most of the detailed interrogations conducted by staff study offices were of members of the German
Air Ministry Staff (OKL), which had been captured and held at Berchtesgaden as a combined
USAFE/Air Ministry intelligence exploitation target, and of high ranking German army officers
detained in P/W cages. When it became evident that many such interrogations would be necessary
to fulfill the requirements, the OKL party was removed in toto to a camp close to London. Similarly,
important German Ground Officers were likewise sent to England to further the project. Hundreds
of detailed interrogations were conducted. To enumerate such German Officers interrogated would
be comparable to listing a roster of the German Air Force. The following, most of whom were high
ranking officers, is illustrative of the scope covered:

Reichsmarshall Goering.

Oberst von Brauchitsch, Goering’s Aide.

General der Flieger Koller, Chief of General Staff.

Major Hermann, Administrative Officer.

Oberst Wolter, General Koller’s advisor.

General Maj. von Rohden, Historian of the GAF.

Min. Dir Dr. Benkendorf, Chief Meteorological Service.

General Martini, Signals.

General Lt. von Criegern, General Quartermaster.

Oberst Fritz Nebel, ZRadar Inspector.

General Maj. Hitschold, Chief Ground Attack Operations.

Generalleutnant Galland, Chief Fighter Operations.

Generalleutnant von Massow, Gen. der Fliegerausbilding.
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Gen. Oberstabsarzt Dr. Schroeder, Medical Services.

General Maj. Morzik, Luftransport Chef der Wehrmacht.

General Lt. Dahlmann, Flying Safety.

General Galland, a 33-year old flyer, who received his first battle experience in Spain and who has
obtained a reputation among Allied officers as perhaps the most brilliant general in the German
Air Force, prepared an historical narrative of fighter tactics employed for all campaigns, beginning
with the Spanish and ending with the last concerted attacks against Allied fighters and bombers in
1945. This included, in part, a rather comprehensive history of the GAF. General von Rohden and
his assistants, under the direction of the historical section, USAFE, prepared a lengthy dissertation
on the history of the German theories of the application of air power. General Marzik and his
assistants wrote up every airborne ’ campaign the Germans had executed, or planned, such as
the air invasions of Malta and England. Similarly, to satisfy the Post Hostilities requirements,
German officers prepared detailed treatises on every topic intelligence officers wished discussed:
medicine, training devices and procedures, weather, flak defenses, fighter defenses and attacks,.
photo intelligence, provost marshal system, methods used to evade the Treaty of Versailles, methods
used to indoctrinate Nazi principles in the Luftwaffe, and many others.

The first staff study prepared in compliance with the Air Force Post Hostilities Requirements
was finished on. the 12 August 1945, the last on January 3, 1946. The list of scholarly studies
below, comprising forty-five thick volumes, includes, it is reasonable to state, far more information
concerning the German Air Force than the Germans themselves had ever collected during the war:

Communications.

Aviation Medicine.

Flying Safety.

Inspection.

Provost Marshall.

Personnel Administration.

Supply.

Maintenance.

Patent Activities.

Air Defense.

Propaganda in the Luftwaffe.

Records & Reports System, Statistical Controls & Planning Methods.

Tactical Employment: Liaison Operations.

Troop Carrier Operations.

Tables of Organization and Equipment.
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Coordination between the GAF Air and Ground Forces. Controlled Missile Program.

Night Fighter Operations.

Emergency Sea Rescue.

Fighter Tactics employed against Allied fighters, fighter bombers, and heavy bombard-
ment formations.

Photo Intelligence.

Copies of these reports were given to the British Air Ministry and disseminated in America to every
interested military command. They will eventually be studied in Staff and Command Schools and
the War. College, and may serve as a nucleus for future historians interested in the aerial aspects
of the second World War, or, in particular, of an air force once reputed to be the greatest and
most efficient ever assembled. The military mistakes made by German Air Force generals, the clash
of strong personalities that was so detrimental to their cause and purpose, the magnificent mili-
tary plans created but never executed, tactics employed, principles of air power devised and used,
adopted method of communications, supply, and training, are all lucidly and scholarly presented.
In these documents lies the essence, so to speak, of a once sinister and destructive force now so
hopelessly crushed that its rebirth appears highly improbable.

“OPERATION LUSTY” is now dead. No longer do ATI teams scour the German countryside ex-
ploiting intelligence targets. This work has been completed. The requirements, both technical and
non-technical, have been fulfilled: equipment and documents of immediate interest and value to
technical research centers in the United States for evaluation and immediate execution towards
the war against Japan was expeditiously collected in the early weeks of the project’s existence;
Air Staff Post Hostilities Intelligence Requirements were fulfilled; equipment and documents were
sent to technical research centers for extended periods of study and development to increase the
efficiency of United States aircraft, equipment, and research establishments. There still exists how-
ever, strict supervision of eminent German scientists and their assistants, and corporation directors
and managers, technical workers, and university professors, who were once employed in scientific
research. Many of such personnel are still actively engaged both in the United States and Germany
in the furthering of inventions, technical discoveries and formulation of new scientific processes that
they were doing directly or indirectly for the German government when hostilities ceased. Certain
important corporations such as those previously mentioned, moreover, are still working though the
war had never ended; the results of their labors, however, now benefit the United States rather
than Germany. If necessary and advantageous, this aspect of exploitation will continue indefinitely.
The results that have already been obtained and those that are certain to appear in the immediate
future, compensate over and again for the time, effort, and money expended in extricating from
the brains of brilliant German scientists every particle of information and knowledge they possess
that in any way further the interests of our government.
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Nazi Technical Papers Form Research File: Captured Documents Provide Complete
History of Air Program. The Lima News (Lima, Ohio) 21 November 1947 p. 12.

DAYTON, Nov. 21—(AP)—Any student who ever tried to wade thru just a single page of German
translation will appreciate this one:

What were once 1,500 tons of German documents—a complete history of the Nazi air research
program from 1933 to 1945—have been evaluated, classified, catalogued, indexed and published in
microfilm by air intelligence experts at nearby Wright field.

As a result, American aircraft industries have at their call products of the most intensified aero-
nautical development program the world ever has known.

Engineers estimated the actual research contained in the captured documents would cost between
two and three billion dollars if reproduced today in this country.

The air documents division of the AAF air materiel command’s intelligence department discarded
1,450 tons of lesser papers at the beginning of project index. But it handled 55,000 Nazi documents,
all written in technical German and using at least 110,000 new German aeronautical terms familiar
only to German scientists.

Included were tons of top secret details on the world’s first production jet-engine fighter, the
Messerschmitt-262; design, production and test information needed to duplicate the deadly V-1
and V-2 missiles, plus hundreds of other ideas ranging from swept-back wings for supersonic flight
to formulas for making heat-resistant dyes and synthetic rubber for airplane tires.

Moving spirit behind the job has been a young AAF officer, Col. H. M. McCoy, West Point graduate
and holder of two graduate degrees from the California Institute of Technology.

It was McCoy who evolved what seemed a fantastic idea in 1945 when the project actually got
down to the work of abstracting and filing.

Colonel McCoy wanted to catalog German documents so they would form a nucleus of a huge file
embracing the entire science of aeronautics, a ready-reference catalog which would save millions of
dollars and hundreds of thousands of man-hours by avoiding duplications, costly literature searches
and wasted efforts.

Suppose an American firm wanted to begin research on a particular type of guided missiles without
having previous experience. Suppose that company went thru months of study and costly experi-
mentation, only to find near the final test stage their missile already had been tried elsewhere and
found impractical.

With an air catalog such as McCoy envisioned, the firm could have turned to a central government
agency before experimentation began and learned the idea was impractical before they wasted time
and money.

Colonel McCoy’s index dream is in process of being realized. The Institute of the Aeronautical Sci-
ences, under joint Air Force-Navy contract, is compiling the standard aeronautical index, considered
the most radical innovation in classification history.
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Wright field is serving in a similar manner with its German information. By August, 1947, the
air documents division had furnished more than 10,000,000 index cards from its master file to 35
qualified government, scientific and industrial organizations thruout the nation, plus hundreds of
thousands of documents in microfilm to 2,500 governmental agencies and contractors.

All captured Nazi documents are microfilmed. From its index, a qualified organization need only
ask for a copy of a needed document.

Within 48 hours the requested document is on its way. In an emergency, that time can be cut to a
few minutes.

[Also published as: Nazi Files Reveal Research Secrets: Data in Captured Documents Indexed for
Air Industry. The Malakoff News (Malakoff, Texas) 23 January 1948 p. 4.]
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E.2.2 Advanced Liquid Propellant Rockets

[Official histories acknowledge that Germans designed a two-stage liquid propellant intercontinental
ballistic missile, A-9/A-10, during the war, but state that the project never progressed further. This
section presents evidence that the A-9/A-10 rocket was much more than a paper design, as well as
evidence for other wartime work on advanced liquid propellant rockets.]

Ernst Klee and Otto Merk. 1963. Damals in Peenemünde—Ein Dokumentarbericht.
Oldenburg: Gerhard Stalling. p. 99

Die Interkontinentalrakete, heute eine Selb-
stverständlichkeit, schwebte den Peenemünder
Wissenschaftlern und Ingenieuren bereits 1940
vor—lange, ehe das Aggregat 4 überhaupt flog.
Aus ersten Überschlagsberechnungen entstand
das Projekt A 9/10, dessen hier wiedergegebene
Zeichnung vom 10. Juni 1941 stammt. Das
gesamte zweistufige Aggregat hatte ein Höhe
von 26 Meter, war also größer als die heutigen
amerikanischen ICBM. Das Startgewicht sollte
85.3 Tonnen betragen, wovon auf die zweite
Stufe—eine ungeflügelte oder eine geflügelte
A 4—16.2 Tonnen entfielen. Flugbahnberech-
nungen, die man damals anstellte, deuten da-
rauf hin, daß man mit einer weiterentwickelten
zweistufigen Kombination von West-Frankreich
oder Portugal aus über den Atlantik hinweg
Nordamerika zu erreichen hoffte. Da man je-
doch nur einen Sprengkopf von 925 Kilogramm
hätte befördern können, wäre dies militärisch
ein ziemlich sinnloses, weil zu aufwendiges Un-
terfangen gewesen—höchstens geeignet, einen
moralischen Effekt zu erzielen. Aber wie bei
allen Projekten kam es den Peenemündern auch
hier nicht unbedingt nur auf die Waffe an. Daß
sie die ersten waren, die den Gedanken einer
von Kontinent zu Kontinent fliegenden Rakete
faßten, bleibt ihr Verdienst.

The intercontinental rocket, today a matter of
course, was already in the minds of Peenemünde
scientists and engineers in 1940—long before
the Aggregate-4 even flew. The first estimated
calculations resulted in the project A-9/A-10,
the drawing of which shown here [Fig. E.17]
dates from 10 June 1941. The entire two-stage
aggregate had a height of 26 meters, which was
larger than today’s American ICBM. The take-
off weight was to be 85.3 tons, of which the
second stage–an A-4 without or with wings—
comprised 16.2 tons. Flight trajectory calcula-
tions made at the time indicate that a developed
two-stage combination could hopefully travel
from Western France or Portugal to North
America across the Atlantic. However, since
only a 925 kilogram warhead could have been
carried, this would have been a rather point-
less military endeavor, as it would have been
too costly—to achieve an effect on morale at
most. But as with all projects, the Peenemünde
people did not necessarily only care about the
weapon. That they were the first to grasp the
idea of a rocket flying from continent to conti-
nent remains their credit.
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Figure E.17: 1941 design for A-9/A-10 two-stage intercontinental rocket [Deutsches Museum
Archive, photo 9664].
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Figure E.18: Map at the Historisch-Technisches Museum Versuchsstelle Kummersdorf.
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Figure E.19: Historisch-Technisches Museum Versuchsstelle Kummersdorf: A-3 rocket test stand
and control bunker.
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Figure E.20: Historisch-Technisches Museum Versuchsstelle Kummersdorf: Rocket engine test build-
ing large enough to accommodate test firings of A-4 engines (upside down with the exhaust vented
through the roof).
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Figure E.21: Historisch-Technisches Museum Versuchsstelle Kummersdorf: Model showing vehicle
assembling building, railroad track for crawler, and launch pad (above); railroad spikes from the
crawler track at the launch site (below).
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Figure E.22: Map at the Historisch-Technisches Museum Peenemünde.
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Figure E.23: A-4 (V-2) rocket launch at Peenemünde in 1943.
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Figure E.24: Historisch-Technisches Museum Peenemünde: the former power plant and a recon-
structed V-1 launch ramp.
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Figure E.25: A-4 (V-2) rocket at Historisch-Technisches Museum Peenemünde.
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Figure E.26: A-4 rocket engine in Deutsches Technikmuseum Berlin.
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Figure E.27: Standard A-4 rocket engine design with propellant injection cups on top.
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Figure E.28: Standard A-4 rocket engine with propellant injection cups on top.
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Figure E.29: Advanced A-4 rocket engine design with propellant injection plate on top.
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Figure E.30: Advanced A-4 rocket engine with propellant injection plate on top. According to the
caption in the U.S. report, apparently this advanced engine was actually mass-produced during the
war. [heroicrelics.org/info/v-2/a-4-combustion-chamber.html]
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Figure E.31: A-10 rocket engine design using six A-4 engines connected to one large shared exhaust
nozzle [Deutsches Museum Archive, photo 32307].
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Figure E.32: Historisch-Technisches Museum Peenemünde. Above: A-4 rocket nosecones. Below:
the current entrance building to the museum, formerly a bunker and control center for the power
plant.
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Figure E.33: Historisch-Technisches Museum Peenemünde. Above: window flaps in the entrance
bunker. Below: instrumentation in a control room of the power plant.
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Figure E.34: Map of the Mittelbau tunnel complex in Nordhausen.
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Figure E.35: The Mittelbau tunnel complex in Nordhausen when operational, circa 1944.
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Figure E.36: The Mittelbau tunnel complex in Nordhausen when operational, circa 1944.
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Figure E.37: The Mittelbau tunnel complex in Nordhausen now. In the foreground below is a V-2
(A-4) rocket engine.
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Figure E.38: The Mittelbau tunnel complex in Nordhausen now.
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Figure E.39: The Mittelbau tunnel complex in Nordhausen now. In addition to the V-2 (A-4) rocket,
the V-1 cruise missile was mass-produced here. Above are housings for V-1 magnetic compasses
and below are V-1 tails.
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Figure E.40: Layout of the Wizernes underground missile silo/bunker complex on the coast of
northern France (built 1943–1944).
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Figure E.41: The remains of the Wizernes underground missile silo/bunker complex on the coast
of northern France are now a museum.
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Figure E.42: Wartime sketch of the Salamander Z test site, one of several locations around Ebensee,
Austria where it was planned to produce, test, and launch A-9/A-10 rockets.
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Figure E.43: Map of the Dachs II or Zement tunnel complex, one of several locations around
Ebensee, Austria where it was planned to produce, test, and launch A-9/A-10 rockets.
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Figure E.44: The remains of some of the Ebensee tunnels as they look now.
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David Irving. 1965. The Mare’s Nest. Boston: Little, Brown. pp. 219–220

The remaining site, at Wizernes, caused some anxiety, as it was not obviously aligned on any city
in Europe. One interpreter caused a high degree of alarm early in the year when he discovered
that one facet of the workings was within half a degree of the accurate Great Circle bearing on
New York. Whether the Germans planned this out of sheer mischief is not known; certainly Albert
Speer denied after the war that there was ever any intention of firing their New York rockets from
Wizernes; but it is a remarkable fact that the enormous bombproof doors and handling gear were
all capable of handling a rocket about twice the height of the A 4, if necessary.

W. L. Heiberg. 26 October 1944. Franz Peter (Austrian), Germany–Inventions–Rockets.
[NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 3, Folder TSC #1001–1100]

1. Source states he is an Austrian refugee, 22 years of age, and that he arrived in Sweden in August,
1944, where he has been in an internment camp. He claims to have been a rocket specialist for the
past eight(!) years, and to have worked at the Rheinmetall-Borsig plant in Sömmerda (NNE of
Erfurt, Germany) from December, 1943, to May, 1944, after which he fled to Sweden. He worked
in section WKbt of the Sömmerda plant, which, he states, is concerned with the manufacture of
Germany’s rocket weapons.

2. Source expresses a desire to go to Great Britain or U.S.A. to work on rockets for the United
Nations, and has shown a 114-page (page 43 missing) manuscript in substantiation of his claim to
intimate knowledge of Germany’s “V” weapons. The manuscript has been photographed, and the
negative is forwarded as enclosure (A). Enclosure (B) is a table of contents compiled in this office
after summary study. [...]

5. Chapter thirteen discusses the principle of the multiple or tandem rocket. The rear or “booster”
rocket (Schubrakete) has ten times the mass of the forward or “main” rocket (Hauptrakete). The
booster carries the rocket part-way to the target, until the fuel is exhausted; then after launching
the main rocket, it falls away. Source claims altitudes of 360 kilometers (223.7 miles) had been
reached by such rockets before he fled from Germany in the summer of 1944, and that at this
altitude the main rocket could be expected to have a range of 500 to 700 kilometers (310 to 434
miles). (Source did not divulge how altitude was determined.) Such rockets are not launched by
catapult, but from a launching track and under their own power. The booster uses gasoline and
liquid oxygen as fuel, while the main rocket uses liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen. (Rockets of
this type with a series of boosters were mentioned by Source in course of conversation. He claims
an Atlantic rocket, to bomb New York, was calculated to require fifty-six minutes in flight.)

6. Chapter fourteen describes a revolutionary method of electric propulsion which Source claims as
his own invention. He stated it was demonstrated at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute at Potsdam in
late spring or early summer, 1944, with good results. This method does away with large fuel tanks,
affording more space for useful load, and is much more powerful than present fuels. Electric energy
at ten million volts is generated within the rocket by the ionization of a salt solution according
to what Source calls the “Kesselring” process, which is described with accompanying diagrams.
(Source states this process was discovered by a German scientist in 1937.) This high voltage is
discharged in the rocket’s exhaust tube, causing a vapor or gas (unidentified) to explode violently,
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giving a propulsive exhaust impulse of 1,000 kilograms per second per square centimeter, of 78,590
kilograms (ca. 78 tons) per second, with a ten centimeter (2 1/2”) exhaust tube. (Source stated
orally that discharges occurred twenty times per second.) Source claims this process could also be
used in propelling units for all types of transportation.

[Franz Peter’s claim to have been working on rockets since age 14 is not unreasonable. Wernher
von Braun began experimenting with rockets at age 12, and many other German-speaking students
became interested in rockets at young ages in the 1920s and 1930s. Moreover, with most fighting-age
men sent to the front lines, it was not unusual to employ younger individuals in war-related work
at home, including rocket development (Fig. E.45).

Rheinmetall-Borsig is known to have made major advances in developing and demonstrating multi-
stage, relatively large solid propellant rockets. See p. 3349. They may well have been involved in
other rocket-related work.

Numerous other reports also stated that there were large rocket development and testing programs
in the greater Erfurt area.

Franz Peter appeared to be very knowledgeable about rockets, and he appeared to have been
involved with actual German rocket development programs for a considerable period of time. He
claimed that prior to his leaving in May 1944, the German program had:

• Launched a rocket to an altitude of 360 km. The A-4 (V-2) rocket had a maximum altitude
of approximately 200 km if launched vertically. Thus if Peter’s claim is true, it describes a
more advanced rocket.

• Launched two-stage liquid propellant rockets. If that claim was true, the simplest explanation
may be that an A-4 (V-2) or similar rocket had been used as the first stage, and a much smaller
rocket had been mounted on top of that as a second stage. Several such rockets, dubbed the
Bumper series, were tested in the United States after the war (Fig. E.46). Those may have
been based on successful wartime German experiments, if Franz Peter’s information was
accurate.

• Launched a rocket that used liquid hydrogen as fuel, a major advance over known German
rockets that used ethanol or other hydrocarbons as fuel. As a very new and experimental
technology, that would be consistent with the possibility of first testing just a very small
hydrogen-powered rocket, for example mounted on top of a much larger A-4 rocket.

• Experimented with ion rocket engines. While Peter’s claims for the performance of ion rocket
engines and his own contributions to them may have been overstated, German scientists such
as Ernst Stuhlinger did invent ion rocket engines, conduct at least some experiments during
the war, and ultimately fully develop them in the United States after the war.

The above document mentioned a film negative containing Franz Peter’s 114-page manuscript. That
film roll was still stored in a canister alongside this document in the NARA file box. Unfortunately,
due to the passage of time, the film is fused together and crumbling, and appears to be unreadable,
as shown in Fig. E.47.]
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Figure E.45: Two boys working at Peenemünde in early 1942 [Deutsches Museum Archive, photo
CD61663].
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Figure E.46: Bumper 5, an A-4 (V-2) first stage with a small WAC Corporal second stage, was
launched in the United States on 24 February 1949 and attained a maximum altitude of 393 km.
It may have been based on successful similar wartime German experiments.
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Figure E.47: Unfortunately the film containing Franz Peter’s 114-page manuscript on advanced
rockets is fused together and crumbling, and appears to be unreadable due to the passage of time
[NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 3, Folder TSC #1001–1100].
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Cable CM-IN-2077 from Naval Research Lab to NRL Field Group. 9 October 1946.
[NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 160, Folder In & Out July 16, 1946–Jan. 1947].

From: Naval Research Lab (Electrical Div)
To: NRL Field Group (for Dr Ernest H Krause) White Sands

Proving Ground Las Cruces New Mexico (War pls pass)
DTG: 092040Z NCR 9735 9 October 1946

Request you interview most prominent German rocket scientists to establish professional reputa-
tion and personal reliability of German rocket scientist Franz Peder, presumed to have worked on
“Electrical Rocket” (Kesselring Process) at Erhfurt Experimental Weapon Station; also establish
what work done and what success achieved by Peder or others on this electrical rocket.

End

Note: This message has been relayed to Las Cruces, N Mex.
ACTION: R&D
INFO: AAF, ID, P&O, Gen Groves

John A. O’Mara to Lowell P. Weicker. 14 June 1944. Headquarters, U.S. Strategic
Air Forces in Europe, Office of the Director of Intelligence [AFHRA A5734 frames
1369–1370].

[...] Investigation quickly disclosed that there was a group of party technicians in the Wehrmacht
experimenting with a very large conventional type of rocket with a total weight in the neighborhood
of 68 tons. Another group of scientists in the GAF technical development section were working on
a jet-propelled pilotless aircraft and both organizations were testing some of these weapons at
Peenemünde, on the shores of the Baltic.

On the 17th of August 1943 construction on a number of strange sites located on the Cherbourg
Peninsula and in the Calais area were discovered. Work on these sites progressed at a snail’s pace.
It took some little time before it was definitely established that these were the so-called secret
weapon sites and were linked to the long range weapon experiments at Peenemünde. Ninety-six of
them were constructed for the launching of pilotless aircraft and seven were for the launching of
giant sized rockets. [...]

The reported explosions at Maidstone of giant conventional rockets turned out to be nothing but
long range, eight inch, naval shells, so that as yet there is nothing upon which to assess the actual
value of the projected 68 ton conventional rocket. [Not yet deployed in combat.]

Arnold Deeply Concerned with the German Developments of Robots, Rocket Torpe-
does, and Jets—July 1944 [AFHRA 43811 electronic version pp. 962–963].

[...] Arnold was most concerned. “If this rocket procedure is allowed to be developed uninterrupted,
there may come a time when these large 75 ton rockets land in England, in occupied France, or
possibly if they are radio-controlled, in the United States. We must use everything in our power to
prevent any such occurrences.”

[The A-4 or V-2 rocket weighed 14 tons. Yet the highest levels of U.S. intelligence reported with
great confidence that rockets weighing 68–75 tons were also under active development and exper-
imentation through 1943 and 1944. What evidence did U.S. intelligence have? Note that an A-10
rocket by itself, with no A-4 upper stage or payload, would have weighed around 69 tons (p. 3475).]
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War Cabinet. “Crossbow” Committee. “Big Ben” Sub-Committee. 17 August 1944
[AFHRA A1263 frame 1404]

Despite the reported lack of supporting evidence it was generally felt that the Swedish rocket
[Peenemünde A-4 rocket that crashed in Sweden] had been designed to take more than one weight
of warhead. It was pointed out that, within the suggested specification, an α of .62 would carry a
charge of about 2 tons to a range of approximately 120 miles.

H. L. Morrow. 10 November 1944. Intelligence Information from Stockholm. [AFHRA
C5095 frames 1496–1498]

The following observations constitute a resume of information received via the Italian “I” Office
from the Air Attaché with the Italian Legation, Stockholm, together with a summary of his con-
versation with a Swedish Engineer, JOHANSON, representative of the Swedish Air Force in Italy,
who returned to Sweden from MILAN at the end of September last. [...]

“V-1” is to be perfected in order to increase its range and size. When that is accomplished it will
be known as “V-2”, the chief difference being that “V-2” is to have a destructive power equal to 50
tons of explosive. In this connection important experiments are being made on the heights of Mount
Gausta (1,900 m) near RJUKAN, Norway, where there is a probable launching site. Experiment on
“V-2” has not so far evolved final adjustment of direction control and damage power (eg: its strike
causes such excessive penetration that the explosive effect is less than “V-1”). Therefore the major
German effort is now directed towards the development of “V-3”—a large chemical incendiary
bomb (deflagrazione). This latter is constructed in two parts—actually two bombs—each loaded
with different chemical compounds which ignite with devastating effect upon contact with air. [...]

[This was apparently a delayed report of intelligence from summer 1944, after the V-1 cruise missile
had been publicly named and utilized but before the V-2 (A-4) rocket had been officially named
and used in combat. That timing probably explains the confusion over whether the V-2 and V-
3 were upgraded versions of the V-1 cruise missile or entirely different weapons. The upgraded
warheads sound like Zippermayr-type fuel-air explosives or something else similar. The report of
secretive German work on Mount Gausta in Norway may be the most interesting part of this
report. The report also provided intelligence details about new jets, submarines, and tanks that
appear relatively accurate in hindsight, so this V-2/V-3/Gausta report should also be taken quite
seriously.]
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Figure E.48: Gausta mountain in Norway was the site of a very secretive German installation that
may have been designed to launch and/or control long-range rockets.
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V-3 Ready to Hit New York This Month, German Says. New York Times 3 December
1944.

A Stockholm dispatch quoted the German labor chief, Albert Speer, yesterday as saying that
Germany’s V-3 weapon would be ready for firing against New York by the end of December. No
intimation of its nature was given.

Deputy Chief Police Inspector Arthur W. Wallander, chief of staff of the city protective forces, said
here yesterday: “Our services are ready.” Mayor La Guardia warned on Nov. 12 that, “although
there is no reason for alarm, we must be ready.”

[In the Nuremberg trials, Albert Speer essentially denied the existence of any secret weapons, yet
in this news report he publicly announced that they were being prepared for use. Many different
weapon systems were competing for the title of V-3, the next German secret weapon to be publicly
announced and demonstrated. Other than being able to hit New York, it is not clear if this particular
“V-3” was a submarine-launched V-1 cruise missile, a submarine-launched V-2 or A-4 rocket, a
European-launched A-9/A-10 intercontinental rocket, or something else.]

Preparing the American Public for a V-3 Attack—Dec. 1944 [AFHRA 43811 electronic
version p. 972]

At a CCS meeting in Washington, Dec 8, 1944, the CCS discussed “without much interest” a Pres-
idential directive which would take action to meet a V-3 threat—intercontinental missile attack
against the United States. Kuter reported to Arnold and Giles that the JCS was directing com-
manders to take preliminary actions and to prepare plans. “From their tone I feel they will accept
or surely give serious consideration to a study pointing toward a Presidential announcement of the
possibility of attack, the victory the enemy would achieve if we (don’t?) take preparatory action
and our decision to rely on the ability of the American public to take it.” Kuter said he discussed
the matter with Hull (Army Deputy Chief of Staff) and he directed Loutzenheiser, with McKee’s
assistance, to prepare a necessary study.

[See also the related documents on pp. 2805–2806.]
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Interrogation report of a prisoner of war (PW) who had been employed at Peenemünde
as a chemist. MU 500, CSDIC (West), Seventh Army APO 758 US Army, Reference
No. 579, Peenemunde Experimental Center (Karlshagen). 14 December 1944. [Pub-
lished in Georg and Mehner 2004, p. 93; Stevens 2007, p. 237. What is the archival
source of this document???]

The V-2 flying bombs are assembled in the EAST Works (see Appendix A) which has about 3,000
engineers and workers. Two types of V-2 have been built: Type A 1 [A-10?], which is about 23 m
long and 4.5 m in diameter, and Type A 4, which is about 18 m long and 2.5–3 m in diameter.
Only the latter is in mass production. The experimental launching of V-2 used to take place every
Saturday afternoon from Mar 43 to Mar 44. At the latter time it was rumored that HITLER had
visited the center and had demonstrated his anger at the slow progress of the experiments. From
this time on the frequency of the bomb launchings was increased to every other day. When PW
left the center in July 44 there were still some launchings which were not successful due to the fact
that the bombs were not able to be radio-guided, although they were launched successfully.

[...] PW heard that German technicians intended to launch them to an altitude of 120 km, which
would have permitted them to reach NEW YORK. At the height of 15 km the bombs have a range
of 500 km. When the bomb drops through the stratosphere to a lower level, it becomes red through
friction.

[Various versions of the A-10 design had a length of 20–26 m and a body diameter of approximately
4.15 m (with fins spanning a larger diameter), and were required to achieve enough range to reach
New York, so these details are fairly consistent with the prisoner’s report.

A-4 had a body diameter of 1.65 m but fins spanning approximately 3.5 m, which may account for
the prisoner’s description of 2.5–3 m for the diameter. While the standard A-4 length was 14 m,
versions of the A-4 (or A-9) with a length of 18 m are reported by a number of sources in addition
to this prisoner.

Trajectories in which an A-9 (winged A-4) leveled off at an altitude of 15 km and flew horizontally
toward its target, or an A-10-boosted A-9 leveled off at an altitude of 120 km and flew horizontally,
were considered in detail alongside better-known trajectories.]
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Brett Davis. V-2 Plant Survivors Publicize Their Story. Huntsville Times 28 February
2000 [http://www.v2rocket.com/start/others/news-archive.html].

“People have now started to realize what happened there,” said Alex Baum, who was a member
of the French resistance and was captured and sent to the underground V-2 plant. He now lives in
California. “We want to make the public more aware,” Baum said. [...]

Baum said he remembers von Braun both from Peenemünde and Dora, although he had no contact
with him or the other German engineers at the time by orders of the SS. He remembers one day
when the top German brass, including Heinrich Himmler, the head of the dreaded SS and the
second-ranking official in the Third Reich, visited Peenemünde. Von Braun praised the V-2 to
them, Baum said.

“I understand German, too, because I was raised in Alsace-Lorraine (a region of France on the
German border),” Baum said. “I could hear von Braun talking about the ultimate weapon that’s
going to destroy the United States and everything else. We (the prisoners) were not very close, but
we could see them.” Later, he would see von Braun visit the Mittelwerk, usually in the company
of top military officials. “He was very desperate to get this thing going, and he knew exactly what
was going on,” Baum said.

Benjamin Jacobs. 1995. The Dentist of Auschwitz. Lexington, Kentucky: University
Press of Kentucky. Chapter 16: Dora-Mittelbau [http://nizkor.com/features/dentist/].

“What work are you doing here?” I asked an inmate. [...]

“Have you heard of the German V-rockets? After the Allied bombing destroyed Peenemünde, where
they were first built, now we assembled them here, in the Harz mountain caves. At first we worked
on the V1, then on the V2, and now,” and here he began almost to whisper, “we are beginning to
work on the V3.”
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Colonel Lowell P. Weicker. 1945. Headquarters United States Strategic Air Forces in
Europe (REAR), Office of the Director of Intelligence AAF 390, Memorandum to
George C. McDonald. 5 January. [Published in Georg and Mehner 2004 p. 203. What
is the archival source of this document???]

1. You will recollect that the SHAEF forecast, arrived at after D-day in 1944, placed the capitulation
of Germany at the end of December of that year. [...]

3. With the exception of a few modifications and improvements the U.S. Air Forces in this theater
are fighting with substantially the same weapons as they used in 1942. [...] This period ended
December 31, 1944 with Germany still fighting, but Germany is not fighting with the weapons
of 1942. She is leading the world in tested jet propelled airplanes, long range missiles, new type
submarines and, in certain classes, better tanks. A large part of her manufacturing facilities have
gone underground and she is bending every sinew for the last stand on the Vaterland frontiers.

4. Our Ground Armies, despite superiority in manpower and quantity of equipment, are presently
engaged more in defensive than offensive fighting and, unless this state of affairs is quickly changed
or the Russians actually drive through to Berlin and victory, we must face the grim expectation of
fighting Germany and her new capabilities through greater 1945. [...]

6. CONCLUSION:

a. The war has not terminated in accordance with SHAEF Plans.

b. SHAEF timing has dominated the development of equipment, training progress and establishment
of manpower and supply for this theater.

c. The first cycle and period of the war has ended without the capitulation of Germany and with
Germany leading in the development of principal new weapons and methods, which will be included
in her capabilities during 1945.

7. RECOMMENDATION:

That this Directorate of Intelligence prepare a careful analysis of over-all Germany capabilities for
1945 as they may effect our flying formations and our target systems...

[This is a very frank Allied acknowledgement of the technological superiority of German weapons,
even in these final stages of the war.

This request apparently led to the creation of the following 19 January 1945 Commanders Intelli-
gence Digest.]
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Headquarters, United States Strategic Air Forces [USSTAF] in Europe, Office of the
Director of Intelligence, An Evaluation of German Capabilities in 1945. The Comman-
ders Intelligence Digest. 19 January 1945. [AFHRA A5729 electronic version pp. 255
onward and 561 onward; NARA RG 319, Entry UD-1041, Box 27, Folder 925497]

1. In the following paragraphs are listed the actual or potential weapons which the Germans may
use against USSTAF operations in 1945. For the most part they include the so-called V weapons.
No consideration is given to those for which there is lacking evidence of possible use for some time
to come. [...]

2. V-2:

[...] The V-2, or rocket projectile, with a warhead of approximately one ton, and a current range
of 225 miles, is being fired at London at the rate of 180/250 per month, and against Continental
ports at the rate of approximately 300 per month.

[...] Larger rockets (68 feet in length as against 45 feet) are known to exist, and may appear in
small quantities during the year. They would have a considerably larger warhead. [...]

4. “PHOO” BOMBS: Occasionally reports by pilots and the testimony of prisoners of war and
escapees describe this weapon as a radio-controlled, jet-propelled, still-nosed, short-range, high
performance ramming weapon, for use against bombing formations. Its speed is estimated at 525
mph and it is estimated to have an endurance of 25 minutes. These bombs are launched from local
airfields, and are radio-controlled, either from the ground, or possibly by aircraft. [...]

5. MAGNETIC WAVE: The best information available is from very secret and reliable sources,
and forces the conclusion that this weapon exists as a possibility. It is designed to cause failure of
various electrical apparatus in aircraft. [...]

7. ATOMIC BOMB: Close check of every report, and close surveillance of the area in which tests
are alleged to have taken place lead to the conclusion that such bombs are not a likelihood in 1945.

[Point 1 above suggests that there is significant evidence for those weapons that are then listed.

Point 2 definitively states that rockets 50% longer than the V-2 (21 m vs. 14 m), and with a warhead
“considerably larger” than one ton, are “known to exist.” Are those A-10 boosters, stretched A-4
rockets, or something else?

Point 4 suggests that the mysterious “foo” or “phoo” fighters reported late in the war were a real
German anti-aircraft weapon that has never been fully described in publicly available documents;
see for example Chester 2007.

Point 5 shows that an electromagnetic pulse directed energy weapon was reported by “very secret
and reliable sources.”

Point 7 suggests U.S. knowledge of multiple alleged German atomic bomb tests prior to January
1945, in a particular area that was under close Allied surveillance. This likely means the Baltic
coast, including the October 1944 Rügen test.]
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Says New V-Bomb Now Ready to Cross Atlantic. Ottawa Citizen 26 January 1945 p.
17.

STOCKHOLM, Jan. 25—(Reuters)—V-4—new superflying bomb which the Germans claim can
hit New York and other points on the eastern North American coast—now is in production and
ready for launching across the Atlantic, a German engineer who was one of the principal inventors
of V-weapons told correspondents today.

Until a few days ago he was head of an experimental station for V-bombs in Jutland but escaped to
Sweden. He first posed as a Danish refugee but after questioning by Swedish authorities disclosed
his real identity.

The German was then interned but as his knowledge was useful to the Swedish general staff, they
are granting him special conditions and are keeping his name secret.

The V-4 is faster and more accurate than the V-2—and V-3 which is only an improved version of
V-2—the engineer said.

It weighs about 15 tons, travels at 1.8 miles a second and attains an altitude of more than 120
miles.

It reaches this height in just over two minutes after being fired at an angle of 75 degrees.

Its great altitude and speed give it increased accuracy and range. At 360 kilometers altitude, the
atmosphere is thinnest, so there is practically no friction to impede flight and thus reduce range.

Further, an object of this weight and travelling with this speed cannot easily be diverted from its
course by forces such as wind pressure, when climbing or falling.

The great disadvantage of V-4, the engineer said, is that it is difficult to produce in quantity.

The Germans could therefore only send a limited number of bombs against Halifax, New York or
such cities.

The Germans will probably reserve it for European targets until their final defeat, when sheer spite
may cause them to attack North American cities, he said.

[Also reported in:

Threat of V-bombs for New York Told by Nazi ‘Refugee’ in Sweden. Montreal Gazette 26 January
1945 p. 10. http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=VXotAAAAIBAJ&sjid=vpgFAAAAIBAJ&pg
=4256,4045572&hl=en

“V-4 to Attack New York”: German Engineer’s Story. Manchester Guardian 26 January 1945 p. 5.

Swedes Guard Inventor of All V-Weapons. Lowell Sun (Massachusetts) 26 January 1945 p. 1.]
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Cläre Werner. 16 May 1962 SED Arnstadt transcript. Jonastalverein Archive, Arn-
stadt. For a discussion of the background and reliability of this document, see p. 2771.

Am 16. März 1945 war ein weiteres Ereignis.
Auch hier gab es gegen 21 Uhr Fliegeralarm für
unser Gebiet. Hans war dazu wieder mit einigen
Freunden auf dem großen Turm, auch wir kon-
nten mit hoch. Diesmal hatten die Leute Fer-
ngläser mit, und es wurde nicht in Richtung
des Übungsplatzes gesehen, sondern in Rich-
tung Ichtershausen. Dort wurde es gegen 23 Uhr
sehr hell, es war aber nicht so wie die beiden er-
sten Male davor, sondern es stieg etwas gegen
den Himmel mit einem großen Feuerschweif, es
ging immer höher, aber es entfernte sich von
uns in Richtung Norden. Die Leute fielen sich
in die Arme, wir haben es, hurra, wir sind die
Größten, wir sind unbesiegbar usw. Die ca. 15
Leute feierten bis zum Morgen. Hans verbot uns
wieder alles Gesehene und sagte nur: Wir waren
bei einer weiteren Sache dabei, die in der Welt
einmalig ist und in jedem Geschichtsbuch ste-
hen wird.

On 16 March 1945, there was a further event.
Again, at 21:00 there were air raid warnings for
our area. Hans was to return with some friends
to the large tower, also we could go up with
them. This time the people had binoculars, and
watched not in the direction of the training area,
rather in the direction of Ichtershausen. There
at 23:00 it became very bright, but not like the
first two times before, rather it rose somewhat
against the sky with a large fire exhaust, higher
and higher, but it moved away from us in the
direction of the north. The people fell into each
other’s arms, [saying] we have it, hurray, we are
the biggest, we are invincible, etc. The approx-
imately 15 people celebrated until the morning.
Hans forbade us again about everything we had
seen and only said: We were present at a further
event that is unique in the world and will be in
every world history book.

[If the rocket was launched at 11:00 p.m., there would have been relatively few witnesses observing
the sky at that hour. If air raid warnings were issued to everyone in the area before the launch,
there would have been even fewer witnesses.]

Werner Kasper. 16 May 1962 SED Arnstadt transcript. Jonastalverein Archive, Arn-
stadt. For a discussion of the background and reliability of this document, see p. 2771.

Auf dem Gelände der Polte Rudisleben
gab es ebenfalls eine Versuchsanlage und
einen Nachbau für Raketenabschüsse, so wie
in Peenemünde. Auch dafür mußten wir
vershiedene Tanks aus verschiedenem Stahl
errichten, die im Gelände jeweils zu Sechser-
gruppen gebracht wurden. Auch hier waren
Sauerstoff, Stickstoff, verschiedene Treibstoffe
und auch verschiedene Gase als Füllungen in
den Tanks bzw. Behältern in der Größe von
1000 bis 20 000 Liter.

On the grounds of Polte Rudisleben there
was also an experimental station and duplicate
equipment for rocket firing, as in Peenemünde.
We also had to build different tanks from dif-
ferent steel, which were brought there in groups
of six. Here too were oxygen, nitrogen, different
fuels and also different gases for filling the tanks
in size from 1000 to 20,000 liters.
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Es wurden verschiedene Abschüsse in Rud-
isleben durchgeführt. Höhepunkt war der 16.
März 1945 in der Nacht gegen 11 Uhr. So einen
Feuerschein bei einem Abschuß habe ich nie
wieder gesehen. Wir hatten Bereitschaft und
waren vor dem Bunker 4 nahe am Eingang, wo
wir auch all unsere Werkzeuge hatten. Einige
Wochen zuvor hatten wir viel zu tun, vor allem
mußten wir eine Menge von Treibstofftanks
errichten. Es lagerten ca. 100 Tonnen Treibstoff
im Gelände. Von Nordhausen wurden immer
nachts Teile gebracht, und Fachleute von
Peenemünde und Berlin waren ständig da.
Die Wachmannschaft wurde durch SS ersetzt,
nur in unserem Bereich war noch die normale
Wachmannschaft.

Am 13. März war eine Kupferleitung verstopft,
und ich mußte mit einem Kupferschmied ins
Objekt. Wir wurden in einem geschlossenen
LKW mit SS-Leuten hingefahren. Was wir
dort sahen, war einmalig: Diese Aggregate und
dieses riesige Ding. Es muß über 30 m hoch
gewesen sein und über 4 m im Durchmesser.
Unten waren große Flügel und oben kleine
Flügel. Darum waren ein großer Holzverschlag
und eine Krananlage.

Uns wurde sofort die Arbeit gegeben, und
es war für uns nicht einfach, die Kupferleitung
in Gang zu bringen. Nach unserer Arbeit
wurden wir nicht wieder zu unserem Bunker,
sondern in ein Stollensystem im Bereich des
Steigers nach Erfurt gebracht. Dieses war so
groß, daß darin LKWs fahren konnten. Von
einigen hohen SS-Leuten wurden wir belehrt
und mußten einige Unterschriften geben,
daß wir nichts gesehen haben; falls wir etwas
sagen oder erzählen würden, würden wir sofort
von der SS erschossen.

Daher nehme ich an, daß am 16. März dieses
riesige Ding in die Luft ging, Flugrichtung
Norden. Es war einmalig.

Various firings were conducted in Rudisleben.
The high point was 16 March 1945 at 11:00 at
night. Such a fire light with a firing I have never
seen again. We were on duty and were in front
of Bunker 4 near the entrance, where we had
all our work equipment. A few weeks earlier,
we had a lot to do, above all, we had to build
a lot of fuel tanks. It took approximately 100
tons of fuel there. Parts were always brought
from Nordhausen at night, and officials from
Peenemünde and Berlin were there constantly.
The security guards was replaced by SS guards,
only in our area were there still the normal
guards.

On March 13, a copper line was clogged
and I had to go with a coppersmith into the
base. We were driven there in a closed truck
with SS men. What we saw there was unique:
These Aggregates [rockets] and this huge thing.
It must have been over 30 m high and over 4 m
in diameter. Below were large fins and above
were small fins. [Two stages.] Around it was a
large wooden scaffold and a crane system.

We were put to work immediately, and it
was not easy for us to fix the copper line. After
our work, we were not brought back to our
bunker, but rather went to a system of tunnels
in the area of Steiger [forest], near Erfurt.
These [tunnels] were so large that trucks could
drive inside them. We were instructed by some
high SS men and had to give some signatures
that we had seen nothing; if we were to say or
tell something, we would immediately be shot
by the SS.

Therefore I take it that on 16 March this
huge thing went in the air, flying in the
direction of the north. It was unique.
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Albin Kummer. 16 May 1962 SED Arnstadt transcript. Jonastalverein Archive, Arn-
stadt. For a discussion of the background and reliability of this document, see p. 2771.

Das größte Flugobjekt wurde am 16. März
1945 in der Nacht abgeschossen. Dieses Flu-
gobjekt wurde als Wunderwaffe bezeichnet.
Es war über 30 m hoch und hatte unten
einen Durchmesser von über 4 m. Zum Be-
tanken dieser Waffe wurden zwei Tage benötigt.

Es war einmalig, wie das große Ding gegen den
Nachthimmel ging. Die großen Herren von SS
und Forschungsrat feierten bis zum Mittag am
anderen Tag. Es war wohl ein großer Erfolg der
Wissenschaft und der Forschung. Ein zweites
Flugobjekt wurde vorbereitet, doch dann waren
einige ganz hohe Tiere im Objekt, ich glaube
sogar, daß Speer dabei war. Doch dann war
auf einmal alles ruhig, das Objekt wurde sogar
abgebaut.

The biggest flying object was fired off on 16
March 1945 in the night. This flying object was
called a wonder weapon. It was over 30 m high
and had a diameter of over 4 m at the bottom.
To fuel up this weapon required two days.

It was amazing how the large thing flew
against the night sky. The big men from the
SS and Research Council celebrated until noon
the next day. It was probably a great success
of science and research. A second flying object
was prepared, but then some very big shots
were in the base, I believe even that Speer was
there. But then everything was suddenly quiet,
the base was even disassembled.

[The given height and base diameter appear to match the description of an A-9/A-10 two-stage
rocket.

The statement that it took two days to fuel the rocket (probably with liquid oxygen for oxidizer
and either ethanol or fuel oil for fuel in both stages) makes sense from a technical standpoint and
seems to support the credibility of Albin Kummer’s account.

Kummer’s report is highly consistent not only with other accounts within the 1962 SED Arnstadt
transcripts, but also with outside statements such as those by Otto Skorzeny (p. 3156) and Werner
Grothmann (p. 3158–3162).]
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Alfred Gründler. 22 July 1962 SED Arnstadt transcript. Jonastalverein Archive, Arn-
stadt. For a discussion of the background and reliability of this document, see p. 2771.

[...] Am 1. Juli 1938 wurde die Produk-
tion der Siemens & Halske AG Berlin in
Arnstadt aufgenommen. Ab. 1. September
1938 war hier gleichzeitig das Wernerwerk und
das Siemens-Schuckert-Werk untergebracht. [...]

Sie beschäftigten sich mit der Entwicklung
von Zielsuchgeräten, welche in Flugzeugen und
Raketen eingebaut werden konnten. Das erste
Gerät war so um die 20 Kilogramm schwer,
dann waren sie nur noch zwölf Kilogramm
schwer. Bei den ersten Versuchen im November
1944 gab es in Luisental, Neustadt-Glewe,
einige Unfälle, aber dann waren die in Ord-
nung. Im März 1945 (den Tag kann ich nicht
mehr sagen) wurde eine A-4 und dann sogar
eine A-9/A-10 von der Polte in Rudisleben
abgeschossen. Die große Rakete war so gut,
sie ging im Norden Norwegens mit einer
Abweichung von nur sechs Metern ins Ziel.

[...] On July 1, 1938, Siemens & Halske AG
Berlin started production in Arnstadt. From
September 1, 1938, the Wernerwerk and the
Siemens-Schuckert-Werk were located here at
the same time. [...]

They dealt with the development of guid-
ance systems, which could be installed in
aircraft and rockets. The first device was about
20 kilograms heavy, then they were only twelve
kilograms heavy. In the first tests in November
1944 in Luisental, Neustadt-Glewe, there were
some accidents, but then they were fine. In
March 1945 (I can no longer say which day)
an A-4 and then even an A-9/A-10 were fired
off from Polte in Rudisleben. The large rocket
was so good, it went to northern Norway with
a deviation of only six meters from the target.

[Gründler said that during the war he worked on advanced guidance systems for very long-range
rockets at a Siemens facility in Arnstadt, which had begun operation in 1938. He described rocket
work there and at Rudisleben, just north of Arnstadt.

U.S. intelligence documents from 1944 and 1946 confirmed that indeed there was a Siemens plant
just north of Arnstadt that produced sophisticated guidance systems for very long-range rockets
(see pp. 3152 and 3274), and even that the Siemens plant began operation in 1938.

Northern Norway would have been the most logical target for a long-range rocket test. The distance
from Arnstadt to the northern coast of Norway is roughly 2200 km or 1400 miles, and northern
Norway was sparsely settled. Germany occupied and tightly controlled all of Norway until the end
of the war, had military airfields from southern to northern Norway, and also had submarines
operating off the coast of Norway. Germany likely had long-range rocket control and tracking
stations in Norway.

At an October 1945 press conference, U.S. Army Air Force General Henry Arnold announced that
German rockets “can now travel” 2000–3000 miles and “hit a target on the button” (p. 3217). That
public statement suggests that Germany successfully conducted such a test before the end of the
war, and that Arnold had obtained evidence detailing that test.]
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[Bombing Target] No. 1341, Arnstadt, GL 2618. [AFHRA 25177 electronic version pp.
7–10]

Report No. SKB 45
Report from Switzerland
Information date: early July
Report date: 12 July, 44
Dissemination date: 14 July, 44

It is reported from an entirely reliable source that the direction apparatus for V-2 is manufactured
by Siemens at Arnstadt in Thüringen. 45 kms west of Orlamünde (see our SKB43 of 8 July).
Approximately every 10th V-1 has a short wave transmitter to control its flight. Siemens still
manufactures precision instruments for a/c at Gera.

Date 26 August 1944

TARGET INFORMATION SHEET

[...] (i) The TARGET is the INSTRUMENT WORKS of SIEMENS & HALSKE A.G., at ARN-
STADT in Thuringia. It stands in open country, at a point one mile N. by W. of ARNSTADT. [...]
The target is adjacent to a sparsely built-up area.

(ii) The construction of this plant is reported to have started in 1938, when both A.E.G. and the
SIEMENS & HALSKE A.G., were stated to have erected workshops in the area for the manufacture
of precision instruments. It is possible that both plants are included within the target outline. The
target is now reported to specialise on the construction of precision instruments more particularly
control apparatus for flying bombs and possibly for other secret weapons. The plant is reported to
employ nearly 5,000 workers, and is rated at priority 1.

(iii) The total target area (see Illustration 3(m) 18/2) is about 1,000 yards long and 600 yards
wide; its major axis running S.W.–N.E. [...] The chief distinguishing feature is the deeply sunk
main structure (1), [...] which may be either the foundation for a building still to be completed, or
a roof of a possible underground factory. The large spoil heaps (3) together with buildings (4), (5),
and (6) alone stand out within the general target outline. [...]
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Figure E.49: 28 March 1945 U.S. aerial surveillance photograph of the west end of the Munitions-
fabrik Polte 2, Rudisleben, Thuringia, showing what may have been burn marks from a recent
rocket test (perhaps the 16 March launch?).
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Figure E.50: 28 March 1945 U.S. aerial surveillance photograph of the east end of the Munitions-
fabrik Polte 2, Rudisleben, Thuringia.
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Figure E.51: U.S. Army G-2 intelligence messages from 8 April 1945 describing a large installation
at Rudisleben and Ichterhausen [NARA RG 407, Entry NM3-427, Box 12365, Folder 604-2.3 (1688-
4) G-2 Jrnl File 4th Armd Div. 7–8 Apr 45]. What exactly did U.S. forces discover there? Where
are their reports?
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SS-Obersturmbannführer Otto Skorzeny. [Skorzeny 1995, pp. 161, 169]

In October 1944, after the Budapest operation, I flew once again to Führer Headquarters in East
Prussia. Preparations were just being made for the Ardennes offensive and Hitler wanted to give
me his instructions for Operation Greif.

[...] He assured me that the German Army would triumph in the end in spite of treason and
mistakes. This offensive would be successful. Apart from that, “new, truly revolutionary weapons
would take the enemy completely by surprise.”

There was much talk about German “secret weapons” at this time, and Dr. Goebbels’ propaganda
did its best to nourish these rumors. [...] However most talk was about another, terrible weapon
that was supposed to be based on artificially produced radioactivity.

[...] Included in the V-weapons program was the construction of a rocket capable of bombarding
New York or Moscow. This rocket was practically finished at the end of March 1945 and could have
gone into series production beginning in July.

[...] I could go on and list a whole series of other new weapons which were designed and built by
us during the war.
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U.S. Astronaut Gordon Cooper. 2000. [Cooper and Henderson 2000, pp. 148–155]

Wernher [von Braun] was brilliant, as one would expect, but I also found him to be a marvelous
conversationalist, raconteur, and genial host... On many occasions, I sat at the bar in his home all
night long talking space until the sun came shining in the windows... He regaled me with tales of
his life in Germany, before and during the war... Then there was Joaquin “Jack” Keutner [actually
spelled Joachim Kuettner], with whom I worked in the early days of Mercury on the Redstone
rocket program. Jack had some hair-raising flying stories to tell.

At war’s end, a manned V-2 was sitting on the pad at Peenemünde, all tested out, fueled up, and
ready to go. It would have been launched on a low-energy easterly orbit, Jack explained. The plan:
to drop a warhead on New York City. That 1945 manned rocket flight—sixteen years before the
first U.S. manned rocket flight—came within a week or so of being launched.

Werner confided to me that the Germans were testing more than rockets at Peenemünde. “Some
of the craft we were developing,” he said, “were far ahead of anything the rest of the world had or
knew about.” “You mean jets?” I asked, thinking of the Luftwaffe’s Me 262, the world’s first jet
fighter. He smiled a scientist’s knowing smile. “You could almost not refer to them as planes. We
flew several craft that were totally different. Very advanced principles were involved.”

According to Jack, who flew some of these advanced craft, they included saucer-shaped vehicles with
double intakes and counter-rotating fans and disks and some with advanced propulsion systems.
Jack said they had flown successfully. None of these craft surfaced after the war. Wernher and Jack
were unclear about whether any of them had survived the war’s last hectic days.

[Cooper had a reputation for telling apparently unsubstantiated UFO stories. At a minimum, the
rocket would likely have been moved from its original development location at Peenemünde to a
different launch site by spring 1945, would have been a V-2 (A-4b or A-9) on an A-10 booster, and
would have been fired westward, and the saucer story invites suspicion. However, the claim that a
manned rocket targeting New York was nearly ready for launch agrees with other sources in this
appendix, and Kuettner and von Braun are plausible sources for Cooper’s information.

Dr. Joachim Kuettner was selected by Wernher von Braun as the project manager for Mercury-
Redstone, the first U.S. manned suborbital flights. His previous qualifications were succinctly stated
as being a test pilot for high-altitude gliders in Germany during the war. Was he directly involved
in a manned suborbital A-9 project?]
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Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann on advanced rockets [Krotzky
2002]. For a discussion of the background and reliability of this source, see p. 2363.

[p. 9] Dabei fand ich es doch amüsant, dass aus-
gerechnet unser bestes Stück, die Riesenrakete,
die nach Amerika fliegen sollte, gerade in einer
Anlage gebaut wurde, die überhaupt nicht groß
war. Na ja, das waren ja auch erst mal die
Prototypen für die Flugversuche. Der Serien-
bau wäre dann näher am Truppenübungsplatz
vorgesehen gewesen, wo es eine gute Möglichkeit
gab, die enormen Dinger bis zur Flugklar-
Meldung in einer Bodensenke zu tarnen. So
hätte man die Rakete in einer sehr großen An-
lage gebaut, in die eigentlich auch die Produk-
tion einer der Atombombenserien hineinkom-
men sollte. Das wäre zwar auf zwei unter-
schiedlichen Geschossen geschehen, aber man
hätte dann für beide Teile einen gemeinsamen
Weg gehabt. Warum Gerlach sich da quergelegt
hatte, ist mir bis heute nicht klar. Es kann sein,
dass Himmler mit seiner Einschätzung richtig
lag, Gerlach hätte doch zu große Nähe zu uns
gemieden, weil er seine eigenen Pläne verfolgen
würde. Denn das war ja klar: Die Raketenpro-
duktion, gerade für die Amerika-Rakete, war
unsere eigene Sache, die hätten wir auch nicht
mehr aus der Hand gegeben. Das war alles unter
unserer Kontrolle. Wenn jetzt eine der beiden
durchkonstruierten Atombombensorten im sel-
ben Komplex hergestellt und zusammengebaut
wird, konnten wir den Schutz der Anlage viel
effizienter gewährleisten.

[p. 9] I found it amusing, however, that our
best piece, the giant rocket, which was to fly
to America, had just been built in a plant that
was not big at all. Well, those were the proto-
types for the flight tests. The mass production
would then be closer to the military training
base [Ohrdruf], where there was a good possi-
bility to camouflage the enormous things in a
depression up to the launch. So the rocket would
have been built in a very large plant, which was
also supposed to produce one [kind] of the nu-
clear bombs. This would have happened on two
different floors, but then there would have been
a common path for both components. Why Ger-
lach was involved there, is still not clear to me
today. It may be that Himmler was correct in
his estimation that Gerlach would have avoided
too much proximity to us because he would pur-
sue his own plans. Because that was clear: the
rocket production, especially for the America
rocket, was our own thing, we would not have
given it away. It was all under our control. If
now one of the two kinds of atomic bombs was
built and assembled in the same complex, we
would have been able to ensure the protection
of the system much more efficiently.
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[p. 11] Gerlach ist aber erst dann zu Bormann
gefahren, nachdem wir den ersten gelungenen
Start unser Grossrakete oder der grossen
Rakete für die Entfernung von Thüringen bis
London, das war auch eine Neuentwicklung,
mitbekommen haben. Das war am 16. März.
Das werde ich nie vergessen, da riefen Leute bei
Himmlers Stab an, von denen hatte ich noch
nie gehört und taten so, als hätten wir jetzt
den Krieg gewonnen.

[p. 10] Zur Bezeichnung V 4 kam man
wegen den gedanklichen Nähe zur A 4, also
der V 2. Das war die echte Langstreckenrakete
für Amerika. Dabei hätte es von Thüringen
aus nur bis an die Ostküste gereicht, aber dort
lagen ja die für uns wichtigen Städte. V 4
hatte man gewählt, weil es ja im Grunde eine
Weiterentwicklung der V2 war, wenn auch mit
zwei Stufen und mehr als der doppelten Höhe,
aber nicht mit höherer Nutzlast. Der erste
scharfe Schüß war eigentlich mit voller Ladung
für Oktober 45 vorgesehen. Nach dem Test
der Versuchsatombombe im März 45 und als
man sehen könnte, dass die front nirgegendwo
mehr hielt, hatten Hitzköpfe von der politschen
Seite einen Angriff mit dem Prototyp und
einer eilig zusammengebauten Uranbombe
gefordert. Das war aber niemand von uns und
ist auch ganz kalt abserviert worden, wie ich
vorhin sagte. Außerdem wäre es ein lächerliches
Unternehmen geworden, weil das Material
nicht gereicht hätte und auch die Rakete noch
nie getestet worden war.

[p. 11] Gerlach did not go to Bormann until
we got the first successful launch of our big
rocket or the big rocket for the distance from
Thuringia to London, which was also a new
development. That was on March 16th. I will
never forget that, when Himmler’s staff got
phone calls from people, whom I had never
heard of before and who acted as if we had now
won the war.

[p. 10] One arrived at the designation V 4
because of the mental proximity to the A
4, or the V 2. This was the real long-range
rocket for America. From Thuringia it would
have reached only the east coast, but there
lay the cities that were important to us. V
4 had been chosen because it was basically a
further development of the V2, albeit with two
stages and more than double the height, but
not with a higher payload. The first attack
with full cargo was actually scheduled for
October 45. After the test of the test bomb
in March 45 and when one could see that the
front was no longer held anywhere, hotheads
from the political side had demanded an attack
with the prototype [America rocket] and a
hastily assembled uranium bomb. But that
was none of us, and it was quite opposed, as
I said before. In addition, it would have been
a ridiculous attempt because there was not
enough [fissionable] material and the rocket
had never been tested.
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[p. 18] Im Februar oder Anfang März war in-
tern noch mal die Losung bekräftigt worden,
den ersten Angriff auf Amerika noch im Okto-
ber durchzuführen. Bei der Beratung dazu la-
gen Papiere vor, die Skorzeny für die Raketen-
techniker zusammengeschrieben hatte, also er
hatte das sicher nicht selbst geschrieben, son-
dern jemand von seinen Leuten, und es sind
auch Erklärungen von den Wissenschaftlern
besprochen worden. Es sah so aus, dass wir
das hinbekommen würden. Die große Rakete
war ja schon längere Zeit im Bau und die
sie gesehen hatten, also die Teile dafür, waren
doch beeindruckt. Wir waren jedenfalls von
der technischen Vorbereitung für die Waffe un
den Träger her überzeugt, dass es dann klap-
pen wird. Früher wäre es keinesfalls gegangen.
Ich kenne einiges von der Löiteratur, die dazu
so überzogene Angaben macht. Die Autoren
übersehen nur, dass man einen umfassenden
Angriff auf Städte in Amerika nur mit strategis-
chen Waffen führen kann, nicht mit taktischen.
Dann musste auch die Technik sicher funktion-
ieren. Stellen sie sich vor, man wirft das ‘Ei’
über New York ab und es zündet nicht! Am
Ende liefern es die Amerikaner vier Wochen
später bei einem selbst ab. Eine Schwierigkeit
bestand ja auch darin, das Gesamtgewicht für
die große Bombe zu reduzieren. Es war wohl
von den Ingenieuren immer wieder verlangt
worden, den Durchmesser und das Gewicht
zu reduzieren, wobei ich glaube, dass sich
das auf einen ganz bestimmten Bombentyp
bezog, denn da hörte und sah ich später
schließlich etwas, wo ganz klar war, dass bei
dem Ding der Durchmesser wahrscheinlich nicht
das Problem gewesen sein konnte. Jedenfalls
ging es um den Platzbedarf und die Unter-
bringungsmöglichkeiten in der Raketenspitze
und natürlich auch um die Nutzlast. Das war
ja ein wichtiger Faktor, weil der die Reichweite
beeinflusste. Übrigens war das auch ein Thema
für die Luftfahrt-Ingenieure bei Messerschmitt
und Heinkel.

[p. 18] In February or early March, the goal
of the first attack on America in October was
reaffirmed internally. In the consultation there
were papers that Skorzeny had put together for
the rocket technicians, or he certainly had not
written them himself, rather someone from his
people, and explanations were also discussed by
the scientists. It looked like we could do it. The
large rocket had already been under construc-
tion for a long time, and those who saw it, or
the parts for it, were impressed. We were cer-
tainly convinced of the technical preparation
for the weapon and the carrier, that it would
then work. In any case, we were convinced of
the technical preparations for the weapon and
the launch vehicle, that they would work out. It
could not have happened sooner. I know some
of the literature, which makes it such exagger-
ated claims. The authors just overlook the fact
that a comprehensive attack on cities in Amer-
ica can only be done with strategic weapons,
not with tactical ones. Then also the technol-
ogy had to work safely. Imagine if you throw
the ‘egg’ over New York and it does not det-
onate! In the end, the Americans would de-
liver it four weeks later on their own. One diffi-
culty was also to reduce the total weight for the
large bomb. It had been asked by the engineers
again and again to reduce the diameter and the
weight, which I believe involved a certain type
of bomb, because when I finally heard and saw
something, it was quite clear that the diameter
of the thing probably could not have been the
problem. In any case, it was about the space
requirements and the accommodation possibil-
ities in the rocket nose and of course also the
payload [mass]. This was an important factor,
because it affected the range. By the way, this
was also a topic for the aviation engineers at
Messerschmitt and Heinkel.
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[p. 33] Den Russen fiel dann mehr in die Hände
als wir hofften. Zum Beispiel der Prototyp
einer künftigen Rakete, zu der allerdings die
Amerikaner zuvor die Konstruktionsunterlagen
erbeutet hatten.

[p. 48] Wir konnten da nichts erreichen
bis auf den dringenden Wunsch Himmlers,
wir brauchten schnellstens eine Rakete, die
bis Amerika fliegen kann. Die Leute dort
waren aber sehr zurückhaltend. Was uns
überraschte, war dann allerdings folgendes.
Ich glaube, es war von Ploetz, der hatte wohl
persönlich Beziehungen zu jemandem aus der
Peenemünder Gruppe und Kammler darüber
informiert, dass nach seiner Kenntnis die
Planungen für eine Rakete mit übergroßer
Reichweite eigentlich fertig sind und dass man
mit etwas gutem Willen schnellstens damit
beginnen könnten, die in die Realität umzuset-
zen. Kammler hat sich das angehört und dann
nach Rücksprache mit Himmler vorgeschlagen,
das Konzept von unseren eigenen Raketenleute
noch mal durchrechnen zu lassen. Die haben
dann nach einiger Zeit gemeldet, dass man in
Peenemünde ganz solide gearbeitet hat und
daß diese Rakete theoretisch alles erfüllen
würde, was sie sollte. Ich glaube, damals war
die Rede von gut 4000 km Flugweg und eine
Tonne Fracht. Das weiß ich aber nicht mehr so
genau, weil es noch ein Parallelprojekt gab, für
andere Werte vorgesehen waren.

[p. 33] The Russians found more [in Thuringia]
than we hoped. For example, the prototype
of a future rocket for which, however, the
Americans had previously captured the design
documents.

[p. 48] We could not achieve anything ex-
cept the urgent wish of Himmler. As soon as
possible, we needed a rocket that could fly to
America. The people there were very cautious.
What surprised us was the following. I think
it was von Ploetz, who had been personally in
contact with someone from the Peenemünde
Group, and informed Kammler that, to his
knowledge, the plans for a rocket with a very
long range were actually finished and that with
a little good effort, they could begin as soon as
possible to translate that into reality. Kammler
listened to this and then, after consultation
with Himmler, suggested that the design of our
own rocket people be calculated again. They
then reported after some time that they had
worked very hard in Peenemünde and that this
rocket would theoretically fulfill everything it
should. I think at that time there was talk of a
good 4000 km of range and a ton of payload.
But I do not remember that exactly because
there was a parallel project that was intended
for other values.
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[p. 48] Ich meine, wir hatten wirklich gute Leute
in unseren eigenen Projekten, und die hatten
wieder recht gute Kontakte nach Peenemünde,
aber die konnten auch nur das bestätigen,
was Kammler aus Peenemünde hörte: Entweder
steuert jemand die Rakete ins Ziel, oder die
muß vollautomatisch gehen. Himmler war skep-
tisch, ob ein Pilot bei der Geschwindigkeit
überhaupt reagieren kann. Ich meine, die
Rakete sollte ja mit etlichen Tausend Kilome-
tern fliegen. Dann gab es auch gar keine Ferns-
teuerung, die auf die Entfernung wirklich sicher
funktionierte. Da hatte Himmler schon früher
mal mit Ohnesorge darüber gesprochen und ich
glaube, der hat dazu auch was arbeiten lassen.
Was sich da ergeben hat, weiß ich aber nicht.
Nur an eines kann ich mich noch erinnern,
nämlich unsere Raketenleute hatten ja eine
kleine Abteilung von, heute müsste sagen Elek-
tronikern, die haben zur völligen Überraschung
von uns und auch von Ohnesorge im Winter
44 eine Sende- und Empfangsanlage entwick-
elt, die man nicht mehr stören konnte, weil sie
selbständig dauernd die Funkfrequenz änderte.
Außerdem war die ganz klein, richtig winzig. Die
hatte nur ungefähr ein kg, der Empfänger meine
ich. Wie die das geschafft haben, diese Tech-
nik zu verkleinem, ist mir unbekannt. Himmler
aber Befehl gegeben, Ohnesorge den Prototyp
zu zeigen. Ob das geschehen ist, kann ich nicht
sagen.

[p. 48] I mean, we had really good people in
our own projects, and they had good contacts
again to Peenemünde, but they could only con-
firm what Kammler heard from Peenemünde:
Either someone pilots the rocket into the tar-
get, or it must go fully automatic. Himmler was
skeptical as to whether a pilot could react at
that speed. I mean, the rocket was supposed
to fly several thousand kilometers. Then there
was no remote control that really worked over
that distance. Himmler had talked to Ohnesorge
about that for a while, and I think he had some-
thing to do with it. What resulted from that,
however, I do not know. I can remember only
one thing, namely our rocket people actually
had a small department of, today would have to
say, electronics engineers. To our utter surprise
and also without our awareness, in the winter
of 44 they developed a transmitting and receiv-
ing system that could no longer be jammed, be-
cause it independently constantly changed the
radio frequency. Also, it was very small, really
tiny. It weighed only about one kilogram, the
receiver I mean. How they have managed to
miniaturize this technology is unknown to me.
Himmler, however, gave orders to show Ohne-
sorge the prototype. Whether that happened, I
cannot say.
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File 2508 Memmingen. German Secret Weapons. Undated but probably early 1945.
[AFHRA 25193 electronic version p. 579]

The largest flying bomb factory is the DORNIER WERKE at MEMMINGEN on railway KEMPTEN-
MEMMINGEN-ULM. V.1 to V.4 types are made here.

[Note that the above information is given casually and without further explanation, as if the U.S.
officials writing and reading the report all knew what the V-3 and V-4 were. In addition to the
noted railway connection, Memmingen had a large airfield. There were also large Dornier factories
60 km away in Friedrichshafen.]

OSS cable from “Zenda” in Bordeaux to “Climax” in Paris, 21 April 1945 [NARA RG
226, Entry A1-211, Box 8, WN 23251–23273, Folder 116].

[...] We are attempting to locate German secret weapons expert recently flown into Royan to set up
something believed to be known as V-4. Lacking technical knowledge we await your instructions.

[Various new weapons were vying for the title of “V-4,” and it is not clear which one this was.

Royan on the French coast was held by German forces until April 1945, 10 months after the invasion
of Normandy. It has never been explained why German forces were so determined to hold on to
that one location long after the rest of France had been liberated. Was there a long-range rocket
or other advanced weapon in Royan?

What exactly did Allied forces discover after the fall of Royan? Where are the reports now?]

G-2 Journal of U.S. Headquarters of 4th Armored Division, APO 254. From 041600B
to 051600B April 45 (5 April 1945), Gotha J0965 Germany. [NARA RG 407, Entry
NM3-427, Box 12345, Folder 604-2.2 (L688...2) G-2 Journal 4th Armored Div.]

64 Russian PW states 50,000 Germans rptd in underground factory mfg jet propelled planes
at KAHLA J7152 as of 2 wks ago/not bombed as yet/at JENA J7066 much AA and barrage
balloons/ROTHENSTEIN J7257. (Copy Sent VIII Corps 051130B).

65 Polish Civ rptd formed conc camp of 6000 was located at CRAWINKEL J1547 where they were
used to dig tunnel for underground factory to manufacture V-1 rockets (no rockets have been made
there to date)/GOSSEL J1949 camou[flaged] completed factory no pers allowed near this place
which is located about 2 mi N of GOSSEL/on 3 Apr was manufacturing V-1s and experimenting
with V-3s.
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Figure E.52: Location of the former Jonastal tunnel complex (just north of Gossel).
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Figure E.53: A memorial for the prisoners who worked at the Jonastal tunnel complex.
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G-2 Periodic Report No. 177. 7 April 1945. [NARA RG 407, Entry NM3-427, Box
12342, Folder 604-2.1 G-2 Periodic Reports 4th Armored Div 1 Jan–18 May 45]

Murdercamp, vic[inity] OHRDRUF: A PW, NCO, rpts that a Concentration Camp of political
prisoners, existed in the vic of OHRDRUF. According to stories told him by members of the guards,
several thousand persons were killed during this winter at the camp. The PW himself happened
onto an open mass grave some weeks ago, and he states that he saw nude bodies laying in lakes
of blood. The PW further rpts that many, or perhaps all, of the bodies were exhumed lately and
burned in the woods, vic J 115565. On 28 Mar 45, PW believes, several hundred of the political
prisoners were still alive. He further states that guards in part belonged to the SS Das REICH and
in part to SS LEIB-STANDARTE Adolf Hitler.

[...] The entire area btwn OHRDRUF–SCHWABHAUSEN–WOLFIS–WECHMAR (J 1156) was a
tk troop drill and maneuver ground. PW was told by an ordnance man stationed at OHRDRUF
that from here a new secret wpn will shortly rise (wird steigen). It is believed that the entire
area should be very thoroughly examined for new material. If any of the above mentioned political
prisoners can be found alive, interesting evidence should also be forthcoming. (Source: 89 Inf Div
Per Rpt No. 27). [...]

Annex No 1 [...] One of the most ridiculous actions of the supreme command (Nazi regime) is the
insistence upon the fighting in the far flung areas such as in the BALTIC States, in ITALY, and
also the maintenance of troops in NORWAY and DENMARK. It is deemed a disgusting order to
see these forces ill placed with the advances of our troops over the RHINE barrier.

G-2 Journal 80th Infantry Division, 1905 09 Apr 45, Gotha, Page No 1068. [NARA
RG 407, Entry NM3-427, Box 10127, Folder 380-2.2, G-2 Jnl—80th Inf. Div. Apr 45.
G-2 Journal]

Fr 318: RJ at (127489) entrance to underground plant. French workers going from RJ to WOLFIS
(1450) were escorted by armed guards, not allowed to look right or left. 300 meters N of STUTZHAUS
(105470) is entrance to 105 plant, working last week. Area at (135495) considered to be very im-
portant production area. Rpt from 318th MG O.

[These Modified British System coordinates in the Nord de Guerre Grid all correspond to locations
approximately 1–4 km southwest of the town of Wölfis, very close to the small city of Ohrdruf in
Thuringia.

The belief that “a new secret weapon will shortly rise” from this area could be a reference to
advanced rockets and/or nuclear weapons, and there is evidence that both were being developed
and tested in this area.

U.S. Colonel Robert S. Allen visited this area in April 1945 and described underground installations
that were numerous, massive, and highly sophisticated (p. 2786).

See the map in Fig. E.54 for the areas still held by the German military at the end of the war, as men-
tioned in the above report. These areas were fiercely defended and likely held secret weapons that
Germany still hoped to deploy, such as long-range rockets, long-range jets, and nuclear weapons.]
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Figure E.54: Map of German-controlled territory at the end of the war.
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U.S. Army 89th Infantry Division. G-2 Msg File. 8 April 1945. [NARA RG 407, Entry
NM3-427, Box 11005, Folder 389-2.2 G-2 Jrnl File—89th Inf Div. 8–9 Apr 45]

info—

7 DP—report location of installation making V-4

R-6-sheet — 869541 869451 in hillside and elevation of hill 315—entrance S side of hill.

Between 20 and 30,000 DP’s—Gadget holds 2 men—send finished product to Weimar for complete
assembly—

U.S. Army 89th Infantry Division. G-2 Message Summary. 8 April 1945. [NARA RG
407, Entry NM3-427, Box 11005, Folder 389-2.2 G-2 Jrnl File—89th Inf Div. 8–9 Apr
45]

8 April 45

From 353:

Displaced persons report underground factory in hill 315 at J869451. Entrance on south side of hill.
Factory employs some twenty to thirty thousand Russians, Poles, French, etc. They are making
the V-4, which is a two man rocket of some sort. Partial assembly at this factory and weapon then
is sent to WEIMAR J5271. During the time the source of this information worked at this factory,
approx one week ago, there had been no bombing.

More information later after a complete interrogation.

Tuxedo 2
0900

[Please see photos of the G-2 messages from 8 April 1945 on pp. 3171–3176.]
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[At NARA RG 407, Entry NM3-427, Boxes 11005 and 12365, I found many versions of this U.S.
Army message, including copies from the 89th Infantry Division unit that actually originated the
message, a copy from another unit that apparently received the report by radio, and copies echoing
up and down the chain of command. The details are the same in all of them, except what is
apparently the first message (Fig. E.55) says “Gadget holds 2 men,” which clarifies that this was
a rocket large enough to hold two men, not a rocket small enough to be set up and launched by
two men. Unfortunately I could find no further details, and no follow-up reports—no “complete
interrogation” of the displaced persons as promised, and no reports of Americans visiting the V-4
factory themselves.

The J869451 coordinates are the same in all of the messages (except the coordinates 869541 that
were initially written down and then crossed out and replaced in the first message). That appears
to be Modified British System coordinates for the Nord de Guerre Zone, as confirmed by the J5271
coordinate for Weimar. Using the website tool http://www.echodelta.net/mbs/eng-translator.php,
Modified British System coordinate wJ869451 in the Nord de Guerre Grid corresponds to a location
just south of Dreitzsch, and approximately 3 km east of Neustadt an der Orla. The only other clue
is that the entrance was on the “south side” of “hill 315,” referring to the elevation of the location.

It is interesting that the V-4 factory coordinates are given with 100-meter precision (J869451),
much more precise than even the Weimar coordinates (J5271, with only 1-km precision). That
seems to show a remarkable confidence in the location, presumably either from maps that the
escaped prisoners brought with them, or from the escaped prisoners pointing to their former home
on maps that the U.S. Army had.

Figure E.56 shows adjacent sheets R-6 (above) and S-6 (below) of the GSGS 4416 map used by
the U.S. Army, covering the relevant part of Thuringia. In what was apparently the original report
(Fig. E.55), the coordinates for the two-man rocket factory were first given as 869541 (above), then
as 869451 (below), 9 km due south of the first location. There is no “hill 315” near either location,
and neither of these specific locations seems like a very promising site for a massive underground
factory.

However, there were a number of other known German research and development facilities above
or below ground near that area (such as the massive Kahla REIMAHG underground jet factory
approximately 15 km to the west—see pp. 3075–3078), so the general location does seem plausible.

Could the V-4 site be located somewhere in that area? We have two approximate alleged locations,
the approximate hill elevation, the fact that the main entrance was on the south side of the hill,
and the presumed fact that that entrance would likely have been adjacent to a railroad track that
existed at that time in order to bring large amount of supplies in and to ship partially completed
V-4s to Weimar.

At NARA I also photographed as many other relevant Army documents as I could, for several
days before and after this report. When this report was filed on 8 April 1945, the U.S. Army units
involved were well to the west of these coordinates. Based on the Army’s location, and the fact that
the message says “Displaced persons report...,” the J869451 location appears to have been given
to the U.S. Army by French/Polish/Russian prisoners who escaped from there and fled toward the
Americans. It is possible that the prisoners did not give exactly the right location, or that due
to language differences the Army misunderstood the location, or that someone wrote down the
coordinate numbers incorrectly or in the wrong order. Then those same coordinates got repeated
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in all the messages. Perhaps the rocket factory was not around Neustadt an der Orla, but rather
in some entirely different region.

In these NARA files, I could not find any further reports about the V-4 factory. If the U.S. Army
wrote a report, it might still be classified and not in the publicly available files. Or perhaps some
other American team actually went into the factory and wrote a report—Alsos, CIOS, Theodore
von Kármán’s team, etc. Or maybe the Germans emptied out the factory and/or collapsed the
entrances before the Americans arrived.

Perhaps the entrances were collapsed with V-4s still inside, just waiting for modern historians to
rediscover them. Proof that Germany was building and even mass-producing manned spacecraft 20
years ahead of their time (even if they were never launched) would be incredible.

The two-man design also appears to demonstrate that Germany was really serious about delivering
some sort of weapon of mass destruction over a long range. Electronic guidance systems were not
yet reliable or accurate enough, so a pilot was necessary. With typical German thoroughness, the
designers planned for two pilots instead of one, in case one pilot lost consciousness or changed his
mind about going through with the mission after launch. I do not see why the Germans would have
gone to such engineering extremes if the payload were not a weapon of mass destruction, or if the
target were not at a longer range than the existing V-2 could reach accurately with an automated
guidance system.]
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Figure E.55: U.S. Army G-2 intelligence reports from 8 April 1945 describing a large underground
factory in the vicinity of Neustadt an der Orla that had been using 20,000–30,000 French and other
foreign workers for assembly line production of the “V4... two man rocket.” [NARA RG 407, Entry
NM3-427, Box 11005, Folder 389-2.2 G-2 Jrnl File—89th Inf Div. 8–9 Apr 45]
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Figure E.56: Adjacent sheets R-6 (above) and S-6 (below) of the GSGS 4416 map used by the U.S.
Army. The coordinates for the two-man rocket factory were first given as 869541 (above), then as
869451 (below), 9 km due south of the first location. There is no “hill 315” near either location,
and neither location seems like a very promising site for a massive underground factory.
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Figure E.57: U.S. Army G-2 intelligence reports from 8 April 1945 describing a large underground
factory in the vicinity of Neustadt an der Orla that had been using 20,000–30,000 French and other
foreign workers for assembly line production of the “V4... two man rocket.” [NARA RG 407, Entry
NM3-427, Box 11005, Folder 389-2.2 G-2 Jrnl File—89th Inf Div. 8–9 Apr 45]
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Figure E.58: U.S. Army G-2 intelligence reports from 8 April 1945 describing a large underground
factory in the vicinity of Neustadt an der Orla that had been using 20,000–30,000 French and other
foreign workers for assembly line production of the “V4... two man rocket.” [NARA RG 407, Entry
NM3-427, Box 12365, Folder 604-2.3 (1688-4) G-2 Jrnl File 4th Armd Div. 7–8 Apr 45]
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Figure E.59: U.S. Army G-2 intelligence reports from 8 April 1945 describing a large underground
factory in the vicinity of Neustadt an der Orla that had been using 20,000–30,000 French and other
foreign workers for assembly line production of the “V4... two man rocket.” [NARA RG 407, Entry
NM3-427, Box 11005, Folder 389-2.2 G-2 Jrnl File—89th Inf Div. 8–9 Apr 45]
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Figure E.60: U.S. Army G-2 intelligence reports from 8 April 1945 describing a large underground
factory in the vicinity of Neustadt an der Orla that had been using 20,000–30,000 French and other
foreign workers for assembly line production of the “V4... two man rocket.” [NARA RG 407, Entry
NM3-427, Box 11005, Folder 389-2.2 G-2 Jrnl File—89th Inf Div. 8–9 Apr 45]
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A. W. Detweiler. V-2 Factory at Pössneck. 19 June 45 [AFHRA A5729 frame 1573]

1. Following information phoned by Col. T. Ames, Asst. A-2, Air Staff Shaef:

a. The CIO (Group Capt. Humphrey) of 2nd TAF has been advised that the V-2 factory at Pössneck
(J-73) has not been examined. Since this is in the Russian area, it is suggested by Group Capt.
Humphrey that any action taken must be immediate.

b. Col. Hall, G-2 of the 30th Division, is reported to be familiar with this installation.

c. The above information furnished to 2nd TAF by a Major Darling.

d. It has been requested that Group Capt. Humphrey be advised of any action taken on the above.

[This document proves that there was a rocket factory at Pössneck, which was only 13 km from
Neustadt an der Orla, yet both are very far from Nordhausen and would not have been confused
with the underground rocket factory there. The U.S. military used “V-2” in the generic sense to refer
to large German rockets, so the Pössneck factory could have been manufacturing V-2/A-4 rockets
or something else. Was the Pössneck factory the same as the “two-man rocket” factory? Perhaps
the “Pössneck” factory was not actually in Pössneck, but was merely nearby, and the U.S. military
referred to the nearest town of significant size, Pössneck. Or maybe the escaped prisoners were
slightly off in their description of the location of the two-man rocket factory. Even if the Pössneck
factory mentioned in the above document was a different facility, its existence demonstrates that
that area contained underground rocket factories, making the reports of the two-man rocket factory
highly plausible.

For examples of nuclear work that was conducted in this same area and same time, see:

Rainer Karlsch. 2009. Wunderwaffen für den “Endsieg”? Die geheimen Arbeiten des Forschungsin-
stituts für Physik und dessen Verlagerung nach Neustadt an der Orla (1944–1945). Zeitschrift für
Thüringische Geschichte. 63:259–276.

009. Geheime Forschungsstätte Harrasmühle 1943–45. [www.heimatfreunde-neustadt-orla.de/neustadt-
umgebung/item/009-erinnerung-an-die-gesandten-zum-20ten.html]]
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Hitler had a V-4 to raid London. Daily Mail. 18 April 1945 p. 4.

PARIS, Tuesday.

Hitler had another secret weapon—the V4—which he intended to rain on London, according to the
Paris newspaper Paris-Presse.

But this last coup was prevented by the lightning Allied advance. A secret underground factory
near Erfurt was captured and the secrets of the new weapon discovered.

The newspaper, from interviews with French deportees liberated from the factory, gives this picture
of the new “V” weapon:

“Imagine a V2 which, instead of being blind and inaccurate, surpasses the accuracy of the most
perfect artillery; a projectile 15 to 20 yards long, controlled by wireless from the ground, and
travelling at a speed of some 3,750 miles an hour.”

The subterranean factory, built in rock, was several storeys in height, with a network of tunnels
and covering an area of about ten square miles.—Reuter.

[Tuesday was 17 April, so this Daily Mail story appears to have been written by someone in Paris
with inside knowledge of the reporting before the Paris-Presse edition actually appeared in print
on 18 April.]
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Raymond Henry. Nous Font des Révélations sur le V-4: Dernier Rêve de Hitler. Paris-
Presse No. 135, 18 April 1945 p. 1.

Libérés plus tôt que les Allemands ne pou-
vaient s’y attendre par l’avance americaine, des
deportes français affectés à la fabrication des
armes secrètes

nous font des révélations sur le V-4 dernier
rêve de Hitler

Ces déportés qui n’avaient pas vu le jour
depuis des mois, travaillaient au secret dans
une usine souterraine s’étendant sur 24 km2

Hitler avait fait un rêve: le dernier. Il rêvait
de gagner la guerre, grâce à une novelle arme
secrète, le V-4. Ce rêve ne se réalisa pas. Les
nazis n’en emporteront même pas le secret dans
leur tombe. Car ils avaient eu l’imprudence
d’affecter par représailles, aux usines où l’on
expérimentait et fabriquait le V-4, des déportés
français qui permettent aujourd’hui aux Alliés
de percer le mystère de l’ultime arme secrète
sur laquelle le IIIe Reich fondait ses ultimes
espoirs.

Ces Français, qui ont travaillé pendant
plusieurs mois sous terre, sans revoir la lumière
du jour, ont pu fournir sur le V-4, ses per-
spectives et son emploi, des précisions que
“Paris-presse” est le premier à publier.

Liberated earlier than the Germans could have
expected by the American advance, French
deportees assigned to the manufacture of secret
weapons

we make revelations about the V-4 last
dream of Hitler

These deportees, who had not seen daylight
for months, worked secretly in an underground
factory spread over 24 km2

Hitler had a dream: the last. He dreamed
of winning the war, thanks to a new secret
weapon, the V-4. This dream did not come
true. The Nazis will not even take the secret
to their graves. For they had been imprudent
enough to assign, by reprisals, to the factories
where the V-4 was experimented with and
manufactured, French deportees who now
allow the Allies to pierce the mystery of the
ultimate secret weapon on which the Third
Reich founded its ultimate hopes.

These Frenchmen, who worked for several
months underground, without seeing the light
of day, were able to provide details on the V-4,
its prospects and its use, which “Paris-press” is
the first to publish.

[If this is the same massive underground V-4 rocket factory populated by French and other foreign
workers and reported by Allied forces on pp. 3171–3176, its location was given there. Using the
website tool http://www.echodelta.net/mbs/eng-translator.php, Modified British System coordi-
nate [w]J869451 in the Nord de Guerre Grid corresponds to a location 1 km southeast of Dreitzsch,
just east of Neustadt an der Orla. Thus the massive underground rocket factory described was not
Nordhausen. It was approximately 110 km away from Nordhausen, and the description indicates it
was much larger than Nordhausen.]
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Nous connaissions les V-1 et les V-2. Nous
connaissions même, par oui-dire, les V-3, qui
devaient être une édition améliorée et agrandié
des V-2.

Nous savions aussi que les Allemands se
proposaient d’expédier une véritable pluie de
ces projectiles sur Londres. Mais nul n’avait
encore entendu parler des V-4, l’arme qui
devait donner la victoire définitive à Hitler.

Cette arme était sur le point de sortir.
Les usines où l’on procédait à la fabrication
et aux essais viennent d’être conquises par les
troupes alliées, au cours de leur foudroyante
avance, et les secrets qu’elles ont révélés sont
encore inédits.

C’étaient, dans la région d’Erfurt et pas très
loin de ce sinistre camp de Buchenwald libéré,
lui aussi, par l’offensive alliée, d’immenses,
de prodigieuses usines souterraines enfouies
les unes à côté des autres, étagées les unes
au-dessus des autres, reliées par un labyrinthe
de canalisations et de tunnels, et s’étendant sur
une superficie de 24 kilomètres carrés. En bref,
une gigantesque cité creusée dans le roc et où se
succédaient interminablement, à la lumière de
puissants globes électriques, ateliers, magasias,
laboratoires et casemates.

Deux chemins de fer à voie étroite appro-
visionnaient ce royaume souterrain, deux
chemins de fer si artistement camouflés que
jamais l’aviation alliée ne les avait découverts.

We knew the V-1s and the V-2s. We even
knew, by the way, the V-3s, which were to be
an improved and enlarged version of the V-2s.

We also knew that the Germans intended
to hasten a veritable rain of these projectiles
on London. But no one had heard of the V-4,
the weapon that was to give Hitler the final
victory.

This weapon was about to be released.
The factories in which it had been manufac-
tured and tested have just been conquered
by the allied troops during their tremendous
advance, and the secrets they had revealed
have not yet been published.

There were, in the region of Erfurt and
not very far from the sinister camp of Buchen-
wald that was also liberated by the allied
offensive, immense, prodigious underground
factories buried one beside the others, levels
ones above others, connected by a labyrinth of
pipes and tunnels, and extending over an area
of 24 square kilometers. In short, a gigantic city
hollowed out of the rock with an interminable
succession, lit by powerful electric globes,
of workshops, storerooms, laboratories, and
fortifications.

Two narrow-gauge railroads supplied this
underground kingdom, two railways so artisti-
cally camouflaged that the allied aviation never
discovered them.

[This article states that it was already known that V-3 (or at least one weapon system vying for
that title) was an “improved and enlarged version of the V-2.” This presumably means that the
standard V-2 length of 14 m was enlarged to 18 or 21 m long as reported elsewhere, accommodating
more propellant and hence improving the rocket’s range and/or payload capacity.]
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Un projectile géant d’une précision absolue

C’est là, dans le mystère, que les meilleurs
techniciens d’Allemagne, soumis à un étroit
contrôle, préparaient le V-4. Le V-4? Imaginez
un V-2, mais un V-2 qui, au lieu d’être aveugle
et imprécis, aurait au contraire surpassé en
précision les canons les plus perfectionnés; un
projectile immense, long de 15 ou 20 mètres,
propulsé par fusée, comme le V-2, mais pou-
vant, à la différence de celui-ci, être dirigé de
terre par ondes hertziennes et capable, pendant
tout le temps de sa course parcourue à une
vitesse de 6.000 km à l’heure, d’indiquer sa po-
sition à la contraie de tir, grâce à des dispositifs
gyroscopiques couplés avec un poste émetteur
de T.S.F.; un engin enfin qui n’aurait peut-être
pas pu changer le sort de la guerre, mai qui
aurait certainement prolongé les hostilités en
causant de nouveaux et incalculables ravages,
et en provoquant pour les Alliés de graves
difficultés supplémentaires.

Mais le danger est conjuré. Le V-4 git
désormais, sans force et sans vertu, dans
l’ombre de ces cavernes d’où les nazis aux
abois n’ont pas eu le temps de le faire surgir.
Quelques mois seulement, quelques semaines
peut-être, parâıt-il, nous séparaient encore du
moment où ces monstres nouveaux se seraient
abattus sur nous.

A giant projectile of absolute precision

It was there, in the mystery, that the best tech-
nicians of Germany, subject to a strict control,
were preparing the V-4. The V-4? Imagine a
V-2, but a V-2 which, instead of being blind
and imprecise, would on the contrary surpass in
precision the most perfect canons; an immense
projectile, 15 or 20 meters long, propelled by
rocket, like the V-2, but capable, unlike the
latter, of being guided by Hertzian waves and
capable, throughout all the time of its course
traveling at a speed of 6,000 km per hour, of
indicating its position to the launch station,
thanks to gyroscopic devices coupled with a
radio transmitter; a device which might not
have been able to change the outcome of the
war, but which would certainly have prolonged
hostilities by causing new and incalculable
havoc, and provoking serious difficulties for the
Allies.

But danger is avoided. The V-4 lies henceforth,
without force and without virtue, in the shadow
of these caverns where the stymied Nazis did
not have time to make it appear. Only a few
months, perhaps a few weeks, it seems, still
separated us from the moment when these new
monsters would have fallen upon us.

[The V-4 weapon described above was a V-2 or A-4 rocket whose length had been increased from
the usual 14 meters to “15 to 20 meters,” in order to carry more propellant and improve the rocket’s
range and/or payload capacity. This V-4 was also described as having a much more precise guidance
system, which would have been especially important to achieve good targeting accuracy at ranges
greater than that of the standard V-2 and/or for highly valuable payloads such as a nuclear bomb.

If U.S. forces overran a factory that had been producing improved V-3 and V-4 rockets as described
here, where is all the documentation for what was actually found and removed by the United States?
Can that information be located in archives? Were prototypes brought back to the United States?
If that material is still classified, can it be located and declassified now?]
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Walter Dornberger. 1958. V-2: The Nazi Rocket Weapon. New York: Viking. pp. 138–
140, 152, 236–237.

[pp. 138–140:] It was easy enough to see that the range of one-stage rockets, which had to go on
carrying the useless deadweight of the empty tanks and heavy motors after the ‘all-burnt’, would
never be appreciably increased. If we were going to add to the rocket’s deadweight, already reduced
to a minimum, any considerable load for long distances, even a change of propellants would be of
very little use to us. The only exception would be a combination of hydrogen and oxygen with a
theoretical exhaust velocity of over 10,000 feet per second. But this was for the time being out of
the question because of the difficulty of handling liquid hydrogen. Nor would a bigger rocket help
much. [...]

With an improved, lighter A4 type of one-stage rocket with relatively bigger tanks we might be
able to achieve a range of 250 to 300 miles—but mainly at the expense of the warhead, that is, the
payload.

We had to break new ground. Why need the rocket strike the ground at a speed of nearly 2,000
m.p.h.? If we gave it wings and took advantage of their lift, changing the trajectory to a glide after
a suitable time interval, we could use the energy hitherto expended in making great holes in the
ground to increase range.

Calculations showed that with such a structure we might achieve a range of 350 miles, which would
be double that of the A4. [...]

Thus the A9 came into being.

Hundreds of calculations were made to plot the trajectory that would give the greatest range.
Finally the missile was planned to reach, at a height of about 12 miles, a maximum speed of 2,800
m.p.h., and then go into a shallow curving glide with a peak of nearly 18 miles. On arrival over the
target, at a height of about 3 miles, it was planned to fall perpendicularly, like the Fi 103 (V1).

It was only a step from the pilotless A9, with fully automatic guidance, to the piloted A9. This
extremely fast aircraft, with a wing area of only about 145 square feet, had no military significance.
Special landing flaps enabled it to land, after traveling about 400 miles in 17 minutes, at a speed
of only 100 m.p.h.

This development of the A9, however, did not satisfy our ambitions. We wanted to cover thousands
of miles. Our own private and exclusive sphere of activity began only beyond the extreme limit of
the range of the heaviest aircraft.

Only by abandoning the one-stage for the multiple-stage rocket, that is, by dropping the dead
weight when it had served its purpose and thereby improving the mass-ratio of the rocket, could
we hope for these almost incredible range increases.

This was the origin of the A9/10 project. The object here was to cause the motors of the second
stage (the A9) to begin firing only when the missile had reached a high speed by means of its first
stage, which acted as a booster.

Catapulting was an alternative method of imparting a high starting speed to the A9. On the basis
of calculations and experience with V1 launching sites, a long, inclined catapult had been designed
capable of giving the A9 a launching speed of 800 m.p.h. This would have been sufficient for the
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fully fueled rocket to fly on smoothly, after leaving its launching ramp.

A better plan, however, and one which greatly improved range, was to construct the A10, weighing
87 tons and with a total propellant capacity of 62 tons, as the first stage of the combined A9/A10.
The A9 was placed on top of the A10. The latter had a thrust of 200 tons for 50 to 60 seconds
and gave the rocket a speed of 2,700 m.p.h. After exhaustion of the first stage the A9 would be
ignited and lift out of the A10. The A9 was to tilt fairly sharply soon afterwards and reach a peak
altitude of 35 miles. Then the long supersonic glide was to begin. Meanwhile the A10, equipped
with brake-flaps and parachute, could be recovered for further use after drifting down on to water.

The A9, beginning to operate at a great height, would acquire an additional velocity of about
3,600 m.p.h., resulting in a maximal velocity of about 6,300 m.p.h. at the moment its motor cut
off. A distance of 2,500 miles could therefore be covered in about 35 minutes. Like the single-stage
A4 this two-stage rocket was to take off vertically and obviate the need for elaborate launching
installations.

Countless trajectories were calculated by our outstanding expert in flight and ballistics, Dr. Steud-
ing, and all of the factors involved, such as the earth’s curvature and rotation, were taken into
consideration. Guidance systems were investigated and development of the missile began.

For some months work on this project, which had been fully occupying large sections of our estab-
lishment, had ceased. I had forbidden further work on the plan in our practical branches, because
of the urgency of the A4. Only the Projects Group was permitted to carry on.

During our frequent visits to this department we had repeatedly and thoroughly discussed these
plans, due for practical development at an early date, as well as the optimal trajectory of the rocket.
We had foreseen and planned for its use in time of peace. Very fast stratospheric rocket-aircraft,
travelling at high supersonic speed, had reached design stage. They would be able to cross from
Europe to America in 40 minutes.

Once we reached this stage the horses fairly bolted with us. With our big rocket motors and stage-
rockets we could build space-ships which would circle the earth like artificial moons at a height of
300 miles and a speed of 18,000 m.p.h. Space stations and glass spheres containing the embalmed
bodies of pioneers of rocket development and space travel could be sent round the Earth on endless
journeys. Even an expedition to the moon was a popular topic.

We dreamed, too, of atomic energy, which would at last give us the necessary drive for flight into
the infinity of pace, to the very stars. [...]

[p. 152:] I could not have been asleep long before I woke with a start.

Sssst—bang!

So Stölzel was doing his experimental firing after all.

Sssst—bang! Sssst—bang!

The window-panes rattled. Yet I had told Stölzel to set the time fuses so as not to disturb the
peaceful slumbers of Peenemünde. [...] And I had given him permission to fire only 5 of the 15
rounds available. [...]

Something wrong there. That couldn’t be Captain Stölzel, who had asked my permission that
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evening to carry out test firing during the night with his anti-dive-bomber tank weapon. It was
not the 100 lb. high explosive charge of the 10-inch solid-propellant rocket which had awakened me
from my first deep slumber and set the windows of my room rattling. [...]

Peenemünde was being raided! [...]

[pp. 236–237:] The demand from increased range made it necessary to start work again without
delay on the winged A4, which had been lying fallow since spring 1943. We had named the winged
A4 missile the A9. Ever since the beginning of the war we had seen that we could not tackle the
A9 at Peenemünde as well as the A4 with any hope of its becoming operational before the end.
The problems would have made far too many demands on our depleted staff. Some research had,
however, been done in the wind tunnel since the spring of 1940 to determine the proper form of
the supersonic wings and tail unit of the A9. The findings were now hastily dug out again and a
schedule of tests drawn up.

On 8th January, 1945, the first A9 was launched. The control failed about 100 feet above the firing
table. A few days later we were unable to launch a new projectile because the alcohol tank had
developed a leak. At last, on the 24th, we had our first success. The rocket, climbing vertically,
reached a peak height of nearly 50 miles at a maximum speed of 2,700 m.p.h. This purely rocket-
powered aircraft, with a wing area of 145.32 square feet, broke the sound barrier without trouble. It
flew with stability and steered automatically at both sub- and supersonic speeds. On the descending
part of the trajectory, soon after the rocket levelled out at the upper limit of the atmosphere and
began to glide, a wing broke. On the whole the result was eminently satisfactory and more than
fulfilled our expectations.

Thus our theories on this design had been borne out as well. It was possible to cause rocket aircraft
to fly at many times the speed of sound, and they could certainly be landed by means of braking
and landing flaps. We were well on the way to solving a problem which, together with high-altitude
research, was the first I had set myself to tackle after the war: the landing after a flight into airless
space. We had taken a long stride forward in developing the first intermediate stage preceding the
space-ship. Rocket aircraft could cover long distances in the upper stratosphere, at heights of 12–16
miles, at incredible speed and land in safety. If only we could succeed in maintaining full rocket
thrust just long enough to ensure that we reached this height at very high supersonic speed, flying
horizontally and in the right direction, and then either went into a glide or could switch in a low-
thrust cruising motor using very little propellant, why, then we should be able to bridge thousands
of miles by strictly economic means. Such were the ideas that occupied our minds in 1944. If we
could realize them in practice we might hope to enrich international traffic, a few years after the
war, with newer and bigger models. This revolutionary form of transport could never be rivalled
for speed and range by normal propeller or jet-driven aircraft.

Basically the problem had already ceased to be a problem. It was only a question of working out
the technicalities and devoting enough time to development. But the evacuation of Peenemünde
put a stop to all further experiment.

[Dr.-Ing. Hermann Steuding was the main group leader for evaluation in the control and flight
technology department BSM / A I (StF) in Peenemünde.]

[The raid was the Operation Hydra bombing attack on Peenemünde by the British Royal Air Force
during the night of 17–18 August 1943.]
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Figure E.61: Recognition for the first successful flight of the A-4/V-2 rocket on 3 October 1942,
including Dr. Wernher von Braun (darkest civilian suit), Captain Heinz Stoelzel (young man in
dark uniform standing to the right of von Braun as seen from our perspective), and General Walter
Dornberger (in front of von Braun, wearing a hat).
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Figure E.62: Envelope addressed to Heinz Stoelzel at Erfurt and postmarked 3 November 1943,
suggesting that he may have been engaged in rocket development programs near Erfurt by then.
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Figure E.63: Planned A9/A10 trajectory hand-copied in 1945 by Heinz Stoelzel.
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Figure E.64: Design for A-9 upper stage with a two-man crew to be launched into space, hand-
copied in 1945 by Heinz Stoelzel. The vast majority of Stoelzel’s papers were destroyed after his
death, including the A-10 lower stage design if it was in his possession.
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Figure E.65: Russian description of German plans and/or equipment captured in 1945,
showing complete intercontinental missile with A-9 upper stage on A-10 lower stage
[http://epizodsspace.airbase.ru/bibl/k-r/1998/5/fau2.html].
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Figure E.66: Test launch of A-9 (A-4b) upper stage (24 January 1945).
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Figure E.67: Photograph of earth from space, taken using a German A-4 rocket captured and tested
by the United States (White Sands Missile Range, 24 October 1946).
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Swiss Turning a Deaf Ear to Stories of Nazi Infiltration. The Swiss Observer (Journal
of the Federation of Swiss Societies in the U.K.) 31 January 1947.
[http://doi.org/10.5169/seals-686905]

Reprinted from “New York Herald Tribune.”

[...] There has been a great outcry in Switzerland also over the immigration of Captain Heinz
Stoelzel, once liaison officer between the army and the German scientists who were working in
research laboratories at Peenemünde where the V-2 rockets were developed. Stoelzel is known to
be an unrepentant German, and proud of his nation, however he may feel about Nazism. When he
arrived in the country last summer he was invited to lecture before the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology.

In his lecture he asserted that Germany was well on its way to perfecting the atomic bomb and
then aroused some popular wrath by crying: “Thank God, the Allies did not seriously damage
Peenemünde. German research will always continue, and in years to come will make important
contributions to science, just as in years gone by.” [...]

Cables from the files of Leslie Groves. [NARA RG 77, Entry UD-22A, Box 160, Folder
In & Out July 16, 1946–Jan. 1947]

From: Bern Switzerland sgd Harrison

To: State Department

Nr: A 433 23 September 1946

Reference is made to the Legation’s confidential airgram No. A-423 to the Department of September
11, 1946, copy of which was sent to Berlin, with respect to the German military internee, Heinz
Stoelzel, presumed to be identical with the German national of the same name who delivered a
lecture at the Swiss Federal Technical Institute at Zurich on V-2 bomb production as reported in
the Legation’s restricted airgram A-385 of August 19, copy of which was forwarded to Berlin.

As a result of investigations conducted by Mr. Leonard L. Bacon of the American Consulate General,
Zurich, it has now been definitively ascertained that the Legation’s presumption as to the identity of
Heinz Stoelzel is correct. The Consulate General reports that it has interviewed Mr. Pierre Schwaar,
the author of the Die Nation article quoted in the Legation’s A-385 and that Mr. Schwaar, who
attended Stoelzel’s lecture, states that it was conducted under the auspices of the Swiss Federal
Technical Institute’s School of Aerodynamics. Stoelzel was introduced by Dr. J. Ackeret, Head of
the School, with the preface that Stoelzel “was a German scientist with practical experience in his
speciality of rocket projectiles”. The Consulate General conveys Schwaar’s impression that Stoelzel
treated the subject in a superficial and “popular” manner; that most of his information appeared to
come chiefly from American popular magazines; and that Stoelzel endeavored to give the impression
that whereas the atom bomb was all very well as a military weapon, the Germans had developed
a principle of application of energy which had immediate peacetime uses.

The Consulate General further reports that it has succeeded in obtaining the following highly
confidential information from the office of the Zurich Cantonal Fremdpolizei:
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“According to the police file, Stoelzel was born on February 2, 1916, in Germany; birthplace and
residence unknown. He was a captain in the Wehrmacht and assigned to the rocket-bomb plant
at Peenemünde, at an unknown date he came into Switzerland as a deserter and was interned. In
March 1946 he was reclassified as a refugee after examination by the Bundespolizei in pursuance of
the general policy of transferring military internees from Army control to police supervision. He was
then granted a “Studiumbewilligung” or study permit at the Swiss Federal Technical Institute as
an expert on rocket projectiles and took up residence in Zurich at 25 Rosslistrasse. The Kantonal
Fremdenpolizei received in August of this year from the Police Division of the Federal Justice
and Police Department at Bern a letter stating that Stoelzel was to be repatriated to Germany
‘immediately’. This has not yet occurred. The Fremdenpolizei had a copy of Stoelzel’s lecture and
apparently took an interest in his point of view.

The Legation proposes, through the medium of the American representative on the Joint Allied-
Swiss Commission established under the Washington Accord, to present Stoelzel’s name as a can-
didate for repatriation by the Swiss Government. In the event that the Swiss Government agrees
to this suggestion, the Legation will, if possible, notify promptly the appropriate authorities in
Germany in order that a carefully kept supervision of him there may be effected.

With respect to Stoelzel’s associates, Lt. Kunick and Capt. Riedl, referred to in the SSU, Bern,
report quoted in the Legation’s A-423, the Military Attaché has made available to the Counselor of
Legation for Economic Affairs copies of reports prepared by his office on April 4 and April 17, 1946.
These reports indicate that Riedl vanished from the internment camp at Weesen and presently is
living with his American wife at Ascona. Kunick, although nominally still interned at Weesen,
makes frequent trips to Zurich where he is seeking employment.

The Legation will continue to report such additional information with respect to these 3 cases as
may come to hand.

[...] INFO: AAF, ASW, CAD, P&O, R&D, Gen Groves, [...]

From: Bern Switzerland sgd Harrison

To: Secretary of State

Nr: A 468 16 October 1946

Reference is made to the Legation’s secret airgram No. A-433 of September 23, 1946 to the Depart-
ment, copy of which was forwarded to Berlin, with respect to the German military internee Heinz
Stoelzel.

In accordance with the proposal outlined in the reference airgram, the American member of the
Joint Allied Swiss Commission has inquired on behalf of all Allied members the position of the Swiss
Government with respect to the freedom accorded Stoelzel and other German military internees
and the likelihood of his and their repatriation. This request was made at the October 3 meeting
of the said Commission. No response thus far has been made by the Swiss member.

The Department will have noted the allusion in the reference airgram to Professor J. Ackeret,
Head of the Swiss Federal Institute’s School of Aerodynamics, who introduced Stoelzel at the
latter’s lecture at Zurich on June 28, 1946. The Consulate General at Zurich has indicated its
intention to make further inquiries with respect to Professor Ackeret. The Legation has noted that
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Professor Ackeret’s name is No. one on the list of “Suggested Repatriations from Switzerland” dated
August 19, 1946, prepared by the Department’s Division of Economic Security Controls, recently
transmitted to this Legation. Such a listing would suggest that the Department regards Professor
Ackeret as a German national. The Legation’s information, however, indicates that he is a Swiss
national. In this connection, the Legation quotes herewith the following report submitted to the
Counselor of Legation for Economic Affairs under date of October 14, 1946 by local office of SSU:

“According to our information Ackeret is a Swiss national but very pro-German and was pro-Nazi.
He is the co-inventor of the experimental Ackeret-Keller internal combustion turbine. In conjunction
with Keller who is completely under his influence, Ackeret was trying to form a Swiss cooperative
research group to work on jet propulsion aircraft. It is believed that this is being done with an eye
to future cooperation with Germany because other projects of more immediate profit were being
shelved in favor of a scheme which will, at best, not be profitable for years.”

“The above information is dated May 1945.”

The comments of the Consulate General at Zurich with respect to Professor Ackeret will be trans-
mitted to the Department upon receipt.

[...] INFO: AAF, ASW, CAD, P&O, R&D, Gen Groves [...]

[What information did Heinz Stoelzel have about the German atomic bomb? Did his knowledge
come from the fact that he was developing intercontinental rockets to carry such a bomb?

Why was this information on Stoelzel sent directly to the attention of Leslie Groves, where it
remains in his files at the U.S. National Archives and Records Administration? Does this incident
suggest that Groves knew that there actually had been a German atomic bomb project, and was
taking action behind the scenes to ensure that no one (even a lone refugee in Switzerland) spoke
out about it? After this incident, Stoelzel apparently kept a low profile for the rest of his life.

The statements of U.S. officials in this document do not seem to reflect favorably on them when
viewed by a modern reader. Jakob Ackeret (1898–1981) was a Swiss citizen, born in Zurich, and
a famous professor of aerodynamics who had been teaching at the university in Zurich since 1931.
Despite those facts, U.S. officials claimed that he was a German citizen and made him priority
number one on their list of people that the United States was ordering Switzerland to deport to
Germany, from whence presumably the United States itself would seize him (and his research).
It seems as if the most damning evidence that U.S. officials could cite against Professor Ackeret
was that he passed up “other projects of more immediate profit” because he was more interested
in working on a much more innovative research “scheme which will, at best, not be profitable for
years.” Apparently the U.S. officials could not imagine why someone might prefer to pursue long-
term innovative research over short-term non-innovative commercial profit, and were convinced
that must mean that Ackeret was part of an evil conspiracy. How common was this mindset?]
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Figure E.68: A shipment of “18 m machines” and accessories was sent by train to the SS staff
leadership at DEST (St. Georgen an der Gusen) on 16 March 1945, and apparently personally
forwarded by Hans Kammler from there to Gaisbach, Austria on 16 March 1945, as indicated by
a logbook of train shipments [Collection Rudolf A. Haunschmied, from St. Georgen an der Gusen
train station]. Could these high-priority 18-meter-long machines have been advanced rockets?
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Charles R. Christensen. 2002. A History of the Development of Technical Intelligence
in the Air Force, 1917-1945: Operation Lusty. Edwin Mellan Press. p. 189

Dr. A. Pohlhausen from the Peenemunde Group assisted Northrop Aircraft Company with guid-
ance system for their missile development program. Pohlhausen had worked out the mathematical
formula for the motion of a gyroscope under high G-forces. His work was being used to develop a
guidance system for the transoceanic A-10 surface-to-surface missile when the war ended.

[Dr. A. Pohlhausen appears to be Dr. Karl Pohlhausen. For biographical information that is re-
markably silent on his wartime work, apart from confirming that his first postwar work was on
guidance systems, see:

http://www.annualreviews.org/doi/pdf/10.1146/annurev.fl.16.010184.000245

Christensen also cited AFHRA documents [Christensen 2002, pp. 198–199]:

Colonel H. M. McCoy to Commanding General, AAF, Subject: “Effect of Possibly Reduced Funds
for Project PAPERCLIP.” Letter with Exhibits “A”–“H” dated 12 June 1947 in Air Materiel
Command (AMC) History Office. “History of AAF Participation in Project PAPERCLIP, vols. I
and II” May 1945–August 1948, dated August 1948, Air Force Materiel Command History Office
(AFMC/HO), Boxes 340 and 341, Loose Files attached to reports.

Christensen notes: “McCoy’s June 1947 letter with annexes is a full accounting of the support
provided to the Air Force from German scientists. Annex ‘B,’ which is 29 pages long, provides a
detailed summary of support given to jet, guided missile, materials, electronics, and aeromedical
research by scientific specialists.”]

Winston Churchill. 13 May 1945. BBC London.
[www.churchill-society-london.org.uk/13May45.html]

There was one final danger from which the collapse of Germany has saved us. In London and the
south eastern counties we have suffered for a year from various forms of flying-bombs—perhaps
you have heard about this—and rockets, and our Air Force and our ack-ack batteries have done
wonders against them. In particular the Air Force turned on in good time on what then seemed
very slight and doubtful evidence, hampered and vastly delayed all German preparations. But it
was only when our Armies cleaned up the coast and overran all the points of discharge, and when
the Americans captured vast stores of rockets of all kinds near Leipzig, which only the other day
added to the information we had, and when all the preparations being made on the coasts of France
and Holland could be examined in detail, in scientific detail, that we knew how grave had been
the peril, not only from rockets and flying-bombs but from multiple long range artillery which was
being prepared against London. Only just in time did the Allied armies blast the viper in his nest.
Otherwise the autumn of 1944, to say nothing of 1945, might well have seen London as shattered
as Berlin.

For the same period the Germans had prepared a new U-boat fleet and novel tactics which, though
we should have eventually destroyed them, might well have carried anti-U-boat warfare back to the
high peak days of 1942. Therefore we must rejoice and give thanks, not only for our preservation
when we were all alone, but for our timely deliverance from new suffering, new perils not easily to
be measured.
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U.S. Army, 13 June 1945 press release [NARA RG 331, Entry 83D, Box 33, Folder
S.H.A.E.F. Releases (2 folders)/ 1 June 20 June 45]

HAH/Gris

HEADQUARTERS
COMMUNICATIONS ZONE

EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS
UNITED STATES ARMY

RELEASE ON RECEIPT 13 June 1945
Number 2327 (Censored)

LARGE-SCALE PRODUCTION OF V-2 BOMBS NEAR WHEN GERMANY SURRENDERED

HEADQUARTERS, COM Z—Mass production of the V-2 rocket bombs, capable of pin-point
bombing at a range of 3000 miles, was within reach of German scientists at the close of the war,
U.S. Army Ordnance intelligence experts revealed today. Within six months after VE-Day, they
said, Germany would have been able to produce the bomb on a mass scale, and the Germans
believed they would have turned them out in large enough numbers to “neutralize any advantage
our airplane superiority had given us”.

The intelligence experts based their findings on a month-long survey of the huge rocket assembly
plant and in conversations with captured scientists. The plant was built 800 feet deep in the heart
of the Kohnstein mountains near Nordhausen, Germany. It was captured by units of the U.S. First
Army in the closing days of the war.

Major William J. Bromley, of Grants Pass, Oregon, who directed the job of assembling 100 of
the projectiles for delivery to the United States for analysis, disclosed that numerous gadgets and
improvements, designed to give the rocket greater range and accuracy, were much in evidence at
the factory.

“That raid on the experimental plant at Peenemünde on the Baltic by British planes set the
scientists back just about six months in their experiments,” Major Bromley said. “They admitted
that it caused great damage to installations, and killed 800 of their best authorities. That raid was
a life-saver for us.”

A bit reluctant to talk at first, the scientists, most of whom are between 25 and 35 years of age,
went on to relate other plans in which they displayed blue prints for a proposed V-bomb intended
to fly 3,000 miles. It obviously was designed as a threat to American cities and industry, but never
got beyond the blue print stage.

Maj. Bromley related that they felt that in two years’ time they could develop rockets that could
be shot from the British Isles to Japan—a distance of 15,000 miles. They admitted, however, that
this was strictly theoretical.

In the plant there was visible evidence of the proposed V-bomb campaign. Completely bomb free,
it was located some 800 feet from the surface in the side of a limestone mountain, and was reputed
to be the largest underground factory in the world.

Two large tunnels were separated by a network of smaller tunnels, through which a 25-mile railroad
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ran to form an assembly line capable of turning out 900 V-2 bombs a month in addition to other V-
weapons and airplane motors. Sabotage by the 12,000 slave laborers and lack of materials, however,
kept the figure actually well below that.

Maj. Bromley was assisted in his task of gathering together the parts for the 100 V-weapons by the
144th Motor Vehicle Assembly Company and other Ordnance Intelligence units. The missiles are
being shipped to the United States, where they will be subjected to thorough study and experiments
by the nation’s leading scientists at the Army’s huge testing area at Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland.

Gladwin Hill. New York Escaped V-2 Rockets By a 6-Month Margin, Army Says. New
York Times. 14 June 1945 pp. 1, 5.

PARIS, June 13—The Germans had planned to bomb the United States with V-2 rocket projectiles
like those that crashed into London and might have succeeded by November, United States Army
Ordnance experts reported today.

German scientists reached the blueprint stage in producing a 3,000-mile bomb that they believed
would be accurate enough in destruction to offset our advantage in air power, which was a crucial
factor in the Allied victory.

The six-month margin of safety represented by the time between V-E Day and November was
provided by the RAF attack on the Germans’ experimental plant at Peenemuende on the Baltic
two years ago. The Germans said it killed 800 of their leading experts and set their work back six
months.

This was the Allies’ third escape from big Nazi schemes of destruction which the conquest of the
Germans has disclosed.

The Germans had a system of V-1 bases in northwestern Europe that would have demolished
London if it had not been disrupted by American bombing. They also had expected within a few
months to perfect a bomber capable of attacking New York from Europe.

Purely on the basis of theoretical work, the Germans figured that in two years they could produce
a rocket bomb that would go from the British Isles to Japan—15,000 miles—Maj. William Bromley
reported.

The Germans’ plans were learned during a five-month investigation of an amazing rocket assembly
plant 800 feet underground in the Kohnstein Mountains near Nordhausen, Germany, which had
12,000 slave workers, many of them from the odious Nordhausen concentration camp. Sabotage
by them, along with a shortage of materials, was credited with keeping production far below the
capacity of 900 V-2’s monthly, in addition to some V-1’s and airplane engines.

The plant, burrowed out of limestone, was composed of two large tunnels connected by a network
of smaller ones, with a twenty-five-mile railroad running through them.

The German scientists who described their work were mostly only 25 to 35 years old. One hundred
of the V-2’s have been assembled and are being shipped to the United States. They will be studied
at the Army’s Aberdeen Proving Grounds.
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[For other newspaper articles based on the same 13 June 1945 press release by the U.S. Army, see:

V2s with Range of 3,000 Miles: Would Have Been Ready by VE-Day. Daily Mail 14
June 1945 p. 1.

“V2” with Range of 3,000 Miles If War Had Gone On. Manchester Guardian 14 June
1945 p. 5.

V-2s, to Reach America, Were Nearly Ready. Daily Worker (London) 14 June 1945 p.
4.

6 Months, Foe Might Have “Veed” Toronto. Toronto Daily Star 14 June 1945 p. 2.

Construction of standard A-4 or V-2 rockets with a maximum range of approximately 350 km
(approximately 200 miles) was ordered in 1939 and pursued with large amounts of funding and
personnel for several years before mass-produced A-4 rockets could finally be used militarily starting
on 8 September 1944.

This report (based on detailed on-site inspections of German rocket programs) and numerous other
Allied and German sources in this appendix (e.g., pp. 3068–3069, 3146–3147, 3156, 3158–3162,
3168, 3196, 3203, 3208–3211, 3216–3218, 3228–3229, 3234, 3239–3242, and 3259) made it clear that
mass-produced (not even just prototype) intercontinental rockets with a range roughly 15 times
greater than that of the standard A-4 would have been ready by early November 1945, or even
sooner without Allied bombing.

Publicly released postwar Allied reports and published history books also claimed that such inter-
continental rockets never progressed beyond the paper design phase [e.g., Neufeld 1995, p. 283].
Given that it took over five years from the paper design of the A-4 to the first military use of
mass-produced A-4 rockets, well-informed Allied inspectors and German officials could not possi-
bly have expected a far more advanced rocket with 15 times greater range to make the leap from
paper design to mass-produced deployed weapon in just six months.

The most plausible explanation for the apparent paradox is that Allied inspectors discovered well
advanced hardware development, testing, and/or production programs for intercontinental rockets,
but were censored from publicly revealing knowledge of anything more than paper designs.

Indeed, the press release on p. 3197 explicitly indicated that it was censored. Somewhere there must
have been (and hopefully there still remains) an original, uncensored version of that press release.
What information would it reveal about the mass production of 3000-mile rockets that U.S. Army
inspectors reported were months away from striking the United States?

The following pages also give excerpts from some of the published inspectors’ reports, which barely
mentioned paper designs of advanced rockets and scrupulously avoided any mention of correspond-
ing actual hardware. Those were presumably also censored.

Where are the uncensored, full reports by these inspectors? Can they be located and declassified
now?]
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CIOS XXXII-125. German Guided Missile Research. 1945. pp. 5–7.

A-Series of Missiles.

The complete A-series of weapons had 16 models designated A-0 through A-15. They are all asso-
ciated with developments up to the V-2 or developments of improvements of the V-2 as it is known
to have been used.

[Gives brief descriptions of A0 through A8 missiles]

A9 – Was the result of work on the A6, A7 and A8, and was a V-2 with wings so that instead of
following a normal Hyperbolic trajectory, it would glide to earth after reaching a maximum height
from the rocket propellant. Its range was increased to about 600-km or about 375 miles. Thus, the
projectile could be launched well inside Germany, itself, and still reach England.

A10 – Was an experimental model of an additional thrust unit which was to be fastened to either
the A4 (V-2) or the A-9 to give an additional range. It was to carry its own fuel, and when the fuel
was completely burned the unit was released, at the same time starting the normal thrust unit in
the A4 (V-2) or A9.

[“Experimental model” sounds as if it had actually been constructed and tested.]

A-11, A12, A13 & A14 – Were development models of the A9-A10 series attempt—to produce a
long range rocket projectile for attacks on the North American continent. The range strived for in
these and the A15 model was 3500 miles.

A15 – Was to have been a 3500 mile range projectile using the A9 and A10 developments. This
project probably never progressed beyond the drawing board stage.

[Since this comment is made about A15 but not the others, does that suggest that some or all of
A10 through A14 had “progressed beyond the drawing board stage”?]

B. V-Series of Missiles.

The V-series of missiles, four known types, two being used by the end of the war in Europe, have
been covered by large numbers of technical investigation teams whose reports are available; therefore
it was decided that CIOS Team 367 would not make a complete Technical Investigation of them.
[...]

V1 – Was a jet propelled ground-to-ground missile which was aerodynamically stabilized. [...]

V2 – Was a rocket-propeled ground-to-ground missile which was not aerodynamically stabilized.
[...] At the time CIOS team 367 was at Nordhausen, there were evacuation teams moving complete
V2 units back to England (and the U.S.) for study, and firing trials; therefore, very little detailed
study was made of the equipment. [...]

V3 – Was a larger version of the V1 with an incendiary warhead instead of the HE as normally
used. Very little information is available concerning V3 control systems.

[Although a fourth V missile was mentioned above, it is not given even a brief description here.
Was that information censored?]
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Figure E.69: Table of 50 different rockets and missiles from Appendix I of CIOS XXXII-125.
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[Note the quality, quantity, and variety of revolutionary new rockets and missiles listed in the table
from Appendix I of CIOS XXXII-125.

The table says that A15 was “never constructed” but does not make that statement about A10
through A14. Were some or all of those partially or fully constructed?]

CIOS XXVII-45. Investigation of Group 2 Targets in Nordhausen Area. 1945.

[The mention on p. 12 of this report that Walther Riedel was located in Thuringia and brought to
Nordhausen has made some authors wonder if Riedel may have still been at a Thuringian rocket
installation other than Nordhausen. The facts are much more unfortunate. Riedel was “found in
a jail in Saalfeld, where U.S. soldiers had knocked out his teeth while questioning him about his
alleged development of a ‘bacteria bomb’” [Neufeld 2007, p. 206 and note 17 on p. 505 for Neufeld’s
sources]. Walther Riedel was a noted rocket engine designer, not a bacteriologist. The documented
facts of this incident raise questions about both the intelligence and the morality of the U.S. forces
operating at this place and time that do not appear to have been addressed in history books.

Of course, that information does nothing to settle questions about whether Riedel may have visited
Thuringian rocket installations other than Nordhausen anytime prior to that time.

See also:

CIOS XXVIII-56. Rockets and Guided Missiles. 1945.

CIOS XXIX-55. Restricted Summary of German Controlled Missiles. 1945.]

Unit History, 28th Air Disarmament Squadron (Prov), August 1945 [AFRHA A0708
frames 0758–0764]

C.I.C. Activity

One day this month a German civilian, a Herr Hering, presented himself at our installation gate and
expressed a desire to speak with the Commanding Officer. He intimated that he had information of
great value. The interview was granted and the German civilian was taken to Higher Headquarters
after the C.O. was satisfied that the man was not “playing possum”. As a result of this episode
our country has been greatly enriched with pictures, blue prints and plans of Germany’s dreaded
jet and rocket bombs. To the German they are know as the Vergeltungs Waffe. To the American
they are the V-1, V-2, V-3, and V-4. The majority of this squadron were subjected to incessant
bombing by the V-1 and V-2 and are quite familiar with the horror and damage they create.
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NavTechMisEu 237-45. Survey of German Activities in the Field of Guided Missiles.
August 1945. [NARA RG 38, Entry P5, Box 38]

[Pages 5–7 of this NavTechMisEu report are essentially quoted verbatim in the following report.]

H. H. Smith, N. W. Dickson, V. P. Kovac, and E. H. Bennett. 10 January 1946.
German Developments in the Guided Missile Field. Project 2874. [NARA RG 319,
Entry NM3-82, Box 2879, Folder Project 2784]

Introduction

[...] It was at Peenemünde, begun in 1936 and in operation at a cost of 300 million gold marks
($100,000,000) in 1937, that the major portion of research work on ground missiles was done, work
from which the A series of mssiles, including the V-2 long range rocket, and the V-1 appeared.

[...] they initiated a production program which, given another six months, might have achieved
their defense policy, i.e. to drive bombers from the sky at altitudes below 50,000 feet. [...]

Air-to-Surface Missiles

The FX and Hs air-to-surface missiles were based on the assumption that the Luftwaffe would
maintain air supremacy and as long as this condition existed they were used to good advantage.
[...]

Surface-to-Surface Missiles

[...] The V-1 was the first long range missile operationally used as a self-controlled, non-piloted or
controlled weapon. It is estimated that over 20,000 of these were used against the Allies. [...]

During the same period the development of the A series (V-2 missiles) was continued in spite of
the handicaps caused by Allied bombings. After the expenditure of a tremendous amount of money
and energy on this project, the A-4 missile went into operational use in 1944. It is estimated that
3,000 to 5,000 of these missiles were built.

To increase range, the A-4b was made by the simple addition of wings to the A-4. This approxi-
mately doubled the A-4’s range. With the ultimate operational range in sight of the A-4b, design
work was immediately started on more radical weapons. There is little of humorous nature in the
statements so often heard that the Germans intended to bombard New York from launching sites in
Europe, as two missiles, the A-9 and A-10, were under development which if successfully produced,
could have been used against the U.S. in the early months of 1946. This use was scientifically
possible and undoubtedly would have been realized had time permitted.

Surface-to-Air Missiles

With the increase of Allied air power, Axis interest began to focus on the development of controlled
antiaircraft missiles. This interest grew rapidly and a highly competitive development program for
AA missiles expanded with the steady increase of Allied aerial might until at one time in 1943 there
were under development in Germany 48 different anti-aircraft missiles. [...]

The German guided missile program during the last stages of the war provided for development of
every conceivable basic type, one classification of which follows:
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1. Surface launched to surface targets.

2. Air launched to surface targets (including sub-surface)

3. Air launched to air targets.

4. Surface launched to air targets.

5. Underwater launched to air, surface, and underwater targets.

Every known type of remote control, self-seeking or homing device, and proximity fuse was being
developed or exploited for use in guided missiles. This included radio control, wire control, radar,
continuous wave radio, acoustics, infra red, light beams, magnetics, etc. It was in this field, however,
that the missile program was suffering the most serious difficulties.

Work on the science of controlled missiles was being carried out in every area visited in Allied
occupied territory, from the border of Denmark to Switzerland and from the coast of France to
the Russian Zone of occupation. It is a known fact that some work was being done in Denmark,
Norway, and Poland, and it is estimated that 50% of the total German effort in this field was in
what is now Russian-occupied territory, to which investigators have not had access. The results of
the enemy’s guided missile work are evident on the targets in England, Belgium, and Holland.

From observations of the enemy’s work, it is concluded that:

1. If given a relatively short period of time, Germany would have succeeded in bringing into the war
an effective counter measure against aerial bombers. She would have produced infinitely superior
assault weapons through intensive exploitation of the science of guided missiles.

2. From the standpoint of future warfare, the work of the Peenemünde and associated groups with-
out question ranked among the most important being done in Germany on any subject. Although
the apparent results of this organization have been extensively covered by investigators, determina-
tion of the group’s ultimate goal remains an assumption based on the trend of their developments.
Undoubtedly they expected to produce weapons from the A series with which they could accurate
hit any area on the face of the earth. It is equally obvious that with the V-2 they were not only
working out in advance the aerodynamic and control problems of such weapons, but that in the
present weapon they had a proven vehicle ready to receive whatever radically new explosive and
propulsive substance they expected to become available. It is inconceivable that the V-2 was con-
sidered by the German scientists to be an end in itself, nor that with all its complexities, it was
developed at the cost of billions of dollars and manufactured in great quantity with highest priority
merely to deposit 750 kilograms of ordinary explosive on British territory.

With the relaxation to a practical degree of the impenetrable screen that has surrounded the
investigation of German atomic disintegration research, some of the hitherto inexplicables of their
guided missile program are now subject to an analysis from which reasonable answers can be derived.
It is now obvious that Germans realized and have accepted for years the fact that a controlled
missile is the natural vehicle with which to transport atomic explosive. At least [last], the reasoning
behind the design specifications which provided for very small warheads and the invariable orders to
terminate missile projects upon completion of development are no longer mysteries or absurdities.
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Theodore von Kármán. Where We Stand. 22 August 1945 [von Kármán 1945].

The present war started on both sides with “conventional” weapons and equipment; “conventional”
because their principles of action, design, and performance were fundamentally known to the enemy.
During the war both sides produced equipment and weapons of astonishing effects which will
certainly change the whole picture of future aerial warfare.

This report is concerned with the main fields in which significant advances have been made and
tries to show “where we stand” with some indications as to “where we shall go.”

For future planning of research and development, the following new aspects of aerial warfare have
to be considered as fundamental realities:

1. that aircraft—manned or pilotless—will move with speeds far beyond the velocity of sound;

2. that due to improvements in aerodynamics, propulsion and electronic control, unmanned devices
will transport means of destruction to targets at distances up to several thousand miles;

3. that small amounts of explosive materials will cause destruction over areas of several square
miles;

4. that defense against present-day aircraft will be perfected by target seeking missiles;

5. that only aircraft or missiles moving at extreme speeds will be able to penetrate enemy territory
protected by such defenses;

6. that a perfect communication system between fighter command and each individual aircraft will
be established;

7. that location and observation of targets, take-off, navigation and landing of aircraft, and com-
munication will be independent of visibility and weather;

8. that fully equipped airborne task forces will be enabled to strike at far distant points and will
be supplied by air. [...]

German Development of Guided Missiles and Pilotless Aircraft [...]

Dr. von Braun, leader of the Peenemünde group which developed the V-2, was a student of Professor
Hermann Oberth, a well-known inventor and writer in the field of rockets, who had published books
on interplanetary rocket travel. A group of Oberth’s students became interested in rockets and
organized an amateur rocket group. All were well-trained scientists. In 1935, Dr. von Braun was
employed by the German War Department and sent to Peenemünde. In 1941, von Braun brought
Oberth there as head of the Patent Section. By 1941, Peenemünde was an active test station. The
Me-163 was brought there in September, 1941 and in October, 1941 flew at a speed of 1,003 km hr
(about 623 mph). In October, 1941, the first supersonic wind-tunnel tests were made on a projectile
at a Mach number of 4.4. After the bombing of Peenemünde in August, 1943, the activities were
decentralized. The wind-tunnel group went to Kochel, where it was in operation in January, 1944.
The first use of the V-2 was on 8 September 1944. [...]

The German military agencies, research institutions, and industrial designers devoted a large effort
to guided missiles and considered them very promising weapons. In August, 1944, there were some
25 projects for homing devices under developments. The major research laboratories of the air and
ground forces made many wind-tunnel and flight tests, some at high supersonic speeds, and made
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many theoretical studies of problems related to guided missiles and pilotless aircraft (Fig. 6).

Looking over the great variety of projects one finds that the V-2 rocket was the most outstanding
technical achievement and that the Peenemünde group of scientists, working for the ground forces,
was the most capable missile research group in Germany. It is important for us to note that one
element in their success was the fact that they had under a single leadership in one organization,
experts in aerodynamics, structural design, electronics, servomechanisms, gyros and control devices,
and propulsion; in fact, every group required for the development of a complete missile. The letters
and papers in the files of industrial groups, like Messerschmitt, show rapid progress in the field
of vehicle and propulsion, the fields in which the firm itself had qualified people, but delay after
delay on controls and electronic devices which had to be secured elsewhere. The Luftwaffe research
laboratories made little progress in the actual development of specific weapons, largely because of
the absence of electronics experts and their lack of facilities for the construction of experimental
missiles.

In addition to the German view that the final guided missile would be completely automatic in
operation, the possibilities of long-range strategic bombing were fully understood. There is no ques-
tion but that the diversion of the efforts of the Peenemünde scientists in 1943 to the development
of an antiaircraft guided rocket delayed the introduction of the winged V-2 rocket (A-9) and its
successor, the transoceanic rocket (A-9 plus A-10). Drawings and computations had been completed
for the A-10, a rocket weighing 85 T with a thrust of 200 T to be used as a launching rocket for
the A-9, accelerating it to a speed of 3,600 ft/sec. The motor of the A-9 would accelerate it further
to a speed of 8,600 ft./sec, giving it a range of about 3,000 miles. Some consideration was given to
the design of one version of the A-9 carrying a pilot. The Scientific Advisory Group agrees that the
German results of wind-tunnel tests, ballistic computation, and experience with the V-2 justify the
conclusion that a transoceanic rocket can be developed.

The principal German advantage in the field of guided missiles was the lead in time in the develop-
ment of rockets, which were considered to have serious military applications as early as 1935. Much
effort was put into this field and as a result the supporting industrial developments were ready as
a foundation for missile designers. They could buy rocket motors and rocket fuels from commercial
sources. In this respect they lead us. The V-2 development was successful not so much because
of striking scientific developments as because of an early start, military support, and a boldness
of execution. In the electronic field, radar in particular, we are definitely one or two years in the
lead, although we have not put as much effort in the experimental determination of the limits of
application of acoustic and infrared devices. [...]

However, beyond that the implications of the accomplishments of the German Peenemünde group
and of the recent development of the atomic bomb by United States and British scientists, future
methods of aerial warfare call for a reconsideration of all present plans. A part, if not all, of the
functions of the manned strategic bomber in destroying the key industries, the communication and
transportation systems, and military installations at ranges of from 1,000 to 10,000 miles will be
taken over by the pilotless aircraft of extreme velocity. The use of supersonic speeds greatly reduces
errors due to wind drift and other atmospheric conditions and the tremendous zone of damage of
the atomic bomb diminishes the required precision. Hence, the difficult control problem is made
easier.

For the future long-range strategic bomber, the Scientific Advisory Group foresees two types of
pilotless aircraft, both with wings, one with a high trajectory reaching far into the outer atmosphere,
and the other designed for level flight at high altitudes. The first one can be considered as a further
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development of the V-2 rocket. In fact, this was planned by the German scientists. By using two
or more step-rockets for the acceleration, a very high speed is imparted to a missile, perhaps as
high as 17,000 mph or more, to give ranges of several thousand miles. In this case, the wings are
required mainly for control purposes, but they also serve to extend the glide path in the lower
atmosphere. The German scientists have suggested a second type of trajectory requiring less initial
energy, in which the wings are caused to curve the path of the missile when it returns to the region
of increasing air density so that it rebounds to great heights. After a number of rebounds the winged
missile settles down to a steady glide. Such a trajectory would seem difficult to control accurately
(Fig. 8).

The second future strategic bomber is a supersonic pilotless aircraft, flying at altitudes of from
20,000 to say, 60,000 ft. It appears to us now that the speed will be about twice the speed of
sound and that the aircraft will be powered by a turbojet motor. An intermediate step might be
a pilotless aircraft traveling at high subsonic speeds with a Mach number of about 0.9 about 600
mph at 40,000 ft (Fig. 9). [...]

Leadership in the development of these new weapons of the future can be assured only by uniting
experts in aero-dynamics, structural design, electronics, servo-mechanisms, gyros, control devices,
propulsion, and warhead under one leadership, and providing them with facilities for laboratory
and model shop production in their specialties and with facilities for field tests. Such a center
must be adequately supported by the highest ranking military and civilian leadership and must be
adequately financed, including the support of related work on special aspects of various problems
at other laboratories and the support of special industrial developments. It seems to us that this is
the lesson to be learned from the activities of the German Peenemünde group. [...]

Problems of Organization

The following problems relating to the long range research and development program of the Air
Forces deserve consideration:

1. Scientific Planning: It is necessary that the Commanding General of the Air Forces and the
Air Staff be advised continuously on the progress of scientific research and development in view
of the potentialities of new discoveries and improvements in aerial warfare. A permanent Scientific
Advisory Group, consisting of qualified officers and eminent civilian scientific consultants, should be
available to the Commanding General, reporting directly to him on novel developments and advising
him on the planning of scientific research. The scientific material collected by the organizations
for military intelligence (G-2 and A-2) should be made available to this group for evaluation.
Correspondingly, the scientific branch of G-2 and A-2 should be greatly strengthened by qualified
personnel and facilities.

2. Research and Development within the Air Forces: It is necessary to organize a broad training
program for officers in scientific and engineering fields, not merely to impart information on scientific
and technical matters but to accustom them to working in cooperation with scientific institutions
and scientists. [...]

3. Securing the Interest and Collaboration of Scientific Institutions and Individual Scientists: The
Air Force should have access to the best qualified scientific talent and the best equipped laboratories
of the nation for collaboration on their problems.

Experimental investigations desired by the scientific leaders the Air Forces to be carried out in any
laboratory should be obtained by direct contract for the services desired.
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Forrestal Urges Arms Inventions. New York Times 29 August 1945 p. 10.

At the time of her defeat Germany had almost perfected a submarine that could stay under water
virtually indefinitely and a “spider” torpedo that could be guided by a thin wire attached to its
firing point, Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal revealed today. Germany was also far ahead of
the Allies in many phases of experimentation with speeds faster than sound, he said.

He also disclosed that Germany was feeding technical information to Japan “to keep us as busy as
possible in the Pacific.” Thus, although he did not mention atomic-bomb experiments, it is possible
that Germany either forwarded or tried to forward to Japan whatever information she could develop
on the splitting of the atom, since Germany was competing with the United States in this field.

Predicting that, “if, unhappily, there should be another war, it would be fought with fantastically
new weapons,” Mr. Forrestal urged that the United States stay awake in the field of military
research, even to the extent of creating actual models of new weapons.

Germans “Six Months Too Late”

“In general,” he declared, “it may be said that the Germans were about six months too late in
the development and mass production of new weapons. If in the future some maniac has delusions
of world empire, he will start where the Germans left off. For our own defense and for the future
peace of the world, it behooves us to continue research in military subjects so that no such maniac
can ever feel that he has monopolized an advanced weapon which will put the world in general and
the United States in particular at his mercy.”

“For that reason I again urge the necessity of a substantial and alert post-war research program
in military fields—and this research should be carried through to the actual production of pilot
models”

Mr. Forrestal reported that the Germans had used submarines to transmit technical information
to Japan, sometimes sending technicians to help the Japanese.

Foe’s Submarines Better

He disclosed that, on his inspection trip to Europe between July 26 and Aug. 7, he had investigated
the work of the Naval Technical Mission, composed of naval and civilian experts who had followed
in the tracks of the invasion and occupation armies gathering useful German technical knowledge.
He indicated that Germany had developed a submarine superior in many respects to ours despite
previous statements made during the war by some of our naval officers who insisted that our
submarines were the finest.

Mr. Forrestal said that present-day submarines might properly be described as submersibles—
vessels that can submerge but must spend most of their time on the surface. The Germans, however,
were developing a “true submarine” that “would almost never operate on the surface of the sea,”
and they had achieved “considerable success.” [...]

“This submarine, known as Model 21, was capable of traveling under water at eighteen knots. That
speed is markedly faster than any previously known craft had attained under the sea and was
four knots faster than the Model 21 itself could do on the surface. It could not sustain this very
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high speed for much over an hour, but the Germans had in advanced states of development new
propulsion methods which would have permitted even higher under-water speeds for much longer
periods.” [...]

Mr. Forrestal said that the Germans had had in development “at least two or three rockets which
represented advances over what we call V-2.” [...]

German experimentation with supersonic speed was carefully studied, he continued. To perfect the
V-2, which had a speed far faster than sounds, and other weapons, the Germans had developed wind
tunnels “far in advance of any we have in this country.” In these tunnels, the Germans reproduced
conditions existing at supersonic speed and tested devices to travel under such extreme conditions.

Nazi Secrets Given Japan to Use on U.S. Washington Post. 29 August 1945 p. 3.

The Germans were within six months of mass production of new weapons of great destruction when
VE-Day closed their laboratories and shut off their production lines, Naval Secretary Forrestal
disclosed yesterday.

His description of specific Nazi projects—new submarines, torpedoes, rockets, fuel—indicates that
it was a scientists’ race almost to the end.

Forrestal did not mention the Germans’ atomic bomb work, but indicated they had a substantial
lead over American scientists in many other fields. [...]

Gave Japs Information

Germany, Forrestal said, gave her technical information to Japan to keep us busy in the Pacific. He
revealed that some German technicians said they had made the round trip to Japan by submarine.

This explained one reason for our Navy’s concern over Japan’s still-powerful sub fleet in the closing
months of the war. It is known the Germans also passed on their electronics secrets.

The larger German subs could make the trip to Japan without refueling.

The naval secretary based his report on a trip to Europe, during which he observed the work of
the Naval Technical Mission. These experts also discovered that the enemy had:

1. “The Spider,” a torpedo always connected to its firing point by a thin wire spun out behind
it. Through impulses sent over the wire, the missile could be made to change its course or depth,
“even make it jump out of the water like a porpoise.” This was intended for shore defense and, as
far as is known, never was adapted to ships or submarines.
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Were Developing Better Rockets

2. In the development stage at least two or three rockets better than the V2, which were to be
mass-produced in large underground factories.

3. Devices [gas turbine engines] to control and use steam in some cases at double the pressure and
temperature our high-pressure, high-temperature propulsion machinery can handle.

4. Developed a method for using hydrogen peroxide as a fuel, “with what looked like surprisingly
good results” for the powering of naval units. Its first known use was in launching V-1 rockets and
the auxiliary pumps for the V-2s.

5. Wind-tunnels “far in advance of any we have in this country” to promote basic research in
supersonic speeds. In them they could simulate supersonic speed conditions and thus experiment
on devices which go faster than sound.

[...] The resulting U-boat, labeled the Model 21, was able to make 18 knots submerged, or four
knots better than it could on the surface.

The 18 knots couldn’t be sustained, but the Germans were rushing development of new methods
permitting even faster speeds for longer periods.

Germany was building nothing but Model 21s at the end of the war. The timetable called for 360
a year and they were to be assembled in 24 days each in huge reinforced concrete shelters between
Bremen and Bremerhaven.

[Forrestal stated that “at least two or three rockets” more advanced than the V-2 were “in the
development stage” “to be mass-produced in large underground factories,” which seems to imply
that they were not merely paper designs. He also seemed to include those rockets in the category
he was discussing of potential war-winning weapons that were within six months of readiness,
which again seems to indicate that they had already progressed well beyond paper designs. Was
he implying that by the end of the war, Germany had in fact “monopolized an advanced weapon
which will put the world in general and the United States in particular at his mercy”?

Forrestal gave a number of other examples of how much more advanced German technology was
compared to American technology in many fields. Even the journalists writing these articles noticed
that he carefully avoided saying anything about German’s atomic bomb work, presumably due to
tight censorship on that topic.]
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R. P. Linstead and T. J. Betts. 15 September 1945. The Intelligence Exploitation of
Germany. Report of Combined Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee. G-2 Division,
SHAEF. Ch. 4, pp. 37, 47–51. [AFHRA A5186 electronic version pp. 904–1026]

Certain items have been omitted because of security considerations. [...]

The exploitation of intelligence concerning German directed missiles and rocket development was
one of the primary objectives of CIOS. In the initial phases of the Committee’s work, considerable
information was obtained from captured launching sites, propellant storage facilities and actual
specimens of early V-weapons. However, it was not until the entire Peenemünde staff, together
with most of their files and much of their equipment, were seized at dispersal points in southern
Germany that the full story of German V-weapon research and development became available. The
resultant intelligence has proven to be one of the most significant and important discoveries in the
European Theater.

German authorities responsible for this work have expressed the opinion that the V-1 and V-2 were
crude and elementary weapons. They have compared the present state of directed missile design
with the technical status of the aircraft industry on the eve of World War I. These same authorities
confidently predict that a continuation of present research in this field for another decade would
change the strategical and tactical concepts of modern war.

[p. 49 of the document is missing on the microfilm roll. Can that page be located in a surviving
hardcopy, or is that page still classified?]

United States and British specialists have obtained complete information covering all German
directed missiles from the pioneer model “A sub-o”, which employed oxygen and alcohol fuel in
attaining a range of 18 miles, to the latest model of the A-9 which was capable of a 3400 mile
per hour speed and a range of 2400 miles. The A-9 was an improved development of the V-2 or
A-4, and was equipped with wings thereby enabling it to level off at a height of 70,000 feet. One
model of this missile was equipped with a Lorin tube which provided propulsion at the peak of the
trajectory, the missile was expected to result in a maximum range of 2400 miles. Other variations
of this model were capable of attaining altitudes 60 miles above the earth’s surface and speeds in
excess of 7300 feet per second. Improved radio controls were developed to supercede the “integrating
accelerometer” used in early V-weapons. Some measure of the accuracy which could be achieved
with these controls is evidenced by the fact that the radio controlled models were capable of an
accuracy of plus-or-minus 150 feet in contrast to a plus-or-minus 50 mile error inherent in the V-2.

German scientists engaged in directed missiles envisaged important commercial applications of the
long range missile. Experiments had already been conducted on piloted models. Missiles capable of
trans-Atlantic crossings in approximately 40 minutes were found on design boards and scale models
were undergoing wind tunnel tests. Amazing performances were considered practical because of the
lessened atmospheric resistance and gravitational pull in stratospheric regions.
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The Germans particularly concentrated on controlled rockets and missiles for anti-aircraft defense.
One of the most promising of the AA missiles under development was the “Wasserfall”. This was a
ground-to-air guided missile capable of a 2200 mile per hour speed. The “Wasserfall” was equipped
with a homing device which would enable it to pick up and track a target airplane at a range of
one mile. The acoustic fuse provided was designed to detonate the explosive charge within a radius
of 20 meters from the target.

The “Enzian” was another type of controlled missile designed for ground-to-air or air-to-air anti-
aircraft defense. This weapon was equipped with a homing device and was capable of a 900 mile per
hour speed. Other German anti-aircraft missiles included the Taifun and the X-4. The Taifun was a
comparatively simple and inexpensive aimed rocket capable of high speed and a 60,000 foot altitude.
The X-4 was designed for air-to-air operations and wire control in order to prevent jamming or
effective counter-measures.

One of the most important results of Allied investigations of German directed missile development
was the vast amount of data obtained concerning aero-dynamic research in the range of supersonic
speeds. This information is expected to provide invaluable assistance to research in the United
States and United Kingdom.

Of particular significance were the statements, made by German experts in the rocket and controlled
missile field, that much of the priority accorded their work by the German High Command was
in anticipation of the use of atomic explosives. These authorities stated that KWI had repeatedly
assured Hitler that an atomic explosive would be available for use within a comparatively short
time. During the last months of work by the Peenemünde staff, V-weapons were designed with much
smaller war-heads. Quite possibly this trend was in anticipation of the successful development of a
German atomic explosive.

[This report was written by the CIOS chairs, U.S. General Thomas Jeffries Betts, Deputy G-2 of
SHAEF, and U.K. Ministry of Supply chief advisor and F.R.S. Professor Reginald Patrick Linstead.
Based on specific discoveries by their CIOS investigators, these high-ranking officials reported that:

• “The latest model of the A-9 ... was capable of a 3400 mile per hour speed and a range of 2400
miles.” That statement sounds like a description of completed hardware, not a mere drawing
board design. What specific hardware and information were discovered that are not discussed
in the presently unclassified reports? Can any reports that are still classified be located and
released?

• With regard to advanced versions of “long range missile,” “experiments had already been
conducted on piloted models.” Were they referring to the two-man V-4 rocket or something
else? For “experiments” with “piloted models,” was the rocket launched with or without
pilot(s)? If the former, did the pilot(s) survive? Did German or Austrian pilots accomplish in
1944–1945 what Alan Shepard did in 1961? If so, their names should be in the history books.

• Hitler, the German High Command, and the leading experts in the rocket programs had
been “repeatedly assured ... that an atomic explosive would be available for use within a
comparatively short time.” Thus the CIOS chairs contradicted the public statements of the
Alsos Mission and confirmed that there was indeed a German program to develop an atomic
bomb, and that it was far more than a paper design program—its hardware had passed
through sufficient development, production, and testing by the end of the war that it was
ready or nearly ready to be used in combat.]
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W. G. A. Perring. 1946. A Critical Review of German Long-Range Rocket Develop-
ment. Journal of the American Rocket Society. 65:1–17. Reprinted from a paper read
before the Royal Aeronautical Society, London, 1 November 1945.

Serious rocket development was started in Germany in the years 1929–1930 by a few groups of
private inventors. This work attracted the attention of the Army Weapons Group in 1933, and in
1937–1938 a special research and development station was set up at Peenemunde at the cost of 300
million marks, and the work was transferred from Berlin to this new station at about that time.

Peenemunde concentrated mainly on bi-fuel rockets, employing liquid oxygen as the source of oxygen
for the combustion of the fuel. Work was started on a range of rockets which they designated Al
to A10, only one of which, namely, A4 or as we know it V2, ever being used operationally. [...]

Apart from these main rocket developments, there were many other developments going on all over
Germany; in some of these solid fuels were used, and in others nitric acid was the oxygen carrier,
and Diesel oil or alcohol the other fuel. [...]

The highest velocity reached is at all burnt, the rocket is then traveling at 5000 ft. per sec. and it is
interesting to note that at this velocity the rocket motor is developing well over 600,000 horsepower.
The stagnation temperature corresponding to a velocity of 5000 ft. per sec. is about 1400oK, and
in view of this it might be expected that the skin temperatures of the rocket during flight would
tend to be high and approach the stagnation value.

To check this point a careful examination of the rocket skin was undertaken, and both from an
examination of the condition of the paint, and a metallurgical examination of the skin material,
it was concluded that the skin temperatures had not exceeded about 900oK. This figure agrees
very closely with measurements that the Germans were able to make on an actual rocket in flight.
In their tests the Germans inserted small discs of various metals of known melting point into the
skin of the rocket and connected these into electrical circuits. As each disc melted, a signal was
transmitted by telemetering to a ground station. It was found that the skin temperatures nowhere
exceed 920oK, conduction and radiation losses therefore must have kept the skin temperature down
well below the stagnation temperature. [...]

A10 was a still more ambitious rocket, in the project stage only; it was to weigh about 85 tons, and
was intended to carry the A9 rocket into the stratosphere, and then be jettisoned, A9 and A10,
therefore, were separate stages of a two-stage rocket.

Table II gives the specific impulse of a number of fuels, calculated on the basis of working conditions
corresponding to the venturi characteristics of the A4 rocket.

Most practical values of the SI [specific impulse] lies between 180–240, but it will be seen from the
table that by using hydrogen and oxygen the value could be pushed up to well over 300 while still
retaining a moderate combustion temperature, and some still further improvement in this SI would
be possible at the expense of the working temperatures and pressures.

[...] Starting with the A4 rocket, we have assumed that the warhead is removed, and replaced by
a pressure cabin and pilot, and in addition, the rocket is fitted with wings; the wing area being
arranged to provide for a landing wing loading of 35 lb. per sq. ft.
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Three cases will be touched on briefly. In the first, the A4 rocket with wings is assumed to be fired
vertically, and controlled in the same manner as a normal A4 rocket until it reaches the top of its
trajectory, when the pilot takes over and glides the rocket to the ground along its optimum glide
path.

In the other two cases, the A4 rocket with wings, has been assumed to be taken up by means of a
booster rocket rather on the lines of the German A10 project mentioned earlier in the lecture. In
this way the rocket reaches a height of 80,000 feet before being released at a speed of 3000 m.p.h.
(these conditions corresponding to the height and speed reached by the A4 rocket with wings at all
burnt, when it is fired vertically upwards in the normal way). From this point onwards the rocket
with its full fuel continues the flight, and in the first of these boosted cases it has been assumed that
the rocket venturi is redesigned, and now provides a thrust corresponding to level flight at 1640
m.p.h., at 80,000 feet, while in the other the redesigned venturi provides a thrust which enables the
rocket to continue the climb. The results of these calculations are compared with the trajectory of
the normal A4 rocket without wings.

The first striking thing about the results is the effect that the addition of wings has on range. The
range of 180 miles of the normal A4 rocket without wings has now been raised to 350 miles.

Still more striking however is the effect of the booster on the general performance. Ranges of 1500
to 3000 miles now appear to be possible, and the advantage of continuing the climb at the end of
the booster stage is also very marked. It is interesting to note that with a rocket boosted in this
way it would be possible to complete the journey from London to New York in well under the hour.

The first of the two cases of the rocket with wings presents no problem that is outside of the
experience already gained by the Germans during their work on the A4 rocket, the third case
however does raise many new problems. It contemplates for example flight at over 8000 m.p.h.,
this means a stagnation temperature of nearly 7000oK, so that even though radiation may play an
important part in keeping, the temperature down, the pilot would nevertheless find himself enclosed
in a body the skin of which, to say the least of it, was uncomfortably hot. Over a large part of the
flight too, the rocket would be moving on a free trajectory, since the wings cannot provide sufficient
lifting force to control the motion. Over this part of the trajectory the pilot would be subject to
zero g, and it would not be until the rocket returned, to a point about 28 miles above the earth’s
surface that the pilot could begin to assume control of his machine.

The booster contemplated in connection with these schemes would of course be very large; it would
certainly weigh about 100 tons, and the Germans in planning their schemes had hoped that the
booster after being jettisoned, would be recoverable. [...]

I should like in conclusion to say how much I am indebted to the many workers in this field who
took part in the A4 rocket investigations, on whose work I have drawn quite freely in preparing the
present lecture.
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[Perring’s report is “drawn quite freely” from detailed investigations of German rocket research and
development, and it reports presumed German work on:

• “Rocket developments... going on all over Germany,” not just at Peenemünde.

• Development of solid propellant rockets.

• Development of storable and hypergolic liquid rocket propellants, such as inhibited fuming
nitric acid oxidizer and Diesel fuel.

• Work on liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen rocket propellants to obtain specific impulse
values “well over 300 while still retaining a moderate combustion temperature.” Compared to
the alcohol and liquid oxygen propellant in the standard A-4, that would increase a rocket’s
exhaust velocity by well over 50% and double or triple the rocket’s range.

• Both well-known trajectories in which rockets follow a parabolic arc before reentering the
atmosphere, and also less well-known trajectories in which the rockets level off at some fixed
altitude and continue powered flight horizontally toward their target, as described by the
German prisoner of war on p. 3143.

• A reusable A-10 booster stage, which suggests that it was never planned or necessary to build
many of them.

• Construction of a modified A-4 (A-9) rocket having a pressure cabin and pilot.

• Experimental measurements of and work to deal with heat transfer to rockets during reentry
into the earth’s atmosphere.]
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Figure E.70: 21 February 1947 French background investigation on Heinrich Klein: “His field of
experience mainly involves the construction of flying rockets... capable of crossing the Atlantic in
40 minutes.” [Archives of the French Army Ministry of Defense, courtesy of Norberto Lahuerta].
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U.S. Army Air Force General Henry H. Arnold. 9 January 1945 address to Scientific
Advisory Group. Quoted in Thomas A. Sturm. 1967. The USAF Scientific Advisory
Board: Its First Twenty Years 1944–1964. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Print-
ing Office. p. 2

I don’t think we dare muddle through the next twenty years the way we have... the last twenty
years. I have worked with von Kármán the last twenty years, and I was sometimes scared by the
knowledge he had that we weren’t using. ... I don’t want ever again to have the United States
caught the way we were this time.

Arnold Urges Single Defense Department. Washington Post. 20 October 1945 pp. 1–2.

AAF Head Asks Co-Equal Status for Air Arm as Best Peace Insurance.

Gen. Henry H. Arnold yesterday warned Congress the next war will come through the air and asked
co-equal status for air power in a unified defense system as “the best insurance of peace.”

The graying Chief of Army Air Forces backed the War Department’s call for one strong department
of national defense with statistics charting the “terrifying possibilities” of new air weapons. [...]

Flanked by a group of veteran Air Corps officers, the Army Air Force commander told how the
German V-2 bombs alone, perfected with wings, radar and electronic devices, can now travel over
3000 miles and at 2000 miles hit a target “on the button.” [...]

He said there can no longer be defense against the missiles themselves—blows at the source of them
must be the goal. [...]

Discussing the atom bomb, the German V-2, jet, bomber and cargo plane developments, Arnold
stressed the “extraordinary versatility” of the new air weapons and glimpsed future “more radical”
uses. [...]

Arnold said one German jet plane was capable of knocking down 17 American Flying Fortresses.
Had Germany concentrated on its jet fighters, he said it would have been “far more difficult to get
into Germany.”

[How did General Arnold know that German rockets “can now travel” 2000–3000 miles and “hit a
target on the button”? That public statement suggests that Germany successfully conducted such
a test before the end of the war, and that Arnold had obtained evidence detailing that test. For
another document that appears to describe such a test, see Alfred Gründler’s testimony on p. 3151.]
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Arnold Advocates Co-Equal Air Force. New York Times 20 October 1945 p. 3.

He Calls This Vital to U.S. as Only Fliers Could Hit Quickly at Atomic Bomb Source

Creation of a single national defense organization, in which the air arm will have coequal strength
and influence with the Army and Navy, is essential if this country is to be prepared against future
aggression, Gen. Henry H. Arnold, commander of the Army Air Forces, told the Senate Military
Affairs Committee today. [...]

Pleading for unification, which would give the nation’s air arm the same position it won with
difficulty during the war, General Arnold said:

“It is apparent from any school room globe that war can come through the air to the very heart
of this country. It can come with weapons of types now in our possession, and without any land or
naval action.

Speed Declared Essential

“Such developments as the atomic bomb, the V-2 and the whole range of radio-directed and homing
missiles accentuate the security problems of the air. Responsibility for a rapid and powerful offensive
against the source will rest on the air force.”

3,000-Mile V-2 Near, Says Arnold. New York Times 20 October 1945 p. 3.

General Arnold said that a future war might start with air attacks launched from bases 3,000 miles
away, pointing out that the United States even now could blanket most of Asia and Europe and a
large part of Africa from bases within this country.

The German V-2 rocket now has a range of 250 miles, he said, but by attaching wings and electronic
guiding devices it can easily travel 3,000 miles or more. Such a development, he said, “is just in the
offing.”

He also said that if Germany had concentrated on the jet-propelled fighter it used toward the end
of the war, the Allies would have had a much harder time destroying the Luftwaffe.

“According to our information,” he said, “one German pilot in one German jet plane could knock
down seventeen to twenty of our Flying Fortresses.”
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Henry H. Arnold. 12 November 1945. Third Report of the Commanding General of
the Army Air Forces to the Secretary of War. Baltimore, Maryland: Schneidereith &
Sons.

[pp. 8, 10:] The ME-262 jet plane, Germany’s greatest hope, and, we must state frankly, the greatest
threat to continued bomber operations, was then in production. Under no circumstances, Hitler
declared, would the ME-262 be used as anything but a bomber. [...]

Hitler persisted in this amazing decision from April until October, a period which saw the Invasion
and the sweep across France. As a bomber, the ME-262 did nothing. The ME-262s which our
airmen fought during that period were a few Galland had secured, despite Hitler’s edict, for an
“Experimental Unit.” In October, when Hitler relented, only a handful were released to the fighter
arm, and it was 1945 before the bomber idea was finally discarded.

[p. 30:] Very important work remains to be done. [...] One is the making of a large-scale photographic
map of the conquered country, something sorely needed and partially obtained only with great
difficulty during the war—a bird’s eye view of Germany, just in case. Another is the job of disarming
the Luftwaffe—not only pullings its fangs but plucking its brains.

Air disarmament includes seeking out and impounding Luftwaffe documents, locating its techni-
cians, scientists and experimental specialists for interrogation, and securing the records of their
work and experiments. There is materiel of vital interest for testing and development at Wright
Field. Strange devices are being ferreted out, crated, and shipped for study—from blind landing
equipment to infra-red meteorological instruments and range finders, from radar apparatus to crew
chief stands, from jet engines to bomb sights, flak guns to airborne cannon, compasses and cameras
to medical documents and automatic pilots.

Whatever the Germans had of worth, we shall have. Whatever they hoped to develop, we shall know
about. We want to make sure it is not being worked on under the guise of a peacetime product.
Winning this war was a hard job. Air power intends to do its share toward keeping the peace.

[pp. 66–68:] At lower right is the X-4, a wire controlled, rocket-propelled gyro-stabilized missile, to
be launched from parent plane against bombers. X-4 was almost ready for use. [...] Potency of X-4
(right) was tremendously increased by proximity fuse.

[...] We must look at the future of aerial warfare in the light of the following considerations:

1. Aircraft, piloted or pilotless, will move at speeds far beyond the velocity of sound, well over 700
miles per hour.

2. Improvements in aerodynamics, propulsion, and electronic control will enable unmanned devices
to transport means of destruction to targets at distances up to many thousands of miles. However,
until such time as guided missiles are so developed that there is no further need for manned aircraft,
research in the field of “conventional” aircraft of improved design must be vigorously pursued.

3. Small amounts of explosive materials, as in atomic bombs, will cause destruction of many square
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miles.

4. Defense against present day aircraft may be perfected by target-seeking missiles.

5. Only aircraft or missiles moving at extreme speeds will be able to penetrate enemy territory
protected by such defenses.

6. A communications system between control center and each individual aircraft will be established.

7. Location and observation of targets, take-off, navigation and landing of aircraft, and communi-
cations will be independent of visibility or weather.

8. Fully equipped airborne task forces will be able to strike at far distant points and will be totally
supplied by air.

[...] Further, the great unit cost of the atomic bomb means that as nearly as possible every one must
be delivered to its intended target. This can be done in one of several ways, all of which involve air
power. For example, the following evolution may be suggested:

a. Today, our Army Air Forces are the recognized masters of strategic bombing. Until others can
match the present efficiency of our own antiaircraft defenses, we can run a large air operation for
the sole purpose of delivering one or two atomic bombs. Our experience in the war suggests that
the percentage of failures in an operation of this kind would be low.

b. When improved antiaircraft defenses make this impracticable, we should be ready with a weapon
of the general type of the German V-2 rocket, having greatly improved range and precision, and
launched from great distances. V-2 is ideally suited to deliver atomic explosives, because effective
defense against it would prove extremely difficult.

c. If defenses which can cope even with such a 3,000-mile-per-hour projectile are developed, we must
be ready to launch such projectiles nearer the target, to give them a shorter time of flight and make
them harder to detect and destroy. We must be ready to launch them from unexpected directions.
This can be done from true space ships, capable of operating outside the earth’s atmosphere. The
design of such a ship is all but practicable today; research will unquestionably bring it into being
within the foreseeable future.

[...] Complete dispersal of our cities and moving vital industries underground on a sufficiently large
scale would be overwhelmingly expensive. [...]

Although there now appear to be insurmountable difficulties in an active defense against future
atomic projectiles similar to the German V-2 but armed with atomic explosives, this condition
should only intensify our efforts to discover an effective means of defense. [...]

Jet propulsion is in its infancy despite the fact that this war has evolved six distinct methods
of utilizing atmospheric oxygen for propulsion, such as (1) motorjet—or reciprocating engine plus
ducted fan, (2) turboprop—a gas turbine plus propeller, (3) turbofan—a gas turbine plus ducted fan,
(4) turbojet—a gas turbine plus jet, (5) ramjet—a continuous jet with compression by aerodynamic
ram, and (6) pulsojet—or intermittent jet. These new and strange sounding words will be familiar
ones in our speech in the near future, and right now they carry more meaning for Americans than
any other six words I know.
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[Arnold’s statements in the above report, especially those regarding the use of long-range rockets
or spacecraft to deliver atomic bombs, were widely reported in newspapers. As just one example,
see:

Space Ships Flying A-Bomb Rockets Visioned by Arnold. Los Angeles Times 12 November 1945 p.
1.

For an example of the press reporting this idea in detail, see p. 3223.]

Traitor Suspect Holds Secret Key of Nazis’ V-Ten. Toronto Daily Star 12 November
1945 p. 28.

Stockholm, Nov 12—(AP)—The newspaper Aftonbladet today quoted an unnamed British lieu-
tenant as saying that the Swedish engineer, Nils Werner Larsson, on trial for delivering military
secrets to both Germany and the Allies, held the key to construction of the whole series of Nazi
vengeance weapons from V-1 to V-10.

The V-10 was the weapon which the Germans expected to hurl across the Atlantic in 35 minutes
to bombard North America. It was in blueprint stage when Germany surrendered.

The newspaper said plans for the V-10 reached the United States seven weeks ago and formed the
basis for Gen. Henry H. Arnold’s reference to “space ships” in his report yesterday to the U.S.
secretary of war.

In the report, Gen. Arnold envisaged space ships travelling 3,000 miles an hour “operating outside
the earth’s atmosphere.”

Larsson is charged specifically with offering German military secrets to Allied military representa-
tives in Sweden and of delivering an improved Swedish machine pistol to the Germans, presumably
to create confidence in him.

The newspaper quoted the lieutenant, who recently visited Sweden from Hamburg, as saying that
Larsson had great technical knowledge and had worked in the German experimental laboratories
in Peenemuende in 1943, where V weapons were developed.

Larsson left Sweden in 1943 for Germany and assisted German discoverers and builders of the V
weapons, the newspaper said. After the German collapse, Larsson was said to have had freedom of
movement in Germany. The British officer was reported to have met Larsson in an officers’ barracks
in Hamburg a few weeks ago.

Larsson was arrested by the Swedes at the border, apparently while en route home from Germany.
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Swede Arrested as Double Agent. New York Times 13 November 1945 p. 5

Accused of Selling Arms Data to Germans and Allies—Tells of V-10 Space Ship

STOCKHOLM, Sweden, Nov. 12—A Swedish engineer, Nils Werner Larsson, who is said to possess
the secrets of all Germany’s V-weapons, is in jail here accused of having sold designs for secret
Swedish weapons to both the Germans and the Allies during the war and of desertion from the
Swedish Army.

The Aftonbladet quoted a British officer who said that Larsson had the key to all German V-
weapons from V-1 to V-10, which was intended for wiping out American cities. Its designs are now
in Washington and are probably what Gen. H. H. Arnold referred to in yesterday’s sensational
report on space ships.

Larsson made contact with the British Secret Service in the summer of 1943 and agreed to work
for the Allies in Germany. He gained the Germans’ confidence by selling their agents designs for a
new Swedish submachine gun and an anti-tank gun after first having given them to the Allies. The
Germans trusted him and in October he went to Germany. The Germans, realizing his great gifts
as a constructor, immediately sent him to Peenemuende to work on V-bombs.

He worked for the Allies too and was permitted to move freely in Germany after her collapse. A
British officer met him in Hamburg, where Larsson told about his work in Peenemuende. Larsson
seemed to be extremely persona grata with the British authorities in Germany and was permitted
to go to Norway, whence he returned here.

Larsson said today that all other variations of V-weapons were vastly surpassed by the V-10, which,
according to German plans, was to cross the Atlantic in thirty-five minutes and devastate American
industries and cities. Later it was to be developed into an “absolute stratosphere ship” with which
it should be possible to cruise around in space under human control.

[Versions of this story were also published in other newspapers; see for example:

Swedes Reveal V-10 Weapon as Nazi “Space Ship.” Chicago Tribune 13 November 1945 p. 2
[http://archives.chicagotribune.com/1945/11/13/page/2/article/swedes-reveal-v-10-weapon-as-nazi-
space-ship]

U.S. Has V-10 Plans, Says Swedish Paper. Los Angeles Times 13 November 1945 p. 7.

“V-10” presumably meant the A-9/A-10, which would have been capable of everything described
here: carrying pilots, traveling through space from Germany to the United States, and “devastating
American cities” (especially if Germany had an atomic bomb the rocket could carry, as discussed
in Appendix D). The A-10 was part of Wernher von Braun’s series of Aggregat rockets from A-1
through A-10. Since the V-1 (unrelated cruise missile) and V-2 (renamed A-4 rocket) were such
well-known names, someone involved in reporting this German work probably tried to apply V-
labels to all of the Aggregat rocket numbers. In 1949, General Henry Arnold confirmed that the
V-10 was indeed the A-10, and that physical rockets were being built, not just designed (p. 3229).

Nils Werner Larsson led a very exciting life. For more information on him as well as some of the
other German rocket information he provided, see p. 3354.]
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The 36-Hour War: Arnold Report Hints at the Catastrophe of the Next Great Conflict.
Life. 15 November 1945. 19:21:27. [https://books.google.com/books?id=
6UsEAAAAMBAJ&pg=PA27&dq=Life+36+Hour+War&hl=en&sa=X&ved=
0ahUKEwjVgMfcr9fiAhVFh-AKHe36D0QQ6AEIKDAA#v=onepage&q=Life%
2036%20Hour%20War&f=false and
http://blog.nuclearsecrecy.com/2013/04/05/the-36-hour-war-life-magazine-1945/]

The start of another war, said General Arnold, might come with shattering speed: “With present
equipment an enemy air power can, without warning, pass over all formerly visualized barriers and
can deliver devastating blows at our population centers and our industrial, economic or governmen-
tal heart even before surface forces can be deployed.”

[Not even U.S. bombers could “pass over all formerly visualized barriers” at that time, since fighters,
anti-aircraft guns, and anti-aircraft rockets were still potential barriers for them. Was General
Arnold admitting that German intercontinental rockets, which could indeed pass over all barriers,
were “present equipment” and had been fully developed by the end of the war?

Based directly on information from General Arnold, this Life article presented illustrations of a
number of very German-like rockets arcing over the Atlantic and delivering nuclear bombs to
major U.S. cities, including a full-page illustration of a nuclear explosion in Washington, D.C.,
and another full-page illustration of the rubble of New York City after a nuclear explosion. Some
of the illustrations are shown on the following pages. Was this General Arnold’s idea of “present
equipment” based on what his investigators found in Germany and Austria at the end of the war?
What exactly did they find?

A two-page illustration in the article also depicted a massive underground military complex with
areas for manufacturing and storing nuclear weapons and rockets, launching nuclear-armed rockets,
providing living quarters for all the workers in the underground complex, and supplying power for
the complex. The article portrays such a complex as something that the United States might build,
but in 1945, the United States did not have such underground complexes, plans to build them,
or intercontinental rockets with which to equip them. However, Germany had spent several years
during the war developing just such underground complexes. How far did Germany actually get
in making these sorts of underground nuclear weapons production/intercontinental rocket produc-
tion/launching complexes operational? What did General Arnold know from his investigators?

One of the main engineers in charge of designing and build German underground complexes during
the war, Karl Fiebinger, worked in the United States for many years after the war as a “consultant”
on secretive government projects (p. 2935). His accomplishments in the United States included
designing underground missile silos for intercontinental ballistic missiles, which may shed light on
the nature and extent of his wartime work for Germany [Freund and Perz 1987, p. 44]. Another
person who apparently did similar work for both wartime Germany and the postwar United States
was Hans Brand (German, 1879–1959). Thus this arm of the long-standing postwar “nuclear triad,”
nuclear-armed intercontinental ballistic missiles based in underground silos, appears to have been
directly derived from German-speaking creators and their creations.]
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Figure E.71: Illustration from The 36-Hour War.
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Figure E.72: Illustration from The 36-Hour War.
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Figure E.73: Illustration from The 36-Hour War.
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Figure E.74: Illustration from The 36-Hour War.
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Carl A. Spaatz. Air Power in the Atomic Age. Collier’s 8 December 1945 pp. 11–12,
83–84.

[...] At the top of its arc the V-2 traveled at an altitude of 60 or 70 miles and reached a maximum
speed of about 3,500 miles an hour—approximately a mile a second. It was a bifuel rocket utilizing
liquid oxygen and a hydrocarbon like alcohol or hydrogen peroxide.

Three improvements would make a similar rocket almost a perfect weapon: more range, increased
explosive power, greater accuracy. The Germans were readying a transatlantic model when the war
ended. Our atomic development supplies the explosive. There is no visible barrier to solution of the
accuracy problem. [...]

[General Spaatz was the commander of the U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe during World War
II and would have had a detailed knowledge of all relevant intelligence, both during and after the
war. Seven months after the end of the war in Europe, Spaatz wrote that he knew the Germans
had been readying a transatlantic rocket (presumably the A-9/A-10). Thus such rockets were far
more than a blueprint design–they were actually being prepared for use against the United States.
How exactly did Spaatz know that? Henry Arnold made a very similar statement in 1949 (p. 3229).
Where are the U.S. reports on this topic located now? Where are any captured German documents
and hardware?]

Balanced Forces Urged by Arnold. New York Times 9 December 1945 p. 31.

General, at Pennsylvania Dinner, Calls for Close Watch on Potential Enemies

General of the Army Henry H. Arnold, commanding general of the Army Air Forces, advocating a
policy of “offensive readiness,” said last night that this country needed an intelligence service that
would keep us informed of the intentions and scientific developments of possible enemies. He also
called for the maintenance of “balanced armed forces” to insure peace. [...]

Forecasting the further development and perfection of super-bombers—for which no military target
will seem too distant—General Arnold pictured radar-directed V-2 weapons equipped with atomic
bombs, and said the damage would be “a far too terrible thing to contemplate.” While there are no
certain means to stop such weapons, once launched, he added, our aids and destructive equipment
can make their use more difficult.

Scientific Research Stressed

“One necessity to meet the future is an intelligence service that will always keep us informed of the
possible intentions and the scientific developments of possible enemies,” he continued. “We must
use our most brilliant scientists to develop better weapons more quickly and more effectively. We
must take advantage of the bases we now have to be closer to an enemy’s vital points with our
weapons than he is to ours. We must use the most modern weapons of all kinds so that we can
beat any potential opponent to the draw. Our hope lies, then, in a policy of offensive readiness to
perpetuate peace—to provide for national security.”

The general pointed out that this does not mean we should ever become an aggressor nation. He
emphasized it was a plan of insuring peace, since “there will be little or no time for recovery after
the first blow is struck by the attacking nation” in any future war. [...]
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Henry H. Arnold. 1946. Air Force in the Atomic Age: Future of the Ballistic Rocket
[Masters and Way 2007].

[...] The Twentieth Air Force, using atomic bombs, could in one day’s raid destroy more of Japan’s
industry than was actually done in the entire B-29 campaign. [...] A similar fate would have en-
veloped England had the Germans obtained atomic explosives for their V weapons.

We have now flown a B-29 nonstop for a distance of over 8,000 miles. Ranges of 10,000 miles for
one-way trips with newer types of aircraft appear to be a possibility of the near future. [...]

Looking only a little farther to the future, we must consider developments of the V-2 rocket. By
designing a rocket consisting mostly of fuel, a speed of 3,400 miles per hour and a range of 200
miles was obtained in operations against England. This rocket weighed 14 tons and delivered only
1 ton of explosive. The Germans had under design a longer range rocket, using a pick-a-back
principle. A large rocket was to carry a smaller one up to a speed of 2,500 miles per hour. At
this point the smaller one was to take off on its own, attaining a speed of 5,800 miles per hour,
which would carry it 500 miles. The combined rocket would weigh 100 tons and deliver 1 ton of
explosive. Designs incorporating winged rocket predicted an increase of range to 300 miles for V-2
by finishing the trajectory in a glide and an increase to 3,000 miles for rockets of the 100-ton class.
This phenomenal increase in range was based on a trajectory in which the rocket would bounce
out of the lower atmosphere into the stratosphere in a succession of jumps (like a stone skipping
on water) and end up in a glide. Extensions of these techniques to rockets of more than two stages
permit increasing the range indefinitely with a progressive decrease in percent of payload. However,
the achievement of range alone is of little strategic value unless it leads to effective and economical
destruction of specific targets. [...]

Very long-range rockets were not a serious threat before the atomic bomb because of the high ratio
of the weight—and consequently the cost—of the vehicle compared to the explosive load. Even
a two-stage rocket would barely break even economically—the cost of destroying a square mile
by this means being comparable with, if not larger than, the damage done to the enemy. With
an atomic warhead, however, the cost of the carrier is not excessive and even the expense of the
most elaborate guiding and control equipment would not make the total product inefficient, for the
destructive effect would exceed the total cost by a large factor.

Henry H. Arnold. 1949. Global Mission. New York: Harper. pp. 497.

Fortunately, judging from the mere 1100 that finally fell on England, chiefly London, the long-range
V-2 rockets did not get into production until January, 1944. The planned output of 900 a month
was not achieved, 50 to 300 being the number produced monthly until August. Between September,
1944, and March, 1945, the production rate was 700 a month. [...] A large bombproof launching site
was under construction in France as early as May, 1943, however, and another in August, at about
the same time the V-1 launching sites were begun. The V-10 (A-10), a very large rocket intended
especially for New York, was being built.

[General Arnold presumably had detailed classified knowledge of any wartime German development
of intercontinental jet bombers, intercontinental rockets, and nuclear weapons. He stated unam-
biguously that the A-10 New York rocket was being built, and he confirmed that it was the same
rocket as what had been called the V-10.]
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McNarney Predicts 10,000-Mile Missile. New York Times. 4 December 1948 p. 6.

Tell Industrialists Here That Tactics, Weapons of Last War Are Obsolete

Gen. Joseph T. McNarney, Commanding General of the Air Materiel Command at Wright Field,
warned yesterday that while America must not consider itself prepared for push-button warfare, it
“can no longer afford to fight a war of the future with the strategy, tactics and the conventional
weapons of the last.” [...]

In a graphic word picture of current developments in the field of rockets, jet propulsion and su-
personic flight which he admitted was “fairly well fenced in by security restrictions,” the general
envisioned a missle with a 10,000-mile range that he held to be representative of future push-buton
warfare.

Guidance Critical Problem

The critical problem in the development of such a weapon, he declared, is guidance. As ranges
increase, he added, the accuracy of radio and radar guidance schemes decreases. The optimum
guidance system would be one that is self-contained within the missle and is non-jammable by the
enemy, he said. [...]

The general pointed out that such a weapon is one of four types of guided missiles that military
and scientific leaders feel will be successfully developed. Surface-to-surface missiles, he said, may
be available in three years on America’s shorter-range subsonic weapons, but he refused to predict
the decade in which the nation will “cross the threshold of true push-button warfare.”

Attack Possible “At This Hour”

In his review of the development of another one of the four guided missiles—the air-to-air missile—
General McNarney said such a weapon would be effective in the event of an enemy bombing attack
on a major American city. Such an attack, he warned, is possible “at this very hour when we
consider the long-distance feats already accomplished by our own B-29 Superfortresses, which are
even now being relegated to the realm of obsolescence.”

The air-to-air missile, he explained, would be launched from interceptor aircraft and would proceed
under rocket power at supersonic speeds, guided by a radar homing device at the enemy aircraft.
Its development as an operational missile, he said, would take only a relatively short period of time.
A surface-to-air missile, also moving at supersonic speeds after being fired from defensive ground
sites, he added, “should be available for operational use within the next few years.”

The general said that the development of air-to-surface guided missiles, or large bombs of the
12,000-pound, 22,000-pound and 43,000-pound class, designed to strike a specific enemy with high
accuracy, is possible in the immediate future, with the 12,000-pound bomb being available within
the next year. [...]

[Wright Field was home to vast quantities of documents and equipment captured in Germany, as
well as many of the German aerospace engineers who came to the United States. This report may
reflect wartime German accomplishments, and in any event shows how deeply indebted postwar
U.S. programs were to German creations and creators.]
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Figure E.75: Examples of early U.S. rockets derived directly from German creators and creations.
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Germans Had Jet ‘Planes 5 Times Faster Than Sound.’ The Ottawa Journal. 18 Jan-
uary 1946 p. 9. [https://www.newspapers.com/newspage/50100865/ and
http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:78tUD-IDChgJ:https://www.
newspapers.com/newspage/50100865/&num=1&client=safari&hl=en&gl=us&strip=
1&vwsrc=0].

A jet aircraft designed to travel at five times the speed of sound and a rocket motor 10 times larger
than those used on V-2s at the end of the war were just two of many German developments in
aeronautics viewed by Canadian-scientists during a recent tour of the battered Reich. The experts,
five members of the National Research Council Staff, spent four months poking around former
German research stations, airfields and underground factories. At a symposium of the Council’s
Science Association they reported their conclusion that many advances in German aeronautics
failed to reach the production stage, only because of Hitler’s “intuition and interference” and a lack
of co-ordination of various projects by the Nazi air ministry. The experts were W. F. Campbell,
wind tunnel expert; R. D. Hiscocks, supervisor of the airframes laboratory; M. S. Kuhring, chief
of the engine laboratories; J. L. Orr, in charge of de-icing research, and D. G. Samaras, another
engine expert. Mr. Samaras reported the Germans had made “considerable headway” in trans-
Atlantic rockets and actually were making preparations for space travel. A lack of materials, skilled
labor and proper organisation slowed this project. In rockets and jet propulsion, the Nazis had “10
times our technical facilities” and in rocket research were “miles ahead of us.” Research now was
extensive in Britain and the United States in this field and it was time similar work was started
in Canada. Mr. Hiscocks described several advanced types of jet and propeller-driven aircraft with
most of the later models featuring “sweep back” wings.

The most advanced was a fantastic jet affair resembling a paper dart, called the [Lippisch] DM-1.
It was a modified glider designed to reach speeds five times faster than sound and operate at an
altitude of up to 22 miles. “It was completed just in time for the United States Army to take
delivery,” he said. Another type in the 600 mile-an-hour bracket resembled a boomerang with a jet
engine mounted in the centre. It had a 50-foot wing span and could remain in the air for three to
four hours “high for a jet.” Another novel feature was a “pilot ejector seat,” which broke an air
vice-marshall’s back when he ventured to test it. Some Messerschmidt 262’s had rocket boosters
enabling them to climb 30,000 feet in two minutes. A late model Heinkel 162 had a climbing rate
of 4,200 feet a minute and sufficient were produced to take “quite a toll of our bombers.” Still
another type was a tailless rocket job, “the first in the world.” It had a speed of 600 miles-an-hour
and climbed 30,000 feet in 2 1/2 minutes. The German scientists “knew about as much about air
foils as we did,” but went farther in designing wings that sweep back sharply from the nose of the
aircraft. Such designs give as much as a 60-mile-an-hour boost to speeds, but lack control at lower
speeds.

“Hitler’s visions disrupted the whole aircraft production program,” Mr. Hiscocks said. Once the
German leader ordered a plane designed as an interceptor to be converted into a bomber. Mr.
Hiscocks said the Germans never produced an outstanding bomber. In general the failure of Ger-
many to win control of the air was “a tactical error by the high command and not the fault of the
designers.” The world’s first jet plane had been flown at Rostock in 1938, about a year ahead of
the first Italian effort and three years ahead of Britain.
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[Five Canadian aerospace experts reported that while visiting a German research station, they
viewed “a rocket motor 10 times larger than those used on V-2s.” The most important parameter
of a rocket motor is its thrust; if that is the measure of comparison intended here, the standard V-2
motor had a thrust of 27 tons at sea-level atmospheric pressure, so that would mean the Canadians
saw a rocket motor with a thrust of roughly 270 tons. Both the A-10 booster and the Silbervogel
space plane were designed to use engines with a 200-ton thrust. Thus the reported engine could have
been built specifically for either one of those vehicles, and would demonstrate that those projects
had progressed well beyond the paper design phase. Alternatively, the reported engine could have
been for some other large rocket project that has been even less well characterized in the published
literature.

If the reported motor was “10 times larger” in mass, a standard V-2 motor had a mass of ap-
proximately 930 kg, so the observed motor would have had a mass of roughly 9300 kg. The best
documented design for an A-10 motor used six standard V-2 motors that all fed into a larger nozzle.
The A-10 engine mass does not seem to be reported in the published literature but would have
included the mass of the six standard motors plus almost as much for the large nozzle, or roughly
10 times the mass of one standard V-2 motor. Likewise the exact Silbervogel engine mass is difficult
to find, but a reasonable estimate is that it was roughly half of the 10,000 kg empty mass of the
Silbervogel, or roughly 5000 kg.

Conceivably the reported motor might have been “10 times larger” than a standard V-2 motor in
length, width, combustion chamber volume, nozzle area, or some other parameter.

In any event, the report by the Canadian aerospace experts demonstrates that some very large
rocket project had progressed well beyond the drawing board: A-10, Silbervogel, or some other
rocket similarly sized for intercontinental trajectories.

Can the detailed scientific reports of these Canadian experts be located?

Similar versions of this news story were also reported in:

Calgary Herald. 19 January 1946 p. 10. [https:// news.google.com/newspapers?nid=Hx6RvaqUy9IC&
dat=19460119&printsec= frontpage&hl=en]

Courier-Mail (Brisbane, Australia). 19 January 1946 p. 1.
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/50289068?browse=ndp%3Abrowse %2F
title%2FC%2Ftitle%2F12%2F1946%2F01%2F19%2Fpage%2F2011541%2Farticle %2F50289068]]
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Donald L. Putt. 1946b. German Developments in the Field of Guided Missiles. Society
of Automotive Engineering (SAE) Journal (Transactions) 54:8:404-411.

[...] After watching the V-1 and V-2 firing trials at Blizna and Cracow, Poland, in April, 1944,
Hitler is reported to have stated that German secret weapons were not the product of dreamers
and that England and the whole world would soon feel their effect. It wasn’t until allied technicians
examined German developments in this field that we fully realized the tremendous achievements of
German scientists, and how near they were to achieving the boasts of their leader.

The Germans were preparing rocket surprises for the whole world in general and England in par-
ticular, which would have, it is believed, changed the course of the war if the invasion had been
postponed for so short a time as six months. Many of Germany’s research laboratories and several
large commercial firms concentrated on this field of endeavor. This tremendous effort resulted in
138 guided missiles and assorted devices, including their modifications. These were of types wholly
unknown to laymen in the United States. At the outbreak of the war some of these were strictly
“out of this world”—to use a current phrase. In addition, German scientists had developed other
equipment of a type we had considered impracticable, such as the ram jet.

The stupendous effort in basic research expended by the Germans in the guided missile field was
designed to cover the complete field of potentialities for such weapons. The losses incurred in
Germany by heavy bomber raids can in no way be charged to lack of preliminary research on
missiles. Weapons of this category were divided into the following classifications:

A. Ground to air.

B. Air to air.

C. Air to ground.

D. Ground to ground.

E. Underwater to underwater.

F. Underwater to ground.

G. Underwater to air.

Moreover, every known type of remote control and fusing means was exploited. These included
radio control, wire control, radar, continuous wave, acoustics, infrared, light beams, and magnetics.

Likewise, all methods of employing jet propulsion for subsonic and supersonic speeds were exploited.

In all, it was estimated that one-third of the aerodynamics research in Germany was devoted to
problems of guided missiles. Wind tunnels of undreamed-of speeds were under construction. A Mach
number of 10 was not too great for the Germans to comprehend and strive for.

In the matter of aerodynamics and propulsion, the Germans were sufficiently advanced to handle
any program desired. In the field of control they appear to have waited too long to make the
necessary tests to indicate the proper directions for detail development; also, the fact that the
Germans were late in being able to arrive at the answers required to utilize nuclear energy in the
warheads made the German missile program more one of nuisance and worry over what might come
than one of actual military damage.
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Some of the classes of German missiles based on intended use are:

A. The Beethoven [...] was an air-to-ground missile. This composite aircraft consisted of an Me-109
fighter mounted on top of a Ju-88 bomber. The pilot rode in the cockpit of the Me-109, where he
manipulated the controls of both craft. The nose of the Ju-88 was modified to contain an explosive.
Upon reaching the target area the Ju-88 was released from the Me-109 in a dive which aimed it
at the objective. This weapon was not used by the Germans to any extent; however, upon the
termination of hostilities it was found that great quantities had been built up for an all-out assault
at a later date.

B. The Enzian [...] was a ground-to-air missile. This small-winged flak rocket, named after the
flower gentian, was controlled in flight by radio, and was intended for use against heavy-bomber
formations. Its plywood fuselage was 17 ft in length and carried 990 lb of explosive. Four auxiliary
starting rockets were mounted outside the fuselage, and after 5 sec of flight were jettisoned. Plans
were being made to modify the Enzian so that it could attain supersonic speeds, but because of
the advances of the U.S. Army only a few successful test firings were made.

C. The Wasserfall was a ground-to-air missile. A 26-ft flak rocket, the Wasserfall, meaning waterfall,
is very similar in design to the V-2 rocket launched against Britain. At first it was visibly controlled
by radio from the ground, but later methods employed radar tracking to guide it to the objective.
Due to persistent allied bombing only 30 test launchings were made.

D. The X-4 was an air-to-air missile. It was a small rocket bomb, named Ruhrstahl or steel of
the Ruhr, just under 6 ft in length, and designed to be launched from fighter aircraft. The rocket
was controlled from the parent aircraft through two 4-mile lengths of wire. This fine wire was paid
out from tapered bobbins enclosed in fairings at the extremities of two of the wings. Detonation
occurred by means of a proximity fuse.

E. The Fitz X [...] was an air-to-ground missile. This German bomb was released from aircraft flying
at a minimum altitude of 22,000 ft. It was gyrostabilized and visibly guided into the target by radio.
The Fritz X was ready for operational use in January, 1943, and was first employed successfully
against our shipping and assault forces at Salerno. The warhead on this bomb was armor-piercing
and carried a charge of 2530 lb of standard explosive.

F. The Hs-298 [...] was an air-to-air missile. It was about 4 ft in length and could be controlled
either by radio or wire. It was originally intended for use against sea targets, but early in 1945 it
was being produced for air-to-air fighting in a factory in the underground railway in Berlin. A total
of only 300 was built because the X-4 or Ruhrstahl bomb had become available.

G. The HS-117 [...] was a ground-to-air missile. It was named Schmetterling or butterfly, and
was a rocket-propelled, radio-controlled missile to be launched from the ground against bomber
formations. It accelerated to a speed of 560 mph, and was steadied in flight by a pendulum deice.
The take-off rocket burned out and were jettisoned; the main propulsion unit then drove the missile
until it was detonated by a proximity fuse. Large-scale production began January, 1945, in an
underground factory in Nordhausen.

H. The Rheintochter [...] was a ground-to-air missile. It was a rocket-propelled anti-aircraft weapon
and was controlled in flight by radio. It traveled at a speed of 1100 mph and carried an explosive
charge of 330 lb, equipped with a proximity fuse, to a ceiling of 48,000 ft. The starting rocket,
attached to the base, was blown off after combustion was completed. Development did not go
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beyond the test firing stage, but experiments were still being conducted as late as February, 1945.
The code name Rheintochter means daughter of the Rhine.

I. The FZG-76 [...] was a ground-to-ground missile. It was launched either from the ground or
from an aircraft. Ground launching as practiced by the Germans utilized a long run in which the
working substance was the steam resulting from the catalytic action of calcium permanganate on
a concentrated solution of hydrogen peroxide. The length of the gun and ramp varied from 140 to
170 ft at different sites. It carried 1870 lb of explosive, the range was 120 to 160 miles, and the
circular probable error about five miles at a range of 130 miles when ground launched. The error
was five times as great for air launching. The overall weight was about 5000 lb. The missile flew at
an approximately constant altitude of about 2000 ft at speed varying for individual missiles from
288 to 425 mph.

Numerous techniques for controlling the missiles were evolved, only one or two of which proved
satisfactory. Conventional radar units, with special coding mechanisms were used. In one instance
a beam-riding system was attempted, but the disastrous test results caused an immediate cessation
of the project. It appears that the missile was supposed to follow a beam of energy emanating from
a radar unit and aimed at the target, in this case an airplane; however, the missile would usually
reverse its direction and ride the beam down to the radar unit, with quite obvious results. As a
result, it was decided to augment the control system by adding homing or seeking devices of various
sorts. These included systems sensitive to heat or sound. Some of the homing devices incorporated
a miniature radar unit.

The German developments being discussed here are generally grouped under the loose term “guided
missiles”; however, that isn’t correct, inasmuch as some of the missiles are not guided and some of
the developments are not missiles. I have already discussed another widely employed classification
based upon the location of the launching device and the target; for example: air-launched-to-ground
targets. The classification I shall employ is based upon the type of propulsion unit.

There are six general types of direct-reaction engines.

1. The first example is the reciprocating engine with the exhaust jet.

2. The second example is the gas turbine.

3. The third example is the turbo jet.

4. The fourth example is the reed, intermittent-combustion engine. This is better known as the
“buzz bomb” engine. The reed engine is similar to the ram jet engine, with the exception that it is
equipped with a grill at the forward end.

5. The fifth example is the ram jet, also known as the athodyd or the Lorin engine, after the
inventor. This device consists primarily of a curved, barrel-like tube into which fuel and air are
introduced.

6. The sixth and last example is the pure rocket. This is subdivided into the dry fuel and liquid fuel
subtypes. In either case, we have simply a combustion chamber in which the fuel burns. In the case
of the dry fuel rockets, the fuel is also stored there. A great many of the German guided missiles
were equipped with this type of propulsion equipment.

This discussion concerns itself with the latter three listed propulsion systems. For the purpose of
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simplicity, we will now consider the various engines and their applications, commencing with the
reed engine and the ram jet. We have but one example of each of these, whereas we have some 30
examples of the rocket type. [...]

The next type of engine we will consider is the ram jet.

Only quite recently, now that air-speed values are approaching the velocity of sound, has it been
practicable to envisage the use of the Lorin nozzle for propulsion. In the fall of 1944, while devel-
opment in this country was largely limited to discussion as to whether such a powerplant would
operate at all, the Germans had developed, built, and flight-tested a unit designed to produce a
gross thrust of 4400 lb at 500 mph. (See Fig. 9). This development was accomplished by Walter of
Kiel, Dr. Saenger of the DFS (Institute for Study of Soaring Flight), and by engineer Pabst of the
Focke-Wulf plant at Bad Eilsen. [...]

A particularly effective employment of the Lorin tube is that of a jet propeller with a rotating
wing. [...] Here characteristics and performance are very high; particularly in the range obtained at
high altitudes. This is due to the fact that in rotating-wing aircraft the rotors can always be run at
suitably high speeds. A rocket attachment can be provided to enable safe landing if the propellers
are cut off. Take-offs and landings in these aircraft occur vertically, and only a small flying strip is
required. [...]

The most highly publicized missile of the Germans was the V-2, or as the Germans themselves
knew it, the A-4.

There were 10 variations of this weapon. [...] There were 10 variations of this weapon. [...] Three
were prototypes. Four were improved models. One was a launching device intended to increase
the already great range to 5000 km. Interestingly enough, one of the improved models was to be
equipped with wings, wheels, a pressurized cabin, and to carry a pilot. [...]

The “A” series was considered to be an intermediate step to the practical use of guided weapons.
The inherent shortcomings of this type of weapon were partly conditioned by the war, but the
future will disclose improvement occurring more rapidly than was thought possible during the war.

It is interesting to note that this missile was extremely expensive, each requiring 20,000 man-hr for
construction; however, since the Germans launched 3165 A-4’s operationally, it is clearly indicated
that the place of the large rocket weapon is firmly established in modern warfare. It has been
pointed out that the small size of the warhead—1 ton—would hardly seem to have made the cost
of the weapon worth while. In this connection it must be pointed out that it was probably the
intention of the Germans that the weapon would eventually carry some sort of atomic device, in
which case the warhead would have had the requisite specifications. [...]

In conclusion may I state that the Germans in the guided missile field were 10 years in advance of
similar American development.

It will be noted that the Germans very largely explored the entire field of rocket-powered equipment.
Their program was just beginning to become stabilized with the production of those units which
were adaptable to mass production and operational use.

Very fortunately, they were never able to obtain full use of their developments. We are all familiar
with the immense rocket-launching establishment on the coast of France which was to be used in
destroying London.
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It is now the responsibility of the American industrial machine to begin where the Germans stopped
and to provide ourselves with the equipment necessary to maintaining our leadership in the scientific
world.

American industry and the War Department must cooperate in exploiting this field, in which there
appear to be unlimited possibilities for new and better devices and equipment, not alone in the
province of weapons of war, but also in the applications to a fuller and more satisfactory civilization.
[...]

[Note the similarities between Putt’s presentation and the earlier report on p. 3203, over which
he presumably presided. Putt was the U.S. Army Air Force Colonel (later General) in charge of
rounding up most of the German aerospace engineers in Europe at the end of the war, and funding
them to continue their work in the United States for many years after the war. From that very
well-informed position, he stated in this 7 March 1946 presentation to the Society of Automotive
Engineers that among other things:

• German engineers had developed “the complete field of potentialities” of all possible types of
missiles, “every known type” of electronic guidance and sensors, and jets and aerodynamics
ranging from subsonic through supersonic speeds to Mach 10, or 10 times the speed of sound.

• Based on his studies of this field, the Germans were fully ten years ahead of the United States.

• Germany was within six months of employing much longer-range rockets that would have
“changed the course of the war,” which would suggest that such rockets had already progressed
well beyond the paper design stage.

• He believed that the Germans intended to put nuclear weapons on their rockets, which would
suggest that there had been a long-running and determined nuclear weapons program oper-
ating in parallel with the German rocket program.

Interestingly, some of these statements vanished without explanation from later versions of this
speech, such as the 27 June 1946 version written at Wright Field, possibly due to censorship.
Censorship may also explain why he publicly stated much less than he presumably knew about the
A-9/A-10 intercontinental rocket or other long-range rockets that were on the verge of changing
“the course of the war.” See these two related documents:

• Donald L. Putt. 1946. German Developments in the Field of Guided Missiles: An Address
Before the SAE in New York, 7 March 1946. Summary Report. Report No. F-SU-1122-ND.
27 June 1946. Headquarters, Air Materiel Command, Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. Library of
Congress, Washington, DC. Call number MLCM 95/01648 (T) FT-MEADE.

• Donald L. Putt. 1946. World’s Cities Threatened by Nazi Supersonic Bomber. Society of
Automotive Engineering (SAE) Journal 54:7:9.

Popular Science repeated many details from Putt’s presentation 19 months later in October 1947
[http://blog.modernmechanix.com/transatlantic-roller-coaster-designed-to-bomb-usa/#mmGal].]
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Senator Elbert D. Thomas. April 1946. Sitting Ducks in Our Air Forces. The American
Magazine.

[...] Had our invasion been delayed six months, the Germans could have regained air superiority,
not only in Europe, but over the Channel and southern England. [...]

Between raids by their planes there would have been thunderous barrages of V-weapons. They
planned to launch 1,000 V-1’s a day. Rockets more deadly than the V-2 would have reached north
to all important cities in England. We couldn’t have prevented it.

[...] We had a narrow escape, as it was. After our ground forces conquered the Continental coast
just before V-E day, I visited a V-weapon factory. I could not help but utter to myself, and I’ve
repeated it often, “We are just in time.” That was no flight of poetic oratory; it was the stark and
awful truth. And the threatened defeat which it so clearly implied would have been due directly to
our backwardness in the science of aviation.

[As previously noted, standard A-4 or V-2 rockets required over five years of massive effort to
progress from paper designs to deployed weapons, carried one ton of conventional explosives, and
could not reach England from areas still under German military control near the end of the war.

Based both on Senator Thomas’s on-site inspection of German rocket programs and presumably
on his knowledge of detailed reports from scientific inspectors, he stated that Germany was within
six months of deploying mass-produced versions of much more advanced rockets that were “more
deadly than the V-2” (with payloads that were larger and/or not conventional explosives?) and
would have enough range to reach all of the UK from central Europe.

Senator Thomas and the other inspectors could not possibly have expected those more advanced
rockets to make the leap from paper design to mass-produced deployed weapon in just six months;
presumably the inspectors discovered well advanced hardware development, testing, and/or pro-
duction programs for the rockets.]
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Report on Large Sized Rockets. 10 June 1946. [AFHRA C5098 electronic version p.
523]

HEADQUARTERS
UNITED STATES AIR FORCES IN EUROPE

Assistant Chief of Staff, A-2

A.P.O. 633 U.S. Army
10 June 1946

BA 452.03

SUBJECT: Report on Large Sized Rockets

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff, T-2, Air Material Command, Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio.

The inclosed report on “Large Sized Rockets and Applications” prepared by Hugo Kalinourski and
Max Gorissen, German engineers, is forwarded for your evaluation.

1 Incl:
Report on Rockets.

[This microfilm reel only includes this cover letter, not the actual report. Can this report be located
in archives at AFHRA, NARA, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, or elsewhere?

What exactly did Hugo Kalinourski and Max Gorissen work on during the war? What did they do
for the United States after the war? Was this a report of their own work, or a report or translation
they wrote based on the work of other German engineers?]

Card catalog entry for History of German Trans-Atlantic Rocket A-10. 4 March 1947.
[NARA RG 319, Records of the Army Staff, Entry A1-84E, Box 124. BID 8600.0711
Nuclear Physics (Atomic Energy)—Uses—Rockets]

[The photographs from a U.S. Army card catalog of intelligence documents on the next page show
that the U.S. government once possessed a complete history of the A-9/A-10 trans-Atlantic rocket,
written two years after the war’s end, but that this history was either destroyed or not transferred
to NARA with the other files; no copies of this report have ever been located. If the A-9/A-10 never
entered active development during the war, why would the U.S. government have commissioned
a detailed history of its development in 1947, and why would the government have later ordered
that history to be suppressed? Does the fact that the Army Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence
specifically filed this report under “Nuclear Physics (Atomic Energy)—Uses” indicate that the A-
9/A-10 had a nuclear warhead? CIG, listed as the source of the report, was presumably the Central
Intelligence Group, a U.S. intelligence agency that existed during 1946–1947 as an intermediate
step between the wartime Office of Strategic Services (OSS) and the modern Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA). [www.cia.gov/kids-page/6-12th-grade/operation-history/history-of-the-cia.html]]
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Figure E.76: Card catalog entry for History of German Trans-Atlantic Rocket A-10. 4 March 1947.
[NARA RG 319, Records of the Army Staff, Entry A1-84E, Box 124. BID 8600.0711 Nuclear Physics
(Atomic Energy)—Uses—Rockets]
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Charles Lester Walker. October 1946. Secrets by the Thousands. Harper’s Magazine
193:329-336.

But of highest significance for the future were the Nazi secrets in aviation and in various types of
missiles.

“The V2 rocket, which bombed London,” an Army Air Force publication reports, “was just a toy
compared to what the Germans had up their sleeve.”

When the war ended, we now know, they had 138 types of guided missiles in various stages of
production or development, using every known kind of remote control and fuse: radio, radar, wire,
continuous wave, acoustics, infra-red, light beams, and magnetics, to name some; and for power,
all methods of jet propulsion for either subsonic or supersonic speeds. Jet propulsion had even
been applied to helicopter flight. The fuel was piped to combustion chambers at the rotor blade
tips, where it exploded, whirling the blades around like a lawn sprinkler or pinwheel. As for rocket
propulsion, their A-4 rocket, which was just getting into large scale production when the war ended,
was forty-six feet long, weighed over 24,000 pounds, and traveled 230 miles. It rose sixty miles above
the earth and had a maximum speed of 3,735 miles an hour – three times that of the earth’s rotation
at the equator. The secret of its supersonic speed, we know today, lay in its rocket motor which
used liquid oxygen and alcohol for fuel. It was either radio controlled or self-guided to its target by
gyroscopic means. Since its speed was supersonic, it could not be heard before it struck.

Another German rocket which was coming along was the A-9. This was bigger still—29,000 pounds—
and had wings which gave it a flying range of 3,000 miles. It was manufactured at the famous
Peenemünde army experiment station and achieved the unbelievable speed of 5,870 miles an hour.

A long range rocket-motored bomber which, the war documents indicate, was never completed
merely because of the war’s quick ending, would have been capable of flight from Germany to New
York in forty minutes. Pilot-guided from a pressurized cabin, it would have flown at an altitude
of 154 miles. Launching was to be by catapult at 500 miles an hour, and the ship would rise to
its maximum altitude in as short a time as four minutes. There, fuel exhausted, it would glide
through the outer atmosphere, bearing down on its target. With one hundred bombers of this type
the Germans hoped to destroy any city on earth in a few days operations.

Little wonder, then, that today Army Air Force experts declare publicly that in rocket power and
guided missiles the Nazis were ahead of us by at least ten years.

The Germans even had devices ready which would take care of pilots forced to leave supersonic
planes in flight. Normally a pilot who stuck his head out at such speeds would have it shorn off. His
parachute on opening would burst in space. To prevent these calamitous happenings an ejector seat
had been invented which flung the pilot clear instantaneously. His chute was already burst, that
is, made of latticed ribbons which checked his fall only after the down-drag of his weight began to
close its holes.
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A Nazi variation of the guided air missile was a torpedo for underwater work which went unerringly
to its mark, drawn by the propeller sound of the victim ship from as far away as ten miles. This
missile swam thirty feet below the water, at forty miles an hour, and left no wake. When directly
under its target, it exploded.

All such revelations naturally raise the question: was Germany so far advanced in air, rocket, and
missile research that, given a little more time, she might have won the war? Her war secrets, as now
disclosed, would seem to indicate that possibility. And the Deputy Commanding General of Army
Air Forces Intelligence, Air Technical Service Command [Donald L. Putt], has told the Society of
Aeronautical Engineers within the past few months:

The Germans were preparing rocket surprises for the whole world in general and England in par-
ticular which would have, it is believed, changed the course of the war if the invasion had been
postponed for so short a time as half a year.

[What Army Air Force publication reported: “The V2 rocket, which bombed London, was just a
toy compared to what the Germans had up their sleeve”???]
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Nazis Were Working On 100-Ton Rocket. The Courier-Mail (Brisbane, Australia). 5
December 1946 p. 1. [http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/49363386]

NEW YORK, December 4.—When the war ended the Nazis were building a 100-ton rocket with
which to strike at the United States.

This has been revealed by the brilliant German scientist, Wernher von Braun, who invented the
V2 rocket.

Von Braun is now in the United States working with American experts on rocket experiments.

The super-rocket, he said, was on the drawing-board when Germany was over-run. It would have
carried an explosive charge of six tons, and would have been capable of travelling thousands of
miles.

He claimed that the V2 rocket failed in only about 5 per cent of its tests in Germany.

Von Braun and his associates from Germany are being kept at work under the utmost secrecy by
the Army as they help to train American ordnance men, industrialists, and scientists from leading
American universities in the secrets of rocket bombs.

U.S. Gain

An estimate that German and Austrian scientists had saved the United States more than £235
million in basic research in rockets alone was disclosed by the War Department in announcing that
730 additional experts were to be brought to the United States.

Former enemy brain-power, the department said, had advanced American research in several fields
by from two to 10 years.

Already 270 former enemy scientists are at work in the United States. They include the former chief
designer for the Messerschmitt aircraft works and the technical director of the Nazis’ Peenemunde
rocket proving ground. They came to the United States voluntarily.

The scientists are being paid on contract, the maximum being £975 annually, plus 37/ daily expense
allowance. This is considerably less than the salaries paid to American civil service workers doing
comparable work.

The work of the foreign scientists covers the fields of electronics, supersonics, guided missiles, jet
propulsion, and fuels.

[“100-ton rocket” was a name sometimes used by the Peenemünde engineers for the A-9/A-10.

Usually the expected payload of the A-9/A-10 is given as 1 ton. That could be stretched to 2 tons
without much trouble. But why is the payload given here as 6 tons? Was this a different version of
the A-9/A-10, or a different rocket entirely?

Why did the payload need to be 6 tons? Did that include two pilots, guidance systems, bomb, etc.?
Was it an attempt to fit 6 tons of conventional explosive on the rocket to better justify the expense?
Was it a 6-ton fission bomb or hydrogen bomb?]
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Nazi Scientists Work On U.S. Rocket Experiment. Newcastle Morning Herald and
Miners’ Advocate (New South Wales, Australia). 5 December 1946 p. 3.
[http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/133178482]

NEW YORK, Dec. 4.—Before the war ended the Nazis were building a 100-ton rocket to strike
the United States. This was revealed by the brilliant German scientist Wernher von Braun, who
invented the V2 rocket, and who is now in the United States.

Von Braun is at present working with American experts on rocket experiments.

He said the Nazis’ super-rocket was on the drawing board when Germany was overrun. It would
have carried an explosive charge of six tons and be capable of travelling thousands of miles.

Von Braun claimed the V2 failed in only about five per cent of its tests in Germany.

Von Braun and his associates from Germany are being kept at work under the utmost secrecy
by the army as they help to train American ordnance men, and industrialists and scientists from
leading American Universities in the secrets of rocket bombs.

Saved U.S. Millions

A statement issued by the War Department in Washington said it was estimated that German and
Austrian scientists had saved the United States more than 750 million dollars (£A234 1/2 millions)
in basic research in rockets alone.

The department announced that about 730 additional experts would be brought to the United
States.

The statement said that former enemy brainpower had advanced American research in several fields
two to ten years. The number of experts put to work since September 1945 had grown to 270, and
the total would be increased to about 1000 as soon as transportation arrangements were completed.

The scientists and technicians include the former Chief Designer for the Messerschmitt Aircraft
Works and the Technical Director of the Nazis’ Peenemunde rocket-proving ground. They came to
the United States voluntarily.

Nazis Planned Rocket to Hit U.S. New York Times. 4 December 1946.

Wernher von Braun, 34-year-old German scientist who invented the deadly V-2 supersonic rocket,
revealed today that before the war ended the Nazis were building a 100-ton rocket to strike at the
United States.

Von Braun told reporters that the 100-ton rocket was on the drawing board when the Allies overran
Europe. He said it would have carried a “pay-load” of six tons and would have traveled thousands
of miles to strike the United States.
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Military Intelligence Division W.D.G.S., Military Attache Report Czechoslovakia.
Subject: Russian Demand for German Scientific Secrets. I.G. No. 0404.0700. Prague.
Report No. R-32. 20 September 1945. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-85M, Box 19,
Folder 925253]

Source and degree of reliability:
Czech General Staff Liaison Officer — A-3
Czech Counter Intelligence Officer — A-3

1. Cables No. 18, of 15 September 1945, 2nd subject, and No. 20, of 18 September 1945, are hereby
confirmed.

2. A great many American technical intelligence teams have arrived in PRAHA from time to time
since the Liberation on various missions, some of them to interview Czech scientists or German
scientists living in Czechoslovakia, in regard to the research and development of German secret
weapons. It was natural to assume that the Russians would have similar interests.

3. The following has been learned from a Czech Counter Intelligence Officer: When Czechoslovakia
was liberated, all secrets pertaining to weapons, discoveries, research and experiments regarding
new weapons or new agents of warfare were declared State Secrets, details of which were not to be
be made available to anyone outside the Czechoslovak Government.

However, a Russian Technical Mission very soon appeared in PRAHA demanding details of a new
German rocket in the experimental stage, referred to variously as V-3 and VA-4, experiments on
which had been undertaken in the Protectorate. General BOCEK issued orders to show this mission
“something that looked like something but which meant nothing”.

Early in June a second Mission, more heavily backed by the Russian authorities, arrived, and
General BOCEK under pressure directed that some parts of the rocket be given it, but since the
manufacture was on the “mosaic” basis, this was less important.

A third Technical Mission arrive direct from MOSCOW in July, heavily backed up by the Russian
Embassy and the Russian Military Mission, and General BOCEK was forced to furnish more parts
and to give this Mission access to certain plans and drawings and to allow it to interview some
German scientists who were in Czechoslovakia protective custody; however, the Czechs succeeded
in withholding the main secrets.

Shortly after this, an American Technical Intelligence Team arrived in PRAHA on a similar mission;
among other things they wanted to interview a Dr. H. FRANK, German scientist in Czechoslovak
custody, who was held at TEREZIENSTADT. The Czechs were apparently very willing to produce
him, but when the time came, it was found that he was no longer there, having been spirited away
to PANKRAC Prison in PRAHA. I then personally made representations to the General Staff on
the basis that Czechoslovakia and the United States were allied in the war against Japan, and more
or less peremptorily demanded full cooperation, which was then given, and the Mission interviewed
Dr. FRANK.
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Note by M/A: I have since accidentally learned that much information was withheld from our
Mission which left PRAHA with the conviction that little could be learned here.

After the departure of the American Technical Intelligence Team the Russians showed great indig-
nation and put pressure to bear on General BOCEK who ordered the court-martial of those Czech
officers who had assisted the American team. After considerable noise the thing died down, and
General BOCEK passed out the word that nothing would be done, but that Czech officers must be
extremely careful in their dealings with the Americans, due to the Russian attitude.

A fourth and final Russian Technical Mission arrived from MOSCOW on 31 August; this mission
obviously had the highest backing and was able to put maximum pressure on the Czechs, with the
result that General BOCEK issued orders over his signature, which my informant has personally
seen, to the effect that anything and everything was to be given the Russian Mission, including
parts and plans, and that they were to have free access to all scientists.

4. The Russian Scientific Mission has made offers to both German and Czech scientists of an
outright payment of 10 million Czech Crowns ($100,000.00), a fine house in MOSCOW, special
food and automobiles if they were willing to go there and work for the Russians; one scientist has
disappeared with his wife during the night, taking along his personal belongings which were seen
being loaded on a Russian Army truck. A member of this Mission has twice offered my source 10
million Czech Crowns if he would “work with me.” Source feels that if German secrets are given to
the Russians, they should be given to us as well, and is willing to make any scientist available for
interview by American technical intelligence representatives.

5. It was stated by my General Staff source that in the meeting of Foreign Ministers in LONDON,
Russia, China and France made unsuccessful demands on the United States and Great Britain for
the secrets of the atomic bomb; the following day one battalion of Russian Infantry and certain tech-
nical troops occupied the uranium mine and factory in JACHIMOV (St. JOACHIMSTHAL), the
only place in Central Europe where uranium is produced, this in spite of the fact that occupation of
this area was not provided for in the Russo-Czech agreement. The Russians immediately demanded
that the Czechs treble their output. The British Ministry Attache a few days later received an
anonymous note giving no details but stating that the Russians had occupied the JACHIMOV
mine.

Comment by M/A: It is obvious that the Russians are anxious to secure all possible details of
German experiments on secret weapons. Why they should occupy an insignificant uranium mine
like the one at JACHIMOV when they have great uranium deposits in their own country is not
known, except that it may be to forestall any independent Czech research along these lines.

It is felt that the Counter Intelligence Officer’s willingness to cooperate with this office may be
inspired by certain high Czech officers who fear the one-sided cooperation with the Red Army and
favor a better balance. Personally I am inclined to think that General BOCEK himself may be
behind this move, as he has always been extremely frank and friendly with me, and I have known
him for a long time.

AAGE WOLDIKE
Lt. Col GSC
Military Attache
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[To aid in visualizing the locations mentioned in this document and the following
several documents, see p. 1490.

A new German rocket had reached the experimental stage in Czechoslovakia during the war, and
was so advanced that the postwar Czechoslovakian government wanted to keep the rocket for itself
instead of turning it over to the Soviets. It may or may not have been the same as V-3 or V-4
rockets mentioned by other sources. Writing VA-4 instead of V-4 might simply be a typo, or it
might indicate that the new rocket was somehow related to the previous A-4 or V-2 rocket.

This report demonstrates how deeply indebted postwar Soviet programs were to German scien-
tists, technologies, prototypes, and supplies. It also illustrates how little U.S. and U.K. inspectors
were allowed to learn about wartime German work that occurred in areas that were subsequently
occupied by the Soviet Union.

For more information on Helmar Frank, see pp. 818–819, 1907–1908, 2504, 3252, and 3269.]
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Figure E.77: Kbely airfield near Prague is now a museum.
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Figure E.78: Kbely airfield near Prague is now a museum.
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Military Intelligence Division W.D.G.S., Military Attache Report Czechoslovakia.
Subject: Scientists Experimenting on Secret Weapons. I.G. No. 0403.0700. Prague.
Report No. R-42. 2 October 1945. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-85M, Box 19, Folder
925253]

Source and degree of reliability: Czechoslovak Counter Intelligence Officer — A-3

1. In accordance with directions contained in War Department Cable No. 68418, of 24 September
1945, the following list of scientists, Czech and German, with their specialties and present status,
is submitted.

2. a. the HÜTTIG GROUP is probably the most important. Professor HÜTTIG was the head of the
Czechoslovak Radiological Institute during the Occupation; this is the only group which worked on
practical application in warfare of the splitting of the atom. They are not known to have conducted
any practical experiments, but they worked on the theory under the supervision of a German,
Professor Dr. BRAUN [Who was this? What organization was he from?], who has just been located
in Czechoslovakia and is expected in PRAHA today’s date, where he will be available to Czech
authorities. In addition to the calculations for the atomic bomb, Professor HÜTTIG perfected a
radar-disturbing paint for U-boats, a sample of which has been promised this office. Within the
last few days a complete Cyclotron, which I understand is an apparatus used in the splitting of the
atom, was found in the VOLLMAN Factory at CELAKOVICE, Central Bohemia, and has been
moved to PRAHA.

The HÜTTIG Group consists of:

Professor HÜTTIG, German, free but available to Czech authorities.

His principal assistant, Dr. KAFKA, German, free but available to Czech authorities.

Professor Dr. ZACEK, Czech, free but available to Czech authorities.

Professor BIEHONEK, Czech, free but available to Czech authorities.
The two latter are subject to arrest at any time.

Professor Dr. PANZAKIEWITZ, a specialist on Measuring Devices, German, in protective custody.

Professor Dr. KARAS, mathematician; he also worked on and presumably perfected a “Mother
Rocket” or multiple rocket, German, in protective custody.

Professor Dr. v. MEYEREN, specialist on Measuring Devices, German, in protective custody.

Dr. SEDLACEK, Assistant to HÜTTIG, German, protective custody.

Dr. PAUL WENZEL, principal chemist of the HÜTTIG GROUP, German, protective custody.

An engineer named PSCHERA, assistant to HÜTTIG, German, protective custody.
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Three engineers named BREUER, THEIMER and WAGENKNECHT, also HÜTTIG assistants,
Germans, in protective custody.

Dr. GIESOLF, Dutch Collaborator, in protective custody, already exploited by American Technical
Intelligence Team.

b. Next in importance are,

Dr. HELMAR FRANK, an expert on Infra-Red Rays; he is a German and in protective custody.

An engineer, GEORG GILLES, who worked on V weapons. He is a German, and in protective
custody. It is understood that an agreement has been reached whereby GILLES will ultimately be
released and turned over to American authorities to work for them, but this has not been definitively
established.

Dr. ROHSMANN, expert on explosives, German, free, but available.

An engineer named NEUMANN, an expert on Ground Installation for V-3 and on the so-called
“HAWAII” and “HAASE-GERÄTE”, German, free but available.

Professor WIECHOVSKI, an expert on mechanical details of the V-3; formerly worked in PEENE-
MÜNDE; German, free but available.

c. An engineer named KOSAK, German, voluntarily or otherwise left PRAHA to work for the
Russians (see paragraph 4, Report R-32, this office, dated 30 September 1945).

d. The LEINWEBER GROUP, which worked on rockets of various kinds, consists of,

Engineer LEINWEBER, expert on Acoustic Rockets; German, in protective custody.

Engineer GÜNTHER, assistant to LEINWEBER, who also independently worked on Submarine
Rockets; German, protective custody.

Engineer SALAMOUN, expert on “Waterfall” or “Cascade” [Wasserfall surface-to-air] Rockets;
German, protective custody.

e. Two German engineers named BAUER and KÄSER, who are at liberty in LIBEREC where they
have a small factory, are the inventors of a new system of rapid automotive propulsion. They are
said to possess a number of world-widepatents; for the time being, they are being left alone by the
Czech authorities.

3. All of the above can be made available at any time for interview.

AAGE WOLDIKE
Lt. Col GSC
Military Attache
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[This report stated that the Hüttig group was working on theoretical calculations for the atomic
bomb, under the supervision of a “Professor Dr. Braun” who may have helped to coordinate their
work with a larger German nuclear weapons program.

The Alsos Mission found reports from some members of the Hüttig group in the files of Walther
Gerlach, the German Plenipotentiary for Nuclear Physics during the final stages of the war.

Note that the report mentioned a cyclotron that was produced in wartime Czechoslovakia; this
cyclotron is also mentioned in subsequent documents.

Some of the engineers who worked on the “V-3” rocket are specifically identified here.

For more information on Helmar Frank, see pp. 818–819, 1907–1908, 2504, 3246, and 3269.]
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The Puzzle of Podmokly. Time. 12 November 1945.

Had the atomic armaments race begun? In Moscow a writer for The New Times declared that
reactionary forces in the U.S. were bent on “blackmailing humanity” by trying to keep the atomic
bomb a U.S. property.

From western Czechoslovakia, where the Elbe river bursts through the Sudeten mountains into the
flat meadow lands bordering Germany, came a different story.

Nestled in the mountains six miles from Podmokly was a vast underground factory, the Weser
Works. In the first three months of liberation the Weser Works were quiet, deserted. Now they
hummed with hidden activity. Czech and Russian security police kept close watch on the difficult
mountain approaches.

The underground factory was a product of the war. When the Germans came to Podmokly (which
they called Bodenbach) they seized the Krizek Works, Czechoslovakia’s largest producer of copper
wire, the area was rich in coal and hydroelectric power, and had excellent communication facilities.
Later they imported French, Belgian and Russian laborers, and set them to work expanding the
Krizek plants. Laboratories were built, buildings enlarged, new units erected. One of the new units
was put underground, and was supersecret. It was known simply as “the Weser.”

The Losing Race.

In time the first secret of the Weser became apparent. Its parent plant was producing V-weapons.
But it also manufactured cyclotrons for atomic experimentation. As the Allies bombed German
laboratories, the Weser shipped new cyclotrons to secret destinations in the Reich where Hitler’s
scientists were running a losing race with history. At least three cyclotrons were shipped in the last
year and a half of war.

The retreating Germans left the Weser grounds littered with the fuselages, fins and working parts of
V-bombs. In iron safes were plans for Vergeltungswaffe-4, said to be a giant, radio-controlled rocket
capable of being fired from Prague to the Americas. The Germans also left parts of cyclotrons and
other equipment for research in nuclear physics.

For a time the Russians showed no particular interest in the underground factory. Strangers wan-
dered in & out at will. But the explosions over Hiroshima and Nagasaki brought a quick change.
The security police moved in, and Germans who had worked in the factory were rounded up, put
back to work. Former officials of the Krizek Works were kept out. In northern Bohemia the Russians
took over the Jachymov mine, famed for its uranium deposits.

If the Weser’s cyclotrons were what interested the Russians, Moscow was still in the experimental
stage of atomic development. The U.S. had entered the production stage in 1943.

[The Weser and Krizek Works near Podmokly was a very large German weapons research, devel-
opment, and production complex during the war. It was reportedly involved in nuclear weapons
work, advanced rockets, and other revolutionary innovations.

What exactly was the V-4 rocket?

Why did Weser/Krizik produce at least three cyclotrons (or maybe more) during the war?

Can all of the records from the Weser/Krizik complex be located in Russia and released?]
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V. L. Rychly. Report No. 2655: Report on Visit to Czechoslovakia. 11 February 1946.
[NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 9, Folder TSC # 2601–2700]

A. Between 3 January and 22 January, arrangements were made with the Czech’k General Staff to
visit a number of plants that had been working for the German Navy during the war. Contact was
made with this Staff through the British and U.S. Military Attaches who introduced me to Gen.
BOCEK. The Czech authorities granted the permission but informed me that I would have to be
escorted throughout by the Czech Secret Police (O.B.Z.). The plants visited were the following:

1. C.S.R. ZBROJOVKA at BRNA (Moravia). This firm has in all some eight plants in a radius of 70
Klms of BRNO. [...] Also removed [by the Russian Tech Control Commission] were all documents,
drawings and a number of leading technicians.

2. PRVNI PRNENSKA STROJIRNA, BRNO (Moravia). [...] From this plant all documents were
removed by the Russians, but no further work was carried out under their supervision.

3. BATA, ZLIN (Moravia). [...] Rubber for experimental [anti-radar stealth] coverings of U-boat
hulls. [...]

4. ZIKMUND-CHEMA at LUTIN (Moravia). [...] All documents and valuable machinery were
removed by the Russians who, however, evacuated none of the technicians and scientists.

5. STEIN and SPOL at BRNO (Moravia). [...] Everything of interest was removed by the Russians.

6. SCHMIDDING at PODMOKLY (Bohemia). [...] By October 1945 the Russians stopped produc-
tion, removed the completed torpedoes and other weapons, duplicates of all documents and number
of German engineers to Russia.

7. WESERWERKE at DECIN (Teschen) (Bohemia). A lot of inaccurate reports have been cir-
culated about the work carried on in the vast underground workshops of this plant. It has been
reported that cyclotrons were manufactured and that in laboratories work was being carried out
on atom smashing in conjunction with uranium isotope 235.

In actual fact the following work was carried out: production of V-1 and V-2. 55mm rockets.
Schlange. Wespe. 30mm pneumatic cannon. Remote control rockets.

This plant was very strictly guarded until 1 December 1945, and it is thought that German tech-
nicians were still employed there up to that date. The plant has now been evacuated.

8. A.E.G. at BEDRICHOV (Bohemia). Manufactured F.B. Zielsuchgeraet. Pfau. Amsel. Ida 105
mine, accoustic, induction and reacting to change in water pressure. V-1 and V-2 fuses. The com-
pleted V-4. Lichtspiegelanlage.

The German scientists Pfister and Bakes, with whom I had the opportunity to speak, and some 22
other German scientists are still working on the development of the above under Czech supervision
for the Russians. The program on which this firm is still engaged is much more extensive than that
listed above. Pfister tried to pass me a copy of the complete program of work, but this was seized
from my hand by one of the O.B.Z. officials present.

The O.B.Z. official promised that I should obtain a copy of this program in Prague. On arrival
there General Bocek gave orders for it to be surrendered to me, but this got to the ears of Colonel
Reicin, the right hand man of General Svoboda, who forbade the authorities to let me have a copy.
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Both Pfister and Bakes seemed most keen to be of assistance to us.

9. VOLLMANN at CELAKOVICE (Bohemia). Manufactured 3 cyclotrons that were removed to
Russia. No work was proceeding in the factory.

10. CESKO-MORAVSKA. KOLBEN-DANEK at SLANY and PRAGUE (Bohemia). [...] This plant
was bombed out entirely and as far as is known the Russians removed nothing. [...]

11. HAVEILKA PRAGUE (Bohemia). Manufactured bridge superstructures and conning towers
for U-boat types XXI, XXIII, and XXVI W. [...]

The chief engineer of the firm carried out a tirade against the management of the works in my
presence and was there and then removed by the O.B.Z.

12. ASKANIA PRAGUE (Bohemia). Works in Prague were bombed out. No permission was granted
to see the other Askania works which were reported to me by a friendly major of the Czech General
Staff as being inaccessible to Czechs and under Russian control.

B. Further information was obtained about a number of firms by unofficial visits and by enquiries
in the right quarter.

1. Jet Propulsion laboratory at Turnov (Bohemia). This was cleaned out by the Russians in October
or November 1945, and the scientists including Germans were removed by the Russians.

2. Radium production plant at Jachymov (Bohemia). The following information about this plant
was given by a secretary in the Ministry of Mines in Prague who will produce a detailed report
of work going on in this mine. Since 1863 uranium ore has been mined here and utilized for
the manufacture of radium. Pre-war production of radium amounted to about 2 grams per year.
When the Germans moved in, they destroyed the whole factory. At this time, the entire stock of
radium amounted to 20 grams. The Germans put mining on a high priority and only mining was
done throughout the 6 years occupation. The ore was delivered by special planes to Germany and
Austria.

Before the Russians entered Czechoslovakia they made arrangements with the Allies to alter their
western boundary for the purpose of including the Jachymov mine which they considered of such
importance. On arrival, they put a strong guard around the mine. It has been reported that they
removed the ore by night in trucks, but this is unconfirmed. Since then the Russians have officially
left and the mine is under Czech administration though almost certainly under Russian control.
The production at present is 1 gram of radium from 10,000 kgms of ore. Engineer Koblitz has been
commissioned to put the radium processing plant into production and has been or will be sent to
England or the U.S. to study our method of production. It is not yet certain whether the output
will go to the Czechoslovak State for medical purposes or will be exported to Russia.

3. POLDINA-HUT at VITKOVICE (Moravia). [...] The Russians have taken over the whole plant.

4. SIEMENS at CESKE BUDEJOVIC (Bohemia). Two factories were seen from the outside in this
town. There was a strong guard outside. Work is going on in altogether 17 Siemens factories and
according to a Czech staff officer, it is under Russian supervision because only specially authorized
Czechs are allowed there.

5. STALIN WORKS at DUCHCOV (Bohemia). [...] The plant is at present guarded by 400 of the
Czech militia.
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C. General Report on State of Czech Factories.

All factories formerly engaged on war production and many others besides have been nationalized
and are under the control of the so-called National Administrator, who in every case is a Communist
and has been installed under Russian influence. In almost all cases, these administrators have proved
themselves incapable of running a factory with the result that there has been trouble in the form
of protests among the employees. In some cases these administrators have already been removed
and replaced by more competent Communists.

[...] None of the Russian Naptha promised in exchange for Czech coal and textile products has been
delivered.

D. OBZ [...]

History: OBZ is the secret Service of Czechoslovakia. It was formed... on the instigation of the Red
Army. [...]

The whole organization is based on the lines of the NKVD. [...]

The Russians are by no means dependent on the OBZ for secret service activities inside Czechoslo-
vakia. They have their own excellent independent agents who in fact guide the activities of OBZ.
[...]

[Vladimir “Val” Rychly was born in the U.S. in 1909 to parents who were immigrants from
Czechoslovakia. He grew up speaking Czech, knew ten other languages, and had a celebrated career
in U.S. Naval Intelligence. See: Marvin B. Durning. 2007. World Turned Upside Down: U.S. Naval
Intelligence and the Early Cold War Struggle for Germany. Washington, D.C.: Potomac Books.

Rychly’s report demonstrates how little postwar U.S. inspectors were able to learn of wartime
German work in Czechoslovakia. This rare visit, by a lone Navy lieutenant, came after many other
U.S. inspectors were denied or sent away empty-handed. Rychly’s report does not even mention
some of the major known wartime German research and development locations in Czechoslovakia
such as Skoda in Pilsen. Of the locations that Rychly does list, most he was not allowed to visit,
or everything had been removed from them by the time he visited. Where Rychly was allowed to
visit a site that was still active, he was closely escorted by the OBZ Czechoslovakian secret service
and denied access to any information they did not want him to have.

Virtually all documentation, prototypes, laboratories, and scientists connected to wartime German
work in Czechoslovakia were removed to the Soviet Union. Presumably that information is still
buried in Russian archives if it can be found and released.

Is there any relevant surviving information about wartime German work in Czech archives that
was not removed or destroyed by the Soviets or their Czech allies?

What other information about wartime German work in Czechoslovakia do the U.S. and U.K. have
from intelligence reports or from individuals who escaped to the west? What else can be found in
U.S. and U.K. archives?

Rychly’s report does not necessarily negate other reports about the Weser/Krizik complex being
involved with work related to nuclear weapons and advanced rockets. Since the plant was cleaned out
by the time Rychly visited, his only official information about Weser was presumably whatever his
OBZ escorts wanted him to hear. As shown in item 8 of Rychly’s report (A.E.G. at BEDRICHOV),
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actual work at these locations was much more extensive than admitted, and details of that work
were blocked by the OBZ and other Czech officials.

From several available documents, “Pfau” seems to have been a general name for certain types of
automated guidance systems for missiles and torpedoes [see for example p. 3272; Trenkle 1982, pp.
121, 123].

Rychly states that the V-4 rocket was actually “completed,” so it was far more than a paper design.
The fact that Rychly can mention the V-4 without further explanation suggests that the high-
ranking U.S. military officials to whom he was reporting were already well aware of the existence
and details of the V-4 rocket. For more on this V-4, see p. 3266.

Why were the Germans mass-producing cyclotrons at Vollmann? They reportedly shipped at least
three to other German programs during the war, and had at least three left over that were claimed
by the Soviet Union after the war. Were cyclotrons being mass-produced at Vollmann (and perhaps
elsewhere) and then being used somewhere for isotope enrichment of fission fuel, like the wartime
calutrons at Oak Ridge in the United States?

Note that advanced U-boats were being produced, and in the mountains of central Europe.

Advanced jet propulsion work was being done there too.

This report is strong evidence that from 1939 to 1945, Germans used uranium ore from Jachy-
mov (and perhaps other sources as well) for a secret, high-priority purpose that was not radium
extraction:

• The Germans put uranium ore mining at Jachymov on a high priority no later than 1939 and
continued until 1945.

• 10,000 kg of uranium ore yields 1 gram of radium, so if the Germans were primarily interested
in the radium, extracting the radium at or near Jachymov would reduce how much material
needed to be transported by a factor of 10,000,000, and also avoid contaminating Germany
with all the waste byproducts of the extraction. Instead, the Germans destroyed the radium-
extraction factory at Jachymov in 1939, never replaced it, and transported away all the ore.

• Uranium ore is very heavy, yet instead of using trains or trucks, the Germans used “special
planes” to carry away the ore, again indicating a very high priority as well as a sense of urgency.
It is also much harder to trace where planes go than where trains go, so this arrangement
conferred a much higher level of security too.

• Officially Germany only had one uranium ore processing facility, Auer near Berlin, but the
“special planes” also delivered uranium ore to Austria. What facility or facilities in Austria
were processing uranium ore? Of the ore delivered to Germany, did any go to facilities other
than Auer? Did ore only go to Germany and Austria, or could there have been deliveries to
processing facilities elsewhere, such as Poland?

• The extreme level of Russian interest in Jachymov may indicate that the Russians knew how
the Germans had been using the ore from Jachymov.]
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Serial 0009-46. Intelligence Division, Office of Chief of Naval Operations. Subject:
Germany–Weapons Research. 1 May 1946. [NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 10, Folder
TSC # 2801–2900]

SUMMARY: The following S.S.U. report, L-1262, dated 19 February 1946, concerns Weapons
Research at Kreisel-Siemens-Gema, along with a list of leading personnel, their title and function.

GERMANY/BERLIN : MILITARY

Weapons Research at Kreisel-Siemens-Gema.

The information below comes from a well-placed and fairly reliable source:

1. The Russian technical office in the Gema-Haus in Köpenick [a suburb of Berlin] is now known as
KSG (Kreisel-Siemens-Gema). It is under Navy control and directed by Lt. Col. Sherdok and Lt.
Col. Grudnitzki (?).

[2.] Apparatus not yet tested for the Germany Navy is being further developed. These are: depth
steering (Tiefensteurung) for submarines, floating steering (Schwebesteurung) for submarines, auto-
matic fire control devices (Geschützsteurung), gyroscopic devices, steering for V-3 and V-4 weapons,
aiming devices and gauges. The development is carried to the point of final tests; at the same time
plans are made for mass production in Russia.

[...] 3. At present about 400 people are employed.

4. About 60 machine-tools are now operating; more are on the way from Morsleben, where an
underground factory with about 2000 machines is being dismantled.

5. The Russians succeeded in retaining the most important specialists, many of them former party
members. Below (paragraph 9) is a list of the more important employees in each group.

6. The Kreisel group, with the former employees of Kreisel-Geräte G.m.b.H., is carrying on the
development of gyroscopic devices and hydraulic steering apparatus. The Siemens group, with the
former employees of Siemens-Apparatebau is working on electrical steering apparatus, particularly
remote-control steering and aiming devices. The Gema group is working with remote-control steer-
ing, bearing and aiming devices.

7. Wages paid by KSG [...]

8. V-3 and V-4 are about 15 m long and 3 m thick, larger than V-1 and V-2. Propulsion units go
into action by groups. After one group has been emptied, it is ejected from the rocket. Steering and
ignition are performed by remote control. Hulls for these weapons are said to be built in the Harz
Mountains and in a factory near Berlin; exact addresses are not available.

9. Leading personnel of Kreisel-Siemens-Gema are the following:

[three pages of names, qualifications, and job descriptions]
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[What exactly was at Morsleben, Saxony-Anhalt? “An underground factory with about 2000 ma-
chines” sounds like a very large facility.

Anything being produced and reported by 19 February 1946 presumably would not be new tech-
nology, but rather simply restarted production of wartime German technology.

Many different projects, presumably with real names, had been vying for the titles of V-3 and V-4,
which would have simply ben the third and fourth projects publicly announced after the V-1 cruise
missile and V-2 or A-4 rocket. Thus the V-3 and V-4 rockets mentioned here may or may not be
the same as V-3 or V-4 weapons mentioned in other sources.

Note that different components of these V-3 and V-4 rockets were being produced by different
surviving wartime German factories: guidance, steering, or other systems at Kopenick, and hulls in
the Harz Mountains (Nordhausen, Bleicherode, Gotha, or elsewhere?) and Berlin area (where?).

The V-3 and V-4 rockets described here do not match known or even modified versions of previously
documented wartime German rockets. The V-2/A-4 was 1.65 m in diameter (“thick”) and single-
stage, unlike what is described here. The combined A-9/A-10 was multi-stage but approximately
26 m in total length for both stages, and 4.15 m thick for the lower A-10 stage. It is possible
that information given in this report is simply a garbled description of A-4 or A-9/A-10 rockets or
modified versions of them. However, given the level of detail in the rest of this report (lengthy lists
of names and job duties of personnel working on the projects), it seems much more likely that this
description is reasonably accurate, and that the V-3 and V-4 were novel rocket types that have not
been previously documented.

If the information provided here is fairly accurate, one plausible interpretation is that it describes a
relatively standard A-4 surrounded by smaller strap-on booster rockets that assist with the launch
but drop off once their propellant has been consumed. That approach would significantly increase
the range and/or payload compared to an ordinary A-4 rocket, and it would be technologically rel-
atively straightforward to implement. A 1.65-m-diameter A-4 with ∼ 0.68-meter-diameter booster
rockets on opposite sides (or clustered all around it) would be ∼3 m “thick” with “propulsion units
that go into action by groups” and then are “ejected from the rocket.” Is there direct evidence for
the development or existence of such booster rockets?

For an alternative but equally plausible interpretation, there are several reasons to believe the
described V-3 and V-4 rockets may have been intended to be submarine-launched ballistic missiles:

1. These V-3 and V-4 rockets are included in a list of projects for the German Navy, and alongside
numerous projects for submarines.

2. It is known that Germany was actively pursuing submarine-launched versions of the V-1 and
V-2/A-4 that could be launched near the coast of the United States; see for example pp. 3315–3316
and 3317–3345.

3. It is known that German work on submarine-launched missiles was being conducted in the
mountains in central Europe and not just on the seacoast; see for example pp. 3328–3333.

4. An A-4 launched from a submarine just off the U.S. coast could travel inland by a maximum range
of approximately 350 km with a 1-ton payload, or approximately 280 km with a 2-ton payload.
Those ranges would not be satisfactory for targets that were too far from the coast (cities such as
Chicago, or manufacturing plants throughout the interior United States) or for areas where coastal
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defenses prevented German submarines from getting close to the coast. Increasing the amount of
propellant and/or using multiple stages would greatly increase that range.

5. In response to attacks by the Allies, Germany rapidly moved its essential wartime manufacturing
to less accessible areas (deeper into Europe and/or underground). Thus Germany would likely
have expected that if it began to attack coastal targets in the United States, the United States
would rapidly move essential industry further inland, and much U.S. industry already was far
inland. German war planners would presumably have wanted to have correspondingly longer-ranger
weapons available as soon as possible.

6. Other than the massive A-10 booster stage, other large wartime German rockets (A-4, A-9,
and any extended-length versions of them) and postwar Russian rockets directly based on German
technology (SS-1/R-1, G-1 design, SS-2/R-2, SS-3/R-5M, etc.) all had a standard diameter of 1.65
m, and varied in length between 14 m and 21 m. Increasing the amount of propellant and hence
the payload and/or range could be readily accomplished by simply increasing the length from the
starting length of 14 m for the A-4. In contrast, increasing the diameter from 1.65 m to 3 m would:

a. Require large modifications to equipment for producing cylindrical propellant tanks, dome-
shaped tank ends, and ring-shaped structural supports for the rocket body.

b. Require major changes to rocket manufacturing areas (often underground tunnels), rocket-
transporting trucks or train cars, storage areas, and launch sites.

c. Increase aerodynamic drag losses, which to a first approximation are proportional to the
cross-sectional area of the rocket, by a factor of (3/1.65)2 ≈ 3.3.

7. The most compelling reason one could think of that would have made German engineers pro-
duce rockets that were not much longer than an A-4 but were much wider, despite these serious
disadvantages, would be that

a. The rocket needed to carry more propellant than an A-4, in order to have an increased range
and/or increased payload, AND

b. The rocket needed to be very compact in order to fit within a submarine or submarine-towed
container, so it could only increase in diameter and not length.

8. A 12 October 1947 intelligence report from Russia reported that a team of German specialists
was supervising the construction in Russia of “rockets are similar to the German ‘V’ type but
larger in size. This rocket in the shape of a cigar is 16 m long and 2.5 to 3 m in diameter.” (See
p. 3275.) Those dimensions described in that 12 October 1947 report are very similar to the rocket
dimensions described in this 1 May 1946 report.

9. After the war, German engineers in the United States produced the PGM-19 Jupiter as a can-
didate submarine-launched ballistic missile (although it was ultimately deployed on land and not
in submarines). Jupiter had a diameter of 2.67 m and length of 18 m, not too dissimilar from the
dimensions described for the V-3 and V-4. It had a range of 2400 km with a 1-ton payload.
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S.D. 4840/MIS-926047. Headquarters European Command, Office of the Deputy Di-
rector of Intelligence. Possible use of Czechoslovak made arms in the Soviet Army
and the present status in the Czechoslovak armament industry. Annex A. June 1946
[NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-85M, Box 44, Folder 926047].

It is known that the following plants are producers of scientific warfare weapons: A.E.G. Plant—
located at BEDRICHOV; Poldina Hut—VITKOVICE; Siemens Plant—CESKE BUDEJEVIC; and
the Askania Works. The A.E.G. Plant produces weapons of a military and secret nature, under
the guidance of German scientists. Access is barred to all persons of allied nationality. V-3 and
V-4 models presumed to be still there, including all data. Poldina Hut is now producing semi-
finished steel and iron products; Siemens—proximity fuses, homing torpedoes, and similar delicate
equipment; Askania—fine instruments and laboratory equipment. [...]

A.E.G. at BEDRICHOV specializing in PFAU water torpedo; AMSEL land torpedo; IDA 105, new
type mine operating on induction principle; the LICHTSPIEGELANLAGE Donau No. 3 and also
“Hawaii” aiming devices for very large guns; muzzle velocity gauges and measuring instruments.
“Rommel”, a new type of radar (never completed).

SCHMIDDING at PODMOKLY, average production of 100 LMB(S)M mines per day.

BATA shoe works at ZLIN suspected of manufacturing other items of military interest besides
shoes, as they still employ fifteen Germans from the RHEINMETALLWERKE BORSIG.

HAVELKA of PRAHA were makers of highly technical armament and equipment for GERMANY.
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Headquarters Berlin District, United States Army, Office of the AC of S, G-2. 31
October 1946. Special Memorandum No 18. [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-134A, Box 17,
Folder XEI69886 Russian Deportation of German Scientists & Technicians]

Current deportations of German personnel to Russia came as a complete surprise to officer personnel
in Karlshorst and to at least some key figures in Potsdam. [...]

Current Soviet deportation and dismantling activities concerning mostly armament factories and
plants, include: [...]

3. Dismantling of Schwarzenberg Wasserstoff and Sauerstoff Werke (Hydrogen and Oxygen works).

4. Reported as completely destroyed were Bleicherode V-2 works and “Program A9” Raketenjaeger
plants.

[This report covers wartime German plants that were removed by the Soviets.

One of those plants was the “Program A9 Raketenjaeger” or rocket-fighter plant. Program A9 rocket
seems like a clear reference to the A-9 rocket, and fighter or Jaegar denotes a manned flying vehicle.
This seems to be further evidence that wartime German plants were mass-producing manned A-9
rockets.

Wartime German hydrogen and oxygen production plants are mentioned in conjunction with the
report of V-2 and A-9 rocket programs. Liquid oxygen was widely used an the oxidizer in V-2 (and
possibly A-9) rockets. Relatively low-performance fuels such as alcohol and petroleum derivatives
were used in rockets. Officially liquid hydrogen, a fuel that was much higher performance but needed
to be kept so cold that it was difficult to handle, was not. Yet this report seems to suggest that
liquid hydrogen was indeed produced and used by the German rocket programs. That interpretation
is supported by other claims that liquid hydrogen was used; see for example p. 3134, 3213, 3182,
and p. 3440.

Schwarzenberg is only ∼ 20 km from the Jachymov uranium mine. Is that simply a coincidence or
were nuclear, aerospace, and other top-priority programs concentrated in that geographical area?]
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V. L. Rychly. Intelligence Report 324366. 13 November 1946. Subject: Former German
Factories Located in Czechoslovakia. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-85A, Box 2126,
Folder 324361 THRU 324370]

Following information on former German factories located in Czechoslovakia was obtained during
an unconducted automobile trip to northern Bohemia (formerly Sudentenland) during the days of
9 and 10 November 1946.

1. AEG FACTORY, BEDRICHOV

Prior to German occupation of Czechoslovakia this plant was engaged in the production of fine
table linen. During the first raids on Berlin a section of AEG research department was moved into
this factory. Some of Germany’s finest apparatus was concentrated in the spacious factory, and a
large cement basin was built for testing aerial and naval torpedoes. The German Scientists and
Technicians were engaged in the development of the following:

a. Aerial and Naval Torpedoes

b. Guided Torpedoes

c. Guided missiles

(1) Ground to ground

(2) Ground to air

d. Supersonic missiles

During an inspection of this plant made in November 1945, the German Scientists continued with
their work under Soviet supervision.

Present Status

During the first days of November 1945, the entire plant was evacuated from Bedrichov. The testing
basin was destroyed. All scientific apparatus was removed and consolidated in the AEG plant in
Podmokly, Czechoslovakia, Ustecka ulice 20, under the supervision of the Czechoslovak Ministry of
National Defense.

2. AEG FACTORIES in BENESOV

As the factory in Bedrichov, so the largest milling factories in Benesov were requisitioned by the
Germans during the period of occupation in Czechoslovakia. A conducted inspection of both plants
in November 1945, revealed that research in Benesov was conducted on a lesser scale. However,
both factories in Benesov remained under Soviet supervision till December 1945, when they were
partially evacuated by the Soviets.

Present Status

During the first days in November 1945, the remaining research facilities were removed under the
order of Czechoslovak Ministry of National Defense and moved to the AEG plant located in Liberea,
Czechoslovakia.
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3. W. SCHMIDDING, POMOKLY

Originally built by the German Kriegmarine, this plant was engaged during the days of war in
the development and production of sea, rive and land mines. The W. SCHMIDDING research
department completed for the German Luftwaffe,

a. The solid fuel-rocket drive

b. Gasoline burning-power

and conducted successful tests on the Ingolin torpedoes for the Kriegmarine.

Present status

Now completely nationalized and under the supervision of Krizik and Spol (Krizik Corporation—
Specialists in Radio, Radar, etc. equipment), this plant located on Ustecka Ulice 30, is engaged
in the production of cast aluminum household products [...] The plant was reconverted to peace
production. However, the research department remained intact. No contact could be made with the
German Nationals employed in this department to obtain complete details.

4. COMMENT

The liquidation of the AEG Factory in Bedrichov and the AEG factories in Benesov, together with
the consolidation of all scientific apparatus in Podmokly and Liberec, is the first indication that
the Czechoslovak Government is interested in setting up a large organization to conduct research
and development of weapons. The Ministry of National Defense in Czechoslovakia is determined to
take the advantage of the advanced wartime German work in this field. [...]

[This report by Rychly confirms some of the observations from his earlier report. Note that the
wartime German facilities in Czechoslovakia were equipped with “Germany’s finest apparatus,”
filled with German scientists, and working on a wide range of high-priority research programs.
This was a very important area, and virtually all of its wartime information, products, facilities,
and personnel were removed by the Soviet Union without much opportunity for U.S. and U.K.
inspectors to ever learn about them.]

E. F. Koenig. MIS-326058. Report No. E-174-46. Office of the Military Attache, Amer-
ican Embassy Prague. 20 November 1946. Subject: Czechoslovak Research Center.
[NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-85A, Box 2138, Folder 326051 to 326060]

[...] Approximately 400 German technicians have been retained by the Czechoslovak army, and are
being employed on work involving research on guided missiles and rockets.
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E. F. Koenig. Dispatch No. A-161-46. Office of the Military Attache, American Em-
bassy Prague. 20 November 1946. Subject: German V-Weapons in Czechoslovakia.
[NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-85A, Box 2144, Folder 326851 THRU 326860]

Subject: German V-Weapons in Czechoslovakia.

1. It has been determined with a fair degree of reliability (B-2) that the “V-4” weapon removed by
the Russians from Bedrichov was the nose of a surface to surface guided missile, referred to as the
“Pfau-2”.

2. This nose had a new and more powerful charge, and missile itself was reported to have consid-
erably increased range over the A-4. (B-3)

3. There are two reports as to the type of head delivered to the Russians:

a. That it was a homing device directed at radio stations or along radio beams. (C-3)

b. That it was a “Kommandogeraet”, recording altitude, velocity, and other data of the missile.
(C-3)

4. Attention is invited to our report No. R-164-46, dated 13 November 1946, Subject: Former
German Factories located in Czechoslovakia [see p. 3264], which informs you of the complete dis-
mantling of the research installations at Bedrichov [AEG factory at Bedrichov/Friedrichswald], and
their move—in toto—to the new Czechoslovak army research center at Podmokly. (A-1)

5. It has also become known that under the “Two-Year Plan”, the army has requested a total of
eighteen billion Korunas for research and development. Eleven billion kcs for 1947 and seven billion
kcs for 1948. (B-2). For a small country like this, such sums are astronomically profligate.

[All research in Czechoslovakia was ultimately turned over to the Soviet Union, although the postwar
Czechoslovakian government initially tried to operate independently. If that government was willing
to invest an “astronomically profligate” amount of their money in research and development at
former German installations during the very lean years immediately after the war, they must have
been extremely impressed by the wartime German technologies that remained at those installations.
What exactly were those, and where is the documentation for them now?

From several available documents, “Pfau” seems to have been a general name for certain types of
automated guidance systems for missiles and torpedoes [see for example p. 3272; Trenkle 1982, pp.
121, 123]. The “Pfau-2” mentioned here was apparently the guidance system of a very large missile,
the V-4. How advanced and how accurate was the guidance system?

How much payload could the V-4 missile carry? Was the “new and more powerful charge” a con-
ventional explosive or something else?

What was the “considerably increased range over the A-4”? How large was the V-4 missile, in order
to have had both an improved payload and an increased range?

For Rychly’s statement that this V-4 had actually been completed, see p. 3255.]
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V. L. Rychly. Intelligence Report 339171. 9 December 1946. Subject: MIS-. [NARA
RG 319, Entry NM3-85A, Box 2229, Folder 339171 to 339180].

SUMMARY

The Czechoslovak Ministry of National Defence decided to re-establish its pre-war Scientific and
Technical Institution (V.T.U.—Vedecky Technicky Ustav) after the Soviet refusal to share their
latest military developments with the Czechoslovak Army. According to Czechoslovak members of
the V.T.U. in the Czechoslovak General Staff at Praha, Czechoslovakia will base its research on the
latest German military developments that remained in Czechoslovakia after German occupation
and the U.S.S.R. liberation.

1. The U.S.S.R. was cognizant of the fact that the Germans dispersed many of their important
research installations in Czechoslovakia in order to prevent their destruction by the allied bombers
or to remove them from territories in danger of being captured by the allied forces. Colonel J. Zeman
member of the Scientific and Technical Institution (V.T.U.–Vedecky Technicky Ustav) in Praha
claims that the Soviets in Czechoslovakia followed a carefully prepared plan for the exploitation of
German research sections, and thus gained a clear insight into the military research conducted by
the Germans in Czechoslovakia at the end of the war. Surprisingly enough, the German factories and
research sections were not heavily damaged by allied bombings or destroyed by the Czechoslovak
and foreign slave labor in their enthusiasm over liberation.

2. The Czechoslovaks, totally disorganized after their liberation, were not allowed to enter the
German military establishments taken over by the Soviets. For this reason, the Czechoslovak General
Staff was ignorant of the value of research apparatus that was left in Czechoslovakia by the fleeing
Germans. They could not determine the physical conditions or the military value of the various
German-owned or German-controlled research facilities. The Czechoslovak as well as the United
States and British exploitation teams were unable to enter or examine most of the equipment the
Germans left in Czechoslovakia. Thus U.S.S.R. was in a preferential position to obtain sufficient
information on developments by the Germans, including in many cases models or actual weapons.

3. The Czechoslovak General Staff assumed, according to Major F. Vokoun from the V.T.U., of
the Czechoslovak General Staff, that the technological knowledge possessed by the Germans would
be made available to the Czechs by the Soviet Technical Commission. However, as all attempts
failed to obtain such information from the Red Army, the Czechs with the help of their technical
personnel made every effort to rescue everything that was not tagged and sent to Russia. Many
German institutions that were not labelled by the Soviets as war-booty fell into the hands of the
Czechoslovaks. In other cases, German nationals co-operated with the Czechs in hopes of better
treatment.

4. As the Scientific and Technical Institution (V.T.U.) started to function again, two research
sections were fully equipped and ready to continue with the research on the developments made
by the Germans. One such section of the V.T.U. is located in the rear of the Czechoslovak General
Staff Building in Praha, the other in Podmokly (Northern Bohemia). Staff Captain F. E. Zeman
of the V.T.U. in Praha revealed that the proposed plan in the military field for the next two years
(1947–1948) is the continuance of research on the latest German developments in the following
fields:
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(1) Electronics:

(2) Guided missiles

(3) Rockets:

(4) Hypervelocity guns:
. To be developed:

(a) Proximity fuzes
(b) Acoustic proximity fuzes
(c) Infra-red devices
(d) Infra-red proximity fuzes

(a) With solid fuel drive
(b) With liquid fuel drive

Heavy calibers at Skoda
Light calibers at Zbrojovka, Brno

5. Included in the Czechoslovak estimates for the two years 1947–1948 is the immense sum of
18,000,000,000 Czechoslovak crowns, designated as the Secret Fund set aside for the Ministry of
National Defence. Just how much of the secret fund will be allocated to military research could not
be reasonably determined, but it is generally assumed that the Scientific and Technical Institution
will receive a fairly large appropriation.
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MIS 495076. 7 September 1948. Czech Technical Military Institute (VTU) [NARA
RG 319, Entry NM3-85A, Box 3201, Folder 495071 thru 495080].

Summary

The Military Technical Institute, the VTU (Vejensky Technicky Ustav), consists of armament,
artillery, ammunitions, infantry weapons, optical, electrotechnical, machinery, chemical and related
departments.

The Institute conducts experiments with new equipment and weapons, especially those which are
assigned for use by the armed forces. Because of the lack of materials which can be obtained only
in the western countries, considerable time is spent experimenting with the material left by the
Germans. Both German and Russian armament and arms are tested and compared, but so far, no
standardization of equipment has been established.

The Technical Institute has been greatly affected by the coup d’etat. The installing of Communists
in key positions has greatly decreased the efficiency of the Institute. [...]

REPORT

The Military Technical Institute (VTU—Vejensky Technicky Ustav)

A. Organization

[...]

2nd (High-voltage electrotechnics) Section

[...]

FRANK, [Helmar] Dr. civilian, graduate engineer (Communist) (German national)

B. Locations

1. Most of the sections of the institute are located in the VTU Building in PRAGUE/Dejvice, Ulice
Tatranakeho pluku. Outside PRAGUE are sections which were attached to the VTU in 1945 and
sections which were established in places where the Germans had left material, as in the case of
the following sections:

a. 1st Section of II. Department is located at KBELY near PRAGUE. Before the war, the Telegraph
Ordnance and Stores (military) were located on the same premises. The Germans later converted
it into a branch of the “Ostmarkwerke”. In 1945 the Section was divided into two parts:

(1) Military (VTU, II/1.) which did research and development

(2) Production.

This separation took a large plot of land and the greater part of the buildings from the army.
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b. Television Section of II. Department is located in TANVALD where the Russians concentrated
the material left in the country by the Germans.

c. 6th Section of I. Department is located in PODMOKLY, where the German Army constructed
the “Schmidding” factory which made parts for jet weapons, such as the V-1 and V-2. In 1945,
remnants of electrotechnical material, pertaining mostly to the remote control of rockets and sim-
ilar weapons, were gathered from different regions in Northern Bohemia and concentrated in the
school in PODMOKLY. There was no documentation for this material. After the war, five German
technicians remained in PODMOKLY and are now working for the VTU.

The electrotechnical group was transferred from PODMOKLY to PRAGUE in the autumn of 1947
and was established in the so-called “JENERA LKA” in the SARECKE UDOLI. [...]

C. Working Method of the VTU

[...] After the [German] equipment was collected, Czech experts had to study it in order to become
up to date with the scientific developments made during the war. These difficulties have been
practically overcome and the institute is now beginning to work more systematically. However,
there is still a very serious shortage of experts. [...] The situation is especially difficult because
the Czech electrotechnical industry is unable to produce valves, klystrons and magnetrons, all of
which must be bought abroad. As a result, the VTU spends considerable time developing German
material to meet the existing requirements.

D. The Work of Individual Departments

[...] b. II. Department—Electric Engineering

(1) Several sets of German radar equipment were sent to the Institute. After assembling them, the
Institute found enough parts to construct three permanent radar stations, one radar train and one
anti-aircraft battery train.

The installation of the stations and adjustment of trains have been carried out by the Skoda works.
The Military Technical Institute retains control of the equipment.

(2) The wireless receiving and transmitting set “SKRIVANEK” is the only wireless apparatus worth
mentioning. The “SKRIVANEK” was constructed for gliders. The range is about 100 km.

(3) The German production of teleprints, ciphering and coding machines is being exploited and
developed. This task has been assigned to the Elplys firm in PODMOKLY.

(4) Telephone stations and centrals with multi-channel connections are being established. These
are also of German manufacture.

(5) Television parts left behind by the Russians have been improved and a camera, transmitter
and receiver (with 625 lines) have been constructed. This set was exhibited in the international
radio exhibition (MEVRO). The Sokol festival was broadcast as a test. Almost all the parts of this
equipment were manufactured in the Military Technical Institute, including the Braun tubes.

(6) Some German inventions on infra-red lights have been deposited at the Praha University and are
being worked on. The work proceeds slowly because of the manpower shortage. Visibility achieved
is about 200 meters. [...]
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d. IV. Department—Chemical

[...] (2) A cheaper fuel based on some artificial substances (bakelite) is being considered for rockets.
The tests have not shown much progress.

(3) Atomic science is not handled by the Institute. The JACHYMOV uranium deposits are under
Soviet control and are watched by the Red Army. Only activity is liaison with the Ministry of
Health on radium research.

MIS 544782. 29 March 1949. Radar Factory Near JABLONEC Reported [NARA RG
319, Entry NM3-85A, Box 3518, Folder 544781 thru 544790].

The source reported information gathered from an underground organization to the effect that there
is an electrotechnical factory within three or four kilometers of JABLONEC which has produced
several radar sets. (B-2) The source reported that a GERMAN specialist, name unknown, was
directing the organization, and that this GERMAN was recently taken to the SOVIET UNION. In
addition, SOVIET authorities removed all radar sets from the factory except six. (B-6) The source
also reported several active radar sets at RUDOHORI Mountain near FALKNOV. (B-3) The source
confirmed the presence of an active radar set on PRAHA Mountain. The set was described as being
of GERMAN origin. (B-2)

COMMENT: This office is unable to locate RUDOHORI. A British source reported the radar set
on PRAHA Mountain is of the Jadgschloss type. Although the VTU electrotechnical installation
at TANVALD is 9 kilometers east of JABLONEC, it is probable that TANVALD was the subject
location.
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Central Intelligence Agency Information Report 25X1A. German Radar and Elec-
tronic Equipment Seized and Developed by the Russians. 1 November 1949.
[www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP82-00457R003600120008-5.pdf]

1. AEG Plant at 35–38 Drontheimerstrasse, BERLIN-N 20. [...]

e. Remote Control Mechanisms for Searchlights, Aircraft Armament and Radar Sets; Command
. Guidance Equipment for V-Missiles

In quantity production in BERLIN, further developed in BENSEN [BENESOV NAD PLOUCNICI].

f. Remote Control “BRIGG” Type Receiving Set

Presumably for bombs and V-missiles; wave length about 25 cm, modulated with audio frequencies,
developed by the Telefunken Firm. The licensed construction of these sets was prepared in BENSEN
late in 1944. Incomplete sets and records were secured by the Soviets in BENSEN. [...]

k. “S-30” Designated “PFAU”

An automatic pilot for the “LTF-5b” aircraft-launched torpedo; developed in BENSEN. About 300
sets were manufactured by the end of the war. [...]

Source is not fully informed on the nature of the technical records secured by the Soviets in the
BERLIN AEG Plant.

2. AEG Branch Plant in BENSEN, County of TETSCHEN-BODENBACH, Czechoslovakia

In order to be safe from air attacks, a section of the BERLIN “AEG Fabrik Drontheimerstrasse”
was transferred to BENSEN in July 1943 and installed in the BENSEN and FRIEDRICHSTHAL
[actually FRIEDRICHSWALD or BEDRICHOV] near BENSEN textile plants operated by the
ALTAUSCH Firm. [...]

The plant had about 1,000 employees including foreigners (Frenchmen, Belgians, Dutchmen, Rus-
sians). Czechs were not employed in technical departments; in other departments there were only
two or three of them. Plant manager was Dr. Ing. WERNER, a German.

After the German surrender the plant was declared Czech state property. The plant was not dam-
aged during the war. [...]

Soviets, and later Czech engineer commissions appeared at the plant from June through August
1945 to familiarize themselves with the war production formerly conducted at the BENSEN Plant.
The Soviets seized all original blueprints and prototypes produced or developed there. The Czechs
removed everything that the Soviets had left.

The following engineers were employed by the Czechs:

(1) Graduate Engineer Rolf PACKES [BAKES—see p. 3255] (for mine ignition mechanisms)

(2) Graduate Engineer Karl PFISTER (for remote control mechanisms)

(3) Graduate Engineer MENDEL (for the “PFAU” Set)
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(4) Graduate Engineer WITT

(5) Graduate Engineer Vitaly GROSSE (for mine ignition sets)

(6) Engineer KIRSCH

(7) Engineer FROEHLING (for remote control sets)

(8) Engineer STOLL

These engineers first worked in BENSEN, in the BODENBACH plant of the Czech “VTU” Institute
since late 1945, and since 1947 in the PRAGUE “VTU” Plant. [...]

The developmental work of the AEG was continued by the BODENBACH Military-Technical Insti-
tute (VTU). Since no Czechs were employed in AEG plants during the war, the further development
and reconstruction of the sets was possible only with the help of German technical personnel.

The report confirms the previously reported activities in the field of radar techniques, of remote
control devices, electro-acoustics and proximity fuses. [...]

The “Schmidding” Firm (W. Schmidding, Copper and Aluminum Force, Manufacture of Appara-
tus and Machines in KOELN-MANNFELD) operated a branch plant for rocket power plants in
BODENBACH. Remote-controlled bombs and propelling charges of powder for AA rockets were
developed here, and parts for V-2 missiles and torpedoes were manufactured in this plant. The
turbo-jet power plant of type 003 was manufactured there at the end of the war. This confirms a
previous report.

[During World War II, the main AEG factory in Berlin produced state-of-the art guidance systems
for missiles and torpedoes. In July 1943, in order to escape from Allied bombing, parts of the AEG
factory in Berlin were evacuated to repurposed previously existing factory buildings in the two
villages of Bensen (also known as Beneschau or Benesov nad Ploucnici) and Friedrichswald (Bedri-
chov) in northern Bohemia. For the rest of the war, they operated there, along with a previously
existing AEG factory in the industrial village of Bodenbach (Podmokly). See pp. 3264–3265.

(That entire region of Bohemia was densely filled with electronics factories, such as another AEG
plant in Reichenberg/Liberec, many Siemens factories in Budweis/Ceske Budejovice, the electronics
SS trust Getewent at multiple locations, etc.)

One of the most important weapons produced in this area during the war was the V-4 missile. It was
described as being considerably larger than the V-2 and possessing a more sophisticated guidance
system, designated PFAU-II. The factory in Friedrichswald/Bedrichov assembled the complete V-
4 or at least its nose, integrating all the guidance components of the PFAU-II system produced
together with the other two AEG factories in Bensen and Podmokly. Bedrichov is where the Soviets
found a complete nose of the V-4, including its guidance system. See pp. 3255, 3266.

This background information helps to explain why even in 1949, the CIA was still interested in
these former Bohemian German electronics plants, especially with regard to how they could provide
advanced weapons technologies for the Soviet military.]
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Headquarters Berlin Command, Office of Military Goverment for Germany (US). 11
December 1946. Special Intelligence Memorandum No. 48. Subject: V-2 Production
in SovZone. Source: Extremely Reliable. D-138175. [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-134A,
Box 29, Folder Folder ZA 019293 Soviet Guided Missiles, Rockets and V-Weapons
Research, Development and Production Vol. 1, Fldr. 2 of 3]

BLEICHERODE in the Harz mountains is still doing fine in the production of V-2 rockets. It was
reported from this office that dismantling was going on, but it was stopped as of 1 December. The
general procedure for dismantling of installations very dear to the Soviet heart is the following as
illustrated best by BLEICHERODE.

As soon as Soviet troops took over the V-2 plants, they did everything in their power to get it
reorganized and re-equipped. As soon as this was done, they started production. When they saw
that the finished product was satisfactory, they began to dismantle the plant for the first time. The
dismantling was not carried through completely, but was halted as soon as about half was taken.
Together with the machinery some personnel was taken out, to be shipped to the USSR in order
to set up the machinery which was confiscated and complete it with more later.

In the meantime the plant in BLEICHERODE was being rebuilt under supervision of German and
Soviet engineers. Once rebuilt, production was started all over again and as soon as satisfactory
results were achieved, the dismantling was continued. In this way, Soviet authorities enrich their
own country by building up some priceless industries and on the other hand they see to it that
the original plant in Germany is reconstructed and re-equipped after each time. Thus, they would
be able theoretically to continue an uninterrupted flow of industries from Germany to the Soviet
Union.

This procedure is known to have been applied to all V-weapon plants in BLEICHERODE, NORD-
HAUSEN, GOTHA and BERLIN. In BLEICHERODE the installations were dismantled for the
fourth time; in NORDHAUSEN for the sixth time; in Berlin only once; conditions in GOTHA are
unknown. [...]

All radio and remote control equipment is manufactured on subcontract by the former SIEMENS
Plant in ARNSTADT (Thuringia) while all other parts are manufactured directly in BLEICHERODE.
The radio equipment will enable the rocket to send back to base 24 different signals within three
seconds, mainly about altitude, airspeed, groundspeed, steering reaction and television view of the
objective. [...]

[The above text was also retyped verbatim as: A. H. Graubart. 21 December 1946. Subject: GER-
MANY/RUSSIA Industry and Industrial Resources. [NARA RG 38, Entry 98C, Box 12, Folder
TSC # 3301–3400]

This document demonstrates that there were many leftover wartime German facilities capable of
producing complete rockets or parts for rockets, not just the known Nordhausen plant. Also, the
Soviets employed what was apparently a wartime facility in Arnstadt that produced remarkably
advanced rocket guidance systems.

Also note that the postwar Russian rocket program is completely indebted to German engineers,
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technologies, and even factories. Even in the years after the war, the Germans were essentially
providing all the expertise, labor, and materials to produce several fully functional copies of each of
their wartime factories and then ship those to the Soviet Union, while the Soviet Union ultimately
reaped the financial rewards, military power, and technological recognition extracted from those
German creators and creations.

Note that the Soviet Union not only shipped hundreds of existing German factories and laboratories
to the Soviet Union, but it forced Germans to repeatedly rebuild those facilities and then ship them
again. That multiplied both the number of factories and laboratories shipped to the Soviet Union,
and also the postwar burden on German science and industry, by several fold.]

Subject: Construction of Radio-guided Rockets at NOVOSIBIRSK. D-152490, CW138175.
12 October 1947. A.I.B. [NARA RG 319, Entry A1-134A, Box 29, Folder ZA 019293
Soviet Guided Missiles, Rockets and V-Weapons Research, Development and Produc-
tion Vol. 1, Fldr. 1 of 3].

Special Report (translated from Russian)

Subject: Construction of Radio-guided Rockets at NOVOSIBIRSK

1. New radio-guided rockets are being constructed in factory “BOLSHEVIK” at NOVOSIBIRSK.
These rockets are similar to the German “V” type but larger in size. This rocket in the shape of a
cigar is 16 m long and 2.5 to 3 m in diameter. [...]

2. It is not known how many rockets are being constructed but according to unconfirmed reports
only 5 or 6 rockets are constructed for tests and experiments.

3. In charge of the construction is ANSHUKOV an engineer sent from MOSCOW. He is obviously
a military officer and he often wears military uniform though without rank insignia. Approx. 10
German specialists arrived from MOSCOW with ANSHUKOV. [...]

[The fact that this larger rocket appeared relatively soon after the war, and as a direct product of
German specialists, suggests that it may have been directly based on captured wartime technology,
not new designs.

Note that the diameter was much larger than the 1.65 m diameter of the A-4 and closely related
rockets.

Based on these dimensions, were these copies of the wartime Bohemian V-3 or V-4?]
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Boris Chertok. 2005–2012. Rockets and People. 4 vols. Washington, DC: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office. [www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/rockets people vol1 detail.html]

[Vol. 1, p. 242:] The inspection of Peenemünde in May and June 1945 showed that the actual scope
of work on rocket technology in Germany was far superior to what we had imagined. We Soviet
specialists needed to investigate the entire volume of work that had been done in Germany in
the field of rocket technology. But it was just as important to obtain information on the history of
these developments and the methods used by German scientists and engineers to solve many difficult
problems, such as those involved with the development of long-range guided ballistic missiles.

Before 1945, neither we, the Americans, nor the Brits had been able to develop liquid-propellant
rocket engines with a thrust greater than 1.5 metric tons.Those that had been developed were not
very reliable, had not gone into series production, and were not used to develop any new type of
weapon. By that time, however, the Germans had successfully developed and mastered a liquid-
propellant rocket engine with a thrust of up to 27 metric tons—more than eighteen times greater!
What is more, they had produced these engines in large-scale series production by the thousands!
And the automatic guidance system! It was one thing to fundamentally and theoretically show
that for the given level of technology it was possible to control a missile’s flight and consequently
the engine mode in flight at a range of 300 kilometers; it was a quite another thing to put this
into practice and bring the entire system up to a level suitable for acceptance as an operational
armament!

[Vol. 1, p. 245:] From 1937 through 1940, the Germans invested more than 550 million Reichsmarks
into the construction of the Peenemünde center, an enormous sum for that time. All of Germany’s
leading electrical and radio engineering firms provided the center with special testing equipment and
the latest measurement instruments. Despite our anti-fascist views, we had to credit the directors
of the operations, first and foremost Dornberger and von Braun, for the energy and confidence with
which they acted.

As a matter of fact, it wasn’t just the enthusiasm and organizational capabilities of the Peenemünde
directors. They understood perfectly well that the enthusiasm and brilliant capabilities of lone sci-
entists were far from sufficient. What was needed was a clear conception of the scale of operations
needed to achieve set objectives, and the determination to create the strongest state-supported
scientific-technical, production, and military-testing infrastructure possible. All of this was con-
ceived prior to the war, then refined and implemented during the hostilities under the conditions
of Hitler’s totalitarian regime, which spared no expense to develop the proposed secret weapon
of mass destruction. There was no need to account for the project before parliamentarians. To a
significant degree, this contributed to the success of the new endeavor.

On 22 June 1941, Germany attacked the Soviet Union. While certain of a rapid victory on the
eastern front, Hitler was troubled by Britain’s tenacity. On 20 August 1941, at his “Wolf ’s Den”
headquarters in East Prussia, he received Colonel Doctor Dornberger, Doctor von Braun, and the
lead specialist for the development of missile guidance systems, Doctor Steinhoff. There was no need
for the new missile weaponry for the Blitzkrieg against the East, since the Germans would be in
Leningrad within a month and Moscow no later than October. Why then such attention to missile
specialists? Dornberger and von Braun familiarized Hitler with the current status of their work on
the A-4 missile, which had a range of up to 300 kilometers. They also discussed the potential for
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new missiles that would have intercontinental ranges. As a result of this meeting, Hitler gave the
programs at Peenemünde the highest priority.

In autumn 1941, roused by this support from the highest level, the work force at Peenemünde
began to speed up the design process for two-stage and perhaps even three-stage A-9, A-10, and
A-11 systems. But the basis was to have been the A-4 design.

[Vol. 1, pp. 246–247:] In 1943, there were more than 15,000 dedicated personnel working at Peen-
emünde. New firing rigs made it possible to conduct firing tests on engines with thrusts from 100
kilograms to 100 metric tons. Peenemünde aerodynamics specialists prided themselves on having
the largest wind tunnel in Europe, created over a period of just eighteen months; the largest factory
for the production of liquid oxygen; and spacious and excellently equipped design halls. Launching
areas for rockets and launch control bunkers were provided during the earliest days of construction
on Usedom Island. Correspondingly, the entire path of possible launches along a line running north-
to-northeast was equipped with monitoring and observation facilities.

[Vol. 1, p. 254:] In the 1970s, the United States devoted intense attention to developing mobile
railroad launchers for the Midgetman missile and, before that, the Minuteman.The USSR also
developed intercontinental missile launch variants using railroad rolling stock. But mobile railroad
launchers as protection against air attacks had been developed by the Germans as early as 1944 in
Peenemünde. The A-4 missile was to have been launched from a simple rack mounted on a railroad
flatcar. The mobile launcher consisted of alcohol and liquid oxygen tanks, launch equipment, and
the equipment needed to perform pre-launch checks. However, the Germans did not succeed in
bringing the mobile launchers to the point of combat-readiness. All of the actual launches were
conducted from launch “tables” at fixed positions. The missiles were transported there and set up
using a special erector, the so-called Meillerwagen.

[Vol. 1, p. 266:] In Peenemünde, there was serious work underway on another large cruise missile. By
December 1944, the territory of Germany had been invaded by the Red Army from the east and the
Allies from the west. The defeat of the Nazis was inevitable. Nevertheless, the stubborn specialists
in Peenemünde launched an A-9 cruise missile under the designation A-4b on 27 December. The
launch was unsuccessful. From our vantage point today, the failure can be easily explained—it was
simply unavoidable, the knowledge and experience to realize this design did not exist. They started
this work with the particular courage that comes with ignorance. The time for the realization of
such designs had not yet come, especially since it was already too late to be working on them in
Peenemünde. One had only to glance at a map of the military situation.

[Vol. 1, p. 268–269:] Work on the A-9, the winged version of a long-range missile, continued in spite
of the catastrophic situation on the Eastern and Western Fronts. On 24 January 1945, a successful
launch of the A-4b finally took place. This was the first launch of an experimental long-range missile
with wings. [...]

On 14 February 1945, the last A-4 missile was launched from Peenemünde. The Eastern Front
of Hitler’s Reich was collapsing. After their decorations were conferred, the Peenemünde direc-
tors received no more orders and began to prepare for evacuation on their own initiative. All of
the equipment and documentation was packed into cases marked “EW.” The accompanying docu-
ments noted that this was the property of an elektrotechnisches werk (electrical factory). Convoys
of automobiles and special trains carrying specialists, archives, and equipment, headed by Dorn-
berger and von Braun, left Usedom Island on 17 February 1945. They evacuated to the areas of
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Nordhausen, Bleicherode, Sonderhausen, Lehesten, Witzenhausen, Worbis, and Bad Sachsa. The
primary archives with the results of thirteen years of research and work were hidden in the tunnels
of Mittelwerk and nearby potassium mines.The main group of Peenemünde directors was sent to
the Bavarian Alps. On 4 May, the troops of the Second Byelorussian Army Group entered the
area of Peenemünde. On 2 May 1945, the Peenemünde directors went out toward the Americans
and surrendered willingly. On the blindingly sunny day of 2 May 1945, when my comrades and I
were jubilantly signing our names on the still-smoldering Reichstag walls, the Americans captured
some of the most valuable spoils of the war: more than four hundred of the main scientific-technical
employees of Peenemünde; documentation and reports; more than one hundred missiles ready to be
shipped to the front that had been stored at Mittelwerk and on spur tracks; and combat launchers,
along with the military personnel who were trained to operate the missiles!

The next stage in the history of rocket technology had begun. It could rightly be called the Soviet-
American stage. German specialists participated in the work of this stage in the USSR and in the
United States.

[Vol. 1, pp. 278–279, at the Dora camp:] We began with a Soviet officer who introduced himself as
“Shmargun, former prisoner of war, liberated from the camp by the Americans.” [...]

“Now I can show you around the camp. I know some Germans who worked at the factory and
didn’t leave. They have agreed to help in investigating everything that was going on there. I can
be in contact with ‘that side.’ There were a lot of good guys among the American officers. There
are also a lot of Russian girls in town.They were domestic workers and worked on farms.They know
the language well, and can serve as interpreters until they are repatriated. I know places where the
SS hid the most secret V-2 equipment that the Americans didn’t find. We prisoners knew a lot.”

[...] Shmargun led us to a distant wooden barracks hut, where in a dark corner, after throwing aside
a pile of rags, he jubilantly revealed a large spherical object wrapped in blankets. We dragged it
out, placed it on a nearby cot, and unwrapped the many layers of blankets. I was stupefied—it was
a gyro-stabilized platform of the type that I had seen for the first time in Berlin at the Kreiselgeräte
factory. At that time,“civilian” Colonel Viktor Kuznetsov, who was also seeing the instrument the
first time, explained its layout to me. How had a gyro-stabilized platform, which still hadn’t become
a standard V-2 instrument, ended up in this death camp prisoners’ hut? Shmargun could not give
me a clear explanation. According to what he had heard from others, when the camp guards fled,
some Germans who were neither guards nor Mittelwerk personnel brought a beautiful case to
the barracks, covered it with rags, and quickly fled. By the time that the Americans arrived, the
surviving prisoners had discovered the case and opened it; one of them said that it was very secret.
They decided to put it away until the Russians arrived. They used the case to pack up various
things that they had begun to acquire after liberation, and when they found out that Shmargun
was staying to wait for the Russians, they revealed the secret to him and packed everything up in
dirty blankets so that the Americans would be less suspicious.

As we could see, the operation went brilliantly. Now Isayev and I were responsible for this priceless
windfall. We wrapped it back up in the blankets, since no other container was available, transported
it to the division headquarters, and asked them to store it there until we could take it to Moscow.
Approximately six months later there was a struggle over the possession of this gyro platform that
led to the first rift in the relationship between Viktor Kuznetsov and Nikolay Pilyugin, the friends
that I made shortly after the instrument’s discovery.
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[Vol. 2, pp. 188–189:] The Germans who developed the guidance system for the A4, and after
them our specialists who developed the R-1 and R-2 guidance systems, viewed them as controllable
objects possessing the properties of a “solid body,” meaning that when exposed to loads, the missile
hull would not deform at all. Such an assumption proved inapplicable for the R-5 missile, which
was more than 20 meters long with hull diameter of 1.65 meters, like the R-1. The missile hull
bent under the effect of loads from the control fins. The flexural elastic modes of the hull were
transferred to the gyroscope bases. The gyroscopes responded naturally to these modes and sent
commands to the guidance system, causing the control fins to shift. The loop closed and entered
an unexpected self-oscillation mode.

In a joint effort, the OKB-1 and NII-885 dynamics specialists developed measures to limit the effect
that this newly discovered phenomenon had on guidance. At one of the meetings that we had on
this problem, I reminded Pilyugin about our materials resistance course at the institute. They had
taught us that we could use a structure within the limits of its allowable elastic deformation. His
comeback was, “We’ll rock the missile with the control fins so much that your Mr. Rough will have
to reinforce it with steel longerons.” We introduced various filters into the system, but at NII-885
they continued to bad-mouth the “protection against Mr. Rough.”

Another new curse for the guidance specialists was the effect caused by filling the missile with liquid.
The control fins’ vibrations not only bent the missile hull, but also disturbed the liquid oxygen and
kerosene in the tanks. The fluctuations of the liquid surface caused additional perturbances. We
needed to develop ways to counteract the effect of the filled tanks.

The effect of flexural vibrations and fueled tanks on stability proved very hazardous. The frequency
of these vibrations fell within the guidance system’s frequency band. Cooperative research was set
up at OKB-1, NII-885, in the scientific departments of NII-88, and the military’s NII-4 to study the
new phenomena. Khitrik was in charge of this work at NII-885; Vetrov, Degtyarenko, and Gladkiy
headed the project at OKB-1. At NII-4 Georgiy Narimanov made a special study of the effect of
the liquid in the missile’s tanks.

Through their combined efforts they developed a guidance theory allowing for the new phenomena.
During 1955–56, guidance equipment was developed that was supposed to ensure stabilization
over the entire dynamic structure. During this period the R-7 missile was designed, applying the
experience derived from the R-5. To this day, missile and guidance system designers have to consider
liquidity and elasticity as integrated factors from the very initial design stage.

[Vol. 2, p. 272:] Based on our own many years of experience, as well as that of the Germans, we
knew that no orders and entreaties would guarantee the reliability of all the electrical equipment,
the onboard cable network, and control instruments, since any single failure such as a broken wire,
loss of contact in a plug and socket connector, or random short circuit would cause a missile to
crash. Furthermore, the single-stage R-5 was a statically unstable flying vehicle. Unlike the R-1 and
R-2, it had no stabilizers. Only after a thorough analysis and study of the behavior of this long
missile in flight did we begin to understand the hazard of disregarding the elastic vibrations of the
entire structure and the effect of liquid-fueled tanks. The guidance system also needed to have a
significantly greater margin of resistance and controllability in terms of its dynamic characteristics
than its predecessors.
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Figure E.79: Examples of early Soviet rockets derived directly from German creators and creations.
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Figure E.80: Because the first Soviet nuclear missiles, SS-3 (1959), were based heavily on German
work, they may help illuminate wartime German goals for range from similar launch areas.
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Space historian Niklas Reinke [Reinke 2007, pp. 36–37].

Together with thirty or so leading scientists, propulsion expert Walter Riedel (1902–1968) arrived in
Britain, where there had been practically no experiments with liquid-propellant rockets before 1945.
Since the British lacked the financial resources for a large-scale rocket programme, the scientists
from Peenemünde were unable to develop their work to the full. They are nevertheless credited with
work on BLUE STREAK, the military rocket that was to serve as the first stage of the European
launcher programme in the 1960s, and on BLACK ARROW, a more powerful rocket that placed
the first British satellite, PROSPERO, in polar orbit on 28 October 1971.

Unlike the British, the French already had some experience in the field of [rocket] propulsion.
After the war, in conjunction with seventy former members of the Peenemünde team, mostly
[rocket] propulsion experts, they developed a small liquid-propellant rocket, VERONIQUE, at
their new ballistics and aerodynamics research facility, the Laboratoire de recherches balistiques et
aérodynamiques (LRBA) in Vernon. From 1954, VERONIQUE was also used very successfully in a
series of German tests. While most of the German experts left France after 1956, the remaining few
were involved in the construction of the propulsion unit for the DIAMANT launcher, whose first
stage was derived from the V2, and of ARIANE. Another 50 or so experts headed by the German
propulsion specialist Sänger worked for the French aviation ministry on the development of rocket-
and jet-propelled aircraft.

Most of the Peenemünde technicians were transferred to the Soviet Union[...] While the Americans
were able to draw the most important specialists to their side, the production plant at Nordhausen,
which was almost intact, remained in the Soviet occupation zone. The old Mittelwerk plant was
soon put back into operation, and by the end of 1945 the Soviets had already tested their first V2.
In the night of 21 to 22 October 1946 the Red Army deported at least 3,500 German specialized
personnel and their families to the USSR in 92 trains. The plant itself had been dismantled by the
spring of 1948, and most of it was later blown up.
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Vincent Nouzille and Olivier Huwart. 1999. Comment la France a recruté des savants
de Hitler. L’Express no. 2498 (20 May), p. 122. https://www.lexpress.fr/informations
/comment-la-france-a-recrute-des-savants-de-hitler 633743.html

[Just as they did in the United States, United Kingdom, and Soviet Union, German-speaking
scientists, materials, and information had an enormous impact on postwar programs in France.
Investigative journalists Vincent Nouzille and Olivier Huwart researched unclassified French gov-
ernment records and described the recruitment and ultimate technological impact of over 1000
German and Austrian scientists and engineers in France after the war, especially with regard to
missiles and other aerospace technologies.]

“Regardez comme c’est beau!” De la fenêtre
d’un salon campagnard qui surplombe les
boucles de la Seine, en aval de Vernon, un pe-
tit homme de 86 ans, à l’allure fière et au re-
gard pétillant, montre une immense volute de
fumée blanche qui s’élève dans le ciel ple, au-
dessus de la ligne boisée des crêtes. “Ils font en-
core un essai pour Ariane 5”, murmure le vieil-
lard, avant de se rasseoir devant une grande
table de chêne, au côté de son épouse, pour
feuilleter un classeur de documents jaunis par
le temps. “J’ai bien connu tout cela, j’ai bien
connu tout cela...”, répète-t-il, d’une voix nos-
talgique mtinée d’un fort accent germanique.
L’homme s’appelle Otto Kraehe. Il est alle-
mand. Pas n’importe quel Allemand.

“Look how beautiful it is!” From the window of
a country lounge overlooking the loops of the
Seine below Vernon, an 86-year-old man with
a proud look and sparkling eyes shows a huge
scroll of white smoke rising into the pale sky
above the wooded line of the ridges. “They are
still testing for Ariane 5,” whispered the old
man, before sitting down in front of a large oak
table next to his wife to leaf through a binder of
documents yellowed by time. “I have known all
this, I have known all this...,” he repeats, in a
nostalgic voice with a strong Germanic accent.
The man’s name is Otto Kraehe. He is German.
Not just any German.
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Entre 1935 et 1945, cet ingénieur berlinois a par-
ticipé, sur la base secrète de Peenemünde, en
mer Baltique, aux recherches de Wernher von
Braun, le concepteur des fusées V2, ces fusées
que Hitler lcha en masse sur Londres et An-
vers à la fin de la guerre. Fait prisonnier en
1945 par les Américains, von Braun, scientifique
opportuniste et officier SS, devint aux Etats-
Unis le père des programmes spatiaux de la
Nasa de l’ère Kennedy. “Il rêvait depuis toujours
d’envoyer une fusée sur la Lune. Il a réussi”,
ironise Kraehe. 120 anciens de Peenemünde
ont suivi leur patron outre-Atlantique. Plus
de 200 ont été embarqués de force par les
Soviétiques. D’autres sont restés en Europe.
Comme Kraehe. “Von Braun m’avait promis
qu’il me ferait venir dès que possible”, raconte
à L’Express le retraité vernonnais. “Mais, en
1945, j’étais au chômage. Je savais que nous
ne pourrions plus mener nos recherches en Alle-
magne. J’ai appris que la France cherchait des
ingénieurs pour reconstituer des V 2. Les con-
ditions étaient bonnes. Alors, j’ai signé un con-
trat avec le ministère de l’Armement. J’ai com-
mencé à Puteaux, puis j’ai rejoint une soixan-
taine d’Allemands au Laboratoire de recherches
balistiques et aérodynamiques [LRBA], créé à
Vernon en mai 1946. Au début, les gens du
coin se demandaient ce que nous bricolions
dans nos baraques cachées dans la forêt. Nos
tests de fusées faisaient un bruit monstre et
dégageaient d’épaisses fumées. Et puis tout le
monde s’est habitué à notre présence. J’ai été
le premier à me marier avec une jeune femme
de la région, en 1950. Je suis reparti en Alle-
magne en 1958, avant de revenir en France en
1963 et de m’installer ici pour ma retraite. Mes
collègues restés au LRBA ont mis au point la
fusée Véronique et le moteur Viking des fusées
Ariane.”

Between 1935 and 1945, this Berlin engineer
participated, on the secret base of Peenemünde
in the Baltic Sea, in the research of Wern-
her von Braun, the designer of the V2 rock-
ets, those rockets that Hitler dropped en masse
on London and Antwerp at the end of the war.
Taken prisoner in 1945 by the Americans, von
Braun, an opportunist scientist and SS officer,
became the father of NASA’s space programs
in the United States during the Kennedy era.
“He had always dreamed of sending a rocket
to the moon. He succeeded,” Kraehe says iron-
ically. 120 Peenemünde alumni followed their
boss across the Atlantic. More than 200 were
forcibly taken by the Soviets. Others stayed in
Europe. Like Kraehe. “Von Braun promised me
that he would bring me as soon as possible,”
says the retired Vernoner to L’Express. “But in
1945, I was unemployed. I knew we would no
longer be able to conduct our research in Ger-
many. I learned that France was looking for en-
gineers to reconstitute V2s. The conditions were
good. So I signed a contract with the Ministry
of Armament. I started in Puteaux, then joined
about sixty Germans at the Laboratory for Bal-
listic and Aerodynamic Research [LRBA], cre-
ated in Vernon in May 1946. At first, locals won-
dered what we were doing in our huts hidden
in the forest. Our rocket tests made a monster
noise and emitted thick fumes. And then every-
one got used to our presence. I was the first to
marry a young woman from the region in 1950. I
went back to Germany in 1958, before returning
to France in 1963 and settling here for my re-
tirement. My colleagues at the LRBA developed
the Véronique rocket and the Viking engine for
the Ariane rockets.”
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Un témoignage précieux. Otto Kraehe est,
avec Helmut Habermann [...], l’un des rares
survivants allemands présents en France de
cette épopée. Leur collègue Heinz Bringer, le
père du moteur Viking, est décédé près de
Vernon le 2 janvier dernier, à l’ge de 90 ans.
Leur aventure a longtemps été tenue secrète. Et
pour cause: les contrats de travail signés avec
le ministère de l’Armement leur interdisaient
de parler à quiconque de leurs travaux. Ils
risquaient la peine capitale! “Certains croient
encore que la France est partie de zéro dans la
conquête spatiale. Ce fut longtemps la thèse
officielle. Mais c’est faux”, raconte Roland
Hautefeuille, un passionné d’histoire, dont les
travaux sur les V 2 font autorité.

En vérité, sans l’apport de ces Allemands
de Peenemünde, le LRBA et la Société eu-
ropéenne de propulsion (créée en 1971 à
Vernon pour les moteurs d’Ariane) n’auraient
jamais remporté tant de succès. Il n’y aurait
pas eu, dès novembre 1965, de roulement de
tambour gaullien sur la “troisième puissance
spatiale du monde” après l’envol de la fusée
Diamant au-dessus du pas de tir d’Hammaguir,
o s’activaient quelques-uns de ces experts. Pas
de décollage du lanceur européen Ariane de la
base de Kourou, en 1979. Pas de fumée blanche
sur les rives de la Seine... [...]

A precious testimony. Otto Kraehe is, with
Helmut Habermann [...], one of the few Ger-
man survivors present in France from this
epic. Their colleague Heinz Bringer, the father
of the Viking engine, died near Vernon on
January 2, at the age of 90. Their adventure
has long been kept secret. And for good reason:
the employment contracts signed with the
Ministry of Armament prohibited them from
talking to anyone about their work. They
were facing capital punishment! “Some still
believe that France started from scratch in the
space conquest. This was for a long time the
official thesis. But that’s not true,” says Roland
Hautefeuille, a history buff, whose work on V2
is authoritative.

In fact, without the contribution of these
Germans from Peenemünde, the LRBA and
the European Propulsion Company (created
in 1971 in Vernon for Ariane engines) would
never have been so successful. As early as
November 1965, there was no Gaulish drum
roll on the “third largest space power in the
world” after the Diamant rocket took off over
the Hammaguir firing point, where some of
these experts were active. No take-off of the
European Ariane launcher from the Kourou
base in 1979. No white smoke on the banks of
the Seine.... [...]
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Ces remarques ne sont pas infondées.
L’installation dans l’Hexagone des savants
d’outre-Rhin ne va pas de soi. Comme l’accord
interallié d’avril 1946 interdit toute activité
militaire en Allemagne, les grosses équipes,
rassemblées d’abord dans la zone française
d’occupation, doivent déménager. Une ving-
taine d’Allemands, dirigés par Eugen Sänger -
un savant hitlérien qui rêvait de fusées rebondis-
sant sur la stratosphère pour bombarder les
Etats-Unis! - rejoignent l’arsenal aéronautique
de Puteaux en juillet 1946. Ils cohabitent avec
l’équipe des “engins spéciaux” d’Emile Stauff,
le futur père des missiles tactiques français.
Certains s’ignorent: “J’étais assis en face d’un
Allemand”, racontera l’ingénieur Malaval.
“Après m’avoir dit bonjour, il s’asseyait et ne
me disait plus un mot. A midi, la moitié de
[son paquet de] gris était fumée et la moitié
du papier vierge, remplie de calculs. Mais je
n’ai jamais rien compris à ce qu’il faisait.”
Tous ne sont pas aussi renfermés. “C’était
des gens urbains et agréables”, confiera Emile
Stauff. “Ils nous ont été extrêmement utiles.”
Sans copier les armes allemandes, l’arsenal s’en
inspire pour concocter des missiles air-air ou le
missile antichar SS 10, qui se vendra à 30 000
exemplaires dans le monde. C’est à partir de ces
succès que l’Aerospatiale développera plus tard
ses Exocet, Milan, Hot, Roland. Notamment
en coopération avec l’Allemagne! Nostalgique
et aigri, Eugen Sänger retournera, quant à
lui, à Stuttgart en 1954, avant de mettre ses
connaissances au service de l’Egyptien Nasser,
avec d’autres experts nazis des missiles, dont
Wolgang Piltz, ancien de Peenemünde passé
par le LRBA de Vernon.

These remarks are not unfounded. The instal-
lation in France of scientists from across the
Rhine is not self-evident. As the Allied Agree-
ment of April 1946 prohibited all military ac-
tivity in Germany, the large teams, first gath-
ered in the French occupation zone, had to
move. About twenty Germans, led by Eugen
Sänger–a Hitlerian scientist who dreamed of
rockets bouncing off the stratosphere to bomb
the United States!—joined the aeronautical ar-
senal of Puteaux in July 1946. They cohabit
with the “special devices” team of Emile Stauff,
the future father of French tactical missiles.
Some people ignore each other: “I was sitting
in front of a German,” said engineer Malaval.
“After he said hello, he sat down and didn’t
say a word to me. At noon, half of [his pack
of] grey was smoked and half of the blank pa-
per, filled with calculations. But I never under-
stood anything about what he was doing.” Not
all of them are so withdrawn. “They were ur-
bane and pleasant people,” said Emile Stauff.
“They have been extremely helpful.” Without
copying German weapons, the arsenal was in-
spired by them to design air-to-air missiles or
the SS 10 anti-tank missile, which sold 30,000
units worldwide. It is from these successes that
Aerospatiale would later develop its Exocet, Mi-
lan, Hot, Roland. Especially in cooperation with
Germany! Nostalgic and bitter, Eugen Sänger
returned to Stuttgart in 1954, before putting
his knowledge at the service of the Egyptian
Nasser, along with other Nazi missile experts,
including Wolgang Piltz, a former Peenemünde
veteran who passed through the LRBA in Ver-
non.
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La plupart des ingénieurs des V 2 recrutés par
la France ont, en effet, émigré de la région
d’Emmendingen à la petite cité de l’Eure
à partir de mars 1947. Une ancienne usine
Brandt, isolée dans la forêt, a été aménagée. La
colonie allemande vit à deux pas, dans ce qu’ils
appellent le Buschdorf, le village de brousse.
“En général, l’accueil de la population a été
correct, racontera Heinz Bringer au journal de
l’Eure Le Démocrate, en 1990. Mais il y avait,
à Vernonnet, une bande de jeunes gens hostiles.
Une fois, un de mes collègues a été agressé
pendant le bal du 14-Juillet.”

Ce climat de défiance se dissipe au fil des
mois. “Nous nous sommes vite intégrés et la
coopération est devenue fructueuse avec les
ingénieurs français qui nous ont rejoints”, se
souvient Helmut Habermann. Après l’abandon
en 1948 des coteuses recherches sur les V
2, le noyau allemand du LRBA—réduit à
une trentaine d’ingénieurs—planche sur la
fusée-sonde Véronique, le missile sol-air Parca,
le radar Aquitaine, le lanceur Diamant.
Puis Heinz Bringer, intégré avec une équipe
“propulsion” à la SEP en 1971, mettra au
point les moteurs Viking qui équiperont les
fusées Ariane. Naturalisé sous le nom d’Henri
Bringer, ce dernier recevra des “récompenses
forfaitaires” au titre de ses inventions, qui
demeurent propriété de l’Etat français.

En 1978, le ministère de la Défense lui
octroiera notamment un bonus de 56 000 F
pour sa “turbo-pompe”. Modeste cadeau à l’un
des pères d’Ariane! “Je suis heureux d’avoir
travaillé pour la France et la recherche spatiale
jusqu’à ma retraite, en 1982”, explique Helmut
Habermann, devenu à la SEP le précurseur des
paliers magnétiques.

Most of the V2 engineers recruited by France
emigrated from the Emmendingen region to the
small town of Eure in March 1947. A former
Brandt factory, isolated in the forest, has been
built. The German colony lives a stone’s throw
away, in what they call the Buschdorf, the
bush village. “In general, the reception of the
population has been correct,” Heinz Bringer
told the Eure newspaper Le Démocrate in 1990.
“But there was a gang of hostile young people
in Vernonnet. One time, one of my colleagues
was attacked during the ball on July 14th.”

This climate of mistrust is dissipating over
the months. “We quickly integrated and the
cooperation became fruitful with the French
engineers who joined us,” recalls Helmut Haber-
mann. After the abandonment in 1948 of costly
research on V2s, the German nucleus of the
LRBA—reduced to about thirty engineers—
was working on the Véronique sounding rocket,
the Parca ground-to-air missile, the Aquitaine
radar and the Diamant launcher. Then Heinz
Bringer, integrated with a “propulsion” team
at SEP in 1971, developed the Viking engines
that will power Ariane rockets. Naturalized
under the name Henri Bringer, the latter will
receive “fixed rewards” for his inventions,
which remain the property of the French State.

In 1978, the Ministry of Defence granted
him a bonus of 56,000 francs for his “turbo-
pump.” A modest gift to one of Ariane’s
fathers! “I am happy to have worked for France
and space research until I retired in 1982,” says
Helmut Habermann, who became the creator
of magnetic bearings at SEP.
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Mark Wade. 2019. www.astronautix.com/s/superv-2.html

French intermediate range ballistic missile. Developed version of German A9 studied by the German
team in France in 1946-1948. Cancelled as too ambitious, but led to the Veronique of the 1950’s,
the Diamant of the 1960’s, and the Ariane space booster of 1979–2003.

AKA: Project 4212.
Status: Cancelled 1947.
Payload: 1,000 kg (2,200 lb).
Thrust: 392.00 kN (88,125 lbf).
Gross mass: 20,000 kg (44,000 lb).
Height: 14.50 m (47.50 ft).
Diameter: 1.65 m (5.41 ft).
Span: 3.60 m (11.80 ft).
Location: Vernon.

Jürgen Michels. 1997. Peenemünde und seine Erben in Ost und West: Entwicklung
und Weg deutscher Geheimwaffen. Bonn: Bernard & Graefe. pp. 277–278.

Projekt 4212 / “Super V 2”

Bereits ab 1946 leistete Heinz Bringer in
Riegel Vorarbeit für ein Projekt, das das
LRBA zu einer Boden-Boden-Rakete ausbaute.
Äußere Form und Maße sollten dem Aggre-
gat 4 entsprechen, aber mit einem stärkeren
Triebwerk von 40 t Schub. Drei grundlegende
Ausführungen untersuchte man mit folgenden
Parametern:

Project 4212 / “Super V-2”

As early as 1946, Heinz Bringer worked in
Riegel on the preparatory work for a project
which the LRBA developed into a ground-
to-ground rocket. The external shape and
dimensions were to correspond to those of
Aggregate-4, but with a more powerful engine
of 40 ton thrust. Three basic designs were
investigated with the following parameters:

Type Payload Range Propellant Propellant
in kg in km delivery type

R1 1000 1500 Gas generator Nitric acid
Kerosene

R2 1000 1400 Turbopump Oxygen
Kerosene

R2S 1000 1800 Turbopump Nitric acid
Kerosene

R2S 500 2250 Turbopump Nitric acid
Kerosene
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Eine vierte Ausführung wurde später noch
hinzugefügt. Es handelt sich um eine semi-
ballistische Version mit der Bezeichnung R2M,
die zwei Starthilfsraketen besaß und eine Tonne
Sprengstoff auf 3600 km bringen sollte. Das
Studium am Projekt 4212 erbrachte keine
Ausführung eines flugfähigen Gerätes. Auf-
grund des geringen Interesses, das die offiziellen
französischen Stellen anfänglich an den Tag
legten, führte es zur Aufgabe des Projektes
im Jahre 1948. Jedoch die theoretischen Stu-
dien und die Herstellung von Prototypen und
deren Baugruppen wurden in ihrer Gesamtheit
durchgeführt. So wurde einige Tage vor Neu-
jahr 1947 der Gasgenerator für den 40 t-Motor
auf den Versuchsstation erfolgreich getestet.
Im Rahmen dieser Studien wurde erkannt,
daß Salpetersäure als Brennstoff Vorteile hin-
sichtlich der Lagerung, des Transports, der Be-
dienbarkeit und seines Antriebsvermögens bi-
etet. Während dieser Entwicklungsetappe wur-
den erste unfangreiche Investitionen des LRBA
hinsichtlich der Prüfstände getätigt.

A fourth version was added later. It was a semi-
ballistic version called R2M, which had two
booster rockets and was supposed to carry a ton
of explosives 3600 km. The study at the project
4212 did not yield any execution of an airwor-
thy device. Due to the lack of interest initially
shown by the official French authorities, it led to
the abandonment of the project in 1948. How-
ever, the theoretical studies and the production
of prototypes and their assemblies were carried
out in their entirety. A few days before New
Year’s Day 1947, the gas generator for the 40
ton engine was successfully tested on the test
stand. During these studies it was recognized
that nitric acid as a propellant offers advantages
in terms of storage, transport, operability and
propulsion. During this development stage, the
LRBA made the first major investments in the
test benches.

[To what extent was Heinz Bringer’s 1946 Super V-2 design based on wartime German designs or
even wartime hardware? Note that the first version of the Super V-2 had many similarities to Heinz
Stoelzel’s 1945 design (p. 3188): nitric acid for the oxidizer, a long-chain hydrocarbon for the fuel,
larger amounts of propellant than in the standard V-2, and pressurized gas for the propellant feed
(highly unusual for German rockets, which usually used turbopumps!).]
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Figure E.81: Heinz Bringer’s 1946 design for the “Super V-2.” [Left: Archives of the French Army
Ministry of Defense, in Jürgen Michels 1997, p. 278. Right: www.astronautix.com/s/superv-2.html].
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E.2.3 Space Planes and Space Shuttles

[The winged A-9 was a prototype manned (at least in some versions) space plane that was covered
in the previous section. Silbervogel (Silver Bird) was another prototype space plane or space shuttle
(similar to but much larger than the A-9) that would have been capable of reaching New York or
more distant targets when launched from Europe. It was designed by Dr. Eugen Sänger and Dr.
Irene Bredt, who later married. A rocket-powered catapult sled on a 3-km-long earthbound track
would have essentially served as the first stage, and the rocket-powered Silbervogel would have
effectively been the second stage. The published literature tends to describe Silbervogel as purely
a paper design project that never found political and financial support for actual development and
testing [e.g., Griehl 2005 Vol. 2 and Myhra 2002]. This section presents some sources that suggest
that major parts of the Silbervogel system may have actually been built or even tested.

This section also highlights the extensive influence of German-speaking scientists on the develop-
ment of postwar space planes and space shuttles.

Much more archival research on the wartime and postwar development of space planes by German-
speaking scientists is necessary.]
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Figure E.82: Dr. Irene Bredt and Dr. Eugen Sänger (circa 1945).
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Figure E.83: English translation of Eugen Sänger and Irene Bredt. 1944. Über einen Raketenantrieb
für Fernbomber. UM 3538. Ainring: Deutsche Luftfahrtforschung [Saenger and Bredt 1944, English
translation].
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Figure E.84: Silbervogel space plane: design of the vehicle [Saenger and Bredt 1944, English trans-
lation].
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Figure E.85: Silbervogel space plane: design of the booster sled and track [Saenger and Bredt 1944,
English translation].
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Figure E.86: Silbervogel space plane: wind tunnel model [Deutsches Museum Archive, photo 30394].
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Figure E.87: Silbervogel space plane: construction of prototype 100-ton rocket engine in 1941
[Deutsches Museum Archive, photo 30391].
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Figure E.88: Silbervogel space plane: calculated orbital trajectory of the vehicle [Saenger and Bredt
1944, English translation].
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Figure E.89: Silbervogel space plane: global targets within range of vehicle [Saenger and Bredt
1944, English translation].
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Figure E.90: Silbervogel space plane: projected bomb impact on New York [Deutsches Museum
Archive, photo CD56143]. Also published in: Map Showing N.Y. City As Target For German Rocket
[NYT 1946-04-02 p. 12.]
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G. Ward Price, Fly-bombs Were Meant for U.S.: Huge Ramp Found. Daily Mail. 30
October 1944.

Immense concrete works on top of a hill in Artois, near Saint Omer, were intended as a launching
place for flying bombs, which, the Germans boasted, would wreck New York.

Thousands of workmen were employed in tunnelling and building a cylindrical cupola on top of the
hill, 250ft. in diameter.

Lorries, and even trains, could drive right into the heart of the hill.

German engineers told local French people that when the vast machinery was installed and ready
to fire, the district would have to be evacuated for six miles around.

Frequent attacks by the R.A.F. kept on delaying work until the Allied advance from Normandy
obliged all the enemy engaged on it to pack up hurriedly.

Footnote.—A German U-boat commander recently told naval cadets at Esjberg, Denmark, that
Germany was preparing a new secret weapon for use against America. He said that U-boat crews
would play a decisive part in the use of the weapon.

[This sounds like a launching sled track for Silbervogel, or possibly a slightly smaller launching
track for the winged A-9 rocket.

The six-mile radius suggests that it would have been carrying a weapon of mass destruction. A
6-mile or 10-km blast radius would correspond to a ∼1.6 megaton bomb, which would suggest a
hydrogen bomb and not a simple fission bomb.

Also see article on p. 2798 mentioning development of a catapult-launched atomic bomb delivery
system in Norway. Could that have been a rocket-powered sled track for a Silbervogel or winged
A-9?
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Donald L. Putt. 1946. German Developments in the Field of Guided Missiles. Society
of Automotive Engineering (SAE) Journal (Transactions) 54:8:404–411. [Putt 1946b]

One of the Germans’ most fascinating projects was their long-range bomber. (See Fig. 14.) This
was a liquid fuel supersonic pilot-controlled aircraft intended to fly from Germany to New York
in 40 min at an altitude of approximately 154 miles. The motor was to weigh 2 1/2 tons and to
deliver a thrust of 100 tons. This bomber was never finished, but it is believed that time was the
only obstacle against its completion.

This bomber was to be catapult-launched at 500 mph and rise to altitude in 4–8 min, during which
time the fuel would be exhausted. It was then to glide and skip along the outer atmosphere with
decreasing oscillations. The Germans hoped to be able to destroy any large city on the earth with
a fleet of 100 of these bombers within the space of a few days’ operations.

Fig. 14—Rocket bomber designed to fly from Berlin to New York in 40 min at an altitude of 154
miles—engine burned liquid oxygen and alcohol—rocket nozzle was cooled by water, condenser
being used to form water from products of combustion—other side of condenser could be used to
vaporize the alcohol. Test model was made that carried one man and had landing gear, although it
is not known if this model ever flew; it is known, however, that test runs were made on its engine

[Donald Putt was the U.S. Army Air Force Colonel (later General) in charge of rounding up most of
the German aerospace engineers in Europe at the end of the war, and funding them to continue their
work in the United States for many years after the war. From that very well-informed position, he
stated in this 7 March 1946 presentation to the Society of Automotive Engineers that the Silbervogel
space plane was actually built, complete with cockpit, landing gear, and a functioning engine, and
that it was possible that it was even test-flown.

Interestingly, his statement that the Silbervogel was actually built and might have been test flown
(as well as some of his other statements about German rocket developments) vanished without
explanation from later versions of this speech, such as the 27 June 1946 version written at Wright
Field, possibly due to censorship:

• Donald L. Putt. 1946. German Developments in the Field of Guided Missiles: An Address
Before the SAE in New York, 7 March 1946. Summary Report. Report No. F-SU-1122-ND.
27 June 1946. Headquarters, Air Materiel Command, Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. Library of
Congress, Washington, DC. Call number MLCM 95/01648 (T) FT-MEADE.

• Donald L. Putt. 1946. World’s Cities Threatened by Nazi Supersonic Bomber. Society of
Automotive Engineering (SAE) Journal 54:7:9.]
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Figure E.91: Donald Putt, who was in charge of collecting all technical intelligence from Europe
for the U.S. Army Air Force, published a written statement confirming that a manned Silbervogel
complete with landing gear and a working engine was actually built during the war [Donald L. Putt.
1946. German Developments in the Field of Guided Missiles. Society of Automotive Engineering
(SAE) Journal (Transactions) 54:8:404–411].
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U.S. Air Force Air Research and Development Command. 1957. Weapon Sys 464L
Abbreviated Development Plan. [Robert Godwin 2003, pp. 38–51]

The boost-glide concept was conceived and partially tested by the Germans in the early 1940’s.

[...] Briefly, this concept is characterized by a manned, winged vehicle, rocket-boosted to hypersonic
speeds and altitudes above 100,000 feet, whereupon the vehicles operates in an unpowered gliding
mode, trading kinetic and potential energy for ranges on the order of 5,000 nautical miles to 22,000
nautical miles depending upon the mission and time period.

The hypersonic boost-glide concept offers a major technological breakthrough in performance and
mission capability which should be exploited in future reconnaissance and bombardment aircraft
weapon systems. [...]

The boost-glide concept is not new. In the early Forties, Dr. Sänger, German rocket scientist, pro-
posed a skip-glide vehicle to bomb New York from a launch site in Germany. Serious consideration
was given this proposal by the Germans. A program known to the Germans as the A9/A10 de-
velopment was designed to use a winged V-2 rocket as the second stage of a two-stage system.
This vehicle was under development and test by the Germans when the war ended. At the close of
the war Dr. Walter Dornberger, ex-German general and head of the Peenemunde Rocket Research
Institute in Germany went to work for Bell Aircraft Corporation in this country. It is not surprising
then that Bell approached the USAF in 1952 with an unsolicited proposal for a Manned, Hyper-
sonic Boost-Glide Bomber/Reconnaissance Weapon System. Rand conducted investigations of this
concept in 1948 and NACA published work on the subject in 1954. Since 1954, the ARDC has
sponsored a considerable amount of work in the boost-glide field. The following table summarizes
this effort. [Programs BOMI, Brass Bell, ROBO, HYWARDS, and now Dyna-Soar.]

[However far the development of Silbervogel actually got during the war, it led to many German-
speaking engineers to develop additional space planes after the war.

After the war this approach was also championed by Walter Dornberger and other German-speaking
scientists, ultimately leading to several vehicles: the U.S. X-20 Dyna-Soar that was built but not
flown, the U.S. Space Shuttle, the Soviet Buran, and assorted other space planes that have been
designed and in some cases flown.

Wernher von Braun and other German-speaking engineers published detailed descriptions and
illustrations of a space plane in 1952 in Collier’s magazine, in order to try to excite U.S. public
interest and government funding for such a project [Collier’s 1952-03-22].

Also in 1952, Walter Dornberger led the Bell Aerospace team that proposed the Bomi (Bomber
Missile) space plane, which was heavily based on the wartime Silbervogel designs—see p. 1343. In
1954, Dornberger’s team designed the X-15 rocket plane, which had many similarities to the wartime
manned A-9 designs [Käsmann 2013, p. 105]. After the Bomi proposal was rejected, Dornberger
was instrumental in recycling the Bomi and Silbervogel designs to create the X-20 Dyna-Soar space
plane; a prototype was built but the program was cancelled in 1963 [Robert Godwin 2003].

Ultimately the work of these and other German-speaking engineers led to several space planes that
were actually launched, including the U.S. Space Shuttle and the Soviet Buran.]
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Boris Chertok. 2005–2012. Rockets and People. 4 vols. Washington, DC: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office. [www.nasa.gov/connect/ebooks/rockets people vol1 detail.html]

[Vol. 1, pp. 262–265:] The collective panel of experts that was set up there on the spot determined
that this document was the design for a rocket-powered bomber. [...]

As far as I was able to understand later, this was not the design of theA-9/A-10 missile, which was
designed for a range of 800 kilometers. The report discussed the ranges required to strike New York.
From today’s standpoint, we can say that the layout of the vehicle described in the report—found
in the woodpile in Peenemünde in May 1945—anticipated the structure of the American Space
Shuttle and our Energiya-Buran system. [...]

The report had been issued in Germany in 1944. Its authors were the Austrian rocket engine
researcher E. Sänger, who was already well known before the war, and I. Bredt, who was unknown
to us and was later identified as Irene Bredt, a gas aerodynamics specialist.

Eugen Sänger was known for his book Raketen-flugtechnik (The Technology of Rockets and Avia-
tion), which he published in 1933. It had been translated and published in the Soviet Union. Back
when he was a 25-year-old engineer, Sänger was captivated by the problems of rocket technology.
He was one of the first serious researchers of gas dynamic and thermodynamic processes in rocket
engines.

You can imagine how Bolkhovitinov and other NII-1 specialists felt as they leafed through the
top-secret report, one of 100 printed copies. Judging by the distribution list, it had been sent
to the leaders of the Wehrmacht main command, the ministry of aviation, to all institutes and
organizations working in military aviation, and to all German specialists and leaders who were
involved in rocket technology, including General Dornberger in the army department of armaments,
who also served as chief of the Peenemünde center.

The title of the report was “Über einen Raketenantrieb für Fernbomber” (On a Rocket Engine for
a Long-Range Bomber). This paper analyzed in great detail the technical capabilities for creating
a manned winged rocket weighing many tons. The authors convincingly showed by constructing
nomograms and graphics that with the proposed liquid-propellant rocket engine with a thrust of
100 metric tons it was possible to fly at altitudes of 50–300 kilometers at speeds of 20,000–30,000
kilometers/hour, with a flight range of 20,000–40,000 kilometers. The physical and chemical pro-
cesses of high-pressure and high-temperature propellant combustion were studied in great detail,
along with the energetic properties of propellants, including emulsions of light metals in hydrocar-
bons. The work proposed a closed, direct-flow, steam power plant both as a cooling system for the
combustion chamber and as a means to activate the turbopump assembly.

The problems of aerodynamics for an aircraft with a speed ten to twenty times greater than the
speed of sound were new for our aerodynamics specialists.The report went on to describe the launch,
takeoff, and landing dynamics. In an apparent attempt to interest the military, the report included a
highly detailed examination of bombing issues, considering the enormous speed of a bomb dropped
from such an aircraft before it approached the target.

It is interesting that Sänger had already shown by the early 1940s that launching space aircraft
without auxiliary means was unacceptable. He proposed launching space aircraft using a catapult
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with a horizontal track that would enable the aircraft to reach a speed greater than the speed of
sound. [...]

The total takeoff weight of the bomber was 100 metric tons, of which 10 metric tons was the weight
of the bombs.The landing weight was assumed to be 10 metric tons. If the flight range were reduced,
the weight of the bombs could be increased to 30 metric tons.They proposed that the subsequent
work to implement the design of the rocket-propelled bomber be divided into twelve stages, in
which the bulk of the time would be devoted to firing rig optimization of the engine, rig testing of
the interaction of the engine and aircraft, launcher testing, and finally, all phases of flight tests.

In 1945, the work of Sänger and Bredt was translated, and in 1946 it was published under the
title “Survey of Captured Technology” by the Military Publishing House of the USSR Armed
Forces Ministry, under the editorship of Major General of the Aviation Engineer Service V. F.
Bolkhovitinov; a large number of copies were printed.

Being in Germany at the time, Isayev and I had no idea that this report had caused quite a stir after
its delivery to NII-1 in May 1945.We could only imagine the feelings experienced by our patron, who
was considered a dreamer in higher aviation circles, but who was respected for his enthusiasm in the
face of extremely bold proposals, a quality that was very unusual for a chief designer.Together with
the engine specialists from RNII, we had only obtained a reliable liquid-propellant rocket engine
with a thrust of 1.5 metric tons in 1943. Isayev dreamed of bringing the engine up to a thrust of
2–3 metric tons in a year or two. But then, in 1944, a V-2 engine with a thrust of almost 30 metric
tons was recovered in Poland. Added to this now was Sänger’s report, which outlined the design
for an aircraft with engine thrust of 100 metric tons!

When Bolkhovitinov’s deputy, MAI professor Genrikh Naumovich Abramovich, flew into Berlin
from Moscow in June, he was already familiar with Sänger’s work. Being a very erudite theoretician,
he said that such an abundance of gas-kinetic, aerodynamic, and gas-plasma problems required a
profound scientific analysis. He believed it would take ten years—God willing—before it came down
to the business of designers.“It’s easier to make rockets than that airplane.”

Yes, that proposal was at least twenty-five years ahead of its time. The first space aircraft in the
form of the Space Shuttle flew in 1981. But it launched vertically as the second stage of a rocket.
To this day there is no authentic aerospace vehicle with a horizontal launch.
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Frank Winter, U.S. National Air and Space Museum Curator [Winter 1990, pp. 42–44,
113–119, 122]

The Space Shuttle concept also originated in the 1920s and 1930s. [...]

Eugen Sänger of Austria, who held a doctorate in aeronautical engineering from Vienna’s Technische
Hochschule, focused on the rocket-propelled stratospheric plane. [...]

From the start [1920s], Sänger favored the reusable rocket plane over “ballistic” systems[...]

After the war, as leader of the newly formed International Astronautical Federation, Sänger became
a tireless advocate of the spaceplane. He died in 1964, before he could see his Silver Bird take flight,
greatly modified in the form of the Space Shuttle. [...]

Two early postwar designs based on his work, as well as on the winged V-2s, were by von Braun
and Dornberger. Von Braun’s idea, the more famous, was introduced in the March 22, 1952, issue
of Collier’s magazine as part of a marvelously illustrated series on manned spaceflight. [...]

At about the same time von Braun was drafting these concepts (1951–1955), Walter Dornberger
and Krafft Ehricke were working at Bell Aircraft on the highly classified Bomi (Bomber-Missile)
study for the Air Force. [...T]he Bomi owed much to the Antipodal Bomber. [...]

Meanwhile, the Air Force was developing three projects similar to the Bomi. [...] In October 1957
the three were consolidated into the Air Force’s X-20, known as the Dyna-Soar (Dynamic Soaring)
vehicle, so called because it combined ballistic missile lift with the soaring and precise flight control
of an airplane. For the same reasons, it was also called a boost-glider. In its brief, controversial
carrier, the Dyna-Soar nearly became the very first Space Shuttle. [...]

The PRIME project (Precision Recovery Including Maneuvering Entry) was the second phase of
START. Three PRIME vehicles, flown between 1966 and 1967 and boosted into space by Atlas
launchers, were likewise small unmanned gliders but were true lifting bodies. [...]

The X-24B made especially valuable contributions toward the Shuttle, not only by gathering data on
aerodynamics and handling but also by test-flying components later incorporated in the Shuttle’s
orbiter (the manned spaceplane which orbits the Earth). In addition, the X-24B showed that a
spaceplane did not need any cumbersome auxiliary turbojet or other powerplant to land, as some
designs of the time required. [...]

The years 1969 to 1972 thus represented an intense period of evolution, during which the Shuttle
design was refined on the basis of many proposals. [...]

One remarkable feature of the Shuttle is its reusable thermal protection system. This consists
of four types of insulation, which are used on various parts of the ship according to the heat
protection required. The most critical areas are the underside and the leading edges of the wings
and body, which reach a searing 1,200–2,300 degrees Fahrenheit during reentry. Here are glued
30,922 individually contoured tiles made of silicon carbide and carbon cloth.
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[High-temperature ceramics for the Space Shuttle trace back to wartime German work on high-
temperature ceramic components for turbojet engines.

Suitable shapes for hypersonic reentry and the suggestion to use ceramic tiles both came from Adolf
Busemann at Langley–see the obituary for Adolf Busemann below.

In 1965, Walter Dornberger named the newest U.S. space plane program the “Space Shuttle”
[Dornberger 1965a, 1965b].

Krafft Ehricke (German, 1917–1984) was deeply involved in space plane projects from Bomi to the
Space Shuttle [Freeman 2008].

The X-24 lifting body design came from Hans Multhopp [Reed 1997, pp. 129–130, 136]; see pp.
1344 and 3309.

The Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSMEs) were directly derived from engine designs with especially
high combustion chamber pressures that were developed during and after the war (such as the MBB
P111 engine and the Rocketdyne HG-3 engine) by Klaus von Riedel, Karl Stöckel, Hans Georg Paul,
Dieter Huzel, and other German-speaking engineers (see pp. 3310–3314).

The Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Boosters (SRBs) were based on enormous German-speaking con-
tributions to solid propellant rockets (see Sections 9.8 and E.2.4).]

Adolf Busemann, 85, Dead; Designer of the Swept Wing [NYT 1986-11-05]

Adolf Busemann, whose design of the swept wing for aircraft helped make supersonic flight possible,
died Monday at the Fraiser Meadows Manor Health Care Center here. He was 85 years old.

Mr. Busemann, a native of Luebeck, Germany, presented his discovery at the Volta Congress in
Rome in 1935. After World War II, he carried on his research in the United States.

The swept-wing design was used in American F-86 and Soviet MIG-15 jet fighters in the Korean
War.

He had held a professorship in aerospace engineering at the University of Colorado since 1963.
Research in wind tunnels led him to advise the National Aeronautics and Space Administration on
the use of ceramic tiles, which could withstand high temperatures better than aluminum, on the
space shuttle.
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R. Dale Reed, retired NASA engineer who worked on the lifting body reentry tests
that paved the way for the U.S. Space Shuttle [Reed 1997, pp. 129–130, 136].

A high-volume lifting body, the SV-5 was the brain child of Hans Multhopp, an aerodynamicist at
the Martin Aircraft Company. The SV-5 quickly became the centerpiece of a new Air Force program
known as START (Spacecraft Technology and Advanced Reentry Tests). Established in January
1964, START consisted of dual programs—the unpiloted PRIME (Precision Recovery Including
Maneuvering Entry) and the piloted PILOT (Piloted Lowspeed Tests).

In early 1964, I visited the Martin Aircraft Company to gather information on the SV-5 and
possibly gain some support from Martin and the Air Force in convincing NASA management to
fund a supersonic lifting-body flight-test program. I met Hans Multhopp, introduced to me as
Martin’s chief scientist and the designer of the SV-5. A soft-spoken man with a heavy German
accent, Multhopp seemed to be highly respected and admired by others in Martin engineering.
After a conversation with him about the SV-5, I could understand why he was so highly respected,
for his knowledge of aerodynamics and aircraft design was impressive.

A former aeronautical engineer, Multhopp had worked during World War II for the Focke-Wulf
Flugzeugbau in Bremen, Germany, first as head of the aerodynamics department and then as chief
of the advanced design bureau. One of his projects at Focke-Wulf was designing, in conjunction
with Kurt Tank, the Ta-183. Information on the Ta-183 design obtained by the Russians at the end
of World War II greatly influenced the design of the Russian MIG-15 jet fighter. The Pulqui-II, a
derivation of the Ta-183 design flown in Argentina after World War II, had been built by former
Focke-Wulf employees who had fled to Argentina.

Whisked out of Germany at the end of World War II, Multhopp went to work for the British
at Farnborough. There, he designed the swept-wing British Lightning fighter, using calculation
techniques he had developed. After four years, however, the British found his arrogance intolerable
and he was sacked. He then became the chief scientist for the company that eventually became the
giant American aviation and space contractor, Martin Marietta.

Multhopp was able to convince Martin management as well as the Air Force that the SV-5 shape
was superior to NASA’s M2-F3 and HL-10 shapes on the basis of six features. First, the SV-5 was
a maneuverable lifting body with no essential surface components that would be destroyed on re-
entry from orbit. Second, the vehicle had a hypersonic lift-to-drag ratio of 1.2 or better, permitting
a lateral range of 1,000 miles. This feature would enable a recall to any preselected site at least
once a day as well as emergency recall to a suitable location from every orbit.

Third, the low-speed aerodynamics of the SV-5 were suitable for making a tangential landing
without resort to automatic controls. Fourth, volumetric efficiency was as high as possible, the shape
giving as much volume forward as possible for center-of-gravity control. The resulting configuration
gave more room up front for the pilot and equipment. The center-of-gravity could then be positioned
sufficiently forward to provide adequate vehicle control without resorting to an unstable vehicle with
a negative static margin. Fifth, positive camber was included in the body, allowing trimmed lift
conditions at lower angles of attack as well as a high subsonic lift-to-drag ratio of about 4.0. Sixth,
in regards to pilot visibility, the SV-5 cockpit canopy design was superior to that of the M2-F3 and
the HL-10.
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My first meeting with Hans Multhopp at Martin in early 1964 also turned out to be my last.
After that visit, he seemed simply to disappear from public view. Later, when the X-24A was
being flown at Edwards Air Force Base as the final stage of the PILOT portion of the SV-5
program, I was surprised to learn that my Air Force colleagues at Edwards had never even heard of
Hans Multhopp. At that time, there was still considerable resentment in this country about using
German engineers in American aerospace projects. Consequently, it became the usual practice to
keep German engineers at low profile. However, this was not always true. A good example of an
exception to this practice was Wernher von Braun, who rose to high rank in NASA in full public
view and made a significant contribution to our space program. [...]

By combining much larger fuel tanks with a lighter-weight structure in the X-24A, Hans Multhopp
and the other Martin designers theoretically achieved the potential for the X-24A to attain much
higher speed and altitude than either the M2-F3 or the HL-10.

Dan Sharp. 2016. Luftwaffe Secret Bombers of the Third Reich. Horncastle, U.K.:
Mortons. pp. 127–129.

KARL STÖCKEL ROCKETS AND RAMMERS

Another DVL employee who dreamed up unusual concepts with advanced features was Karl Stöckel.
During 1944, when the effects of Allied bombing were becoming increasingly significant for Germany,
he began thinking of specialised aircraft that might be able to tackle the incoming enemy bombers.
It was noted in Luftwaffe: Secret Jets of the Third Reich that what was frequently referred to as
the Blohm & Voss MGRP ‘Manually Guided Rocket Projectile’ might well be one of a series of
‘rammer’, ramjet and rocket concepts drafted by Stöckel—and this can now be conclusively verified.

A drawing showing a ‘Manuell gesteuerites Raketenprojektil’ has been discovered, signed by Stöckel
and dated August 23, 1944. It shows a large missile, similar in size to a V2, with a very small
parasite aircraft attached at its base—barely large enough for one man. The missile would weight
five tonnes, the aircraft 0.5 tonnes and the remaining 4.5 tonnes of the combination’s all-up weight
would be rocket fuel. A diagram and notes on the same sheet indicate how the MGRP was intended
to operate. [...]

After the war, Stöckel seems to have gone on to work for Bölkow, designing and patenting a series
of rocket engine chambers during the 1950s and 1960s.

[Karl Stöckel began his career by designing rocket planes that would be carried aloft by riding
piggyback on the side of a larger rocket booster, essentially a miniature version of what the U.S.
Space Shuttle was when it finally launched nearly four decades later.

To power such vehicles, Stöckel spent most of the rest of his career designing and building ever
more sophisticated rocket engines capable of operating with especially high combustion chamber
pressures (in order to maximize the thrust-to-weight ratio of the engines). The best known of
Stöckel’s own engines was the Bölkow/MBB P111, which caught the eye of other German engineers
at Rocketdyne and NASA and directly led first to the Rocketdyne HG-3 engine and ultimately to
the Space Shuttle Main Engines (SSMEs).]
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Karl Stoeckel. 1985. History of Development of Staged Combustion Rocket Engine in
Germany. [https://www.researchgate.net/publication/293622179 History of
Development of Staged Combustion Rocket Engine in Germany]

The development history of the staged combustion engine begins with preliminary studies for
interceptors at DVL Berlin during the war, continues with the first test runs using small LOX-
regeneratively cooled copper combustion chambers at Boelkow KG in Stuttgart in 1957 and cul-
minates in the 50 kN-LOX/Kerosine staged combustion engine P 111 at MBB in Ottobrunn in
1965. This particular high pressure engine was the first of its kind in the history of rocketry and
influenced the development of the space shuttle main engine (SSME) with the H 13 combustion
chamber. Subsequent development work continued until 1975 at MBB with the planned 200 kN-
LH2/LO2 high pressure stage engine H 20 for ELDO III, the combustion tests up to a pressure
of 200 bar with the N2O4/UDMH-copper chamber M 1 in Ottobrunn and finally the development
and manufacture of the LH2/LO2 combustion chamber HM 7 for the third stage of Ariane. Past
work shows that continued development of high-pressure engine for future applications still has
potential.

Christophe Rothmund, Helmut Hopmann, and Erich Kirner. 1992. The early days of
LOX/LH2 engines at SEP and MBB. IAF, 43rd International Astronautical Congress,
Washington, D.C. Aug. 28–Sept. 5, 1992. [https://www.researchgate.net/publication/
234528704 The early days of LOXLH2 engines at SEP and MBB]

The development of cryogenic LOX and LH2 rocket engines is reviewed for two European manu-
facturers. Of note are: (1) the HM4 early turbopump LOX/LH2 engine; (2) the P111 engine with
a staged combustion cycle and oxygen-rich preburner; (3) a thrust-chamber program; and (4) the
development of LOX-cooled bearings, dynamic LOX seals, and LOX inducers. Launchers were de-
veloped by these manufacturers that incorporated LOX and H2O technologies, and the Europa is
emphasized. These developments led to collaboration on the Ariane series of Vulcain rocket motors
which relied heavily on the technologies established for the HM7 engine. The correction of ignition
delays and bearing instabilities in these engines led to a class of rocket engines with a wide range
of applications.
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Frank-E. Rietz. 2006. EADS Expertise on the Space Shuttle: An Idea Catches On.
Planet AeroSpace 2006:2:76–78.

Which is where EADS technology comes into play, for the space shuttle main engines work on a
principle that originated south of Munich. The design of these innovative engines was conceived 50
years ago—in 1956—at Bölkow GmbH, a predecessor of EADS.

The historical roots of this engine design actually go back even further, to an original idea dat-
ing from 1942. Karl Stöckel, an aeronautical engineering graduate who later worked for Bölkow,
devoted his research to ultra-high velocity aircraft and possible means of propelling them. He was
particularly interested in the concept of combined rocket and turbojet propulsion. Stöckel believed
it was crucial to raise the pressure in the combustion chamber to a point where it would meet
flightworthiness requirements in terms of compact architecture, low weight and low fuel consump-
tion. The pressure in standard combustion chambers could not be raised above the level of 15 bars,
which is why conventional rocket engines work on what is known as the bypass flow principle.
This means that the gas generator with the turbine driving the fuel pumps is installed parallel to
the thrust chamber. Inevitably, this technique results in loss of momentum and a significant drop
in efficiency. The new concept involved ‘staged combustion’, with combustion taking place in two
successive stages. In the first stage of this arrangement, a certain amount of the fuel is burnt up
at high pressure in a pre-burner to generate the gas that drives the turbines for the fuel pumps. In
the second stage, the gas is mixed with fuel and burns up completely in the combustion chamber.
At the same time, a means of cooling the combustion chamber was discovered: the liquid oxygen
flowing round the combustion chamber through an arrangement of channels, cooling the chamber
and being itself heated in readiness for the combustion process.

Practical testing of this type of engine began on 1 September 1956. The following year, the German
ministry of defence awarded Bölkow a contract to develop the full-flow engine. Development of
the P111 test engine began in 1958 as soon as the company had relocated from Stuttgart to
Ottobrunn. In the months and years that followed, the Bölkow engineers learned important lessons
on the structure and function of high-pressure engines. They conducted research into ignition
and combustion processes, cooling requirements and heat transfer ratios and paved the way for
copper combustion chambers with axial cooling channels. This made it possible to increase chamber
pressure to 100 bars. In 1963, only five years after the start of development, the full-flow engine
underwent its first test run. And finally, the innovative rocket engine was presented to experts at
the 1966 Hanover air show.

NASA began to take an interest in the full-flow engine during its preliminary studies for the
space shuttle. Working in conjunction with the U.S. company Rocketdyne, specialists at Ottobrunn
developed an engine based on the full-flow principle. During their test runs they achieved a chamber
pressure of 282 bars—a world record even today. NASA decided to adopt full-flow engine technology
for the shuttle, and this in turn brought licence fees for the German company. Ever since the first
flight of Columbia 25 years ago, the technology from Ottobrunn has proved its worth in the entire
shuttle fleet.
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Roland Kindermann, Steffen Beyer, Peter Bichler, Wolfgang Keinath, Torsten Sebald.
Advanced Production Technologies for Thrust Chambers of Liquid Rocket Engines.
AAAF Paper 16 96 P, 6th International Symposium for Space Propulsion.

The forebear of today’s rocket combustion chamber was tested in Berlin under the leadership
of Klaus von Riedel. This was the first time that new, good heat-conducting materials such as
aluminum and copper, were used for a thin-walled combustion-chamber liner instead of the steel
that was commonly used at the time. Technologies for forced cooling under high pressure were also
being used, as was fuel injection through jets. The years to follow saw ever-increasing requirements
for higher pressures combined with efforts to arrive at a compact construction, low weight and
minimized fuel consumption. There was therefore a move towards main flow engines with the aim
of achieving the desired cooling for an increase in power. Development of the P111 (Figure 1)
commenced at Astrium, the space subsidiary of EADS (European Aeronautic Defense and Space
Company) and ushered in a 40-year tradition of liquid engines.

Processes such as cool-channel milling, waxing the channels and electronickeling were used in the
manufacture of the support liner. A successful test was carried out in 1963 using a LOX/kerosene
fuel mixture, achieving a thrust of 49 kN at a pressure of 85 bar. The first engine powered by
LH2/LOX, the RL10, was successfully produced in the USA over the same period. At the close of
the 1960s, the experience thus obtained led to a transatlantic joint venture between Astrium and
Rocketdyne. A heat test performed during the course of this cooperation produced a world record
that is still in place today: chamber pressure of 282 bar. The construction and operation of the P111
was patented by MBB. It later formed the basis for developing the high-energy SSME by NASA. The
1970s saw the commencement of the long period of technological cooperation between France and
Germany. The two countries were working on the joint development of their own cryogenic engines.
The HM7 engine for the Ariane 4 was the first LOX/LH2 to be developed outside the USA. The
fast expanding market for satellites placed increasingly large demands on launcher payloads and
it was essential to develop Ariane 5. Requirements of 100 bar or more for chamber pressures and
exceptional heat flux entailed a new combustion chamber material with the relevant physical and
mechanical properties.

Successful development of the Narloy-Z copper-based alloy for the combustion chamber of the Space
Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) constituted the foundation stone for the development and introduc-
tion of the European variant CuAgZr as the combustion chamber material used in the Vulcain
engine powering Ariane 5. The principle of construction based on HM7 production technology was
transferred to the low-energy upper stage rocket of Ariane 5, the Aestus engine. The corrosion
fuel combination used with Aestus (MMH/N2O4) and the low thermal load involved selecting an
austenitic chromium-nickel steel (1.4546) for the combustion chamber.
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Mike Wright. 1995. MSFC Propulsion Center of Excellence is Built on Solid Founda-
tion [https://history.msfc.nasa.gov/saturn apollo/propulsion center.html].

Space Shuttle Main Engine

The last Saturn F-1’s that NASA employed helped lift Skylab into orbit in 1973. By then, NASA
engineers were already deep into the design for the space shuttle main engine, a concept that broke
with the past, according to shuttle historian Dennis R. Jenkins. The challenge, Jenkins said, was
“not to build a larger, more powerful engine, but to build a small, compact engine that could be
throttled during ascent to provide some measure of control over the maximum dynamic pressure
and speed of the vehicle.” MSFC engineers who have traced the technology projects leading to the
development of the space shuttle main engine have pointed to an “aggressive technology program
in high-pressure tubomachinery initiated in the 1960’s.” They point out that much of the work
was done by Pratt & Whitney under MSFC’s sponsorship, with outgrowth known in-house as the
concept for the HG-3, a 350,000-pound-thrust engine named after Hans G. Paul, the long-time chief
of the Propulsion Division. In essence, the HG-3 concept eventually became the space shuttle main
engine. [...]

Mark Wade. 2019. HG-3. [www.astronautix.com/h/hg-3.html].

HG-3.

Rocketdyne LOx/LH2 rocket engine. Study 1967. High-performance high-pressure chamber engine
developed from J-2. Considered for upgrades to Saturn V launch vehicle upper stages. Technology
led to Space Shuttle Main Engines. [...]
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E.2.4 Submarine-Launched and Solid Propellant Rockets

[This section concerns submarine-launched missiles that were developed or were under develop-
ment during the war, including submarine-launched versions of small rockets, V-1, V-2, and other
missiles, as well as the postwar influence of such projects and German-speaking scientific experts.
This section also presents numerous sources about the wartime and postwar development of solid
propellant rockets. Not all submarine-launched missiles used solid propellant, and not all solid pro-
pellant rockets were designed to be launched from submarines, but the two histories are so deeply
intertwined (because solid propellant is especially desirable for submarine-launched rockets) that
they are presented here in the same section.]

SHAEF. 7 November 1944. Outgoing Message 8-66672. SRA 14630. [Published in
Georg and Mehner 2004, p. 209. What is the original archival source?]

War Department G-2 have requested further evidence and any other confirmation of Special Force
report of 30 October quoting Danish source who stated U boat would be leaving European waters
shortly to launch V 13 [V-1/3?] against NEW YORK. Most grateful your assistance including re
evaluation source and report if possible.

[Versions of the V-1 cruise missile modified to be launched from a U boat were known to exist.
Many different weapon systems were competing for the title of V-3, but at least one “V-3” was a
modified V-1 cruise missile [e.g., AFHRA electronic versions A5722 p. 86 and A5729 p. 1580]. If
one interprets “V 13” as “V-1/3,” it seems plausible that this was the weapon intended here.]

S. McClintic, Headquarters U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe, Office of the Director
of Intelligence, to George C. McDonald. 6 January 1945. Big Ben (Rockets). [AFHRA
A5734 electronic version pp. 1093]

[...] Again we receive reports of ships being constructed for the launching of flying bombs, this
one a 6000 ton boat at Hamburg, and another report that the shipyards, DEUTSCHE WERFT
BETRIEB FINKENWERDER are putting ramps on the decks. [...]
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U-Boat Aimed V-Bomb Here, Army Paper Says. New York Times. 15 May 1945 p.
10.

A German submarine tried to V-bomb New York last election day, presumably with a jet-propelled
or rocket-propelled weapon, the Army newspaper Stars and Stripes reported tonight, quoting
“sources considered reliable.”

It was reported that the bomb was launched from the deck of a U-boat lying off the coast and
that it fell short or was knocked down by fighter planes patrolling as a screen against any such
projectiles. The Stars and Stripes said that “operators” at Mitchel Field were quoted as having
said that it was determined that the bomb fell into the sea.

The paper recalled that last Nov. 8, the day after the Presidential election, the Army and Navy in
a joint statement said that a V-bomb attack on the United States was entirely possible.

A Navy spokesman in Washington said that the report of the submarine attack was without foun-
dation, The United Press reported.

An official of the bomb squad of New York’s Police Department said last night that the squad had
no knowledge of an attempted bombing of New York last Nov. 7 by the Germans.

“Undoubtedly, if a robot bomb had been launched at New York from a U-boat, as reported, and
had neared its objective, we would have been informed,” the spokesman said.

[The original version of this story appeared as: U-Boat Aimed V-Bomb at New York, Stars and
Stripes. 14 May 1945.

If the incident actually occurred, can it be clarified if the weapon was a sub-launched V-1 cruise
missile, V-2 or A-4 rocket, or other weapon? If the weapon fell into the sea, was it ever located?

Considering that the report came from the U.S. Army’s own newspaper and sources that they
considered reliable, the subsequent denials by the U.S. Navy spokesman and New York bomb
squad do not seem very convincing.]

H. H. Smith, N. W. Dickson, V. P. Kovac, and E. H. Bennett. German Developments
in the Guided Missile Field. 10 January 1946. Project 2874. [NARA RG 319, Entry
NM3-82, Box 2879, Folder Project 2784]

Two further developments of the V-1 program were an attempt to launch the missile from a ramp
on the deck of a submarine and a project for a piloted V-1. In the first case a ramp was con-
structed though never used; it is believed that this was intended for attacks against coastal towns
and defenses on the Eastern seaboard of the U.S.A. In the second instance, several models were
constructed though, as far as is known, none were ever used. It was intended that the pilot should
fly the missile to within a short range of the target, set the controls and then jump out.
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Walter Dornberger. 1958. V-2: The Nazi Rocket Weapon. New York: Viking. pp. 231–
237.

In the autumn of 1943 Lafferenz, of the German Labour Front, paid me a visit and told me that he
had proved by practical experiment that, contrary to predictions by the Navy, a submarine could
take in tow as many as three cigar-shaped, submersible containers 100 feet long. He urged us to
examine the possibility of launching our A4 from these floats. It it could be done we should be able
to bombard big military objectives overseas across hundreds of miles of water.

The problem interested us. In the summer of 1942 we had already experimented near the Greifswald
Oie with launching solid-propellant rockets from a submarine. It had been Steinhoff’s idea at the
time. He had noticed the heavy projectiles developed by my department, the solid rockets for the
Nebelwerfer1 detachments. His brother was a submarine commander and had a long voyage to
make very shortly. We were talking about it and suddenly had an idea. Rockets worked under
water; how would it be if we could accommodate 20 or 30 of them, with a charge of inflammable
oil or high explosive and ready for launching, aboard a submarine? The submarine could then
submerge, approach to within 2 miles of the shore and discharge the rockets under water against
oil tank installations on the coast. The petrol and oil tanks would certainly be set on fire by the
oil which would ignite on impact.

1The Nebelwerfer was a weapon roughly equivalent to a trench mortar, in which rocket-propelled
shells (originally intended to lay smoke-screens, etc.) were fired from a multi-barrelled launcher.

At Swinemünde improvised launching frames were erected on the deck of the submarine by workmen
from Peenemünde and a few days later several salvos were launched from a depth of 30–50 feet.
Nothing whatever could be felt of the launchings in the submerged submarine. The trajectory was
capital, in fact dispersion was reduced and range slightly increased by the improved initial motion of
the missiles through the water. A staggering sight it was when those 20 heavy solid rockets suddenly
rose, with a rush and roar, from the calm waters of the Baltic. This improvisation could have been
put to immediate and successful use against the enemy, but the Naval Weapons Department, the
competent authority for all naval weapon development, would not approve it, though it had served
its purpose perfectly. The Navy itself insisted on doing the designing. Months, a whole year went
by. [...]

Peenemünde made a thorough study of the problem set by Lafferenz. A submarine could tow three
floats weighing about 500 tons for 30 days at an average speed of 12 knots. Their submerging and
surfacing could be controlled from the submarine. An A4 and the necessary quantities of propellants
could be accommodated without difficulty.

On arrival at the launching point the floats could be partially flooded so that they stood upright in
the water. The top hatch could then be opened and the A4, erect upon its gyro-stabilized platform,
after being fuelled, prepared for launching and laterally adjusted, could be discharged.

We did not expect any construction difficulties that could not be overcome, but work on the
subject had been temporarily suspended because of the A4 troubles. Now, at the end of 1944, it
was resumed. By the middle of December a full memorandum was being prepared on the preliminary
experiments, and we were getting to work on the first draft designs. The evacuation of Peenemünde
put paid once for all to a not unpromising project.
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[Dornberger mentioned several wartime projects that are illustrated on the following pages:

• In May 1942, there was a series of successful tests to launch small Nebelwerfer rockets from
a submerged submarine (U-511). Those tests were documented in a June 1942 report [Bun-
desarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/369]. See pp. 3319–3327.

• Based on those successful initial tests, during 1942–1945, the German Navy sponsored the
development of a whole series of increasingly sophisticated short-range rockets that could
be launched from a submerged submarine. Those rockets were successfully demonstrated
at Toplitz See, Austria. The rockets and testing equipment were all destroyed at the end
of the war as American forces approached. After the war, though, U.S. Navy investigators
interrogated several of the engineers who were involved in the project and wrote a report
about their work [NavTecMisEu 500-45]. See pp. 3328–3333.

• Also based on the 1942 tests and the proposal by Lafferenz, engineers from Peenemünde
began working on the “Prüfstand XII” project to transport and launch A-4 (V-2) rockets
from specially designed underwater cargo containers that could be towed by submarines. For
examples from a large collection of 1944 design drawings [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg
RH 8/4067K], see pp. 3334–3342. Although in Dornberger’s postwar public statements he said
that nothing ever came of the project, it is unclear how far the project may have actually
progressed. There were reports that at least one Prüfstand XII unit may have been constructed
and tested before the end of the war.

• As described in earlier documents (pp. 3315–3316), there were also wartime programs to
launch modified V-1 cruise missiles from German submarines.

These and other wartime German projects were continued in other countries after the war, with
the aid of German-speaking scientists and captured German hardware and plans:

• As part of Operation Sandy, the U.S. Navy launched of an A-4 (V-2) rocket from the deck
of the USS Midway on 6 September 1947, demonstrating that an A-4 rocket could indeed be
transported and launched at sea (p. 3346).

• Beginning in February 1947, Loon missiles, a U.S. copy of the V-1 cruise missile, were launched
from the USS Cusk submarine, based on wartime German developments and implemented by
German-speaking scientists at Point Mugu Naval Air Missile Test Center. See p. 3347.

• German-speaking scientists and technologies were used to develop a series of more advanced
U.S. cruise missiles beginning in the late 1940s (pp. 1282–1284).

• Wernher von Braun’s team was directly involved in developing Jupiter, a liquid propellant
ballistic missile designed to be launched from submarines (but ultimately only deployed on
land; see p. 3231).

• German-speaking scientists were deeply involved in the development of U.S. solid propellant
submarine-launched ballistic missiles in ways that have never been fully disclosed to the public
(pp. 3381–3414).

• German-speaking scientists and technologies presumably also had a great impact on the
postwar submarine-launched missile programs of countries other than the United States (e.g.,
p. 3345).]
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Figure E.92: Selected pages from a June 1942 report describing a series of successful tests to launch
small rockets from a submerged submarine [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/369].
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Figure E.93: Selected pages from a June 1942 report describing a series of successful tests to launch
small rockets from a submerged submarine [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/369].
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Figure E.94: Selected pages from a June 1942 report describing a series of successful tests to launch
small rockets from a submerged submarine [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/369].
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Figure E.95: Selected pages from a June 1942 report describing a series of successful tests to launch
small rockets from a submerged submarine [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/369].
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Figure E.96: Selected pages from a June 1942 report describing a series of successful tests to launch
small rockets from a submerged submarine [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/369].
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Figure E.97: Selected pages from a June 1942 report describing a series of successful tests to launch
small rockets from a submerged submarine [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/369].
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Figure E.98: Selected pages from a June 1942 report describing a series of successful tests to launch
small rockets from a submerged submarine [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/369].
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Figure E.99: Selected pages from a June 1942 report describing a series of successful tests to launch
small rockets from a submerged submarine [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/369].
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Figure E.100: Selected pages from a June 1942 report describing a series of successful tests to launch
small rockets from a submerged submarine [Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/369].
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Figure E.101: Drawings from a postwar report on a long series of increasingly sophisticated
submarine-launched rockets that were developed 1942–1945 and successfully demonstrated at
Toplitz See, Austria [NavTecMisEu 500-45].
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Figure E.102: Drawings from a postwar report on a long series of increasingly sophisticated
submarine-launched rockets that were developed 1942–1945 and successfully demonstrated at
Toplitz See, Austria [NavTecMisEu 500-45].
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Figure E.103: Drawings from a postwar report on a long series of increasingly sophisticated
submarine-launched rockets that were developed 1942–1945 and successfully demonstrated at
Toplitz See, Austria [NavTecMisEu 500-45].
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Figure E.104: Drawings from a postwar report on a long series of increasingly sophisticated
submarine-launched rockets that were developed 1942–1945 and successfully demonstrated at
Toplitz See, Austria [NavTecMisEu 500-45].
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Figure E.105: Drawings from a postwar report on a long series of increasingly sophisticated
submarine-launched rockets that were developed 1942–1945 and successfully demonstrated at
Toplitz See, Austria [NavTecMisEu 500-45].
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Figure E.106: Drawings from a postwar report on a long series of increasingly sophisticated
submarine-launched rockets that were developed 1942–1945 and successfully demonstrated at
Toplitz See, Austria [NavTecMisEu 500-45].
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Figure E.107: 1944 drawings from the “Prüfstand XII” project to transport and launch A-4 (V-2)
rockets from specially designed underwater cargo containers that could be towed by submarines
[Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/4067K].
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Figure E.108: 1944 drawings from the “Prüfstand XII” project to transport and launch A-4 (V-2)
rockets from specially designed underwater cargo containers that could be towed by submarines
[Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/4067K].
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Figure E.109: 1944 drawings from the “Prüfstand XII” project to transport and launch A-4 (V-2)
rockets from specially designed underwater cargo containers that could be towed by submarines
[Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/4067K].
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Figure E.110: 1944 drawings from the “Prüfstand XII” project to transport and launch A-4 (V-2)
rockets from specially designed underwater cargo containers that could be towed by submarines
[Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/4067K].
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Figure E.111: 1944 drawings from the “Prüfstand XII” project to transport and launch A-4 (V-2)
rockets from specially designed underwater cargo containers that could be towed by submarines
[Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/4067K].
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Figure E.112: 1944 drawings from the “Prüfstand XII” project to transport and launch A-4 (V-2)
rockets from specially designed underwater cargo containers that could be towed by submarines
[Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/4067K].
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Figure E.113: 1944 drawings from the “Prüfstand XII” project to transport and launch A-4 (V-2)
rockets from specially designed underwater cargo containers that could be towed by submarines
[Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/4067K].
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Figure E.114: 1944 drawings from the “Prüfstand XII” project to transport and launch A-4 (V-2)
rockets from specially designed underwater cargo containers that could be towed by submarines
[Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/4067K].
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Figure E.115: 1944 drawings from the “Prüfstand XII” project to transport and launch A-4 (V-2)
rockets from specially designed underwater cargo containers that could be towed by submarines
[Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg RH 8/4067K].
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Fritz Hahn. 1998. Waffen und Geheimwaffen des deutschen Heeres 1933-1945. 3rd
ed. Bonn: Bernard & Graefe. p. 172

Das System konnte natürlich nicht für die
große A 4-Fernrakete angewendet werden. Aber
auch für einen derartigen, zum Beschuß der
amerikanischen Küste geplanten Einsatz fand
man eine Lösung. U-Boote sollten die Rakete
in einem 500 t großen Behälter von 32 170 mm
Länge und 5500 mm Durchmesser in die Nähe
der gegnerischen Küste schleppen. Dort wollte
man das Heck dieses Behälters so weit fluten,
daß er, nun senkrecht stehend, etwa 5 m aus
dem Wasser herausstand. Mit den im Behälter
vorhandenen Treibstoffen wollte man dann die
Rakete auftanken. Kreiselstabilisiert hätte das
sicherlich eine ausreichende Platform für den
vom U-Boot durch Funk ausgelösten Abschuß
ergeben. Ein Problem wäre der Verlust an
Sauerstoff durch die Verdunstung geworden,
denn das U-Boot wäre bei 12 sm etwa 30 Tage
unterwegs gewesen.

Der Unterwasserschlepp wurde mit U 1063
erprobt und zeigte kaum Probleme. Für den
Einsatz waren die Elektro-Boote vom Typ
XXI vorgesehen. Die ersten Besprechungen
zur Lösung der technischen Fragen führte Dr.
Dickmann von der mit dem Bau beauftragten
Stettiner Vulkan-Werft am 9. Dezember 1944—
die drei begonnen Muster sind aber nicht mehr
fertig geworden.

Of course, this system [small sub-launched
rockets] could not be used for the large A-4
long-range rocket. But a solution was also
found for such an operation planned for the
American coast. Submarines were to tow the
rocket in a 500 ton container of 32.17 m length
and 5.5 m diameter near the enemy coast.
There they wanted to flood the stern of this
container so far that it, then standing vertically,
protruded about 5 m out of the water. They
wanted to fuel the rocket with the propellant
contained in tanks. Stabilized by gyroscopes,
this would surely have provided a sufficient
platform for the launch controlled by radio
from the submarine. A problem would have
been the loss of oxygen by the evaporation,
because the submarine would have required 12
sm or about 30 days for the voyage.

The underwater towing was tested with
U-1063 and showed hardly any problems. The
electric boats of type XXI were intended for
use. The first discussions for the solution of the
technical questions were held by Dr. Dickmann
of the Stettiner Vulkan-Werft on 9 December
1944—the three started samples were not
finished anymore.

[Fritz Hahn did not cite sources for the information in his books, but he was very closely connected
to people who were involved in advanced military projects.

It is true that cryogenic liquid oxygen, the usual oxidizer for A-4 rockets, would have been difficult
to keep from evaporating during a long sea voyage. However, wartime Germany developed storable,
noncryogenic oxidizers such as nitrogen tetroxide (N2O4) and inhibited red fuming nitric acid
(IRFNA) that could have been used instead of liquid oxygen in an A-4 rocket.]
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Deutsches U-Boot-Museum. U 511 and Missiles: U 511, U 1063 and plans for U-boats
armed with seabased missiles. [http://dubm.de/en/u-511-and-missiles/]

Also, the vision, born after the US entered the war, to fire at the US an advanced multiple stage
version of the V-2 (the project A-9/A-10 with ranges of more than 5,000 km) gained some momen-
tum following a proposal brought forward by a director of the “Deutsch Arbeitsfront” (= German
Labor Front, a sort of national socialistic controlled trade union), Otto Lafferenz. After a visit of the
facilities at Peenemünde and a meeting with the Military Commander, Major General Walter Dorn-
berger, in the Autumn of 1943, he proposed to develop floating containers to accommodate V-2s
and to tow them by U-boats before the US Eastern coast, to fire at New York and other area targets
utilizing on their range up to 300 km. This arms project now called “Lafferenz-Project” (somewhat
irritating, various authors in historic writing use other project names such as “Schwimmweste” =
“Life Vest”, “Apparat F”, or “Prüfstand XII” = “Test Stand XII”) was consequently developed fur-
ther, and as a first step a floating container was invented able to transport and launch, to be towed
by U-boats. The end status of the concept envisaged an operation, where up to three containers
were towed simultaneously by U-boats across the Atlantic Ocean, to be erected in some distance
before the coasts into a vertical firing position by partial flooding—and to launch the V-2s.

For that the Weapons Test Command No. 10 at Stetting developed a container with a length
of about 32 meters, a diameter of about 5.5 meters and a displacement of some 300 tons, to be
constructed at the Vulcan shipyard at Stettin. At the turn of 1944 to 1945 successful towing trials
were actually executed using the type VII C/41 U-boat U 1063, which went through its basic and
combat readiness training with the 5th U-boat (Training) Flotilla at Stetting at that time, after it
had been commissioned on 08 July 1944 at the end of its construction by the Germania shipyard
at Kiel. Following its training period until the end of February 1945 the U-boats came frontal unit
as of 01 May 1945 at Bergen, Norway.

[Most books say that the Prüfstand XII project was only a paper design that was briefly considered
and never progressed further. However, from the above and similar reports, it sounds as if at least
one Prüfstand XII unit may have actually been constructed and tested. It is unclear how far the
project may have actually progressed by the end of the war].
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Raketen aus dem Ozean: Roboterhände helfen starten: Neue U-Boot-Kampfmittel.
Abendpost (Frankfurt) 14 April 1950 p. 2.

In der für die Zivilluftschifffahrt gesperrten
Morecambe-Bucht an der Westküste Englands
arbeiten englische und deutsche Fachleute an
der Entwicklung der Waffen des zukünftigen
Seekrieges. Ihr Ziel: schnelle, weitreichende,
fast unbegrenzt tauchfähige U-Kreuzer, die zur
Abwehr feindlicher U-Boote, vor allem aber als
Abschluß-Basen für ferngelenkte Raketen einge-
setzt werden können.

Was es für die Techniker schon eine schwierige Auf-
gabe, auf den fischförmigen schmalen Rumpf eines
U-Bootes die breite Plattform für den Abschuß
einer V 2 zu montieren, so schien es zunächst
fast unmöglich, das Problem des Abschusses von
Raketen unter Wasser zu lösen. Deutsche Pläne,
die nach der Kapitulation von englischen Truppen
gefunden wurden, gaben der britischen Admi-
ralität die entscheidenden Anregungen für die
nun in der Morecambe-Bucht erprobten Geschosse.

Die neuen Raketen werden in zwei Phasen
abgeschossen. Wie ein Torpedo gelangt das riesige
Geschoß von der Plattform des beliebig tief
getauchten U-Bootes mit Hilfe von Preßluft an
die Wasseroberfläche. Hier geschieht das Wun-
der: im Augenblick des Auftauchens treten von
Präzisions-Uhrwerken angetriebene Roboterhände
in Tätigkeit. Sie bauen aus einem Gitterwerk
von Leichtmetallplatten, die aus dem Schwanzteil
der Rakete herausgeschleudert werden, eine Art
schwimmende Abschußbasis. Auf die Sekunde
genau mit der Fertigstellung der Plattform begin-
nen die Rückstoßkammern der Rakete zu arbeiten.
Mit einem feurigen Schweif steigt der unheimliche,
wassergeborene Komet in die Höhe. Zugleich mit
der Rakete wird eine Tele-Boje mit kompletter
Radareinrichtung an die Oberfläsche geschickt, die
nun als Zwischenstation die Richtungsbefehle des
getauchten U-Bootes an die Rakete weitergibt. [...]

In Morecambe Bay on the west coast of
England, which is closed to civil aviation,
English and German experts are working on
the development of weapons for the future
naval war. Their goal: fast, long-range,
almost unlimited submersible U-cruisers,
which can be used to defend against enemy
submarines, but above all as bases for
remote-controlled missiles.

What was already a difficult task for
the technicians to mount the wide platform
for launching a V-2 on the fish-shaped nar-
row hull of a submarine, at first it seemed
almost impossible to solve the problem of
launching rockets under water. German
plans, which were found after the surrender
of English troops, gave the British admiralty
the decisive suggestions for the projectiles
now tested in Morecambe Bay.

The new missiles will be launched in
two phases. Like a torpedo, the huge pro-
jectile is launched from the platform of the
submarine submerged to any depth with the
aid of compressed air to the surface of the
water. This is where the miracle happens:
at the moment of emergence, robotic hands
driven by precision clockworks start work-
ing. They build a kind of floating launch
base from a lattice of light metal plates
which are ejected from the tail of the rocket.
The recoil chambers of the rocket start
to work exactly to the second when the
platform is completed. With a fiery tail,
the eerie, water-born comet rises. At the
same time as the rocket, a tele-buoy with
complete radar equipment is sent to the
surface, which now transmits the directional
commands of the submerged submarine to
the rocket as an intermediate station. [...]

[This article describes a wartime alternative to the Prüfstand XII approach, and also serves as
an example of how German plans and German-speaking scientists played critical roles in other
countries’ postwar programs to develop submarine-launched missiles.]
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Figure E.116: As part of Operation Sandy, the U.S. Navy launched of an A-4 (V-2) rocket
from the deck of the USS Midway on 6 September 1947 [http://www.cv41.org/photos/gallery/
main.php?g2 itemId=17451].
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Figure E.117: Loon, a U.S. copy of the V-1 cruise missile, was launched from the USS Cusk sub-
marine, based on wartime German developments and implemented by German-speaking scientists
at Point Mugu Naval Air Missile Test Center.
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[Although solid propellant rockets have lower exhaust velocities than liquid propellant rockets,
they can generally be stored for years without degradation. Therefore, they are primarily used for
military rockets and “off-the-shelf” boosters that can be strapped to the side of the first stage of a
spacecraft launch vehicle. For submarine-launched rockets, where it is necessary to be able to store
the rockets stably and safely for years and yet fire them on very short notice, solid propellants are
highly preferable to liquid propellants.

In a solid propellant rocket, the propellant burns along its exposed surfaces, releasing hot exhaust
gases through the nozzle unless the thrust termination port is opened (see p. 1315). Different solid
propellant grain designs have different cross-sectional patterns of exposed surfaces such that the
exposed surface area and hence the thrust changes in some desired way (increasing, remaining
constant, or decreasing) as the rocket burns.

During World War II, a number of nearly forgotten German-speaking chemists and engineers (such
as those shown on pp. 1319–1323), successfully developed and demonstrated advanced solid pro-
pellant rockets, including for example:

• The Rochen ammonium perchlorate/polybutadiene short-range missile, first fired in 1944 (p.
1324).

• The Rheintochter two-stage surface-to-air missile, first launched in 1943 (pp. 1325 and 3349).

• The Rheinbote four-stage long-range rocket, first launched in 1943 (pp. 1326 and 3349).

• The V-101, an ammonium perchlorate/polybutadiene propelled, 140-ton, 30-meter-tall, long-
range ballistic missile that was under development when the war ended (p. 1327).

Key German innovations of that solid propellant rocket technology included:

1. Ammonium perchlorate oxidizer [BIOS 31; BIOS 571].

2. Polybutadiene “buna” synthetic rubber in the propellant to act as both fuel and binder [BIOS
31; BIOS 571].

3. Plasticizers to enable the propellant to be molded into any desired shape, to adhere tightly
to metal walls, and not to be prone to crumbling or brittleness [BIOS 31; BIOS 571].

4. Powdered aluminum as a fuel additive to improve performance [BIOS 27; BIOS 31; BIOS 100;
BIOS 477; BIOS 1261; FIAT 1035; HEC 2434; HEC 2485; HEC 2487; NavTecMisEu 327-45].

5. Various grain designs for the combustion surface inside the propellant to give the desired
variation of thrust with time [Benecke and Quick 1957, pp. 253–255; BIOS 31; BIOS 1110;
NavTecMisEu 327-45].

This wartime German technology became the basis for large postwar solid propellant rockets,
including satellite launch vehicles such as the U.S. Scout; strap-on solid rocket boosters such as
those used with the U.S. Space Shuttle, Titan, and Delta rockets; submarine-launched ballistic
missiles such as the U.S. Polaris, Poseidon, and Trident; and solid propellant land-based ballistic
missiles such as the U.S. Minuteman and MX.]
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Figure E.118: Rheintochter R1 two-stage solid propellant rocket (left), partial Rheintochter R3
strap-on solid propellant booster (horizontal, center), and Rheinbote four-stage solid propellant
rocket (right).
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Carl Spaatz. 19 June 1945. [AFHRA A5729 frame 1570]

GEORGE C. McDONALD
Brigadier General, USA
Asst. Chief of Staff A-2

19 June 1945

COMMANDING OFFICER, 2ND TAF (RAF)

FOR WING COMMANDER WHEELER. INFORMATION HERE THAT RHEINTOCHTER HAS
SEVEN EACH NEW TYPE ROCKETS. ANTI AIRCRAFT ROCKETS SUPPOSED TO USE
PROXIMITY FUZE. SIGNAL ALLSTONT [?] AND LOCATION FOR AIR LIFT BY OUR AIR-
CRAFT.

SPAATZ
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John Christopher. 2013. The Race for Hitler’s X-Planes: Britain’s 1945 Mission to
Capture Secret Luftwaffe Technology. The Mill, Gloucestershire: History Press. pp.
131–132, 136–137.

Rheintochter, named after Richard Wagner’s Rhine Maidens, was a multi-stage solid-fuel surface-
to-air missile developed by Rheinmetall-Borsig for the German Army. [...] It was 20ft 8in (6.3m)
long overall including the booster stage, and the body had a diameter of 1ft 9.25in (54cm). [...]

After eighty-two test launches, further development of the Rheintochter R-I, and the proposed
operational version R-II, was abandoned in December 1944 because it was only attaining the same
altitude as the other missile systems. A third version of the Rheintochter, the R-III, was to have
been a far sleeker affair with a liquid-propellant rocket motor for the main stage, and it did away
with the second stage in favour of solid-fuelled boosters mounted to the side of the missile. Only
six test firings were made. [...]

Rheinbote (‘Rhine messenger’) was developed by the Rheinmetall-Borsig company in 1943. Strictly
speaking this slender four-stage rocket cannot be classified as a smart bomb as it was aimed solely
by the positioning of the launcher and possessed no internal or external guidance systems. Apart
from the V-2 (A4) this was the only other long-range ballistic missile to enter service during the
Second World War. [...]

In appearance Rheinbote was a slender spike 37ft (11.4m) long, with stabilising fins at the rear
and three sets of smaller fins arranged at the end of each of the four stages. The rockets were
fuelled by diglycol-dinitrate solid-fuel propellant and in tests achieved a blistering Mach 5.5, or
4,224mph (6,800km/h), the fastest speed of any missile at the time. Rheinbote was transported and
launched from a modified V-2 (A4) rocket trailer which had an elevating launch gantry. The missile
was aimed by orientating the trailer itself and elevating the gantry, although the accuracy of this
method of aiming is highly questionable.

In tests the Rheinbote carried an 88lb (40kg) warhead, only 6.5 per cent of the missile’s total mass,
up to 48 miles (78km) into the atmosphere to a range of up to 135 miles (220km), but for shorter
ranges some of the stages could be removed. Over 200 were produced and they were used in the
bombardment of Antwerp from November 1944 into early 1945. After the war ended the Soviets
helped themselves to the designs at Rheinmetall-Borsig’s Berlin-Marienfelde headquarters, but in
general the Rheinbote was considered to be lacking accuracy, thanks partly to the effect of the stage
separations, and lacking punch as the payload was too small and the almost vertical high-speed
delivery tended to bury it deep into the ground.

[I need to discuss Rheintochter R3 strap-on solid propellant boosters and other potential strap-
ons...]
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Figure E.119: Rod-and-tube grain design for constant thrust in the large Rheintochter solid pro-
pellant rocket engine [BIOS 1110, p. 10].
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Figure E.120: Hermann Vüllers’s description of wartime practices for designing, calculating, and
fabricating various regressive grain designs for steadily decreasing thrust (upper left) and progressive
grain designs for steadily increasing thrust (upper right) [Benecke and Quick 1957, pp. 254–255].
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[One of the main sources of information on solid propellant rocket development in Germany, Nils
Werner Larsson, would be worthy of a complete book in his own right. He was a young engineer
working on explosives in Sweden, and then in 1943 he defected to Germany and began working his
way through its rocket research centers. In 1945 he provided everything he had learned about the
German rocket programs to U.K. and U.S. intelligence, yet was officially condemned as a traitor by
the Swedish government. Then he defected to the Soviet Union, worked his way through its rocket
research centers, and came back to the West in 1960 with everything he had learned there. Currently
there is not enough publicly available information to conclusively judge the true motivation behind
Larsson’s many moves. The most likely explanation is that he had been recruited by Western
intelligence agencies to be an undercover agent first in the wartime German rocket programs, then
in the postwar Soviet rocket programs. Alternatively, perhaps he just wanted to keep his life exciting
by completely switching sides every few years. I would highly recommend that someone research
Larsson’s life more thoroughly and then make him the subject of a book and/or film.

In addition to large amounts of information about German solid propellant rockets, Larsson also
provided U.K. and U.S. officials with large amounts of information about German liquid propellant
rockets, including the intercontinental “V-10” (apparently another designation for the A-9/A-10).
See pp. 3221–3222. Some brief reports are presented on the following pages, but where are the
detailed Allied technical reports that must have been written about all of the liquid and solid
rocket information that Larsson conveyed?]

Report Swedish Deserter Took Army Data to Nazis. New York Times 15 October
1943.

An engineer who until recently was in the service of the Swedish Army as an expert on explosives and
shells has deserted to Germany with many army secrets, it is feared, according to an announcement
here today. It concerns one Nils Werner Larsson, age 25, whose flight was only discovered by his
failure to answer a lower court summons on charges of an expense account swindle after he had
been discharged from army employment.

It now appears that Larsson fled to Germany some time this summer via Norway. He is now
employed at a Berlin office of the Wehrmacht. Prior to his flight Larsson participated in a tour
of Sweden’s more important fortifications, among them being those at Borden and Karlsborg. His
mission on this tour was to check grenade throwers, on which he was considered to be an expert.
Prior to this he had also been engaged on many secret and highly confidential missions in connection
with Swedish defense.
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Engineer Arrested as Swedish Traitor. Toronto Daily Star 1 November 1945 p. 20.
[http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=29QXAAAAIBAJ&sjid=pSMDAAAAIBAJ
&pg=7981,5176166&dq=nils+werner+larsson]

Nils Werner Larsson, a Swedish Engineer, has been arrested by Swedish police at Charlottenburg
on his way home from Norway.

It is reported that four years ago he wanted to go to Germany to do intelligence work for Britain.
The Germans didn’t trust him and he had to find some way to show them that he was apparently
a friend of Germany, so he stole drawings of a new Swedish gun.

When the war ended Larsson went over to the British lines.

Ein Mann namens Larsson [A Man Named Larsson]. Die Zeit 11 March 1960 p. 4.
[www.zeit.de/1960/11/Ein-Mann-namens-Larsson]

[...] Jenes andere Beispiel aber, von dem es
hier zu erzählen gilt, ist die Geschichte des
schwedischen Ingenieurs Nils Werner Larsson.
Der Schwede hat mehrere Jahre als westlicher
Agent hinter dem Eisernen Vorhang gelebt,
ist ins Zentrum der östlichen Raketenforschung
vorgedrungen, hat fünf Monate vor dem er-
sten Sputnik den Start einer roten Großrakete
miterlebt und behauptet, er kenne das Geheim-
nis der atomgetriebenen sowjetischen Super-
Rakete. Mit diesem Wissen meldete er sich
jüngst wieder im Westen, bei den Dienststellen
der US-Army. [...]

[...] But the other example we have to talk about
here is the story of the Swedish engineer Nils
Werner Larsson. The Swede lived behind the
Iron Curtain as a Western agent for several
years, penetrated the centre of Eastern missile
research, witnessed the launch of a large com-
munist rocket five months before the first Sput-
nik and claims to know the secret of the nuclear-
powered Soviet super-rocket. With this knowl-
edge he recently contacted the US Army again
in the West. [...]

[See also:

3 March 1960. Soviet secrets about rockets... were discovered at a press conference in Hamburg by
Swedish constructor Nils Werner Larsson. [includes photo of Larsson in 1960, www.alamy.com/stock-
photo-mar-03-1960-soviet-secrets-about-rockets-were-discovered-at-a-press-69364205.html]

Chris Johnstone. 20 June 2015. Czech Episode of Nazi Rocket Science Uncovered by Historian.
Czech Radio. [Archival research by Michal Plavec, curator at the National Technical Museum
in Prague, www.radio.cz/en/section/czech-history/czech-episode-of-nazi-rocket-science-uncovered-
by-historian]]
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Seventh Army Interrogation Center. 17 May 1945. Notes on Personalities and Estab-
lishments Associated with Development of V-Weapons. SAIC/12.
[https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/
INTERROGATION%20REPORTS%20%28DI%20SEARCH%29 0002.pdf]

LARSSON, Nils, a Swedish engineer who has worked for two years in Germany on rocket research.
He appears to have a well-rounded picture of German rocket production and plans, and although
he admits that he is only a “small man in this field”, he knows the more important men and where
they can be found. [...]

Seventh Army Interrogation Center. 3 June 1945. Notes on German Weapons Devel-
opments. SAIC/38. [http://hydrastg.library.cornell.edu/fedora/objects/nur:01298/
datastreams/pdf/content]

I. PREAMBLE

The following information was obtained from Dr Edgar RUPPELT, Dr Alfred NORDT, Dr Ernst
KNUST, and Nils LARSSON, all of the PIBRANS, Czechoslovakia, SKODA Works Rocket Exper-
imental Station. While all of them gave a certain amount of information, LARSSON, the head of
the group, can be considered the main source.

LARSSON, Nils, is a 27-year-old Swedish engineer whose special field was the development of new
weapons, especially in the rocket category. In summer 40 a proposed A/T weapon of his design was
accepted by the Swedish military authorities. He attended a military technical school for some time
and in winter 42/43 met the Norwegian Military attaché, Lt Col SMITH-KIELLAND, and through
him, the American and British Military Attachés in STOCKHOLM. He attempted to leave Sweden
to work for the United Nations, he claims, and when this proved impossible due to difficulties in
transportation, he got in touch with an American intelligence official, a “Col ANDREWS”, and a
representative of the British Secret Service, a “Mr GREEN”, who instructed him to go to Germany
and keep in close touch with the latest developments in rockets and other weapons. Source claims
to have obtained definite instructions as to his proposed mission in Germany.

Through a representative of the German Military Attaché, a 1st Lt “MÜLLER-LIEBENAU”, source
obtained permission to enter Germany as specialist in rocket development.

Source worked at first, starting on 1 Jul 43, for the firm MAGET in BERLIN/TEGEL. In order
to avoid troubles with the German Police, his case was cleared by the German authorities through
the at the time unimportant SS HPTSTUF (Capt) SKORZENY. Due to SKORZENY’s subsequent
rise in power and importance, it was possible for source to gain access to the top German agencies
involved in the development of new weapons.
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After short periods of work in various smaller agencies involved in rocket experiments, source was
sent to the VERSUCHS-ANSTALT (Research Center) GROSSENDORF, on the HELA Peninsula,
about May 44. Here source had occasion to acquaint himself with the latest developments in the
rocket field, as well as to get to know the names of the leading scientists involved in the experiments
and research work. From here, source claims, he sent reports through a contact-man in BERLIN
as well as through his wife in STOCKHOLM. Furthermore, source made contact with the leading
scientists of the Torpedo Research Center GOTENHAFEN (GDYNIA), which was a sub-post of
the MARINE REICHSVERSUCHSANSTALT (REICH Naval Experimental Station), KIEL.

In winter 44/45 the GROSSENDORF Center was evacuated to PIBRANS, Czechoslovakia, where,
together with the Research Post of the PIBRANS SKODA Plant, it formed a new elaborate Research
Center under Eng Rolf ENGEL, former head of the GROSSENDORF Center. In Apr 45, when
Germany’s collapse was near, this Center was dissolved and the personnel were given permission to
leave Czechoslovakia. Source left for Southern Germany, securing on his way important scientific
data as well as some secret Police documents applying to the plant.

Source appears to have had occasion to form an overall picture not only of the latest developments
in the rocket field, but in the general line of research on other new secret weapons as well. Due
to his travels and his access to data in the top German research centers, he knows a remarkable
number of names connected with latest German scientific developments. He wants, with the help
of American and British influence, [to] re-instate his “good name” in Sweden where, it seems, he is
regarded as a traitor because of his departure for Germany. Whatever his reasons, he is cooperative
and helpful. He has an excellent memory, and his information is considered reliable.

Rating: B-2 Date of Information: Beg. May 45 Interrogator: M.N.

NOTE: The following report should be regarded as basis for further specialized interrogation. It is
believed that sources would be able to furnish detailed technical data on many of the instruments
described as well as on the experiments carried out. It should be noted that source LARSSON was
Specialist in Charge (SACHBEARBEITER) of some of the developments.

[...]

II. GERMAN AGENCIES SUPERVISING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEW WEAPONS
[...]

ii) TORPEDO VERSUCHSANSTALT (Torpedo Research Center), GOTENHAFEN. KAP Z SEE
(Navy Captain) PRALL was the head of the Center. In charge of the development of special
torpedos was Dr SCHMIDT, and in charge of development of the “ROCHEN” (“Roe”—see III, A,
5, a, below) was Dipl Ing WONDRAK. [...]

Under the FORSCHUNGSFUEHRUNG source recalls the following departments:

i) RHEINTOCHTERENTWICKLUNG (“RHINE Daughter” Development - see III, A, 5, b, below).
The man in charge of these experiments (REFERENT) was Prof Dr ORTHMANN.

ii) R-ENTWICKLUNG (Rocket Development), headed by Maj HARRAS. Specialists in Charge
(SACHBEARBEITER) were HPTM (Capt) TILLING and FL STABSING (GAF Maj) HESSE.

iii) PULVERENTWICKLUNG (Powder Development); REFERENT in FoFü for this dept was Dr
BUNDE. [...]
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f) RUESTUNGSKOMMISSIONEN MIT FUEHRERVOLLMACHT (Armament Commissions with
FUEHRER Authority) [...]

iii) PULVERKOMMISSION (Powder Commission), headed by the General Director of DYNAMIT
AG Dr Paul MUELLER. Specialist in interior ballistics and powders in this dept was REGIERUNGS-
BAURAT Dr POEPL, who also was in Wa Prüf 1. HPTM (Capt) Dr HIMMELHEBER, specialist
of small assemblies for V-1, was head of the section for research in wood.

iv) SONDERKOMMISSION FUER R-ENTWICKLUNG BEIM RfRuK (Special Commission for
Rocket Development in the SPEER Ministry) was headed by FL STABSING (GAF Maj) ZEYSS.

v) SONDERAUSSCHUSS FUER PULVER BEIM RfRuk (Special Section for Powder in SPEER
Ministry) was headed by Director Dr WUNDER. [...]

III. GERMAN RESEARCH ON NEW WEAPONS

[...]

1. Projectors [...]

a) M 8 Projector

This projector, research on which was supervised by the SS WAFFENAMT (Ordnance Office)
through SS HPTSTUF (Capt) HANNEBERG, was developed in the WAFFENWERKE BRUENN
AG and in the GROSSENDORF, Pomerania, Research Center under Ing Rolf ENGEL. The special-
ists in charge of the research and experiments were Dr KALSCHEUER, Prof Dr BOEDENWADT,
and Ing PROKOP. The projector has 48 barrels on a SP chassis. The rockets are 8 cm in diameter,
have flight stabilizers and percussion fuzes. The maximum range of the rockets is 7 km. [...]

2. Rocket AA Weapons [...]

a) ORKAN FLA

This weapon, ordered by the OKL, ARBEITSSTAB (Staff) DORNBERGER and supervised by
FL STABSING (GAF Maj) ZEYSS, was being developed in the Research Center of the WAFFEN-
UNION in PIBRANS, Czechoslovakia. OBLT (1st Lt) FISCHER and Dr TEICHMANN were the
specialists in charge of the experiments and research. The projector, consisting of 24 rails on a
rotating chassis, was to be used against low-flying planes. The rockets have a cal of 55 mm, per-
cussion fuzes, and flight stabilizers. They attain a distance of 5 km in 3 sec. The powder charge is
placed in a single tube 48 x 15 x 1,100 mm and weighs 1.7 kg; the weight of the explosive charge
carried by the rocket is 500 g. The experiments on the weapon were concluded, and it was planned
to manufacture the first 50,000 rockets for combat employment. [...]

5. Controlled Rocket Weapons

a) ROCHEN (“Roe”)

This is a rocket projectile which is controlled by means of impulses transmitted through a wire
unwinding during its flight (see F, 2, below). The OKM (Navy High Command) was the agency
interested in the development of this weapon, and Director SCHMIDT of the TVA (Torpedo Re-
search Center), GOTESHAFEN was supervising the experiments. The research and experiments
were carried out in the TVA GOTESHAFEN and in the GROSSENDORF Research Center under
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the supervision of KAP Z SEE (Navy Captain) VON PRALL. SACHBEARBEITER (specialists in
charge) were Ing WONDRAK and Dr KALSCHEUER. The ROCHEN was to be used against naval
and land targets. The projectile is 2 m long and approx 1 m wide. It has both a rocket starting
mechanism (the DOV 21 is used for this purpose) and a rocket propelling device. The weight of
the projectile before it is fired is 320 kg, of which 100 kg are the “Useful weight”. Its flight can be
controlled to a distance of 4–7 km, through a polarisation relay. The weight of the powder is 16[0]
kg, the combustion time 3 tons-sec. The device was ready for experiments when hostilities ceased.

b) RHEINTOCHTER (“RHINE Daughter”) (Source: Dr NORDT)

This is a controlled heavy AA missile, developed by RHEINMETAL-BORSIG, BERLIN/MARIEN-
FELDE, under the management of Dr KLEIN, for the OKL. Supervisor of the project on the part of
the OKL was Prof Dr ORTHMANN, and specialist in charge during the experiments and research
work was OBERING MUELLER. The shell, containing an explosive charge of approx 100 kg, was
to be used against bomber formations. It is controlled by means of an infra-red device, and has an
acoustically controlled fuel ignition cut-out. The device consists of two parts, a starting device and a
propelling device, each with a thrust of 25–30 tons and a fuel combustion time of approx 2 sec. After
the ignition of the propelling device, the empty starting device is automatically dropped. It was
planned to substitute the propelling device by a long-burning powder device, with a fuel combustion
time of 30 sec, or by using a liquid propellant (SCHMETTERLING and WASSERFALL). Sources
state that the steering problems of the “RHINE Daughter” had not been solved, as of beg May 45.
Research was carried on up to the last minute.

7. Long Range Rocket Missiles

The V-series weapons are the representatives of this class. Also, future developments for commu-
nication purposes can be expected in rockets of this category.

a) V-l.

b) A-4, which was the prototype of V-2.

c) V-2.

d) TL (TURBOLADER)—for jet-propelled planes.

e) V-101.

This weapon, in the planning stages only, was being developed in the PIBRANS Experimental
Center by Dr BOEDENWADT, Dr TEICHMANN, Dr KALSCHEUER, and Ing THOMAS. It is
a giant rocket of a total weight of 140 tons, of which 100 tons were to be taken up by the fuel. It
was to have a length of 30 m and a diameter of 2.8 m. It was to attain a velocity of 2,000 km per
hour at an altitude of 200 km. Its maximum range was calculated to be 1,800 km. It was to be fired
by a catapult mechanism, also rocket-operated. Source LARSSON claims that he would be able to
prepare a complete report, with drawings, of this weapon. [...]

3. Heterogen Powders [...]

b) PER Powder

This powder was developed in the PIBRANS Experimental Station, under Dr TEICHMANN. Its
developments were supervised by FL STABSING (GAF Maj) ZEYSS, of the OKL. The powder
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was synthesized from a plastic material and an inorganic oxygen carrier. Depending on this plastic
material, the powder could be molded or poured into shape. The burning proceeds uniformly at
atmospheric pressure and up. The linear burning velocity at one atm is 1 mm/sec. The burning
velocity increases proportionately to the increase of pressure.

F. MEASURING AND AUXILIARY DEVICES

1. Radar Devices

Sources mention the DARMSTADT Device and Y-Device as the latest developments in this field.

2. Wire Control Device

This is the spinner used in the ROCHEN and wire controlled torpedo. It was developed in the TVA
(Torpedo Experimental Station) GOTENHAFEN (GDYNIA) the head of which was KAP Z SEE
(Navy Captain) VON PRALL, by Dir SCHMIDT and Dipl Ing WONDRAK, and several series of
the device were already manufactured. The missile is controlled through polarization relays over a
wire which unrolls during its traveling. The range of the device (and thus of the missile) is said to
be from 7 to 12 km.

3. Remote-Control Devices

Generally, the devices send out high frequency signals, modulated light signals, infra-red, or acoustic
signals. Sources know of a modulated-light device which was being developed at the PIBRANS
Experimental Station by Dr SIMON and Dr TRENKA, under the supervision of OBLT (1st Lt)
FISCHER, of OKL/GL FLAK. The device is said to have passed the experimental stage, as of beg
May 45.

[This solid propellant mixture was apparently dubbed “per powder” because its dominant ingredient
was ammonium perchlorate. Was the Zeyss mentioned here the same as Wilhelm Zeyss (p. 1323),
who played a role in other solid propellant rocket programs?]
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NavTechMisEu 237-45. Survey of German Activities in the Field of Guided Missiles.
August 1945. [NARA RG 38, Entry P5, Box 38]

[p. 46:]

SKETCH OF THE MISSILE SKETCH OF MISSILE NOT
AVAILABLE

MISSILE V-101

CODE NAME

USED AS A GROUND TO GROUND MISSILE

1. SPEED RANGE SUPER SONIC

2. DEVELOPED BY DR.’s BUEDENWADT, TEICHMANN.

3. MANUFACTURED BY PIBRANS EXP. CENTER

4. STATUS [...] NONE [...]

5. METHOD OF LAUNCHING GROUND MOUNTED CATAPULT

6. AUX. LAUNCHING PROPULSION UNIT [...] ROCKETS
(a) TYPE [...] NOT KNOWN [...]

7. LAUNCHING ATTITUDE NOT KNOWN

8. LAUNCHING MECHANISM ROCKET PROPELLED CATAPULT
(a) LENGTH OF GUIDE NOT KNOWN
(b) AIMING RANGE ” ”

9. VELOCITY, MAXIMUM SUPER SONIC
(a) LAUCHING NOT KNOWN
(b) END OF PROPULSION BURNING 2000 KM./HR.

10. PROPULSION UNIT (a) MAKE NOT KNOWN
[...] [...]
(i) THRUST 100 TONS

11. MISSILE DIMENSIONS
(a) WEIGHT 1. TOTAL 140 TONS

2. EMPTY NOT KNOWN
3. WAR HEAD ” ”
4. EXPLOSIVE ” ”

(b) DIMENSIONS 1. LENGTH 30 METRES
2. SPAN NOT KNOWN
3. DIAMETER 2.8 METRES

12. CONTROL [...] NOT KNOWN [...]

13. HOMING [...] (d) TYPES PROPOSED [...] [...] NOT KNOWN [...]

14. FUSES [...] NOT KNOWN [...]

15. OPERATING RANGE (a) RANGE 1800 KM.
(b) ALTITUDE 200 KM.
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[p. 190:]

V-101 LONG RANGE ROCKET

A. General

1. Introduction.

(a) The V-101 is a long range rocket missile which was in the planning stages at the Pibrans Rocket
Experimental Station, a subsidiary of the SKODA Munitions Work at Pibrans, Czechoslovakia. The
only information presently available is from a brief interrogation of Dr. Edgar Ruppelt, Dr. Alfred
Nordt, Dr. Ernst Knust and Nils Larsson, in the 7th Army Interrogation Center. (Report Ref. No.
SAIC/38 of June 1945).

(b) No drawings or illustrations are available.

(c) As in the case of the Rochen, reference to the V-101 has been made simply as an illustration of
the extent of the German effort being utilized in the development of long range rockets and missiles.

B. Details

2. Description.

(a) It is believed that the projected purpose of the weapon was for use in long range area bombing.
The type of explosive, fuel, and exact utilization had not been fully determined. The missile was
to operate in the stratosphere.

(b) The rocket was to be about 30 meter long; the diameter was estimated to be 2.8 meters. The
total weight was to be approximately 140 tons, with the fuel weight of approximately 100 tons.

(c) The speed of the rocket was estimated to be in the vicinity of 2000 km/hr when operating at
an altitude of 200 kilometers. The proposed range was to be 1800 kilometers.

(d) The rocket was to be launched from a catapult mechanism.

[In the table of rockets on p. 46 of this report, the numbers from p. 190 of the report are repeated,
but the thrust is indicated as 100 tons, and all other details are listed as “not known.” In order to
lift off, the rocket’s thrust must be larger than the rocket’s weight, so the actual thrust must have
been greater than 140 tons.

This report stated that its only information on the V-101 came from the SAIC/38 interrogation
report, which did not indicate the thrust of the rocket. The most likely explanation is that whoever
typed the table in this NavTechMisEu 237-45 report misread the reported fuel weight of 100 tons
as being a thrust of 100 tons.

A less likely explanation is that whoever typed this table was thinking of a thrust of 200 tons but
mistyped it as 100 tons. 200 tons of thrust would give a very plausible thrust-to-weight ratio for a
rocket weighing 140 tons when launched.

Note that the name given as “Dr BOEDENWADT” in SAIC/38 has been mangled to “BUEDEN-
WADT” in this NavTechMisEu 237-45 report.]
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HEC 5787. Headquarters, U.S. Forces, European Theater, Alsos Mission. 15 Septem-
ber 1945. Subject: Survey of Facilities in Germany for Development of Guided Missiles.
[NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82, Box 1582]

Part V

Development and Fabrication of Complete Missiles

[...] K. Skoda “V-101”

The large munitions work Skoda in Pilsen, Czechoslovakia, operated a rocket experimental station
at Pribrans, Czechoslovakia. Here work was being done towards the development of a stratosphere
rocket 100’ long and weighing 140 tons.

L. “Rochen” (“Roe”)

This was a rocket projectile for wire control under development by the Torpedo Research Station
Gotenhaven. Tests were conducted there and at a research station Grossendorf. This project was
under the cognizance of the Navy High Command.

[The Alsos Mission traveled around Europe independently investigating a wide range of scientific
innovations and collecting vast numbers of German documents. Was this statement in HEC 5787
based on their own investigations, or was it simply rephrased from the earlier U.S. and U.K. reports?

As an example of at least one relevant German document collected by Alsos, please see the following
pages. Was Alsos’s statement that “work was being done towards the development of a stratosphere
rocket 100’ long and weighing 140 tons” based on other documents that they collected? If so, where
are those documents now?

From this statement in HEC 5787, the V-101 sounds like more than a paper design study. The
Alsos Mission reported the V-101 under the heading of “Development and Fabrication of Complete
Missiles,” alongside fully built (if not perfected) projects such as the Rochen wire-guided missile
and Natter vertical take-off rocket plane, and with the wording that there was “work” toward
its “development.” It would have been very difficult to fully build such a large rocket, but what
development work was actually done?]
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Figure E.121: Excerpts from a 49-page book from Rolf Engel and Wilhelm Zeyss listing definitions
of mathematical variables used for calculating the performance of solid propellant rockets, collected
by the U.S. Alsos Mission. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82 A, Box 14, Folder OB-3]
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Figure E.122: Excerpts from a 49-page book from Rolf Engel and Wilhelm Zeyss listing definitions
of mathematical variables used for calculating the performance of solid propellant rockets, collected
by the U.S. Alsos Mission. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82 A, Box 14, Folder OB-3]
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Figure E.123: Excerpts from a 49-page book from Rolf Engel and Wilhelm Zeyss listing definitions
of mathematical variables used for calculating the performance of solid propellant rockets, collected
by the U.S. Alsos Mission. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-82 A, Box 14, Folder OB-3]
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Fritz Hahn. 1998. Waffen und Geheimwaffen des deutschen Heeres 1933-1945. 3rd
ed. Bonn: Bernard & Graefe. Vol. 2, pp. 180, 182.

V 101

Unter dieser Bezeichnung hatten 1944 Dr.
Büdewald und Dr. Teichmann im Zweigwerk
Pibrans der Firma Skoda mit der Entwicklung
einer großen Feststoff-Rakete begonnen.

Bei 30,000 mm Länge und 2800 mm
Durchmesser sollte diese dreistufige Rakete
140 t wiegen. Das Pulvertriebwerk der ersten
Stufe war für einen Schub von 100 t ausgelegt,
die rechnerische Flugbahn zeigte bei einer
Reichweite von 1800 km eine Gipfelhöhe von
200 km. Der Entwurf war nur in groben Zügen
festgelegt, über Einzelheiten existieren keine
Unterlagen mehr. Dieses Projekt wäre, wie an-
dere auch am Treibmittel, dem immer knapper
werdenden Pulver gescheitert.

V 101

Under this designation Dr. Büdewald and
Dr. Teichmann started the development of a
large solid propellant rocket in the Pibrans
branch of the Skoda company in 1944.

At 30 m in length and 2.8 m in diameter,
this three-stage rocket was supposed to weigh
140 tons. The powder [solid propellant] engine
of the first stage was designed for a thrust
of 100 tons; the calculated trajectory showed
a peak altitude of 200 km with a range of
1800 km. The design was only laid out in
general outline; documents about details no
longer exist. This project, like others on the
propellant, failed because of the increasingly
scarce powder.

[Almost all of Fritz Hahn’s information appears to have come from the NavTechMisEu 237-45
report, including the erroneous thrust of 100 tons.

Dr. “Bödenwadt” (from SAIC/38) or “Büdenwadt” (from NavTechMisEu 237-45) has been further
altered to “Büdewald.” The scientist’s actual name was Uwe Bödewadt (German, 1911–2003).

The only major new technical detail added by Hahn is that the rocket had three stages. That does
not appear to be stated anywhere in the available U.S. or U.K. reports. Was that simply a guess
by Hahn, or did sources with knowledge of the project give that additional information to Hahn?
For the projected performance characteristics of the V-101, it seems probable that it would have
had 2–4 stages, so three stages is highly plausible.]
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BIOS 571. German Rocket Propellants (Interrogation of Mr. N. W. Larsson).

I. Introduction

Mr. N. W. Larsson is an engineer with great faculties of memorising technical data. He is a Swedish
subject, talks German fluently, and claims that he went to Germany as an allied spy, working for
the British Secret Service.

Mr. Larsson has been employed in German Armament Research from May 1943 to V.E. day. He
first spent some months at the Rheinmetall-Borsig factories where he worked on the “Gehrlich”
recoilless gun.

He was then transferred to Peenemünde, where he assisted in the development of various rocket
weapons.

In December 1944 he went with the Peenemünde staff to a research station of the Skoda Works at
Pibrans, Czechoslovakia, when he carried on his work until the cessation of hostilities.

During the interrogation Mr. Larsson gave some information upon the German ‘alternative’ rocket
propellants Per-pulver and Giessling-pulver, as well as some indication upon the technique em-
ployed in making “cigarette-burning” charges.

II. Per-pulver

Mr. Larsson worked with the applications of this propellant to various rocket weapons, at the Skoda
Works Rocket Research Station at Pibrans, Czechoslovakia, for about 6 months. Here he met the
inventor of Per-pulver, Dr. Teichmann, and his two collaborators, Dr. Knust and Dr. Nord.

Per-pulver is also called Nider-druck-pulver, Super-pulver and Dauerbrand.

Composition:

Ammonium perchlorate . . . . . . 25–40%
Buna S3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25%
Vinapas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50–35%
Stabiliser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3–5%

Later interrogations of Dr. Teichmann, however, show that these figures are not exact. The com-
position contains about 80% of ammonium perchlorate.
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Ingredients:

Buna S3. It appears that this synthetic rubber corresponds to Buna SG. Delivered in sheets, vul-
canised, 2–3 mm. thick, the sheets being in rolls of about 100 Kg. weight.

The sheets were disintegrated in special machines, down to dimensions of the order of 3–5 mm.
(The synthetic rubber industry was later asked to deliver the rubber in a more favourable state,
such as an intermediate product consisting of small grains).

Vinapas. Produced by Wacker Chemie, Burghausen near Salzburg. This is a synthetic plastic, which
also appears under other commercial names. It is used as a binder, conferring to the propellant a
consistency somewhat like a plastic. The yellow colour of the propellant is due to the Vinapas. It
is used as small flakes or a fine powder.

Ammonium perchlorate. It is added as fine crystals (particle size roughly as ordinary table salt).
Also other perchlorates have been used, such as sodium perchlorate.

Preparation of the propellant.

The ingredients are mixed at room temperature (plus 15oC) in a usual rotating incorporator. The
mixture is then rolled on a roller-mill of the usual type employed for Digl. pulver.

The initial temperature is 60oC, which is increased during milling to 90–95oC. The milling time
is dependent on the consistency of the dough, which in turn varies with the proportions of the
constituents. The time appears to be 25–30 mins. for a batch of 25 Kg.

Mr. Larsson’s notes do not make quite clear at which state of the process the perchlorate is intro-
duced. On one occasion he said that it was added on the rolls, when a sheet was formed, and this
appears to be most likely, as this procedure would be the safest.

The resulting dough is extruded or molded. The extrusion press is worked very much in the same
way as for Digl. pulver. The extrusion pressure is, of course, dependent of the temperature.

The molding is, however, the most important method of preparing propellant charges, as it makes
possible the production of charges of almost any size and shape. The propellant is molded at 110–
120oC, in jacketed moulds preferably warmed to a somewhat lower temperature. This temperature
is maintained for 5–10 min. to allow air bubbles to mount and assemble in the upper part of the
mould. The jacket is then cooled rapidly with cold water. After solidification of the propellant the
mould is taken to pieces. 4–6 inches is cut off the top of the charge, to take away any air bubbles
that may be included owing to the more rapid cooling of the surface of the charge during molding.
The surface is then polished.
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Ballistic properties.

The rate of burning exponent is “somewhat lower than 1”. The propellant burns regularly under low
pressure. It appears that the highest specific impulse was obtained when the propellant is burning at
25 atm. (350 p.s.i.) The flame temperature also gives a maximum at this pressure (1600o–1800oC.).

The rate of burning at 25 atm. is claimed to be 25 mm/sec. Striction ratio K=50–80.

There is danger of detonation when the pressure rises to 1100 atm. at which pressure the rate of
burning is 1000 mm/sec. The pressure limit for which detonation occurs is increased by introducing
more Vinapas in the propellant.

Physical properties.

Consistency somewhat like a plastic.
d- 1.85 to 1.90
Colour yellow to brown.
Smooth, hard surface.
Can be worked with cutting tools.

Applications.

Per-pulver was used in the A.T.O. unit of “Rochen”, where it was burning at a pressure of 25 atm.
with a rate of burning of 25 mm./sec.

“Rochen” is a heavy rocket missile, guided by wires. It was intended for use from light vehicles and
MTBs against shipping and ground targets.
Weight about 300 Kg., 150 Kg. of explosives.
Guided by the “Spinner” system.

[This solid propellant mixture was apparently dubbed Per-pulver or “per powder” because its
dominant ingredient was ammonium perchlorate. It is mentioned in several of the documents in
this section, and this appears to have been the origin and first use of truly modern solid propellant
rocket propellant.

Where are the “later interrogations of Dr. Teichmann” that gave complete details about the solid
rocket propellant, as mentioned in this report? An early interrogation of Teichmann appeared in
the following report, BIOS 31, but in that early interrogation Teichmann was unwilling to reveal
many of the details of his work on solid rocket propellant. Somewhere there must be much more
detailed written reports on later interrogations of Teichmann, or even wartime or postwar reports
written by Teichmann or others from his research group. Can those reports be located in archives?]
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BIOS 31. Rocket Developments in South Germany and Austria.

[pp. 8–11:]

Target Dr. Hermann Teichmann. (E)

Location Lager Föhrenwald (D.P. camp)
Wolfratshausen. M.48 WY. 778

(U.S. zone)

Nature of Target Research chemist.

Date visited 2.8.45.

Dr. Teichmann graduated at Hanover in 1937 and then worked as an assistant to Prof. Jost at
Hanover and at Leipzig.

He worked for various organisations including the German Air Ministry in Berlin and Strassbourg,
leaving the latter city in August 1944 to continue work in the explosives (H.E.) factory at Wolfrat-
shausen. There he was in charge of a group developing solid propellants for rockets. He is still in
touch with other members of his group and is desirous of continuing his work.

He was to a large extent co-operative, but frankly admitted that he did not intend to reveal all
the results of his work to everybody who questioned him, without some assurances regarding his
future.

From 1937 until quite recently he was engaged on an academic study of gaseous combustion. [...]

He stressed the importance of the gaseous reactions as the factor controlling the rate of burning of
solid propellants, and claimed to have based his design of a propellant on the results of his study
of gaseous combustion.

According to his theories, any solid propellant, the burning of which involves a “liquid” layer
between the solid unburnt propellant and the gaseous phase, will not burn reliably at low pressures,
because the rate of the slowest reaction in the gaseous phase is slower than the rate of thermal
decomposition of the solid. The result is “chuffing” and incomplete combustion. At higher pressures
the gaseous reaction rate is enormously increased, whereas the rate of thermal decomposition is
practically unaffected. The gaseous reactions, therefore, take control and burning proceeds smoothly
and continuously.

He said that in Germany there was a complete mathematical theory of the burning of solid propel-
lants in rockets, based on the reactions occurring in the gaseous phase.

He discoursed on the properties of propellants consisting of ammonium perchlorate bound with
various plastic materials, either thermoplastic or heat irreversible materials. These, he claimed,
gave no “liquid” layer on thermal composition.

A few small samples, which he possessed, were examined. They had not the appearance of colloidal
propellants, but rather that of a consolidated material. Although they were hard, they were not
brittle as would be expected, on striking with a hammer.
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In replies to questions Dr. Teichmann claimed the following properties for these propellants.

A. Burning Characteristics

1. Stable burning at pressures from 20 to 700 atms.

2. Rate of burning could be varied over a wide range, by altering the composition, and could be
made many times greater than that of normal colloidal propellants, even at low pressures.

3. Erosion effect was small at low pressures.

4. Smokeless.

5. Almost flashless, since combustion was practically complete, the products being N2, H2O,
CO2, HCl and a little CO.

6. Calorimetric value about 1000 cals./grm.

7. Performance index, 250.

8. Ignition presented no difficulties, owing to the reliability of burning at low pressures.

9. No erosion of the venturi had been observed after firing. It was his practice to use venturis of
comparatively large throat diameter.

B. Physical Properties

1. Mechanical properties could be varied over a wide range from soft thermo plastic materials to
hard infusible solids, depending, presumably, on the nature of the binder. (Teichmann would
not say what plastics were used as binders).

2. S.G. about 1.8.

C. Charge Design

1. The thermoplastic propellants could be extruded at 120oC. and used as sticks, or the more
plastic varieties could be pressed into star centred charges adhering to the walls of the tube.

2. The rigid types could be cast and hardened either by warming or in the cold. He claimed
good adhesion to steel even for these, and preferred the cast, cold hardening materials for
large charges and the extruded thermoplastic varieties for small charges.

D. Storage and Safety

1. No deterioration either chemically or physically on long storage. Gassing did not occur below
180oC.

2. Spontaneous ignition temperature, 270oC.

3. Could be detonated by powerful initiation.
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Dr. Teichmann said that development had not proceeded beyond the stage of static firings in vented
vessels. His idea was to burn the propellant at lower pressures (300 lb./sq. in.) and thus increase
the performance of the rocket by saving weight on the metallic components.

This team was not impressed by the mechanical properties of the samples of propellant examined,
and doubted Teichmann’s claim of good, permanent adhesion to steel. He appears, however, to
have done a considerable amount of fundamental work on gaseous combustion, but this team was
not sufficiently well acquainted with this field to be able to assess its value. [...]

[p. 30:]

Work on liquid fuel rockets had been confined principally to fundamental research, rather than
to specific projects, although some routine work connected with development had been done. Dr.
Sänger had not worked with solid propellants.

The object of the research was to increase the efflux velocity of the gases. Two methods had been
investigated using the hydrocarbon/liquid oxygen system.

1. Increasing the heat content of the products of combustion (H2O and CO2) of the fuel by the
dispersion in the fuel of certain light elements, e.g. Be, B, Li, Mg or Al.

2. The use of liquid ozone mixed with liquid oxygen.

[...] Sedimentation of dispersions of the aluminium in the hydrocarbon fuel (diesel oil) presented
some difficulty, which was finally solved by stabilisation with oppanol (a hydrocarbon polymer).
Sedimentation was then very slight after standing for one month.

The hydrocarbon/aluminium fuel gave rise to a large amount of white smoke from the rocket motor,
as would be expected.

[Polybutadiene synthetic rubber was invented by German scientists in 1929–1930 (see pp. 499–500).
Teichmann appears to have been working in this field of rocket propulsion since 1937.

This report also stated that aluminum powder was being used to increase the performance of large
liquid propellant rockets, and even that highly novel chemical methods had been developed and
demonstrated in order to keep the aluminum powder suspended in the liquid propellant for over a
month during storage. While this report does not specifically mention the use of aluminum powder
in large solid propellant rockets, it seems likely that that was done as well. For examples of other
reports on the use of aluminum powder to improve the performance of small solid propellant rockets
or closely related solid explosives in wartime Germany, please see the following reports.]
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Figure E.124: 1941 test firing of one of Eugen Sänger’s rocket engines using aluminum powder in
the propellant mixture [Deutsches Museum Archive, photo 30389]
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BIOS 27. Modern High Explosive Developments at Deutsche Waffen und Munitions
Fabriken, A.G., Schlutup near Lübeck.

The factory normally received its explosives already mixed in the form of lumps but Dr. Weidle
had carried out a certain amount of research in order to determine the optimum proportions of the
various ingredients. He found that 20 per cent aluminium mixed with 80 per cent of the hexogen/wax
mixture gave the best blast effect in small light cased munitions. [...] Aluminium in flake form was
used in the early days of development but had been abandoned in favour of granulated owing to
difficulties in handling the former. [...] The size of the granulated aluminium used was stated to be
all through a 0.15 mm aperture sieve. [...]

Production of the mixture was said to be carried out in the following way. The T.N.T. was melted
in a steam kettle, dry hexogen added with stirring and finally the aluminium. 50 litre kettles were
used and the mixture stirred by a conventional propeller stirrer.

(iii) and (iv) were used as poured fillings for hollow charge ammunition[...]

BIOS 1261. Visit to German High Explosive and Filling Factories. pp. 9–10.

The W.A.S.A.G., Allendorf, Kreis Marburg, Hesse was visited on 16.10.45. [...]

Dr. Walther Naumann, formerly a director of the factory, was available for interrogation and demon-
stration of sections of the plant required. [...]

When preparing hexanite/aluminium the T.N.T. was first melted and run into a jacketed stainless
steel mixer. The aluminium was added next and the hexanitrodiphenylamine last. Similarly when
preparing trialen 105 or 106 the T.N.T. was charged first, the aluminium next and then the hexogen.
[...]

Dr. Naumann stated that larger mixing units than the type seen had been installed more recently,
these having a capacity of 1000 Kg. as compared with the 400 Kg. units of the original plant.

With regard to the aluminium powder it was stated that two types were used viz. Pyro-schliff and
Griess. The first of these was prepared by grinding and the second was a fine blown aluminium.
Pyro-schliff was very dusty but was less inclined to sedimentation than the coarser blown powder.
All the aluminium was specified to pass a sieve of 6400 meshes per sq. cm., approximately 200-mesh.
A chemical specification was in existence but not available for inspection. The management were
conscious of the risk of ignition of airborne fine aluminium powder through electrical agency and
had in fact experienced two ignitions attributable to this cause. Owing to the provision of a simple
drenching apparatus fitted to the mixing unit there were no serious consequences to these ignitions.
The aluminium was fed to the pan through a stainless steel funnel attached to the pan-cover and
fitted with a wide skirt which directed the aluminium against the wall of the pan, the object being
to remove as much as possible of any accumulated static charge on the powder.
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BIOS 100. Development of Panzerfaust. pp. 10–11.

Langweiler appeared to attach more importance to the flame effect behind the target than the
remaining power of the jet itself. The enhancing of this flame effect was in his opinion the most
likely method of increasing the efficiency of hollow charges. This effect could be increased very
greatly by incorporating into the H.E. charge up to 30% of powdered aluminium. This proportion
could be used without impairing performance. Had it not been for the great shortage of aluminium
in Germany this type of filling would have been used in Panzerfaust.

NavTecMisEu 327-45. Solid Rocket Propellant. Translation of a Report by Dipl. Ing.
Hans Grosse. p. 14. [NARA RG 38, Entry P5, Box 46]

In general black powder was used as an auxiliary charge. Black powder causes a relatively slight
ignition delay, however, is sensitive to moisture and as far as transportation is concerned, and
increases the creation of smoke. In cold temperatures, furthermore, it does not always give a suf-
ficiently intensive ignition, especially in the case of long charges. Therefore, besides black powder,
boosters were also used. These consist of mixtures of a composition similar to that of flash light
powder for photographic purposes, i.e., light metal dust, Al., Mg., together with salts giving off
oxygen, such as potassium nitrate, barium nitrate, etc. These mixtures are firmly pressed in cap-
sules of aluminum, lately also of cardboard. They produce, especially at low temperatures, a very
hot flame and thus avoid ignition failure in this temperature range. At high temperature they do
not effect such a great increase in gas pressure as does a black powder auxiliary charge of an equally
strong ignition effect, because they develop relatively little gas.

HEC 2434. German patent D70226. Use of black powder for rocket propulsion, con-
taining metal sulfides and/or metal alloys which give off oxygen on heating.

HEC 2485. Propellant for rockets which discharges vapours of metals or their salts.

HEC 2487 = HEC 2468. Powdered metals as ingredients of rocket propellants.

BIOS 477. German Pyrotechnic Factories [aluminum powder for pyrotechnic manufacture]

FIAT 1035. German Developments in High Explosives.

[See also the 1942 Peenemünde document on p. 3434.]
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R. V. Shepherd. BIOS 313. Report on Visit to Czechoslovakia by Armament Design
Department. 16th November to 9th December, 1945.

[p. 5:]

[...] All visits and official interviews were arranged in conjunction with the Czech military intelligence
and a Czech officer was present on these occasions. [...]

[...] The following persons were interviewed at the Czech War Office:

[...] Dr. W. Voss [...] Head of Waffen Union
[...] Ing. K. Staller [...] Deputy to Dr. Voss
Ing. Musel Managing Director, Zbrojovka

Ing. S̆idlék Czechomoravian Engineering Works
Dr. Frey Jawa

[pp. 29–32:]

EXPERIMENTAL STATION AT PRIBRAM

[...] The preliminary work for the formation of the station was started late in 1943 and it was not
until the early summer of 1944 that the staff commenced serious work. [...]

There is a fact which should be noted. When the buildings were visited in late November, they were
completely stripped and only one engineer and a woman secretary left in charge. In answer to the
query as to what had happened to the library, equipment and staff it was stated that the Mining
Institute had been removed to Moravaka Ostrava and the scientific staff had returned to Charles
University, the technical schools and firms from whom they had come originally. It is remarkable
that a move of some magnitude involving a journey from the west side of Bohemia to the Eastern
frontier should have been carried out with such completeness within six months of the end of the
war in Europe considering the difficulties of road and rail transport during this period.

[...] Staff. The strength of the Institute was 350. This figure includes workmen as well as the
higher staff. Skoda and Zbrojovka contributed engineers and designers, whilst the scientific staff
was recruited from the Universities and technical schools.

The card index covering the whole of the staff was produced for inspection at Pribram. A cursory
examination of the cards revealed a fair percentage of German staff[...]

The following details of some of the personnel were compiled from the card index and other sources.
[...]

Engel, Rolf. Born in 1912. Came from the research institute at Grossendorf and arrived at Pribram
on 23.7.44 to take charge of a section. A Diploma Engineer and a physicist. Later he took charge of
the whole Institute. Stated to be a most able engineer and mathematician. Was Hauptsturmführer
in the S.S. Escaped to Germany and was last heard of south of Munich. [...]

Bödewadt. Dr. Born 1911 at Essen. Came from the research institute at Grossendorf and was chief
of ballistics. He escaped. [...]
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Teichmann, Hermann. Dr. Born 1913. A doctor of engineering who worked on explosives and also
did administration. Escaped.

Schmidt, Kurt. Dr. Born 1912. Also an engineer. Worked on chemical research.

Schmidt, Walter. Dr. Head of the Chemical Department and came from the Waffen-Union. Held in
prison at Pribram.

Bock, Helmuth. Born 1923. A machine designer in the technical section.

Nordt, Dr. Worked on explosives. Escaped. [...]

Seifert, Hugo. Ing. In charge of the workshops. Imprisoned at Pribram.

Kucera. Leader of Werkschutz. Imprisoned at Pribram.

Larsson. A Swede engaged on the study of rockets.

Votruba, Karel. Dr. Ing. Was chief of the high frequency group. A Czech and now with VTR
research.

Simon, Inval. Dr. Czech. Chief of the low frequency group. Now back at Charles University, Prague.

Truha, Zdenek. Dr. Ing. Czech. Chief of the section dealing with long distance control and measur-
ing. Now working in a technical school in Prague.

Broz, Jaroslav, Dr. Czech. Head of the magnetic section. Now with VTR research.

Jahoda, Dr. Czech. Manager of range laboratories at Drahelcice.

Zbozinek, Arnost, Ing. A Skoda man and head of the general design. Now working in the national
administration at Klastenec Nad Ohri.

Stelsovsky, Jan. Ing. Czech. Head of the rocket design section. Is now in the Czech Army.

Sternad, Dr. Czech. Born 1912. A Skoda man who worked in the physics section at Pribram.
Considered one of the more outstanding technical men.

Kalendovsky, Dr. Czech. Born 1911. Worked as an engineer.

Buresova, Florentine, Ing. (Woman). Born 1922. A German chemical research worker.

Behounek, Dr. Ing. No other information other than that he is under interrogation as as doubtful
Czech.

Knust, Dr. Born 1915. A chemist and belonged to the S.S. A German.

Odstracil, Ing. Czech. An engineer and scientist employed by Zbrojovka.

The above particulars are in many cases very sketchy, indeed some are just the bare facts taken
from the card index. In others this information has been supplemented. [...]
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[p. 42:]

The purpose of the institute was to prepare the documentation for production and to make proto-
types of new products included into the manufacturing programme of the company Waffen Union.
It was engaged in the study of rockets, especially from the theoretical point of view and therefore
preparatory tests were carried out. As an example of the research work we are stating the high
frequency transmission for transmitting the shooting elements at a distance of 10 km., stabilization
device for shooting from tanks by means of a telescope on a gyroscope, simultaneous aiming and
directing of a number of machine-guns, study of directing the rockets by means of infra red rays.

[p. 68:]

Baubin. Was permanent secretary of Skoda. A member of the S.D. [...]

Staller, Karel Ing. Acted as deputy to Voss but worked in the resistance movement and has been
cleared of suspicion of collaboration. He has been given a certificate from Czech General Headquar-
ters to this effect. One of the most able engineers in Czechoslovakia. Sent over 120 engineers and
designers to Allies, as well as machine tools. [...]

Voss, Wilhelm, Dr. Born 1896. A jurist and accountant. Came from Rostock Mecklenberg and was
educated at the Universities of Berlin and Leipzig. Trained as an accountant and worked in an
agricultural organisation and the legal branch of an insurance company. Visited England in 1926
and read paper to an international congress of accountants. Joined the Nazi party in 1937. Was
appointed in 1938 as General Director of Administration and Commerce in the Hermann Goering
Trust in Berlin and in 1939 came to Prague.

Differences with Pleiger caused Goering to form the Skoda Brünn Waffen Union and Voss put in
charge. He was dismissed in January 1945 as unsatisfactory. Now in prison in Prague.

[Despite the deep involvement of Hans Kammler and Erich Purucker with these facilities and
programs, all mention of them has been carefully omitted from this BIOS report (compare with
the information on p. 2907).]

Tom Bower. 1987. The Paperclip Conspiracy: The Hunt for the Nazi Scientists. Boston:
Little, Brown. p. 151.

Rolf Engel, an SS officer who during the war had supervised the production of solid-fuel rockets
at a Skoda plant in Czechoslovakia, was recruited by French agents while hiding in the American
zone, fearing arrest for his wartime activities.

[Rolf Engel, Uwe Bödewadt, and Hermann Teichmann all went to work for France after the war (p.
1306). Information on their postwar contributions is not publicly available, but presumably they
were instrumental in developing modern solid propellant missiles and rockets in France, and they
may have made important contributions in other areas as well.]
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Jan Kot̊ulek. Frantǐsek Čuř́ık (†June 7, 1944): The First Professor of Mathematics and
Descriptive Geometry at Mining University (VŠB). [homel.vsb.cz/∼kot31/Veda/23-
3mi-s71-76Kotulek.pdf]

[...] Some of his colleagues from VŠB promoted the story that Frantǐsek Čuř́ık was forced by the
Nazis to collaborate in their company Waffen-Union research institute in Př́ıbram (contemporary
German name of the town was Pibrans) on the ballistic computations of missiles V-2. He resolutely
refused it as treason and, because he could not see any other way out of this situation, he took his
own life, cf. [7].

However, the story is probably only partially based on the truth. The holding company Waffen-
Union Skoda-Brünn worked in weapon industry within the concern Reichswerke Hermann Göring.
The top management was exclusively German, but research divisions were under Czech governance,
mathematical research division was led by Miloslav Hampl (1897–1974) and physics division by
Professor Václav Doleǰsek (1895–1945), who handed his responsibilities to dr. Miloslav Tayerle
during 1940. Tayerle should have set up the research institute of Waffen-Union in Př́ıbram. He
brought his collaborators from Skoda, hired some researchers from Zbrojovka Brno (Brünn) and
counted also with some professors from the closed VŠB in Př́ıbram. Their names are listed in the
report about the visit of the Mining University from October 9 1943: Jirkovský, Šebesta, Čechura,
Glazunov and Mitinský. Frantǐsek Čuř́ık, then already pensioned for three years, was not considered.
However, in this period, there was also no rocket research.

The situation changed rapidly in August 1944, when SS-Hauptsturmführer Rolf Engel, head of the
Versuchsanstalt für Strahltriebwerke in Grossendorf, evacuated his institute from West Prussia to
the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia and overtook the governance of the research facilities in
Př́ıbram. He had already worked intensively in the rocket research for SS and he strictly opposed
the German army project of V-2, cf. [6]. When Engel came to Př́ıbram, Čuř́ık was already dead.
But even if Engel had looked for collaborators in the spring 1944, he would not have chosen
Čuř́ık. Ballistics was a key discipline, controlled entirely by the Germans, and Engel had his own
mathematicians with expertise in ballistics, namely Dr. Uwe Tim Bödewadt (1911–2003), Dr. Franz
Kalscheuer (1913–2002), Niels W. Larsson or H. Teichmann, see [3].

[...]

[3] Kot̊ulek J.: Angewandte Mathematik in der Rüstungsforschung der Škoda-Werke; mit Akzent
auf der Versuchsanstalt der Waffen-Union Škoda-Brünn in Př́ıbram. In: Fothe M., Schmitz M.,
Skorsetz B., Tobies R. (eds.): Mathematik und Anwendungen, Forum 14 (Thillm, Bad Berka, 2014),
50–57.

[...]

[6] Neufeld M.J.: Rolf Engel vs. the German Army: a Nazi career in rocketry and repression, History
and Technology 13 (1996), 53–72.

[7] Pajer M.: K vývoji a výrobě raketových zbrańı v Př́ıbrami v letech druhé světové války, Pod-
brdsko 13 (2006), 155–164.
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Robert Taylor 3rd. 16 July 1946. Subject: Assembling Certain German Scientific Per-
sonnel for Interrogation. [NARA RG 319, Entry NM3-47B, Box 991, Folder 400. 112
Research/009. 14 May 1945]

1. This Headquarters has been advised by Dr. F. Zwicky, Director of Research, Aerojet Engineering
Corporation, and Colonel R. L. Wassell, Power Plant Laboratory, Engineering Division, through
Air Materiel Command, of the necessity of obtaining information and reliable data in the fields
of thermochemistry and kinetics of chemical reactions to round out information obtained by them
in Germany in 1945. Basic knowledge in these fields is considered of prime importance for future
progress in jet propulsion. It is felt that much of this data may be obtained from interrogating
German scientific personnel now in Germany. [...]

2. It is requested that the necessary action be taken to locate the scientists listed and that ar-
rangements be made to assemble them in two or three locations so that they may be conveniently
interrogated. [...]

PARTIAL LIST OF GERMAN THERMOCHEMISTS HAVING RECENT PUBLICATIONS

NAME

[...]

Teichmann, Dr.

INSTITUTE ASSOCIATED WITH
AT TIME OF PUBLICATION

[...]

He and staff were associated with Prof.
Jost. Group has very good ideas about
chemical reaction problems important for
jet propulsion. Teichmann joined Waffen
Union, Skoda, Pibrans in 1944. He and
staff was at Camp Föhrenwald, Wolfrat-
shausen, Bavaria in 1945. It is important
to find Dr. Teichmann.

LAST KNOWN ADDRESS

[...]

Hindenburgstrasse 96A,
Berlin-Wilmersdorf

[Please see this complete memo on the following pages.]
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Figure E.125: 16 July 1946 list of German scientists to be interrogated by Fritz Zwicky. [NARA
RG 319, Entry NM3-47B, Box 991, Folder 400. 112 Research/009. 14 May 1945]
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Figure E.126: 16 July 1946 list of German scientists to be interrogated by Fritz Zwicky. [NARA
RG 319, Entry NM3-47B, Box 991, Folder 400. 112 Research/009. 14 May 1945]
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Figure E.127: 16 July 1946 list of German scientists to be interrogated by Fritz Zwicky. [NARA
RG 319, Entry NM3-47B, Box 991, Folder 400. 112 Research/009. 14 May 1945]
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Figure E.128: 16 July 1946 list of German scientists to be interrogated by Fritz Zwicky. [NARA
RG 319, Entry NM3-47B, Box 991, Folder 400. 112 Research/009. 14 May 1945]
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Figure E.129: 16 July 1946 list of German scientists to be interrogated by Fritz Zwicky. [NARA
RG 319, Entry NM3-47B, Box 991, Folder 400. 112 Research/009. 14 May 1945]
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[Fritz Zwicky (Swiss, 1898–1974) moved to the United States in 1925, part of the wave of German-
speaking scientific immigrants who came before the Third Reich. He recruited additional German-
speaking scientific immigrants during and after the Third Reich and directly assisted the U.S.
government in transferring as much scientific knowledge as possible out of the German-speaking
world. While Zwicky is best remembered as an astrophysicist, he was keenly interested in all forms
of aerospace propulsion and greatly aided the United States in that area. He was a professor at
Caltech but also a research director/scientific advisor at Aerojet 1943–1961. Zwicky was deeply
involved in scientific interrogations after the war in 1945, and this memo shows that in 1946 he was
still interrogating large numbers of German-speaking scientists. He made the interrogations listed
in this memo on behalf of Aerojet.

Although the memo said the list was aimed at “thermochemistry” or “jet propulsion,” the listed
scientists (and the interrogations that they were presumably subjected to) covered a far broader
range of fields. For example, many scientists on this list were primarily nuclear experts—Klaus
Clusius, Max Volmer, Paul Harteck, Wilhelm Groth, etc. A few names on the list were underlined,
and the memo noted: “Those whose names are underlined, have been working recently in the
fields of our special interest.” One of the underlined names was Paul Harteck. Was that unnamed
“special interest” simply thermochemistry, or some other topic, such as heavy water production or
uranium isotope separation? Was this “thermochemistry” memo an umbrella for a much broader
and multipurpose series of scientific interrogations by the United States?

This memo demonstrates just how dependent the United States was on German-derived scientific
knowledge. It emphasized how much important information was obtained “in Germany in 1945.”
Then it stated that it was “considered of prime importance for future progress” to obtain even more
information, and that “this data may be obtained from interrogating German scientific personnel
now in Germany” during 1946. The United States needed to transfer large amounts of scientific in-
formation and scientific personnel from the German-speaking world, and even that transfer process
itself was directed by U.S. representatives such as Fritz Zwicky and Theodore von Kármán who
were themselves German-speaking scientists.

Hermann Teichmann, who invented and demonstrated ammonium perchlorate/polybutadiene solid
rocket propellant, was especially singled out on this list. The document gave more information
about him than any other scientist on the list, and he was the only scientist for which it was
specifically stated, “It is important to find” him. Apparently either Fritz Zwicky had been directly
involved in interrogating Teichmann in 1945, or else Zwicky had read detailed reports on those
interrogations (such as the other documents quoted in this section). Teichmann eventually ended
up working for France. It is unclear from this and other available documents if Zwicky actually
did interrogate Teichmann in 1946, but it seems evident that Zwicky and his employer Aerojet
were keenly interested in and highly knowledgeable about Teichmann’s revolutionary work on solid
propellant rockets.

Presumably based on such information, in 1948 Aerojet began producing ammonium perchlo-
rate/polymer propellants, and it even hired German-speaking scientists such as Karl Klager to
perfect those propellants, along with the continuing guidance of Zwicky. Please see the following
documents for more information.]
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J. D. Hunley. 1999. The History of Solid-Propellant Rocketry: What We Do and Do
Not Know. AIAA paper 99-2925. [Hunley 1999;
https://www.nasa.gov/centers/dryden/pdf/88635main H-2330.pdf]

Integral to the stories of the propellants used on large rockets and missiles, smaller tactical missiles,
and a host of smaller rockets for a variety of rockets and spacecraft were the various binders, fuels,
and oxidizers that went into the propellants. For example, the motors for the Polaris A1 missile
designed by Aerojet featured a cast, case-bonded polyether-polyester-polyurethane composition
with 15 percent aluminum and ammonium perchlorate. Karl Klager at Aerojet has been credited
with being largely responsible for developing both the grain and the propellant for these motors,
but the story of their development is evidently quite complex. Klager received the U. S. Navy
Distinguished Public Services Award in 1958 for his work on the Polaris missile, but the development
of some of the propellant ingredients predates when Klager joined Aerojet in 1950. [...]

Karl Klager, who is credited with the development of HTPB [hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene],
was asked how he came to develop this low-cost, low-viscosity propellant that has become an indus-
try standard. He said only that he started development in 1961 but waited until 1969 to propose
the propellant to NASA for the Astrobee D and Astrobee F sounding rockets on which it flew
successfully. Perhaps, however, Klager’s response regarding how he came to discover unsymmetri-
cal dimethylhydrazine (UDMH) (which is a liquid propellant used on the Bomarc missile, Titan
2 missile, Titan 3 and Titan 4 rockets, and other missiles and rockets) applies equally to HTPB.
Klager said that he simply brought his knowledge of the science of chemistry to bear on the need
for a propellant. He had earned a Ph.D. in chemistry from the University of Vienna in 1934 and
had worked for several chemical firms in Europe from 1931 to 1948 before moving to the United
States and starting work for Aerojet in 1950.

[Although aerospace historian J. D. Hunley focused mainly on the work of American engineers in the
above paper and in the following book, he could not avoid mentioning the important contributions
of Karl Klager (Austrian, 1908–2002) to the development of large solid-propellant rockets in the
United States after the war.]

J. D. Hunley. Preludes to U.S. Space-Launch Vehicle Technology: Goddard Rockets to
Minuteman III. [Hunley 2008a]

[pp. 154–156:]

Meanwhile, the first known castable solid propellant was the composite developed by John Parsons
at the Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory at Caltech back in 1942 for use in JATO motors.
Containing asphalt as a binder and potassium perchlorate as an oxidizer, this propellant—known as
GALCIT 53 after the lab’s acronym—did not have a particularly impressive performance compared,
for example, with the double-base composition called ballistite. But it retained its performance at
temperatures down to 40oF far better than the compressed black powder Parsons had been using
in JPL’s JATO motors. At lower temperatures, however, GALCIT 53 cracked. It also melted in
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the tropical sun and was very smoky when burning. This last characteristic limited the takeoff
of follow-on aircraft using JATO units on a single runway because the smoke restricted visibility.
These shortcomings led researchers at GALCIT and its successor, JPL, to search for an elastic
binder with storage limits beyond GALCIT 53’s extremes of -9oF and 120oF. In particular, a young
engineer named Charles Bartley, who was employed at JPL from June 1944 to August 1951, began
examining synthetic rubbers and polymers, eventually hitting upon a liquid polysulfide compound
designated LP-2, which worked as as solid-propellant binder. It was made by the Thiokol Chemical
Corporation for sealing aircraft tanks and other applications. [...]

Before learning of LP-2, Bartley and his associates at JPL had tried a variety of moldable synthetic
rubbers to use as binders and fuels, including Buna-S, Buna-N, and Neoprene. Neoprene worked
best, both as a binder and as a fuel, but molding it required high pressures, like the extrusion
process used with double-base propellants, which made the production of large propellant grains
impractical. [...]

With encouragement from Army Ordnance and the Navy, Bartley—joined by John I. Shafer, a JPL
design engineer, and H. Lawrence Thackwell Jr., whose expertise lay in aircraft structures—began
in 1947 to develop a small rocket designated Thunderbird, which had a 6-inch diameter. The three
researchers used it for testing whether polysulfide propellants could withstand the forces of high
acceleration that a large launch vehicle might also encounter. [...]

Combining a polysulfide propellant with the star design and casting it in the case so that a bond
formed, the team under Bartley produced the successful Thunderbird rocket that passed its flight
tests in 1947–48.

While this rocket was being tested, another significant development for composite propellants was
occurring—the replacement of potassium perchlorate by ammonium perchlorate, which offered
higher performance and less smoke. [...] Already in 1947, however, JPL had developed a propellant
designated JPL118 that used only ammonium perchlorate as an oxidizer together with polysulfide
as the binder and couple of curing agents. Although this propellant had yet to be fully investigated
in 1947, by mid-1948 it provided a specific impulse of 198 lbf-sec/lbm at sea level using an expansion
ratio of 10 for the rocket nozzle. [...]

Aerojet likewise began using ammonium perchlorate in its Aeroplex (polyester polymer) propel-
lants in 1948 in order to increase specific impulse and reduce smoke. Funded by the Navy Bureau
of Aeronautics to develop a basic understanding of the production and employment of solid pro-
pellants, Aerojet increased the specific impulse of its ammonium perchlorate propellants to 235
lbf-sec/lbm, but its Aeroplex binder was not case bondable, leading the firm to switch in 1954 to
a polyurethane propellant that was.

In the interim, Thiokol sought to sell its polymer to Aerojet and another manufacturer of rockets,
the Hercules Powder Company, but both rejected Thiokol’s product because its 32 percent sulfur
content made it a poor fuel. [...]

[p. 295–296:]

It was not ARC’s polyvinyl chloride, however, that served as the binder for Polaris. Rather it
was a polyurethane developed by Aerojet. This development began under a small Navy nitropoly-
mer program funded by the Office of Naval Research about 1947 to seek high-energy binders for
solid propellants. A few Aerojet chemists synthesized a number of high-energy compounds, but the
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process required levels of heating that went beyond what was safe for potentially explosive com-
pounds. Then one of the chemists, Rodney Fischer, found “an obscure reference in a German patent”
suggesting that “iron chelate compounds would catalyze the reaction of alcohols and isocyanates
to make urethanes at essentially room temperature.” This discovery started the development of
polyurethane propellants in many places besides Aerojet.

Meanwhile, in 1949 Dr. Karl Klager, then working for the Office of Naval Research in Pasadena,
suggested to Aerojet’s parent firm, General Tire, that it begin work on foamed polyurethane,
leading to two patents held by Klager with Dick Geckler and R. Parette of Aerojet. In 1950 Klager,
who had earned a Ph.D. in chemistry from the University of Vienna in 1934 and had come to this
country as part of Project Paperclip, began working for Aerojet. By 1954 he headed the rocket firm’s
solid-propellant development group. Once the Polaris program began in December 1956, Klager’s
group decided to reduce the percentage of solid oxidizer as one component of the propellant by
including oxidizing capacity in the binder itself, using a nitromonomer as a reagent to produce the
polyurethane plus some inert polynitro compounds as plasticizers, or softening agents. [...T]hey
came up with successful propellants for both stages of Polaris A1.

These consisted of a cast, case-bonded polyurethane composition including different percentages of
ammonium perchlorate and aluminum for stages 1 and 2, both of them featuring an internal-burning
six-point star configuration.

[p. 396:]

10. [...] According to Fuhrman, “Polaris to Trident,” 12, “Tests at the Naval Ordnance Test Station
in 1955, which were confirmed by the Atlantic Research Corporation in 1956, demonstrated a
significant increase in specific impulse obtained by the addition of finely divided aluminum to the
propellant.”

11. [...] For his work in developing both the grain and the propellant, Klager received the Navy’s
Distinguished Public Service Award in 1958[...]

[p. 319:]

The Minuteman team delivered the first Minuteman I to the Strategic Air Command in October
1962, almost exactly four years after the first development contracts were signed. [...]

The first stage, developed and produced by Thiokol, included a new propellant binder developed
by the company’s chemists between 1952 and 1954.

[...] Thiokol added 10 percent acrylonitrile to the PBAA, creating polybutadiene-acrylic acid-
acrylonitrile (PBAN). The binder and curing agent constituted only 14 percent of the propellant,
with ammonium perchlorate (the oxidizer) and aluminum (the major fuel) being the two other
main ingredients.

[A] Teflon-coated mandrel created the tapered six-point star that formed the internal-burning
cavity. [...]
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B. P. Mason and C. M. Roland. 2019. Solid Propellants. Rubber Chemistry and Tech-
nology 92:1:1–24. [https://arxiv.org/pdf/1904.01510.pdf]

[...] V. POLYMERIC BINDERS [...]

C. POLYSULFIDES

In the latter stages of World War II, SRM binder work for JATOs led to the use of a styrene-
butadiene rubber, Buna-S, developed by IG Farben in Germany before the war. Although Buna-S
performed well over a broad temperature range, dewetting of the motor grain from the case proved
an insurmountable problem. Adhesion at the motor’s bond line is critical because the debonded
surface of the grain will burn prematurely, causing motor failure. [...]

D. PLASTISOLS

[...] Plastisol nitrocellulose (PNC), sometimes called “spheroidal” or “pelletized” nitrocellulose,
was developed at ARC and also featured a long pot life, although not as long as PVC’s. PNC used
NC nitrated at 12.6%, dissolved in nitromethane and ethyl centralite, and emulsified in water. The
nitromethane was then leached out and 5–50 micron spheres collected by centrifugation. While used
sparingly in SRM, PNC was employed in warheads and gun propellants. The U.S. Navy deemed
PNC important enough that it manufactured the material itself at the Naval Propellant Plant in
Indian Head, Maryland, starting in 1958. Production ended when accidents forced closure of the
facility in the 1990s.

E. POLY(BUTADIENE-ACRYLIC ACID)

In the mid-1950s, butadiene-containing copolymers reappeared with poly(butadiene-acrylic acid;
PBAA), a random copolymer developed as a binder by Thiokol at Redstone Arsenal. PBAA had
a molecular weight of about 3000 Da, but being made by free radical emulsion polymerization,
it was a mixture of various polyfunctional chains, including some nonfunctional, resulting in poor
reproducibility. Crosslinking was carried out by ring opening of difunctional epoxides and aziridines
by the acrylic acid groups. Although the prepolymer had a sufficiently low viscosity to allow high
solids loading, the resulting crosslinked polymer had poor mechanical properties because of the
irregular network structure and for this reason was abandoned. However, PBAA was used by
Thiokol as the binder for the first stage of the Minuteman I ICBM. [...]

H. HTPB

Hydroxyl-functionalized prepolymers had been combined with multifunctional isocyanates in the
early 1950s, even before the introduction of PBAN and CTPB. General Tire & Rubber experi-
mented with urethane crosslinked polyethers and polyesters for propulsion formulations as early
as 1947. However, it was Aerojet that had the initial successes with these materials under the
leadership of Karl Klager, an Austrian chemist who had worked for IG Farben during the Second
World War and was brought to the United States by the U.S. Office of Naval Research under Op-
eration Paperclip in 1949. Klager’s polyurethanes were used in both stages of the Polaris A1 and
in the second stage of the Minuteman I. These materials were a combination of poly(1,2-propylene
oxide) (PPG) and poly(1,4-tetramethylene oxide) (PTMEG), cured with toluene diisocyanate and
crosslinked with triethanolamine. Other examples of such binders included poly(ethylene oxide)
(PEG), poly(neopentylglycol azelate), and poly(butylene oxide); commonly referred to as B-2000.
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These types of binders had excellent stability, mechanical properties, and reliability for their era
but nevertheless were passed over in favor of CTPB-based formulations.

So dominant was CTPB throughout the 1960s that although HTPB was first synthesized for use
in binders in 1961, it did not see actual use in a rocket motor until 1968, when Aerojet used it
in a dual-thrust radial-burning motor grain formulation for the Astrobee D, a NASA-sponsored
meteorological sounding rocket. Gradually, HTPB gained widespread use as a replacement binder
in older systems employing CTPB, for example, in the Maverick, Stinger, and Sidewinder missiles.
After 50 years of use, HTPB remains the standard binder for nearly all U.S.-made SRM. HTPB-
based polyurethane binders are relatively inexpensive, have low viscosity prepolymers, and exhibit
good mechanical and aging properties. The binary system enables a high solids content, providing
one of the highest specific impulses among solid propellants. [...]

VI. ENERGETIC POLYMERS [...]

A. POLY(GLYCIDYL NITRATE)

In 1953, formulators at the U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station in China Lake, California, synthesized
800 to 3400 Da poly(glycidyl nitrate; PGN) using stannic chloride as a catalyst[...]

[Karl Klager had a huge number of patents on solid and liquid rocket propellants—see for example
Figs. E.130–E.136.

The above article specifically credits some of the contributions of Karl Klager, but likely there were
many other contributions from the German-speaking world to postwar solid propellant rockets.
After the war, U.S. aerospace laboratories in places such as Redstone Arsenal, China Lake, and
Indian Head were filled with German-speaking scientists, German-produced hardware, and German-
derived documents and technical information. If many of these solid propellant innovations were
not derived from German work, why were they not developed by the United States during World
War II, before the German-speaking scientists and information arrived, when the United States
had great need for such technologies in the war? It would be useful for future historians to search
for specific people, paper trails, and other links connecting wartime German work on solid rocket
propellants and postwar U.S. work on such propellants.]
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Figure E.130: An example of Karl Klager’s patents on rocket propellant.
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Figure E.131: An example of Karl Klager’s patents on rocket propellant.
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Figure E.132: An example of Karl Klager’s patents on rocket propellant.
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Figure E.133: An example of Karl Klager’s patents on rocket propellant.
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Figure E.134: An example of Karl Klager’s patents on rocket propellant.
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Figure E.135: An example of Karl Klager’s patents on rocket propellant.
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Figure E.136: An example of Karl Klager’s patents on rocket propellant.
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David Beers. 1996. Blue Sky Dream: A Memoir of America’s Fall from Grace. [Beers
1996, pp. 38–39]

“The most beautiful missiles ever fired,” a U.S. Navy Rear Admiral pronounced the nuclear-tipped
A1X Polaris, having witnessed its successful submarine test on a summer day in 1960. The fully
evolved, deployed Polaris, designed under the guidance of Wernher von Braun’s friend and fellow
former Nazi, Wolfgang Noeggerath, was capable of traveling 2,400 nautical miles in a few minutes
and delivering, from its elusively mobile launchpad, three separate warheads to a single target deep
within the Soviet Union—facts no doubt beautiful to a nuclear warfare strategist.

[The journalist David Beers, who grew up surrounded by the research of his father and his father’s
coworkers at Lockheed, singled out the importance of Wolfgang Noeggerath for the Polaris solid-
propellant missile.]

Baltimore Sun 2000-11-29. Werner W. Hohenner, 93, Scientist Who Helped Develop
Polaris Missile [www.baltimoresun.com/news/bs-xpm-2000-11-29-0011290120-story.html].

From 1947 until 1954, Mr. Hohenner was at the Point Mugu Naval Air Weapon Station in California,
working in the Naval Ballistic Program that led to the development of the Polaris missile, the first
U.S. submarine-launched ballistic missile.

During the rocket’s development, Mr. Hohenner prevailed over Mr. von Braun, who insisted that
the rocket be fueled by liquid rather than solid fuel.

“He brought a great knowledge ... in fuel handling, and convinced the Navy that if they followed
von Braun’s plan to use liquid fuel, which is dangerous, they could plan on losing a sub a year in
accidents,” said Robert L. Frohmuth, a retired Navy electrical engineer. “It was a breakthrough,
and he was the one who got solid fuel missiles started, which are still being used today.”

“His greatest achievement was the development of the Polaris,” said Mr. Schmitz.

From 1957 until retiring in 1973, Mr. Hohenner was chief scientist at the air arm division at the
Westinghouse plant in Linthicum, where he continued his work on weapon systems and ballistic
missiles.

[The Baltimore Sun reported the death of another German scientist who played an important role
in the development of the Polaris missile.]
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The Birth and Boyhood of Point Mugu by Captain Grayson Merrill, USN (Ret). 2003.
http://stagone.org/?page id=28 [Merrill 2003]

Shortly after this I was detailed to witness some V-2 firings at Cuxhaven staged by the British
and executed by Germans from Peenemunde. It reinforced, in my mind, the correctness of choosing
Point Mugu. After the firings a small group of American observers gathered in a Bremen rathskeller
to quaff beer and discuss what we had seen. A rumpled fake Army Colonel named Theodore von
Kármán summed up our feelings, “You young fellows must now go home and arrange to put these
Germans to work. In the meantime build a test range for the missiles to come.”

Almost 20 years later it can be said that Point Mugu has borne out the committee’s judgments.
[...]

Many of the LOON technical successes are traceable to the “German Scientists” who migrated to
Point Mugu. These included Willy Fiedler, Robert Lusser and Otto Schwede. But Dr. Herbert A.
Wagner, now deceased, deserves special mention. [...]

I left in 1949 but nevertheless watched with pride as the range expanded in support of such missiles
as LARK, SPARROW, REGULUS, RIGEL, POLARIS and TOMAHAWK.

[Grayson Merrill, a retired Navy Captain, also emphasized the central role of German-speaking
scientists in the missile programs.

For considerable documentation on Willy Fiedler’s aerospace work in both Germany and the United
States, see https://earlyflightera.com/from-fledermaus-to-polaris/]
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Figure E.137: Willy Fiedler made many major contributions to the Polaris missile program.
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Figure E.138: An example of Willy Fiedler’s patents related to the Polaris missile.
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Figure E.139: An example of Willy Fiedler’s patents related to the Polaris missile.
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Figure E.140: An example of Willy Fiedler’s patents related to the Polaris missile.
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Figure E.141: An example of Willy Fiedler’s patents related to the Polaris missile.
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Figure E.142: An example of Willy Fiedler’s patents related to the Polaris missile.
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Figure E.143: An example of Willy Fiedler’s patents related to the Polaris missile.
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Figure E.144: A patent on missile guidance systems for the U.S. Navy by Herbert Wagner.
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Marsha Freeman. 2003. Arthur Rudolph and the Rocket That Took Us to the Moon.
54th International Astronautical Congress of the International Astronautical Feder-
ation, the International Academy of Astronautics, and the International Institute of
Space Law. IAC-03-IAA.2.1.02 [www.scientistsandfriends.com/files/arthur.pdf].

In 1956, the decision was made that the U.S. Army needed a “shoot and scoot” mobile missile,
which meant it had to be solid-fueled. This was the Pershing program.

Arthur Rudolph was made the project director, with $500 million for its development. He assembled
a team, and took bids. He visited the potential contractors in person, and, knowing the guidance
system was critical, chose the Bendix plant in New Jersey for the job. After inspecting their facilities,
he noted that it had the best precision machine tools for the job, which were made in Germany!
“That was the firm for us!” he decided.

The creed that Arthur Rudolph developed to manage the Pershing rocket was that “nothing could
fall through the cracks.” Research and development laboratories were expanded for testing vibra-
tion, hearing, and other conditions that would face the rocket in flight.

Following the uproar after the Soviet launch of Sputnik in November 1957, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) was established. The heart of the new civilian space program
would be rockets, and the von Braun team was transferred from the Army—all but Arthur Rudolph.
He was considered irreplaceable on the Pershing program.

In 1960, Arthur Rudolph, for his management of the Pershing missile program, received the Ex-
ceptional Civilian Service award, the highest civilian award in the Army. [...]

In 1962, at a meeting at NASA headquarters in Washington, Arthur Rudolph put forward his list
of basic requirements for the Apollo rocket, and a mission plan that was based on his experience
managing the Pershing program. In 1963, he was named the program manager for the Saturn V.
[...]

Arthur Rudolph’s management of the massive Saturn V rocket program involved his personal track-
ing of all of the aspects of the system. He had a chart in his office showing all of the components,
large and small, to be able to immediately see their progress. This made the entire program trans-
parent, and provided an overview of the massive coordination. Every problem was dealt with, in
excruciating detail, by the program manager and his staff. [...]

For his management of the Saturn V program, Arthur Rudolph received both the Exceptional
Service Medal and the Distinguished Medal from NASA.

His job of developing and producing the rocket to take men to the Moon completed, Arthur Rudolph
retired from the space agency, and rocket research, on January 1, 1969.
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Figure E.145: Arthur Rudolph managed the development of the Pershing 1 missile, and then the
development of the Saturn V moon rocket.
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Figure E.146: German-speaking scientists played major roles in the development of postwar large
solid propellant rockets such as the Polaris missiles.
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Figure E.147: German-speaking scientists played major roles in the development of postwar large
solid propellant rockets such as the Pershing missiles.
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Figure E.148: German-speaking scientists played major roles in the development of postwar large
solid propellant rockets such as the Minuteman missiles.
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E.2.5 Longer-Term Space Projects

[During the war, German-speaking engineers developed detailed plans and experimental technolo-
gies that would ultimately prove extremely useful for longer-term space projects after the war. In
many cases, those engineers themselves were able to further pursue these technologies after the war.
This section includes sources that cover:

A. Orbital spacecraft and space stations.

B. Fission thermal rocket propulsion.

C. Fission pulse rocket propulsion.

D. Electric rocket propulsion.

E. Antimatter rocket propulsion.]

A. Orbital spacecraft and space stations

[Walter Hohmann (German, 1880–1945) published a detailed textbook of calculations for spacecraft
trajectories and orbits in 1925 [Hohmann 1925]. Figures E.149–E.152 show illustrations from his
book for calculations regarding atmospheric reentry, aerobraking, and what are now called Hohmann
ellipses—elliptical orbits for transferring from one nearly circular orbit (such as that of a planet)
to another (such as that of another planet) with the smallest possible expenditure of energy. The
methods that Hohmann proposed and worked out in 1925 have been utilized quite effectively since
the 1960s and will continue to be widely used in future space missions.

In 1928, Hermann Potočnik (Austrian/Slovene, 1892–1929), under the pen name of “Hermann No-
ordung,” published a book with detailed designs of a large, circular, rotating space station, as shown
in Figs. E.153–E.156 [Noordung 1928]. Potočnik’s designs accurately accounted for everything from
the solar energy requirements of the space station’s power plant to the artificial gravity in its liv-
ing quarters. His book also incorporated many of Hohmann’s proposed methods for interplanetary
missions. Unfortunately Potočnik died from tuberculosis (which he had contracted during World
War I) when he was only 36; if he had lived he might have helped to realize some of his visions.

Guido von Pirquet (Austrian, 1880–1966) and Hermann Oberth (German, 1894–1989) separately
designed space stations in 1928–1929 [Ley 1928; Oberth 1929]. See Fig. 9.112. Oberth pointed out
that such a station could for example tend large space-based mirrors to reflect sunlight on the
earth. Depending on they were used, such mirrors might improve everything from agriculture to
power production to weather, or they might incinerate opposing countries.

Plans for a space station and space mirror were seriously considered by the German government
during World War II, especially with regard to potential military applications [NYT 1945-06-29 p.
1, 1945-06-30 p. 3; Life 1945-07-23 p. 78; Time 1946-09-02 p. 52]. See p. 3424.

There were detailed wartime designs for large three-stage rockets (A-11 through A-15) capable of
launching cargo or vehicles into earth orbit or beyond (see p. 3200). During the war, was any exper-
imental work beyond the drawing board done on any of them—wind tunnel models, rocket engine
mock-ups, etc? Considering the evidence for other developments in Appendices A–E, historians
should not be too quick to rule out the possibility.]
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Figure E.149: Walter Hohmann published a detailed textbook of calculations for spacecraft trajec-
tories and orbits in 1925 [Hohmann 1925].
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Figure E.150: Walter Hohmann proposed and calculated aerobraking maneuvers to slow an inter-
planetary spacecraft by briefly dipping into the atmosphere of the target planet [Hohmann 1925].
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Figure E.151: Walter Hohmann proposed and calculated reentry trajectories to slow a spacecraft
returning to Earth without creating excessive g-forces from atmospheric drag [Hohmann 1925].
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Figure E.152: Walter Hohmann proposed and calculated what are now called Hohmann ellipses—
elliptical orbits for transferring from one nearly circular orbit (such as that of a planet) to another
(such as that of another planet) with the smallest possible expenditure of energy [Hohmann 1925].
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Figure E.153: Hermann Potočnik, under the pen name of “Hermann Noordung,” published a book
with detailed designs of a large, circular, rotating space station in 1928 [Noordung 1928].
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Figure E.154: Hermann Potočnik proposed placing a satellite into geosynchronous orbit, such that
the satellite would make one orbit every 24 hours, the same as the Earth’s rotation. Thus the
satellite would stay over the same part of the Earth as it orbited [Noordung 1928].
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Figure E.155: Hermann Potočnik, under the pen name of “Hermann Noordung,” published a book
with detailed designs of a large, circular, rotating space station in 1928 [Noordung 1928].
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Figure E.156: Hermann Potočnik, under the pen name of “Hermann Noordung,” published a book
with detailed designs of a large, circular, rotating space station in 1928 [Noordung 1928].
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Gladwin Hill, Nazis’ Scientists Planned Sun ‘Gun’ 5,100 Miles Up. New York Times.
29 June 1945 p. 1.

PARIS, June 28—German scientists, a high United States Army ordnance officer disclosed today,
were soberly working on a project of contriving a platform 5,100 miles in the air from which, within
a matter of fifty or 100 years, it was believed, it might be possible to harness the sun’s rays to
demolish nations at will and rule the world.

“Fantastic” is the only word that comes to mind for this project. Yet “fantastic,” officers here avow
on the basis of the caliber of the scientists involved and the cold, sound method of their work, is a
classification into which the project definitely cannot be put.

“We were interested,” ordnance officers said after exhaustive interrogation of the scientists, “with
their practical engineering minds and their distaste for the fantastic.” They had even figured the
dimensions of a mirror that would be necessary up 5,100 miles to focus the sun’s rays for the
purpose—three kilometers [1.86 miles] square.

These are some of the scientists who devised so recently the inconceivable buzz-bombs and the V-2
rocket bombs. They are some of the scientists who, it was disclosed today, had virtually perfected,
in addition to the previously revealed secret weapons, a method of launching V-2 rocket bombs
from submarines 300 feet under water that might have blasted New York as London was blasted.

They are scientists who, on the basis of their amazing rocket work, take it for granted that transat-
lantic mail rockets are a development of only a few years hence and that forty-minute transatlantic
passenger rockets are probable in fifteen to twenty-five years.

It was disclosed further that a number of these scientists—there were about 100 leading rocket
researchers and around 1,100 others—are so dedicated to their researches and so aware that there
is no hope of pursuing them in Germany during their lifetime that they are putting science ahead
of nationality and volunteering to move to the United States and Britain to continue their work.
Plans are under official discussion for a center in the United States to exploit their discoveries.

How many of these discoveries have been disclosed to the Japanese is not known, but an intelligence
officer at Supreme Allied Headquarters said last week that the Germans had withheld some secrets
from them.

The man who made these astonishing revelations and the fullest report yet on German weapons at a
press conference today is Lieut. Col. John A. Keck, chief of the Ordnance Service’s enemy technical
intelligence branch in the European theatre. Colonel Keck is a retired Pittsburgh engineer whose
home is in Greensburg, Pa. A World War I veteran, he went to London in April, 1943, when his
branch was organized to work with a similar British hush-hush bureau.

Spies Traced Germans’ Work

Colonel Keck indicated that there was a regular traffic of Allied spies in and out of Germany,
and said that through undercover activities the Allies had been able to keep virtually day-to-day
information on the work at the Germans’ main rocket-development base at Peenemuende on the
Baltic, making possible the famous Royal Air Force bombing attack there during a conclave of
scientists, which inflicted hundreds of casualties and is believed to have set rocket development
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back a fatal six months. [...]

The final contemplated objective was to launch projectile vehicles from the sky platform into
interstellar space.

Despite the weird nature of these notions, the scientists were described by the Allied examiners as
“men of extremely practical and keen minds,” Colonel Keck said.

Scientists Talkative on Ideas

One hundred and fifty rocket and other scientists were found by the Allied forces soon after the
German surrender at a research center in Hillersleben, pondering their projects and waiting to
discuss them. British officers have participated in the interrogations, which still are going on. The
British War Office automatically receives copies of all American reports in this field, and Colonel
Keck said the Russians had interrogated some of the same scientists and that it was intended to
share German scientific information with “all the Allied nations.”

The submarine V-2 project was developed in Toplitz Lake, in the Austrian Alps, by Dr. Heinrich
Determann and fourteen assistants, who were arrested by the Eightieth Infantry Division after a
small boy and an old shoemaker in the lakeside village of Gossl had told the Americans of “big
metal fish jumping from the water into the air” and of “undersea boats that shot out fiery comets.”

It transpired that the experimenters have started by shooting Nebelwerfer rocket field guns from
a few feet under water and by last January had worked up to shooting from a depth of 300 feet a
rocket that, once in the air, traveled like the V-2.

By the time the troops arrived the apparatus had been sunk in the lake and the records destroyed.
Dr. Determann remarked: “Who knows? Perhaps German victory likes under Toplitz Lake.” It is
hoped the work can be reconstructed.

New Anti-Aircraft Weapon

Another of the secret weapons that Colonel Keck said the Germans had “practically perfected”
was a rocket-propelled missle capabe of exploding within ten yards of a plane ten miles in the air.

“It is generally conceded that the Allies urgently need a more effective anti-aircraft weapon, and
it is expected that the rocket will replace all other types of anti-aircraft guns,” Colonel Keck said.
“The German scientists’ contribution to the rocket field in the last decade was unique and a great
engineering accomplishment.”

The speed attained by the V-2’s—which, it had been previously disclosed, the Germans were
developing not only to fire across the Atlantic, but also as far as from Britain to Japan—would get
them from Europe to the United States in less than an hour, Colonel Beck said, and, in the light of
progress up to now, the question of slowing them down at the end of the trip to make them feasible
for mail and passengers is a relatively “minor problem.” [...]
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[This report describes detailed plans (and in some cases extensive development programs) for:

• Surface-to-air missiles that were “practically perfected” and had range and accuracy far better
than anything possessed by the Allies.

• Submarine-launched ballistic missiles (note that much of the development and testing was
being performed in the central European mountains, not just on the coast).

• Intercontinental rockets capable of crossing the Atlantic ocean (approximately 5000 km).

• Intercontinental rockets capable of traveling halfway around the earth (approximately 20,000
km).

• A manned space station.

• Space-based solar energy collectors and directed energy weapons.

• Interplanetary (presumably incorrectly stated as interstellar) space probes.

Versions of this story were also reported in:

Gladwin Hill, Sun Gun Weighed By Germans In 1929. New York Times. 30 June 1945 p. 3.

The German Space Mirror: Nazi Men of Science Seriously Planned to Use a Man-Made Satellite as
a Weapon for Conquest. Life. 23 July 1945 p. 78.

Sun-Ray War. The Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 29 June 1945 p. 5.
[https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/imageserver-newspapers/EP19450629.pdf]

To Rocket Mail over Atlantic in 40 Minutes. Toronto Daily Star. 29 June 1945 p. 1.]
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George Millar. Hitler’s Crazy Gang Were Not So Crazy. Daily Express 29 June 1945
p. 1.

PARIS, Thursday.—Hitler’s scientists planned permanent stations 5,100 miles above the earth, to
harness the sun’s energy.

Allied experts have found this plan to be technically sound, it was stated in Paris tonight by
Lieut.-Colonel John A. Keck, the senior U.S. soldier in the job of questioning German scientists.

The value of their work, Colonel Keck says, is staggering, so staggering that it is likely to revolu-
tionise the course of our lives. It shivers the imagination.

And it sprang from the mad energy of Hitler, who demanded “scare and screw-ball weapons.”

When the first silver clouds of Flying Fortresses filled the German sky, while the Allied world hailed
these planes as the height of modernity, our experts knew that they were already obsolete.

The German “dream of space” began from the horror weapons which attacked London.

To the German scientists V2 was only a toy. They had worked out A10, which had a range of from
1,200 to 1,800 miles, compared with the V2’s 162 miles.

And then they worked on an advanced version of A10, a giant rocket with wings.

Colonel Keck added: “If the war had gone on another six months we know that V weapons would
probably have been pounding New York.”

He went on to the second stage of the V experiments. At 5,100 miles above the earth’s surface,
where gravity is known to be neutral, the Germans planned to establish within from 50 to 100 years
a “space station”—a kind of solid platform in the sky to house a colony of scientists, astronomers
and observers.

Rule the world

There they would set up a large reflector or reflectors for concentrating the sun’s rays on the earth
for power-generating purposes.

The rays would be directed at specific spots on the earth’s surface, where the heat energy of
generated steam would be converted into electrical energy.

One German scientist said that the first country to install these reflectors in the heavens would be
able to rule the world by focusing them to:–

Turn the oceans to steam;
Kindle forest fires;
Wipe out whole cities.

Even more fantastic is the next objective—the forming on those platforms of “space stations” for
launching space-ships which would travel, presumably, to other planets.

Colonel Keck added that all this material was at the disposal of the British Government, and that
much of it had undoubtedly been handed by the Nazis to the Japanese.

The Russians had been given access to some of the German scientists questioned.
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Volney D. Hurd. Nazi Trick Weapons ‘Out Of This World.’ Christian Science Monitor
29 June 1945 p. 1.

PARIS, June 29—Bombing of San Francisco by robot bombs launched in Japan cannot be consid-
ered entirely impossible, in the view of German physicists who stated that they would have been
ready to shoot improved V-2’s over a distance of 3,600 miles if they had been granted another six
months’ time for their research.

The step-by-step uncovering of German research work of the last five years has caused other sur-
prises, too—none probably greater than the sensation provoked by the disclosure that German
physicists gave serious thought even to fantastic plans for construction of a solar power station
5,100 miles above the earth’s surface.

American ordnance experts are seriously interested in how far the Japanese have progressed in their
rocket research. They find some German natural scientists very sound and think that an extension
of the 3,600-mile range can be expected shortly.

Japan Given Data

Col. John A. Keck, chief of the Enemy Technical Intelligence branch, says he now can disclose this
with the knowledge that the Japanese have full possession of German information.

Colonel Keck proved to the satisfaction of his office that German physicists would be so useful
that plans are under consideration to bring a number of them to the United States and set up
an exploitation center where United States armed forces and American industrialists may take
advantage of their ability.

German rocket research followed two lines: Flight control and range. By 1938, a model had been
developed which went 13 miles into the air and then came down with a parachute, allowing time to
check the control instruments. From this grew the first V-2 used against London with a 150-mile
range.

By the beginning of this year, the range was extended to 300 miles. A third model, the most recent,
had a 1,200-to-1,800-mile range as a step to the 3,600-mile job scheduled to come up in November.

It is on this basis that Colonel Keck said he would very much like to know what Japan has done
with the rocket information given it by the Germans.

According to Colonel Keck, the V-2, built on improved lines, weighs 13 tons, carries 2,150 pounds
of TNT, and reaches a top speed of 3,600 miles an hour. This is achieved during the first third of
the flight, at which time the fuel is exhausted. During the last two thirds of the flight, the bomb
is carried by its own momentum through the stratosphere. It falls down to earth with a terminal
velocity of 2,400 miles an hour.

There is no known defense against V-2’s except to strike at the source from which they are launched.

Another phase of the German rocket research also promised plenty of trouble in the future. A group
of researchists, headed by Dr. Heinrich Determann, explored the problems of underwater launching
of rockets.
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Colonel Keck pointed out that Hitler ordered all German artillery to be converted to rocket types
by 1944. Actually the Germans have developed an antiaircraft or rocket flak gun able to range as
high as 50,000 feet. Its explosion can be timed to within 10 feet of the objective, it was disclosed.

Other weapons of the rocket-launching variety were described as a 38-centimeter—about 15-inch—
projector on a Tiger tank which could fire 760-pound shells and an 11-inch railway gun firing
rocket-propelled missiles.

Flak Guns for U-Boats

By working on underwater launching, they developed flak guns for submarines. They had developed
such a gun, so that their submarines in the future could have fired at low-flying airplanes without
having to surface at all.

By January of this year, Dr. Determann had a rocket gun ready that could fire a rocket the size of
a V-2 from 300 feet below the water surface at a predetermined point and angle of departure. It
would burst out into the air in a typical V-2 flight.

This meant another answer to attacking the coast of the United States, for even with their short
range of 300 miles, V-2’s could be carried by submarines to a point 200 or 300 miles off the American
coast. If fired from such a depth, chances of the German submarine being detected and caught would
be very very slight. Unfortunately, Dr. Determann was able to destroy his blueprints, formulas, and
other data and to sink the experimental machinery and equipment in the Toplitz See in Austria
before American troops went there.

Technical Vistas Enlarged

Development of the rocket has opened vast vistas of technical marvels, long dreamed of by imagi-
native physicists all over the world.

One of these vistas, considered a “logical expectation within some 50 to 100 years,” is the construc-
tion of a “space station,” 5,100 miles up in the troposphere, with a 2-mile reflecting mirror capable
of generating from the sun all the power needed in an area the size of Germany.

The space station is merely a theoretical projection, following the successful design of long-range
load-carrying rockets with accurate controls.

So far, however, the Germans had not solved the problem of getting the “space stations” up there,
or of controlling them when they arrived.

The conditions in the stratosphere and troposphere are well known enough to physicists so that
factors to be met at great heights can be anticipated. The rocket’s efficiency becomes the greater
the higher it gets. It is on the basis of their recent achievements that German rocketeers look ahead
and see the 5,100-mile altitude achieved in rocket travel within 50 to 100 years.

Of course it will be useful to remember that stories about exploitation of sun power have been a
stock-in-trade of German pseudo- and popular-scientific literature. In most of the earlier instances,
however, the scientifically valid idea of marshaling and transmitting sun energy by means of giant
reflectors was coupled with the plan of building the power station in the Sahara desert.

Factor of Gravity
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This 5,100 miles is a key number to the rocket engineers, because that is where the effect of gravity
ends. [That idea is scientifically incorrect and does not appear in German reports. It is an American
misunderstanding and seems to indicate that the general level of scientific understanding in the
United States was quite backward compared to that in the German-speaking world at this time.]
That means that all kinds of useful structures can be erected with minimum engineering problems
because weight as such would no longer exist at such level. On the other hand, building without
relying on the weight factor is bound to raise technical problems of a new kind.

Use of sun energy is a logical evolution of this “progressive” thinking. At this height, a large reflector
concentrating the sun rays on a small area on the earth would offer tremendous potentialities. Sun
rays massed and directed at a vast boiler area of some coastal country could generate enough steam
to produce all the electric power the country could use, state the German natural scientists. And
of course the warlike German thought must not be forgotten.

Concentrated sun energy could just as well be turned to destructive aims and used for the scorching
and burning down of countries and the first state to develop the necessary devices would become
all but invincible.

Moving back to the immediate future in rockets from Europe to America, there will be mail-carrying
rockets first, and passenger-carrying rockets soon after, according to researchists. Like the advanced
V-2, they would make the trip from Paris to New York in 40 minutes.

Nazis to Focus Rays of Sun for Slaughter. Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 29 June 1945 p. 63.

Paris, June 28—(UP)—German scientists at the end of the war were working on the idea of erecting
stratospheric platforms 5,000 miles above the earth to be reached by rockets and used to launch
attacks on targets on the earth’s surface, it was revealed today by Lieutenant Colonel John A.
Keck, chief of the work of salvaging enemy equipment.

The plan was known to 100 of Germany’s foremost rocket experts, all of whom have been questioned
by American and Russian army experts, he said. [...]

Another new German weapon, which was in the advanced stage, was a long-range transatlantic
rocket called the A-10 which was designed to bomb the United States and which the scientists
asserted would have been perfected in a few more months. [...]

A number of weapons were planned, Keck said. Among them were long-range rockets with a 3,000-
mile radius, a 200-ton tank, a 5,000-pound multiple rocket with an anticipated 100-mile range, a
transatlantic rocket which was to have been perfected this summer for the bombing of American
cities, a “rocket assist” shell device designed to increase by 50 per cent the range of German artillery,
and a “water to air” rocket fired from a submerged submarine which was to be used to bomb cities
or as anti-aircraft against patrolling planes.
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The Station in Space: Sun Power Stations Planned by Germans. Journal of the Amer-
ican Rocket Society September 1945, No. 63, pp. 8–9.

Disclosure of German war secrets found buried in mines and in the beds of rivers and lakes reveal
that the Germans were contemplating the construction of solar space stations in the next 50 years.
The stations, floating some 5,000 miles above the earth, were to function as an observatory, to
possess a mirror, two miles in diameter, for focusing the sun’s rays on earth steam-producing
plants or for reflecting concentrated sunlight against hostile forces, and finally to act as a base for
launching spaceships into outer regions.

The reported plans coincide so closely to proposals made on the subject in the late 20’s and early
30’s by Noordung, Pirquet, Oberth and others that apparently the Germans based their projects on
these early theories. The terminal in space idea, which may at present appear visionary, generally
takes the form of an elaborate rocket-powered plant of several sections circling the earth like a
satellite at an altitude depending on its duties.

Noordung’s Design

Captain Hermann Noordung, pen name of the Austrian Captain Potocnik, proposed a space sta-
tion consisting of three separate units—living quarters, observatory and powerplant—connected by
flexible air cables and pipelines to each other and moving in the same orbit. Placed some 22,300
miles above sea level the station was to revolve around the earth each 24 hours.

A large wheel-like structure about 100 feet in diameter, creating artificial gravity by rotating once
every eight seconds, would house scientists and crew. This rotary house had rooms for every purpose
located around the rim of the wheel and connected to the central airlock by elevators and stairs.
All the necessities of life—light, heat, oxygen, water and food—were provided for, with energy from
the sun supplying the power requirements of the station.

Captain Noordung intended that the cylindrical spatial observatory would observe weather condi-
tions and other happenings on the earth’s surface and report all observations in detail to ground
stations. Due to the absence of air and dust and the lack of weight powerful telescopes of any size
could be constructed and maintained. Study of the motions, distances, magnitudes and physical
constitutions of the heavenly bodies would be undertaken by learned astronomers.

The sun power plant, consisting of a parabolic mirror and engine house, was to function in a manner
similar to an ordinary steam turbine system. Liquid nitrogen vaporized by the sun’s rays would
drive a turbine coupled to an electric dynamo for providing direct current to the different buildings.
The fluid on leaving the turbine would circulate to a dark-surfaced cooling unit and be pumped
back for reuse.

The Triple Station

Count Guido von Pirquet, a co-founder of an Austrian rocket society, elaborating on the plans of
Noordung suggested a three-unit arrangement consisting of an inner station for observations, an
outer station for landing and refueling spaceships, and a transit station for contact purposes. The
first two stations would travel in circular orbits around the earth while the transit stations circling
in an elliptical orbit would approach within a mile of their orbits.

The approximate altitudes from the earth, length of orbits and time required for the stations to
revolve around the earth are shown in the table. Speed of the transit station was to be three-quarters
of a mile faster than the inner station as it neared the latter’s orbit.
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Altitude above Length Revolution
sea level of orbits around earth
(miles) (miles) (minutes)

Inner Station 470 27000 100
Transit Station 470–3100 34000 150
Outer Station 3100 44600 200

Oberth Sun Mirror

Professor Hermann Oberth was much in favor of a station for observations which every four hours
circled the earth at a height of 600 miles. He also conceived of a concave sun mirror constructed of
small movable facets of metallic sodium mounted on a wire network in a circular frame. Sodium, a
silver-white alkaline metallic element having high reflective properties, was considered most favor-
able for use in the non-corrosive airless regions of space. Adjustment of the facets by electro-magnets
or other means would reflect the sun’s rays over a large area or concentrate the heat energy into a
single beam. Construction details were minutely worked out whereby free wires attached to a ro-
tating spaceship could be made to spread out to form a huge network upon which strips of metallic
sodium would be fastened.

Suggestions for shooting the sky station to its destination, towing or propelling it by rocket power
were discarded in favor of the accepted idea of transporting the space plant piece by piece by rocket
ship and assembling it in space. In the weightlessness of space workmen in space suits were conceded
to have no difficulty in assembling heavy sections of the station.

The proposed sun mirror was to be employed beneficially or as a devastating force. Solar energy
on being directed to ground turbine stations was to be utilized to generate steam for creating
electrical power. Reflected heat would control weather, evaporate useless water and melt ice fields
or illuminate large areas of the earth’s surface at night.

Means for launching exploring spaceships to other planets and beyond into inter-stellar space was
foreseen. Especially favorable was the suggestion of using the station as a refueling depot for
spaceships ascending from the earth. The required fuel load from earth to space would be greatly
reduced, as only enough fuel would need to be carried to overcome gravity from earth to the starting
point for space travel.

History relates that in the siege of Syracuse, 212 B.C., Archimedes, Greek philosopher and inven-
tor, set fire to the sails of the Roman ships by focusing the rays of the sun through newly invented
burning glasses. As a weapon the Oberth reflector would also act much like a burning glass. Con-
centrated rays on earthly targets would turn bodies of water into steam while ships, cities and the
implements of war would be burnt and destroyed.

Suggested References

Noordung, Hermann, Das Problem der Befahrung des Weltraums (The Problems of Space Flying).
Revised English printing in Science Wonder Stories, 1929.

Oberth, Hermann, Wege zur Raumschifffahrt, 1929.

Ley, Willy, Rockets: The Future of Travel Beyond the Stratosphere, 1944.

[This article demonstrates that the space station and space exploration designs of the 1950s–1960s
United States actually originated in the German-speaking world of the 1920s, and were transferred
to the United States beginning before the war but especially at the end of World War II.]
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B. Fission thermal rocket propulsion

[Whereas most rockets employ chemical reactions, non-chemical (i.e., nuclear) rockets could deliver
much higher performance for deep space missions. German-speaking scientists began the develop-
ment of such advanced rocket propulsion systems during World War II and continued to lead their
development after the war.

Fission thermal rockets store energy onboard in the form of a relatively conventional fission reac-
tor, which is powered by suitable fuel such as uranium-233, uranium-235, or plutonium-239. Like
chemical rockets, fission thermal rockets also store propellant onboard, yet unlike chemical rockets,
fission thermal rockets do not require the propellant to undergo chemical reactions and release
energy of its own. The propellant is simply heated by the reactor to achieve very high temperatures
and pressures, then expelled out of the rocket nozzle, as shown in the upper part of Fig. 9.118.
Minimizing the molecular weight of the expelled propellant maximizes the exhaust velocity, so most
proposed fission thermal rockets use hydrogen propellant. The temperature to which the propellant
is heated is limited by how hot the fission reactor can become without melting the fission fuel or
other reactor components, but that still yields an exhaust velocity roughly twice that of the best
chemical rocket engine.]

16 September 1942 memorandum of understanding between Peenemünde and the
Reichspost [Peenemünde Archive, AHT0205].

Als zweite Forschungsarbeit auf größere Sicht
wird seitens der Heeresanstalt Peenemünde-
EW vorgeschlagen:

“Untersuchung der Möglichkeit der Aus-
nutzung des Atomzerfalls und Kettenreaktion
zum R-Antrieb”.

Die notwendigen Mittel für die Durchführung
der Aufträge stellt das Reichspostministerium
selbst zur Verfügung.

The second research project proposed by the
Heeresanstalt Peenemünde-EW is a larger-scale
research project:

“Exploring the possibility of exploiting
atomic decay and chain reaction for rocket
propulsion.”

The Reichspost Ministry itself will pro-
vide the necessary funds to carry out the
commission.

[This document proves that scientists at Peenemünde and the Reichspost began programs on nuclear
rocket propulsion no later than 1942. See Figs. E.157–E.158.]
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Figure E.157: Scientists at Peenemünde and the Reichspost began programs on nuclear rocket
propulsion no later than 1942 [Peenemünde Archive, AHT0205].
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Figure E.158: Scientists at Peenemünde and the Reichspost began programs on nuclear rocket
propulsion no later than 1942 [Peenemünde Archive, AHT0205].
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Charles A. Masson, Headquarters United States Air Forces in Europe, Assistant Chief
of Staff, A-2, to Assistant Chief of Staff, T-2, Headquarters Air Technical Service
Command, Wright Field, Ohio. 1 February 1946. Transmittal of German Documents.
[AFHRA C5098 frame 0393]

1. Forwarded herewith for evaluation are documents received from three German scientists:

[...] c. KRAFFT EHRICKE (or Müller)—“Discussion of Activity on Rocket Problems.” This man
apparently has a very extensive background in rocket propulsion. However, his assertions can prob-
ably be checked with the German scientists now at Wright Field.

2. It is requested that this headquarters be notified as soon as possible as to the decisions made
with regard to these documents and their submitters, [...]

3 Incl: [...]
3. Krafft Ehricke (or Müller)—“Discussion of Activity on Rocket Problems.”

H. M. McCoy, Acting Deputy Commanding General Intelligence (T-2), H.Q., AMC,
Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio to U.S. Air Forces in Europe, Assistant Chief of Staff, A-2.
14 August 1946. Transmittal of German Documents. [AFHRA C5098 frame 0392]

1. Inclosures 2 and 3 to basic communication are returned with the request that, if possible, addi-
tional information be furnished this office on the following subjects:

[...] b. Metals in fuels and designs of atomic rockets and secret reports of Professor Heisenberg
referred to in paragraph 2, page 4, inclosure 3.

c. Burning metals or use of uranium 235 for rocket propulsion referred to in paragraph 2, page 3,
inclosure 3.

d. Experience on tetranitromethane referred to in paragraph 2, page 6, inclosure 3.

2. If additional data are available on the above subjects, it is requested such data as can be obtained
be forwarded to this office for transmittal to the proper laboratory. [...]

2 Incls: [...]
3. Krafft Ehricke (or Müller)—“Discussion of Activity on Rocket Problems.”

[Where are the enclosures and secret reports referenced in these two documents? Note that these
two documents appear to be directly related to the document shown in Figs. E.157–E.158—in
addition to nuclear propulsion there are mentions of tetranitromethane and burning metals.

Why was Krafft Ehricke apparently going by the pseudonym of “Müller”?

Exactly what work did Krafft Ehricke, Werner Heisenberg, and others scientists do on atomic
rockets during the war? The United States seems to have interrogated them and also acquired
many of their written reports. Where are those interrogation reports and scientific reports now?

How much effect did German-speaking scientists and their information have on postwar programs
on atomic rockets in the United States and other countries?]
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BIOS 142. Information Obtained from Targets of Opportunity in the Sonthofen Area.
1945. p. 8.

(e) High speed fighter aircraft

Ernst said that while he was in Camp Mecklenburg, he found out that there were three new types
of high speed fighter aircraft. One of these was the P 1073, made by Messerschmitt with a B.M.W.
003 engine using petrol as fuel; and the second was a similar aircraft using crude oil as a fuel. The
third was alleged to be powered with an atomic engine. The fuselage, which was the same as the P
1073, was of wooden construction and was fitted with skid landing gear. The engine was 60 cms.
long and 20 cms. in diameter, and produced about 2,000 h.p. This aircraft was supposed to have a
speed of 2,000 km./hr. and a ceiling of 18,000 m. The engines were made by the prisoners at Camp
Mecklenburg. Only one model was ever in existence, and that was completely destroyed, as was the
whole camp, by the S.S. during the Allied advance.

(f) Other work at Camp Mecklenburg

Ernst also stated that work was carried out at this camp on a new liquid air bomb, and liquid air
gun (?), while trials on some kind of atomic bomb were made at or near the camp.

[During this postwar interrogation by British investigators, Josef Ernst described several now well-
known wartime projects, as well as a mysterious wartime project to construct a supersonic fission-
powered aircraft. He also mentioned other nuclear work at the same facility. There were several
independent reports of nuclear-related work at that facility, which adds to the credibility of Ernst’s
story. For more information on the facility, see p. 2590.

See p. 2759 for a similar account of the wartime production of a nuclear-related supersonic jet
aircraft by Horst Kirfes, an engineer captured by the Soviet Union after the war.

Was the nuclear device mentioned by Josef Ernst fission fuel for a nuclear-powered jet engine, or
could it have been a nuclear weapon that would have been delivered by that aircraft?]
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Edmund Tilley. Brief Interrogation Report on Prof. Dr. Wernher von Braun. With
additional statements on PROJECT ABSTRACT. FIAT, T-Force, SPEC-A 477/3. 8
July 1947. [TNA FO 1031/128]

1. On 8 March 1947 Dr. von BRAUN was brought to H.Q. USFET for an interrogation by Dr. John
H. MARCHANT of BROWN University and by the undersigned. The interrogators were told of
von BRAUN’s status in the United States where many senior officers, especially in Army Ordnance,
hold him in high esteem and consider him invaluable in his work. The interrogation was, therefore,
conducted very informally and on cordial terms.

2. Indirectly intelligence had reached interested agencies in the United States that von BRAUN
was aware of the existence of caches of PEENEMÜNDE documents and also instruments and that
he had not yet revealed these caches to his employers in the United States. It was rumoured that
he might use this knowledge as a bargaining point in any future negotiations in the United States.
Furthermore, there was the feeling in some circles that he was not reproducing freely all the latest
phases of German development in guided missiles, in particular in V-2. [...]

4. Recently Lt. Gen. DORNBERGER stated that von BRAUN and (Lt. Col.) AXTER were both
present when he hid a tin, containing the location maps or sketches of hiding places, at OBERJOCH,
in May 1945. He repeated this statement several times at OBERJOCH, during a search for the
tin, in May 1947. When he discovered that the tin had been removed he recalled that von BRAUN
had shown him some location maps in May 1945, a few days after they had surrendered to the
American forces. [...]

70. Atomic Energy as Propellant for V-2. The second question about the possibility of using atomic
charges in the warhead of V-2 was firmly rejected. “I had nothing to do with atomic energy”. In
the end he admitted that atomic energy had been considered by him in 1943.

71. “Two years before 1945” (i.e. in 1943) he had had “a private and not very definite contact with
the KAISER WILHELM INSTITUT in DAHLEM” (now in the American Sector of BERLIN). In
1943 he talked to Professor Werner HEISENBERG and his fellow-workers, DR. WEIZAECKER,
and Manfred von ARDENNE. In 1943 HEISENBERG was preparing a uranium pile with heavy
water which had been produced in NORWAY. This work was financed by the German Navy which
hoped to have submarine engines driven by atomic piles. The project was abandoned “because the
atomic research people lacked the necessary quantities of raw materials”. +) and Dr. RAMM

72. Once more he denied that there had been any discussion of atomic, BW or CW charges at
BAD SACHSA; he had not even heard rumors of such charges for guided missiles. He stated that
he had shown an interest in atomic energy in 1943 only to determine if it could be used for V-2 as
well as for submarines, i. e. as a propellant, but not as a charge for the warhead.

73. He has not discussed this subject with anyone in the UNITED STATES. “Nobody has ever
asked me about this”.
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74. GROETTROP and “PROPELLANT GREEN”.
List of German V-2 Experts in Russia. Von BRAUN mentioned casually that a few days before this
interrogation a German expert who is now working for the Russians had visited him at LANDSHUT
and had given him a list of all important Germans employed by the Russians in the field of guided
missiles. Von BRAUN promised to send two copies of this list, through secure channels, to G-2
USFET. (From the UNITED STATES he was also going to forward a list of all projects at BAD
SACHSA in 1945).

75. GROETTROP: According to other sources GROETTROP is the most important German V-2
expert with the Russians. Von BRAUN said of him: “He is a dangerous man. He copies all sorts of
things that are not in his field.”

84. Von BRAUN has made several mistakes. He did not inform American experts in the UNITED
STATES of some important projects and activities in the field of guided missiles, such as the
contemplated use of the ROECHLING Projectile (paras 64–69), the project to use atomic energy
as a propellant (paras 70–73) and the various projects, whether good or bad, at BAD SACHSA.
Above all, as late as March 1947 he failed to tell the truth about important caches of documents.
As far as OBERJOCH or UPPER BAVARIA is concerned the evidence forces us to declare him
deliberately untruthful [...]

88. (Note: While these notes were being written S/Ldr. KENLY informed the undersigned that von
BRAUN had spoken of atomic energy at GARMISCH, in 1945. It is odd that, in March 1947, he
should deny any previous discussion of this important point (Par. 73.)
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Howard R. Schmidt. 14 November 1962. History of the Nuclear Rocket: Pre-NERVA
Development. American Rocket Society conference paper.

[I need to find a copy of this. Pages 2–3 mention wartime German research on nuclear rocket
propulsion.]

John Sloop. 1978. Liquid Hydrogen as a Propulsion Fuel, 1945-1959. NASA SP-4404.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office. pp. 191–192.
[https://www.hq.nasa.gov/pao/History/SP-4404/ch10-3.htm]

The first rocket stage to fly using liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen as propellants was the Centaur
stage on top of an Atlas intercontinental ballistic missile. Centaur was the brainchild of Krafft
Ehricke. For nearly three decades, Ehricke had prepared himself for the space age; when it dawned
with Sputnik, he was ready. Within a month, he proposed a hydrogen-oxygen stage for use with
the Atlas missile. Ehricke was able to move rapidly because previous work on the Atlas missile and
the ideas of others about hydrogen-oxygen upper stages had laid the groundwork.

Ehricke became a space enthusiast at the age of eleven when he was captivated by Fritz Lang’s
“Girl in the Moon,” shown in Berlin in 1928. Advanced in mathematics and physics for his age,
he appreciated the great technical detail that Hermann Oberth had provided to make the film
realistic. Young Krafft became acquainted with Tsiolkovskiy’s space rocket using hydrogen-oxygen,
which he read about in Scherschevsky’s Die Rakete fuer Fahrt und Flug. He also tackled Oberth’s
Wege zur Raumschifffahrt in his early teens, but was slowed by the mathematics. Ehricke graduated
from the Technical University in Berlin (aeronautical engineering) and took postgraduate courses
at the Humboldt University in celestial mechanics and nuclear physics. He was conscripted into
the army, served in a Panzer division on the Russian front during World War II, but was recalled
and reassigned to rocket development work at Peenemunde in June 1942. There he came under the
strong influence of Walter Thiel, in charge of rocket engine development, who was killed in the first
British air raid on Peenemunde in October 1943. Peenemunde, under Maj. Gen. Walter Dornberger
and Wernher von Braun, his technical director, had a single purpose—the rapid development of
specific weapons—and there was no official tolerance of work not directly related to the main
goal. In spite of this, Thiel shared Ehricke’s desire to look beyond the immediate future to greater
possibilities. Thiel himself drew plans for testing rockets larger than any yet dreamed of—on the
order of 5-14 meganewtons (1-3 million lb thrust). He wanted to use natural gorges in Bavaria as
testing sites. He talked to Ehricke about resuming his own earlier experiments with liquid hydrogen
in small rocket thrust chambers. The experiments of Heisenberg and Pohl with a nuclear reactor
using heavy water excited Thiel. When he heard that Heisenberg was planning to operate a turbine
with steam heated by the heavy water reactor, Thiel urged Ehricke to study the possibilities of
using nuclear energy for propulsion. Ehricke considered several working fluids, but both he and
Thiel favored hydrogen and believed it was a fuel with a future.11
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As the war was ending, Ehricke helped move Peenemunde records into Bavaria, to keep them out
of Russian hands. He made his way on foot to Berlin where he found his wife and went into hiding
until the Western Allies moved in. He was located by the U.S. Army, given a six-month contract,
and came to the United States to rejoin the von Braun team as part of the Paperclip operation.∗

Ehricke and von Braun recalled another time they had considered hydrogen. In 1947, von Braun
asked Ehricke to check a report by Richard B. Canright of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory on the
relative importance of exhaust velocity and propellant density for rockets of the V-2 size and larger
(pp. 47–48). It had caught von Braun’s attention because he and two associates had written a paper
the previous year which Canright had cited.12 Von Braun had found, under the assumptions of fixed
tank volume and a relatively heavy structural mass, that propellants with the highest densities and
reasonably high exhaust velocities had the greater ranges. Canright, on the other hand, found that
for large rockets and his assumptions (which included a variable tank volume and relatively light
structural mass), exhaust velocity was decidedly more important than density. Canright’s analysis
showed hydrogen to be superior to other fuels when using the same oxidizer. Both Ehricke and von
Braun, familiar with Oberth’s case for using hydrogen-oxygen in upper stages of rockets (appendix
A-2), agreed that hydrogen had a good potential for certain applications. Practical experience with
liquid hydrogen in rockets at that time, however, was still very small and its handling problems
large. The Army, for whom von Braun and Ehricke worked, wanted practical propellants that could
be stored and handled safely in the field. This convinced von Braun to stick to well tested and
denser propellants, but Ehricke felt less restrained and hydrogen’s potential remained prominent
in his thinking.

11 Interview with Krafft Ehricke, Rockwell International, El Segundo, CA. 26 Apr. 1974.

∗ Ehricke wanted to work for the Americans, and he hid each time someone knocked on his door,
waiting for the right caller. One day his wife answered the door and routinely said, “I don’t know
where he is.” As she did so, she recognized the insignia of a U. S. Army officer and immediately
began screaming, “He’s here! He’s here!” Interview, 26 Apr. 1974. Paperclip was the project for
bringing German rocket experts to the United States.

12 Ibid.; Wemher von Braun to Monte D. Wright, NASA History Office, 29 Dec. 1975.

[Who was Pohl and what else did he do? Is that Robert Pohl from Göttingen or another Pohl?]
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Charles A. Lindbergh. 1970. The Wartime Journals of Charles A. Lindbergh. New
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.

[I will quote relevant parts.]

Joyce Milton. 1993. Loss of Eden: A Biography of Charles and Anne Morrow Lind-
bergh. New York: HarperCollins. pp. 415–416.

Charles worked for United Aircraft in Connecticut until May of 1945, and shortly after V-E day,
he joined a Naval Technical Mission in Europe as a civilian representative of the corporation. [...]

Joining the Technical Mission in Munich, Lindbergh became part of a team of observers who
drove their jeeps into territory where the Wehrmacht, defeated but not yet demobilized, was still
in effective control. [...] Lindbergh’s group located Professor Willy Messerschmitt, who was living
in a barn; Dr. Felix Kracht, the inventor of the rocket glider; Dr. Helmut Schelp, assistant head
of development of the jet and rocket propulsion program; Dr. Franz Josef Neugebauer, who was
working on a design for a nuclear-propelled aircraft; Dr. August Lichte, a developer of the Junker
JU 004 turbojet engine; and Dr. Ulrich Henschke, who was working on artificial limbs capable of
being controlled by neurological impulses.
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Tom Agoston. 1985. Blunder! How the U.S. Gave Away Nazi Supersecrets to Russia.
New York: Dodd, Mead. pp. 12-13.

By quirk of fate, the careers of Kammler and Voss overlapped at Skoda, where they jointly set up
and operated what was generally regarded by insiders as the Reich’s most advanced high-technology
military research center. Working as a totally independent undercover operation for the SS, the
center was under the special auspices of Hitler and Himmler. [...] In so doing the SS group was to
go beyond the first generation of secret weapons.

Its purpose was to pave the way for building nuclear-powered aircraft, working on the applica-
tion of nuclear energy for propelling missiles and aircraft; laser beams, then still referred to as
“death rays”; a variety of homing rockets, and to seek other potential areas for high-technology
breakthrough. In modern high-tech jargon, the operation would probably be referred to as an “SS
research think tank.” Some work on second-generation secret weapons, including the application of
nuclear propulsion for aircraft and missiles, was already well advanced.

It was far from a mad Nazi scientist’s dream of getting to the end of the nuclear rainbow. The field
had been pioneered by Dr. Wernher von Braun, designer of the V-2, in the early 1930s. In addition,
it was recently disclosed that one of the first top German engineers cleared for urgent work for the
U.S. Air Force in 1945 was Dr. Franz Josef Neugebauer, a specialist in thermal systems for aircraft
nuclear propulsion. In 1958 the United States launched Project Orion to probe the applicability of
nuclear propulsion for aircraft, employing some Czech scientists. The project was continued until
1965 and then was turned over to the U.S. Air Force, plans for its application for the civilian space
programs having been dropped.

The SS research operation at Skoda had been set up without the knowledge of Goering, Speer, or
the German research centers. The builders of the V-1 and V-2 were likewise kept out of the picture.
The undercover SS research operation fitted in with Himmler’s dream that, as the Rheingold of the
Nibelung’s, if shaped into a ring, would give its possessor mastery of the world, so would the SS
team give the Greater Reich mastery of much of the world.

A study of intelligence reports shows that blueprints, drawings, calculations, and other relevant
documentation or materials were protected by a triple ring of SS counter-intelligence specialists
Himmler had assigned to Pilsen to prevent security leaks and sabotage in the research divisions
and the plant in general. The SS team was internally referred to as the Kammler Group. Taking a
leaf from the armament ministry name for the special section Kammler headed there to iron out
aircraft production bottlenecks, they were called the Kammler stab or Kammler “staff.”

[This book by British journalist Tom Agoston was based on extensive postwar interviews with
Wilhelm Voss, wartime manager of the Skoda works in German-occupied Czechoslovakia.]
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[Franz Josef Neugebauer’s 1946 U.S. Army Air Force report, Project No. NFE-64: Effect of Power-
Plant Weight on Economy of Flight, appears to be a translation of one of his wartime German
reports [Neugebauer 1946]. Although the type of power plant is not specified in this particular
report, weight would be one of the most important factors in nuclear versus more conventional
propulsion systems. There may have been a classified, unreleased, longer version of the report that
included details about the nuclear aspects of the project.

Neugebauer apparently continued his work on nuclear aircraft propulsion in the United States for
many years. In 1962, working with both General Electric and the Office of Naval Research, he
released an unclassified reference book on hot gases that was probably just one small part of his
work on nuclear propulsion [Neugebauer 1962].

Would it be possible to locate and declassify uncensored versions of those or other reports by
Neugebauer that do explicitly refer to nuclear propulsion?]
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Heinrich Himmler’s chief adjutant Werner Grothmann on nuclear rocket propulsion
[Krotzky 2002]. For a discussion of the background and reliability of this source, see
p. 2363.

[p. 47] Spätestens als wir in Peenemünde den
Finger in die Tür bekamen, ist überlegt wor-
den, ob es nicht möglich wäre, die Atombombe
mit einer Rakete zu verschießen. Das war ja
erst mal reine Theorie. weil wir doch Vorstel-
lungen von dem Ding hatten, die sich nicht um-
setzen ließen. Die Untersuchungen dazu sind
aber weiter gelaufen. In Peenemünde selbst
ist an der Frage, so weit ich weiß nicht mit
großer Begeisterung geforscht worden, obwohl
die ja eigene Atomlabors hatten. Ich war ja
schließlich selbst drin. Für die war aber eher die
Frage wichtig, ob eine Rakete mit Atomantrieb
fliegen kann. Warum die daran geforscht haben,
hatten Himmler und ich bei unserem ersten
gemeinsamen Besuch auch gehört. Die Tech-
niker hatten uns berichtet, dass der Antrieb
schon wunderbar funktioniert, das konnte man
dann später ja auch sehen. Es war aber so,
dass der gesamte Treibstoff in kürzester Zeit
verbraucht war und damit konnte man nur
über eine kurze Entfernung schießen. Kurz ist
eigentlich nicht richtig. Damals waren wir schon
begeistert von der Entfernung, die man mit der
Rakete hinbekommt. Wenn man jetzt aber weiß
,dass in dem Uran viel mehr Energie steckt als
im gleichen Gewicht von dem Treibstoff, den
die verwendet haben, also das war Sauerstoff
und noch was, dann müsste es doch möglich
sein, über weitere Strecken zu fliegen. So ist
uns das erklärt worden. Man hat uns aber auch
gesagt, die Forschung dazu steckt in den Kinder-
schuhen, das ist noch ein weiter Weg. Himmler
hat dann gesagt, er begrüßt diese Forschung,
wichtiger ist aber erst mal, dass man die Rakete
so hinbekkommt, dass die überhaupt zuverlässig
funktioniert, und das muß schnell gehen.

[p. 47] At last when we [SS] got a finger in the
door in Peenemünde, it was considered whether
it would be possible to launch the atomic bomb
with a rocket. That was pure theory for the time
being, because we had ideas about the thing
that could not be implemented. However, the
investigations continued. In Peenemünde itself,
the question, as far as I know, had not been in-
vestigated with great enthusiasm, even though
they had their own atomic laboratories. I was fi-
nally there myself. For them, however, the more
important question was whether a rocket can fly
with nuclear propulsion. On our first joint visit,
Himmler and I heard why they researched that
topic. The technicians told us that the propul-
sion already works wonderfully, we could also
see that later. But it was true that all the pro-
pellant was consumed within a very short time,
and so it could fly only over a short range. Short
is actually not right. At that time, we were al-
ready excited by the range that the rocket gave.
But if you now know that there is much more
energy in the uranium than in the same mass
of the fuel that they used, which was oxygen
and something else, then it should be possible
to fly over greater distances. That is how it was
explained to us. But we were also told, the re-
search is in its infancy, with still a long way
to go. Himmler then said he welcomed this re-
search, but it is more important that the rocket
is perfected so that it works reliably, and that
must be done quickly.

[Grothmann stated that the rocket research center at Peenemünde had its “own atomic laboratories”
and was using those to develop nuclear rocket engines. How far did research on nuclear rocket
engines get during the war? Did that work cover fission thermal engines, ion engines, external pulse
propulsion, or other methods? How much did that wartime German research influence postwar
work on nuclear rocket engines in the United States and other countries?]
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C. Fission pulse rocket propulsion

[In contrast to fission thermal propulsion, fission pulse propulsion employs fission reactions that
occur outside of the rocket, and therefore are not constrained by the melting temperatures of the
fission fuel or any rocket components. Thus the fission reactions can reach the highest possible
temperatures—those of a fission explosion. Small fission bombs could be ejected from the rear of
the spacecraft; they would explode near the spacecraft, and some fraction of the blast would be
intercepted by a thick ablative “pusher plate,” transferring momentum while protecting the rest
of the spacecraft (Fig. 9.118 bottom). To smooth out the violent shocks of intermittent explosions
into more continuous and more survivable acceleration for the spacecraft, the pusher plate would be
connected to the rest of the spacecraft by giant compressible shock absorbers. The heat, radiation,
and shock to which the vehicle would be subjected pose formidable constraints on the materials
and engineering design, yet the prospect of achieving both very high exhaust velocities and high
thrust-to-weight ratios with an available energy source (fission explosives) is attractive.

Most books on the subject say that nuclear pulse propulsion was first proposed after World War
II by Stanislaw Ulam (Polish, 1909–1984), who was a creator from the greater German-speaking
world [e.g., Dyson 2002, p. 2]. In fact, this approach was first proposed and explored by even earlier
German-speaking creators.

External pulse propulsion by conventional chemical explosives was first proposed by Hermann
Ganswindt (German, 1856–1934) [Ron Miller 1993, pp. 75–76; Ron Miller 2016, p. 48].

The following sources show that external pulse propulsion by nuclear explosives was first proposed
in approximately 1942 by Wernher von Braun. Considering the German military’s great wartime
interest in and funding for rockets, nuclear weapons, and revolutionary methods of delivering heavy
payloads long distances, it seems likely that fission pulse propulsion was seriously considered during
the war, although little relevant documentation is currently available. By the end of the war, work
in this area had apparently progressed at least as far as creating small test models powered by
conventional chemical explosives, which is as far as the work ever progressed in the United States
after the war before the U.S. program was cancelled.

Archives and personal collections worldwide should be searched for more information about nuclear
pulse propulsion work that was conducted during the war.]
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Friedwardt Winterberg. 2010. The Release of Thermonuclear Energy by Inertial Con-
finement: Ways Towards Ignition. Singapore: World Scientific. pp. v, vii.

Dedicated to [...]

Wernher von Braun
who first thought about nuclear rocket propulsion [...]

Having been born in Germany in 1929, I received my PhD in physics under Heisenberg in 1955.

[...] I was invited by the US government under “Operation Paperclip” to come to the United States.
In San Diego I met Ted Taylor and Freeman Dyson, who were working on the famous “Orion”
nuclear bomb propulsion concept. This concept is generally credited to Ulam, but as I know from
conversations I had with Heisenberg, a similar idea was presented to Heisenberg by Wernher von
Braun, who had visited Heisenberg in Berlin in or around 1942.

Seventh Army Interrogation Center. 3 June 1945. Notes on German Weapons Devel-
opments. SAIC/38.
http://hydrastg.library.cornell.edu/fedora/objects/nur:01298/datastreams/pdf/content

8. “Detonation Rocket Weapons”

Contrary to the normal rockets, where the projectile is propelled forward by the rearward push of the
gases during the explosions, the “detonation rockets” move through the utilization of the rearward
impulses caused by the detonations themselves. For practical purposes this principle is applicable
only at extremely high velocities. The DERA is the only rocket in which this principle was used. Ing
LARSSON (source) was the specialist in charge of research on this rocket at the GROSSENDORF
Experimental Station, under Ing THOMAS. Source explains that the successive detonation impulses
are properly directed by means of a parabolic surface. Normal rocket mechanisms are used to attain
a certain minimum velocity, at which time the “detonation” mechanism begins to function.
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D. Electric rocket propulsion

[Electric rocket propulsion, or an ion-electron thruster, uses energy (heat, resonant electromagnetic
waves, high-energy electrons from an electron gun, or other methods) to ionize initially electrically
neutral propellant atoms into positively charged ions and negatively charged electrons, as shown in
the upper half of Fig. 9.119. The positively charged ions are accelerated by the voltage difference
between two electrically charged grids and ejected from the rear of the spacecraft at some desired
velocity. To prevent the spacecraft from accumulating more and more net electric charge (as a result
of the lost ions) that would actually draw the ejected ions back to the spacecraft, electrons that have
been stripped off the ions must also be ejected, generally by harvesting them from the ionization
chamber and firing them from electron guns toward the departing ion exhaust. This method of
particle acceleration can produce much higher exhaust velocities than chemical combustion or even
fission thermal rockets. However, because charged particle beams have far lower densities than flows
of more traditional rocket propellant, their thrust is very low. Thus electric propulsion is best for
deep space missions where a low thrust applied over the course of months or even years can yield
useful final velocities or changes in the spacecraft’s orbit. Although ion-electron thrusters could be
powered by solar panels or any other source of electrical energy, it is usually proposed to power
them with a fission reactor.

Electric rocket propulsion systems were first proposed by Hermann Oberth in 1929 (see below). Ex-
perimental development of electric propulsion in Germany began no later than 1937 and continued
until at least 1944 (p. 3134). Ernst Stuhlinger, Wernher von Braun, and other German-speaking
scientists continued to develop and promote electric propulsion after the war (p. 1363 and the
document below). Currently very few documents on the wartime electric propulsion program are
available, but it seems likely that Oberth, Stuhlinger, and von Braun were involved in it as well.]

Ernst Stuhlinger. 1964. Ion Propulsion for Space Flight. New York: McGraw-Hill. pp.
vii, 2–3.

The present book was written during the years 1958 to 1962. From 1960 to 1961, the author directed
the NASA program for the development of arc-jet and ion propulsion systems at the George C.
Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama. [...]

Hermann Oberth [...] contributed probably more to the theoretical foundation of the broad field of
rockets and space flight than any other individual. [...] Many of his early thoughts found precipita-
tion in the book “Wege zur Raumschiffahrt” (1929), probably the outstanding classic of rocketry
and space travel. One chapter in this book deals with electric propulsion. In a later book, “Man
into Space” (1957), the same ideas were taken up again and presented in a similar form. Oberth
first described the old classroom experiment where a needlepoint, connected with a source of high
voltage, produces an “electric wind,” and he then elaborated on methods of generating a flow of
electrically charged particles from the thrust engine of a space vehicle. Porous plates, he wrote,
will provide a finely dispersed flow of propellant; high voltage applied to the plates will form a
spray of charged particles which leaves the vehicle with high velocity. Almost any kind of material,
even refuse from the vehicle crew, could be used as propellant. The rate of propellant flow will
always be small, but since the exhaust velocity is high, a noticeable thrust will be developed. It is
characteristic of electric propulsion engines that they will produce a low thrust over a long period
of time; hence, electric systems will find application in space vehicles which are designed to travel
to distant targets.
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E. Antimatter rocket propulsion

[For equal amounts of matter and antimatter, 100% of the combined propellant mass could be
converted to energy, versus < 1% for nuclear reactions, so antimatter propulsion could yield the
maximum performance obtainable from a rocket, with exhaust velocities approaching the speed
of light. Eugen Sänger was the first to propose matter-antimatter rockets and to work out their
details, including using anti-hydrogen made from positrons and antiprotons, storing the antimatter
without letting it come into contact with ordinary matter, and using highly novel types of nozzles
to direct the matter-antimatter reaction products out the back of the rocket. Sänger did a great
deal of work in this area after the war; it is possible that he did some related theoretical design
work during the war as well. See Figs. 9.119 and 9.121.]

Eugen Sänger. 1965. Space Flight: Countdown for the Future. New York: McGraw-
Hill. pp. 255–258. [This English translation of Sänger’s original German book is rather
sloppy. I have adjusted a few words to try to improve the accuracy.]

Pure photon rockets represent the final, though today still entirely hypothetical, goal of all rocket
systems. It is expected of them that they will transform all of the propellant mass carried aboard
the vehicle into energy. The directed exhaust of this energy, at the speed of light of 300,000 km/sec,
corresponds to the absolute, lowest limiting value of the specific propellant consumption of rocket
engines at 3.3× 10−5 kg/ton-sec. [...]

An exhaust velocity of all propellants carried aboard which is equal to the speed of light will
also permit a similarly close approximation of the flight velocity to the speed of light so that the
relativistic effects, particularly the phenomenon of time dilation between launch site and spacecraft,
will figure prominently in the flight mechanics involved. [...]

At the time when the idea of the photon rocket was conceived, the existence of positrons as an-
tiparticles of electrons was already known. Soon thereafter followed the discovery of the antiproton
as the antiparticle of the proton so that now the combination of a positron and an antiproton to
form an antihydrogen atom seems quite feasible. The first building blocks of antimatter became
visible at the horizon, of that antimatter which might annihilate spontaneously upon collision with
the matter of our ordinary world, thus disintegrating into photons whose energy is equivalent to
the rest mass of the matter from which they originated. [...]

At present there is no certainty at all as to whether the annihilation of matter and antimatter is
the only method by which matter can be transformed into energy. [...]

The latter process would be more advantageous than the combination of matter and antimatter
insofar as obviating the problem of storing large quantities of antimatter, which has to be protected
from any contact with ordinary matter. [...]

Meanwhile basic research in pure photon rockets has made considerable progress toward the solution
of a related problem, namely that of the generation and collimation of very intensive photon rays.
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E.3 Analysis of Advanced Jet Developments

Very simple mathematical models of aircraft performance may be derived from first principles, and
then applied to estimate the performance of various types of German aircraft.

The frame of reference is important for analyzing aircraft engines. In the frame of reference of
the atmospheric air surrounding the aircraft (motionless if there is no wind, or moving with the
wind if the wind speed is nonzero), the surrounding air has zero velocity and the aircraft has a
forward velocity vaircraft [Fig. E.159(a)]. The exhaust velocity vexh from the aircraft’s engines is
measured relative to the aircraft, so in the frame of reference of the surrounding air, the exhaust
has a rearward velocity of vexh − vaircraft. However, it is much easier to analyze aircraft engine
performance in the frame of reference of the aircraft, in which the surrounding atmospheric air has
a rearward velocity of vaircraft, the aircraft has zero velocity, and the engine exhaust has a rearward
velocity of vexh [Fig. E.159(b)].

In either frame of reference, ṁ is the mass of air per time flowing through the engine. Aircraft
engines are generally powered by burning fuel stored on-board with the air flowing through; the
rate at which fuel is added is ṁfuel, which is typically far smaller than the air flow rate ṁ. In the
rest frame of the aircraft [Fig. E.159(b)], the momentum flow rate entering the engine is ṁvaircraft,
and that leaving the engine is (ṁ+ ṁfuel)vexh ≈ ṁvexh.

The thrust force of the engine is the net change in momentum flow rate before and after passing
through the engine (creating an equal and opposite momentum change or force on the engine), plus
the net difference between the pressure pexhaust pushing on the rear cross-sectional area Aengine of
the engine and the pressure patm pushing on the front cross-sectional area Aengine of the engine:

Fthrust = (ṁ+ ṁfuel)vexh − ṁvaircraft + Aengine(pexh − patm) (E.1)

≈ (ṁ+ ṁfuel)vexh − ṁvaircraft (E.2)

≈ ṁ(vexh − vaircraft) (E.3)

Equation (E.3) was further simplified by assuming ṁfuel � ṁ. Because the exhaust pressure exerts
a forward force against nozzle surfaces, it is advantageous to let the exhaust expand within the
nozzle until its pressure has finally fallen to the external atmospheric pressure. During that time,
the pressure potential energy of the flow is steadily converted into kinetic energy of the increasing
exhaust velocity. Since the exhaust velocity gets multiplied by the typically large mass flow rate ṁ
in Eq. (E.1), that also maximizes the thrust. If the nozzle expands the exhaust until its pressure
is below atmospheric pressure, that creates a net drag and reduces the thrust as shown in Eq.
(E.1). If the nozzle expands the exhaust until it reaches external ambient pressure, the exhaust is
said to fully expanded. Exhaust at higher than external ambient pressure is under expanded, and
exhaust at lower than ambient pressure is over expanded. The nozzle shape and size of a given
aircraft engine are designed to fully expand the flow until expected operating conditions for that
engine, so the pressure term in Eq. (E.1) is generally zero or negligibly small, as assumed in Eqs.
(E.2)–(E.3). Aircraft such as supersonic fighter jets that must operate under a variety of conditions
use nozzles with moveable surfaces so that the nozzle shape and the degree of exhaust expansion
can be tailored for maximum efficiency at the current conditions.
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Figure E.159: Basics of aircraft propulsion. (a) Relative velocities of the atmospheric air, aircraft,
and exhaust in the rest frame of the air. (b) Relative velocities of the atmospheric air, aircraft, and
exhaust in the rest frame of the aircraft. (c) Factors affecting the thrust of an aircraft engine in the
rest frame of the aircraft.
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An aircraft propulsion system converts the chemical energy stored in on-board fuel into thermal
energy by burning the fuel with oxygen from the surrounding air. As with any other heat engine, an
aircraft propulsion system then converts some fraction of that thermal energy into kinetic energy
(of the exhaust and/or aircraft), while the rest remains as waste heat energy that is exhausted to
the surrounding air. The thermodynamic efficiency ηthermo of an aircraft engine is defined as follows
and will be less than the Carnot efficiency:

ηthermo =
Energy converted to kinetic energy of aircraft or exhaust

Total heat energy produced by combustion
(E.4)

< 1− Thighest temperature in engine

Texternal air
(E.5)

Since the work or energy put into an object is equal to the product of the applied force and the
distance that force moves the object, the power (energy/time) put into an object is equal to the
product of the applied force and the object’s instantaneous velocity. Therefore in the rest frame of
the surrounding air [Fig. E.159(a)], the rate of increase (denoted by an overhead dot) of the kinetic
energy of the aircraft is simply the product of the thrust force on the aircraft and the aircraft’s
instantaneous velocity:

˙(KE)aircraft = Fthrust vaircraft (E.6)

≈ ṁ(vexh − vaircraft)vaircraft (E.7)

in which Eq. (E.7) used Eq. (E.3) for the thrust.

Likewise, in the rest frame of the surrounding air [Fig. E.159(a)], air has zero velocity before and
velocity vexh−vaircraft after passing through the engine, so the rate of increase of the kinetic energy
of the exhausted air is:

˙(KE)exh =
1

2
ṁ(vexh − vaircraft)

2 (E.8)

The propulsive efficiency ηprop is defined as the fraction of the total produced kinetic energy that
ends up with the aircraft and not the exhaust:

ηprop =
˙(KE)aircraft

˙(KE)aircraft + ˙(KE)exh

(E.9)

=
ṁ(vexh − vaircraft)vaircraft

ṁ(vexh − vaircraft)vaircraft + (1/2)ṁ(vexh − vaircraft)2
(E.10)

=
2

1 + (vexh/vaircraft)
(E.11)
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Note from Eq. (E.11) that the propulsive efficiency increases as the exhaust velocity decreases. A
propulsive efficiency great than 1 is nonphysical, since it would require vexh < vaircraft, or negative
thrust due to the aircraft engine actually decelerating air passing through it, creating a net drag on
the aircraft. A propulsive efficiency of 1 can be approached by making vexh slightly larger than but
as close to vaircraft as possible, although of course in that case the thrust from Eq. (E.3) also goes to
zero. For vexh � vaircraft, the thrust from Eq. (E.3) is very high, but the propulsive efficiency from
Eq. (E.11) is very low–most of the kinetic energy ends up with the exhaust and not the aircraft. In
practice, an aircraft engine’s exhaust velocity must always be chosen based on the tradeoffs between
the relative importance of high-thrust and high-efficiency operation.

The total efficiency of an aircraft engine is the product of its thermodynamic efficiency in converting
heat to kinetic energy, and its propulsive efficiency in converting that kinetic energy to motion of
the aircraft instead of the exhaust:

ηtotal = ηprop ηthermo (E.12)

The specific impulse Isp is the “bounce per ounce” of the fuel, the ratio of thrust produced to fuel
consumed:

Isp =
Fthrust

ṁfuel g
(E.13)

in which g ≈ 9.807 m/sec2 is the earth’s surface gravitational acceleration, multiplied by ṁfuel so
the fuel consumption is considered in terms of weight (force) per time and not mass per time.

Another oft-cited parameter is the thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC), which is simply the
inverse of the specific impulse:

TSFC =
1

Isp
=

ṁfuel g

Fthrust
(E.14)

By historical convention, Isp is usually measured in seconds, yet TSFC is usually measured in
inverse hours. Occasionally Isp and/or TSFC are defined without the factor of g, resulting in more
complicated units, but we won’t worry about that here. Higher Isp and lower TSFC both mean
better fuel efficiency, with more thrust resulting from less fuel consumed. Typical values for different
types of aircraft engines are:

Turbojet engine: Isp ≈ 3600 sec TSFC ≈ 1.0 hr−1 (E.15)

Turbofan engine: Isp ≈ 6000 sec TSFC ≈ 0.6 hr−1 (E.16)

Propeller piston engine: Isp ≈ 6500 sec TSFC ≈ 0.55 hr−1 (E.17)

Turboprop engine: Isp ≈ 12, 000 sec TSFC ≈ 0.3 hr−1 (E.18)
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One can use the specific impulse (or TSFC) to estimate an aircraft’s maximum flying time ∆t at
cruising conditions, neglecting takeoffs and landings. Due to fuel consumption, the aircraft’s weight
W changes at a rate dW/dt = −ṁfuel g, so the specific impulse from Eq. (E.13) may be rewritten
as:

Isp = − Fthrust

dW/dt
(E.19)

dt = − Isp

Fthrust
dW = −Isp

L

D

dW

W
(E.20)

= −Isp
CL

CD

dW

W
(E.21)

Equations (E.20) and (E.21) used the facts that for an aircraft at steady cruising conditions, the
forward thrust force must balance the rearward aerodynamic drag force D (Fthrust = D), the
downward weight must balance the upward aerodynamic lift L (W = L), and the ratio of the lift
and drag forces is simply the ratio of the lift and drag coefficients and can be assumed constant
(L/D = CL/CD). Integrating Eq. (E.21) yields the maximum flying time:

∆t = Isp
CL

CD

ln

(
Winitial

Wfinal

)
= Isp

CL

CD

ln

(
Minitial

Mfinal

)
(E.22)

The aircraft’s maximum range R is just the product of its cruising speed vaircraft and ∆t:

R = vaircraft ∆t (E.23)

= vaircraft Isp
CL

CD

ln

(
Minitial

Mfinal

)
(E.24)

As a sanity check, Eq. (E.24) can be applied to the U.S. Boeing B-29 bombers that were used to
deliver the bombs to Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Using typical values of vaircraft ≈ 100 m/sec (Mach
0.33 at an altitude of 9–10 km), Isp ≈ 6500 sec for piston-powered propeller engines, CL/CD ≈ 16.8,
and Mfinal/Minitial ≈ 0.62 (38% of the initial aircraft weight is fuel) yields

R ≈ (100 m/sec) (6500 sec) (16.8) ln

(
1

0.62

)
(E.25)

≈ 5220 km ≈ 3240 mi (E.26)

Thus despite the simplifying assumptions involved in this method, the calculated range is in excel-
lent agreement with the actual 5230 km (3250 mi) range of the B-29.
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Equation (E.24) can also be applied to calculate the maximum theoretical range of various possible
categories of German bombers. Like the B-29, such bombers would have had a likely cruising
altitude of 9–10 km, where the speed of sound (Mach 1) is approximately 300 m/sec. Piston-
powered propeller aircraft might have been designed to cruise at Mach 0.33 ≈ 100 m/sec with
Isp ≈ 6500 sec like the B-29. Turboprop aircraft might have been designed to cruise at Mach 0.5
≈ 150 m/sec with Isp ≈ 12, 000 sec. Turbojet and turbofan aircraft might have been designed to
cruise at Mach 0.8 ≈ 240 m/sec, with Isp ≈ 3600 sec for turbojets and Isp ≈ 6000 sec for turbofans.
For all categories of aircraft, the largest likely lift-to-drag ratio would have been CL/CD ≈ 20. The
best likely mass ratio would have been Mfinal/Minitial ≈ 0.6 (40% of the initial aircraft weight is
fuel), although one can also consider the very optimistic case with Mfinal/Minitial ≈ 0.5 (50% of the
initial aircraft weight is fuel). Using Eq. (E.24), Tables E.1–E.2 present the results for these cases.

Characteristic Piston prop Turbojet Turbofan Turboprop

Cruising velocity v 100 m/sec 240 m/sec 240 m/sec 150 m/sec

Specific impulse Isp 6500 sec 3600 sec 6000 sec 12,000 sec

Lift/drag ratio CL/CD 20 20 20 20

Mass ratio Mfinal/Minitial 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

Maximum range R 6600 km 8800 km 15,000 km 18,000 km

Table E.1: Estimated characteristics and corresponding calculated maximum ranges for German
bombers with a mass ratio Mfinal/Minitial = 0.6 using piston propeller, turbojet, turbofan, or tur-
boprop engines.

Characteristic Piston prop Turbojet Turbofan Turboprop

Cruising velocity v 100 m/sec 240 m/sec 240 m/sec 150 m/sec

Specific impulse Isp 6500 sec 3600 sec 6000 sec 12,000 sec

Lift/drag ratio CL/CD 20 20 20 20

Mass ratio Mfinal/Minitial 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Maximum range R 9000 km 12,000 km 20,000 km 25,000 km

Table E.2: Estimated characteristics and corresponding calculated maximum ranges for German
bombers with a mass ratio Mfinal/Minitial = 0.5 using piston propeller, turbojet, turbofan, or tur-
boprop engines.
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German bombers presumably would have been designed to make a round trip so that they and
their crews could be reused if they survived the trip. New York seemed to be the preferred U.S.
target mentioned by the German military; it was larger and also somewhat closer than Washington
D.C.

The German launching point furthest west would have been someplace like Brest on the French
coast, although such options were no longer available after the Allied invasion beginning in June
1944. (Intelligence about German plans might explain why the Allied invasion occurred when and
where it did.) The distance from Brest to New York is approximately 5,400 km one-way, or 10,800
km round-trip.

A viable launching point up until the end of the war would have been the large German airfields
around Oslo, Norway (Section E.2.1). The distance from Oslo to New York is approximately 6000
km one-way, or 12,000 km round-trip.

From these trans-Atlantic distances and Tables E.1–E.2, piston aircraft (such as the Ju 290) might
have been able to make the one-way trip, but they certainly would not have been able to return to
their launching point.

From Tables E.1–E.2, bombers powered by turbojets, the most readily available new aircraft engines
in Germany, could have comfortably made a one-way trip. However, they would have had to operate
at their maximum theoretical limits, with the best possible engine performance, lift/drag ratio, and
mass ratio, in order to be able to make a 12,000 km round trip from Oslo to New York. Given
realistic factors involved with technologies, missions, and payloads, that level of performance seems
unlikely. Moreover, it would have been even more difficult to push that sort of technology to even
greater ranges to reach other destinations (e.g., 12,500 km round trip from Oslo to Washington
D.C. or 13,000 km round trip to Chicago).

Based on these fundamental considerations, aircraft powered by turbofan or turboprop
engines would have been by far the best options for such round-trip missions. German
companies were working on turbofan and turboprop engines during the war (see for example pp.
1234 and 1413). Were operational versions (and useful quantities) of such engines produced before
the end of the war? If so, what happened to those engines after the war?
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E.4 Analysis of Advanced Rocket Developments

Very simple mathematical models of rocket performance may be derived from first principles, and
then applied to estimate the performance of a wide variety of German rockets.

E.4.1 Fundamentals of Rocket Performance

A rocket expels exhaust rearward, accelerating the rocket forward as an equal and opposite reaction
by Newton’s laws. Ignoring forces such as gravity and aerodynamic drag for the moment, the
maximum final velocity of the rocket depends on the mass mpropellant of the propellant that is
expelled as exhaust, the mass mfinal of the empty rocket, and the velocity vexh of the exhaust
relative to the rocket. The result will also depend on whether the rocket body is divided into
multiple stages that can be jettisoned along the way after the propellant in each stage has been
consumed. One can derive a simple result for a single-stage rocket. By treating the rocket and
exhaust as one combined system with a total momentum p = procket + pexhaust, and designating
the current mass of the rocket and any remaining propellant it contains as m, conservation of total
momentum yields:

dprocket

dt
= − dpexhaust

dt
(E.27)

m
dv

dt
= − (−vexh)

(
− dm

dt

)
(E.28)

dv

dt
= − vexh

m

dm

dt
(E.29)

∫
dv = −vexh

∫
dm

m
(E.30)

∆v = vfinal − vinitial = vexh ln

(
minitial

mfinal

)
(E.31)

in which vinitial is the initial velocity of the rocket before consuming its propellant, vfinal is the
final velocity of the rocket after consuming its propellant, ∆v = vfinal − vinitial is the net change in
velocity, and minitial = mfinal +mpropellant is the initial mass of the rocket including propellant.

Equation (E.31) may be extended to cover rockets with two or more stages:

∆v = (vexh)1 ln

[
(minitial)1
(mfinal)1

]
+ (vexh)2 ln

[
(minitial)2
(mfinal)2

]
+ ... (E.32)

in which (vexh)1 is the exhaust velocity of the rocket engine(s) on stage 1, (minitial)1 is the initial
mass of the entire remaining rocket when stage 1 begins its burn, and (mfinal)1 is the final mass of
the entire remaining rocket when stage 1 finishes its burn, and so forth for stage 2 and any higher
stages. After one stage has used all of its propellant, it is jettisoned and the next stage takes over.
For most rocket stages, (minitial)i/(mfinal)i ∼ 2−4 and (∆v)i ∼ (vexh)i, so the total velocity change
is typically ∆v ∼

∑
i(vexh)i.

From Eqs. (E.27)-(E.28), the exhaust exerts an equal and opposite thrust force Fthrust on the
rocket, so the thrust, exhaust velocity, propellant mass, and burn time tburn required to consume
that propellant are interrelated:
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Figure E.160: Rockets (a) store propellant onboard and expel it out the back at a rate dm/dt and
with an exhaust velocity vexh, and (b) may be divided into multiple stages, such that each can be
jettisoned as soon as its propellant has been consumed, reducing the rocket’s mass later in flight
and improving its overall performance.

dpexhaust

dt
= vexh

dm

dt
, or

Fthrust = vexh
mpropellant

tburn
(E.33)

The exhaust velocity can be expressed as the product of the earth’s standard gravitational accel-
eration g ≈ 9.807 m/sec2 and the specific impulse Isp (measured in units of seconds):

vexh = Isp g (E.34)

One could get along just fine by discussing the exhaust velocity and never using its alter-ego, the
specific impulse. However, specific impulse became a widespread term of convention among rocket
scientists since from Eqs. (E.33) and (E.34), it is basically the “bounce per ounce” of the propellant,
the thrust force per propellant flow rate (weight per second):

Isp =
Fthrust

g mpropellant/tburn
(E.35)
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Liquid propellant rockets can achieve higher specific impulses/exhaust velocities than solid propel-
lant rockets, but since liquid propellants are often cryogenic or chemically degrade over time, they
usually cannot be stored for more than a few days. Therefore, they are primarily used for spacecraft
launch vehicles, which can be fueled shortly before launch.

Figure E.161 shows schematic views of a liquid propellant rocket engine. As illustrated in Fig.
E.161(a), burning of fuel and oxidizer in the combustion chamber generates hot gas with velocity
vchamber ≈ 0 (initially nearly motionless in the combustion chamber, at least compared to the very
high exhaust velocity coming out of the nozzle), pressure pchamber, and temperature Tchamber. The
hot gas expands in the nozzle until it has exhaust velocity vexh, pressure pexh, and temperature
Texh when it exits. For comparison, the ambient pressure outside the nozzle is pambient, which may
be significant if the rocket is still inside the atmosphere.

Figure E.161(b) shows a schematic view of other components in a liquid propellant rocket engine.
Pumps raise the pressure of oxidizer and fuel drawn from the propellant storage tanks to a pressure
higher than pchamber so they can be injected into the combustion chamber. Before entering the com-
bustion chamber, fuel passes through coils wrapping the combustion chamber and nozzle, cooling
the engine and preheating the fuel. To power the pumps, small amounts of oxidizer and fuel are
diverted to burn in a gas generator, producing hot exhaust that powers a gas turbine and thereby
the pumps. In some liquid rocket engine designs, the gas generator is powered by a small amount
of dedicated solid rocket propellant, rather than diverted liquid propellant. A few combinations of
fuels and oxidizers are hypergolic, or ignite on contact with each other, but most are not hypergolic,
and require an igniter similar to a spark plug in the ignition chamber (not shown).

Thrust vector control or steering of a liquid propellant rocket engine during its burn may be
accomplished in any of several ways. Gimbaling or tilting the entire engine (both the nozzle and
the combustion chamber) is commonly used on large modern rockets. It is also possible to tilt
just the nozzle if it is connected to the combustion chamber by a flexible yet heat-resistant seal or
joint. Older, simpler methods include moving heat-resistant rudders or vanes that protrude into the
exhaust stream (the method of choice for the A-4 and related rockets), or injecting fluid into one
side of the exhaust to divert the rest of the hot exhaust gas. Those simpler methods are still used
on smaller modern rockets. Of course, if there are multiple engines, they can be tilted in different
directions to control roll around the long axis of the rocket, as well as pitch and yaw (tilting one
way or the other) of the rocket’s long axis relative to its flight path.

If a rocket accelerates in bursts instead of continuously, the temporarily increased propellant pres-
sure during a burst of acceleration can be amplified by the pumps, temporarily increase propellant
flow to the engine, and thus reinforce the transient bursts of thrust and acceleration. This propellant
instability is called pogo, since the rocket seems to vibrate like a toy pogo stick. (Pogo was even
shown for the fictionalized depiction of an A-10 rocket engine in the 1965 film Operation Cross-
bow.) To prevent this problem, some rocket engines have pogo accumulators between the propellant
tanks and the propellant pumps, such that gas-filled regions of the accumulators allow the liquid
propellant to expand when necessary and dampen the pogo vibrations.
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Figure E.161: Liquid propellant rocket design. (a) Burning of fuel and oxidizer in the combustion
chamber generates hot gas with velocity vchamber ≈ 0, pressure pchamber, and temperature Tchamber,
which expands in the nozzle until it has exhaust values vexh, pexh, and Texh. (b) Pumps raise the
pressure of oxidizer and fuel from the storage tanks and inject it into the combustion chamber.
Along the way, fuel detours through coils wrapping the combustion chamber and nozzle, cooling
the engine and preheating the fuel. Small amounts of oxidizer and fuel are diverted to burn in a
gas generator, producing hot exhaust that powers a gas turbine and thereby the pumps.
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Burning of propellant in the combustion chamber produces an exhaust gas of molecules with both
a high thermal energy due to the temperature Tchamber and also a high potential energy in the
form of the pressure pchamber. The rocket nozzle is shaped in such a way to convert as much as
possible of that gas’s thermal energy and pressure potential energy into directed kinetic energy of
the molecules moving straight out of the rear of the nozzle. From basic thermodynamics, molecules
with D degrees of freedom (three degrees of freedom for linear motion in three dimensions, plus
three more degrees of freedom for rotation around three axes, plus more degrees of freedom if each
molecular bond has enough energy to vibrate) will have an initial thermal energy of

Thermal energy per mole =
D

2
R0Tchamber , (E.36)

in which the universal gas constant is R0 ≈ 8314 J/(kg oK).

Also from basic thermodynamics, the initial pressure potential energy will be

Pressure energy per mole = R0Tchamber . (E.37)

The exhaust gas leaving the nozzle will have a kinetic energy of

Kinetic energy per mole =
1

2
(M.W.)v2

exh , (E.38)

in which M.W. is the molecular weight of the exhaust molecules (basically the total number of
protons and neutrons in each molecule).

Using Eqs. (E.36)–(E.38), if the rocket engine nozzle converts the initial thermal and pressure energy
of the exahust to final kinetic energy with some conversion efficiency εnozzle, one can calculate the
exhaust velocity:

Kinetic energy per mole = Efficiency × (Thermal energy per mole + Pressure energy per mole)

1

2
(M.W.)v2

exh = εnozzle
D + 2

2
R0Tchamber , or

vexh =

√
εnozzle(D + 2)R0Tchamber

M.W.
(E.39)

Isp =
vexh

g
=

1

g

√
εnozzle(D + 2)R0Tchamber

M.W.
(E.40)
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Most exhaust products from chemical rockets are triatomic molecules (H2O, CO2, etc.) with D =
8 degrees of freedom (linear motion in three dimensions, plus rotation around three axes, plus
vibration of two bonds). Using that assumption and the values R0 ≈ 8314 J/(kg oK) and g ≈ 9.807
m/sec2, Eqs. (E.39)–(E.40) become

vexh = 288.3

√
εnozzle Tchamber ( in oK)

M.W.

meters

sec
(E.41)

Isp = 29.40

√
εnozzle Tchamber ( in oK)

M.W.
sec (E.42)

The nozzle efficiency is εnozzle ≈ 1 for rocket engines designed to operate in the vacuum of space,
where the nozzle can be so large that it expands the exhaust gas until its pressure is virtually
zero, and all of the exhaust gas’s energy has become kinetic energy. For rocket engines designed
to operate within the atmosphere (generally launching from the surface, where the atmospheric
pressure is greatest), the nozzle can only be large enough to expand the exhaust gas until its
pressure reaches the pressure of the outside atmosphere. (If the nozzle expanded the exhaust to
a pressure lower than that of the atmosphere, the rocket would lose thrust as a result of the
higher atmospheric pressure “dragging” on the outside of the rocket nozzle that had lower exhaust
pressure inside.) For sea-level atmospheric pressure, typical values of nozzle efficiency are around
εnozzle ≈ 0.64 (

√
εnozzle ≈ 0.8).

The combustion chamber temperature Tchamber is limited not by any chemical properties of the
propellants, but rather by the requirement not to damage the engine by overheating. Whereas jet
engines (Section E.3) must run for hours without overheating, most rocket engines only need to
operate for a few minutes, and their propellant can also circulate outside the combustion chamber
and nozzle to cool the engine before the propellant is burned. As a result, rocket engine combustion
chambers can operate at higher temperatures than jet engines, typically ranging from Tchamber ∼
2200oK for the standard A-4 engine to ∼ 3500oK for most modern rocket engines.

The molecular weight (M.W.) of the exhaust depends on the propellant used. For hydrogen as
fuel and oxygen as oxidizer, the reaction product is water (H2O), with a molecular weight M.W.
≈ 18. To lower the average molecular weight, most hydrogen-oxygen engines burn hydrogen-rich;
the excess molecular hydrogen (M.W. ≈ 2) in the exhaust reduces the average exhaust molecular
weight to M.W. ≈ 12. Hydrogen/oxygen propellant yields the best performance currently available
from chemical propellants, but both the fuel and oxidizer are cryogenic, so they cannot be stored
in onboard tanks for long. Hydrogen also has a very low density even when liquified, so it requires
a fairly large and massive fuel tank on a rocket. Despite these difficulties, hydrogen/oxygen is the
preferred fuel for most stages of most modern launch vehicles.

Liquid oxygen may also be used with storable fuels such as ethanol (CH3CH2OH, as in the A-4) or
petroleum oil derivatives (typically a mixture of molecules ∼CnH2n+2, where n ∼ 6–20, as in some
proposed German rockets or the first stage of the Saturn V). For a standard A-4 rocket with oxygen
as oxidizer and 75% ethanol/25% water as fuel (the water was added both to cool the engine and to
lower the average molecular weight of the exhaust), roughly 2/3 of the reaction products are water
(M.W. ≈ 18) and roughly 1/3 are carbon dioxide (CO2, M.W. ≈ 44), yielding an average molecular
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weight of M.W. ≈ 27. The effective molecular weight could vary slightly, depending on what the
exact propellant mix was and how one does the averaging, but M.W. ≈ 27 is a representative
number, and small variations in that number are relatively insignificant, since it is in the square
root in Eqs. (E.41)–(E.42).

Using these values and Eqs. (E.41), Table E.3 presents the approximate sea-level (εnozzle ≈ 0.64)
and vacuum (εnozzle ≈ 1) exhaust velocities for various propellants and combustion temperatures.

Rocket Rocket Exhaust Combustion Sea-level Vacuum
fuel oxidizer M.W. temperature exh. velocity exh. velocity

Hydrogen Oxygen 12 2200oK 3120 m/sec 3900 m/sec

Hydrogen Oxygen 12 3500oK 3940 m/sec 4920 m/sec

Ethanol Oxygen 27 2200oK 2080 m/sec 2600 m/sec

Ethanol Oxygen 27 3500oK 2630 m/sec 3280 m/sec

Fuel oil Oxygen 27 2200oK 2080 m/sec 2600 m/sec

Fuel oil Oxygen 27 3500oK 2630 m/sec 3280 m/sec

Table E.3: Approximate exhaust velocities for rocket engines with various propellants, different
combustion temperatures, and exhaust nozzles optimized for either sea-level and or vacuum condi-
tions.

The thrust of a rocket engine may be estimated from the physical size of the engine, or vice versa.
The combustion chamber pressure pchamber pushes on all the forward inside areas of the chamber,
but not on the open throat area Athroat in the rear of the chamber, producing an imbalanced
pressure-based thrust force of pchamberAthroat. The velocity and mass escaping through the throat
produce a momentum-based thrust force of comparable value, doubling the total. Including the
nozzle efficiency εnozzle, the total thrust including both pressure and momentum effects is

Fthrust ≈ 2 εnozzle pchamber Athroat (E.43)

Like the chamber temperature, the chamber pressure pchamber is limited not by any chemical proper-
ties of the propellants, but rather by the stresses that the combustion chamber can endure. Chamber
pressures vary from pchamber ≈ 1.45 MPa for the standard A-4 engine to pchamber ≈ 20 MPa for
the Space Shuttle Main Engines. (For reference, sea-level atmospheric pressure is approximately
0.1 MPa.)
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Expressing the chamber pressure in MPa and writing the throat area in terms of the throat diameter,
Athroat ≈ (π/4)D2

throat, the thrust from Eq. (E.43) may be rewritten as:

Fthrust [in Newtons] ≈ 1.6× 106 εnozzle D
2
throat × pchamber [in MPa] (E.44)

For the standard A-4 engine with sea-level nozzle efficiency εnozzle ≈ 0.64, throat diameter Dthroat =
0.405 m, and chamber pressure pchamber ≈ 1.45 MPa, Eq. (E.44) predicts a thrust of Fthrust ≈
2.44× 105 N, very close to the stated sea-level A-4 thrust of 2.65× 105 N.

In order to reduce the exhaust gas pressure from the chamber pressure pchamber > 1 MPa to
atmospheric pressure patm ∼ 0.1 MPa for a first-stage engine, the flared nozzle must have an
exhaust area that is Aexh/Athroat ∼ 4–16 times as large as the throat area, or an exhaust diameter
that is Dexh/Dthroat ∼ 2–4 times as large as the throat diameter (taking the square root of the area
ratio). Vacuum-optimized upper-stage engines typically have typical area ratios of Aexh/Athroat ∼
25–100, or diameter ratios of Dexh/Dthroat ∼ 5–10.

Although solid propellant rockets have lower specific impulses/exhaust velocities than liquid pro-
pellant rockets, they can generally be stored for years without degradation. Therefore, they are
primarily used for military rockets and “off-the-shelf” boosters that can be strapped to the side of
the first stage of a spacecraft launch vehicle. Despite their internal differences (see p. 1315), solid
propellant rockets obey the same thrust equations derived above for liquid propellant rockets.

Very complex calculations would be required to analyze the performance of a rocket including
factors such as the duration and angle of its rocket engine burn, aerodynamic drag, variations in
the gravitational acceleration g, curvature of the earth, and rotation of the earth. However, for
suborbital rockets, adequate approximations may be obtained using much simpler methods. As
shown in Fig. E.162, major categories of potential flight paths for rockets include: (a) a ballistic
trajectory, (b) a glide trajectory, (c) a ballistic trajectory followed by a glide trajectory, and (d) a
ballistic trajectory with multiple skips off the upper atmosphere (followed by a glide).
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a. Ballistic trajectory

For a crude but simple calculation of a ballistic trajectory (the path of a rocket without aerodynamic
lift or wings), one can model the rocket’s performance as that of a ballistic projectile which is
instantaneously accelerated to a velocity ∆v at launch, is fired some initial angle relative to the flat
surface of the earth, and follows a parabolic trajectory to its target. Using Eq. (E.31) and assuming
a 10% loss for aerodynamic drag and gravitational forces, the effective launch velocity of a ballistic
rocket in this model is:

∆v = 0.9 vexh ln

(
minitial

mfinal

)
(E.45)

As shown in Fig. E.162(a), such a ballistic projectile achieves the greatest range when it is fired at
a 45o angle from the surface, devoting equal amounts of its velocity to achieving a maximum height
and traveling a maximum distance before it falls back to the earth. If the projectile has a mass m
and an initial velocity ∆v, its total kinetic energy is m(∆v)2/2, of which half goes to carry it to
a maximum height ∆H and half goes to carry it to a maximum downrange distance ∆x when it
impacts at time ∆t after being launched. Since half the initial kinetic energy is used up to achieve
the gravitational potential energy mg∆H at maximum height, that height may be found:

1

2

[
1

2
m(∆v)2

]
= mg∆H , or (E.46)

∆H =
(∆v)2

4g
(E.47)

Half of the total time ∆t is spent reaching height ∆H, and half to fall from it back to the ground:

∆H =
1

2
g

(
∆tballistic

2

)2

, or (E.48)

∆tballistic =

√
8∆H

g
(E.49)

=
√

2
∆v

g
(E.50)

in which Eq. (E.50) used Eq. (E.47).

An amount ∆v/
√

2 of the projectile’s velocity is directed horizontally, carrying it a distance

∆xballistic =
∆v√

2
∆tballistic (E.51)

=
(∆v)2

g
(E.52)

in which Eq. (E.52) used Eq. (E.50).
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Figure E.162: Major categories of potential flight paths for rockets include: (a) a ballistic trajectory,
(b) a glide trajectory, (c) a ballistic trajectory followed by a glide trajectory, and (d) a ballistic
trajectory with multiple skips off the upper atmosphere (followed by a glide).
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b. Glide trajectory

In a gliding trajectory as illustrated in Fig. E.162(b), the rocket is boosted to an initial velocity
∆v that is horizontal but high enough in the atmosphere that it will not crash before it loses its
horizontal velocity. If the rocket has wings, it can use the aerodynamic lift force generated by those
wings to maintain a nearly horizontal gliding flight path for as long as possible, until aerodynamic
drag has slowed its forward velocity to zero (or in practice, to a low enough velocity that the wings
no longer generate enough lift to keep the vehicle aloft).

For the rocket to maintain a horizontal trajectory, the upward lift force L must balance the down-
ward gravitational force mg, in which m is the mass of the rocket and g is the gravitational
acceleration:

L = mg (E.53)

Using Newton’s second law, the aerodynamic drag force D in the horizontal direction causes the
rocket’s forward velocity to decelerate at a rate a (where a is defined to be positive for deceleration):

D = ma (E.54)

Dividing Eq. (E.54) by Eq. (E.53), one finds:

D

L
=

a

g
, or

a = g
D

L
(E.55)

Note that the deceleration is constant and only depends on the rocket’s lift-to-drag ratio (D/L).
At that uniform deceleration, the time required to decelerate from initial velocity ∆v to v = 0 is:

∆tglide =
∆v

a

=
∆v

g

L

D
(E.56)

For uniform deceleration, the average velocity during the glide is ∆v/2, so the range travelled
during the glide is:

∆xglide =
∆v

2
∆tglide

=
1

2

L

D

(∆v)2

g
(E.57)
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Dividing Eq. (E.57) by Eq. (E.52), the range of a gliding trajectory compared to the range of a
ballistic trajectory with the same initial velocity is:

∆xglide

∆xballistic
=

1

2

L

D
(E.58)

Thus the gliding range is at least as large as the ballistic range for lift-to-drag ratios of

L

D
≥ 2 (E.59)

For reference, the lift-to-drag ratio of the U.S. space shuttle was L/D ≈ 2.5, and Silbervogel was
designed to have L/D in the range 6.4–7.5 (the ratio varied slightly with the velocity of the vehicle).

c. Ballistic trajectory followed by a glide trajectory

As shown in Fig. E.162(c), greater range may be achieved if a rocket first follows a ballistic trajec-
tory, then follows a glide trajectory. For simplicity, one can assume that the glide begins after the
rocket’s ballistic trajectory has fallen enough that the rocket has regained virtually all of its initial
velocity ∆v, yet is still high enough that it can glide nearly horizontally until its forward velocity
is gone, without hitting the ground prematurely. With this simplistic but useful assumption, the
total range travelled during both the ballistic and glide phases is:

∆xtotal ≈ ∆xballistic + ∆xglide =

(
1 +

1

2

L

D

)
(∆v)2

g
(E.60)

≈
(

1 +
1

2

L

D

)
∆xballistic (E.61)

If L/D = 2, adding a glide to the end of a ballistic trajectory would approximately double the total
range, compared to a purely ballistic trajectory. If L/D = 4, adding a glide to the end of a ballistic
trajectory would approximately triple the total range.

The total time required for both the ballistic and glide phases is:

∆ttotal ≈ ∆tballistic + ∆tglide =

(√
2 +

L

D

)
∆v

g
(E.62)

≈
(

1 +

√
2

2

L

D

)
∆tballistic (E.63)
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d. Skip trajectory

In a skip trajectory as illustrated in Fig. E.162(d), the rocket follows an initial ballistic trajectory
but then instead of gliding back through the atmosphere, it bounces off the upper atmosphere
to follow a second ballistic trajectory. If the rocket has wings, it can use those wings to generate
enough aerodynamic lift for the skip back out of the atmosphere, instead of a nearly horizontal glide.
However, there will also be a corresponding amount of aerodynamic drag during the atmospheric
skip, so the rocket will lose some of its velocity and the second ballistic trajectory will not achieve
as much altitude or as much range as the first ballistic trajectory. In principle the rocket can
execute several skips and several ballistic trajectories, each smaller than the preceding one, before
eventually settling into a conventional glide trajectory. The skip trajectory is analogous to skipping
a stone off the surface of a pond of water. The equations for the skip trajectory are too complicated
to include here, but will be discussed in Section E.4.7. Yet even without equations, one can see that
a skip trajectory has the potential to have a total range several times larger than a simple ballistic
trajectory, and larger even than a combined ballistic and glide trajectory.

Methods of improving rocket performance

Throughout the war, Germany was strongly motivated to improve the performance of its rockets to
increase their range in order to reach more distant targets, and/or to increase their payload capac-
ity in order to deliver larger bombs (conventional explosive, incendiary, fuel-air explosive, fission,
radiological, chemical, or biological). Once Allied military forces began advancing into territory
previously held by Germany, making potential Allied targets like London and Moscow even further
away, this motivation became even stronger.

The A-4 or V-2 rocket was the most successful, most visible, and most widely produced German
rocket, and was able to carry a 1-ton payload to a maximum range of approximately 350 km.
There were six major ways to improve its performance, which could be done individually or in any
combinations:

• Increasing the size of the rocket.

• Increasing the exhaust velocity of the rocket engine.

• Adding a booster stage to the rocket.

• Adding strap-on boosters to the rocket.

• Adding wings to the rocket.

• Decreasing stresses during atmospheric reentry.

Evidence for wartime German progress on each of these approaches will now be analyzed.
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E.4.2 Increasing the Size of the Rocket

Length was the most straightforward improvement, since it would have simply involved producing
longer cylinders for the fuel and oxidizer tanks, and possibly increasing the propellant flow rate to
the engine to produce more thrust to lift the larger rocket mass. Whereas the regular A-4 rocket
was approximately 14 meters long, including the fins and nosecone, there is evidence for at least
two extended versions of the A-4.

Evidence for an extended A-4 rocket with a total length of approximately 18 meters includes:

a. A 30 September 1944 Los Angeles Times article reported that the U.S. Army in France had
discovered evidence of German rockets with a length of 18 meters (p. 2800).

b. A 14 December 1944 U.S. report derived from a German prisoner of war stated: “Two types
of V-2 have been built: Type A 1, which is about 23 m long and 4.5 m in diameter, and
Type A 4, which is about 18 m long and 2.5-3 m in diameter. Only the latter is in mass
production... PW heard that German technicians intended to launch them to an altitude of
120 km, which would have permitted them to reach NEW YORK.” (See p. 3143.) Reporting
A-4s with a length of 18 m instead of 14 m could be a mistake, but the prisoner was a scientist
who had been employed at Peenemünde for some time, and who seemed very well informed
about details.

c. A train shipment of high-priority “18 m machines” and accessories was personally forwarded
through Austria by Hans Kammler on 16 March 1945 (p. 3195). It seems likely that those
18-meter machines were rockets.

d. Heinz Stoelzel’s 1945 plan showed an A-9 (winged A-4, or A-4b) with a length of 18 meters,
not the usual length of 14 meters (p. 3188).

e. 18 April 1945 articles in French and British newspapers gave the accounts of French workers
who had just been released from a 24-square-kilometer underground factory, where they had
been building V-4 rockets. They also mention that the V-3 was a known, improved, and
enlarged version of the V-2 (pp. 3178–3179).

f. In an April 1946 article (p. 3239), U.S. Senator Elbert D. Thomas wrote: “Rockets more
deadly than the V-2 would have reached north to all important cities in England. We couldn’t
have prevented it... After our ground forces conquered the Continental coast just before V-E
day, I visited a V-weapon factory. I could not help but utter to myself, and I’ve repeated it
often, ‘We are just in time.’” His statement seems to mean that rockets with significantly
longer range than the V-2 or A-4 were on the verge of mass-production, and the most easily
achievable candidates for longer-range rockets would be extended A-4s.

g. In his 7 March 1946 presentation to the Society of Automotive Engineers, U.S. Army Air
Force Colonel Donald L. Putt, who was in charge of the aerospace engineers, documents,
and prototypes brought back from Germany, stated: “The Germans were preparing rocket
surprises for the whole world in general and England in particular, which would have, it is
believed, changed the course of the war if the invasion had been postponed for so short a time
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as six months.” (See p. 3234.) Like Senator Thomas’s statement, Putt’s comment seems to
mean that rockets with significantly longer range than the V-2 or A-4 were on the verge of
mass-production.

h. Using German engineers, plans, and technologies after the war, the Soviet Union produced
the SS-2 (R-2) missile, which was basically an 18-meter-long A-4 (p. 3280).

i. Using German engineers, plans, and technologies after the war, France was developing and
considering producing the Super V-2 missile, which was essentially an A-4 with enlarged
propellant tanks (p. 3290).

j. Is there other evidence?

Evidence for an extended A-4 rocket with a total length of approximately 21 meters includes:

a. A 19 January 1945 report from the Headquarters of the U.S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe
stated: “Larger rockets (68 feet in length as against 45 feet) are known to exist.” See p.
3146. 68 feet is approximately 21 meters and 45 feet is approximately 14 meters. Such an
unequivocal statement from such an authoritative source cannot be dismissed.

b. As already noted, the 14 December 1944 U.S. report derived from a German prisoner of war
stated (p. 3143): “Two types of V-2 have been built: Type A 1, which is about 23 m long and
4.5 m in diameter, and Type A 4, which is about 18 m long and 2.5-3 m in diameter. Only the
latter is in mass production... PW heard that German technicians intended to launch them to
an altitude of 120 km, which would have permitted them to reach NEW YORK.” Although
the first rocket described most closely matches the description of the A-10, the report does
at least demonstrate that rockets even with lengths over 21 m “have been built.”

c. Using German engineers, plans, and technologies after the war, the Soviet Union produced
the SS-3 (R-5M) missile, which was essentially a 21-meter-long A-4 (p. 3280).

d. Using German engineers, plans, and technologies after the war, the United States produced
the Redstone missile, which was essentially a 21-meter-long A-4 (p. 3231).

e. Is there other evidence?

From Table E.4, note that the estimated altitude and range agree very well with the A-4 trajectory
shown in Heinz Stoelzel’s diagram in Fig. E.63.

Boris Chertok mentioned that the 21-m-long SS-3/R-5, but not the 14-m SS-1/R-1 and 18-m SS-
2/R-2, suffered from unforeseen guidance problems. The SS-3 was so long that there was appreciable
structural bending between the nose of the rocket, where the motion-sensing guidance system was,
and the tail of the rocket, where the steering fins were. The guidance system erroneously interpreted
small bending motions of the intervening structure as course changes of the entire rocket, and then
led the rocket astray. (See pp. 3279–3279.) Because these Soviet rockets were directly based on
German technology, it is likely that this same problem would have afflicted a 21-m A-4 but not
14-m or 18-m versions of the A-4. Presumably the wartime German program could have overcome
this problem just as the postwar Soviet program ultimately did, but it might have been one more
cause for critical delays in the German rocket program.
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Characteristic A-4 18 m A-4 21 m A-4 SS-1 SS-2 SS-3 Super V-2 Redstone

Country Germany Germany Germany USSR USSR USSR France US

Operational 1942–45 1945? 1945? 1950–53 1953–56 1956–67 1946 design 1958–64

Diameter (m) 1.65 1.65 1.65 1.65 1.65 1.65 1.65 1.77

Length (m) 14 18 21 14 18 21 14.5 21

Body (kg) 4000 4000 4000 4000 5000 4000 3000 4000

Propellant 9000 16,000 24,000 9000 16,000 24,000 16,000 24,000
(kg)

Payload 1000– 1000– 1000– 1000 1000 2000 1000 4000
(kg) 2000 2000 2000

Total mass 14,000– 21,000– 29,000– 14,000 22,000 30,000 20,000 32,000
(kg) 15,000 22,000 30,000

Fuel Ethanol Ethanol Ethanol Ethanol Ethanol Ethanol Kerosene Ethanol

Oxidizer LOX LOX LOX LOX LOX LOX Nitric acid LOX

vexh (m/s) 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2300 2630 2300

Thrust (kN) 270 380 400 280 380 490 392 460

Burn time (s) 68 85 120 63 85 112 108 120

Range (km) 300 600 900 300 600 1200 1500 400

Est. velocity 1850– 2600– 3200– 1850 2300 3300 3800 2900
∆v (m/s) 1650 2300 2900

Est. flight 4.5–4.0 6.2–5.6 7.6–7.0 4.5 5.6 8.0 9.2 6.9
time ∆t (min)

Est. altitude 88–70 170–140 250–210 88 140 280 370 210
∆H (km)

Est. range 350–280 680–560 1000–860 350 560 1100 1500 840
∆x (km)

Table E.4: Approximate values from known German (14-meter regular A-4), German-based Soviet
(SS-1, SS-2, and SS-3), German-based French (Super V-2), and German-based U.S. (Redstone)
rockets used to extrapolate characteristics of possible German extended A-4 rockets (18-meter and
21-meter versions) [data adapted from Jürgen Michels 1997; Uhl 2001; www.astronautix.com].
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E.4.3 Increasing the Exhaust Velocity of the Rocket Engine

Another way to improve the overall performance of the rocket would be to increase the exhaust
velocity of the engine. This solution was presumably being pursued with better metal alloys and
improved regenerative engine cooling systems to allow higher combustion temperatures, and im-
proved fuels (especially liquid hydrogen) to lower the average molecular weight of the exhaust gas,
since the range varies like:

∆x ∝ (∆v)2 ∝ v2
exh

∝ Tchamber

M.W.
(E.64)

Because the range is directly proportional to the engine combustion chamber temperature, using
more heat-resistant materials and increasing the temperature from 2200oK (standard for the A-4)
to 3500oK (typical for modern rockets) would increase the range by a factor of

3500oK

2200oK
≈ 1.59 , (E.65)

or approximately 59%. For example, the maximum range of the A-4 would increase from approxi-
mately 350 km to approximately 557 km.

It seems likely that A-4 engines with higher combustion temperatures would have been actively
researched and possibly even mass-produced during the war:

a. There was an urgent wartime demand for rockets with longer ranges, especially after D-Day
as rockets had to be launched from deeper and deeper into the European continent.

b. German-led engineering teams in postwar Allied countries made simultaneous and similar
improvements to A-4 engine technology to raise the combustion temperatures.

c. There were a number of wartime and early postwar documents that mentioned “improved
V-2s.”

d. Rocket engine testing was so important that a number of testing facilities were built and
operated in addition to Peenemünde. If the engine technology was standardized and remained
unchanged, those engine testing sites are harder to explain. (Ordinary quality control would
have required less extensive testing of some fraction of the mass-produced engines.)

Indeed, there is at least one photograph from a postwar U.S. report showing an advanced A-4 engine
that was apparently mass-produced (p. 3119). Much more archival research should be conducted
to determine the performance characteristics and production history of that and other advanced
wartime rocket engines.
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Since the range is inversely proportional to the molecular weight of the exhaust molecules, changing
the fuel from ethanol or hydrocarbons to liquid hydrogen would reduce the average molecular weight
from M.W. ≈ 27 (a mixture of roughly 1/3 CO2 and roughly 2/3 H2O) to M.W. = 12 (H2O with
some H2, if a fuel-rich propellant mix is used) while keeping the combustion chamber temperature
the same (2200oK) would increase the range by a factor of

27

12
≈ 2.25 , (E.66)

or approximately 125%. For example, the maximum range of the A-4 would increase from approx-
imately 350 km to approximately 788 km.

Both changing the fuel from ethanol to liquid hydrogen and increasing the combustion chamber
temperature from 2200oK to 3500oK would increase the range by a factor of

3500oK

2200oK

27

12
≈ 3.58 , (E.67)

or approximately 258%. For example, the maximum range of the A-4 would increase from approx-
imately 350 km to approximately 1250 km.

Although liquid hydrogen is even more cumbersome than liquid oxygen, using it would yield a huge
increase in range, whether or not the combustion chamber temperature could be increased. For
this reason, there would have been very strong incentive for the German rocket program to pursue
liquid hydrogen fuel. In fact, there is some evidence that it did so:

a. A 1944 prisoner of war report stated that German rockets using hydrogen fuel had been
successfully tested (p. 3134).

b. A November 1945 conference presentation reporting details of postwar Allied investigations
of the German rocket program mentions hydrogen fuel (p. 3213).

c. A 1946 U.S. intelligence report mentions wartime German hydrogen and oxygen production
plants in conjunction with the report of V-2 and A-9 rocket programs that were taken over
by Soviet forces (p. 3263).

d. Walter Dornberger mentioned wartime interest in liquid hydrogen to increase the performance
of the A-4 (p. 3263).

e. Krafft Ehricke mentioned wartime research on liquid hydrogen for rockets (p. 3440).

f. Is there other evidence?
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E.4.4 Adding a Booster Stage to the Rocket

Another solution to increase the rocket performance was to use two or more stages, such that the
structural mass of each stage could be jettisoned once all of the propellant in that stage had been
consumed. This solution is very effective and therefore widely used in modern launch vehicles, but
it is also fairly complex as it requires the development and perfection of a larger and entirely new
rocket engine and stage to serve as the first-stage booster of a smaller rocket.

In the wartime German rocket program, the best-known example of this approach was the A-9/A-
10 two-stage rocket; Table E.5 gives approximate specifications for the A-9 and A-10 stages. The
Silbervogel space plane may also be viewed as a two-stage system, in which the rocket-powered
catapult booster sled was effectively the first stage and the rocket plane itself was the second stage.
Table E.6 gives approximate specifications for that system. Exact values for the A-9/A-10 and
Silbervogel specifications vary among different sources in the literature and for different versions
of these systems2, but the approximate values given in these tables are sufficient to estimate the
performance of each system.

Characteristic Symbol Approximate value

Payload mass mpayload 2000 kg

A-9 empty mass mA9 3000 kg

A-9 propellant mass mA9 propellant 12,000 kg

A-9 total initial mass (minitial)2 = mpayload+ 17,000 kg
mA9 +mA9 propellant

A-9 total final mass (mfinal)2 = mpayload +mA9 5000 kg

A-9 effective exhaust velocity (vexh)2 2000 m/sec

A-9 burn time t2 95 sec

A-9 thrust (Fthrust)2 3× 105 N

A-10 empty mass mA10 17,000 kg

A-10 propellant mass mA10 propellant 52,000 kg

A-9/A-10 total initial mass (minitial)1 = mpayload+ 86,000 kg
mA9 +mA9 propellant

+mA10 +mA10 propellant

A-9/A-10 total final mass (mfinal)1 = mpayload+ 34,000 kg
mA9 +mA9 propellant +mA10

A-10 effective exhaust velocity (vexh)1 2000 m/sec

A-10 burn time t1 50 sec

A-10 thrust (Fthrust)1 2× 106 N

Table E.5: Specifications for estimating performance of A-9/A-10 rocket.

2 Fritz Hahn 1998, Vol. 2, pp. 162–170; Hölsken 1994, p. 335; Huzel 1962, pp. 236–237; Ley 1968, pp. 390–392;
Jürgen Michels 1997, pp. 35, 71–75; Miranda and Mercado 1996, pp. 65–80; Myhra 2002; Sänger and Bredt 1944;
Hartmut Sänger 2006, p. 52.
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Characteristic Symbol Approximate value

Payload mass mpayload 2000 kg

Silbervogel empty mass mplane 10,000 kg

Silbervogel propellant mass mplane propellant 88,000 kg

Silbervogel total initial mass (minitial)2 = mpayload+ 100,000 kg
mplane +mplane propellant

Silbervogel total final mass (mfinal)2 = mpayload +mplane 12,000 kg

Silbervogel effective exhaust velocity (vexh)2 3000 m/sec

Silbervogel burn time t2 168 sec

Silbervogel thrust (Fthrust)2 1× 106 N

Booster sled empty mass msled ??

Booster sled propellant mass msled propellant ?? kg

Sled + Silbervogel total initial mass (minitial)1 = mpayload+ ?? kg
mplane +mplane propellant

+msled +msled propellant

Sled + Silbervogel total final mass (mfinal)1 = mpayload+ ?? kg
mplane +mplane propellant +msled

Booster sled effective exhaust velocity (vexh)1 2000 m/sec

Booster sled ∆v (∆v)1 500 m/sec

Booster sled burn time t1 11 sec

Booster sled thrust (Fthrust)1 ?? N

Table E.6: Specifications for estimating performance of Silbervogel space plane.
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Using the A-9/A-10 rocket specifications from Table E.5 in Eq. (E.32), the A-9/A-10 had a max-
imum velocity ∆v ≈ 4300 m/sec. Assuming ∼ 10% loss for aerodynamic drag and gravitational
losses, the effective maximum velocity was

(∆v)A9/A10 ≈ 3870 m/sec (E.68)

Using Eq. (E.68) in Eqs. (E.47), (E.50), and (E.52), the maximum altitude, flight time, and range
of the A-9/A-10 rocket during its ballistic trajectory (not counting the subsequent gliding reentry
using its wings) were:

(∆H)A9/A10 ≈ 380 km (E.69)

(∆tballistic)A9/A10 ≈ 9.3 min (E.70)

(∆xballistic)A9/A10 ≈ 1500 km (E.71)

Note that this maximum altitude and range agree very well with the early (ballistic) part of the
A-9/A-10 trajectory shown in Heinz Stoelzel’s diagram in Fig. E.63. This does not include the ad-
ditional range from using the A-9’s wings to follow a gliding trajectory after the ballistic trajectory;
that effect will be calculated shortly.

Using the Silbervogel space plane/booster sled specifications from Table E.6 in Eq. (E.32), the
two-stage Silbervogel system had a maximum velocity ∆v ≈ 6860 m/sec. Assuming ∼ 10% loss for
aerodynamic drag and gravitational losses, the effective maximum velocity was

(∆v)Silbervogel ≈ 6170 m/sec (E.72)

Using Eq. (E.72) in Eqs. (E.47), (E.50), and (E.52), the maximum altitude, flight time, and range
of the Silbervogel during its ballistic trajectory (not counting the subsequent skip and/or gliding
trajectories using its wings) were:

(∆H)Silbervogel ≈ 970 km (E.73)

(∆tballistic)Silbervogel ≈ 15 min (E.74)

(∆xballistic)Silbervogel ≈ 3900 km (E.75)

The effect of the Silbervogel’s wings will be calculated shortly.

E.4.5 Adding Strap-on Boosters to the Rocket

Strap-on boosters could also improve the performance of rocket such as the A-4, just as they have
been used to improve the performance of many modern launch vehicles such as the U.S. Space
Shuttle, Titan, and Delta. Do any reports give the empty mass, propellant mass, exhaust velocity,
burn time, and thrust of suitable strap-on boosters? If so, one can calculate how much they would
improve the performance of an A-4, A-9, or other rocket.
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E.4.6 Adding Wings to the Rocket

Wings would enable a rocket to execute a long gliding reentry into the atmosphere instead of a steep
ballistic reentry, so that a rocket of the same size would have greatly extended range. This solution
was being pursued with the winged A-9 and Silbervogel space plane, but it was more complex due
to the large aerodynamic and heating loads on the reentering vehicle and the need for real-time
onboard or remote human guidance during the tricky reentry phase to reach the intended target.

From Eq. (E.61), using wings to add a glide trajectory after a ballistic trajectory increases the total
range by a factor of [1 + (L/2D)]. It also increases the total flight time by factor of [1 + (L/

√
2D)].

Assuming a lift-to-drag ratio of L/D ≈ 5, adding wings to a standard A-4 with a range of 350 km
and a flight time of 4.5 min would produce an A-4b (or A-9) with a range and flight time of

(∆xballistic+glide)A4b ≈ 1200 km (E.76)

(∆tballistic+glide)A4b ≈ 20 min (E.77)

For this same lift-to-drag ratio of L/D ≈ 5, adding wings to an A-9/A-10 with a range of 1500 km
and a flight time of 9.3 min would yield a total range and flight time of

(∆xballistic+glide)A9/A10 ≈ 5300 km (E.78)

(∆tballistic+glide)A9/A10 ≈ 42 min (E.79)

Note that these ranges agree very well with those for the winged A-9 or A-9/A-10 trajectories
shown in Heinz Stoelzel’s diagram in Fig. E.63.

Assuming a lift-to-drag ratio of L/D ≈ 6.5 for the Silbervogel, adding a glide (but no skips) would
extend its purely ballistic range of 3900 km and flight time of 15 min to a total range and flight
time of

(∆xballistic+glide)Silbervogel ≈ 17,000 km (E.80)

(∆tballistic+glide)Silbervogel ≈ 84 min (E.81)

Adding skips would extend the Silbervogel’s range and flight time even further. The detailed effects
of the skips are difficult to calculate precisely but will be addressed in Section E.4.7.

In general, the A-9/A-10 and Silbervogel plane/sled systems had many similarities. Both were two-
stage rockets that launched a winged space plane on an intercontinental trajectory involving both
ballistic and glide phases. However, Silbervogel was approximately 6 times larger than A-9 (100,000
kg vs. 17,000 kg), and over 50% faster, with a much more advanced trajectory (repeated skips) and
more serious reentry stress and heating requirements. Even if experimental work did not get as far
on it as the experimental work for the A-9/A-10, the Silbervogel was an incredibly advanced design
for its time and the true predecessor of the U.S. Space Shuttle and other space planes. Its planned
skip trajectory led to the double-dip reentry trajectory for returning missions from beyond earth
orbit, as will be discussed in Section E.4.7.
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E.4.7 Decreasing Stresses During Atmospheric Reentry

Very simple mathematical models of reentry performance may be derived from first principles,
and then applied to estimate the reentry deceleration, heating, and range of the A-4, A-9, and
Silbervogel and show how they would compare to the reentry performance of modern ballistic
missiles and spacecraft.

General considerations

The typical velocity of vehicles reentering the atmosphere from orbit may be found by considering
a vehicle of mass m in a circular orbit just above the earth’s atmosphere, say at a height H = 150
km above the earth’s surface. Because H is much smaller than the radius of the earth R⊕ ≈ 6380
km, one may simply use R⊕ for the orbital radius and the surface value g ≈ 9.807 m/sec2 for the
gravitational acceleration. In a circular orbit at velocity vo, viewed in a rotating reference frame,
the outward centrifugal force mv2

o/R⊕ balances the inward gravitational force mg:

mv2
o

R⊕
= mg , or (E.82)

vo =
√
gR⊕ ≈ 7.91 km/sec ≈ Mach 23 (E.83)

At this speed, each kg of the vehicle has a kinetic energy 1 kg · v2
o/2 ≈ 3.13 × 107 J that is

equivalent to the explosive energy of roughly 7 kg of TNT–the vehicle’s energy is equivalent to
seven times its mass in high explosives. This enormous kinetic energy must be safely dissipated
before the vehicle reaches the earth’s surface. A rocket could slow an orbiting vehicle to a stop, but
such a decelerating rocket would need to be as large as the one that initially accelerated the vehicle
to orbital speed, and then sending the decelerating rocket into orbit would require an unimaginably
large initial launch vehicle.

The simplest solution is to use aerodynamic drag in the atmosphere to steadily dissipate a vehicle’s
kinetic energy before it lands. However, the reentry trajectory must be chosen so that both:

1. Deceleration of the vehicle is not too severe for the instrumentation or the passengers (if there
are any). The deceleration must be prolonged over at least a few minutes to limit it to levels
that can be tolerated by humans. At the upper limit of human endurance, a ∼ 10g ∼ 100
m/sec2 deceleration would require 80 seconds to brake an initial velocity of 8000 m/sec, and
a more readily tolerated ∼ 3g ∼ 30 m/sec2 deceleration would require ∼ 4.5 minutes.

2. Heating of the vehicle from aerodynamic drag is not too great. The kinetic energy ∼ 30
MJ/kg that must be dissipated is 2-4 times larger than the energy required to vaporize most
materials. Methods for safely dissipating this much energy without vaporizing the vehicle will
now be discussed.

When air flow impacts a reentering vehicle, the kinetic energy density ρv2/2 of the flow relative
to the vehicle is converted to thermal energy density ρcpT , heating the air to a temperature T far
higher than the ambient air temperature. As the temperature rises, air molecules first are excited
into higher energy states, then dissociate into individual atoms, and then finally are progressively
stripped of their electrons and ionized. While the specific heat capacity at constant pressure cp is
a constant for air at lower temperatures, at higher temperatures cp is a function of temperature,
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to account for these various effects. Air is mostly nitrogen, and monatomic nitrogen would have
cp ≈ 717.5 J/(kg oK). As the nitrogen atoms are excited and partially ionized, they gain more
degrees of freedom (the electrons can be in various energy levels), so cp increases. The extent of
excitation and ionization and hence the value of cp vary over the temperature range characteristic
of reentry, but in general a good value to use for earth reentry is:

cp ≈ 5000
J

kg oK
(E.84)

A vehicle reentering at velocity v heats the flow directly impacting it (converting virtually all of
the kinetic energy 1

2mv
2 to thermal energy mcpT , where m is the mass of the air) to a stagnation

temperature of

T ≈ v2

2cp
≈ 10−4 v2

m/sec
oK (E.85)

For a vehicle with orbital velocity v ∼ 8000 m/sec, the stagnation temperature is T ∼ 6400oK.
This is high enough to melt or vaporize virtually all materials, and is even hotter than the surface
of the sun, which is approximately 5800oK.

Since the drag force per cross-sectional area of a vehicle is CDρv
2/2 and power is the product of

force and velocity, the rate at which a reentering vehicle’s kinetic energy is converted to heat is
CDρv

3/2. Using a coefficient of drag CD ≈ 2 for a blunt hypersonic vehicle, the heat production
rate is

qtotal ≈ ρ v3 W

m2
(E.86)

For a typical high-altitude atmospheric density ρ ∼ 10−4 kg/m3 and vehicle velocity v ∼ 8000
m/sec, the total heat production rate is an incredible qtotal ∼ 50 MW/m2.

Fortunately, for a well-designed vehicle, only a small fraction of this heat is transferred to the
vehicle, and the rest is imparted to the surrounding air. Ideally a reentry vehicle should have blunt
instead of sharp leading surfaces, in order to minimize heating of the vehicle. At hypersonic speeds,
a streamlined vehicle creates a weaker shock wave and heats the air less, but the vehicle absorbs
much more of the heat that is generated, since the shock and boundary layers are so close to the
vehicle, especially where the shock wave is attached at the vehicle’s nose. (For such a streamlined
design, reentry would first melt the nose, and then proceed to destroy the rest of the vehicle.)
In contrast, a very blunt vehicle creates a stronger shock wave and heats the air more, but the
vehicle absorbs much less of the heat that is generated, since the shock wave is detached from the
vehicle, and the intervening boundary layer serves to insulate the vehicle from most of the heat.
Thus modern reentry capsules have broad, flattened heat shields facing the oncoming flow, and
modern space-shuttle-type reentry vehicles have blunt noses and rounded leading wing edges and
also reenter at a high angle of attack with the flat underside facing the oncoming flow.

At the velocities that will be considered in this section, convection is the dominant mode of heat
transfer, although at higher velocities, radiative heat transfer would also need to be considered.
The heat transferred from a medium at temperature T∞ through a boundary layer of thickness δ
and thermal conductivity κ to a vehicle of surface temperature Ts and radius R is

qvehicle ≈
κ(T∞ − Ts)

δ(R)
(E.87)
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The laminar boundary layer thickness for a vehicle of size R is δ ∼ R/
√

ReR, where ReR is the
Reynolds number, so the heat transfer is

qvehicle ∼
√

ReR
κ(T∞ − Ts)

R
(E.88)

Empirical measurements yield the best numerical factor for heat transfer to a sphere:

qvehicle ≈ 2
√

ReR
κ(T∞ − Ts)

R
(E.89)

Assuming that the air temperature just beyond the boundary layer is the stagnation temperature
T∞ = v2/(2cp), that the stagnation temperature is much higher than the vehicle temperature
(T∞ � Ts), and that the Reynolds number is ReR = ρvR/µ, Eq. (E.89) becomes

qvehicle ≈
κ/cp√
µ

√
ρ

R
v2.5 ≈ √µ

√
ρ

R
v2.5 (E.90)

in which Eq. (E.90) used the relation µ ≈ κ/cp from the Prandtl number for air, Pr = cpµ/κ ≈ 1.

The viscosity of air varies with temperature according to Sutherland’s law. Assuming µ0 ≈ 1.72×
10−5 Pa·sec and T0 ≈ 273oK, neglecting S in comparison to the temperatures, and using Eq. (E.85),
the viscosity may be expressed as:

µ ≈ 1.0× 10−6
√
ToK

kg

m sec
≈ 1.0× 10−8 vm/sec

kg

m sec
(E.91)

Combining Eqs. (E.90) and (E.91), the heat transfer becomes

qvehicle ≈ 1× 10−4

√
ρ

R
v3 W

m2
(E.92)

Of course, a reentering vehicle is generally not spherical, and the precise local and total heat transfer
rates will depend on the specific shape of the vehicle. However, Eq. (E.92) is extremely useful for
obtaining initial estimates of reentry heat transfer before doing more detailed calculations.

Taking the ratios of Eqs. (E.92) and (E.86), the fraction of the heat transferred to the vehicle is

qvehicle

qtotal
≈ 10−4 1√

ρR
(E.93)

For ballpark values of high-altitude atmospheric density ρ ∼ 10−4 kg/m3 and reentry capsule size
R ∼ 1 m, the ratio is qvehicle/qtotal ∼ 10−2. Thus only ∼ 1% of the produced heat is imparted to the
vehicle, but that is still a very considerable ∼ 0.5 MW/m2. Likewise, the boundary layer insulates
the vehicle from the ∼ 6000oK stagnation temperature of the airflow, although heat transfer across
the boundary layer can still heat the leading surfaces of the vehicle to 1000−−2000oK.

To protect the vehicle, these leading surfaces are covered by a heat shield. The underside of the
U.S. Space Shuttle was covered with low-density tiles made of silica fibers (the tiles had a net
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density only ∼ 6% that of solid silica, the remainder of the volume being empty space to minimize
thermal conductivity) covered with black borosilicate paint, and the shuttle’s nose and leading wing
edges had tiles of carbon-carbon composite (graphite fibers for strength embedded in amorphous
carbon for lower thermal conductivity than carbon lattices) better able to withstand the higher
temperatures in those locations. Because these tiles were very good thermal radiators and insulators,
they reradiated most of the heat they acquired back to the airflow, and conducted very little of the
heat to the rest of the shuttle. Most other reentry vehicles are single-use and employ ablative heat
shields that are gradually vaporized during reentry in order to remove the thermal energy they
have absorbed before it can be conducted to the rest of the vehicle. For example, each U.S. Apollo
command module used a fiberglass heat shield that was initially ∼ 25% silica fibers and ∼ 75%
epoxy resin; after reentry most of the silica fibers remained, but the epoxy resin had been charred
until only carbon remained from its initial composition.

Since the power dissipated by atmospheric deceleration is ∼ ρv3, to limit deceleration and heating
to tolerable levels, it is important to choose reentry trajectories that remain as high as possible (to
minimize ρ) while the velocity v is still very large. Reentry trajectories suitable for different types
of missions are shown in Fig. E.163: (a) ballistic reentry, (b) lifting reentry, (c) skip reentry, and
(d) double-dip reentry.

The atmospheric density decays exponentially with increasing altitude, starting from the sea level
value ρo ≈ 1.225 kg/m3. Physically, higher air weighs on lower air, making it more dense, and all
of that weighs even more on air below that, making the density vary exponentially:

ρ = ρo e
−H/Ho (E.94)

where Ho ≡
RT

g
≈ 29.3 ToK

m Atmospheric scale height (E.95)

The stratosphere is the most important layer of the atmosphere for reentry. For the temperature
T ≈ 220 oK typical of the stratosphere, the scale height is Ho ≈ 6.5 km.

A vehicle of cross-sectional area A experiences aerodynamic drag D and lift L forces:

D =
1

2
CDAρv

2 (E.96)

L =
1

2
CLAρv

2 (E.97)

where the drag and lift coefficients CD and CL are assumed to be constant for simplicity.

Although centrifugal force is considered (in a rotating frame of reference that effectively follows
the vehicle around the earth), curvature of the earth with respect to the flight path is generally
neglected in the following calculations.

To convert the equations of motion into an easily solvable form, reentry calculations commonly
change the independent variable in differential equations by taking the ratio of derivatives, as will
be shown.
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Figure E.163: Atmospheric reentry approaches include ballistic reentry, lifting-body reentry, skip
reentry, and double-dip reentry.
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a. Ballistic Reentry

In a ballistic reentry (Fig. E.163), the vehicle cannot generate aerodynamic lift; this applies to
many warheads and the Vostok and Mercury space capsules. The effective gravitational accelera-
tion, the difference between the downward gravitational acceleration and the upward centrifugal
acceleration, is between 0 and 1 g. (0 g would be a circular orbit with the gravitational and cen-
trifugal forces balanced, and 1 g would be falling with no forward velocity.) As will be shown, the
vehicle deceleration due to aerodynamic drag is far larger than this, so gravity and centrifugal force
may be neglected. The vehicle’s initial velocity vi is typically of the order of vo from Eq. (E.83).
The pitch angle θ between the trajectory and the local horizontal is defined to be negative when
downward; for simplicity it is assumed to be constant. Using Eq. (E.96), Newton’s second law for
the acceleration a along the trajectory is

a =
dv

dt
= − 1

2m
CDAρv

2 (E.98)

Taking the ratio of dρ/dH = −ρ/Ho [using Eq. (E.94)] and dH/dt = −v |sin θ|, one finds:

dρ

dt
=

dρ

dH

dH

dt
=

ρv

Ho
|sin θ| (E.99)

Equation (E.99) may be used to rewrite Eq. (E.98), changing the independent variable from t to ρ:

dv

dρ
=

dv/dt

dρ/dt
= − CDAHo

2m |sin θ|
v (E.100)

Equation (E.100) is simply an equation for exponential decay, so its solution is

v = vi exp

(
− CDAHo

2m |sin θ|
ρ

)
(E.101)

= vi exp

(
− CDAHoρo

2m |sin θ|
e−H/Ho

)
(E.102)

Inserting Eq. (E.101) into Eq. (E.98) yields the acceleration as a function of the local density:

a = − CDAρv
2
i

2m
exp

(
− CDAHoρ

m |sin θ|

)
(E.103)

Setting d/dρ of Eq. (E.103) equal to zero, one finds the density at which maximum deceleration
occurs:

da

dρ
= − CDAv

2
i

2m
exp

(
− CDAHoρ

m |sin θ|

)(
1 − CDAHoρ

m |sin θ|

)
= 0

=⇒ ρmax decel =
m |sin θ|
CDAHo

(E.104)
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Inserting Eq. (E.104) into (E.101) and (E.94) gives the velocity and altitude for the maximum
deceleration:

vmax decel = e−1/2 vi ≈ 0.607 vi (E.105)

Hmax decel = Ho ln

(
ρo

ρmax decel

)
= Ho ln

(
CDAHoρo
m |sin θ|

)
(E.106)

Note that for an object with a sufficiently large mass and small cross section for drag (m/A →
∞), atmospheric drag does not slow an object much, and Eq. (E.106) predicts that maximum
deceleration would not occur until a theoretical negative altitude, whereas of course the solid
ground (not included in the equation) intervenes to cause maximum deceleration at H = 0. The
reentry and impact of a large, dense meteorite would be a good example.

Plugging Eq. (E.104) into Eq. (E.103) gives the maximum deceleration:

|a|max decel =
v2
i |sin θ|
2Hoe

=
R⊕

2Hoe
|sin θ|

(
vi
vo

)2

g

≈ 180 |sin θ|
(
vi
vo

)2

g (E.107)

From Eq. (E.107), the maximum deceleration is independent of the vehicle drag coefficient. For a
given reentry angle, vehicles with different values of CD experience the same maximum deceleration,
though higher-drag vehicles experience it at a higher altitude, according to Eq. (E.106).

The deceleration can be over 100 g for vi ∼ vo and large reentry angles θ. This justifies the
original assumption that the effective gravitational acceleration could be neglected. If the reentry
angle could be made arbitrarily small, Eq. (E.107) shows that the deceleration would approach zero.
Unfortunately, even in a ballistic reentry into the atmosphere from a circular orbit with vi = vo, the
decelerating vehicle will begin to lose altitude as its decreasing upward centrifugal acceleration fails
to balance the downward gravitational acceleration, so there is a minimum achievable value of θ and
hence a minimum achievable value for the peak deceleration. At the point of maximum deceleration,
this difference between the gravitational and centrifugal forces produces a net downward effective
gravitational acceleration of

|geffective|max decel = g − (vo/
√
e)2

R⊕
=

e− 1

e
g (E.108)

Assuming that θ is small, the vehicle’s horizontal velocity at the point of maximum deceleration is
approximately

vo√
e

= vo − |a|avg ∆t (E.109)

=⇒ ∆t =
vo
|a|avg

√
e− 1√
e

, (E.110)
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in which ∆t is the time between the beginning of reentry and the point of maximum deceleration,
and |a|avg is the average deceleration during that time.

Similarly, for small θ the downward vertical velocity at the point of maximum deceleration is
approximately

vo√
e
θ = |geffective|avg ∆t (E.111)

=⇒ θ = (
√
e− 1)

|geffective|avg

|a|avg

(E.112)

≈ (
√
e− 1)

|geffective|max decel

|a|max decel

, (E.113)

which may be used to find the minimum achievable ballistic reentry angle.

Inserting Eqs. (E.115) and (E.107) into Eq. (E.113) and solving for θ yields

θ =

[
(
√
e− 1)(e− 1)

180e

]1/2

≈ 0.0477 radians (or 2.73o) (E.114)

|a|max decel = 180θ g ≈ 8.6 g (E.115)

The Soviet Vostok and U.S. Mercury capsules executed a shallow-angle ballistic reentry and hence
experienced ∼ 8−9 g of deceleration, at the upper limit of what their pilots could tolerate. Reducing
|a|max below this value requires aerodynamic lift, so that the spacecraft can remain longer at very
high altitudes, where the air is less dense and the aerodynamic drag less severe.

For a Vostok or Mercury reentry with typical values Ho ≈ 6500 m, CD ≈ 2, A ∼ 3 m2, ρo ≈ 1.225
kg/m3, m ∼ 2000 kg, and θ ≈ 0.0477, Eqs. (E.104) and (E.106) indicate that maximum deceleration
for a capsule reentering from circular orbit occurs at an atmospheric density ρmax decel ≈ 2× 10−3

kg/m3 and an altitude Hmax decel ≈ 40 km.

Inserting Eq. (E.101) into Eq. (E.92), the heat transfer rate to the vehicle during ballistic reentry
is

qvehicle ≈ 1× 10−4 v3
i

√
ρ

R
exp

(
− 3CDAHo

2m |sin θ|
ρ

)
W

m2
(E.116)

Using Eq. (E.116) and setting dqvehicle/dρ = 0, one finds that the maximum heat transfer occurs
when the atmospheric pressure is

ρmax heat =
m |sin θ|
3CDAHo

=
1

3
ρmax decel , (E.117)

or ρmax heat ∼ 7× 10−4 kg/m3 for the Vostok/Mercury case.
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Inserting Eq. (E.117) into Eq. (E.116) gives the maximum heat transfer:

qvehicle, max ≈ 1× 10−4 v3
i

√
m |sin θ|

3eCDAHoR

W

m2
(E.118)

For a Vostok or Mercury capsule with vi = vo ≈ 8000 m/sec, m ∼ 2000 kg, θ ∼ 0.0477, CD ≈ 2,
A ∼ 3 m2, Ho ≈ 6500 m, and R ∼ 1 m, the maximum heat transfer is qvehicle, max ∼ 1 MW/m2.
As predicted by Eqs. (E.86) and (E.93), this is indeed only a small fraction of the total generated
heat, although it is still a large number and required a very good ablative heat shield.

On the other hand, a reentering A-4 (or a warhead or capsule separated from an A-4, if that were
done) would have a much lower initial velocity than the Vostok and Mercury capsules, since it
would not be coming from orbit. From Table E.4, a typical value for the A-4 would have been more
like vi ≈ 1750 m/sec, or around 0.22 of orbital velocity (8000 m/sec). Assuming for simplicity that
all other parameters were roughly the same, Eq. (E.118) shows that the maximum heat transfer to
the A-4 would have been roughly (1750/8000)3 ≈ 0.01 times as large as that for reentering orbital
capsules, or qvehicle, max ∼ 10 kW/m2, a much more manageable number. Of course, that is the peak
heat transfer on a reentry trajectory designed to be as shallow as possible in order to minimize the
deceleration and heating. An A-4 on a steeper reentry trajectory would experience greater heating.

Inserting Eq. (E.117) into Eq. (E.101) and (E.94) gives the velocity and altitude for the maximum
heating:

vmax heat = e−1/6 vi ≈ 0.846 vi (E.119)

Hmax heat = Ho ln

(
ρo

ρmax heat

)
= Ho ln

(
3CDAHoρo
m |sin θ|

)
(E.120)

= Ho ln

(
3CDAHoρo
m |sin θ|

)
+Ho ln 3 ≈ Hmax decel + 1.10Ho (E.121)

Thus the point of maximum heating occurs earlier during reentry than the point of maximum
deceleration, or when the vehicle is approximately 1.1 Ho ≈ 7 km higher.
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b. Lifting-Body Reentry

Lifting reentry (Fig. E.163) covers the case in which the vehicle generates aerodynamic lift as
well as drag. For simplicity, the ratio of the lift and drag forces from Eqs. (E.97) and (E.96),
L/D = CL/CD, is assumed to remain constant during the reentry, and the initial velocity is
assumed to be the orbital velocity vo from Eq. (E.83). Because very small angles minimize the
deceleration (as shown for ballistic reentry) and the vehicle now has lift to help support it, one can
assume that the trajectory is essentially horizontal.

Neglecting vertical acceleration, the downward gravitational and upward centrifugal and lift forces
must balance:

mg =
mv2

R⊕
+ L (E.122)

Using Eq. (E.97) for L in Eq. (E.122) and solving for the velocity v yields:

mg =
mv2

R⊕
+

1

2
CLAρv

2 (E.123)

=⇒ v =
vo√

1 + R⊕CLAρ
2m

=
vo√

1 + R⊕CLAρo
2m e−H/Ho

(E.124)

≈
√

2mg

CLAρo
eH/2Ho (E.125)

The approximation in the last step is valid once the velocity is low enough that the centrifugal
force is much smaller than the lift.

Equation (E.122) may be turned around into a form that will be useful in a moment:

1

m
=

g

L

[
1−

(
v

vo

)2
]

(E.126)

Newton’s second law along the trajectory is:

dv

dt
= −D

m
(E.127)

Substituting Eq. (E.126) into Eq. (E.127), one finds the acceleration:

dv

dt
= −g D

L

[
1−

(
v

vo

)2
]

(E.128)
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Thus the magnitude of the deceleration increases as the velocity v decreases, asymptotically ap-
proaching gD/L:

|a|max decel =
D

L
g (E.129)

The Gemini, Apollo, and Soyuz capsules had a lift-to-drag ratio L/D ≈ 0.5, giving a maximum
deceleration ∼ 2 g, much better than the earlier Mercury and Vostok. The U.S. Space Shuttle’s
lift-to-drag ratio was L/D ≈ 2.5, so its peak deceleration was even more gentle, ∼ 0.4 g. A-9 would
have had L/D ≈ 5, or a ∼ 0.2 g peak deceleration. Silbervogel would have had L/D ≈ 6.5, or a
∼ 0.15 g peak deceleration during the gliding portion of its terminal trajectory. (Silbervogel would
have experienced brief periods of greater acceleration during its skips off the atmosphere before
that; see p. 3493.)

The reentry trajectory of a lifting body actually deviates from the horizontal by a small negative
(downward) angle θ, which may be found from the relation:

sin θ =
1

v

dH

dt
=

1

v

dv/dt

dv/dH
(E.130)

Taking the derivative d/dH of both sides of Eq. (E.125) produces

dv

dH
=

Lv

2mgHo
(E.131)

Inserting Eqs. (E.127) and (E.131) into Eq. (E.130), one finds:

sin θ = 2
D

L

Hog

v2
(E.132)

Equation (E.132) shows that the magnitude of θ increases (the vehicle drops more rapidly) as the
velocity v decreases, since there is less centrifugal force and lift to keep the vehicle aloft.

θ is small enough that the approximation sin θ ≈ θ is valid. Using a mid-reentry value of the velocity,
v ∼ vo/2, yields an estimate of θ during reentry:

θ ∼ 8
D

L

Ho

R⊕
≈ D

L
0.5 o , (E.133)

validating the initial assumption of nearly horizontal flight.

The ground range ∆x travelled during reentry may be estimated from θ and the altitude drop
during that time, say ∆H ∼ 2Ho:

∆x ∼ ∆H

sin θ
∼ 2Ho

θ
∼ 1

4

L

D
R⊕ (E.134)
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Since the U.S. Space Shuttle had L/D ≈ 2.5, Eq. (E.134) shows that it could travel ∼ 4000 km
during reentry. Thus the reentry began very far from the actual landing site. Because the shuttle
had no fuel to maneuver during landing, it arrived at the landing site with excess altitude to ensure
that it would not fall short of the runway. If the extra altitude was not needed for contingencies,
the shuttle banked back and forth to burn off the extra altitude before approaching the runway.

Inserting Eqs. (E.94) and (E.124) into Eq. (E.92), the heat transfer to a lifting reentry vehicle is

qvehicle ≈ 1× 10−4

√
ρo
R
v3
o e
−H/2Ho

(
1 +

R⊕CLAρo
2m

e−H/Ho

)−3/2 W

m2
(E.135)

Setting dqvehicle/dH = 0 and solving for H yields the altitude where peak heat transfer occurs:

Hmax heat = Ho ln

(
R⊕CLAρo

m

)
(E.136)

Inserting Eq. (E.136) into Eq. (E.135), the maximum heat transfer to a lifting reentry vehicle is

qvehicle, max ≈ 5× 10−5 v3
o

√
ρom

RR⊕CLAρo

W

m2
(E.137)

As a good number to keep in mind for comparison, sunlight warms an absorbing surface with a
heat transfer rate of approximately 1.4 kW/m2 above the Earth’s atmosphere (or somewhat less
on Earth’s surface, after the atmosphere has filtered out some of the solar radiation).

For a Space Shuttle reentry with typical values H0 ≈ 6500 m, R⊕ ≈ 6.38×106 m, CL ≈ 2, A ∼ 400
m2, ρo ≈ 1.225 kg/m3, and m = 1×105 kg, Eq. (E.136) indicates that maximum heat transfer occurs
at an altitude Hmax heat ∼ 70 km, or an atmospheric pressure ρmax heat = m/(R⊕CLA) ∼ 2× 10−5

kg/m3. Also using the representative values R ∼ 20 m and vo ≈ 8000 m/sec, the maximum heat
transfer is qvehicle, max ∼ 25 kW/m2, or ∼40x lower than the ballistic case. Note that the large lift
means the decelerating vehicle can stay much higher in the atmosphere much longer than a ballistic
vehicle with no lift, changing the point of maximum heating to a much higher altitude, much lower
atmospheric density, and much lower peak heat transfer. In fact, the heat transfer is sufficiently
low that silica tiles were sufficient to insulate the vehicle and re-radiate the heat to the surrounding
atmosphere, whereas higher heat transfer values would require single-use ablative heat shields.

Neglecting relatively insignificant changes in the other parameters in Eq. (E.137), the main differ-
ence between the U.S. Space Shuttle and the older German spacecraft that were under development
was velocity. The Space Shuttle had to reenter from an orbital velocity v ≈ 8000 m/sec. The Ger-
man vehicles did not have to reach orbit and would have had lower velocities. Because the velocity
is cubed in Eq. (E.137), their heat transfer rates were much lower.

For the A-9 by itself (launched without the A-10 booster stage), the maximum velocity would have
been v ≈ 1750 m/sec (based on the A-4 from Table E.4), so the maximum heat transfer during
reentry would have been qvehicle, max ∼ 0.26 kW/m2, much smaller even than solar heating. Thus
reentry heating would not have been a problem at all, at least with a properly chosen trajectory.
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For the A-9 launched from the A-10 booster stage, the maximum velocity would have been higher,
v ≈ 3870 m/sec from Eq. (E.68). The maximum reentry heat transfer would have been qvehicle, max ∼
2.8 kW/m2, only about twice as much as solar heating, and roughly nine times smaller than the
heating experienced by the U.S. Space Shuttle. Again, reentry heating would not have been a
problem with a properly chosen trajectory.

For Silbervogel, the maximum velocity would have been even higher, v ≈ 6170 m/sec from Eq.
(E.72). The maximum reentry heat transfer would have been qvehicle, max ∼ 11 kW/m2, still less
than half the heating experienced by the U.S. Space Shuttle. Silbervogel also would have experienced
this heating for a shorter period of time than the Space Shuttle, since it would not have been coming
all the way from orbital velocity. Suitable metal alloys might have withstood and re-radiated the
heat during Silbervogel’s reentry while insulation protected the interior, or ablative coatings could
have been added to the exterior. The greatest problem with Silbervogel’s design is that heating
would have been concentrated at the sharp leading edges of the vehicle, as opposed to the rounded
leading edges of the Space Shuttle. However, because realistically the Silbervogel would not have
been reused if launched during wartime, whereas the Space Shuttle was designed to be reused for
many flights, this level of heating could have been acceptable.

Thus from this simple theoretical analysis, it appears that there are no fundamental reasons why
an A-9, A-9/A-10, or Silbervogel could not have survived reentry.

c. Skip Reentry

If desired, a vehicle can skip off the upper atmosphere like a fast-moving flat rock skipping off the
surface of a pond, and this is called a skip reentry (Figs. E.162 and E.163). This was the main
idea of Silbervogel, which would have used rocket power to achieve a suborbital flight and then
would have repeatedly skipped off the atmosphere to travel most of the way around the earth before
reentering for a final time and landing. One skip with initial velocity vi will be considered here to
illustrate the basic principle.

Gravity and centrifugal force are negligible relative to the strong aerodynamic forces involved in
skipping off the atmosphere. Newton’s second law parallel and perpendicular to the trajectory is

m
dv

dt
= −D (E.138)

mv
dθ

dt
= L (E.139)

Taking the ratio of Eqs. (E.138) and (E.139) gives the variation of velocity with vehicle pitch angle,

dv

dθ
=

dv/dt

dθ/dt
= −D

L
v (E.140)
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Equation (E.140) describes exponential decay due to drag during the skip, so its solution is

v = vi exp

[
−D
L

(θ − θi)
]
, (E.141)

in which θi is the initial pitch angle for atmospheric entry. If the vehicle does not lose much of
its velocity during the skip, its pitch angle θf leaving the atmosphere is approximately the mirror
image of the angle entering the atmosphere, θf = −θi, like a light ray reflecting off a surface. Using
these angles in Eq. (E.141) yields

vf = vi exp

(
−2θi

D

L

)
(E.142)

Newton’s second law perpendicular to the trajectory in Eqs. (E.138) and (E.139) indicates that

dθ

dt
=

CLAρv

2m
(E.143)

An equation for the altitude may be found by taking the ratio of dH/dt = v sin θ and Eq. (E.143):

dH

dθ
=

dH/dt

dθ/dt
=

2m sin θ

CLAρ

=
2m sin θ

CLAρoe−H/Ho
(E.144)

Separating variables in Eq. (E.144) and integrating gives the minimum altitude during the skip:

CLAρo
2m

∫ Hmin

∞
dH e−H/Ho =

∫ 0

θi

dθ sin θ

=⇒ Hmin = Ho ln

[
CLAρoHo

2m(1− cos θi)

]
(E.145)

Pilots are generally happier if Hmin is greater than 0, which means that the argument of the
logarithm in Eq. (E.145) must be greater than 1. For small values of θi, the approximation cos θi ≈
1− θ2

i /2 may be used, and the positive altitude requirement reduces to:

θ2
i <

CLAρoHo

m
(E.146)

Thus skipping requires a small entry angle θi and/or large coefficient of lift CL.

Using Eq. (E.145), the atmospheric density at the minimum altitude is

ρat min = ρo e
−Hmin/Ho =

2m(1− cos θi)

CLAHo
(E.147)
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The maximum acceleration is lateral due to the lift and occurs at the minimum altitude:

|a|max =
Latmin

m
=

CLAρat minv
2
at min

2m

=
v2
i

Ho
(1− cos θi) exp

(
−2θi

D

L

)

≈ 490

(
vi
vo

)2

θ2
i exp

(
−2θi

D

L

)
g (E.148)

Using vi ∼ vo and θi = 5o ≈ 0.087 rad and neglecting the exponential factor yields |a|max ≈ 3.7 g.

The ground range ∆x traversed while the angle changes by ∆θ may be estimated from Eq. (E.143):

∆θ ∼ CLAρ

2m
v ∆t ∼ CLAρ

2m
∆x (E.149)

Using Eq. (E.149) with ∆θ = 2θi, the ground range covered during the entire skip maneuver is

(∆x)skip ∼ 2m

CLAρatmin
2θi =

2θi
1− cos θi

Ho ≈
26 km

θi
, (E.150)

which is ∼ 300 km for θi = 5o ≈ 0.087 rad. The range travelled above the atmosphere between each
skip would be much larger than that (Fig. E.162).

In addition to suborbital bombers, skip reentries are extremely useful for aerobraking, or slowing an
interplanetary spacecraft into orbit when it arrives at its target planet. By plotting the spacecraft’s
trajectory so that its perigee slightly dips into the planet’s upper atmosphere, one can cause the
spacecraft to lose enough velocity to lower its apogee from infinity (escape velocity) to some finite
value for an orbit around the planet. If the velocity loss on one skip is not too great, just the
trajectory of the spacecraft tangentially grazing the curved atmosphere of the planet is enough to
cause the spacecraft to “pull up” from the skip, even if the vehicle is not capable of lift. In practice,
though, it is better to employ lift as in the skip example calculated above, since it affords much more
control over the aerobraking process to deal with fluctuations in atmospheric density. If necessary
to minimize the forces and heating the spacecraft experiences during each skip, several successive
passes through a planet’s atmosphere with a small skip each time can be used to aerobrake from
very large initial velocities.

Skip reentries are also useful as part of a more complicated maneuver called a double-dip reentry
(Fig. E.163), which is used by spacecraft returning to the earth from deep space, such as in the
Apollo missions to the moon.
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Germany.

BIOS 1868.

BIOS 1869. Manufacture of Synthetic Phenol by the Chlorination Route at I.G. Farben Industrie,
A.G., Leverkusen.

BIOS 1870.

BIOS 1871.

BIOS 1872.

BIOS 1873.
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BIOS 1874. Steam Drying of Coal.

Report series/number??? J. A. J. Bennett. January 1945. Notes on a BIOS Mission to Germany
and Austria to Investigate German Flettner Helicopter Fl 282 ‘Kolibri’ Developments.

Report series/number??? Bartram Kelley and Hugh J. Mulvey. CIOS Target No. 25/488. 17
August 1947. [helicopters]

British Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee Miscellaneous (BIOS Misc) Reports

BIOS Misc 1. [Plastics and foamed plastics]

BIOS Misc 2.

BIOS Misc 3.

BIOS Misc 4. [Toxicology]

BIOS Misc 5.

BIOS Misc 6.

BIOS Misc 7.

BIOS Misc 8.

BIOS Misc 9.

BIOS Misc 10.

BIOS Misc 11. [Detergents]

BIOS Misc 12.

BIOS Misc 13. [Detergents]

BIOS Misc 14.

BIOS Misc 15.

BIOS Misc 16.

BIOS Misc 17.

BIOS Misc 18.

BIOS Misc 19 Vol. 1 and Vol. 2. A Survey of German Wartime Food Processing, Packaging,
and Allocation. [Vacuum freeze drying and synthetic butter]

BIOS Misc 20.
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BIOS Misc 21. [Biosyn synthetic protein.]

BIOS Misc 22.

BIOS Misc 23.

BIOS Misc 24.

BIOS Misc 25.

BIOS Misc 26.

BIOS Misc 27.

BIOS Misc 28.

BIOS Misc 29.

BIOS Misc 30.

BIOS Misc 31.

BIOS Misc 32.

BIOS Misc 33.

BIOS Misc 34.

BIOS Misc 35.

BIOS Misc 36. [Insecticide]

BIOS Misc 37.

BIOS Misc 38.

BIOS Misc 39.

BIOS Misc 40.

BIOS Misc 41.

BIOS Misc 42.

BIOS Misc 43.

BIOS Misc 44.

BIOS Misc 45.

BIOS Misc 46.
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BIOS Misc 47.

BIOS Misc 48.

BIOS Misc 49.

BIOS Misc 50.

BIOS Misc 51.

BIOS Misc 52.

BIOS Misc 53.

BIOS Misc 54.

BIOS Misc 55.

BIOS Misc 56.

BIOS Misc 57. [Magnetic amplifiers]

BIOS Misc 58.

BIOS Misc 59. [Hydrodynamics]

BIOS Misc 60.

BIOS Misc 61.

BIOS Misc 62.

BIOS Misc 63.

BIOS Misc 64.

BIOS Misc 65.

BIOS Misc 66. German Infra Red Driving and Fire Control Equipment.

BIOS Misc 67.

BIOS Misc 68.

BIOS Misc 69.

BIOS Misc 70.

BIOS Misc 71.

BIOS Misc 72. The Manufacture of Aviation Gasoline in Germany.
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BIOS Misc 73.

BIOS Misc 74.

BIOS Misc 75.

BIOS Misc 76.

BIOS Misc 77. European Electron Induction Accelerators.

BIOS Misc 78.

BIOS Misc 79.

BIOS Misc 80.

BIOS Misc 81.

BIOS Misc 82.

BIOS Misc 83. Advantages and Disadvantages of Frequency and Phase Modulation in the Light of
the Special Requirements Demanded by Aviation, as Well as its Application to Wireless Navigation
(Report Prepared by Ministry of Supply).

BIOS Misc 84.

BIOS Misc 85.

BIOS Misc 86.

BIOS Misc 87.

BIOS Misc 88.

BIOS Misc 89.

BIOS Misc 90.

BIOS Misc 91.

BIOS Misc 92.

BIOS Misc 93.

BIOS Misc 94.

BIOS Misc 95.

BIOS Misc 96.

BIOS Misc 97.
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BIOS Misc 98.

BIOS Misc 99.

BIOS Misc 100.

BIOS Misc 101. Dutch Report on German Manufacture of Scales on Metal, Glass and Celluloid.

BIOS Misc 102. Dutch Report on Transmitting Tube Targets in Germany.

BIOS Misc 103.

BIOS Misc 104.

BIOS Misc 105.

BIOS Misc 106.

BIOS Misc 107.

BIOS Misc 108.

BIOS Misc 109.

BIOS Misc 110. Dutch Report on Manufacture of Radio Components in the American Zone of
Germany.

British Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee (BIOS) Overall Reports

BIOS Overall 1. Petroleum and Synthetic Oil.

BIOS Overall 2. Shipbuilding and Industry.

BIOS Overall 3. Timber and Industry.

BIOS Overall 4. Glass and Industry.

BIOS Overall 5. German Motor Roads.

BIOS Overall 6. Agricultural Aspects.

BIOS Overall 7. Rubber.

BIOS Overall 8. Rotating Wing Aircraft in Germany During the Period 1939–1945.

BIOS Overall 9. Wool Industry.

BIOS Overall 10. Diamond Tools.

BIOS Overall 11. Electric Power Engines.
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BIOS Overall 12. Gas Turbine Development.

BIOS Overall 13. Cotton Silk Rayon.

BIOS Overall 14. Food Manufacturing.

BIOS Overall 15. Ferrous Metal Industry.

BIOS Overall 16. Railways.

BIOS Overall 17. Jute.

BIOS Overall 18. Fire Fighting.

BIOS Overall 19. Photographic Industry.

BIOS Overall 20. Powder Metallurgy.

BIOS Overall 21. Motor Industry.

BIOS Overall 22. Paint Industry.

BIOS Overall 23. Nonferrous Metal Industry.

BIOS Overall 24. Pharmaceutical Industry.

BIOS Overall 25. Coal Tar and Benzole.

BIOS Overall 26. Abrasives, Their Use and Manufacture.

BIOS Overall 27. Leather Manufacturing.

BIOS Overall 28. Fine Ceramics.

BIOS Overall 29. Telecommunications.

BIOS Overall 30. Acetylene Chemistry.

BIOS Overall 31. Packaging.

BIOS Overall 32. Pest Control.

BIOS Overall 33. The German Rayon Industry.

BIOS Overall 34. German Plastics.

BIOS Overall 35.

BIOS Overall 36.

BIOS Overall 37.
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BIOS Overall 38.

BIOS Overall 39.

BIOS Overall 40.

BIOS Overall 41.

BIOS Overall 42.

BIOS Overall 43.

BIOS Overall 44.

BIOS Overall 45.

BIOS Overall 46.

BIOS Overall 47.

BIOS Overall 48.

BIOS Overall 49.

BIOS Overall 50.

Combined Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee Evaluation Reports (CIOS ER)

CIOS ER 1. Professor R. Kuhn at the KWI, Heidelberg. [synthetic antibiotic 3065]

CIOS ER 2. Preliminary Reports on Aeronautical Activities at Darmstadt.

CIOS ER 3. Oil Team Report on I.G. Farbenindustrie—Heidelberg.

CIOS ER 4. I.G. Farbenindustrie at Höchst.

CIOS ER 5. Project for Location of Ships by Ionisation Measurements.

CIOS ER 6. German Controlled Missiles.

CIOS ER 7. Oil Targets in the Ruhr and Hannover Areas.

CIOS ER 8. Brief Description of Operation of X-4 Missiles.

CIOS ER 9. Information on a Material Possibly Used for or in Jet Propulsion.

CIOS ER 10. K.W.I. für Medizinische Forschung, Heidelberg. [synthetic antibiotic 3065]

CIOS ER 11. Information on a New Group of Toxic War Gases.

CIOS ER 12. I.G. Production of Synthetic Fatty Acids.
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CIOS ER 13. Heinkel Hirth at Stuttgart.

CIOS ER 14. Ammoniawerk Merseburg G.m.b.H. Plant of I.G. Farbenindustrie A.G. at Leuna.

CIOS ER 15. I.G. Plastics Activity.

CIOS ER 16. I.G. Farbenindustrie A.G. Ludwigshafen-Oppau. Fuels and Lubricants Testing and
Development.

CIOS ER 17. Dr. Müller Conradi of I.G. Farbenindustrie.

CIOS ER 18. Interrogation of Mr. Waldeman Bergner and Mr. Schumacher.

CIOS ER 19. Statistics of German Production, Consumption and Stocks of Liquid Fuels, Rubber
and Strategic Chemicals.

CIOS ER 20. Planning Board of Reich Research Council.

CIOS ER 21. Elektrochemisches Werke München A.G.

CIOS ER 22. Work in the Heidelberg Area.

CIOS ER 23. Robert Bosch G.m.b.H.

CIOS ER 24. Friedrich Krupp, Essen.

CIOS ER 25. Rheinmetall-Borsig A.G.

CIOS ER 26. Information on Poison Gas Manufacture in Germany.

CIOS ER 27. Report on I.G. Farbenindustrie Aktiengesellschaft.

CIOS ER 28. Report on Metallgesellschaft and Lurgi Gesellschaft für Warmetechnik G.m.b.H.

CIOS ER 29. Visit to Krupps Experimental Range, Meppen.

CIOS ER 30. Report on Giessling Pulver “Cast” Rocket Propellant at Wolff & Co., Bomlitz.

CIOS ER 31. I.G. Farbenindustrie at Höchst.

CIOS ER 32. The Records of the Fedwirtschaftsamt of the O.K.W.

CIOS ER 33. Interview with Dr. Klebert, Dr. Redies and Dr. Knonradi: Synthetic Rubber, Chem-
ical Warfare.

CIOS ER 34. Assessment Report, Degaussing Laboratory, Physikalische Institut, University of
Tübingen.

CIOS ER 35. I.G. Farbenindustrie at Frankfurt.

CIOS ER 36. Investigation of Ruhr Synthetic Oil Plants.
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CIOS ER 37. I.G. Farbenindustrie at Bitterfeld.

CIOS ER 38. Luftschiffbau Zeppelin—Dir. Eckener.

CIOS ER 39. Lechfeld Airfield.

CIOS ER 40. Sonderausschuss A-4.

CIOS ER 41. Dr. Butefisch, a Director of I.G. Farbenindustrie and a Member of Its Executive
Technical Committee and an Expert on Coal Hydrogenation.

CIOS ER 42. Professor Waninger, Chief of Research, Rheinmetall-Borsig.

CIOS ER 43. Interrogation of Bruckmann and Hagen on B.M.W. Jet Engines.

CIOS ER 44. Dr. Michael Jahrstorfer, Laboratory Director, I.G. Oppau.

CIOS ER 45. Junkers Plant, Dessau.

CIOS ER 46. Nohler Technical Institute, Brunswick.

CIOS ER 47. Discovery of the Luftwaffe Archives.

CIOS ER 48. The Manufacture of Hydrogen Peroxide.

CIOS ER 49. Dr. Julius Walter Reppe.

CIOS ER 50. Gutehoffnungshutte, Sterkrade/Ruhr, Electrodes.

CIOS ER 51. Interrogation of Professor Osenberg.

CIOS ER 52. Dr. Ambros, Director of I.G. Farben Organic Division, Ludwigshafen.

CIOS ER 53. Interrogation of Albert Speer, Former Reich Minister of Armaments and War
Production. 17 parts.

CIOS ER 54. Interrogation of Dr. Walter Funk.

CIOS ER 55. Interrogation of Dr. Karl Haushofer, Professor of Geo-Politics at the University in
Munich.

CIOS ER 56. Interrogation Report on Diplom Ingenieur Walther Rieder III.

CIOS ER 57. Interview with Cardinal Faulhaber, Archibishop of Munich.

CIOS ER 58. Messerschmitt Production Plans with Special Reference to the 262 Program.

CIOS ER 59. Technical Report on CIOS Special Mission to Hanover.

CIOS ER 60. Dr. Christian Henry Poltz.
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CIOS ER 61. Forschungsinstitut für Kraftfahrwesen und Fahrzeugmotoren Stuttgart.

CIOS ER 62. Important German Naval Vessels, Equipment and Documents.

CIOS ER 63. C. H. F. Müller, A.G.

CIOS ER 64. Report on Malarial Research Resulting from Interrogation of Professor Claus
Schilling.

CIOS ER 65. Hydrazine Hydrate (B-Stoff) as a Fuel.

CIOS ER 66. Pulp and Paper Activities in the Mannheim, Darmstadt, and Heidelberg Area.

CIOS ER 67. TE KA DE Electric Valve Factory—C. F. Weiss Textile Mills, Helmbrechts: Siemens
Halske Telephone Equipment Factory Hannerman Mills, Azch, Czechoslovakia.

CIOS ER 68. Flugtechnisches Fachgruppe.

CIOS ER 69. Junkers Werke, Dessau (Jumo and JFA Planes).

CIOS ER 70. Gelsenberg A.G.

CIOS ER 71. Telefunken, C. R. Tube Laboratory and Factory, Bad Liebenstein; A.E.G. Research
Labs, Electronic Valve Application Laboratory and Factory, Clausthal-Zellerfeld; E. Leybold’s Nach-
folger Laboratory, Berg Academy, Clausthal-Zellerfeld.

CIOS ER 72. Aircraft Instrument Factory, Plauen, and Dr. Theodor Horn A.G., Villa Leuche,
Oppenstrasse, Jochrita.

CIOS ER 73. Chemical Plant, Dr. Alexander Wacker Gesellschaft für Electrochemische Indus-
trie Combit, Burghausen, Bavaria, Germany. Chemical Laboratory, Laboratory Removed from I.G.
Farbenindustrie A.G., Weinheim, Germany.

CIOS ER 74. Gas Filling Plant and Munitions Dump Near St. Georgen, Bavaria. Anorgana
G.m.b.H. Werke, Gendorf, Bavaria.

CIOS ER 75. Zentralforschungsstelle für Hoch Frequenz, Dornstadt.

CIOS ER 76. Brown-Boveri Co., Mannheim District, Weinheim, Ederbach, Reigheim, Heidelberg,
Mannheim-Kakertal.

CIOS ER 77. Funk Versuchungsanstelle für Kriegsmarine, Pelzerhagen Near Neustadt.

CIOS ER 78. Messerschmidt Assembly Plant, Landsberg.

CIOS ER 79. Dipl. Chem. Paul Schneider.

CIOS ER 80. Seewerkes, Immenstaad der Luftschiffbau, Zeppelin G.m.b.H., Friedrichshafen.

CIOS ER 81. Gesellschaft für Fernmeldetechnik, Munich.
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CIOS ER 82. Interrogation Notes on CIOS Trip No. 108, Frankfurt and Hoechst.

CIOS ER 83. Report on the Bp-20 Aircraft.

CIOS ER 84. Spangenburg Werke, Hamburg.

CIOS ER 85. Luftfahrtforschungsanstalt Hermann Goering, Volkenrode/Brunswick.

CIOS ER 86. International Hydrogenation Engineering and Chemical Co., and International
Hydrogenation Patents Company, The Hague, Holland.

CIOS ER 87. Investigation of Dannenberg V-1 Assembly Plant.

CIOS ER 88. Aerodynamisches Institut der Technischen.

CIOS ER 89. Visit of CIOS Team to Oil Centers in Leuna, Lutzkendorf., Zeitz, Bohlen, Stassfurt,
and Other Areas.

CIOS ER 90. Atlas Werke, Munich.

CIOS ER 91. Seekartewerke OKM, Kaufbeuren.

CIOS ER 92. Deutsche Forschungsanstalt für Segelflug.

CIOS ER 93. Dornier Werke G.m.b.H. Lindau.

CIOS ER 94. Interrogation of Messerschmitt Personnel on Hydraulic Systems and Pressure Cab-
ins.

CIOS ER 95. Medical Research in Occupied Holland.

CIOS ER 96. Report on a Visit to D.W.M., Karlsruhe.

CIOS ER 97. Luftfahrt-Forschungsanstalt München Medizinisches Institut Garmisch-Partenkirchen.

CIOS ER 98. Sievers, Wolfram, Reichsgeschäftsführer des “Ahnenerbes”, S. S. Standartenführer,
Berlin—Dahlem, Pucklerstr. 16—Personnel and Types of Experiments Performed at Dachau Uni-
versities.

CIOS ER 99. German Headquarters in Denmark.

CIOS ER 100. Prison Camps “Emsland”.

CIOS ER 101. Residence of Reichsbevollmachtiger Danemark, Dr. Werner Best. Rydhave, Strand-
vejen, Copenhagen.

CIOS ER 102. List of Personnel in Charge of Research Sections of the Hannover Technische
Hochschule.

CIOS ER 103. Ael-Nordmakr Arbeitsereichungslager Russee Nort of Kiel.
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CIOS ER 104. Laboratories of Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij (B.P.M.).

CIOS ER 105. Report on German Radar Industry.

CIOS ER 106. Industriekontor G.m.b.H.

CIOS ER 107. DVL Garmisch.

CIOS ER 108. Gas Turbine Research Group Headed by Dr. Max Müller.

CIOS ER 109. Oil and Gas Fields in the County of Bentheim and Adjacent Counties.

CIOS ER 110. H. Walter Kommanditgesellschaft.

CIOS ER 111. Concentration Camp.

CIOS ER 112. Speer Ministry and Secret Weapons.

CIOS ER 113. Declaration of the Chargé d’Affaires of Hungarian Legation in Berlin

CIOS ER 114. Interrogation of Mr. Herbert Ludwig, Member of Board of Kloeckner Humboldt
Deutz.

CIOS ER 115. Adrenochrome—An Interview with Dr. Demater Buchnea.

CIOS ER 116. Chemical Research Laboratory of Doctor Bruno Kronach, Bavaria.

CIOS ER 117. J. Gollnow & Sohn, Stettin.

CIOS ER 118. Deutsche Forschungsanstalt für Segelflug, Ainring.

CIOS ER 119. SS Oberabschnitt Nordsee, Hamburg.

CIOS ER 120. Bleichert Transportanlagen G.m.b.H., Leipzig.

CIOS ER 121. Dynamit A.G. Small Arms Factory, Stadeln.

CIOS ER 122. Luftfahrtmedizinischen Forschungsinstitut des RLM (Attached to Helmholtz Insti-
tut).

CIOS ER 123. Adam Opel A.G., Russelheim.

CIOS ER 124. Interrogation of Herr Franz Armand Protzen.

CIOS ER 125. Dr. Richard Gotthold Vieweg, Professor Technische Hochschule, Darmstadt.

CIOS ER 126. Medical Mountain Training School, St. Johann in Tyrol.

CIOS ER 127. Kaiser Wilhelm Institut für Arbeitsphysiologie: Forschungsinstitut für Gewerbe
und Unfallkrankheiten: Paul Stratmann and Co.
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CIOS ER 128. Dr. Karl Winkler, Technical Director of Continental Oil Company A.G.

CIOS ER 129. Siemens-Reiniger-Werke A.G., Erlangen and Rudolstadt [X-ray apparatus]

CIOS ER 130. Reichsvereinigung Eisen (RVE), S.W. District.

CIOS ER 131. Assessment and Partial Investigation Report on Skoda Werke.

CIOS ER 132. Vereinigte Apparatebau Aktiengesellschaft, a Military Subsidiary Corporation of
Rheinmetall Borsig.

CIOS ER 133. Electro Acoustic K.G. (ELAC).

CIOS ER 134. Pfaffenrode Insane Asylum.

CIOS ER 135. Antenna Research Station Belonging to the Kriegsmarine Establishment N.V.K.

CIOS ER 136. Nachrichtenmittelversuchkommando, Funkversuchsstelle, Pelzerhaken (Neustadt).

CIOS ER 137. The Kriegsmarine Research Ship “Strahl” in Flensburg Harbor.

CIOS ER 138. Universität Kiel. Hagenuk Hanseat Apparatebau Ges. Neufeldt and Kuhnke G.m.b.H.,
Research Laboratories

CIOS ER 139. Drs. Kleen and Lerbs. [radar/CM]

CIOS ER 140. Dr. Dohler, Hamburg University.

CIOS ER 141. Rustungsstab Danemark Vesterport, Copenhagen.

CIOS ER 142. Dr. Asser (Research and Development; Yield and Quality of Natural Resins; Coal
Tar Products by Low Pressure Distillation).

CIOS ER 143. Eisenwerke Oberdonau, Linz, Austria.

CIOS ER 144. Dynamit A.G., Duneburg.

CIOS ER 145. Schimmel and Co., Miltitz Near Leipzig.

CIOS ER 146. Interrogation of Dr. Georg Otto Erb at Maria Veen a 5660, near Coesfed. Electric
Detonators—Types of Fuzes.

CIOS ER 147. Karl Baddstein, Hamburg.

CIOS ER 148. Kohle-Oel-Union Von Busfg Kommanditgesellschaft (Oil Recovery from Shale).

CIOS ER 149. Junkers Aircraft at Dessau, Aschersleben, Bernburg, Raguhn, Schonebeck, Tarthum,
Jessnity, Halle and Schkeuditz.

CIOS ER 150. Report on CIOS Trip No. 311, Wendelstein.
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CIOS ER 151. Group of Designers and Engineers Headed by Dipl. E. Ing. Kemper, Specializing
on Governor Gear for All German Jet Propulsion Units and Aero Engines.

CIOS ER 152. Braunschweiger Huttenwerk G.m.b.H., Plain Bearing Manufacture, Brunswick.

CIOS ER 153. Interrogation of Herr Stiele von Heydekampf. German Tank and Engine Program.

CIOS ER 154. Interrogation of Herr Schaaf.

CIOS ER 155. Flettner Helicopters—Statement by Anton Flettner.

CIOS ER 156. Report on Flugfunk Forschungsinstitut Oberpfaffenhofen F.F.O. and Establish-
ments. [smart bombs, proximity fuses, semiconductors]

CIOS ER 157. Branch of Telefunken Laboratories.

CIOS ER 158. Physical Investigations of Selenium and Caesium-Oxide Surfaces.

CIOS ER 159. Cyclotron Investigation at Heidelberg. Interview with Prof. Walter Bothe. [also
synthetic antibiotic 3065]

CIOS ER 160. German Infra-Red and Ultra-Violet Developments.

CIOS ER 161. Supplement to Evaluation Report No. 139—Report on Dr. Kleen and Dr. Lerbs of
Telefunken.

CIOS ER 162. Interrogation of Albert Speer by Members of the Ministry of Supply.

CIOS ER 163. Interrogation for CIOS of Saur, Head of Technical Department, in Speer Ministry.

CIOS ER 164. Interrogation of Dr. Werner Bosch of the Speer Ministry.

CIOS ER 165. Interrogation of Ernst-Wolf Mommsen of the Technical Department in the Speer
Ministry.

CIOS ER 166. Jet Fighter Heinkel 162 (Volksjäger).

CIOS ER 167. Details of Contents of Microfilm on Captured Documents Pertaining to German
Torpedo Developments.

CIOS ER 168. Reichskommissar für die Seeschifffahrt und Seeschifffahrstsamt.

CIOS ER 169. Interrogation of Generaldirektor Frydag of Heinkel.

CIOS ER 170. Interrogation of Dr. Carl Bosch: Cathode Screens, Selenium Dry Rectifiers.

CIOS ER 171. Report on the Interrogation of Mr. Locke.

CIOS ER 172. Uhde Gesellschaft für Hochdrucktechnik Dortmund and Bovinghausen, Germany.

CIOS ER 173. Drager Werke, Luebeck, Germany.
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CIOS ER 174. C. H. F. Müller A.G., Hamburg, Fuhsbuttel, Rentgenstrasse 24. [neutron generator
drawings and high voltage tubes]

CIOS ER 175. Report on St. Johann Winter Proving Ground.

CIOS ER 176. Report on Steyr Bearing Plant.

CIOS ER 177. Report on Physikalishe-Technische Reichsanstalt at Weide and Zeulenroda, Thüringen.

CIOS ER 178. Records and Documents at Grasleben.

CIOS ER 179. German (Economic) Personalities in Denmark.

CIOS ER 180. Laboratorium für Elektronen u. Ionenlehre, Schwarzenfeld, Formerly of Technische
Hochschule, Berlin.

CIOS ER 181. Hauptausschuss Waffen of the Speer Ministry.

CIOS ER 182. Underground Factory Sites in Ansbach.

CIOS ER 183. Report on J. M. Voith Maschinenfabriken.

CIOS ER 184. Report on: Drahtwerke Eidelstadt; Rheinische Draht und Kabelwerke.

CIOS ER 185. Interrogation of Dipl. Tag. Hohler.

CIOS ER 186. Report on Visit to Mannheim Area.

CIOS ER 187. Technische Akademie der Luftwaffe, Bad Blankenburg.

CIOS ER 188. Report on Deutsche Seewarte.

CIOS ER 189. Interrogation of Paul Francois Van Den Boogaard.

CIOS ER 190. Report on M.V. Forschungs-Vereinigung.

CIOS ER 191. Report on: Siemens and Halske, Hamburg; Vereinigte Bayrische Telefonwerke A.G.

CIOS ER 192. Interrogation of Hauptdienstleiter Otto Saur.

CIOS ER 193. Report on the Laboratory for Dr. Schnittger of Gehlberg.

CIOS ER 194. Closed Cycle Engines.

CIOS ER 195. Report on Visit to Offices and Test Shop of the Schmidt’sche Heissdampf G.m.b.H.

CIOS ER 196. Report on Flame Research Done at the Physikalische Versuchsanstalt, Danisch
Nienhof.

CIOS ER 197. Interrogation of General Oberst Von Halder.
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CIOS ER 198. Report on Askania Werke-Konstanz.

CIOS ER 199. Interrogation of Dipl. Ing. Walte at Konstanz, and Visit to Laboratory at Litzel-
stettin.

CIOS ER 200. Physikalisches Institut der Universität, Erlangen, Interrogation of Prof. Dr. Rudolph
Hilsch, Head of the Organization.

CIOS ER 201. Report on Talstation, Lofer. [Mario Zippermayr]

CIOS ER 202. Report on Fernmeldetechnisches Entwicklungslaboratorium and Interrogation of
Dr. H. Kimmel.

CIOS ER 203. Report on Physical Department of University of Strassbourg at Seefelden.

CIOS ER 204. Report on Forschungsanstalt der D.R.P. Post Dienstelle.

CIOS ER 205. Interrogation of Dr. Bürk of Telefunken, Berlin.

CIOS ER 206. Report on Private Laboratory of Prof. Vierling.

CIOS ER 207. Report on Osnabruck Kupfer und Kabel Werke, Klosterstrasse 29.

CIOS ER 208. Interrogation at Salzuflen of Dr. Paul Joerz and Dr. Rolf Moller.

CIOS ER 209. Inspection of “Müller Montag” Vertical Milling Machine with Copying Attachment.

CIOS ER 210. Report on the Manufacture of Chlorate and Perchlorate by I.G. Farben, Bitterfeld.

CIOS ER 211. Report on Fire Extinguishing Equipment, Methods and Manufacture in Germany.

CIOS ER 212. Report on Coal-Stripping Method and Equipment in Germany.

CIOS ER 213. Report on Torpedo Model Experimental Station, Hanover.

CIOS ER 214. Ringsdorff-Werke K.G., Mehlem am Rhein.

CIOS ER 215. Report on Aircraft Instruments Produced by Firm Albert Pattin of Berlin and
Wesben (Interrogation of Herr Rolla).

CIOS ER 216. Interrogation of Prof. Pidery (Geo-Physics).

CIOS ER 217. Report on Manufacture of Air Photography Apparatus.

CIOS ER 218. Report on Stereophotogrammetric Methods of Measuring Wave-Heights at the
Deutsche Seewarte.

CIOS ER 219. Interrogation of Albert Speer.

CIOS ER 220. Interrogation of Dipl. Ing. Helmut Stein, President of Klockner-Deutz-Motoren,
Cologne-Deutz.
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CIOS ER 221. Arrangements of the I.G. Farbenindustrie A.G. with Professors and Others in
German Universities for Cooperation Research and Consultation Services.

CIOS ER 222. Institut für Tech. Phys., Technische Hochschule, Stuttgart.

CIOS ER 223. CIOS Trip No. 215: Elektrochemische Werke München A.G.; Elchemie, Kufstein;
Chemische Fabrik, Gersthofen.

CIOS ER 224. The Henschel Tank Proving Ground.

CIOS ER 225. Visit to Bergakademie, Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany, Reichsforschungsrat (R.F.R.).

CIOS ER 226. Institute für Theorie der Elektrotechnik, A.D.T.H. Stuttgart.

CIOS ER 227. Report on the Newly Developed H. L. 234 Tank Engine.

CIOS ER 228. Report on Demag A.G. at Duisburg, Makers of Demag Turbo Blowers.

CIOS ER 229. Hydraulic Couplings (Fluid Power Transmission) for Shipboard Use.

CIOS ER 230. I.G. Farbenindustrie Leunawerke, Leuna.
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FIAT 671. Report on Some Characteristics of Selenium Rectifiers Prepared by the Vacuum Method.
With two Supplements.

FIAT 672. Air and Oil-Cooled Adam Opal 72 h.p. Truck Engine.
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FIAT 687. BMW Passenger Car and Generator Engines. With 17 supplements.
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FIAT 689. Diesel Engines by M.A.N. Nürnberg.
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FIAT 701.

FIAT 702. Report on the Electron Mirror Image Tube.
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FIAT 703. The Production and Use of Low Temperature Coal Tar in Germany.
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FIAT 706. Report on Selenium Dry Rectifier Developments.
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FIAT 714. Casting of Plexiglass, Röhm and Haas G.m.b.H., Darmstadt. With supplement.
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FIAT 716.

FIAT 717. Buna Rubber Research. With supplement. [mainly a list of publications]

FIAT 718. Fertilizers Made by I. G. Farbenindustrie A. G. at Leuna and Plesteritz. With seven
supplements.

FIAT 719. German Neoprene. Vols. I-III.

FIAT 720. German Techniques for Handling Acetylene in Chemical Operations. Vols. I-III.

FIAT 721. Agfacolor Negative-Positive Method for Professional Motion Pictures.

FIAT 722. Synthetic Rubber “Desmodur R”.

FIAT 723. German Carbon Bisulfide Manufacture. With 17 supplements.

FIAT 724. Miscellaneous Chemical Processes and Plastics Machinery.

FIAT 725. High Pressure, High Temperature Heating, 250 atm.

FIAT 726. Report on Jeweled Watch Industry in the Neighborhood of Pforzheim, Germany.
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FIAT 728. A.G. für Stickstoffdünger, Knapsack.

FIAT 729. The German High Temperature Coal Tar Industry.
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FIAT 732. Electrochemical Operations at I.G. Farbenindustrie A. G., Bitterfeld. With 30 supple-
ments.

FIAT 733. Vertical Retort Zinc and By-Products: Oker, Harz Mts. [cadmium]

FIAT 734. Report on Velox Boilers.

FIAT 735. Merchant Shipbuilding and Shipping Difficulties During the War.

FIAT 736. The Kontactumformer (Contact Rectifier). With two supplements.

FIAT 737. Economic Study of German Synthetic Waxes. With appendix.

FIAT 738. The Production of Some Rare Metals and Their Compounds as Practiced by E. Merck,
Chemische Fabrik, Darmstadt: Boron, Caesium, Gallium, Germanium, Rubidium.

FIAT 739. Marine Refrigeration.
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FIAT 741. Catalysts for Coal Hydrogenation.
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FIAT 751. Assimilatorischer Quotient und Photochemische Ausbeaute. [Otto Warburg]

FIAT 752. A Survey of the Beilstein, the Gmelin, the Berichte der Deutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft.
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supplement.

FIAT 763.

FIAT 764. Dyestuffs Manufacturing Processes of I. G. Farbenindustries. Vols. 1-4.

FIAT 765. Electrostatic Electron Microscope.

FIAT 766. Wide Angle Telescope Lenses.

FIAT 767. German Research on Zinc Base Bearings.

FIAT 768. Phenol Manufacture in Germany by the Chlorination, Sulfonation, and Raschig Pro-
cesses. With supplement.

FIAT 769. Electron Microscopy, Infra Red and Other Branches of Applied Physics.

FIAT 770. Report Covering (a) Forging Practice, (b) Manufacture of Die Blocks, (c) Manufacture
of Races for Ball Bearings. With eight supplements.

FIAT 771. Clay Mining in the Westerwald District of Germany.

FIAT 772. German Powder Metallurgy. Vols. I–III.
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FIAT 773. Titanium Products in Germany. With six supplements. [Titanium semiconductors]

FIAT 774. Anhydrous Chlorides Manufacture. With five supplements.

FIAT 775. Development of German Shipping from 1800 to 1939.
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FIAT 786. The Lithium Electrolytic Cell. (Degussa, Rheinfelde.)

FIAT 787. Precious Metal Refining and Fabrication by W. C. Heraeus and G. Siebert Platin-
schmelze of Hanau. [Aluminum and rhodium mirrors]

FIAT 788. Aluminum Hydroxy Chloride Production at Ludwigshafen by Electrochemical and Chem-
ical Methods.

FIAT 789. Experiments to Produce Ductile Silicon.

FIAT 790. Production of Sodium Sulfide from Sodium Amalgam.

FIAT 791. Electrolytic Hydroxylamine Hydrochloride and Glyoxalic Acid.

FIAT 792. Iron Cores.

FIAT 793.

FIAT 794. The Porcelain Enamel and Ceramic Color Industry in Germany. With two supple-
ments. [Rare earths (Dr. Egon Ihwe)]
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FIAT 795. Lanthanum, Neodymium, Praseodymium and Uranium Compounds Prepared by Auerge-
sellschaft, Berlin.

FIAT 796. Bichromates Manufacture. With two supplements.

FIAT 797. The Electrolytic Chlorine Plant in Hoechst am Main.

FIAT 798. Titanium Metal Produced by Degussa and Osram.

FIAT 799. Krupp-Renn and Other Processes for Utilizing Low-Grade Iron Ores in Germany.

FIAT 800. Nickel Cadmium Storage Batteries in Germany.

FIAT 801. Industrial Safety in Germany.
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FIAT 803. Kyanite and Synthetic Sillimanite in Germany.

FIAT 804. Molybdate Orange Pigment. With two supplements.

FIAT 805. German Research on Experimental Aluminum-Base Bearings.

FIAT 806. Gesellschaft für Linde’s Eismaschinen (Linde-Frankel Oxygen Apparatus), Hollriegel-
skreuth.

FIAT 807. Litharge and Red Lead Process.

FIAT 808. Contribution to the Regeneration of Pickling Solutions.

FIAT 809. Ferrocyanides and Sulfur from Gas Work Residues.

FIAT 810. Activated Clay Bleaching Adsorbents.

FIAT 811. Chrome Yellow and Other Pigments at G. Siegle and Company.

FIAT 812. The Aluna Process. [Photographic reproduction paper.]

FIAT 813. Photo-Reproduction Research of Kalle & Co., A.G. Index of Microfilmed Reports.

FIAT 814. German Production of Some of the More Important Inorganic Pigments. With supple-
ment. [Luminescent pigments]

FIAT 815. Technical History of the German Merchant Marine.

FIAT 816. Horizontal Mercury Chlorine Cells, I.G. Farbenindustrie, A.G. With 43 supplements.

FIAT 817. Vertical Mercury Chlorine Cells, I.G. Farbenindustrie, A.G. With 42 supplements.

FIAT 818. I.G. Farbenindustrie A.G., Leverkusen, Germany. Azo-Benzene Plant, Details—Heated
Valve. With five supplements.
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FIAT 819. Metallic Sodium from Sodium Amalgam at Gersthofen. With seven supplements.

FIAT 820. Degussa Sodium Production Using Downs Cells. With two supplements.

FIAT 821. Zinc, Manganese and Other Metals Recovered by Amalgam Process at Duisburger
Kupferhütte. With four supplements.

FIAT 822. Electrolytic Mercury Oxide at Burghausen.

FIAT 823. Utilization of Blast Furnace Slag in Germany.

FIAT 824. The Miscellaneous Glass Industry of Central Europe. [Neodymium glasses and other
exotic glasses]

FIAT 825. Chlorine Dioxide and Sodium Chlorite at I.G. Farben, Griesheim. With nine supple-
ments.

FIAT 826. The Reproduction of Contrast Thru Telescopes.

FIAT 827. Modern Type of Freighter for Far East Service.

FIAT 828.

FIAT 829. Non-Ferrous Metal Production Processes in the Hamburg District.

FIAT 830. English Translation of Sodium in Germany and the Relations Between I.G. and Degussa
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FIAT 831. Sodium Sulfate Electrolysis with a Mercury Cathode.

FIAT 832. Hydrochloric Acid Electrolysis at Wolfen. With four supplements.

FIAT 833. Experimental Production of Chlorine by Oxidation of Hydrogen Chloride, I.G. Far-
benindustrie, Oppau. With supplement.

FIAT 834. Production of Caustic Potash in Mercury Chlorine Cells.

FIAT 835. A Technological Study of the Wall and Floor Tile Industry in Germany, Austria and
Czechoslovakia.

FIAT 836. The Production of Acrylonitrile in the I.G. Farbenindustrie Plants at Ludwigshafen,
Hüls and Leverkusen.

FIAT 837. Annealing, Pickling, Washing and Liming of Rolled Steel Wire.

FIAT 838. Elemental Fluorine, I.G. Farbenindustrie—Leverkusen.

FIAT 839. Production of Hydrazine Hydrate Base Rocket Fuel.

FIAT 840. Gesellschaft für Linde’s Eismaschinen. Calculation of Regenerators for Linde-Frankl
Installations and Overall Utilities Requirements for Linde-Frankl Oxygen Producing Units.
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FIAT 842.
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FIAT 844. German Concrete Shipbuilding During the War.
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Sulfurization of Xylol.

FIAT 847. Butadiene Catalysts.
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FIAT 851. English Translation of the Ignition of Chloranil-Alkali-Hydroxide Mixtures by Water.

FIAT 852. English Translation of N-Chloro-Amides of Higher Molecular Fatty Acids and Their
Conversion Products.

FIAT 853. English Translation of Reaction of Cyclic Vinyllactams with Phenols.

FIAT 854. English Translation of Preparation of Mixed Polymerization Products of Vinylsulfones.

FIAT 855. The Manufacture of Acetaldehyde in Germany.

FIAT 856. Manufacture of Polyvinylethers.

FIAT 857. I. Production of Acetic Acid at Burghausen and Knapsack. II. Concurrent Production
of Acetic Acid and Acetic Anhydride at Knapsack.

FIAT 858. Selenium Rectifiers.

FIAT 859. I. Continuous Chilling and Cooling of Calcium Carbide. II. Acetylene Generation by
Dry Type Generators. III. Purification and Drying of Acetylene for Chemical Use.

FIAT 860. The Production of Mono-Vinylacetate.

FIAT 861. Plasticizers for Poly-Vinyl Chloride.

FIAT 862. Poly-Vinyl Chloride Production at Burghausen & Ludwigshafen. With six supplements.

FIAT 863. Activated-Carbon Production at I.G. Farbenindustrie Leverkusen.
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FIAT 864. The Manufacture of Hand Sewing Needles in Germany.

FIAT 865. Six Papers on Television.

FIAT 866. The Manufacture of Luvitherm Film. [Magnetophone]

FIAT 867. The Production of Mono-Vinyl Chloride.

FIAT 868. Trypaflavine, Surfen, P.60, and Bovoflavine. [pharmaceutical ointment for mucous
membrane infections in cattle]

FIAT 869. A New Method of Beneficiation of Low Grade Iron Ore by the Wiedelmann Washing
Tower. With supplement.

FIAT 870. The Production of Styroflex Film.

FIAT 871. The Luminometer.

FIAT 872. I. G. Hoechst Glycerogen Process.

FIAT 873. The Self-Ignition of Mixtures of Hydrocarbons and Air Subjected to Very Sudden Adi-
abatic Compression.

FIAT 874. The Manufacture of Ethylene Oxide via Chlorohydrination of Ethylene.

FIAT 875. Proposed Ethylene Oxide Manufacture via Oxidation of Ethylene at Zweckel Near Glad-
beck.

FIAT 876. Continuous Casting of Metals in Germany.

FIAT 877. Selection and Application of Mold and Core Blackwashes.

FIAT 878. Melting and Casting of German Silver Alloys.

FIAT 879. Notes on the Peeling of Nickel Deposits. Corrected copy.

FIAT 880. Dross Production in Metal Galvanizing.

FIAT 881. Contribution to the Production of Cast Nickel Anodes.

FIAT 882. Anodes. [nickel, cadmium]

FIAT 883. Effect of Metallic Additions and Impurities on the Galvanizing Properties of Zinc.

FIAT 884. Biophysics with Special Reference to Electrobiology.

FIAT 885. Manufacture of Synthetic Caffeine.

FIAT 886. Manufacture of Melamine. With supplement.

FIAT 887. Lightweight Electric Light Wiring Devices and Conduit Manufactured by the Germans
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for Export.

FIAT 888. Methanol Synthesis at I.G. Farbenindustrie Plant at Oppau.

FIAT 889. Urea Manufacture at the I.G. Farbenindustrie Plant at Oppau. With supplement.

FIAT 890. Supplement to Selenium Rectifier Development in Germany. [by T. M. Odarenko,
missing pages from his earlier report]

FIAT 891. Duxochrome Photo Color Prints.

FIAT 892. Ceramic Dielectrics for Condensers.

FIAT 893. Introduction to Technical Photographic X-Ray.

FIAT 894. Electrostatic High Voltage Generators.

FIAT 895. Progress in Time and Radio Frequency Measurements at the P.T.R. Heidelberg.

FIAT 896. Aludrine Sulfate: Manufacture and Pharmacological Properties. [relaxes bronchial mus-
cle spasms]

FIAT 897. The Wall and Floor Tile Industry in Germany.

FIAT 898. Redox Systems in Emulsion Co-Polymerization of Butadiene (75) and Styrene (25).

FIAT 899. Unipolar Ionised Air. Apparatus and Application.

FIAT 900. The Waldmann Vaccine (Against Aphthous Stomatitis).

FIAT 901. Cosmetic, Perfumery and Soap Formulae.

FIAT 902. The Production of Crude and Purified Steroids in Germany.

FIAT 903. Cosmetic, Perfumery and Soap Formulae.

FIAT 904. High Voltage Direct Current Transmission. With addendum.

FIAT 905. Determination of Suitability of Paraffin Mixtures for Conversion to Fatty Acids by
Catalytic Oxidation. With supplement.

FIAT 906. Styroflex-Spiral Submarine Cable.

FIAT 907. Review of Recent Developments in Aluminum Refining.

FIAT 908. The Siemens and Halske Teleprinter, T-Typ 68.

FIAT 909. The Cerium Metal and Lighter Flint Industry in Germany and Austria.

FIAT 910. Production of Pharmaceutical and Industrial Enzymes in Southern Germany.
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FIAT 911. Styroflex Dielectric Capacitors.

FIAT 912. The Manufacture of Bile Acids from Ox Bile.

FIAT 913. Synthetic Detergent Applications.

FIAT 914. The Manufacture of Bromylated Barbiturates. [developed in Germany]

FIAT 915. Manufacture of Sulfonamides and Related Intermediates in the French, British and
American Zones of Occupation, Germany.

FIAT 916. English Translation of Studies on Co-polymers and Ingredients for Co-polymerization.

FIAT 917. Manufacture of 2-Ethyl-Anthraquinone at the I.G. Farbenindustrie Plant in Lud-
wigshafen.

FIAT 918. Formanide Production at the I.G. Farbenindustrie Plant in Ludwigshafen.

FIAT 919. The Manufacture of the Diethanolamine Salt of P-Methyltolyl Carbinol-Camphoric
Acid Ester and a Brief Evaluation of Its Pharmacologic Properties.

FIAT 920. The Contact Converter as Developed in Germany. Five volumes.

FIAT 921. Manufacture and Purification of Arc Acetylenes.

FIAT 922. Tube Reducers in Germany.

FIAT 923. Further Studies in Magnetophones and Tapes.

FIAT 924. Investigation of Pure Oxide Ceramic Materials Intended for High Temperature and
High Stress Applications. [Silicon carbide]

FIAT 925. Formamide Production at the I.G. Farbenindustrie Plant at Oppau.

FIAT 926. Manufacture of Butynediol (and Certain Related Materials) from Acetylene and Formalde-
hyde.

FIAT 927. Production of High Alumina Slags in Blast Furnaces and Allied Processes for Recovering
Alumina.

FIAT 928. Spiral Bevel and Bevel Gear Field in Germany. With supplement.

FIAT 929. Effluent Treatment Practices in Some of the Chemical Factories in the French, British
and American Zones of Occupation in Germany.

FIAT 930. Training and Selection of Supervisory Personnel in the I.G. Farbenwerke, Ludwigshafen.

FIAT 931. Semi-conductors.

FIAT 932. Report of Chemistry.
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FIAT 933. Reactions of Carbon Monoxide with Acetylene, Alcohols, Cyclic Ethers, to Produce
Aliphatic Saturated and Unsaturated Acids and Esters.

FIAT 934. Moisture Proof Cellophane Equipment and Coating Formulae.

FIAT 935. The Production of Higher Vinyl Esters at Ludwigshafen.

FIAT 936. Preparation of Higher Vinyl Esters at Ludwigshafen.
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FIAT 939. Processing of Flockenbast.

FIAT 940. The Manufacture of Nicotinamide and Related Intermediates in the French, British
and American Zones of Occupation in Germany.

FIAT 941. The Quantum Yield in the Isomerization of Crocetindimethylester by Light.

FIAT 942. Shoe Machinery in Germany.

FIAT 943. The Manufacture of Agfacolor Material.

FIAT 944. Oppanol C. High Molecular Weight Polyvinyl Isobutyl Ester.

FIAT 945. The Manufacture of Y-Butyrolactone at I.G. Farbenindustrie A.G., Ludwigshafen.

FIAT 946. The Manufacture of Thiodibutyric Acid at I.G. Farbenindustrie A.G., Ludwigshafen.

FIAT 947. Developments During the War in Automotive Ignition, Particularly by the Firm of
Robert Bosch, G.m.b.H., Stuttgart.

FIAT 948. Report Index of German Aeronautical Research Developments.

FIAT 949. Organic Chemical Intermediates for Insecticides, Fungicides and Rodenticides. [E.605]

FIAT 950. Xylene-Formaldehyde Condensation Products. [E.605]

FIAT 951. The German Gasket Industry. With supplement.

FIAT 952. High Pressure Hydrogenation in Germany I. The Liquid Phase.

FIAT 953. Color Photography.

FIAT 954. A Highly Sensitive D.C. Controlling & Measuring Device. [Amplifier]

FIAT 955. Special Mechanical Features of Linde-Frankl Oxygen Plants.

FIAT 956. Cellulose Sheeting and Sausage Casing Machinery.
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FIAT 957. The Manufacture of Alginic Acid Derivatives and Their Use as Emulgators in Emulsion
(Distemper) Paints.

FIAT 958. Glanzstoff Continuous Rayon Machine at Oberbruch.

FIAT 959.

FIAT 960. Polyethylenimine and Its Use in Paper Making.

FIAT 961. Paper and Textile Machine Design, Relating to the Manufacture of Wadding, Facial
Tissue, Sanitary Napkins and Thin Tissues. With supplement.

FIAT 962. Details of Manufacture of Tanigans Extra A, C, and F.

FIAT 963. The Synthesis of Digitalose.

FIAT 964. Regarding the Resistance to Temperature Variations of Zygotes of Chlamydomonas.

FIAT 965. Manufacturing of “Pressal” Adhesive.

FIAT 966. Recent Developments in the Design of Kaplan and Francis Turbines. With supplement.

FIAT 967. Polymerization of Acetylene to Cyclooctatetraene.

FIAT 968. Alcohols by Hydration of Olefins.

FIAT 969. Acetylene Generation: Dry Method. With supplement.

FIAT 970. Methods of Standardization of Vat Dye Suprafix Pastes and Powders “Fine” Manufac-
tured by I.G. Farbenindustrie, A.G. Höchst.

FIAT 971. Arsenical Pharmaceuticals of the Farbenwerke Hochst (Formerly Division of I. G.
Farbenindustrie A. G.).

FIAT 972. The Manufacture of Chlorobromomethane. (Fire Extinguishing Agent “CB”.)

FIAT 973.

FIAT 974. Thermostatic Bimetal Production in Germany.

FIAT 975. Rolled Gold Plate Production in Germany.

FIAT 976. Agfa Color Process.

FIAT 977. Color Reproduction by Color Photography.

FIAT 978. The Synthesis of Acrylamides and the Copolymerization of Acrylamides and Butadiene.

FIAT 979. Sintered Iron Shell Rotating Bands.

FIAT 980. German Aluminum Industry.
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Wo ein Begeisterter steht,
ist der Gipfel der Welt.

Where an enthusiast is standing
is the summit of the world.

Joseph von Eichendorff. 1815.
Ahnung und Gegenwart [Idea and Present]

Book II, Chapter 15.

In order to depict as many of the creators and creations discussed in this book as possible, this
book incorporates several thousand images. I have tried to give proper attribution for the images
while keeping this section as concise as I could.

Wherever possible, I have tried to use freely available images from commons.wikimedia.org. In those
cases, I have identified commons.wikimedia.org but not the specific web page, because some images
seem to move around at that website over time, and I do not want to give large numbers of links
that may go out of date. Please use the searchable database at commons.wikimedia.org to find the
current location of specific images, as well as more detailed information about those images.

To give small visual examples of scientists’ research, in a few cases I have shown one page or a
fraction of a page from a journal article or book that was published by a particular scientist. Those
examples are drawn from images that can already be obtained on the internet for free. Most of
those articles and books are nearly a century old, or in some cases even older. I have included
such images for scholarly, noncommercial purposes. I am not trying to reproduce entire articles or
chapters from those works, but only to provide visual evidence that those works existed. I believe
this constitutes fair use.

I would like this book to be a free online resource that is as accurate and as complete as possible. If
you feel that I have incorrectly used or attributed an image, please let me know. If you have images
of creators or creations where I currently have only a blank space, please send me the missing
images and information for how I should attribute them.
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Zusammenfassung
Umwälzende wissenschaftliche Neuerungen scheint die Welt nicht länger in demselben Tempo wie
früher hervorzubringen (was ganz offenkundig wird, wenn man das heutige Forschungspersonal
oder die bereitgestellten Fördergelder nach revolutionären Innovationen bemisst). Statt sich an die
grundsätzliche Lösung dieses systemischen Problems zu wagen, kann man genausogut untersuchen,
was für Bedingungen zu anderen Zeiten und andernorts den Erfolg von Innovatoren begünstigten
(Kapitel 1).

Erfindungen und Entdeckungen wurden überall und zu jeder Zeit gemacht—die größte Häufung
an umwälzenden Neuerungen jedoch ist mit Wissenschaftlern und Ingenieuren verbunden, die im
19. und frühen 20. Jahrhundert in der vornehmlich deutschsprachigen Forschungslandschaft Mit-
teleuropas ausgebildet wurden. Durch den Ersten und Zweiten Weltkrieg, den Kalten Krieg, durch
Sprachbarrieren und infolge kultureller Stereotypen verblaßte die Geschichte dieser Innovatoren und
ihrer Neuerungen, so dass die moderne Welt kaum noch Einzelheiten kennt und wenig willens zu sein
scheint, die Forschungsbedingungen, die einst zu so zahlreichen revolutionären Errungenschaften
führten, nachzuahmen.

Die Ziele dieses Buches bestehen somit darin

• Aufklärung über die wichtigsten Schöpfer im deutschsprachigen Raum und deren Werke in
verschiedenen Bereichen der Natur- und Ingenieurwissenschaften zu leisten (Kapitel 2–9),

• die systemischen Faktoren zu ermitteln, die in diesem Raum so zahlreiche revolutionäre In-
novationen hervorbrachten (Kapitel 10),

• erfolgreiche, aber auch fehlgeschlagene Anläufe einer Übertragung des Wissens und der sys-
temischen Faktoren auf andere Forschungslandschaften zu bewerten (Kapitel 11),

• Methoden vorzuschlagen, mithilfe derer heutige Regierungen, Organisationen und/oder Ein-
zelpersonen dem Erfolg des früheren deutschsprachigen Forschungsraums besser nacheifern
können (Kapitel 12).

Die Archivrecherchen für dieses Buch förderten darüber hinaus zahlreiche Dokumente zutage, die
darauf hindeuten, dass die deutschen Forschungsprogramme zur Zeit des Zweiten Weltkrieges in
den Bereichen Biotechnik, Mikroelektronik, Technik der Energiewaffen, Kernwaffen sowie Luft- und
Raumfahrt viel fortgeschrittener waren als durch die heutige Geschichtsschreibung anerkannt wird,
und dass diese Programme nach dem Krieg entsprechende Aktivitäten in anderen Ländern nach
sich zogen (Anhänge A–E).

Und so, nachdem ich mir den Scherz erlaubt, dem eine Stelle zu gönnen in diesem durchweg zwei-
deutigen Leben kaum irgend ein Blatt zu ernsthaft seyn kann, gebe ich mit innigem Ernst das Buch
hin, in der Zuversicht, daß es früh oder spät Diejenigen erreichen wird, an welche es allein gerichtet
seyn kann, und übrigens gelassen darin ergeben, daß auch ihm in vollem Maaße das Schicksal
werde, welches in jeder Erkenntniß, also um so mehr in der wichtigsten, allezeit der Wahrheit zu
Theil ward, der nur ein kurzes Siegesfest beschieden ist, zwischen den beiden langen Zeiträumen,
wo sie als paradox verdammt und als trivial geringgeschätzt wird. Auch pflegt das erstere Schicksal
ihren Urheber mitzutreffen.—Aber das Leben ist kurz und die Wahrheit wirkt ferne und lebt lange:
sagen wir die Wahrheit.

Arthur Schopenhauer. 1819. Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung. 1. Auflage. Leipzig.
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Abstract

The world does not appear to be producing truly revolutionary scientific innovations at the same
rate as it once did (certainly if measured in terms of revolutionary innovations per researcher or
per amount of funding). Rather than trying to create solutions for this modern systemic problem
from scratch, one may study what conditions facilitated the successes of innovators in other times
and places (Chapter 1).

Inventions and discoveries have been made throughout the world and throughout history, yet the
highest concentration of revolutionary innovations appears to have come from scientists and engi-
neers who were trained in the predominantly German-speaking central European research world
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Unfortunately, the history of those innovators and
innovations has been significantly obscured by World Wars I and II, the Cold War, language bar-
riers, and cultural stereotypes, leaving the modern world less aware of the details and less able to
fully reproduce the research conditions that led to so many revolutionary achievements.

Therefore the objectives of this book are to:

• Elucidate the major creators and creations produced by that German-speaking world in var-
ious fields of science and engineering (Chapters 2–9).

• Determine the systemic factors that promoted so much revolutionary innovation in that par-
ticular place and time (Chapter 10).

• Evaluate the previous successes and failures of transferring that scientific knowledge and those
systemic methods to other research systems (Chapter 11).

• Propose methods by which modern governments, organizations, and/or individuals could
better emulate the success of the earlier German-speaking research world (Chapter 12).

Archival research for this book also yielded many documents that suggest that World War II Ger-
man programs in biotechnology, microelectronics, directed energy technologies, nuclear weapons,
and aerospace technologies progressed much further than has been acknowledged in conventional
histories, and that they aided postwar programs in other countries (Appendices A–E).

And now that I have allowed myself the jest to which in this ambiguous life hardly any page can be
too serious to grant a place, I part with the book with deep seriousness, in the sure hope that sooner
or later it will reach those to whom alone it can be addressed; and for the rest, patiently resigned
that the same fate should, in full measure, befall it, that in all ages has, to some extent, befallen
all knowledge, and especially the weightiest knowledge of the truth, to which only a brief triumph
is allotted between the two long periods in which it is condemned as paradoxical or disparaged as
trivial. The former fate is also wont to befall its author.—But life is short, and truth works far and
lives long: let us speak the truth.

Arthur Schopenhauer. 1819. The World as Will and Representation. 1st ed. Leipzig.
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